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at the threshold of

STANDING
ing forward,
arouse

the

vista

is

considerable

a

American

degree of pride in every
After four years of war in

citizen.

Europe, and eighteen months of participation on
the part of the United States, the storm has become

We may

calmed.

which

will not

feel all of that

deep satisfaction

from a duty well performed.

results

It

be proper boastingly to refer to our own
war. The true story of what we have

part in this

accomplished

may

be

left

for future historians to

While the destiny of the world hinges
about the calm deliberations of the peace commission, we in this country may fix our eyes wholly on

all.
The introduction of women and
minors into every phase of industrial labor has
served to bridge this country over an
important
crisis.
It will be our
duty to show a due apprecia-

question of

of

tion

the

non-combatants whose work,

if

less

spectacular, has been quite as patriotic as that of
the men who have gone overseas to
The
light.

problem of retaining this large element in employment and at the same time finding remunerative

work

for the returning soldier and sailor

is

most

intricate.

record.

the future, firm in the belief that unless

or

fail to profit

steadily

before

move
all

\I7"ITH
*

forces,

sented,

we

falter

by the lessons of the past, we shall
forward to our rightful position

no nation may succeed which shows ingratiits defenders, it becomes
vitally neces-

tude to

sary

that

number

who

we provide employment for the large
estimated at a quarter of a million men

either by mutilation,

wounds or other

physical

conditions incident to service, have become inca-

the world.

the cessation of hostilities and the de-

mobilization of our

AS

large

land

and sea

are

many complex problems
being preon the proper solution of which will chiefly

pacitated from pursuing their pre-war vocations.
These the Government will regard with the utmost

paternal care.

A

large appropriation has already

been made to provide educational

facilities at tech-

schools and colleges for men in this class.
This feature of the Government's work in the renical

depend the success of the future.
The return to America of more than two million
men, suddenly taken away from their usual occupations and as suddenly brought back, will so

be carried forward to the highest state of efficiency.
While we may deplore the cause that has led to the

greatly affect labor conditions in this country as to
constitute perhaps the first and most important

necessity for a work of this kind, there is no doubt
that the result will react to the great benefit of the-

habilitation of

its

defenders
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will,

it

is

quite certain,
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and

individual

also to the

development of a high

A man

taken from

civil life,

order of citizenship.
with perhaps but a limited earning capacity, re'turned to this country after months of military
the big things
training, discipline and contact with
to meet his
re-educated
when
of the world, will,
and
valuable
a
become
new conditions,
patriotic
citizen.

shipyards, cantonments and munition plants, there

has been opportunity to note the probable future
effects of a very matter-of-fact attitude toward
building and the architectural progress that

have accompanied
Possibly this

THE

men who

will put the

developed, and in

impress of their

fine abilities

In every profeson every future undertaking.
sional rank there has been learned the lesson that it
is the practical, workable idea that counts, that gets
There has been no place in the turmoil of
results.
the daily task
preparation and the steady grind of
It
for the theorist, the dreamer or the poseur.

work with

that leads to success.

Particularly has this been shown in the fields of

and engineering. Just what history
has been written in this country during the past two
need
years in the annals of these two professionals
architecture

not be dwelt upon here. They have been discussed
to a point where further allusion would

and argued
only be

repetition.

It

has been

clearly

demon-

strated that in times of stress, or active operation,
only one type of man can survive in the daily tur-

moil of war's activities.
practical

and most

That man

efficient that

will

be the most

can be found: What-

ever errors of omission or commission

may

in the

future be set against our Government, it will be conceded that it sought out in every field of endeavor

to

workers have been so vastly improved as

mark an epoch

Architects
that
is

in

this

phase of construction.

claim and prove their contention

In every instance

advance
where large operations

have been under architectural control, there has
been no word of inefficiency, and the results are so
very good that they will exert the most lasting
influence on our domestic architecture.

MEANWHILE,
the profession

vation will have taught them.
of

architect

a

upwards
yearly earning capacities
million dollars, who patriotically set aside every selfish consideration to serve their country at a salary
of one dollar a year, exemplifies the class that will
in the future dominate every field of labor.
The
obvious.

is

are problems

and means

now

suspension of building operations for a
period of many months, does not afford an

opportunity to refer to the progress of our architectural

development.
Building in this country,
with the exception of the Government's operations,
has been practically at a standstill.
But, in the
feverish activity displayed in the
vicinity of our

to

among

this

for that type

what an
There
must take up and
just

his profession.

that architects

They must realize that while they are artists,
trained in the power of artistic expression, they
are also business men and must become good execu-

With

tives.

architect,

the military training received by the
the higher and broader outlook he has

acquired, he will regard everything he undertakes
with the view of a super-educated, practical man.
The future of architecture under the control of
of this type looks brighter now than ever beIt will be this class of men who will dominate

It will be these men who, having
the profession.
learned that much of the study in their college
courses was, as referring to their future work, so

much

lost time, will see to

our architectural

it

educational

vised so as properly to

THE

is

solve.

fore.

of

It

we may with calmness look
man who will show to all the world

class that

men

of

the large number of men in
of architecture who at great

personal sacrifice have closed their offices and gone
to the war, are returning educated to all those
higher things which their trained powers of obser-

with

is

may

to their abilities that this great

is

it

due.

the most practical and efficient and aggressive type
of men it could find.
That large group -of men

lesson

to develop features

men

of the highest ideals can
their fellows when they
only successfully
combine with such ideals the hard, practical sense

has been shown that

war has served

of industrial housing to a greater extent than any
other.
In design and plan, the homes of our industrial

during this war has
large numbers, types of

experience gained

may

it.

fit

that the curricula ot
institutions

the young

man

are

re-

for the

work before him.
question of education in architecture is
of the first that the profession in its
efforts towards reconstruction in its own field will

THIS
one

need to consider.

Undoubtedly many of the things
about which we so loudly

in architectural practice
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to faulty educational
complain today are due
Modern methods will need to be very
methods.
largely revised.
this

important

measures he proposes for the improvement of
present methods,

the

when

v.

our rich

men

for a great

makes

communication printed on

the admirable suggestion that

could find a very useful opportunity

and valuable work

founding of

American
Europe
The immense amount of good
for

schools of craftsmanship in

men and women.

in the

would be derived, especially during the next
five years, from the establishment of such schools,
Along ceris too apparent to need further urging.
tain well-developed lines, the American Academy
a
in Rome has been for years carrying forward

that

work of this nature.
were more

liberally

If

this

valuable institution

endowed and placed on

the most

could at once take control of these
practical basis,
trade schools and make them, in the field of craftsit

manship, as valuable to the

now

is

The
more

American student

as

and smoothly working organi-

zation

always produces results if energetadministered.
But any body representative
ically
of certain fields of endeavor can reach its goal only

presentation

another page,

libraries.

A PERFECTED

**

by the hoarding of colclassic memorial

endowment of

the

museums and

Without doubt there will
Blackall.
by Mr. C. H.
be a very general agreement with Mr. Blackall's
of this subject and concurrence with

Tom

or

lections

In the leading article in this issue
topic is very thoroughly discussed

P. Barnett, in a

this country, than

art, in

it

in the higher field of the Beaux-Arts.

from those

co-operation

Organized architecture
country has seen many vicissitudes and in

it

en-

in

this

spite of

handicaps has accomplished a certain measure
of good results.
But it has been almost entirely in

its

the hands of certain

men who, day and night, have
who have in many cases be-

labored to serve, and

come disheartened by
criticism

make

lack of support,

and cold indifference.

the profession

have to make

its

\\'e

unwarranted
have to

shall

more democratic, and we

shall

organization more truly repre-

sentative.

There
tions,

ment.
tion,

is

state

as there

\\ith

successful future of architecture will depend
of
largely on the successful development

receives

it

deavors to serve.

is

as pressing a

federated
for

need for two organiza-

societies

two parties

and the

Until this has been brought to

we can hope
correct

for

little,

Institute,

our national Govern-

in

if

consumma-

any. practical result.

educational methods, methods that

be based on the counsel of practicing architects,
with two well organized parties, each striving to
will

If some
craftsmanship than is at once apparent.
will
donors
liberal
generously provide for
group of
in
these trade schools
Europe, they will do more to

outdo the other in effort for the common good, we
shall have an organized profession that the Gov-

advance the progress of architecture, and that

very good reason that

is

ernment

in

future crises will not ignore, for the
it

will

be impossible to do

so.

Looking Forward to ArchitecturalEngineering Practice
construction of buildings in 1918 was
restricted to those having an occupancy de-

THE

This limitation
voted to war purposes.
to certain inwork
confined
the
new
naturally
dustrial plants, army and navy base warehouses,

ordnance depots, shipbuilding plants and industrial
These undertakings are of a
housing prospects.
New cantonments and addicharacter.
permanent
tions to those constructed in

1917, loading plants
hospitals were very largely of temporary construction.

and

In

all

of this

work

there

was nothing developed

of especial interest from the purely archiThe buildings
tectural or engineering viewpoint.

which
were

made

is

character and the designs
The main feature
to use available materials.

strictly utilitarian in

of this

work was

buildings

in

as

the matter of constructing the
This
short a time as possible.

required the use of executive ability which resulted
in the competent organization of all the elements

The outcome of

and the future will disclose the correctness of the
idea. Numberless other instances could be cited

new
to

show

the great advantage of this

professional men, all
achieve a common end.

working

commingling of

against

time

to

methods will profit by this exand
from every locality will have
those
perience
gained some valuable knowledge to apply in the
work of normal times. The fixed procedure, guided
by precedents, will be diluted with the short-cut and
direct methods of the newer communities where
Construction

problems are solved, as they
best

judgment available

perience.
be carried

Some
away

in

arise,

lieu

by using the

of a definite ex-

practices of the older sections will
to strengthen the usages of the

younger communities.
It would appear then that a gain has been made
in the ability to adjust building construction to the
available materials and in the equalization of

methods of design and building, obliterating some
making some of these general in their

these undertakings has,
employed.
as a whole, been adequate to the needs.
One great benefit will accrue to the building in-

localisms and

dustry from the bringing together, in intimate contact, the architect, engineer and contracting forces
from all parts of the United States. Each came to

building industry will be hastened by the knowledge
gained during the abnormal period just terminated.
This knowledge and experience will be applied to
a better use of the materials that enter into the

methods and ideas and the
most meritorious generally got proper consideration.
Local prejudices have been largely wiped out
and architects and engineers are approaching a
unity of thought, method and purpose that could
not have been effected in any other way or in so
the job with his 'local

short a period of time.

To

illustrate

known western engineer was assigned

A

:

to

well-

oversee

application.

There

is

no doubt but that the revival of the

structural parts of the building, such better use
being accomplished by giving the materials more
work to do through the increase of fiber stresses,
an added refinement in structural design and other

As

a nation, Americans have been wasteful
many materials, due to their comparative cheapness.
No material is cheap to-day and it

means.

in the use of

the planning of a large pier to accommodate oceangoing vessels and railroad connections. This engi-

is

neer's experience had never included a contact with
such a problem. He found that the concrete floor

overcome by a more intelligent use.
Construction equipment will be improved to reduce
human labor, and labor will undoubtedly become
more valuable as the relations between the employer

were designed, as customary in that port, as
To secure
simple beams supported at both ends.
economy in materials he suggested that they be deslabs

signed as continuous beams.

Opposition to this
proposal was based on the theory that the simple

beam would best meet the condition resulting from
a settlement of the supporting pile foundations and
An investigation showed that no pier
precedent.
in that large port had
any such settlement and that
the expensive and wasteful
design was made to
care for a condition that never happened.
The
pier has been built on the continuous beam design

probable that their cost will never reach the prelevels.
This increase in cost will, in many

war

instances, be

and the craftsman become more reasonable and
satisfactory.

The common

interest

of both will

become more apparent during what appears to be
a short, necessary and somewhat troublous period
of readjustment.

The relations between architects, engineers and
contractors can be modified in some ways, resulting
in economies.
Under present procedure there is a
wasteful duplication of work. This obtains in the
necessity of contractors maintaining drafting or-
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ganizations to supplement the work of the architect
and engineer; this is not general, but its cost
assembled into one sum is an element of consider-

moment. This can be eliminated by the better
and more complete preparation of the drawings in
the first instance as one organization always can
than two sepgive complete service more cheaply
able

arate organizations.

duplication of estimates made by general and
sub-contractors is a very large item of building
cost which, like fire insurance, is a tax on every

The

all

building that is constructed. This tax can be eliminated by the introduction and universal use of a
system of quantity surveys similar to those in use
The estimator
in England and other countries.

always adds a safety margin for incomplete plans
and specifications, unfortunately all to common.
Before a guaranteed quantity survey can be made,
the obscure points, omissions and overlapping of
specifications must be eliminated before the survey
This safety margin is an
can be completed.
appreciable percentage of the total building costs
and is a tax due to incompetent plans and specifica-

general enough to deserve
close study and energetic efforts to correct it. There
are several other related wastes that will lit- elimitions.

This condition

is

nated by the use of this method.
By the adoption of safety methods the waste due

workmen can be very

materially reduced by the consequential lowering of liability insurance costs. Attention to fire prevention during
to injuries to

construction will result in savings in fire insurance.
One of the greatest wastes in building construc-

The progress in
is that due to building codes.
code making has in no way kept pace with tinThere are
progress in engineering knowledge.
engrafted on all codes requirements for the sole
purpose of consuming materials without any return

tion

whatever in real value to the
These demands, favorable
should be eliminated at once
the interest of the public.

owner and the
to

special

public.
interests,

and the code made in
Such changes would

decrease temporarily the amount of some materials
used, with a consequent lowering of the cost of
building construction, but the vastly increased
amount of building will ultimately result in a
greater consumption of

all

materials.

Building commissioners have excused some of
these unreasonable conditions by the
palpably incorrect reason that such laws must be made to
combat the worst conditions of designing, inspection

On the contrary, such
for the best conditions and

and contracting

service.

codes should be

made

strictly and honestly enforced.
By so doing the
incompetent or dishonest designer and contractor
will disappear as a matter of natural elimination.
The status of the contractor will be improved for
the reasons before mentioned and such activities
will be recognized as a business
inseparable from a

profession. The contractors are fast becoming men
of technical training, business and social standing
equal to that of the architect and engineer, and
they, as such, will compel the consideration to which
they are entitled. Their rights in the matter of

contracts

awarding

and

fair

dealing

must

be

recognized.

The

architect or engineer

who

has the welfare of

the building industry at heart and also his personal
business interest must face the problems of 1919

with the determination to be a vital element in that
work. To do this he must first clean his own house
in order that he can render the complete service

demanded

that will be

struction waste

of him

eliminated

is

;

so design that conadopt a quantity sur;

vey system to overcome the tax of individual estimates reduce the liability and fire insurance tax by
supervision for safety, and take immediate and
energetic steps to secure a radical and common;

sense revision of building codes.

Prosperity will come in any event, but it is the
duty of those engaged in architectural and engineering practice, with the co-operation of the contractor, to make themselves a vital and potent
factor in

U
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We

Are Going

To

Build"

By WILLIS POLK
that the frosts of

war

that drove the

NOW
the

building industries into hibernation have
been dispelled by the grateful warmth of
armistice, the dormant bear of investment

finance stirs in its slumbers, rub its eyes and preBut, dazed
pares to seek whom it may devour!
from its long inactivity, emaciated from its enforced fast, is cautious.
It is like the architects,

and the architects are like the twenty cats, camped
around one tiny knot-hole from which one timid
So
little mouse exposes one bristly little whisker.
Finance
we
build
Mr.
Investment
Can
queries
:

What about capital issues? What about
What about the next Liberty Loan?
What about the high cost of labor? What about
now?

priorities?

the high price of materials ? Still the spring thaw
that releases the stored up snows of winter, with its
resultant freshets, will wash away all obstacles.
Shall we wisely impound and direct this flood or
shall

we permit

its

struction equal to,

uncontrolled flow to wreak deor greater than, the devastation

war? Therefore, Mr. Capital Investment, Mr.
Labor and Mr. Materialman, hearken unto my
voice
Sit ye at my feet and learn wisdom
Labor will never be cheaper. My father after the
Civil War was glad to cut, haul and pile good oak
cord wood for one dollar a cord. I guess we are
of

!

!

glad to pay $20 to-day.

Architects

we can buy a better elevator for less money
can buy
than
we could ten years ago.
to-day
a better automobile for less money to-day than we
could five years ago.
We can build a better building for less money
to-day than we could twenty years ago.
Still

We

Twenty years ago more steel was put into the
foundation of the Claus Spreckels Building in the
form of grillage than was recently put into the
entire Hobart Building from base to roof.
We
didn't know better then we know better now. We
can do better things now for less money than we
could then. James Phelan, it is said, traded a band
of mules for the lot upon which the Phelan Building stands to-day. What are we going to trade
;

for the opportunities of this moment?
are going to build and build and build,
and prices to the contrary notwithstanding.

We

;

;

his shaggy fur
Stand aside, oh timid ones, lest
thou be devoured
The late D. H. Burnham used quizzically to relate that H. H. Richardson held that an architect's
first duty was to get a job.
Then he would solemnly
!

!

observe, "But

Henry was wrong!

An

DO

architect's

the job."
duty," he maintained, "was to
"But do it well," he would always add.

first

and Engineers

gineers is like the relationship between bricks
and mortar.

The present tendency on the part of the investing public to rely more on the Engineer
than the Architect can only result in a happy
rivalry that will tend to cement the functions

A rchitects

The

sleeping giant stirs the sleeping giant wakens
look out when he sheds the superfluous hair from

The relationship between Architects and En-

of both

wages

and Engineers

into

an

separable union, with resultant benefit

in-

to the

investing public.

WILLIS POLK

Architecture After the
Architectural Education

1.

By
the above

title

C.

H. BLACKALL, F.A.I.A.

the writer ventured to

make some

predictions regarding the probconditions of .architecture after the

UNDER
able

war.

We are

now

safely out of the

war and

so far

without any prospect of an economic crash or any

We

are just beginprofound
ning to feel the returning waves of prosperity in
our profession and all the indications are that by
social disturbances.

next Spring the architects will have all the work
they can reasonably take care of and that many
will be snowed under with the increasing tide of
cannot,
large and important commissions.

We

therefore, postpone decisions as to

do with ourselves and our profession.

what we shall
The decision

must be made now and it must be made as far as
possible so as to endure for the new era which we

coming in. We may continue to theorize
as to what it may be, but we are now in the midst
of an actual condition and we must trim our sails
believe

is

and plan our course accordingly.

The very first question to be answered by the
profession is what to do with the young men who
are not yet in it but to whom we must look to carry
on the work in the future. Architectural education
in the United States thirty or forty years ago was a
There were few
comparatively simple problem.
who wanted it, fewer still who could profit by it,
and the profession itself was interested only in an
academic fashion. But we no longer have an apprentice system boys do not enter architects' offices
now to learn the business, but go to a school of
;

architecture.

War

Moreover, the requirements for a suc-

cessful architect are so vastly enlarged, there is so
much more that should be acquired by the young
practitioner, that what might have answered in the
'seventies is hopelessly out of date to-day.

Nor have our

practical requirements of everyday business.
Our
architectural schools never have been business
schools in any sense. They must be that now.

They

have given a prominence

to art

which was once

quite proper, but the relative "importance of pure art
in architecture has decreased and the business and
practical sides of the profession have enormously
enlarged, so if our schools are to turn out the men
that the profession wants, there must be some
very

radical changes instituted at once.

These changes

will not

tive of the schools.

That

come of

the free initia-

to be expected.
They
the profession itself and architects
is

must come from
of to-day have a manifest duty in this respect.
There has been altogether too much separation between the profession and the school too much
treating the teaching of architecture as if it were an
end in itself rather than the preparation for a life
work and as if the- academic successes were tangible
achievements rather than mere groundings.
The
profession has greatly drawn away from the schools
as a natural consequence of such teaching and it
;

has been each year increasingly harder to interest
the actual practitioner in the work of the young
men.
do not even see our putative successors,
or know they are in existence except at rare inter-

We

we

are properly to meet the after-war
our
first task right to-day is to get
opportunities
busy with our architectural schools.
It would be more than presumptuous to claim that
any one point of view is necessarily the best one, or
that any one expression could be absolutely depended
upon as showing the way in which the schools can
change. But it is worth while to mention at least
some of the views which have found expression
vals, but

if

regarding architectural education, and then

it

is

up

schools altogether kept up with the
It is right and fitting that the profes-

to the profession and the schools themselves to determine the real consensus of need, to find out just

element should have predominated in the
it
is also quite proper that schools of
architecture should have leaned to the conservative
rather than to the radical and should have accepted

what the architects want as a practical necessity,
and then to cast out absolutely from the college
curriculum and the college training everything
which would detract from turning out architects at
Commencement Day capable of carrying forward
the work which we soon will have to leave. This
It is simply
is not an impossible program at all.

procession.
sional
past,

and

and taught the tested methods, and have had in view
the ripened, accepted aims of the past rather than
the newer eclecticism of to-day but without descry;

ing in the slightest the work the schools have done,
the net result in the last twenty-five years has been

more academic
independent thought and, above all,
to foster academic methods in
place of the severely
to force architectural education into

lines, to restrict

applying to architectural education the common
sense deductions of any efficient business, cutting
out the non-essentials, omitting mere mental activities and getting down to real hard facts of necessity.

Four years ought

to be

ample

to train

any young
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man

for architecture

enters the school, but the application of the fundamental facts of geometry, a few theorems in trigo-

he has the right stuff in
the task of the schools to

if

him, and while it is
formulate and apply the necessary training, it
be impossible to accomplish real good unless
profession as a whole takes hold and helps out,
not only helps in the starting but follows it up
takes a real interest in architectural education

nometry and a

will

enables a

the

Cut out mathematics as such
There
are
fortunately plenty of men
absolutely.
in this world whose minds run to such things, but
We can
they are not the successful architects.
profit by their work and spare our boys many hours

and
and
and
the same

structing a building.

who are striving to acquire it, at
time insisting upon giving the young men the training the architects want, as distinguished from what
educators, so called, might feel was the theoretical
in those

upon the instruction
upon its applying to
actual cases rather than to ideal ones, and limit
absolutely and rigorously the time expended on
theoretical construction to the barest necessity emphasize, enlarge and multiply the practical applicaof mental anguish, but insist
being real and not theoretical,

The profession knows better what it
equipment.
wants than any academic board. We have a right
demand consideration from the schools. They
are training the young men not for themselves but
for us, and if the profession shows a consistent
and coherent desire for certain architectural trainto

;

Fundamentally the architectural training should
that of a business man. Architecture is no longer
'We may dodge it all we
merely a profession.
the
real
remains that we are runbut
fact
please,
a
business.
We
ning
try to be professional and we

No

longer

The same

is

schools ought to abolish the idea at once that length
of time in a school is any measure of a man's abilPersonally I believe the atelier system is a far
ity.

lie

better one

young men be

than

we have followed

already, to be sure,

taught from the beginning that they are entering a
most exacting business in which the business element stands first, that all the rest fails to be of
value to the community or to the individual unless

here.
It has
been adopted to a certain extent

in Harvard and some of the other schools, but we
ought to stop at once any idea of separating the
young men by years. Put them all together where
the weak will rub shoulders with the strong, where
the advanced students can really be part of the
teaching force and where the example of those
around them will count for far more than the precept of the teacher, and above all rigorously exclude
from the teaching force any instructor who has
ideas of his own which he wishes to impose on the
students, for what we need more than anything else

businesslike and successfully so, that the business of the future is not to be the business of the
individual but of groups, that the day of the diletit is

tante in architecture has gone but that at the same
time we must keep the ideals and associations which
fine art. that we must not
go the good things of the past but build on them,
basing everything upon the fact that the mission
of architecture is primarily to serve and not to
adorn and that the aim of architectural -education,
to put it in one way, is to make a business man out
of a poet. That is the first point to insist on.

have made architecture a
let

is

to develop the student's

own

ideas, to stimulate

kind of emulaand competition with those who are stronger
than himself, to set before them ideals which are a
his imagination, to foster the right

tion

little

con-

beyond

his reach so

especially to develop the

he will grow to them, but

man from

within.

I

am

now

of planni'ng and design. This condition
would never arrive when a man is ranked with his

important because it is a
means to an end, and construction should be taught
in the schools not as a science but as a practical,
A man should look at building conapplied art.
struction as the mechanic looks at -a machine.
It
is not an occasion for calculus or the
mathehigher
matics. In fact all the mathematics that an architect needs ought to be imparted to him before he
only

it all.

Once that logical, rational, orderly
imbued in the minds of the young men,
the mere adornment will come very easily. But our
system

is

a case of co-operation.

to understand.

final.

That

man do

and secondarily a case of appropriating adornment,
but let our young men be thoroughly grounded in
planning and in that vague quality which we call
common sense, which is so hard to define but so easy

as a starter, reserving to the writer
of changing his mind and acthe
privilege
always
knowledging that one man's view is by no means

is

the second point.
is

principle should
be applied in the teaching of architectural design.
It is not fundamentally a case of intelligent planning

does one

ward merely

Architecture, next to being a business,

is

Architecture

themselves will be only too glad to
the
give
profession what it wants.
Individual views, as was stated before, are of
value only as far as they help to draw out expression from others, and what is said here is put for-

struction.

This

tions.

ing, the schools

shall continue to be so, but let the

raft of practical experience is what
to be sure of himself in con-

young man

less

talking

He should be measured with those who are
stronger than himself, and that is one of the strong
arguments in favor of the atelier system. I beequals.

should be adopted and carried out in every
which aims to turn out real
architects, and that no student should be allowed

lieve

it

architectural school

8
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work up his designs all by himself free from
and often rough-shod criticism of those
who are in the same class with himself. This is
to

the frank

the third point.

Architecture on

its artistic

side

is

a retrospective

Therefore the history of architecture should
be studied, but not as a thing by itself, which has
art.

been only too often the case in the past. It should
properly be looked at as a formulation of historic
precedent leading to the work of to-day, representing the point of view toward real architecture and
directly or indirectly correlated to the actual work

which the young architects will be called upon to
perform. It should never be academic in its teaching, never be abstract, never be merely ideal, but
it should be in every case a practical application of
past experience. This is the fourth point.
There are lots of other points, but they are minor

community and the times, and that the history of
architecture means simply
knowing what the other

man has done and then trying to do it a little better.
To teach this to our young men calls for the
highest
which the profession can produce. We cannot expect our young men to rank high unless
they
are under the direction of the ablest teachers and
helpers that can possibly be obtained. Our schools
ability

must make up their minds to get this kind of service
and pay for it. I say this without any failure to
recognize the splendid work which has been done
the past by the leaders of our architectural
schools, but the tendency has been a little too
pronounced to look on tlie position of architectural
in

teacher as a sort of stop-gap between the return
from the Ecole des Beaux Arts and the time when
one's friends can get enough jol>s together to warrant starting in business.
If we want the best we

Frank discussions
ones in the writer's judgment.
and mutual conferences between the architectural

must use the best means and then we must pay the
price, whatever it is. but the best is none too good.

and the architectural practitioners will
show many paths which may be followed to advan-

after the

teachers

in preparation for the archifuture our young men must be
grounded in the idea that architecture has its predominant business side, that construction is not a

tage, but

tecture

fundamentally

of

the

mere theory

elucidated by abstruse mathematics, that design is not one person's whim and
fancy but should be the combined effort of the
to be

Educating

for

'

NOT

approach

pedagogically
the discussion

inclined,

of

I

can

architectural

education with serenity and a one hundred
It has always seemed to me
per cent sure cure.
that the fault with builders and architects has been
that they are not

working

threshold of one of the largest developments of
architecture the world has ever seen. The war lias

brushed away many of our
some of the traditions, and

new

era

schools

let

us

first

of

all

has wiped out
order to meet the
set our architectural

ideas,
in

order.

in

Architectural Practice

B\ FREDERIC
being

The harvest is coming. Already the first effects of
war are beginning to be felt in the architects' offices, and we believe we are on the
very

as harmoniously as they

\V. (IARHKR

be laid on
builder.

making the pupil a thoroughly competent
The science of drawing, specifications,

strength of materials, structures, the business of
building, etc., should be included in the curriculum:

such studies as would
an
serving
apprenticeship with
in

fact

lit

a student, after

a construction

com-

become a good contractor.

should to accomplish the same ideals. This friction
is due to lack of similar
I would not have
training.

pany, to

become contractors, or contractors, architects.
I am convinced that some architects would
make good contractors, but .no contractor could,
without training, become an architect.
A course
in architecture would assist any contractor.
The

and architects.
posed, in part, of good contractors
The standard to be attained should be fixed by
\o contractor should be permitted to
federal law.
do business without the equivalent of such a stand-

architect, with a general

with

architects

knowledge of contracting,

would make a super-architect.
If architectural education could be divided into

two large groups
tecture
the two

and second, archiwould become united.
Under building, a certain amount of architectural
first,

building,

camps

training should be taught, but greater stress should

The

faculty

ard course.

for such a course should be

The

com-

privilege to practice should carry

government responsibilities of such a nature
as would prohibit cheap, hazardous construction.
This would eliminate underwriters and simplify
be drawn
building codes. From such a course could
manufacturers
and
men
material
contractors,
supply
it

of building materials,

The second group

etc.

(architecture) should be ap-
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and by the same means, would disqualify incompetent men whose ultimate aim was to practice

preached only after the course in building, or its
equivalent, has been mastered, and should consist
This training
of advanced architectural study.
should be such as is mapped out by our best colThere should be no hampering federal releges.
The faculty should be
strictions to this course.

architecture.

In the educational preparation

for practice as

above outlined, the Government, in some manner
through a licensing department, should require all
men to be prepared in that branch of military
science wherein they would best qualify to serve
their country.
The requirements of the Government should be such as would maintain efficiency
through a continuation course for those in practice.

composed, in part, of the best practicing architects,
and some contractors. Such a course would not be
too practical, and contact could, through the faculties, be maintained with the best practice of the
The net result would in time bring about
day.
ideals that would be understood by all those participating in building. The first course would have

Then, in case of hostilities, the Government would
have a large, efficient reserve body, which it could
draw upon with ease and economy.

a tendency to remove those not qualified as builders,
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Beauty and Economics
By HARVEY WILEY CORBETT, A.

A

The
period of reflection is good for the soul.
have had such a period, they have re-

a very "artful dodger," hiding behind the screen (very thin, by the way) of
artistic license whenever he makes
practical mistakes, and ducking behind the shield of practical

they have put their reflections into print,
been good for the architectural soul ? Are
justified in supposing that the ideas put forth

flected,

we

A.

him accused of being

architects

but has

I.

it

necessity

discontent with things as they
nothing but the outpourings of ordi-

whenever he commits architectural

atroci-

indicate a general

ties.

were, or

narily busy minds trying to occupy themselves durPerhaps the architects, like the
ing a dull period?
rest of humanity, stirred by the great war to
depths never before dreamt of, are unwilling to re-

possibly discover in this wide range of
any single purpose or central idea which may
become the guiding thought of our proposed shift
to the new status?
Are we aiming at a common
target, and if so what is it?

turn to the status quo ante. The President tells us
it would be a disservice to restore the railroads to

all

is

it

Can we

fire

pre-war conditions. Labor certainly does not want
And
to return to pre-war wages or pre-war hours.
even the soldiers, many of them, would like to

Personally I believe all criticism, all suggestion,
denunciation, all sarcasm, would be stilled if, as
a professional group, we could
gain more sympathetic appreciation of our architectural efforts on
the part of the general public.
If, during the war,

change their pre-war jobs. The architects, therefore,

work

are not alone in their
it

demand

for a

new

be from the same old pack of cards, or
with an entirely fresh deck ?

may we

is

to

want

crystallize

thought on what

is

criticisms

Government is only public
public opinion.
opinion personified, and public opinion is the final
arbiter in all matters of art as well as in business or
tive

wanted.

Let us supthe various
have been flooded

pose for the sake of argument that

and suggestions we

with, both in the architectural press

all

democracy.
Architects deal in a commodity which the public
Buildings are more universally needed than

and the

wants.

daily
with the best inter-

papers, are made seriously and
ests of the profession at heart, and that what has
been put forth is representative of the wishes of

any other one thing we can imagine. Every form
human activity goes on in connection with
some form of building, supposedly arranged and

of

Then can we assume the
under way, viz., something
wanted can we crystallize thought on what this
something is?

its particular purpose.
The function of
the architect has never been better defined than as

planned for

the profession at large.
first

step in

reform

is

one who builds beautifully, one who harmonizes
beauty and utility, one who seeks through a com-

;

A

ourselves peculiarly

government, but entirely because of an unapprecia-

step in any change or reform movement
something, and the second step is to

first

we considered

fitted

start

The

for which

was given over to lawyers, engineers and
builders, it was not because of an unappreciativc

Shall

deal.

range of

prehensive sense of arrangement to give satisfying
expression to the practical needs, desires and aspirations of national life. Why, then, is not the archi-

tion in

tect the

tive

glance over the

field

and destructive

is

of criticism both construcnot very encouraging.
The

fire extends all the way from art instrucelementary education to a complete shift in
standards of professional ethics.
It would seem
that we do not catch the youthful mind in our archi-

most important

of

art.

And,

finally,

whose

For the work of the archiI will ennoble it."
could and should extend to every type and kind
of building, whatever its nature or purpose may be.
It is, of course, ridiculous to assume that the
architect occupies any such exalted position in any

community
as

we have

at the present time.
said, his function

is

But why not? If,
harmonize utility

to

and beauty, one of two things must be true either
the public does not want "beauty" or the architect

the question of

comes up only

the community,

tect

commercial soul from committing architectural mur-

name

in

and

only served to bind the truly artistic soul in its
imaginative flights and did not prevent the purely

the architect's responsibility

citizen

opinion is sought above all others, the one to whom
Some one has
all turn for decision and direction?
said, "Let me feed the world and I will reform it."
He might better have said "let me house the world

enough, and those we do catch
are fed up, stuffed, you might say, on the wrong
brain food.
We do not catch the public mind
often enough and frequently when we do, it slips
through the meshes of our net and swims away
with less appreciation for our architectural efforts
than it had before it was snared.
It would seem
from some of the criticism that our code of ethics
tectural net early

der in the

one man who should be the guiding spirit
tremendous work?
Why is he not the

in all this

to find

ii
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fails to

harmonize the sort of beauty he provides

tion

am

ited

with the very essential

Which

utility.

is it ?

I

I believe
entirely satisfied it is not the first -one.
the public wants beauty and appreciates to the full,
every effort that is made, however inadequate or

in

and a clear understanding of the

really lim-

number of plan elements which are permissible
good building. And finally we can give him the

tectural effort

and most complete knowledge of archiforms in the round, that he can possibly
absorb, with an abundance of motives and styles,
and the technical facility for expressing them, so

forth unrestrained admiration, so deep rooted in
human soul is the love and longing for the beaudo not, as a protiful in all its varied forms.

cramped in the solving of the practical, economical
and utilitarian elements of his problem by a limited
supply of architectural ideas with which to round
out and finish off his work.

fessional group, need to break out into advertising
to bring the public "up" to an appreciation of our
efforts in this direction.
They are already there.

Now as to the practitioner himself: he. too,
could consider with advantage the seriousness of his
mission. He, too, could with perfect propriety tome

We

off his little pedestal, get down to earth, and associate with his fellow men, the general public, until

in this direction.

temporary,

I

believe every archi-

towards beauty is approved and apfar
beyond its merit by an admiring public.
plauded
It only needs the quality of real beauty to bring
the

We

is

simply need to "deliver the goods," the demand
nationwide.
How about the second item, the "utility"' which
I think we have
to go along with the beauty?

fullest

tectural

that

lie

when he goes

forth to build he will not be

thoroughly understands and comprehends their

here the source of

Let him get it well grounded in his
point of view.
mind that his function in life is one of service

all

that he

is

all our difficulties, the origin of
our disagreements, the point of departure which
seems to drive us away from sympathy and true
understanding with the public and leads us into a
group apart, exclusively superior, out of touch with
every day human demands and out of harmony with
This is the
practical common sense requirements.

here to help solve humanity's problems as
knowledge of building
affects those problems, that he must never lose sight
of the coldly economic side of the case, but must
get results within the means available and without
sacrifice of those vital elements of plan arrange-

ment or structural simplicity which mean so much
in sound financial return to his client.
Let him assume full financial responsibility for the accuracy
of his estimates and the reliability of his drawings

stumbling block where architect and public fall
out and wherein originates that very unfortunate
and in most cases very unfair impression that architectural beauty is an expensive luxury to be enjoyed only by the rich, and that architects are a dan-

gerous group to deal with
limited

The

fault,

feel is

that

if

it,

about to dawn

in the
let

us

gambler's

As

take our proper place.

analysis, a

common

mind,
sense

well

We

groundwork

in
in

instincts

Let the architects show by their rational

common

sense grasp of the fundamental economic
conditions underlying every problem that they know

and sympathize with the public let them show
that they possess a mental equipment sufficiently
broad and elastic to solve those requirements,
and then prove in solving them that their
;

is resourceful enough to
harmonize those essential requirements with appropriate and imposing beauty.

technical skill as architects

can give him an

trained

man whose

Public appreciation comes from rendering public
service.

all the working details of
plan arrangement throughout the entire gamut of our everchanging building requirements. This is manifestBut we CAN give him a very deep
ly impossible.
and serious conception of the far reaching import-

life.

code of ethics, no

a dinner, nor does he have
run over the code of ethics to determine his
conduct in practice. All that is written in our code
would be followed without it by every right minded
man.
And, finally, let us clear our minds on one thing.

quaint him with

elastic

profits.

to the

to

student will never

open and

;

manners before attending

Nor should we attempt

ance of his mission in

every conscientious practibut he need not assume re-

idea,

now

are those of a gentleman need ever be worried by
the code.
He does not have to read up on table

make an error in figures.
to give the student a socalled "practical" equipment which pretends to ac-

art, the

new

a gambler's chance nor permitted to share in the

new day which we
make sure that we

How shall we go about it? Certainly not by
teaching art in the primary schools in the hope of
bringing up a public so imbued with love of the
beautiful that they will bankrupt their business to
achieve it.
Certainly not by changing our architectural schools into business colleges so that whatever other crimes he may commit in the name of

not a

sponsibility in the sense in which a contractor does,
for the simple reason that he is not obliged to take

vital.

there be fault, is surely not with
must be with the architects. In the

is

tioner does that

one's purse-strings are

and one's business necessities

the public.
It
new era let us correct
all

if

is

far as his intimate technical

rational

construc-
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Architectural Office Organization
for Post War Conditions
By DANIEL PAUL HIGGINS

A

HEALTHY

professional
may take

healthy person,

practice,
ill

like

a

and "die" prac-

over night.
Continual vigilance is
the times, and this
to
abreast
of
keep
necessary
successful
is the price of
professional
vigilance
tically

growth.

We

have known of startling examples of archisuddenly acquiring reputations and who have
undeniably possessed more than ordinary artistic
talent, but who have not been able to understand the

tects

importance of a "foursquare" reputation.
Special reference can be made to an article on the
"Business of Architecture'' in the October, 1916,

number of

the Architectural

Review

in

which the

writer gives a definite story briefly, of architects
who have had splendid opportunities for success, but

who have

The death

high and is
startling enough
importance the
is
What
behind
this
high death rate?
questions (i)
and (2) What is to be done to lower it?
If you can call to mind the pictures you have seen
"died".

rate

is

to render of first

illustrating many early types of architects, and their
organizations, or I should say, lack of organizations,
you will appreciate the reason which is largely re-

sponsible for this high death rate.
It is impossible to avoid some passing reference to
the desire of some of these prototypes to be known

for their artistic qualifications only, seeking to creimpression by adopting a pose and manner,

ate

fashioned after painters and musicians, often adopting distinct peculiarities of dress, speech and action.
This false pose has had many followers, and even to
this day it is still effected by some architects with
old fashioned notions, who are still prone to support
the mistaken theory that in order to be a successful
architect it is only necessary to be regarded as a man
of artistic temperament and that business and organization will interfere with their art.
It is only fair to admit that among the older types
of architects there were many men of great ability,
who, if assisted properly by a smooth and complete
organization would have been more successful, but
being fettered by old methods and old organizations
were free to progress only as far as they could draw
the old system along with them.
Although Americans and their institutions are
known for their rapid-fire progress in modern

thought and teachings, this reputation cannot be
credited to our schools of architecture in the sense

of teaching the importance of modern and scientific
business methods and organization to keep
step with
the present day commercial demands made on the
profession.

Students are taught to do wonderfully

large and monumental work lectures and criticism
are freely given by eminent practicing architects on
design but seldom, if ever, are the students made to
;

;

what awaits them in the way of intricate
structural and difficult business problems. After a
delightful atelier training and experience, they are
graduated to meet the ever-exacting business man.
realize

They then begin to feel the first pangs of disappointment, for they arc- at loss to understand his language. The big dreams they have dreamed begin to
fade away when they are actually confronted with
intricate building and business problems with nothing but a haphazard, hit or miss organization to assist them.
Possessing very little business or structural

od

knowledge themselves, their attempts at metheyes of the modern client, who has made

in the

his money through business systems, appear
very
amateurish and in a short time breed not only dis-

content, but very often distrust.
It is this same weakness in the school system of
that fosters the Quantity
~
methods
Kngland
^f
.
J Survey

where, as here, the business

men

are interested

first

proper financial consideration with art following
as of lesser importance. While this particular system is not strong in America, there is a dangerous
in

equivalent

in

the

modern building organizations
few years have made serious

which

in the past

roads

in the architectural profession, receiving not

in-

only business but government recognition.
In addition to the many present strong organizations of this character, the writer is aware of similar or even larger organizations in contemplation
whose aim, like that of the existing organizations, is
to capitalize the weak business and structural organization of the average architect when offering
their services to the business client in order to conthe entire building project. They propose to
much of the business of the architect's
office, preparing careful lists of materials and quantrol

take over

and holding themselves responsible for securcorrect estimation of all necessary materithe
ing
als; receiving bids, supervising deliveries, requirements, all of which under a proper system of spe-

tities

cialization of functions in an architect's organization could be more efficiently fiandled.
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In order to cope with the increasing competition of
the modern building organization, the first essential
is the introduction of an interesting course in modern business methods and organization in the schools
of architecture by means of lectures, readings, etc.,

by

men

in the profession,

who, by experience are

recognized as business authorities, thereby giving
the student an appreciation of actual organization
requirements, a broader and more comprehensive

knowledge of architecture in all its phases, instilling
him greater confidence to approach his business
client in a forceful and intelligent manner and in
such a way as to inspire confidence and respect.
in

The
ment

Bible should have contained this

for the benefit of architects:

command-

"Put not your

entire faith in your art, but be ye chiefly concerned
regarding bus ness principles and proper attention
;

monetary interest of your client, for
acceptance there are good returns."
A client who has come to regard business dealings as a matter of confidence and whose experience
with many types of business men has brought him
by various stages to a position where he can observe
that real efficiency is quantitative and not descriptive, is concerned with the measure and assurance of
to the vital

in their

quantity as well as quality.
To gain the respect and confidence of this type of
client, an architect should thoroughly appreciate that
the elements of economy in building construction
are:

Simplicity of design.
cost of construction.

Low

High

quality of construction.

Speed of construction.

sense of observation that his architect

is

working for

the attainment of these elements he will feel that

made

a mistake in his selection.

For

clearer

amplification of the necessity of strict observance
of the elements as set forth above, let us consider
the fourth point. Speed is vital in a modern build-

ing project because it conserves and contributes to
the income on the investment. Perhaps long before
the consummation of the architect's plans, the owner has by careful calculations, figured on a completion date for the
basis

purpose of establishing an earning
and any careless delay by the architect beyond

unusual inconvenience. The
cannot be expected to excuse this or to continue his confidence when the architect has so
upset
that date creates an

client

his financial plans.

A

common abuse of this same confidence is the
lack of consideration on the
part of the architect for
the financial limitation established
the owner on
by

the cost of the structure.

experience on

many

how

any
upon is largely responsible for the hesitancy with which the average

amount near

that determined

prospective client approaches an architect
for his artistic qualifications,

who

is

known

having heard
through friends of experiences with the over-ambitious architects who
gave them a building of meritorious design, but which did not, in the final
analysis,

meet

On

their financial anticipations.

the surface, this may be considered
good business for the architect, but in these
days of business
efficiency

what

is

not good business for the owner

certainly in the end will not be good business for
the architect. This weakness is
capitalized by modern building organizations in their clever
presentation of their architectural services to a business

who regards architecture in this respect as the
only business wherein such laxity is permitted.
An instance in point is where a broker client refused payment for services on the grounds that he
client

instructed

his architect not to exceed a certain
amount, and when estimates were received the cost
exceeded that amount by twenty per cent. His defence was sustained by the court, the architect receiving nothing for his services and in addition losing the important commission. The architect's plea
for another chance was refused because of the
prodigious waste of time already caused his client, who
in turn asked the architect what he would think if he
commissioned his broker to buy certain stock, speci-

and amount, if the broker were
spend half as much again, or even a point more

fied as to description

All four points should be considered of equal importance and unless a client is assured by his keen

he has

of

certain commissions cost from
twentyper cent more than the original allotment. This practice of proceeding with
designs
fully realizing that they cannot be executed for
tell

five to fifty

It

has been the writer's

occasions to listen to architects

to

than ordered.

The modern building tendency is toward comfort
and convenience, and so contemporary architecture
puts utility first and art following as a matter of
course. In these days utility is the
paramount issue
and though not the only consideration, it is consistently the first. Manifold economic conditions compel

it,

notably the ever increasing population, the

growth of cities, the facilities of travel, the expansion of commerce, capital increase, new industries
and the disposition of communities to work, to live
and to obtain their pleasure and amusement within
the radius of a few municipal miles.
These conditions, particularly intensive population, create high land values, and high land values
demand large and necessarily complicated structures
in order to obtain an
adequate return on the money
invested in land. This creates the
necessity of .modern organization to supersede the older
systems
where dependence was placed on the contractors' assuming much of the architect's business, assisting,
or practically making all mechanical or electrical
lay-
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full

size details, etc.,

and where other loose

methods, too numerous to mention in this article,
were characteristic of the older organization, such
as the costly method of making architect's details on

brown paper of ungainly size, and which necessitated tracing whenever a copy was required desulineffectual supervision with a lack of practory and
tical knowledge as to proper building methods, cost
of materials and inability to adhere to completion
dates. Eventually, of course, buildings were finished
but many times at a practically ruinous cost. Deinto the rental returns on buildings,
lays have eaten
thereby defeating the contemplated ratio of income
to investment. In many cases the architect's draw's and
specification were loosely checked and in
;

insequence of their omissions the contractor de-

manded exorbitant "extras." Furthermore, due to
the incomplete condition of plans and specifications,
changes were ordered which in addition to extra cost,

modern building organizations in this
makes paramount the question not only as

called
tion

directo the

continued prestige and the
integrity of the profession, but to save our architecture from the irretrievable

damage

it

must suffer from insidious and un-

appreciative commercial control.
It is realized by the architect

modern

lines that there

who

thinks along

must be something done

in

of reconstruction of the schedule of
things,
and it is also realized that reconstruction must be
carried out with a view to the
security of the business and structural reputation of the architect under
such conditions as prevail with the modem client
rather than with a view to the
impeccable preservation of the idolized scheme of "art for art's sake
the

way

only."
\\ hile

many

attempts have been

made by

archi-

tects in late years to

ded to invalidate the original completion date,
for extras invariably carry with them an extension
of time. In addition to these defects in the old meth-

improve their organizations to
meet demands made by the development of architecture and building to its existing and ever increasing condition of manifold complexity, and while
great improvement has been made over the older

ods of architectural organization, the interests of the
employees were in a continual state of conflict.
Complete harmony was impossible, duplication of

on the specialization of functions lias not yet been
This developfully appreciated by them in general.

work frequent, each employee being inclined to exaggerate the importance of his respective duties.
'ew had a genuine interest in the business as a
whole, not realizing how costly is the absence of
ick of specialization and co-operation of function.
Specialization of functions was unthought of and

waste of valuable time and loss of considerable
resulted by return movements and double
>fit
,ndling of matters. The seat of the whole trouble
was the absence of organized control.
Just now the attention of the thoughtful and pro:ssive architect centers on questions of practical
concern, questions of efficiency in organization for
most satisfactory and economical execution of
iuch

ork with profitable returns to himself, questions
ought to focus by the modern conditions already
entioned.
It is significant that,

despite the

modern tendency

centralize great industries, not until recent years
.s
any effectual attempt been made to establish in

practice of architecture some semblance of sciitific organization, and to date there are only a few
rchitects' firms who are not clinging tenaciously to
Id methods permitting the modern building organition to advertise itself as a machine which has perected all its component parts as the inherent prob-

ms

of building construction will permit it, appealing thereby to the client of modern commercial ideas
uch to the embarassment of architecture, within
s

own

organization with assurances of the best

consideration to the client's
il

interest.

monetary and structur-

The apparent progress made by

the so-

systems, the value of a scientific organization based

ment is bound to come in the same sense as it came
to commercial business, but for the
present the large
majority of architects arc prone to accept the notion of placing an individual in complete charge of
all functions with the title of "business
manager,"

whose training and general education
along practical lines only, with

little

is
invariably
or no real busi-

ness technique. In many cases lie is expected to attend to clients' requirements, to supervise business
details and routine, oversee the making of drawings,
write specifications, supervise construction, etc.

The

fallacies of this type of management where
functions are autocratically controlled by an individual of technical training and experience, are injurious to the solution of the fundamental problem
all

of providing for continuity in the life of the organization, for in many offices where this system exists,
architectural merit, business and other important
factors are made subordinate to the manager's particular interest

\Yhere

and sympathies.
control of all functions

in an organivested in this type of manager, who in
most cases has been trained as a building superintendent, there is little or no appreciation for consistent design or business policy, his appointments of

zation

full

is

designers are injudiciously made and his supervision,
interest and direction in matters of design and business are superficial and haphazard. Designers are
free to experiment and develop

many different styles
his far-reaching authority permits him to interfere with the essential quality of design to effect

and

some change

in

the construction of the building.
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design made by him often re-act upon
merit since design is entirely secondary to his

Changes
its

in

work
in

is

done

in a helter-skelter fashion.

No

one

knows what they may be doing

the office

in

an hour's time.

particular sympathies and interest.
Here is an example in point, where the arbitrary
change in method of construction sanctioned by the

Routine matters are not attended to,
correspondence piles up, business is neglected such
things presage trouble, and if not ultimate failure,

"business manager" interfered seriously
with the intention of design, especially since in this
case, in the execution of important half timber work,
good construction meant good design, where any
change either as regard dimensions or material
used would lead to a different interpretation of the
work when completed. This manager, whose control was absolute, being appealed to by the contract-

the growth of the practice is stunted.
Considerable loss of profit is inevitable

own

so-called

or for permission to make certain changes owing to
a shortage of material on hand, granted it without
consulting the designer.

The design

and dimensions of timber, but the mawhich was allowed to be substituted in no
sense corresponded to the dimensions called for,
tain lengths

with the result that when completed, the work was
found to be pieced together out of a great number of
short lengths which in the use of ceiling beams and
such construction reduced this particular effort of

mere amateurish

attempt.
In the case of the organization where specialization of functions is featured, this matter would

The

architect in an effort to shift the
of
the details of his practice in
responsibilities
giving such absolute control to an individual is
making himself solely dependent on this man and
must accept his policy as the policy of the architect's practice, reflecting either credit or discredit
on the reputation of the architect, in accordance
with the efficiency or inefficiency of the manager's
method and control of functions. In most cases
is

;

understood by most architects, and the old type of
business manager as meaning routine and red tape
which in their minds can be capably taken care of by

agement, but it would not be well to stop here
without calling attention to a few more dangerous

manager

scientific accounting and report system devised for
the particular needs of the architect's practice (4)
confusion and loss of time in duplicate of accounts

properly to conduct the business requires an exacting and a difficult training, the power accurately
to analyze new situations, to conduct
independent
research, and to judge intelligently of the relative
value of data. The word business is generally mis-

At this stage it is proper to state that an article so
brief as this is a very inadequate vehicle for the citation of many other defects of this type of man-

this

on account of:

of a sailing vessel, or perhaps the tin traffic policeman or other freakish figure, on the radiator of
an automobile. He fails to realize that the ability

be decided by the head of design who would never
permit such an alteration from the drawings to be
made, as he could readily have so adjusted his design as to utilize intelligently the material on hand.

elements.

under

(i) Lack of interest
on the part of the subordinates; (2) waste by the
assignment of men to work for which they are not
fitted or especially trained; (3) lack of proper
this system,

and reports; (5) making of accounting records by
stenographers or office boys, upon which the architect must depend for data in making decisions of
policy, etc.,, and (6) the general dissipation of
energy in the attempt by one person to perform
too many and too varying functions when each
requires special kowledge and training. To a manager of the old type, a business department headed
by an individual especially educated and trained
as such, would be considered as much of a luxury
as the carved figures which decorate the bowsprits

called for cer-

terial

the designer to the appearance of a

;

any clerk regardless of
It

is

commonly

the

his or her training.

case

where there are any

important changes in conditions, managers of this
character do not outgrow their habits, and attempt

govern new conditions by the same means and the
as were found adaptable to smaller
But no one man can now get and
organizations.
keep in personal touch with all details of a fair
sized practice without producing confusion and loss
through adherence to those relics of management
which are applicable to small practices. In the final

to

same methods

apt to feel that organization and

He
"system" are non-essential for his purpose.
prides himself frequently on his "close attention to
all details" and believes
perhaps rightly due to

and direction are supreme,

his shortsightedness in the

tions, in the

analysis, allowing that this

manager, whose control

is proficient in all funcabsence of the development of subordinates to head important departments, there is no
pyramiding of system, and should he leave the
organization, the foundation of the architect's prac-

development of capable

subordinates

that, without his personal supervision,
everything would go wrong. Now, the first step in
and that
systematic management is classification
is just where most
the
of
old
managers
type fail.
They do not know how to classify; hence their
;

tice

would

collapse.

(To be continued)
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Building Costs and Earnings
The

Office Building Outlook
By WILLIAM MARSHALL ELLIS

President of the National Association of Building

different cities, and in
any city there may be isolated examples of buildings
already paying a satisfactory return on invested capital, it is'
frankly admitted by owners and
managers generally that current
income has in no adequate measure
kept pace during

Ow

and Managers.
f

|

A

llJE sudden ending of the great war has at
once confronted the entire civilized world
with the most far-reaching and intricate

problems affecting every department of

human

life.

Not only will the maps of three continents have
to be .redrawn in many important particulars and
the inter-relations of the nations determined upon
new principles and in the light of fresh conceptions
of mutual co-operation, fair dealing, and friendliness, but in every land the social customs of the people will be
least,

much

profoundly modified

;

and,

last,

hut not

must be readjusted and reconstructed.
Office buildings present no exception to this general rule but rather seem to demand that the greatest
courage, vigor, and skill be exercised without delay
in re-establishing such a proper balance between income and expenditures that convenient, comfortable,
and efficient service can be rendered to the business
public and at the same time produce net earnings

and

invested

fairly to
to attract the

capital now
capital necessary to

compensate

new

supply the constantly growing office requirements of
our country. If we hope to make these important
adjustments intelligently and promptly, it is necessary to face present conditions as they exist, without flinching and without false optimism.
The War Industries Board was clearly right in
classifying office buildings among the essential industries of our country for, in general, the business
of the country is directed and controlled in these

great fire-resisting structures.
They make a vital
contribution to the growth and prosperity of all

modern

As

cities.

case of the railroads and other indussupplying an essential service, the renting pubcan well afford to pay whatever it costs to proin the

tries
lic

vide suitable office facilities for

its use, plus a reasonable return on the capital invested in so doing.
Office rentals are such a small proportion of the

business expense of individuals and companies
paying them that it is comparatively easy from the
standpoint of the consumer to make any upward
modification in rates that an accurate analysis of the
total

situation

may show

What then
office

is

to be justified.
the general situation

building earnings?

ing the past five years shows the following
comparisons
:

APPROXIMATE IMKKASI: SIXCK
Structural steel

and terra cotta
Lumber (interior trim, maple flooring
and rough lumber
Klcvator construction and repairs...
Steam titling and piping
Plumbing
Brick,

tile

as regards

While conditions vary

in

Hlectric wiring

Plastering

Marble
Painting and decorating

The

t

o 100%

40 to

50%

45 I"
to

.TO%

50 lo

00%

.15

<)0

to

1(K)%

JO

to

100%

45

tc)

jo to 25%
150 to ->00%
jo to

lass

eral

1^1
<y>

I

in the business structure of each nation

sufficiently large

recent years with the
startling increases in operating costs.
An analysis of the advance in prices of a few of
the leading items in office
building construction dur-

cost of building repairs, alterations

maintenance has also advanced

and gen-

in like

propor-

tion.

A review of wages paid to building employees engaged in the operation and maintenance of a large
group of Chicago office buildings shows average increases amounting to about 3 per cent per annum
for the years 11/17 to igij. with much larger increase during the past year.
General taxes, the largest single item entering into the cost of building operation, had steadily ad-

vanced for many years prior to the war. The tax
for a similar group of downtown properties in
Chicago shows an average increase of 3.1) per cent
With city,
per year for the years Hjoj and 11(17.
state, and federal governments constantly broadening the scope of their activities, it seems reasonable

bills

to expect further increases in taxes.

another large and important item in building operation which should not be overlooked. Present prices of coal are about loo per cent above those
charged three years ago, and there is no immediate
Fuel

is

relief in sight. It is generally believed that the present high prices of fuel will be somewhat reduced in
the post-war readjustments, but all items of cost entering into the mining and distribution of coal have

increased to such an extent that

we cannot

expect

to return to pre-war prices.
With the development of these increases in opercosts, building managers throughout the cotin-

ating
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up to see whether
which might have
crept in through channels of unwise competition, or
otherwise, thereby endeavoring to avoid making
general increases in rentals. Though they have in
some instances eliminated numerous small items,
try immediately began to check
they could curtail any expenses

the readjustments that can be made without seriously depreciating the quality of service rendered are
so unimportant as to produce but slight effect upon
The most important of these ad-

total expenditures.

justments have been the metering of electric current furnished to tenants and the elimination of expensive, and in many cases unnecessary, alterations
for tenants, the aim being in both cases to charge direct to each tenant the cost of any special service

furnished by the building.
Labor is such an important item in building operation and there is such small opportunity for the
substitution of mechanical devices for hand labor
that it is very difficult to make extensive readjust-

ments without demoralizing the

and high-grade
is

my

ser-

observation

most tenants in modern office buildings demand
and can well afford to pay for high-grade service.
that

In the analysis of new office building projects all
the above items, together with the question of land
values and rates of interest, must be given careful
consideration.

Where

the land

is

owned

labor created by the war and the high wages paid
in the war industries, regardless of
efficiency, has

had a demoralizing

effect

upon many workmen and

will take

time for labor again to restore its
There will undoubtedly
efficiency to a peace basis.
be a large volume of work where the need for
that

it

The modern

in fee, the

office

building industry

is

in its in-

the past twenty years. Because of the much talked
of permanent character of these structures and the

leaseholds are to be negotiated, a higher rate
of interest must be secured for the same general

comparatively short time during which they have
been erected, depreciation and obsolescence have
hitherto been frequently minimized or entirely overlooked by owners and managers. This has resulted

The day

Where

The labor item is a very large factor both in the
construction and operation of buildings and observation leads me to believe that increased efficiency
does not follow advances in wages. In fact, it seems
to be generally conceded that the keen demand for

fancy, relatively speaking, dating back only a little
over thirty years at the outside, while the great majority of existing buildings have been erected within

Where

passed.

are told by leading representatives of organized labor that they propose to maintain at any cost
the gains which they have made during the war, and
that no increase in hours of labor or decreases in
wages will be permitted without a desperate contest.

justment.

income tax and other forms of ever increasing taxation make higher earnings on such fees imperative.

reasons.

inevitable.

We

terminals and other great projects
where the work has already begun and where it will
be an economy to push on to completion as rapidly
as possible regardless of cost. This work should
tend to stabilize both the material and labor markets and give those who have considerable supplies of
material on hand a chance to move them at current
prices and at the same time provide employment for
a large volume of labor pending permanent read-

a large measure of special service is to be rendered,
the tenant should pay for it outright, or the rental
should be adjusted to the volume and quality of
it

Higher rentals are therefore

make the cost
many railway

is

service required. Low rentals
vice cannot be reconciled, and

irt

buildings for certain requirements is so urgent as to
a secondary matter. There are also

service.

the keynote of building operation, and
the quality of service required by tenants should
largely regulate the rental to be paid for offices. If

Service

informed opinion that regardless of fluctuations

prices of material and labor there will be no receding to pre-war levels, at ^least for years to come.

of 4 per cent fees has apparently
a building loan is to be negotiated it

conceded that higher rates of interest will prevail.
Investors who in recent years have been fortunate
enough to secure ninety-nine year leases on a 4
per cent basis, and long term building loans on a
is

many

times in establishing rental schedules that have

produced, we will say, 4 to 6 per cent net on the investment without, however, deducting any depreciation charge. In reality, after deducting a reasonable

4^4 to 4^/2 per cent basis, hold a decided advantage
over their competitors who are financing building
operations to-day. Comparatively fortunate also are
those who built at pre-war prices of both material

which in my
depreciation and obsolescence charge
judgment should not be less than 2 per cent on firethese owners have been
resisting office buildings
receiving a net return of 2 to 4 per cent or less, a return certainly not compatible with the risk incurred

and labor, and yet many buildings erected under
those favorable conditions are to-day paying an inadequate return.

and service rendered by them. The filing of Income
Tax Schedules has recently aroused building own-

Building owners frequently have accepted heavy
losses during the past few years without materially
raising rentals in the hope that the conditions which
produced such losses in net income were only temporary, but now I believe it is the consensus of well-

ers to the necessity of
taking cognizance of this
item when computing the income tax on their in-

vestments, and I believe the federal government
should establish depreciation rates on all types of
18
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would be uniform throughout the

buildings that

who

disregard this important
country.
item are misleading themselves, and will in time face
crushing replacement charges which cannot be met
from current income.
and in this cateI believe all fair-minded men
will agree that 6 per
I include most tenants
gory
cent net after deducting depreciation charge is cerrate of return on
tainly not an unreasonably high
office building investments, and that owners are fully
in revising their rental schedules sufficientInvestors

justified
ly to produce
I

such results.
have scrutinized with great care the conditions

surrounding the operation of office buildings to-day
and I do not hesitate to admit that from the standthe situation requires the most
point of earnings
skillful and energetic attention, but 1 am still deoutlook for office buildcidedly optimistic about the
the most important reaof
Some
investments.
ing
would sum
sons on which this optimism is based
up as follows
The essential character of the service renI
1

:

dered by

office buildings,

and the

ability of the rent-

ing public to pay an equitable price for this service.
2 The fact that readjustments and reconstruction are in the air, and that it will be
relatively easy
to

make proper

all charges against income, including a
proper
depreciation and obsolescence charge.
In regard to the erection of new buildings, I am

strongly

business

THE

new

office buildings of the highest type, and that
with an intelligent and prompt adjustment of income
to modern operating conditions the necessary capital will be available for such investments.

ings on what the property co>l the present owners,
plus expense for operation, maintenance, service and
taxes.
"Since that time the cost for coal, supplies, taxes
and payroll for the forty or more employees required
for the care, service and maintenance of the building

Hni.niNi,, CIIUAC.O

more than Sjj.uoo per year greater than when this
The increase of expense is
schedule was adopted.
equivalent to about $5 per month on each single room
that now rents at $iX per month, and in that proportion for all other rooms.
"It does not seem advisable to lower the quality of
It, therefore,
service nor the standard of tenants.
seems right and necessary to ask the tenants to pay
a part of this increased cost, from such time a* their
is

managing office buildings
of
radically from other lines

war.
to the year 1917 there had never been a disturbance in the operating cost department of office

present leases expire."

Up

caused by
buildings except the occasional ripples
discontented labor.
The first problem that office buildings had to face
was the enormousfollowing the declaration of war
fuel. The records of most buildof
cost
increased
ly
for 1917 about double the
ings will show a fuel cost
cost in previous years.
conditions became so binding in the

Operating
Fall of 1917 that

office building managers began
discussing
ways and means for preventing
seriously
letter sent by one office
The
losses.
following
heavy
the conwill
fairly illustrate
building to its tenants
confronted,
were
office
which
with
ditions
buildings

following the declaration of

war by

the

United

The
ed

rapid increase in operating expenses promptowners' and managers' associations

building

kind of
throughout the country to investigate every
that several cities discovered
outlay, with the result
that the tax situation was becoming alarming.
The ( )maha Association explained the tax condi-

tions to tenants by enclosing a card with January,
the following informaiyiS, rent bills, which gave
tion
:

I

NFOKM YFION FOR OCCUPANTS OF OFFICE
BUILDINGS AND AI'AKTMF.NT HOUSES
IN

rates for rental were adopted nearly
earnago and were based upon 6 per cent

"The present

OMAHA

January, 1918
taxes assessed
a ten-year record of general
National Bank Building. The experibuildings
ence of other Omaha office and apartment

This

to the

:

eight years

of

I

business, except that office space is usually
this
sold under contract for a period of years and
makes it difficult to meet unexpected changes in
conditions such as were brought on by the European

States

stimulation

artificial

cured by existing office buildings.
am. however,
of
the
that
assured
business acthe
opinion
firmly
tivity of this country will be constantly demanding

of

does not differ

opposed to the

building investments by over-emphasizing in
any locality -the demand for more office space, or by
exaggerating the rale of income that has been seoffice

S. JKWF.I.I.

BANK

business practices.

ing

Met War Conditions
Bv EDWIN

in

knowledge of the high character and intelligence represented in building owners and managers, and my confidence that in the light of up-todate experience they will endeavor to revise their
rental programs to produce 6 per cent after deduct-

How Office Building Managers Have
MANAGER, CITY NATIONAL

modifications

My

3

is

Omaha

has been similar.
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$8,585.50
9'

1911

10,208.00

1915.

9.933-30
10,296.00

191;

$14,073.04
13,962.96
17,062.40
17,362.20

The

porters are in the
factories

firemen are on the
transports.
-carpenters and painters are
in the
shipyards

as
sst
Oregon, and some other cities by build
<ng managers
adopting the following rule
rtland,

NECESSITY COMPELS US TO
CONSERVE
een

flir -

cost of every-

ifork

explained

in its

publication
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LAUNDRY BUILDING

FREE HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN, BROOKLINE, MASS.
COOLIDGE & CARLSON, ARCHITECTS
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HARBOR FRONT
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PLATE 8

HOUSE OF HENRY

A.

MASS
MORSS, MARBLEHEAD,

COOLIDGE & CARLSON, ARCHITECTS

1,

1919
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LIVING ROOM

PLATE 9

HOUSE OF HENRY

A.

MORSS, MARBLEHEAD, MASS.

COOLIDGE & CARLSON. ARCHITECTS

1.

1919
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11

BROADWAY AN
BUILDING FOR THOMAS CUSACK COMPANY
AVENUE, NEW YOKK
BUCHMAN

&

KAHN, ZIMMERMAN, SAXK

&

ZIMMKRMAN. ASSOCIATED ARCHITECTS

1,

1919

Criticism and
An Opportunity

Aid

to

a

I'Abbe Gauthier.

Worthy

Cause
(THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT u-ill be pleased In rcccire
an\ remittances that may be sent to it. in aid of this object.
and will see to it that they reach their proper destination.
)

am

The example would spur others,
the end substantial aid could be
given the
Parish of Saint-Gervais. thus
enabling the authorities to rebuild.
Do you think the idea a good one?
\Yith very sincere good wishes for Christmas
and

in

and

New

Year,
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The Editors,
I

Comment

1

Very

enclosing copy of a letter received

from

who is a New York draftsman now
I can make no better
appeal than lie
made in this letter.
FRANK F. WAI. us.

remain.
sincerely.

(Signed)

M.

Mr. Lavanoux,
France.

in

has already

New

York.

A

FONTAINKBLEAU, November 28, 1918.
MY DEAR MR. WAI.LIS: Knowing draftsmen
as you do, and being acquainted with their many
shortcomings, you will, I hope, pardon my long
silence,

which

is

due not so much to laziness but

it off to another
day" habit.
Before coming to Fontainebleau about a month
ago to enter the artillery school. I spent a few weeks
in Paris visiting churches and roaming around my
favorite haunts, 1'Ile de la Cite and the quais.
in
the course of my wanderings I came upon- the old
church of Saint-Gervais, near the
fotel de Yille.
This church, as you know, was hit on Good Friday
by one of the Big Bertha shells. The damage, loss

rather to the "put

I

of

life,

etc.,

was undoubtedly spoken of

in

the

home

I spent a few hours in the church.
papers.
viewing the damaged vault, the spots of blood on

and ended my visit by interviewing
Monsieur le Cure. I'Abbe Gauthier. We spoke of a
thousand and one things, among which, naturally,
was the question of reconstruction of the vault
and pillars.
M. le Cure told me that some persons had expressed a desire to help him financially,
the stone floor,

but nothing was ever done.
he had written to Cardinal

He

also told

me

AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
is

suggested

in

your issue

of Nov. 27 under the article "
Federating Architecture Among the Allies" would,
undoubtedly, be of
great benefit to the profession of architecture

throughout the country.
You suggest an organization "that \\ill stand
for architecture wherever it will be
practiced in
the L'nited States.''
It does not seem desirable to
me to have centralization of all architectural acti\ities in one society, as it eliminates
rivalry, competitive thought and action.
It
would be more satisfactory if there were two great architectural socountry instead of one. Where there
only one organization, that body appears to become quickly infected with dry rot and tinallv with
cieties in this
is

stagnation.
( >ne
can readily imagine what would happen to
the progress and liberty of the I'nited States if
political activities were governed by the
lican or the Democratic party alone.

our

Repub-

During the period of the war the profession of
was almost totally ignored in all great
undertakings erected by the Government, except in
a few isolated instances.
The work was almost
architecture

present

weight

work and

time any architectural society held much
That those in
the national councils.

in

authority selected builders to carry out great projsecuring the assistance of architects

his age, which prevented him from
It
taking any active part in such an undertaking.
was then that I suggested to M. I'Abbe Gauthier

ects without

should be a matter of profound regret to all who
understand the value of architectural counsel and

endeavor to interest architects of New York
in the matter.
He seemed to be pleased with the
idea, saying that he would feel most grateful for
any help the members of the profession would
With your help and influence, I believe
give him.
an appeal might be written up and published in a
leading architectural publication.
Any sum would
be gladly received and could be forwarded to M.
that

Editors, Tin-:

conterence. such as

universally turned over to contractors to execute.
This being the case, it does not appear that at the

that

Gibbons, asking His
Eminence to head a campaign for funds, but that
Cardinal Gibbons pleaded an overwhelming amount
of

Federating Architecture
The

I

service.

As to what part American architects should play
in the reconstruction of the buildings destroyed in
Europe I would not hazard a guess.
European architect and builder can

While the
learn

many

lessons relating to problems of plumbing, heating,
ventilating and utilitarian building ideas in general

21
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from the American
the opinion,

when

architect
it

comes

of

mits to these speculative builders on plans not pre-

pared by responsible architects, and which violate
every code of correct sanitation and good building.

and engineer,

development of European building,
to

the

in

which

am

to a matter of artistic
it

may

I

be left

TOM

who

appears, in every
case, to have developed the most reasonable scheme
of architecture to fit the environment and locality

European

it

Viewing

architect,

,

The

rope from the broad standpoint of artistic development, it is hoped that the European architects will
be free to design their own buildings in their own
Leaving patriotism out of the question, I
way.
wonder how many artists would like to see Paris or

Rome

reconstructed to correspond with

if

American

in

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

have read with interest your editorial on farm
I am confident that the
day is fast
when
our
farmers
will
invest
considerapproaching
able sums of money in permanent farm buildings.
The present excellent condition of the farmers with
reference to income will be one of the chief factors
in bringing about the expenditure of large amounts
in the erection of substantial buildings which will
I

this

become pupils

country
of European architects during the period of reconstruction in Europe.
It would be a splendid idea if some of our

replace, in many instances, the rather forlorn structures that characterized the early stages of our agricultural development.

The farm home, which has developed into a paying proposition, soon must have modern conveniences such as running water, improved heating
methods and sanitary fixtures, as well as other items

wealthy Americans established trade schools in
Erance and Belgium where the young American
craftsman could be properly educated in the fundamentals of his trade.
This would be of infinite
benefit to the workers in arts and crafts, the woodworker, the stone carver, the bronze and metal
worker, and the various branches of the building

of convenience and beauty which are necessary to
keep the most desirable class of citizens upon the
farm. Furthermore, the natural beauty of our state
provides unusual opportunity for the development

profession calling for artistic craftsmanship.
I have no doubt that under such conditions the

standard of American art and art appreciation
general would be brought to a higher standard
this country than exists at the present time.

Editors,

architecture.

Xew York

for architecture

architects could

BARNETT.

Improving Farm Buildings

is placed.
the architectural reconstruction of Eu-

City or Chicago?
It would be very fine

P.

of the very finest type of

homes

in the rural dis-

only sufficient income can be established and
maintained to justify the investment. The matter
tricts if

in

is one of the most important things
with making farm life in Utah what

in

That the subject

It is useless to hope for any material artistic development in the United States as long as at least
80 per cent of the building in this country is executed by speculative builders and our city building

is

in
it

connection
should be.

being given attention

is

re-

flected in the biennial report of the president of the

Utah Agricultural

College.

SIMON
Salt

departments are permitted to issue building per-

22

Lake

City, Utah.

T. BAMBERGER,

Governor.

Architects as Bridge Builders
By THOMAS HASTIXCS,
and the rapid development of the railroad as a new method of transportation m

STEAM

the first half of the nineteenth century and
prohably the consequent discovery of steel as a new
and economical material in construction have had
a dominating influence upon modern design in
bridge construction.
The railroads had to bridge the rivers and pierce
the mountains, and the rapid demands upon what

]*'..!. I.

A.

the times, and it is to be
hoped that under these
conditions architects will be
employed rather than
A stone bridge is unquestionably, both
engineers.
as a matter of appearance and
an archi-

economy,

tectural

The mathematics involved are

problem.

rather descriptive than analytical,
involving interesting problems of stereotomy entering into the
architect's legitimate practice

profession, the position oc-

problems with which
he must of necessity be familiar. The Romans were
the first great roads and bridge builders of the

cupied by the modern engineer, are responsible for
many unfortunate results which will take generations of changing conditions before they are recti-

world, and their aqueducts and bridges, splendid in
design and beautifully constructed, are to be found
all
over Kurope, and even in Asia Minor and

fied. The engineers and architects were separated as
never before. Design in the construction of these
larger and all important problems was almost elimi-

Northern Africa. These Roman bridges are to be
found crossing the rocky channel of the Ionian
River and the swift running waters of the Rhine.
as well as mi. the River Tiber and the Pan.
Some
ii!
the must splendid bridges were built in the

was

new

practically a

nated, and quite

naturally the ;esthetic viewpoint

was practically disregarded in the hurried development and changing conditions. The engineer saw
primarily the quantitative side, while the architect
continued to see lirst the qualitative side.
Fortunately, the educated engineer in recent years more
generally realizes that when a design looks well it
will build

true in

well.

Europe

The

realization of this fact

that

the

is

so

engineers are given the

theory of certain first principles in architecture.
while the architects have always been given per-

haps too much engineering. The architects at the
fioole des Beaux Arts lecture at the fteole Poliat

the

more especially on
analytical side of construction.
While much interesting architectural work

the

technique,
cole des

while

Beaux

their

professors

Arts,

lecture

has

been accomplished with the proper use of iron, most
of the iron bridges have been considered as purely
In recent years bridgeengineering problems.
builders, even when building for railroads, have
been inclined to consider favorably the return to
masonry construction in order to save in maintenance or upkeep. This is an encouraging sign of

iothic period
indeed, outside of their cathedrals.
there are perhaps no more impo-ing. la-ting and
(

;

monuments standing to the genius of the
Medizeval architects than such bridge- a- 1'ont St.

beautiful

Rhone

Ilencgal. crossing the

des

(.

over the Tarn

'<>nsuls

Albi

and

at

Avignon.

I.e

I

'out

Montabau or those

Spain,

too.

is

rich

at

with

Roman, Moorish. Mediaeval and Renai--

bridges
sance.

Villeneuve.

at

maiiv

simplicity
solved.

illustrating

splendid

These

oft-times

in

their

great

problems well
engineering achievements

architectural

great

landscape more beautiful than nature unadorned or totally destroy the natural sur\Vc associate with Kurope the wellroundings.

either

built

make

a

roads with

walls

or terraces, great bridges

and other features which have been designed or
These create an atino-phere
guided with art.
which, together with the well-planned avenues nd
while traveling
park systems, often attract us more
in Europe than do the pictures and sculptures or
objcts

(i'tii't

in

the

galleries

quented by the average

man

and museums
abroad.

fre-

TENTATIVE MODEL FOR THE- NEW MADISON STREET BRIDGE OVER CHICAGO RIVER
Submitted by the Municipal Art Committee of the

Illinois

Chaffer of the .American Institute of Architects

Co-operating with Municipal

Governments
Being an Account

of

the

Illinois
constructive

value

Work

Chapter, A.

of co-operation on

THE

the part of architectural societies with committees of city governments having to do

with municipal art has been many times demonA concrete example is presented in the
work of a special committee of the Illinois Chapter
of the A. I. A.
Even casual survey of a city's
needs in the proper control and direction of its
strated.

activities

in

the field of constructive art will dis-

close opportunity for the most valuable co-operation on the part of architects.

In

Chicago these opportunities were more apparent than in most cities. The large engineering
problems in which the city has been engaged soon
suggested that there was a good opportunity for
the counsel of architects to impart the saving touch
of good art to well-planned constructions, and that
the largest possibilities was the architecrefinement of the many bridges which the
city had within its limits.
To quote an admirable report made by George
W. Maher, who at that time was chairman of the

among
tural

Municipal Art Committee of the

Illinois

Chapter:

Committee

of a Special
I.

of the

A.

The river bridges had always been a mooted issue in the
minds of the people of Chicago. Here seemed to be the
opportunity to demonstrate the assistance the profession
could effectively render in improvements of this character

which would materially assist the city beautiful idea.
The problem was at once entered into with enthusiasm
although the outlook at first was certainly discouraging. It
required considerable effort on the part of the committee
to convince the city authorities that the architects were
really in earnest and intended to be of real constructive
value in this important undertaking of assisting in beautifying the bridges.

It

also required the consent of the City
we could properly co-operate with

Plan Commission so that
them.

The

bridge improvement the committee interested itthe Chicago Avenue bridge.
Sketches were
made and approved by the City Bridge Department and
later architectural details prepared and employed in its construction.
The design proposed, however, was not fully
carried out. but the appearance of this bridge was a distinct
improvement and formed the entering wedge for greater
opportunity.
The committee early recognized that it should interest
itself in the important bridges since these would form a
precedent for future bridges. As Madison Street bridge
was to be one of these, since from its location it forms one
of the main gateway entrances to the city from the great
depots to the west, permission was asked by the committee
to assist in designing this particular bridge.
The accompanying illustration, taken from the architect's model, shows
the principle of design that was established by the comself

in

first

was
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namely, that the bridge proper should be a bascule
the usual overhead steel construction
deck type bridge
being placed under the bridge or as executed on the Jacki-

;

son Boulevard bridge.
The architectural features, however, to embellish the
Madison Street bridge consist of granite abutments instead
of concrete as on the other bridges, also at the east and
west approaches to the bridge proposed monumental pylons
on which will be placed electric lights beautifully to illumiThe tower houses and balustrades to be
nate the bridge.
constructed of matt glazed terra cotta in close imitation of
Pedestals have been suggested by the committee
granite.
to be of granite and to extend out from the pylons for
The statuary to typify notable
future bronze statuary.
historic events.

the present moment the Franklin-Orleans Street bridge
The
is being erected following this principle of design.
Monroe Street bridge, which had already been designed.
has been changed at the suggestion of the committee to
conform to the Madison Street bridge.
The designs of the Madison Street bridge are completed
and approved and the bridge will be erected according to
the designs and recommendations of the Municipal Art

At

Committee,

Illinois

Chapter, A.

T.

the war, there is an opportunity
larger than ever
before for the profession of architecture to take
its rightful
position in our communities, and
by a proper and unselfish co-operation with the city
governments and their engineers exert a very strong
and beneficial influence on these matters.

up

important bridges and municipal engineerworks
are to-day monuments of good art being

Many

cause this close co-operation between the engineers
and architects has been effected.

Glenn Brown's
D. C.,

Q

Street Bridge at Georgetown,
Casey's work on the Wash-

Edward Pearce

ington bridges, the work of Carrere & Hastings on
the bridges spanning the East River in New York
are all earlier good examples.
To these we must

add the very strong and good influence exerted by
the Illinois Chapter of the Institute.

A.

It is in

work of

this character that the profession
to secure and maintain

This report has been quoted at some length. as
familiar with
it affords an opportunity to become
methods of action and architectural treatment.

of architecture

Just at this time, when there will undoubtedly
be put under way a great many projects of civic
improvement that have been delayed on account of

gineer may lose their respective identities than there
ever was that the diagnostician and the surgeon
might at anv time be merged.

all

rights to recognition as a profession, and
no more danger that the architect and en-

its

there

may hope

is

Two

Opinions on Architectural
Advertising

By THOMAS CRANE YOUNG
American Institute of Architects having
removed the article in its code of ethics
which condemned the practice of advertis-

THE

ing, further agitation along that line
to be necessary.
Nevertheless, as

no longer seems
fe\v

architects

have as yet taken advantage of their new-found
liberty,

some further discussion may be desirable

to

create a better understanding of the sort of adver-

which may be permissible.

tising
It

is

quite natural

have been included

that

this

in the

code

time

it

and

artistic

as difficult to control as the quality of architecture
produced by the individual. Whatever method of

expression

be adopted,

may

it

probably show

will

some

indication of the character of the one
advertises. But the one requirement that could

who
and

should be rigidly enforced is that the truth and
nothing but the truth be contained in any advertised

prohibition should
at the

amount of good
merit which are a part of their
claim for recognition, there need be no fear of a
loss of professional dignity through the
proper form
of advertising. The quality of
advertising would be
fession contains within itself the

taste

was

statement.

written, for then the whole practice of advertising
was in disrepute for the reason, probably, that the

prevailing modes were offensive to the sight, the
printed matter being frequently unreliable and often
It
was quite
deliberately calculated to deceive.

By

the ban on architectural advertising has
been removed by the Institute I have been
studying the problems connected with the
subject from various angles and have made some

SINCE

general for publications to print any sort of matter
indiscriminately, provided only that they were paid
the current rates for space. Probably the first blow

was given

investigation

by the United States Government when it was made a crime to issue false
statements concerning food and drugs offered for
sale to the public.
Then the subject was taken in
hand by the Advertising Associations, and since,
largely through their efforts, a thorough reform is
to this practice

in the process of

justify
At the present

accomplishment.

rance

may

and

be dispelled,

on the money invested

to

still

moment

it

is

my

thought that the

in the publications that his particular class
of clients read, particularly if he specializes in a
I very much doubt the wiscertain line of work.
dom of an architect's attempting anything in the

in use are

not only believe
taste, but that
should be condemned from every other viewpoint

of display advertising, for
that such advertising would be in

way
it

I

bad

as' well.

am, of course, speaking of the architect as a
professional man. If the only object in life of an
architect is to make money, then obviously he would
not be an architect.

as a most valuable means of
spreading public information. This usefulness has
been recognized by the United States Government
as illustrated in their exploitation of the recent War
Loans, in which they enlisted the patriotic services
of the greatest artists that the
country has produced.
There has been much complaint from a certain
class of architects that the
public has not been properly informed as to the character and value of
is

return

appear

I

well

architectural service,
But the means
part.

financial

only advertising that any architect should do, in
addition, possibly, to signing his buildings during
construction, would be to have his professional card

full

as

probable

it.

extremely vulgar, the same criticism may be made
of much of our national architecture.
Nevertheless, it must be admitted that from a
purely evil
thing has been developed a new field of work for
artist

the

yield a sufficient return

advertising
of interesting and valuable information.
[So, too, the automobile industry has produced forms of advertising of attractiveness and
character, and at times of real artistic merit.]

the

to

The data secured lead me to believe
advertising.
that as a financial proposition alone, display advertising by a professional man would probably not

influence of the higher class of magazine
has always been a potent factor in the improvement
of advertising methods, and now their

While many forms of advertising

as

which might reasonably be expected from display

The

pages are

DAVIDSON

F. E.

I

think

it

quite probable that those architects who
may combine the functions and re-

in the future

sponsibilities of the contractor with those belonging
exclusively to the profession of architecture, may
and probably will do a considerable amount of dis-

no doubt true in
hand by which this ignoand if the architectural prothis is

play advertising.

at

It is

after

all

a question of view-

point.

Why
26

is

any man following the profession of
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architecture?
Certainly not to make money.
after
But
all, a very insignificant thing.
is,
Money
if

the acquisition of

money alone

is

the only thing

to be desired, then the architect should cease to call

himself an architect and become a contractor in
which line of work, no doubt, it will be necessary to
do some display advertising, for the reason that
contractors as a class are advertisers and the public
expects it of them.
;

For myself

I

am

not practicing archtecture exI am in the game because I
no other profession that is

pecting to get rich.
love it and know of

The

bigger or embraces so
that

provides so

many subjects of interest, or
many opportunities for patriotic

and unselfish labors

work
get

is

my

play.

weary of

it,

for the general good.
My
never gets tiresome. I never
and J am satisfied with enough
It

financial return to live
decently and enjoy some of
the luxuries of modern civilization.
I believe that

such a return

is all that
any professional man, or
for that matter, any man. is entitled to. Hut I must
add that the professional fees commonly paid architects are not in all cases sufficient to secure even this
minimum of net financial return.

Architect and Engineer
H\ KlIWAKP

since the Renaissance there has been a

tendency toward specialization,
which is quite in keeping with the ever-expanding field of knowledge. At that time there were
man}' geniuses in the arts and sciences, frequently
well versed in all of them as far as they were then
The various artistic and engineering
developed.
professions were concentrated in the same individual.
Design, in its common sense and construccontinued

EVER

was generally governed by good taste
since the practical and the artistic were combined in
the same mind, there was a logical give and take
tive aspect,

:

to secure the best all-around result.

Now

specialization has reached such a height that
of
our leading architects seem totally indifmany
ferent to their lack of knowledge of anything but

pure design in

One would

its

various phases.

think their

work would be

illogical in

a constructive sense, as it often is, thereby suffering in its attainment of good results.
In order to obviate the difficulties of present-day
specialization, it is necessary to co-ordinate, as tar
Architects
as may be, the product of many minds.

frequently employ, or are in close association with,
experts in the various subjects closely allied with

and thereby secure a thorough
and exact working out of these particular parts.
But often this is done to such an exaggerated extent
that it results in an injury to the whole, which can

architectural design,

be prevented only by a dominating spirit well versed
in the fundamentals and possibilities of the numerous subjects involved and possessed of knowledge

how

to balance their various claims.

The

is analogous, on a small scale, to
an army. One might as well say that the
head of an army need not be versed in the possibili-

that of

situation

and limitations of the engineers, infantry, artilcavalry, supply, and other branches of the
whole.
What would be the result if he were not

ties

lery,

possessed of a general knowledge of the functions
and methods of the various branches of the complete organization?
)ur various architectural schools are at present
attempting to give instruction in subjects allied to
(

which are often parts of
and
engineering,
sculpture
painting
civil, mechanical, sanitary and electrical; in acousbut many seem to
tics, ventilation, heating, etc.
think this is not very essential, and the general
result in producing a broad vision over the entire
architecture,

architecture

subjects,

:

:

;

field

is

as

yet

not

especially

marked

in

the pro-

fession.
It became apparent at the last convention of the
American Institute of Architects that the profes-

sion

is

not a

little

annoyed by the

slight attention

who

evidently, and
by army
some justification, have assumed that there
was noth ng architects could do in connection with
war or an army.
How they have changed since the old days
when they were the first called upon to erect
I'osfortifications and fashion engines of war!
themselves
but
sibly, as a profession, they have

paid
with

authorities,

it

;

to

blame for

this general attitude, since

for

many

the profession have
that they are but
the
the
impression
public
given
and
slightly interested in the purely engineering

years prominent members of

other scientific aspects of their art so much so, in
abroad that
fact, that the erroneous idea has gone
an architect is one practiced principally in the ornamentation of buildings and structures. Many will
recall occasions when a well-intentioned engineer.
;
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This broadening of the point of view and
extension of knowledge might be accomplished with
great benefit to the work of all specialists in each
of the two professions.

having fully designed and calculated a structure,
upon an architect to make it more presentable

ings.

calls

by the addition of ornament a few frills.
This misconception is reflected by the novice in
the study of architecture, who is apt to be carried
the fascination of detail, moldings, ornauntil he really thinks this is the most im-

Although at the present time some architects have
extended their studies on the scientific and purely
engineering side, even to the extent of becoming

portant part of the

art, but as he progresses he
becomes convinced how much more important are
the beauties of the fundamental composition and
proportions of a design, and how often buildings
failing in this respect try to redeem themselves by
But
relying upon details, moldings and ornament.
he will learn that redemption by this means is impossible, both as applied to buildings and to purely

graduates of engineering schools, the practice is
not as yet general enough to impress the public that
the profession as a whole can be entrusted with
work which it undoubtedly could accomplish.
Artistic and practical natures are not at all incompatible, as the history of art abundantly shows.
Many of the best architects and painters of the
Renaissance were also engineers. One of the best-

engineering works.

known

It is
Government has recognized that
in some parts of design, the architect, even as it
conceives him to be. might be useful, and has given

judging from

away with
ment,

etc.,

true that the

narrow

tion

it

The two professions

structing

catapults.

unfortunate attitude

for

this

arts,

sciences and

If they are of a harmonious mind, the
one possessing a knowledge and respect for engi-

of a bridge.

really

neering, and the other a knowledge and respect for

for each profession to extend
widely over the field of the

is

pure design and

and

aesthetics,

they will work together

and something presentable may
but If they are not harmonious, as

in entire accord,

be accomplished
so often happens, each looking askance at the other
and holding his profession in contempt, working
separately, each making his own designs and then
;

of the architect, in the architectural schools, than
it is on the
part of the engineer in the schools of
engineering. The architect should study the broad
principles of engineering in all its branches, but

need not go deeply into their details

and harmonizing of many

one mind, or at least harmonious minds,
should direct the whole from beginning to end, both
inside and out and round about, in order to avoid
discord both in the process and in the result, so
in works of engineering.
Often both an architect
and an engineer are appointed for the construction

knowledge more
other, and not look with contempt upon such knowledge. This is not as difficult as many seem to think,
and is at present really attempted more on the part

its

useful or ornamental.

the

trades,

This is all the more to be regretted becalling.
cause they formerly were substantially the same
profession. Architecture was held to include everything constructable from building temples to con-

The remedy

all

tably lacking in others, notably in that of the design
of bridges. As a building, involving the combina-

become

becomes the source of difficulty.
of architecture and engineering do not seem to have the respect for each other
that should exist between two branches of the same
that

antiquity, Vitruvius, seems,
writings, to have been able to

works commonly assigned to
engineers, viaducts and bridges are the most conspicuous and require the most attention on the
aesthetic side. Until recent years the works of man,
structures nautical and terrestrial, utensils and machines, were, even from the most remote periods,
generally made with a view not only to their usefulness, but also with a view to their good looks. This
tendency still prevails in some fields, but is lamenProbably of

of the army, there has been very little done.
Specialization has without doubt come to stay,
and architecture and engineering will remain separate professions. Each will doubtless continue to be
still
further subdivided into specialties, but no
so

his

make almost anything,

him some share in the plan of hospitals, cantonments and housing schemes, but as for considering
him sufficiently accomplished in all-around constructive work, making him eligible as an engineer officer

specialist should allow his line of vision to

of

architects

trying to harmonize them, the result is a failure.
The two should begin their work at the same time,

harmonizing and balancing the requirements as if
they were one individual, so that the result may
be aesthetically correct and at the same time raThen one might say the work
tional and stable.
has beauty with character and is entitled to be

while the
engineer should devote more study to the aesthetic
side, to the beauty of proportion and form, of composition and character in design, but he also need
not delve deeply into sculpture, painting, and ornament, nor into the planning and designing of build;

called a

28

work of

art.
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Work on Tent Camps

Stop

war has taught

the
all

Abandonment of

all

construction work

in

prog-

ress or projected at "tent camps," originally laid
out for mobilization of the National Guard and

used for general training purposes, was orWar Department. Exception is made

later

dered by the

in cases where it is shown that the completion is
necessary in the interest of health of troops.
The camps affected by the abandonment order
are Sevier, South Carolina Bowie, Texas McClel;

purpose and
no room for sentimentalism, whether it takes the form of
forgiveness and pity, or whether it takes the form of
revenge and hate. We must be sane in understanding
the world's vital need of the moment, and in devissanity of judgment.

means

ing

l-rom

a

There

to secure

recent

economic Club

of

Survey

of

is

it.

address by
York.

llenrv

New

Crnsl.v

Kmer\

Alabama; Doniphan, Oklahoma; Cody, Xew MexThese camps will
ico, and Greene, North Carolina.
be used for demobilization, but when this is comBase hospitals at the
plete they will be closed.
camps will be used as convalescent hospitals.
Orders also were issued to-day for the abandonment of proposed building's for a motor school at
Camp Taylor, Kentucky, and for additional conFunston, Kansas.

Labor Situation

Made by Employment

;

the

l>i-fnu-

industrial

made by

Service

survey of the labor situation in
centers throughout the
country will be
the L'nited States Kmployment Service,

according to a statement issued bv the Department
Labor. The machinery for this survey ha> been
set in motion
by the Employment Service at the

ot

request of the Secretary of \\ ar and the chairman
of the War Industries Hoard.

he purpose of the information sought

1

and Letters

To Be

An immediate

said, to enable

of Arts

we need above

Secondly,

Louisi-

Georgia; Kearney, California; \Vads\v<>rth,
South Carolina
Fremont, California; Sheridan,

Academy

us.

juncture, clarity of

\\ heel-

er,

Camp

this

;

Alabama; Logan, Texas; Beauregard,
ana; McArthur, Texas; Hancock. Georgia:
lan,

struction at

at

else,

the

War Department

is.

and the

it

is

Wa r

Industries Board as far as possible to avoid labor
through the too rapid curtailment of
war contracts and demobilization of the armv. It

difficulties

At the recent annual meeting of the Academy of
Arts and Letters the following officers were elected: William Dean Howells, president; William M.
Robert Underwood Johnson.
Sloane, chancellor
;

In adsecretary, and Thomas Hastings, treasurer.
dition to the foregoing, members of the board of
directors are Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler, Edwin
:

H. Blashfield and Augustus Thomas. Others presmeeting were: Daniel Chester French,
Hamlin Garland, Cass Gilbert, Robert Grant,
Brander Matthews, Gari Melchers. Paul Elmer
More, James Ford Rhodes, William Roscoe Thayer
and J. Alden Weir.

is expected that the information will give the Government a view of the immediate labor situation,
so it will know as early as possible in which centers
there is a shortage or a surplus of labor, and how

demobilization

rapidly

in

these

centers

can

be

effected.

ent at the

Things

to

Remember

a reign of justice. It is not only a matter of honor,
but a matter of practical wisdom, of protection to
must reourselves, of insurance to the world.
member two things as we face the responsibility of

We

victory

The

first

parochial problems

problems.
the labor

ments

in

;

is

all

that

there

are

no

more

problems are to-day world

The form of monarchy in Greece, or
in Sweden may become vital eleSo much
affecting the fate of the world.
problem

war we have made common cause with the
We should likewise make common cause
with them in seeking the solution of the immediIn

Allies.

ate problems of reconstruction which they face, because of the efforts they put forth in the war.

There are reasons why we must live up to the
principles of permanent peace and a new order of
society, based not on rival national claims, but on

:

International Reconstruction

These problems peculiarly depend for their solution
upon c< unmerce.
Raw materials and industrial equipment which

we possess the Allies urgently
may reconstitute their economic
deal

generously with them

in

require, that they
life.

We

should

sharing these

re-

sources.

we may share our materials with
we must also provide them with credits
through which they may make the necessary payIn order that

the Allies,

ments.
(

)ur

ocean tonnage must supply our troops overthe inhabitants of warto

seas and help

provision
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The part of our ocean tondevastated regions.
these paramount needs, and
for
not
required
nage
vessels of associated countries which are in a similar situation, should be entered in the common
service of all nations. This common service should
secure

to

food, raw

all

their immediate needs for
and transport for their prod-

nations

materials,

ucts.

Industrial Co-operation
that through induseconomies
trial co-operation great
may be achieved,
waste eliminated and efficiency increased. The nation should not forget, but rather should capitalize,

The war has demonstrated

these lessons by adapting effective war practices to
reasonable copeace conditions through permitting
of
units
between
industry under approoperation
It is in the public inpriate Federal supervision.
terest that reasonable trade agreements should be

entered

into,

but the

failure

of the

Government

define the dividing line between
those agreements which are. and those which are
not, in unreasonable restraint of commerce, or to
to speak for it on application of
an

All Great Britain will have to take up enormous
house building construction work, for houses are

needed, and for reshaping its railroads,
Rusmerchant marine and other activities.
sia will be- opened up to broad world encircling
business development. South America and Africa,
Canada and Australia and other countries will all bethe
gin a period of construction work, because for
last four years the world has concentrated its whole

badly
its

thought upon war. Then it will turn with equal
eagerness to the work of the upbuilding influences
brought into existence by peace. Great enterprises
and small will be in evidence everywhere throughout the world.

The man who

fails

to

keep

this

situation con-

his business
stantly before his mind, and so shape
as to be ready to turn his activities upon the mighty
opportunity which will then come to the brain and

machinery and capital of the world,

the

a chance such as
It

may

will

never again come

to

miss
him.

behooves every business man in all the land to
make the most of the unusual situation.

be ready to

either clearly to

agency
provide
those proposing to enter into such agreement, in

Gift for a National Portrait Gallery

restricts wholesome co-operation and deboth
industry and the general public of its
prives
The conditions incident to the period of
benefits.
readjustment render it imperative that all obstacles
to reasonable co-operation be immediately removed

Announcement has been made that Christoffer
Hannevig, a banker of New York and former Nor-

effect

through appropriate

legislation.

After the

Now

War

over, says The American
of the world becomes
the
reconstruction
Contractor,
the dominant question of the hour. American railthat the

war

wegian shipbuilder, has donated $100.000

lay

efforts in the great war."
The first portrait to be painted will be that of
President Wilson, who will sit soon after his re-

turn from France.

is

roads will have to be rebuilt and enormously ex-

to

foundation for a national portrait gallery in
The
the United States similar to that in London.
of
officials
is
used
in
to
be
buying portraits
money
who have "formed the driving force of America's
the

to

have

their

Others

portraits

who have been

painted

are

invited

Secretaries

Lansing, Baker, Daniels, McAdoo and Lane, GenPershing and March, and Admiral Sims.

erals

panded, making a greater demand for steel rails
than the entire steel rail capacity of the country.

American highways

will require the expenditure
of billions of dollars to develop a system worthy
of the name.

Our

and harbors will have to be deepened
and the water transportation interests utilized in
rivers

keeping with the vast traffic of that hour. Building
activities which have been halted for the last four
years will then have to leap forward, and building
supply materials will be in a great demand. More
than $1,000,000,000 will have to be expended upon
the reconstruction and restoration of the industrial
interests of France, and hundreds of millions upon
the rebuilding of Belgium.

The

World's Rubber Supply

The world's rubber supply comes in part irom
Ceylon, Malaya, South and Central America, Asia
and Africa, but the "Middle East" is really the
great rubber area, and Singapore, Penang, Batavia
and Colombo the chief rubber ports of the world.
Before the war a large proportion of our supply
reached us indirectly via England, and London was
But that has been
of
all
rubber imports
and
now
two-thirds
changed,

the world's real rubber market.

come

to us directly from the ports of the British
Indies.
Brazil, which in 1912 supplied

and East
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more than two-fifths of our rubber, now
This shift is due largely
supplies but one-ninth.
to the change from wild to cultivated sources of
us with

and labor which

will result in increased
production,

cheaper prices, and fairer returns to these elements.
A notable event of the period is the recommendation of the

supply.

American Iron and Steel Institute that
be revised downward, but that the
wage
scales be left at
present levels, for a time at least.
1 he note of
optimism is dominant at all gatherings
of business men to discuss
readjustment problems.
Announcement has been made that Government
stores of food and other articles available for
steel prices

To

Plant Memorial Highways

Active co-operation of the Governors of
States in the

Union

is

expected

all

the

in the plan to plant,

along transcontinental highways and public roads,
memorial trees for the nation's dead soldiers and

civilian us.e will

From

Charles Lathrop Pack, president of UnAmerican Forestry Association, who originated the
idea, says that it already has been taken up by many
towns and cities.
The General Federation of
Women's Clubs has before it a proposition to plant
sailors.

memorial trees along the Lincoln highway.
"There can be nothing ivore appropriate," said
Mr. Pack recently, "than to have each State through
which a motor highway passes plant 'victory oaks'
or 'victory elms' for her soldiers or sailors who havedied in battle. The motor has played a mighty part
in the winning of the war, and it would be a fine
thing for these highway organizations to take up
plans for memorial trees.

not be dumped on the markets.
the Hulk-tin of the Guaranty Trust Co.

Labor
The labor problem, says Hardwood Record, is
causing more worry than any other feature of the
reconstruction program. There can be no
arbitrary
reduction of wages to the pre-war basis. Were such
lolly attempted employers would suffer as much as
employees, and capital as much as labor. That there
will be a gradual
readjustment is inevitable, but we
>hould remember that for every loss there is some

compensation.

The difficulty lies
men of the country

A report by the Comptroller of the Currency
shows that on June 30, the close of the last fiscal
year, the aggregate resources of the 28,000 State

and National banks

in the

Of

was credited

to

the

United States amounted

this

amount $22,371,000,000

21,175

State,

savings,

and

private banks and trust companies, and $17,839.000,000 to the 7705 National banks. Deposits of
the State banks amounted to $18,567,000,000 and
loans to $12,426,000,000, an increase of 5 per cent
in the deposits and of 6.5 per cent in the loans as
compared with the record of a year previous.
National banks showed $14,021,000,000 deposits, an

of 9.8 per cent, and $9,620,000,000 in
an increase of 9.1 per cent. The deposits of

increase
loans,
all

banks, State and National, totalled $32,589,000,-

and

ooo,

loans, $22,046,000,000.

The readjustment of business
is

proceeding, but

as to

mal

levels.

It is

to peace conditions

affected by the uncertainty
fast prices will return to nor-

is still

when and how

the

fact that the

in

working-

the main, raised their

living standards to

Business Conditions

to $40,310,000,000.

in

have,

observable that consideration of

comport with the extravagant
war-time wages, and they do not want to give up
those standards now, even to make room for return-

When the armistice was signed, the
of
Labor announced that it would conDepartment
trot the demobilization of our army and thus
preing soldiers.

it from
swamping the labor market. Apparenthowever, the Department of Lalior overestimated
the docility of the War Department, as General
March, Chief of Staff, has announced that demobil-

vent

ly,

ization would be made by the army at the rate of
30,000 men a day. A demobilization at that speed
threatens to overrun any channel into which the
Department of Labor might seek to lead it. As a
matter of fact, the Department's program for an
"industrial demobilization" has hit a number of

snags. One of these is the opposition of the Governors of the Western States, who fear it will prevent an adequate return of labor to the farms.
Secretary McAdoo injected an element of con-

fusion into the general wage readjustment by an
increase to railroad telegraphers,
At the same time the
totaling $30,000,000 a year.

eleventh-hour

the labor

United States Shipping Board

sharp reductions in wages, there

generous wage
even showing signs of hoping to maintain the overtime schedules.
Wages will have to
To reduce
conditions.
with
be readjusted to cope
of
the
cost
with
living still
at
however,
once,
wages

problem is entering insistently into all calculations, and while in some quarters opinion inclines to the belief that labor must soon accept
drift

toward the view that now,

is

a very strong
the time

if ever, is

to seek that co-operation of capital,

management.

its

intention

scales,

and

is

of

maintaining

is

advertising widely

its
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unreduced,

would be dangerous.

On

the

other

how

hand,
present abnormal
standards can possibly be maintained under normal
conditions.
Mr. Gompers has declared that labor
it

means

is

to

difficult

to retain all

it

see

has gained during the war in

working conditions, and shorter
and
it
be
that there are stormy times
hours,
may
ahead of us in this regard. It is hard, however, to
get away from the old law of supply and demand,
and if the supply of labor greatly exceeds the supbetter wages, better

ply of jobs, the price of labor is pretty sure to react
accordingly, regardless of the views of Mr. Gom-

pers or anyone else.
wages paid to labor
living decrease.
the countries of
their

own food

No

real drastic reduction in

will be possible until costs of
It will be at least a year before

Europe can produce enough of
to

bring about lower food prices,

and during this year wages will remain fairly high
and perhaps will never go back to the pre-war basis.
Labor will probably go down very little during
the next few months.

Under the head of "New Business" the secretary
read the following communications
From the assistant secretary, George B. Robin:

son, of the Technical Societies, calling the Chapter's attention to a vacancy on the State Railway

Commission, and suggesting that the Chapter communicate with the Governor recommending that
an engineer be appointed to this commission. The
letter was ordered filed.

From Architect Anton Cerveny, suggesting that
the Chapter interest itself in the establishment of
a Museum of Architecture. The letter was ordered
filed.

The

secretary reported the death of Francis

W.

Young, which occurred on Nov. 24. Mr. Wackerbarth moved, and it was duly carried, that a resolution of condolence be drafted.

The following officers were elected for the coming year
:

President

H. M. Patterson.

Yice-President

Lyman

Farwell.

H. F. Withey.
Treasurer August Wackerbarth.
Executive Committee S. B. Marsten, Robert
H. Orr and Walter E. Erkes.
Under the head of "Debates," the subject of the
desired changes in the State Hotel and
Housing
Law was brought up, and generally discussed. It
was moved by Mr. Allison, and duly carried, that
the Chapter go on record as favoring the elimination of that clause in the Hotel Law which limits
Secretary

Southern California Chapter,
A. I. A.
The one hundred and twenty-first regular meeting of the Southern California Chapter, A. I. A.,
was held Dec. 10, 1918. The meeting was called
to order by the president, J. J. Backus.

As guests of the Chapter there were present State
Senator Dwight Hart and Air. I'rine, of the Southwest Builder and Contractor.
Minutes of the one hundred and twentieth meeting were read and approved.
There were no reports from the executive committee nor from the standing committees.

the construction of hotel buildings to the height
of one and a half times the width of the abutting
street,

tained,

and that the height
as

the

bill

now

limit of

stands.

150

The

ft.

be re-

president

thereupon instructed the committee on permanent
legislation to draft a recommendation to that effect
in proper form and submit to the
Legislature.

Department of Architectural
Engineering
Daylight

vs.

Sunlight

By W.

S.

in

Sawtooth-Roof Construction

BKOWX. Assoc.-Mcm. Am.

is an important element in all production
space with four walls and a roof, in which
men and machines were housed, was at one time considered

[The building

processes.

A

It is now universally
to constitute a manufacturing plant.
agreed that such a plant must, in addition, have light, heat,
ventilation,
sanitary arrangements and contented and

workmen.
The new world competition

healthy

in

manufacturing will necescompensate for the Amer-

an increased production to
ican wage scale and properly cons'ructing the building in
The
order to make these increased productions possible.
designers of industrial buildings may not have considered
the sawtooth skylight except in a very general way and
the complete and scientific analysis of its function here
of that kind which
printed, we believe, is the first analysis
has been made. The necessity of utilizing daylight, which
is to be had without cost, fully justifies a careful consideraTo properly design the sawtion of this kind of lighting.
tooth skylight may involve some concentrated study, hut
sitate

correct designing involves real work to which the owner
when purchasing architectural service.
THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT voices a sincere appreciation
of the successful effort to place the sawtooth skylight
among the measurable factors in building construction and
of the generosity displayed by the investigator in making
all
is

entitled

the data public.]

of direct sunlight and the number of hours of
duration with a given orientation of sawtooth buildings
and the slope of the lighting area.
Further considerations are made in regard to the influence
on the
of the size and slope of the sawtooth lighting area
relative intensity of daylight received from the northern
manner of
iky. Special examples arc given illustrating the
computing the amount of diffused light entering a building
under several specified conditions.

for

MANY

of sufficient and well-diffused daylight with, at the
same time, however, the important limitation that
little
or no direct sunlight shall fall upon the

working plane.
2. That is, there is a sharp distinction between
daylight and sunlight and their relative desirability.
The former consists of illumination by reflected
and refracted light, properly designed fenestration,
resulting in an evenly distributed, well-diffused
and
light with consequent lack of sharp shadows

The

contrasts.
sunlight,

is

.

/!.'-'

tin- following:
Its
heating effect, especially in warm, southern climates;
its color, which lias a sensation value
containing a
greater proportion of red rays than daylight; its

actinic effect

upon materials used

in

and the fact that it is
processes
and of excessive intensity, resulting

manufacturing
unidirectional

;

shadows and

in glare,

sharp

contrasts.

3. Diffusion of dayii^lit in sawtooth buildings is
obtained by placing the sawteeth so that the glass
or lighting area face> the northern sky; sufficient
intensity being dependent, among other tilings, upon

the size and slope of the lighting area,
distribution

is

l-'i-cnncss

of

procured by properly apportioning

the lighting areas.
The amount of direct sunlight
admitted daily, the time of its admission, and its

duration are evidently dependent upon three considerations, the last two of which may be varied within
certain practical limits.

They are:

The day

a

of the year, determining as
the sun's path across the sky.

it

does

The

direction in which the lighting area faces
as regards the points of the compass.
c The slope of the lighting area.
b

its

processes of manufacturing require
best results, natural illumination consisting

M

ing relative importance, >uch as

Empirical research of the amount of direct sunlight and
the intensity of daylight to be. admitted on the working
plane in sawtooth construction.
An equation is derived to determine the time of admission

Site.

For a given lighting area, a variation in its
slope is accompanied by a very appreciable change
in the amount of daylight admitted, as will be
demonstrated later. That is, as the pitch of the
and
lighting area is made steeper, the amount
4.

duration of direct sunlight entering the building is
lessened, and at the expense of the general illumination. Conversely, as the slope of the lighting area
decreased, the intensity of daylight is correspondis concurrent thereingly increased, but there also
with a greater amount and duration of direct sunis

light.

How steep should
question then becomes
be? What is the proper balance between
the two contending requirements of little sunlight
and much daylight? Also at what time of day will
the direct solar rays fall upon the working plane,
how long
in what locations and volume, and for
5.

The

:

this slope

or illumination by direct
objectionable for many reasons of varylatter,

a period?
be given to
6. Naturally, no general answer can
individual
Each
problem should be
these questions.
has been made
careful
after
study
out
worked
only

1. Presented
at the annual meeting of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, December, 1918.
2. Industrial Engineer, F. P. Sheldon & Son, Providence, R. I.
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ing or azimuth of the lighting-area ridges, each
azimuth being read easterly or westerly from north,
according to whether morning or afternoon con-

of the particular conditions and requirements which
have to be met, not excluding first cost. In the
Southern States, for example, the tendency is to
adopt a more nearly vertical lighting area than in
the northern part of the United States or Canada,

ditions are being

contains the sun's altitude line through point A.
Consequently, it is evident that if vertical angle x
is greater than the altitude of the sun, a condition

working hours.

therefore, to clearing up such
the
writer's firm, F. P. Sheldon
as
these,
questions
& Son, undertook to work out, in conjunction with
what empirical data they already had, a rational
7.

AB

ABC

through
perpenpass plane
dicular to plane ABE, cutting the lighting-area plane
A CD in line CD. By construction this plane also

on account of the greater altitude of the sun and
its intense heat.
Occasionally it has been found
advantageous to so locate machinery as to avoid any
direct sunlight during the

computed.

Now

13.

With a view,

for sawtooth roof construction.

method of design

subject is necessarily divided into two
direct
closely related parts, the first concerning
duration,
time
of
its
admission,
amount,
sunlight,
8.

The

and location on the working plane the second part
relating to intensity of daylight upon the working
;

plane.

\-t-7

-y-t
THE ORIENTATION

SAWTOOTH BUILDINGS AND THE SLOPE OF THE LIGHTING AREA
AS RELATED TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF
LEAST DIRECT SUNLIGHT

PART

i.

OF

FIG.

of

the effective slope or vertical angle of the lighting

on account of projecting jets, gutters, and sash
and the interference of roof rafters, etc.,
This
greater than the pitch of the glass itself.

14.

Flg

much as 7 deg. or 10 deg.
Similarly the horizontal angle or bearing of the
lighting area with respect to the sun's rays may be
greater or less than the nominal angle on account
often amounts to as

J

'

Now,

to

x

find

terms of v and h (see

.r

and

cos (go

Substituting

AE

in

AE = EDcotv
AB = ED cot
= AE

)'

and

This differof projecting vertical sash bars, etc.
ence often amounts to as much as 5 deg. or 8 deg.
n. The position of the sun at any given time

in

h)

the

last

equation

the

of

values

and AB,
cot v

cos (90

depends upon the latitude of the place, time of day,
and calendar date, and may be obtained from standard altitude and azimuth tables. Knowing this, the
time of admission and duration of direct sunlight
for any day of the year may be calculated as

)

sin

whence,

and

tan

h

=-

cot

=

x=

x

cot v

cot

x

sin

h tan v

[

i ]

From the above equation, exact information
be obtained as to the time of admission of
direct sunlight and the number of hours of its
15.

:

let

the plane determined by the

may

C and D, represent the' lightingarea plane, and let points A, B and E define a
plane parallel with the horizon. These two planes
intersect in line AF. The acute angle v is then the
effective slope or vertical angle of the lighting-area

duration.

The

following example illustrates the

method of procedure

EXAMPLE

:

Given, a sawtooth building located
in north latitude 36.
Orientation of building is
such that azimuth of sawtooth ridges
99 08' E.
Angle of glass
73. Required, to find sunlight
conditions on June 10 (sun's declination 23 N.).

AB

Also let line
plane.
represent the horizontal
direction or bearing of the sun with respect to the
building at any assumed calendar date and time.

That

shade exists within the building at the

the building.

rails,

follows
12. In Fig. i,
three points, A,

total

given time. And contrariwise, if x is less than the
solar altitude, the sun is in front of the plane of the
lighting area and some direct sunlight is entering

area,

is

TO ILLUSTRATE ADMISSION AND DURATION OF DIRECT SUNLIGHT.

i.

The amount

of direct sunlight admitted daily,
its time of admission and duration are dependent
upon the factors given in a, b and c of Par. 3.
10. In the practical problem of the sawtooth roof,
9.

I.

=

=

the difference between the sun's
is, angle h
true bearing or azimuth and the true corrected bear-

16.

By inspection, according
sunlight will enter the building
34

=

to azimuth table,
from sunrise until
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9 :2o a. in. apparent time, because the sun's
azimuth up to that time is less than that of the sawat least

The method now consists in finding by
what time the sunlight entirely disappears

tooth ridges.
trial at

from the shed.
m., at which apparent time,
according to the tables, the sun's azimuth == 114
08' E., and its altitude 64 46'.
Now, v
73 plus
a.

=

for projecting jets, gutters, etc., as
(This may be found from
previously explained.
detailed section of building and will here be assumed
= 80.
Then v == 73
as 7.)
7

a correction

+

Applying

the correction as explained in Par. 10,
h
114 08'
(99 08'

=

5) =20.

Entering Equation
tan

whence

1

=
= 62

[

x
^

1

,

sin

20

tan 80

Since at this time the solar altitude (64 46')
greater than x, a small angle of sunlight is enter-

The above process may

ing the shed.

be repeated
with a slightly larger assumed value of h, with the
result that within a few minutes all direct sunlight
will be found to be entirely excluded from the
building.
19. To obtain afternoon conditions, the operation
should be further continued until such time as sun-

found

In this case, instead of
the
time
and
assuming
computing h, the reverse
method will be pursued and, as a further short cut,
it may be reasoned that since the
lighting area faces
light is

to re-enter.

toward the east (that is, N. 9 8' E.), h at
the transition period will be less than in the morning.
20. The westerly azimuth of the sawtooth ridges

now used
o'

90

9

== 80

Try h == 6,

52'.

at

which

time the sun's azimuth becomes (80 52'
5) -f6
81
52', the apparent time being, from the

=

tables

4:34 p. m., and the sun's altitude being from
30 10'. Entering Equation
tan x
sin 6 tan 80

the tables

f

=

^

whence
21. Since

x

is

o

1

five

25. Hy applying the principles of
descriptive
geometry, the- amount and location of direct MHIlight at any given time may be obtained, if desired,
by finding the lines in which the solar rays through
the top and bottom limits of the
lighting area inter-

appended, giving

I

different values of

assumed values of h as
the second method of F.xample i.
Its
.r

for

applied in
use makes unnecessary any reference to
trigonometrical tables, unless closer results are desired, for
angles not given.

PART

2.
Tin-: RELATIVE INTENSITY m- DAYLIGHT
RECKIVKP FROM THE NORTHERN SKY AS I\-

SlXIC AND Sl.OI'K
SAWTOOTH LIGHTING AREA

FU'ENCEI) MY TIIK

III-

THE

doubtless has been noted that, by essence,
lends itself to exact mathematical solution.
not the case, however, with Part 2, for

It

Part

I

This

is

limitations.

The total amount of diffused daylight entering a building through sawtooth sash and made
available for use (direct sunlight being excluded)
may be analyzed as consisting of
28.

41'
31' greater than the solar alti-

:

d =:
rd

later.

=

light

from the sky

directly incident

upon

the working plane.
light from the sky directly incident upon
the under side or ceiling of the saw-

tooth roof and thence being diffusely
reflected to the room below (one re-

on June 10 a condition of

shade exists within the building from approximately 9:20 a. m. until 4:34 p. m., apparent time.
Where the apparent time is different from standard
time, the proper allowance should, of course, be
made. Furthermore, an additional correction must
be applied in places where the daylight saving plan

flection).

r,c

= combined

light from the sun and sky.
diffusely reflected from the upper outdoor surface of the adjacent sawtooth

roof directly to the room below (one

in effect.

23. Generally

the direction of these rays

effect of side walls, division walls, etc.
26. For convenience, Table
is

total

is

working plane

being taken from altitude and azimuth tables.
It
may also in this case be necessary to include the

tical

= 30

22. In this case then,

and

.

it is

minutes

hr.

1

evident that no direct sunlight is entering.
However, this angular difference is very slight and
if the computations were carried on a
step further,
sunlight would be found to come in approximately
tude,

4

which, as will be explained later, the answer is not
to he found so precisely on account of the necessity
of introducing certain more or less arbitrary and
variable factors. It should therefore be applied only
with discrimination and strict regard for its prac-

for reference with the tables and equals
8'

is

is

considerably greater than the duration of morning shade, which is
only 2 hr. and 40
mm. This is due to facing the lighting area
slightly
(9
) toward the east, and suggests quite a
range
of possibilities as regards orientation.

27.

slightly

is

34 min. and

sect the

43'.

18.

is

<

the duration of total afternoon shade

Assume 10:20

17.

that of the longest
day of the year June 21. declinaX.) and the average day of the year
and Sept. 23, declination
o).
24. In the example above, it will be noted that

tion 2^/2
(March 21

reflection).

it

will be

rz c

found advisable to solve

a given problem for at least

two

sets of conditions,

35

= combined

from the sun and sky,
outdiffusely reflected from the upper
light
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door surface of the adjacent sawtooth
roof, to the under side or ceiling of the
sawtooth in question and thence being
again

diffusely

reflected

to

the

room

below (two reflections).
29.

The

total

ing and due

amount of light entering the buildsummation of the above four

to the

elemental quantities

L

=d+

is

rd

therefore

+

r,c

+

r,r

vidual values obtained (and therefore also the total
value L) are purposely not expressed in terms of
any particular standard unit of flux or intensity of

On the contrary, they represent only
the relative or comparative amounts of light furillumination.

TABLE
/l

1.

2.

SHOWING VALUES OF

However, the

intensity of illumination in foot-

retically or experimentally determined constant,
based correspondingly on the sun's position, general
atmospheric conditions, kind of glass, whether
single- or double-glazed, whiteness of roof, etc.
Determination of the quantity d or light from the

sky, directly incident
sec Fig. 2.

[2]

each of the
30. In the following derivations for
above four quantities, it will be noted that the indi-

FIG.

31.

candles could doubtless be approximated, if desired,
for a given set of conditions, by applying a theo-

upon

IN

TERMS OF

(W

AND

(c)

working plane,

32. In arriving at the quantity of light represented
by this heading, one of the basic assumptions is

The intensity of skylight upon, or the amount
of skylight transmitted through, a given point in
space is directly proportional to the extent or solid
angle of sky to which it is exposed. This carried a
that

:

TO ILLUSTRATE THE AMOUNT OF DIRECT SKYLIGHT.
(*)

the
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and

of the product of the above unit areas

their

m, r and n transmit diworking plane sky angles b,, b 2 and b a
transmitted by
respectively, the average sky angle
all points between m and
being very closely

By

35.

inspection, points

rectly to the

,

^
+

x

.1-

in

For

|6.

FIG.

+

Fiff-

where

3-

m

degrees.

making an angle

a with

area"

"true

effective

Ss.y

the area of the

=

to ver-

etc.

39. By inspection, point
side of the roof, sky angle c

V

the

sash bars,

Determination of the quantity rd or light from the
sky directly incident upon the under side or
ceiling of the sawtooth roof and thence being
See
diffusely reflected to the room bclou'.

v

parallel light rays

plane,
lighting
iasured
uld be Jj-,!/ sin a,

ance should be made for the obstruction due
tical

respective sky angles.

transmits to the under

and

all

points below

m

in the lighting-area plane transmit continually decreasing angles until the value zero is readied at r

and below.
40. Therefore, the

average sky angle transmitted

TO ILLUSTRATE THE AMOUNT OF PURE REFLECTED SKYLIGHT FROM CEILING.

3.

ening in the lighting-area plane as defined in Part
having a height of x -f- y. But in this case, as
vill be seen
by inspection, the angular direction of

between points

m

and

r is closely

-j.

being effective

I,

he light rays passing
he plane between the

any point varies in respect to
average limits of zero and a.

Therefore, the "true corresponding effective area"
ay be expressed by Sx.y times the average sine of
this variable angle,

between the

.

and
found

limits of zero

This average sine by simple integration

is

a.

to

vers a

- where
angle

a

is

radians.

in

It

case over the upper part only of the opening
plane of the lighting area, this portion being
expressed by area jj in sq. ft.
in this

in the

the ceil41. Some of this light will be absorbed by
color and
ing itself, the amount depending upon the
other surface characteristics of the latter. Let R,
surface.
represent the coefficient of reflection of this
diffuse reof
the
account
on
Furthermore,
42.

ex-

flection
is

pressed in terms of
180 vers a .,,,

---

VV

degrees as before,

it

equals

True
37.

Let

the light

F

effective area

=

= Sf

i

lt

a

with sufficient accuracy as

the floor area in sq. ft. over which
s x ,v is effective, that is, one bay

the

from area

.

of

F}

amount of

light obtained

=

'

S1

~~78o

under

this

heading

is

to the averracy as being measured at right angles
age direction of light ray. Whence,

[3]

True
38.

D

may

180 vers a
sq. ft.

light

usually relatively insignificant.
the "true corresponding
44. As e is always small
be assumed with sufficient accueffective area"

long and a properly chosen assumed width correThen,
sponding to the width selected for s f , y

d (per

some

the proportion
43. For simplicity of computation
of reflected light utilized to the total may be taken

80 vers a
K

the under side of the roof

back through the glass without being

utilized.

hence

a

it

from

reflected

In computing the value of s ItV proper allow-

37

effective area

= s* sin
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and

Then,
Sx sin

i

rd (per

of F)

sq. ft.

=

The

measure of the quantity of direct skyupon and passing area s*# was taken

rd

2
[4]

-

as d

-I-

relative illumination obtained

under

this

dependent, among other things, upon the
heading
amount of light incident upon the roof and the capacity of the latter to reflect it to the interior of the
is

.,

,-,

F

Determination of the quantity i\c or combined light
from the sun and sky, diffusely reflected from
the tipper outdoor surface of the adjacent sawtooth roof direct to the room below (see Fig. 4).
45.

[4], the

light incident

e

K

it

follows that

[5]

Determination of the quantity r 2 c or combined light
from the sun and sky diffusely reflected from
the upper outdoor surface of the adjacent sawtooth roof to the under side or ceiling of the
sawtooth in question, thence being again diffiisclv reflected to the

flections.

building.

then

The

room below.

relative illumination obtained

46. Let
represent the average ratio of the intensity or quantity of direct sunlight and skylight
incident upon i sq. ft. of roof surface as compared

heading

with the intensity or quantity of skylight only

capacity of the latter to reflect

FIG.

dent upon and passing

sq. ft.

i

of lighting area

sx<y.

present over the
roof area within the useful angle z< of the figure.
Let S^ represent the ratio of this effective roof area
47.

re-

under

this

also dependent, among other things, upon
the amount of light incident upon the roof and the
is

it

to the interior of

TO ILLUSTRATE THE AMOUNT OF PURE REFLECTED SUNLIGHT AND SKYLIGHT
FROM TOP OF ROOF

4.

The

inci-

51.

(Two

see Fig. 5.)

relative intensity A'

to the lighting area Sx iV
light will be absorbed

is

As before some

.

by the roofing

of this

Let A" and

S2

represent the ratios of

light intensity and areas as explained previously,
with the exception, however, that (on account of

the fact that for a portion of the year the sawtooth
valleys may be shaded from the sun's rays and con-

coefficient of reflection of the roofing material.
48. The reflection of this amount, R.,, will very

sequently are useful only in reflecting a negligible
skylight) the ratio S 2 in this case should
be computed for a roof area included between the
sawtooth ridge and a horizontal line part way down
the roof representing the average shade line on the

closely follow the cosine law of diffuse reflection,
the proportional amount included within any verti-

average day of the year. This may readily be obtained by applying the principles of Part i.

itself,

the

the building.

amount depending upon the color and other surface
Let

characteristics of the latter.

cal angle

q

R.,

represent the

R

q from any point p being
is

expressed

in

radians)

and represented graphically by shaded portion of
tangent circle (Fig. 4).
49. As the amount of light obtained under this
heading is usually relatively insignificant, it will be
sufficiently accurate to compute the total proportional

amount

as

= -1

sin

Now,

since

2q

Furthermore, the proportion of
any vertical angle a
from any point on the roof equals, according to the
cosine law of diffuse reflection,
sin 2 a

2

1C

from the previous equations

is

(where a
?c

is

expressed in radians)

graphically represented by the shaded por-

tion of the tangent circles (see Fig. 5).
53. The average value for this expression

i

2
50.

roofing material.

reflected light included within

and

P

R

and
52. As before, let
l
2 respectively represent the coefficients of reflection of the ceiling and

sin 2 q

(where q

amount of

[3]

tween the

limits a

=

6,

and a

=

6, is

therefore

be-
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sina\

A

27t

/6.,/a

/

+

sin (6,

2
icre 0,

and

6,)

sin(6 2

6,)

2 71(6,

It

6j

57. Let the computations be based on a section
of the sawtooth having a length equal to the width
of one sash, i.e., 8' 3", the latter having a net width
of glass equal to 7' 3". The length of span between

Ida

"I

are measured

valleys

in radians.

s,, y

The above expression may be taken as the
proportional amount passing the lighting area since
the amount excluded between the limits
2 and 0,
is usually relatively insignificant.
However, this
proportion may be calculated from the same formula
if desired and subtracted from P 2

is

From

17' o".

= 7.25 X
a

;

taken as

=

D

a

jgO

FIG.

56.
f

It

.

,,

is

80

of

F)

=

;

;

it

=

is

25

found
30'

;

Rasing the computation on the same
length of sawtooth as before,
- 6 -5 s q- f t.
s. r
7.25 X 3- r f)

g

- =

40.

=

'

l<

==140

ft.

sq.

D=
59.

Assume

i

So

5 5

180

that

of

ceiling

sawtooth

roof

is

t

TO ILLUSTRATE THE AMOUNT OF DOUBLY REFLECTED SUNLIGHT AND SKYLIGHT

The following example

Required to find the

illustrates the

method

that

total

painted white having coefficient of reflection A!,
0.60.
Then, entering Equation [4],
sin (72 30'
0.6 X 0.7
26.5
12.75

X

rd

amount of daylight

= 72

30'

;

b,

= 86
y

hence

e

b3

= 80

= 22";
',

4- 86

86

44-

*

a

180(1

;

x

60.

= 44"

61.

0.165)
80.5

45')

d.
relatively small compared with
find quantity r t c, Equation [5].

From

the

=

detailed

building sections,
0.26 radians, whence
15
sin V)
0.262
0.004

P,=
=80

X

X

is

found that q

;

+ 80

66
180 verso

To

found that

it is

12

=

140

is,

detailed building sections,

+

=

which

quantity L, Equation [2].
First to find quantity d, Equation [3]. From the

entering

>,

[4].

/
\
= KSJl RfJ)(d
+^rjj\ [6]

procedure.

:

=

believed that this

EXAMPLE 2. Given the same typical sawtooth
f as in Example i, having angle of glass == 73
deg.

From

Equation

/

sq. ft.

5.

find quantity rd,

also,

s

[5],

(per

0.592

the detailed building sections
as before that />,
44" e
72 30' x
58.

ssumption is sufficiently accurate for the puposes
the problem, D usually representing a considerThereable proportion approximating 70 per cent.
fore, following out the same reasoning as for Equa-

r,c

X

[3],

X

39-9

== 17

'

1

tion

=

X

F

ft.

140

To

.

volving P l and P., above and for simplicity, therefore, as in computing rd, this proportion may be

sq.

Therefore entering equation
80.5

and

sq. ft.

== 140

8.25

54.

55. Since the intensity of light received by the
ceiling varies considerably from ridge to valley, the
total useful quantity may be obtained accurately
only after a more complex operation than that in-

the foregoing,

= 39-9
5-5

According

:

it

is

=

=

K

2

ft

to a publication entitled

The Sun

by Charles G. Abbott, S.M., Director Smithsonian
of
Astrophysical Observatory, the average intensity
roof may be
sunlight plus skylight on this sawtooth

3 0'

= 0.592

deduced as being during working hours, and for
ordinary atmospheric conditions, four or

it

39

five

times
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that of skylight on the lighting-area plane.

K=

fore, let

from the

62. $1

Assume

2.3.

There-

4.

detailed sections

found to be

is

the roof to be covered with clean white

=

slag having a coefficient of reflection

Then,

0.5.

entering Equation [5],

=4 X

r lC

2.3

X

0.5

X

j

14.8 H

I

7
/N

\
is

'/

)= 0.3

/

63. This quantity, represented by Equation [5],
usually so small that it may be omitted entirely

from the computations.

To
64.

find quantity

From

that
62
6j

whence
6, -j- 6,

91

6,

Whatever glass is used, cleanliness is essenthe significance of Equation [6], indicating the
possible average relative amount of reflected light,
68.

tial;

the importance of adopting lightcolored roofing materials such as white slag, and
the use of white dust-resisting, washable paints

emphasizes

Equation

r,c,

;

;

x

,

0.004

with glass vertical, that is, with the effective angle
of the lighting area actually overhanging, are not
uncommon whitewashing the glass results in some
protection against direct solar rays and a cooler
interior, but also in glare and considerable loss of
light, the latter being especially noticeable on dark
days and when the sun is not shining in the shed
deeply ribbed glass produces glare.

[6]

.

the detailed building sections

it is

found

= 80 = radians
= 24 = 0.42 radian

ceiling of buildings in which maxiIf either of the above
daylight is desired.
surfaces had been black, the average reduction in
daylight for Example 2 would have been equivalent

upon sawtooth

mum

1.4

=
= 0.98
i

radians, and sin (6,

.82

and

radian,

+ 6J = 0.97

sin (6,

6,)

=0.829

to

Therefore,
1.82

P

2
S,

is

K
fore.

r2 6

found
=>

Rt

4,

0.97
2

1C

1C

X 0.829
X 0.98

o

1

practical limitations.

6

0.6,

R,

=

and

0.5,

D

=

0.7, as be-

Therefore, entering Equation [6],

=4 X

X 0.6
<-5Xo.i6X

+ a6><o7

whence, Equation [2]

L

=

13.6

+

with

tooth roof

2.7

0.7^3.6
i.o

+

0.3

+

5.8

known

skylight,

= 20.7.

is

is

means of combased

decreased, but the quantity of direct

which has been found to constitute the

69. From the foregoing analyses it is evident that
the height of valley (T, Fig. 5) for a given construction should be made as low as consistent with

protection against the elements, including snow and
It is a coincidence that in the South, where

ice.

some

difficulty is often encountered in obtaining the
desired intensity of daylight (on account of the increased slope of the glass which it is felt necessary
to adopt), the lighting area may be considerably

augmented by using a shallower valley than would
be considered advisable in the North.
70. It will be seen that for a given building the
use of a small number of large-scale sawteeth as
against a greater number of smaller units having
the same pitch, results in considerably increased day-

the building placed as in Example i and
the
applying
principles of Part 2, it is found that
considerable sunlight will enter for the entire day.
The period of total shade would be decreased on

Assuming

June 10 from over 7

hr. to zero, or a condition of
continuous direct sunlight.
66. This information, when extended to comprehend that for other days of the year, including the
days of average length, and when used in conjunction with the particular conditions and requirements of the problem in question should facilitate

light due to fewer number of valleys of height T,
and consequently less proportionate obstruction.
This principle should be applied with due regard to
structural limitations and architectural consideration which may be involved, together with the im-

portant question of evenness of daylight intensity.
71. It is worthy of note that the adoption of
flatter saw-teeth with increasing terrestrial latitudes

the selection of the most advantageous design.
67. Various means have been adopted to exclude
direct sunlight

works out well

and

quirements,

from the interior of such buildings
of them seem to have the disadvantage of

reducing the total illumination.

furnishes a

designs,

major portion of the total, is often considerably
increased, depending upon the relative brightness
of the clouds.

This total quantity may be compared with a corresponding value computed for a sawtooth building
already in service and of known degree of excellence as regards intensity of natural illumination.
65. In case additional illumination is required an
alternate design having increased glass area or a
flatter slope, or both, might be considered.
It is
to
note
that
if
the
is
decreased
interesting
pitch
by
only 10, the glass area remaining the same, L
figures out to be increased by about 15 per cent.

all

It

on fairweather conditions and with sunlight on the building as a whole. During cloudy weather the amount
of useful light contributed from the top of the sawparison

to equal in this case 2.7.

=

30 per cent, or the increased light resulting from
amounts to over 40 per cent.
Part 2 should be applied with due regard to its

their use

Sawtooth buildings

in

since

radiating surface.

40

conjunction with the heating reit

results

in

less

cubage and
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Building Construction in the United States
The
to
this

the

country

PRIOR
amounting

Present Needs of the Country

war, building construction in
was variously estimated as

between $2,000,000,000 and
$3,000,000,000 annually.
Exactly what building
construction amounts to in any one year cannot
be definitely

to

determined.

One

reason for this

is

records of building permits are compiled in
comparatively few municipalities and no records are
that

farm building construction. Another element of possible error is the fact that while building permits may be issued in a particular year, the
kept of

construction is not completed within that year.
major proportion of the total building construction is handled in architects' offices and built

actual

men and

Beginning about the middle of 1914 and continuing up to the time the armistice was signed on
November nth, there was a general diminution of
the work in architects' offices, so that the estimated
amount of building construction for the year 1918,
to

logical,

Governmental construction, amounted
It
seems
$500,000,000.
therefore, to assume that during the past
of

outside

only

approximately

four years building construction has lagged behind
normal activities to an amount, at a conservative

all

parts of the country,

to the signing of the armistice
ditions existing while war was

and represented con-

being continued.
some of the
questions might be different now than it was in

Fur

this

reason

the

still

answers

to

October and early November when replies were received, but the types of buildings needed would be
the same.

A

For this
according to architects' specifications.
reason architects are vitally interested in the building outlook.

contractors in

asking for information on what types of buildings
were most needed in their communities, and what
factors might tend to encourage or discourage their
construction. This questionnaire was sent out prior

The

results of this investigation are

shown on

accompanying pages, on which are given a map
of the United States, showing the cities from which
replies were received, and giving a key to the types
the

of structures needed.

This

is

followed by a tabula-

tion of the questions asked, together with extracts

from letters received in reply. It will be noted that,
some few instances, correspondents from the
same city are not entirely in agreement.
Of the 114 cities represented, 84 of them reported
a material shortage of residences, 50 of them reported the need of schools, 31 of them require additional business and office buildings, 30 of them
could use more factories, 27 of them need warein

house accommodations, 16 should have apartment

and 16 require public buildings of various
characters, 8 of them could advantageously have
greater hotel accommodations; 13 replies were re-

estimate, somewhere between $3,000,000,000 and
With these figures as a basis and
$4,000,000,000.
with the expectation that not
only will normal build-

buildings,

ing construction

ceived showing that there was great need of farm
buildings in the agricultural communities surround-

equal a pre-war figure but that the
"tage created during the war will also be made
it seems
fair to assume that during the next

years building construction will average considerably in excess of $3,000,000,000 annually.
A> an indication of the shortage, it
may be

ing those cities, and two mid- Western cities reported
the need of greater grain storage facilities.
These replies have simply indicated the types of
buildings actually necessary and no reference has

pointed out that,

been made

up.
five

normal

according to census figures, the

residential

apartment houses,

construction,

amounted

which

includes

to 385,000 structures

them

to libraries, churches, theaters,
or
other structures of a similar
fraternal buildings,
character that form a considerable bulk of peacein

for the year
1913, while in the

time construction.

mated

While reports are given from only 114 cities of
the country, these are so distributed that they may
condisafely be considered as representing average

year 1918 it is estieven with the great industrial housing
projects of the Government, only 125,000 residences
would lie built.
Figures show that the country is
short something over 700,000 residences alone.
Realizing the shortage in all types of buildings
and
desiring to secure an idea of the types of buildings most urgently needed in all parts of the coun'

that,

the editors of
a questionnaire to
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architects,

sent

bankers, real estate

tions in every

community.

evident from the foregoing that architects
should be very busy for at least the next five years
It seems logical to assume that those
to come.
It is

offices best fitted to

greatest reward.

handle the work will reap the

be
been
come

will
Delivery
increased

Financing

have

saveis.

boys

to

of

market

prices.

due

people

when

of

women.

as

nation

Labor
also

to

of
easier

and
supplied

be
material.

Uncertainty

of

well home

efficiency

will

converted
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Industrial Information
In

this

Department there

is

Improved Methods

published each week information as to the development of materials and
methods, derived from reliable sources.

Only 24 inches for

in Plan Filing

aisle

space are required to op-

erate Planfiles.

be

To practice what you preach may not always
convenient, but it is admittedly the way to give
If an architect can
strength of your convictions.
bring his client to an office equipped for his own use

The folders are double folded at top edges for
extra strength and are scored for expansion. Heavy
No climbing or
durable stock is used exclusively.
this
is
needed
to
file, as the opoperate
stooping

with an eye to system and convenience, nothing perhaps would more impress said client with the importance of the architect as a factor in the practical administration of efficiency.
Nothing super-

erator always stands on the floor.

The index

modern and progressive

in

equipment

should be in use.

Among

the

many

items of interest appropriate
may be men-

helpful attribute peculiar to this planfile, as

information.

manufactured by the Art Metal Construction Co. of
Jamestown, New York, is the principle of compression in its construction.
By a system of springs
on the side edges of each pocket folder, tracings and
blueprints can be placed within and held flat and

For Sliding Doors
The Coburn Trolley Track Mfg. Co. of Hoiyoke, Mass., has prepared an elaborate catalogue
and price list descriptive of its sliding door hard-

smooth, in a vertical position without the inconvenience of fastening them on the top, and without
any crumpling or breaking clown of any sheets so

ware.
Hardware of this kind has an important
function to perform, and the illustrations in this
catalogue seem to indicate that the sliding door

filed.

Art Metal Steel Planfile

is

built

be-

of novel files for plans of different sizes,
and, in fact, for filing of any kind. The Art Metal
Co. of Jamestown will be pleased to give further

tioned.

An

file is

number

for such use the Art Metal Planfile

The

always in sight when the

Locking of one Planfile protects from 4500 to
5000 drawings. It is necessary to lock 25 drawers
to accomplish the same purpose.
The Planfile herein described is but one of a

fluous, but everything, as far as possible, that rep-

resents the

is

ing used.

with double

wall construction and lined between inner and outer

equipment made by

walls with asbestos.

durable in character.

accordingly affords unusual
protection against fire and water, as has been
showed in many instances where subjected to acci-

cluding hangers,

dents of this kind.

shields, etc.

In capacity a 42 30 "Planfile'' holds about 5400
It is
tracings with space for 54 or more folders.
said to be necessary to stack thirty plan drawers to

The makers

It

A

this

company

is

effectual

and

large variety of accessories are depicted, instops

and guides,

The numerous

locks,

storm

plans presented should

be of assistance in specifying sliding door hardware.
state that Coburn products are designated to give maximum service at all times and are
amply strong to perform their respective functions
without undue wear or friction.

a height of 9 feet 7 inches, figuring 200 tracings to
the drawer, to equal the capacity of one Planfile.
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in
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This
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Government Housing: What Will Follow?
By

C.

GRANT LA FARCE,

/;

.

A.

I.

.-/.

is too early to do more than to speculate,
however advisedly, upon the effect that the
housing for war workers, undertaken by the
(iiivernment, is to have upon the general question
we somewhat vaguely indicate by the term "reconIt were better called "re-adjustment,"
struction."

laws of supply and demand. a> interpreted and made use of by the speculative builder
chiefly, with an occasional contribution from some

concerns this country.
Those of our citizens who, as individuals or as
associations, have long been concerned with the
problems of town-planning and housing; who have
convened and discussed, preached and toiled in the

housing

IT

so far as

mostly blind and indifferent these
have turned eager eyes upon what must have seemed
almost a miracle
The actual venturing by the
face of a public

;

:

United States

Government upon

the construction

of dwellings for working people, upon a large scale
and, so far as the personal characters and abilities

employed for the task could guarantee, in
a manner and upon terms that would be a very long

tirely to the

enlightened association (of which Xew York City
affords a notable example;, or from industries become aware of the important part to be played by
in

stabilizing

brief article
a

forbid

and

great

The

labor.

more than

this

limits

of

this

mere glance

at

question, but even the
suggest that if any lessons are to be

many-sided

glance may
gleaned from governmental entry into the
are worth attention.

field,

they

There are such

lessons, many of them, and they
doubtless be elaborated in various ways; one
only will be indicated here. It has to do with production.
Occupancy and its methods; terms of
will

and

rental

sale:

plan of holding the properties;
the effect of the housing
these

of those

their

Those
step in advance.
the examples furnished

matters at this writing lie in the lap uf the gods,
some of whom thunder upon Capitol Mill.
In ordinary circumstances, the great bulk of low-

same eyes had scrutinized
overseas, especially,

per-

remarkable performance of Great Britain
war time. To thoughtful persons, open-minded

management

;

a real estate speculation pure and

haps, the

cost housing

in

The common phenoit is vicious.
simple;
are familiar: some land secured at a bargain;

students of the subject, the conviction was not new
that the living conditions of working people, outside the factories, were at least as important as

much

is

of

mena

radicalism

cheap houses crowded as close as the law will permit the minimum of ground improvements poor
plan no continuing responsibility of the promoters;
no decent system of management, probably none at
all.
The whole thing is unloaded by shrewd advertising methods and is left to take care of itself,
which it usually does by becoming a slum. Not that

necessity for a

this

They
surrounding their working hours.
measured the question in terms of citizenship, not
satisfied that any
purely economic formula was adeNot that
quate to cover a subject so complex.
those

should be suspected of dismissing the
sound economic basis, but rather of
believing the commonly accepted one to be unsound.
Housing must pay, of course, but must
tin- standard of
payment be an irreconcilable in-

;

;

;

is

universally the story of speculative building;
it is good in its way, rather limited so far

some of

living conditions as are essential to the health,

as design of nouses and their surroundings goes;
or a fair plan of disposal by stable companies. But
and it must be understood that we are not here
considering the few exceptional instances in

and well-being of himself
and his family; yes let us face it even to their
honorable pride and their opportunity for that "pursuit of
happiness" recognized by the founders of

ascertaining, analyzing and relating the many factors involved in a proper determination of the investment, nowhere is there brought to bear such an
of qualified skill and opinion as the

compatibility
li

between the workman's resources and

contentment, efficiency

republic?

would appear to be so, if the solution of the
problem of industrial housing were to be left enIt

Cofyright, 1919,

assemblage
United States Housing Corporation has had

at its

command.

The Architectural

To
fr

set forth these factors

Building Press (Inc.)

it

will

be well to see

how
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as the
they presented themselves to the Corporation,
of
its
methods
of
investigation.
subject

must be clearly borne in mind and the fact
the more illuminating for the relevance of
that the functhe methods in other circumstances
It

all

is

tion of the Corporation has not been merely to build
homes for industrial workers. Broadly stated, it
of the need being duly established,
has been,

proof

to find or to provide housing for the workers essential to munitions production, in whatever man-

ner, building being resorted to when other means
were exhausted. Its aim therefore was a war aim:
its specific object to reduce a specific labor turn-

over;

it

asmuch

was not

"welfare" organization. Hut inno matter what

a

as the root of the trouble,

the purpose or range of the remedy,
the

same

was always

congestion insufficient dwelling-places
conditions ranging from unsatisfactory to

living

view of human surroundings should be
and a disgrace to a people claiming the standards of civilization and some measure
of idealism.
The astonishing, and the degrading,
not
is
that
thing
they were revealed by inquiry, but
that such inquiry should have had to be made in
order to disclose them. For they were not due to
the war, but had been there for years under our
eyes, plain to be seen had we cared to see them.
in

The war pressure accentuated and
it

is

true

;

it

was the

intensified them,

fierce search-light that so dis-

played them that we could no longer be blind it
the poisonous weeds grow so fast in the field
from which we had to reap a speedy harvest that
we had no choice but to do some clearing but the
weeds were there through our neglect.
;

made

The

;

;

fair

any

called scandalous

policy being as already stated, to resort to
when other means were exhausted, the

building

relating to the communal facilities such as markets,
amusements and recreation.
churches,
schools,

obvious first of these means is to make use of all
discoverable vacancies of proper character, local
or within reasonable reach, by placing workers in
those vacancies.
This was the function of the

This

Homes

intolerable,
fact

it

had

to take into

is.

account every single

most decidedly including those

ascertainablc.

or ought to be, self-evident.

So the chief objects of an investigation, in the
case of any applicant community, were to discover
the number, kind and condition of all local industries, engaged wholly, in part, or not at all in war
production the number, classification and earnings
of their employees, in war and in normal times,
;

or expected
the rate of
labor turnover in each plant, with evidence as to
its cause
the residence of employees, local, or at
past,

required,

present,

;

;

and quality
of transportation service; whether or not there was
housing unavailed of in those other localities, and if
the quantity and
so, how much, and of what sort
classified quality of local housing, and the extent
to which it was occupied: the organized efforts, if
any, made to find living quarters for workers and
their families the sanitary conditions and the state
of public utilities
average rents and purchase
a distance, with schedules, rates of fare

:

;

;

land values

available building sites

facts

prices
as to schools, churches, stores, amusements, parks,
recreation
welfare
organizations;
playgrounds,
;

;

;

amount of house building done or projected

;

con-

banks and loaning companies, particuand any other informalarly as to building loans
tion that would aid in determining the nature of
the community, its present condition, its normal
dition of the

;

state and,

very specially,

its

quality of industrial

prosperity as a stable thing.

Speaking upon personal responsibility, as one

who made
tions,

a considerable

and who

is

number of such

familiar

with

investiga-

many made by

others, it is not outside the facts to say that conditions disclosed over and over again were such as

Registration Service.
object toward which it worked was the occupation of all fit living accommodations within

The

reasonable radius of the plants by war- workers up

where all were suitably accommodated
commensurate with the wage earned.

to the point
at

prices

Various considerations enter

in

to

render this a

One community might show a
lodgings for single men and afford

complex problem.
of

surplus

A

scanty opportunities for workers with families.
locality might supply a thousand rooms suited to
the needs of the workers earning three dollars a
day, and only a score of the kind sought by the six
dollar or

more

a

day

artisan, or vice versa.

Lodg-

ing houses might abound where the demand was
heavy for complete boarding or housekeeping conditions

;

and boarding places be the rule in the
whose labor, for reasons of over-

vicinity of a plant

time,

or high pressure work, required the other

system.

Vacancy canvasses were made, covering all unoccupied houses, flats, and in the most pressing conditions, even rooms which householders might be
induced to rent. Houses and rooms were graded,
not only as to convenience and price, but also as to
cleanliness and sanitation, and those not up to
standard in the latter respects put upon a deferred
Lists of all available accommodations were
list.
maintained in each community at the Homes Registration Office, and checked and kept up to date by

and frequent inspection. Field Agents
were appointed who visited and established Homes
Registration Bureaus in about seventy cities in the
United States, where need for housing existed.
daily reports
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Where there is housing saturation in the vicinity
of the war work plant, there may yet be, within
reasonable distance, some community that offers
housing vacancies, or, if not convenient, it may be
rendered so by the establishment of new or imIn such cases, to accomproved traffic facilities.
plish these was the object of the Transportation
Division; in so doing its function coinciding with
that of the Homes Registration Service; viz.: to

where possible the expense of constructing

avoid

houses for war workers.
By special train,
and boat service, timed to the schedules of
war factories, and by a simple rearrangement of
ial

trolley

the

some

was afforded.
due
to
war work.
investigating congestion

schedules in
In

instances, this relief

the Corporation received its

information as to the

importance of the output of the locality in the war
program from either the Army or the Navy. The

were rated "A", "B", and "C", and when
developed that the appropriation from Congress

localities
it

would not adequately take care of

all the projects
the Corporation necessarily
tried to give relief to those of primary importance.
This was the function of the Priorities Section of

demanded

that

In those

that the less essential

war measure, and how long

it
would take that facIn this way it soon became
tory to change over.
evident that in many localities no
housing would
have to be provided if a certain
from

percentage

the less essential
factories

factories

engaged

war work.

in

was the work of

tion

were diverted

the

War

The

those

to

redistribu-

Industries Board, to

which body reports were made.
In

this

fashion

cursory

are

indicated

those

methods employed oilier than the construction of
housing. The manner of handling that must be as
briefly touched upon, because it is not the purpose
of this article to describe the workings of the Hous-

ing Corporation,
Besides a very

Real

expert

Kstate

Division,

charged with the acquiring of land for sites, there
were the technical Divisions of Architecture. Kngil.v these, covering
neering and Town Planning,
the lield of design, a vast amount of valuable information and material was collected and digc-tcd.

relief,

Requirements Division.

including a statement as to the kind of work
factory could take on as a

cities,

preparatory to the beginning of the projects to be
undertaken.
Minimum housing standards were

communities

prepared

;

type designs elaborated

standard details

:

where funds were not available to give relief, or
where projects for house building' had been abandoned because the locality expected the Govern-

and

ment to build, the Housing Corporation made an
to stimulate private capital to take care of
the housing shortage for industrial workers.

cafeterias, relations with municipalities as to the installation or extension of public utilities, and the

specifications adopted: instructions of all sorts
tor employed designers worked out.
Special researches were made covering schools, hospitals,

effort

very important matter of varying building codes.
Kxperts of high grade studied in detail questions
of beating, plumbing and lighting, and established

The Corporation indicated to these communities
that it would secure for them priorities as to materials, the license to build under proper restrictions, safeguarding the worker as to rental and
sale, and that wherever possible the Corporation

new devices of economical character. The subject
of building materials, a very vexed one under the
constantly increasing restrictions of war-time, was
under constant scrutiny in active collaboration with

would secure Government prices for these projects.
All plans were passed on by the Corporation before
the license was issued, and a sworn statement of
stipulations in

each case was drawn up and signed

There now remained one step to be taken to
bring about a better distribution of labor through
its diversion
from the less essential industries to
tlio>e

making munitions of war,

a redistribution

where factories

in

Ki-^ional
in

tin-

The designing
mittees

corps of skilled

esti-

of projects was entrusted to

Com-

of

basis founded
and affording them a
remuneration far below their customary receipts.
Needless to say, though not to be described here,
were made as to subvery complete arrangements
mission and approval of drawings and specifications

They worked upon
upon the idea of war

Advisors and the Labor Control Boards
list

A

Design, each consisting of Architect,
Engineer and Town Planner, selected from among
standing.
private practitioners of high professional

war contracts by placing them
were idle, or partly so, and where
supply and housing. Because there
of

various centers of activity.

A complete
ten

Industries Board.

in the

construction.

conjunction with

was labor
nowhere existed any such industrial survey as gave
the requisite information, the Division of Surveys
and Statistics was formed, which acted as a very
complete investigating Bureau, working with the
there

War

Requirements Division, made careful
cost analyses and quantity surveys; by a very
thorough plan, materials in quantity were allocated, ordered, and arrangements made for their
shipment so as to be on hand when required for

the parties concerned.

all

by

the

mators,

and work both

of every factory employing over
in an appreciable number of

emphasis was

men was made

57

a

contractual

service,

and field. Every possible
upon two points that designers

in office

laid

;
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were to work as teams, and that their clients were
workers for whom the buildings were to be

the

built.

work of design was the
would have charge of
As managers of these
communities, their function would

Closely allied with the

Operating Division, which
the properties when created.

sometimes large
be full}' as important as that of their creators;
hence their oversight was necessary at every stage
of the development of each project.
not merely the building of houses; it

Housing

is

the sudden

is

new communities, perhaps villages, perhaps fair-sized towns. Their conduct the physical up-keep of the dwellings; the maintenance of
the abatement of nuisances
sanitary conditions
the adjustment of disputes which unadjusted lead
to the police court; the general welfare supervision
creation of

;

;

the fixing of rentals and priority of
the maintenance and establishment of

of the populace

occupancy
desirable

;

;

social

;

and

management.
Corporation was

recreational

activities

The purpose of

are

the

these

Housing

from the irresponsible, getrich-quick, unload-it-on-'em-anyhow-and-get-outwith-the-profit method -of the more disastrous
forms of speculation in real estate and human
far

needs.

To

;

stages to completion in all its various parts,
the same is true of the
obviously beneficial
It
is
also
a fact that these experts
larger group.
should all be the best in their respective lines. The
its
is

;

Corporation, because of the importance of

its

work

and through the patriotic appeal inherent in its obThe
jects, has been able to command such talent.
organization has functioned as what may fairly and
appropriately be called a Team. In so doing there
has been afforded illuminating evidence of the
essential inter-dependence of its factors and of the
value of so uniting them when the problem of in-

dustrial housing, whether for war workers, -or those
of peace, is to be adequately solved in its
many

economic and

Even

social aspects.

so slender an outline as this of the Cor-

poration's activities should not

word concerning

their spirit

fail to

and

include

quality.

some

The em-

ployed designers have shown an enthusiasm and
devotion, a glad acceptance of severest toil with
have manifested a
only war-time remuneration
;

the

work of

passing references

and

ously throughout. The advantage is easily demonstrable
to have, for instance, the advice and cooperation of the builder who will construct, and
the manager who will conduct the property, from
the very inception of the planning and through all

the Construction Division only

may

be

made

;

upon

this large

most

competent organization devolved the
of
contracts
and the handling of the work
making
to be done by the contractors in the field.
To describe its extensive function and machinery would
require an entire article.

What then is the lesson ?
To the casual observer the

general proposition

workmen would
seem a simple one.
But actually it is a large,
complex, human and economic problem, with so
that houses

were

to be built

for

sides to it that for its solution there needs
be invoked the joint endeavor of those in numerous
and greatly varied walks of life, ordinarily thought
of as unrelated.

many

The union of all these forces does not, in ordinary circumstances, occur. It is possible only where
the magnitude of operations upon a wholesale scale
permits the absorption of the overhead expense it
entails.
The United States Housing Corporation
has worked upon such a scale and has therefore
been able to assemble into one closely woven orHere have been
ganization these many agencies.
owner, manager, real-estate expert, designers

in

branches, constructor, experts in the technicalities of building, -of transportation, of schools,
The
hospitals, living conditions, and the law.
all

special

knowledge of

exercise at the

all

these has been available for

moment when needed and

continu-

degree of technical skill and ingenuity, that reflect
high credit upon the professions concerned, their
mastery of their arts and their characters as loyal
citizens.
The same thing might truthfully be said
about the great team which has served the Government, but perhaps that should not come from one
whose privilege it was to be a member. He can,
however, say that its leader, Otto M. Eidlitz, has
come out of his conduct of an almost inconceivably
difficult and trying task, with not merely their re-

warmest personal affection.
For private enterprises, and in the common run
of things, no such uniting of the forces may be
And yet the problem of industrial
anticipated.
spect but their

housing, still in its infancy, is one that this country
has got to solve in its human as well as its financial bearings in its effect upon a better citizenship
upon the Americanization of both our foreign-born
and native populace upon the rational treatment of
;

;

;

Surely we should not sink back into
our laissez-faire treatment of this, among the other
lessons that the war has been supposed to teach us
surely the fruits of the great governmental experiments should be cultivated and ripened.
The country is undoubtedly not ready to accept
housing as a Federal enterprise. But it would seem
as though a Federal Bureau could exercise a useful
function in gathering together, analyzing,
labor unrest.

extending, the great mass of relevant
and experience growing out of the work so

digesting,
facts
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far accomplished.

This central agency might

many valuable ways make
to

all

palities

knowledge available
those concerned, whether States, municior private organizations.
There will long

Homes

he need for a
as for

in

this

There

is

complete and competent industrial statisis the greatest kind of need for adequate surveys such as Philadelphia, Boston and
Chicago have been making, to set forth facts as

and out of them

to

make what we

so sadlv

When you

say housing and transporyou leave out of living conditions, industrial distribution, employment, highways and railways and waterways, ports and terminals.
Jn the stimulation and correlation of such
surveys, this central Bureau could play a most imWe need to know far more than we
portant part.
do about the cost of housing, of new methods that
will reduce it; of the relation between that cost
and the paying power of the wage earner.
Here
is work for such a Bureau.
lack

plans.

tation there is but little

We need to work out a system of loans to
workers who want homes, at low interest rate and
on long-term payments, that will drive the loan
shark, on whom that worker
pends, out of existence.

We

need

a

competent,

study of a subject that

is

now

so largely de-

exhaustive,

vital to the

continuing
well-being of

the republic.

We

need to realize that the old days of prating
iut town-planning and the education of
popular
taste from the top down are gone forever, and that

way

ic

to build

anything

at all

to begin with

is

e foundations.

We

need to open our minds to such ideas as
advanced in these extracts from a report to

re

British Ministry of Education.
"Opportunities for education depend to a coniderable degree upon the character of the houses
in which the
people live. The unsatisfactory condition of
working-class housing, as regards both
ic

ility

now

it,

do more than

'to

"

sleep.'

attention has been paid in the past
to the reaction of the
physical environment
little

upon
and moral standards of the people.
with ugly and depressing surroundings

the aesthetic

Contact

tends gradually to dull the finer senses, and
people
who, under more favorable circumstances would
shrink from the drab and sordid environment of
large areas in all our towns, become, through familIt is as
iarity, oblivious of its ugliness.
important
not to overlook the subtle degradation of mean and
sordid surroundings as it is to remember the educational influence, none the less real because unconscious, of a clean, healthy, dignified and beautiful

environment.

"We have approached the matters dealt with in
our present report from the human rather than the
economic point of view.
If the individual is to
make the most of his powers, if the citizen is to
be worthy of the responsibilities thrown upon him
by

the

ever-increasing complexity
in other words

modern community,
any broad meaning

of

term

the

of
if

is

in

a

education

in

become

a

life

to

reality, certain definite conditions of life are indis-

The paramount consideration
pensable.
the individual as a member of society.
progress

of value only

is

in

so

far as

that of

is

Material
it

assists

toward the realization of human possibilities. Industry and commerce and the social conditions
which are in a large degree dependent upon them
must in our opinion be regarded from this jxiint of
view, and if they cram]) the life of the individual, no
amount of economic argument will suffice to justify
*

*

*

"We

do not think, however, that there is of necesfundamental antagonism between ethics and
of
economics.
Adequate pay. reasonable hours
and
of
labor, the
heavy, degrading,
sity a

and quantity, in town and country alike,
realized on all hands. This problem, though

suppression

monotonous forms of manual labor by machinery
and improved processes, the provision of holidays,
and of the
social motive into industry, healthy homes and
cheerful environment these are the indispensable
conditions of economic efficiency; they are also
the elementary rights to which the citizen, as

even before the war in acute form.

the

******

'Such conditions, it is only too obvious, militate
ainst the full use and
right enjoyment of life.
It is difficult
often, indeed, impossible, for badly
housed men and women to develop intellectual interests,

"Too

them.

lentuated by causes arising out of the war, ex:ed

wish, as one puts

******

great need

There

they are

who would

work, eat and

Registration Service, as well

Employment Agencies.

for really
tics.

teachers, and social workers are in full agreement
as to the very serious
handicap imposed on those

introduction

of

human

relations

among

such, and in virtue of his responsibilities,

is

en-

titled."

and where such interests have been de-

We may

veloped, almost insuperable obstacles are offered to
their full realization.
The information submitted to

not

all

agree with
is

all

Committee on this question is unanimous in condemning existing housing conditions and students,

are insufficient.

;
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this.

We

should

urgent; that what we
that the old methods

agree that the problem
have done is but a beginning

the

of

;

Architectural Office Organization for
Post War Conditions
Part II
By DANIEL PAUL HIGGINS
are special reasons why the American
architect should be particularly interested in

leave nothing to faith or feeling, but are keen for
to be begun at once, aggres'

constructive action

THERE

sively, intelligently,

day he

no

planning for the period after the war. Tois
virtually a stranger in his own domain.
\\ hichever
way he turns, whatever phase of building he looks at, all is changed under the strangely
pallid

mercury lamp of war.

imagination into

Engineers and con-

to

work seems

Slowly the architect

is

They should apply

and analysis

the

to the situation

and force the problem to an issue now with definite
departmented plans of action to take care of the
coming business requirements by men in their

lurid, hectic, altered.

becoming aware that

reality.

tools of organization

tractors are in the limelight and hold the center of
the stage, in fact, the very atmosphere in which he

was accustomed

with a sure practical touch and

grumbling log-rolling, or inexpert dallying.
They should have that business imagination which
has made Americans famous and should forge this

busi-

what

organization who are especially trained in their
particular function with skill enough to get results.

Can an architect doubt the necessity for studying
and planning concerning the time after the war?
The great war time machine swallowed up to a

There is a significant lesson to be drawn from
Government's attitude during the speedThe architect or builder who
ing up of the war.
has had an organization to fit the crisis, regardless

ness

not

cannot be,

only will not be, but
business was before the war.

the

large degree the peace time architect's machine,
but having finally put the great war machine into

of a long standing reputation as architect or builder,

was given work to be done under strict Governmental surveillance, as to method and speed. Many
architects who have felt that their reputation before

successful and effectual operation, the live architect
is thinking of the next
big job, which he knows
is
after-war adjustment rehabilitation of peace
time business machine to cope satisfactorily with

the transition
architects

from the old

big enough in
and correct the

scientifically

that always

war was beyond reproach, when put to a severe
and under the business audit of a Government
whose only interest is results, were keen disappointments to the Government and largely the
cause of Government recognition of the so-called
the

new demand for
organization to manage

test

to the

discordant elements

accompany changes

in

conditions and

Modern Building Organization.
The lesson learned by architects who could never

methods.

The architect who is on the front line here at
home in the industrial part of warfare can see the
opportunities the newly made millions will offer to
the architects

great

need

efficiency with architecture before was
that efficiency was first sought by the Government
as the best, easiest and most economical means of

associate

and builders after war, as well as the

for

schools, public buildings, banks,
residences made necessary by the
curtailment of all private buildings in the past few
years and new conditions and the development
caused by the war, all of which will demand efficiency unthought of before by architects.

production.

monuments and

Some

architects hate the word efficiency, regardan
ing
efficiency expert in the same light as a
religious crank, never reasoning that without efficiency water and oil would have to be carried on

the head by a carrier as of old, instead of flowing
through miles of pipe lines to the consumer. That,
under the rules of efficiency one man by develop-

The first year or perhaps two years after the
war are admittedly the critical ones.
No one
doubts that after several years when demobilization
and readjustment

will

be general

ment of

and complete,

as

there will be unprecedented building
prosperity for
America. It is the vital interest between the first
authentic hint of peace and the time when the world
is

in

full

much

specialization can produce a hundred times
in eight hours as he formerly could when

he was a novice in nearly everything he tried to
do and worked sixteen hours per day. Efficiency
permits the much condemned meat packer to sell
the meat on a steer for less money than he paid
for the steer and yet grow rich on the by-products.
Could the country butcher do it?
Not any more

operation again on a peace basis that

all

gives pause to the thinking architects.
The more analytical, constructive minds wish to
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than the architect without efficiency can make the
profit he ought to out of his practice since he has
not discovered his by-products.

To do a deed with maximum intelligence using
the most highly developed instrumentality possible
is
efficiency, hence when the architect's practice

this text.
The square shown under each
department indicates the subdivision of the
functions
winch properly comes under the control of
that
department. The nature of the work which
to

the key.

reaches the point where it is no longer possible to
be carried in the mind of one man, there exists a
In one. and
choice between two principal courses.

undoubtedly the exceptional case, the architect can
himself continue to oversee and direct the business
functions of his office.
It is then most essential for
him to obtain an able and efficient bead for bis
department of design. The other alternative, and
this is undoubtedly the one most architects would
would be to keep in touch with
prefer to follow
the design and to control its policy, often with the
assistance of a qualified designer and who is the
nominal head of that department.
When the

minds at the head of important departments, such

and job supervision

as those of design, business

recognized and special

fof

of

function by

cialties

actual

maximum

to

their specialty

minimum

interruption.

men

permits

is

they can carry
efficiency and with a

ability,

This specialization of

scientifically trained in their spethe architect to be relieved of
in

participation

detail

and

therein-

allows

him time to secure and promote new work and

his

control

is

in a position

practice

with

where

profit

d>

lie

and

satisfaction to his client.

The welding of

the

something

to

client
(ill

a

desire and

that want.

To

then

to

find a client

design

and

to

create a desire can be clone more often
through the
science <>i promotion, which entails a
great amount
of missionary work.
It
requires a comprehensive
knowledge of architecture and building in all its

phases and an ability to talk forcibly and intelligently not only on design and building construction,
but on matters of realty financing, know the conditions of the loaning market, and the extent of the
Ikloaning facilities nf important institutions.
should lie able on examination of data furnished

him

to

make such

calculations as to the cost of Un-

building under consideration and to be

in a

position

to

speak authoritatively as to the advisability or
need ot any important items included or omitted.
I
nlike many architects who take
only an apathetic

results

in

and

properly

eliminate

waste

and

ex-

travagance.

This phase of promotion brings in the necessity
an up-to-date organization along the lines of
specilization and co-operation to assist the architect witli the preparation of business and structural
data upon which devolves a large part of the credit
for most of the work secured.
of

the

most economical way.

A few progressive architects have recently developed a science of specialization and co-operation
in their organization
where the individuals are
united into a systematic body, purposed to work
for a

then

in

priation

by the architect, scientifically assisted by
proper business organization, with all its parts
properly co-ordinated, will then be adequately prefurnish the most efficient

create

as will bring the project within the available appro-

these units into a consolidated

system

pared to

a client,

function of the architect is to find
to find out his
requirements or to

with the principals and when and where necessary
advises changes m the financial scheme, or suggests
such modifications in the drawings or specifications

can best

himself

Architect
I'he principal

interest in the promotion of a project until
they
secure the commission the modern architect confers

\Vith
properly attend to and supervise its design.
the aid of exact accounting and other statistical

information, he

applies

each department will be found
upon reference to

Business

common

The

end, with appointed specialists in
authority over divided or sub-divided parts of a
vhole, so that the duties of each shall correlate and

tive,

individual in charge should be a real execuin
modern business
trained
scientifically

methods, with a higher knowledge of accounting. It
is
hardly expected that he should in the very
beginning have a thorough knowledge of architects' and builders' organizations, but in a short
time by a continuous specialization of study and the
and ability he
application of his previous training
can make himself proficient in such matters and the

with all to minimize cost and avoid
unnecessary double handling of matters following
the order of their function and their relations to
one another.
-operate

The accompanying chart and key are introduced
showing in simplified form the
modern architect's organization.
A careful study of the chart and key will convey

for the purpose of
departments of this

motive power of all other forces.
His mind should be garrisoned by a disciplined
thorarmy of ideas, always alert, marshalled and
on any important
himself
hurl
to
oughly prepared
business organization or promotion problem.

some idea of the relation of these departments disin the foregoing pages and some others of
which brief mention is made in the last section of
'!
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Before proceeding with a brief description of
the function of the designer, supervising architect,
interior decorator, and engineer, it would be of considerable value to the reader to refer to a series

His department is the central point for all systems and office routine. Correspondence and other
matters, incoming or outgoing, are received, checked
and distributed by the executives in charge all matters pertaining to accounts, both as regards office
and job, are recorded and supervised. Contracts,
extra orders and certificates are audited and signed
by him. In the case of orders and certificates, they
;

are

first

above

articles written in co-operation with the
writer on the "Business of Architecture."
Prof.
Smith's training and experience equip him to cover
intimately the functions of these departments and

approved by the supervising architect.

The general
zation

of articles by Prof. Howard Dwight Smith of the
Ohio State University in the numbers of the
Architectural Rcvieiu in the departments mentioned

business policy of the entire organihis control as well as all confi-

comes under

dential details of promotion, etc.

their relations to one another.
He has dealt thoroughly and helpfully with the problems of these
special departments in this same organization as
advocated in this article.

Clients are first

received by him and when necessary he refers them
to the proper person directly connected with the

matter under discussion,
lie prepares regularly
an adequate system of records which are indispensable to the architect in keeping him in touch
with every phase of his practice, providing a constant barometer of conditions, and are the means
of enabling the heads of other departments to be
familiar automatically with every detail necessary

Designer
This department

is headed by a clever designer
and architectural Tenderer who works with the
architect from the earliest conception of a problem,
and after a definite scheme is finally accepted and

to its more successful operation.
In addition to
the various financial reports, a general report from
each department head is made on the condition of

work

decided upon the job is turned over to him.
He
has the ability to improve the design from the
varied viewpoints of conception as to use of maHe has absoterials, texture and ultimate effects.

his department, wherever important and
once a week, and all passed to the business
department, where they are placed in a loose leaf
book always kept before the architect on his desk
ready for instant reference in the order of the
departments. This method places the architect in
a position where he has within reach the detailed
conditions of all jobs, etc., should the client unexin

at least

and no work leaves this
without
being studied from all angles.
department
Great success can be attributed to the use of models
which are very often carried considerably into the
lute control of all designs

selected materials themselves.

details,

after a

which questions

system

scheme

is

once

finally

determined upon.

The head

of this department whose ability is
in
the sense that he has been trained
exceptional,
and experienced in both design and structural

takes an active part in the promotion of new
is capable of
performing many other

engineering, is regarded as the architect's assistant
in matters pertaining to the management of building
He
after they leave the designing department.

work and
numerous
tem were

this

the point of

Supervising Architect

out of the office or even out of town, he conveys
to a client that he is personally in touch and familiar
with all conduct of his work.

important

to

perfection, the architect himself is seldom required
to give any further time to the details of design

ordinarily are referred to others, or are deferred
until the architect interviews others who might be

He

Under

which has consistently developed

pectedly call on the phone or meet him to discuss
some of them. By his prompt answer to questions

and familiarity with such

;

functions, perhaps too obvious and
to mention here, that under the old sys-

possesses rare executive ability and in general he
able to represent the architect in the most desir-

neglected.

is

Further to complete the efficiency of this department, an attorney who is a specialist in the law
of architecture and building is retained on a reasonable annual basis to confer, advise and direct all

able

manner

He

possible.
acts as a general superintendent

and has direcover engineering and inspection and is held
responsible not only for the construction of the
work, but also for the artistic character in which
the work is executed.
tion

and to approve all important contracts
a measure that has proved valuable and has often
prevented serious legal difficulties.
Under so highly developed a business administralegal affairs

His designing ability and general good taste are
most helpful factors, as he is then always in perfect harmony with the designing department, which
permits him to visualize the final effect sought by
this department.
He is fitted to discuss and to
decide in a final and satisfactory manner all ques-

and heads of departments are enand important
specialties with the maximum of efficiency and a
minimum of interruption and annoyance.

tion the architect

tirely free to preserve their individual
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tions arising to affect both design and color during
the execution and completion of the work.
By

being able to discuss such points intelligently with
clients, he saves the architect many unnecessary
interviews and gets in the end the full artistic effect
and refinement of detail that is desired.

Interior Decoration
In this particular organization this department
has developed in a few years in the most amazing
manner due to the satisfactory results of having a

of work, affords general
practical guidance for the
draughting department, checking all drawings as
to their correctness and
He makes
practicability.
estimates on work, and from time to time is called

upon to visit the various operations for the purpose
of seeing whether the work under his
department
or the work as a whole, as the case
may be, is
properly carried out.
All practical

work

in the

draughting room

laid

is

interior decorating.

out by the engineer and it is essential for him to
be constantly attentive to sec that standard
practices are developed and after such
development
are put into service,
lie also sees that all data are

has likewise added to the good reputation of the

promptly and properly classified as
of mechanical equipment, etc.

man

who

has specialized in all phases of
In addition to proving exceptionally profitable from a viewpoint of money, it
in

charge

to specification

architect.

Criticism of interior designs, the supervision of
of special interiors, models, etc., in

construction

and on the building are made by him.
responsible for harmonizing the work of all
the many different trades and crafts so necessary to

the shops

He

is

carry out to completion the best grade of interior
decorative work.

The

architect

derives

many

benefits

from the

completeness of this department, for, in addition
to the profitable monetary returns and the reflection
of good credit for the execution of work, he is free
to devote his time to carrying his own ideas to

Draughting Department
another and even larger way the same methods
used for planning work in the engineering department apply to the draughting department. For example, one job or several jobs are given in charge
by the engineer to higher class draughtsmen in the
department known as "job captains" who lay out
In

work ahead of less expensive and less experienced men, applying the principle of the division
of functions and dividing each job into parts, so
that each part can be done in perfect and harthe

monious sequence.

engineer is of
been explained, he possesses
the higher technical ability and a keen sense for
I

lere, again, the

as has

perfection, and. furthermore, by the assistance of
the head of this department, who is able and quali-

service,

fied to give sufficient time and pains to determining
and to carrying on all the fine and complicated
minutiae with which the final detail of decorating,

relative importance of detail.

furnishing and fitting up the building are ultimately
concerned, the architect can assume the credit for

success

the entire project.
The client is better served

practice by

The

for,

difference between a large practice and a
is largely one of vision.
The basis of

small one

The

is

commonly self-made.
who sets definite

architect
a

lack

of

perfection

organization will

probably

but the architect

who

limitations on his
in

method and

short, even of those,

and everything pertaining to the completion of the building is carried
forward hand in hand under the direct influence
of the architect, thereby insuring better results than

he can improve his organization to handle men and
larger work with satisfaction to his modern client

would otherwise be obtained. He exercises control
over and makes decisions in the first place as to
the kinds of material and how the work is to be

fixes limits only as stages in his career.
This wrong point of view hinders the progress of
more architects than any other cause. The archi-

done.

has a small practice, calls himself a small
wants to know only about systems and
organization of other small affairs and dismisses the
tect

is

fall

big enough to decide that

who

architect,

Engineering Department
While engineering may be divided into two departments, structural and mechanical, in this organization they are united under one head.
Under the
head of structural are included all steel, reinforced
concrete and similar work, including the designing
and, where work is laid out by contractors, the
Under mechanical is included
checking of same.
the layout of all mechanical plants, including
ing, lighting,

power

plumb-

plants, refrigerators, etc.

The engineer takes care of

all

draughting and
above classes

specifications in connect'on with the

lessons

from larger and more successful

architects

with the remark, "That's all right for his office he
is a big architect, but it won't do for my office
or policy" is the architect destined for a small and
;

unremunerative practice.
Let us grant that a small practice does not require
and cannot well bear the expense of conducting
affairs in the same fashion as a larger one and that
it

would not be

the practice

function of
practical to divide the
architect
the
as
departments,

among

or someone in his employ must generally he the
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department heads rolled into one, it would be
feasible and economical to have an expert accountant or business man proficient in architecture and
building methods look over his affairs and advise

him

periodically,

in

the

outside practical tabs on

same manner
all

to

employ

engineering, structural

etc., when necessary.
architect will then be applying the principles of
organization outlined in the article, profitably and

elaborate, expensive, time-consuming, hair-splitting
system, which is more apt to throttle than to aid

a small practice.
It is simply a review of the
general principles of organization by which every
successful business, large or small, must be conducted.
System, if properly understood and not

and mechanical equipment,

confounded with red

The

practice where the architect must
carry the whole burden than to a large practice
where many contribute their individual talents to

within limits of his business.
In conclusion, this talk is not a plea for any over-

essential

to

a

the whole.

ARCH
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tape,

is

perhaps even more

Sub-committee

of

Report

of the Joint

War

struction After
Illinois

Chapter, A.
J.

chairman

of

committee

the

A.

I.

C.

and

consider

to

AS

submit the following:
standing.
stated in the minutes, the resolution appoint-

tain professional

As

I

ing the committee might be interpreted as referring
scheme of charges, discussed and practically

to a

endorsed by the American Institute- of Architects
in convention a few years ago. when the architect
in lieu of a straight percentage on the cost of the
work was permitted to charge a fixed sum for his

and add thereto the actual cost of drafting,
supervision, expert service and an allowance for

service

office

Illinois Society of Architects

I.I.F.WKI.I.YX.

steps to be taken to permit architects to do
work on a cost plus fee basis, and still re-

Cliairinuii

i- a matter for debate
whether the
render- the service to his clients he
supposed to render, will be regarded as a profes-

[urtheimore,
is

man

sional

it

who

architect

at

by the public, because he

all

11111-1

combine with whatever sense of
proportion, -nod
taste and beauty he
may have acquired by rca-on
of environment or
by education or travel, those
qualities which in the eyes of those about him. place
him in the realm- of pure business.
In tact, the method- we
employ and include in
the term "professional
practice." with it- governini;
codes, etc., is being approached
steadily by those
we have been pleased to call contractors and who

have had

overhead.

Committee on Recon-

to

do with the actual business of building

The purpose of the motion, however, as
understand it. contemplates a discussion of the question
as to whether or not forces are at work which will

only. In fact we bear now of "ethics" among builders, as witness the scheme of organixation
proposed
at the convention of general contractors held in Chi-

make

cago

1

it

advisable

for

the

architect

to

assume

a

larger supervision of the construction of work under his care than formerly, extending even to the
purchase of materials and employment of labor, and

charging for

this

service a fixed

amount

plus the

cost of preparation of drawings, supervision, etc..
or a percentage on the cost of the work as charges

are

now made for preparation of drawings and that
now recognized as a proper part of the

Is

recently.

others.

examples of the professions.
Architecture is no exception to such definition,
but in practice the service rendered
by the architect often becomes less a personal service, than a
use of special knowledge, in directing and guiding
the labor of a

number of others

in performing cerdoubt if anyone will claim that the
service so rendered is any the less professional,
but rather the claim may be made that the architect
is
filling a larger place in the second instance than
when confining himself to his own personal efforts.
tain service.

I

that

the

chief

the spirit of what a code of ethics aims at

tain

and considered professional.
Much depends upon the definition of a profession and the limitations put upon it.
In general.
the term profession implies an occupation requiring a liberal and special education and discipline,
and the practice of the profession implies a peremploying the knowledge gained by
such education and discipline and the experience
This service is rewarded
resulting from practice.
a
commensurate
with the service
fee,
by
supposedly
rendered.
Law and medicine are the well-known

possible

'I he
real question is. whether our methods
permit us to keep abreast with the rest of the world,
and. if not. whether we cannot change them and re-

honorable service

sonal service

not

clients.

supervision

architect's service,

it

value of our term "professional'" is to furnish a
topic for debate or speculation, and has but little
to do
with the service architects render their

As

our clients and fair play to

all

changing conditions under which we are

to

working

to

:

First

I

"or a

number

gradual increase

in

and

of years there has been a
instability of prices for

material, and also an increasing scarcity of, and a
consequent instability in cost of labor, which have
rendered the letting of contracts tinder the old system of lump sum. uncertain and unsatisfactory to
contractors, so that they are advocating, in order
to eliminate risk of loss to themselves, the adoption

of the system

known

fixed

the

The
fact

fee.

in

as cost, plus a percentage or
handling of construction work.

conditions brought about by the war and the
Government placed its stamp of ap-

that the

the greater
proval on the cost plus fee method in
method
this
will
serve
to
bring
part of its war work,

of doing construction work into more general use,
and contractors will thus approach in methods ot
method" of a
charges at least the "professional
fee or percentage on cost.
has its faults, which are known to
The

system
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of us, and is capable of abuse. It depends, more
than the lump sum system, upon the integrity of
the contractor and a conscientious regard for the
interests of an owner, whose interests are likely to
be lost sight of in a majority of cases. The attiall

labor toward percentage work is well
common interest there may have
whatever
known,
been between contractor and employees to save
contractor from loss under lump sum contracts is
absent under the cost plus fee system, and the
indifference of labor to an owner's interest with

tude

of

decrease

resulting

Labor

in

insistent in

is

efficiency
its

is

well

known.

demands, and the uncer-

tainty of the character of their
one of the principal reasons for

demands

constitute

abandoning the old
an

fact that labor will continue to be

The

system.
uncertain element of cost in any building project
must be taken into account and will have its effect

on methods of contracting and our practice as well.
The system will impose upon architects the checking and auditing of

bills,

unknown under

the

of the

now

war

that the

along special lines is another element which has
the effect of rendering the term architect less known
and understood. The prominent part taken by engineering corporations in all Government war work
is well known.
The reason is evident. The public,
even the Government, does not associate the architect with the actual operations of building in the

same way they do engineering and construction
companies. The element of design is to it an intangible thing and secondary to the building operation, and is considered a part of such operation, if
considered at all. The special fields in which these
companies operate are those offering the great opportunities to the architect.

These three items, namely

how

far the

Gov-

over, will retain condirect construction or

is

trol of or will attempt to
building in those lines which have a direct influence
on the welfare of the public. Whether the Government will assume any part of this direction or

remains that the war has given a great
movement begun before the war, havfor
its
ing
object the proper housing of people in
rapidly growing cities and towns, especially in

not, the fact
impetus to a

work and of

the confidence of his client the impetus given to co-operative and organization methods by war activities and the assumption by the
contracting and engineering organizations of complete control of building from planning to com-

To

;

;

and furnishing, are only three items, but
to justify a discussion of our present
methods and the advisability of changes in same.
It is the opinion of the chairman of the commitpletion

sufficient

tee that architects as a class are not

responsibility they should

;

that there

assuming the
a wide dif-

is

ference between the appraisal of the service of the
by themselves and by the general public,
and that it is necessary to put a value into their

workmen's communities, and that this work is apt
to be done under co-operative or organization methods more than heretofore.

:

Instability of prices for material and labor and
the consequent rapid change in methods of con-

instead of taking a change on profits in the old
way, and in which the architect must add greatly
to his labor or lose a larger share of control in his

remains to be seen

It

ernment,

making of plans and

the

war has demonstrated

the value of co-ordinated and organized effort in
spite of the drawbacks bound to occur because of
the circumstances under which the organization was
affected.

work from

tractors themselves, by which the contractors are
approaching the principal of selling their service,

system, and will greatly increase their
without corresponding recompense.

The work

all

specifications to the construction and furnishing of
the building, and that this method is increasing

lump
work

sum

Second

and doing

architects

handle this work

service that will be recognized by a far larger proportion of the general public than obtains at present.
To do this I believe it is necessary for the architect to prepare for and assume a wider responsi-

will call for a fuller co-operation of the architect,
town planner, utilities engineer and builder, in

which co-operation the directing hand should be
This particular class of work

that of the architect.

construction of his building, and
a broader initiative in every line of endeavor which
has to do with the proper planning and construc-

bility in the actual

bring us closer to a much larger proportion
of our people than our work heretofore has done,
and it is worth our while to prepare ourselves to
assume a larger responsibility in operations of this
will

tion of all classes of building, together with the
utilities which go to make these buildings complete
in service to the community in which they are lo-

character.

To do this will call for a more complete cooperation of the architects, with specialists in all
lines of engineering covering utilities and equipment (and on occasion town planning), required to
lay out and equip the work properly. Also, through
a department of cost and construction the architect
should be prepared to give much closer approxima-

Third The architect cannot be wholly immune
from the effect of changes in business methods in
other lines of work akin to his own which have to
do with construction neither can he ignore the
value of public recognition and approval of his
services.
The fact that construction companies and

cated.

;

engineering corporations are employing designers
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cost of buildings than heretofore, and
he
should be prepared to take over the actual
finally
erection of the building in those cases where, on
account of location, size of work or any other reato

tions

he feels his

son,

client's

not

are

interests

fully

safeguarded by letting of contracts in the usual
way, the owners paying bills for material and labor
upon properly audited bills instead of by certificate to contractor as at present.

The

objection will be raised that this

is

contract-

and unprofessional. I answer that the subdividing of contracts and building without the general contractor is sanctioned, and I may say favored,
by architectural societies to-day, and has been the
practice of many architects for years, and is not
deemed unprofessional. I confess my inability to
see why the purchase of materials and employment
of labor by the architect for the few trades furnished by the general contractor, and doing this
work for an owner on a fee basis and not for a
ing

lump sum with an unknown

should be unservice rendered is one in which
profit

professional. The
the architect adds to his ability to design and his
sense of fitness and good taste, a knowledge of

rules of practice based on conditions
of years ago
They attempt to cover by rule all questions pertaining to practice, but fail for the same reason that

the

economist fails when he reaches
conclusions
based on arguments which have not taken
into account that element in human nature which

seeks

change and is not content with things as
they are.
These rules should be modified and
placed on a
broader basis, relying more on the individual's
sense
of honor and fair
play.
1 he State law
licensing architects, the revisions
ot which, in connection with the law
licensing structural engineers, is
receiving some attention, should
be studied with a view to combination. The
details

of a law which would govern both architects
and
engineers is a matter for a legislative committee to
consider.
L'nder the engineers' law
partnerships
with architects are permitted.
Corporations cannot be licensed, but under the
engineers' law cor-

porations are permitted to prepare drawings and
specifications for buildings and structures, which
are erected, built or their construction
supervised
by such corporation, provided that the chief executive officer or

of such corporation
be a structural engineer.
Architects
are barred from incorporating or forming
partner-

managing agent

building construction and construction operations,
which enables him to assume a greater control and

in Illinois shall

responsibility in the execution of his work, and for
which he receives a predetermined compensation,

ships, except with licensed architects, as far as any
provisions to the contrary are found in the architects license law.
The legal phases of the question

not

a

cost

and contract

profit

representing

between

difference

the

Work

price.

done

in this

manner

not contracting, but is rendering service for a
fixed fee or percentage, and is done in a profes-

is

sional way.
At the same time it gives the architect
an authority and control of his own work which
he rarely has at present, and will give him recognition by the public, which goes usually to the con-

struction organization.

Now

am

I

not unmindful of the general con-

tractor in all of this discussion,

and believe

should co-operate with him as far as

our

to

cases,

however, where circumstances

interests.

that

we

can, fully

is not an element of contract in the matter as
proposed, except for service rendered in planning
and supervising construction of buildings. If the
owner desires a guaranteed cost, then the architect

there

must resort

will dictate the

In these cases

I

will

My own

If

sound and

believe that conditions call for
'methods, and an assumption of a wider
responsibility, than the means taken to accomplish
that purpose will be modified
by the viewpoint of
architects
in

tectural

societies to-day

control

own

ideas.

pre-

is

but

opinion
a

is

the

that

modification

method out-

of

The details must of necessity be left to the individual architect, but the objective for all can be a
larger initiative and control, more co-operation
with others working along lines akin to our own.

it

out the matter in accord with his

in

of the old.

becomes the individual's problem.
-\"o
hard and fast method of procedure can be
adopted that will apply to all, but each must work

the individual,

methods

methods already
whom
no charge of
architects
against
employed by
non-professionalism has been made. I further believe many cas.es will be found in practice where
better results can be obtained for owner and architect by an adoption of the schemes outlined in lieu
lined

agree with me.

change

scientific

trustworthy.

believe the general con-

tractor will recognize the reasoning as

employ

paring preliminary costs and make his estimates

elimination of the general contractor, and where to
obtain the best results unusual methods should be

adopted.

to the contractor in the old way, but the

architect should

There are many

alive

clients'

we

deserve special study. As architects we are barred
from doing in a corporate way what we can do as
individuals through co-operative methods, as I have
tried to suggest.
Can we enlarge our sphere of
action and be professional?
I
think we can. as

and a more complete service

Archi-

members through

munity.
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to client

and com-
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not

known

Sage of the

to this

perhaps be might find a more congenial field in the
pages of the Ladies' Home Journal, to which it is
known he is a regular contributor.
Naturally a temperament that avoids the rude
shocks of actual contact with a man-si/e job would
regard anything so excessively rude as a blunt statement of fact as "yellow journalism.'' And it is
equally true that a mind so delicately poised would
shun the vulgar strife of everyday life, and fail to
be able to distinguish the real difference between a
virile progressive journalism which seeks construca type
tively to bring about needed reforms, and

TWELVE DOLLARS.

CHICAGO OFFICE,

is

of architecture will be a man's job.
1 f
such a task
cannot be visualized by the editor of the Journal,

and Possessions,
Other Countries,

SINULK COPIES (Regular Issue) 25

it

Octagon that we have been at war. and that we haveemerged from it swept 'clear and clean of all vesThat from now on the practice
tiges of feminism.

ARTHUR

Mexico and Cuba, TEX DOLLARS.

past and

is

gone. He and only he believes that architects may
continue in the future as they did in the past, to
pose aesthetically before clients and awe- them by
the force of their artistic personality.

THE ARCHITECTURAL AND BUILDING

^pubscriptions

dimmed by

architectural practice through glasses
the accumulated dust of an age that

of editing

whose main

distinction

is

that

while

it

employs many high-sounding words and beautiful

;

:

LL

of the editorial

comment

Journal appears
"Shadows and Straws."

Which are

the

shadows,

under
and

in

this issue of

the

which

lias specifically in
a certain ''yellow journal in the Cast, and its
note the happily
fledgling of the (Jreat Lakes"

If

Just at the moment there is some hysteria in the yellow
section iif the architectural press in the East; there are
splenetic outbursts from its fledgling of the Great Lakes.
|\Ve hear loud calls for the "red-blooded" man, accomanied by frantic appeals for haste, lest the profession lie
eft at the post, in the mad rush, or lest the world take
Tie
wrong track through lack of advice from architects.
"~
ose who so cry out have no idea of what they wish done,
lit they insist on the doing of
something. "Let us at least
ake some noise," is the real thought in their minds, for
have observed that most people can be impressed by a
urn.
But, and very fortunately, these little Hearsts may
dismissed as not counting. To have listened to the disDssion in the last meeting of the Board of Directors, when
he possibilities ahead of the Post-War Committee were
eing canvassed, was sufficient evidence to the sixteen men
Ifho sat in the room that from one end of this country to
architects are not jumping to con^the other, thoughtful
clusions.
Neither are they to be prodded into any futile
nd hasty action by sneers and snarls. Abundant evidence
as accumulated to make it plain that the profession recognizes in the Post-War Committee a serious purpose and a
cientific method for the attainment of that purpose.
From an editorial in the December issue of the
Journal of The .hiierican Institute of Architects.

-the

it says nothing.
the editor of the Journal

metaphors,

"Shadows and Straws"

heading
are

the

mind

I

I

turned phrase),

why does

he not

Rainbow chasing has, until revived by the editor
of the Journal, been a lost art.
From the classic
shades of the Octagon where stalk the ghosts of a
time that once was, this editor views the field of

boldly forth

State Societies
set afoot in the Middle
state architecvarious
to federate the

)\'KMKXT

AMIWest

tural societies

has been

which have been so

efficiently

of every man affiliated.
In bringing to successful conclusion a matter so
and it will
in the work
important, those engaged
unselfish giving of much valuable timebe earning the gratitude of their associates
and they should receive cordial support and co-opdiseration. There is not. nor can there be, any
in
Architects
of
Institute
loyalty to the American
State Societies, or in
of
federation
the
favoring
state.
an effort to secure their formation in every

mean an
will

rivalries,

except

tl

for the

the greatest good
rivalry in accomplishing
entire profession of architecture.
The Institute does not, as an organized

and in
represent the entire profession,

69

work-

This is a subing for the good of the profession.
the favorable consideration
receive
should
that
ject

There need be no jealousies nor

straws?

come

and name these publications? Stalking behind amof moral cowardice.
biguity is but a certain form

fact

body,
does

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
number among

not

its

members a majority of

new problems, has, in fact, through
that very training been able to foresee them, and
has set the organization over which he presides in
finance sees the

the

practicing architects of this country. It is thus
reasonable to assume that the State Societies would

secure a sufficient membership in addition, to make
the two organizations combined, fully representa-

preparation successfully to meet them. These facts
have no general publicity. This is regrettable, for
they would, if known, tend to reassure the timid
ones, misled by theorists as to what the business

tive.

What we have needed in the past, and have failed
to get, is action.
shall need it more in the future. With the friendly but serious competition of

We

future has in store.

A certain professor in the New York University
sends forth word from the scholastic atmosphere of

two organizations, this action would undoubtedly
be forthcoming, and we would witness in our architectural organizations the same conditions that
exist in our national politics, the best service by
each party as the guarantee of an efficient, result-

his study that the not distant future will bring a
business panic, idle labor, bread lines and

crisis in

it is

interests.

To assume

not necessary to take measures toward

its

it

can hope to impose between

sense

own

sufficient

nation-wide organization of all the profession
all of these desirable results, and
with the Institute and a group of federated State
Societies, we could go steadily forward secure
against any encroachment of our prerogatives.

to prevent

all

that the professor

can foretell would be the result of a state of public
mind brought about by just such utterances on the

would secure

part of

ignorant public clothes with

The United States, in its composite aspect has
always been a practical nation, hence its steady rise
to its present eminence. This feature of good, hard

We

did not win
to-day further proved.
after
the first
theory. Every operation
few weeks of indecision was successfully carried

sense
this

pessimistic

foreboding now reported in the daily press
accents in the most forceful way the contrast be-

is

war on

forward because

tween the theorist and the practical man. Just why,
in view of the demonstration on the part of this
Government in its conduct of the war that the prac-

it

was planned and controlled by

practical men.
The best authorities see

no cause for great unThey do see the
need careful solution, and
deal with them efficiently.

easiness over the business future.

the only sure one, will groups of theo-

grave things that will
they are prepared to
There does not appear to be any well-grounded fear
for our future business stability.

retically trained men rush into print with irresponsible forebodings and unreliable predictions?
in

men whom an

sapience.

and Sanity

large amount of hysteria and

Everv man trained

machinery

efficiently

sees the dangers, but

their remedy, and he has
of his large organization at

lamity at this time is, to a certain degree, as seditious as working treasonably during time of war.
The panic that this learned professor believes he

functions.

is

He

knows

sure he

Treating the individual economically, what should
be the relative value of these two types of men to
the nation ? The answer is obvious.
Howling ca-

practical illus-

A

idea

is

set all the

work

itself

advance of any who would without warrant usurp

tical

on labor, the question of the
and other important things

effects

affecting readjustment.

he also

to strengthen the profession against the insidious

THE

its

stabilization of prices

what protection this barrier of
professional dignity affords, and should take steps

Safety

and

ilization

that

tration as to just

its

man the president of the City Bank
He sums up in a practical, commonway the now all-absorbing factors of demobthis

believes inevitable.

we have had

Certainly

things

he personally do to avert these

will

takes issue.

safety such as are taken by those it is supposed to
direct, is to assume a certain dignity which will be
the only barrier
and the world.

What
?

With

getting administration.
Sooner or later will the profession of architecture as a complete body be compelled to organize.
In its practice it confronts organizations of labor

and the various building

riot.

methods of business and
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Comment

Criticism and
The

more

Practice of Architecture
The Editors, THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
:

We

are in full accord with

of the paraset
forth
in
the
article
entitled
"The
Practice
graphs
of Architecture" in your issue of Nov. 27.
all

five

We

might add to paragraph 3 ''the Architect must be
explicit and avoid generalities." This would particuapply to the

larly

specifications

where one may

frequently see

sweeping general clauses requiring
executed by the contractor in a fully
complete and finished manner, even though it may
the

work

to be

not be fully detailed or described in the specifica-

Specifications containing such generalities
do not indicate thoroughness or efficiency in architectural service, and are not fair either to the contractor, or the client.
tions.

Sc

HEM K &

WILLIAM?.

Dayton, Ohio.

intensely, and while some may have foreseen
earlier the changes which would
inevitably be
forced upon the profession as time went
on, and

ventured to take the

initiative even before the war,
while the remaining majority adhered to
previously
established practice, they should not be considered
outside the pale of the elect, for as
as no

living thing can

way, while

all

about

own

in

persist
it

its

so vitally

bound up with

inertia, so a profession

The

practice of architecture, and that the five points emphasized in your editorial must become the under-

lying principles for the successful practice of architecture.

in

the

appearing
under the

of your journal

Of

November ajth
caption of "The

of Architecture," containing what might
needs only to be reflected
upon to convince those who have hitherto followed
the well-beaten path of the practice of architecture
Praci
'ractice

be styled five aphorisms,

that

it

is

necessary, due

civ:
ivilixation

is

Hence I am convinced that great good will come
out of the criticism and comment
regarding the

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

editorial

which

the life of a people as is
architecture, cannot hope to escape feeling the impress of the age in which it exists.

K.MILE G.

The Editors,

its

changing, without suffer-

is

ing from

surely
the even tenor of

to the rapid

in the last generation,

advance of

which has so

dis-

Ballinger

PlCKKOT,

&

1'errot.

Philadelphia.

The Editors, THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
With reference to the article entitled "The Practice

of Architecture," appearing in your issue of

November 2~, we comment as follows:
So far as paragraph one is concerned, we

believe,

firmly rooted professional practices, to
recast many obsolete methods and
adopt a saner
and more practical attitude toward the public who

and have for years, that the business of architecture
Because of our
is inseparable from the profession.

by our services. It must be rethe present time there are many

profession, our firm and other firms have for many
years been barred from many architectural soci-

lodIged the

is

be benefited

to

membered that

at

more professions dealing with the construction and
equipment of buildings than existed a half century
or more ago, and the men who make
up the other
professions

have not been following professional

handed down from a previous civilizatherein lies the fundamental difference be-

practice
tion

;

tween the professional practice of the architect
and his contemporary, the engineer. Nor is the
architect to be severely censured for followstanding traditions, for it is inherent in
organized society to adhere to precedent. We
see this
exemplified very strikingly in court procedure, and it is only natural to suppose that like
ing long

belief that architecture

eties.

It is

is

a business as well as a

interesting to us to note that the stars

courses fight on our side.
So far as paragraph two is concerned, we believe that it is entirely proper for an architect to
in their

develop a general demand for his services by reasonable publicity, a practice which we have followed for many years with gratifying results.
As to paragraph three, this firm has for many
years given a complete architectural and engineering service, so that we render plans and specifica-

make

everything embraced in the complete
equipment and furnishing of industrial enterprises.
that
agree to all of paragraph four, except
we doubt the wisdom of holding an architect rean enterprise,
financially for the cost of

any radical departure from well-established practices.
However, the war has made us all think-

which the architect receives is not
him to guarantee his estilarge enough to allow

well

law, architecture, which has co-existed with it
the beginning of civilization, would be slow to

from

tions

for

We

sponsible
since the

fee

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
mates.

Should the architect be held financially

re-

were bound up in formulas.
open for the architect to pound his
way upward with daily vigilance and with each new
stultified if its activities

sponsible for the success of an enterprise, he should
enter into a contract for carrying it out, and his fee

Leave the

should be large enough to enable him to take finanOur firm has never legally
responsibility.
agreed that it is financially responsible, but as a
matter of practice we have for many years stood
behind our enterprises.
Paragraph five has been a cardinal principal
of our business for many years.
All five of the
paragraphs have been endorsed by us and made a
part of our business for a long period of time,
with the exception of the question of financial responsibility, which we think should only be undertaken by the architect after proper compensation.

invention his

cial

LOCKWOOD, GREENE & Co.

Boston.

The

Editors,

We

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

in charge of war industries have not admitted any architect to prominence in the recent

unpleasantness in the world, nor the name architect
to be put forward as a legitimate evidence of accomplishment to occupy any place greater than the
awards to conscripts. "Construction Engineers"
seems to have been the pet name and some architects got places as such and served admirably. Your
creedal expressions apparently admit this error to
be a proper idea and would help to abase the name
architect. Those of us who know the integrity of
our calling do not mind the persecution (or to be
more modern, the dirty deal) and are willing to
await the consequences with abiding faith undisturbed.

appreciate
opportunity to express our
as
to
the
statement
opinion
concerning the practice
of architecture appearing in your issue of November 27. Considered as a creed we beg to say that
we do not believe in creeds on the average. Creeds
breed dogmas and dogmas are time serving and decadence comes after. In this great world of activity
the advance guard must be untrammeled of finished
things. Leaders of thought must have no creeds to
impede their advancement. Creeds are the crucifiers
of wisdom. Creeds have only been the formulas for
the ignorant by which the hordes are led. Architecture is not a finished article but the most rapidly
It

mind can devise independently.

Those

We

the

advancing agency that society has.

field

vastly prefer to see the architectural press

away from

introspection and proceed to fight
and wrongs committed on the profession,
free handed. The field is open now. Our destinies
are no longer in the hands of stock brokers and

turn

insults

percentage builders. The war is over. The call of
patriotism now is not closed lips, but the stroke at
those who blaspheme against' the institutions of
economic industry.
The profession of architecture is the product of
necessity and needs no bolster. It is like truth itself
existent
not to be made, but only to be discovered, utilized and amplified.

would be

Atlanta, Ga.

EDWARDS & SAVWARD.

Recent Legal Decisions
WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION ACTS -EXTRATERRITORIAL EFFECT

The Colorado Supreme Court holds
a

Colorado

that

where

contractor

employed in Colorado
a resident to act as foreman on jobs in a
number of states, such employee was protected
by the Workmen's Compensation Act while working in another state. This decision is in line with
the later opinions of other courts of last resort

as foreman

these build-

states

where the deceased was

states

to

assume that
laws

perform

covery of compensation,

in the

his ser-

vices outside of Colorado, then there can be

no

re-

all

prenotwithstanding"
maintain the workers' accident
insurance had been fully paid. On the other hand,

miums

if

The
having similarly worded statutes.
facts of this particular case were that a contracting company, organized in Colorado, had a general
contract with a telephone and telegraph company
in

The employee injured acted
connection with the construction of
The court said, in part: "If we
ings.
there are no workmen's compensation
Mexico.

in

we

sufficient to

are to assume that a

law prevails

workmen's compensation

each of the seven states of Colorado,
Wyoming, Idaho, Montana, Utah, Arizona, and
New Mexico, then the employer must be compelled
to comply with each statute and to
pay the pre-

for the construction of telephone
exchange buildings at different points in the states of Colorado.
Wyoming, Idaho, Montana, Utah, Arizona and New

in

miums required by the law of each state for the protection of the one
employee, or approximately seven
times the amount otherwise required. If this were
72
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would make it prolegally permissible, the expense
in
must be that
this
case
The
result
hibitive.

supervision of James A. Wilson, who lets contract
and does carpenter and mason work himself. This
policy covers contracted work only."
The provision was inserted to bring Wilson within the

:

The employer has paid the

full

premium demanded

employee against accident
on the pledge of his state
for the protection of himself and his dependents;
his widow and children discover the whole arrangement to be a delusion and a snare, and find themby the state to insure his
the employee has relied

;

terms of

was

It

therefore reversed the judgment of the

court vacating the award of compensation
of the industrial Commission, and instructed condistrict

firmation of the award.
Industrial Commission
Aetna Life Ins. Co. (Colo.) 174 Pac. 589.

BUILDING RESTRICTION COVENANTS

action against him. He could not therefore recover
Wilson ?. London
against the insurance company.
Guarantee c'r Accident Co. (Cul.)

v.

Oricx

PORCHES AND ENCLOSED ROOMS
The

this owner's
One of the contracts
policy.
to a construction
company. One of that

company's employees injured a passer-by by dropThe injured person sued Wilson.
ping a plank.
The insurance company refused to defend the action.
Wilson paid the judgment obtained against
him by default, and sued the insurance company.
It was held that the accident was not covered
by
the policy.
Wilson was not in law liable for the
construction company's negligence and there was
no reason why he should not have defended the

The court refused to
selves without protection."
assume that the legislature intended such an injustice, in the absence of some clear and express provision in the statute to that effect, which it did not
find.

let

RECOVERY AI.TIKICCII LIEN DENIED

to several dwelling houses in a row
contained a building restriction that the front of
titles

A

mechanic's

lien is a cumulative remedy and to
does
not
deny
deprive a party of his right to a recovery upon his contract in the usual \\i\\. --Decatur
Bridge Co., r. Standart, 2O<S ///. A pp. 592.
it

each house should not be nearer than 15 ft. from the
street. One of the owners was enjoined in a suit in

brought against him by his neighbors, where
appeared that he built an addition to his house
within the prohibited area, described by the court as
follows: "The structure consists of three brick piers

equity
ft

18

in.

which

square, extending as high as the building,
three stories, and on the two upper stories,

is

supported by the piers, are

two open balconies or

porches, and on the ground floor there is an inclosure of wood and glass, making a permanent

main house, and since
and has been used as a part
Its completion
thereof.
This room obstructs light, air, and prospect, and mars the appearance and uniformity of
the street, and deprives the plaintiffs of the light,
room, connected with the
is

and prospect, theretofore enjoyed by them." In
such a case it was held immaterial that the plain-

air

tiffs

and

the

defendant

porches beyond the

15-ft.

Weeter, 68 Pa. Superior

had

maintained

building

line.

open

Law

v.

Ct. 23.

COLLUSION WITH CONTRACTOR

An

like any other professional man,
contracts
with, his employer that he has
impliedly
the ordinary skill, knowledge and judgment pos-

architect,

sessed by

use this
his

men

skill,

of his profession, and that he will
care and judgment in the interest of

employer and

Narc

i'.

act with perfect honesty;
Idaho
HI. 119. He is an
McGrane, 19
will

expert in carpentry, in cements, in mortar, in the
strength of materials, in the art of constructing the
walls, the floors, the staircases, the roofs, and in
duty bound to possess reasonable skill and knowl-

edge as to all these things: Hubert r. Aitkin, 15
Daly 237, 239. He is responsible for collusion to
defraud: Conn r. Huston, 16 Pa. Superior Ct. 172;
and for negligent disregard of his duties Lacher
and so an osvner may be
v. Colton, 80 ///. App. 75
that
permitted, in an action for services, to show
;

:

A'

CIDENT

NOT COVERED nv CONTRACTOR'S POLICY

An owner's contingent

the

plaintiff

through collusion allowed the con-

policy insured against
resulting from the negligence of any
contractor or subcontractor engaged in the work.

tractor to depart from the plans without the defendant's knowledge or consent, that a loss had

The policy

Vernon, 68 Pa. Superior

injuries

had a schedule:

"All

resulted and the

work under

73

amount of such
Ct., 608.

loss.

Henon

v.
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Government to Start Campaign
Promote Building

to

The final step in preparation for the resumption
of building throughout the country has been taken
in the promulgation of an order from the Priorities
Division of the War Industries Board cancelling all
reservations restrictive of the production, sale and
use in construction work of building materials.
In addition to the removal of embargoes and restrictions essential during the war period the
Federal Government is organizing a campaign to
have states, counties and municipalities begin all
possible construction at once, in order to furnish
work for returned soldiers and sailors, through the

United States Employment Service.
The campaign for the nation-wide resumption of
building operations was inaugurated in an address
on Dec. 30, at a conference of state officials and
representatives of labor and industry at Boston by
Secretary of Labor William B. Wilson. The campaign will urge an expenditure of $3,000,000,000

men realize that the available supply
of basic materials for human use and consumption
is many times less than the world will need for
some years to come. This is the inevitable result of
four years of systematic destruction without reate business

plenishment in every quarter of the globe."

National Architectural Society
Proposed
The President referred
Mr. Harry

and the many loosely organized architectural
cieties in the country.
stitute Chapters in

public works.

War

and chair-

man

of the Council of National Defense, has asked
all state defense councils to advance all public improvements in order to absorb labor as far as
possible.
division for the conservation of building operation has been created by the Labor Department and

A

will

soon be

Raw

years ago.
Resolved, That the correspondence be referred to
the Post-War Committee, with the request of the
board that the principle of close affiliation between
the Institute and the architectural societies, and its

in operation.

Materials Should

application, be carefully
Journal of the A. I. A.

Not Be

Sacrificed
In an address before the Southern Commercial
Congress at Baltimore. Burwell S. Cutler, chief of

Employment

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
referred as follows to possible liquidation in raw

the

materials

must guard ourselves against motives of
fear in the business world. At present most of our
factories and storerooms are filled with raw materials and commodities which the owners may be
sell at sacrifice prices in order to restore cash balances wholly depleted by war taxes
and purchase of Liberty bonds. Precipitate action

based on a fear that raw materials

The most knowing and

of Soldiers
CIVIL LIFE
is

to

Some of the pamphlets tell of a plan of
Federal vocational education.
Those wishing to receive information regarding
this subject should address the board mentioned
above, at Washington, D. C.
labor.

will generally decline in value will bring individual
loss.

the

promote the restoration of soldiers and sailors, both
sound and disabled, to gainful occupations in civil
life.
There are separate pamphlets addressed to the
to
their families and to American employers of
men,

tempted to

and national

From

The Federal Board for Vocational Education
distributing two series of pamphlets designed

:

T

if

considered.-

GOVERNMENT AIDS RETURN TO

"W e

of this kind,

so-

said that the four In-

membership drawn from the registered architects
in the state, who would not necessarily be members
of a Chapter or the Institute. It was believed that
such an associate class of membership would prove
a good recruiting-ground for the Institute. Other
directors spoke of the confusion which might arise
in the public mind from such a membership and
referred to the Chapter associate class which the
Institute abolished under its reorganization of two

and highways and double that amount on other
of

He

New York have considered the
formation of a new state association, with a broad

private residences. In addition to
private building. Mr. Wilson believes the country will do well to spend $1,000,000.000 on roads

Newton D. Baker, Secretary

from

Mr. Kohn spoke in
sentative of the profession.
favor of a closer affiliation between the Institute

new

for a million

to a letter received

Schen^k, of the Dayton Chapter, relative to a proposal of the Washington State Society
of Architects to call a convention of state societies,
not connected with the A. I. A., for the purpose of
forming a national body that would be more repreI.

deliber-
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The Next Convention

of the A.

I.

or offices of a
reputable architect or archiafter the completion of the
high
school course. * * * "

office

A.

commencing

tects,

The next convention of the American

Institute

of Architects will be held at Nashville, Tenn., April

May

30 to
It

the

2,

might be noted that in the November issue of
Journal containing this announcement, also

appears the completed committee assignments of the
Institute for the Institute year.

required seven months to appoint
the Institute committees, how much time should
they be given to organize and do effective work ?
From the December Bulletin of the Illinois Society

Query

:

If

it

of Architects.

Architects

Landscape

Hold

might best be of service

in this

how

country and

York State Board

The Bureau

Better

Relations Be-

Department of the
to promote
engaged
better relations between native and foreign-born
workers in industry. Trade publications reaching
of

is

Education,
in

a

movement

employers of labor

will help in this service by presenting material in such form that employers can
pass it on to their workers by means of the bul-

board, pay envelope, bouse organ or other
The plan is to publish brief articles in
the trade publications under such a heading as
"Put This on Your Bulletin Board" or one of similetin

medium.

Registration
be two opportunities during 1919 for
architects to be admitted to practice in New York
will

in

lar

meaning.

vari-

will be open to candidates who shall
have previously qualified, on January 29, February
i. and on
June i and 3.

ous cities

Imported Labor Barred
No more Federal permits for the importation of
Mexican and West Indian labor will be granted,
the Department of Labor has announced, and per-

Candidates should write at once for information

Examinations Division, Education Building,
Albany, New York. Those who wish to take the
examinations will be required by the Regents to
qualify under the law, which specifies that the applicant shall have "satisfactorily completed the
course in high school approved by the Regents of
to the

the University or the
equivalent thereof

Architects,

1).

Interior,

of

Examinations held

of

tween Native and ForeignBorn Workers

planning problems.
pian

State by examination.

cates of registration without examination. It is illegal for anyone to use the title "architect'' in this

the so-

would be secured by the co-operation of

There

ticed ten

To Promote

landscape architects, as they are likely to be called
on more than ever before in the solution of city

New

who have graduated from certain
who have pracyears in other states may secure certifi-

schools of architecture and those

Education Building. Albany.
Everett \Yaid. President: Wm. P. Bannister. Secretary.

overseas during the period of readjustment.
Better and more economical results, it was believed,

York.

Architects

tion

fession in the reconstruction period.

ciety

New

X. Y.,

A special meeting of the American Society of
Landscape Architects was held in Washington, D.
C, Dec. 7, to consider problems affecting the procalled to consider

for Higher Education. Education
Building, Albany,

state without registration unless he actually practiced architecture in New York previous to April
28, 1915. The Board of Examiners and Registra-

Reconstruction Meeting

The meeting was

Candidates may obtain copies of the Registration
an outline of the examination
by addressing Dr. A. S. Downing. Assistant Commissioner

Law and

1919.

mits already granted will be void after January 15.
Aliens permitted to enter temporarily for war work
will be repatriated gradually, without interfering

with agricultural or other work now in progress.
The admission of semi-skilled laborers from
Canada will be discontinued, but present arrangements whereby skilled laborers are admitted only
when they cannot be employed in their own counand when those countries have given consent

and sub-

sequent thereto of having satisfactorily completed
such courses in mathematics,
history and one modern language, as are included in the first two

years
an institution approved by the Regents, conferring the degree of Bachelor of Arts. Such candi-

try,

in

to their departure, will be continued for the presConferences on this subject are under way
ent.

date shall in addition submit
satisfactory evidence
of at least five
years' practical experience in the

between the United States and Canadian Governments.
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The

Largest Business Unit in the

World
Judged by almost any standard the Bureau of
War Risk Insurance is probably the largest business unit in the world. In the twelve months just
ended the bureau has mailed more than 6,500,000
checks in payment of allowances and allotments,
representing a total disbursement of almost $200,ooo.coo for the care and maintenance of the famand dependents of our army and navy. During
the same period the bureau has written nearly $35,000,000,000 of this insurance. The army and navy
is more than 90 per cent insured and new applicailies

tions are

now being

received for

more than

yehping furnaces are probably producing an equal
amount, which will be increased when the company's furnaces are in operation at Tayeh. Thus,
a fair estimate of China's production of pig iron
(1918) would seem to be about 500,000 tons a
year, including the output of numerous crude native
furnaces, about 50 per cent of which are said to be
in Shansi.

The Hanyehping

Co. took out, in 1917,

540,000 tons of iron ore.

During 1917 China exported

to Japan 170,000
pig iron, valued at 5,300,000 taels, and
303,500 tons of iron ore, valued at 1,000,000 taels.
One tael is equal to about $i in United States

tons

of

currency.

$1,000,-

The bureau has
made awards and is paying monthly compensation
on more than 5,000 death and disability claims and
is paying monthly installments of insurance on more

000,000 of this insurance per week.

than 9,000 insurance death claims.
In the performance of this threefold task the
bureau has within the year handled nearly 3,900.000
insurance applications and more than 3,800,000 allotment and allowance forms, and it has been necessary to prepare and maintain under constant control more than 26.000,000 separate individual card
records. The bureau has received and answered
more than 3,000,000 letters. From a small organization of twenty persons working in the basement
of the Treasury Department, the bureau has grown

now

has a working force of 13,000 employees occupying thirteen buildings in Washington.
until

Decay

in Buildings

Research was recently started by the Forest
Products

to

Laboratory

determine

the

"killing

points" in temperature and humidity of common
Field and
fungi found in American buildings.
laboratory studies indicate that much more care

should be exercised in the selection of timber and
in the construction of buildings to avoid conditions
favorable to decay.
number of inspections of

A

buildings which have given trouble on account of
decay have shown that any one of the following

causes

result

may

building

in

1.

The use

2.

Allowing timber

it

rapid

deterioration

of

the

:

of green timber.
to get

wet during construc-

tion.

Heating and Ventilating Magazine.
3.

Allowing the timber to absorb moisture after

the building

is

finished because of leaks or lack of

ventilation.

Oldest Iron Industry

4.

iron industry is claimed by a Chinese
writer to be the oldest in the world, says Domestic
Engineering. Like many others of the great re-

sources of China the country's deposits of iron ore
have been but little developed. Dr. H. Foster Bain,
assistant director of the United States Bureau of
Mines, who spent some time in China investigating
its mineral resources, estimates that China has 400,000,000 tons of iron ore available and suitable for
modern furnace reaction and an additional 300,000,ooo tons that might be treated by native methods.

5.

tons.

much

sap-

The use

of timbers which have already started

The avoidance

of these conditions will, as a rule,
prevent decay. In special cases, however,
decay can only be prevented by preservative treatment. It is stated that for this purpose salts, such
as zinc chl-oride and sodium fluoride, are better
it is

said,

than creosote for buildings.

Purple

Wood

from Panama

Large growths of bright purple nazarene wood
are lying idle in Panama, only awaiting development, according to Dr. Henry Pittier, who recently
led a botanical expedition to the Darien section of
Before the war this beautiful wood
the Isthmus.

by the South Manchuria Railway,

have an annual output of 150,000

of timbers containing too

to decay.

The iron ore deposits are now controlled by
Chinese or Japanese interests, the Chinese Government aiming to control those that are not already
mortgaged to Japanese interests. The Penchihu
furnaces were producing in 1918 about 75,000 tons
of pig iron. The Anshanchan Iron Works, in Manchuria, operated

The use

wood.

The Shansi

commanded $125

The Han76

to

$200 per thousand

feet.

It is
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estimated that there are 40,000,000 feet of

wood

Work

unusual qualities.
The
sometimes a diameter of
The inthree feet, and have very little sap wood.
terior is a rich purple color and the wood is hard,
heavy, strong and extremely resistant to water and
weather; it contains an essential oil and it takes
When the wood ages, and is
an excellent polish.
at the same time exposed to the sunlight, it turns
trees reach a large size,

much darker

in color.

Importance of

been

Service

With

the co-operation of the national welfare organizations, the Government agencies interested in

demobilization, and local community organizations
of all kinds, the United States
Kmployment Service

establishing a

is

and

diers, Sailors,

town

in

the

P.ureau

for

War Workers

United States.

representatives

in

in

Returning Solevery city and

It

also has stationed

all

army camps and

posts in this country to acquaint soldiers with the
facilities for assisting them to suitable
employment
after they leave camp.

Community Boards

The

reconstruction program of the Kmployment
all national and local efforts, both

Service links up

no instrumentality at the (iovernnient's
disposal so well equipped to help in the process
of transition from a war to a peace basis as the
Community Labor Board, and at no time since the
beginning of the war has the need of such service
There

ment

qualified

TASK REQUIRES SVSTEMATIXED KFFOKT

(iKKAT

United States Employ-

of the

awaiting use.
This timber has most

is

more urgent or the duties imposed upon
of performing them more impera-

governmental and private, and centralizes in every
community, through these local bureaus, all information as to proper openings in industry, commerce, and agriculture available to the nation's
It
calls for assisting
fighters and war workers.
them to the best work the country can give them,
the individual's qualifications being considered, and

those capable

for sending as

tive.

Since most soldiers are expected to go to their
home communities and should be encouraged to

The country now faces the obligation to return
employment those who, under the stress

to suitable

of war,
field

it

has induced to enter

or in the
since

country

The
factory.
the signing of

its

service in the

demands upon
the

armistice

the
are,

greater than those during the war. and
the Community Labor Board will be looked to,

perhaps,

for

largely,

successful

the

handling of the new

of

activities of the

which workers

cruited

for

war

in

Community Board, by means
non-war work have been re-

industry, will

now be

utilized

in

replacement in industry of both soldiers and
war workers. The board will be used to
information
in industrial localities necesgather
to
an
sary
intelligent demobilization of the army
and war industry and the redistribution of workers.
the

civilian

A

plan has been formulated by the War Department and the War Industries Board whereby the

Community Labor Board

the task of aiding them in finding work is
primarily a community responsibility, and the local
bureaus enable its discharge.

do so

The program has been approved and adopted
the Secretaries of the War, Navy. Interior.
Commerce. Agriculture, and Labor Department,
sitting as the members of the Council of National

by

in the

cials

In the same capacity, those cabinet offimost concerned with demobilization have tak-

en steps to keep intact the field machinery of the
defense council so that it may be utilized by the
Department of Labor and its Employment Service
Their
in carrying out the replacement program.
action brings to the Employment Service's aid a
total of 184,000 local units, among them being the
State councils. 4.000

councils,

and i6,OOO

important indus-

centers will send weekly reports to the latter
indicating the labor conditions in their communities.

County Organizations

in California have adopted
rural fire control, states
for
of
a plan
organization
News-Record. In these counties, cov-

Twenty- four counties

urging their members to continue
our fighting forces overshall have been brought back to appropriate
pursuits of peace, and the last man to be withdrawn from war service shall have been given an
opportunity of employment where he is best fitted
in

for Forest

Fire Control

Secretary of Labor Wilson has sent an appeal to
each of the sixteen hundred boards now in exiMi-nce

community

women's organizations.

trial

work

as possible to the farms.

Defense.

problem.

The

many men

the

until the last unit of

Engineering
ering

rural
16,000 square miles. 412

fire-fighting

and now include
companies have been organized
a
to
summary of the
according
about 6.500 men,
of Calithe
University
made
by
situation recently
trailers.
fornia.
By the aid of 532 automobile

to serve.
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which have been purchased and equipped with

fire

extinguishers and fire-fighting tools at county expense, these companies have kept losses from fire
at a remarkably low figure in the past season.

will, after

you

the

war you

will

have not merely a

function in the securing of the building of good
roads, but will have a very great function in the
maintaining of these roads as actual arteries in the

system of transportation of the country.

Results of Daylight Saving
According

to the

Law

United States Fuel Administra-

1,125,000 tons of coal were saved
by turning the clocks ahead one hour for seven
months. Definite reports from St. Louis show a
tion's estimates,

which would make a saving of
tons
for
each
thousand of population for a
12.5
seven months' period. Heating and Ventilating
tons,

reoff,

she

had trucks which could go 40 feet apart all night
long over the great highway that had been built
from Paris to the East. Franklin K. Lane, Secretary of the Interior, before the conference of regional chairmen, Highivays Transport Committee.

saving of 17.5 tons for each thousand of population on the seven months' basis.
The saving in France for a three months' period

was 250,000

You

member that at Verdun the railroad was cut
and Verdun was supported by the fact that

Professor

Goody ear's Research

The Brooklyn Museum

seen?

recently exhibited two
groups of Prof. William H. Goodyear's enlarged
photographs of cathedrals in the war zone of
Europe. When the photographs were made there
was no thought of war. They were made with exceeding care to illustrate deviations from the normal of lines in medieval buildings, to illustrate and
prove Professor Goodyear's discoveries that lines
assumed to be vertical were not so but were bent
from the perpendicular, that lines assumed to be
horizontal and straight were bent or curved either

gineering

in

Magazine.

Her Roads Saved France
And why

has

it

been possible

for

France

to

carry on for four years a successful war against
the greatest military power that the world has ever

Because France had the benefit of the enskill and of the foresight of two men who
are 1,800 years apart
Napoleon and Caesar. Those
men built the roads of France. Without those
roads, conceived and built originally by Caesar for
the conquest of the Gauls and for the conquest of
the Teutons, without the roads built by Napoleon to
stand off the enemies of France, and to make ag-

gressions to the eastward, Paris would have fallen

two years ago. So that you gentlemen who
are engaged in the business of developing the highways of the country, and putting them to greater
use may properly conceive of yourselves as engaged
at least

in a

very far-sighted, important bit of statesmanship, work that does not have its only concern as to
the farmer of this country, or the helping of freight

the horizontal or vertical plane.
include
simultaneously

pictures

Most of

the

photographed

plumb-lines or stretched lines to show the deviaAs most of the buildings photographed have
been in the path of kultur to a greater or less de-

tions.

and are now either badly damaged- or entirely
destroyed, these accurate, painstaking photographic
records, many of them showing details which the
ordinary tourist or even student would probably
gree,

see, form a heritage for which the
world, and especially the architects, owe Professor

never even

Goodyear the deepest gratitude. To indicate the
care and thoroughness with which the work has
been done, it is well to note that there are some
cases where every pier of the nave has been in-

movement during

this winter alone, but may have
consequences that will extend throughout the cen-

dividually photographed with plumb-line reference.
These records are now priceless, for as Professor

Take the instance of Verdun. Verdun
would have fallen unquestionably if it had not been
for the roads that Napoleon constructed and that
France has maintained for all the credit is not to go
to the man who conceived and the men who constructed.
This is one thing where we have been

Goodyear has pointed out, not even elaborate monographs and measured drawings of these buildings
have made serious note of the refinements and
deviations which exist.

turies.

;

short always.
One thing that the people of the
United States do not realize. It is not sufficient to

pay $25,000 a mile
you must put aside
the maintenance of
gone to waste and

for a concrete foundation, but
10 cents out of every dollar for
these roads, or your money has

your conception is idle. And
you gentlemen know if you continue, as I hope

Nor

enlargements valuable only as
them are noteworthy pictorially
and merely for the sake of having good pictures of
the best architecture of the Middle Ages. Pictures
taken from the architect's viewpoint, we should be
thankful that these splendid Goodyear negatives are
in existence and in the care of the Brooklyn
Museum. Ben J. Lubschez in the December Journal of the A. I. A.
records.

are

these

Many

of

Department of Architectural
Engineering
Useless

Waste

in

Concrete Construction Due to

Legal Requirements*
By W. STUART

TAIT, Assoc.

M. Am.

CORRECTNESS OF DESIGN AND ANALYTICAL

METHODS

THE
in

roughly

second general heading to be considered
arriving at the factor of safety may be
classified as correctness of design and

analytical

down the

methods.

The

analytical

method

paring all designs.
slab, for instance,

provide that

bending

for

various building codes set
to be followed in pre-

In considering beam or one-way
we find that most building codes

Soc. C. E., Assoc.

Mem.

hist. C. E.

cases being the total uniformly distributed load on
the beam and L the center-to-center span.
For
intermediate spans the bending moments for a uni-

formly distributed load, both positive and negative,
are to be figured as WL/iz. The table (Fig. 4)
shows the bending moments for beams having knife

edge supports at both the end and intermediate
These bending moments, of course, are
points.
based on all spans being uniformly loaded and upon

12
spans being equal. The bending moment WLl
in general use for intermediate spans was fixed
to cover the worst conditions of bending possible,
due to some of the spans being loaded while others

uniformly distributed loads the
shall be used where the beam

all

now

moment WL/8

is of one
span length only. Where a beam is partly
continuous, that is to say, more than one span in
^th, a positive moment of WL/io is required
to be figured at the center of the end
spans, and in

were not loaded. By comparing the bending moment requirements governed by ordinance and acwith those
cepted in engineering practice, however,
that
observed
be
it
will
shown in the diagram,
the
on
stress
far
standard practice lays
posigreater
tive moment than on the negative moment, while
with uniform conditions of loading the negative
moment is far greater and more important than the

Chicago ordinance a moment over the supports
be taken as not less than WLj 18, and the sum
of the moments over one
support and the center of
in all
span shall be not less than WL/6,
the

'

W

'Continued from our issues of December 11 and 18, 1918, pages

79
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positive
tice

moment, and

in this respect

standard prac-

and all building codes tend to produce strucwhich are inclined to be weak in negative

tures

bending.

two spans

Take, for instance, the case of a beam
How
in length resting on brick walls.

out of place here to also call attention to the fact
that the dead and live load moments are always, in
American practice, treated together. In some cases

adds a severe and entirely unnecessary burden
on the construction.

this

many practicing engineers design for a negative
moment over the center support of WL/8? The
Chicago ordinance could be satisfied on this point
while
by providing a bending moment of WL/ 15,

\

D

1

C

1

D'

srv

r

r

H'

FIG. 2

the positive moment used would have to be
against a possible correct value of WL/iq.

WLj 10,
Some

years ago it was the opinion of many engineers
that so long as sufficient positive resisting moment

was provided that this resisting moment would provide the necessary strength and relieve the negative
stresses.
More recent experience and investigations,

however, have demonstrated that

FIG. 3

this is not

moment

The distribution of the total bending
moment between the positive and negative is gov-

beams and

erned partly by the distribution of load and partly
by the relative moments of inertia of the member

accurate for concrete designing as practiced ten or
fifteen years ago, but now that we have a large

and at the support. It is also, of
affected
to a marked degree by the condicourse,
tion of fixity of the supports.
I feel that it is not

body of trained concrete designers it would appear
that this "rule of thumb" method places upon the
investor an entirely unnecessary financial burden.

The

the case.

at the center

80

rules

for figuring the bending
slabs as given

above were

in

sufficiently
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while in

some points

his building

is

not as strong

ing from unequal load, and it would seem only fair
make some allowance for these assisting factors

and his designers believe if they follow the
building ordinance and accepted practice literally.

as he

to
in

for the accepted practice of bending
mentioned above, their advocates seem to

determining the actual bending moments to be

In arguing

figured.

moments

The bulk of concrete construction is built with
exterior columns.
Of course, there is a material
amount of construction in which brick-bearing walls
are used.
It would seem incorrect to treat
these

of the fact that there are a number of
actual conditions tending to reduce the maximum
lose sight

moment
who
has
Anyone
bending

possible due to irregular load.
assisted in or witnessed one of

two

classes of construction under
precisely the same
Where concrete columns are used in
regulations.

on actual buildings where
the stresses were measured by extensometers, have
had forcibly brought before them the fact that it
the scientific load tests

extremely

is

difficult

to load a floor to

SUM Of
CAH UOHCHTS
ALL

any con-

WL
a

0-265 WL

0.385 WL

WL

WJ,
>2

40
\

0.5/3

HL

0.631WL
Wi.

zz
FIG. 4

action in the load itself.

and avoid to any degree arch
This arch action in the

the outside walls the connection between the beam
and the column is not hinged, as is assumed in all

load itself, of course, reduces the
positive bending
moment, but does not affect the shear at the supAnother factor contributing in beam or
ports.

This
building regulations, but is rigidly fixed.
in the
moment
a
causes
bending
negative
fixity
beam adjacent to the column, and produces a bend-

strength to a marked degree is the arch action
beam or slab itself. Another fact also con-

moment in the column itself. This negative rereduces the
sisting moment produced by this fixity
exterior
in
the
moment
spans to a
positive bending
The
latest text books on remarked
degree.
very

derable

slab
in

extent

ing

the

tributing
tice

is

that concrete, while engineering prac-

does not recognize

in tension.

strength

has a material strength

give clear and correct
methods for calculating the bending moment caused
has therefore pa-M-il
by this fixity, and the time
when we should, as a matter of convenience, or as
inforced

that this

not a reliable or important item, but
to indicate that it contributes mato the strength of concrete construction.
is

actual tests
terially

it,

Text books, of course, show
seem

design

an admission of lack of knowledge, treat this end
connection as if it was hinged. On account of the
erroneous assumption made in the preparation of

These three strength contributions mentioned all
tend to a marked extent to assist the beam or slab

m

concrete

overcoming the extreme bending moments result81
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between
building ordinances that the connection
not
and
is
beam
fixed,
a concrete column and
hinged
no recognition was given to the fact that the rigidof the connection between the column and the
all

ity

to a marked degree prevents the occurrence
of the high positive bending moments we have established to provide for some or all of the spans of
If one interior
a continuous beam being loaded.
of supa
over
number
continuous
in
a
beam
span
are not
ports is loaded and the adjoining spans

beam

loaded, the rigid connection between the beam and
the column brings into play the bending resistance
of the column itself, both above and below the

signed as fixed beams and the columns properly proportioned to resist the bending moment actually occurring. The building department ruled that their
hands in the matter were entirely tied by the ordinance, since in single span construction, such as
this, the ordinance provided that the bending moment at the center of the beam should be figured
as WL/8.
The writer then asked if the building
department would require the column to be designed for a direct load -only. Their decision was
SUM OF
BEAM MOMENTS
ALL SPANS
As

Ai ffa'f

FIGS

CHGO. on.

KOVitD iYmiM

JsL
0.33

,j|

M

033 WL
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very weak.

be noticed that the actual bendat the middle of this beam
ing
is approximately WL/ 16 instead of WL/8, as required by the ordinance, and still the structure
which is unacceptable under existing building ordinances is actually stronger than the structure that
would receive the approval of most building deSome people may ask why it is that
partments.
this condition has not resulted in serious failures

where the designer of a structure is
willing to
expend the time and thought necessary to prepare
a design in which the actual
hending moments are
determined by a method such as that known as the
method of Slopes and Deflections, that
building

It will

that

moment occurring

'

in the past.

to a short

departments should be in a position to recognize the
benefits of having structures erected from
properly
balanced designs.

Their present attitude

forces

upon the competent and conscientious engineer

The answer to this is simply that up
time ago, when structural steel became

necessity of designing as in the case cited

tin-

for a

Sum OF
JIAU MOHCHT3

such a scarce and high-priced commodity, for longspan construction the designer naturally turned to
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In shorter span construction the
in the column was, ot
iding
irse, very materially less numerically in value
on account of the fact that it varied with the square
of the beam span.
The size of column supporting
end of the beam, however, as in the case illus-

moment occurring

ie

in the

for

at

16

in.

It

WL/

the

center

of

the

beam of

while at the same time

16,

exterior

column

to

resist

the

moment determined from the relaof the beam and column which he

has found necessary to use.
the writer had occasion to dea
structure, which was to be
multiple-story
sign
erected in a small community outside of the juris-

About a year ago

column dimension on

its length.
Suppose, for instance, that
span in the example had been 20 ft. instead of
40 ft., the bending moment in the column would
have been reduced to about 200,000 in.-lb. instead
of 800,000 in.-lb., while the column supporting the
end of the beam would remain as shown, 16 in.

diction of an established building department. This
structure was one span only in width, the columns

being placed 32 ft. center to center. The diagram
of this structure in
(Fig. 2) shows a cross-section

The diagram (Fig.
bending moments occurring in

outline.

minimum dimension

of the column
and was thereby fixed
would seem, in view of these fads,
its

WL/8

tive stiffnesses

the

was governed by

at

instead of

actual bending

account of

square, since the

bending moment
strengthening the

design above, would be governed by

minimum requirement

10

\

WALL BKARIXG

ructural steel.

ited

\

and supporting columns.

length;

tention to the fact that the

83

I

3) illustrates Unthe various beams

would

like to

maximum

draw

at-

positive bend-
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WL/

19
ing moment at the center of this span was
while the maximum bending moment at the support

was
in a

The

.S.

fore,

moment

figures

beams supported on exterior columns,
with the idea of stimulating designers to use exterior columns. I would suggest that building codes
establish two tables of bending moments somewhat
similar to those given, Figs. 5 and 6, the former
in concrete

total distributed load

L the center to center span of the
The maximum bending moments given
same.
above were obtained by considering some or all of
on the beam and

The erection of this structhe floors fully loaded.
not have been possible
would
as
ture,
designed,

table

moment in reinforced
Numerous engineers pay

would not have been one whit more valuafar as the manufacturer who occupies it was

concrete
little

construction.

attention

to

this

and building departments, many of them,
unwittingly approved designs -in which the extreme
fiber stress in a beam resulting from negative bending may run as high as 1500 Ib. per square inch
where the ordinance allowance may only be 800 Ib.,
and, as will be observed from the illustrations in
point,

concerned.
recognize that
reinforced concrete in
which the exterior columns are replaced by brick
walls is very much more uncertain and less satisfacconstruction

construction

building skeleton

wish to emphasize the importance of considerand
ing
providing properly for the negative bending

siderable item of cost to the construction, and the

Most engineers and

for

I

structure

skeleton

applying

where the exterior columns were designed to take
bending, and the latter for the case of structures
having no exterior columns.

under existing building codes, and had it been
erected in concrete the sizes of the beams spanning
across this building would have been increased enormously. As a result this would have added a con-

ble so

that

make more

largest bending moment found
In all of these bending

column was WL/22.

W equals the

is intensified.
It would appear, therebuilding ordinances would do well to
favorable rulings for bending moments

walls to settle

architects

of

bending moment

tory than where a complete skeleton having exterior
columns is used. Few designers proportion their
footings on the basis of the dead load or on the

this article, the negative

dead load plus a small portion of the

being executed by thoroughly competent and experienced professional organizations, it is unnecessary for building codes to carry as high a factor of

live

load.

general practice is to design the foundation
both for outside walls and interior columns for the
same bearing pressure, using both the dead and a

shale or solid gravel, some settlement is certain to
occur, and if the bearing pressure on the underside of footings proportioned as above is taken at
for both the exterior walls

colleges have, in the past ten years, produced a large
number of engineers versed in the theory of concrete design,

much higher actual pressure will
probably be developed at the exterior than at the
This condition will exist during
interior footings.
the period before the building' is occupied and
loaded, and also at those times when the interior of
the structure is not completely loaded to the deIn many cases this
sign strength of the floors.
has lead to a greater settlement of the outside walls
than of the interior portions of the structure. This
settlement, of course, means that the outside end of
the exterior beams will be bent downward, and in
concrete construction a high negative bending moment over the first row of interior columns will be
produced. In mill construction this is not the case,
since the

end

first

floor girder resting

interior

column

is

of

whom,

after a

few years'

and directing the design of concrete construction
had neither through experience nor education
learned where the danger points lay nor were they
a position to systematize the work of their designing and detailing forces with the object of
covering with accuracy the numerous secondary
in

points in concrete designing and detailing which
so essential.

is

In a later article the writer hopes to propose a

method of insuring better concrete construction,
and to thereby secure from building departments
recognition that good concrete design properly carried out under to-day's standards carries an excessive factor of safety. With the safeguards which
the writer hopes to propose later it would be en-

on the wall and

somewhat

many

Enexperience, develop into excellent designers.
gineers of this class, of course, were practically
unobtainable ten years ago, and those practicing

and the

interior columns, a

on the
move.

now

safety as was necessary under the old regime of
ten years ago, when most concrete designing was
carried out in commercial offices. Our engineering

large proportion of the designed live load occurring
in each location.
In all foundations, except rock,

same value

always

serious than the positive.
\Yith the bulk of reinforced concrete design

The

the

is

more

free to

If the exterior supports of the structure are
brick-bearing walls, four or five stories in height,
they will, of course, be very much heavier than
13-in. spandrel walls and columns, and on the basis
of foundation design outlined the tendency of the

unnecessary to provide any quantity in the
factor of safety to allow for incorrect analytical
methods or to provide for errors of design.

tirely

(To be continued)
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Effect of

Time

of

Mixing on the Strength
By

PROF.

of

Concrete*

DUFF A. ABKA.MS

Structural Materials Research Laboratory, Lewis Institute. Chicago

Part
TABLE

4

Relative Consistency

A STUDY OF THE TIME OF MIXING CONCRETE-tfERIE-;

89)

(Effect of Consistency)

Mix

1-4

by volume.

Aggregati sand and pebbles (traded up to l!t' inch
Compression tests made on 6 by 12-in. cylinders.

in size.

Wear tests made in Talbot-Jones rattler; specimens consisted of concrete blocks S by'
8 by 5 in. thick; 10 wear blocks in a ring were run for 1800 revolutions at 30 r.p.m.,
with a charge of 200 Ib. cast iron shot.
Cylinders stored in
until 2

Ref.

No.

days prior to

damp
test.

sand; tested damp.

IV

Wear

blocks stored in

damp sand

1.50' t

-Water

1.080 of

Volume

of

Cement
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TABLE

5

A STUDY OF THE TIME OF MIXING CONCRETE
(Effect of

Mix and

(SERIES

93)

Size of Aggregate)

Compression tests of 6 by 12-in. cylinders.
Mix by volume.
Concrete in this series was mixed to 110% relative consistency.
Aggregates sand and pebbles from Elgin, 111.
Mixing was begun after all materials were in the drum.
Machine mixed cylinders made 16 in a batch; 4 for test at each age. In the order of
making No. 1, 5, 9 and 13 were tetsed at 7 days; No. 2, 6, 10 and 14 at 28 days, etc.
Only one batch of machine-mixed concrete was made for each mix, grading and time
of mixing. The mixing of the batches for a given mix and grading were distributed
over a period of 4 weeks. All the 10-min. batches were mixed first, the 5-min. next, etc.
Hand-mixed specimens were made for comparison with machine-mixed concrete.
Specimens stored in damp sand; tested damp.
The 1-year tests in this series are not yet due.
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TABLE
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EFFECT OF TIME OF MIXING ON THE STRENGTH OF CONCRETE
Baed <m
The

2May compression

rallies

testa of 6 by 12-'n. cylinders.
given in the table ore percentages of the strength of the same concrete

min.

mixed for 1
These values

may

be expressed by an equation of the form

P=t+nfo0.
of strength of 1-min.
of mixing in seconds.

When Ppercentagc

Itime
t

t

mix

and n are constants, which depend on the mix, consistency, age mnd other
conditions of the test.
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tern,

that is necessarily gradual in whatever direcIt combines
tion this variation may be considered.

ment

Get the
is coming into its own.
Mill
BuildTimber
Construction
pamphlet "Heavy
Mill construction

It is written by an engineer; full of facts,
ings.''
diagrams and illustrations. It is a guide and handbook to be had for the asking.

This affords a smooth ceiling and reduces largely
Windows
the number of sprinkler heads required.
can be built clear to the ceiling, admitting more light
and affording better ventilation.
By its use space
From one to one and a half feet is gained
is saved.
in every story, which may amount to a story in
It can be erected
height for about every eight.
quickly and at low cost, not only because of the
simplicity, but also due to the fact that the element
is

How
wood

"The

Interior

Your Home"
The first

of

artistic

finishes.

and
illus-

tells of the best and most
and gives colored plates of these
The second is a handbook on floors.

trates actual

interiors,

finishes

is

Other equally instructive pamphlets are published
"School Architecby the Yellow Pine Association
:

suggestive plans and good elethe farmer no longer
vations. "Implement Sheds"
leaves his machinery out of doors all winter; he
has learned better.
"Service and Economy in
ture" contains

This company offers architects a definite guaranteed service insuring safety, economy and patent
protection, without imposing the use of its own
Details

be obtained by addressing

may

Turpentine," which makes good its title.
This series of pamphlets puts the user of pine in
full possession of an encyclopaedic knowledge and
as there is reliability and a long and honorable repu-

Pine and the Architect
to increase the consumption of
through well-directed campaigns of
education in its use. A commodity that can be used
in any undertaking, from the smallest to the largest,
has a universal adaptability. There is often, ho\v

surest

any material

way

back of the company that sends them out,
they can be read and digested with much profit and
increase of knowledge of a specific material.
tation

is

ever, failure to avail of

it

through ignorance of

its

application or its adaptability to various purposes.
Take, for example, the propaganda of the
Southern Pine Association, sent forth from its head

New

Orleans.

many

Building," full of facts and interesting illustrations.
And a brochure, "Facts Worth Knowing About

the Corrugated Bar Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

in

:

"Beauty Plus Service in Floors."

concrete and in reinforcement.

The

can you most economically and safely use
interiors?
Two pamphlets answer that

in

question

practically uniform throughout, there
in
the
quantity of material used, both in
saving

materials.

the cost of laying and of up-

questions in this pamphlet.

economy of material with simplicity of construction.
It does away with the need for beams and girders.

of safety

is

keep? What are the sanitary advantages? Find
the answers to these and other equally pertinent

ticularly efficient

inforcement so

What

they laid?

makers put it, by its parmethod of distribution of the reas to conform to a variation in mo-

characterized, the

Standard Textile Products Co.
Announcement is made that the corporate name
of the Standard Oil Cloth Co. has been changed to
The object of
the Standard Textile Products Co.

Most men

believe they
know all about wood. If they desire to test themselves on this subject let them send for one or all
of the many pamphlets the Southern Pine Associa-

the change is to designate more comprehensively
the various kinds of products manufactured and

and check up their knowledge.
is a large and fully illustrated

marketed by that company. Its organization and
management will remain as heretofore and is in no

offices

tion publishes,

For

instance, there

pamphlet on creosoted wood block pavements. How
desirable are such pavements, how extensively are

way
at
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affected

by

Headquarters continue
York.

this action.
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absolutely guarantee all Stucco Work
done by me on Bishopric Board"
So wrote one of
Paul's
contractors.
he
consider
"I

St.

Furthermore,

prominent

stand dampness and changeable weather."
Absolute dependability is the reason why Bishopric Board today
tractors and builders all over the country.

says, "I

is

specified

it

the only lath that will

and used by

architects,

con-

builds reputation, secures confidence, promotes more business.
Bishopric Board makes good.
construction of Bishopric Board is simple.
Its
on the fibre-board deadens sound and is proof
advantages are obvious.
Building principles and
against vermin, water, and weather changes,
materials that have withstood the test of centuries
are combined in Bishopric Board.
Bishopric Board can be used with or without sheathand when nailed securely to framework forms
ing
Creosoted dovetailed lath imbedded under terrific
a background that can't sag or break away, causing
in
Mastic
on
a
of
pressure
Asphalt
background
the stucco to crack and flake off.
heavy fibre-board that, in brief, is Bishopric

It

The

Board.

Bishopric Board insures satisfaction. Don't be contented with anything less.
Use a background you

The

creosote preserves the lath
the dovetail locks
the stucco so it can't let go
the Asphalt Mastic

can guarantee absolutely.

The Bishopric Manufacturing Co.
904 Este Ave.

Cincinnati, O.

Write for our free book, "Built on
the Wisdom of Ages," illustrating
homes, apartments, factory and public
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buildings,
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Bishopric board.

on

contains letters
from architects, builders and users,
and extracts from reports of scienIt
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that will last.
With this book we
send free samples of Bishopric
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Architecture After the
2.

By

C.

H. BLACKALL, F. A.

BY

considering architecture as a busiThe architecture of
ness, an art and a science.
failure to
today has always this triple nature.
recognize this trinity means a limited or imperfect
output constituting a restriction not only on the
individual but on the profession as a whole and on
the public. This triple nature cannot be too strongly
emphasized, because in the natural specialization
which comes in every business each individual is
tectural results,

A

apt to forget the other's point of view and the exact
balance between the three considerations is by no
means easy to maintain. It ought to be accepted

very start that no one

man

can do

it

all

and

Many single men can assume a leadership, can direct the forces, but in the very nature
of things it is possible for one man to do the whole
do

it

right.

only because of the mere physical limitaand whether the organization consists of one
man with a number of hired assistants, whether it
is a
partnership of two or more, or whether it is a
great co-operative enterprise such as has been tried
in some instances where
everyone down to the office
even

if

tions;

boy shares in returns and responsibility, in any of
these cases architecture is not the result of one
man's energies or application, but must be considered as a combined output, as a group effort.
I am not
assuming that this group effort, this
recognition of the three sides of architecture, is

new idea. On the contrary it has been developed
and carried to a thoroughly efficient and successfully
complete organization by some firms for many
's.
But the point as I see it which ought to be
a

is that this
triple arrangement has in
the past come about as an
expedient rather than as
a
of archiprinciple and that the

emphasized

tects are still
clinging to

must do

it

all,

great majority
the idea that the architect

that architecture

therefore an architect

who

is

gives up

one, and that
any part of the

architectural prerogatives to another is by that deIt seems to
gree less faithful to his profession.
Copyright, 1919.

War

Organization

organization I mean the association, grouping or incorporating of two or more persons
in such way as to produce the best archi-

at the

2247

I.

A.

be pretty generally considered that from a business
standpoint a division of work means an increase

and a greater share of efficiency, satisand economy, with also much larger profits.

in the profits

faction

But there are still many architects, probably including the majority of the average practitioners,
who feel that this is applying shop methods, that
this means an architectural mill, that
thereby indiwill
be
sacrificed
and
the
will be
architect
viduality
degraded by seeking the level of the commercial
man. I cannot feel any sympathy with this attitude.
If there was any man who believed in co-operative,
co-ordinated effort it was Mr. McKini. and his
spirit of co-ordination was so strong that years after
his death the school of architecture which was represented by his office and business associates is still
able to keep up the high standard of work which
he set, notwithstanding the fact that he was not
at all what would be called a clever draughtsman
or designer, nor a remarkable business man. and
certainly not an engineer. But he recognized in advance of these times that the best result is obtained

by co-operation, by several individuals pulling together and by a certain surrender of one's self to
the group.
There was also the case of Mr. Burnham, who was eminently a business man, but he.
too, recognized the triple nature of architecture, and
the organization which he effected was able to turn
out a very high grade of work and turn it out in a
very businesslike, practical, scientific, as well as
manner. The example might be multiplied
manifest
indefinitely, and yet notwithstanding the

artistic

successes of

men

like

McKim

or

Burnham we

are

constantly meeting the architect who denies that
architecture produced by an organization can be a
fine art, that the practice of architecture can be
at the same time businesslike, that a man
can be professional and at the same time be a business man and a poet. So what we need to-day is

good and

the awakening of the average practitioner. The big
firms will take care of themselves. They will gravitate of necessity to an efficiency in organization, but
after all it is the average man that makes the senti-

The Architectural

&

Building Press (Inc.)
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ment of

the

community, and

it

this

is

average

architect that needs to appreciate the false position
in which the profession has put itself in the past as
well as the opportunities for a rebirth and a recount

of possibilities to-day.

When

say that it is the average man we wish to
the answer will naturally be that the
average man has not a sufficiently large practice to
be able to share it with two or more others, that
I

influence,

our architects who are strong in
more than one or two jobs at a
time, and that it does not call for sub-division of
I am not so sure about
responsibility and effort.
that. One architect comes to my mind now who has
never had a large business and it is doubtful if he
has ever been upon more than three jobs at any one
time with an aggregate cost of over $75.000, and
very

many

of

design never have

I was interested to see how he recognized and
wrought out this triple side. The getting of the
job, the talking with the client and the talking with
the contractors on general matters he did himself.
He had one draughtsman whom he held responsible
for the entire running of his office and the business
end of his affairs, and then he depended entirely,
and very wisely, upon the builder for the scientific
side, calling in an engineer for special occasions.
He frankly admitted his personal job was the artistic and the directing, and his work always went
smoothly, his clients were satisfied and his buildings
never fell down. Incidentally, he made a comfort-

yet

Now

able living every year.
I claim that any man
with a business of $100,000 a year or more ought
to organize in this triple capacity even if it is only
to share responsibility with a typewriter and an
office

boy, but recognize that there is this triple
prepared to treat the practice of archi-

side, to be

tecture accordingly,
ability

at

all

his

and

if

the
will

practice

man

has any real

not stay

down

to

$100,000 a year very long.
I believe that the very mental attitude which will
prompt an architect to say "I do not know all the
details about this, see Mr. So and So, my assistant,
or my partner" is one which would inspire confidence in builders and owners, for it would show a
:

recognition of the necessity for care in decisions

and a willingness to acknowledge
would not be a derogation of an

limitations.

It

architect's pro-

fessional capacity in the slightest degree and I cannot believe that there is any architect so stuck on
himself that he would not take more comfort and

more pride

being an important factor in large
he would in being monarch of
all he surveyed on a small island.
I think in the
architecture
has
sometimes
suffered
past
by a species
of what the builders are apt to term "swellheadedresults

in

than

happen because it offers a bar right at the very start
between the men who carry out our ideas and ourselves, and surely no one who has ever had any experience with co-operative effort and will honestly
look on it as a question of efficiency would ever
want to go back to doing it all himself.
In fact, it is the man in business for himself without associates, who cannot do everything himself,
but has to try to do it, who is responsible to a very
large degree for the present public point of view
toward architecture and architects.
There are
architects who can devise excellent color
schemes, are connoisseurs of a bit of wrought iron
or an architectural ensemble, who have unwittingly
spread the idea that that is real architecture and

many

that the real architect

there

is

is

the other kind

above anything else. Again
has a real scorn of all

who

things artistic, who prides himself on his engineering or business ability and thinks he has compassed
the range of architectural possibilities when he has

and so that they will
they may be architectural
atrocities. Neither of this kind ought to be in business for himself. They should in each case be joined
with others who would supplement their own lack
built

his buildings securely

make money, even though

and would enable them

to be part of

an organizaEverybody

tion rather than to act as an individual.

cannot be an architect and the quicker we recognize
that fact the better, but the number who can take an
honorable and very important part in an architectural organization is growing larger each year and
there is no lack of good material right at our hand
if we once get
away from the foolish idea that architecture is nothing but a fine art.
I purposely avoid personal details of how to run
an office. A lot might be said on that score, some of
which I propose to take up later. They are largely
personal matters and do not affect the general proposition of architecture after the war, which is increasingly a matter of group treatment and involves
the three-sidedness of our calling which must be
carried out to the full limit if we are to hold our own

very exacting conditions of today. As I said
many of the large offices are already recognizing and carrying out these very principles. It is
for the profession as a whole not only to carry them
out but to admit by word, by precept and practice
that the individuals are a part of an organization
which shall always be a business concern first, a scientific construction firm second and a poet and architect last, not that these always have the same relative importance because that varfes nearly with
every kind of building.
The third element is the one which makes the
others worth while the second is what makes it
in the

before,

;

ness" on the part of the individual who tries to do it
all and that attitude is one of the worst that could

possible

;

and the

first is

what put the whole into

logical, efficient execution.
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The

Architect of

Tomorrow

By ALFRED H. GRANGER, Captain of Engineers,
evening, quite recently, four men were
dining together at the Shoreham Hotel in
Washington. All are in the service of the

ONE

Government, having been drawn in by the emergency of the great war. One was a professor of
one of our largest universities, now acting as an assistant secretary of the Treasury one a noted Boston
architect, acting as a vice-president of the United
;

States

Housing Corporation the third, a civil engineer of more than national reputation, now a major
;

in the Engineer Corps, serving on the staff of the
Chief of Engineers, and the fourth a Chicago architect, serving with troops as a Captain of Engineers
;

New

York, Philadelphia, Chicago and Boston
were gathered together.
The armistice had just
been signed, and men everywhere had begun to talk
of readjustment
the getting back to normal civil
thus

life.

As, with the exception of the assistant secre-

tary of the Treasury, all

were

vitally interested in

building and construction, the main topic of conversation was the future of the building industries
in

The Boston

America.

architect started the dis-

cussion by saying to the secretary, "Do you think,
sir, there will be any use for architects in the im-

new world?"

This question acted almost
upon the minds of the engineer
and the other architect the discussion was long and
mediate
like

a bombshell

;

and the conclusions arrived at were so interesting and so pertinent to the very life of the

U. S. A.

ment was how
great army.
tions of the

to provide for the
training of the
Cp to that time the constructive

opera-

army had been handled by two

divi-

sionsfortifications, roads, etc., by the Engineer
Corps, and such purely building operations as were
needed by the Quartermaster Corps. It is not

my

intention here to

into the story of the developsection of the Quartermaster
Corps,

ment of one
first

go

Cantonment Division. O. M.

into the

later into the Construction

(.'..

and

Division of the L'nited

States Army, which has successfully carried on a
building operation involving the expenditure of almost one billion dollars without waste, without any
excess profit, and, which is paramount in war
times, without delay.
)n the staff of the
<

architects

Construction

l)ivi>ion

are

from almost everv section of the country,

serving because the commanding general could not
carry on his work without their services, while the
Committee on Emergency Construction, which has

borne the responsibility of selecting contractors for
all this work, has been under the chairmanship of
Col. William A. Starrett. of the architectural linn
of Starrett & Van Vleck, who had serving with him
all last winter Capts. K. M. Murchison and A. II.
During the winter of
.Granger, both architects.
with a commitColonel
Starrett,
working
iqij-iS

American Institute of Architects, drew
up a form of contract between the L'nited States
Government and architect, by which the

earnest,

tee of the

architectural profession that they should be openly
discussed now before it is'too late.

services of the architect could be used

,

in

preparing

At the very beginning of their talk these four
men, from the four most important centers of
America, found themselves in absolute agreement

plans for the various types of buildings needed to
carry on the war. This contract was submitted to

on the fact that architecture, as a profession, does
not stand in high repute with the heads of the
various departments of the Government.
This is
a most unfortunate state of affairs, but it is none
the less true, as many of us who have been working in Washington for the past fifteen months have
found out to our sorrow. Why is it? That is the

Why?

question which must be satisfactorily answered
architecture as a profession

is

if

to take the place in

new world which is rightfully its own. We
all know, we
architects, that there is no one body
of men more whole-heartedly devoted to public service.
When we entered the war architects from all
the

over the country, individually and as a body, gave
u|j all thought of private work and came forward
t" enlist in the
great cause for which the country

was fighting.
one of the

After the passage of the draft law
problems facing the War Depart-

first

of War. but was never adopted.
One
Another question to be answered.
would naturally think that the Government would
be eager, in such an emergency as then existed, to
avail itself of the services of such a body of techthe

Secretary

architects of America,
nically trained men as the
Members of
is
not so.
and
but, alas! it was not

the

various

engineering

offered

societies

them-

were eagerly accepted ofttimes the
Government did not wait for them to offer, but
summoned them from civil life, commissioned
them without delay and put them to work. There
been
is no single instance of an architect's having
selves

and

specially sent

;

for.

might be said that most of the building problems were straight engineer's work and not archiThere we near the root of the question
tect's.
which we all must face if we are to meet the problems of the immediate future. The engineer today
It
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ical

is practical, he is economand
honest,
by honest I mean that he
I do not for one second
client the truth.

demand because he

is in

and he

tells his

is

pointment when

we make

a pilgrimage to see a

building or group of buildings of which we have
seen the preliminary or competitive drawings.

imply that the architect has not these qualities when
I
I say the engineer tells his client the truth.
he
because
estimates
mean
he
properly
simply
knows actual costs, which 85 per cent of the archiAnother reason why greater
tects today do not.
dependence has been placed upon the individual
engineer than upon the architect in the more recent
Government operations is because he seems to be
in closer touch with the contractor, the actual

Before the Renaissance, during the Gothic period,
buildings were erected which stand to-day as examples of wondrous beauty, but the names of the
men who designed these buildings are unknown.

who, after all, in the mind of the man or
corporation or government who is to spend the
money, is the man who counts.
Properly to house the great national army dur-

"In the elder days of art
Builders wrought with greatest care
Each remote and unseen part

With

the advent of the Renaissance

came the

birth

of the individual architect who created the profession -of architecture as a profession apart from that
of builder.

builder,

For the Gods

see everywhere."

period of preliminary training, it was neces\Yar Department to build thirty-two
each with a population of approximately

Today we face the dawn of a new world. The
hordes of autocracy have been beaten to their knees
and mankind at last faces freedom. This is what

forty thousand people, and to build these cities in
and it was done.
the short period of three months
It is obvious that work must have been begun be-

we believe it is for this that the civilized nations
of the world have so freely offered up their dearest
and their best. A witty Senator recently remarked,
"Now the war is over, real trouble begins.''

ing

its

sary for the
cities,

fore any plans could be developed far enough for
even tentative bids to be made. Mow this was done
has been graphically described in a series of articles
by Colonel Starrett in the Scientific American for
Sept. 7, 14 and 28, 1917, but in these articles the
point of most vital importance to the architect has
not been touched upon, and that is that from the

very beginning the architect, the engineer and the
contractor have worked together as one man, a
I believe that this union of the
veritable trinity.
three types necessary for the solving of modern
architectural problems has shown us the path we
must follow if we are to continue to exist as a great

and

vital profession.

For the past twenty-five years the architects have
devoted themselves more and more to the single
problem of design, and of late years the problem of
design has largely developed into the preparation
of beautiful, elaborate and extremely costly drawThe system of competitive bidding has been
ings.
largely responsible for the elaboration and cost of
these drawings, because the architect, in order to

save his client the danger of expensive extras and
yet preserve the, to him, essential beauty and integrity of his design, has been compelled to show
every little detail of ornament and construction by
carefully prepared drawings so that the contractor
cannot by any chance omit from his estimate any

of these details.

The preparation of such complete drawings involves so much time and study and thought that
their

prime purpose, to act as guides to the building
of a building, has gradually been lost sight of, and
that is why so many of us suffer such keen disap-

;

he said, "Now the war is over, real work
begins," he would have been nearer the truth. Real
work is before us, work calling for the best in every
one of us, and in this work of construction and reconstruction no man has a more vital or more splendid part to play than the architect. Will he do it?
I firmly believe that he will, but to go back to the

Had

discussion

at

the

Shoreham and

the

conclusions

there are certain things that must
be done, certain new relationships to be arranged
before the best results can be achieved. The archithere arrived

at,

must not consider -himself like a Brahmin, a
apart, but must draw to himself his two
brothers, the engineer and the contractor in the
closest possible association. The American Institute
of Architects, the American Societies of Civil,
Mechanical and Electrical Engineers and the
American Contractors' Association should unite into
some sort of federation somewhat on the League
tect

sect

All three are primarily builders
because the supreme function of each is to produce
buildings that shall show to future generations what
our civilization stands for. We study human his-

of Nations idea.

tory by means of the buildings of past ages, and we
want the ages to come to understand the efficiency,
we
integrity and beauty of our age by the buildings
leave behind us.
in this paper attempted to suggest the
to be formed among the three
association
of
type
great building professions, but only pointed out one
fundamental fact, which the architect must bear in
mind, if he is to function properly in this new era
I

have not

of the world, and that

92

is

that he is primarily a
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builder of buildings,

and by those buildings he must

be judged.

Two names

stand out as creators of buildings in

our great profession in America, and
those names are H. H. Richardson and McKim,
Meade and White, and I believe one reason of their
pre-eminence is due to the fact that their buildings
the annals of

today possess distinction, not only because they
were so carefully and so lovingly designed, but because they were so supremely well builded. Let us

and become builders, losing our
desire for individual fame in the greater desire of
perfect production and our future in the new world
cease to be artists

assured.

i-

Reconstructing Architectural Prac-

no longer, and we feel that we should
not be asked to bear
longer than is vitally necessary a special burden which other members of the
community do not share. * * *
sity will exist

During the period of inactivity in the legitimate
exercise of our profession, we are
taking the opportunity of inquiring into the status of the architect.

It

felt that,

is

although the course of study
to equip an architect to

and attainment required

carry out his duties efficiently is at least as severe
as that required for other
professions, from many
causes the general public do not appreciate his

A

position adequately.
very large amount of building is carried on either without an architect 01

under an entirely unqualified practitioner, thus
bringing the entire profession into disrepute and
leading to many abuses.
any means by which the building public
be enabled to distinguish between the qualified and the unqualified?
Is there

tice in

England

may

The following extract from the address of Mr.
Henry T. Hare, president of the R. I. B. A., wili
undoubtedly be read with interest by architects in
this

country.

Mr. Hare stated in part

:

\Ye stand today at the threshold of a new era.
Our whole system and scheme of life has been dis-

and virtually destroyed.
Industry, commerce and society must be reconstructed and reconstituted on a new plan to meet the altered condilocated

We

have the opportunity of making a new
beginning, and it is for us to approach the complex problems which face us, with open minds.
tions.

the comprehensive word which
problem which faces our country in
every industry, calling and profession. In our own
case the practice of our' art during these years of
war has been almost entirely in abeyance. We have
had to submit to restrictions and we have done so
cheerfully and willingly
greater than those im-

Reconstruction

is

expresses the

Our younger
posed upon any other profession.
members have with one accord diverted their enfrom the

Is it practicable, short of actual compulsion, to
insure that every man who seeks to enter the profession shall be properly qualified by education and

training to carry out the duties of his position to
the satisfaction of his client and the benefit of the
'

community

J

.

lave we, hitherto, properly correlated and adjusted the relative importance of the practical busiI

ness and scientific side of our work with the historical

and

Can any

artistic aspects?

steps be usefully taken to organize and

unify the profession?
These and kindred questions are now being carefully considered, and the views of those competent
to give opinions are being collected and noted with
a view to so ordering the policy of the Institute as
to lead to a general improvement in the position
of the profession.

In this connection it is felt that architects have
not hitherto adequately taken their part in public
affairs, on many aspects of which they are pecu-

We

and
what they have accomplished,
we remember sadly and gratefully those who have
fallen in the struggle.
We shall welcome those who
come back to us and endeavor to make their return

liarly qualified to speak.
resentative in Parliament,

to peaceful

and

ergies

while

I

we

arts of peace to those of war,

are proud of

bodies which would not be strengthened by the addition of an architect member, who would concern
himself with the building projects of the district

occupations as easy as may be.
have alluded to the restrictions which have been

upon our work, which have borne very
hardly on most of us. We have submitted without

amenities.

would

have

lic

complaint because we knew that it was necessary
and essential to divert the whole energy and resources of the Empire to the one purpose of defeating a

its

every new building or pubto the criticism and
subject
improvement
to some extent to the control of such a body. Here
architects, and
is a wide field for the activity of
one which would enable us to forward the education
I

placed

enemy.

ought to have our repand there are few local

of the public in artistic questions which are genand submerged in the purely
erally lost sight of

thoroughly organized and well-prepared
With the restoration of peace that neces-

practically
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and

utilitarian aspect.

The Arch

of Democracy
Brooklyn, New York

By FRANK

o

UR men

will give a

J.

HELMLE OF HELMLE & CORBETT,

good account of them-

General Pershing to
Clemenceau just before their appearance

selves,''

on European

soil.

declared

"Your men

fight like veterans,"

exclaimed Marshall Foch after the

first

American

advance.
Our 200,000 boys from Brooklyn and
Long Island have earned this praise by nobly doing
their part in winning the great war.
These boys our boys are coming home to us,

some of them maimed and

THE ARCH OF DEMOCRACY TO BE ERECTED
HELMLE

&

blinded, and bearing the

IN BROOKLYN, N.

CORBETT, ARCHITECTS

94

Architects

Y.
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marks of privation, yet joyful that they have done
Are we
their share for humanity and democracy.
to
receive
the
our
do
to
part fittingly
living
going
heroes, and pay our reverent tribute to the memory
of the dead? Never before in the history of the
world has there been a war like this, and never before has there been presented to the citizens of
Brooklyn and Long Island such a splendid opportunity to do a fine thing in a magnificent way.
Traditions have been overturned, old modes of

standing columns surmounted by statues of the
eight great military leaders of the war, Foch, Joffre,
Petain, Haig, French, Diaz, Albert of Belgium, and

our own Pershing.

The frieze presents various military scenes and
incidents and the entablature bears
appropriate inBelow the

richly ornate cornice are six
bearing the portraits of the
great statesmen of the war, Lloyd George, Clemenceau, Poincare, Orlando. Ishii, and Wilson. The
scriptions.

circular

medallions

PLOT PLAN SHOWING LOCATION OF ARCH OF DEMOCRACY
spandrils bear symbolic representations of the military forces of land, sea and air.
There are six huge niches on the faces of the

iught become obsolete, social lines and standards
leted and utterly destroyed.
Out of this conflict

has been born the

monument

to

triumph of Democracy, and a

commemorate

the event should

pylons which will contain heroic figures of soldiers,
sailors, marines, engineers and others on whom the
Within the arch
real burden of the war has rested.
one representthe
upon two panels will be reliefs,
so
have
which
industries
admirably coning the
tributed to the success of our army, the other rephave
resenting all those forces and agencies which
ministered to the comfort of the victims of the war.

fit-

the story.
The arch, as designed by Helmle & Corbett, is a
structure of magnificent proportions, 40 feet in span
tingly tell

and 70 feet

in the clear,

springing from two huge

The entire structure will have a
pylons 36 by 36.
height of 130 feet. The top will be crowned by a
group typifying the Triumph of Democbe represented by a figure of Victory
driving a chariot drawn by six superb horses.

colossal
racy.

Here will be a
Men's Christian

It will

Flanking

the

central

structure

are

eight

Salvation

free

95

Armv

tribute to the

Red

Cross,

Young

Association. Knights of Columbus.
and the other similar organizations.

An Honor

Roll Memorial in Chicago

THE

background wall of this memorial will
carry tablets arranged to receive the names

this shaft is to be a figure of Chicago, symbolic of
the purpose of the city in the dedication of her

of the sons of Chicagx) fallen in the war, placed in
of the
general accord with the main organization

energies to the war.
At the base of the obelisk, to the right, there will

HONOR ROLL MEMORIAL, CHICAGO,
EDWARD

ILL.

BENNETT, Consulting Architect
CHICAGO PLAN COMMISSION

Army and

Navy, the

tablets

to

H.

be a group representing the
one representing the Navy.

be separated by

In
sculptural decorations of symbolic character.
front of these tablets there will be a space about

twenty

feet

deep

to

serve

as

a

walk

for

Army and
The

to the left

lighting will be a

special feature.

The monument and

the

its

grounds, although tem-

any future
scheme of improvement of Grant Park extending
the work already begun north of the Art Institute.
porary, will help in the determination of

visitors.

In the center will be a shaft or obelisk form 65
feet in height emblematic of the city.
In front of
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Tomorrow

there be any use for architects in the

WILL
immediate new world?"

Architect
by Capt. Granger, "The
will be
this
of
issue,
on
Tomorrow,"
page 91
found this question, asked of an Assistant Secreof the Treasury by a Boston architect and folIn the article

of

tary

lowed by an account of the discussion that this
"bombshell" of a query provided. It is an accurate
and profound presentation of an important matter.
No man intimately acquainted with conditions
of architecture in the past or
the
affecting

practice

or with their probable effect on the future,
Nor,
will disagree with the arguments set forth.
if he is thoroughly alive to the importance of these
matters, will he fail to approve of the remedies propresent,

posed.

Here we have four men, from the four most imin accord
portant centers of the United States, each
with the opinion that architecture as a profession
does not stand in high repute with the heads of the
Government. Just why this is so is very clearly set
is as
forth, and the remedy for such a condition
_,

sentation.

A

Pearson,

VOL.

is

CENTS

Mailers Building

3,

forward every-

no blame that can be laid on individual
no individual claims by
The whole fault
affairs.
state
of
this
for
engineers
is one of organization and lack of proper repre-

There

"rles

March

their ability to carry

architects, as there can be

0ned
i,

show

thing they undertook.

PAGE A. ROBINSON, Western Manager
ST. LOUIS OFFICE, Wright Building
CLEVELAND OFFICE, Guardian Building
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 320 Market Street

A. f

did not rest in the seclusion of professional
dignity at the time we entered this war, nor had
they failed in the period before we commenced hos-

They

tilities to

VICE-PRESIDENT

WILLIAM H. CROCKER, Editor
ARTHUR T. NORTH, Engineering Editor
Subscriptions

The answer undoubtedly is that enhave
gineers
always been closely identified with
their work, have shown either as an organized
body or as individuals that they were practical men.

opportunities?

.,

S shown by Colonel Starrett in the article referred to, from the very beginning when the
architect, the engineer and the contractor "worked
together as one man. a veritable trinity." they
achieved the greatest and most successful results.
All of which points directly to the contentions made
in these columns now more than a year ago, that
the architect is primarily a builder of buildings, and
that if he is to function properly he must have,

own knowledge, or lacking that, by
other men. the ability to render
with
partnership
clients every service that will efficiently originate
and carry to completion the work undertaken.
This is rapidly becoming an age of alliances, a
toward a common purperiod where men working
of interests the only
federation
a
in
find
pose will
'1 he
successful solution of their many problems.
the
assumption
seclusion of professional dignity,
either of

his

awes a
of an autocracy of occupation no longer
ever.
Now,
than
more
world that is to-day
practical
of tinsurvival
a
be
there
will
before,
as never
fittest,

and the

fittest

will

be those

who

will

have

of public
been willing to see the unmistakable trend
on the
ride
to
it
as
with
opinion and so conform
to a stademonstrated
adaptability
high wave of a
A federation of the
tion of professional success.
such as is proarchitects, engineers and contractors,
most thoughtthe
should receive
posed, is one that
ful consideration.
on
There will be no diminution of dignity
on the
alliance,
an
but,
h
n
suc
tects
arcn
t of
of
accession
vv jn be a very large
contrary> tnere
that
a
for
profession
ect f rom t he lay world
r
element
thug organ ze d, combine in itself every
most
the
and
pracfor the highest efficiency
mak
j

j

^m

j

'

tical

and valuable

results.

lucidly presented.

the contract agreement between the
and the United States Government never
in such
brought to adoption? Why were engineers
in
searching
great demand that no time was lost
them out from civil life and offering them attractive

Why was

ASK

Institute

and important body
any one of that large
we

the time that
of architects who during
various
departments
the
in
were at war served

Washington where
97

their abilities

were

in

d.-.
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and we think

it

work intelligently and to
this time, it would have

some purpose. Formed at
ample opportunity to organize, outline a program and be ready.for a practical demonstration of its work by Spring.

will be disclosed that with scarcely

any exception none of them were at any time engaged in either planning or designing of structures
their activities were directed wholly along lines of
the most practical executive work. They weie en;

The

research into every phase of building congaged
struction.
They were occupied with the questions
in

is

further delay on the part of the various states, parwherein agriculture plays a prominent part.

and the location of materials and the
quickest and surest methods of their assembling.
Ask them if they considered that they were practicing their profession, and it is believed that they
will tell you, and with considerable emphasis, that
it
is their opinion that they have not only been
of

ticularly those

cost

War Memorials
subject of permanent war memorials is being considered in the artistic press, and it is
encouraging to those who seek the best expression
in these things to learn that the preponderance of

THE

practicing the profession of architecture, but that
they have been engaged in the highest development

of that profession, and in a method that will in the
future guide and control all their activities as
architects.

men who have filled these imhave
become any less artistic, but,
portant positions
of the

It will

be to this type of

man

be a serious error

if

their

with

have stayed

words of wisdom

have imbibed ideas of good art that

are not barkened to and their counsel followed.

from almost every state,
expressing warm endorsement of

the proposal to make well organized effort to improve the character of farm buildings, indicate that
this subject is one of nation-wide interest.
In a few states, action looking toward reforms
has been taken at one time or another, but these
movements, like many another, have been suspended for war activities. At the present time when the
whole world is actively preparing for readjustment
to normal conditions, there may well be included in
the general program some provision for a reform
which, with industrial housing, is among the most
important we now have to consider.
The proposal that each state appoint a commission to be composed of architects, agricultur-

selves to good artistic taste, but they will serve their
purpose, disappear and be forgotten.
memorial poorly designed and lacking in the
essentials of good art is really a slight put upon

A

men it seeks to honor. Everycountry where it is proposed to erect
such a thing there should be some competent auAs these
thority to pass judgment on its merits.
memorials are in honor of soldiers and sailors, why,
then, should not the Army and Navy Departments
have some voice in approval? In case -of doubt,
we have a competent National Art Commission as
a court of final decision.
Let us be slow and sure with our memorials, and
not leave to posterity examples of our bad taste in
the

memory

where

builders and realty men,

A

as the larger cities

during the occasions when returning troops are welcomed will not be considered
in the same way as those built for permanency.
Many of these so far built do not commend them-

received

eral approval.

safeguard

will build to serve

Improving Farm Buildings

ists,

will

us from these "memorial monuments."

The temporary memorial such

LETTERS
each one

artistic merit:

at home have no better artistic perception than to favor this type, it is very certain
that the men who went to France and have returned

that the profession may look for the best and wisest
counsel when the subject of the readjustment of
architectural education is to be considered, and it
will

utilitarian features

One encouraging indication is the general disfavor into which the Civil \Yar iron statue atrocity
has fallen. There is small danger that the country
will again suffer such an affliction.
If those who

retaining all those fine appreciations for the artistic
side of their profession, they have added under the
most rigorous training a post-graduate course of

the highest efficiency.

is

combine

types range from the usual memorial museum and library, of which we have many good,
to community buildings, town
bad, and indifferent
halls, out-of-doors theaters, swimming pools and
recreation centers. All of these have features that
will commend them to different communities.

that the practice of architecture for the individual
client will in the future be very greatly dif-

None

strongly in favor of memorials which

opinion

The

These men have been really practicing architecture
for the Government, and it is not to be supposed

ferent.

effort necessary to set afoot such a reform
it is to be hoped there will be no

so small that

is meeting with gencommission so constituted could

of the

in this

these matters.
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Comment

Criticism and
The

Editors,
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the drawings and specifications from the actual construction and erection of the
building. The owner
sees and knows but little, and the
public not at all,
of the days and nights of concentrated
study required in the preparation of the
and

regard the suggestion of an allied conference
very timely and agree with you that the architects
I

of the country should be willing to assist in every
way possible in the reconstruction work abroad.

An

what

country is best equipped to help with,
should prove of real assistance to architects in
Europe. The engineers, I believe, have already had
a meeting of the kind surely the architects ought
to do their share.
Perhaps the question could be put to some of the
foreign architects whether or not such help from
I dare say they would
this side would be welcome.
At
with
alacrity.
any rate. I think your
accept
should
be
acted
upon with energy.
suggestion
also

AI.I'.EKT

Detroit,

'ie

it
goes up, how nicely each unit or
members with its neighbor, how smoothly and
systematically the work progresses, and a sign with

large letters, fastened to a prominent pan of the
building, giving the name of a contractor and engineer. True, the architect visits the building regularly, but he is practically a stranger, lie probably
does not know the name of a single mechanic en-

gaged upon the work.

Indeed, lie may not even
of the foreman, as all of his instructions in regard to the work are given to the contractor in writing. And so the author of all of this

know

KAIIX.

that the

contractor could properly carry out the
appreciatively to only a few, while
the contractor and engineer is known to every one

work

from often securing the greater rewards.
solution of the problem, it seems to us, requires that the architect shall be intimately connected with the construction of the building. It must
architect

The

prepare complete plans, drawings, details and
specifications,
including structural and heating
of
the
plans
proposed building, and to be morally
and financially responsible for the completeness
and accuracy of these drawings and specifications.

way so that the public must know that he
not only prepared the drawings and specifications.
but that he also built the building. His name must
be in a

think you will find upon investigation that
many offices in which the preparation of

be the principal one associated with its construction.
\Ve can then trust the public quickly to separate
the competent from the incompetent.
If we understand it, the fourth and fifth para-

there are

complete and accurate drawings and specifications
is the rule, and that these offices
acknowledge and

We

feel their responsibility.
also know there are
ninny offices in which the rule seems to be to prepare as few, and to assume as little responsibility,

under discussion contemplate this closer
connection with the construction of the building.
Pardon this quite lengthy letter, but we desire
not only to approve these principles of architectural
closer conpractice, but to also urge, as we see it, a
graphs

as possible, and often the more careful and accurate architect does less business than the careless

The public has had really no
opportunity to distinguish between the accurate and
inaccurate architect. The explanation for this lack
of real knowledge and appreciation of the skill and
business ability of the careful and conscientious
and incompetent one.

practice, but also to urge, as

all

we

see

it,

a closer con-

struction of the building. Just how this is to be accomplished, whether the office of the architect
should be organized so as to take over the work of

we are not prepared at this moment to
although we cannot but believe it is the senand logical thing to do. MORGAN & DII.LON.

the builder,

believe, in the present

methods of carrying out the work after the drawthe practical
ings and specifications are prepared
separation of

known

not bring a just reward to the able and conscientious architect, nor does it prevent the incompetent

to

we

is

because they see his sign on the building and because
they see him "doing things."
The architect conducts his business in accordance
with the present code of ethics, but this code does

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

can be found,

name

in whose brain the
building originated
and who carefully and accurately illustrated it so

have always been the practice in our office.
We believe our service to the owner required us

architect

the

great work,

\Ye approve the principles set forth in "The
Practice of Architecture" appearing in your issue
of November 27. These principles, in the main,

We

drawings
specihowever, the construction of

part

Mich.

Editors,

see,

the building as

this

;

They do

fications.

conference of architects, such as you sugI believe, be productive of inestimable
would,
gest,
for
all concerned.
To assist with practical
good
in
view
the requirements abroad,
having
suggestions
allied

say,
sible

Atlanta, Ga.

that relates to the preparation of
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Recent Legal Decisions
EXTRA WORK AND ADDITIONAL WORK

whom

In an action against a city for amounts alleged to
be clue for extra labor and materials furnished in

extra labor improperly and unnecessarily required of him to be performed, under protest, by
direction of the city's duly authorized agents and
officials.
The extra labor was caused by the fact

separate instruments." The act does not postpone
the right to have payment because it may be that a
cause of action had also arisen, or may arise,

that the city engineer required the plaintiff, when
work was suspended in 1914, to put earth on

against the sureties in favor of another party for
whose benefit the bond was likewise given. If one

the

the slopes of the excavation and embankment of the
reservoir to protect them during the winter season,

so entitled

recover the rea-

sonable value of extra materials and labor regardless of the provisions of the contract.

There seems to be a
in

cases

of

when

this

the

kind.

it

dis-

rooms, furniture, and means of provisioning workwhere the work (a tunnel) which would take
months to complete, was to be performed many
ers,

struction of the improvement, although not included
by the plans and specifications or specifically men-

City,

is

prosecution of the work provided for in a certain
contract to which reference was made, it is held that
the surety is liable for supplies for buildings, dining

work

tioned or referred to in the contract.
Judgment
for the plaintiff was affirmed.
Wilson v. Salt Lake

paid, the surety's obligation

gress of 1894, undertaking that a government contractor should promptly make payment to all persons supplying him with labor and materials in the

made under the
work and additional work
The term "extra work"

distinction

is of such a character that
cannot be said to have been in contemplation by
the contracting parties, while "additional work"
may be said to be that class of work that may fairly
be presumed to arise in the course of a proper con-

applies

is

charged to the extent of the payment.
Where materialmen and laborers have a right to
sue on a government contractor's bond immediately
on the failure of the contractor to pay them, and
the government had no right to sue until the completion of the work, materialmen and laborers who
had sued years before the right of the government
against the bond had matured are entitled to their
money, and need not await the outcome of litigation
pending between the sureties and the United States.
Under a bond executed under the act of Con-

and until the work of construction might be resumed, in 1915. The trial court found that this
extra work was wholly unnecessary and without the
On
contract, and not contemplated by the parties.
appeal from a judgment for the plaintiff the Utah
Supreme Court thinks that, while the authorities
and decisions are not uniform, the best considered
cases hold, and the great weight of authority is to

authorities between extra

said in United

192 Fed. 551, ap-

:

of

may

As

proved in Equitable Surety Co. v. United States,
"The two agreements which the
234 U. S. 448
bond contains, the one for the benefit of the government, and the one for the benefit of third persons, are as distinct as if they were contained in

the construction and completion of a reservoir for
the defendant the question was whether or not the
plaintiff was entitled to recover the reasonable value

the effect, that the contractor

the contractor obtained labor or materials in

the prosecution of the work.
States v. National Surety Co.,

miles from any town. McPhee v. United States to
use of Montrose Hardware Co. (Colo.), 174

Pac. 808.

Utah Supreme Court, 174 Pac. 847.

PROOF OF TIME OF FURNISHING MATERIALS

MECHANICS' LIENS

GOVERNMENT CONTRACTOR'S BOND
In an action by materialmen on a government
bond the sureties claimed that it was

contractor's

impossible for them to pay the respective sums for
which they were liable because of the danger of

double liability; and the further fact that they did
not know, and could not ascertain, what proportion
of their liability was due to the individual creditors.

On this point the Colorado Supreme Court says that
the bond performs a double function. It is intended
to secure to the United States the faithful performance of the contract, and to protect persons from

In a suit to enforce mechanics' liens, the plaintiff
has the burden of proving that the last materials
were furnished within the statutory time of filing
the statement of a lien.
Care should therefore be
taken in regard to the dates of delivery slips, and

copying the receipted slips by a bookkeeper. An
error in copying a date, as, for example, the substitution of February 2nd for February 2tth,

in

might involve the loss of the lien. F. M. Sibley
Co. v. Doran, Michigan Supreme Court,
1 68 N. W.
957.

Lumber
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Financial and Commercial
Digest
As Affecting the

Practice of Architecture

Bright Future for Building Activity

not blame them, but
this

Declaring that although large loaning institutions
such as life insurance companies were out of the
market for the present on account of the

heavy
Liberty Bond purchases there will be a gradual
rather than sudden revival in
building activity,
Walter Stabler, comptroller of the
Metropolitan
Life Insurance Company,
expressed the opinion
'

resumption of work depends upon financial
rrangements that can be made. He suggests the
at this

ond

issue,

popular

in

other

as a possible
future as most

cities,

Mr. Stabler views the
and
feels that the many problems to be
remising
,ced will be easier of solution on account of the

olution.

nproved standing of real estate holdings, largely

I
blame the lenders because
bad principle and is
productive of bad

is

results.

"A

policy which requires a reduction on the
prinmortgages of 2 per cent
should

cipal of

be strongly urged. This is
with most institutions and
foundation.

It

owner

as

to

all his

pay

it

is

as

is

much

every year

now becoming
is

to the

to the lender localise

debt

the rule

based on a sound
interest of the
it

enables him

in installments instead

of being
faced with the situation that he must meet his
entire
obligation.

I

predict that this rule will eventually

be the plan of

York

City,

and

all
I

mortgage
hope to

institutions

see

it

the

New

in

universal

practice.''

due to the increase in rent.

"Before there can be a resumption of
building
divides," Mr. Stabler says, "we must adopt some
new plan of finance, and I can suggest one
plan
seldom used in New York
City which has been
the bond issue.
extensively employed in other cities
am familiar with conditions existing in many
parts of the country, where new construction has
I

been financed through bonds and notes issued in
small amounts, even as low as ten and fifteen thotiand dollars divided into small units.
If such a

an could be practiced in New York
nothing would
produce better results. No railroad or any similar
project is financed on any other plan, and it has
worked out satisfactorily. Such issues should be

made
made

for long terms,

and above

all,

arrangements

for an amortization every
year or six months
so that the debt is
greatly reduced and the loan

made

safe.
The owner would be benefited by a
reduction of his obligation and the entire situation
would lead toward a more conservative loan and

greater confidence for lenders."

"Moderation will make for safety," Mr. Stabler
"and I hope that we never reach the
point touched eight years ago when so many lenders
continued,

encouraged builders too liberally and permitted entirely too many structures to be erected.
But we
learned our lesson.

The moderate resumption

Prices

and Wages

to

Continue High

Describing the outlook as "auspicious" and remarking that the war has not impaired the resources of the country, the National
City Bank of

New York, in a statement issued this week, declares
that instead of a period of exhaustion the future is
looked forward to with both confidence and amThe question of prices and wages
ferred to as follows:

bition.

is

re-

"The indications are that wages and prices are
going to stay up. for a time at least, all over the
world, which will do much to simplify the situation
every country. The general state of credit expansion over the world will sustain, and naturally
cause, a higher level of prices than prevailed before
the war, and there will not be the same pressure to
lower wages and prices in this country that there
would be if the level were falling in other countries.
It does not follow, of course, that wages and prices
in

at the higher level will yield

any better net results to
producers and wage earners than at the old level,
or that the new level will be permanent, but business is favored by stable conditions, and, with all
the world subject to the same general influence,

building will work great advantage to the city
without working to the disadvantage of the
present
favorable condition.
As far as mortgages in general

gradual rather than abrupt.
prices in this country could be
brought back at one stroke to the old level, it doubtless would be advantageous to have it done, but it

we have all been too careless in the
way we borrow and the way we lend. Speculators
have had in mind one idea, and that is to attain as

with the present
ability that they could be held there
stock of gold in the country and the existing state

near the expense of
operation as they could.

of inflation abroad."

all
f

are concerned

I

do
IOI

changes are
If all

is

likely to be

wages and

impossible, and

if

accomplished there

is

no prob-
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worth more than it was, for building as well
other purpose.
These elements make for
rents before any great building movement b

"Rehabilitation Bonds"

A

suggestion that the United States Government

might provide credit for financing foreign trade by
an issue of "rehabilitation bonds" and practically
force -our industrial activities to concentrate their
energies upon European restoration through control of exports, is
of
York in

made by

the National City

Bank
The

New
a statement just issued.
opinion of the bank that the raising of credit

by a "process of commandeering"

like this

would

receive, in time of peace, the support of both
the people and business organizations that raised the

four Liberty Loans,

is

regarded by some with doubt.
is advanced that there is

However, the argument

little question that if the restoration of Europe is
put upon a business basis, with responsible financial
and able business leaders in charge, several billions will be available in the form of popular invest-

ment

in the securities of foreign governments,
bonds of foreign municipalities, securities of sound
foreign corporations, or mortgages of individual
foreign manufacturers, with the guarantee of responsible governments or institutions.
The situation as interpreted by the bank shows

that financial organization

"Our banks have

this.

is

built

ready

to

accomplish

a great interna-

up

banking machinery," the statement points out,
"for doing foreign business right, and we can create
these foreign enterprises, whether by financing retional

liable foreigners in their localities,

or by financing

enterprises to be founded and conducted abroad by
Americans. This would at once create a great outward movement of supplies, building up the prosperity,

consumptive demand and

ability to

buy

in

foreign regions that will steadily support an export
trade from America in the future."

of Pric

Considerable estimating as to the amount
cession from war-time levels that prices and
will take in the near future is being done in
tectural and building circles.
Conservative
the drop at about 10 per cent, while, some fe\
25 per cent as the maximum. And while thi

being cast property owners are marking tiir
the construction projects.
That the drop
small and will come before Spring is well und
is generally conceded.
Although the urge;
demand is absent, there will still continue
normal call with man-power considerably le
There are cities without number short of
1:

and where

office

building space

is

at a

premi

Financing Foreign Readjustrr
A survey of the question "Are Americai
neers and contractors wanted in France an

gium

?"

made by

the Engineering Nczvs-.

conclusively shows a negative answer. Ager
this country of these two nations feel confide
their

own

engineers and contractors are ful

To America

to cope with the situation.

and Belgians are turning

for

the

constructio

chinery only, as materials will be largely of
It is further brought out th
pean origin.

country must await the decision of the two

i

method of financing th
governments upon
of restoration before action is taken on ou
and that what seems more likely than the gi
the

of extensive government credits is the prot
that strong financial groups here will uriderU
financing of projects abroad, and will ine

Rents Likely to Increase
Arthur \Y. Warner of the Executive Committee

New York

Building Managers' Association believes that rents in many parts of New York are
likely to increase before active building operations
get under way. "Fixing criminal responsibility upon
owners," says Mr. Warner, "for happenings on
their property while it is under lease to others, or
of

Estimating Recession

select

large

contracting

organizations

to

<

work.

Apart from the vital reconstruction p
abroad the most important situation befo
United States today is what will result frc
commercial and financial unrest that threats
dustrial chaos.

Our readjustment

differs in

under the control of employees who may neglect to
do what they are told to, shuts out those who would
be willing to invest money in buildings. This leaves
the market to persons willing to take some risk but

aspects from that of our Allies. Although a
age of labor in this country has been mark

who

sorbed into commercial activity.

exact a

premium

for

so doing.

Money

is

some
is
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time, a gradual demobilization of our
to be attempted so that the men may be
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New

Form

Bureau

bridges, etc. The scarcity of buildings, for
example,
creates high rents."

to Secure

Construction Data
The new division created
Labor

.

to

interest the nation

in the
in

Department of
public works and

private construction -is now in operation.
Secretary
Wilson announces that the new service will gather
and distribute information which will enable private
to make the transition from a war to a
peace basis without serious interruption due to lack
of data on which business judgment must depend.
initiative

The new organization is called the Division of
Public Works and Construction Development.

A

The inquiry \\ill
men of wide

be under the direction of busi-

ness

practical experience who are
serving without pay. The actual investigation will
be conducted by a
group of economists and special
agents supplied by the Department of I.alwr and
other Government departments or
by the universities.
he field will include the cost and
supply of
building materials, the amount of labor available and
its cost, the values of land,
prevailing rents, the
supply of capital, the amount of construction held
1

up by the war and the demand

for building in

all

survey of business conditions will be made
with a view to learning how labor and capital may

parts of the country.

be profitably employed during the critical period
when factories are being made over for peace pro-

referring to the inter-relation of the construction
industry with the general welfare of the country,
makes the following statement: This is a question

duction and markets are being canvassed for future
outputs.

The
will

particular objective of the bureau's research
be to secure data for the use of the construc-

tion industry,

but the material to be collected will

be so varied that the information will be of value

The facts made available
industry generally.
will be of help to any
community or investor in

to

determining whether it is advisable to undertake
When cirpublic or private building at present.

cumstances unfavorable to construction are discovan attempt may be made to correct them, but
there will be no stimulation of economically unered,

mnd

this division

expressed in Secretary Wilson's statement

:

"Building construction will help to provide employment for returning soldiers and for workmen
dismissed from war industries.
One of the largest
sources of prospective
trade

I'.

1.

and

its allied

employment

is

the building

factory industries.

"In the case of private construction, a resumpwill also lessen the congestion of

tion of activity

improve conditions affecting public
convert inactive property into active
which supplies the means that enable

population,
health and

Miller, director of this

new

division,

that goes beyond the interests of the construction
It is fundamental to our entire
industry.
program
ot

reconstruction and affects society as a whole.
all. reconstruction must be literal as well as

After

metaphorical; the way to bring about reconstruction
is to reconstruct.
Successful construction depends

upon proper teamwork between the employer and
employee; therefore, the work undertaken by this
division falls under the activities of the Labor Department, and under those of the Information and
which already possesses a
Service,
nucleus of the necessary organization and important
Education
data.

enterprise.

The general purpose of the work of
is

Mr.

Secretary

Wilson's effort

is

toward interesting

the nation in public and private construction. 'Ibis
end cannot be attained unless the work is based on
facts.

Facts

when

verified

and surveys when com-

new division, will be
pleted, as proposed by the
made known to the public and to the niemlicrs of
The service is one
this
industry.
great composite
of information and education.

The co-operation of other governmental departments, the State Councils of Defense, etc.. is assured. Time can be saved and correctness of viewpoint gained by such co-operation.

communities to support the functions of govern-

The following telegram from the Secretary of
been
War, approved by the Secretary of Lalwr. has

ments.

sent out to forty-eight State Councils of National

"During the war the nation practically concentrated all its efforts on the
production of goods for

Defense and 4000 County Councils of National
Defense:

property

consumption war materials, food,
The failure to produce the normal quota

immediate
clothes.

soldiers,

"f goods for future
consumption has made these
scarce and high
priced, and as they are essential to
furthiT production they affect the cost of production and,
consequently,

the cost of living.

among such goods are building and other
improvements,

including

public

works,

We

whe

is

strongly urge that in sections
country.
there i's a surplus of labor all public improvemen
We ask
be advanced in order to absorb labor.
with state, county and municiyou use all influence
Preliminary steps
to this end.
pal authorities
necesbe taken immediately in order that

Chief

real estate

as

sailors

Re-employment of discharged
and war workers released from war industries
one of the most important tasks now before!

should

roads.
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and art industries. It is the aim of the school to
Exhienable artists to become better craftsmen.

sary authority may be secured in time for operations upon opening of construction season.

Newton D. Baker, Secretary of War

(Sgd.)

times a year.

can

The

construction industry a composite industry
is one of the nation's largest.
Its successful
functioning is most necessary for the public wel-

now needs and

merits governmental supmore
than
other
port
great industry, for the
any
reason that it has necessarily been embargoed by
fare.

It

the Government during the war.
Deferred building construction
portions of our

one of the

is

war debt which must be met,

work will be held several
The Museum of Art and the Ameri-

bitions of the students'

and Chairman of Council of National Defense.
Approved by Secretary of Labor.

Museum

of Natural History will,

it

is

stated,

co-operate to carry out the work, of instruction
which will be offered in the following subjects:
illustration, costume design, advanced drawinterior
decoration, jewelry design, modeling
ing,

book

and sculpture, mural decoration, poster and advertising design, principles of design (craft and novelty work) and textile design.

first

for

it

paying the remaining portion
debt and also decreases the cost of

facilities for

provides
of the war

an economic waste to allow labor and
materials to remain even temporarily in idleness
when they might in the meantime be put into
wealth and tax-producing structures.
living.

Construction Projects Stopped by

It is

Money

is

not consumed in building operations,

but passes from one hand to another, and still remains in the National banking system, yet leaves on
its way a permanent evidence of wealth
such as

water-power, a highway, a railroad, a sewer or
other necessity to the earning power of society.
Since the beginning of the European War, construction has decreased, until now it
There is, therefore, an

standstill.

is

quite at a

accumulated

need for building. The shortage of construction
is indicated by high rents.
The increased cost of
building materials is only about half that of other
commodities, and this cost is offset in some localities by decreased cost of land.
The country is probably a full year behind in its

War Department
The War Department through the Director of
Operations has ordered the construction division to
abandon many proposed building operations. The
order covers the stopping of all hospital extension
work at Rochester, N. Y. Cincinnati, Ohio ChiCleveland, Ohio;
cago, 111.; Milwaukee, Wis.
;

;

;

Camp

Shelby, Miss.

;

Des Moines, Iowa, and Nash-

Projects in these cities were for alterations to make buildings suitable for hospitals conville,

Tenn.

taining 1000 to 4000 beds. Other work stopped includes work at the American University, Washing-

D. C. new barracks and additional roads at
Florence Field, Fort Omaha, Neb. quartermaster's
ton,

;

;

supply buildings at Chapman Field, Fla., and the
construction of an officers' training school at Camp
Pike, Ark.

civic construction

program, amounting to at least
This amount must be caught
and
normal
up
building continued a condition of
arrested
permanently
development of the country is
three billion dollars.

Production

of

Coal Decreases

;

inconceivable.

There is a growing understanding between the
building employer and the employee of their cooperative relationship, and together they have every
incentive for rendering the public efficient service.

Co-operation of the architectural and engineering
professions, of the practical contractors, and of the
two hundred odd national associations of manufacturers, in the practical application of these
be assumed as assured.

facts

may

The production of bituminous coal in the last
week of the year just passed shows a decrease of
500,000 tons compared with the previous
according to the report compiled by the
Geological Survey, Department of the Interior.
The estimated average daily output decreased from
1,831,000 tons in the week ended Dec. 14 to
1,689,000 tons in the week ended Dec. 21. Production in the week of Dec. 21, 1917, was greater by
about 800,000 tons than that recorded in the correnearly

week,

sponding week of 1918.
The production of anthracite

in the wee"k ended
estimated at 1,839,000 net tons, a decrease compared with 1,924,000 tons the previous
week, but a gain compared with the corresponding
week of 1917. The total production from April i
to date is estimated at 72,541,000 net tons, about
1,400,000 tons less than in the corresponding period
of 1917.

Dec. 21

New School

for Industrial

Art Opens

To supply the demand for artisans trained in
drawing, color and designing, the New York Evenning School of Industrial Art opened sessions on
January 6th, with a student roll from art schools
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for

Report on Housing

BY THE
RECONSTRUCTION AFTER
ON
JOINT
A. I. A., AND
\\"AR, ILLINOIS CHAPTER,
OF
ARCHITECTS
SOCIETY
ILLINOIS

COMMITTEE

Committee on Housing has been asked
and methods to
study questions of means

to

YOUR

better sanitary and living
Proper housing means

workmen and

the elimination of the

The direct result of improving housing
slums.
of
conditions will be to develop a higher type
and to create more healthful and more
citizenship

communities in which to live.
The proper development of housing is of such
and nation, and the
vital importance to the state

attractive

of conneed for promptly remedying the conditions
we
that
so
is
great
gestion and housing shortage
without
obtained
be
cannot
results
best
believe the
the

active

aid

state

the

of

and

government

authorities.

or cor-

The present state laws prevent a company
houses to be sold to or to
poration from erecting
This provision
serve as homes for their employees.
to
prevent corporations
of the law is undoubtedly
or
from gaining too great a control over real estate,
need
over their employees, but to meet the great
the
for extensive housing development throughout
be
should
careful
study
state it would seem that a

made of the existing state laws governing housing
to the
to determine whether or not they permit,
of colextent desirable, the various types
have
that
lective participation in community housing
been employed successfully elsewhere.
\Ye respectfully recommend the establishment by
Bureau of Housthe -overnment of a
fullest

and attractive homes and environment for workmen.
\Ye believe that

an advisory capacity in improving
conditions
throughout the country.
housing
a State Com\\'e recommend the appointment of
mission of Housing to study the subject of housing
in a broad
and under the guidance of expert
ing to assist in

more

state

a

State

to prevent the undesirable features of present

than
housing development of the speculative type
could be accomplished in any other manner.
As a suggestion for propagating the idea of
better housing we believe there is the need for
means.
educating the public to what better housing
This educational work could be carried on by lansome of the best types of comtern slides

showing
were lurui>hed by
munity housing, and if the slides
women who are
and
men
and
the various groups
without selconditions,
better
for
housing
working
of the
fish motives, we feel sure that the managers
show
to
be
induced
theaters could

moving
them to

picture
the public without charge.

Readjustment of the
Liberated Regions of France

The

Industrial

The United

States Commercial Attache at

Tans

reports:
of the total area of

Roughly speaking, a seventh
the
France has at one time or another during
of
the
in
been
occupation
four and a half years
now
Germans. This' so-called invaded region,
territory
crated, comprised the following

I

1

:

excepting a small area along
Department of Xord-All.
eastern ,Wrd. com-

''"Department of Pas-de-Calais.-The

:

advisability

of

the direction

in city planning and housing developand
ment,
given the authority suggested, would do

changing the present
houslaws restricting housing to permit freer

The

establishment

of an expert

way

ist.

the

Housing Bureau or Commission under

permanent

advice to determine

State

projects to insure the development of housing along
lines that will provide healthful living conditions

be used to keep the matter of proper housing
and
before the United States and State authorities
better housing and
on
for
a
carrying
to present
plan
idea.
propagating the
conditions for

housing development by a permanent

This bureau to be given the
Housing Bureau.
to
not
enforce
the laws in regard to
power
only
and
but
to
sanitation,
upon the planning
pass
safety
of the houses and grounds for group housing

of

ing development.
jnd. To determine the

proper financial requin
ments needed in connection with housing develop1
ments for the protection of the investor to

enforced by state supervision.
3rd. To determine what changes,

if any, in t
to the
Constitution will be needed to give
all
plans
State authority to require the approval of

State
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the north which has suffered most constitutes the

France, and the task
of restoration will be herculean. The aid of American manufacturers will be essential, and it is therefore important for them to know something of the
richest industrial section of

industrial activities of the various departments as

they existed before August, 1914. With the object
of furnishing a few of the facts needed to gain an
idea of the size and nature of the task of industrial
reconstitution. the office of the commercial attache
has in preparation a series of articles giving the
salient

facts

regarding the industries of the de-

partments named. The first of these articles will
deal with the Department of Xord, one of the
most important industrial regions of France.

new
rid,

posts. Attaches are asked for for Rome, MadOttawa, Mexico City, Santiago, Chile, Athens

and other

places.

Harbor and River Bill Carries Many
Important Improvements
The harbor and

river bill for 1920, which was
week
completed
by the Mouse Committee of
Congress, includes more than forty new improvement projects. The measure carries appropriations
The principal new project is
totaling $26,935,000.
the purchase of the Chesapeake & Delaware Canal
last

and

its

dredging to 12

feet.

Reserve Officers to Be Trained in All
'Branches of Service by Colleges

United States to Supply Vast Quantities of Copper to Europe

An important change in organization will be
worked out in the new Reserve Jfficers' Training
Corps, which has taken the place of the demobil-

Vast quantities of copper will be required for use
the rebuilding of devastated Europe.
Stocks of
this metal both here and abroad have been greatly
reduced during the war, and a general survey induces the conclusion that there are no indications of
a sharp decline in prices.
There is no immediate

(

ized Students'

Army

leges of the country.

Training Corps

Thereby

in

various col-

units will be allowed

to specialize in training officer candidates for field
artillery, engineer, signal, coast artillery,

ordnance,

and military aeronautics corps, instead of training
for infantry alone, which was the rule before the
war. Applications have been received by Secretary
of War Baker for the formation of about 200 new
units in addition to about too of the old units which
will

in

prospect of a drop, although
there will be a gradual

it

that

present

level.

is

to be

recession

expected

from the

Miners and other large interests
produced for less

assert that copper cannot be
than eighteen cents a pound.
still

be re-established.

The Committee on Education and

Special Train-

hand the administration of the Reserve
Officers' Training Corps and will attempt to make
available a large amount of scientific and technical
material, which has been developed by the exing has

Personal

in

In all units special attention
perience of the war.
be paid to physical training and athletic contests.

will

Harry Marshak, formerly with the Navy Department at Washington. D. C., and Joseph A. Hickey,
formerly construction engineer for the Revere
Rubber Co. Plant 2 at Providence, have formed a
partnership under the firm name of Marshak &
Hickey, for the practice of architecture. They will
offices at 310 Strand Building, Providence,
R. I. They will be pleased to receive catalogues and
manufacturers' samples.

open

Wants More Trade Agents Abroad
Burwell S. Cutler, Chief of the Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce, in his annual
report just made public, recommends that the scope
of the Government's facilities for increasing for-

A

resident trade
eign trade be widely expanded.
commissioner abroad is needed, the report states,
who can travel from place to place and send his
views to American business men so that they can
successfully do business with those countries. Mr.
Cutler urges appropriations to pay larger salaries

so that valuable
in their

work

men may

be retained, unhampered
by lack of funds, and to provide for

Blaney

&

Blaney have reopened

offices

for the

practice of landscape architecture and town planning in the Brattle Building, Harvard Square. Cambridge, Mass., according to cards of announcement
received.
During the war the firm's offices
were closed owing to the fact that both partners
had entered war service. Herbert W. Blaney, a
member of the American Society of Landscape
Architects, was engaged with the Town Planning
Division of the U. S. Housing Corporation.
just

/
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Offers Plans for

Obituary

"World Capitol"

A

Capt. E. L. Satterlee
Capt. Edward Lansing Satterlee, U. S. K. S. C.,
of the architectural firm of Satterlee & Boyd, New

York, died of typhoid fever at Clermont Ferrance,
France, on Dec. 4.
Captain Satterlee was born at

Dobbs Ferry, N.

and received

his early educaConcord. X. H., later

Y"..

Paul's

School,
graduating from the Columbia University School
e al s
of Architecture, class of 1899.
studied
architecture at the ficole Xationale et Speciale (k's
tion

at

St.

'

'

Beaux-Arts.

and

Ca])tain Satterlee specialized in ecclesiastical

memorial structures and residence buildings, and designed the Zion Church and the memorial to ('resident

McKinley at
Sanctuary and All
at Washington, and
Mahan at Quogue.

Hamburg. X. Y.
Hallows

Little

on the cathedral

(iate

the residence of
L.

the

:

Admiral A. T.

I.

dispatch from Rome states that Henrik Andersen. American sculptor, will
present to the peace
conference, drawings for a capitol for the
proposed
League of Xations. It is proposed that the "world
capitol" be built in either France or

Helium.

Growth
Growth

of

World Trade

in

Century

in

population, cheapening in transportation and a division of labor
among groups of nu-n
the world over are. according to the statement of

Xew

the National City Mank of
causes of the growth from

less

York, the chief
than Sj.ooo.oou.-

1818 to approximately $50,000,000.000 in
1918.
My 1850 world international trade had grown
to $4,000,000,000;
by turn it was S_>o.ooo.ooo,(Kx>

(>oo

in

;

$40,000.000,000. and

in

the year

ending
aggregated probably $50,000,000,000, when measured in the inflated currency of the present period.
The bank's statement pointed out that with tin!<)!,}

just

rapid increase

in gold production in the last
quarcentury the money of the world has grown from
$10,000,000,000, in iS</>. to about $i5.ocx>.ooo.<x->:>

ter

C. Y. Turner, N. A.

at the

Charles Yardley Turner, architect, painter and
died of influenza on Jan.
at

mural decorator,

i

days' illness.

Xew

York, after a two
Mr. Turner lived in Baltimore, and

the Presbyterian Hospital.

was visiting friends

in

Xew York

City

when taken

beginning of the Kuropean
century of power transportation,
world's greatest steamships grew
ooo net tons, with a value at the

war.

During the

iSiS to H)i8. tinto about 30.000.-

beginning of the

war of about $.2.000.000,000, while the world's
railroads had grown to 725.000 miles, with a \aluc.

late

probably, of $70.000.000,000.

ill.

in

Mr. Turner was a National Academician, elected
1886.
\Yhile the earlier years of his career were

devoted to architecture. Mr. Turner was perhaps
better
known both as an easel painter and
as a mural
decorator.
He painted the large

House
M-If

in

new

Newark,
his

by

mural
tin-

the

for

panels

"The

and

coloring

Burning

Essex

and
of

Court

County

distinguished hiru-

also

harmonizing

Peggy

Stuart"

architecture of the Baltimore Court House.

the
to

He

was director of color and decorations for the ChiExhibition in 1893. and director of color at
the Buffalo Exhibition in 1901.
'":u;o

Born

in

Baltimore,

Nov.

25,

1850,

of

Quaker

Mr. Turner graduated from the Art School
of the Maryland Institute in 1870.
Shortly after
this he came to Xew York and founded the Art
parents.

which he afterwards became
Mr. Turner was vice-president of the
president.
Architectural League of New York, and for one
Students' League, of

Academy of
number of medals

year held a like office in the National
Design.
at

He had

been awarded a

expositions here and abroad.

Urges Plan

for a

Federal Hody

to Supervise Industry

A

plan that calls for a body to counsel and regulate industry that closely parallels our present Suin its manner of appointment is being
launched by M. L. Requa. head of the Oil Division

preme Court

It will be presented
of the Fuel Administration.
in Congress.
be
introduced
bill
to
of
a
in the form
The fundamental idea, that supervision and regu-

lation

of

industry

deby the Government must

embodies the placing on
velop to a greater degree,
a sort of board of trade certain selected captains
of industry who have reached the highest pinnacle
Members elected to the
in business life.
of success

to give up all private
body would necessarily have
business ventures and take up a jiosition aloof,
where, using their wisdom and experience, they
and guide
could counsel and aid business generally
it

in its relations with this

and other government*.

Mr. Requa's idea that a chair in the pro
be cherished and striven for by
posed body should
It is
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a business leader just as a lawyer sees the Supreme Court bench as the goal of a highly success-

sary that the far-seeing employer will do everything
in his power to make and retain the good will of

ful legal career.

his workers, just as the sales manager tries to gain
and hold the good will of the buying public.

It is

planned that this supervisory

and regulative body, with powers sufficiently broad
to allow it actually to function, would have its personnel so protected and guaranteed that business
interests could put the fullest confidence in

it.

The

Question

of Advertising

The following wording,

Decided Progress Toward Resump-

architects,

There

a real

is

demand

advice

is

much

that

advertising
the Board

by
of

:

of the individual,

meaning

self -laudatory publicity

procured by the person advertised or with his consent, tends to defeat its own ends as to the individual as well as to lower the dignity of the profession, and is to be deplored."

for copper, but

progress has been

to

by

"Publicity of the standards, aims and progress of
the profession, both in general and as exemplified
by individual achievement, is essential. Advertising

buyers are generally waiting for prices below 23
cents fixed upon as an export price. The genuine
belief

as

accepted

and ordered published as a part of the circular of

Attributed chiefly to a drop in the prices of raw
materials, the Federal Reserve Board reports a decrease in prices between September and October,
the first during the present year. Steel prices have
lowered, with foreign inquiries for the product
strong.

been

Directors of the American Institute of Architects

Normal Conditions

tion of

has

made toward

the resumption of normal conditions where supply
and demand are the controlling factors.

being restricted on account of the
of
the price situation in spite of apuncertainty
peals from the Government to promote such enterBuilding

is

prises as a solution of the

Association

problem o( demobiliza-

tion.

The Decorative Arts and Industries Association,
new organization to encourage higher standards
in home furnishing, has been formed.
The execu-

a

Labor Readjustment Calls
Americanization

tive

for

That only a thorough-going campaign of Amersolve the problem of labor readjustment which is now taking place is the decided

opinion of many close followers of the subject.
Just whether it will end with employers calling for
help or with workers begging for jobs is not clear,
but reports from widely separated sections indicate

Some
surplus labor may be absorbed.
dispatches even intimate that an actual scarcity of
labor may follow a brief period of readjustment.
the

together those interested in developing better taste
in the home.
It is proposed to secure a membership distributed through the art trades and societies,
and to have a mutual understanding and common
aim between the trade and artists working for the
trade which does not now exist.

The
P.

it is

said that

many

will return to

and their labor and savings will
is to get them

be lost to this country. The plan
genuinely and voluntarily interested

in free

educa-

American investments, Liberty Loan, Red
Cross and other American advantages which give

tion,

new

our country.
With the coming of peace
ties in

it

is

therefore neces-

new association are
James
Henry W. Frohne, vice-

of the

president

:

;

William Laurel Harris, secretary, and
Chandler R. Clifford, treasurer.
president

;

Municipal Reconstruction in

plants to improve racial relationships and give the
men something besides a wage stake in America.
If they cannot get representation, self-expression
participation,
their home lands,

officers

Haney,

Among the many plans suggested is the organization of Americanization committees in industrial

and

committee has decided to hold a convention in
City early this year in order to bring

New York

icanization can

that

Form Decorative Arts and Industries

America
For those interested in a reconstruction program
American cities, a valuable bibliography on ihe

for

subject, including titles of magazine articles, British literature on reconstruction, and French books

on reconstruction, has been prepared by the

York Public Library and published

in

New

Municipal

Library Notes for Nov. 13, 1918.
Copies may be obtained by writing the librarian,
Room 512, Municipal Building, New York.
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TAI.KINT, MACHIKF COMPANY. CAMDKX. X. J.
showing Ill-nine over Front Street, Huilding i/C, water
tower and Building i/D beyond.

CABINET FACTORY, VICTOR
View looking

east

on Market

Street,

Cabinet Factory, Victor Talking Machine

Camden, N.

Company

J.

BALLINGER & PERROT, Architects and Engineers

men

achieve a certain degree of noare published, illusthe seven stages of their lives. The stu-

WHEN

toriety

trating

dent of

all

their portraits

human nature

is

able to trace the develop-

ment of the character and explain the effects of employment and environment on the physical aspect of
the person.
plies also to

Even

as this applies to persons,

it

ap-

manufacturing plants that expand be-

yond their initial size.
The person who is versed in the development of
building construction can easily determine the decade in which each unit of the plant was construct-

ed.

Every element of the building

progress

made

in

architectural

indicates the

design,

structural

of the
design, the mechanical equipment consisting

heating and ventilating plant, lighting system and
A change in the architect
sanitary arrangements.
also readily noticeable in the architectural and
of the
engineering treatment and also in the degree
is

completeness of the structure and its equipment
the element of completeness being a measure of the
work and care devoted to the project.
of
interesting industrial development is that
TalkVictor
of
the
the cabinet factory department

An

log
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mg Machine Company

at

Camclen, N.

partment consists of five units
17,

ijA, 176, I7C and 170.

known
These

J.

bank west of Delaware Avenue. Under
and high tide in the Delaware River
the water level is about two feet below the street
level at Building 170.
The basement of this buildon the

This de-

located on a plot of ground having a frontage on the
north side of Market Street of 443 ft. and having
a depth of 270 ft. with Delaware Avenue on the

west and Front Street on the east.
from the block plan, the Buildings
are located within 27

ft.

As

successfully waterproofed by finishing the
and plastering the inside of the walls with a
one inch covering of waterproof cement plaster.
The original mechanical plant included a main
steam service line supported on steel towers.
As

ing

A

is

floor

will be seen

17, 17

river

flood conditions

as Buildings
buildings are

and 176

of the north lot line and

Site of Building i/D, with Buildings 17, I7A at left and center with I/C back of water tower. Building
No. i at extreme right. Old water tower being wrecked. Note elevated steam main entering at the
left and later placed in tunnel.

constitute one

group which is separated from Buildings I7C and 170 by a court yard 38 ft. wide. This
court yard is traversed by a railroad track and has
entrances on Delaware Avenue and Front Street

and also through Building 170 midway

in the

ran through the extensive lumber storage
company it was apparent to the architects that a moderate fire would destroy the steam

this line

yards of the

Mar-

ket Street frontage.
All of these units are of fireproof construction,
six stories high, with Building

170 only having a
basement throughout except under the driveway. A
veneer cellar is placed in Buildings 176 and i?C.
A system of tunnels extends from the old power
house, located east of Front Street on Cooper
Street, through Building No. i.
Crossing Front
Street the tunnel enters Building I7C and connects
with the basement of Building 170 and with Buildings 17, I7A and 176 by traversing the court as
shown. On the west end of Building 17 is a shipping platform, under which is a basement from
which a tunnel, passing through the kiln building,
connects with the new power house which is located

Block Plan

supply system and on their recommendation this
steam service was placed in the tunnels which have
been described.

no
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View

of a partially poured concrete
floor,

tilt-

:

Three bridges, five stories
high, cross the court
and connect the two groups of
buildings. A bridge
in the 4 th, 5 th and 6th stories over
Front Street

four-way reinforcing rods

As Building

17!)

naturally

has

equipment

that are

ly

is

in placi

the last one constructed,

some features

,,f

construction

it

and

improvements over the previous-

erected

buildings.
Among these are described
features of building construction,
and

the

heating

and water supply with a
description of
the ramps in
Building i;C which are used as means
oi ingress and
egress, in lieu of stairwavs.
ventilation

liasement

columns

Building 17!)
crete of the type

The

in position with
ready for erection
is

slal>

form material

constructed of reinforced con-

known

as "flat slab" construction.

typical floor panel is

23

ft.

x 24

ft.

10

in.

in

of 150 Ib. per sq. ft.
The slabs are 8 2 in. thick reinforced with a 4 way
'/i-\n.
system, the diagonal hands consisting of
square twisted bars and the rectangular bands of
30 bars of the same size. The drop panel is 9 ft.
size

designed for a

live load

/
l

'iimn in position, showing brackets for suptins the floor slab and openings for hot air
registers

connects Building i;C with
Building No. i. These
bridges are closed at each end with automatic rolling steel shutters.

ft

in.

5

ft.

ill

square and 4 in. deep.
in. in diameter and 2

7

strips,

u

fill,

under and top

The cap
in.

floor of

deep.

at

top

The

is

floor

wood have depth
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of 554 in. The spandrel girders extend from the
plane of the underside of the drop panel to a variable height above the floor, permitting the steel sash
to extend practically to the ceiling line.
The exterior columns are of reinforced concrete,

sive

The heavy

in.

I

conical concrete cap.
ering of metal lath
fire protection.

four

in

number 8

a 2

in.

cov-

and cement

The
in.

cast iron brackets support the

The columns have

plaster, serving as
vent openings in general are

wide and 24

in.

high, surround-

T..

-o

Building ijD, Typical Floor Plan

**
Z3-0-

}

ZS'-0=

4.

fc>

:

U'-O"

0=
>|.

^

ISlt^'

^-T-ll-jJ

II

-

Building i/D, First Floor Plan

rectangular in section.

The columns supporting

tower are of structural

steel,

and except for these the

the

encased in concrete

interior

columns are of

These column?
cylindrical in section.
serve as structural columns and as vertical ventilatcast

iron,

They all have an outside diameter of
and the typical column has a metal thickthe basement of i 11/16 in., first story 1^4

ing ducts.

27%

in.

ness in
in.,

second story i*4

in.,

third to six stories inclu-

in. metal 6 in. deep.
The construccolumns is clearly shown in the detail
drawing and the photographic illustrations.
The basement is 1 1 ft. 4 in. high from floor to floor,
the first to fifth stories 15 ft. and the sixth story

ed by ribs of 2
tion of these

The roof slab is
cork on which is placed
the cinder concrete roof filling for drainage, over
which is placed the slag roofing. The 2-inch cork
17

ft.

2

in.

to top of roof slab.

covered with 2

112

in.

of
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was used not only to facilitate maintainuniform
temperature in winter weather, but
ing a
on the ceiling
o prevent any condensation forming

insulation

The south, east
air.
with
faced
brick, the north
are
west elevations

due to the humidity in the

md

by thermostats. In Building i?C (not illustrated)
the fan is located in a pent house on the roof and
is of the double inlet, multiblade type, having a capacity of 200,000 cu. ft. per minute, operated by a
chain driven motor of 150 hp. The pre-heater con-

Plan
Building i;IX Seventh Floor and Roof

A
B
C
D
E

Fresh air inlet.
Regulated fresh air louvres.
Return air opening in floor
with regulated louvres.
Return air opening in floor
to atmosphere.
Return air openings to atmosphere.

F

Pre-heaters.

(I

Air washer.
Re-heaters.
Fan.
Fan motor.

II
I

J

O

Vacuum pump and

L

Switchboard.
Outlet to air duct on roof.
Adjustable deflector.

N

6

trap.

ft.

wide,

5

6

ft.

6

wide,

3

V

ft.

o

W

ft.

I'

or court elevation has brick spandrel panels only,
the concrete girders and columns being exposed.
The four faces of the tower are faced with brick.
The tower is 40 ft. 6 in. square from the ninth

P

Duct

Q

6 in. high.
Duct 6 ft. wide,

in.

5

high,

R
S

T

7

high.

K

M

Duct

Duct 3
Duct 6

ft.
ft.

by

3

wide,

5

ft.

6

rail

Duct 7
Duct 6

in duct.

ft.

ft.

by

7

6

in.

ft.

wide. 7

ft.

in

Z

Duct 9

ft.

7

wide,

X -Regulating dampers

V

ft.

Pipe

ft.

high.
duct.

Vertical air duct.
Vertical air duct.

high.

vi-nto sections, two
of two groups of regular
rows deep, containing
tiers high and two
re-heater is composed
The
sn ft of radiation.
sections, three
vcnto
two groups of regular
sists

<

i

the seventh floor
the full depth of the
a mezzanbuilding, the eighth floor being practically
nine story as shown in the section.
This tower is a notable example of the use of
such an architectural feature to house the water

At

to eleventh stories inclusive.

or main roof level the tower

is

and other utilities. If such structures
were universally used the skyline of our cities would
be relieved of the hideous tanks that so often apon plain brick
pear as suspended in the air or resting
is an intower
the
case
walls.
In this particular

supply tanks

feature

and well designed architectural
which supplanted the concrete covered steel towe

teresting

shown in the progress photograph which was in the
same plan location as the brick tower in Building
.7!).

Tin- beating of Buildings

i/D and ijC

is

accom-

of sufficient capacity
plished by hot blast systems
Fahr.
to maintain an internal temperature of 70 deg.
tl
of
zero,
with external temperature
throughout,

room temperatures being automatically controlled

Duct on Roof
Section through Air

rows deep and the
one group being three
a total of
of'; group four rows deep, containing
a.r waslu-r I,:,-,
The
ft. of radiation.
8778
and ,s procu. ft. per minute
2
capadty'of oo,ooo
control.
vided with a system of humidity
floor and roof plan,
I 7 D, see seventh
In Building
high

S
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the fan

is

of the single

inlet,

multi-blade type, with

a capacity of 225,000 cu. ft. per minute, operated
by a chain driven motor of 150 hp. The pre-heater
consists of three groups of regular vento sections,

three tiers high and two rows deep, containing
The re-heater is made
4,224 sq. ft. of radiation.
up of two groups of regular vento sections, three
tiers high and four rows deep, containing 8,448
The air washer is of 225,000
sq. ft. of radiation.
cu. ft. per minute capacity and provided with a

system

of

humidity control.

These

air

washers

eliminate 98 per cent of the solid matter in suspension before being delivered to the fan.

Ninth Floor Plan

Eighth Floor Plan

The
the

air intake is through the three openings in
seventh story of the tower, facing Market
the louvres immediately back of these
openings are automatically controlled

by thermostats and arranged so that
may be taken entirely from

the air

the exterior, from the re-circulating
ducts or a combination of fresh and

return

shown

a4r.

in the

This

arrangement

is

seventh floor and roof

plan.

In the seventh floor are return air

openings,

with

louvres

which

controlled by thermostats.

turn air duct

Section of Tower, looking west

brought
below the sixth story

One

such opening, to the east,

from the main

are
re-

to this posi-

tion

arated

114

is

The

air

ceiling.
is

sep-

chamber
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by a partition and this return air escapes to the
atmosphere through the three window openings to

ment.
against

By

this

heat

construction the duct

loss.

the east as indicated.

The

air,

Immediately

O

either fresh or return, passes through
washer and the re-heaters

the pre-heaters, the air

Tenth Floor Plan

from which it is sent to the roof ducts.
These roof ducts have side walls of 6 in. hollow tile
and roofs of reinforced concrete.
The entire into the fan

terior is plastered.

The

exterior of the

tile

Soiiili

walls

Kk-vation of

Tower

emerges from the tower, it dmd
and at the junction is placed on adjust

and concrete roof is plastered with a fibrous cement,
to which is
applied two layers of one inch thick cork
to which is
applied another coating of fibrous ce-

to regulate the air supply to tin-

'5

is

after

insulated

the

duct
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In the bottom of these ducts are openings into
the tops of the fifteen stacks of cast iron columns,
previously mentioned, which also serve as vertical

The

columns
which are adjusted from the outside of the horizontal duct. These
horizontal ducts terminate over two vertical rectangular air supply ducts, the one on the north extending down to the second floor and the south duct
to the basement.
Before entering these vertical
air ducts.

air is diverted into these

by specially designed deflectors

rectangular ducts there

is

When

the rate of temperature increase

is less

than

15 deg. per minute the release does not operate. It
will be seen that this device operates by the rate of

increase in temperature regardless of the temperitself.
This is directly contrary to the action

ature

placed in the horizontal

Test of automatic register release apparatus. Actuating
apparatus at ceiling with air line connection to operating device which is connected with the ventilating
louvres. For a test purpose the apparatus, on release
closes the registers, stops one fan and starts another,
rings a gong, turns in a fire alarm and causes a talking
machine to say "This is a fire drill; form in line two
abreast, and -move out quietly."

ducts a regulating damper and a pipe railing to
prevent persons from walking into these vertical
'ducts.

The

through the cylindrical cast iron
deflected through the openings at each
adjustable galvanized iron deflectors as

air passing

columns
story by

is

shown in the detail drawing. A register casing,
made of galvanized iron, is placed on the front of
the opening. In this casing is placed louvres which
are hinged at the side. Their normal position is, of
course, open and are held in this position by a simple chain mechanism, which in case of lire is auto-

matically released and causes the louvres to drop
into a position that closes the opening. These registers, as well as all of the automatic fire doors and
rolling steel shutters, are actuated by an automatic
release.
This release operates when the rate of

temperature increase is abnormal, as in fire conditions, or at a rate of 15 deg. or more per minute.

3XXTION THH.OUOH
Detail of register on cast iron column showing the louvres closed. Open position indicated by dotted lines.
Note adjustable deflectors inside the column

of the ordinary fusible link which can operate only
The release here used
at a fixed temperature.

would operate in a cold storage house, provided
the temperature increased 15 or more degrees per
minute and well illustrates its value for universal
applications.

The incoming

air at

each story causes the air

to travel to the return air duct located at the east

end of the building and extending
116

vertically to the
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chamber under the sixth story ceiling, where it
passes through the louvred openings in the seventh
floor and is disposed of as previously described.
one floor there

operated planing machines at
\vliich there are placed an exhaust
apparatus for
the removal of sawdust and shavings.
This draw >
a considerable amount of air out of the room and
i

>n

is

midway

in the height of the tanks is
placed a steel
plate floor for utility purposes only.
The eleventh
floor above the tanks is also made of steel
in

plates,

which doors are placed over each tank.
The tanks consist of two sprinkler
system and
two house tanks for sanitary purpose.-, each of these

(me of the problems that the architect had to solve
was to put in as much air as was taken out by this

four tanks are 14 ft. <> in. in diameter and
40 ft. <> in.
high, with a capacity of 50,000 gallons each and a!-,
four drinking water tanks. 4 f t ,s n j,, ,|j am eir'

exhaust system and maintain

and 40

moms:
I

this

luring

was done

the

temperature of the

successfully.
season, the

summer

View

lons each.

fans

and

air

washers are used for cooling purposes.
The winin this building in all seasons are
kept closed.
is

used for heating. A ->4-in. ma'n
power house on Cooper

supply originates at the old
.Street

with

a

and from this main a 14-in. vertical supplv.
lo-in. branch to the pre-heaters, supplies

steam to this apparatus.
ries

A

6-in.

return line car-

the condensation to the

i/I) at

return

(>

in.

The

j

.

high with a capacity of 5.000 galtotal tank capacity is _>_>o.(x>o
gal-

lons of water.

of a finished story, except that the hot air registers arc not yet in place.

dows

K.xhaust steam

.

ft.

basement of Building
which point it connects with a lo-in. main
running to the power house. Vacuum pump--

ami return traps insure the circulation of the steam.
The water supply tanks for the group of build-

The water for sprinkler and sanitary purposes is
taken direct from the river, the pumps being located in the basement of the I'mvcr House which is
The water is pumped
built on the river front.
have
a
which
filters
capacity of 5,ooo.<xx>
through
gallons per 24 hours. This water is pumped to the
four large tanks located on the ninth floor of the
tower, which are located about 1500 feet from the

Power House and about the central in the group
of buildings. The elevation of these tanks is sufficient to give the required head for this group of
buildings.

placed on the ninth floor of the tower and
extend through the ninth and tenth stories.
They
"^t "ii a concrete slab which is
supported by a

shall
piping to these tanks is run in the pipe
to the eighth floor, where all of
the control valves for the tanks are located, the en-

Gutters are placed
heavy structural steel frame.
this concrete slab, about the eight steel water

tire

re

in

remove the condensation which accumumi their outer surface.
At the tenth floor.

tanks, to
late-

The

from the basement

for that purspace on that floor being utilized
Ibis cell
to all valves.
access
pose insuring easy
tralized control and the fact that the piping is paint
ed in colors tn designate the contents of the -aim

.

T11K
gives a system that
venient to operate.

is

easily

AMERICAN ARCHITECT

understood and con-

The drinking water tanks

is a
very impressive demonstration of the efficiency
of this type of means of egress and is well worthy
of careful consideration by architects and owners.

are

supplied with city water from a 6 in. main riser
with a 4 in. branch to each tank. Two 12 in. risers
supply the sprinkler and house tanks, from which a

may

Objection

be

made by some

to the

amount of

in. branch supplies each tank
through the 8 in.
sprinkler and house service pipe which connects
with the bottom of the tank. The large tanks have
8 in. overflows, the small tanks 4 in. overflows, into

T>

which are connected the 4 in. drains from the botall tanks.
These drains and overflows unite

tom of

drain in the pipe shaft. From the
sanitary or house lank riser is taken a 10 in.
service to the air washing plant. The sprinkler and
in a \2 in. vertical

u

in.

house tank service
floor for

emergency

is

cross-connected at the eighth

use.

View of ramp midway between
showing entrance at the left.

Entrance to

rani])

line

from the sprinkler tanks ibasement of the tower. The

and access thereto only being by passing through an
exterior balcony in other words, no stairway opens

rails

for

the

discharge line from the house tanks is connected
with a loop line in the basement which serves all
the buildings

in

floors,

preventing

showing hand

in

and second

space occupied by such a construction but its advantages in safety to life will far outweigh any
reasons brought against its use. The other means
of egress are fireproof stairs enclosed in brick walls

congestion.

The discharge
run to a manifold

first

the group, and to the sprinkler
makes the contents of the four

manifold, which
The
large tanks available in case of emergency.
distribution of the drinking water is also accomplished by a loop line in the basement.
The inclined planes or ramps at the west end of

;

directly into the building.
This entire group presents

ures and
article

is

many interesting featwell worth a careful inspection.
This
confined to Building ijl), the last con-

is

structed, as containing all of the desirable features
developed" during the growth of this great industrial plant.

Building i/C are worthy of especial attention.
They are 11 ft. wide and have a pitch of i ?4 in. per
foot.
The concrete floor has an ordinary float finish.
Two pipe rails are placed at the bottom of the
;

incline to prevent congestion at the five exit doors.

At a fire drill test 4850 men passed out of these
This
buildings through this exit in 13/2 minutes.

Every feature of

this building

and

its

mechanical equipment was designed and specified
within the organization of Ballinger and Perrot,
Architects, and is an excellent example of the
product of the modern architects' organization, so
formed as to render complete service to the client.
The plant also evidences the intelligent liberality of
the Victor Talking Machine Company in providing such quarters for the production of their wares.
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Industrial Information
Department there

In //.w

published each week information us to //
methods, derived from reliable sonrees.

is

Changing Times

ii'g air

this

A

twelve-page calendar measuring 20 x 27 inches
will be sent
on request to architects addressing
John Movie & C'o., 70 Reade Street, Xe\v York.

same
I

from the radiators,
it
pulls steam

done,

principle as a

he result

is

Kuropean countries. Asia, Africa and Ausin
succession.
In view of the imminent
changes in the aspect of a world map now for so
many years familiar, and the constant references

entirely

in

din.

thorough and even heating, as
radiators instaiitK and each one

all

tilled

m

vacuum

in

-'I-'

required

favor of

vacuum heating

the boiler permits

,,f

is

that

boiling below the

in air.
This means that steam is
and
iraiisinitted
to radiators at a lower
produced
temperature than is otherwise possible, and re-

have been for nearly
sixty years manufacturers and exporters of cotton
duck and awning materials.
They have a branch
Louis,

cleaner sucks

,

c|i,ick.

Another point

office.

St.

vacuum

|

the pipes.

in

be necessary in the near future, a
calendar so illustrated will he a useful adjunct in

office in

: ,

drainage and preventing free/ing and hammering

that doubtless will

Co..

ll(
pjpj,,..
]!,.,-; a u .,.
into the radiators on the

with steam.
has been found that with two
pipe gra\itv return plants, the vacuum would eliminate the
water
due to condensation,
thereby assuring th,, rough

tralia

&

,,,,, and

/

ll

chief

John Boyle

is

steam reaches

Kadi page bears a tine, colored map, representing first the world, then this country. Knrope. the

every

is

development

Inc.,

!'.

sults in an appreciable saving in

Mo.

he

booklet

describes

three

fuel.

kinds of
heating equipment made by the I'.ishop-liabcock
lleckcr
o.. to cover cvcrv
requirement. They are
claimed to be efficient in any structure, whether
i

different

(,

Vacuum Heating

small residence or

tall
skyscraper.
Diagrams and
plans are interspersed throughout the pages, helping
to form a complete and valuable book.

he valuable exposition of vacuum
healing con
lained in a booklet on
heating
'I

equipment prepared
Bishop-Babcock-Becker Co. gives another
outlook on a topic whose ramifications have not all
vet been
explored. This company has headquarters
and factories in Cleveland, Ohio, and eleven other
In-

the

in

Globe Ventilators

throughout the country.
misapprehension exists on Unmeaning of "vacuum healing." The term naturally
implies that vacuum is used as a heating medium.

(

Considerable

Inn this is
actually not the case.
conceded that steam is at present
and economical heating medium, but

nised that air
lioilers.

accumulates

preventing the

in

free

It

is

a
it

vigor.

generally

satisfactory
also recog-

is

iood ventilation

is
inseparable from health and
Kverv element favorable to good health may
be present and yet made impotent by bad air.
Manufacturers have devoted much time and effort
to the perfection of apparatus which will purify
the air and maintain it in constantly wholesome

principal cities

condition.

Notable among devices with this aim is a widely
used and effective instrument manufactured bv the

radiators, pipes and
circulation of steam

and reducing the effectiveness of the
system.
In the
ordinary steam plant, the only way to get
rid .il the air is to force it out with
steam pressure

(

ilobe Ventilator C'o. of Troy, X. Y.
In a Jrooklet published by this company there

is

through vent valves on radiators. As the openings
in these valves are
very small, this procedure fre-

printed a simple discussion of ventilation in its
various aspects, together with a thorough description of how the (ilobe ventilator (ills the needs

requires considerable time, during which
In addioccupants have to suffer from cold.
tion, a large amount of fuel is burned to
produce
'he steam
pressure necessary to force air out of

The illustrations have lx?eii
of a reliable system.
selected with a view of showing the variety of structures in which (ilobe ventilators have been installed.
The design of the (ilobe ventilator, with its

the -ystein

curved inner and outer surfaces, induces, it is said,
a rapid movement of the air outward, at the same
It
time offering the minimum resistance to How.
drawof
air.
current
produces a powerful upward

quently
the

\

acniini

and keep

it

out.

heating equipment

rcome these

difficulties.

will,

it

Vacuum

is

in

claimed.
a

steam-

heating plant eliminates air resistance by exhaust-

II')

Til
out

ing

trace of dust,

all

AM KRJCAN ARCHITECT

1C

steam, smoke and gas-

Wind

cannot enter the throat of the ventherefore
there is never a downward
tilating pipe,
draft. The makers state that every inch of its openladen

ing

air.

is

tion;

effective in creating efficient, positive ventilathat it utilizes all wind currents, thereby

creating

vacuum

a vital principle of ventilation

makes the use of the system

The makers

switch.
offer.

of galvanized iron of the best quality obtainable.
The construction is described as firm and sub-

manufacture of

They

(

executed by skilled workmen.

An

and trouble-

It is the

and works without wind by natural suction.
The ilobe ventilator is made of heavy gauges

stantial, carefully

unreliable

switch with which the user comes
in daily contact, and this makes it to him a feature
of considerable prominence as part of the equipment.
It is therefore a matter of importance to
the architect to select a dependable and durable

some.

believe they have this kind to

state that all the
"II.

raw materials used

in the

& H."

switches

moving

parts need to be so
not a variation of

are

given
laboratory tests before being made up, and further,
that every part of the finished switch is tested and

interesting result in the operation of this device
is that nothing moves but the air. so there arc no

gauged.

parts to creak or get out of order.
small model demonstrating the operation
this ventilator will be mailed on request

one-thousandth of an inch.
In addition, severe
mechanical and electrical tests are given.
A book of 181 pages may be secured from these
people in which will be found illustrations and description of the wide variety of electrical devices
and materials they produce.

A

of
of

architects.

Hlectric
The

I

lart

Equipment

& liegeman Mfg.

Co., of

J

accurately

in

The

Hartford.

consolidation

In

made under one

supervision.

manufacturing and developing

ing material, the

make every new
interchangeable

its line

of wir-

T. Paiste Co. has aimed to
addition to its line a standardized
II.

device,

thus

avoiding duplication

and multiplication of

ineffective designs.
attained by II art &

The reputation
Hegeman
switches is. they claim, due to the fixed purpose of
producing the most durable and serviceable switches
possible.

This company for twenty-six years has

in
the
specialized
exclusively
switches, and success of results

If a switch proves unsatisfactory
venience to the householder, the
is

apt to be

condemned.

that there

The
The

secures to

architects a complete line of wiring devices of high
quality,

of the

made

is

lartford,

Conn., has united with the H. T. Paiste Co., of
Both are now under one managePhiladelphia.

ment

Most

Shingle Roof

possibilities of shingle roofs are persuasively
in a pamphlet printed by the II. \V.

presented

Johns-Manville Co. of New York.
Chief among the drawbacks in the use of shingles
has been the matter of their susceptibility to fire.
In this instance, however, the shingles are made of
asbestos, so that by their use fire hazard is reduced
Combine this attribute with a good
to a minimum.

assortment of rich and appropriate color and you
have a material which has earned for itself considerable esteem and appreciation.
The brochure referred to is colorfully illustrated

to be expected.

by pictures of country cottages and other rural
structures where roofs of this type may be used,

and causes inconwhole installation

and covers an able and readable talk on the evolution and development of shingle roofing here and

manufacture
is

Tn any case,

it

of

tends to

abroad.
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Building for Health
A

House Should
.63'

WOODS

Hirrciii.NsoN, A. M.,

are built for ever) thing except for
who live in them. Or-

the comfort of those

HOUSES

iginally they were tombs for the dead and
most houses more than one hundred years old are
much better adapted for this class of tenant than

No wonder so many old
they are for the living.
houses are haunted and that to move into one of
them

is

Owner Like

Fit Its

a sure sign of a death in the family within

a year.

was a

an appendage
to a fort, and a painful majority of houses over
fifty years old show unmistakable traces of this
origin, in darkness, smelliness, stupidity of plan, and
fortress, or

I).

down when

it has stood for
titty years, unless it can
be clearly shown to be
thoroughly sanitary, up to
date and tit for human habitation
to mod-

according
ern standards, or can be
readily altered to make
it
so.
Exceptions of course could be made for
building of historical interest, birthplaces of famous

men, specimens of periods of architecture,
these should be turned into public

longer lived

Next, the house

M.

His Skin

his

etc.,

but

museums and no

in.

would involve no

real injustice to the owners of the property, because most rented houses are
let so as to return about ten
per cent on the original
I

Englishman's housi:
a number of most uncomfortable

investment to cover repairs, dilapidation, etc., consequently the house pays for itself every ten years,
or four or live times over in the fifty years. The

and inconvenient senses, cold, dark, damp, drafty.
The horst fault that a house can possibly have from

greatest obstacle we have to light, live times a^
serious as any other, in attempts at, and schemes

utter lack
-till

An

of ventilation.

his castle in

a health point

of view

is

that

it

is

old.

In recent times the majority of places in which
it would be an undeserved compeople have to live

them homes or even houses are
a good income on the investment, the
next largest moiety to form a monument for the
architect, and the third most important fraction to

for housing reform, is the old house, utterly incapable of being made sanitary and decent for human habitation, and yet too tough and strong to

to return

allow us to get it condemned on the ground of being
unsafe to live in.

prove publicly

heathenish and outrageous old building laws
most states and cities permit the condemnation
of a house only on the grounds that its walls are

pliment to call
Iniilt

and inescapably that the owner "has

the price."
Building for the health and comfort of
the occupant, or for the
and welfare of the

pleasure

and most of the
and most convenient sites are already occupied
rack-rented barracks, or misfits, or calamities in
inunity has only just begun,

<

In

brick or stone.

For the sake of health there should therefore be
d a law fixing a term of life for houses usecl
for dwellings and this term should be in the
neighborhood of fifty years. The Almighty in His wis-

dom

has fixed the term of

human

life at

three score

years and ten,
rest of the
fix

by
than

which is often a great mercy for the
community, and we should imitate Him

ing a life-time

for houses one-third shorter

this, because we cannot yet build as well as He.
Every house still usecl for human habitation and
dwelling should be automatically burnt or pulled

Copyright, 1919,

Our

in

liable

to collapse, or

its

floors to give

way

or

its

even though it be a perfect breeding
ground for bugs and hot-house of disease and death.
If we had power to pull down these wretched old
roof to

fall in,

baby stiflers and consumption breeders, the owners
of the property would have no difficulty in borrowing money enough on the land to erect in their
or apartplace modern sanitary model tenements

ment houses.
But these would return them only

five or six per
cent on the investment, while the existing old rookeries and barracks pay anywhere from ten to thirty

that as long as our
per cent on the original cost. So
brutal and antiquated laws protect them they will
of the blood and
go on callously coining money out
over one or two
sufferings of the poor, and turning
the church and
of
the
to
it
support
per cent of

The Architectural
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(Inc.)
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and a central water supply from
distributed by gasoline

schemes of Christian charity, as an opiate for their

gas-installation,

conscience.

well or

Just think of the splendid field for architectural
accomplishment, of scope for the new school of
building which is eager to plan and construct for

engine or windmill.
It is also very convenient in most
house-groups
whether above and below or side by side, to have a
central kitchen and a central cafe or dining room on

the service of the

community and the public wel-

spring,

pumped and

if the hundreds of acres now
cumbered and blighted in every large town by slums
and stews and germ-cages could be swept clear and
clean for the rebuilding of the city on broad and
beautiful and healthful lines for the comfort and
shelter and enjoyment of its citizens

Here the heaviest, most laborious
and heating forms of the cooking, the joints, the
vegetables, the breads and biscuits, the pies and
cakes can be carried out by an expert cook, paid by

In "remoulding nearer to our heart's desire" the
condemned old parts of our cities and towns and

cafeteria fashion, or bring them
on the same plan and dine at home.

growing new ones, it must be clearly recognized
day of the single and separate house is over
and gone. Houses in the new and open parts of the
cities must be built in groups around parks and gardens. In the down town, denser regions they must
also be built in groups called apartments, around
spacious central courts, and receded sufficiently
from the street line to make each one, so to speak,
If they are more
provide its own air and light.
than four stories high the upper stories must recede
still farther from the lot line and the highest assume

This would save much space and stuffiness and
greasy odors and cooking smells in the separate
houses and apartments, as well as much discomfort

fare and pleasure,

!

the

that the

the character of towers.

Each individual house or apartment should be
considered and planned as merely a unit in the
group, and, far from being in any way "self-contained," dependent absolutely upon the rest of its
fellows and neighbors.
cessions

in

regard

to

It
air,

should give certain conlight

and view

to

its

neighbors, both lateral and vertical, and receive
from them other similar concessions in return.
Each group whether clown town in a tenement

or out in a suburban garden court should have a
central system of heating, lighting and gas supply
and of air or power for cleaning and domestic labor-saving purposes. These need not be operated by or
dependent upon the skill of the individual tenants,
but be attended to by groups or teams of experts
who would visit the building so many times a day
for heating or lighting service and so many times
a week for cleaning, window washing, laundry and

heavy cooking work.
Even where central heating or city electric and
water and gas supply are not yet available, all modern group-buildings should be provided with flues,
wires,

pipes,

etc.,

for

all

these

services,

so that

city can give them these privileges
they can be utilized to the best advantage. In the
meantime most house groups except the very smallest would find it a distinct economy and advantage

whenever the

have one central furnace instead
of a dozen or fifteen separate ones, one central
in every

way

to

where possible electric, and where
not, acetylene or other inexpensive form of private
lighting system,

the cafeteria plan.

the tenants in

all

common.

Then such

wish can have their meals served

families as

in the dining
up to their

room,

rooms

and

dirt from ashes, coal, slops and
garbage. Each
individual house or apartment need
only be provided with a small, well lighted and ventilated
kitchen, equipped with a gas stove, sink, cabinet,
glass or enamel-top tables, refrigerator and electric

ironing table.

The modern kitchen should in any case be small,
compact, with the stove in the centre of the room,
the mixing table next to it, the sink and dish closets
in easy reach from one side of the stove and the reIt should
frigerator and cabinet from the other.
be a laboratory, not a living room, so arranged that
one or at most two individuals can stand or sit on a
high stool in the middle of it and reach everything
they require for food and mixing and preparing on
one side, and for serving, washing and distributing
by wheeled table or carrier, on the other, without
moving from where they stand or rising from
where they sit. Any more space than this in a
kitchen "cometh of evil," causing unnecessary trotting about and lost motion generally as well as
wastage of valuable floor space.
\

The
wood,

floor of the kitchen should be either of
or,

better

still,

hard

of concrete, or one of the

or, failing this, linoleum
walls should be not merely painted
but enameled its tables, sinks and drainage boards,
either glass or enamel or heavily paraffined wood, so
that every surface of tables, walls and floor can
be sluiced down or wiped clean with a wet cloth.

tough wood-pulp mixtures,
covered.

Its

;

The

stove should, of course, be either gas or elecas a good and economical private "gas-works,"
or electric dynamo for ten or more houses can be
tric,

easily constructed, where there
either gas or electricity.

is

no

city service

of

In addition to this the up-to-date kitchen will be
supplied with cold air pipes from a central cooling
plant, so as to prevent cooking the cook with the
roast when the weather is too warm, to permit
the
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room being cooled by

its

numerous windows.
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Of

course every kitchen ought to have

windows

at

on two sides and preferably on three, so as to
allow for both proper cross ventilation and cooling
And a hood over the stove to carry away any pos-

least

sible

A

turned into storerooms and the bathtubs used for
the storage of coal.
Nothing of that sort ever happens when hot water is provided.
Incidentally, this

famous and favorite story of

odors of cooking.

vestrymen, heavy taxpayers, or rather tax dodgers,

central heating plant is absolutely indispensable

supercilious lady visitors. Lady Hountifuls and the
charitable rich generally can be matched and bettered by the story of the family of the Italian nobil-

for the proper and healthful use of the bathroom,
as a bathroom, without an abundance of hot water

day and night is little better than none at all. Without continuous hot water it is simply a temple of
It was
discomfort and mortification of the flesh.
the omission of this vital factor

which gave

rise to

daring and delighted jeers and
the
of
superior classes at the inborn
cheap flings
shiftlessness and dirtiness of the poor.
Namely,

the chief of the

the story of the

model tenement

built

by the benevo-

the deserving "pooah," in which after
six months' occupancy the bathrooms were found
lent rich for

ity which rented for a season the remodelled villa
of an American in Rome, and who were found on

a visit of the owner keeping butter and melons and
green vegetables in the bathroom and live ducks in
the bathtub! So that it is not merely the
poor and
lowly who have a prejudice against cleanliness by
the cold tub route.
Like Mrs. 1'artington. while
some people can bathe in water as cold as (Jreenland's icy mountains or India's coral strand with

perfect impunity, they prefer a bath slightly tepid.

NORTH FRONT, GREAT CHATFIELD MANOR HOUSE
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The Sacramento

State Buildings

Competition
C.

HAYS,

in a recent issue

WILLIAM
gineer of

of

A.

I.

that 'the competitive drawings are of the slightest
nature, involving only the fundamental ideas of the

A., discussing

The Architect and En-

California the various designs

solution.'

Sacramento State Buildings Competition illustrated in this issue of the AMERICANARCHITECT, refers to what he considers "well warranted criticism of the Institute Code" governing
competitions.
Specifically, and with reference to
submitted

"In this case, the officials, against the urgent representations of the Chapter Committees, insisted on
a first stage in which, with the exception that no

in the

were called for (or allowed), there were
required complete 'final' scale drawings (even including basement plans) of both buildings, rendered on Whatman paper in India ink and identical
'sections'

he states in part
"This was a 'two-stage' competition, with osten-

this competition,

:

and 'final' stages. Actually, the
nature
of the first stage was a farce
'preliminary'
with such tragic results, from the economic standsible 'preliminary'

must appear

point, that architects, as a class,

be

to in-

for immediate
on behalf of the
Lunacy Commission or by the Board of Charities
both of which State bodies, by the way, are to be
housed in one of the new buildings.
telligent

"In

we are

to

laymen

fit

subjects

either by alienists

investigation,

effect,

the competitors

told,

from Sacramento

(sixty-four of them,

by men who

should

and not rejoice in it) were by those same
caused to spend not less than fifty or
sixty thousand dollars, where three-fourths of that
waste could, and should, have been avoided.
"The 'Code' of the American Institute of Architects recognizes both 'open' and 'limited' competiIt also protions, but deprecates the former.
vides for two classes of 'limited competitions,' in
one type of which (b) the participants are chosen
'admit'

'authorities'

'from

architects

among

who make

application ac-

companied by evidence of their education and exIn the 'open' form the Code contains a
perience.'
very serious fault

and experience'
after

incurring

in that this 'evidence

shall be offered

the

expense

by

of

all

the

of education

competitors
preliminary

with the final stage. The omitted sections, by the
way, could easily have been done in three or four

But their omission, far from being a help,
a section
positive handicap to competitors
being quite as essential as either plan or elevation
in studying as well as in 'setting forth the fundadays.

was a

mental ideas of the solution.' There was allowed
five months' time for this 'preliminary'

more than
stage.

"That the 'preliminary' stage was a mockery at
the plain intent of the Code is evident. What then,
may the words 'least possible' in the Code mean?

One may venture

a specific suggestion that, in this

and the letter of this phrase would
have been properly met if there had been required,
say, two principal floor plans of the Library and
a plan of the Court floor, one elevation, one section
(or two) of the Library and Courts building, at
i /1 6 inch scale and a block
plan at 1/50 inch scale
all on white tracing paper, rendered only in sketch
form and mounted at the corners or edges. With
case, the spirit

a time limit of, say, ten days, each set of drawings
might be accompanied by an affidavit to the effect
that they had been produced personally by the competitor, with no help other than one assistant, who
had been regularly and exclusively in the employ

stage.

of the principal for the continuous period of six

''The Code, by the way, states that the first stage
of an 'open' competition is 'open to all.' Such was
not the case here, for it was 'closed' to those Americans who could not qualify, under certain restric-

months immediately preceding the issuance of the
program. The drawings here described would be
full and sufficient for any intelligent juror (and
none other is qualified to serve, under any condiSome worthy scheme
tions) to make selection.

tions, as well as to all foreigners. In essence, would
it have been less
'open to all' in the first stage, once

Doubtless as
worthy
might be overlooked?
schemes were overlooked, even with the conditions

any limitation is established, if the geographical
limitation had been the State of California, or Modoc County or if the 'training and experience'
qualification had been 'a previous condition of servitude in the office of Smith, Jones and Black'?
Furthermore, the Code never, either by word or

"Another potential fault the architects in the
jury formed a minority, contrary to the Institute
Code, and. while the geographical distribution was
wise, in general the method of final choice was fun-

countenances such a 'preliminary' stage as
one was on the contrary explicitly stating

damentally wrong, as all final selections should
have been made by the competitors concerned not

spirit,

this

;

as they existed.
:
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even when professionally
was unjust that the making of nominations for the California juror should
be by general vote of the local A. I. A. Chapters,
whose members have only the indirect interest of

by uninformed laymen
advised. Furthermore,

it

a million other citizens of the State

Sub-Committee of

the

it

was no con-

That the jury, as finally selected, was most excellent
and efficient and made an unimpeachable choice
among the 'finals' has no bearing on the principles
involved,

comes

the Joint

Committee of The

but

only

proves

that

good

frequently

in spite of adverse conditions."

On Labor

Report
By

;

cern of anyone's, save of the avowed competitors.

Conditions
A. I. A., arid The

Illinois Chapter,

^

Illinois Society

of Architects

precedent to readjustment of labor condiany scheme of general reorganization,
the sub-committee on labor reorganization of

AS

tions in

this joint

First:

committee believes
That the language of

1.

Minimum Standard

this

country (that
is the English language) shall be used in all inThat no notice
dustries and that language alone.
instructions shall be posted in any foreign
language, and that after a specified period no one
shall be employed outside the ranks of common

or

necessities or amenities only, and the establishment
of government labor allocation and employment

bureaus.

obvious to need elucidation.

in quality, fitness

That for a period of years

(five

at

be restricted to the
least) foreign immigration
most enlightened and sturdiest elements and that a
shall

made to assimilate the foreign
elements of our population. That when immigration shall again be permitted, any and every immigrant who cannot read and write English at the
end of six months from the date of his entry .into
the United States shall be deported immediately.

national effort be

:

The sub-committee

industries,

Educational Training for All, in observation,
memory, will and expression as well as mechanics
of equipment and skill of performance.
all employed, in
3. Employment for All and

who

Third

in

2.

and then only under abnormal conditions,
does not have a fair command of English,
written and spoken. The reasons for this are too

labor,

believes that

all

means

waterways and water courses
furnishing power, fuel, forests and mines, and the
disposal of raw materials be placed under the supervision of the Government to be employed to the

of transportation,

Wages

apprenticeship.

:

Second:

of

and professions, in accord with inherent
quality or hazard and the cost of preparation and

trades

all

4.

Freedom of Trade and employment between

states, cities

and places no discriminations except
and efficiency, and national control

of capital issues.
5. Standards of Labor and labor conditions and
housing, the elimination of child labor and the
Standardequalization of male and female labor.

ization of and improvements in materials and
methods and cost saving devices for the benefit of
all, without detriment to labor and the free and
unprejudicial application of new methods and
devices. Enforced truthful and authoritative statements in negotiation and vending.
6. Safeguards Against Waste and detriment of
the third party in labor disputes, price fixing and

people.

profit taking, with collective bargaining, representative negotiation and open prices ; no secret treaties
or secret rebates no strikes or lockouts, except the

These fundamentals being accepted, the program

individual right to quit or the individual liability to

of

discharge.
7. State Councils for the authoritative propagation and adjudication of these principles, in each

number of

highest advantage of the greatest

reorganization or reconstruction may be
attempted with promise of success. As to details
of that program, we hold among others the following principles to be indispensable in the field of
universal labor of

hand and

brain,

peaceful, progressive democracy

:

and

essential to

;

group of related industries, trades and professions;
and free courts of appeal and final resort, with
power to enforce decisions.
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The

Elimination of Waste

Due

to

Building Codes
BETTER

A

appreciation of the building industry, with its multitudinous alliances, is
had today than ever before. Measured as an

efforts to correct, at this present time,

human existence, it is on equality with
the production of food and clothing and its importance in the realm of finance is second to none.

essential for

In

supplying

its

demands, a greater number of
employed than in

different productive activities are

and well intentioned persons whose competency,
based on broad experience and real practical knowlObservation shows that the
edge, is questionable.
enacting bodies are always ready to adopt the conclusions of such committees promptly and expeditiIt then follows that
ously and without question.
such committees should be composed of a limited

any other industry.

As

avenues that lead to the
resumption of normal activity, a study must be

made
the

this industry seeks the

Of these,
the cost of materials and

of the conditions that obstruct.

first

labor.

that occurs

While these

is

costs will probably never fall

to the levels of 1914, they will approach the future
normal conditions as rapidly as they can be brought
about through adjustments of conditions that are

active and successful men who are comby the demands of their other activities, to
work quickly and reduce the code to a minimum in
scope and size. With the experience in these matters which has been had, there is no reason why
such a committee should not formulate a code in
three months if the work was handled with the
same expedition that obtains in any successful private enterprise.
These things can be done if the
desire so to do is present.

number of
pelled,

now abnormal.
The cost of labor and materials, of acknowledged
great importance, has but little more influence on
the total costs of building construction than the
wastes that afflict the industry.
Many of these
wastes are voluntary, being in the form of misapplication of labor, inadequate or unsuitable equipment and other conditions that can be the resultant

The code should contain only the minimum requirements that are necessary to insure that a
building is structurally safe and sanitary, with

of carelessness or ignorance.
By correcting these
conditions, labor is made more productive or ef-

and consequently its cost is reduced.
with the reductions in labor scales that in
fective

This,

adequate provision for fire-prevention and safety
Following antiquated precedents, most codes
are specifications in effect, long winded and often
contradictory in their provisions. It seems ridiculous that a law should describe, in minute and verbose detail, how mortar should be mixed or shingles
laid.
These things are within the province of the

many

instances will follow, disposes of that factor.
The cost of materials will naturally fall with the

to life.

return of labor that was required in war work, the
reduction in the cost of fuel and in many cases the
cost of raw materials.

The voluntary wastes of material are due to the
manner of designing and specifying their uses.
These will be overcome by more intelligent effort

specifications

proval of the building departments.
doctor studies medicine, serves as an interne
and is finally licensed to practice in a legal manner
but the law does not state in detail just how he
shall perform an operation or write a prescription.
Note the rapid advances in the practice of medicine
and surgery. On the other hand, building codes

A

eliminate the voluntary wastes will naturally be
driven out of business by the force of competition.
Probably the most tremendous waste in building
is

and belong in his plans and
which are always subject to the ap-

architect's activities

on the part of architects and engineers and by the
competition of the intelligent buyer of such service
employing the most economical designer. The architects, engineers, contractors and material producers
who do not take advantage of their opportunity to

construction

these in-

voluntary wastes.
The preparation and enactment of building codes
is
generally a slow process, being usually in the
hands of commissions or committees appointed for
that purpose.
The personnel of these committees
is often unfortunate, being dictated by political or
private interests or composed of too many honest

involuntary and due to laws regu-

lating building construction, existing in the form
of state and municipal codes, regulations of factory

and labor commissions and in some cases fire prevention bureaus.
All persons who are interested
in building construction, must exert their utmost

apparently are made on the hypothesis that architects and engineers are absolutely incompetent to
direct their work without minute legal restrictions
covering every detail of a structure. And this in
the face of the inspection of plans and specification
by building departments and inspection of the work
as
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it

is

constructed.
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A code should be so made that it can be revised
as fast as progress in building construction takes
is best accomplished by a body authorplace. This
ized to perform this function, similar to the Board
of Standards and Appeals in

New York

of its prosperity. It then behooves those who have
the interests of the
industry at heart, architects,
engineers, contractors, material producers, realtors

and

make

citizens generally, to

of building codes

City or the

now

the

first

the proper revision
order of business.

Commissions that govern many American cities.
\Yhen the art of constructing with reinforced

was in its infancy in this country, there
were no codes regulating such undertakings. Under

concrete

The Hazard

buildings were erected two
and three stories high and were later increased to
these conditions

of

many

it was
part of their
particularly within the legiti-

urging upon architects that

INduty as citizens and

and six stories in height. The initial designs
were made in the light of the then available knowledge and the buildings were well built. The cities
in which these buildings stand have since adopted
reinforced concrete codes, the provisions of which
indicate that many of these magnificent and amply
safe buildings should be unsafe and should have
collapsed the moment the laws became effective.
Such is law. Why?
Codes are generally made for the worst conditions
five

mate

activities of their profession to become identiwith movements that conserved
public health
and insured safety. Tin-: AMERICAN ARCHITECT
fied

it
was consistently carrying forward, its
toward a proper readjustment of architec-

believed
efforts

tural practice.

A

concrete instance may be found in our issue of
July 17, 1918, wherein were discussed and described
the hazards due to the use of buildings not
properly

of incompetent architectural and engineering designing and inspection and bad construction by dishonest

and incompetent contractors. This is a sad commentary on the efficiency of the administrative
ability of American cities and the standing of the
related professions.
This theory of law-making is
entirely wrong.
Laws should be made for the best conditions and
It does not speak well for
effectively administered.
the architects, engineers and contractors that they
have quietly labored under these false assumptions
of the building codes and it is now time that they

Film Exchanges

safeguarded, such, for example, as film exchanges.
The essential features of the new code adopted by
the City of Chicago to regulate the construction and

equipment of buildings occupied as film exchanges
were presented, and it was pointed out that these
hazards existed in all cities of any considerable size
throughout the United States.
Press reports of a film exchange fire in Pittsburgh state that nine persons lost their lives and a
score of others received serious injuries.
It develops that several exchanges were housed in the

should assert their true place in the political economy
of this country as competent and honest men.

destroyed building through which the fire spread,
accompanied by many explosions peculiar to this
class of fires.

building department of any American city which
thus admits its inability properly to enforce the

larly in locations

A

law and conserve the interests of the citizens should

and replaced by those who can
administer
wise and proper laws.
effectively
A city which has an improper building code is
handicapped and its growth hindered by the burden
be dismissed at once

of useless costs incorporated in building construction.
The intelligent investor in such projects will
locate in such cities that make it possible for him
-ccure an adequate return for his investments to
which every investor is entitled. It needs no argui"

ment

to substantiate the fact that the state

building industry in

any community

is

of the

the index

It

is

again

suggested

that

architects,

particu-

where there are organized bodies

of the profession, should by united effort secure
competent survey of every building used as a film

exchange, and see to it that the general safety is
assured by such municipal action as will reduce the
hazard to its lowest possibility of damage, not only
to the occupants of these buildings but to the entire

community.
Architects with supersensitive attitude toward
method
professional advertising might find a good
existence
their
with
of acquainting the public
by
actively forwarding a reform that is so absolutely
necessary.
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Re-education of Disabled Soldiers
and Sailors
of labor are to have a most

important part in the rehabilitation of two
hundred thousand American men disabled in
the war.
According to a monograph, "What the
Employers of America Can Do for the Disabled

EMPLOYERS

Soldier and Sailor," recently issued by the Federal Board for Vocational Education, the success
of the Government's big program dealing with the

men who have borne

the brunt of battle, to a great
extent, depends upon the attitude and co-operation
of the employer.

Courses of instruction in all agricultural, induscommercial and professional occupations are
being provided under the jurisdiction of the Federal Board.
trial,

No

attempt

is

being made by the Government to

for the training of disreputable trade and vocational schools, colleges and other well-organized institutions will be utilized.
In many cases the trainestablish

special

abled men.

schools

The most

-

which

be given

in the factory, shop or office in
the disabled
will be employed after he

ing will

man

if he is
merely "taken care of" in a job in which
he cannot make good and earn advancement.
The Government has provided that its disabled
man may be retrained in order that he may overcome his handicaps and be re-established as an efficient worker.
Through the co-operation of the

has finished his course of instruction, and is competent to do the work.
All expenses of course of training, the personal
living expenses of the disabled man, and in the
case of one who could not successfully follow an
occupation without retraining, allowances will be
paid to his dependents by the Federal Government.
After the man goes to work his interests and
those of his employer will be safeguarded by a
follow-up system of supervision established by the
Federal Board. While each man will be free to
do as he chooses, the policy of the Board will be to
see that he makes good, and if he is unable to do
so he may receive additional training in the chosen
occupation or in some other pursuit in which he is

definite jobs will be made available.
training of each individual will be made thoroughly practical and pointed toward a specific oc-

This additional
likely to become efficient.
training, when found necessary, will be given entirely at the expense of the Government and on the

may go when he is industrially
do so.
The utmost care is to be taken that each man is
trained for and placed in a job in which he can

same

It

is

Government

the intention of the

to assist

in replacing each man, regardless of his handicap,
in suitable civil employment.
The men are not to

be dealt with from the viewpoint of giving them
special

"soft"

jobs.

Sympathy and

On

neither needed nor desired.

charity are
the other hand, the

employers of America are requested to consider
the

employment

harm than good

as a business proposition.
More
will be done to the disabled man

employers

The

cupation to which he
fit

more

make good.

Each case

be considered indion
its
merits
vidually
by experts of the Federal
Board and by a physician, an employer and a repof

resentative

man who

is

man

tion,

in the

An

district

of the

effort will be

made

occupation in which he is
it is neither
waning nor
is the policy of the Fed-

interested, provided

overcrowded.
eral

home

labor in the

to be trained.

to place each

most

will

Board
it

can

While

it

to return the
if

deemed

man

to his former occupaadvisable train him for an

entirely new trade. In each case the previous education and experience and the nature of the man's

handicaps will be given

full

consideration in deter-

mining a suitable occupation.

basis as the previous course.

Though he may be handicapped in body, the disman who carries on through a proper course

to

abled

of training and is placed in a real job will have
the satisfaction of feeling that he is doing a man's
work. He will be independent and will be able to
retain his self-respect.

The employer who thinks he is doing a patriotic
duty by giving the disabled man a temporary soft
job at high wages is only helping to make one of
America's brave soldiers dissatisfied and dependent in future years of his life.
Co-operation of the right kind

employer

will

do well to learn

is

sought.

Every

his part in this great

Action
for the disabled soldier and sailor.
should be taken in this matter. Inquiries should be
addressed to the Federal Board for Vocational

work

Education, Washington, D. C.
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called "grandfather"

ambiguous provisions, so

clauses attempting to put all
responsibility on the
and the iniquitous "or equal'' phrase

contractor,
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Definite Specification

probably be admitted that the physician
a practice of prescribing certain

ITwho made

made and comparatively few architects worthy of
the name are now in practice who cling to the old
forms.

"or others whose

drugs

pharmacodynamic propwould soon lose the confidence
of his patients, and
yet that is in effect what the
architect is doing who persists in the outworn and
erties

disappears entirely from architectural practice, the
public confidence in architects will unquestionably
be greatly increased. Fortunately progress is being

were similar"

discredited practice of

writing "or equal" after the
specification of a given material or equipment.
Unless he entirely neglects to
perform his func-

and leaves the decision to the builder, he must
sooner or later determine what is to be used and,
considered both from the standpoint of the client's
tion

interest

and

Icrkion

own

reputation, it would seem to be
inform himself and make his
when the specification is written rather than

desirable

after the

his

that

he

contract

to the effect that a

definite

ification fosters

high prices has been effectually
lisposed of by leading architects who have for years
specifying the materials and equipment that
i

experience and investigations have shown were
suited to meet the particular
requirements of
the occasion, without alternative.
It is evident that
no manufacturer of
standing and responsibility
would take advantage of a definite
specification to
their

increase his price.

business suicide.

New

To do so as a policy would be
Without doubt, any attempt that

York

New

York has printed communications, offering what the writers believe
be the most appropriate forms for memorials.
1C

Til
to

in

daily press in

The majority of
tical

these suggestions are so imprac-

and visionary as to be unworthy of serious

For this reason it appears to be a
to
time
discuss
the subject of memorials in
proper
New York and endeavor so to act as to prevent
grave errors and the perpetration of artisticconsideration.

blunders.
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is .let.

The old argument

Memorials

tained and

has

in the past

main-

yet of the opinion that any permanent
memorial involving the expenditure of a considerable sum of money should be utilitarian in character,

is

always designed and

nification of

good

built

with every dig-

artistic expression.

In a previous issue of THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT there was presented a design for a landing
Grant's
stage and stadium on Riverside Drive at
Tomb. The necessity for a properly designed and
constructed permanent landing stage where flunation's guests might be received and welcomed in

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
a dignified manner has been many times stated, and
action that would lead to results urged.
have an excellent opportunity to combine the
the best
utility of a much needed civic feature with

that

design.

tively easy matter so to

joint

memorial
this plan

IFanother
ment

to

our soldiers and

sailors.

should not meet approval,

we have

excellent choice in the decorative treat-

at iioth Street

and Riverside Drive that was

proposed during the Hudson-Fulton celebration.
This design also contemplated a landing stage and
a dependent decorative landscape treatment of that
neighborhood, to be crowned by a temple. There
might also be considered the admirable design for a
victory

memorial,

published

in

THE AMERICAN

ARCHITECT of Dec. 4, which includes a landing
The temporary arch now being
stage feature.
erected in Union Square will undoubtedly be favorably considered by a great number of citizens,
its permanent location on its present site
as generally approved.
not
be
may
In addition and at different times during the
past ten years various artistic societies have pre-

although

sented splendidly conceived projects, all of them
containing germs of ideas that at this time will be
worth careful consideration. All of these schemes
have been evolved as the result of the application
of the highest artistic effort.
They have received
endorsement by the best judges, and they have

lapsed to obscurity. It is now time for action. It
no time for a purely academic discussion and
ineptness. Such a course will be one of the utmost
will be

ingratitude and one we shall not be able calmly to
contemplate in the future.

A COMMITTEE
leading

composed of members of our
organizations with

architectural

to select and present a plan should be imA second committee whose
mediately formed.
duties should be solely to provide the necessary
money should also be formed. On this committee
the city government should be fully represented,
and the committee start on its work with the assurance that the city will contribute a certain amount,
the remainder to be raised by public subscription.

power

criticism made with reference to the prostadium
and landing stage at Grant's Tomb,
posed

The

A

landing stage for
distinguished guests, whose mission to this country
will be for many and different purposes, none
perhaps naval, could in no sense be considered as
solely a naval memorial. As we now conduct these

It will be a comparaarrange the plan for the
Riverside Drive improvement as to provide for this
landing stage and stadium, which could be made a

artistic

might be regarded as purely a naval me-

morial, does not hold good.

We

element of

it

matters, there is probably no maritime city which
is so poorly equipped to receive its
guests in fitting

manner. The ramshackle emergency landing places
that have been erected in the past, for the accommodation of the city's guests, have been a reproach
to our civic pride and a source of regret to every
No better scheme can be depatriotic citizen.
vised, now that we are determined that the broad
expanse of Riverside Drive shall be returned to its
rightful owners, the people of New York, and
properly laid out and cared for, than to provide a
memorial feature to our soldiers and sailors which
will fittingly express in dignity and artistic conception the very large debt of gratitude

we owe

them.

A FURTHER

scheme for memorials, and one
would be more local, is suggested by our
celebration of the Fourth of July and other holidays.
that

During the past four

years, perhaps even earlier,

we have throughout

the country conducted these
occasions in what has been well described as a "safe

and sane" manner.

In place of all the noise and
dangerous elements, a very much more dignified

program

is

now

carried

forward.

Its

best per-

formance, and its ability to teach valuable lessons
of patriotism and civic pride, is marred by the makeshifts -of temporary rostrums and decorative feaor

Why

not lay out the city into certain areas,
sub-civic centers, and in each one provide a

tures.

memorial rostrum, after the manner, perhaps, of
The Altar of Liberty, now in Madison Square? On
the tablets of these rostrums could be placed the
names of men who were in service from each parsection.
These structures could be surrounded with such architectural and landscape effects as would make them beauty spots. The many
recreation centers about the city would offer sites
for these rostrums, while our recreation piers might
be dignified as memorials to our sailors of the naval
reserve who have served in these wars.
These things, while purely suggestive, are the
basis of a scheme that is believed to be entirely
feasible, well considered, and to afford the utili-

ticular

aspect that should be a part of
considered memorials.
tarian
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all

well-
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ARTHUR

CRISP

ERNEST

INTERIOR DECORATION AND INDUSTRIAL AKT DESIGN,

of

Judgment

December
PROGRAM

CLASS "B"

I

FIRST MKXTIOX

17th, 1918

ANALYTIQUE
:

:

I).

C'.:

beings. This
of certain elements

human

given by means

tleaves of doors, etc.

giving

human

In addition to this

I

'

PROBLEM

more subtle means,
number of members

I.ake City; J. L. FlemM. Moore. I'nivcrsity of Kansas. Lawrence;
ing and
A. C. Weatherhead. I'lmi-rsity of Oregon. Fuviene T. J.
Rowland and 11. liradley, (ii-orge Washington University,
I-'..

;

Wash.,

1).

C.

PROGRAM
CLASS "B"
The Committee on

should be a balcony over the entrance where

None of the treatment, not even
project more than 6 feet beyond

the section.

the
the

main face of the facade, but the treatment may be
the
Recessed into the building as far as 6 feet within
One of the classic orders should be used.

M. Hood. J. W. O'ConD. J. Baum, C. Ewing, L. E.

JURY OF AWARD:
E. Ilarbeson,

Smith and R.

W.

PROJET

Architecture proposes as subject

A YACHT CLUB

:

members may view parades reached through a
This window, however, need
:ond story window.
window sill
in
this
not be shown
projet, except the

nor, J.

I

for this Competition:

The subject of this projet is the appropriate architectural treatment of the main entrance to a large
The building is of stone, 6 stories
city club for men.
The first floor is 4 feet above the level of the
walk. From first floor to second floor is 20 feet.

^hall

:

C. Xeilson. Atelier Trei;anza. Salt

means

.

:re

'

I

a cornice, etc.

H

Atelier

MK.VITON: W. F. Frederick and A. X. Scliac-lTer,
C.
F. (ialante. Atelier
I.eaux-Arts Atelier, Wash..
liraxer. Chester; I.. T. Ol.el. Helen M. (iail. A. T. Terrell,
W. I). Movie and S. Oxhandler. Columbia t'niversity.
X. Y.
F. I'.aliitsky. John
luntinnton Polytechnic Institute,
Cleveland; J. W. Meyer, Jr., care of Warren & Clark,
X. Y.
W. R. Shirley. Syracuse University, Syracuse; L.

scale, there are

Such as size of stone courses,
in

Ullrich.

II. Y. Murphy, Ueaux-Arts Atelier,
M. Jokcl. John luntington Polytechnic

S.

:are so intimately related to man's use that they
such as steps, balustrades,
uld not vary much

E

W.

;

but also he in scale with
is

1'LACKD:

irons, X. Y.

;

feature should not only he in
with the whole building of which it forms a
nan scale

1

Institute, Cleveland.

architectural

,

TYLER

FIRST MFXT1OX:

"A DOORWAY."

TRODUCTION

1

Wash..

Committee on Architecture proposes as subject
for this Competition

E.

AWARDS

Awards

of

Notification

Official

JOHN GREGORY

SCULPTURE,

an embankment sloping steeply down to the
shores of a lake, it is proposed to build a small yacht
devoted to the sailclub, the members of which are

Upon

and canoeing. The naing of small boats, rowing
ture of the ground is such that there is comparativeof about 100 feet between the water's
ly level space
while above it the ground
embankment,
the
and
edge
is

Morris.

"B" I Esquisse-Esquisse.
Number of drawings submitted

:

29

This embankment

is

about 15

These conditions will give an opporhigh.
in the basement of the club-house,
tunity to provide,
canoes and shells which can be
for
storage space
basement
run
up from the water. The
very easily
for the
showers
and
will also contain locker rooms
club members.

The main

R.

This Jury also served as Jury of Award for Class
"B" I Projet, Class "A" I Esquisse-Esquisse and

also fairly level.

feet

floor will provide a club or lounge-

and serving pantry
room, a restaurant, a kitchen
base
if desired, be placed in the
kitchen
may,
(the
a
be
should
provided servment in which case there
the mam floor)
on
small
a
pantry
ice stairway and
and baths
rooms
several
Above, will be arranged
for guests.
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PROGRAM
CLASS "B"

I

ESQUISSE ESQUISSE

The Committee on Architecture proposes as subject
for this Competition
:

"A

WALL FOUNTAIN"

A

retaining wall 15' o" high has been built along
one side of a park, separating it from a public thor-

oughfare. It is proposed to build, on the axis of an
abutting street a fountain applied to this wall which

an architectural feature as well as a

will serve as

place where the public may obtain water to drink.
There should therefore be provided continuously
flowing jets as is the modern practice for public

drinking fountains arranged at the proper height.
The decorative features of the fountain are left to
the competitor, the only requirement being that comof the retainposition should not exceed the height

ing wall.

Number

of drawings submitted

:

3.

AWARDS
MENTION

:

II.

T. Bell, Beaux-Arts Atelier. Wash., D. C.

ULLRICH FIRST MENTION PLACED, ATELIER

\VM.

HIRONS

CLASS B
Beside

I

the

ANALYTIQUE A DOORWAY

necessary

staircases

interior

there

should be provided, by means of terraces and stairs
or in some other way, exterior communication from

embankment to the lower level.
The greatest dimension in plan of the ground
floor must not exceed 75'-o" in either direction.
the top of the

Number

of drawings submitted

:

30.

AWARDS
FIRST

MHXTIOX PLACED:

L. Kurtz, Atelier

Wyn-

V. Y.

MENTION:

I-'IKST

Avenue, \. Y.

;

MENTION:
D.

C;

Beaux-Arts
Richards,
530 Manhattan
R. S. McCauley, Stony Point, N. Y.

W.

Wash., D. C.; G. H.

Atelier,

B. Hill,

J.

Van Anda,

H. T. Bell, Beaux-Arts Atelier, Wash..
Cornell University, Ithaca; F. R. Schreyer,

Chang, F. Wingate and J. Y. Moo, Columbia UniverY.; H. I. Hirsch, W. A. Rutherford, Jr., W. R.
Reecc and C. L. Armsby, Georgia School of Technology,
K. C.

sity.

N.

Atlanta

:

B.

Uub

and E. C. K. Schmidt, "T" Square Club,

Philadelphia; P. W. Strickland and E. Pickering, University of Kansas, Lawrence; L. J. Ellis, University of Ore-

gon, EuKene; T. F. Price, Atelier Wynkoop, N. Y.; H.
Legemann, Atelier DeGelleke, Milwaukee.
H. (
E. X. Damon, Atelier Schadler, Reno; G. A. Yeo:

mans, Cornell University, Ithaca.

niEBER

3D MEDAL. UNIV. OF PENNA.

i,,-i
r/-i r>rv
PROIFT A
CLASS A AND B ARCHAE
ATI
GREEK
A
TO
MONUMENT
i

135

I

F.

VON OSTIIOFF

CLASS A

1ST MEDAL, ATELIER IIIRONS

PROJET A THEATER
STUDENT WORK, BEAUX-ARTS INSTITUTE OF DESIGN
I
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PROGRAM
CLASS "A"

service passage of 10
the back of the plot.

ESQUISSE ESQUISSE

I

AUDITORIUM

The Committee on Architecture proposes as subject
for this Competition

"A BATTLE

of which shall be

MONUMENT"

balcony,

the

It

wood

and two

has been made in the center
pose a clearing
roads at right angles to each other cut through,

The monubranching from the main highways.
and
on the axis
in
the
be
erected
ment will
clearing,
of the roads, and will commemorate the valor of
the United States Marines who took part in the enThis monument should not exceed 50'-

o" in height.
:

San

be used, although this

may

at least twice the height of the
stage shall be fully equipped
galleries,

CLASS "A"

electrician's

Women's

fly

etc.

"A THEATER"
group of wealthy patrons of the drama probuild a theater, the purpose of which, while
to
pose
not entirely uncommercial, is to provide an opporthe highest forms of
tunity for the development of

dramatic art.

The

thereproject in conception is,
the municipal, subsidized
and, taking on in part the char-

similar to that of

Europe,

of an institution,

its

architecture should ex-

although at the same time no sacrifice

made of the practical elements of the
The foyer and circulations should be

ordinarily the case, and on the
nor, carriage entrances, low terraces and balustrade-,
may be developed, provided they are found

more ample than

is

The men's rooms may be in the basement.
The balconies shall be reached by at least two
broad ramps or stairs, placed either in the auditorium or in the lobby. Additional stairs for exits
from the balcony shall be arranged, widely separated
from main stairs. No curved stairs or winders arc
Exits from the main floor shall be as
permitted.

ample as possible.
F. A. Godley, W.
JURY OK AWARD:
F. C. Hirons, A. M. Brown,
W.
H.
Corbett,
tomley.
B. Stout.
L. H. Burnham, J. Wynkoop, and M.
for Class
Award
of
as
served
Jury
This Jury also
"B"-II
Class
Esquisse"A"-II Esquisse-Esquisse,
1
and Class "A" and "B" ArchaeologyEsquisse,

Projet.

Number

however, be exaggerated.
is a rectangular plot 200 by 170 feet, the
longer -i<k- facing a public square in a large city,
facing two avenues.

The

of the
proper shall be placed in the center
plt. and shall not exceed 120 feet in width.

A

of drawings submitted

:

23.

AWARDS

All such expressions

>nld not.

ami the shorter sides

retiring rooms.
for promenading during the entre-

acts.

''

within the limits of the site.

women.

retiring rooms.

Large foyer

PROJET

I

A

Imililing

the

Entrance lobby with tickets booths.
Offices for the manager.
Coat rooms for men and

:

problem.

;

with a gridiron,
gallery, switchboards,

GENERAL:

The Committee on Architecture proposes as subject
for this Competition

should be

proscenium arch

although two of the stars' dressing rooms shall
A property room
be arranged on the stage level.
and an orchestra room shall be provided in the space

Philadelphia.

press this,

of 32

level,

PROGRAM

;t-r

optional.

Private dressing rooms for six stars, several larger
dressing rooms for the secondary actors, one large
room for the male chorus, and one large room for
the female chorus shall be provided above the stage

E! E.'Weihe, Atelier A. Brown, Jr., S. V.
Francisco; J. C. Janney, University of Penn-

theaters in

is

minimum dimensions

stage shall have

Men's smoking and

fore,

floor, no part
above the level

feet in depth by 70 feet in width, and shall have a
clear height up to the under side of the gridiron of

MENTION':
sylvania,

main

5 feet

i.

i

-AWARDS
A. C,

consists of a

more than

below the stage.

of drawings submitted

Number

The

it

in
has, therefore, been proposed to erect
a monument to this battle. For this pur-

gagement.

shall be kept at

STAGE:

was the first real check to the Geron
the Marne Salient, and gave to
offensive
man
the French a new hope and an increased courage
which enabled them to turn that offensive into a retreat.

width

of the street, a balcony, and an orchestra pit. Proscenium boxes, or loges. either on the floor or in the

The first engagement of any importance in which
war
the American Army took part in the present
was at Belleau Wood. While this battle was in no
sense a major operation, yet it had a great importance in that

in

:

The auditorium

:

ft.

FIRST M F.DAL:

V.

Shimura,

von Osthoff and T.

Atelier Hirons, N. Y.

Columbia

SFCON1) MI-.DAL: Charlote Knapp,
X V T B. Otn/a. Cornell Univemty,
sit'v
Brown "T" Square (Ink

JC
1

137

..

I

I mv.-r-

Ithaca; S>. II
ami
PWtoddpha; A. C Richer
Philadelphia;
of Pennsylvania,

Janney. University
X. ^
Vntnor, Atelier Wynkoop,

.

,

A.

SH'IMURA

1ST MEDAL, ATELIER

CLASS A

I

HIRONS

PROJET A THEATER
STUDENT WORK, BEAUX-ARTS INSTITUTE OF DESIGN
138

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
MENTION' L. Williams, W. L. Uhl and E. Rabasa, Jr.,
Columbia University, N. Y. E. L. Howard, Y. C. Lu, N.
VV. Duncan, R. E. de Wolfe and Dorothy F. Levy, Cornell
UniI'niversity, Ithaca; R E. Martins and L. Yu, Syracuse
P. Roberts, G. F. Lafferty, G. A.
versity, Syracuse; J.

AWARDS

:

THIRD MEDAL:

;

Anderson. S. H. Gordon and L. D. Cook, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.

-\".

Y.

;

stitute,

D. McLachlan, Jr., Atelier Hirons,
J. W. Hershey, John Huntington Polytechnic InCleveland.

MENTION:

E. H. Knight, Atelier Birmingham, BirC. Stanton, "T" Square
Club. Philadelphia.

mingham;

E.

Hayward and W.

PROGRAM
CLASS "B"

II

ESQUISSE ESQUISSE

The Committee on Architecture proposes as subject
of this Competition
:

I

of this Competition

At one end of a public square, devoted on certain
is a small public
days of the week to public markets,
building.
Projecting from the lower floor of this
above the street
building, and raised a few steps

may

a covered space or loggia where the people
some protection from the sun and rain.

find

Number of drawings submitted
AWARDS: No mentions.

2.

:

PROGRAM
CLASS "A"

II

ESQUISSE ESQUISSE

The Committee on Architecture proposes as subject
for this Competition
:

"A LIFE-SAVING STATION"

THE PROBLEM

"A

MONUMENT TO

The devotion

:

8.

is

of the Greeks to the various forms
a

either free-standing or in relief, representing the
victory of the athlete, may be employed, but it
should be borne in mind that the monument should

its

crew.

is

The only dimension
in conception.
the height, which should not exceed 30 feet.

Number

a rocky

room of

A GREEK ATHLETE"

well-known fact. The Olympic
games, which brought together the great athletes of
their time were considered so important that very
often the successful competitors were immortalized
by having monuments erected in their honor. Usually these took the form of a statue, but occasionally
an architectural monument was built. The choragic
monument to Lysicrates although erected in honor
of a singer
is an example of the type of monument
which forms the subject of this program. Sculpture
of athletics

given

house and the dormitory and living
Number of drawings submitted

as subject

:

be architectural

:

point of the New England coast
within which is a tiny protected beach is built a
group consisting of a lighthouse, the helper's cottage
and a life-saving station, consisting of the boat

On

PROJET

The Committee on Architecture proposes

"A LOGGIA"

level, is

PROGRAM
and "H" ARCHAEOLOGY-

CLASS "A"

of drawings submitted

:

4.

AWARDS
THIRD MEDAL:

J.

W. Hershey and

S.

M. Jokd, John

A. C. Bieber,
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; E. C. K. Schmidt,

Huntington Polytechnic

Institute, Cleveland;

"T" Square Club, Philadelphia.
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Method
Awarding School Building Contracts by Group
City Board of Education, Whereby
More Buildings Will Be Erected Within a Year, Closely
Watched by Other Municipalities

Plan Just Approved by

Many

A
Board

PLAN

which,

if

New York

successful, will doubtless be

put into execution

all

over

by municipalities
the country, has just been adopted by the
of Education in New York City, whereby the

awarding of contracts for the erection of new school
in the
buildings will be done by a group method,
belief that the actual time of construction will be
the letmaterially shortened. The new method for
made
in
a
was
by
report
suggested
ting of contracts
C. B. J. Snycler, superintendent of buildings for

the Board of Education, and was at once adopted.
was quick to see that by grouping two or
This

body

one section of the city, and awardto
the lowest bidder in the aggrecontract
the
ing
three buildings in

gate, the construction of buildings will be hastened.
This for the reason that the contractor will be able

to

purchase materials more economically and to

attract

more

on the basis of the lowest aggregate

He

be-

do greater opportunity for the economical purchasing of materials, would attract a number of strong,
reliable contractors, who might be depended upon to
first-class sub-contractors, something which
of the utmost importance, since it is through the
sub-contractors that most of the delays occur.

employ
is

The viewpoint of many of the contractors, as seen
by the building superintendent, is that inasmuch as
they know they cannot secure a contract unless they
are actually the lowest bidder, they must make every
effort to secure the lowest bid possible for all of the
various trades or work which they do not actually

perform with their own organizations. This leads
them sometimes to accept estimates from sub-contractors

whom

who have

reliable sub-contractors.

bid.

lieves that these large contracts, presenting as they

they

know

to be inexperienced, or

limited capital or facilities.

This results,

delays, but where
trades at work, as well as inde-

brought to successful conclusion, and there apparently is no reason why it cannot
be, other cities are as sure to approve the idea as

more often than otherwise,

is

the superintendent of buildings for the New York
City Board of Education. In the New York situa-

held

Mr. Snyder has two buildings, one of which
he hopes to complete in ten and the other in six

The report to the Board is made so that the building of schools may proceed with the minimum of
delay, and it is of the utmost importance that subcontractors of sound qualifications with adequate

If the

scheme

is

tion

Heretofore, the contract time for the erecroom building has been three
hundred consecutive working days, but delays due
to trouble with sub-contractors or strikes has carried
the time of construction well beyond that limit.
In the group plan of Mr. Snyder these delays,
caused by the award of sub-contracts to unreliable
Confirms, it is expected, will be clone away with.

months.

tion of a forty-eight

up a number of new buildings in the
same neighborhood at the same time will attract
more reliable bidders. Under these circumstances
tracts to put

will be possible to complete the contract within
Included in the report is another
eight months.
proposal expected to aid in the rapid completion of
it

the buildings. That is the awarding of equipment
contracts at the same time as the general construction is awarded, thereby utilizing every possible idea
that will help shorten the time of building.
In discussing the methods of letting contracts, Mr.

Snyder

states that the plan of letting a contract to

include

more than one building represents

distinct

advantages over the only remaining one

certain

that of letting contracts for each building separately
to the lowest bidder
with the award to be made

there are so

many

in

pendent contracts under way, the contractor

may be

liable.

work properly be engaged.
need of increasing the amount required
as security on contracts is mentioned by Mr. Snyder.
facilities

for doing the

A possible

The amount

of this security or bond has usually
been fixed at a sum that is about 40 per cent of
the estimated cost of the work, while the certified
check or cash deposited with the bid must be 8
per cent of such sum. If the estimated cost of the
work is $400.000, the security or bond would be
fixed in the advertisement at $160,000, which would
require a certified check or cash to the amount of
$8,000, which is returned to the contractor upon the
execution and approval of the contract. The fixing

the percentage for estimating the security is
based upon a minimum allowance of 10 per cent to
cover errors in contractors' estimates and 15 per
of

cent for possible rise in markets, a total of 25 per
cent.
Experience has indicated the wisdom of in-

creasing this arbitrarily to 40 per cent.
The present form of contract meets all of Mr.
Snyder's requirements, except that it does not provide for the making of the surety company a party
of the third part. The United States Government
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necessary to adopt this measure as the only
the delays experienced
possible guarantee against
with contractors with insufficient capital.
In the recommendation of the building bureau

contract to that bidder who will guarantee to do the
work within the shortest time, under a very
heavy
sum for liquidated damages in the event of his failure to live up to the terms of the agreement. When

group method be adopted it is stated that
the bids received will undoubtedly be high when
tested by those of any previous contracts, but that,
on the other hand, the need for providing additional
school accommodations is very great and the period

this

found

it

that the

of time required for construction will be shortened.

Consequently the main causes of delays, which had
heretofore prevented the early completion of buildThe various methods
will be done away with.
ings,

employed

in

making contracts are each taken

into

consideration by Mr. Snyder.
Of the cost-plus method Mr.

Snyder says that it
will secure the completion in the shortest space of
This method can
time, but not at the least cost.
used with a fixed compensation for the contractor, which removes some of the objections inherent in the first plan, but does not remove them
is concerned.
entirely as far as public work
Letting contracts to include the construction of
the building, together with its equipment, to one
also be

man, frequently done in private work, should not.
Mr. Snyder avers, be applied to school construction.
uher method brought out is the awarding of the

system was tried out a few years ago one of the
arguments against it was that if the contract was
awarded for the shorter period at the larger amount
there might be delays from any one of a number
of causes over which it would be claimed that the
contractor had no control, so that the time finally
consumed would be equal to the longer period for
which the lower estimate had been submitted, while
the contractor would be actually receiving the larger
compensation.

Another plan discussed, but which was found not
work well unless the contractor can have complete control of the entire work, was the payment
of a bonus or premium by the owner of a given
amount for each day the contractor may have com-

to

pleted his
contract.
In

order

work within
to carry

the time limit

fixed in the

forward as rapidly as possible

program for the relief of congestion the group
method was adopted and the Hoard of Kdncation
will select sites for a number of buildings that arc
to be included in the first two years of its threethe

year program.
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Financial and

Commercial Digest
of Architecture

As Affecting the Practice

"We must remember, however, that we have large
numbers of men under arms who must be transferred to industry as rapidly as possible and that
this number is many times larger than that which

Our Bank Loans Abroad
It

is

of noteworthy interest in financial circles

that since shortly before the outbreak of the Eurobut steady unpean war there has been a gradual

we have been accustomed

market by
loading of American securities on the
their European holders, until, it is estimated, the

mobilized soldiers and war workers, pending the
must stimuresumption of normal activities.
late work which is valuable for peace-time pur-

We

they

curities as they formerly did.

Furthermore, this means that the reconstruction
needs of the Allies can be taken care of only by
seeducating American investors to take European
curities.
So, while McAdoo's statement to the

poses.

municipalities throughout the country,

Many

and many states as well, have during the war either
abandoned or suspended considerable amounts of

The Federal Government
improvements.
its building proabandoned
has
itself
practically
accumulation
This
two
for
the
years.
past
gram
of work should be undertaken at once as a means
public

Finance Committee was that in his judgment the
needs of the Allies would be taken care of "through
ordinary banking methods," it is believed by many
that Tylr. Glass will be confronted with the necessity
of advancing further funds to the European gov-

of providing buffer employment to carry us beyond
the transition period and take up such unemployment slack as may result not so much from the

ernments.
to hold its

position as the leading creditor nation of the
it is necessary that American banking houses

Industries

cannot be resumed overnight. Consequently there
will be for some months to come the necessity for
deproviding some form of employment for our

The result
liquidation lias reached $8,000,000,000.
of this, consequently, is that when these nations
cannot hypothecate these sewish to borrow

That the United States may continue

to absorbing.

absorb deinability of the industries to eventually
mobilized soldiers and war workers as to the

world

make

rapidity with

a thorough survey of foreign investment securities
so that they will be able to recommend foreign

which they

will be required to absorb

them."

same degree of intelligence
their handling of domestic securities.

opportunities with the
that

marks

More

Certificates for

Treasury

Requirements
Should Take

Up

Public Improve-

Announcement has

ments
Assistant Secretary of Labor Louis F. Post does
not look forward to any unemployment crisis.

"There
ness

is

men

no reason," he states, "why either busior wage-earners should be apprehensive

made by

the Treas-

outstanding or offered, to approximately
$4,500,000,000 and represents the current debt of
the Government, most of which will be refunded in
Liberty bonds.
tificates,

with regard to commercial stagnation. The war has
on the whole increased the purchasing power of
the masses and has created new markets. America

must

About $3,000,000,000 of certificates have been
offered since the Fourth Liberty Loan, including

assist in the rebuilding of Europe, and avenues
foreign trade hitherto closed to us are now
open. Raw materials which were denied to private

for

and non-essential industry during the war are now
accessible to the manufacturers of America through
their release by the War Industries Board. Credits
which were similarly denied to private concerns because they were needed for Government use have
also been released by the Capital Issues Committee.
There is no reason for anyone to be alarmed over
the future.

just been

ury Department of the issuance of two r.ew certificates of indebtedness, one for $600,000,000 in anticipation of Fifth Liberty Loan receipts, and the other
for an indefinite amount in anticipation of tax colThis raised the aggregate of cerlections in June.

$794,000,000 of tax certificates, but not making
allowance for the issue of the indefinite amount just
announced. In addition $1,200,000,000 of certificates issued in anticipation of Fourth Liberty Loan
receipts are outstanding.

The Government's cash requirements are now at
maximum, ordinary disbursements having

their

reached $125,900,000, the largest in the nation's hisBy reducing the minimum amount of bond

tory.
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certificates

offered from $750,000,000 to $600,000,the same time offering an indefinite

and
amount of tax
at

ooo,

certificates, the Treasury hopes to
requirements and also reduce the
amount of certificates sold directly to banks.

meet

cash

its

the Morris
Re-ports from 102 banks operating
industrial loans show that $34,500,000 was
of
plan

some 212,500 small borrowers during 1918.
Dec. 31 of last year the total number of loans
made under this plan exceeded 600,000, the amount

During the year 1913, which is the last upon
which reliable statistics can be had, the average fire
loss for each man, woman and child in France
was 49c in England, 33c in Germany, 28c; in Hol;

;

i

ic; in Austria, 25c

i

5c

in Italy, 25c in SwitzerUnited
States, $2.10. Our record,
land,
therefore, was four times as bad as that of France
and nearly twenty times as bad as Holland.

land,

;

;

:

in the

lent to

to

Up

lent

Meeting the Peace-Time Problems
\Villiam

being approximately $87,500,000.

vale Steel

The

(

Dickinson, vice-president of the Mid)rdnance Company, New York, dis-

cussing recently the problems of industry, labor and
government which must be solved with the return

Fire Loss

Eighty per cent of .America's fires are due to
carelessness, says J. P. Heynes in the Efficiency
Magazine. Statistics are presented showing that in
1917 America burned up $268,000,000 worth of
in that year caused
goods. Carelessness with matches

and smoking stumps destroyed
New York City's
worth of property.
losses are about four and one-half times as
heavy as those of London, while a comparison of
Vienna and Chicago, cities of about the same size,

a. loss
ivj
of $7,000,000,
a

1,000,000

s

Vienna's fire losses amounted
$303,000, while Chicago's were $5.500.000.
shows

l>.

&

that

to

to a peace-time basis, said that the situation should
be approached, not in the spirit of class prejudice,
but in that of the great-hearted Lincoln, "with

malice toward none, with charity toward all." He
cited the following: "Many years ago a noted steel
man was asked which was the most important factor in his business
labor, capital or management.

His reply was in the form of a question: 'Which
is the most important leg on a stool with three
While this conclusion as to the equality and
legs?'
interdependence of these three factors has been generally accepted as a theory, in very few instances
has it been given practical application."

Current News
Soldiers

Trade School

at

Camp

Dix

The organization of a Government trade school
crippled in battle, in connection with
overseas convalescent center, has been started at

ment has announced
he

fur soldiers
tlie

Camp Dix, New Jersey, under command of Major
Harry L. Twaddlell. Camp headquarters has announced plans greatly to increase the size of the
convalescent center in order to relieve congestion
among patients now under treatment in other camps

Xew

The
Jersey and eastern Pennsylvania.
be an experiment in development work
for wounded men, and if it
proves a success, similar
rourM's of instruction will be established elsewhere.

in

is

M-luiol

will

inspect the

Camp Dix

shortly in view of the proposed extension of

The aim
wounded and cripmen with new occupations, if war has unfitted
-tern to

"t the

pled

officials

other convalescent stations.

school will be to provide

them for their old work, and many of the methods
that have
proven most successful will be incorporated in the system of training.
The War )epartI

from the

may

return after

service

and take

Lieutenant Carl I.ellmaker of Buffalo, N. Y., who
in charge of the organization, has arranged that

initial courses will include stenography, typewriting,
auto repairing, shoe repairing, tailoring, printing,
Instructors will be furtelegraphy and wireless.
nished by the Quartermaster's Department and the
army Y. M. C. A.

school will

<i"vernment

that a soldier

actually discharged
the school course.
is

Building

Boom

Hits Midwestern

States
cities of
Architects and contractors in the larger
a
are
general
Wisconsin
anticipating
Minnesota and
the next few
within
of
revival
building operations
Enthusiastic reports from these sections
months.
be broken in
claim that building records will surely
\\ is.,
Wausau.
of
the
from
city
1919. One dispatch
states that
community,
manufacturing
a live paper
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citizens there

of

have already planned $350,000 worth

new construction.
The construction of

Paul's

St.

new Union Depot

speeded to the limit from now on. This is
insured by the recent sale of an $8,000,000 bond
issue.
One-half of the issue will be utilized for
will be

work

In the expectation that
steel prices and labor will drop shortly, the new
street lighting enterprises of that city are being held

construction

in 1919.

poses, 411,650 acres have already been examined
and appraised by the commission's foresters, which

nearly a quarter of the size of the entire preserve
the State previous to the bond issue,
which had gradually been accumulated since the
is

owned by

year 1883.
The lands purchased in the Adirondacks average
$5-79 P er acre, and those in the Catskill $7.10 per
A total expenditure of $900,000 is involved.
acre.

temporarily in abeyance by Commissioner Keller.
cost of lighted ways provided for amounts to
$85,000, estimated on a pre-war basis.
St. Paul hopes to surpass all previous building
programs by completing $4,196,000 worth of new
It is the biggest building program ever
projects.

ing

prepared by that city and

New York

The

it

officjals

are confident that

will be carried out.

Urges Planting

of

Trees

Practical consideration of the value of tree plantis

urged by John Y. Cuyler in a letter to the
Sim, who writes that it should be treated

as a matter of

common

interest, as are other neces-

upon which health, comfort and happiness
Xot far removed in its dreadful signifidepend.
cance from the appalling destruction of human life
abroad is the devastation, and in many instances the
complete destruction, of the woods and forests, the
parks and gardens of France, Belgium and other
sities

U.

S.

Agency
Timber

Selling

to

Market

A

special agency, with a director of sales, to
dispose of vast quantities of timbers and other wood
products on hand at various cantonments and build-

sanguinary conflict just ended.
longer delude ourselves with the boastful claim of an exhaustless timber supply.
The shifting scenes of the lumber
fields of the

In our

ing projects throughout the United States at the
time the armistice was signed has been created by
the War Department.
The sudden ending of the
war, with all this great construction work for the
Government under way, for a time threatened to

make

which is so startling as evithe
dencing
magnitude of such inroads upon this
once incomparable resource, forced upon us the
interests, the story of

widespread need of reproduction and the unremit-

a serious problem.

ting service of wiser conservation. Great areas of
our Middle Western States once invested with

was at first feared that millions of feet of
lumber not consumed on the Government contracts
would lie thrown back on the market and that
chaotic conditions might result.
The director of
sales, whose office will be in the Munitions Building
It

dense forests of valuable timber are

now

so bare

as scarcely to yield a local supply of firewood.

will confer with committees
repreindustries
affected by disposal of different
senting
kinds of supplies in order that business conditions

at

own country we can no

Washington,

may

be disturbed as

little

Model Towns

New

ith the announcement of the British Local Government Board that 100,000 houses will be erected

York Big

A summary just compiled by Conservation Commissioner George D. Pratt shows that a forest reserve of over 2,000,000 acres is assured to the
people of New York State, with the purchase of more
than 200,000 additional acres now under negotiation
with owners. Statistics of the commissioner show

by the Government without delay, plans are well
under way in London for a great building boom
when demobilization is further advanced.
The Essex County Council has decided to purchase 400 acres near Colchester for settlement by
farmer soldiers. Model towns are being built at

many

for

State park purposes, 460,731 acres of
forest land have been offered for sale to the btate.

After deducting such tracts as by their location
were manifestly unsuitable for forest preserve pur-

centers, including

Avonmouth, Swansea and

Barry.

that since the approval of the bond issue for the
acquisition of lands in the Adirondacks and Catskills

Problem

W

as possible.

Forest Reserve in

in British

r

British

Suburban Development

The British Ministry of Reconstruction is embarking upon a great scheme of rural development
by the construction of a large number of light railways to connect the country districts with the main
144
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according to the London Daily Mail. The
borne in part by the county authorities
be
cost will
and part by the Government. Upon completion the
lines will be leased to the operating companies under
railways,

air.
The stack was built in 142
and
consists of an octagonal base
working days
86 ft. in height. It has a taper of 64 per cent.

feet

adequate guarantees.
Enormous quantities of material used by the British army in France will be utilized, reducing the
cost
rails

Large Purchases
Italian

of construction to about $12,000 per mile. The
are of the narrow gage type and were used by

first

rural railway has been

begun

at Giggles-

Fire Protection Furthered by

being said that the government has 62.000,000
of the metal on hand.

Concrete Roads
By the construction of fifty-five miles of concrete
,ds radiating from Appleton, Wis., fire protection
has been extended a distance of ten to fifteen miles
When
into rural districts around that community.
system of permanent roads is completed,
Appleton Fire Department will be able to respond
fire calls in the most remote part of the county

Note Rise
Little significance

the entire
the
to

A

fee for this service, acwithin thirty minutes.
distance
of
the
to
the
run, will be levied by
cording

a big buying

This means that the insurance rates of
fanner will, in many cases, be reduced.

New
An

Branch

of the

Steel

movement.

Chapin outlined the plans for the future of the

Some

steel plants

are said

war.

Personal
The office of Frederick A. Schweiger. architect,
has been moved from Romer, Minn., to Moose I^ake,
Minn., where he requests manufacturers' samples
and pamphlets be

The

sent.

firm of Bleckley

&

Irvin. architects of

Au-

ianapolis society.

Willis Irvin. who
gusta, Ga., has been succeeded by
at 1404
of
architecture
the
will continue
practice
Lamar Building, that city. Mr. Irvin desires manu-

Montana Has World's Tallest

facturers' catalogues

Chimney
There are but two buildings among New York
skyscrapers, the Metropolitan building
and the Woolworth building 750 ft.
3 in.
that arc taller than the new brick stack of

Gty's

Anaconda Copper Mining Co., in Montana. It
ft. and \y, in. in height and is twelve feet
taller than
any chimney in the world. According
to the
engineer's estimates the capacity per minute
of the smoke treater and stack will be three milthe
is

in-

Treating

which numbers some 1200 memthroughout the United States, Canada and Engind, is being organized under the direction of J.
Weaver Smith of that city. At the first meeting
Prof. John F. Keller of Purdue University gave
From
illustrated lecture on the subject "Steels
William
to Finished Heat-Treated Products."

!

attached to the slightly

about 85 per cent of their capacity.
but the general average is placed at nearer 65 per
cent, which is equivalent to about 90 per cent of the
capacity attained during the four years before the

isearch Society,

.

is

Trade

to be operating

for Steel Society

Indianapolis section

in Steel

lb.

creased business activity in the iron and steel industry since the first of the year by The Iron Age,
which believes that as yet there are no real signs of

the city.

the

Copper by
Government

powers to be a large purchaser of copper in the
American market. The Italian Government has
just placed an order for 5,000.000 lb., while not
long ago an order for 10,000.000 lb. was negotiated.
The price is supposed to be 23 cents a pound, which
was the figure announced for export recently. England has not been in the market for some time, it

Yorkshire.

ick,

of

Italy has been the only one of the large allied

British^army mostly for transporting light munitions from the ordnance bases to the battle front.
the

The

of cooling

5X5

lion

cubic

feet of hot

gas with one million cubic

and samples sent

to him.

firm of Eckland, Fugard & Knapp, archiTrust Buildtects, formerly located in the Harris
Messrs. Fudissolved.
been
has
111.,

The

ing,

Chicago,

in the Recgard and Knapp have secured quarters
Mr.
that
city.
tor Building, 79 W. Monroe St.,
Old
in
the
office
new
a
Kckland has established

Boulevard. ChiColony Building, East Jackson
of Henry C. Eckland & Co.,
name
the
under
cago,
structural
architects.
James N. Hatch, civil and
will be connected with the
engineer, of Chicago,

Eckland company.
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NEW YORK

CHAPTER, A.

TION FOR

A

"C

News from Architectural Fields

Late

I.

In plastic form, a model and plan.
location or plot plan to be submitted
idea be in the form of a structure.

"A

URGES COMPETI-

A.,

PERMANENT WAR MEMORIAL

"As an

of

the

Fine Arts
Building, \Yest Fifty-seventh Street, New York.
The program agreed upon by the thirty members
present at the meeting after a lengthy discussion
urged that "all citizens residing or maintaining an
Architectural

established

in

League

place of business in Greater New
a chance to present their ideas for

the memorial in either letter, sketch or plastic form
in exhibition.
It was suggested that a
jury of
award of fifteen members, including representatives of the

New York Chamber

of Commerce, the

Merchants' Association, the Fine Arts Association,
the Society of Arts and Letters, and other organizations, judge the work entered in the competition.

The

awarded

place will be made the subject of a final competition, the winner of which
will be awarded the commission to execute the

idea

first

memorial.

The

resolution adopted by the

New York

Chapter

follows:

"Whereas, The Fine Arts Federation is about to
appoint a committee to consider the form to be
taken by a permanent memorial in New York
City
to

commemorate

diers

and

the valor of the

American

sol-

world war, and

sailors in the

the

com-

secondary prizes

should be awarded.

"That the judgment of this competition of ideas
be rendered, after public exhibition, by a
jury comIt is
posed of representative citizens.
suggested

that the jury of award be composed of fifteen
bers, three members appointed by each of

memsuch

organizations as the New York Chamber of Commerce, the Merchants' Association, the Fine Arts
Federation, the Society of Arts and Letters, etc.
"That the idea awarded the first prize in this

the

York" be given

essential part of this preliminary

petition, a first prize with possibly

and one that embodies a comof
ideas
and
petition
suggestions for a proposed
permanent war memorial in New York City, outlined in the form of a resolution to the Fine Arts
Federation, was adopted by the- New York Chapter
of the American Institute of Architects at a meeting held Friday evening, January 17, in the rooms
definite plan,

if

preliminary competition be made the subject of a
final competition.
"That the winner of this final competition be

awarded the commission

to execute the memorial.
"In conclusion, the New York
Chapter feels that
in this manner can best be obtained the
opinion
and the sentiment of the citizens of Xew York as to
the form of the memorial."

At

this

meeting members of the the institute

by Thomas Hastings on the
being erected across Fifth
Avenue at Madison Square. Mr. Hastings is one
of the designers, and he assured the architects that
the arch was a temporary one, but that he
personally
favored the site and the design for the permanent
memorial.
listened

to

a

talk

Victory Arch

The

question

brought up for

now

of
full

"post-war activity"

was

discussion at the meeting.

also
It

was decided that a definite program should be
worked up by the committee in charge of this suband sent to every architect in the country, with
a request for an expression of opinion.
ject

'Whereas, The realization of such a memorial,
of whatever nature, is of vital importance to the
in that it should be a true
expression
of the sentiment of the citizens of New York as
to form of memorial deemed most
appropriate
be it

community

Again, "Shadows and Straws"

;

In the December issue of The Journal of the
A. I. A., received on Jan. 2, the fo'lowing
appears:
"Authorities seem to agree that no immediate de-

"Resolved, That the New York Chapter of the
Institute of Architects present to the
Fine Arts Federation, for its earnest consideration,

cline in the cost of materials is to be looked for,

the following program and plan of
procedure:
"That a committee be appointed to institute

while the price of labor
considerable doubt."

American

a

preliminary competition of ideas or suggestions to
be open to all citizens residing or
maintaining an
established place of business in Greater New York.
"That their ideas or suggestions be presented in
one of the following mediums
:

"A

In letter form

"B

In sketch form, a perspective and
plan

;

;

is,

of course, shrouded with

It is
interesting to note that the following reductions in prices were all made
prior to Jan. 7
Pig
iron 10 per cent, finished iron and steel
15 per cent,
:

copper and tinplate 20 per cent, sanitary earthenware 25 per cent, enameled iron goods 20 per cent,
boilers, radiators and furnaces 10
per cent, iron
pipes and fittings 5 per cent.
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Concrete Construction Due to
Legal Requirements*
in

y \V. STUAKT TAIT. Assoc.

M. Am.

Soc. C.

MATERIAL STRKXCTII AND \\OUKMANSHIP

and

years

\ve

are

fairly definite

hist. C. /.

now

in

to

position

determine

in

a

manner what must and what must

not be done in the
proportioning of, the mixing of,
and the placing of concrete in order to assure the
desired strengths.
Engineers have always striven

any better position. Both of these
naterials are to-day, however, manufactured to
standard specifications and under the control of
skilled chemists.
In consequence of this, and due
in little if

to

obtain

better concrete by
insisting on certain
which
bad been established in a more or
principles
less indefinite manner, but
up to the pre*ent time

dso to the fact that the standard specifications reFerred to are reasonable and can be lived tip to by
the manufacturers with ease, these materials arc

building ordinances in general will not recognize
that 1-2-4 concrete has a greater
strength at 28
days than 2000 Ib. per square inch in compression.
The most recent tests show that with a 1-2-4 concrete, in which the aggregate has been
properly

As an addiD-day highly uniform and reliable.
of this, most build-

Be

Man.

lot to be desired.
With the knowlthat
has been gained in the past few
edge, however,

or fifteen years ago the Portland cement
in America was a somewhat uncertain
variable material, and the reinforcing steel

Hbnal safeguard and guarantee
Bng specifications to-day require

Assoc.

to-day leaves a

TEXused
was

/-..

that these materials

graded and sufficient water only used to make the
mass workable, and in which the
mixing has been
carried on for a period of about /i minutes, that a
strength of 2600 Ib. per square inch at 28 days is

[

There are
existence a large number of such laboratories
which are thoroughly competent and whose charges
for inspection are really an insignificant item.
If,
therefore, this inspection is required and carried
out, we have a double check on the cement and steel,

;

and

by some contractors,

tested

by an engineering laboratory.

En
I

f

!

\

Engineers who are in close touch
with reinforced concrete construction as
practiced

easily obtainable.

may therefore classify these two materials as
approaching 100 per cent of what is required as
Torpedo sand and either gravel or crushed stone
somewhat in different localities, but competition being keen in these materials, clean and thor-

With proper inspection, therefore, it
entirely unnecessary to provide in the factor of
xafety any quantity to cover the possibility of the
materials themselves falling short of the standards
provide for.
is

which our assumed concrete strength is based.
The mixing and placing of concrete as practiced

iil>ii

^Continued from our issue! of Detembrr 11-18, 1918, and Janu-

in

many

cases

only for a period of about 45 seconds, has resulted
in many cases in concrete which would not come
up

vary

consequence obtaining aggregate that will class as
entirely satisfactory is a relatively easy matter to

agree that

from the poorly graded aggregate mixed with an excess of water and mixed

their characteristics.

oughly satisfactory aggregate is now available
throughout the country at little if any increase in
cost over material of a lower
grade. The inspection
of concrete
aggregate is a very small matter, and in

will

the concrete resulting

to the 2000 Ib. crushing strength value assumed in
the building ordinance.
Many of us have seen
concrete which would fall below this to the extent

of 10 or even 15 per cent, but this, as in the case of
the materials themselves, can all be overcome
by
proper inspection, particularly as we now have a
real definite knowledge of what must be done in
these three respects. One inspector to each mixing
plant on any construction work could easily, during
the course of the day and without interfering with
his other duties, make about four tests on the fine
and coarse aggregate and determine in a few minutes the proportion of each to be used in the normal
1-2-4 concrete.
Proper measuring devices can easily be provided on any hopper for charging the
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mixer, and it would consequently appear that the
control of the mixture itself can easily be regulated
to the desired degree.
Continuing the period of
about 45 seconds to one
batch
from
of
a
mixing
minute would necessitate the use of the two mixers
where one mixer is now used and worked to capacSince on all concrete work of any extent an
ity.
stationed constantly at the

mixing plant,
inspector
the only added expense necessary to obtain a 30
per cent increase in the assumed strength of concrete is the installation of two concrete mixers
is

where one is at present used, and this only where
mixer referred to would be employed to its
entire capacity with the rapid mixing now practiced.
In the past six years we have seen the spouting
of concrete carried to a point which many of us
the

feel resulted in

an expense rather than

tion in the cost of placing concrete.

A

in

a reduc-

few years

ago on building construction work, one could even
see a swinging spout used to deposit concrete directly upon the forms. Contractors have, however,
found that in the ordinary building construction
this method was more expensive than using
fixed spouts and distributing by buggies from temporary hoppers placed on the formwork. It is the
opinion of many to-day that the construction of
high temporary towers and the carrying of concrete through long chutes is not as economical as

had been thought a few years ago.
Conveying
from one hopper to another through a
long run of spout always tends to separate the aggregate from the mortar and also creates a tenconcrete

dency among the construction forces to use a
greater quantity of water than is really desirable.
Some people who have studied this matter have
reached the conclusion that the difference in cost
between transporting concrete by buggies direct
from the mixer tower to its final position in the
forms is very little more expensive than transporting the material in the

same way from the

dis-

tributing hoppers placed throughout the structure,
and in few cases is this added expense great enough
to offset the cost of constructing a high wooden
tower and of providing and rigging the distributing
spout. In some plant layouts the towers and spouting are made use of to bridge the gap between the

point of delivery of the aggregate and the point
where the finished concrete is to be deposited. In
few cases is it more economical to elevate all of the
materials to a considerable extra height instead of

transporting the materials by horizontal conveyor to
a location for the mixing plant, based upon the

economical distribution of concrete direct from this
mixing plant. Good concrete can be obtained by
spouting, but the temptation to use an excessive
amount of water in the mixture, in order 'to facili-

tate spouting, is so great that

it

would appear that

better concrete could be ensured by entirely prohibiting the transportation of concrete in this manner.

would seem also that the difference in cost
from these requirements would not be

It

resulting
material.

One of the duties of the inspector supervising
the placing of the concrete should be to take samples from the buggies or from the mass as placed
in its position at various times throughout the day,
and I feel that fully six or even twelve standard
test pieces should be made up from each day's run,

properly marked and stored in a bed of damp sand
Testing these cylinders would
demonstrate from time to time just what the condition of the structure was, and would provide a

at the building site.

determining upon the removal of
In the construction of reinforced con-

reliable basis for

formwork.

crete skeletons for hotels, apartment buildings, and
other structures designed for a light live load, one

of the most important features insuring good construction is to determine definitely that the various
floors in the structure shall not be overloaded due
to a premature removal of the formwork.
Under

ordinary construction conditions it is usual to have
about three or four stories of formwork in place.
The writer has never come in contact with any
engineer or inspector who has known how to make
fairly definite figures as to how much load was
carried on the various floors while several stories of

formwork were

in place.

In considering this sub-

be apparent that the amount of load
carried by each of the floor slabs bears a definite
relation to the relative deflections of these floors.
will

ject

it

The

deflection of

any construction varies directly
bending moment and inversely as the modulus of elasticity and the moment of inertia ot the
member considered. Now, in most cases, the moas the

ment of

inertia of the construction is the same for
each story but the modulus of elasticity of the concrete will vary with its age. Taylor and Thompson
state that the modulus of elasticity of concrete seems
to bear a fairly direct ratio to its strength assuming
this to be the case, we may, with a fair degree of
accuracy, arrive at the proportion of the total load
;

occurring in the three or four stories by proportioning the total load between the various floors in a
direct ratio to the crushing strength of the concrete
existing in the various floors at the time the calculation is made. The test data now in existence show
the normal development of the strength of concrete

under laboratory conditions, and, excepting under
extreme summer and extreme winter conditions,
these strengths could be used to determine the load
carried by each floor when several floors of formwork were in position. If there was any doubt in
148
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the chief inspector's mind as to whether the concrete
was not developing in strength normally, it would
be a very simple matter to have one or more cylin-

be a fairly simple matter to enforce specifications
covering the cleanliness and character of the aggre'\ he
sales forces of progressive companies
gate.

from each of the various floors tested before
his decision as to the removal of the formthese safeguards, and with a reasonWith
work.

would soon, under these conditions, offer, when
recommending their aggregate, test data showing
what strengths had been developed on certain recent work where their aggregate was used, and it is
the writer's opinion that they would be willing to

ders

making

able inspection control at the building to see that

construction materials were not piled too high on
any of the finished floors, we can be reasonably
secure in the assumption that the floor construction
will not be overloaded and thereby damaged during
construction.

to-day so thorforemen
construction
understood
well
by
oughly
that the inspection of this feature to assure our

The placing of reinforcing

steel is

obtaining construction according to our design is a
If specifications require the
relatively easy matter.
use of mechanical spacing and supporting bars for
the reinforcement, we can also be sure that the steel
its correct position while the conbeing placed. There are to-day on the market a number of mechanical supporting and spac-

is

held securely in

crete

is

ing bars, and many engineers now require the use
of them in their specifications.
By these safe-

grards

we can be assured

reinforcing steel

is

that the placing of the
such that little allowance is nec-

essary to provide for its deviation

from the assump-

made in the design.
Some engineers and architects to-day are in the
habit of requiring the formwork design prepared
tions

by the contractor to be approved.

guarantee to deliver aggregate in which the percentage of loam and foreign material was controlled to below a certain percentage
The inspection of a car of aggregate to see that it came
up to
this specification requirement would be a
very simple matter, and it is the writer's opinion that job-

bers of sand and crushed stone would take the necessary steps to insure that none of their material

was rejected, provided they knew that this requirement of the specifications was going to be enforced.
My the added safeguards suggested above, little, if
any, extra expense is placed on the construction,
but the engineer would be in position to know definitely that he was going to get 2ooolb. concrete at
'in age of jS days, instead of under some conditions wondering whether his concrete was going to
deliver a strength of 1800 or 2500 Ib.
1 would like to add that the
figure of 2600

Ib.

per square inch for 1-2-4 concrete at 28 days is
one that can easily be obtained under the methods
of inspection, mixing, and placing outlined above.
(

To

be continued

)

While the form-

work designs used by our most experienced contractors are entirely satisfactory, the architect or
engineer should insist on examining this design.

formwork which

All

not rigid and stiff enough to
result in a material reduction

is

prevent sagging may
in the strength of the construction, and this must
be guarded against. Formwork designs, too, should

be

made

so that repropping after the formwork has
is not practiced.
If the whole of a

been wrecked

formwork under a
rial

benefit

load

floor is

once removed, no mate-

can be gained by repropping.

coming on a

If the

going to overstress the
construction this overstressing will occur immediately the formwork is removed, and nothing is
This
gained by later inserting temporary props.
is a matter
which should receive considerable attention, and is one which can easily be provided
for in the

floor is

formwork

design.

With proper inspection control

Important Code Revision
gun in the campaign against the antiand wasteful requirements of building
codes, has been fired by the Moard of Standards
and Appeals of Xew York City, John 1'. Leo,
Chairman.
Exhaustive tests were made, by duly authorized

Til

1C first

ciliated

persons, to determine the efficiency of certain antiThe conditions of test were standsiphon traps.

ardized and were as near actual conditions in pracBased on the
tice as it was possible to make them.
results as observed, a ruling was adopted by a vote
of twelve in favor and one negative. Such a radical departure from the usual plumbing regulations
aroused considerable opposition from those interested in the purely monetary aspect of the projK>The reasonableness of the proposal was ap-

sition.

it is noted, thereitem of material strength may be
controlled within a very small margin.
The only
factor which may
appear on casual examination to
hard to control would be the cleanliness of con-

parent to the Board, resulting in the vote mentioned above.
The result of the application of this ruling will
be to decrease the cost of plumbing installations-

crete aggregate Under
existing conditions of competition in the sale of concrete aggregates, it would

ulate the

more extensive use of plumbing equip-

ment and

relieve the building industry of one use-

fore,

that

the

'

under certain conditions, which
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burden.

less

If entire

codes could be revised with

the view of eliminating useless requirements the effect on building enterprise would be noticeable

within a very short time.
Our codes have been
formulated, in many instances, with the apparent
intention to aid certain manufacturing and trade
interests rather than the owner.
Codes should be

made with one

object only in view; to permit the

and

size given in the following table, a 3-inch main branch
vent must be provided for the additional vent connections.

2-1

y2

inch branches on a

4-2
7-1

y2

4-7

y

inch branches
'

I

j_,

|

,/

sanitary buildings in the most simple and inexpen-

manner.
This ruling by the Board of Standards and Appeals, under the aggressive leadership of its chairman, is but a fore-runner of other revisions in the
interests of the owner.
Other cities may well follow this example for the elimination of waste due
to building code requirements.
Rules 91, 95, 98, 99, m, 113, 114 and 116 of the Rules and
Regulations for Plumbing and Drainage, Water Supply,
Gas Piping and Ventilation of Buildings, as amended by
the Board of Standards and Appeals, December 27, 1918;
effective January 16, 1919.
RESOLVED, that rules 91. 95, 98, 99, in, 113. 114 and 116
of the Rules and Regulations for Plumbing and Drainage,
Water Supply, Gas Piping and Ventilation of Buildings,
adopted by the Superintendents of Buildings of the City
of New York, effective April 23, 1912, be and they hereby
are amended, effective January 16, 1919, to read as fol-

lows

:

Vent

Pipes.

Rule 91. All traps, except approved anti-siphon traps
connected to main waste or soil lines or to the house drain
by branch piping not over seven (7) feet in length with a
fall not exceeding two (2) inches per foot, shall be
protected from siphonage and back-pressure by special lines
of vent pipes
provided that where approved deep-seal
;

siphon-jet water-closet or slop sink fixtures are installed
with branch piping not over five (5) feet in length from
fixture to main soil or waste line, the vent pipe
may be
omitted for such fixtures in buildings not over eight (8)
stories in height, and where the main soil or waste line is
made one inch larger in diameter than required by these
rules, the vent pipe may also be omitted for such fixtures
in buildings over eight
(8) stories in height.
Rule 95. Except where "yoke type" ventilation is installed, vent connections for water-closets and slop sinks
must be made from the branch soil or waste-pipe just
below the trap of the fixture, and this branch vent pipe
must be so connected as to prevent obstruction, and no

waste-pipe connected between it and the fixture. Earthenware traps must have no vent horns.
"Yoke type" ventilation shall be taken to mean a cross
connection, by means of a horizontal branch soil or wastepipe, between the main soil or waste line and the vent line,
and in which the connection between the branch pipe and
the vent line is made at least six (6) inches above the line
of fixtures discharging into such Branch pipe.

Rule 98. When the plumbing fixtures installed in
any
building are arranged in groups or batteries, "yoke type"
ventilation may be installed, provided that for batteries of
water-closets each fixture shall be set not more than two
(2) feet distant from the horizontal branch soil pipe into
which it discharges, and for batteries of fixtures other
than water-closets each fixture shall be so located that
its trap will be not more than two
(2) feet distant from
the horizontal branch waste line into which it
discharges.
When the ordinary type of venting is installed and the
number of branch or back vents from the traps of fixtures
connecting to any main branch vent exceeds the number

/2
l

on a 2

inch

main branch.

inch main branch.
inch

main branch.

nc '1 branches on a 2 inch main branch.

inch branches on a 2 inch

main branch.

f

construction of structurally safe, fire-resisting and
sive

i

inch branches on a 2

Traps.

Rule

No form

99.

unless

has

of trap will be permitted to be used

been

approved by the Superintendent of
Buildings or the Board of Standards and Appeals.
it

No anti-siphon trap or deep-seal siphon-jet fixture shall
be approved until it has successfully passed such test as
may be prescribed by the Board of Standards and Appeals.
Rule in. Every plunge bath shall be provided with a
trap at least four inches in diameter, the waste from
trap to bath to be reduced two diameters and this waste to
be controlled by a gate valve. Overflow pipes, if provided,
must lie connected on inlet side of trap. Except where an
approved anti-siphon trap is installed in the manner specified in Rule 91, such trap must be ventilated by a separate
vent line extended above the roof, of the same size as trap
and water connection.
Rule 113.
Every dental cuspidor must be separately
trapped by a trap of at least one and one-half (ij4) inches
in diameter, which shall be vented except where an approved anti-siphon trap is installed in the manner specified
in Rule 91, and placed as close to the fixture as
possible.
The connection between trap and cuspidor may be threequarters (J4) of an inch in diameter.
Rule 114. No plumbing fixtures, except bar sinks, soda
fountains or drinking fountains, shall be installed with an
indirect waste connection to the plumbing and drainage
system. The waste of every bar sink, soda fountain and
drinking fountain, if not directly connected, must discharge
over a properly water-supplied, trapped sink, with trap
vented, unless an approved anti-siphon trap is installed in
manner

The main waste lines
specified in Rule 91.
two (2) inches in diameter, and the branches to
fixtures at least one and one-half (1^2) inches in diameter.
Drinking fountains must be trapped and the waste
the

shall be

line

extended through the roof.

No

vent connections need

be provided.

Rule
trapped.

116.

Safe and refrigerator waste-pipes shall not be

They must discharge over a properly water-sup-

trapped sink, with trap vented unless an approved
trap is installed in the manner specified in
Rule 91, such sink to be publicly placed, and not more
than 4 feet above the floor. In no case shall any refrigerator or safe waste-pipe discharge over a sink located in
a room used for living purposes.
plied,

anti-siphon

Friendly Possibilities of Engineering
Societies*
By PHILIP N. MOORE
Past President, American Institute of Mining Engineers

ENGINEERS
waking fast

and masters of enterprise are
to

the realization that there

is

something more in the relations of employer and
employee than mechanical output, which can be
measured mathematically, and that the human side
of service must receive greater consideration for
'From the Bulletin
neers. January, 1918.

of

the

American Institute of Mining Engi-
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So much has been said and written on

the future.

this subject that it has passed into a truism.
Should not the same element, long neglected, be
considered as of even greater importance than

ques-

and membership, in the
Should mutual
plans of engineering societies?
service and interest end with mere technical output by members and the rendering of care and manadministration

of

tions

agement by officers ?
The world is recognizing, as never before, obligations for service to fellowmen due from all. high
( )ur technical
or low, in rank or wealth.
societies,
organized for professional protection and advance-

ment, are, insensibly to themselves, almost without
conscious intent, widening thtir field of service to

members and dealing heartily with questions
broader than technique. Those who are doing such
service find unconsciously

more and more

work so rendered.
The growth of knowledge that comes

satisfac-

to

sub-

engineers or veterans by converse and conwith their fellows, working along and versed

altern

same

in the

In this

way

subjects, brings interest and friendship.
are built some of the warmest friend-

ships of life,

coming

as incidental

and pleasurable

of meetings undertaken for other purposes.
Should not the friendly purpose, the clesire for

results

service

one to another, and especially the wish on

the part of the established

help their
tion as

product

young

man and

organizations to
fellows, be felt to demand atten-

an issue of

its

own

rather than as a by-

?

The thought

that such service should be an esof society life and obligation is strong
and growing. It has shown itself in criticism from
time to time against hard and indifferent attitudes
and routine, as well as by protests that have taken
sential part

founding of new societies having the
and the service feature for their reason.
In our Institute, not only has the friendly spirit

form

in the

social

been

step

be

welcomed, especially by the younger men of
our societies.
There are those who 'believe it is
but the beginning and that the societies should increase their points of social contact.
Elder
who have achieved their place in the world

men
owe

cordiality and acquaintance toward the younger engineers; on the other hand, the younger men should
not conceal their vanity or awkwardness under the
cloak of modesty, but should show themselves at
all

times ready to meet, greet, and show interest in
who are far more desirous of knowing

the elders,

and welcoming them than they know.

tion in

tact

its files the records of the
great majority of engineers of the country. To
young engineers, members or not. it will offer services,
practically free,
for placement in
positions; for employers, it will
carry a body of men from which can be drawn
capacity for almost any task.
This is a forward
of great value, which will

growing but the call for service was recogby the establishment of an em-

nized long since

With the nation at war,
ployment department.
more engineers than ever before were demanded

Further, with such increase of friendlv meetings
come not only greater value to the members
trom their society connection, but there must and
will grow a feeling on the part of such members,
will

those who are younger, that they have
obligations of service', as well as privileges, when
All these organizathey join a national society.
tions sutler from the fact that too few members
especially

take the trouble even to vote

an annual election
any time attend the
each member living within the counmeetings.
try should make it a rigid item of his annual
schedule to attend at least one meeting of the national society to which he belongs, not only would
he benefit greatly thereby through coming to know-

and but

1

face

would

1

face the

to

things

in

the

find his

men who

profession

own powers

growing proportionately.
dialitv

at

a small proportion at

is

are

doing the bigger
society, but he

and the

of influencing other men
The obligation of cor-

on everyone.

Engineering Societies Kmployment
Bureau

them was assumed by
whose
mission
was a patriotic
I'.ngineering Service,
attempt to give the Government the right engineer

The American Institute of Mining Engineers, the
American Society of Civil Engineers, the Amer-

for the

American

The

quickly.

right

task of finding

right place and, incidentally, to help the
to find it. This service has now, under a

man

been placed by the Engineering
under the secretaries of the four Founder

changed name,

ican

Society

of

Mechanical

Institute

of

and the
Engineers have

Engineers,

Electrical

established the Engineering Societies Employment
Bureau under the management of their secretaries.

ment lUireau, it possesses the largest cataloged body
f
information in existence regarding engineers of

of the purposes of the Bureau is to
touch with all engineering firms with a
men. Plans
supplying them with desirable
who are
men
in
assist
der
to
placing

the

from the Government

ncil

S'ineties.

As

the Engineering Societies'

country and

Employ-

into a

will, without doubt, grow
department of increasing value that will carry on

One

way

service.

The

keep in
view to
are unretiring

I'.ureau is not

intended to be exclusively for the benefit of unem-
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nonployed members of the Founder Societies;
be
will
introduced
are
regiswho
members
properly
tered.
Information, registration forms, etc., may
be obtained from the office of the Bureau, Engineering Societies Building, 29
Street, New York, Room 903.

West

Thirty-ninth

not present.
Longer storage periods showed results in favor of the addition of lime.
The tests here reported were made to determine
the percentage of hydrated lime that was best to
increase the plasticity and impermeability of the
mortar and not affect its strength. The storage con-

were three, outdoor air, water
the test periods 7, 14, 28 and 56 days.
ditions

The

Lime on Strength
Cement Mortar

Effect of

and

soil

and

In addition

of

effect of hydrated lime on cement mortar
has been investigated by means of a series of

THE
tests

and are reported by M. O. Fuller.*

These

and resupplement a series previously made
addition of
the
that
showed
in
which
1916,
ported
lime up to 10 per cent not only increased
tests

hydrated

f-

e/

J.ri*t t* Sf/itttre

Tensile and Compressive Tests on Samples Stored in Soil

to the tensile briquettes, 2-in. cubes were made
tested in compression on a Universal testing

and
ma-

chine.

The cement had

the following physical properties
specific gravity 3.08, fineness 18 per cent retained
on 2OO-mesh sieve, normal consistency 25 per cent

L irrtf /# ff/xtvr#

:

Tensile strength neat cement, 7 days, 454
and 28 days, 753 Ib. per sq. in. Compressive strength neat cement, 7 days, 4701 Ib. per
Tensile
sq. in., and 28 days, 6737 Ib. per sq. in.

water.
Tensile and Compressive Tests on Samples Stored in Air

the plasticity but also in some degree the tensile
strength of specimens stored in water and in earth.

The

showed

stored

in

specimens
greater gain
strength up to the ten-day period when lime was
*Asst.

hem, Pa.

Professor

Civil

Engineering,

Lehigh

University,

Bethle-

Ib.

per

sq. in.,

strength 1-3 mortar, 7 days, 188

Ib.

per. sq. in.,

and

28 days, 326 Ib. per sq. in. Compressive strength
1-3 mortar, 7 days, 1130 Ib. per sq. in., and 28 days,
1997 Ib. per sq. in.
The proportions of sand and cement were taken
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by weight, the percentage of the total weight of the
mixture being added to give what is known as
working consistency, i.e., normal consistency plus 50
per cent. The hydrated lime was added to the dry
cement and thoroughly mixed before adding the
sand and water. Test pieces were stored, one-third
in water, one-third buried in moist
clayey soil, and
one-third outdoors subject to the elements.
The plotted results are given for various

although such conditions do not obtain in
building constructions except in underground foundation work.
They do, however, emphasize the
value of keeping concrete in as moist
a condition
as possible and corroborate the
results of the tests
made by Prof. Duff A. Abrams which were
esting,

lished recently in TIIK AMKKICAX
important result of using hydrated

pub-

AKCHITKCT

An

lime, in addition

to the increased
impermeability of the concrete, is
the increased
plasticity, which will aid the placing
of concrete without the use of excess
water. This
is well worth
considering, as the. time of mixing
and the percentage of water used are the two
most

per-

important factors that affect the making of concrete,
materials not considered.

A

Duty

to

Your

who

Profession

are not given

ENGINEERS
articles on technical

and

to

writing

practical

subjects
should bear in mind that to-day, experiences are not
handed down from one generation to the next by
tradition, but by written books and magazines; that

they have received their own knowledge from this
source and therefore are in dutv bound to reciprocate."

This is true also as to architects, for the day of
the apprenticed draftsman is over, many of them
in these days coining from technical and architectural schools.
In any event, the architect of to-day
has such a remote contact with his drafting forces
that he does not have the opportunity to give them
the benefits of his experiences even were he so

disposed. The teacher or professor in the technical
school is, unfortunately too often, a person without
practical experience and one whose knowledge is
limited to that available in text books and technical

journals.

Quoting further from Albert M. Wolf, Assoc. M.
Soc. C.E., in The Wisconsin Engineer, he

Am.
Tchsile

and Compressive Tests on Samples Stored

in

"An engineer often has to solve problems regarding which little direct information can
In such cases he must draw upon his
be found.
states that

Water

*

centages of hydrated lime

up to 15 per cent. As
applied to building construction, architects will be
more interested in the air storage tests as more
approximating field conditions. Reinforced
concrete design is based on the
compressive strength
closely

and these tests show that from
5 to 7.5 per cent of
hydrated lime apparently improves the strength and
this

appears to be the safe limits. In tensile strength
it
develops that 10 per cent of hydrated lime
Kives the best results, but as resistance to tension is
negligible in concrete design, this percentage should
nut he used
accepting these tests as a basis for
t<Ms

specifications.

The

effects of soil

and water storage are

inter-

technical
If,

:

and practical knowledge for the

after the

work

is

completed,

lie

will

solution.

write a

and the methods employed in
as to whether the decomments
with
some
design,
in
all respects or not,
has
sign
proven satisfactory
and send it to one of the technical papers for publication, other engineers looking for light on the same
They
subject will be rewarded for their search.
description

of

it,

be able to profit by his contribution to the
and undoubtedly will make improvements
in their design, suggested by his experience.
Then,
if they in turn would write up their experience
along this particular line, soon we would have matewill

literature,
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rial

at hand to allow someone to set forth
which can be considered good practice."

enough

clearly that

This can apply equally as well to the architect.
comparison of engineering and architectural journals discloses the fact that the former publications
contain many practical observations based on experi-

A

Without
ence, contributed by practising engineers.
editors
of engiable
of
the
the
efforts
considering
class
of
this
to
secure
material,
neering journals
always a stronger feeling of fellowship
and contractors than between
This fellowship is based on the fact
architects.
that they have to combat floods, quicksands and all
there

is

among

engineers

the efforts of the elements to destroy property and
These common dangers so humanize them
life.
the

that

results

of

all

their

they willingly yield
experiences to help their professional brethren.
The absence of such data from architectural journals may be entirely the fault of their editors, who
may not have a keen appreciation of the value of

such information to the architect.

It is true,

how-

ever, that architects do not contribute such data to
There can be but two reasons,
these journals.
either architectural publications are not considered
to be

mediums

for the dissemination of such knowl-

edge, or architects lack that unselfish human desire
In extenuation of the latter
to help their fellows.

be correct, it might be assumed that
hypothesis,
the practice of architecture is such a placid and
cold-blooded procedure that it has not occurred to
the average practitioner of the art that he has a
if it

in aiding the profession and his
fellows in this respect.
Every project in building construction has its

duty to perform

population and the geographical distribution of
Part two treats of the factors that
population.
Part three is
enter into the school building plant.
devoted to the financing of a building program, considering the ability to pay for the necessary additions to a school building plant and the payment
for new school buildings.
The unfortunate conditions that affect the public
school system of this country are due mainly to the
fact that the boards of directors are either elected
or appointed, which results in such frequent changes
of personnel that a well-conceived program is sel-

dom formulated. There is also little incentive for a
member of a school board to become thoroughly
informed of the various elements that are involved
in the construction and operation of the system.
These conditions also affect the school superintendent in a similar manner.
then follows that any addition to the literature
pertaining to the determination of true requirements on which an intelligent building program can
be constructed is of value and importance. In many
cases the development of school building programs
are the result of haphazard consideration, too often
influenced by political or private realty interests.
Fundamentally, the program must be based on a
It

measurement resulting from a survey of the controlling factors, which are the measurements of the
population, the plant and the ability of the community to finance the program. Such a procedure
is similar to that which is required to design a
sewerage and drainage system or a transportation
system. All intelligent designing must be based on

story and lessons, practical and many times romantic. Sometimes the solution of the unexpected

the real requirements.
An architect who has occasion to design school
houses either enters into a competition for the work

or ordinary problem

or

to be too simple
should be kept in mind
that the younger ones are reading and coming on
and that some of the older ones may not know.
Everyone has made mistakes and generally has cor-

may appear

to justify its telling, but

it

rected them successfully, and that correction

is

to

This knowledge, even

is

As

a practitioner of an essentially constructive profession, there should be no one better qualified to

if anonymously
from the same or similar
ARCHITECT will be pleased

measure and formulate the requirements for school

any practical solutions of the many diffiproblems that confront the architect in his work.

school board, consisting of merchants, professional
men and ladies serving by virtue of their interest

their credit.

given, may save another
troubles. THE AMERICAN
to publish
cult

The prooutright.
generally formulated before he comes in
In that case it is simply
contact with the project.
an order to design a building of a certain capacity
awarded the commission

is

gram

buildings than the architect. Certainly he should be
better qualified than the members of the average

"mothers'

"

or other clubs.
is

Book Review
A

SCHOOL BUILDING PROGRAM FOR

By N.
and diagrams, 130 pages. Teachers College, Columbia
University, New York. Cloth $i. 60.' Paper $1.26.
This book is in three parts. Part one is devoted
"to studies in population, measurement of school
L. Engelhardt, Ph. D.,

6^

l
x g/
2

CITIES.

,

tables

The average

school
but
too
superintendent
pedagogue
often lacking in the business ability required to
solve these problems.
The architect should broaden his knowledge of

in

the

basic

a well-qualified

requirements that

solution of these problems
better serve his clients, the
lives,

and himself.

To

bition the reading of this

underlie

the

proper

and thus be enabled to
community in which he

those having such an ambook will be of assistance.

Industrial Information
Def " ..... ""

The

Art of Stippling

suitable For all
purposes, stippled brick are offered
of two wholly different
mixtures of clay and two
entirely different color ranges.
Tl.es/may all
be studied from
samples sent free upon rem.cst
directed either to the general office
and factories of
the Western Urick Co, in
Danville, or to the branch

Conspicuous both for clarity of discussion and
merit of its illustration is a valuable booklet
issued by the Western Brick Co. of
Danville, 111..
on The Art of Stippling.
Herein the reader is
artistic

carried through a concise
history of the subject in
its original and artistic
Its definition and
aspect

sales
I

early application are illustrated by several ably reproduced stipple engravings done by great engravers
famous for this class of
technique.
The practice of stippling in
painting, \ve learn, is
chiefly confined to miniature water color work
where delicacy requires the use of small
dots, al-

offices

and

rooms

exhibit

eona, Orand Rapids and Fort

in

Indianapolis

Wavne

Standardized Metal Caging
The advantages

of wire as used

in

wire -lass

most microscopic in size, for
producing softly
shaded effects. To obtain the exact
degree of color,
surfaces are frequently
stippled more than once,'
each time with a different tint.
While dotting or stippling was present in the work

have frequently been discussed in these
columns;
the advantages of "S. M. C." as
manufactured by
the
Mitchell-Tappen Co.. 50 |',n,ad St.. .\Yw York',
perform a similar function in soffit protection
Standardized Metal C agin- is a continuous metal

of the earliest engravers, a mechanical
process to

cage,

made of specially drawn wires
electrically
welded, to avoid ,-dl danger of the material disin-

overcome the arduous work involved in hand
methods was not perfected until
At that
iSS5.
time an American inventor,
Benjamin' Day, made
public a machine for producing stipple effects on
the negatives used for
making line engravings bv the
photographic process.
creases

tegrating after

place

its

share of benefit

is

now

being em-

custom

wholly

new

f

]

it

is

applied,

it

claimed, of heat, vibration,

tire resistant
qualities,

its

It

is

well

known by

construction

is

tected by concrete.

worn out

would take decades to mature.
Stippled brick have been produced in a variety
The heads as well as the faces
'leasing colors.
the brick are
stippled so that any desired b6nd
r method of
To meet the
laying may be used.
demand for brick of which to construct buildings

is

regardless

its

steel

possibilities for face: or exterior brick

The effect of stippling brick as done
by the Western Brick Co. is to
produce a surface beautifully
:t in texture and
sufficiently rough to give depth
and richness.
By the use of stippled brick an effect
is
produced at once which for mellowness of tone
1
Wending of color can be compared only with the
master brick work of
past centuries, and which ordi-

it

strengthening attributes. It is also claimed
to be immune to the usual causes of corrosion.

building material.

narily

regardless,

resulting from

of

for

Recent adaptation of
long years.
stippling to the treatment of burnt clay substances
has resulted in the
production of a stippled brick
for use in
building construction which opens up
as a

When

jected to intense heat. There is a distinct and valuable asset in the use of standardized metal
caging

ployed in building materials to produce beauty of
surface, color and texture.
The use of the mallet
and chisel to soften the
appearance of stone has been
a

in place.

An important point is that this caging extends
out into the lower corners of the soffit, thus
preventing the crumbling of these corners when sub-

use.

its

is

knocks or cracks.

This, of course, widely in-

Architecture also has come into
from the art of
stippling, for it

it

automatically grips and locks on to the projecting
rims of steel parts, and will bold the
concrete in

narily
time. It

is

architects

not
Steel

and engineers

that

resisting unless proin buildings is not ordi-

fire

structures for long periods of
incorporated as a material which assures
in

strength and unusual durability. Therefore in protecting steel from fire or corrosion, the concrete,
should,
soffit

it is

metal.

urged, be locked to the
"S.

M.

C.,"

steel

with proper

claimed, produces
this result, and adds the advantage of ease and
economy in handling. A four- foot collapsed length
of this material is sufficient when pulled out to cover
it

is

about eighty feet of beam.
Typical structures, designed by leading architects and protected with the Mitchell-Tappcn product, are illustrated in their bulletin No. 14. together
with diagrams of its construction.
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Philadelphia Branch for
Mfg. Co.
The Wahvorth Mfg.

measures 10

Wai worth

feet

by 3 feet 4 inches, and weighs 200
up with standard structural steel

It is built

pounds.
shapes and plates complete in

Co., with general offices at

Boston, and works at Boston and Kewanee, III,
and with branches in New York, Chicago and Seattle, has recently purchased the business of Hunter
& Dickson, at 241-247 Arch St., Philadelphia. The
Wahvorth Mfg. Co. is a pioneer in the steam supKeply line of this country. The purchase of the
wanee works of the National Tube Co. in 1917 by

itself.

The method

of

fabrication insures the accuracy of the units, and
whether they are used as parts of columns or

be found alike and interchangeable.
structure, it will be seen, can be extended, modified, or even removed to another site,
without injuring the component parts or impairing
will

trusses,

The completed

their durability.

Mfg. Co. so increased their production of valves and fittings for steam, water and gas
work, that they expect to enter the Philadelphia

This type of construction is used with particular
in mills,
warehouses, garages, machine
shops and power houses, general manufacturing
buildings and structures for commercial purposes.

prepared to take care of the growing
come with the rapid expansion of

Interesting diagrams are presented in the literature
of the Milliken Bros. Mfg. Co. on this subject. One

the \Yal worth

well

field

trade sure to
after

A

war

success

graphic comment appears in a photograph therein
which shows that a single carload of knocked down
material is equivalent in weight and function to a
fifteen car trainload of riveted trusses in the background, thus demonstrating compactness in pack-

activities in that section.

Standardized Truss Unit System

Although architects may cherish certain preju-

ing and economy in transportation.

dices as to the standardized building this should not
deter them from getting a thorough acquaintance

with what has been done with this principle in modern structures to serve as a further basis upon

which

to

expand

As a

their ingenuity.

In accomplishing rapidity of construction, so important in the face of the present dearth of necessary buildings, standardization has certain unassailable

advantages.

Color

These are made clear

in

a

pamphlet published by Milliken Bros. Mfg. Co.,
\\oolworth Building, New York, and active in this
field. For the best results to obtain, it would seem
desirable for the architect to accept the engineer's
contribution toward effecting speed, avail himself
of its best features, and continue from that point
to a development whose architectural merit shall

and ceilings) are white in
light striking these parts of the room is
reflected in a degree, depending upon the color. If
interior surfaces (walls

color.

plied artificially, how much more essential is it at
Even the color of the floor affects the re-

Worth-while results depend upon elemental facstandardized building depends upon standardized units. Through such an agency, the result
should not be confused with a ready-built structure which must be confined rigidly to a predetermined size and shape. The small common unit
which makes this course feasible is possible of endless combinations and permutations and makes variety and novelty in design as easy of attainment
as it is in any other form of construction.

sultant

Noteworthy among systems of this kind is that
evolved by Milliken Bros. Mfg. Co., and referred to
above. Here the trusses and columns of their Standardized Truss Unit System are composed of a series
of triangular units, easily and quickly coupled together in

many

different

forms.

A

typical

unit

Any

dark brown or smoke covered, possibly only five
per cent will be reflected. If pure white the reflection co-efficient may be as high as seventy
per cent.
If this feature is of importance in the daytime,
when intensities run far above those ordinarily supnight?

;

Surroundings

result of a

campaign -of education on the
part of certain paint manufacturers, the industries
now realize that natural light is greatly aided if the

be only enhanced thereby.
tors

of

strikes

for part of the light which
goes back to the ceiling and then again

illumination,
it

down. It takes considerably more power to give the
same illumination on the loom or other work place
if the ceiling and walls are dark rather than white.
It is

a real paying investment to keep these light in

color.

The lower
portance
pearance

part of the side walls is of less imand for purposes of apis often desirable to have a dado of

in reflecting light,
it

dark green or some neutral color, as finger marks
and other disfigurements are not so noticeable. This
treatment of the walls reduces the brightness in the
field of view, a desirable feature.
From a bulletin
issued by the Edison Lamp Works, General Electric
Co., Harrison, N. J.
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Vol.
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Dula,

New York

City

absolutely guarantee all Stucco Work
done by me on Bishopric Board"
he
lath that
So wrote one of
Paul's
contractors.
consider
the
"I

will
St.
it
Furthermore,
says, "I
only
prominent
stand dampness and changeable weather."
Absolute dependability is the reason why Bishopric Board today is specified and used by architects, contractors and builders all over the country.
It builds reputation, secures confidence, promotes more business.
Bishopric Board makes good.
The construction of Bishopric Board is simple. Its
on the fibre-board deadens sound and is proof
advantages are obvious.
Building principles and
against vermin, water, and weather changes.
materials that have withstood the test of centuries
are combined in Bishopric Board.
Bishopric Board can be used with or without sheathand when nailed securely to framework forms
ing
Creosoted dovetailed lath imbedded under terrific
a background that can't sag or break away, causing
in
Mastic
on
a
pressure
Asphalt
background of
the stucco to crack and flake off.
heavy fibre-board that, in brief, is Bishopric
Board.
Bishopric Board insures satisfaction. Don't be conThe creosote preserves the lath the dovetail locks
tented with anything less. Use a background you
the stucco so it can't let go
the Asphalt Mastic
can guarantee absolutely.

The Bishopric Manufacturing Co.
904 Este Ave.

Cincinnati, O.
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Write for our free book, "Built on
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buildings,
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With this book we
send free samples of Bishopric
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Architectural Education

Report of Sub-Committee on Education of the Reconstruction Committee
of the Illinois Chapter, A. I. A and the Illinois
Society of Architects

EADKKS

in architectural education slioul
not be behind those in other lines of en^ deavor in realizing the
necessity for recon-

L
PT
B

structional measures,

even though they be revolu-

The student of the architechas always been educated to look to the
A large part of his time has been misspent in
past.
the study of subjects of which he is never called
tionary in character.
tural schools

upon

make

use, and which he soon absolutely
Many subjects, the knowledge of which is

to

forgets.

necessary in the pursuit of his profession, are not
touched upon, to his everlasting detriment and reAfter graduation, the first two years or so
gret.

up with the most elementary work, such as tracing, etc., under an assumption of his employer that he knows nothing,
and its tacit admission by himself.
Our educational system should be reorganized so
that the graduate can become of immediate value
to his
employer and his services a source of income
to himself.
It also should aim to cast off in some
of his experience are taken

and help architecmore honorable part in the destiny

fashion the shackles of the past
ture to take a

of this nation.

The practicing architect, which it is assumed the
student intends to become, functions in three entirely
1<

diverse directions

-igns

his

buildings

in

the aesthetic, in which he
the
plan and elevation
;

taught.

\\ e

believe that sonic should he omitted,

and others now untaught should

also be included.

\Ve believe, furthermore, that there
of correlation

in

is

a fatal lack

the

subdivision of the aesthetic,
practical and social studies, and that it is both un-

necessary and unwise to leave such correlation to
the architect after he has left school.

At

present the courses of instruction in the
principal architectural schools are almost identical,
and are all founded on that of the ftcole des Beaux
Arts, with which they still agree in general in subject
but from which they differ widely in administration.

These subjects, taken from one of our best architectural schools, and accomplished within the hours
of school work and preparation required for the
course, which covers four years, are substantially as follows
entire

:

Aesthetic

Architectural

design,

1555:

Free-

hand Drawing, 510; Shades and Shadows, 45; Perspective, 120; Watercolor, 70: History of Architec305; History of Ornament. 45; Total, 2650.

ture,

Practical

Main TrigonomCollege Algebra, <)O
yo; Analytical Geometry and Calculus (elements), 180; Descriptive Geometry. 240: Applied
Mechanics. 200; Physics, 270; Chemistry (inorganic). 180; Design, 120; Sanitary Engineering,
30; Steel Construction, 145; Acoustics. 5; Total,
;

I

etry,

1550.

which he constructs them and the
social, in which he deals with those consummating
his plans, and with his
clients, present and prosThese obvious divisions of an architect's
pective.

Social History of Civilization. 330; English,
210; French, 105; History of Sculpture and History of Painting, included in History of Civilization and Art; Arch. Prac. & Bldg. Law, 45; Phil-

a greater or less extent, recognized
the architectural schools, and special studies
are provided in their curriculum, intended to
preour committee is of the opinion that while the
program or the ideal toward which the schools

osophy of Arch., 15; Political Economy, 90; Office
Practice, 60; Military Science, 90; Total. 945.
This curriculum seems to be comprehensive, and
the hours required are certainly as many as the
student will stand. Criticisms and suggestions for
condiimproving such a course to meet post-war

work

tions will be taken

practical,

in

;

practice are, to
all

by

pare the student for these diverse

demands.

N

is

excellent, yet great

improvement could be

the subjects selected for this chosen
purpose, and also in the manner in which they are

wrought

in

Copyright,

1919,

I.

up

curriculum.

The Architectural

6-

in

order as follows:

Obtain a better correlation of subjects

Building

Prut

(.Inc.)

in the
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Omit or shorten

2.

the courses in certain sub-

and add certain other subjects.

jects

section, a large size detail or section

sible,

3. Inculcate by actual experience a better knowledge of architectural practice and of building practice.

Make

and

full size)

feature, or of

should be

some

bit

(if

pos-

made of some important

of ornament, and a sketch

in perspective be made of the ensemble.
The student, at least once during the term, should publicly

in architec-

explain and defend his project either before the
jury or his classmates. This procedure should be
followed in the second, third and fourth years, the

the student in architecture,
and to the student in liberal arts as well, the sub-

problems becoming larger and more complicated as
the student progresses from year to year. By this
means we believe a better correlation could be ob-

4.

a decided effort to stimulate the creative

and not the imitative

instinct of the student.

Lengthen the course for a degree

5.

ture to five years.
1. Correlation.

To

curriculum are separate and distinct
of different water and of various colors,

tained between

jects of the

gems
you

which he

please,

is

to assort

harmony or odd-shaped

a beautiful

and string

if

into

pieces of a pic-

ture puzzle, which, if he can find time to fit them
together in the strenuous battle of life, will surely
result

a

in

Design

beautiful, harmonious and complete
the aesthetic subjects, Architectural

Of

ensemble.

rightly the

is

a typical course 1555

in

The last term of the fourth year should be devoted to the thesis, which should consist of work-

hours of a

In

ing drawings and specifications of a small building-

total of 5145.
is

correlated only
Color, and, to a

with Shades and Shadows, Water
small extent, with Perspective.
It ought, in our
opinion, to have in addition close union with ConSpecifications and

Ornament.

The

sub-

Architectural History, perhaps the second
in
importance to that of Architectural Design,
should go hand in hand with the History of Civili-

ject of

zation,

the

History of Sculpture and Painting,
( )rnament.
The course should be

Modeling and

arranged so that contemporary epochs in these
varied courses are studied simultaneously, and. in
general, in regard to all of the courses in the curriculum their intimate relationship to each other and
to subsequent office practice should be taken advantage of wherever possible.
2. Curriculum.
Architectural

Design, pointed
out above as the most important subject in the
course, should maintain its supremacy, but should
undergo revolutionary changes in the direction of
correlation

tained early in the course.
The large size details
and the perspective sketch would acquaint the student with the real function and form of mouldings
and a conception of the design in three dimensions.

most important, requiring

the ordinary course this subject

struction,

the aestnetic, practical and social
functions, and a sense of scale and a knowledge
of material so necessary to rational design be ob-

The Beaux Arts
present in vogue has

and modernization.

method of presentation at
been practically unchanged since the time of Napoleon, and its modus operandi need not be here

complete

in all details,

including plumbing, heating

and ventilation.
At the end of the fourth year the student should
be able to go forth and qualify as a competent
if he so elects to do, he should
be given a certificate to that effect.
For the man who elects to remain for the fifth
year and receive a diploma and his degree as an
architect, he would find his last year taken up with
the design of large theoretical projects, which
would be elaborately rendered and presented without the notations, figures and details characterizing

draughtsman, and,

his earlier studies.

A
is

great defect in the present system of education
the idea that the orders and the various motives

appertaining to the historic styles furnish to the
architect a stock in trade, or a bag of tricks which
he may use at random, and to the use of which he
is limited.
In some schools, particularly in the
East, originality and creative design are frowned
upon and discouraged, and the student is told that

shadows, and painstakingly renthe
elevation
with graded washes, he should
dering
draw at as large a scale as possible with pencil,
sketching on tracing paper and consulting the

be developed in actual practice.
may be cultivated in two
first, by the method of teaching Architectural Design, and second, by a proper method of
Architectural History should
studying ornament.
be taught, as its name implies, as History, and this
should include all exercises in drawing the orders.
The course should begin in the freshman year and
continue through four years, the last year being
devoted to the study of the History of Architecture
It should go hand in hand with the
in America.

as at present.
Every drawing should be
annotated, showing the principal materials, and
should be figured in its principal dimensions.
In
connection with each design, besides plan, elevation.

course in the History of Civilization, and careful
drawings should be made showing the varying
manifestations of architecture as influenced by climate, materials, society and history. The student

described.

We

suggest that the student should begin the
of
Architectural Design in the second year.
study
Instead of drawing minutely and in ink, mathematically casting the

library,

these

may

The
ways
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should be made to understand that this knowledge
is part of his cultural foundation, and not material
He
to be used irresponsibly in modern building.
should be told that the "styles" in the present century have no longer any chronological or structural
they merely refer to the type of ornaNo
ment with which the structure is decorated.
one can prophesy in the presence of a skeleton steel
frame whether the building, when hatched, may be
Classic, Romanesque, Gothic, or one of the 57 variFor this reason it seems
eties of the Renaissance.
significance

;

to us that possibly in the

the solution of the

lies

proper study of ornament
whole problem of creative

A

knowledge of historical ornament is a necescultural
acquisition, but the hand of the archisary
tect trained exclusively in the tracing of historical
ornament can only with the greatest difficulty guide
his pencil to new forms, and in the stress of office
practice he will ever find his hand mechanically reverting to the familiar acanthus, the unending fret.
the Renaissance arabesque, or the Adam festoons.

Therefore, great stress and much time should be
spent in considering the purpose of ornament, and

Actual
learning to design living ornament.
flowers, fruits, animals, and geometrical
shapes should be brought into the classrooms, and
in

leaves,

the student

should be taught to arrange and con-

ventionalize these to apply for beautification to such
parts of his building as are suitable for ornamenta-

Furthermore, the function of ornament in
to repose and stress should be carefully

relation
lire

greatest improvements already effected in industrial
plants, such as the saw-tooth roof, have been made

by architects.
as

night out.

Other subjects in the curriculum can only be
touched upon. Already great improvement has been
effected by eliminating waste of time in the study

beyond its elements, and we believe
Physics and Inorganic Chemistry could be required for admission, and could be eliminated from
the curriculum.
The subject of Applied Mechanics
onild be restricted to Statics.
This would clear

Industrial design should be taught
social and aesthetic

combined engineering,

a

The student should be shown that inproblem.
dustrial buildings can and should be made beautiful,
and that in this branch of work be is. if he is doing
work

his

rendering a great service to society.
design of industrial plants is collaborated
the science of housing, and lectures and reference
reading, at least, should be given, preferably in the
well,

\\ ith the

most important mailer. A
very necessary pan of industrial design and housing is the actual visiting and study of the best exfifth year,

design.

tion.

tirely slip through their fingers to repose in the
grasp of the engineers and the contractors. The

covering

tin's

amples in the locality.
For advanced studcnls courses should be included in city planning and in landscape gardening.
In connection with the latter, practical courses in
Applied Botany and Arboriculture should be given.
After graduation, under the
3. /:.r /><;;><<'.

present system, two or three years in actual ollice
are often wasted years for the young architect. In these years he is supposed to learn the prac-

work

tical side

of architectural practice.

has told him

Months
details

it

spent

is

in

This the faculty

impossible to acquire at college.
the drudgery of tracing full-size

and other work better suited

to the intellec-

of the office-boy spell low wages, and
often discouragement to the young architect. More
tual

level

serious yet. during this same time lie is apt to forget a great deal of the theoretical knowledge that
he has so laboriously acquired through lack of opbe
portunity to apply it. There should, therefore,
inducted into the course actual experience in an

This should be required work,

of Calculus

architect's

that

extending through the major part of two of the
this
long vacations. The architectural offices where
is to be acquired should be accredited
experience

for the introduction of other subjects for
which the architect has crying need in the practical

the

way

pursuit of his profession.
field

Simple Surveying with

work should be included, and

a course in In-

Decorating, to consist of the study of textiles,

terior

This could well
marbles, metals, glass, tiles, etc.
dime in the fifth year, in which ydar should also be
included a course in the Business of architecture,
with examination of the accepted

methods of pro-

motion and soliciting business.
No man is better
fit led
than the architect to handle and direct the
'plex problems arising in the design of indus-

and unless the student is prepared
course
to solve the problems he, indicollege
vidually, and the profession in general, will see
this lucrative and
important branch of work en
trial

buildings,

in his

offices,

office.

with

their

names printed

catalogues.
portant, not only

in

the

college

experience most imfor the success of the student

\Ye believe

this

after graduation, but also for his better comprehension of his undergraduate work.
The class of individuals with whom the architect

most constant and intimate

in his practice is in the

Under the present
connection
this personage and his oreducation,
of
system
is

ganization,

the contractor.

who consummate

never mentioned, nor

the architect's plans,
study made of his

any
consequence of this igone of
norance, the relationship, which should be
often
and
open
of distrust
sympathy, becomes one
Furthermore, the architect, through his
is

relationship.

hostility.

Largely

is

in

as it is rapidly becomignorance of the business, or,
is placed at a
of
contracting,
the
profession
ing,
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tectural diploma
draughtsman's diploma may be
given at the end of four years.
4. Present so-called Beaux Arts system of elaborately rendered plans and elevations to be changed.
5. The orders and details to be studied full-size

regard to questions of cost, quanWe therefore believe that there
should be an accredited list of building contractors
whose names should be published in a college
catalogue. Then the student should, at some period
of his college course, spend the major part of one
summer vacation in a contractor's office.
in

disadvantage

tities,

;

extras, etc.

in pencil.

All problems in design to be studied in perspective, as well as elevation, and presented in pencil with little rendering.
/. Problems in design to be small and practical
for the first four years, and studied in relationship
6.

The matter of creative work has
4. Originality.
already been mentioned, in connection with the
\Ye
study of architectural design and ornament.
believe that the development of a truly
expression in architecture can only be

American

to the materials used.

achieved

8. All problems in design to be
roughly dimensioned and annotated.
9. The thesis to be a small practical problem,
worked out in a complete set of working drawings
with specifications attached, and to be presented in

through an evolution of forms, reflecting the manners and culture of the people, and influenced by

We

matters of environment, climate, material, etc.
do believe, however, that this natural feeling for
free and independent expression, which exists with
every people, should not be stultified and warded
off by the insistence of
perpetuating archaeological
forms.
think the spirit, therefore, of the entire
curriculum should be that of a new country and
a new epoch, instead of the past and the ancient or

the second half of the fourth year.
10. Antique, Mediaeval, and Renaissance decorated forms to be studied only in connection with

We

the History of Architecture.
11. The subjects of Chemistry, Calculus
the elements, Physics, Applied Mechanics

modern European world.

Statics, Spherical Trigonometry, Analytical Geometry to be omitted.
12. Shade and Shadows as a science to be omitted, students to get their knowledge largely from

We suggest that the
5. Extension of Course.
course for a diploma in Architecture should be
lengthened to

years for the regular student,
as a draughtsman may be
This is in
given at the end of the fourth year.
order that the name "architect" shall become a

and that a

five

certificate

nature.
13. Study of ornament to be based on a study
of nature and indigenous and geometric forms.

more honored

one, for the profession can only
acquire honor through the individual performances
of its members.
do not believe it is possible
for the architect of tomorrow, with his added re-

14. Interior Decorating to be taught,
struction in the nature of textiles, glass,

We

sponsibilities

and

duties, to receive

technical preparations in four years. An examination of the curriculum which we have

suggested

makes this obvious. The extra year also gives
added maturity to the student, fitting him for an
earlier individual practice, and it will also, we
hope,
deter him from the procedure of
preparing himself
for practice in America by a course in a
foreign
country.

The above suggestions may be epitomized

as fol-

lows:
1.

Affiliation

with architects'

offices,

spend four months in accredited
tendence and draughting.
2.

Affiliation

students to

offices in superin-

with accredited construction com-

panies, students to spend

and superintendence.
3. Extension of course

two months
to

five

in estimating

years for archi-

with in-

ornamen-

tal iron, tiles, etc.

cultural and-

fit

beyond
beyond

15.

Practical elementary Surveying to be taught,

with simple
16.

field

work.

The design

method of

of industrial plants, with modern
and factory construc-

unit multiplication,

tion to be taught.
17-

A

course

in

housing, with

ships, to be taught

its

social relation-

through lectures and reference

reading.
18. The science and
history of City Planning to
be given as an elective study.
19. A course to be given in business promotion,
showing sound methods of promoting and financing

building operations.
20.

speaking to be taught
presenting building projects.
21. Last, a general
change in spirit to be awakened in the schools to the ultimate end of modernizing and Americanizing the education of the archi-

Extemporaneous

through practice

tect.
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Architectural Education
The present war times have demonstrated

to us
reasonable
doubt
as
\ve
are
architects,
that,
beyond
considered by the public at large as a body of vis-

and occasionally beautiful picmakers, and our ability and celebrity, with
exceptions, ends there. At present most of
theorists

ionaries,

ture

rare

the architects are

perplexed as to their future mod-

us operandi, hoping for the unexpected to happen.
There is still a very great percentage of archi-

who have

themselves to sleep with the
idea that the pre-war times and conditions will
This is not surprising to anyone
again prevail.
conversant wth the training of the present day architect. We have our architectural colleges to blame
tects

lulled

lived

architectural schools were

then the real architect

imitate to-day.
poorly
r~

The

pic-

ture

making, which, altogether a very good accomplishment to have, nevertheless does not tend to
make him a real architect and adds very little to his
knowledge as a business man. And business man
he has to be to-day if he is to be successful at all.

Our schools of architecture are more or less working under false pretenses though their honesty is
not questioned because of lack of foresight and
general inertia on the part of our directors and professors.

The world

schools.

This

unknown, there
whose work we only

original schools of ar-

were established, no doubt, to give the
uture architect a broader and universal culture in
subjects which he could not acquire in the shop or
in the field. This was inspired by the then practiclitecture

I

who, although finding themselves a
in the community by the very naforce
directing
ture of their work, were nevertheless very much deing architects

the

knowledge of other subjects expected
a man of their standing. It was the realization
their shortcomings, no doubt, that led them to

supply this deficiency to the future architect.
In time it was also discovered that the principles

underlying the stability of the structure could be
taught better in the school room by the development
of formulae and thereby save time and eliminate to

degree of guesswork regarding
branch of the work.

Considerable
particular

this

Later on, as science progressed and inventions
it was found not only
very desirable but

multiplied,

Very essential to know the chemical properties of
the material with which they worked, and this

was

branch

<
the schools.

ience,

also incorporated in the curriculum of
And so, as the world progressed in

our schools gradually assimilated the

new

and discoveries and made it a part of
course, and thus eventually they assumed the

inventions
their

entire

training of the architects.
this was very creditable to the schools

While
cal

his

it

ry unfortunate for the architect. The practitraining he received in the shop and field under
master we see disappearing altogether and ar-

have ceased to be operative and have become speculative.
chitects

Outside of the laboratory tests the student of aracquires only a bookish knowledge of

chitecture

has moved faster than mir
a very strong statement to make,

it
is true, and this is so of
nearly all
our colleges with the exception of probably medicine
and chemistry. Schools turn out the graduate give
him a beautiful diploma and presto, he considers

himself a full-fledged product.

His disillusionment comes when he tackles the

:

ficient in

is

nevertheless

for this condition, chiefly.

When

the actual operations on the
building. His time is
I am almost
spent
tempted to say wasted on a
lot of copying, water
coloring, sketching and

I again
repeat, the fault lies mostly
our teachers. We have too many bookish
teachers, people who are out of joint with the outside world and consequently adhere to methods long

real problem.

with

We

obsolete in every-day practice.
place more value
on diplomas than on the man's experience. This is
demonstrated in nearly all our civil service examinations.
I

out

realize that the duty of the school is not to turn
men practically equipped for their vocation. I

realize

that

which the

the

schools

intellect of

serve

man

is

as

implements by

cultivated so that he

intelligently and
fully prepared
Howlife's
with
to
problems.
grapple
effectively
as
it pertains to the
of
education,
method
this
ever,

may

be

architect,

more

makes him

a

mere

copyist, theorist,

and

who

possesses a vague
idea of the responsibility and duty of a real archiThis kind of training fills him with intricate
tect.

very often a "swell head"

theories on which he often places too

tance and from which he
himself.

much impor-

helpless to extricate
ethics constantly battle

is

His profession and
while in the meantime the

in his brain,

practical,

often looked-down-upon contractor, gets ahead of
him.
educated
It is a conundrum to me how such
of architecture can
youngster essaying the practice
work performed when he
judge the character of the
of
absolutely deficient in the practical knowledge
knows
a
saw,
hold
to
even
correctly
laying brick,
drive a
nothing of how to make a miter, properly
or tell the difference between slacked and
is

nail,

burned
161

lime.

We

can fool some people sometimes,
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etc.

However,

think

I

we have been

If he does, he starts with a handicap of ten years

fooling our-

Nowadays, we

hear much talk about reconstruction. Would it not be a good policy to start
at the source of this trouble ?
Some years ago,
when a member of the Chicago School Board, I advocated the adoption of a system whereby every
teacher in the system would be compelled to spend
a year at

some work outside of

all

To

the school every five

accomplish this result the salaries
would necessarily have to be
could be possible for a teacher to

it

accept a position during that period regardless of
the pay attached to it.

The
meager

sible but absolutely feasible

salary of a
one, indeed.

college professor is a very
are pursuing here a policy

We

of penny wise and pound foolish. How can we
expect to have the best talent of our profession in
the colleges, where we ought to have
mediocre architect earns as much and

it.

when

a

sometimes

more than

the average professor? I have known
the best teachers forsaking school rooms for other

more remunerative

calling,

and

this is true not only

of architects but in other branches as well.

Nowa-

days a person must be possessed with extraordinary love for teaching, or else is lacking in initiative,
to spend his lifetime teaching.
This is not meant
as any criticism on the teaching profession but
rather on the system. When a young man spends
his entire time in the school room between the
ages of 25 and 35, what chance is there for him
to quit it after that and start on his own resources?

Al-

!

We

have positive demonstration of this at the
Tuskegee Institute for colored students now in
Alabama. This, in my opinion, is the most practical
school of architecture in the United States, and possibly in the world.
ington to show us

the teachers

raised so that

an object for a per-

we may then expect

most every college or university is continually planning some improvement on the campus or in planning new buildings. Why cannot all this work be
performed by the junior and senior students in the
architectural and engineering colleges under the
direction of their professors? This is not only pos-

would draw no salary from the board and would depend upon that which they earn at their outside employment. In this manner teachers would bring
back to the class room invaluable experience and
knowledge of the present day method in the business world.

it

overcome.

the right material for our teaching force.
Now, as to the course of training architects.

years. This would not be a vacation by any means
for the teacher. During this period, such teachers

of

Let us make

son to become a teacher and

to

selves the most.

It

was left to Booker T. WashHere the student not only

how.

the drawings but he actually lays the
pours the concrete, does carpenter work,
plumbing, painting, plastering in short, everything
that enters into the building to make it complete.
There are now in the neighborhood of some sixty
buildings on the campus, and these buildings as a

prepares

brick,

whole will compare very favorably in architecture
and workmanship with most of our State University

buildings.

It

follows that graduates of such

schools are not only competent intelligently to design a building but they are supplied with the neces-

sary business knowledge which most of our graduates

absolutely lack. Had such methods been in
in our universities we would have now more

vogue

contractors and possibly less mediocre
not only are a hindrance to themselves but to the whole profession at large.
intelligent

architects,

who

Will our university directors consider this necessary change in their school curriculum?
fames B.
Dibelka in the December issue of The Bulletin of
the Illinois Society of Architects.
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The Group House- Its Advantages and
By RICHARD HENRY DANA,
An

can't distinguish his own front door from a
hundred others when he comes home late at
night."
Xo. by no means.
am opposed to those types of
dwellings as much as anyone but 1 would have the
small wage earners, for their own good, live in
group houses; that is. two or more families living
side by side with party walls between, but under
one roof.

is
always "let each family have a separate
house to itself.
What applies to the ten-room
house should apply to the four-room house. What
is good on the lot of 10,000
sq. ft. should also be-

Why

1

:

lot of 2,500 sq. ft.,
one-quarter tindiscriminate against the small wage

earner?"

The

After thirteen years of sympathetic study of the
matter, I feel more convinced than ever that the
single house is not the best type for the small
wage earner, and I should be interested to see if
you do not feel that my reasoning in the matter is
sound.
I

was

I

felt

instinctively in July,

it

1905.

rein

opening of the first Garden C'ity at
England, and have ever since been
have at
prove it logically, and think

something quite

vital

to learn

of their houses over there?

350

independently,

for the small

not

.$35 a

area, per floor, or in x 23.

ft.

when

years ago

it

is

for a

good

to obtain a

houses

in

Below

this

new model
built a

few

construction was cheaper.

Because the single house
house on a lot of 100 ft. wide,

medium

is

good for

a

small

does not follow that
sized house on a 50 ft. lot
it

or a small house on a 25 ft. lot. Land cheap enough
for large lots can only be found in outlying regions
reached by doubtful trolley service. The worker
very justlv prefers to be within walking distance
of his work, as this saves him from sixty to eightyfour cents a week, or from thirty to forty-two dol-

that the

wage earner, is it, thereit was the best for yes-

sq.

must not expect
house, but will have to live

which is enough to keep him in clothing
Furthermore, it is unquestionably more
than
healthy to walk to and from one's work rather
Land
breathe the bad air of over-crowded cars.

mania for the single house in
stronger
than in the East would seem -to bear this out.
But just because the single house is the American
solution

is

rent, tenants

from the grouping
American

The fact
the West is

talking

the-

The

about.

The minimum rent would be $25 a month, or
four rooms at $5 a room, plus $5 for conveniences.
This means a two-story house and cellar, of about

Is not the

by himself.

rent in question

must surelv be

ft. in plan.
Above this rent, the problem is quite
different and does not concern us in this discussion.

mania for the single house perhaps a prejudice
coming down to us from the pioneer days, when
a man had to battle with nature on a
large scale,
and had little or no time for community or social
life?
Other men were either his enemies, rivals,
or at best "strangers."
His one idea was to live
off

are

I

Is not this mania for the single house
peculiarly
American? Do the English or the French, for
Even though
instance, have this same feeling?
they may not have as many radiators or bath tubs
per family as we do in America, yet they certainly
know how to live healthily and attractively. After
two years living in France and three summers in
England, I felt convinced that those two countries
are as domestic as we are in America, and care

Have we

we

fortable houses than formerly. Therefore,
do not
think anyone would question that six rooms, plus
these conveniences, is better than seven rooms without them. This rent means a two-story house, with
cellar, of about 500 sq. ft. area per floor, or 20 x 25

I

do.

houses

modern plumbing, electric lighting and heating.
The tendency to-day is for smaller and more com-

when

at the

more about privacy than we

the

month. This, at
the high price of building to-day, means six rooms
at $5 a room, plus $5 for conveniences, such as

last.

even

basis of our discussion

of

maximum

Letchworth,
trying to

America.

man

the cry

size.

in

deckers, or those monotonous row houses where a

IN

good on the

|K.

address delivered at the Seventh Annual Conference on llvusintis
held in Hoston, Xov. 25-27.

most parts of America, there is a mania for
the single house.
Regardless of the size of
the house or the lot or other circumstances,

Possibilities

lars a year,

for a year.

to-morrow?
"But." you protest, "you surely do not favor
tenement nouses either the crowded city kind or

within walking distance of factories is usually held
so high that the lots for the rents under $35 a
month would have to be as small as 250 sq. ft. in
of this area is flexible, no matter
area. The

the

what the

fore, the

terday.

best?

is it

Because

necessarily the best for

proposed zig-zag type with finger tips touching
around a playground in the full country! You do
not approve
surely of the double deckers or triple

shape

real estate

men have

said to the contrary

The suggested shape, 50 x 50 ft.,
the past!
leaves no decent space anywhere outside the single
in
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The

usual shape, 25 x 100 ft. gives a fair
back yard, but side yards are
and
yard
objectionably narrow between the single houses.
If the side yards are wide and planted, they are
a separation between houses; but if narrow they
are less private than no side yard. The windows
of the middle rooms of two adjoining houses look
across at each other only a few feet apart, with
no more privacy than in a narrow city court. This
can be avoided by having the houses only two rooms
house.
front

deep, with the windows facing chiefly the front yard
and the back yard. Still these windows into the
side yards are a doubtful addition to the rooms and,

would be better to concentrate
personally,
the windows on the front and back yards, and to
omit the side windows entirely, thereby giving much
needed unbroken wall space in the rooms.
feel

I

it

Because these side yards are so narrow, the sundry them out. The snow lies there
long in winter, and the grass won't grow there in
summer, so that they are always damp, muddy and
light does not

unsanitary.

Furthermore, these narrow side yards cannot
be used for anything. The front yards can be used
for lawn flower gardens and the back yards for
drying clothes and vegetable gardens, but the side
yards are not needed.
Some people claim that these side yards are
needed in warm weather for ventilation, but let
us look at the facts closely.
Is it not much more

important to have ventilation thronc/h the house than
around the house in warm weather ? In cold winter
weather the wind draws through these narrow slits
between the houses, so that there is no side of the
house protected from the wind, where a small baby
could get an airing. The family never
out of doors in the spring and autumn, simply
because there is no sunny place out of the wind
in its carriage
sits

where they can

sit

comfortably.

also claimed that the side yard is needed
as a passage to the back yard from the street. The
It

is

back yards, however, can be reached conveniently
by a community path connecting the back doors,
with access to the street about every hundred feet
or more.
Therefore, since the narrow side yards
are unnecessary and undesirable, let us omit them
as much as we can and make the houses
adjoin
each other. At intervals, where we must have side
us concentrate the space of the many
narrow side yards omitted, into decently wide side
yards, each 20 ft. wide at least.
yards,

let

Let us

look at the usual objections to the
if they-are
The
really valid.
real estate men object that
they are difficult to sell.
Is this not pure prejudice based on the usual
poor
construction of the row houses that look as if they
would not stand up alone. One real estate agent

even told

that 20

ft.

lots the

width of the units

is as soundproof as it is
fireproof.
Another objection is that the middle rooms of
these group houses are stuffy without the crossventilation of the corner rooms.
But all welldesigned group houses are only two rooms deep,
and have connecting doors between the front and
back rooms purposely for this cross-ventilation,
which is certainly more thorough than just across

by law,

the corner of a room.

Another objection is that there is no privacy
on the front porches, based on the bad custom of
adjoining piazzas.
By good planning, the porches
can be kept separate, and even recessed so that you
cannot look across from one to the other.

Another objection is that these group houses are
monotonous looking, owing to the fact that some
of the first of these were poorly designed. There
is in
reality much more variety of design possible
in the group house than in the
a
single house
variety that we architects have hardly begun to dis;

cover.

In short, are not

all

these objections to the

group house based on poor examples, and would
not the answer to them be "go to a good architect ?"
The advantages of the group house are quite
obvious. It is cheaper to excavate, build and maintain than several single houses, on account of
fewer outside walls, and one chimney and one line
of plumbing serving two families.
This means
that the tenant gets the same house for less rent,
or a larger house for the same rent, than he would
if he rented a
single house.

The units of the group house are cheaper to
heat than single houses, as they keep each other
warm.
have always found in a group that the
middle units rented before the end houses for this

We

very reason, and that the canny tenants of the
middle units did not light their furnaces in the fall
several weeks later than their
neighbors at
the end of the group.
until

The group house has

first

group house, and see

me

would involve half numbers to the houses, because
the numbers were laid out in the basis of 25 ft. lots.
When I explained to him that a four-family group
house 80 ft. long was located on a 100 ft. lot, and
we, therefore, only had four families to the 100 ft.,
the same as his custom, he still was unconvinced.
Another claim is that these group houses are
noisy and that you can hear your neighbor change
his mind in the next house.
This may have been
true in some old fashioned bad examples, but the
brick party wall from cellar to roof, now required

greater

privacy

on the

interior than single houses, as the
neighbors at the
side cannot see or be seen from the rooms.
All

the views are across broad,
open spaces either the
broad back yards or the front lawns and street.
;

The
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chief advantage, however,

is

that the

group

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
houses have so much better proportions on the
exterior than the single houses.
They present a
This is not only of interest to the
better front.
The
architect, but to the community as a whole.

groups gives variety and

economic single house has to be two stories high,
with air space above the second floor rooms, so
that it is difficult to make the total height from
The width
the grade to the ridge less than 25 ft.
of the single house, of course, is limited by the rent
The result is that the single house
to 16 or 20 ft.
is necessarily higher than it is wide, and stands up
The height may be
in a restless,
perky way.
roof
the
down to the first
disguised by bringing
floor ceiling, but this spoils the headroom in the
second floor bedrooms, and adds greatly to the cost

designed for corners, ends and vistas,
gives contrast between groups of houses and
open spaces by concentrating each in large masses.

owing to the necessary dormers and
A whole town of
roof
construction.
complicated
such single houses close together seems to me to
present a very unfortunate pill-box effect, that we.
as architects, cannot approve of as the final word

with single trees?
Although our study is by no means complete, we
have reached the following conclusions:
Alter-

of the house,

in

The group

the matter.

house, on the other hand,

high, and gives the
feeling of a house sitting comfortably on the ground.
These group houses certainly look like bigger and
nicer houses than the small single house, and from
the real estate point of view can be made to lookis

necessarily longer than

like

it

is

a better class

development.
is to be the happy medium
between the jerky single houses and the monotonous
run houses, \ve must take care in the group house
to avoid either of these extremes.
We have tried
group houses of eight families, but I confess that
.

group house

If the

these are a bit too long, unless

broken up by more

than can usually be afforded.
Cershould
houses
never
be
more
than
tainly group
eight
units long, on account of easy access to the back
doors.
An even number of units is advisable for
the using of one chimney and one line of plumbing
architecture

interest to a town.
It
brings out the design of each type of house by
contrast with the right sort of houses next to it. It
"pushes" the feeling of the town plan by houses

especially
etc.

It

The group houses

only 20 ft. apart give a sense of
continuity that is pleasing. The open space would
be concentrated into large playgrounds, allotment

This gives much more quality and
development than the old method of
small dabs of land cut up by dots of houses.
Is
not the unbroken lawn with groups of trees at tinside more pleasant than the lawn dotted all over

gardens,

etc.

scale

a

to

nating long four-family houses with shorter twofamily houses give a pleasant rhythm, and relieves

any

possibility of

monotony.

It

looks better not

mix hipped and gabled groups, but

to have one
group of gabled houses with ridges and gables
carefully composed, and another group of all hipped
roof houses. Group houses more than 20 ft. apart
look scattered, and a 20 ft. distance between gives
them a pleasant feeling of continuity and mass.
Broad front lawns make the street far too wide for
to

the height of the buildings, and, therefore, except
around the community greens, it looks best to
to 25 ft. back from the
accordingly would seem to be better
to concentrate the biggest open spaces at the back

have the houses only 20

sidewalk.

It

of the houses rather than
small

wage

in front.

A home for the
the matter briefly
earner within walking distance of his

To sum up

:

work, means today a small house on

a

lot

so

;ive

restricted that the side yards are objectionably narrow and had better be omitted as much as possible.
The
This results logically in the group house.

for real

based on old
objections to the group house are
badly planned and badly constructed examples.
These objections would be entirely eliminated in

for each

two

units.

A

group of four units seems

to

the best proportion. This would be 64 to 80 ft.
ig by about 25 to 30 ft. high.
Groups of two
lits and six units are also
good. Here is chance

architectural composition, and interest, with
lines, occasional gables, recessed and

long roof

The 20

projecting porches,
space between
these groups breaks the monotony of the row and
alternating long and short groups give still further
etc.

ft.

variety.

A
that

full

we

vidual

has

architectural study of the problem demands
compose these groups as well as the indi-

facades.

more

A

group of three or

possibilities for architectural

than a single

group house.

five

houses

composition
This grouping of the

the

new group houses, designed by sympathetic
The advantages of the group house over

architects.

the single house are chiefly economy of construe*
tion and heating, greater privacy inside and better
looks outside.
development of such group houses,

A

of different sizes, grouped with relation to each
other and to the town plan, would be much more
varied and pleasing than a village all of single
houses, crowded together to give the same
of families per acre.
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Recent Legal Decisions
MECHANICS' LIENS WHAT CONSTITUTES
CONSENT BY LESSOR

a water system) "that the contractor agrees to pay
expenses, such as engineering, supervision, and

all

inspection, that the village or its engineer may be
put to by reason of the work not being completed
at the time specified in the contract,'' does not contemplate any liability on the part of the construction

U'here lessors had no knowledge of and did not
consent to improvements, a complaint in an action
to foreclose a mechanics' lien will be dismissed as
to

them.

shall at his

A

requirement that the lessee

own expense make

constitute consent within the

may

or

company or

alterations does not

New York

But where, although contracts for improvements
were made with the lessee, the lessor's acting president, who signed the lease, was present on the
premises daily while the work was progressing, and
all the transactions which he conducted with the
architect and builders, and approval of the plans.
took place in the office of the lessor, there would
be a consent by the lessor, within the Lien Law.
although the acting president was also attorney for
the lessee.
H. A. Merger's Metal Ceiling, Etc., Co.
f. Farmers' Loan & Trust Co.
170 N. Y. Sit pp. 934.

the bonding

company

for engineering

services rendered prior to breach of the contract.
In such an action testimony showing clearly that

Lien Law.

sums were expended by the obligee in completing the contract in accordance with the plans
and specifications is sufficient to make a prima facie
certain

case

the bonding company.
Village of
United States Fidciitv, etc., Co., Idaho

against

Council

T.

Supreme Court,

175 Pac. 44.

MECHANIC'S LIEN
It

is

FARM DEVELOPMENT

held that farm development, consisting of
embankments, and roads, so corre-

ditches, drains,

In an action on a bond for the faithful performance of a construction contract, where there is sufficient evidence that certain items are lienable. the
liens

A provision in
case for the construction of

are admissible in evidence.

such a contract

(

in this

THE

form one harmonious entity, designed to
convey water to and constituting a permanent improvement to the land, increasing its value, is a
lated as to

CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT AND BOND

"structure,"

California

Code

Central Forest Co. (Cal.) 174 Pac. 359.

PRIOR'S HOUSE,

1

within

1183, providing for a mechanic's lien
improvements "or other structures."
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MUCH WEXLOCK

Civ.

Proc.

on specified

Mcndoza

v.
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Report on Education

HE

himself." and later on
'

i

f

where

it

time when the matter of memorial-

art.

the representative organization in the field of
the fine arts, and as one that includes a
majority of

distinguished American artists in its membership,
it is
logical to expect that at such times when questions affecting the present and future of art in this
country are being discussed, the influence of this

tiroes a "decided

stimulate the creative and not the imaginaof the student."

dignified organization should become evident.
Twice a year the Academy holds exhibitions

live instinct

These two points are no more fundamental today than they have been in the past.
They must
be kept in mind in
efforts
toward
any
reorganization of architectural educational methods.

which, while not always representative of all tinphases of art in this country, are conceded to be
representative of

laving
Academy membership.
doors for certain periods, it closes them
for the rest of the time, and the silence between

From

I

Needed

As

systems should be reorganized so that the
graduate may become of immediate value to his
employer and his services a source of income to

effort to

Art

is

questions which refer to

Bonal
\

at this

in

may
pertinent to inquire exactly what are the real relations
of the National
Academy toward these and other

A

[

Leadership

being very widely discussed and the opinion
generally expressed that if we are not to become
afflicted with a great
many inartistic examples we
should be guided by expert counsel, it
be

report of the Sub-committee on Education
of the Joint Reconstruction Committee of t IllIllinois Chapter, A. I.
A., and the Illinois Society of
Architects, printed in this issue, makes two commendable statements when it says that "our educaI

It is

ports on the part of other organized bodies in the
profession should lead to a reorganization of our
methods of education that will be of the utmost

CLEVELAND OFFICE,

SAN FRANCISCO

be com-

may

mended.

TWELVE DOLLARS.

I

the crucible of the past two years there
has emerged a better realization of our needs in

opened

education, and in

it

these recurrent picture shows becomes profound.
During the period when we were at war the

groups of men actively engaged in professional
work, eliminating the theoretical elements that have
controlled architectural education in the past.
\\ hile there will not be unanimous concurrence

Artists everywhere gave the best they had in war
work, and considerable of this work was not only
highly artistic in its result, but also possessed of

with

a utilitarian purpose.

will

ploitation

revise present

any work that is undertaken
methods it will be well to entrust

to

to

all of the things
proposed in this report, it
probably be conceded that it contains the germ
"i" a
system which must ultimately be adopted if
the student of the future is to become fitted for the

conditions that will
tice

of architecture.

from now on control the prac-

its

Academy

as the

preparation

of
of

Academy was

our

The

not in evidence.

successful artistic ex-

Liberty Loans, the
"ranpefinding" pictures,

various

essential

were due to the unselfish work of artists cither as
individuals or through organizations of illustrator-.
In all of these very important movements the

I67
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Academy
ization

If
apathetic attitude toward art in this country.
as a nation we are to become awakened to the

as the national and properly ruling organ-

was not

officially present.

dignities of art and the value of its correct interpretation to all the people, should we not consistently look to the National Academy for direction

for instance, any one of the
Academicians had publicly painted a large canvas
in order to promote patriotism and serve a very
important end, his relationship to the Academy
would have been as insistently set forth as the
artist's name and the title of his picture.
In this country, many National Academicians

and leadership in these matters?
There are many directions in which the Academy
might lead and encourage such popular demonstrations in the field of art.
First, however, it would

forsook the privacy of their studios, set aside a
natural modesty and stood up before vast crowds
of people to paint the canvasses they patriotically

be necessary for a more widespread knowledge that
there is a National Academy, national in the true
sense of the word, and that it is not merely an or-

agreed to. As far as any special significance as to
their prominence in the field of art was shown, or

ganization for the holding of two exhibitions a year.

If

in

their

France,

relation

to

the

Academy

as

Its officers

distinguished

they might as well have been commercial
sign painters, placing on some hoarding an announcement of a loudly heralded nostrum. They
artists,

By

do things differently in Europe, where art is regarded as a more dignified and serious effort.
Just why it is not so considered in this country
may possibly be due to the lack of public activity
and a truly representative policy on the part of our

of industry is now actively
either
in
engaged
evolving a plan for readjustment
or is steadily working out the details of a scheme

Every

field

which had with commendable foresight been preWe hear much lamentation over the
pared.

1

this

means

it

could, as

it

should, take the initia-

important matters and become the arbiter
every discussion affecting the more widespread

in

knowledge of artistic matters.
There have been organized in many cities,
municipal art commissions whose duty it becomes
to watch over the integrity of the artistic property
of the city.
These commissions have been organized as the result of public sentiment that there
should be proper control of matters pertaining to

and

art,

in the lack

organized
to

of sharp but well-meant criticism to awaken this
organization to a full sense of responsibility and the
great opportunities which are presented for a useful activity.

identified

tive in

National Academy.
It is not possible that a group of men so
highly
educated as the members of the Academy can be
lacking in appreciation of the many and important
matters in art with which they could very properly
become associated.
It is possible, however, that
there may exist a certain apathy that needs the spur

might become more actively

with national movements in art. Its councils might
discuss important art matters and give widespread
publicity to their conclusions affecting these things.

of interest

artistic bodies,

it

shown by previously

has been

felt

necessary

form these commissions.

Why not a bureau of the Academy whose duties
would be the dissemination of the opinions as
reached in
of

its

many men

they

are

In public life the services
are valued because of the fact that

councils?

regarded

Why

as

moulders and leaders of

should not the Academy take
public opinion.
the lead as moulders of opinion in all matters
relating to art
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Criticism and
The

Practice of Architecture
The Editor, THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
It

is

with great interest

discussion

in

properly constitutes

in the

to

profession.
the

\\ e
sincerely hope that out of the
fine suggestions there will soon

what

and

"The Practice of Architecture"

tical

and the means whereby the
profession might be
made more useful to, and given a better
appreciation

by the public

The

in

many

theories

come

a prac-

such as will give
representative
of our nation a true
perspective,

and a more thorough
appreciation of the greatest
and most important of all arts, "Architecture."

article

The thought

an architect, in order to be
a skilled mechanic,
may be new

that

must be

successful,

to many, but we are
fully convinced that this fact
must be recognized by the
profession sooner or
later.
It does not mean that he must
be skilled in

be regretted, however, that
up to this time

there appears to have been no concentrated effort in
bringing before the public at large (the
who

the

all

people
desired should understand) the need of master builders, by means of suitable and
timely articles published in the
daily press. Granting that the
it

application,

men and women

general.
composing a five point analysis, published in the November 2jth issue, is
interesting and instructive and
should be read by every architect.
It is to

highest sense of the word, or IK- cannot cona worthy representative of the

sistently be called

we have followed

your valuable journal as

Comment

is

different

ficiency,

great majority of the architects of to-day are able to
qualify according to the standard set by the leaders
in the profession, it is, after all has been said and

both in

work

the

in

but

trades,

one trade

skilled in

done, a matter of making the public understand
the true meaning of architecture, and that the

The

name

fact

that

lie

is

charge.

HENKV
Moline,

the

add tremendously in his efthe planning and supervision of
will

Ki KI.AND

C.

&

Co.

111.

Jiditor.

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

To condense

signifies not only an art, but also a business.
would suggest that a press committee be selected by the A. I. A., or some other
body, whose

within the limits of five
paragraphs
the essentials of the practice of architecture is
quite
an undertaking, and yet as far as that is
possible

would be

you seem

We

duty

to originate timely

and interesting short
articles for our daily press and
popular magazines
along this line. Call this propaganda if you like,
but we believe this would be a factor in
making the
issue, "Why Employ an Architect," a live one.
Articles of this sort, no matter how
good, published
in our architectural
journals, we believe will fail

to

have accomplished

November 2/th

of

issue.

conducted largely along the

is

this in

In fact, our

your

own

article

practice

lines stated in

your

"five principles of practice," and whatever success
we may have had is due to this. Therefore, we can

recommend

to

the careful

consideration of every

architect the article mentioned.

bring the required results, because they are not
read by a sufficient number of people outside the

to

JONES

&

I-YKHRINGER.

Memphis, Tenn.

rofession.

One

requisite for a better and more thorough appreciation of building as an art and as a business
by the public, we believe, is that the architect himself

The

must be

in possession of the highest artistic
a technical and business training, and trainThe man who cannot qualify
ing as a mechanic.
on the following four points should not in our

Editor,

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

In the January ist issue of your paper I ran
across a sentence in Mr. Corbett's article which, as

1.

The inborn

an advocate of the Quantity System, I must comIn the third paragraph from the end he
on.
says, "but he (architect) need not assume responsibility in the sense in which a contractor does, for
the simple reason that he is not obliged to take a
gambler's chance nor permitted to share in the

2.

A

gambler's profits."

ability,

opinion practice by himself, but should
or for another so qualified

work with

:

quality of true artist.
thorough technical training, including deling, mathematics, history of architecture, etc.

Adaptability, experience and business training.
4. Last, but not least, a thorough training as a
.lilding mechanic in one or more branches.
3.

The

architect of to-day

must be a master builder

ment

I

would

tractor to

like to ask what it
become a gambler.

is

that obliges a conanalysis of the

An

conditions that have prevailed will show that all
Not only the conbidding has been speculative.
tractor, but the building

169

owner, and one could

al-

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
most say, the architect has speculated on the kind
of workmanship and material that would go into a
building under the so-called competitive bidding
Contractors have been
plan of taking contracts.
forced to gamble -on both the kind and quality of
work to be required under a contract. No two
contractors would have the same data on which to

by architects as their duty and demanded of them
before the profession will be well balanced.

We

have to deal with a constructive art which is an applied art and the art depends on good construction
and depends on good administration for its crystallization and consummation.
W. A. EDWARDS.
Atlanta, Ga.

base their bets.

There can be no true competition until the exact
Put competition
requirements are known to all.
on the basis of constructive ability and management
and the contractor will cease to be a gambler. You

The Editor, THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT

Los Angeles,

cannot get the benefits of competition until uniform guaranteed quantities are made the basis of

Cal.

bids.

Another question 1 would like to ask is, What is.
the moral justification of an architect who allows
his client to become a party to a speculation when
there

is

a

way

to provide equitably for the protecand his client?

Personal
Ralston, architect, has moved his office from
|.
the Syndicate Building to the L. & J. Bank Build(j.

ing at Waterloo, Iowa.

tion of both the contractor

\Y.M.

President.

GRAVES SMITH,

T

Editor,

New York

Referring to your editorial dealing with an Init is an interand
we
with
the idea of a
esting appeal
sympathize
closer union among architects of all nations.
The questions which are being put to architects
ternational Federation of Architects,

now

involve so

much

of

town and

city

planning

in

addition to our old fashioned architectural problems
that your proposition for a federation seems all the

more important.

We,

therefore, concur with you in your wish for

a conference at an early date.

KILIIAM & HOPKINS.

Boston.

The

Editor,

am

very

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
much

working along the

own

business,

I

am

in

lines that

In

you express.
already reorganizing.

my

EDWARD B LEK
"

architect

of the profession unless these three things are
and these three things must be recognized

well done

formerly of the

change Building.
H. W. Buemming and Alexander C. Guth, heretofore practicing architecture independently, have
formed a partnership and will have their offices at
521 Jackson Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
of

The entrance into the architectural profession
the new firm of Burge & Stevens at 802-3

Atlanta

Trust Building, Atlanta, Ga., has been
announced by Flippen D. Burge and Preston S.
Stevens.

allegorical figures for the spandrels of the Arch of
York is to erect for the return
Triumph which

New

of

victorious soldiers.

its

It

is

announced that Mr. Willis Irvin

will

suc-

ceed the firm of Bleckley & Irvin, Architects, and
will continue the practice of architecture at 1404
Lamar Bldg., Augusta, Ga. Mr. Irvin desires that
manufacturers' catalogues and samples be sent to
him.

The firm of Lang and Witchell, architects, at
Dallas, Tex., has consolidated with the firm of B.
F. and C. M. Davis, construction engineers. Otto

are, correct design, correct administration and correct construction.
There is no success in the practice

architects,

'

Pittsburgh.

The Editor, THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
The three things necessary to make an

Tusler,

Metropolitan Bank Building, Minneapolis, Minn.,
have moved into new offices at the Builders' Ex-

Andrew O'Connor, Jr., of Worcester, Mass., has
been one of the sculptors commissioned to make the

sympathy with the idea of an
international architectural conference which you
have brought forward at a very opportune time.
Great changes appear to be at hand for the individual and for the organization for the conduct of
architectural practice.
I
would like to join in
I

City.

Maguey &

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

from 10 South La Salle Street.
Ninth Avenue, near Sixteenth Street,

his offices

Chicago, to 85

\ e\v York.
The

A. G. Zimmermann, architect, announces the re-

moval of

The Quantity Survey Co.

:

regard the idea of an international architectural
conference a capital one and should like to see it
carried out.
ELMER GREY.
I

H. Lang, who

is

also Street

Commissioner of Dal-

of the firm. The
of B. F. and C. M. Davis has heretofore been
located at Fort Worth. The consolidated firm will
las,

is

to be the senior

member

office

have
170

offices in Dallas

and Fort Worth.
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Boom

Financing the Expected
A

Digest of Opinion Gleaned by THE AMERICAN
ARCHITECT Conclu
sively Proving that with the Readjustment of
Wage Scales and
the Lowering of Material Values
Construction Will

Have
year

a

Marked Impetus

loaning interests have entered the new
a very optimistic frame of mind, con-

in

LARGE

fident that the financial
problems brought
about by the transition period will be met
just as
successfully as those induced by the war.
While
readjustment from a war to a peace basis may take
longer than at first supposed and unsettlement in

finance

and the building trade may be expected to
for some time, confidence is
expressed

continue

generally

among banking

institutions that all situa-

tions will be
A thorough
satisfactorily handled.
canvass of both banking and
building circles unequivocally reflects the determined attitude of business leaders that, with the readjustment of
wage
scales and reduction in the cost of materials, there
is bound to be
great building activity and that it

come by Spring.
Undertakings that will call for construction,
building and enlargements which have been held
up during the war, will be launched as soon as the
factors of price, labor and materials have become
more stabilized. While it is true that many of the
large loaning institutions are out of the market for
the present on account of the
heavy Liberty Bond
will

it is
generally realized that the financial
industrial condition of our
country is fundamentally strong, and that after a short period of re-

purchases,

and

adjustment the building industry will prosper. The
necessity of another Liberty Loan is the only thing
that will prevent readjustment from
taking place
nore quickly, and, while banks will give all possible
lid to
industry, capital will be conserved for the
next Loan. However, these two
seemingly opposed
onditions will soon be welded
together for the
enefit of the Nation.
While the builder must be patient a little longer,
the readjustment will be gradual, he can

clearly

the country looking forward to the
biggest conuction era in its history.
As yet the effect of

Government's restriction on building has
But he knows full well that there is
immense amount of necessary construction which

'ting the
t
I

in Building

been

felt.

be taken care of as soon as the financing can
arranged. When this is under way the industry
will bo
kept busy until labor and price conditions
have again become more stabilized.
list
:

Realizing that the mortgage market

is

the

main
171

factor and influence in
bringing about this expected
in construction
activity, the attitude of the

boom

banks and other large
loaning institutions must be
watched closely.
During the war these interests
naturally withheld loans for

new building because

many

depositors withheld their
from the banks in order to

surplus

earnings

buy Liberty bonds in
from the Government. But since

response to the call
the armistice was signed, these institutions are
issuing

doubled and
withdrawals.

and the

all

statements
in

showing their deposits to be
some instances to exceed the past

This points absolutely to
prosperity,

financial situation in this direction

most

is

reassuring.
K.

M. Treat,

president of the

American Credit

Indemnity Co., when asked what would be the consequences of the restoration of peace, replied
"There is everything in the present situation to
encourage and inspire the intelligent preparation
for future conditions, to take
every precaution
against loss of every species, and thus avert serious
:

harm

1

to business.

'

Banking interests generally feel that the first construction to be taken up will be the care of the
housing of commercial enterprises, which have be-

come unduly crowded and congested during

the war,

and naturally mortgage loans for such projects
will be considered most desirable.
They feel that
there should be

little

money loaned

for the con-

apartment buildings for some time.
The feature of this, they assert, is that it will have
struction

of

a strong tendency to hold values up in increased
rentals in certain sections, which in turn will create

more confidence generally and tone up

the strength

of the market.

There is a strong feeling that of the money to be
loaned for building operations in the near future a
large part must be held out for the improvement of
the country's industrial facilities, and the further
development of suburban housing improvements
which are in dire need of expansion.

Take the case of New York City, for instance.
Every builder knows only too well the shortage
of business space of every character in that vicinExperts have declared that the city is several
ity.
years under-built. The floor space of over a million square feet taken over by the Government for

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
war needs will easily be absorbed when it is released from its present use, as the demand for it is
the
only to be hoped, however, that all
commercial
for
released
be
not
purposes
space
at once, so that it may be taken care of without unIt is

great.

will

due loss to the property owners.
But the question of most import at this moment
is just what financial arrangements can be made
take care of

this

revival

in

building activity.
One of the most practical suggestions so far advanced, in view of the present financial condition of
the banks and loaning institutions, is that of Walter Stabler, comptroller of the Metropolitan Life
to

Insurance

Company, and outlined

in

a

previous
suggests
as a possible solution the bond issue, which has been
successfully tried out in other municipalities.
issue of

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT, who

Close followers of the mortgage situation today
see in this suggestion the only means by which new
money will steadily flow into the market for rein-

The plan is certainly worthy of trial,
for the placing of long-term mortgages, to be reduced gradually through the serial payment system,
vestment.

the state's building program that there is no intention on the part of the Legislature to appropriate
vast sums of money for either new buildings or

The leaders declare, however,
work must be done, and that although

highway purposes.
that certain

materials and labor are high, it is essential for the
state to furnish employment for its discharged

men on needed improvements.
outline of what new construction is
necessary in New York state may not be amiss, for
service

A

brief

other

in

states

work of

similar

character

must

expected, news despatches
from Albany state, that work on the new state office building, which is to occupy two city blocks in

necessarily be done.

It is

the rear of the capitol, will be begun shortly.
vage from the present buildings will more

Sal-

than

The new building,
pay the cost of demolition.
which is to house all state departments that cannot
be accommodated in the capitol, will cost more than
$2.000,000. It is to be a memorial to the soldiers,
sailors and marines who served in the world war.
A decided impetus will be given hospital conIn his message to the Legislature GovSmith directed attention to the fact that
hundreds of returned soldiers suffering from shell
shock and other mental afflictions must be cared for
in state institutions, which are already overcrowded.
struction.

has advantages that are needed to aid in the solution of the present situation. With a sound demand
that is sure to come, and with satisfactory basic
conditions, in less than two months after the signing of the armistice, there is nothing in the way of

ernor

Reports
satisfactory solution of the situation.
from commercial centers all over the country are

state hospitals amounted to 22.6 per cent, or 6546
patients in excess of the total certified capacity

upward movement has

of the thirteen institutions, figures compiled by the

a

evidence that the gradual
started in force.

The

the argument of high prices, records show that in
the past almost all big construction projects have
been launched at times when values were high,
rather than when building activity was at a low ebb

and prices resultantly off.
That the revival of building will be well under
way by Spring is evinced by the fact that various
states all over the country are
planning a resumpof their building programs, interrupted for
three years by the war ruling restricting construction.
In New York State a sub-committee on
housing has been appointed with the following pertion

John Alan Hamilton, chairman Dr. Felix
Adler, Mrs. William Good, Henry Evans, Peter A.
Brady, Mrs. Lewis S. Chanler, V. Everit Macy,
Arthur Williams, Alfred E. Marling, and M.
:

;

Samuel Stern.
It is

explained by those in authority in regard to

the

1st of last

year the overcrowding in

commission show.

And

is

courage new building projects in order to give employment to men just leaving military service and
to thwart any business depression.
In answer to

sonnel

September

state

decidedly aided by the attitude of
the Government, which, according to despatches
in the daily press, announces the formation of a new
bureau to conduct an organized campaign to ensituation

On

this state of affairs in institutions brings all
forcibly to our attention the belief that

more

conditions would have been bettered, in view of the
demand for material and labor abroad for reconstruction purposes, had more attention been paid to
the movement to alter and remodel older buildings
and fit them for occupancy in order to meet the
change in conditions. For there is no question but
a certain class of buildings all subwhich are of no use as they
stand, but which could be changed into either business or dwelling places if properly altered. Then,
instead of being a drug on the market, they would
be revenue producing as well as an aid in the
that there
stantial

is

structures

solution of the housing problem.
One of the valuable lessons taught

by the war and

one that is bound to make itself deeply felt during
our period of readjustment is offered by the city
of St. Louis, where, it may be recalled, enterprising

making a survey of the city and finding that there were numerous ramshackle structures
that could well be spared, tore them down, salcitizens after

vaged the material, and built new ones on their
sites.
The St. Louis Chamber of Commerce pushed
this

172

movement

to

make

the city a better, healthier

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
and more attractive place in which to live, even
while building was necessarily at a standstill on acThis organization is now becount of the war.
hind a movement to pass laws that would give the
building commissioner power to remove all useless
and undesirable buildings.
Not only are the banking interests enthusiastic

absolutely essential and for which cost is no object.
The question now is whether or not the high

over the revival of great building activity by Spring,
but the larger construction firms also feel that much

manufactured artiand raw materials and this business is likely to
be a feature in the manufacture of building materials in this country for some time to come.
>n the oilier hand, the enormous demand for

big

work

is

to

be brought to them.

G.

prices caused by an abnormal demand of the past
few years, before the entry of the United States
into the war, will be helped by the likelihood of a
for materials in the rebuilding of devas-

demand

tated Europe.
It
been some export

Edward

White Fireproof Construction Co., New York, whose words of counsel are
always looked up to by the trade, believes that if a
reasonable readjustment of conditions can be made

supplies, as well as for labor in

competition as a result of the lessening of activity
in munition plants may turn the trick and cause a
recession in prices. This slackening in the demand
for labor can only result in the further lowering

of the cost of manufacture of supplies for building
construction.
(

is

the

mooted

W. W.

and the

revolutionist.

Such revolutionists should no longer inspire fear.
The war itself has been the greatest revolution in

would

or insincerely,

But, queries

In the

the cost of labor?

the high price of material

What

about

?

Some employers yearn for a decrease in wages.
They hope that the eight-hour day will be abolished
and that wages will recede from their present level
but labor contends that its motive is not to destroy
but to construct, and that all may just as well understand now as at any other time that the advantages
which the workers of America and the allied countries have gained, and which
may even extend to
;

as

much

much

as

employees, and capital

as labor.

meantime the great investing public

thumbs.

It

waits,

it

it

studies,

it

twirls

will (the

hopes,
smartest of them) be quick to seize the opportunities of the moment.
The pending organization of the next Congress,
if it leads to stability and dejiniteness of policy (no
matter what kind) will open the flood gates of inits

Mr. Capital Investment, can we build

What about

suffer

suffer as

have always relied upon as a justification for their
The revolution has succeeded. The
propaganda.
world is free. Long live the revolution.

now?

)

supply and demand, is the only point in question.
Increased production and competition will reguUnder any other course employers
late prices.

a revolution against autocracy, tyranny
history
and kaiserism
a revolution against the very things
that the little revolutionists, sincerely

/v concluded

Hut if we stop to
opinion would be irreconcilable.
consider, the most potent and really determining
factor in the situation, namely, the basic law <>f

In connection with which
question of the moment.
there seems to be in the air an indefinable dread of
the Bolshevik, the I.

'/'<

the peoples of the conquered countries, shall not be
taken away.
It
might appear that this sharp divergence of

Demand

Business Conditions After the \Yar

many lines, ceased
The return of

on the signing of the armistice.

modities entering into building construction not actually under Federal regulation and control, which
have advanced to a figure prohibitive for work not

Supply and

that already there has

for both

(

during this winter, considerable building activity
may be anticipated during the Spring and Summer
He feels that the proposition will be
months.
largely guided by the cost of materials and com-

of

known

cles

Escher, president of the

The Law

is

call

vestment.

Prosperity,

tentment and happiness

con-

activity, employment,
will follow, and be the re-

industrious, the serious minded and the
these in the individual, if coupled with

ward of the
upright;

success.
capability, will spell
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WILLIS POLK.
San Francisco.

Financial and

Commercial Digest

As Affecting the

Practice of Architecture

Housing Appropriation Not All Used
Not more than $45,000,000

of Congress' appro-

priation of $75,000,000 to provide housing accommodations for workers in war munition plants will

be spent, according to Otto M. Eidlitz, director of
United States Housing Corporation.
The
amount of contracts outstanding, Mr. Eidlitz's
the

statement shows,
said that

it

is

is

$63,491,146.65.

The

director

proposed to proceed and complete

says the report, "is almost wholly one of obtaining
the necessary vessel tonnage.
Indications are that

near future an increasing number of vessels

in the

will be available for the
transportation of this tonThe desire to use economically whatever
nage.

ocean transportation is available, coupled with the
desire to maintain in foreign markets a
high standard of product, is another factor upon which the

recommendations that
formed are based."

an

export

association

be

contracts amounting to $23,073,961.11.

Contracts
be
reduced
to
amounting
$17,330,957.29
$11,297,471.
Projects that have been contracted
for to the amount of $17,627,952.50 will be canto

will

celed, at a loss of $4,053,483 to the Government.
Contracts to the amount of $5,458,275.75 will be

calceled without financial loss.

Contracts that will be completed are for housing projects in districts where housing facilities are
greatly needed, and this work is nearing completion.
The largest single contract for a project that
will be completed is for the
housing of war workers,

other than

phia.

shipyard employees, in PhiladelThis contract is for $2,612,270. The large

housing projects at Bethlehem, Pa., have been reduced one-half, while projects for the Pittsburgh
district, including a $5,673,354 one for Neville
Island and building operation at
Eddystone, will be
canceled.

The final cost to the Government of the contracts
work the housing commission will proceed with

for

and the loss to the Government through the abrogation of contracts amounts to $38,429,915.11, leaving a net saving of $25,061,231.54 on contracts
awarded.

Mineral Products Score Record
Preliminary estimates of the United States GeoSurvey, Department of the Interior, for
I9!8, combined with the known figures for 1917,
show the remarkable record of over $10,000,000,000
in mineral production. The total estimate for
logical

1918,

including unspecified products, is $5,160,000,000, a
goodly increase over the total of nearly $5,011,-

000,000 for 1917 and a vast increase over $3,513,972,000 in 1916.
The output of metallic products, chief of which
are pig iron, copper,
ferro-alloys, lead, zinc, gold,
silver and aluminum, are estimated at
$1,895,000,000
for 1918, as again $2,091,825,000 in
The
1917.

non-metallic products, principal of which are coal,
petroleum, clay products, cement and natural gas,
were placed at over $3,265,000,000 in 1918, against
about $2,889,000,000 in 1917.

Building Manager

Condemns Tax

Declaring that the 10 per cent so-called "war
tax" on fire insurance policies was
costing the
owners of buildings and of their contents in New
York City alone about $2,000,000 annually in extra

Favor Coal Export Co-operation
.The Foreign Trade Committee of the National
Coal Association in a report just issued recommends the establishment of an export coal association under the Webb-Pomerene
Law, open to all
bituminous coal exporters in the United States and
designed to work as a medium through which the
It is
country's foreign trade may be handled.
understood that the proposal has met with the favor
of leading bituminous coal exporters of the United
States.

"The problem of supplying at the present time
American coal where it is most needed abroad,"
174

premiums, Arthur

W. Warner,

chairman of the

committee, New York Building Managers' Association, has come forth with a protest,
urging that a discontinuance of the tax should now
be considered.
insurance

"The flat extra charge was never justified by loss experience in New York and is not a tax at all," Mr. Warner
added, "but a war profit for the insurance companies, which
was levied under cover of the Black Tom explosion, while
public imagination was aflame with the incendiary threats
and doings of spies and other German sympathizers.
^"Whatever merit may have existed in the plea that the additional 10 per cent was needed to strengthen the resources
of these companies to meet unknown wartime risks, the occasion for the fear is now happily over. The fire insur^
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ance business

is

unique

in that

it

enjoys the protection vir-

to $80,681.000,
representing an increase of
1^42,000
$341.300,000 in the aggregate capital and surplus
of member banks.
Gross deposits of the Reserve
Banks show an increase from $
.000,000 to

tually of the State against any competition to reduce selling prices, and for that reason it is particularly unfair for
the fire insurance companies to sit tight and keep on collecting their toll of extra profit masquerading as a war tax,

while
to

all

other business and building owners are straining

i

,77

1

$2,312,500,000.

make ends meet.

"Another phase of the situation is that some insurance
companies are willing although naturally not anxious to
forego making this charge, but dare not do so for fear of
punishment by the New York Fire Insurance Kxchange, of
which all insurance companies are members, and which fixes
all rates in Xew York City, with the more or less complete
approval of the State Superintendent of Insurance. Hefore the war there was some talk of generally reducing lire
insurance rates in view of the city's fire record, and it is
to be hoped that this too may now get the consideration it
deserves by the Exchange, its members, the premium payers, and the proper public officials."

World's

War Debt

a Vast

Sum

A

review of the war obligations of
Kurope made
by the Mechanics and Metals National Hank shows
that the total indebtedness of the seven
great nations chiefly engaged in
carrying on the world war

was increased in four years from $-'7.<><x),<xx>.(xx) to
more than Si94.<xx).ooo,ono. while tin- total indebtedness of the nations of the world has increased to
The bank's compilaS-'IKI.CXXI.IXXJ.OOO.

A Note

more than
tions show

Optimism Predominates

of

The expected foreign demand for certain Ameriis already manifesting itself and this
main factors in locating the note of
that
dominates business conditions. Anoptimism
can products
is one of the

An

being made by
the large employers of labor to maintain wages.
Factors not on the boom side of the ledger include
earnest effort

war work

thereby

and the quandary

that

are

in as to the status

of their contracts.

still

industries

A review of last year by the Federal Reserve
Board shows that concentration of the country's
monetary stock of gold held at Federal Reserve
Banks amounted to $2,090,300,000 as against $i.Much of this
671,100,000 at the close of 1917.
was taken in exchange fof Federal Reserve notes,
which increased from $1,246,500,000 to $2,685,200,ooo during the year and at the close represented
about 70 per cent of the total paper circulation of

counting gold and silver certificates,
as compared with 54 per cent at the close of 1917.
The paid-in capital of banks increased from $70,the country, not

he bank

s

(

iermany have

tin-

estimates

of any single nation of

United States.

is

the prospect for long drawn-out peace negotiations
with the certainty that business will be affected

and

show securities now outthe
seven
chief nations which were
standing against
in the conflict are greater than tindeveloped wealth
1

other big factor is that conditions are fundamentally
favorable.
Crops of all kinds arc uniformly re-

ported good.

that (ireat Hritain

heaviest debts of any of the belligerents, that France
conies third, and
Austria-Hungary. Russia, the
United States and Italy follow in order.

These

(lie

world, other than the

securities

six times as large as all of the

represent

a

sum

bank deposits of the

United States, twelve times as large as all the gold
and silver mined since the beginning of the world
and twenty times as large as the value of the
annual foreign trade of

this country.

Steel Industry Slowing Down
As further evidence that the steel industry

is

slowing down, reports from the Youngstown section show that many large plants are halting production and working at 80 per cent capacity. This
from high production which
is the first recession

has been forthcoming from this iron and steel section since early in the war.
Generally speaking,
Southern plants seem to be holding nearer to
capacity than those of other sections of the country.
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Cities Deciding on
While

cities

and towns

Two

War Memorials

all

over the country are

to those who
considering the erection of memorials
have served in the war, very few municipalities
have as yet decided just what form their tributes
tablets
will take.
Buildings, arches, sculpture and

under consideration
cluding

in

most

cities,

in

the

each

and sailor heroes of that city. Mr. Oakley's
was for a permanent memorial arch, while
Mr. Colt suggested that the memorial for the fighting men take the form of a "Temple of Love."
The principal speaker before the Municipal

League of

organization's weekly meeting, was Carl F.
Gould of the architectural firm of Bebb & Gould.
Mr. Gould's address was on the great war
memorials of Europe and was illustrated with

in-

stereopticon views. The suggestion to erect a great
The
public hall was decided to be most suitable.
will of the late James Osborne provides $85,000 for

memorial arch.
would be unable to finance expensive undertakings,
sentiment seems to favor bronze or steel tablets
which would bear the names of the men and women
who have been in the service for any period during
Public buildings seem to be leading in
the war.

use in building such a structure, and trustees of the
estate stated that the city might use this amount,
together with other funds, should this type of structure be decided upon.

The Des Moines, Iowa, City Council has pursite on West First Street, that city, for
the erection of the new municipal museum and

point of popularity.
cities in

Xew England

Wash., when the proposition of
war memorial was taken up at

this

park
In the smaller towns which

Various

Seattle,

erecting a suitable

in its possibilities a public building, a

or

Stockton

idea

plans

one

W. Oakley and

soldier

are being discussed, but public sentiment generally
seems still to be in an uncertain stage, the daily
that "haste be made
press in most cases urging
deliberate discussion
and
and that mature

slowly"
be given suggested projects.
There is a remarkable similarity

architects, Charles

B. Colt, have submitted designs to the City Council
of Elizabeth, N. J., for proposed memorials to

have been active

chased a

Worcester, Mass., has
formulating plans.
an
auditorium. It seems
build
to
decided
definitely

in

memorial.

It

is

planned

to

a

erect

$500,000

and Brockton
probable that Lynn. Lowell, Pittsfield
Lowell and Lynn
will also erect public buildings.

museum, with

have prepared committee bills for the Legislature
which strongly intimate the trend of the public
The Lowell bill has been prepared
building idea.

Following the indorsement of the committee of
one hundred and of the trustees of the Rhode Island
School of Design, similar action has been taken by

to get legislation to remove its old public hall and
One of the Lynn
erect a new one as a memorial.

the

a $200,000
tenance of the structure.

of Pittsfield, approved heartily by
for a Liberty building to be erected

The building would

the Philadelphia Public Ledger says
"The artificers of Ephesus who

in-

Institute of

:

made

the

little

images of Diana were not more wroth with St. Paul,
whose new-fangled doctrines threatened to ruin
their very lucrative business, than are the stone-cutters of New Jersey, who are furious because Governor Edge has suggested that the war memorials
that are planned might as well take on a practical

by popular subscription.
clude an assembly hall, quarters for military organizations, and would be a center of community
One feature of the interior would be a
activity.
set of bronze tablets giving the name and record
of the 2,700 Pittsfield men in the service. Brockton, Mass., would spend $100,000 on a memorial
Manchester, N. H., has also selected an
building.

form. And it does not call for any deeper insight
than that afforded by their outburst to assume that
Governor Sproul has been similarly chided in Pennin memorial bridges,
sylvania because he believes

auditorium, although public sentiment strongly
favored an artistic stone bridge over the Merrimac
River at a point made historic in the early days of

art experts at that;
or that, in general, all over the country the minor
craftsmen are rallying to oppose any "interference"

and supervised by competent

the city. The idea was voted down, however, because of remoteness of the bridge from the city

daily.

with the home-made memorials which will bring
shekels to their pockets, if not artistic fame to their

In Waterbury sentiment favors waiting until the

home town.

and the limited number of people who would see
it

Rhode Island Chapter of American

Speaking of war memorials that are worth while,

The proposal
is

for the main-

Architects on the proposal to build an auditorium
in memory of heroes of that State in the world war.

for the right
representatives will place a bill asking
of cities and towns to erect memorial halls.

its citizens,

endowment

boys return 'and letting them have a voice in what
Bronze
they would like to have done for them.
tablets,

however, have been placed

City Hall.

in the

"Well, as the phrase goes,

A

Waterbury

we

shall see

what we

shall see.
good deal of water, however, has run
under the bridge since the crop of Civil War memorials and the Spanish-American War monuments
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were set up. We do know that most of these local
monuments are an indictment of good taste and are

U.

And, despite the
absolutely without inspiration.
outcry of the craftsmen, who are ready to fight the
artists, architects, engineers and the civic experts,
the country as a whole will not return to the
inartistic wallow of other days.
For when it is
remembered that the walls of the humblest public

flows,

shows daily in its instantaneous and universal
views, the country over, interiors that are beautiful.
gardens that are magnificent, and public and private
art that delights and transports, it is certain that
the mass of the people have no such gradgrind atti-

all artificers will

system of canals into an arid district, where it irrigates a surface of nearly 100 square miles.
The
cement-making apparatus was brought from the
United States, while the cement used in the con-

that the

is

be increased, not dimin-

ished, if the plans of the specialists succeed.

At all
hoped that both the State and
authorities will not rush permanent memorials

events,
local

into

value

struction was made on the spot from limestone and
marl found within a short distance and
transported

to be

is

it

by a temporary railroad.

execution until the question of their artisticis threshed out.
The American Federation

of Arts, for instance, has called a convention for
May to discuss this war memorial problem, and in

meantime

Immigration

advising all its members to see
to it that any question of a war memorial be taken
up judiciously and that all aspects of the problem be
studied out before any community is committed to
any given project. In fact, in this issue, the best
the

rule for all

it

is

communities

is

to

tion

Low Mark

ceased during the war.
From April i, 1917, to
Sept. 30, 1918, a total of 178,362 immigrants arrived in the United States and 123,676 departed.

haste slowly."
similar sentiment

urging communities to make haste slowly in
selecting permanent memorials as follows
"It would be much better to wait for
years for
our memorial to the soldiers who have died for us in
this great war than
hastily to erect one which afterward we should desire to see removed. The finest
existing sculptured tribute to heroes of the Civil

at a

announced by the Bureau of Immigraat Washington show that immigration almost

Statistics

make

The Boston Transcript voices a

in

power and use in irrigation. The water passing
through the power house yields an electric current
of 40,000 horsepower. The water is carried
by a

and stone-masons would suggest.

the absurdity of these protests

ft.

base, gradually decreasing to 14 ft. at the
The
top.
dam has a twofold object, to
produce electric-

ude toward the artistic memorial as the
objecting

"And

330

height and 700 ft. in length, and abuts almost perpendicular cliffs.
The thickness is 230 ft. at the

atre

business of

Engineers Build World's
Biggest Dam

American engineers are
responsible for the construction of the largest dam in
Europe, just completed in the Barcelona consular district of
Spain.
Scientific American describes how the concrete
dam, which is built across the chasm through which
the Xoguera Pallaresa River
is

hools, in print and photograph, now reveal those
things that are glorious for all time in art, and, too.
when it is also recalled that the moving picture the-

statuaries

S.

in

Resolution of the Illinois Chapter of the
American Institute of Architects,

:

\\ ar, the Shaw
Memorial, was not dedicated until
the year 1897,
thirty-four years after the heroic
assault on Fort Wagner, which it commemorates.

was assuredly worth waiting for. 'You can hear
them breathing as they march,' said William James,
of the bronze
If haste had been
figures in relief.
made to raise this memorial in the days or years
immediately following 1863, the beauty and distinction of the
present Shaw memorial would never have

Passed Jan.

accomplishment."
Hie building of "Liberty Halls" throughout the
country instead of monuments of stone or metal to
the soldiers

by George

who gave

their lives in the war,

W. Coleman

is

urged

of the Department of Labor.

1919

"Whereas, It is the sense of the Illinois Chapter
of the American Institute of Architects, in regular
meeting assembled, that the successful inauguration and consummation of a war memorial will
call

for the highest character of architectural ser-

vice

and advice

It

been attained, for the work
absolutely awaited the
genius and the leisure of Saint-Gaudens for its

14,

;

therefore, be

"Resolved, That, in his

it

appointment of the com-

mission provided for in the resolution of Alderman
Joseph O. Kostner and ratified by the City Counand herecil, the Mayor of the City of Chicago be,

by is, requested to include
commission five practicing
less

personnel of this
architects, of whom not
in the

than three shall be members of the American
and be it further

Institute of Architects;

"Resolved, That

it

is

the sense of this meeting

memorial should be located in conformity
with the 'Plan of Chicago,' and that its principal
that the
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functions should be to keep green the memory of
it is dedicated, to inspire our
the
with
spirit of patriotism and sacrifice,
people
and to be an everlasting and worthy addition to our

$2,000,000 for Extensions

those in whose honor

Asked

Senator Lester of San Francisco has introduced
in the Senate a bill asking for an appropriation of
$2,000,000 with which to erect buildings in San
Francisco and Los Angeles ($1,000,000 each) for

heritage of beauty and art."

of

use

the

Seattle Builders Elect Officers

University

of

and administrative

classes

California
use.

The

extension

text of the

measure refers

to the fact that inside of four years,
starting with a class of fifteen, the work has grown
to 15,000 persons who take the various extension

and trustees of the Seattle Master BuildAssociation have been elected for the ensuing

Officers
ers'

Is

courses.

They are Charles \V. Carkeek, president
year.
P. A. Harrington, vice-president J. E. Shoemaker,
secretary, and E. J. Rounds, treasurer. The newly
:

,

;

elected

trustees

addition

in

to

the

James Murdock, M. Arveson and

The auditing committee

W.

will

officers

are

Heating and Ventilating Engineers

:

to

C. C.

Cawsey.
consist of O. N. Finne.

The annual meeting of the American Society of
Heating and Ventilating Engineers, which will be
held at the Engineers Building, New York City, on
January 28-30, will constitute a celebration of four
events in the development of the society, namely,

and C. A. Lohman.
Mr. Carkeek succeeds E. S. Booker as president,
who was presented an engraved clock as a memento
of his services and a mark of appreciation.
C.

Meet

Clist

the

twenty-fifth anniversary, the attainment of
looo members, the success of the research bureau,
and the organization of two new chapters.

Montana Architects Hold

The

Convention
An

interesting convention

was held by the Mon-

tana Association of Architects at Helena, Mont.,
last week, which featured short talks and reading
of addresses of topics of the day by members.

Redwood

was brought up for

District to be

the Giant

discussion.

in

Redwood
California

District

as

the

I.

as

at

the

crest

of the

Roosevelt National
the National Park

Director Mather of
Service and others indorsed the plan to create the
new National Park and give it the name of Roosevelt instead of Sequoia.

Park.

Island Chapter, A.
Elects Officers

Known

The Senate Public Lands Committee has unanimously approved Senator Phelan's bill designating
Sierras

Rhode

on mechanand auto-

Roosevelt National Park

Thirty members were in attendance and elected
O. S. Wasmandorf of Lewiston, president, and
Frank Bossout of Harve, secretary. No proposed
legislation

sessions will include discussions

ventilation, the boiler testing code,
matic heat control.
ical

A.

At the annual meeting the Rhode Island Chapter
of the American Institute of Architects elected the
President, George
following officers
Hall
vice-president, F. Ellis Jackson

Norman M. Isham;
han

;

secretary,

treasurer, Robert C. N.

Mena-

executive committee, in addition to officers,
Prescott O. Clarke and Eleazer B. Homer.
;

The committees appointed included
president, secretary

son and Jackson.

Henshaw and

Admissions
and Messrs. Clarke, Robert-

Entertainment

Pope's Statuette for Pershing

Frederick

:

;

:

Messrs. Adams,

Alexander Pope, the Boston sculptor, has produced a spirited equestrian work of General John J.
General Crozier assisted Mr. Pope by
Pershing.
"sitting" for the figure on the horse. The statuette
is

18 inches high.

Many

Cities

Adopt Zoning System

Competitions president
and Messrs. Hoppin and Isham. Public Information
Messrs. Cady, Hill and Fontaine. Civic Improvements Messrs. Homer, Jaskson, DuFais,
Education Messrs.
Burlingame and Burleigh.

building zone system is being followed with success
by other cities all over the country. The three
phases of restriction, including height, area and

Howe, Jackson and Hoppin.

use, are

Burleigh.

Auditor, Mr. Almy.

The
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lead of

New York

City in establishing a

becoming quite generally accepted as stand-
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ard, and guide municipalities in the drafting of their
codes.
St. Louis has just prepared and
adopted a

Report

zone system, which in many respects follows the
New York system that has been in operation for
more than two years.
Philadelphia has nearly completed a zoning plan,
while Cleveland has appointed a commission to zone
the city and has secured the services of Robert H.
\Yhitten,

who

helped prepare the

to oversee the

work

there.

New York

Royal Commission on

Housing

in

Scotland

A

copy of the special report, with relative
specifications and plans,
prepared by John Wilson,
F.R.I.B.A., on the design, construction and materials of various
types of small dwelling houses in
Scotland, has been received.

system,

These matters are considered and
presented in
Great Britain with such
complete thoroughness as
to make reports a source of the
most valuable in-

All cities taking the

matter in hand are using the two voluminous reports of the New York City Building Heights
mission as the basis of their work.

of

Com-

formation.

While of necessity this report has
spereference to specific housing
problems, it nevertheless contains suggestive matter of
the utmost
value to every architect
making a study of these
important problems.
cial

Waste Reclamation Section Made
Permanent
The work done by

The

Waste Reclamation Section of the War Industries Board in the
salvaging of materials needed by the Government
in the prosecution of the war has been taken over
by the Department of Commerce, which will direct
its work to the end of
saving the wastes of material
the National

findings in this report refer particularly to

post-war housing schemes, and as the question of
housing in England is just now, owing to a pronounced shortage, one of first importance, a document so filled with the most valuable matter, all
based on far-reaching investigation, is
in
helpful

the highest degree.

in the industries

of the country in time of peace.
This was found to be the logical move following
the presentation of statistics in The Waste Trade
Journal estimating the values of the waste materials

Tlie report can be secured by addressing II. M.
Stationery Office, 23 Forth Street. Edinburgh,
Scotland, or through any international book seller
in

reclaimed during the year as follows: Scrap iron,
$600.000,000; scrap metal, $300,000,000; old waste
paper and rags, $200,000,000; woolen rags, $75,000,000; cotton and wool waste, $100,000,000; old

this country.

The

rubber, $300,000,000; second-hand bags, $25,000,ooo; and cotton linters, $50,000.000.

price

is

one shilling

net.

Airplane Boxes Big as Cottages
Boxes used for overseas shipments of United
Navy seaplanes require enough lumber to
build a small cottage.
The packing box for the
hull usually is 8'/2 x 10 x 46 ft. and 3620 ft. of
lumber are necessary to build it. Except for windows and doors, which would have to be added,
that lumber would build a comfortable little house.
The Navy Department in a recent statement emphasized the importance of the "wooden packing
box," and went into detail as to the manner of its
States

Soldiers for

Suburban Development

The co-operation of New York State with the
National Government has been urged by Governor
Smith

in his message to the State
Legislature to
farm land for soldier farmers. The EngiNews-Record sees in this war reconstruction
the nucleus of a peace-time measure that would

create

eer
plan

impetus to better agricultural conditions
through the East and calls attention to the remarkable development at Durham, Cal., of the State
n
:ttlement Board that can be duplicated if existing
_encies are called upon for help.
give

Governor Smith
"It
ability

is

in outlining his

plan said

becoming more and more apparent

Weight

of

New

York Skyscrapers

The combined weight of

:

that the

and the experience of our agricultural

lead-

should be mobilized to create a planned rural
lopment which will include co-operative organization for buying and selling, a system of
credit that will give broader
opportunities for men
mall capital to become farm owners, and a better social life."

construction.

three of

New York

City's largest office buildings, the Equitable,

worth and Municipal,

The

or 400,000 tons.
Equitable, which

is

Wool-

totals

1,086,800,000 pounds,
heaviest structure is the

also the world's largest office

weight being 203,000 tons. The Muis the next heaviest, totaling 188,000
Building
nicipal
the
tons, while the Woolworth. which ranks as
tons.
in
the
world, weighs 103,000
tallest skyscraper
building,
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expenses and insure an interest of

Loans Sought Here by Other
Nations
Views now being exchanged by bankers

indicate

per cent on

ment

will render aid other than financial by putting
the bureau's purchasing plan before the inter-allied
commissions in order to obtain for Belgium her

being given the floating
of foreign Government bonds in this country in the
near future. It is reported that both Belgium and
that serious consideration

five

the capital paid in. Profits over this will be distributed among the buyers in proportion to the
amount of their purchases. The Belgian Govern-

is

Chile have

share of the raw material coming under the control

and

of these commissions.

felt out the investment situation here,
admitted that there has been some discussion on the question of a substantial loan to China.
Carter Glass, Secretary of the Treasury, has veriis

it

fied the proposal of the Belgian Government that a
loan be launched, either by means of a public offering through bonds or through banking channels.
He has also confirmed the report that a public

held
offering of the British and French obligations
loans
advanced
for
as
by
security
by the Treasury
the United States Government might be made. Both
propositions were

still

in a tentative stage,

he said.

generally conceded in banking circles that
no further loans to Great Britain and France will
It

is

be attempted until after the Fifth Liberty Loan in
It is understood that when Belgian repreApril.
sentatives were

engaged

in the

preliminary discus-

sions looking toward a loan, the indemnities owed
to that country by Germany were considered as
collateral.

Considerable speculation as to the

amount of

the

next Government loan has been occasioned by the
reference made by Secretary of the Treasury Glass
in a recent address that the interest rate would be
higher than 4^4 per cent.

Banking firms

in

This

is

just

what the Treasury Department

does not want to do.

Reviving the Industries of Belgium

for

will also

who do

not re-

Discharged

Officers

A

million-dollar club house, to serve as a

home

for discharged commissioned officers of the United
States Army temporarily sojourning in New York
City, will be erected at a central location in Manwithin a short time, according to Capt.

hattan

George Aitken of 1881 Broadway.

The proposed

club will be one of the largest in the city and will
contain all conceivable conveniences and attractions,

including a gymnasium, convention hall and theater.
Many wealthy New Yorkers who served in the

army during the war are said to be behind the
While the new building is being conproject.
structed temporary quarters will be provided

for

the officers.

Baling Saves 50 Millions in

floating

be prepared so as to offer particular attraction to
If this is
banks as a desirable bank investment.
the case it might reduce the appeal to the buying
public.

Club House

closely

previous loans believe that the
be floated at 4^4 P er cent, a
loan
can
forthcoming
belief based on the assumption that the offering will
be of not more than five years' maturity, and will
allied

The organization

purchase for account of individuals
quire State financial aid.

Shipments
By the substitution of baling for casing or boxing
in the shipment of clothing and equippage for the
use of the American Expeditionary Forces savings

have been effected, acby the Packing Service Branch of the Domestic Operations Division.
The savings include material, labor in packing, hanSince October, 1917, when
dling and cargo space.
York depot, there have
in
New
the
was
begun
baling
been over 1,000,000 bales made.

amounting

to $51,678,000

cording to statistics furnished

To assist in the reconstruction of trade and industry in Belgium, the Comptoir National pour la
Reprise de 1'Activite Economique en Belgique, has
been organized under the form of a commercial or-

Los Angeles' Area Now 337.92
Square Miles

ganization, aided by the Government. The initial
capital of the bureau, limited to 1,000 francs per
stockholder, amounts to 519,200 francs, and is contributed by Belgian manufacturers just outside of

Since the annexation of Westgate and Occidental,
the city of Los Angeles, Cal., is now the largest city
in the United States in point of area, forcing New
York City to second place. Los Angeles' area is

invaded Belgium.
The income of the Comptoir National will consist of a commission sufficient to cover its general

337.92 square miles and
Chicago is third with 198
129.
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New York
;

City's, 314.75.

Philadelphia fourth with

Department of Architectural
Engineering
Roof Construction

for Factories with Excessive

By FREDERICK

HE

J.

Moisture

HOXIE, Mem. Am. Soc. M.H.*

wooden roofs of highly humidified weave

sheds, paper mills and bleacheries. filled with
steam, are prone to rot rapidly and therefore special

consideration should be given to their design with
In addition to
a view to preventing this trouble.

means available. This can he brought about
by
designing for increased temperature, either by putting more heating pipes near the roof or by preventing the escape of heat through thin and poorly
insulated roof planks, the ventilators,
skylights,

from the rot, there
and
damage
machinery, caused by water
goods
which is the more
from
cold
roofs,
dripping
feature
and causing the greater
troublesome

the expensive up-keep resulting
to

is

damage.

fruiting plant <>f Lentimus l.spcdius
the roof planks at the valley of the saw-tooth
skylight in a cotton weave-shed, from which the sheathing has been removed.

I'ig.

2.

.\

growing

normal

<>n

etc.. care being taken to prevent the
moisture into and its precipitation
of
penetration
within or above the roof planks. The fungus plant,
which causes the rot to start in the center of the

roof drains,

plank, grows where sufficient
trated to make this possible, as

Three or four

varieties

moisture has pene-

shown in Fig. i.
of the wood destroying

most active in the destruction of
fungi appear
The true dry rot fungus or Mcrulins Lachr\mans is not among these, doubtless owing to the
to be

roofs.

high temperature to
which roofs are commonly subjected. This fungus
and its frequent associate, the Coniophoria Cereconfine their
bella, while very destructive, generally
lumber
of
piles and
ravages to basements, bottoms
introduced
been
have
new buildings into which they
with the lumber.
The varieties of fungus found in factory roof;
which limit
fortunately have moisture requirements
fact that

Fig.

i.

Four inch longleaf pine roof planks, rotted through
the centre, taken from a paper mill in Maine.

Both the rotting and the sweating are caused by
same conditions, and they can be prevented by
the same remedy. This remedy is found in the
reduction of the relative humidity of the air at the
roof, to be accomplished by the most practicable

the

'Engineer and Special Inspector, Associated Factory Mutual Fire
Insurance Companies, 31 Milk St., Boston.

it

cannot

live in the.

the

to
the field of their ravages quite narrowly
clew
the
at
are
roof which
practically
parts of the
tem
and
moisture
the
in
Slight variations
point.
one or another variety. The Lenperature favor
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They grow through a
wider range of moisture than some of the others
and can withstand a comparatively high temperative of the roof destroyers.

ture.

The Fames

Officianaiis,

shown

in

Fig.

6,

appears to be more exacting in its requirements
than the others and is not as common. It is found
more often on the beams than on the roof plank.
All of the wood destroying fungi require conditions very near if not quite at the dew point or

4.
Fruiting plants of Lenziies Seferia growing on
southern pine roof planks of a cotton mill weave-shed
after the sheathing was removed for some time.
They
are of a brown color.

Fig.

atmospheric saturation for their best growth, and
this limit may be inside the roof plank, as shown in
Fig. i.
Upon this most important fact is based
It
several essential details in the design of roofs.
is always to be noted, in removing a rotted roof,

that

the

destruction

is

beams than elsewhere.

more complete over the
At these points the rot fre-

quently has not only destroyed the entire plank, as
shown in Fig. 9, but it has extended some distance
into the beam. This clearly indicates that the above
mentioned moisture limit, or point at which the
water is absorbed by the wood, is the place that is

most favorable to fungus growth.
This can probably be more clearly shown by an
example of conditions commonly found in weaving
in the condition

The room temperature is 70 deg., the outside
temperature 30 deg. and the dew point of the air in
the room 60 deg.
Assuming a uniform heat confor
the
roof
material, it would be expected
ductivity
that the dew point, that is 60 deg., would be found
mills.

Fig.

3.

Abnormal

fruiting plants of

Lentimus Lepedius.

two

feet long, which grew between the roof planks and
sheathing of a cotton mill weave-shed. This abnormal
form is probably due to excessive moisture, and darkness
may be also a factor.

timus Lepedius, shown in Figs. 2 and 3, when
ing normally has gills and looks very much

common

toadstool and

more moist

is

generally

in

the

locations at the base of the sawtooth

skylights or near humidifiers.
4 and 5, is the most

in Figs.

found

fruitlike a

The

Lcnzites, shown
destruc-

common and

one-quarter through the roof plank however thick
it is.
If rotting begins at the dew point, that is
where the moisture is first precipitated, it will begin
somewhere between one inch from the inner surface and the outside of a four-inch plank, following
an irregular line dependent upon the thickness or
insulating power of the roof, and, therefore, when
a thick supporting beam is encountered the rot line
will be brought down below the lower surface of

the plank and into the
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beam

itse'f,

often entirely
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rotting off the planks at their bearing ends as

shown

end of the
* nlank

in Fig. 9.

That the actual
,s

demonstrated

th,
thus

.completely destroying the

""

limit is followed with definiteness

in

and t, showing

Figs.

sec-

'

""

"

similar

away from

plank and bring-

tile

ing the rot line

down below its
lower surface,
thereby causing
the rapid destruction of the entire

roof

Fig.

15.

as shown in
would be logically
from this that the

plank
It

concluded

place for the insulation is on
the outside of the roof instead
of the inside.
Anything which

would prevent the penetration
aqueous vapor into the roof
plank or remove this vajjor
from the interior of the roof

ol

more rapidly than it could
penetrate would increase tinlife of the
roof, therefore a
double

roof

The outer

suggests

itself.

part of such a roof

to be of
rot-resisting materials
Fig.

Abnormal Lencites

5.

a

worsted spinning mill.
of moisture, and light may be also a factor.

I

tions of roof planks
setts factories.

They are of

a

is

to

make

color.

ished ceiling as
Between the

the bearing no

layer,

wider than the thickness of the
plank.

This can be
are required, by
chamfering off their upper corners as shown in
This should increase the life of the roof
Fig. 13.

accomplished,

brown

ficient

load

strength to support
as

well

as

having

necessary qualities for the

removed from two Massachu-

The obvious remedy

and the inner part having

growing on roof planks under sheathing of
This abnormal form is probably due to excess

plants

1'ig. ~.

from

tintin-

fin-

shown in Fig. id.
two roof planks there should be

imj>erviotis

moisture

when wide beams

suf-

to

a
vapor, to prevent
the outer plank and

aqueous

penetrating

Roof of a weave-shed destroyed

in

9 years by Tra-

mctes Seralis.

l ; iinies

Fig. 6.

growing on the side of a
beam under a weave-shed roof from which the sheathing
has been removed for some time.

1'lank

Officianalis plants

and protect the beams. The not infrequent
of placing ornamental
mouldings at the
edge of the beam, accelerates the destruction

custom
tipper

by bringing the rot line entirely outside the bearing

reducing its heat insulating power. The outer part
could consist of partially rotted planks removed
from a previous roof or low grade new lumber.
The more sap wood it contains the better, as this
Of
absorbs antiseptics better than heart wood.
whatever kind of wood the outer part of the roof
it
should be completely penetrated with hot
is.
creosote so as to sterilize it and prevent the de-
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Xormal fruiting plant of Trametes Seralis growing
weave-shed basement. This fungus is found both in
basements and on roofs, although rather more frequently

Fig. 8.
in a
in

Section of roof plank and supporting beam showing the line of moisture limit at which fungus growth

Fig. 10.

basements.

Fig. 9.

beam.

will stop.

Ends of roof planks rotted over the supporting
The rot has also extended three or four inches

into the

beam.

Such an outer insulating
velopment of fungus.
will he found is nrartiYahlp fnr n rnnrrptp

COVerm?

root as for a

wood

roof.

power of concrete makes

J

it

-

IJ

-

Section of

r

of P 1ank from a highly humidified

factory,
of limit of fungus growth.

showing

definite

line

it

to

Fig. 12.

R

Massachusetts spinning

he poor heat insulating

necessary to thoroughly
prevent sweating in moist occupancies,
In some cases rotting has been discovered, in its

insulate

'

Roof planks from

a bleachery roof,

early stages, in sawtooth

underneath.

Experiments are

showing definite moisture
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weave shed

line limiting

roofs, sheathed

now under way

fungus growth.
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I-

Fig. 13.

Section through roof plank and

method for retarding

beam showing

a

rotting over beams.

a view to removing the moisture from the space
between the sheathing and roof plank of such a
roof,

by making

outside

air.

The

small holes from this space to the
idea is to allow the aqueous vapor

in this

space to escape by the breathing caused
by variations in temperature and barometrical
pressure as recommended by Mr. Arthur X.

Fig. 15.

Roof planks of a

Xew

Section through roof plank
showing effect of a
in bringing the moisture
line, limiting fungus
growth, outside the edges of the supports, resulting in
the rotting off of the ends of the planks.

IK.

14.

moulding

Sheldon*

double factory windows.
These
have
not been under
experiments
way long enough
to warrant any positive conclusions.
There seems
to be no reason
why they should not, somewhat at
least,
"See

for

increase the

life

of the roof.
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.

Bedford weave-shed from which the sheathing
were destroyed in nine years.

i>

of

bi-fti

June

5.

I91H.

|iac 777.

removed. The planks
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It

evident that

is

require a certain

if

such as to have caused fungus growth.
In new
Lachrymans and Coniofora have been
more frequently the cause of damage than the rotThese fungi can
ting fungi previously mentioned.

the wood-destroying fungi
active

amount of moisture for

buildings

effectively killed, or at least
a
harmless
into
resting state, by depriving them
put
of this mdisture as by poisoning them with antisep-

growth they may be as

Fig.

A Good

16.

and forming the

plank suitable for
B
finished ceiling.

be destroyed by heating the building a few days to
about 115 deg. and this precedure is undoubtedly
worth its small cost in any new building in which

carrying the load
Three thicknesses

of tarred paper saturated with tar. C Thoroughly creoD Tar and gravel roofing or
soted low grade plank.
equivalent.

mixtures.
Experiments are in progress with a
view to testing the practical application of this
theory by placing a heat insulating roof, similar to
that previously described, over an old roof in
which rot has already made considerable progress,
tic

although

it

still

18.
Cast iron columns used as a drain pipe for rain
water has precipitated water on and seriously rotted the
beams which enclose it.

has sufficient strength to carry the

Fig.

additional covering.
If this method proves effective it will be simply necessary to apply such an
insulating outer covering to a roof, in which rot
has been discovered in its early stages, while there
is still sufficient strength in the old roof to carry

lumber more than two inches thick has been used.
Heating, however, will have little or no value in
saving roofs of buildings in which high humidities
are to be used.

An

\

important cause of local rotting in roofs

is

ventilating pipes, roof drains and skylights or parts
which radiate heat more rapidly than other parts
of the building, thereby keeping the nearby lumber

This iron pipe, for carrying away rain water
roof, has absorbed sufficient heat to precipitate
water on the nearby roof, causing the roof to rot.

Fig.

17.

from the

itself and the added load.
This insulating covering
can be applied much more cheaply and conveniently
than the old roof can be removed and replaced, the
old roof still retaining its original usefulness.
Some of the most serious cases of dry rot have
occurred in comparatively new mills, doubtless due

to

the

fact

that

the

new lumber was

infected

throughout with living plants of actively growing
fungus, which had entered it at the saw-mill or
lumber yard. In many cases, but for such previous
infection, the conditions in the building

Beam rotted for some distance from column, serving as rain water conductor, which it enclosed.

Fig. 19.

were not

at the

dew

point.

An example

of this

is

shown

in

17 in which a roof drain has absorbed sufThis
ficient heat to rot the roof for some distance.
is much more serious when columns are used for
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Fig.
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cracks the entire length of the beam,
weakening
for 20 or 30 feet, as shown in
Fig.

it

19.

Ventilators

or

skylights

are

particularly

pernicious in this respect, almost
always rapidly rotting
the roof for 10 or 15 feet from them, as shown
in Fig. 20.

The remedy

for this defect in design is to
provide
heat insulation to reduce the escape ot
heat to that of other parts of the building.
Roof
drains and closet vent pipes can be covered with
sufficient

Roof rotted for
owing to the escape of
and causing moisture to

Fig. 20.

insulating coverings such as are commonly used on
heating pipes. Drain pipes should be kept separate
from important structural supporting beams of
wood. Ventilators should be protected by heavy
wooden covers in cold weather when not in use,

from a ventilator,
reducing the temperature
precipitate on the roof planks.
10 or 15 feet
heat,

and double windows, should be used. Near skylights and other windows, where it is impracticable

conducting rain water from the roof and the mam
supporting timbers surround them at their bearing
In this case the water precipitated on the
ends.
cold pipe is absorbed by the beam, which is rapidly
rotted, thereby weakening an important support of
the structure.

Such

Sometimes

water

this

a case

Useless

shown

is

in

Fig.

reduce the radiation, additional heating pipes
should be provided to compensate for the excessive
transmission of heat.
Such heating pipes should
be carefully arranged to avoid setting up air currents which will continuously deposit moisture on
to

18.

conducted through season

is

Waste

the ceiling or windows.

Concrete Construction Due to

in

Legal Requirements*
By W. STUART

The

TAIT, Assoc.

M. Am.

was pointed out in a previous article that labotests and investigations have shown that
with reasonable care and proper supervision we
now know what steps it is necessary to take in

basis of the strength of the materials which can be
expected at a period of 90 days after the concrete

In doing this, due account should
placed.
taken of the ratio of moduli of elasticity of the
steel to the concrete at these stresses.

;

Design methods in use at present, covering 1-2-4
concrete, provide that the ratio of moduli of elasfrom the limited
ticity be taken as 15, and it appears
that
this ratio is
available
nature
this
data of

a strength of approximately 3.900 Ib. at 90
Existing design methods are all based on a

strength for 1-2-4 concrete at 28 days of 2,000

Ib.

These design methods take no account

approximately correct if we consider only developIb. per sq. in.
ing a stress in the concrete of 2,000

whatever of the increase of strength developing in
the concrete with additional
Now, in few
ageing.
cases is a floor subjected to any other load than
construction loads before the concrete

in

it

is

be-

is

'l<-velop

per sq.

hist. C. E.

ing design methods and stresses it also would seem
that the designer should develop his design on the

order to produce a concrete which can be relied
for a crushing strength of 2,600 Ib. per sq. in.
28 days. It is also known that this material will

in.

Mem.

consider the construction as it exists when occupied rather than at an age of 28 days. In establish-

Strength of Materials

ITratory

lays.

Soc. C. E., Assoc.

diagram for 1-2-4 concrete, shown
in Fig. 7, shows clearly the change in the value of
for concrete, as the stress on the concrete is in-

The

9

days old, and, with careful supervision, as outlined
in a
previous article, the loading of floors with

stress strain

materials

creased up to 2,800 Ib. per sq. in.
that at a stress of 2,600 Ib. per sq.

l>oint

concrete

for construction can be held down to a
which would be well within the safe carrying

It
of the partially developed concrete.
'i.nth
'IK to the writer, therefore, that
should
engineers
I..

I

ft,

mi

.,iir

issues of

I

Icci-iiiutT

11-18, 1918.
.

ami January

It will
in.

be noted

on the samp

E

becomes 1,300,000 and that in conseis given
become 23. In Table
would
quence
<i
iis<
the percentages of steel resulting from the
tinrow
third
In
the
certain values of /.. /- and N.
JV

stresses developed at the bending
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moment used

in
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N=io

instead of the
the design are given in case
values given at the head of the various columns.
In the fourth and fifth rows will be found the

where fa is limand N has values of 20
In these columns will also be

stresses developed in the concrete
ited to 60,000

Ib.

per

and 25 respectively.
found the values of

stoo

sq. in.

R

which, being equal to

M/bd 2

,
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would make a sufficient saving in the cost
of the construction to largely offset the increased
cost of materials, and this construction would have a
theoretical factor of safety of about 3, and an actual
factor of safety of more than this.
The stresses
article,

shown in Table I are all calculated on the basis of
the straight-line formula.
While this formula is
not strictly correct, the use of it tends
slightly to
TABL

days, or to a value of 120 Ib. per sq. in. Provision
also made that two-thirds of the total
shear be
provided for by the introduction of
Tests
is

now

stirrups.

being carried on by the Emergency Fleet Corporation in the development of concrete ship
design
show that this limitation is unreasonable,
provided
the diagonal tension is
properly provided for by
reinforcement.
In the design of concrete
ships,

Industrial Information
In this Department there

is

published each week information as to the development of materials and
methods derived from reliable sources.

Gee Portlanite

Pee Gee Paints
A

volume of comprehensive and convincing charhas been prepared by the Peaslee-Gaulbert
Co., Louisville, Ky., describing "Pee Gee'' paints,
stains and varnishes.
The many common uses of paint and paint prod-

acter

In each
ucts are discussed in distinct departments.
instance exact color charts accompany the text,
architects may select exactly what they
with
the assurance that that and nothing
require,
Directions for using and
else will be obtained.
price schedules make this book of particular value

from which

in

for concrete surfaces, Pee Gee black
insulating paint, a product for sub-surfaces, said to
be waterproof, acid and alkali-proof and not
affected by steam or gaseous fumes; Pee
ronite, a rust preventive for structural

Architects are

commended

the

to the acquaintance of

volume so complete in its discussion of one of the
commonest needs and best assets of any building.
a

Self-Sentering

one-piece steel lath and stud.

make one kind

The General Fireproofing

"Self-Sentering" is a type of expanded metal
reinforced for concrete construction, which is in
itself a combined
reinforcing and centering a

of product superior to others for
the accomplishment of a particular purpose.

made by

metal

some of the materials furnished by
Peaslee-Gaulbert Co. and shown in this book.

these are

permitting intelligent specification.
Under each division, helpful suggestions are
given as to the proper functions of paints, stains
and varnishes and analyses of the elements which

Mastic paint as

Gee Fer-

the Peaslee-Gaulbert

who manufacture

it,

In describing

this,

Co., Youngstown, Ohio,
state that the heavy ribs of

amples of these are carefully illustrated in typical

Self-Sentering are cold drawn, a process which increases tensile strength and elasticity.
The diamond mesh used is an efficient form of expanded
metal reinforcement, the parallel sides make for

colors, each with

maximum

Co.,

is

it

stated,

is

used with great success on the

exteriors of suburban houses.

Many

effective ex-

proper identification.

For wall covering, "Pee Gee" Flatkoatt has

a

wide range of possibilities; these are also illustrated
in the original colors, and suggestive stencil borders

A

logical and interesting exposition of
the advantages obtainable by paint as a wall decoration is also presented.
Many well-designed in-

are added.

both of dwellings and public buildings, are
reproduced in colors prepared by this company.

teriors,

Pee

Gee Dyestain makes possible practically
every color or combination of colors known in finishing

modern

ture.

Its

interior woodwork, floors, or furniuse does not raise the grain of the wood,
but strikes into and brings out its natural beauty,
leaving a perfectly smooth surface for finishing.
This material contains depth of tone and richness,

rigidity, and the beaded edge, where rib
and diamond mesh are joined, still further stiffens
the whole sheet. It is stated in the folder on SelfSentering, issued by this company, that the diamond
mesh fabric gives an excellent bond for concrete
and plaster. At the same time its peculiar con-

struction provides great reinforcing value, diffusing strain from concentrated loads, and by its perfect continuity insuring that every ounce of metal
is in

tension.

There are no breaks

at right angles

to the line of stress.

Self-Sentering may be used advantageously for
concrete roofs, floors, walls, ceilings, partitions,

covers a large surface, dries quickly, and will not
rub up. The results of it's use are again illustrated
by color charts of excellent quality.

Several pages are devoted to Pee Gee wood fillers
and varnishes for both interior and exterior use.
Pee Gee China enamel for interior wood, plaster,
brick or metal work, and Adamant floor paint,
which apparently fills every requirement for such
an article are also produced by this company.
Porch paint, furniture paint, roof paint, galvanite
for use on galvanized iron, flat brick colors, Pee

columns and beam protection.
Reinforced concrete, at once fire resisting and
enduring, makes an estimable roof. The only hindrance in its wider use for roofing purposes has
been its comparatively high cost and weight. SelfSentering, the makers claim, overcomes both these
obstacles, first, because no forms are required, the

heavy ribs giving ample rigidity to support the
weight of the wet concrete; second, because the
large sheets permit rapid erection with minimum
labor; third, because the slabs need be but 2 in.
thick, thus reducing the dead load, and not only
saving material and labor on the roof itself, but

permitting the use of lighter supporting members.
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as though a searchlight played
upon every step in the making of a
Raymond Concrete Pile, so free
It is

this method render
concrete
pile construction.
perfect
An expanded core or mandrel is encased in a spirally reinforced steel

from doubt does

shell,

o

of core and shell
driven to proper refusal. You
can see it.

The combination
is

The core is collapsed and withdrawn
leaving the shell

You can

in

the

,

ground.

inspect the shell interior.

The shell is then filled with concrete.
The shell remains in the ground.
Simple

and

CERTAIN

isn't it?

A

Form

for

Every Pile

A

Pile

for

Every Purpose

Raymond Concrete
New York:

Pile

Company

140 Cedar Street

Chicago: 111 West Monroe Street
Montreal, Canada: Raymond Concrete Pile Co., Ltd.
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House

of Allan S.

Tarrytown-on-the-Hudson,
JOHN RUSSELL
I

ST what service means in the correct practice
of architecture can in no better
way be demonstrated than by reference to a work in archi-

:cture such as
Elmbrook, the house of Allan S.
-ehman, at Tarrytown, N. Y., designed by John

1919

5,

NUMBER

2250

Lehman
New

York

POPE. Architect
with considerable satisfaction that

THE AMERICAN

ARCHITECT has received permission to present this
example of domestic architecture to its readers.
The accusation which has been made and patiently

having beautifully designed a stately counHouse with all its
furnishings and many acces-

borne, that in claiming architecture is a business the
profession has been denied the right to the title of
artist, could be no better refuted than by reference
to Mr. Pope's work. The contention mvntly stated
in an architectural journal that architects could with

he has also,
through a large and efficient orof which he is the dominating
spirit,
wrought to successful completion every detail ? It is

monotonous and
propriety ignore most of the often
of
the
superintendence of their
commonplace phases
work, contenting themselves with the perfection of

issell
II

Pope, and fully illustrated in this issue.
a man be known as
less of an artist

any

ecause,
'

,

ranization

Copyright, 1919, The Architectural

&

Building Preit
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temperamental habits, even his daily occu-

the design and plan, does not hold good. Taking a
job such as this dignified example of the best Tudor

bies, his

what has taken place
not from a purely suppositional viewpoint, but one
First a perthat is based on actual investigation.
fectly equipped organization takes the client in hand

All these things having been fully learned, then
the architect becomes an artist, and with his client

the only well-defined purpose he has
wants to build a house on which

final conference has been held, the last major change
made, and the work goes forward.
Just here enters the business man. Certainly it is
a business to co-ordinate all the trades and crafts

traditions, let us analyze just

at a
in

time

mind

when

is

that he

he will only expend a determined sum of money.
is a certain mental equipment that the archi-

There

pation must be considered.

as the model, he designs a house to fit him.
The
is now fully in evidence.
At last the

artist-architect

PLOT PLAN
tect

most possess in a case like the present one,
where an expenditure bordering on a quarter of a

which combine to bring this -artistic creation to perfection.
Let no one contend that at this point the

million dollars will represent the total investment.
Before he places in evidence his ability as an

architect

he must prove his competency as a student of
The architect must study his client in
the same way that he will next have to study his

tion

all

may turn over to a well-drilled organizamany and complex things, any one of

the

artist

which means, as

character.

to his client.

plan.

Ready-made houses,

study

all

to give

like

ready-made

clothes,

So, then, the architect must
the '"mental contours" of his client, so as

seldom perfectly

fit.

him a most accurate

fit.

handled, either waste or saving
of course, delegate to others
certain details and routine, but he must be conit is

He may,

stantly in touch with every phase, quick to detect
error of business acumen, in order to direct and

control every phase of the work.

His fads and hob-

Personally will he give service, standing before

192
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'

the structure at each critical period.
Visualizing
the thing as he created it in his mind's eye, he

makes
tion.

it

grow

in

harmony with

his artistic percep-

These things can, of course, be turned com-

difpleted over subordinates. When they are, the
ference is as between the average house and one like
this.

Some will not quietly stand
the
hitched. \Yhen
building is completed, they may
therefore discharge their architect and deliberately
proceed to mar his work by atrocious decoration
Clients

differ.

and poorly selected furniture.

But as we had occa-

tion, to

divorce his artistic activities from his well-

Now, knowing

trained business abilities.

as in this

instance, that a house has been built within the
limits of the original appropriation, here again the
All the wonderful refinebusiness man appears.

ment which has been displayed in this building, all
the many contingencies which may at any time appear, have all been foreseen and met. This is simply
the practice of architecture in this twentieth cenCan it be successfully denied?
tury.
Perhaps some will point to an organization of
skilled assistants of

keen estimators and specifica-

SOUTHWEST VIEW
sion to

remark when we previously illustrated a
house by Mr. Pope, he is able so to impress upon his

tion writers, of a routine business organization that

need of consistency to the last detail, that
in this house, as in many others, he has selected or
designed every important element that constitutes

must

client the

its

interior fitting.

Here we have another phase of the architect's
many-sided activities, and here again, starting with
the most correctly trained artistic ideals, he becomes
the man of business. In fact, it does not seem possible in following an architect in the progress of
an important job from its inception to its comple-

All of these things are conceded, but
not also be conceded that they have been
assembled, organized, drilled and perfected in every
detail by the controlling mind of the artist whose
is

a model.
it

work they are carrying forward, by

the architect
of necessity is a business man and the head of
an organization whose watchword is Service?
These things, it would seem, can be logically
claimed as the correct attitude of the modern archi-

who

tect

toward

to be to

194

his

many,

work.
to

If

it is

assume

it seems
toward profes-

necessary, as

a "pose"'

'95
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sional practice, how much more to the material
advantage will it be, not omitting the result toward
one's own self-respect, to affect a pose of absolute

ture and successful planning.
seek a higher reward?

that of an ultra aesthetipractical competency, than
cism where every studio gesture and affected mannerism suggests a cloak to hide the lack of ability.
The end crowns the work. The completed house,
as herein illustrated, needs little, if any, description
to enable the technical observer to realize its domi-

of our rich

nating

style,

its

features of design, or the

many

Can any profession

Less than a quarter of a century ago the houses
men shouted aloud in the garishness

of their new paint and gilding, inside and out, to
every beholder. All of this is now changed. Here
we have a modern house with all the outward
aspect of a venerable, well-spent number of years.
It commands respect, and to every intelligent on-

looker there

is

a deep-seated admiration for a result

LIBRARY
have been selected and
This house is one of a
constantly increasing number which are being
erected by men of wealth, wherein they may find
opportunities far from the scenes of commercial
activity for domestic relaxation and the pleasing
company of chosen associates. Amidst such surroundings, shorn by the artistic skill of the archiattractive accessories that
installed

by the architect.

founded on the most thoroughly trained arknowledge, has, by a perfectly co-ordinated
organization, created a thing of beauty and a joy
that,

tistic

as long as it shall exist.
To the technical man there

elements of the vulgarity of recent
construction, a man may carry on his life, rear his
children and find growing contentment. And all of

is a certain dramatic
appeal to this house, and it lies in the selection of
the brick, stone and slate used, and its treatment to
These
simulate the weathering effects of time.
effects are accented by the grey timbered gables,
the quaintly patterned brick with its wonderful textures and the towering chimneys. Naturally a struc-

these things are the direct result of

ture so correctly designed in

tect of all the

good

architec-
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form would

also

have
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This effect
equally well placed color.
cannot, of course, be shown in the illustration so as to give the reader an apthat
proximate idea it may be set down
the color ranges from a greyed burnt
Sienna and
timbering to a
;

brown-grey

effect
yellow-grey stone with the added

The advantage
of warm-toned stucco.
that has been taken of a most favorable
natural setting is apparent. The location
site of timber of many years'
has
contributed very largely to
growth
the effect of age in the general ensemble.
The plan is so simple and direct as to
Following
require but brief allusion.
the precedent of the Tudor mansion, the
Great Hall is the point or place about

on the

which are grouped the various rooms
which constitute the entire plan. The
early usage of the Great Hall as a place
of circulation and assembly is retained,
and it is here that centers the domestic

The magnificent
of the household.
proportions of this hall are well shown

life

in the illustrations, as is also the

Great

BOUDOIR

DINING ROOM
198
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Hall window, which faces the west. This window
fourteen feet wide and extends to nineteen feet

is

above the
is

in

floor.

Opposite the window, and in what

a certain sense an ingle-nook,

is

the

large

stone mantelpiece.

The living room, next to the hall in importance,
is marked by austere simplicity and the refinement
of good taste. The stair hall, extending through
two

open and well lighted.

conserves
all the dignities of the major subdivisions of the
plan and has been so placed as to solve successfully
stories,

is

the problems in planning on the second floor that a
feature of this sort always presents.

It

It is scarcely

tion to a

necessary to refer further in descripis herein so fully illustrated.

house that

It undoubtedly presents in all its various
aspects
the most valuable opportunity to study the evolution
in this country of a dignified and
fitting country

residence of large cost, and at the
affords

same time it
an opportunity to observe by a concrete

example the many-sided aspects of successful modern architectural practice.

DETAIL OF GABLE OVER EXTRANCE
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very adoption is an indication of the
tendency of
educational authorities to revolt at the
hampe'ring
of able and willing students, and
the waste of the
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any candidate
admission.

The
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'l'init:t

in

the effort to secure

will

be

lies! fitted

t<.

re-

of

point

is

who may

successfully qualify for

well presented in the article in the

above referred

to.

wherein

it

is

stated:

"In the newer parts of the country the universities, and
even more, the small colleges, perform a very considerable
service by their effect upon men who may never graduate,
but who still leave college better equipped for life than

Student

Examinations

when they entered
Students from rural or semi-rural
environment who leave college without a degree but with

'l_T-WIN(; conquered the army," says the Xew
A York Sun, "the psychologist now storms tin-

better standards of taste or deportment, with business experience such as might come from managing the football
team or the glee club, with ability to talk, to 'mix,' to reason
on problems for practical decision even with such minor

-

This

benefits

tion

1879.

FEBRUARY

tlie

who

whether such service will best be rendered
by the
intensive cultivation of a
carefully selected few or by
the present open method that admits without
ques-

M. Swetland, President-

A. C.
t,

danger that

university courses, the -\stem may be carried by too academic measures to a
point where there would be set up an aristocracy of
education. If the college is to be regarded as of service to the nation, it becomes a debatable
question

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE,

Owned by United Publishers Corporation

also

is

just the type of student

PAGE A. ROBINSON, Western Manager

CLEVELAND OFFICE,

in

tioned.

ceive

CHICAGO OFFICE.

our

pursue
universities that they should
be hampered in their
progress by student-- whose
right to enter classes may be very proper! v
quesly

Mexico and Cuba, TEN DOLLAKS. Other Countries,
TWELVE DOLLARS.
SINGLE COPIES (Regular Issue) 25

comes from the prevalence in
that college was a conasylum for harmless morons."

past years of the notion
venient, if temporary,

remark

is
University."
suggested by the
statement from the authorities of Columbia University that it believes there is large waste in the
use of its expensive
plant and operating force on
great numbers of students who are incapable of

of knowledge as what fork to use
they may not have
that college has to offer, but
they have got a good
deal that will he useful in their future life."
bits

got

all

A

by higher education.
therefore be the policy of this University
weed out its students by a psychological and phy-

very valuable service that could be given by a
university psychologically administered as is proposed at Columbia, would be in the determination

The customary entrance examiological inquiry.
ations will not be
dispensed with but candidates for
dmission who are able to present the usual certifi-

along what lines each student might most advantageously pursue his studies.
The present method wherein the student may personally select the course of study he desires to

profiting seriously
It will
)

ates that
they have done the required preliminary
may elect to take the new test instead of the

vork

laminations. "In this action," comments the New
fork Times, "there seems to lie a weakness, for the
student of subnormal
mentality who might be
coached to pass the entrance examinations but would
be of no use thereafter, is
likely to elect the test
which he can pass
rather than the

by cramming
would reveal his unfitBut whatever the defects of the plan, its

psychological inquiry which
ness.

follow, leads to many errors. The world is full today of these "misfits" and no profession suffers
more from their presence than does architecture.
If the student cannot be denied a college
training
once he has passed the necessary entrance examinations, he might be denied the privilege of self de-

termination as to the exact course he will pursue.
He should go in right and continue right, else he
should not go in at all.
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pressive than the many hundreds throughout the
country, erected at great expense, in honor of our

American Academy of Arts and Letters, and the Matter of Memorials
is

first

reassuring to learn that the American
of Arts and Letters, of which the venWilliam Dean Howells is president, has

A Movement

ITAcademy
erable

Ohio Engineering
Columbus, the principle of
licensing engineers was approved by a unanimous
vote and a plan outlined for a study of the subject

AT

Action of this nature by a leading art society has
become imperative, for, judging by the hysterical
and ill-advised letters published in the daily press,
is

In

its

statement the

many
Academy en-

deavors to impress the fact that these memorials
should express the best in art that we have in this
country, and that the best is none too good for even

Reference is further made by
the smallest village.
the Academy to the National Commission of Fine

Arts created by act of Congress, and the admirable
commission has had upon the char-

effect that this

acter of the national memorials.

Similar commissions in states and municipalities
have been doing good work, but it is necessary that
the supervision of the memorials to be erected
everywhere be undertaken by equally artistically

competent authority.
suggestion that trees when well planted
serve as fitting memorials in small

THE
would

communities where the question of expense must
be carefully considered, is one to be highly commended.
A cluster of oaks or elms, surrounded by a welldesigned fence with stone seats and 'appropriate
tablets would beautifully commemorate the valor of
town's heroes.
It would be impossible in the
future to divert the significance of such a memorial,
and the trees would necessarily receive the care
a

that

would

result in their well developed

growth.

The Washington Elm, on Cambridge Common,

is

an example of what the tree as a memorial means.
This historic spot, marking the place where Washington assumed

command

of the American Colonial

visited annually by thousands of people,
Army,
and as a memorial to a great American is no less imis

in

by all engineering organizations in the State of
Ohio, in order that a generally acceptable bill might
be drafted. This action on the part of Ohio engineers was taken as the result of an address by Mr.

grave danger of the commission of

artistic errors.

the recent meeting of the

Society held

artistic merit.

there

to License the

Engineering Profession

all
public statement and appeal that
memorials to the valor of American soldiers, sailors
and marines in the great war be of the highest

a

issued

president and distinguished soldier.

C. E. Drayer, secretary of the American Association
of Engineers.

There is undoubtedly a necessity for the licensing
of the engineering professions for the reasons that
it
would provide additional safety to the general
public, that it would insure an increased efficiency
and thus would effect a very considerable saving.

An interesting feature of Mr. Drayer's remarks
before the meeting was his insistence that any licensing law should not only include civil engineers and
surveyors, but all branches of the engineering profession, civil, mechanical, electrical, and mining.
This inclusion of all branches would seem to be
logical, as the line dividing them in almost every
phase of professional work is more imaginary than
real.

Reasoning from analogy, one may ask the proponents of licensing all branches of the profession,
why are not doctors examined only on the basis of
the branch of the profession they practice instead of
in medicine and anatomy, or why are not lawyers
who will practice corporation law alone examined
only in that branch instead of all the principles of
the practice of law ? It is but common sense to urge
the examination of all engineers in the fundamental
elements common to all branches particularly with
reference to actual practice. This covering of the
profession would very much simplify the
drafting of a law that would receive general acceptIn any event, the movement is one of parance.
entire

and its progress will be watched
with considerable interest not only by engineers but

ticular importance

by architects as
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well.

Criticism and
The

Federating State Societies
Editors, THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Your

of Architects, there will
always be an idealism a little in advume; there
will always be a need
of the leader, the one to whom
all
cieties

must look for
the expression and
interpretation of the finer professionalism.
The American Institute of Architects holds that
and will continue to
place

on State Societies in the issue of
January 8 reminds me of an altogether unintentional remissness on my
part toward certain communications which have come to me
during this
past season from your sanctum.
These letters,
editorial

to-day
does not yield to clamor from without
and debasing elements within. An

bold

bearing upon architectural practice, possible postwar conditions surrounding the building
policies of

subjects.
For six

months beginning in May, 1918. I was
as
"Assistant Examiner" for the District
engaged
of the Great Lakes in
smoothing labor conditions in

stitute.

imagine that

this

conferences and judicial hearings,

left little

inclination for architecture, at that time a
issue to which I am but now free to turn.
I

thing

have been certain, and of which

experience has made me more certain
has not changed human nature

:

time or

Of one

ring of his

recent

that the

They

lias

war

own

it

is

body of men

certainly not in
country, where the lessons have been but superThere will still be
ficially impressed upon us.

to set

and unethical, dignified and undignified,
practitioners in all the professions, including archicture.
The nature of
will continue

organize and

;

not as a

democracy

evelation will

come a

fuller

and with that

ing

;

of the function of leadership in leavening the
As I review the immediate past it seems to
that there has been present too potent an element

:

mass;

I

am

content to

the

let

mass move

:ld

side for eventually an enlightened public
enlightened by high leadership will determine who shall
build its buildings and furnish the material covering and expression of its social and industrial spirit.

in

;

trusting that sooner or later it will
to the influence of high
As one
leadership.

toward the higher plane, I regard State
of professional bodies and as ministerng to the general unification of ideals I welcome
affiliation of such societies.
But to be specific, when all has been
the paths

That leadership today, in the elements of culture,
and economic penetration and spiritual

cieties

;

in

the

accomplished
State So-

way of forming and amalgamating

;

to raise the stand-

differentiate only as to how far the architect may be
of higher service and fulfill deeper obligations. In
the end the differentiation will come from the out-

own way,
'

the Institute join in the good work.
leader not lower-

its

hysteria and confusion; hysteria as to the outne of conditions, confusion as to
leadership and
mass.
Personally, though, I refuse to be one
the mass, that is, to sink
my ideals to the level
the

its

let

camp follower, but as a
own standard, but helping

function to build up the profession as a profession at the expense of the public.
Let architects
recognize the value and service of engineers and
contractors and their rights and obligations, and

ass.

t)f

in the pro-

because a loyal, far-sighted, ethical
have sought to uphold its standard

ard of the others.
Let not the Institute, nor any
organization of architects outside, conceive that it is

understanding of the

and necessity of high leadership an apprecia-

alue

If the Institute

its standard
and the public and the profession recognize the
validity of that standard, whether
Let the State Societies
they follow it or not.

ethical

itself,

guilty conscience.

any standing before the public and

fession,

this

owly and painfully to reveal

will

;

The Institute has never directly interfered with
the outsider's practice, has never assumed to dictate to the outsider or to those who
employ him;
and if the outsider thinks it has it is but the stir-

easily
travel,

dormant

my

amalgamation

lias its

"compete" all they please and as
they will "advertise" all they please and
as they please;
they will many of them' "graft" all
can, but let them not force the Institute to
tjiev
formulate a code of their unprofessionalism.

Shipbuilding

Board."
You may
strenuous work, involving

it

they please

the shipyards and in interpreting and
administering
the award of "The United States

Adjustment

if

place and the Institute has
its, and the
place of the Institute is that of professional
leadership which can be abandoned only at
the expense of the
It is
highest good.
only as a
moralist that 1 am concerned with the ethics and
antics of architectural
practitioners outside the In-

your own, came to
me while my mind was engaged on problems as
remote as possible from the contemplation of such

Labor

it

of State Societies

industry,

and certain internal

Comment

ethics, force

illumination, will fall to the architect
naturally to
the Institute as fostering the architect's ideals

but the architect should make good, demonstrate his
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and cease the \\-hinings in
capacity for leadership,
of late have arisen
which
the architectural press
IRVING K. POND.
chorus.
a
almost as
Chicago,

ness for the owner certainly in the end will not be
"to
good business for the architect." And again,
do a deed with maximum intelligence using the most

developed instrumentality possible

highly

111.

is

effi-

ciency."

The

Editors.

The

The above quotations

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

articles

Paul Higgins in the
by -Mr. Daniel

on Architectural Office
Jan.
indicate that Mr. Higgins has no place
Organization'
he recognizes
for the Quantity Surveyor, although
in Engthat the Quantity Survey methods followed
interest.
financial
owner's
land do protect a building
seem
This is necessary there. Mr. Higgins would
architect's
to have us believe, because of the English
lack of structural or business knowledge.
between
I am not competent to draw comparisons
i

and

|an.

<S

issues

know that
the architects of various countries, but I
counother
and
European
of
architects
the
England

do
Quantity Survey methods
and
sense
appreciathereby exhibit sound business

who

tries

use

the

They
tion of the interests of the building public.
down cost, to supply a basis
use methods to
keep

can nourish,
upon which true competition

as

com-

the Quantity System.

not good business or efficiency to waste
it is variously estimated that from 3 to
but
money,
wasted in
7 per cent of the cost of buildings is
in
of
quantity estiunnecessary expense
payment
at
this means
the
to
large,
country
mating. Applied
a waste of from fifty to one hundred million dollars
It comes about through the cumulative
yearly.
an
estimating expense that contractors carry. On
fifteen times as many
estimate
contractors
average,
It

some prejudice apparently founded on fear that
take away some of the
Quantity Surveyors would

architect's prestige or dignity obscures for him
the fact that the Quantity System is the most
of doing one of the necessary parts
efficient

way

work of a building project. Speakmy company as representing American

of the routine

for

ing

we do

not seek any of the
architect's prerogatives, either architectural or engi-

Quantity Surveyors,
neering.

A

Quantity Surveyor

is

fundamentally a meas-

Whatever else
or computer of quantities.
he represents to individual architects is only inciWhen the Quantity Surdental to that function.
becomes an organization of specialized ex-

urer

veyor

in the course
usually does suggest matters
or other deto
structural
as
queries
tails which an architect will wish to consider or

perts,

it

of

work by

its

even incorporate in his drawings and specifications.
The analysis such an organization makes of the
drawings and specifications to determine the architect's intent is valuable to the best architect and a
great assistance to a novice.
To quote from Mr. Higgins' article, "in these
busidays of business efficiency, what is not good

is

Therefore, from the money a
jobs as they win.
contractor receives for any job, he pays for estimaton and lost. This
ing on fifteen jobs that he bid

Another

necessarily increases the cost of buildings.

by considerway
for a
of
the
prepared
quantities
multiplicity
ing
contracten
For example, say
general
single job.
to appreciate this

They make

tors bid.

in this

country,
pared with the speculative bidding
and thereby protect both the owner and contractor
by a contract based on known requirements.
Mr. Higgins approves of efficient methods, but

are strong arguments for

ties.

wasted

effort

ten separate

is

lists

For the sub-trades, about twenty

of quantiin

number,

each general contractor will get say ten bids each.
That makes 200 sets of quantities by sub-contractors

For the ten geflto a single general contractor.
eral contractors, this might demand the preparation
of 2000 separate sets of quantities by sub-contracOf course, some sub-contractors will make
tors.
Allowing for
bids to all the general contractors.
that
on a goodto
conservative
it
seems
say
this,
sized job at least 500 separate quantity estimates
will

be made.

corrects this condition. It
a
the
that
necessary quantities for use as
provides
basis for bids shall be determined accurately by a

The Quantity System

of specialists in all trades
responsible firm composed
and distributed without charge to all contractors
asked to bid. Instead of multiplying the labor of

quantity preparation,

it is

done once only and made

interested parties.
I have only tried to allay any fear among architects as to the purposes and aims of Quantity Surout that it is in line with good
and to

available to

all

point
There
business and efforts to increase efficiency.
is much besides to be said in favor of the Quantity
itself to any thinkSystem which should suggest

veyors

ing man.

WILLIAM GRAVES SMITH,
The Quantity Survey Co.

President,

New
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Financing the Expected Boom
Building Trade Part II

in the

With the Stabilization of Prices for Material and Labor, Builders Now
PutJIt Up
Lending Institutions to Reform Methods of Making Mortgage Loans^So
Construction Can Proceed Big Price Cuts Made What
Investors

May

Expect In Costs

views held by some of the leading
members of widely known loaning institu-

DESPITE
tions that
issues

loans

only by the flotation of bond
would the problem of financing mortgage

for big

to

construction

projects be solved, a
thorough survey of the situation brings out the
general opinion that the best method is for lending

companies to adopt the amortized mortgage system.
The consensus of opinion in the building
trade is that these institutions should insist upon a
25 per cent instead of the usual 10 to 15 per cent
"upset equity' of the borrower, and upon a million
1

approximate normal, the lending intere.-t \\iil have
been reduced to the basi.- upon which tile borrower
would have made the engagement.

A

majority of the members of the American
of Architects, most of the prominent
members of the Building Trades Kmployers' AssoInstitute

ciation, practically

distributing

all

of the building material and
as well as building in-

associations,

When banking instituwere asked what they thought of the amortization method they gave out the statement that
iovcrnment not to make
the}' had been asked by the
vestors, endorse the plan.

tions

(

investment lend the usual 60 per cent of
but
value,
by applying the principle of amortization
reduce
the amount of excess loan to meet
gradually
the assured lowering of
war-time construction
prices as reconstruction is gradually worked out.
This, it is claimed in responsible quarters, will

any big building commitments

the construction market, prevent overbuilding, and at the same time have a tendency to relieve
the "high cost of living" that
keeps wage prices

"Inasmuch as the building industry is regarded
by many as the means of facilitating the general in-

high.

Public
the encouragement of all interests.
construction will be helpful in mitigating condi-

dollar

stabilize

mean

To

April.

until after the Fifth
this,

in

nation-wide building revival

a

ments and materials,

retary of Labor Wilson at Washington, co-operating with Roger W. llabson and Franklin T. Miller,
replied

:

dustrial transition to a peace basis,

it

tions, therefore

it

is

construction

public

should have
.

.

evident that private as well as

must be resumed before the
Next to
normal conditions.

made

borrower on a million-dollar
under the pres-

country should not be diverted into forms of wealth
Pereasily consumed and without earning power.
manent investments of wealth will stabilize the

money

also should be

as free.
this plan the

an effort to
once, Sec-

at

returns to
placing private funds in lovernnient securities it is
desirable that they be invested in enduring wealth,
The accumulated earnings of the
like construction.

that with everything else ready for a
great construction market, including general price
reductions on heretofore excessively costly equip-

Under

start

in

.

Secretary Wilson of the Department of Labor
has announced the Federal Government's
policy of
liberal construction, which is understood in the
trade to

Loan

Liberty

building operation three years ago,
ent permanent
of

plan

making mortgage

loans,

country

(

moral and

financial conditions of the

country as a

would be told that although the cost today would
be a million
dollars, the lender would only consider

whole, as well as benefit the individual investor and
To bring this about all factors inhis

the cost equal to that of the same
type of building
erected five
which would be around

terested in construction

dependents.

The

years ago,

60 per cent of that cost would
representing a permanent loan which

$700,000. Therefore
be $420,000,

seldom paid off.
If the amortization
plan were adopted, however,
the loan would be made on the full value of a
is

million dollars,

which would represent a six hundred thousand dollar loan.
In the course of five
years, when, it is expected, building costs will

situation

a case of what

seems
in

the

must co-operate."
have boiled itself down

to

to

called "passing the
First they aninterests.

army

is

buck" by the loaning
nounced to the building and material interests that
as soon as prices had been lowered and stabilized
The material men
loans would be forthcoming.
made. So now the
were
loans
no
but
co-operated,
buck" back again
building trade has "passed the
with the rejoinder that the loaning interests change
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their

work can proceed.

struction

To
lack

continues Mr. Otis, "aren't going to get it. They are going
to get left. In other words, I do not believe we are going

methods of making mortgage loans so con-

any immediate and drastic decline in commodity
There is a world-w-ide scarcity of many materials,
and production costs are going to continue abnormally high.
"We have had perhaps a certain amount of inflation.
To the extent that present high prices are due to that cause,
moreover, we can expect no immediate decline. The proc-

to see

relieve the tension incident to the deplorable
of building space many firms dropped their

prices.

Reports show that radiator prices
were lowered 25 per cent pipe fittings, 5 per cent
weatherporcelain knobs, from 5 to 25 per cent

prices at once.

;

;

ess of deflation will be gradual.
"If we were all to hold baclC awaiting lower prices we
should produce conditions of a sort that would benefit no
one.
It is the duty of business to go ahead and seize the
If a manufacturer were to
opportunities now awaiting.
defer building needed additions to his plant, in the hope
of securing a lower construction cost at some indefinite
time in the future, he probably would lose more profits on

;

2
proof wire, 3-4 per cent a pound friction tapes,
linoper cent per pound brass butts, 25 per cent
leums, 5 to 25 per cent; tools, to to 20 per cent.
Considerable drops in prices are also contemplated
by soil pipe interests and conduit manufacturers
;

;

;

goods which he might have been producing and selling in
the meantime than he will save on cheaper construction

within a short period.
\Yith regard to New York building, the labor
situation is improving, the stabilized basis of lyiS

costs."

Frank W. Thomas of A. O. Slaughter & Co., stated:
"In considering the outlook for commodity prices, we
must bear in mind that wages are going to continue high
for an indefinite time, and that European competition, formerly so keenly felt in our markets, is not going to be so
severe as it was before the war. Wages have been advanced
abroad with no immediate prospect of their return to pre-

instead of the sought for 1919 basis is apparentlyproving acceptable, with some modifications. These

modifications have been at the request of the loaning institutions, and it was hoped that with the

lower prices for materials, mortgage money would
be released so that building construction could
accept the

new

price basis

war basis."
Frank A. Vanderlip, president of

the National City Bank
York, declares that it is possible to transfer 15,000,ooo men now engaged in war activities to works of peace
without greatly disturbing conditions.
"I would not argue that we can make this transition without any jolt," he said. "There will be some. But I believe

of

and give the men em-

ployment.

That immediate action
sults is necessary is

to prevent disastrous re-

shown by

the strangulation of

demand for labor is so great that it is possible to
the transition without disaster.
"We may make a cushion of public works. That is possible.
But there are really tremendous orders that may
now be executed, and on the whole I would not be surprised to find that we shall see no surpluses of labor, providing labor and the employer of labor each does his best

that the

make

demand, which has caused the complete closing
down of the Eastern Portland cement industry,
while the brick situation

is

so acute that

Hudson

winter, probably will
not be opened until late in the spring. Other basic
commodity plants are also either shut down or runriver plants, closed

for the

ning at greatly reduced capacities.

Reduced

New

to help in this readjustment."

John N. Willys, president of Willys-Overland Company,
says

prices,

:

that

"Material prices and wages are not likely to come down
in a hurry.
With the passing of the first flurry of unsettlement of prices which followed the signing of the armistice
there is now a noticeable steadying of the market."

much

In order to interest the public in building during
the transition period from war to peace, an aid to
home builders on a national scale has been sug-

therefore, are not just baits for the building inAuthorities assert
vestor, but acts of desperation.
if the reduced prices are not accepted now
while the market needs support, when the Spring
movement gets under way prices will be forced to

higher levels, and builders then will have to
take their chance on supply.
The situation as to labor has materially changed
in

many

sections in the past week.
surplus, as against seven

report

a

week.

The country's surpluses seem

Twelve
the

gested to the Division of Public Works and Construction Development of the Department of Labor

states

by President Kessler of the United States League

previous

of Building and Loan Association. It is similar to
the method used by the Federal Farm Loan Banks
to aid agriculture.
According to the plan, building loan associations
of this country would perform the same service for

to belt across

country from Connecticut to Minneapolis. Weather
conditions as affecting lake navigation are said, in
a measure, to be responsible for this.

working men as performed for farmers by Farm

It is the duty of business to go right ahead and
not wait for a bigger decline in prices, and the tendency on the part of business men to hold back new
enterprises, in the expectation of lower commodity
prices and wages, is a mistake, in the opinion of

Loan Banks.

Joseph E. Otis, vice-president and acting head of
the Central Trust Company of Illinois.
Mr. Otis says that he has no sympathy for the
man who is sitting back, awaiting still lower prices.
"The people who are awaiting

a drastic decline in prices,"

In order that the loan associations

may render the most effective service, mortgages
made over to building and loan organizations, it is
suggested, should be rediscountable at Federal
Reserve Banks.
Two difficulties stand in the way at present.
First, the associations are not members of the
Bank system, and have no capital
stock and reserve therein.
Second, the Reserve

Federal Reserve
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Banks are designed for handling commercial paper
and not mortgages. Solutions offered for meeting
these two problems are that, first, special measures
be taken to protect the Reserve Banks, and that the
second be met by limiting the amount of mortgages
rediscounted.

Perhaps, as an alternative, the

years preceding the war have reduced the amount
of housing per capita in the L'nited States to

figures

below the normal for a number of years.
President Kessler has been in conference with
Franklin T. Miller, director, and other officers of
the Division of Public Works and Construction Development in the Department of Labor. The build-

Farm

Loan Banks might be authorized to accept mortgages on homes, as well as on farm lands, but either
method would be preferable to the creation of new

ing and loan associations for the country number
7,269, \\-ith a total membership of 3,838.612. Their
total

organizations.
Building loan associations are admirably equipped
to take care of the financing of home building, and

from

for
is believed that in view of the necessity
obtaining immediate relief from the congestion in
the private home situation, they can be of great
The restrictions on buildings due to the
assistance.
in

ground

building for some

among

Ordinarily,

may immediately

if

a

man owns

a lot of

obtain a loan for two-

News

The belligerent nations owe about six times the
amount of all the gold and silver produced in all
time, $30,000,000.000.
Incidentally, Austria owed

the editorial. Federating Archi-

the Allies, in

lie

in

Debt Comparisons and Obligations

International Federation of

Commenting on

sources

thirds of the land and buildings.

Architecture
tecture

all

loans are made.

Current
An

Their receipts

1917 were $1,220.000,000 and
their cost of doing business $9.800,000, amounting
to only eight-tenths of one per cent.
Losses are
light, because of the conservative method on which

it

war and the gradual decline

assets exceed Si .750,000,000.

THE AMERICAN ARCHI-

$2.736,000,000 at the beginning of the war. which
had increased by June. 1917, to $11.573.000,000.

TECT, issue of November 27, The Building News
of London reprints the entire editorial and states
:

"Let us by all means, say we. and let it be followed by yearly gatherings in the capitals of all
countries successively, at which the principles and
practice of our art may be discussed in similar fra.

,

,

.

,,

,

ternal fashion to that

science at the

,

-i

which prevails

,.

'\"Q

Post-war problems, which include housing condiand the necessity ot speeding up
meet
works
to
employment conditions, will
public
be taken up by a reconstruction committee of thirty-

,

i

regard to

in
A

r ^u
T>
*
u
meeting of the British Association.
,

Study Post-War Problems

"

tions of the state

members just named by Governor Smith of New
York, which includes some of the most influential
men and women in the State. Abram I. Klkus of
six

Washington State Chapter Elects
Officers

New

Officers elected at the twenty-fourth annual meeting of the \Yashington State Chapter of the Ameri-

can Institute of Architects, held at Seattle, Wash.,
were
President, D. R. Huntington first vice-presi:

Xew York

of Regents, will act as chairman of committee.
Co-ordination of State resources with Federal,
municipal and private resources is most important,
the governor urges, in the solution of the employ-

;

Carl Gould; second vice-president, George
Gove third vice-president, Albert Held secretary,
L. Baeder; and treasurer, F. L. Baker.
dt-nt,

;

;

York, who served as counsel to the

State Factory Investigation Commission, Ambassador to Turkey, and a member of the State Board

Deposits in Postal Savings

ment problem. The public is requested to apprise
the commission of unemployment that may come to
The commission also is committed to
its attention.
arise during
dealing with any labor crisis which may

Tostal Savings DepartnK-nt of the New York City Post Office, covering
the Boroughs of the Manhattan and the Bronx, on
Dec. 31, 1918, was $36138861, an increase of

the period of readjustment.
The Federal proposal, as embodied in what
known as the "Soldiers' Settlement Act, wil
considered by the commission, as will the suggestion

The

total deposits in the

$6,253,209 during the year

of Secretary of Labor Wilson, that necessary public
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works be speeded up

to

and when that

done many barriers to active work
we can start our operations. I
personally shall visit all of the countries of Europe.
We have two fundamental tasks to lay the foundation for financing the rehabilitation of the warwrecked cities and towns in allied territory and to
restore bank connections with countries where they
have been broken off by the war, and to form new
connections where needed.
This work will probably require three or four months.
"In devastated regions our energies will be chiefly
devoted to arranging for financing the restoration
of public utilities and to investigate and report on

meet unemployment condi-

will

tions.

In concluding his message the governor said
"More than all I enjoin upon the commission such speed
:

:

as may be consistent with thoroughness, in order that situations demanding immediate relief be remedied as soon as
all available
possible. The commission is directed to utilize
material in the possession of special agencies or state de-

partments to

this end.

advice and counsel

I

in

upon the commission for
of the matters mentioned, and

shall rely

all

hope to receive early reports of progress and recommendations for action."
shall

Structural Steel

industrial needs as well."

George E. Gifford, secretary of the Bridge Builders and Structural Society, has announced that the
bridge and structural shops of the country contract-

The World's

ed during the year 1918 for about 1,210,000 tons of
steel work, or 56 per cent of their entire shop capacity. This compares with 1,285,000 tons in 1917
and 1,500,000 tons each for both 1916 and 1915, and
r. 080.000 tons the amount for each year 1914 and
1913. The new contracts taken on December, 1918,
amounted to about 52.000 tons or 29 per cent of ca-

There

Largest Office Building

Larger than the Woolworth, Whitehall and Flatiron Buildings combined, is the Equitable Building,
New York. It comprises a floor area of 1,227,000
square feet, equalling the area of a 28-acre farm,

which makes

the largest office building in the
a
Making round trip in each of its sixty-one
elevators would provide a seven-mile ride, and one
walking its corridors would cover 5.8 miles. To
build it 20,000,000 bricks were used.
it

world.

pacity.

Will Not Cut Steel Workers'

is

be lifted and

Wages

a uniformity of opinion among iron and
steel producers that no general reduction in wages
is

Partnership Discrimination in

now

or in the near future,
despite the fact that the daily earnings of the men
are from two to two and a half times greater than

should be attempted

they were before the war. What employers do seek,
however, is a restoration of the labor performance

They expect men to render a
standard day's service, and as there is no opportunity now to make selections, the men who are
of before the war.

willing to do a

full

day's

work

will

Income Tax
Prominent business men
the Senate and the

For personal conferences with foreign bankers
as to the needs of their countries during the readjustment period, many representatives of American
banking interests either have sailed or are about to
sail for Europe, with a view of
largely extending
American banking affiliations. That this country
has become a heavy creditor nation means the absorption here of large amounts of foreign securities.
John J. Arnold, vice-president and head of the
foreign department of the First National Bank of
Chicago, speaking of a trip which he is about to
take to Europe, is quoted as saying
:

"The bankers are undertaking a

vast task.

We

hope a preliminary peace treaty will be signed soon,

conference between

Washington

last

week

in the operation of the income tax section.
The
delegation argued that the bill was so drawn that
it did not carry out the expressed intent of both

receive the

Affiliations

at a

at

pointed out one of the inequalities in the pending
$6,000,000,000 War Revenue Bill, which, it was
argued, if not corrected, would result in discrimination against partnership as against corporations

preference.

To Extend Banking

House

Bill

committees which had charge of the original drafting of the bill, which was that it would put corporations and partnerships on a parity of taxation.

As

the

bill

stands, the corporations are subject to

payment of an excess profits tax and the payment of a war profits tax, and then, if they have
not paid dividends, they would be subject to an
income tax of 12 per cent on the amount of their
But
profits undistributed and left in the business.
in case of partnerships the profits would be divided
among the partners and each partner would be subject, first to a normal income tax and then to a
the

surtax increasing in proportion to the extent of the
profits divided.

Consequently,

it

had been discovered that

case of a very large partnership, the
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surtax would exceed the aggregate of the taxes
imposed upon corporations, in cases where corporations and partnerships were of like size and similar

The
places

The

fact

was brought out

remove

;

;

;

;

New York

Apartments

;

to Cost, with

Land, $2,000,000
In the heart of the Fifth
trict

and next door

Avenue

residential dis-

Astor family mansion
at Sixty-fifth Street and Fifth Avenue. New
York,
will be erected a
twelve-story apartment house of
the superluxurious
type.
Preliminary architectural
details for the building, which it is estimated will
cost over S 1,000.000 and
outstrip anything of its
kind in point of artistic effect and conveniences

peared to be the application of the form of the
remedy proposed and the effect it might have on
other parts of the schedule considered.

to the

offered tenants, are being drawn
by J. E. R. Carpenter in association with Cross and Cross. Several
new methods of apartment house construction will
be featured in the building, which is
to

Canal Tonnage Shows Decline
In his annual report General W. W. Wotherspoon, State Superintendent of Public Works, reports that the total canal tonnage for the season was
1,159,270 tons, distributed as follows: Erie Canal,

expected

be ready for occupancy early

summer of 1920.
on the site owned by

in the

The building will be erected
the estate of the late Grant B.
Schley.

667,374 Champlain Canal, 434,784 Oswego Canal, 44,661
Cayuga and Seneca Canal, 7,509, and
Black River Canal, 4,932.
;

The apartment house

;

will

have but one suite to

a floor, the idea being to make each floor as much
like a separate dwelling as possible, so that the
structure will be more in the nature of twelve super-

Boom

imposed dwellings than a mere apartment house.
suite will have a floor area of about 11.000
ft.
and a main living room extending across the
sq.
entire frontage of Fifth Avenue.
This feature

Each

Industry
Large distributors of bituminous coal in Pennsylvania predict that a great stimulus will be given
the coal situation in this country for several years
due to the wrecking of the rich coal mines of northern France.
American, engineers who have inspected the mines in the Lens section of northern
France estimate that it will be at least two years
before the mines will be in full operation again.
Many of the mines are flooded and conditions in

alone, it is said, has already brought applications
for the renting of several of the floors. There will

be twenty rooms to a suite.
In addition to the Astor mansion, it will have
distinguished neighbors, for other properties in the
immediate vicinity are owned by Thomas F. Ryan,
Mrs. H. O. Havemeyer, Frederick Lewisohn, Mrs.

James B. Haggin, William Guggenheim, Henry C.
Frick and Mrs. E. H. Harrirnan. The invasion of
this district by apartment houses has made some

that region are generally bad.

Recommend Continuance

interesting history.

ofl

on work on

projects not seventy-five per cent completed.

all

It

precipitated a crusade by the

Avenue Association in which the Real Estate
Board of New York participated. The amendment

Fifth

Housing Projects
Completion of twenty-two Government war housing projects, costing $48,000,000, will be recommended by the House Public Buildings Committee,
\vhieh has decided to amend to this end the Senate
calling for the discontinuance

;

;

;

providing that in such cases of discrimination a
partnership might elect, subject to suitable regulations to be framed by the Tieasury Department, to
be taxed under the provisions applying to corporations.
The only question after the conference ap-

bill

;

Davenport.

;

have to pay a difference
as a partnership amounting to $175,000 in excess
to what it would pay if it were a corporation of
like size and equal number of partners.
As a remedy an amendment has been suggested

Will

:

;

;

that one of the

France's Coal Shortage Will

;

Charleston, \Y. Ya.

;

this inequality,

;

;

;

Iowa, and Rock Island, 111.; Erie, Pa.; Hammond.
Ind.
Indian Head, Md. Mare Island, Cal. New
Brunswick, N. J. New London, Conn. Newport.
R. I.; Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Watertown, N. Y.
Niles. Ohio Norfolk and Portsmouth, Ya.
Philadelphia, Pa. Puget Sound, Wash. Quincy, Mass.
Waterbury. Conn., and Washington, 1). C.

large partnerships represented at the informal conference would, unless the bill were modified so as
to

projects for completion are at the following
Aberdeen, Md. Alliance, ( )hio Bath, Me.

Bridgeport, Conn.

conditions, so that the intent of the committee in
such cases would not be carried out in the plan of
the bill as drafted and under consideration in conference.

:

of the zoning resolution to prevent the construction
of any building over 100 ft. in height on the avenue,
between Sixtieth and Ninety-sixth Streets, was proposed, but failed of adoption.
The entire property has a frontage of 50.6 ft.
on the avenue and 160 ft. on Sixty-sixth Street.
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Wilson,
read

Posters Issued by the Department of
Labor to Stimulate Building

we reproduce

a typical example.

Others

:

"I

want

to

see

every wage-worker

own

his

own home."

The Department of Labor, through its Information and Education Service, is doing a useful and
constructive work in stimulating the building inOne
dustry to a resumption of pre-war activity.

Construction adds to the wealth of the country
build now.

now

Build

that city hall, court house, school

house, church, factory, memorial.
Let this building be built so well and so quickly
that the owner will be encouraged to build

KEEP

another.
(

)\vn a

Every

home

architect

for your children's sake.
and builder by liberal

these posters can aid in this campaign.

use

of

They may

be had by addressing Roger \Y. Babson, chief, Information and Education Service, 1706 G Street.
X. W.. 'Washington D. C.

TIMES

GOOD

Prof.

Rolla Clinton Carpenter

Rolla Clinton Carpenter, professor emeritus of experimental engineering at Cornell University, and
widely known by construction engineers for his
book on heating and ventilating, which was the first
practical treatise of the subject ever written and

BY

which has been used extensively as a text book,
died last week at his Ithaca, N. Y., home. He was

BUILDING

sixty-six years old.

As every Cornell trained architect knows, Prof.
Carpenter was also on the faculty of the college of

NOW

architects, teaching the subject of heating and ventilation. His research in this line has never been sur-

while his "formula" has for many years
been considered by heating experts as the standard
where accuracy is essential. The Carpenter formula,
it will be recalled by many, was tested out in a fullsized building over a period of months during the
winter and proved to be 98 per cent accurate. He
wrote numerous important works on engineering.
Professor Carpenter was born in Orion, Mich.,

passed,

U. S.

W.

B.

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

WILSON,
Stertlarl ol

Ubof.

of the means employed is a series of posters, supplied free of charge to contractors and builders.

These posters are of inspirational character and
aim to bring home to employer and employee the
thought that they are both selling their services to
the public, and if the building in hand is well and
quickly completed, another, figuratively speaking, is
likely to be built across the street.
The posters, 10 x 15 inches in size, have each a
direct appeal, officially made by the Department of
Labor to all the people to co-operate in a general

movement

in

building construction.

collection of these posters, all signed

From

a large

by Secretary

and was graduated from the Michigan Agricultural
College in 1873 and later took a course in engineering at the University of Michigan. From 1875 to
1890 he was instructor and professor of mathematics in the Michigan Agricultural College.
He went to Cornell as associate professor of engineering, and in 1895 was made professor of ex-

perimental engineering, holding the chair until 1917.
when he was made professor emeritus.

He had

many important commerengineer for the construction of high power pumping stations in New YorkCity and Brooklyn, and constructed the high pressure fire system of Baltimore.
been engaged

cial enterprises.
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He was

Department of Architectural
Engineering
Useless

Waste

in

Concrete Construction Due to

Legal Requirements*
By W. STUART

TAIT, Assoc. M.

Am.

Sue. C. E., .tssoc.

WE

Mem.

lust.

C.

I:.

have on record a mass of tests on reinforced concrete columns both spirally reinforced and otherwise.
In practically all of these
tests, however, no records were made of the amount
of water used in the concrete and the nature of the
mixing was not recorded. One of the most recent
series of tests, and one which represents average

strength necessary to overcome a reasonable bending moment in the column resulting
either from eccentricity or unequal loading of
panels

building construction results, was the series rerecorded in the proceedings of the American Con-

of a certain column according to a few building
ordinances now in force.
Those who are conversant
with designing of confrere construction

additional

It would
adjoining the column.
appear, therefore
that a factor of safety of 4 was somewhat severe

provided we have proper supervision, as previously
outlined. The Table II shows the working strength

The columns for this test
1915.
were made by construction forces at a building
under construction, and represent the results which
can be expected from fairly good concrete. In the
report of the committee conducting this test a formula is given by which the ultimate strength of the
columns covered by this test can be obtained. This
formula shows that, for a concrete column of
i-i/ 2-3 concrete with i]/2 per cent of spiral and 2

crete Institute in

throughout the United States have found, to their
TAP.I.F.

Strength of a ^o-inch concrete column of i-J-4
concrete reinforced with i'j per cent of spiral.
26-inch diameter and _> per cent of vertical steel,

according to various city ordinances

/

Chicago

per cent of vertical steel, the ultimate strength is
5,660 Ib. per sq. in. The ruling for column design

Cleveland
Detroit

all

spiral

4

the

outside the spiral reinforcement is not considered
as contributing to the
strength of the column and is

its
is

This concrete appears to be restrained in a similar
manner to the concrete within the core through the

of the concrete and also by shear.
This seems to indicate that the material
lying outside of the
spiral can be relied upon to provide the

tensile strength

"lied
8.

from our issues of December 11-18,

1918. and

565,000
825,000
850,000
640.000

)

column strength and uses
steel

reinforcement.

clearly brought out in

different stresses in

This lack of uniformity
Table II. and we see that

column constructed in Chicago is credited only
with about 60 per cent of the strength of the same
There is no
column constructed in St. Louis.
material difference in the construction methods and
inspection in force in these two cities, and it would
therefore seem unreasonable that the manufacturers
of Chicago, Detroit, Cincinnati, Cleveland and numerous other cities should have this apparently unnecessary burden placed upon them. According to
the tests referred to above, a concrete column in

a

crete placed outside the
spiral reinforcement actually
contributes to the strength of this column in much
the same
way as the concrete within the spiral.

uary

^-3

pounds
pounds
pounds
pounds
pounds
pounds
pound*

sorrow, that practically every city which boasts a
building code, has a different method of figuring

in this rule.

column design the area of the concrete

treated as fireproofing material only.
The series
of tests referred to seem to indicate that the con-

620,000
i-i

Minneapolis
St.
Louis
Am. Concrete Inst

average stress per square inch considering the concrete only and adding together the resistance of the
These
concrete, the vertical and the spiral steel.
In

(

:

5.25,000
6.20.000

Cincinnati

adopted by the American Concrete Institute would
credit this column with a working stress of 1,340
Ib.
per sq. in. These figures, of course, refer to the

figures indicate a factor of safety of

II.

Jan-

22 and 29. 1919.

St.
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Louis has a factor of safety of
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load on a concrete column is a larger
of
the
total load than in the case of a conportion
crete slab, consequently the probability of column
overloading is less than in the case of a floor. In

strength in bending. In fact, from an observation
of fire tests it would appear that a circular concrete
column was less liable to damage from fire than

a previous article the overloading of a floor in warehouse construction was shown to be limited to

are

The dead

/

2 times the design load, and it is
opinion that the use of a factor of
safety of 3 in concrete columns provides amply for

approximately
the

i

l

writer's

the existing conditions.
In factory construction, engineers are practically
compelled by many building ordinances to allow the

same

floor load as

coming upon the columns

as

is

An endesigning the floor construction.
gineer may design the floor construction with an
equivalent live load considerably in excess of the
used

in

actual load occurring, to provide for concentration
of load and for impact from machinery.
Many

building ordinances, however, would not recognize
the right of an engineer to design the floor for one
uniformly distributed load and the columns for a

Most building ordinances make some
load.
allowance for the floors of a building not all being
loaded at one and the same time by permitting a
reduction in the live load figured in the columns
from that for which the floors are designed. This
is a reasonable allowance but is. of course,
entirely
independent of the point just referred to above.
less

Some

building departments rule that the column

must be used in
bending and diwhere columns are

stresses specified in the ordinance
designing a column for combined

rect load, while other cities,
designed for this condition, permit the use of the
extreme fiber stress governing beam design. The

writer can see no reason whatever in the former
stand for the reason that in a column subjected

both to bending and direct load we have an extreme
fiber stress on one side of the column which, in the
case of a circular column, diminishes very rapidly.

the corners of a concrete beam,
vital

and these corners

the

in

providing
necessary resisting
strength for negative moment.
In a previous article the bending moment occurring in exterior columns
against

possible

To

was discussed.

provide

overstressing resulting from the
caused by the fixed end condition

bending moment
of the beam, a limit for the dimension of the columns should be set which is based on the span of
the girder resting on the column as well as a limit
based on the column length. The writer feels that
in this respect a limitation of about 1/18 of the
span of the girder is reasonable and would, to a
large extent, prevent the possibility of overstressing developed by a condition as illustrated in Fig. i
in a previous article.*

The factor of safety used in columns of steel
construction is very little in excess of 2, based on
the elastic limit. These columns, just as in the case
of concrete columns, 'may be subjected to bending
moment. It is true that this may not be as great in
value as that occurring in the concrete column, still

column we have a much more slender
in the case of a concrete column and,
as a result, the effect of a bending moment is more
severe in the steel column. In a building in which
steel columns are used the floor construction is
in a

steel

member

than

usually also of structural steel and, as a consequence, the dead load on the steel column is a

smaller percentage of the total load than in the case
The possibility, therefore,
of overloading a steel column is generally greater

of the concrete column.

than in the case of a concrete column. With proper
supervision, it appears unreasonable to use a factor
of safety of more than 3 in concrete column design.

(To be continued)

same way many building departments require
under the same condition of column loading,

In the
that,

the

concrete outside of the spiral reinforcement
be considered as contributing to the resisting strength of the column in bending. This ruling
appears to be far from logical. One argument presented by a building inspector in support of this

The

shall not

requirement was that the material outside of the
When this arguspiral was simply fireproofing.
ment was brought up the writer did not consider it
advisable to argue further and to compare this case
with that of a concrete beam. In the case of the
concrete beam all of the concrete above the neutral
axis is counted as acting in compression, and it
therefore always appeared to him that, since the
same conditions applied in a concrete column subjected to bending, the concrete outside of the spiral
should be considered as contributing to the column

A.

S.

M.

E.

Code

for

Low-

Pressure Boilers

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT

INpage

446,

of April 10, 1918,

was printed the code for

testing

low

pressure heating boilers as presented to the American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers
by its committee. The purpose of this code is to
establish a uniform method of testing low pressure
heating boilers in order to determine the ability of
the boiler to heat or evaporate water; in other
words, to measure its power to render service.
The Boiler Code Committee of The American
Society of Mechanical Engineers submitted its re-
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of January

9,

1918,

page

79.
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"

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE WORKING

port to the council of that society in December, 1918,
in which it embodies a code regulating the construction of low pressure heating boilers. The reports of

338

shall not exceed 15 Ib. per sq. in. on a boiler built
under these Rules to be used exclusively for lowpressure steam heating.

committee are almost universally accepted as
the standard for this country, and some states have
embodied its recommendations in their laws pertaining to such matters. That portion of the report
covering the construction of low pressure heating
boilers is entirely new and it is the first recommendation of any kind for the standardization of
this

The maximum allowable working pressure for
a hot-water boiler or heater used on a closed system

maximum allowable working pressure for the same hot-water boiler or
heater when used on an open system.
Hot-water systems shall be designated as either
open or closed systems. Open systems arc those
shall be one-half of the

that very important factor in building construction.
of low pressure heating boiler manu-

The growth

facturing has been along individual lines and has
resulted in a great variety of designs, more particularly in cast iron boilers. Too often their design

in

and

the market

in

relieved of pressure whenever the valve
boiler to be used exclusively
339

A

architect can, with safety, specify that the
boilers used for this purpose shall comply in all

E. Boiler

Part I

Code

340
boilers

than

HOT WATER SUPPLY
to

apply

Economizers or Feed

Longitudinal lap joints will be allowed on
to be used exclusively for low-pressure
steam heating, when the maximum allowable working pressure does not exceed 15 Ib. per sq. in., and
the diameter of the boiler shell does not exceed
341

boilers

:

in. in

c

diameter.

hot-water boilers where
the grate area exceeds 10 sq. ft. and the
maximum allowable working pressure
exceeds 50 Ib. per sq. in.
Under other conditions, the following rules
.

all

steel plate

shall apply.

MATERIALS
336
23 to

Specifications are given in these Rules, Pars.
178, for the important materials used in the

construction of boilers, and
terials shall

337

conform

Flange

steel

where given, the ma-

thereto.

may

be used entirely for the

of steam heating boilers covered in
this section, but in no case shall steel of less than
1
in. in thickness, nor tube sheets or heads of less
ilian 5/16 in. in thickness be used.

construction

A

five.

BOILER JOINTS

GENERAL
The
for
Rules
335
power boilers shall apply
a To all steel plate hot-water boilers over 60

To

All steel-plate hot-u'ater and steam-heating
shall have a factor of safety of not less

Water

Heaters.)

b

closed.

for low-

steel.

Section II

BOILERS USED EXCLUSIVELY FOR Low PRESSURE
STEAM AND FOR HOT WATER HEATING AND
(This does not

is

pressure steam heating may be constructed either
of cast-iron, steel cast, or wrought iron or steel,
or any combination of these, but in all cases the
connecting rods and bolts shall be wrought iron or

two codes.

M.

at least equal

Open systems shall be so installed that there will
be no opportunity for the fluid column to freeze or
If a valve is used in
to be accidentally shut off.
the supply line, it shall be locked and sealed open
and bear a tag stating that the system shall be

the interest of

The

S.

is

systems.

tion.

A.

balanced by a fluid column,

water supply pipe,
or where the system is freely connected to the street
All other systems are classed as closed
supply.

This, with the application of
safety to the user.
the code above referred to, will result in boilers
uniform as to performance as well as to construc-

respects to the

is

to the cross sectional area of the

The application
scientific analysis of the problem.
of this code will necessitate the revision of some

now on

which the pressure

the cross sectional area of which

has been dictated by the requirements of foundry
practice and manufacturing profits rather than a

types

PRESSURE

The maximum allowable working pressure

60

in.

re342 The longitudinal joints of a horizontal
turn-tubular boiler if of the lap type, shall be not

over 12

ft.

in length.

In a hot-water boiler to be used exclusively
for heating buildings or hot-water supply, when the
diameter does not exceed 60 in. and the grate area
does not exceed 10 sq. ft., or equivalent as defined

343

will

in Pars. 359 and 360, longitudinal lap joints
be allowed. When the grate area exceeds 10 sq. ft,
or equivalent as defined in Pars, 359 and 360, and
the diameter of the boiler does not exceed 60 in.,
be allowed provided the
longitudinal lap joints will
maximum allowable working pressure does not

exceed 50 Ib. per sq. in.
When a boiler is built
344 Protection of Joints.
is used exclusively
and
steel
of
wholly or partially

213
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for low-pressure steam heating, or

when

a hot-ivater

used exclusively for heating buildings or
for hot-water supply, it shall not be necessary to
water jacket the rivets in the fire-box where one
end of each rivet is exposed to the fire or direct
radiant heat from the fire, provided any one of
boiler

is

the following conditions is fulfilled:
a Where the ends of the rivets away

from the

fire

are protected by means of natural drafts of
cold air induced in the regular operation of
the boiler.
b

Where

c

are in the open air.
Where the rivets are protected by the usual
charges of fresh fuel, which is not burned in

the ends of the rivets

away from

the fire

nor greater than 4^/2 in. standard
water
relief valve shall be smaller
pipe
than 3/j, in. nor greater than 2 in. standard pipe size.
352 When two or more safety or water relief
valves are used on a boiler or heating system, they
may be single, twin or duplex valves.
smaller than
size.

in.

i

No

353 Safety or water-relief valves shall be connected to the boilers or heating systems independent
of other connections and be attached directly, or as
close as possible, to the boiler or heater without
any intervening pipe or fittings, except the Y-base

forming a part of the twin valve or the shortest

A safety valve or water-relief
valve shall not be connected to an internal pipe in
the boiler or heater.
Safety valves shall be con-

contact with the rivets.

possible connection.

WASHOUT HOLES

A boiler used

for low-pressure steam or hot345
water heating or for hot-water supply shall be
provided with washout holes to permit the removal
of any sediment that may accumulate therein. Steel
shell boilers of the locomotive or vertical fire-tube

type shall conform to the requirements of Pars. 265

and 266 for washout

350 The outlets of water relief valves shall have
open discharges in plain sight.
No safety valve for a steam boiler shall be
351

nected
vertical

so

as

when

to

(Maximum Allowable Working
Water Evaporated
per Sq. Ft. of

Grate Surface per

346 Flanged Connections. Openings in boilers
having flanged connections shall have the flanges
conform to the American Standard given in Tables
16 or 17 of the Appendix, for the corresponding
pipe size, and shall have the corresponding drilling
for bolts or studs.

SAFETY VALVES
347 Outlet Connections for Safety and Water
Relief Valves. Every boiler shall have proper outlet connections for the
required safety, or waterrelief valve or valves,
independent of any other connection outside of the boiler, the area of the
opening
to be at least equal to the
aggregate area of all of

A

the safety valves with which it connects.
screwed
connection may be used for attaching a safety valve
to a heating boiler. This rule
applies to all sizes of

safety valves.

348 Safety Valves. Each steam boiler shall be
provided with one or more safety valves of the
spring-pop type which cannot be adjusted to a
higher pressure than 15 Ib. per sq. in.

349 Water Relief Valves. Water relief valves
be placed on all hot-water heating and
supply
systems and be connected to the boiler or heater.

shall

The valve

shall be of the
diphragm-opening type
open at or below the maximum allowable
working pressure, the diaphragm being so designed
that, if the valve fails to open, the diaphragm will
rupture at a pressure not exceeding 50 per cent
above the maximum allowable working pressure.
set to

upright

with

the

spindle

TABLE 9 ALLOWABLE SIZES OF SAFETY VALVES FOR STEAM
HEATING BOILERS

holes.

BOILER OPENINGS

stand

possible.

Hr., Lb.

Pressure, 15

Ib.

per sq.

in.)
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be located close to the valve outlet or the pipe
be securely anchored and supported.
The
safety or water-relief valves shall be so located and
piped that there will be no danger of scalding at-

STEAM AND WATER GAGES

shall

shall

tendants.

356

Each safety valve used on a steam heating

have a substantial lifting device by
which the valve may be raised from its seat at least
l/i 6 in. when there is no pressure on the boiler.
A relief valve used on a hot-water heating system
need not have a lifting device.
boiler

shall

Every safety valve or water-relief valve

357

have plainly stamped on the body or cast
thereon the manufacturer's name or trade mark and
the pressure at which it is set to blow. The seats
shall

and

discs of safety or water-relief valves shall be
of nonferrous material.

made

The equivalent

fired boilers or

grate area

for oil or gas

water heaters heated by steam

shall

be used as specified unde'r Par. 360.
When the conditions exceed those on which Table
9 is based, the following formula for bevel and flat
seated valves shall be used
:

W
in

A = area

of direct spring-loaded safety valve
per square foot of grate surface, sq. in.
weight of water evaporated per square
foot of grate surface per hour, Ib.
valve

is

(absolute)

at

Double-Grate Doivn-Drajt Boilers.

In boilers of this type the grate area shall be taken as the
area of the lower grate plus one-quarter of the
area of the upper grate.

than /> in. pipe size. The dial of a steam gage
for a steam heating boiler shall be graduated to not
l

than 30 Ib.
362 Pressure or Altitude Gages. Each hot-water
boiler or heater shall have a gage connected in
such a manner that it cannot be shut off from the
boiler or heater except by a cock with tee or lever
less

The
handle, placed on the pipe near the gage.
handle of the cock shall be parallel to the pipe in
which it is located when the cock is opened. Pipe
in. pipe size, shall
connections to gages less than
be made of brass, copper or bronze composition
when the distance between the gage and point of
attachment of pipe is over 5 ft. If less than 5 ft.,
the connections shall be of brass, copper or bronze
J
composition if less than /2 in. pipe size. The dial
of the pressure or altitude gage shall be graduated
to not less than }JA times the

size of safety or water-relief valve or valves
for a boiler using gas or liquid fuel, 15 sq. ft. of
heating surface shall be equivalent to one square

nected that it shall be easily readable when observing the water pressure or altitude. The thermometer shall be so located that it shall at all times
indicate the temperature in degrees fahrenheit of
the water in the boiler or heater.

on

is

pressure.

safety-valve capacity.

For a heater heated with steam the maximum
amount of steam that can be condensed per hour
shall be determined and the equivalent grate surface

maximum weight of steam condensed
pounds per hour divided by fifty.

in

allowable

sure exceeds 30 Ib. per sq. in. It shall also be used
all closed systems irrespective of the working

If the size of grate for use of
evident from the boiler design, such size
be the basis for the determination of the

foot of grate area.

taken as the

maximum

lator

and

may

:

Temperature Regulators. A temperature reguwhich will operate to prevent the temperature
of the water from rising above 200 degrees fahr.
shall be used on all hot-water supply and hotwater heating systems in which the working pres-

Boilers or Heaters Fired with Oil or Gas
or Heated ivith Steam. In determining the number

360

coal

tee or lever handle arranged
with the pipe in which it is located
when the cock is open. Pipe connections to steam
in. pipe size, shall be of brass,
gages less than
copper or bronze composition when the distance
between the gage and point of attachment of pipe
is over 5 ft.
If less than 5 ft., the connections
shall be of brass, copper or bronze composition if
to be parallel

working pressure.
363 Thermometers. Each hot-water boiler or
heater shall have a thermometer so located and con-

which the safety

set to blow, Ib. per sq. in.

GRATE AREA
359

and provided with a

I

which

W=
P = pressure

by

of a syphon or equivalent device of sufficient capacity to keep the gage tube filled with water and
so arranged that the gage cannot be shut off from
the boiler except by a cock placed near the
gage

less

358 The minimum size of safety or \\ater-relief
valve or valves for each boiler or heater shall be
governed by the grate area as shown by Table 9
or 90.

Steam Gages. Each steam boiler shall have
361
a steam gage connected to the steam
space or to
the water column, or its steam connection,
means

FITTINGS AND APPLIANCES
364
heater

Bottom Blow-off Pipes.
shall

valve or cock, in

boiler

or

with a
direct connection with the lowest

water space practicable.
215

Each

have a blow-off pipe,

fitted
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When a pressure
Regulators.
damper regulator is used, it shall be connected to
the steam space of the boiler.

or heaters constructed of cast iron, or of cast iron
excepting the connecting nipples and bolts, used

Damper

365

exclusively for heating buildings, or for hot-water
supply, provided they are subjected as a whole or,
at the manufacturer's option, in sections, to a shop

Each steam boiler shall
366 Water Glasses.
have one or more water glasses.
367 Gage Cocks. Each steam boiler shall have
two or more gage cocks located within the range

hydrostatic test of 2^2 times the maximum allowable working pressure for an open system and 5
times the maximum allowable working pressure for

of the visible length of the water glass.
368 Water Column Pipes. The minimum size
of pipes connecting the water column of a boiler
shall be i in.
Water-glass fittings or gage cocks

a closed system.
All hot-water boilers or heaters that are to be

used for a working pressure

may be connected direct to the boiler. The steam
connection to the water column of a horizontal return tubular boiler shall be taken from the top of

in

to be subjected to a field hydrostatic test upon the
boiler after it is installed.
The boiler is not to be

upper part of the head; the water
connection shall be taken from a point not less than
6 in. below the center line of the shell. No connecshell

in excess of 50 Ib. per
on open systems, or for a working pressure
excess of 25 Ib. per sq. in. on closed systems, are

sq. in.

or the

tested at a pressure in excess of the shop test required to be made by the manufacturer. For hot-

water boilers or heaters constructed of cast-iron,
or of cast iron excepting the connecting nipples and
bolts, used exclusively for heating buildings or for
hot-water supply, the hydrostatic pressure for the

tions, except for damper regulator, drains or steam
gages, shall be placed on the pipes connecting a
water column to a boiler.

METHODS OF SETTING

/

be 2 T

times the

maximum

allowable
5 times the
allowable working pressure for closed
For steel plate boilers or heaters, the

field test shall

369 \Yet-bottom steel-plate boilers shall have a
space of not less than 12 in. between the bottom of
the boiler and the floor line with access for in-

2

working pressure for open,, systems

maximum
systems.

and

/

l
hydrostatic test pressure shall be i 2 times the
allowable working pressure for open systems and 3 times the maximum allowable working

spection.

370 Access Doors. The minimum size of access
door used in boiler settings shall be 12 by 16 in. or
equivalent area, the least dimension being 1 1 in.

maximum

pressure for closed systems.
375 Individual shop inspection shall be required
only for boilers which come under the rules for

The longitudinal joints of a horizontal re371
turn-tubular boiler shall be located above the fireline.

power

boilers.

HYDROSTATIC TESTS

STAMPING

372 A shop test of 60 Ib. per sq. in. hydrostatic
pressure shall be applied to steel or cast-iron boilers
or to the sections of cast-iron boilers which are used

376 Each plate of a completed boiler shall show
a sufficient portion of the plate maker's stamp for
identification.

exclusively for low-pressure steam heating.
373 Hot-water boilers for a maximum allow-

377

working pressure not exceeding 30 Ib. per sq.
used exclusively for heating buildings or for
hot-water supply, when constructed of cast-iron,
steel cast, or wrought iron or plate steel or any
combination of these, shall be subjected to a shop
able
in.

test of

60

Ib.

per

sq. in.

A maximum

manufacturer,

lowed to be used on "open systems" and on "closed

allowable working pressure in
excess of 30 Ib. per sq. in., but not exceeding 160
Ib. per sq. in., will be allowed on hot-water boilers

374

All boilers referred to in this section

to the front section, stating the maximum allowable working pressure for which the boiler is al-

hydrostatic pressure applied

to the boiler or, at the option of the
to the sections thereof.

Name.

be plainly and permanently marked with the
manufacturer's name and the maximum allowable
working pressure, this to be indicated in Arabic
numerals, followed by the letters "Lb."
All hot-water boilers or heaters are to bear a
manufacturer's label, that is irremovably attached
shall

systems."
All heating boilers built according to these rules
should be marked A.S.M.E. standard.
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Industrial Information
In this Department there

The

is

published each iveek information as to the development of materials and
methods, derived from reliable sources.

Safe Stairway

I

Despite the constantly increasing dependence of
elevators in public buildings, the importance of the stairway does not decrease proporIn fact, the sense of the necessity for
tionately.

man upon

speed which elevators have augmented, makes him
heedless of his step when elevator service is inParticuadequate and he resorts to stairways.
larly in times of danger, when fire or other cause
demands a hasty egress, safety in stairways looms
up as an element of considerable importance. In

subways, where no artificial urging is needed to
encourage such hasty egress, in schools or lecture
And
halls, the test of a good stairway is made.
what is a good stairway but a safe one?
Several predominating factors commend the use
of Universal Safety Tread, made by the company
of that name, at 40 Court Street, Boston, for stair-

ways, indoor and out.

The factor of safety in a stair tread depends
on the non-slip character of the surface material
used, and the absence of any hard supporting metal
which in a short time become very slippery and

i

I

I

dangerous. The wearing surface of the Universal
Safety Tread is composed entirely of the mineral
abrasive known in the trade as Alundum. This is
an artificial preparation of corundum, the hardest

known next

material

the

to

diamond.

Alundum

grains give this tread the highest efficiency as a
^non-slipping surface, while at the same time its

|

hardness

extraordinary
durability
is

safety

to a

insures

and

permanence

very high degree.

combined with a

Thus

maximum

perfect
of

length

As

a stiffening element, a baseplate of light steel
s used to which the abrasive composition is se-

attached.

curely
this

baseplate

ing the

On

all

is

In the process of manufacture
all sides with lead, mak-

coated on

finished product absolutely rustproof.
treads exposed to severe usage, especially

on down-traffic
stairways, the edges get the brunt
"i the wear.
To meet this condition, reinforced

'i

of the concrete, thus preventing them from becoming chipped or otherwise defaced.
Safety Tread
also protects the stair itself from wearing out if
( )n
it be made of wood.
iron stairs protection of

some kind

is

very necessary, as they rapidly become

slippery,

and unless some measures are taken

prevent,

many

accidents

result.

ings have been worked out, and a thick
the abrasive material is presented where

body
it

is

most needed.

to

The Universal

Safety Tread has been made with a view to eliminating all these difficulties and to giving service
of the right sort.

A
A

tire

Matter

of Life

escape that

will

and Death

serve

its

purpose simply

and surely, that will give confidence to its users
and dissipate the fear and panic generally incident
t<> a quick fire, needs no comment.
Kveryone wants
one like this. An introduction is all that is necessary for architects to profit by the acquaintance.
The fire escape referred to is a device manufac-

by the Davy Automatic Fire Kscape Co.,
It is a machine controlling a
Svracuse. X. Y.
steel cable, to the end of which is fastened a life

tured

senand, the makers claim, is so positive and
will
it
that
and
sitive in its construction
operation
with
adult
a
or
child
a
small
equal
lower
heavy
It is used only for descending, and has a

belt,

safety.

one
carrying capacity of three persons per minute,
at a time, from a third or fourth floor, or one per
a pulley
It
is
minute from a twentieth floor.
arrangement, the mechanism of which

service.
I

he Universal Safety Tread is particularly well
adapted to cement stairs, as it not only prevents
slipping, but also acts as a metal guard to the edges

is

simple and

dependable.

number of statements are set down by the
makers to demonstrate its superiority and reEnough of these machines are installed
liability.
to empty the building of all occupants in less than
four minutes.
They are never provided except
an entire building and in numbers

A

throughout
an allowadequate for all the people, and including
the side
on
of
use
the
loss
of
the
escapes
ance for

where the fire is located. They require no adjustment or manipulation by the user for varying

can be furnished, with or without nosing, in
one piece, in any width up to 12 inches, thereby
It

"ling unnecessary joints.
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lower a small child or a
weights. Automatically they
a trained fireman. If
as
as
safely
helpless person
a person and he is
such
around
is
belt
the
placed
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put out of the window, the Davy will do the rest,
and more safely and gently than can human hands.
Its use in hospitals and schools is therefore particularly apparent.
Finally they are low in cost and
no
attention
after they have heen installed.
require

Right here

is reprinted a short
paragraph from the
American explaining the action of cement
on rusted steel, and showing how rust
disappears
from iron bars, etc., in the process of
erecting rein-

Scientific

forced concrete structures.
Certain valuable formulae and tables are
presented in the booklet which give further informa-

Concrete Reinforcement
In the large variety of wire products made by
American Steel & Wire Co. their triangle mesh

the

concrete

reinforcement

is

of

particular

value

The

to

The tension or
steel, reinforces in every direction.
reliable
carrying members are accurately spaced.
mechanical bond is obtainable.
sufficient area
of steel is provided in the cross wires of the triangle
mesh reinforcement

to prevent

temperature

ci-acks,

thereby eliminating the necessity of laying addireinforcement at right angles to the longitudinal or tension members.
In this material the
tional

wires

the

longitudinal wires in
This the makers claim as a

assist

carrying the load.
unique feature of their product.

reinforcing fabrics are recomfor the reason that both greater strength
and better adhesive bond are provided. By the use

Ungalvanized

of galvanized wire, on the other hand, the adhesion
is to the
coating on the steel and not to the steel

Furthermore, in the process of galvanizing,
is annealed or softened, thus
reducing its
elastic limit and ultimate
strength.
A curious statement based on the assumption that
concrete embedded in steel does not rust is made
itself.

the steel

in

the

discussion

of

The makers
smooth round rod used
more desirable to have a

this

material.

Good

Illumination on

Surroundings and Morale
is

well lighted throughout,

tidy, for litter

and refuse

accumulate,

it

if

will

it will be
not be permitted to

is

clearly visible to the superinmaterial always tends to gather in
dark corners.
Shop sanitation is an important
element.
well-lighted shop is pleasant to work
in.
It attracts and holds
In view of
employees.
the possibilities of even greater labor
shortages this
feature is of much importance, for contented em-

Waste

tendent.

A

ployees certainly constitute an essential asset. Cases
are on record where one mill in a section has been

markedly better illuminated and has actually,
through this means, obtained the very pick of the
hands in the surrounding country.

Good lighting is also reflected in faces of the
operators, in the form of healthful, buoyant spirits.
Bad
to

mended

important topic.

Effect of

If a mill

A

A

diagonal

this

and engineers.

This company has sales
offices in the eighteen chief cities in the United
States, beginning at 208 S. La Salle Street, ChiHere they may be addressed for a small
cago.
technical pamphlet on the present subject.
This
pamphlet sets forth the essentials of concrete reinforcement and shows how triangle mesh steel wire
reinforcement fulfills the conditions.
It is stated
that this material, providing even distribution of the
architects

on

tion

lighting

and

see,

workers
tions.

to

irritating because it makes it difficult
strain is involved in the efforts of

is

adapt themselves to unnatural condi-

The mind,

unconsciously perhaps, becomes
obsessed with the idea that it is being imposed upon.
Everyone has seen this condition evident in employees, possibly the reader himself has experienced
this feeling of resentment.
Bad lighting will react
to

produce

nervous,

irritable,

discontented

em-

ployees.

Any plant manager knows that the experienced
or trained man is an asset not easily replaced. If
this

man

has been working continuously under inillumination, its detrimental effect will

state that in the case of a

sufficient

as reinforcement,

He
eventually show up in his failing eyesight.
becomes incapacitated at the very time when he
should be yielding the biggest return on the in-

it

is

thin surface coat of rust than a
perfectly bright
and smooth one, provided the rust has not
penetrated sufficiently to pit the steel and
a

produce

scale.

Such a

slight coating- of rust, they maintain,

provides a rougher surface and hence a better bond.

vestment made

in training.

From

a bulletin issued

Edison Lamp Works, General Electric
Harrison, N. }.
by the
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BUILDERS

"OWSPECIFYir
them are nationally known firms who do not compromise on doubtful construction; state architects; archi-

AtONG of
tects

residences

schools, churches,

clubs,

public buildings, fine

and popularly-priced homes.

The use of Bishopric Board for Stucco construction has increased 1000 per cent in six years.
For these reasons: Wherever the right Stucco mixture has been applied to a Bishopric background
the walls have remained rigidly intact crackless, unsagging; there has been no rusting no pulling away from the supports because first, there is nothing in Bishopric Board to disintegrate;
and second, it is nailed securely to studding or sheathing; it provides effective insulation; deadens
sound and often the saving it makes possible solves an economic problem for Architect and Builder.
;

LOCKS THE PLASTER

FOR

FOR

EXTERIORS

INTERIORS

STUCCOiplASTER
REGISTERED

TRADE-

The "lock-in-the-plaster" principle has made good in a big way. Architects have seen it hold
Stucco with a bulldog grip through severe winter and hot summer. They have watched Bishopric
Board stand all winter and be in perfect condition for Spring Stuccoing.
Stucco clings

vise- tight to the dovetailed,

heavy-wood

strips

which are creosoted against swell-

ing, shrinking, warping, and weather change. These strips are imbedded, under terrific pressure,
in a layer of tough Asphalt Mastic
a wonderful
and moisture-proof and fire-resist-

preservative
fibreboard backing is weather-proofed against heat and cold and it retards sound.
Nailed as a unit to the building with joints broken every four feet for added rigidity, with the
proper mixture of stucco applied to Bishopric Board how can the walls crack or crumble or the
building be anything but comfortable, well-insulated, and sound free ?
ing.

The heavy

For interior use in place of ordinary lath, Bishopric
Board makes sound-retarding walls, ceilings, and partitions, and saves plaster, time, and labor.
Bishopric Sheathing saves about 40 per cent as

compared with J^-inch wood sheathing.
compact, damp-proof, sound-proof wall.
or knot holes. Ask about it.

Makes a

No

joints

Note the absolute rigidity of construction of
this 3-family apartment house in Utica, N. Y. f
built for John J. Doyle. This building stood
through the winter before being stuccoed.
Bishopric Board was nailed direct to studding,
no wood sheathing being used. Bishopric
Board was also used on interior.
All Architects and Builders should have our book, "Built on
the Wisdom of the Ages." It describes and details the use of
Bishopric Board; illustrates homes and institutions on which it
has been used; tells how to get perfect Stucco work. It contains

reports of scientific tests and letters from engineers, architects,
builders and home owners. Get it
and samples of Bishopric

Board and Bishopric Sheathing.

The Bishopric Manufacturing Company
904-E.te Avenue,

CINCINNATI, OHIO

MAIN ENTRANCE

HOUSE OF ALLAN

S.

LEHMAN, TARRYTOWN-ON-THE-HUDSON,

JOHN RUSSELL POPE, ARCHITECT
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Villages

A/KK
By CLARENCE WILSON BKA/E
every newspaper containing reports
of the proposed action of the Government

WITH

as to housing operation.;, and articles in-

Senate Joint Resolution 194.
constructive discussion as to the disposition of these
This resolution,
villages becomes more pertinent.
which would require the cessation of all building
spired by the recent

not over 70 per cent completed and the cancellation
of contracts for furnishings, is
particularly aimed

temporary dormitories and apartments being
constructed in the City of Washington between the
Capitol and the Union Station Plaza (expected to
have been completed last December), as well as
those proposed for 2800 Government employees at
Twenty-third and B Streets. As temporary accomat the

furnishings will not much
may be wise to cancel such
contracts and to scrap the houses not roofed and
enclosed. This has generally already been done as

modations with their
longer be required, it

we

will see later.

houses

normal times.

Over 30 of the corporaprobablv never be underpurchased or condemned
will probably be sold.
In some instances, within
a week of the cessation of hostilities, rafters of unroofed buildings were torn down.
her $23.000.000
worth of contracts were cancelled with a loss of
$4,000.000, while 14 oilier housing contracts aggreiii

tion's beautiful
plans will
taken, and the real estate

(

gating $l7,ooo.(KX) were curtailed to $l .000,000.
wenty operations are, unless stopped by the proposed law. to be completed at a cost of $23,000,000
These are generally of a permanent character and
located in cities such as Philadelphia, Erie. Bethlel

I

hem and

is demand for
perthe gap in normal production
caused by cessation of private building during the
war.
Before appropriations were made all these

Elizabeth, where there

manent houses

to

till

projects were exhaustively investigated and permanent housing only granted where such an investment seemed desirable, therefore the expert judgment of this Corporation, as shown by its voluntary

When, however, we consider permanent housing an entirely different situation is involved, and
radical
amendments should be adopted before

cancellations, should not be lightly cast aside for
the purpose of enabling political recoupment for

enacting any such .law as the previously mentioned

other extravagances.

resolution.

Should unenclosed buildings not be
rapped and the site be not restored "without
trace," these deteriorating skeletons would become a

Corporation

-'

lump sum contracts,
be more economical than

-'

detriment to adjoining Government investIf outsiders were to
buy and complete
houses they would reap the advantages of util-

rious

icse

* provided, and such breaking into the developnewcomers would greatly handicap good
management of the community as a whole. Work
'hich has
progressed even 50 per cent could probbe completed for less than it could be demol'>'

'

nl

scrapped, including just compensation for

eQation of materials
I

IK-

well organized

Orporation received

ordered and manufactured.
and managed U. S. Housing

appropriation too late for
f its
houses to be occupied before the armispr&l M^ncd.
At that time, upon interpretation
the law,
55 O f its villages were abandoned and
its

ontracts

were terminated or curtailed wherever
there was
thought to be no permanent demand for
Copyright, 1919.

awarded

The work under

the

Housing

competitive bids
probably will be found

upon

in

to

the "cost plus" contracts

by other branches of the Government, and with
their land, being owned outright by the Government.
thus most concern us.
let

The appropriations

for

the

Emergency

Fleet

Corporation buildings, on the other hand, were
granted earlier and the villages were largely
Few
completed under "cost plus" contracts.
of these have been cancelled, although extensions
have been curtailed. The houses are mainly of permanent construction and were financed by Govern-

ment

ten-year,

or

less,

mortgage loans

for

local

owned by

shipbuilders.
housing corporations largely
The land and public utilities are generally owned by
the Local Housing Corporation, but the Fleet Cor-

poration agreements provide that it may fix the
rental and selling price as long as the mortgage
remains unpaid, except that the rents need not be

The Architectural

&

Building Press

(Inc.)
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less

than 10 per cent of the cost of land with im-

provements,

less

depreciation.

has gained nothing over

These agreements

place housing.

also require the Local Housing Corporation to sell
(subject to 30 per cent or over mortgage to cover

excess war cost)

to officers

Due

its

common-

usual type of

to the cessation of the usual

operative building, these houses will probably be in
some demand so long as the shipyard is operated,
but should this now called "temporary shipyard" be

or employees of the

shipbuilder desiring to purchase lots improved with
buildings as herein contemplated, but not more than
one lot to any one purchaser except with the ap-

abandoned,

During the
Corporation.
mortgage term the Fleet Corporation also has
the right to regulate policies determining the
health, welfare and housing conditions, and upon

be at the loss of the present-day purchaser on whom
the Government is about to unload. Such houses in

proval

release,

streets

of

the

will

Fleet

the public dedication of public buildings,

and improvements.

Provision

is

Government of

also

made

losses

for assumption

due

to

excess

by

war

the.

cost

"in no event exceeding 30 per cent" of appraised
value of the property at a period between 2 and 5

figures are not available,

it

is

quite

that,

possible

due to the

metropolitan districts are, however, much less likely
to be deserted than those in more isolated villages.
Activity in seaboard shipyards and accessory
manufactories
has
decreased,
greatly
causing
cessation of overtime and dropping of the double
shifts of labor.
Most of these plants are, however,
planning to continue not only the completion of

regular force.

pos-

based on estimates
than
will be exceeded
normal,
necessarily higher
60
cent
Must
the worker torfrom
to
30
per
by
ever pay rent based on the excess war cost over
and above the 30 per cent maximum to be written
2
off by the Government
Failing to collect such

The men

attracted

from the

interior

by high weekly wages have naturally cut the extra
expense of living away from home, and have
vacated, mainly, the boarding or lodging houses.
Large numbers of workers were also attracted

sible that original appropriations,

!

from the interior to build the housing, thus
temporarily increasing the already acutely crowded
communities. Many of these workers have returned
to their home cities. The acute demand for housing
has, therefore, even in metropolitan districts, greatly
subsided.
Also the total number, probably not
over 30,000, permanent houses recently erected
will accommodate such a small proportion of the
total normal labor force of these new plants (generally less than 10 per cent) that from present
indications there will be few deserted houses in

high rents, will the village become deserted or the
Local Housing Corporation bankrupt?
This matter of normal cost is of prime importance. Until the whole excess cost is written off by
the Government, the properties cannot become stabilized so that the worker will know the price he

must pay to own his home, or upon which his rent
must be based to produce the normal income and
maintenance charges. This will have a most important bearing on readjustment, and should not

metropolitan industrial districts adjacent to these
plants.
During the war transportation was improved, and many workers have daily traveled
"on a strap" distances up to 40 miles to and from
their work, at a cost of from -20 to 40 cents per day.

be delayed any longer than necessary.
In Philadelphia over 2000 houses of the commonplace two-story box row type were built for the
Fleet Corporation by lump sum contract and occuSoon after the
pied by Hog Island war workers.
armistice was signed and the draft cancelled, men
previously exempt because of war work suddenly
vacated hundreds of these houses as well as others

Probably at least 50 per cent have traveled over
each day. With the return to normal wages
men cannot afford this time, money and lost energy,
and should welcome an opportunity to obtain new
5 miles

and

of the less desirable type or location. Rents which
have averaged $5 per room per month have begun
to drop, but have not yet reached the pre-war
average of $3. A "Buy Your Home" campaign has

attractive

homes within walking distance of

the plant.

Whether
"deserted"

been started in the city, and it is now announced
that these houses are to be sold immediately at their
market value, which is less than cost. First choice
is to be given Hog Island workers, and the remainder to any others who wish to buy These buildings
probably met a temporary urgent need of the Government at a comparatively small loss, but the city
!

is

present Government contracts, but also new private
orders, which are expected as necessary to replete
the world loss of tonnage. Annual repairs to ships
built in these plants will also require a large

years after peace is declared. In such an appraisal
it is conceivable that the increased value of land
might offset the decreased value of the building.

While authentic

it

some of these houses, present values
shrink considerably, and the "deserted house"

location of

these

villages

will

or

will

not

be

the

is

early
largely dependent upon
completion of the necessary amenities. Good shops,

churches, amusements and recreational
must be provided, as well as good walks,
well planted and paved streets and parks, or the
worker will prefer to live and work where these
are to be had. These are most vital to the isolated
schools,

attractions

industrial

220

community,

located

near

munition

or
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war necessity plants which are most
become "Government Deserted Villages."

other strictly

in

likely to

ers

the Local Jluusing Corporation.
The ownof the plants are anxiuus that the houses
be not sold in fee again to have title transferred to a worker in a
competing plant, or

Even should

these plants be turned into active peace
industries, they will, without all these necessities,
experience difficulty in attracting and holding a
labor reservoir far

from the

city

with

its

an objectionable neighbor. They are now protected by cancellation clauses in the Fleet
Corporation Village leases, upon termination of
employment

to

attractions

and many opportunities for securing work. Practically none of these necessary amenities have yet
been provided and it is essential that permanent
Government investments should not be endangered
by their noncompletion.
It would seem, therefore, that the Senate Resolution requiring abandonment is unwise.
Private
will
not
be
to
to
building
likely
proceed
any extent

buying of Bonds on installments, but

wages, a rent paying first mortgage bond
secured by the normal value of liis home, and carrying the privilege of occupancy while employed at
the plant with the first option for repurchase reserved to the Local Housing Corporation upon his
As his investment inremoval or desire to sell.

of this housing
of employment.
for the Govern-

creased his rent would decrease, and if arranged
to cover all costs, taxes, etc., he would be likely to

employment but

village attractive to the

working man ?
The temporary housing should, in order to reduce
competition with permanent housing and prevent
deteriorative slum conditions, be scrapped at once
and charged to war cost and the sites restored im-

As to the
mediately upon evacuation.
housing, the national emergency is past,

By
appreciate the advantage, and become settled.
thus preventing profiteering on resale, the unearned
increment should redound to the credit of the Housing Corporation.

permanent
and we do

growing tendency in the locality of
whether
to
communities
these
question
it is altogether politic to segregate so many workers of one class, sometimes with peculiar national
traits, without admitting to residence some of the
best elements of our citizenship which would leaven
the thought and action of the community. It would
seem wise, therefore, to encourage the dwelling

Uncle Sam as our landlord,
maintenance and administration of

not like to think of

troubled with

properties erected, to say the least, in great haste.

As soon as guarantees of proper standards for
administration and maintenance can be established.
which should be six

months after peace

the

apt to be sus-

his

own

make the isolated industrial

is

picions of a "copartnership" as practiced in England.
Why not, therefore, instead of selling the
houses, sell the workman on partial payments from

investments, to continue at once
the completion of the necessary amenities that will
to protect its

plant to retain or acquire

The American workman now understands

meantime many men are being discharged

from service, and with cessation
work more men are thrown out
Would it not be wise, therefore,
ment, not only in order to provide

For the

labor.

on a falling market, and, until labor and material
values are stabilized and Victory Loans are over,
money will not be largely loaned for investment
in building.
Until Government standard prices,
such as even now maintain on brick in some districts, are removed, prices cannot be fully adjusted.
In the

the plant.

in

ownership might require more capital investment
for housing of labor than for housing of machinery,
and besides the advantage gained of renting direct,
to employees only, is too paternal to be popular with

declared

There

is

a

new

within

the

village

of the school teachers, clerks,
men required by the

shopkeepers and professional

however, that beyond the limits of

community.
These war villages should not establish our highest
ideal for the future, for it must be remembered they
were designed and erected under tremendous pressure. Much better results should l>e obtained under

organized municipalities some good organization,
political or non-paternal, be established to main-

normal conditions, when responsibility is centralized in a single head. The Government has withal

is

a>

provided by the Emergency Fleet Corporation
agreements, the Government should selLits property
or its
mortgages at normal cost and retire.
It is essential,

and manage the buildings, streets and parks,
fire and
police protection and in some
cases to maintain the utilities, collect
garbage and
<i>lies and
perform other municipal duties, which
tain

provide

""in<-

of these suburban districts are not

now alis owned

lowed by law to do. Where the
property
by a Local Housing Corporation, this problem of
maintenance should properly be its duty, and for
the

ship

good of the
of

the

whole community

entire

property

the

should

ownerremain
221

raised the general standard for real estate developto a level where all future developments
should start, and the future industrial villages to

ment

be erected after reconstruction should be so controlled by City of State Planning Commissions as
never to fall below the level thus established. The

improvement by
schedule of
new
a
known
and
making
establishing
this class of work, including
for
charges proper
architects should help the general

town planning

services.
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PRELIMINARY TOWN PLAN OF SOUTH PHILADELPHIA,
(Location plan inserted in upper corner)

CLARENCE WILSON BRAZER, TOWN PLANNING ARCHITECT
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PA.

Westinghouse Village

PHILADELPHIA lies between the
towns of Lester and Essington on the Delaware River, about three miles north of ChesThe large new marine turbine plant of the
ter, Pa.
\Yestinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., for whose employees the town was projected, extends from the
water front to the railroad on the watershed, as
shown on the small insert plan. The inland side is
the village site, approached from the plant by a

SOUTH

viaduct over the railroad tracks as well as over the
tracks of the Chester Short Line trolley from PhilaThe viaduct is also planned to serve a
delphia.

and a

railroad station

South Philadelphia,

at

trolley loading loop.

Pa.

glorious old oak tree some six feet in diameter still
remains, however, carefully "courted" to
preserve
its roots.
About _><> acres in the center of the tract
are richly wooded, while
stretching across the fields
were groves of gum trees,
very colorful in the Fall.
he \\ estinghouse
has more than
1

Company

twenty

other housing developments, but this

is

the largest

them all, and as planned it will
eventually provide
homes for over (xxx> people. Long before America
entered the war this scheme bad been
projected a>
ot

a

permanent part of their plant, and the company's
town planning architect. Clarence Wilson P.razer.
was commissioned to study and report a complete

.

l>r<mn by

/:'.

I).

Kobb

GROUPS OF SIX-ROOM HOUSES AT SAUDK AVKNTK AM) SKNKCA STKKKT
The tract set aside for housing contains about
Qo acres of comparatively high land, sloping gently
"firth with a fall of
30 ft. toward Long Hook

and comprehensive town planning development for
the site, with plans of all buildings and municipal
engineering suited to the needs of the locality and

'""1

the company's employees.
After several months spent in survey and study
of surrounding towns he submitted the accompany-

Darby Creeks, which are surrounded by marsh

he portion nearest the
trolley tracks was
jrnierly a cornfield surrounding one of the first
built houses ,,n the
Delaware River. Essington, on
I

liniuTonk Island, was the first
permanent settlement in
Pennsylvania, having been colonized by the
in
Its streets were named for promi1642.
ifit

Swedish

settlers.

been Uirned out
tn

The

old

manor house had

years ago. and the first act
the workmen, before
they could be stopped, was
"><

11

ax

;i

many

quarry for foundation stones.

A
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The lating plans with a comprehensive report.
town
of
phanes
planning, taking

ter discusses all

the open land, its subdivision, plotting, installation
of all streets and public utilities, housing for different classes and the necessary number and kind

of shops required to provide their needs, and
A
churches which the population could support.
complete census of probable male, female and child

W^S***
',

*.

.

v

't*^

S

'

--T!*iv
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occupants of the bedrooms contained in the typical
plans of the buildings designed also gave data for

on the gross cost of
building and lot average only
9 per cent, including water rent, interest and all
the above-mentioned
Recommendations
charges.
for restrictions to be
placed on the land, administration and disposal of
privileges terminate the

school population and playgrounds as well as the
possible number of male employees, single and marThis was accompanied
ried, that could be housed.

pre-

by the usual percentage tables to prove the proper
proportioning of the land area, and detailed estimates of cost of full land and utility development,
as well as detailed builders' estimates on the build-

liminary report.

When Mr. Brazer first studied the site, the factory buildings were nearing completion, and their
septic tank was being erected upon the lowest land

PRELIMINARY AEROPLANE PERSPECTIVE OF SOUTH PHILADELPHIA.

PA.

thus giving a grand total of eventual expenditure required.
The public improvement costs were
assessed against the lots,
to area, to which

Extensions of the
adjoining Long Hook Creek.
septic system had been planned to provide for the
future village. This, therefore, became one of the

were added the cost of the
Tables of
buildings.
each of the
classes
of
were
15
buildings
prepared,
and on these total costs for each class were ascer-

determining factors

ings,

according

tained the taxes, insurance,
interest

for

water rent, 5 per cent
on the investment, maintenance and repairs

streets,

parks,

lights,

fire

protection

is

shown by the

fact that the yearly rentals

plan, as the natural

Long Hook Creek.
The Swedish named streets of Essington and the
Indian named streets of Lester had already been

buildings, as well as costs for collection of ashes,

design

town

nomically by the same route to

and

garbage and rents.
These tables thus gave the
amount of rent required from each house or building to pay all these charges, and the proof of good

in the

of the land from the railroad gave just about
the proper grade for sanitary sewers.
Then, too,
the surface drainage could be handled most ecofall

plotted, and were in part cut through in typical
gridiron fashion. As the distance between these two
towns was only 1800 feet, a system of curved streets
would not only have been incongruous, but unsiiit-
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the economical straight-forward plotting
land for the row type housing preferred by
workmen in this locality. In order to fuse simply
and directly with these towns some of the adjoining
able

of

to

located the school, Y. M. C. A., recreation field and
boathouse the latter on tilled land. The lowest corner, on the east side nearest the viaduct to the
plant,

flat

;

was reserved for the laborers' section, and the
higher land to the west for homes of mechanics and
foremen.

were continued into the property, and those
running north and south were chosen for residences,
streets

so that practically every room in the village gets
direct sunlight some time during the day.

The

blocks

have been

planned

The frontage on the trolley line naturally was
reserved for stores, banks, movies, etc., with apart-

vening years children
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PLANTING PLAN OF FIRST FIFTH PORTION OF DEVELOPMENT
merits for the shopkeepers, and offices for the professional men, placed in two stories above to shield

protected open lots for play or gardens at will. All
necessary connections have been made to the sewers

the housing district

and give more privacy from the
smoke and noise of the manufacturing plant and
railroads.
These higher buildings are broken by
Central Parkway, 150 ft. wide, on which are placed

and other utilities, of size amply to serve the future
houses, which are located as shown by dotted lines
on the town plan. Thus the first development will

boarding houses of similar height, leading to the
Protestant and Catholic churches on the edge of
the woods.
In order best to preserve this wooded
section, twin and single houses were plotted for -the
executive force of the plant, each with its garage
on a minor service road. Service roads were also
introduced to serve all houses and to permit most of
them to have private garages. The sanitary sewers
are placed here most economically. At the far end

country

of Central
play

would

Parkway, where the noise of organized
least disturb the villagers, are centrally

retain all the openness of the

surrounding unplottecl

very little additional first cost.
America's entry into the war prices so ad-

at

Upon

vanced that private financing became undesirable,
and Fleet Corporation financial assistance was accepted for a sixth section of 200 houses only. This
portion is shown on the accompanying detail plantall been
ing plan, and the houses thereon have now

The
plastered and over half of them are occupied.
unfinished condition of the surrounding which,
with the planting, cannot now be done until Spring.,
makes

it

more

desirable

to

publish the beautiful
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GROUP OF FOUR SIX-ROOM HOUSES AT SENECA STREET AND JANSEN AVENUE
CLARENCE WILSON BRAZER, TOWN PLANNING ARCHITECT
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Robb than any
which
could
be
taken
In
this time.
at
photographs
the war haste with which these houses were designed and erected, many of the detail drawings
perspective drawings by E. Donald

were not followed on the job. Ill-advised changes
were also quickly made by rough work pushers, so
that better results are anticipated in the larger miniber of buildings still to be erected.
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those devoted to educational purposes.
"Private interests are holding off as the majorin wages
ity of business men expect a depreciation
and cost of materials. The Secretary of Labor
has stated that he does not expect any marked decrease in wages or materials for several years to

Massachusetts' Building Program

especially

A building program involving the expenditure of
$200,000,000 in Massachusetts, $64,000,000 of which
should be expended in Boston, is urged upon Governor Coolidge by Henry N. Teague, associate director of construction for the United States DeThe plan proposed by the
partment of Labor.
Federal Labor Department calls for spending $300,-

come. It is up to the
ernments to lead the

000,000 throughout the country. The Department
of Labor is seeking to gain the co-operation of each
municipality and State in the hope of getting legappropriate abnormally iarge sums for
and
building
highway improvements.
"The Highway Department has nearly $5,000,ooo which has been accumulated from appropriations for road work during the past two or three
islators to

years," he said.

SOUTH

by

"The commissioners are planning

on spending this in addition to their appropriation
for the current year, and the amount asked for is
larger than usual. I believe there will be a considerable amount of money spent for State buildings.

city, state

and national gov-

way by

starting elaborate

building and improvement programs and then the
private interests will follow."
confident that building will
Prior to reaching Boston he
conferred with the Governors of twelve States and
the mayors of the leading Middle Western cities.
Practically all the officials he met indorsed his plan.
and
Partly because of the reception he has met

Mr. Teague

feels

boom everywhere.

partly on account of department investigations,

Mr.

of
optimistic regarding readjustment
labor conditions.
According to his figures labor
These are
shortage exists in a number of States.

Teague

is

which have
mostly big manufacturing centers,
localities.
other
from
soldiers
tracted returning
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Governor Coolidge of Massachusetts lias issued
an inspiring address to the
people of his State, in
which he says: "Instead of
being the sport of
chance. Massachusetts ought to he the master of

Founded 1876
PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY BY

THE ARCHITECTURAL AND BUILDING

Instead of waiting we should act."
This is exactly the right spirit and one that should
he shared by all of the
people. We should act. and
now. There is little if any material result to he
gained by a policy of procrastination.
destiny.
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Government. The national Government and those
(it all states and communities
should start this move-

Building

ment.

here is today a pressing need for
many
types of public buildings. It is claimed that the contracts for more than eight hundred schoolhouses

3,

I

were held up during the war, and

FEBRUARY

CXV

The

Sport of

12,

Chance
of

or

1919

one

school

buildings,

the

decrease)

immediate completion of

program would involve an ex-

per cent per capita per year over the
per capita cost, even if construction were delayed
for several years.
The educators of the country
ask, shall the country have its schools now at five
cents per capita per year, or delay having them for
four or five years in order to buy them at four cents

when

statesman advanced the opinion that "the
resume specie payments was to resume."
This will also be the best method with reference
to

We

construction,

:

cess of only

to building operations halted by the present
have but to resume, at once to take up the

of

the nations school

certain

way

item

maximum

The Master

the question was
as
debated
to
the
best
methods that
widely
would effect 'a resumption of specie payments, a

AFTER

estimated

"Assuming that a decrease of 20 per cent in OMIstruction costs might develop during the next four
or live years (and this is regarded
by manv as a
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the first important movement toward the resumption of our normal
building conditions will result from a well directed
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per capita per year?"

war.

A

work

POLICY

that

seeks to

provide employment

where of necessity we laid it down, and go forward
with our building operations, adapting ourselves to

for the simple purpose of giving them
something to do is not founded on sound economic

present conditions.
While there will probably be some further reduction in prices, and, possibly owing to the large

principles.

number of unemployed, some cheapening in certain
directions of labor costs, it would be unwise to defer

and safe resumption of our building

operations suggested by present necessities in the
for radical cheapening of labor and materials

m

the

near future.

he

to resume building operations is to
Secretary of Labor Wilson has recently
<l'lressed a letter to the Governors of all the States,
g action in the stimulation of interest in public
I

way

ronnie.

\vurks

and

civic

rnors of

construction.

many

Serial commissions
action is

In

response,

the

of the States have appointed
and the impetus due to this

already apparent.

for

men

It is a wasteful
proceeding. The program
outlined by the Department of Labor is one
based on well considered effort looking to the sound

as

activity.

It

seeks to repair in a practical manner the deterioration of the past two years, to provide for the logical

needs due to our unusual growth during that period.
The same safe and sane program may be, with
the necessary adjustment, applied to civic building.

The way we
will

be

to

shall resume our building operations
resume them.

Architecets

well-directed, logical argutheir clients the exact situation

may by

ments make clear to

it
stands to-day and demonstrate the "penny
wise and pound foolish" attitude of procrastination.
There should be no slackening now in any measures

as
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that look to securing the rapid return to normal conon the
ditions, and the influence of the architect

creased before the outbreak of the war.

The

number

1910 was

of building can at
subject of a speedy resumption
better
exerted.
be
no time

1,650,361.
If these immigrants are to be

of foreign born illiterates in

total

more than just so
productive power, they must become Americanized. The first step in this process is acquiring
the ability to speak and read English. Those under
ten years of age should go to the public schools
Other provisions must be made for the
regularly.

much

A

Comprehensive Educational
Measure

most comprehensive and immeasure ever put before
is the bill introduced by Senator Smith
Congress
Its main provisions make appropriaof Georgia.
tions for the removal of illiteracy, the Americani-

adults.

zation of the alien, the equalization of educational
opportunities within the several States, co-operation for the promotion of physical and health edu-

the creation of a National

the

PROBABLY
portant educational

cation and of recreation.
A further important feature

is the creation of an
executive department, known as the Department of
Education, with a Secretary in the President's

cabinet.

The

fact disclosed

ditions disclosed in this country during the progress
of the war unmistakably pointed out the fact that

we

we

of the equalization of educational
within
the States is one of very great
opportunities
importance. The success of an effort in this direction

are successfully to eliminate the hyphenate
must set about the education of the alien and

enact such laws as will quickly mould these people
For
to the better forms of conditions in America.

would undoubtedly be largely influenced by
Department of Educa-

presided over by a Secretary with Cabinet
As the matter now stands the educational opportunities are largely controlled by the per capita
wealth in the various States. This is very uneven.
tion,

rank.

In North Carolina, for example, it is $726.35, in
$4,135.35, and in the country as a whole

Nevada
it

during the first selective draft
that there were in this country 700,000 illiterates
between 21 and 31 years of age, was a surprise to
It was not conceivable that in a
most citizens.
nation where educational facilities were so generally supplied there could be so large a number
The bill introduced by
of citizens in this class.
Senator Smith allots $7,500,000 to be used for
the removal of illiteracy.
The matter of the Americanization of the alien
has now become one of large importance. The con-

if

The matter

is

$1,712.77 per capita.

Further, the population
in the public schools

back of each teacher employed
In Iowa there
is also uneven.

is

one teacher for a

population of 81.52 persons, in Louisiana there is
in the
one teacher for a population of 240.01
country as a whole there is one teacher for a popu;

lation of 163.91.

The

before Congress provides $50,000,000
"for
the improvement of public schools of
annually
less than college grade, with the definite aim of
bill

extending school terms and of stimulating State
local interest in improving, through better instruction and gradation and through consolidation

and

and supervision, the rural schools and the schools
An equal amount by
in sparsely settled localities.''
the States would provide $100,000,000 annually.
The fund is to be distributed on the per teacher
basis, and amounts to $80.34 for each public school

bill provides $50,000,000.
population has been made up largely -of immigrants. In 1910 there were in the United States
13,515,886 persons of foreign birth out of a total
population of 91,972,266; or, roughly speaking,
every seventh person of the entire population was

teacher employed.
The bill provides that no State shall share in this
fund unless it has at least twenty- four weeks of
school in each district, unless it enforces an adequate
compulsory school attendance law, and unless it provides that "the basic language of- instruction in the

The foreign born populaour Atlantic Coast States and in our industrial States increased rapidly from 1900 to 1910.
Large numbers of these were illiterates. In New

common

York

alone there were, in

born

illiterates

important educational measure ever considered by
Congress.

this

worthy purpose the

Our

born

in a foreign land.

tion in

a

1910, 406,020 foreign

number probably

greatly

in-

school branches in

all

schools, public

and

be the English language only."
This bill is one that should receive the active supIt is undoubtedly the most
port of every citizen.
private, shall
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Structural Service
Impromptu Remarks by D. Knickerbacker Boyd
Convention

WELCOME

of

The American

opportunity to add for consuggestions concerning the
services of architects as applied to practical

sideration

I

matters.

with

it

the

The
word

in the

Institute of Architects

Standards and of some of the departments of t heUnited States Government.
Various departments of the Government, as well
as these, and other organizations throughout the

hope you all realize that Structural
Service does not concern itself solely with matters

considered to he structural

Annual

National Fire Protection Association, the Underwriters' Laboratories, the United States llnreau of

this

certain

I

the word.

at the 57th

ordinary sense of

intention has been by combining
service to include and describe all

country, are performing services at all times and
issuing publications that are of the greatest interest
and usefulness to the architectural profession and
other interested citizens and yet how few of us,

forms of the architect's service exclusive of those
pertaining to design. From that point of view the
field would be divided into design on the one hand

improvement of building materials, their safe and

comparatively speaking, realize what is being done
in this direction and how we are being benefited.
The point is, that being the case, should it not create
a reciprocal obligation on our part to co-operate
with these agencies, not alone by availing ourselves
of the information which can be obtained through
publications issued bv them, but by participating

application and use, and to providing for
the safety, health and comfort of the occupants of

as fully as possible in their activities and contributing to tin- results which make these publications

and what we choose

on
the other. As stated in the resolution of the board
in proposing a committee which is now to be inaugurated, the subjects covered by the field of structural

service

to call "structural service"

would be

those relating to "the

all

efficient

all

buildings."

would
which

possible?

out a few of the opportunities
I see before us for service in connection
with other organizations to render the broadest kind
of a national service.
Take, for instance, the
I

formation of this body just mentioned as a federation of the building industries (later organized as
the National Federation of Construction Industries
by the Chamber of Commerce of the United States

co-operation with the National Association of
Builders' Exchanges, the Associated General Con-

in

tractors of

America and other bodies).

like especially to

urge that

I

would

in associating with

us

the various organizations of the country we should
include all of those which concern themselves with

any phase of the sheltering of humanity

in

its

We

broadest aspect.
should, in this connection, not
think in terms of materials alone, but consider them
as but mediums with which to provide the best and
safest kinds of habitations for
in

members

like to point

such federation

all

those

mankind, and include

who would welcome

opportunity to contribute to
character of such habitations.

improvements

the

in the

I will merely call your attention to
and mention a few of the opportunities
them for us to render the kind of national

But, instead,

tion,

the

Should we

not, as

many

of us as can. be

of the National Fire Protection Associa-

American Society

for Testing Materials,

and some of the other national organizations which
are working for the good of us all in the various
problems connected with the sheltering of humanity?

And yet there are only about fifty members of the
Institute who are members of the National Fire
Protection Association. This association, originally
created as an agency for the protection of property
against loss by fire, has long since become one of
the most potent in this country for the protection
life against loss by fire, panic and other causes
inseparable from mere property considerations.
I believe that there are only three who are members of the American Society for Testing Materials.

of

At the convention in Atlantic City last June of this
which I attended with Professor Nolan,
chairman of our Committee on Materials and
Methods, there was a report submitted from the
Committee on Fireproof Construction, and on the
front page it was stated that the report had been
prepared in collaboration with representatives from
eleven important national organizations, which were
society,

ice to which I refer.
Mention has already been made in the report of
'he board and on this floor of some of the activities

listed, and in the list was not included the name
of the American Institute of Architects.
Upon calling the attention of the convention to
this fact, it was pointed out that Mr. Daniel Everrett Waid was a member of the committee, but that

of the American
Society for Testing Materials, the

he represented the National Fire Protection Asso-

that fact

as

I

see
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and not the American Institute of Architects,
because he had not been officially asked to particiIn view, however, of his being an officer of
pate.
the Institute, as well as prominently identified with
technical phases of our practice, the Executive Com-

Government in the issuance of such drawings, if
they need improvement, and, if not, at least let the
department know that we are with it in this move-

ciation

ment?

It also has prepared a model for a schoolhouse for a small community, and that model is
being asked for by school boards in various parts
of the country and has doubtless proved very help-

mittee of the society added the Institute's name.
Surely such a society is one which our members

should join in force and in which we should make
our influence felt by serving, not alone on that committee, but on the many others concerned with building materials and methods.
It seems to me that we have ourselves largely to
blame that we are not more generally asked to participate in these and other public service movements,
for we have not heretofore made sufficiently apparent to the inclination to do so. So I am going to
urge upon you all to seek the opportunity to extend

the subject of the housing of employees for many
kinds of industry, and they have issued valuable
publications relating to this subject which includes
a monthly bulletin of the Bureau of Labor StatisI do not know how
tics.
many architects are aware
of these facts, or whether they have applied for
any of those publications, but, if not, they should.

the architect's service by collaborating with these
important agencies throughout the country which

materials that are used in

are doing

work of

so

much

ful to

The Navy Department
construction.

benefit to us, individ-

Jensen very ably pointed out what we might
United States Department of Agriculture in respect to what we have heretofore denominated minor structures of the country farm
houses and groups of farm buildings. How few of
us are aware that the Department of Agriculture
will provide information and furnish publications
to any architect or citizen of the United States who
asks for either. Many of the excellent publications

are absolutely free and others
It

seems to

may be had at merely
me we should acquaint

ourselves with the service which this department
renders and the publications which it issues, and
that in the case of the latter we should use as many
of them as we can. should review them, and wherever possible, offer suggestions for their amplification,

improvement or greater distribution and

utili-

zation.

The same department has prepared an elaborate
and most interesting model of a farmstead, showing
all the buildings of such a
group as well as the
layout of the grounds. \Yhy should we not get in
touch with the Department of Agriculture and offer
our services in further developments of this idea
and see that such models are given the widest circulation and recognition possible?
The same thing applies to the Bureau of Education in the Department of the Interior.
That Bureau

not

only

issues

relating to schoolhouses

comprehensive publications
and all educational matters,

but has prepared

drawings for schools for the
smaller communities of the country. I wonder how

many of the architects know that such drawings
have been prepared, that they are available to and
are secured and used by school boards and communities?

Why

should

we

specifications

for

features of building
should know of and benefit

many other ways we should recogbeing done for us by the various departments of our own Government, and afford them
In these and

nize

to assist the

prices.

These we

issues

many

by the results of these investigations.

Air.

nominal

in arriving at conclusions.

States Department of Labor and the
Bureau of Mines have both made investigations into

ually as well as collectively.

do

them

The United

not co-operate with the

what

is

the realization that, as citizens,

we

are utilizing the

endeavors and are willing also to
assist them in every way we can.
Among other things we should, it seems to me,
co-operate with the American Society of Civil Engiresults of their

neers and other great engineering societies far more
In recognition of the
than we have ever done.
in
materials
and appliances
important developments

which they have brought about we should voice our
and willingness to take a more active part in
such work.
desire

We

should also maintain a more cordial contact

and give encouragement and assistance to,
such organizations of producers and manufacturers
as are constantly and conscientiously endeavoring to
improve materials and processes and bring about a
with,

better understanding of their varied characteristics.
And, at the same time, I want particularly to
mention the necessity for correcting the lack of co-

operation on our part with the craftsmen, mechanics
and others employed upon buildings. In this connection the American Federation of Labor maintains
a Building Trades Department, composed of nineteen organizations known as "Internationals," with
local branches, in different parts of the country,
covering the various industries that pertain to build-

ing construction. These concern themselves, among
other things that we ought to know more about,
with methods of safety in construction and the use
of building materials.
Other organizations exist whose chief functions
are to
all
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walks of

for safety in
life.

Among

all

the industries and

in

these are the National
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Safety Council, the American
the
the

Museum

These

of Safety,

associations, apparently without notice or
conference, were the initiators of a movement which
should have been initiated by the architects and carried out in co-operation with these associations.

Workmen's Compensation Service Bureau, with
valuable work and publications of all of which

we would do well to familiarize ourselves.
The National Education Association is another
one of the bodies which

working for the safety
of occupants in buildings and is one which has a
Committee on Standardization of School House
Construction and Planning.
It seems to me we should follow up this work and
find what is possible for our members to do in

Another organization with which we have
est in

is

co-operating with that committee, as its intention
is, I know, to provide for the safety of the occupants of all school buildings by causing buildings
to be fire resistive in construction and by seeing that
adequate exits are provided, so that everyone may
get out in case of panic as well as in case of fire.
The same thing applies in the matter of co-oper-

ating with the Public Health Association and with
the American Hospital Association, the latter of

which has a Committee on Standardization of HosNo architect is on that committee, and.
pitals.
doubtless, but few know of its existence.
\Ye should, it seems to me. co-operate with tinAmerican Medical Society as so effectively pointed
out by Mr. Medary. There must be many opportunities for us to offer the services of the

Institute of Architects to this

American

common

inter-

the National Association of Real
Estate Hoards, and there are still
many others which
is

can not attempt to recall in the course of an impromptu summing up of such an important sphere
of activities.
In concluding this outline sketch.
1

however,

1

would

like to

make mention among them

of the Illuminating Engineering
That orSociety.
ganization has prepared a code for the adequate
illumination of industrial buildings, and is now

working on other

code.-.,

one of them being for the
These
buildings.

proper illumination of school
codes concern themselves, as

is
perhaps not so
with
the
understood,
generally
proper day lighting
ot interiors, as well as with their artificial illumination bv various methods.
Certainly the architects of the countrv should be more familiar with

works and become,

these

with that

which

I

society.

in large numbers, affiliated
This, like several of those of

have mentioned,

is

not subject to

any

re-

membership except the indication of
reasonable degree of interest and the payment of

striction as to

a

nominal dues.

and other important

In suggesting these as a

few

possibilities in the

me empha-

bodies,

way

find

once more the impression which such servicewould be bound to create upon other groups and
upon the public at large. It would convince them
that we are persons interested, not alone in matters

and we should at least make the effort to
out what they are doing and determine the
or individual participation.
applies to the Chamber of Com-

possibilities for collective

The same thing

merce of the United States, the national organization representing all local groups.
Heretofore we
have seemed to avoid connection with anything
which implied a contract with commerce, but the
times are changing and we must change with them.
As an instance of the lack of co-ordination in
lines of similar endeavor, take the case of the conference recently called by the American Civic Association and the American Housing Association.
Certainly none ought to be more interested than
architects in those allied activities, and yet these
conferences were held in Philadelphia recently and
they both covered ground already covered by UnAmerican Institute of Architects and by its Journal.

of an extended national service,

let

si/e

of design, of ethics and of pleasing disposition of
mate-rials employed in construction, but that we are
also essentially interested in all matters which make
for the health, the safety and the comfort of the
occupants of all buildings. That we are concerned
with the width and arrangement of streets, the light
and air admitted to buildings, their sound and fire-

safe construction, ample exits for safety from fire
and panic, matters of proper sanitation, and with
everything else which makes for decent places in
which to live and work and such facilities for play,
recreation and enjoyment as shall make life worth

the living.
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Some Aspects
Remarks

of F. E. DAVIDSON, A.

of

Modern Contracting

Before the Master Builders of Wisconsin

/. .-/.

business mortality of contractors is said
any business, and apthe
proaches
mortality of the battlefields

THE

to be the highest of

of Europe.
I am going to assume that a twenty-five years'
active experience in the construction field, first as

draftsman, then building superintendent, afterward
estimator, then contractor, and for the past fifteen
years as architect and engineer, has offered me an
opportunity of observing some of the shortcomings
of my friends, the contractors, and if perchance I
may offer a single suggestion that will react on
their brains as a thought, which if acted on should
result in conserving any part of their time or resources and at the same time conserve any part of

our labor resources for the general good of society,
then I shall feel that my trip to this wonderful City
of Green Bay will have been of some avail.
ISased

upon observation,

it

is

my

firm belief

that the average contractor is ill-equipped successfully or efficiently to perform his functions in our

His training has not been suffihave no colleges or schools of contractThe average contractor enters business, not
ing.
with
insufficient training and preparation, but
only
with inadequate capital, and often the only asset
he has when entering business life is an acquaintance with some architect's superintendent, which
permits him to secure a set of plans and specifications and submit a bid as a full-fledged, financially
responsible and experienced contractor and he has
been able to get away with it. Why ? Because the
business world.

cient.

We

;

average owner

will usually consider only the lowest

because forsooth the bonding companies are
ever ready to write a bond on anything and for any
purpose.
Everyone knows that contractors and material
bid,

dealers are children in arms when considered as
business men. Else why should our State legislatures provide lien laws to protect their credits, a

protection not given to any other business on earth ?
I will make the positive statement that our lien

laws and our custom of exacting surety bonds has

done more injury

at

Green Bay, Wis.

to our lien laws, every mechanic's and mateman's lien law should be wiped off our statute
books and the building business put on the same
footing of common honesty and fair dealing that is
the rule of conduct in any other successful business.

As

rial

Is it not time that you as contractors ceased to
be regarded as wards of the State and unable to
conduct your own business ? Today the law views,
you as a class of men unable to judge credits, or
even able to collect your own accounts or to pay
your own bills, and to aid the great gamble allows

the bonding companies to speculate on your ability
to conduct even a simple financial transaction.

One of the vital questions which our nation
must answer and which you individually and as an
organization may do your part in answering, a question that is now and in the next few years will be
one of the most important that any people have ever
been called upon to face, is the great problem of
conserving the man power of the nation.
Human life has always been considered a cheap
commodity, and during the years when the tide of
immigration set to our shores, but little regard was
paid by industry to safeguarding human life and
limb. Society overlooked the fact that the maiming
or killing of an industrial worker was a crime and
that it must thereby carry an additional burden for
It also
every worker that was killed or injured.
overlooked the fact that every worker injured or
killed reduced the available man power of the nation and directly decreased our capacity for produc-

and added as well a further burden on society
for caring for the injured and for the support of
the family of the one injured. But again the State
has recognized that what is particularly true in the
tion

building industry

is

true to an extent in

all

indus-

and society were not adequately
and directly caring for those injured and for the
families of those killed.
Therefore the bonding'
companies were permitted to gamble on the chances
of your employees being killed or injured and on
your inability so to manage your building operations
as to prevent the loss of life and limb.
And what
try, that industry

In many States we find compulsory
insurance laws, and the rates charged by
the liability insurance companies for insurance in
the field of building is higher than for any other

to the building business as a busiother things combined. I have often
condemned the system of surety bonds as a species

liability

of organized legal graft. The price of a bond is
fixed by the mortuary business tables of the insurance companies and anyone with the price to pay
can secure a bond for any purpose and for any

industry, proving conclusively that contractors as
a class are less able to protect their own interests,

ness than

amount.

all

is

the result?

as well as the interests of the community, than any
other class of men. Every preventable accident is a
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not only to society, but to the emThe expense of the labor turn-over is inthe loss or damage of materials, the cost of

loss

direct

ployer.
creased,

considers

even the laborer on the
job a> his
partner in business, and recognizes that the time
has arrived when it is better to consider labor as
a comrade than as an
A contractors'
enemy.
association such as your> will do well if it heeds

reorganizing the working force, the expense of replacing and training of men to replace those injured, on the occasion of a serious accident, all

the "handwriting on the wall" that labor has the
right to participate in the management of construction and that the right of
and collective

represent a financial loss to the contractor that is
not covered by his insurance policy and that is a
factor of cost not usually considered in preparing

organized
bargaining has been established for all time, as one
result of the world's war.
Co-operation was the

estimates on work.
the percentage of accidents, and the corresponding cost of insurance, higher in the building industry than in any other? In Wisconsin the

Why

is

great lesson taught by the war.

and we

about four to one and varies but little in the
It cannot be that our building mechanics are less intelligent or less skillful than the
workers in the railroad yards or the mechanics in
The human element will be found
a rolling mill.
ratio is

same whatever the

line

of

day when contracting, instead of being a matter of
barter and exchange, will develop professional aspects and that when you sign a contract you will be
expected and compelled to furnish service to the
owner in addition to delivering to him so many
carloads of brick or so many feet of lumber assem-

work considered.

Therefore, why the four to one ratio of accidents
on your work as compared with all others? J will
venture the suggestion that the average contractor

was improperly trained for his calling. He is perhaps an ex-carpenter boss, or a bricklayer, or a
plumbing foreman whose wife has inherited a little
money and he concludes to become over night a
full-fledged contractor; and if he is lucky, he gets

He

bled in a certain way.
The successful contractor of the future will be a
better business man than he is to-day,
lie will not

only

starting his business life, no
better equipped than the very great majority of his
competitors. By the law of averages, a few at least

away with

it.

is

now chargeable to building operations.
conclusion let me say that if yon have no
I'rains are the poorest paid and
brains, lure some.
In

the scarcest commodity in the world today.
'rganize
your work, give your employees an interest with
you or at least see to it that they are interested in
your welfare. Prove to them that their best interIncrease the morale of
ests are also your own.
<

for has he not
liability

quantities that the loss of a

too small a matter to be considered

done

insurance?

:

your working force. Don't regard your competitor
Talk over your
as an enemy but as your brother.
Remember
that
with
him.
your calling in
problems
Christ
was a carlife is an honorable one.
Jesus
penter. Remember that he who can devise a means
of reducing costs is a benefactor of his race. Remember that every preventable loss, whether in materials or man power, is a national loss, and above
all, remember that whatever you may do affects
your neighbor, that in the end his interests are your
interests, and that as an organization you can have
no ideals not possessed by you and your associates

his duty to society by buying
He overlooks the fact that his

doing all that might be done to prevent
not only a direct loss to himself and to
the community, but affects the insurance rates
placed on his class of work, which every man in a

neglect in

accident

is

similar capacity is

compelled to pay.
can live by and for himself alone. Our
each and every act affects the lives of all our fellows.
It is the
duty of every contractor to do all
-ible to conserve man
power. Let each member
of this
society read the astonishing results secured

No man

Let your association set its standard
you as an individual will ever be
as an
compelled to look up to the standard you
an
business
to
and
association may set,
your
bring
idealism and an expression from the innermost heart

by some of the largest contractors in reducing the

number of accidents on their work.
The contractor who is able to maintain a high
morale in his organization is able to do work cheaper
anil better than the contractor who takes no interest
in his workmen.
The really successful contractor is
he who knows men, who knows their
problems and
can sympathize with them in their troubles, who

keep cost accounts, progress rehow to reduce the

labor turn-over and prevent 85 per cent of the acci-

;

many unknown

to

dents

making money, but he continues to conduct his business along the lines of the same old
gamble, instead of organizing to reduce costs and
increase efficiency
he continues to gamble on the
chance of a profit on work in which to him there
few lives

know how

ports, etc., but he will also learn

is

succeed in

are so

as contractors

ploy us. Let me say further that the contractor- of
the future will be compelled to give a service not
dreamed of in your philosophy. I expect to see the

other States.

the

You

must recognize that the cooperation of contractors, workmen and architects is
necessary to give perfect service to tho>e who emas architects

as individuals.

so

of
in

the
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high

life.

that

Bring to your association the best that
ever remembering that the good of one

you
good of
;

all.

is

is

Hotel Lincoln, Indianapolis, Ind,
RUBUSH & HUNTER,

LINCOLN,

Architects,

illustrated in this issue,

situated at the juncture of Washington
Street and Kentucky Avenue, in India-

is

HOTEL
on a

triangular in shape, measuring 150
ft. on Washington Street and 187 ft. on Kentucky
Avenue. Since this location is in the very business
napolis,

lot

center of the city,

it

and plan should be

was imperative

that the design
one wherein there might be

Gamers and Operators

low granite base carrying ivory terra cotta up to
and including the third story. Above this story
there

is

used a rough textured brick in variegated

buff and light

brown tones laid
The result of

with raked joints.

in

this

brown mortar
happy combi-

nation of materials has been to produce an extremely
soft

and pleasing texture.

As

it is

intended to extend this hotel an additional

INTERSECTION OF CORRIDOR ON LOUNGE FLOOR
located

upon the ground

floor a

maximum number

of shops in order that the income-bearing possibilities of the project might be realized to the
This location of the business
fullest
extent.
premises necessarily curtailed the size of the lobby,
cafe and other features usually to be found on the
floor of the modern hotel, but,
as will be seen in the illustration, in no wise retarded the opportunity for making these features

ground or entrance

As will be noted, the
architecturally attractive.
exterior is one of the simple Adam design with a

eight stories at some time in the future, the present
cornice is but temporary.

The

lobby, as will be noted in the plan,

may

be

approached from both Washington Street and
Kentucky Avenue through vestibules whose walls
and arched ceilings are of the same terra cotta as
used on the exterior, decorated in low relief. The
warm tones produced are of a most satisfying
nature and accent the domestic atmosphere that is
a pronounced feature of the interior of this hotel
throughout. The same general treatment is to be
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seen in the cafe and coffee shop. An unusual feature in the lobby is the admission of daylight
through a skylight through an open court extending
It
up through the lounge on the second floor.
materially emphasizes the size and dignity of this

important space.
The lounge on the second floor extending entirely
around this open space has many unusual features
of planning to allow

recessed shelf over the
lavatory, enameled rod towel
recessed grab rail and
soap disli over the
bath tub, recessed white
glass toilet paper holder,
plate glass mirror, white porcelain shaded
light, tile
shelf,

floor

lation

and wainscot, circulating ice water,
and last, but not least, a radiator to

room warm

for the

cold, well ventilated

man who

The

small groups or to
of
the
entire

This decorative

treatment, in fact,

be

found

the

building,

in

>

is

store

carpenter
rooms.

boiler
room,
engine
room,
helps'
dining
rooms, ind the inevita-

to

kitchen

hie

throughout

the public

all

is

tailor,

shop,

Adam

style.

the

sleep

basement

shop,

This room has
space.
a vaulted ceiling decoin

to

taken up with the public toilet room, barber

avail

rated

likes

bedroom.

social intercourse either
in

venti-

keep the

many

rooms of
and has

tle

with

ramifications

its
lit-

thought of by the

public, but a composition of mad detail to

been successfully carforward by the in-

ried

the architect in

troduction of well se-

out and proper equip-

lected

delicate

without

greys
accenting the

lay-

ment.

After you get it
complete and view
the results with satis-

all

high lights which emphasize in the most satisfactory way the nu-

merous Wedgwood

its

I

action,

you are thrown

to the

depths of despair
when yon turn loose
the
steward.
French
chef and bakers and
tlu- thousand and one

ef-

fects that are introduced.

The upper floors
have been planned to
meet the requirements
of the usual social and

who

experts

cupy

business activities and
each room has been

learn

especially planned for
the arrangement of the

that

tin's

that

nothing
only

are to oc-

space,

and

absolutely

is

right
a

and

first-class

bonehead could make
such a mess of a kitch-

necessary furniture and
the avoidance of

But you regain
some of your courage
be noticed
in
hotel
when you lose your
BUST OF LIXCOLX IX LOBBY
first chef and his
sleeping rooms.
corps
The following description of the interior fittings of experts and find that the new gang would have
of this hotel is taken from a communication received
planned the whole thing in a manner entirely differfrom the architects and indicates the very large
ent from the original chef. After you recover from
amount of thought and personal supervision that
the onslaught of the kitchen dignitaries and breathe
lias been
a sigh of relief, you find you have only jumped
given to produce a result in which the
from the frying pan into the fire when you come in
city of Indianapolis very properly takes a considerable pride.
contact with the housekeeper. Then you find how
bis
little
description is of interest in view of the
you know and how poorly informed the
fact that Messrs. Rubush and Hunter are not
sources are from which you obtained your inforonly
the architects of the
mation as how to furnish a hotel bedroom, but
hotel, but also the owners and
en.

crowding so often to

I

made up of

control

thank goodness

Solid porcelain recess bath tubs, vitreous china lava-

the personal equation and your real happiness comes
when you hear the expressions of delight and satisfaction of the guest which more than repays you

its management.
They state:
Each bedroom has its accompanying bathroom.

tories,

flushometer

water

closets,

solid

porcelain
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for the untiring efforts and hard work you have
injected into the enterprise.
The furniture throughout the public portion of
the house was selected not only to meet the severe
service but to harmonize with the architecture in

both design and color and at the same time furnish
these portions in an inviting and homelike manner.
The bedroom furniture was made in black walnut from our own designs, harmonious with the

The dressers have
style used throughout the hotel.
one panel fronts with the veneer laid at an angle
of about 60 degrees, running from the lower corners,
meeting in the center. This lends a very attractive
feeling and refinement. The mirrors are large and
The drawers are provided with wood
stationary.
knobs, mahogany bottoms and all corners are slightcaused by the
ly rounded to prevent splintering
rough service they are required to withstand. All
beds are veneered in the same manner as the
dresser fronts and the footboards are low, being
but two inches above the top of the dressing of
the bed.

The

chiffoniers are designed to

match the

dressers and have the customary sliding drawers,
The desks are provided with a drawer with a
etc.

drop front, thus providing writing space without
removing anything from the desk top. Desks, chiffoniers, dressers and night stands have glass tops.
The grip or handbag stands have been uphol-

same material and design
makes it possible to use
case the room is temporarily crowded,

stered with carpet of the
used on the floor. This
it

as a stool in

thus avoiding the delay caused in sending for an
extra chair.

The rooms commonly used by male

transients

are equipped with a chiffonier and desk combined, a
drawer being provided to serve as a desk, the front
dropping down as on the regular desks. This makes
it

possible to dispense with a regular desk in these

rooms.

Each room

is

amply provided with

chairs, includ-

ing the destructive, yet necessary, rocker also the
little things to complete the furnishings, and sanitary
;

drinking cups; in fact, nothing is left undone to
the rooms complete and homelike, even to the
use of light figured wall papers, tinted ceilings and
pictures which are different.
Now, if you haven't had experience sufficiently

make

varied to satisfy you in the planning, designing and
furnishing of the hotel, become interested in its

operation and you will no doubt fill your cup to
running over in endeavoring to satisfy those of the
traveling public who own the room, as well as the

But you will
entire hotel, as soon as they register.
also find there is another portion of the traveling
public who appreciate your efforts and do not hesitate in expressing their pleasure.

SOUTH WRAXALL MANOR HOUSE
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Financing the Expected
Starting of- First

Absence

of

Boom

in

the Building Industry

Apartment House Project in New York City in Many Months Indicates
Any Federal Bar to Building Loans and Encouragement of Wide-

spread Construction Mortgage Money for New Buildings Becoming
Easier with Stabilizing of Material Prices at Lower Levels

HI

Part
With the announcement

works and civil conGovernor Calvin Coolidge of Massachusetts has announced the appointment of a special
committee composed of representatives of labor and
In a statement
capital to forward this purpose.
issued to the people of Massachusetts advising them
to stimulate interest in public

that the first apartment

house project to be undertaken in New York City
in many months is to be started shortly, evidence is
itself

making

felt that

strongly

struction.

the hesitancy hereto-

fore held by mortgage interests and lending institutions in freely loaning money for construction work

This release of loans by the
has been removed.
banks is due mainly, it is believed, to the statement
made by Carter Glass, Secretary of the Treasury,
who, when he learned that money from the loaning
interests was not forthcoming because they were
saving

for the Victory

it

Loan

would be the primary source of

in

April, as they

flotation, said that

the public will be just as ready patriotically to absorb that loan as it was to subscribe to the others.

Government

All

authorities

are

bending every

effort to

encourage building construction, including
the flotation of loans on both public and private
construction.
)ther factors that have put the
banks and larger insurance companies at ease, artOne
statements from the Department of Labor.
was from the Assistant Secretary, Felix Frankfurter, which said
(

:

"As far as the Department of Labor is concerned,
we are making every effort to stimulate the development of necessary public works by the States
and

cities

during 1919.
programs of 500 cities.

We shall shortly know the
We can already estimate

amount of public work will be valued well
amount of $600,000.000 per an-

that the

above the normal

num, and

we have every confidence that both public
work will go forward in large volume.

and private

"Furthermore, it is the definite policy of the
Government, as announced in the President's message and as followed by all departments, to set in
motion all the necessary public work in order to
supply some substitute for the large
"nlers which have been cancelled.

"On
will

Government

behalf of the Secretary of Labor, I hope you
home to the building trade his desire to

bring

power, and that the indo its part in providing
employment for large numbers of returning soldiers
and former war workers in
1919."
assist

it

in

dustry will

any way
feel

in his

able to

Acting at the request of the Secretary of Labor,
in every state in the Union

who urged governors
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that the State docs not intend to be the "sport of
chance,' but the "master of her destiny." Governor

Coolidge said:

"The material resources

of the

community must

be used for the benefit of the people of the community. Such use is the- only thing that gives them
value, and the only warrant for their existence.
I'nless this is dune by private enterprise it will

have

to

be

done through the taxing power and

purpose of relieving the suffering
caused by unemployment. Kvery facility is at hand
What is needed is
for an era of great prosperity.
otherwise, for the

the

courage

to

act.

In

the

exhibition

of

that

courage the Government agencies must take the
lead."

Further evidence of the spirit of co-operation that
alone can result in a widespread construction movement all over the country, on the part of the buildin the voluntary cuting interests, has been shown
of
by New* York material men of the price
a
shows
level
new
The
lowering
Portland cement.
of 20 cents a barrel, delivered on the job, although
no cut whatever was made in the wholesale quotaBrick 'interests, with no stocks on hand and
tions.
ting

an

increased

demand,

resisted

pressure

Roof

to

slate

raise

manu-

prices from the present $15
facturers have adopted a stabilizing scale of prices
Other material
to conform to the new schedule.
air registers to drop 25 per cent
hot
showed
prices
tarred felt showed a 50 per cent per hundred weight
level.

;

concession; electrical porcelains face another drop
is
of from 5 to 10 per cent; rubber-covered wire
made
been
obtainable at lower levels. Changes have
in pipe discounts in favor of the consumer.
The removal of another factor instrumental in
came in the anholding back building projects
that the quantities of
from

nouncement

Washington

the canavailable building materials on hand, due to
to be
not
are
contracts,
construction
cellation of war
conditions.
market
Many
to
so
as
distributed
upset
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were expecting that vast quantities of materials
would be dumped on the market at below market
prices, but the official statement was that the stock,
with the exception of lumber, was very small indeed. So instead of being able to pick up supplies
cheap, as many had hoped, what stocks there are
be rapidly absorbed into other Federal departments -for Government construction work.
Stabilization of lumber prices, too, may be expected, even at the cost of a decided shrinkage of
profits, for there is a distinct tendency to give
will

equilibrium to the consumer. To-day $50 buys $20
of lumber at ante-war prices, but until the cost of
labor for handling at the mill

is

made lower than

$10 per 1000 ft. until the lighterage charge of $2
to $3 is removed by restoring the free lighterage
system prevailing in this harbor before the war;
until the high freight rates of $3 to $7 per 1000 ft.
is reduced by supplementing war time rates for
peace time tariffs,' and until the cost of handling at
;

retail

yards

is

returned to the pre-war levels instead

of the $12 to $15 per 1000 ft. costs now prevailing,
any reduction in price to the consumer must ^ome
out of the profits of the dealer, who, in order to

co-operate in the general price conciliation that is
being made in every department so as to get con-

work started, is now operating at cost and
some cases below cost.
A new plan by which delivery cost is covered in

struction
in

the

revised

schedules for the

New York

district

upsets a custom more than half a century old one
that had originated back in the days before the

telephone was developed,

when

it

was necessary

to

have a general meeting place where dealers could
gather and buy and sell according to prices posted
for the day. Heretofore, all prices have been based
a wholesale scale, but in the future all building material prices will cover delivery at the job, if
it is located in
any of the boroughs of New York,

upon

with the exception of Richmond. It is planned to
bring Newark and Jersey City within the zone of
unification, so that contemplated building operations
can be estimated with greater uniformity.

The new plan facilitates new construction projects at a time when many owners of real estate contemplate improvements, provided they can be assured of a reasonably regular market. It will be
necessary for the present, however, to quote common brick from the Hudson, Raritan and Hackensack at the wholesale price. Street traffic congestion
is such an item in the cost of the brick in building
as to make it impossible to change the plan.
the delivered quotations for
by adding to the wholesale price,
any
which today is $15 a thousand, dock New York,
cost of carting and handling 10 per cent the "cost
of carting" depending upon which zone the job is
It is possible to figure

particular site

;

located in and the distance of the site

from the un-

loading piers that are available. Traffic conditions in
certain parts of lower
York and Brooklyn are

New

brick

make

more costly
across Manhattan Island

such as to

thousand
any point below
bring the brick a hun-

it

to cart a

at

Canal Street than it costs to
dred miles down the Hudson River.

As a part of the preparation being made for building distributors of Portland cement, plaster, plasterboard, plaster block, second hand brick, and hollow
tile have already listed their materials under the new
price quotation system.

There are cases where

slight

advances over listed quotations have to be made
from time to time where the job site is remote or the
hauling conditions particularly bad.
The building material situation this winter has
been given a new aspect because of the long period
of open weather. This has affected conditions by
allowing the brick plants to continue operations, and
the crushed stone quarries are expecting the biggest
winter's business on record. Glass production has
been resumed and the Hudson River is open for
navigation once more. All of which goes to make
the probability of higher prices more remote.
At the same time, a leading contracting firm of
Philadelphia, with nearly a century's experience in
the sale of building materials in that city, brings
forth statistics from its business records showing
that not within fifty years
to

say

one hundred years

it is almost safe
have material prices

in fact

reached the figures obtaining at present. It is very
interesting to note from the records that in 1866,

immediately after the close of the Civil War, cement
was worth $2.00 a barrel, calcinated plaster $2.50

Roman cement $6 a barrel, fire clay $2.50
a barrel, lime 30 cents a bushel, plaster hair 30 cents
a bushel and fire brick $48 a thousand.

a barrel,

Current prices for similar materials prevailing
throughout 1918 and largely at the present time are
$3.27 a barrel for cement, $4 a barrel for calcinated
:

plaster,

$3 a barrel for

fire clay,

44 cents a bushel

for lime, 30 cents a bushel for plastering hair, and
$47 a thousand for fire brick. In 1916 cement sold
for $1.65 a barrel, calcined plaster at $2.05 a barfire clay at $1.50 a barrel, lime at 20 cents a
bushel and plastering hair at 28 cents a bushel.
rel,

be noted that igiS's prices are in many into 60 per cent higher than
those prevailing in 1866, and in some cases 100 per
cent above those for 1916, the year before the entry
of the United States into the world war.
It is a curious coincidence, however, that plasterIt will

stances

from about 30

ing hair sells to-day at the exact figure prevailing
in 1866
30 cents a bushel.

The fact that prices to-day are higher than at any
time in the past fifty years is traceable, no doubt, to
the increased cost of labor and production. While
242
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it

true that labor-saving devices have been pernew sources of raw materials opened,

is

fected and
still

the greatly increased

demand and amount

of

production bring with them an increased amount of
labor, which is not as cheap as it was in the days
following the Civil War.

"Many plants making bricks and other materials
closed during the war
period will, as soon as conditions warrant,

An

optimistic outline anticipating a healthy revival of building by early spring has been given by
O. W. Ketcham, president of the Philadelphia

Master Builders' Exchange, in his report to the aswhich discusses future business and pros-

sociation

pects for 1919. In substance he said
"Already there exists strong indications in this
:

inquiries are being made for
terials for structures of different types.
direction.

pricing building materials with few exceptions lias
been so slight as to permit of
very little, if any, reduction for the coming season.

Many

ma-

"While the prices of building materials have as
yet shown no material decrease nor can such be expected for some time to come, there nevertheless
seems to prevail among the builders a strong desire
The percentage of advance in

to start operating.

resume again. As yet there appears

common brick or face brick piled for
future deliveries, but with the
resumption of business, there will, no doubt, be a
plentiful supply on
hand to care for any early demands. Hut as this
stock will have to be accumulated unedr
present conditions which have not
materially changed from that
of two months ago, the
conditions must reto be very little

main about

selling
as at present.

"Building materials in comparison with other makinds have shown a lower per-

terials of different

centage of increase in selling prices than any other.
No reduction can be expected with prices fixed for
future deliveries. It seems to be an
opportune time
to develop plans

and prepare for spring operation."

Current News
Treasury Department Calls

preference to making purchases direct

for

Money
A

large

oversubscription

of

a

new

issue

of

Treasury certificates of indebtedness is necessary
in view of the fact that banks have been informed

Government expenditures are
an extraordinarily heavy rate.

that

The Government's outlay in
excess of $2,000,000,000, and

running

at

December was

in

is

still

said

to

be con-

have been intimations that France and England will
buy lumber in this country through the "high commissions'' which handled their war-time purchases.
The important question of ocean tonnage, which has
troubled students of the export market more than
little, may be disposed of if the business is handled upon the lines indicated, sellers making delivery

a

Government's immediate requirements was understood to be the subject of a lengthy
session of the Money Committee of the banks of
the Federal Reserve Bank recently.

at

of financing the

American ports and buyers providing cargo

U.

S.

to Finish Philadelphia

space.

Houses

Appeals from Philadelphia have resulted in the
Government's decision to complete the construction
of the 700 houses adjacent to Thirteenth Street and

Big Southern

Pine Order
The purchase by commissioners representing the
Government of 3,500,000 ft. of yellow pine
timber is an interesting and highly significant feature of the export lumber market that has developed
Italian

It is noteworthy not only because of the
recently.
size of the order but because of its indication that

post-war lumber buying for European countries may
handled largely by government commissions
which may deal with organized central agencies in
'

indi-

It is not
officially settled that this method will be
adopted, but in addition to the Italian transaction
with the Southern I'ine Emergency Bureau, there

tinuing at this rate, although signs are not wanting
that the pressure is gradually easing.
The matter

Italians Place

from

vidual mills.

Oregon Avenue, that city. The operation is now
about 50 per cent completed.
Reports that the
Government would not finish the operation because
of the end of the war caused the Philadelphia
Housing Association and other bodies to protest to
Washington. It was argued that the completion of
the houses would alleviate the lack of housing
facilities.
The dwellings, which are being erected
under the direction of the United States Housing

Corporation, will be leased to navy yard employees

when completed.
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The men

felt that they should receive the prevailing wage, and notified the construction company

Results of Fuel Saving by Restricted
Industries

to that effect.

For a time the controversy threatened to halt
work, but when the men understood that the company had taken the contract based on less than 75
cents an hour for electrical workers, and would
lose heavily if they insisted on the 87J^-cent rate,
the men willingly returned to their jobs and agreed

Statistics of the United States Fuel Administra-

tion

from reports made by 4,000 clay products com-

panies, representing practically the entire industry,
of what each one actually saved during the first six

months of 1918 show:
Net tons
Fifty

per

cent

curtailment

Brick, terra cotta,
and sanitary ware.. 1,218.000

rooting, floor and wall tile,
Twenty-five jer cent curtailment

drain tile, and sewer pipe
Fifteen per cent curtailment
chemical)

Hollow

to stick to the 75-cent-an-hour rate.

tile,

603,000

Stoneware (except)

Proposes $1,000,000 Bridge as

25,000

Memorial

in

Maine

1,486,000

Legislation to provide for the erection of a
$1,000,000 bridge on the site of Martin's Point
Bridge at Portland, Me., on the State highway
leading to Brunswick, to be known as Maine's
Memorial Bridge, has been introduced in the Maine
Legislature by Senator Howard Davies of Yar-

Letters received by the administration tell of the
lessons of economy through more efficient methods

learned by the companies, which will be continued
in most cases, although restrictions have been lifted.

The purpose of the measure is to commemorate the "mighty work of the men and women
who went from Maine and participated in t;he
world war." It is proposed that the Federal Government appropriate $600,000 toward the expense
mouth.

Engineering Societies Employment
Bureau
The employment bureau maintained by

the four

national Societies of Civil, Mining, Mechanical and
Electrical Engineers has issued a statement to state

and municipal

authorities,

corporations and inor expect to have in

dividuals,

who have need now

the near

future,

engineers, asking them
in

services

As many engineers who have been
army or Government capacities during
(

are

about

life,

it

men

in

is

Frank Duveneck

of professional
to communicate their wants.

the

for

and the State $400,000.

Frank Duveneck, for fully forty years regarded
most gifted artists of the world, died
last week at his home in Cincinnati, Ohio.
He was
as one of the

serving
the

war

seventy-one years of age. Until the past six months,
when he was stricken with illness, he had always
been an active figure in both American and Euro-

and returned to civil
the desire of this bureau to place such
to

be

released

touch with contemplated projects as early
In the present emergency the demand
as possible.
for engineering services and the supply has not as
yet been so thoroughly coordinated as to afford the

pean
in
all

best results. It is with a view
meeting these conditions and laboring to correct them that this very
to

useful bureau has been formed.
The bureau may be addressed at the Engineering
Societies Building, 33

West 39th

Street,

New

York.

According to advices that have reached the Department of Labor the attitude of labor toward new
building projects is thoroughly reasonable and con-

An

instance has just

com*

of the brush of this generation."
Duveneck was a Kentuckian, born in Covington
in 1848, of Dutch ancestry.
Since the death of his
wife, Elizabeth Booth Duveneck, several years ago
in Florence, Italy, Duveneck has been an instructor in the art school at Cincinnati. He first studied
art in Munich under Wilhelm Van Diez.
His ex-

Labor Takes a Reasonable View

ciliatory.

art.

was John Singer Sargent who said at a dinner
London more than twenty years ago that "after
is said, Frank Duveneck is the
greatest genius

It

to light at

Atlantic City, where a $3,000,000 hotel is under
construction, which is encouraging for builders. It
seems that electrical workers employed elsewhere
in Atlantic City were receiving 87^ cents an hour,
but the rate of pay on the hotel was only 75 cents.

hibition at the Panama-Pacific Exposition three
years ago won for him a special gold medal, in
recognition of the great influence he had exerted in
the modern development of American painting.

When

he

came back

on comYorkers
broad and bold technique, which was at
first

to this country

pleting his studies abroad he startled

by

his

New

direct variance with the detailed motif of the Duesseldorf school, after which the
Americans

early

patterned their efforts.
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Iron Exports

Held Up

Lnder

Pending action by the United States Shipping
Board on the question of cutting ocean freight
rates to a level where offerings
may be mane in
foreign markets which will be at actual competitive figures, iron men report that
export of their
product is being held up. There have been some
tonnages shipped where the demand had been for
immediate delivery regardless of price, but this has
been in the minority. The trade is reported to be
in a splendid position to sell iron
just as soon as
the foreign rates are cut so that the foreign market

prices

may

the head of "Papers and Discussions" the
introduced Lieut. W. II. Perdue, who
addressed the members on his
in France

president

experiences

during the war, at the conclusion of which the
C hapter s thanks and
appreciation were expressed.

New

York Society

of Architects

The New York

Society of Architects held its
regular monthly meeting Jan. 2\, 1919.
The meeting was well attended, several new

members were

elected,

and applications for mem-

bership received.

be scaled.

was brought before the meeting

It

that persons

are

making unlawful use of the title of Architect.
Ihe names of these persons were referred to the
Committee on Registration of Architects, with in-

Southern California Chapter,
A.

I.

A.

The one hundred and

twenty-second regular
meeting of the Southern California Chapter
A. I. A. was held Jan. 14, 1919.
As guests of the Chapter were present: Lieut.
W. H. Perdue, of the U. S. Engineering Corps, and
Mr. John Bowler of the Southii'cst Builder and
Contractor.

Under "Communications" the following letters
were read
From Mr. K. C. Kemper, executive secretary of
the Institute, stating that Mr. Robert I). Farquhar
of this Chapter had been selected for fellowship in
:

structions to investigate, and if the facts warranted to lay the matter before the
proper authorities
for prosecution.

A

paper by Mr. F. C. Zobel was read disapprovthe proposed method of
stimulating the
building industry by encouraging the construction
of public buildings, and asking that means be
adopted to revive private construction of buildings
which will produce revenue rather than buildings
which are an expense to the community.
After
considerable discussion it was decided, on motion
of

ing

of Mr. John P. Leo. to bring the matter before the
next meeting for further discussion.

the Institute, requesting that the Chapter confirm
the nomination.
It was moved by Mr. Krempel.

seconded and carried, that Mr. Farquhar's
name be ratified, and the secretary of the Institute

Willis Polk

Is

duly

be notified accordingly.
From the secretary of the Municipal League, Los
Angeles, to the effect that the League had addressed a resolution to the City Council relative
to the

Hancock Grant of the La Brea

Oil Fields to

copy of which resolution accompanied
Summarized, the paper stated that the
League took the stand of approving the retaining
of the Hancock gift
by the county, but suggesting
that new conditions be
mutually agreed upon by
Mr. Hancock and the Board of Supervisors relative
to the investment of a sum for
improvements to the
said oil fields, with the
appointment of a commission to supervise the work.
It was moved and duly
carried that the Chapter endorse the resolution,
the County,
the letter.

notifying the Municipal League to that effect.
The secretary read the recommendation of the
executive committee that the Medal of Award for

Architectural Work for the past year
passed by owing to the war and the general dullness
in
The recommendation was
building.
accepted.
M'-ritoriotis

I'f
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An

Architect?

Mr. Willis Polk really and legally an architect
problem is liable to become an acute bone of
contention between Willis and the State authorities
at an early date.
There is a State law which compels every prac-

''

Is
I

his

ticing architect to pay a license fee of $15 a year, or
describe himself as an unlicensed architect.

When

the

tax

and

said

"Why
say

I

went to Willis Polk's
money, Mr. Polk received him

collector

office for his license
:

do you tax me? All the architects here
not an architect.
What is my word

am

against theirs? Let the matter go!"
The tax collector, peeved and astonished, picked
up one of the Polk letterheads.

"What do you

call yourself here?" he snapped,
adjusting his glasses.
"Willis Polk & Co., Builders," replied Mr. Polk.
"There's no architect about that!"
The collector departed without collecting the $15

fee.

He

says that he will yet prove Mr. Polk is an
San Francisco Chron-

architect, or eat the license.
icle.
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Oyster Bay Plans a Roosevelt Park

A large waterfront park as a memorial to Colonel
Roosevelt will be established at Oyster Bay, L. I..
if the prevailing sentiment in the home town of the
former President materializes. A citizens' commitunder the leadership of William Loeb, Jr., who
at one time the colonel's private secretary, has
been formed.
tee

tween the building loan representatives and officials of the division.
There are certain technical
difficulties in the way of most effective co-operation,
but

is

it

anticipated

that

these

will

shortly

be

up or circumvented, and that builders may
be assured aid in the same way farmers are assisted
by farm bank loans.
cleared

was

Colonel Roosevelt believed in parks for the people,
Situated near the railroad station is a vast area facing the bay which has
never been improved and has been considered a
detriment to the beauty of the village. If this is

Won't Discharge

and Oyster Bay has none.

secured it is proposed to fill in many places and
bulkheads.
It will have some suitably inscribed memorial, such as a rostrum, and will be
named Roosevelt Memorial Park. Several thousand
dollars have already been contributed toward the
erect

Soldier Against

His Will
To

solve the problem of

unemployed discharged
Department has ordered that no
man be discharged from the army against his desire
soldiers, the

War

such time as he can obtain employment in
Orders have been telegraphed all department commanders to retain all men who desired to
remain temporarily in the service without prejudice
until

civil life.

to their subsequent discharge to take

fund.

Governor Coolidge of Massachusetts

A

committee representing the Copper Export
Association has gone to Europe, accompanied by
R.

ment for returned and returning
and marines.

Guggenheim, a director of the American
& Refining Company, for the purpose, it

send to

soldiers,

sailors

Cleveland Building Figures Show

Smelting

of perfecting plans for the extension of
the Copper Export Association.
is

will

the State Legislature shortly a bill authorizing an
appropriation of $10,000 to aid and find employ-

Copper Men Go Abroad
S.

employment.

said,

Gain
If building construction figures for

Washington Hears

of

Much

Building

has reached Washington of many building
projects, which will not only give employment to a
large number of returned soldiers and enable the
transition of industry from a war to a peace basis
to be made with a minimum of friction, but will

and

its

re-

tions

gain of $579,990 over those for January, 1918.
The total building volume for the month just ended
was $927,900, against $347,910 for the corresponding month last year.

sources for the foreign trade campaign that will
soon begin. The readiness of States and munici-

do their part in construction development
is illustrated by the attitude of Maine and New
Hampshire, which stand ready to contribute a large
sum for the building of a bridge from Kittery to
Portsmouth.

$10,000 Building 10-Day Record

palities to

Secretary Daniels, it is understood, favors a
Federal appropriation to aid these States, on the
grounds that the project is rather too large for their
resources and that the Federal
Government,

through the Portsmouth Navy Yard,
greatly from the work.

first month this year, according to tabulamade by H. H. Uthoff, statistician, show a

for the

News

also increase the wealth of the country

January are
an indication of Cleveland's volume for 1919, this
The figures
year's total will show a decided gain.

Building permits totalling around $10,000 were
for the first ten days in January at Fort
Worth, Tex., which is considered a remarkable
record for this time of the year, January being considered one of the poorest building months of the
issued

twelve.

Personal

will benefit

Reopening of the offices of P. Tillion & Sons in
Terminal Building, 103 Park Avenue, New
York City, is announced. Clement V. Tillion has
returned after two and a half years' service with a

Building loan associations throughout the country have manifested much interest in the plan of
the Division of Public Works to assist home

the

building at this time, and co-operation on a na-

New York

tional scale has been suggested at conference be-

Division, but Philip G. Tillion is still
with the American Expeditionary Forces in France.
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Wage

Standardization and
Administration

Standardization, which is rapidly increasing in
the larger industrial institutions, with the determination of wages, hours and conditions of work

according to general principles, the justice of which

acknowledged, is the subject of a
paper by Earl Dean Howard and Henry I'.
Kendall read at the recent annual meeting of UnAmerican Society of Mechanical Engineers. The
is

universally

joint

paper first gives particulars of the administrative
machinery available before the war for dealing with
industrial relations, and then of the governmental
agencies since developed
authors say:

for that purpose.

The

"The regulation of industrial standards by joint
boards as suggested has the great advantage over
the present system in that it eliminates at least
three- fourths of the cost of friction between the
Each emparticular employer and his employees.
ployer then adopts the standards which are current
in his trade and knows that all his competitors are
on the same basis and have no advantage over him.
Even under our present system, the chief objection
to any one employer's increasing wages lies in the
fact that it comes out of the profits unless the in-

crease

is

general

among

his competitors,

when

it

is

consumer of the product. It is easy
time when the public and not the em-

shifted to the
to foresee a

ployers

will

have the chief interest

in

opposing

wage advances."

England

is

householder the difference between what his house
will cost to construct
immediately after peace terms
have been arranged and its estimated value five
years hence.

Any plan that will result in large expenditure
of public
money will be met with considerable opposition among members of the Government. This
was made very
the

Consequently England
housing schemes. One of

annually.

wrestling with many
the unusual plans suggested for bridging the transition period while England is being changed from a
is

war to a peace basis, is a proposal that the Government should build houses and either sell them on
long-time payments or furnish
ticularly to soldiers.
in

them

outright, par-

Reports from Great Britain show that thousands
the building trades have gone into other work,

building operations ceased when the war
Carted.
Materials there are at exhorbitant figures
or unobtainable. It is much more difficult for prosas

all

pective small-house owners to finance construction
than it was four and one-half years ago.
One of
the plans

when

was made in
Government should

a statement

that the

all

full

referring to that statement, said that the Govern-

ment could
ligation in
as quickly

To

not undertake
its

any gigantic financial ob-

effort to bridge the transition
period

and

efficiently as possible.

Study British Labor Situation

An

employers' commission, designated by William M. Wilson. Secretary of Labor, to
study labor
conditions and governmental labor policies in

Great Britain and report thereon to the department, has sailed for England, expecting to spend
several

months

in

its

investigations.

R. R. Otis

of Atlanta, Ga.. represents the building industry.
Others include Dorr E. Felt of Chicago, connected
with the machinery industry; R. 1. Caldwell of

New York, the textile industry; W. II. Ingersoll
of New York, the watch industry Eldon B. Keith
of Boston, the shoe industry, and E. T. Gundlach
of Chicago, the publishing industry.
;

Short 500,000 Houses

tion of housing, England faces a shortage of 500,000
houses in addition to her normal requirements of

new ones

clear

Commons

louse of

war workers a six months'
holiday with
pay as one means of solving the tremendous
problem of changing England from a war to a peace
basis.
At least one member of the Government,
give

In the opinion of Sir J. Tudor Walters, M. P.,
who has given much thought and time to the ques-

100,000

I

suggested

is

that the

Government pay

the

Support Lane's Land Plan
The Women's National Committee of
ican

Marbury

is

the

Amer-

of which Miss Elizabeth
chairman, has announced that it has

Defense

Society,

telegraphed to the members of the Appropriations
Committee of the House urging a favorable report
The
on Secretary Lane's Land Settlement Bill.

measure aims to provide land for returned soldiers,
and is said to have the approval of President
Wilson.

Exports from France to U.

S.

The total declared value of the exjx>rts from
France to the United States and possessions during
for 1917.
1918 was $57,048,499, against $94,561,318
to Continental United States were val-

The exports

ued at $55,688,490, against $93,462,780 in 1917; to
the Philippines, $1,273.724, against $955,074.
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Late
Guarantee

News

in the Financial Field

Labor Stability Urged
Aid Building

Urges Public

of

to

Assurance has been given the building trade that
made before the next Congress to
have an appropriation set aside as a sort of building subsidy fund, to be operated on an amortization
efforts will be

plan to make it possible to cover the high cost of
labor until the law of supply and demand of man

Work

to

Avert

Idleness
That there is immediate need of co-operation
throughout the country to forestall the threatened
danger of unemployment and that efforts should be
concentrated to support the efforts of Secretaries
Lane, Wilson and Redfield favoring public building
the opinion of officials of the Nain a survey of economic condi-

as the

medium,

power has been met by returning service men.

tional

City

A term probably extending over the period covered by the measure to shut out immigration for
In other
approximately four years is proposed.
words, Federal farm loan principles applied to a
form of Government building subsidy will probably
be used as a means of releasing the millions of

The fact that costs are still
tions just given out.
it is maintained, to the
be
should
no
deterrent,
high

dollars'

worth of construction that

is

being held up

pending the adjustment of wage scales

many cities in the
The opening of
but

little

in a great

country.

the general construction season is
over a month away and the building indus-

try is still stagnated because of its inability to
mill alterations, enlargements and repairs to

make
meet

the greatly enlarged demands upon their capacities.
much less to the staggering demand for new construction of various kinds that

the country.

barrow"

A total
which

lack of

is

what

booming
is

all

over

termed "wheel-

production of building
materials is a very important factor, is one of the
causes of the difficulty in the construction business
at present.
The supply of labor promises to be still
further depleted by thousands of foreign-born men
clamoring for passage back to Europe.
Building material and equipment prices are conlabor,

in the

tinuing to drop to attractive levels and the scarcity
of rentable space makes it imperative to build at
once. All building materials, with hardly an exception, may be accepted as being at practically the low-

which is only a temporary level. Prices will
have a distinct tendency to advance, even if only
twenty per cent of normal building is attempted this
year, because of the heavy tax upon available supXotable downward
plies of construction material.
movements include a drop on lead of $5.50 a ton
est ebb,

;

stove pipe, sash cord, cast iron sash weights, insulated wire, electric pole line material, malleable
iron fittings, electric lamps,

and there are immediate

prospects of reductions in plumbers' earthenware,
wire products and a few other lines.

is

Bank

undertaking of improvements, otherwise labor
be idle and

-will

"potential value totally lost to the
In an analysis of conditions the bank
its

country."
statement says

:

"The idea that the Government might promptly adopt a
constructive policy for dealing with the danger of widespread unemployment has had as yet no adequate development. Secretary Wilson has established in his department
a bureau for the encouragement of public construction by
municipalities and other public bodies, and Secretary Redfield has written letters giving public indorsement to the
policy of liberal expenditures of this character, but the
executive officials can do little themselves without action

by Congress.
"There is greatly needed at this time a large and enterprising public policy which would organize and co-ordinate
the activities of national, state and local governments, so as
to create a large amount of construction work for the coming
to say that the situaspring and summer. After that it is safe
be
tion will take care of itself, provided unemployment can
averted in the meantime. The prestige and co-operation of
the national government is required to develop such a moveWilson and
ment, and the good efforts of Secretaries Lane,
and
Redfield should be not only supported but enlarged
made a national policy. The railroad and utility companies

should be enabled and encouraged to make improvements
now when labor will otherwise be idle and its potential
value totally lost to the country. Extra costs are nothing
with war
compared with total losses and little compared
that communities should
expenditures, and this is the view
Of course the program should be
take of the proposal.
would be undertaken than
elastic, so that no more work
should be
necessary for the purpose, but unemployment
movement.
prevented by a public-spirited, nation-wide
"The policy of heavy taxation upon business profits
and unfortunate inbegins now to show its repressive
of courage
fluence. There was never a time when the spirit
and enterprise was more needed than now. Secretary Wilson made a strong, plea at a New York meeting a few days
and public
ago for business men to go ahead with resojution
of industry turning and provide
spirit to set the wheels
to the wage-earning population. All who heard

employment
him realized the force of his arguments and the truth of his
from
warning against the dangers which might develop
times when
widespread idleness and distress. But these are
serious risks attach to individual policies."
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Department of Architectural
Engineering
A

Made

Structural Material

NEW

A

of

Thin Sheet Steel

ilar parts made of incombustible
material.
While
the initial intention was to make the
buildings that
usually are constructed with wooden joists and
studs more lire-resisting, it has
that in

structural material, or the new use of
old material, is always of interest.
This
interest, however, is influenced largely by the manner of its first presentation to the
If it is

-^V an

public.

developed

represented as a substitute for a known and tried
material it is immediately placed on such a

.\

tloor with metal joists, structural steel girders and colConcrete floor slali in place. View from below.

umns.

a

greater

tirely

field,

structions,

it

termined by

its

considerations.
tions,

The

this

Like

material has been

found en-

other materials and conhas limitations of use which arc de-

suitable.

all

physical properties and economic
better appreciate these limita-

To

a general description is here given.
basic section is that of a channel beam, from

which I-beam sections are made by riveting the
channels together back to back. The studs are of
These sections were
channel, U and T shapes.
first formed on a brake, each separate bend being

A

actual uses.

The length of the section,
was controlled by the length of the
brake. This length was generally rrt ft. 8 in. Sections were spliced in such a manner as to provide
any length for which the cross-section was suitable.
These splices were designed in such a manner as to develop 25 per cent more strength than

structural

the balance of the section.

store and office building, the floor and partitions of

which are constructed of formed metal

and

joists

and studs.

not liable to be accepted on its .true merits.
properly gauge the value of such products, it is
necessary to consider them in relation to their
is

On this basis is here discussed some
shapes which are coming rapidly into

structural

sheets

operation.

splices,

A

later

the fabrication of these sections

general use.
rolled

distinct

without

To

These

a

shapes

and, generally,

are
in

fabricated

from

forms similar

to

Primarily they were designed to replace wooden joists and studs with simrolled structural shapes.

is

development
in

making

in

the

by electric welding.
It is understood that all rolled steel sections are
subject to internal stresses which are inherent from
splices

the nature of the production process.
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neers attribute the comparatively easy destruction
of rolled structural shapes, under comparatively
low temperatures, to these internal stresses. The
Rolled
correctness of this theory is debatable.
sheets have these same internal stresses in some
degree, and also the usual distinct grain parallel to

When

the rolling.

brake there
bends this
:

such a sheet

fabricated in a

is

weakening of the material

is

a

is

also the case

when

at the

the shaping of

first

and depth second as in wood joists, are in
x 4, 4 x 5, 6 and 7, 5 x 8 and 9,
The 10 and 12 in. beams are made

inches 3 x 3, 3
6 x 10 and 12.

of 14 gauge steel only. In this type the breadth of
the flange increases by groups, as the depth increases.
Type B is made of 12 and 15 U. S.

Standard steel gauge.
and the depths are 4,

The

flanges are

all

3

in.

wide

10 and 12 in.
In both of these types prongs can be provided
for the attaching of metal lath to the top or bot5, 6, 7, 8, 9,

shown in the illustrations.
beveled wood floor strips are used for the
attachment of finished wood floors, these strips are
attached by nailing through the strip into the space
tom

flanges or both, as

When

between the channel sections.
Metal studs are made in several forms.

The

D
Typical sections of formed metal joists, made by riveting
two channels back to back.

the material

now used
overcome

is

done by forming

rolls,

able lengths and re-rolled in a direction at right
angles to the original rolling. The result is a fine
double grain material. The material, re-rolled and

annealed,

is

uniform

in texture

and

in repose from
for this purpose

internal stresses. The sheets used
are not ordinary commercial sheets, but those made
to special specification requirements.
Fire tests in-

dicate

some greater

resistance

to

the

effects

of

high temperatures than is found in the rolled structural shapes, but this does not absolve this material

from the necessity for adequate protection from

fire.

A

Referring to the cross-section diagrams, sections
and B are typical I-beam sections made by dif-

ferent producers. It is noted that they are formed
by riveting two channel beams back to back. Type
A is made of 14 and 16 U. S. Standard steel

gauge

sheets.

The dimensions, reading

F

which are

for this purpose to a large extent.
To
this difficulty the sheets are cut to suit-

the breadth

H

G

Typical sections of formed metal studs, sills and caps.
Channel studs riveted back to back to form H-studs for
bearing partitions.

channel studs of type

C

are

made

in sizes of

i

l

/2

x 3 and 4, and 2x5 and 6 in. of 14 and 16 U. S.
Standard steel gauge, type D is I x 2 in. in size
and made of 16 gauge steel only. These studs,
excepting the i x 2-in. size, have prongs on both
H-studs
flanges for the attachment of metal lath.
are made by assembling type C back to back with
These studs
the prongs staggered on the flange.
are used for bearing partitions and where addirequired to support concentrated
studs are made with flanges ij/z
in. wide and depths from 2 to 6 in. inclusive, inl
These sections are
2 in.
creasing the depth by
made of 12, 14, 15 and 16 gauge steel. They are
tional strength
loads.
Type

is

H

/

assembled in the shape of I-studs by riveting together back to back. These stud sections are used
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for bearing partitions, and where partitions do not
are used
carry any load such types as F, G and
and made of 16, 18 and 20 gauge material. Type

H

y

to

made

in

F, called the T-stud, varies in depth from
ij4

l

in.

increasing by /%

in.,

depths from y> to 24

m

--

G

Type

increasing by

is

%

in.,

and

This material is assembled in two
ways. One is
by riveting the members together with small rivets,
cold driven, and angles,
straps and other connectThe other form of assembling is
ing members.
made by using a mortise and tenon connection.
The mortise is made by punching a slot hole or
by depressing a portion of the' sheet metal,
which allows the tenon to pass between the deIn the tenon is
pressed part and the main sheet.
provided a hole into which is driven a metal wedge.

My driving the wedge home a close contact is made,
No special equipresulting in a rigid connection.
ment is necessary to assemble this material in place
other than that used

in

ordinary carpenter work.

Placing the metal lath over metal floor joists. The white
strips are galvanized iron bands used as bridging to keep
the joists in position until the concrete slab is placed.

from
to 2 in., increasing by
addition to sizes already noted,

>'

I

in.

4

Type
made of

is

lighter gauges with }$-\n. flanges
l
24 to \Y\ in., increasing by /\ in.,

II.

in

these

and depths from
and from ij/> to

y

In these lighter stud
2 in.
in., increasing by
sections prongs are provided as shown.
is used for sills and caps, which are laid
Type

4

E

horizontally and between the flanges of which the
vertical studs are placed.
They vary in width to

accommodate the various depths of

the studs and

the width of the flanges varies to afford such
strength as may be required.

beam

Apartment house construction, showing metal
studs, cap and sill plates.

floor joists,

To

give an idea of the properties of this matea comparison will be made with yellow pine
2 x 10 yellow pine joist
dimension lumber.
in. weighs 4.3 Ib. per lineal
dressed to i-Hi x
foot and a loin, metal joist of type B weighs 6.3
and 9.8 Ib. per lineal foot when made of 15 and 12
rial,

Metal floor joists embedded

in the flanges

reinforced concrete

T-beam

of an unpoured

girder.

These sections are the basis of this type of conand are so designed as to be quite elastic
in their application.
The result is that any condition of plan for which this material is adapted
can easily be provided for.
In other words, any
construction that is made of wooden joists and
struction

studs can be duplicated in this material.

A
9^

U. S. Standard gauge

steel respectively.

The

sec-

modulus of the 2 x 10 wood joist is 24.44 an d
for the 15 and 12 gauge steel joists it is 4.45 and

tion

It will be seen that the metal
respectively.
but yet within a weight which
is
the
heavier,
joist

6.8

is
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easily

handled by one man.

The comparative
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strength or resisting moment is found by substituting in the well-known formula
:

MR=/S
in

which

M R = the

resisting

moment.

= the extreme
pounds per
S = section modulus.
Then we have for the long
yellow pine beam
=
=
,600 X 24.44
MR
4

sq. in.

fiber stress in

/

leaf

39. !

i

for the steel
steel

gauge

beams of

15

and 12 U.

:

;

S.

Standard

:

MR =

X

6,000

=7

l

2O

M R = 16,000 X 6.80= 108,800.

Reinforced concrete T-beam girder with metal floor joists
in place and anchored together, ready to be poured.

these results it is seen that the 2 x 10 wood
has but 55 per cent of the strength of the
15 gauge metal joist and but 36 per cent of the
strength of the 12 gauge joist, based on the fiber

When several joists
sion flange that is affected.
are tested together, in a panel with the concrete
floor slab in place, the ultimate strength of the

stresses assumed.

beam

1

4-45

,

,

From
joist

This is due to
is very materially increased.
the lateral support afforded the upper or compression flanges by their embedment in the concrete
slab.

The

constructed by first placing a layer
on top of the joists and attaching it
thereto by means of the prongs in the top flange.
floor

is

of metal lath

placed the i}/> or 2 in. concrete slab
usual manner. When a woodfinished floor is provided, \}A or 2 in. wood strips
are laid along the tops of the joists and nailed
thereto, after which the concrete filling is placed
(

)n the lath is

and finished

in the

Floor construction in a large apartment house, metal joists
supported on structural steel girders, galvanized iron
bridging strips in place.

In calculating the

beams

this

moment

of resistance of these

formula can be used

:

A
in

which

MR = moment

floor joists.

of resistance in

= extreme
of beam
As = net flange area

fiber stress in

/

d== height

prongs.
= thickness
of

in.-lb.

pounds per

and struck

sq. in.

in sq. in., or the

web

-of

gross flange
holes punched out for

in in.

In tests where the loading is increased to destruction it is found that the lower or tension flange
is not injured, but that it is the upper or compres-

off level with the strips.

The

finished

then placed as usual. Where thin
hardwood floors are used an ordinary underfloor is

wood

in in.

area minus the area
f

reinforced concrete T-beam girder the forms of which
are filled, the concrete enclosing the ends of the metal

flooring

is

on the strips. The ceiling is made by
attaching the metal lath to the under side of the
The
joists by use of the prongs and plastered.
spacing of the joists varies from 16 to 24 in., according to the kind of metal lath used, and the
joists are designed to comply with the conditions
first
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laid
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thus imposed.

For

this reason these joists are not

spacings wider than those for
which they are designed.
This system of construction is tire-resisting for
the reason that primarily the material is metal, and
readily adapted

to

With its greater strength,
are the main advantages over

therefore incombustible.
these

two

qualities

wood construction. It is necessary, however, to
protect the metal from high temperatures resulting from the burning contents of the building.
This protection is provided by the concrete floor
construction and the metal lath and plaster ceiling.

obtained.

This data would be a
forming conclusions for conditions
under which the tests were made.
cement plastering was
in. thick

valuable aid in
other than those
In this case the

and made of a
insulating value would vary directI

i-2'j mix.

Its

As before stated, the quality
of the plastering is a
very important element in
the fire-resisting ability of this
type of construction.
The fire-resisting ability of this type of construcas

ly

its

thickness.

tion limits

its

to those that

use. except in sprinklered buildings,

do not contain large amounts of com-

bustible contents, such as residences, school houses,

apartments, hotels, office buildings and some classes
of mercantile occupancy.
The mercantile occupancies would be those in which the stocks were of
fairly incombustible

goods and of

light weight.

school house floor under construction, the metal lath
heinn placed on top of the metal floor joists. N'ote the
prongs for attaching the metal lath.

apparent that these floors are not adapted
is known as
"heavy duty" floors, but are
commercially possible for light live loads such as
are found in the kinds of buildings mentioned
It

for

is

what

above.

The

structural, fire-resisting

limitations are light live loads,

An apartment

and partitions of which are
constructed of formed metal joists and studs.
house, the floors

The

ceiling is naturally the most vulnerable point
and the protection is limited by the fire-resisting
ability of the plastering.
The fire tests of this construction indicate that it
will withstand a
temperature of 1700 deg. Fahr.
maintained for four hours. Naturally this result is
obtained only by virtue of the plastering on the
ceiling, as without this protection the construction
would fail.
It is unfortunate that in these tests
temperatures of the steel joists and the air space

between the ceiling and floor construction were not

and economic

medium spans and

minimum fire temperatures due to the burning of
combustible contents.
One of the great economies in the use of this
material is due to the lightness of the material and
With few exceptions, fire-resisting floors have a dead weight of from 70 to 125
pounds per square foot. This type of construction
the construction.

weighs from 32 to 40 i>ounds per square foot and is
one of the few fire-resisting constructions in which
the live and dead loads are approximately equal in
the class of buildings above mentioned.
This element of lightness permits of the use of
lighter girders, columns and foundations and is one
of the principal factors in the cost savings effected
by the use of this material. The supporting girders
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and columns can be made of reinforced concrete or
In case concrete girders are used,
shaped and into the flanges of which

for the use of the material.

For competitive pur-

who produces his own structural
compelled to make two or more

structural steel.

poses, the architect

they are T
the ends of the metal joists are incorporated and
anchored, either into the girder or the opposite
When structural steel
joist when there is one.

designs will be
designs or accept those provided by the manufacturer.
Many architects and engineers prefer to
have entire control of the design, and rightly so,
and this condition of non-standardization hinders
the use of this material, in the same manner that the
use of structural wrought iron was affected when
each rolling mill had its own individual shapes.

girders are used, the joists bear on angle iron seats
or are hung in stirrups and anchored to the girder.
When the joists rest on top of the girders a sheet

metal seat

provided which

is

on to the

clips

joist

The

and the girder.

is becoming more comfrom
a structural and
availability
economic viewpoint is better known. It is found

unfortunate that the production of this
material is not standardized in the same manner
that structural steel shapes are standardized.
As
it is, each manufacturer has his own standards and
the differences are not of sufficient importance to

mon

the possibility of uniform
standards.
Designing data is furnished by the manufacturers
which enables architects and engineers to design

times,

It

is

preclude

Useless

Waste

in

that

use of this material

as

its

its

cost very closely approximates that of

wood

construction, giving the added and desirable quality
of great resistance to destruction by fire. In these

when

justifiable

studied, this material
consideration.

economies are sought and
well worthy of careful

is

Concrete Construction

Due

to

Legal Requirements*
By W. STUART

MOST
"It
is

thing

M. Am.

highly

know how
term "Ai" is an

Few of us,
satisfactory.
the expression originated.

howThe

abbreviation of the phrase used
connection with shipping, "Ai from Lloyds."
refers

Lloyds

and

A

i

is

to

Lloyds

Register

of

the highest classification made by that
means that the vessel referred to

Register of Shipping was founded in 1760, and
book of rules and tables is the principal naval

their

handbook covering the design of a ship's
In the past hundred years the word
"Lloyds" has gradually become linked in people's
minds with things highly safe and sound, until
to-day the phrase "Ai from Lloyds" has worldwide use.
architect's

structure.

made an

analysis of the

Continued from our issues of December
8-22 and 29, 1919.

tables.
11-18.

1918,

Inst. C. E.

in consequence,
carrying rates would have to be
A ship is subjected in a storm to far
charged.
strains
of an indeterminable nature than
greater
any possible overloading or the most severe im-

vastly

higher

pact in a building could produce. Then again, let
a failure take place and the ship, her passengers
and crew, are at the mercy of the waves. In a

concrete building which
failure would never be

structure which

had developed from Lloyds

Mem.

under the present standards, and,

Structural engineers engaged in the design of
buildings and bridges would pass many sleepless
nights if they were called upon to design a steel
ship, and instead of following the beaten path

they

Assoc.

thankful that ship design was not hampered by
ultra conservatism in a manner similar to concrete
A ship with a factor of
building construction.
of
6
or
which
is approximately what we
8,
safety
have
in
most
concrete
really
buildings, would have
to be several times as heavy as the ship built

has been thoroughly well built and is entitled to
receive the best rate of insurance quoted.
Lloyds

blindly

.,

years no engineer has been able to analyze the
structure of a ship, and as a result Lloyds rules
and tables were practically all developed from exMankind can be truly
periment and experience.

Shipping,

It

society.

Soc. C.

would find a factor of safety of considerably less
l
than 2 and probably not over i /2,
and in spite of
this Lloyds Bureau is to-day considered throughout the world as being the criterion of safe and
conservative design.
Until comparatively recent

of us have at times used the expression
Ai'' when wishing to state that some-

is

ever,
in

TAIT, Assoc.

They
Tanuary

severely overloaded a
sudden, and, looking at

is

the factor of safety as a protection for human
the ship should be far more conservatively
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life,

de-
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signed than the concrete building.

however,

is

The

reverse,

true.

In the preceding articles

I

have shown how we

may, by making better designs and executing better work, produce concrete buildings with greatly
In order, however, to make posreduced costs.
sible the use of the more reasonable design methods outlined, one of two things must happen.
Either all building ordinances must be entirely revised or the building departments
a board of engineers created to

much recognize
make a de-tailed

examination of concrete building plans and to practically take charge of the superintendence of the
construction, in a

manner

similar to the operation
I
feel that the
Shipping.

of Lloyds Bureau of
latter method would produce better and more immediate results.
This engineering board would
be recognized by the building department of each
city and permitted to formulate its own code of

Each city would retain its presbut would accept also concode,
building
crete structures in which the design was approved
by the proposed engineering board and the constructural design.

ent

struction

executed under the supervision of that

The board would charge

board.

a fee for the ex-

amination of building plans, and the fee would be
sufficiently large to permit them to examine the
The board
design in the most complete detail.
would also charge for and furnish sufficient inspectors to insure the highest class of work and
the exact adherence to the plans. The fees charged
by the board for inspection could not be furnished
on small structures for a percentage charge which
would be adequate on large work. This feature
would tend to force small work, which is that
usually executed by the less competent designers

and contractors, through the usual channels, and
this work would be carried out under the existing
The board would recognize and
building codes.
examine designs prepared only by architects and
engineers who had proved by their past work that
,ey were competent and conscientious and that
y understood concrete design thoroughly. The
rd would not only check the main features of
design, but would also examine all details with
The board would have in its employ, as
f

executive, a competent engineer at a salary
one of the best men

ient to insure obtaining

the district.
the operations

He would

have entire charge of
The board that I

of the board.

would be made up of
engineers, two architects, and the
suggest

two

structural

architectural en-

department. The two strucengineers would be appointed by the local

gineer of the building
tural

engineering society, the two architects by the local
chapter of the American Institute of Architects or
ite

Society of Architects.

These four mem-

bers would serve for
relatively small compensation
and would act in about the same manner as the
board of directors of a corporation. The board

would prepare its own code of rules
governing
concrete design, and any plans
approved by them
would be accepted by the building department. In
a previous article
cited a case, and not
by any
means an exaggerated one. in which an engineer
who tollowed the building ordinance of most cities
I

would produce
cidedly weak.
for the same

structure

also

present conditions, a building department could not
approve the correct design. In cases of this kind,
a board such as suggested in this article would
have a most desirable effect.
The board, having
to decide these matters, would assist in obtaining better structures and in all cases would be
free to approve a design upon its merits without
being bound by the technicalities of the city build-

power

think that most engineers will agree
almost an impossibility to prepare any
building ordinance which can be followed literally
and produce good and reasonable results in all
cases.
Xew conditions develop which lead to new

ing code.

that

it

1

is

methods of construction, and it is hardly reasonhamper and retard these developments as

able to

a result of the technicalities of the ordinance.

I

an example of this. During the development of concrete ship design it was found that concrete weighing about 140 to 150 Ib. per cu. ft.
could not be used with real success. As a result,
a concrete aggregate of such weight that icx> Ib.
concrete can be obtained has been produced, and
with a i-i-_> mixture of this material a strength
of 4000 Ib. per sq. in. at jS days is obtained. Xow,
will cite

according to existing ordinances, concrete is to be
taken to weigh 150 Ib. per cu. ft., and 1-1-2 concrete
cannot be considered as having an ultimate strength
Therefore
at J<S days of over Jyoo Ib. per sq. in.
this new concrete aggregate could not be used
under existing building codes, and it would take
two years or more to obtain revisions to the code

which would permit of its use.
After a building was completed the necessary
load cards for the floors would be issued by the
l)oard and approved by the building departments.
The annual inspection of the building would then
be carried on by the building department just as at
It is the writer's opinion that in a
present.
short time after one board, such as suggested,
was in operation other cities would see the advan-

tages of this procedure and allow similar boards
It would then be only a short step
to be created.
to associate all such boards and to standardize all
the codes of these boards on concrete design

throughout the country.
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which would be deshowed the correct design
structure and showed how, under
a

I

Concrete engineer-- and
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Item 5 is one which our experience has shown
does not exist in reference to concrete buildings.
The total factor of safety to be applied is the factor obtained by multiplying the increments necessary under items i to 5. The factor therefore be-

architects doing business in a number of cities will
all admit the great advantages of a uniform code

concrete design and one in which a more logical
and reasonable factor of safety is provided.
in

In the first article of this series the conditions to
be allowed for by the factor of safety were stated
as follows

comes

1.

2.
3.

Use of

the structure under consideration.

Correctness of design and analytical methods.
Uniformity of material strength and work-

of

Furthermore, the actual concrete stress,
3.
developed to produce this factor is materially less,
than the ultimate strength of the concrete at 90

manship.
4.
^.

Knowledge of material

strengths.
Possible deterioration of structural

Providing for item

i,

members.

has been shown

it

days

in fac-

l

\

/>

is

column design the tests upon
which the recommendation of this paper were based
were actual size field specimens and were constructed under ordinary conditions of building conIt would therefore seem that the factor'
struction.

to cover possible over-

sufficient

In discussing item 2 it has been
loading.
that the "rule of thumb" design moments

shown

now

in

use are in some cases twice as great as the correct
value, while in others these moments are only about
one-half of the correct value. Attention was also

drawn

to

the

fact that there

is

now

in

old.

In the matter of

tory and warehouse construction that a factor of
safety of

:

1.5X1X1.3X1.5=2.95
Under the design methods for beams suggested,
we have a theoretical factor of safety approximating this and an actual factor of safety in excess-

:

safety of 3 recommended in the method of
design referred to is more conservative than the;

of

same factor

existence

for floor construction.

wish to express a hope that these
some new thought in.
concrete design regulations and also lead to theIn closing,

a large body of highly trained concrete designers.
Note that the use of these incorrect moments often

may

articles

I

help to create

in stresses highly in excess of the more
reasonable stresses suggested in this article.
Under the supervision of the hoard suggested in this
article, the factor of safety to provide for item 2

closer co-operation of the various bodies controlling'
building construction, so that before long we may

would approach

structures

results

Dealing with item

3,

it

result of scientific control
terials

cent

was stated that as a
and inspection the ma-

cost than

An

themselves approach very closely to 100 per

perfect

upon

their

assumed

characteristics.

The

matter of uniformity in workmanship
purely a matter of careful and conscientious
this

material

Under

to

produce permanent, safe concretea far lower

for our manufacturers at

now

prevails.

Important Code Committee

Meeting

is

The

in-

Fire Marshals' Association of North

Amer-

chance of a

appointed a Committee on Uniform StateBuilding Codes, which held an organization meet-

from the standards assumed.
however, assume a factor of safety of 1.3

ing in Chicago on January 21, 1918, and which:
will hold a meeting in Chicago on February 18.

spection.
in

be permitted

unity.

article

the

there

inspection
would be

methods outlined
little

deviation

Let us,
to cover item

will be in session for some days.
State Fire Marshal of Illinois,.
G.
Camber,
John
is
Springfield,
Secretary-Treasurer of the Association and writes that a number of architects;

This meeting

3.

was stated that 1-2-4 con ~
4,
and placed, could be
crete, properly prepared
definitely counted upon for a crushing strength of
2600 Ib. per sq. in. at 28 days, where standard practice recognizes only 2000 Ib.
Attention was also
Considering item

ica has

it

called to the fact that the strength of concrete increases 50 per cent, between 28 days and 90 days,

making the crushing strength

90 days for good
As a result of our

at

concrete 3900 Ib. per sq. in.
extensive series of tests we now

know
which we can

fairly accu-

rately the strengths
rely upon
obtaining, and even under the method of design
and stresses proposed in this article we have an

actual factor of safety of over 3 without approaching the ultimate strength of the concrete at 90

Rut let us assume an increment in the facdays.
*or of safety to cover item 4 of 1^2.

and engineers
It

will be invited to assist in the

should be kept

in

mind

that the State Fire

work.

Mar-

shals are in close touch with the executive branch

the various States and in more close touch
with the legislative branches than are architects-

of

and engineers, either individually or collectively.
The importance of this meeting is then apparent.
Code building is in the air, and its importance
has been fully set forth in THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT of January 22, 1919, on page 128.
Code
is not entirely within the province of any
of men, but the architect and engineer
class
special
is vitally interested.
What will they do and who>

building

will build the
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codes?

Industrial Information
In

Department there

this

is

published each week information as to the development of materials and
methods, derived from reliable sources.

Fuel Facts
be successful the architect

If to

is

obliged to be

alive to the business issues of the day,

perhaps one

of the most valuable means of gathering important
information in a condensed and reliable form is
through the medium of government publications.
In a desultory, casual manner, for the most part,
the people have gleaned that coal shortage here
and abroad was a serious matter, widely affecting
their normal activities.
By certain enforced sacrifices they have been made to recognize the existence
of a fuel administration whose business was to prevent a crisis and its attendant consequences.
How far have these sacrifices accomplished their

What

purpose?

is

and places where walkway gratings are generally
used to admit light and air below. Their use. however, has been extended, and some of the structural
features accounting for this wider use follow:

All

intersections are absolutely interlocked by dovetail
This dispenses with the need for bolts,
joints.
rivets

The

and screws which tend to loosen or

spaces, as

will

be seen

in

the

rust out.

accompanying

photograph, are all rectangular, providing maximum
openings for light and air. and eliminating acute
angles which may catch disease-breeding dirt or
prevent proper painting. These things make for
The gratings are made of varying weight*
and si/.es to meet requirements.
service.

the status of the fuel problem

Which methods, tried in wartime and
to-day?
found "not wanting," may be pursued in peace witli
advantage ? What experiences, in other words, may
we learn to incorporate which in the future will
make for the highest economy of our resources
.'

These questions are suggested by a booklet issued
by the United States Fuel Administration which
discusses chronologically and with considerable interest, the

whole course of procedure followed by

that administration since

its

organization

in

August,

1917.

The average reader of newspapers cannot form
any conception of the magnitude of this problem
This booklet, known as
with all its ramifications.
fine
a summary of an im"Fuel Facts," contains so
so
portant subject,
many interesting sidelights on

war and peace, and so much valuand general information of one sort and
that the professional man with an eye for
knowledge will welcome an opportunity

the business of
able advice

another,
practical
to read

it.

Interlocked Steel Gratings
frequently necessary or desirable to use gratabout
a building.
As window and vault guards,
ing
It is

and

registers, for instance,
in the interlocked steel

architects will recognize

gratings herein discussed
a medium for the
accomplishment of these aims
which promises satisfaction.
Mitchelr-Tappen Co.,
'5 John Street, New York, are the manufacturers.
These gratings were originally designed for sidewalk openings over
subways, and for

power

plants

herein described has been widely
marine work where requirements
and
navy
It has been found
are of the most exacting kind.
to give maximum light and ventilation, and also
absolute interlocking
great rigidity, due to the
fact
that members run
the
and
referred
to,
above

The grating

used

in

In many instances
continuously in both directions.
the gratings are used without any grating framing
for spans up to ten or twelve feet.
The illustration shows the interlocked type of
of the Winchester
grating protecting the first story
New
Conn., and gives
Arms
Haven,
Co.,
Repeating
an idea of the substantial character of the material.
Further information may be obtained by a perusal

of Bulletin G-2, sent on request by Mitchell-Tappen
Co.,
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15

John Street,

New

York.
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Ventilating for Results

Tempting People

In any building, provision for adequate ventilation is an essential. Too much stress cannot be laid

upon

it

as a

to health

guard

and an incentive

to

energetic attention to the activities within.
roof ventilator which has received both the

A

award ribbon at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition and the gold medal of the
Department of Agriculture, is "Alpina,'' made by
official

the

Milwaukee Corrugating

Co.,

Milwaukee,

\Yis.

It is appreciated that perfect ventilation means
a constant circulation of adequate fresh air without
draft.
The logical outlet for foul air is the roof,

the place to which

fresh air

it

naturally ascends.

A

system

draw the foul air out where the
should come in, is one which fails to take

which attempts

to

advantage of the assistance obviously available.
Alpina roof ventilators exhaust the foul air from
the building at a point where no counter currents
At the
of fresh air can hinder their operation.

same

windows or other fresh

time,

air intakes are

accomplish this special purpose.
Fresh air, though admitted in abundance, is rapidly contaminated by the foul air present unless
left free to

and forcibly carried off. PubIn theaters,
buildings are often overcrowded.
schools or churches, for instance, the problem is not
so much how to admit fresh air supply as it is to
this is systematically
lic

take

away

the used air as fast as

it is

expelled from

the lungs of the occupants.

The Alpina Syphon Revolving Ventilator placed
at the highest point of a roof intercepts

and takes

advantage of the slightest breeze from any direcvacuum caused by the passage of air curtion.
rents produces a suction which draws out the foul

A

through the stock of the ventilator. This influence strengthens the natural tendency of the
warm, impure air to rise to the highest point in the

air

interior of the building.
The Alpina has a large capacity due to the fact
It is said
that it is not stationary, but revolving.

nothing to operate and to be easy and inexpensive to install. Technical details are printed
in a booklet published by the Milwaukee Corrugating Co. The company conducts an engineering department for the benefit of architects who have unusual conditions to meet in the matter of ventilating.

It is

well said that there

is

to Paint

a mesmeric fascination

watching paint transform an old shabby surface
into something bright and attractive.
We stand and watch the painter applying his
brush even at the risk of paint spots on our outer
garments or on our observing heads.
That there is an irresistible itching to apply the
in

paint ourselves is shown by Mark Twain in his
It will be remembered
story of ''Tom Sawyer.''
that Tom capitalized on this tendency by selling the

boys the privilege of painting Aunt Polly's fence.
His profits were an apple, a kite, a dead rat and a
string to swing it with, twelve marbles, part of a
jew's-harp, a piece of blue bottle-glass, a spool cannon, a key, a fragment of chalk, a glass stopper for
a decanter, a tin soldier, a couple of tadpoles, six
fire-crackers, a kitten with only one eye, a brass

doorknob, a dog collar, the handle of a knife, four
pieces of orange peel, and a dilapidated window
sash.

The profit of the man who applies Dixon's
Silica-Graphite Paint to his smokestack or roof or
boiler-front, or any other surface requiring protective paint, is the satisfaction that comes in a
coating of paint that is good to look upon, with a
choice of four colors any one of which can be used
as a trimming if desired, and a knowledge based

on the experience of others for over fifty years that
he will not need to repaint for perhaps many years
to come.
Sometimes repainting has been done, not for
greater durability, but simply through a desire for
a change of color.

Dixon's Silica-Graphite Paint is a paint that is
not affected by heat or cold, acids or alkalies, and
is one that is not affected by sunlight and therefore

The only change that can come to it
the natural discoloration which comes from dust
and smoke and to which all paints are subject.

never fades.
is

Now

to cost

that the stress of

war

is

over, houses

and

kinds should be brightened up and
better protected with a coat of Dixon's SilicaFrom "Graphite," published
Paint.
Graphite
monthly b\< Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey
iron

City,
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ARMCO IRON
For Safe, Sound, and Profitable
Building Construction
tear down is the business of war; to build up is the business
of peace. Razed and ravaged Europe must be restored, and
busy America must continue to grow and expand. It is
great
absurd to think that the next decade will see otherwise than a
colossal building boom in every part of the world.

TO and

With the world demanding construction

of a

permanent nature,

We expect
metal will be used for building as never before.
every available pound of our product, Armco (American Ingot)
Iron, to be used for such purposes as fast as we can supply it.
In every phase of its manufacture, Armco Iron is subjected to
It combines
scientific and never-ending care and inspection.
purity, evenness, density and other qualities that make for
durability.

Building Uses for

Armco

Iron

In every kind of building, new or altered, residential, industrial,
public, or office, Armco Iron can be most profitably employed
for all exposed metal parts such as roofing, coping, pent nouses,

skylights, water tanks, ventilators, window frames and sashes,
and for such purposes as metal lath where durability is a factor

even though the metal

is

not directly exposed.

Every architect, builder and property owner or investor who
interested in safe, sound, and profitable building construction,
should write us for information specifically applied to his building problems.
is

The trade-mark

ARMCO

carries

the

assurance that iron bearing that mark is manufactured by The American Rolling Mill Com-

pany

with the

skill

^AMERICAN

and fidelity
intelligence
associated with its prod-

and hence can be
depended upon to posucts,

sess

in

the

gree
for

the highest demerit claimed

it.

THE AMERICAN ROLLING MILL CO.
MIDDLETOWN, OHIO
Licensed Manufacturers Under Patents Granted to
The International Metal Products Co.

at New York, Washington, Pittsburgh,
Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, St. Louis,
Atlanta, San Francisco and Buffalo

Branch Offices
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Type
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S.

NUMBER

2252

War Memorial

of

for the

Proposed

1919

19,

City of Boston

FRANKLIN

there has been a

general movement throughout the country to cause
the memorials of the present war
to take on a practical value to the

ALREADY

community, incorporating the idea
of their use as community centers,
or including halls for public forums
and meetings, or auditoriums that
will also be available for use for

and

dramatic

So

musical

occasions.

however, the structures
that have been actually proposed
along these lines have been exclusively for the smaller cities and
towns. Boston is, perhaps, the first
far,

the larger American cities to
shape definite plans for a structure

of

that

the

amplifies

"Community

Center" idea to truly metropolitan
proportions.

The large
have

scattered
the

city,

of course, must

many "Community Centers"
throughout

public

school

is

its

area,

coming

and
into

very general use for such purposes.
The up-to-date American city, however, requires some large central
structure

which

will

fulfill

similar

purposes on the scale necessary for
the large

As

this plan
has been visualized in Boston it in-

community.

cludes not only

all

the

DETAIL-MAIN-EN

-PROPOSED
-BOSTONIJBERTY'MEMORIAI;
F~RA.NK CHOUTCAU BROWN-

attributes

usually found in the smaller

com-

munity center of course on the larger scale but
ilso other elements intended to make the
building
the educational, recreational, and social
headquarfor
and the actual plan has
city and state
luen so
that these uses in no
detract
ters

way

developed

I

rum

the

dignity

and character of

its

memorial

consider the latter

first,

the central feature of

the plan

forming the entrance to the great Auditorium. opening on to the
communicating cross
Corridor of the Allies,
terminating at one end in the
Cafyright.

1919,

Army and

at the other in the Hall of

Memorial Pantheon, reproduced
Navy
at a smaller yet dignified scale from the Roman
original, which is probably universally regarded as
the most impressive and commanding architectural
is

the

structure in the world.

Located

in this position,

it

daily by thousands of
citizens, thus serving its purpose far better than
could be the case with any isolated arch or any
other purely memorial structure.
Opening from the Corridor of the Allies are

would be

xpression.

To

Hall of the
the

The Archiltctural

6-

visited

and used

Rn.lding Press (Inc.)
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and naval organizations.
right

is

The wing

at

the

especially intended to be used for

large city receptions and other municipal
gatherings, the Hall of the Army providing
a dignified meeting
place, and Massachusetts Hall beyond
(65 by 150 ft. in
size)

being available for large banquets, military
dances, or gatherings of the war veterans,
or for convention purposes. This
banquet

communicates

hall

with
the
directly
the
Civic
large

speaker's

in

platform
Auditorium, which

will make it possible
for the city to entertain
visiting notables
with a banquet in Massachusetts Hall,
taking them afterwards into the Civic

Auditorium, where a larger public meeting
might have been arranged.

The purpose of the building is expressed
on the exterior main 1'ac.ade by a colonnade,
each column of which would represent one
the allied nations and support a figure
symbolic ot that nation or representing its

ot

national hero, while the frieze of the entablature would be carved with the nations'

names.
theon

At the rear of the Memorial
is

the

large

auditorium,

I'an-

also

ap-

proached from the street at the back, which
is an important thoroughfare traversed bv
street car lines.
The auditorium has a floor
8(> ft. wide by 150 ft. long, from which
rise tiers of seats on all four sides, reached

from outer circulatory corridors entirely
surrounding the hall. A similar arrangement occurs on each floor, serving convenience of access and insulating the auditorium from outer noise, the seats being
continued in a deeply pitched balcony
above, ending at the back in a colannade
that is carried entirely around the top of the auditorium, which is 150 by 250 ft. in size. The seating
capacity of the auditorium is about 6000 ]>eople.
with an opportunity for six hundred to eight hundred more to stand in the colonnaded gallery behind

'LIBERTY* MEMORIAL

rooms, lighted from above, each of which is to he
allotted to a racial
group of foreign-born Americans within the
community, and their individual hall
be used by them both as a
meeting place and
headquarters at all times, as well as for the exhibition of their national art and other
features, thus
is

to

the balcony seats.

Besides the speaker's stand

at
1

one end, opposite which is a "Presidential Box.'
intended for use on national occasions, there are
two other permanent boxes, one for the Mayor and
one for the (rovernor, located in the center of the
auditorium on each side, connected with retiring

providing graphic reproductions of their historic
background and culture for the benefit -of any vishe rooms will be
at all times to the
I

open
an educational feature, and will
luo serve as
passages and exits from the circulatory
melon
surrounding the large auditorium in the
ir to the
memorial corridor at the front ot the
feneral public as

rooms beneath by a private

The
it

it

tion

purposes, or for the headquarters of military

lower

level, so that

also possible to approach or empty the floor
directly from a corridor on a lower story than that

building.
'tlier rooms
opening from the corridor and halls
each end would
provide simple yet dignified meetK places, accommodating twenty-five to three liun'I
people, for public committees, or for conven-

staircase.

street at the rear is at a

is

shown

at the

back of the seating

Some

tier

on the princi-

idea of the general arrangement can best be obtained from the sections appearing at each side of the view of the auditorium in
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up from

which the hydraulic stage

raised above the floor level, bringing

from

its

position in a smaller theater auditorium beneath a

in the

space below.

is shown raised into place
position in the smaller theater auditorium

completely equipped and permanently constructed

This drawing- indicates the spaces available under
the inclined seats which are utilized for cloak rooms,
smoking rooms, dressing rooms, storage and other
purposes, the relation of the outer corridors to the

main memorial

its

floor at each story,

and

illustrates

how

the spectators can enter and leave the seat locations by various levels.
The auditorium staircases

boxes and fly gallery, all
ready for large operatic and dramatic perform-

stage, with proscenium,

The

ances.

seats in front of the stage

are arranged in four stair wells, separated both from
the auditorium and the enclosing building, but avail-

of the street.

from both, thus making for economy in
construction and safety in case of panic or fire.
The entire construction, of course, would only be
undertaken on the most permanent and indestruct-

music

able for use

when

at the

lower level would accommodate about fifteen hundred spectators, and while the gallery would be
entered from the lower street level, the lower floor
would be as in English theaters below the level
Situated at the rear of the left wing is a smaller
theater, similarly entered from the rear

which, with its balcony, would seat between
This audinine hundred and one thousand people.
torium could be used by singers and other soloists,
street,

AUDITORIUM' 1NTLR1ORJ^ HCW1NG 'HYDRA.ULIC'6TAGE'
PROPOSED 'LIBERTY MEMORIAL'- FOR. THE CITY* or:

*

.

*

ible basis,

and the treatment of the auditorium itself
would be simple yet dignified, adapted to supply

and for chamber music, for Greek plays and gradu-

appropriate surroundings for important civic meetings and the best acoustic results.

three of these elements, the auditorium, music theater and banquet hall, will help provide the material

Such an auditorium as is here described should
become an important element in the development of
a city and in the lives of its future citizens. It pro-

income necessary

vides a place for important conventions for large
choral entertainments and concerts, a space in which
;

reunions or reviews of soldiers and sailors could be
held, with ample room remaining for spectators.

The floor, eighty by one hundred and fifty feet,
could be used for dancing, for large pageants, and
for many other purposes.
Its level could be made
to

change easily so as to help sight lines for public
meetings or dramatic performances. One end, including the speaker's rostrum and a portion of the
floor

90

is

feet

arranged as the roof of a huge elevator car,
wide and 40 feet deep, which can be

ation exercises.

It

should also be noted that

to maintain and
use of the structure.

make

all

freer public

The remainder

of the basement space, extending
beneath
the
floor of the main auditorium, is
partly
given to swimming pools, shower baths, bowling
alleys,

and certain exercise rooms and courts for

recreation purposes, available for the Service Club
in the evenings and for students in the daytime.

A

also provided in connection with the
kitchen in the basement, which is also used to serve

restaurant

is

the banquets given in the large ballroom on the floor
above.
The Memorial Pantheon is actually intended for
the State

Flags"

202

Memorial

and

it

is

being essentially a "Hall of
intended to be kept entirely free

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
from superfluous sculpture or decoration, these
adornments being relegated to the Memorial Halls
of the Army and Navy, which, with the walls of the
Corridor and the principal memorial rooms on the

under the one roof would not be
required for other

community purposes.
here are also other interests, such as the various
groups who would accept and make use of the
"Halls of the Nations." that could be counted
upon
to contribute
directly part of the expense of providing a memorial of this kind and size.
There
are. besides, many business
organizations which
would be especially interested in a civic auditorium.
I

racial

front of the building provide ample wall space for

and other commemorative memorials.
indeed intended that these rooms would be furnished by the friends of different
military units or
organizations, each room thus becoming a permatablets, busts
It is

MUSIC T
LIBERT Y
nent

feature

of

the

state

or

city's

memorial

Those interested

in

that

part

of the memorial

record.

which

Not only could especial contributions be obtained
in this
way, but much of the helpful interest that
would thus be raised should undoubtedly aid in ob-

"League of Nations" would find that expression in
the harmonious colonnade of the faqade, indicating

taining public contributions to the whole Memorial
structure
just as the School Committee has

same nations which are provided on

already

expressed

its

to

contribute

the

half

willingness
it has available in order to obtain
headquarters in a building so much of which could
IK- utilized
by the School Committee between those
times when the various different functions included
million

dollars

best

symbolizt-s

the

current

idea

of

the

the equally closely related groups of halls of th
the plan of the

This floor, throughout its entire
intended
to be maintained on a commemoarea,
rative scale of simple yet dignified beauty, which
could be counted upon to impress all those entering
principal floor.
is

the structure, for whatever purposes they
have come to the building.
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The "Halls of
enough

the Nations" should be interesting
to draw, in the daytime, groups of school

children and others into the Pantheon on their

way

to study this visualization of European civilization,
just as in the evening they should draw to them-

desired, in advance of any remaining portions of
the structure.

Finally there remain a few words to be said about
the drawings.
Because of the fact that almost as

soon as the scheme was presented to the architect,
Mr. Frank Chouteau Brown, it became necessary to

selves the racial groups for which they would provide a headquarters, all by their very juxtaposition
and inclusion in the Civic Memorial, expressive of

meet the ideas and suggestions of a number of

common part in the war and the harmonious
fusion of these nations into our democratic Ameri-

their

and then arranging those ideas

can city organism.
It

in a

form available

for quick presentation
to
committees a n d

con-

neither

is

indi-

viduals or organizations interested in the five or six
different principal elements comprising the problem,

gether desirable, that
this structure should

others already endeavoring to determine the type of
memorial to be built

be undertaken at
one time, although it
is
necessary to have

in the community, it
became necessary to
turn almost immedi-

templated,

nor

considered

as

is

it

alto-

all

the

scheme

complete

definitely

scheme

graphic
of the
scheme by means of
simply arranged perpresentation

so

complete
even would
remote
for
provide
future additions
so
that

the

to

ately

mind, a

in

it

spectives.

extension of the

Once the arrangement of the plan, the
scheme for the elevation and the principal
section
had estab-

building to meet the

lished the relation of

demands

the

that

a

can

be

site

originally
of

provided

sufficient capacity for

the

that

individual parts
the perspectives were
started, much of the

always

eventually arise. And,
although the structure
is

illustrated

in

and actual design being worked out
on the perspectives
and checked back to
plan and elevation. In

a

detail

reasonably complete
form, it would be an
entirely possible and

probably

the

most

order to

ficient

amount

of

funds appears to be
in
sight the Mem-

paper reproduction
incidentally, to
simplify their render-

and,
CHgmTEAU'HOWN.. ARCHITECT-

Pantheon, which
provides the central
element, and then later continue to build the two
front wings, which would make the front Memorial
Fagade complete. This would also provide sufficient area for the school headquarters and, as the
orial

make

the peravailable
for
spectives
purposes of news-

to
practical
thing
start out by building
as soon as a suf-

wings extending to the rear could be added later,
the other interests involved could be taken care of,
one after the other, leaving only the Civic Auditorium to be finally built into the court of the comOn the other hand, if the Civic
pleted scheme.
Auditorium were the immediate need, that could
be built following the Pantheon or, if it was

.

fr DeilNCATOR. BOSTON. 3AN.I7

ing

and

reduce

the

amount of time necessary

to

their

presentation

to

the absolute

mini-

mum

the adoption of the type of straight "line
rendering" carried more or less consistently
through all these illustrations was determined upon
and, that convention once adopted, it was adapted to
meet the various problems encountered in the pres;

entation of the structure as they were
time to time.

met from

The result is submitted for what interest of rendering or of design it may possess. At the moment
the matter of a War Memorial is directly before

266
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the larger American public for consideration in one
form or another. A memorial of some sort or
other will be built in thousands of American towns
and cities.
Thus far the ideal here proposed has
met with a wide and general local acceptance that
seems to indicate that these plans combine to meet

An American Memorial
By GEORGE

\Y.

MAHER,
known

is

typical of

other

I.

!

to

the races of the

city, all

therefore fitting that the proposed memorial
to be erected in Chicago to Theodore Roosevelt

and character of a man who

in a marked degree to the virile life that
centered in this great metropolis.
Therefore it
should be beyond all peradventure American in in-

responded
is

and execution
unworthy of Chicago and the
ception, design

otherwise

;

it

will be

nation.

that this national defect should be recognized

clearly understood by those who are
with the responsiblity of erecting a

throughout the
this country, as also abroad,
has unanimously accredited him this distinction.
Hence the purpose of our text: It is unforcountry has not
always responded or comprehended the fundamental principles that lie back of great historic
events, such as, for instance, the potential significance of the world war just ended. The designs
thus far produced in the majority of cases are conthis

Too

clusive evidence of this assertion.

often

we

memorials and monuments, camouflaged with

precedent types of architecture and sculpture, which
seldom bespeak the reason for their existence or
the purpose for which they have been erected.
These monuments become in time mere passing
phases of interest in the eye and mind of the public

and possess

Above
faculty

all,

intrinsic or historic value.
they portray a sterility of the creative

little

and are unworthy of the

spirit

and

ideals

of our great country.
There are many reasons that could be enume*Reprinted from the January Bulletin of the

and

entrusted

worthy memo-

It

that

is

really great

cannot create or possess an indigenous art

and architecture, as well, indeed, as poetry, literature and music.

The

difficulty in

America thus far

in its history
sincere attempt to encourage the native qualities of genius in our midst,
to produce a creative art, especially in the art of
is

that there has been

little

architecture.

in editorials

in

Theodore Roosevelt.
is an axiom that no country

now

rial to

There has been no

Roosevelt has been universally termed the great

erect

Institute of Architects

rated emphasizing the lack of understanding on the

Jt is

tunate that the art world

American

part of the public, the architect and the artist, who
are responsible for such evidences of a flagrant
It seems, therefore,
sacrilege in the realm of art.

Here is the universal melting pot, which is producing- a new and dominant race that will express
the true aspirations of America.

American. The press
length and breadth of

Theodore Roosevelt*

Here, perhaps, more

ideal.

life

rial that will

A., President, Illinois Chapter,

earth are blended together into a unit, a citizenship expressive of our nationality, or a democratic

should typify the

to determine upon some type of memobe an equally wise and judicious investment intended to aid in the maintenance and perpetuation of a future democracy in America

communities

the world over as a city

America.

CHICAGO
than
any
in

F. A.

the wishes of nearly every element existing in one of
our larger American cities.
It remains for other

Illinois

for

it

insistent

demand

or support

either in the educational world or in public-

press or magazine. There has been no propaganda
for a national architecture indigenous to this counIt was said before the war that America was
a country without ideals, but this assertion has been

try.

America is now
disapproved.
recognized as the greatest idealistic nation. As a
people we have been prone to lean upon the art
achievements of Europe for all that we have accomoverwhelmingly

and indeed one of our greatest hindrances
is that many of our prominent
and influential artists and architects have been educated in ateliers abroad and are as a result of
training and impression not in intimate touch or
sympathy with American inspiration and development. This fact is evidenced by the actual work
produced, notably in architecture, and travelers
from abroad have repeatedly commented on this
plished,

to a national art

anomaly.

However, it can be stated with truth that cannot
be contradicted that successful efforts pertaining
to a creative building art has been

produced

in this

country and has proved conclusively that there are
Society of

(Continued on page 272)

Architects.
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otherwise

be

held

in

question of labor presents the only uncerfactor in building operations. \o one can
foretell just what the future attitude of
organized
labor will be.
It would seem reasonable to assume

Till-tain

demand

Owned

3,

would

that

abeyance.

that with the supply even

CLEVELAND OFFICE, Guardian Building
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 320 Market Street

March

very interesting phase of practice that
be able to work out and set in motion

may

No. 2252

it

will not

now far in excess of the
be possible to insist on the pres-

ent high scale of prices that
prevailed during the
war.
Hut those who have given this matter the
closest study are firmly of the l>elief that there will

be no material reduction in wages for some time. In
fact with the present ruling prices of
material, the
large number of unemployed, the steady increase in

and the shortage occasioned by the cessaof building, there is every gocxl reason to
regard the timidity to resume building as merely
temporary.
The educational work being carried forward by
rentals,

Build
"'

V

I

A

HIS

country

condition,"

is

Now

tion

confronted with a peculiar

states

C.

II.

Blackall

in

the

course of an article contributed to the Banker and

Tradesman. "We all feel the necessity for building
and building now. but there is a curious reluctance
to get started."
In view of facts that are or should be apparent
to everyone who contemplates undertaking a build-

ing operation, the real cause for this tardiness is
difficult to understand.
Mr. Blackall in this article
directs attention to the almost exact stabilization of
building prices during the past ten years, and as
verification gives specifically the result of bids on

A project begun
contemplated building.
but abandoned in 1917 is now again under contract,
and the bids received disclose that identically the
same work without any change can be built at an
certain

Inasmuch as
from these buildings will

average advance of but 10 per cent.
the

rentals

obtainable

exceed that percentage, the operation presents a
concrete example of the folly of further hesitancy.
There has been a decided rearrangement in the
prices of building materials during the past two
months. Steel to-day is lower in price than it was
in 1898, although it still rules higher than it did in
1915.

which was the period of the lowest price for

many years.
of cement.

The same

conditions affect the price

Department of Labor is already bearing fruit.
must be considered that the conditions produced
during the war, and which were the result of almost
two years of abnormality, cannot l>e at once overcome.
Hut with our increased public wealth, the
the
1(

fairly free supply of loaning capital, each
freely released, it will soon become

day now

more

apparent
that further cautiousness is not only unwise, but
that it is, as affecting the individual, poor business
policy.

We

have two hundred and sixty-five

lars of wealth.

billion dol-

We

are to-day wealthier than four
of the wealthiest nations of the world combined.

We

have $2,500,000,000 worth of gold, the greatest

amount ever in the possession of this country, and
more than half the gold in the world.
the war over, all danger of hostile
attack from any other nation passed, we are
cautiously looking ahead, trying to pierce the

WITH
still

veil

of the future,

yet,

because of a certain psycho-

we are

waiting, vainly hoping that
prices of labor and material will be considerablylogical status,

reduced.
it is hard to understand.
have been as a nation known abroad as always

Such supercautiousness

We
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ready to take a "sporting chance." Such a chance
presupposes a certain gamble. With all the tangible
evidences of our present and future prosperity beIn the name of
fore us we now hesitate to build.

common

sense,

why

?

Referring to this period, Mr.
generally offered.
Blackall states: "The contracting firms are always
anxious to place their orders for the year, labor is
complicate the matter and the supply of
materials generally is such that prices are at a low
level.
Furthermore, if building initiative is postponed beyond these three months we would then
less apt to

be in the midst of the building boom which is sure
come before very long, when prices may advance

to

it

may

lie

more

difficult to enlist either capital

or labor."

Those who followed the often repeated injunction during the war, 'to plan then, should be in the
To defer doing
very best position to build now.

so is to become unmindful of their best interests,
and to be perhaps as unpatriotic by inaction as they
would have been to have undertaken to evade the
Government's restriction of six months ago.

An

Efficiency Test
are many men in the profession
architecture who have demonstrated in

THERE

of
the

most forceful way the shortsighted policy of the
national Government in its relations to architecture.
For many long and wearying months these men
Their duties of a
toiled in departmental positions.
most arduous nature, their working hours long and
with responsibilities, they freely gave to the
service of their country all they had.
And this all
was a measure of performance the result of years
of active practice of the real profession of archifilled

were conducting investigations as to the supply and
sources of material
they were devising schemes
for its routing and prompt delivery.
They were
investigating the labor and social conditions of the
vast numbers of working people who at a high
speed were striving to make us fit and ready for
our big task of winning the war. None of these
men was compelled to serve an apprenticeship in
these things.
They came to their tasks master
builders, master organizers, master workmen.
the fleet came out of Santiago, Admiral Evans signaled, "Steady, men, this is
what we have been educated for." The architects

WHEN

who

took up their work

points where the

had

operations

in Washington and at other
Government was conducting vast
been educated and perfected

through long experience for just the thing they
were doing. It is too early now for the profession
to receive the recognition that

when

services, but

men

it

the facts are

deserves for these

known

it

is

cer-

tain that the profession of architecture will reap
the reward that is its due for its wonderfully efficient co-operation during the war.
Another class which has also helped to set public

straight is composed of those men who
individually or as working partners have
during a period of cessation of building operations
efficiently maintained their organizations at a con-

opinion
either

siderable

when

loss,

so

now

that

the time has arrived

the best interests of the

a return to

Government demand

normal building conditions, they stand

ready, fully equipped, for the work before them.
Many of these firms had maintained their equipment and at the same time had relinquished for im-

portant Government

tecture.

The majority

it

men were

;

\Yith the approach of the spring months we shall
have reached the time when the lowest bids are

and

aside to serve their country. All of these
practicing architecture in its highest development, in its ultraradministrative phases. They

they set

work many men

in their or-

thus employed spent
but little time in the practice of their profession, as
it is
mistakenly understood by the general public,

ganizations.
Most of the professions have profited materially
as the result of this war. There have been to them

and also, most unfortunately, by many men in high
and responsible Government positions. They were
not crouched over drawing boards creating beau-

many avenues

of the

evolving aesthetic details, or sitting in
conferences in which the principal topic was Art.
tiful designs,

But what they were really doing was no different,
except perhaps in the magnitude of the operations,
from the work they had been quietly pursuing when

for advancement, for substantial and
remunerative service. In the profession of architecture the record has been a spirit of self-sacrifice.
Architects have been forced to contemplate what
has been practically a ban on professional activities.
That they have survived this crisis, have emerged
at this time equipped to take up their work efficiently, is a
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A Coming

Extension of Architec-

quantity schedules along with the plan and specification.

tural Service
is

I

obvious that the successful execution of a

building contract must satisfy the owner, the
the architect. This condition is
affected by numerous elements that enter into such

corporated in the contract price and
ultimately paid
by the owner. By deducting the cost of a
quantity
survey from the payments to the contractor and reimbursing the surveyor, the owner's estimator instead of the contractor's estimator is
The
paid.
ultimate cost of the
project is not adversely affected and is very often
cheapened by the elimination
of error in
quantity estimating.

ITcontractor and

an undertaking.
Some of these elements have a
greater influence on the contract than others, but
all require careful attention.

The essential elements of the execution of a
building contract are the furnishing of materials
and labor by the contractor for a compensation

In

veyor

The fundamental factor
provided by the owner.
of a contract is the materials, and their
quantity
and quality governs the extent of the labor involved.
The quantity of material and its attendant labor

making the measure of the quantities, the surin no manner interferes with
the design or

construction of the building nor docs he encroach
on any prerogative of the architect the
surveyor
is
simply the means of interpreting the plans and
specifications in terms of materials.
In the new order of
things, the elimination of
waste and indefiniteness is demanded in
every activity and the readjustment of routine
will

must be correctly estimated as the basis of the contract, for no transaction which includes an error
can be satisfactory or just. Error
may vary in degree and importance, but if the fundamental factor
is in error the whole transaction is
vitally affected.

Hence

he cost of
estimating these quantities is now
by the contractor in the first instance, in-

paid

practice
In this case, there is no doubt
surely come about.
but that the errors of
quantity estimating on the
part of the- contractor and the cost of the tre-

follows that a satisfactory contractual relationship must be free from fundamental errors.
it

mendous duplication of this work, will be done
away with. Being the proper function of the archi-

The

plan and specification are the directions that
guide the furnishing of materials and labor on the
part of the contractor, subject to
and

tect to control this

interpretation,
are ordinarily thought to be a sufficient basis for
such a contract.
The plan and specification,

work, as completing his service

owner and the contractor, it is
comply with the demand. Should he
to the

by-

his

not

duty to
do"

so.

then inevitably be done by the owner and
the architect will surrender that control which lie
must maintain to make his position secure. This
it

and word, only indicate the limits of each particular factor which enters into the
completed
whole.
They cannot and they do not indicate
directly the volume or measure of these factors. To
line

will

rendering of complete architectural service cannot
long be delayed.

complete the presentation of the project to the contractor, as a basis for a contract

and its execution,
measure of the volume and quality of the material must be included.
In other words the comthe

plete interpretation of the architect's conception of
the building must include the
plan, the specification

and the measure of the materials involved.

Criticism and
The

Editors,

THE AMERICAN ARCHITKCT:

Paragraphs Nos.

i, 2. 3, 4 and 5 of the article
on "The Practice of Architecture" in your issue of
Nov. 27, I fully endorse. If we have had a measure

The custom of requiring the contractor to estimate the quantities is a delegating of the archi-

of success as architects

function of interpreting his conception of the
Modern building undertakings
"rejected building.
ulk in such a degree of
magnitude that individual
stimates of quantities of all kinds
may be made by
one hundred or more
persons, translating the plan
into
quantity according to the variable ability of the

architect's success

tect's

Every plan and specification requires a
niform reading and it is manifestly impossible for
the architect to have a direct contact with each
estimator.
To conserve the architect's time and
make the basis of cost
estimating uniform and

"rtimators.

'ruly

Comment

it

is

because

we have made

these principles govern our practice. Few are really
successful architects unless they have governed their
The measure of an
practice as therein set forth.
is largely governed
by how nearly
he follows this as outlined in the above mentioned

paragraphs.
I have in
forty-five years' practice had as
clients the sons, the fathers and the grandfathers,

my

in a

number of

instances,

by taking care of every-

OCTAVIUS MORGAN,

thing.

of Morgan, Walls

Los Angeles,

comparable necessitates the furnishing of the
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An American Memorial

worthy if it is a replica of any Greek, Roman or
European model or precedent. Pericles and the
Caesars inspired the artists of their country and
age and the temples and monuments erected

to

Theodore Roosevelt
(Continued from page 268)

men

and

our midst, who, if
given the opportunity, can create in marble and
bronze a result that is worthy of our aspirations
and an honest effort to express our life.
Chicago has already produced a type of architecture which
has been given more recognition
abroad in London and Paris than near its native prairie soil which gave it birth.
This theme or type of art has not been fully developed nor yet officially recognized by our art or
technical schools, but the movement is under way
and is virile and is gaining momentum and recruits
and will be fostered in time by the country. It
will be encouraged by the masses of people who by
of

vision

ability

in

instinct will ever call for their

The memorial

to

own.

through their inspiration typify their civilizations.
If this great American, now silent in speech,
could express to us his ideals in regard to an American effort as he has upon many auspicious occasions,
notably before the convention of the American
Institute of Architects at Minneapolis in the year

His
this argument would be unnecessary.
was for an American art and architecture.
The great public will hail with emotion and
grateful appreciation a theme that is consistent with
his ideals, which he proclaimed in precept and
1917,

plea

example during the extent of his useful life.
Let no man or influence divert the great spirit of
his aspirations in any memorial monument to be
erected to his

a

Theodore Roosevelt

will be

un-

I.

As

A.

(See plate section for illustration)

details

life,

otherwise

life

it

will

be a false note,
of the

and nonexpressive
of this great American.

attempt

character and

and

Furness House, Baltimore
By EDWARD HUGHES GLIDDEN. A.

discordant

have therefore not been reproduced.
which is of red brick and lime-

to the exterior,

stone, the relative proportions of the fronts were
determined to a greater or lesser degree by the ex-

WITHY & CO., LTD., steamship
owners and agents, one of the great corporations of Great Britain and Ireland, with

istence of old pile foundations which could not be
removed and replaced without great delay, owing to
the lack of labor caused by the war.

many of the seaports of the world,
decided some time since to erect their own personal
office buildings in certain of the cities of this

greater projection of the central feature in
each front would have probably been advisable.
The carved ornament of the east front was purposely executed in higher relief than that of the
west by reason of the fact that a large building
throws its shadow over the east fagade throughout
the morning with the exception of a period of about

FURNESS

offices located in

country.

The

port of Baltimore was the

first

to be con-

and the architect was requested to design
a small building which would be of a dignified and
sidered,

pleasing type, without being at
the slightest degree bizarre.

in

over-ornate or
In addition they

all

desired a building of a traditional English type.
It was decided to adopt the style shown by the

accompanying photographs, and the
felt

used

clients

have

the type so appropriate that they have since

another city.
plans of the building have little of interest, as
in the lower story there is merely a corridor running
from street to street, flanked with offices on either
it

in

The

side,

and the upper story

room with

is one large skylit counting
private offices at the east end. The plans

A

an hour.

A

greater freedom was used in the design of
the west front than in that of the east, and it is
questionable if the results are as good.

The private office of the manager of the Baltimore division is shown. This is a simple room, but
unfortunate that the furniture and lighting
were not selected in better accord with the
small amount of decoration and that the trim of the
room was not painted rather than executed in
mahogany. The distortion caused by the wide angle
lens of the camera of course does not exist.
it

is

fixtures
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Affecting the Practice of Architecture

Construction Codes for Safety
Uniformity

bing a rubber

comb
comb becoming

can attract and hold
scraps of paper or oilier small
A treater
particles.
lor
precipitating the dust consists of two large
horizontal pipes connected
by means of a large
number of small vertical tubes, inside ,,f
which

To

effect a
similarity of safety codes so that construction interests
may not be so hampered in their
work, a plan which includes a tentative list of codes
in no less than
fifty-five lines, is being formulated
by the Department of Labor working in

wire, which is charged
hang
by means of direct
current to a potential of from
5<>.<xx) to 100.000
volts.
The tubes are grounded 'so that a
strong
tine

co-opera-

tion with the

Bureau of Standards. ^It is the idea
two departments to draft codes
covering all
in order that
injury to employees and "eco-

of the
trades

against a woolen garment, and
electrified

electrostatic field exists inside the tubes.

nomic loss to the nation

may both be' prevented as
of the safety codes will deal
with construction,
including demolition work, retaining walls, masonry, concrete and steel ladders,
stairways, runways; another code will deal with
far as possible.

One

War Boomed

Building

elevators, escalators, in which
particular attention
will be paid to
shaftways,

The monetary value of the war boom in
building
and engineering operations in the nation is
shown
in statistics
compiled and set forth in a recent bank
statement.
Contracts aggregating $1,6X9,242,000

rails,

were awarded

counterweights, guide
landings, cars, safety device controls and

amount on

record.

I

Codes already drawn
up by states and private
examined and the best

institutions will be
carefully
features of each will be

incorporated in the new
of the other subjects to be considered
call for the
investigation of plant arrangement as
might affect the routing of materials, the
design of
the buildings, clearances and
illumination, also fire
hazards, the spacing between
buildings, and material as
relating to the occupancy of the buildings.
codes.

in loiX, the
largest

cent of this sum is
^hirty-two per
represented by
(.overnnient work.
The contracts were let in
twentv-five States.

signals.

Some

Plan Solves Dust and

Public Contracts Executed
Expenditures

fiscal year 1918 totaled
$193.164.458.24, according to the report of C. W. 'arks, chief of bureau.
Six hundred and eighty-two
public works
contracts were executed during the
Since
year.
of last year 224 public works contracts were
July
I

i

executed.
I' or
the fiscal years 1917, 1918 and
1919 to date,
there has been appropriated for work over which
this bureau has cognizance a total of
$263,446,-

a

perplexing industrial problem, are the subject of
an article by William H. Easton
of the Westinghouse Company in Industrial

how

Management,

to

in

Year

ing the

Problem

he shows

in

work

performed under the
supervision of the Hureau of Yards and Docks dur-

Fumes

Dust and fumes, which have
always presented

for

575-53- () f t"is amount $27.509.000 was for maintenance and contingent expenses of yards and stations and $-'35.937. 57 f>-53 for
To
public works.
date, out of the total amount appropriated, there is

which

make

these injurious substances
useful by
merely pressing a button. In Mr. Easton's
Jectrostatic process the dust
particles are charged

unobligated $35,814.709.80.

vith

electricity so that they fly to the sides of a tube
-positely charged and cling there until dislodged

Thus valuable material that otherwise
jarring.
ould be lost is saved, and
according to Mr. Easton
smelting

collected copper-dust in this
way which netted the firm $180,000 a year more
than the cost of its
precipitating plant.
The electrostatic method of dust
precipitation

company

embodies an old
underlying principle, that of rub-

Plan Model

Farm Dwellings

The Department of Agriculture has developed
plans for model structures to help meet the demand
for tenant farm homes. It is believed by the department that better houses and an offer of permanent
employment arc needed to get large numbers of
men to work on farms.
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Steel Orders Smallest Since

October, 1915

A

decline of 694,884 tons in unfilled orders for
is reported by the United States Steel Cor-

January

The

poration.
the smallest

total

since

effect.

on Jan. 31 was 6,684,268 tons,

Oct.

were reported.

tons

system of military roads under military control.
The Secretary of Agriculture, under another plan,
can lay out national highways that meet all needs,
and he can use the Good Roads Act to put it into

1915, when 6,165,000
shrinkage which the in-

31,

A

dustry considers as emphasizing the slackening of
commercial purchases of steel after the armistice
was signed caused the decline of advance business
in December and January together of more than
1,400,000 tons.
The current bookings compare with 12,183,083
tons on April 30, HJI/, the maximum total reported

by the corporation, with 11,474,054 tons on Jan. 31,
1917, and 9.477,853 tons on Jan. 31 last year. From
Jan. 31, 1917, to the end of August that year orders
on hand did not fall below 10,400,000 tons at any
time and were not below 8,000,000 tons last year in
any month except December.
While new orders have fallen away rapidly since
Dec. i last the corporation's mills have been working above 75 per cent of capacity, with some around
85 per cent, according to estimates heard in the
trade.
The output has been partly for customers
who have specified against contracts placed prior
to the absorption of production
and also for the corporation's

by the Government
warehouses.
It is

Co-operation Against Fire Loss
In view of the fact that in ten months of 1918,
with the United States at war, the fire loss was
greater by a hundred million dollars than in the
corresponding period of 1916, the major part of

which was

strictly preventable, the resolutions re-

the committee on co-operation
Board of Fire Underwriters of
the Fire Marshals' Association of North America,

cently adopted by
with the National

The committee advoof particular import.
among other things, compulsory fire prevention education in schools the adoption of uni-

are

cated,

;

form records, greater fire protection for Federal,
State and municipal buildings which house pricethe adoption
less historic records and documents
of the recommendations resulting from the municipal surveys of the National Board engineers and
;

the acceptance of the offer of the New York City
Fire College to extend the privileges of this institution to the firemen of other states.

estimated that between 25 and 30 per cent of current production is going into stocks which were
greatly depleted during the period when war demands were requiring almost all the mill outturn.

Architects

British

Exhibit

American Timber
As

a step in the British reconstruction program,
exhibition of American timber in England
has just been held under the direction of the Royal
Institution of British Architects.
Housing forms
the

Improved Roads and Congress
Of

many measures

before Congress to improve highways and create a national interstate
system, two have the backing of the Administration,
having been formally approved by the Secretary of
Agriculture. The first, introduced by Senator Bankthe

first

a big part in the British reconstruction plan, and
many enterprises are projected in which timber will

be required to a large extent. The exhibit was prepared through the assistance of American Trade

Commissioner

T-

W.

Walker.

who fathered the present Goods Roads Act,
would amend that law by making available, in addihead,
tion

to

funds already appropriated, $600,000,000,

expended over a period of seven years. The
second, presented by Senator Swanson, directs the
Postmaster General to set aside, at the end of each
fiscal year, 60 per cent of the net proceeds derived
from the operation of motor trucks engaged in
carrying parcel post. This money would be used
in repair work on the roads where the trucks travel.
Senator Chamberlain, chairman of the Commit-

Collecting

to be

on Military Affairs, is the author of another
measure that outlines a plan for an initial approtee

priation of $100,000,000 to establish

and develop a

A

War Medals and

Relics

collection of material relating to the world war
will form one of the most important ever

which

shown,

is

now being assembled

States National

pose

is

Museum

to preserve

United

The pur-

The

collection

commemorative medals, military and
insignia, mementos and relics of spe-

naval service
cial note gathered during the war.
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the

Washington.
and exhibit a series of objects
the military and naval activities

vividly illustrating
of all countries engaged in the war.
will consist of

for

at

Current
Cady

Goes

Architectural Library

News
ciation

having been rejected.
Secretary Daniels
has announced that he would wait until a satisfactory design could be obtained, and indicated that he

to

Trinity College
years senior
of Hart-

might make public the citations upon which awards
will be based before the decorations themselves were

ford, Conn., has presented to the Trinity College
Library his valuable collection of books. Some 375

ready for distribution.
'1 he
Artists' Association had protested
against
the decoration adopted by the army.

Mr.

Cleveland Cady, for

J.

member

of the firm of

many

Cady & Gregory

volumes and nearly 2000 photographs are included
which Mr. Cady assembled at great
The
a period of forty years.
and
over
expense
and
wide
is
notable
for
its
completeness
library
scope of subjects and is considered one of the most
in the collection

Short Notes of

Among

in the col-

Fletcher's "Andrew Palladio and Ills
Works," Pugin's "Specimens of Gothic Architeclection are

includes

the district federal court, where naturalizations
be held, thus constituting appeal to patriotism
new made citizens. The principal facade also
panels giving titles of the battles of the war

"Ancient Sepulchral Monuments," Viollet Le Due's
"Dictionaire de 1'Architecture," L'hde's "Baudcnkmaler in Gross Britanien," Stuart and Revett's "Les
Antiquites d'Athenes," and Revol's "Architecture of
the Renaissance in England.'' A series of books on
Colonial architecture in this country includes some

gaged
private

further

prints that might be insignificant or commonplace.
Cathedrals as well as parish churches of England,

Ask

for

New

at

Naval Medal Designs

by the

i()4th

building

will

for

has
en-

Regiment.
will

be invested in

Cleveland. Ohio,
in addition to approxi-

enterprises

in

during the present year,
mately SXo.ooo.cxx} in public improvements, BuildHe
ing Commissioner Cunningham has estimated.

extensive and includes selections made by Mr. Cady
because of some peculiar excellence, eliminating any

number

in

Twenty-five million dollars

of the best known volumes on the subject, which
could be duplicated, if at all, only at great expense.
The coltection of photographs is also unique and

ings at Yale University and a smaller
Williams, Wesleyan and Trinity.

a

This memorial
victory achieved by our forces.
feature is in the grand stairway and fore-hall of

the Renaissance,'' Gotch's "Architecture of the Renaissance in England," Brindly and Weatherby's

profession for the past several years, but is perhaps
best remembered for his designing of the Metropolitan Opera House and the American Museum of
Natural History in New York, some fifteen build-

offices.
The design of the building
war memorial symbolic of the heroic

supplementary

ture," Street's "Gothic Architecture in Spain." Hill's
"Organ Cases and Organs of the Middle Ages and

France, Italy and Spain are included in the number,
as are noteworthy cottages of England and chateaux of France.
Mr. Cady has not been actively identified with the

Interest

A I'cderal \ ictory liinldmg is proposed by the
Springfield, .Mass.. Citizens' Improvement League
tor housing the post ot'tice, custom house, federal
land hank, and federal district court, with various

important sifts ever received by the college.
the handsomely bound volumes

News

estimated

3000 new homes

will

be con-

structed.

Agreement to launch immediately all jwssible
construction of public improvements and to urge
private activities of a similar nature, notwithstandfor materials, has been
reached by Governor Cox of Ohio, mayors,
county commissioners and other public officials.

ing existing high prices

Representative Clarence B. Miller of Minnesota
has made a strong appeal for favorable action on
his bill for the appropriation of $1,150,000 for the
construction of a public building in Duluth. It is
pro]>osed that the building house not only the post
office and federal courts, but the land office, the
steamboat inspection office and the Indian office.

One of the most serious problems now confronting the city of Sacramento, Cal., is the proper
housing of people establishing their homes there.

Secretary of the Navy Daniels has directed RearAdmiral Victor Blue, chief of the Bureau of Navigation, to ask a number of artists to prepare new
designs for naval distinguished service medals or

This point has been brought out fully in a report
just prepared by the housing committee of the Con-

crosses, the ones submitted

solidated

by the

Artists'

Asso-

2/5

Chamber of Commerce.
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Would
A

The figures, which show a per
past two years.
cent change up to as high as plus 60 per cent for
wheat for 1918 over 1917, indicate that the money

Create State Board of
Architecture

returned to the great farming sections of the midand south from the bumper crops surpasses

which has for its purpose the creation of a
board of architecture has been introduced before the West Virginia legislature by Senator H.
bill

dle west

state

for

all previous records.
In fact all of the chief agricultural sections of the country give an impetus to
building and construction work as well as to general

provides that within sixty days after its
the
passage,
governor shall appoint five persons,
who must be, at the time of their appointments,

by contractors and builders in farming regions especially and they must be prepared to take care of
whatever opportunities arise.

Harmer

\Y.

of Clarksburg.

The measure

is

before the judiciary committee of the senate
consideration.

The

now

Good

business activity.

bill

business can be expected

architects residing in the state, and who have been
engaged in the practice of their profession for at
five years.
These men shall constitute the
West Virginia Board of Architecture, two of whom
shall be appointed for one year and three for two

least

England's War Memorials on
Large Scale

years.

The measure

also provides that the

board

If plans so far

shall

necessary regulations and by-laws to govproceedings and rules and regulations for
the examination and registration of applicants desiring to practice architecture in accordance with the
all

adopt
ern

its

The most ambitious project yet prothat
of the Veterans' Association, which
posed
is planning a building of 1000 bedrooms and a conis

valescent
i.

000,000

home
will

for discharged men.
At least
be required to carry out the project

on adequate preliminary lines. Another important
plan calls for an "Overseas Memorial," a vast hotel

Contracts Public

for use of

War

all

men and women from

contractors in every industry are affected by
the announcement of the War Department that it

sions.

has ordered the revocation of the clause or clauses

the west side of

It

will

be built

in

its

overseas posses-

the heart of

Glasgow University purposes

in its contract prohibiting the publication in respect

to such contracts.

as an indica-

of

buildings.

provisions of the act.

May Make

made can be taken

the general program, war memorials in
England will take the form largely of spacious

tion

London.
on

to erect a chapel

present buildings.

The Leys School Memorial Fund now exceeds

Contractors are therefore author-

32,000, on which a first charge of 20,000 has been
the foundation of entrance and leaving

and permitted to furnish the public information
concerning War Department contracts and orders
received by them.
ized

laid -for

scholarships in memory -of those who have fallen in
It is now proposed to secure additional
the war.

support to provide for the erection of a memorial
honor of the part played in the war by the
old boys of Leys. Designs for the hall have already
been drawn by Sir Aston Webb. It would front on
hall in

Commission Appointed to Study
Farm Conditions Abroad
A

commission

tural

of ten

Reconstruction

Trumpington Road and would be
tectural landmark on the entrance

members

of the AgriculCommittee of the National

a striking archiinto Cambridge.

Board of Farm Organizations has been appointed
to visit Ev _'pe, to study conditions and represent

A

the association at the peace conference.
program is being worked out by the committee studying reconstruction based on the fundamental prinIt is of special
ciple affecting labor and capital.
significance to builders because agricultural prosis a barometer of general business
prosperity
and because this year promises special activity in
the field of farm construction.
The great farming sections have increased con-

perity

siderably in wealth during the past year as is shown
by the remarkable totals of crop values during the

Plan

Monument to America's
Womanhood

A

movement to erect in Washington a monument
"American womanhood in commemoration of her
loyalty, sacrifices and devotion to the American
expeditionary forces" has been started by the Third
American Army. Letters suggesting the idea were
to

written recently to all the commanding officers of
the Third Army by Colonel E. St. J. Grebel, Jr.,

commanding
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the Seventy-sixth Field Artillery.

It

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
proposed that General Pershing appoint a committee to take up the work and that only members
of the American Expeditionary forces, the navy
is

England's Housing Appropriation
$600,000,000

and the merchant marine be permitted to contribute
to the fund, enlisted men giving $i and officers $3

To take care of housing conditions for a period
of three years after the war
England will spend
over $600.000,000 on new houses. The state will

each.

New

also meet 75 per cent of the loss due to
expected
fall in material
prices and labor during the coming

Orleans Architects Elect

years.

Officers
At the annual meeting of the Louisiana Chapter
of the American
the

held,

H.

$47,000.000.
Incidentally, England will insist that
the standards of construction be raised and that
the work of demolishing the slum sections of the

of Architects, recently

officers

following

M.

elected:

Institute

This means a national contribution of about
and a local contribution of about

$188.000.000

for

were
Leon C.

the

year

Goldstein,

larger communities continue to be done away with.
The density of the bouse building will lie gov-

president:
Weiss, vice-president \Yillian. K. Burk, secretary,
and Victor Wogan, treasurer.
Resolutions were
adopted on the death of Samuel Lahouisse.
;

erned by town planning schemes, fixing twelve
houses to the acre in towns and eight to the acre

Land purchase, house building and local
be taken care of together.
The housing policy of England is an integral part of the
town planning policy, according to Thomas Adams,
town planning adviser and Commissioner of Conin cities.

transit

New

Chapter

of

Engineers

Elects Officers

servation, Ottawa, Canada, who writes that it is
"recognized as a result of long experience that you
cannot deal successfully with housing unless you
deal at the same time with the proper and economic

Over one hundred and fifty members have been
enrolled in the new St. Louis chapter of the American Association of Engineers.
The following
have been elected
Lef Winship, president;

officers

development of the land which is town planning.
"Good housing connotes adequate light and air,
restriction of densitv on the building lot. improvement of sanitation and street surfaces around the
dwelling, healthy and agreeable environment, and

:

E.

L.

Elynt,

first

vice-

president; C. G. Harrington, second vice-president:
R. B. Kerr, secretary; Geo. Grimm, Jr., assistant
secretary; C. P. Calvert, treasurer. Directors: J. F.

W.

Peters,

E. Playter, E. E. Collins, Prof. E. J.
L. T. Maen-

McCaustland, University of Missouri
ner, H. L. Hopper.

will

all
these things can only be secured by proper
planning of the land, and not by mere planning of
A good housing policy as far
the dwelling itself.
as reconstruction is concerned means therefore one

;

which takes care of building the bouses, planning

New

York

Xew York

the sites, planning and constructing the local im-

City's Waterfront

provements, and dealing with questions of

has 578 miles of waterfront, of which

450 miles are available for pier construction. The
harbor is far superior to that of London or Liver-

The Thames

pool.

is

a brook beside the

Hudson,

and requires constant dredging.
Liverpool has a
tide of 30 feet range, with enormous Watergate
('instruction required to overcome it, while New

York Harbor
'lucking space
her harbor to

is
is

practically tide free.

concerned,

New York

In so far as

can expand

a capacity equalling the combined
'lockage space of any five of the main ports of

Europe.
(

>n

Manhattan shore of North River, beThirty-sixth and Thirty-ninth streets, the
has begun the construction of a series of
the

tween
city

mtic piers for modern leviathans.
These piers
are 1,050 feet
feet
with
wide,
having
long,
slips 350
a depth of
44 feet at mean low water.

transit.

You must

deal

with

all

local

these questions

simultaneously, if you are to make new housing
measures successful. The United States Steel Corporation and other companies recognize that by
buying and planning whole town sites for housing
But there must also, be a simultheir employees.

taneous policy of improving the dwellings that exist
and a courageous policy of demolishing those that
are unhealthy.
"You cannot deal with the housing problem by
public enterprise unless you control the land and
It is even more
local means of transportation.
important to buy the land and provide it with local
transit, under a proper town
The
to build the houses.
than
planning scheme,
latter is the field that can be best left to private
enterprise, and $i spent on land and land develop-

improvements and

ment goes
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as far as $7 spent on building."
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Big Lumber
in

Demand

pounds of American tile and ceramic flooring and
some deadening quilt for walls and floors, and have

Arises

London

The

possibility of a large lumber export business
near future to take care of a sudden demand
rising in England is the report from manufacturers
and dealers in the Chicago district, who hope to supply a large portion of the demand from the middle
in the

placed orders for high-class and, in part, carved
in quartered oak, mahogany, and satinwood, for a certain brand of special-type panels,
for ornamental compo ceilings, for plumbing fixinteriors

water

tures,

filters,

metal roofing, and a number of

west.

other building materials for the houses to be erected
by a company in Christiania as samples of Amer-

According to reports from England, the housing
of the transient or floating population made up of

ican building materials and appliances.
The company is being organized to carry a stock of such

and sailors on leave, is one of the chief facwhich is causing concern to the English authorities.
Hundreds of thousands of people have been

materials at Christiania, Bergen, and Trondhjem."

soldiers

tors

London by positions in connection with
huge demobilization prog-ram of Great Britain
and the United States. In a good many instances
these workers have taken their families with them,
thus causing such a demand for small flats and
houses, that the result has been extreme congestion
and insanitation.
attracted to

British to Provide

the

It is

declared that at least 100,000

new houses

are

London alone. During the war 1500
houses were condemned as insanitary and should
needed

in

not have been used, but under the circumstances
they had to be occupied.

The London County Council has 106 acres on
which houses are to be built at once which can accommodate

17,000 persons. It is proposed to spend
$17,032,750 on this program. The London Government Board has planned for erecting 300,000 houses,
but the procuring of the material required is the

Farm Acre

for

Cottage and

Each

Soldier

A bill to be presented at the coming Parliamentary session embodies the scheme of settling
former service men on land in large numbers, giving each a cottage and an acre of land, which will
be partly garden and fruit growing land.
The
owner will make the main part of his living by work
either in a neighboring town or on the land.
It is
also desired to have farms on each of which will
be a manager, and will be cultivated by men who
are not agricultural laborers, although they will get
the agricultural wage of the district.
They will

be partners in the concern and benefit by its progress, getting their share of the surplus profits, as
the farm will be cultivated extensively.

great problem. It is estimated that fully 94,000,000
cubic feet of timber, 2,500,000 windows, and 3,000,ooo doors are needed for these houses.

To

Master Foreign Trade

Courses of study to meet the requirements of

who must

those

American Building Materials
for

The

Norway

shipment of American house-building
materials ever sent direct to Norway has recently
gone forward, and a trade that was started with
the help of the Bureavi of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce now promises to develop into one of
A self-explanatory letter
important dimensions.
first

from the

New York

representative of the company
chiefly concerned in the transaction follows:
"A couple of weeks ago I went to Louisiana and

contains short unit courses in foreign trade
technique, on common selling methods and practices, the mechanism of foreign trade, exchange,

ton.

other orders will follow right along.
"We also shipped from New York some 17,000

It

ocean transportation, marine insurance, trade routes, foreign tariffs, and commercial
The bulletin is prepared by Dr. R. S.
policies.
credit, banking,

MacElwee, agent for commercial education

in the

board.

purchased about 120,000 feet of yellow pine in the
different dimensions suitable for wooden
buildings,
which was shipped from New Orleans within a few
days direct to Norway. We have since placed an
order about half that size, and we now expect that

learn the practical aspects of the

fundamentals of overseas commerce within a short
time have been outlined in a bulletin issued by the
Federal Board of Vocational Education at Washing-

Preserve Belgian Ruins
Hearty endorsement by the press follows the deGovernment to maintain Ypres
its present condition as a permanent war me-

cision of the Belgian
in

morial.

"Ypres
278

will

be a memorial," says the Westminster
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Gazette of London, "in which future generations
may learn the horrors of war. There is nothing
more impressive than the sight of the stricken city
with the skeletons of its once wonderful buildings
rising

gaunt into the sky.

Estimates

materials

building

Department now holds in excess
of its present needs have been
placed before the
Committee of the Chamber of Commerce of the
L'nited States of America
by Mr. C. W. Hare,

"In a sense there are few things more beautiful.
Every one,
patch it up would be impossible.

therefore, will welcome the decision that the remains
of the old city shall be left intact instead of being

the Director of Sales.
The Director of Sales expresses a belief from his present knowledge that
the \\ ar Department's surplus building materials
will not cause any serious inconvenience to the
building materials trade when it conies to be dis-

cleared away.
in the ruins of the last vestiges

of once glorious civilizations which have been overthrown.
Ypres will stand for centuries as a reminder that civilization itself cannot be overthrown,

and as a monument to a generation sacrificed

the

regarding

War

which the

To

"The East abounds

Surplus Government Supplies of
Building Materials

posed

in its

of.

defense."

there

these estimates

in

Accuracy
but

possible,

reason

is

to

is

believe

not yet
the

that

presented below cannot contain an error
The estimates are as
25 per cent.

figures

larger than
follows:

National Highways Proposed at

Commodity

Convention
The

I

nation-wide conference called to prepare
plans for a system of national highways that will
be continuous trunk lines connecting all important
parts of the United States was held last week ai
Kansas City, with every State except Massachufirst

setts represented.

follow Tile

Thirty-three organizations were

for

Xails

at

1

1,122,313

2,695

M

5,406,429
202,208

52,377

Sizes
Asst.

1

77.560 bbls.
29,226

Lin. Ft.)

(

159,622 kegs
3.000 tons

Reinforcing Steel

Sewer Pipe

Sizes

(Lin.

577407
yo8

.-

Shingles

M

the

end of 1917, when the roads were taken over by the
Government, totaled $20,543,389,571, the Inter-

Discuss Disposal of Surplus
Building Materials

Commerce Commission

reports. The gross refor
their
ceipts
operation during the year were $3,while
the total expenses of operation
596,865,766,
state

350,000,000
5,523 bbls.

Asst.

Capital in American Railways
American railroads

M. Veneers and

Metal Lath (Sq. Ft.)
Wood Lath
Wall board (All kinds)
Roofing Rolls
Building Papers Rolls

Wood
in

2,235.403 pcs.
B.

Flue Linings

Ft.)

invested

Ft.

Plywood
Cement
Lime

more than three hundred delegates.
The purpose of the convention was to band all
the active highway associations of America together into one national organization. With all of
the good roads associations unified, it is hoped to
induce Congress to pass legislation providing
a complete system of national roads.

14.516,000

Lumber

represented by

Capital

Quantity

Brick

The uniform plan of procedure for the disposal
of Government surplus stocks of building ma-

were $2,357,398,412, leaving a net railroad operating income, after certain taxes and rentals were subtracted, of $1,081,556.496.

which was approved by the representatives
of the several building material industries present
at a recent conference, is being rapidly worked out.
In the case of lumber a plan will be submitted in
terials,

form for approval shortly.
States Housing Corporation is now
engaged in the liquidation of a large volume of
furniture and cafeteria equipment which was purchased for the munition towns which it was engaged in building and which have been disconfinal

The United

Personal
By the adding of an engineering partner, Frank
Randall, the old firm of Berlin & Swerm, 19 S.
LaSalle Street, Chicago, 111., has been changed to
Members'of the new
I'-crlin, Swerm & Randall.

A

firm

now

are Robert C. Berlin, Perry
and Frank A. Randall.

W. Swerm

tinued since the armistice.
the disposal of this material

wareroom
279

in

New York

In order to facilitate
it

City.

has opened a display

Late
To Be

News

in Architectural Fields
stitute or school teaching architecture, serving a
course of apprenticeship with some architect of
wide experience, instead of gaining his experience
as is so often the case at the expense of his first
clients.
The average college, he said, does not turn

Steady Growth in Building

King, general counsel of the National Association of Builders Exchanges, expresses
is a
optimism and confidence and states that "this
which cannot be kept down," and
William

l>.

great country
that while there

out a competent graduate. Mr. Kohn spoke of the
questionnaire to be sent out to each of the 80,000

be no "boom"' in building, the
outlook is bright "for good steady progress and
growth, which is better than any modern 'boom,'
which often collapses even more rapidly than it ex-

may

architects throughout the country for the purpose
of gaining data for formulating reconstruction
plans.

Frederick L. Ackerman, formerly supervisor of
design of the Emergency Fleet Corporation, gave
an interesting talk on how the housing problem for

panded."

A

obstacle to resumption of activity in
building, he says, is the feeling among investors
that war prices must shortly come down. They are
difficult

shipyard workers was solved.
Among those who took part

assumption, he outlines, and must be
wrong
convinced that prices are not going to be lower for
in this

When so convinced he feels
and build, for there is a
ahead
go
for
demand
buildings in spite of high prices.
great
the
vast power of the United States,
of
Speaking
the States and municipalities in helping toward the
rehabilitation of building industries, Mr. King says
that the city, state and nation can better afford to
pay o to 20 per cent more for a building now than
it might cost at a year hence, than they can to have
six

months or a

year.

the discussions

;

sure people will

Dodge.

Aid Building
Market

Price Concessions

I

idle

in

were: Carroll H. Pratt, president of the Chapter;
Alexander Mclntosh, secretary Benjamin Driesler, George Kiese, William A. Parfitt, A. C. Koch,
Edward Snook, Frank Quinby and Stephen W.

A

moved
work and more building operations were reported for estimate in New York
City last week than at any time in almost two years.
This, with lowering prices, has done much to dis-

workmen.

greater volume of building materials

to actual construction

Brooklyn Architects Hold Monthly
Dinner

Several speakers deplored the fact that

count the unsettled labor conditions.
The barometer of the present building material
market as to inquiries, shipment and production is
Portland cement. Inquiries in January were three
times as strong as in December, while in December
This
there were twice as many as in November.

the

present tenement house laws in New York
State were not elastic enough to permit of improved
or advanced construction, which, for instance,

healthy tone of the market is strengthened by the
opinion of leading operators that 10 per cent more
business moved in January this year than in Janu-

would not allow the building of a four-story block
of houses with a wide courtyard and flower beds
between each house.
It was pointed out that while ordinances and
regulations are designed to protect the tenement
house dweller, they frequently prevent radical im-

ary,

American Institute of Architects held its last regular monthly
The main
dinner x^hich was largely attended.
discussion
was
of
the
city housing
evening's
topic

The Brooklyn Chapter

conditions.

of the

1918, despite the fact that there are now no
that would require shipments.
In this section of the country more mills ran in

Government orders

this type of house
are willing to incorporate in the new structures.
It was urged that revisions of the tenement house

provements which builders of

made so that city housing conditions
can be improved.
Robert D. Kohn, of the New York Chapter,
spoke on the desirability of the graduate of an inregulations be

January, 1919. than in January a year ago.
Leading price concessions of the past few days
have been in the equipment and supplemental building material lines, which show insulated wire to
have declined half a cent, making annunciator base
28^/2 cents and weatherproof 23 1/3 cent base.
Flush and supply pipe manufacturers have been offering concession from 10 to 15 per cent below the
recently printed schedule.
ticipated before
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summer.

No

drop

in

lumber

is

an-

Department of Architectural
Engineering

View of

the S. E. corner of State Street and Social Hall Avenue, showing a portion of Social Hall at the extreme left. The three-story building on the corner is used on the first floor as a display and sales room,
the second floor for the display of used cars and trucks and the third floor as a
repair shop. The serv-

ice

room

in

the rear has a clear span of 50 feet.

The New Automobile
Salt

Lake City

By MILLER, WOOLLEY & EVANS,

ANEW
an

article,

which

is

produced and used on

extensive scale, requires satisfactory housing and architecture responds quickly to the demand,
because a building, when properly planned, is ,so
constructed as to serve a specific purpose. The introduction of the automobile, and the great increase
in its use. has been followed
by the development of
a type of
factory, sales and storage buildings. Sales

and storage buildings for automobiles have been
dcvcrilu'd in THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT* in which
the

requirements of individual buildings are dis-

*See

March

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
20,

1918, page 361;

September

of
4,

March

Avenue

Center, Social Hall

1918. page 305;
6,
1918, pages 296 and 301.

Architects

cussed and illustrated.
less scattered about a
the tendency to

These buildings are more or
city,

although in many cities
in one locality is ap-

group them

parent. The latest development in housing the sales
and storage of automobiles en bloc is in Salt Lake
In this case an unusual feature is that the
City.
entire development was planned and executed under
the supervision of one firm of architects. This resulted in that co-ordination of planning and designing which satisfies the demands in the greatest

measure.
The automobile industry in Salt Lake City, up to
tins time, was housed in cheaply constructed, one281
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View of

the N. VV. corner of Second East Street and Social Hall Avenue.
The first tloor used as a display
room, a used car room and service station. The second floor is used as a motor truck room.

To concentrate
story buildings, widely scattered.
the industry and better house it an important realty
and construction project has been successfully coneluded.

street 66 ft. wide, broadened to 86 ft. at the
State Street end, was opened and improved.
The
name of Social Hall Avenue was given to the street.

Lake City is laid out with city blocks 660 ft.
square, very wide streets and sidewalks. This plan

one of the oldest landmarks of Salt Lake City,
"The Social Hall," built by Brigham Young in 1852

and a

In the center of this

Salt

An

interior

new

street, facing State Street,

is

view of the Social Hall Avenue Garage, showing the

rigid

frame type of reinforced concrete con-

struction.

leaves large areas of unused ground in the center of
the blocks, and to make these areas available for

as a place of assembly for the Utah Pioneers. This
building was used as the first theatre in Utah, balls

use, to

some extent, alleys have been cut through.
In most instances these alleys have been built up
with undesirable structures.

and banquets were held

Immediately south of the Public Library, the
property adjoining one of these alleys was acquired

Councils, political conventions, territorial legislatures and U. S. District Courts have convened in
this building'.
Owing to its historical interest the
owners wished to preserve this building, so the
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in the

ground

floor.

Church
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The second
floor
in

the text.

widened around

street \vas

stored and

dowed by

of the building on the X. W. corner of Second East Street and Social Hall Avenue. This
designed for the storage of motor trucks. The construction is of the rigid frame type discussed

floor
is

is

now used

it,

the building

at a "Little

was

re-

Theatre," en-

the State University.

In designing the buildings a type of exterior de-

was adopted and used throughout, the walls
being faced with dull glazed buff terra-cotta and a
sign

marble, terrazzo and cement being used. A
variety of woods, finishes and decorative treatments
were used in these spaces. Office spaces were arof

tile,

ranged to suit the occupant, and often on mezzanine floors, from which a good viewpoint can be
had of the display room. The buildings are equipped
with electric elevators, with platforms 10 x 20 and
10 x 24 ft. in size. They have a capacity of 10,000
Ib.

each, with 10 hp., three-phase motors, hand rope
and a car speed of 20 ft. per minute. The

control,

openings are protected with automatic gates.

Hand

Detail of the exterior walls, faced with dull glazed buff
terra cotta with ornaments in white.

Panels are provided with electric outeach panel for electric signs but there are

granite base.
lets

in

restrictions as to the placing and size of the signs.
street lighting is provided from brackets

Uniform

A

on the buildings, thus keeping the avenue free from
lamp posts.
Being essentially sales, service and

work

buildings, a large proportion of glass surface
in the walls, the elevations clearly indicating
the uses to which the buildings are put.
is

and

stock

room

for automobile parts and repairs.

electrically operated

Shower

dumbwaiters serve the difand toilet rooms-

used

ferent floors.

The

are provided for the employees.
All of the buildings have reinforced

buildings are planned to suit the individual
needs of the occupants and in some cases economy
in construction was waived to some extent to ac-

concrete

frames with brick curtain walls. The floor slabs
range in size from 20 x 20 ft. to 12 x 18 ft., with

complish this end. Dividing walls are very largely
made of hollow blocks, enabling the floor areas to
be modified with a limited cost. The display rooms
are designed to give variety and individuality, floors

bath, locker

including toppings, of 6^4 in- for the
in. elsewhere.
The reinforcelargest panels and
thickness,

6%

ment is laid in two directions, and brought up over
the beams to provide for the negative moments.
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Rigid frame construction was used wherever poson account of its economy and appearance.

economy is obtained by taking account of the rigidity
and continuity of joints.
It is well
suited for

sible,

In a reinforced concrete building the entire strucis rigid to a certain extent, but for
simplicity

girder bridges, power houses, machine shops, train
sheds, churches, and many other structures or
parts
of structures. Rigid frames are not, as
such, being
used in America to a very great
extent, while in Europe they

ture
in

design calculations, advantage usually

is

not taken

form the standard

practice.

reason for this

partial
in the

fact that

many

is

A

found

engineers

do not believe in continuity, and
doubt the effect of rigidity.
They do not hesitate to figure on
concrete resisting positive bending moments in the span center,

nor do they object to using cantilever construction and providing
for the resulting negative moments, but they are timid about
combining the two.

Anderson garage roof.
some other parts of
the Social Avenue buildings, full
In the

as well as in

is taken of the
rigidity
frame, and the bending

advantage
of the

Interior view of the shop on the third floor of the building on the S. K. corner
of State Street and Social Hall Avenue.

moment

of

Frequently, in both building and bridge construction, the bending moment is taken as an as-

tion of the

sumed

"theory of least work.''

around the corner

it.

ments

of Wl", while the bending mothe ends and in the columns are disre-

fraction
at

into the

moments

at the

assumed

is

is

to

column.

end of the beam
IK'

transmitted

The exact

solu-

developed from Castigliano's

Frequent compression

tests

were made on

6-in.

Section through Social Hall Garage, showing the rigid frame construction.

yarded

entirely.

The

effect of this

is

to

make one

part too strong at the expense of another.

i

concrete cubes at the University of Utah, and the
results consulted to gauge the safety of the structure

The rigid frame is, in other words, the exact
opposite of the pin-connected frame, and while it
is
usually safe enough to figure concrete as if it

under construction loads.

were pin-connected, there are many cases where

culties in

The property has

a grade of about 5 per cent

from

some

diffi-

the north to the south, which presented
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floor levels

and other
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street improvements were planned by the archiand the city engineer. The cross section of the
street shows the sidewalks and the concrete street

The
tect

pavement joining without any abrupt curbs, the
storm water draining; to the south side of the street

A

sales

room

The coal is received in a 5-ton automatic scale
with a 6 x n-ft. hopper. A steel pan conveyor acts
as a feeder from the weighing 'hopper to a 12-in.
bucket elevator. By means of a turn-head spout on
the weighing hopper coal may be diverted through
a coal crusher, which reduces lump coal to proper
size when slack coal is not available.
The coal is
elevated by a 12-in. bucket elevator through a height

for automobile accessories.

into a shallow gutter.
The transverse grade is 4
per cent, and the absence of any crown is necestunnel
sary to permit of the drainage scheme.
is provided under the sidewalk on the south side
of the street, in which is placed the steam, hot

A

water, compressed air and gas mains. In this space
is also placed the plumbing pipes and
drainage.
All of these buildings, as well as
[

the Public Library, University and
Alta Clubs, Elks Building, City Public Safety Building and two apartment houses, are heated from a central power station located in the center of the block and south of the

avenue.

This plant is so constructed
can, at some future time, be
operated as a unit of the municipal
that

it

heating plant.

This plant, which for the present
be used for heating only, is
equipped with six isohp. boilers
will

Section through the coal handling plant, showing the weighing hopper
operated at 70 Ib. pressure, which is
with turn-head spout delivering either to a coal crusher or to the
elevator boot direct. The 12-in. bucket elevator conveys the coal to
reduced before entering the heating
a head 52 ft. above the boot and delivers the coal to a i4-in. screw
mains.
The boilers are equipped
conveyor, 60 ft. long, over the coal bunkers and ash bin. From the
with underfeed steam-driven stokers.
reinforced concrete bunkers the coal is spouted to the stoker hoppers.
The reinforced concrete stack is 6 ft.
6 in. inside diameter and 155 ft. high above the
of 52 ft., delivering into a 14-in. screw conveyor
boiler-room floor.
This stack was built in cold
60 ft. long over coal bunkers and ash bin. By this
weather, and -a frost casing was carried up as a
arrangement the ashes are handled and deposited
into the ash bin by the coal-handling machinery.
part of the scaffolding, in which kerosene jet burners were used to prevent the freezing of the
About 30 tons of coal per hour can be handled. The
concrete.
bunkers are of reinforced concrete, with a capacity
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of 400 tons. The coal is spouted from the hopper
bottoms of the bunkers to the automatic stokers.
The heating mains are carried through the tunnel,
the pipes resting on ball-bearing brackets.
They
supply the cast-iron radiators in the buildings, which

cleaning cars, blowing soldering furnaces, and driving small repair-shop machines.

A

project of this kind presents several interesting
To the architects it presented an opportuaspects.
nity to design and construct buildings for one specific use having a frontage of one-third of
a mile, and which included one central
mechanical plant for providing the heat,
It
also
compressed air and hot water.

offered as equally attractive and interesting a problem to the contractors, Yilladsen Brothers, Inc.. who solved problems
of equipment and procedure in a highly
Cross section through Social Hall Avenue, looking west. N'utc the
4 per cent pitch in the section due to the pitch of the ground from
north to south, directing the surface water to the shallow gutter
on the south side. There are no curbs or crown in this street.

discharge the condensation through a trap, and each
tenant has a condensation meter. From the meters

ties.

the condensation returns by gravity through a common return main to the vacuum pumps and thence
to the steam-driven boiler feed

room heating equipment

pumps.

All boiler-

in duplicate to

with specially prepared housing and faciliproject is also worthy of consideration

The

from the viewpoint of rehabilitating old and dilapisections of cities and increasing property
values.
There is scarcely a city in this country that
does not have such neighborhoods that could be
remade for this or some oilier industry. The suc-

dated

permit of
without
down
the
repairs
closing
plant.
Hot water is supplied from the boiler plant for
It is heated by steam passing
the entire block.
is

satisfactory manner, and all carried on
with close co-operation with the archiTo the owners it was a project intects.
volving the segregation of an industry

cess of this particular project demonstrates that a
broad-gauge consideration of its possibilities is well

worth careful studv.

Research Graduate Assistantships
Ti> assist in the conduct of engineering research and t<>
extend and strengthen the field of its graduate work in
engineering, the University of Illinois maintains fourteen
Research Graduate Assistantships in the Engineering Experiment Station. Two other such assistantships have been
established under the patronage of the Illinois Gas AssoThese assistantships, for each of which there is an
ciation.
annual stipend of $500 and frcedojn from all fees except
the matriculation and diploma fees, arc open to graduates
of approved American and foreign universities and technical schools who are prepared to undertake graduate study

engineering, physics, or applied chemistry.
appointment to the position of Research Graduate
Assistant is made and must he accepted for two consecutive
collegiate years, at the expiration of which period, if all
requirements have been met, the degree of Master of Science will be conferred.
Nominations to these positions, accompanied by assignments to special departments of the Engineering Experiment Station, are made from applications received by the
Director of the Station each year not later than the first
day of March. Preference is given those applicants who
have had some practical engineering experience following
the completion of their undergraduate work. Appointments
are made in the spring, and they become effective the first
in

An

Display room in the building on the S. E. corner of State
Street and Social Hall Avenue.

through a feed- water heater, and goes into a TOOOAll of the hot water is under city
gal. tank.
pressure, and its circulation is boosted by a slow-

A

acting reciprocating pump.
large amount of
hot water is required to temper the water used for
washing automobiles, and special hot and cold water
connections are made at each wash rack for this

purpose.

Compressed air at 150 Ib. pressure is supplied
for the whole block by a single stage air compressor rated at 182 cu. ft. free air per minute,

day of the following September.
Research work and graduate study may be undertaken in
architecture, architectural engineering, ceramic engineering,
chemistry, civil engineering, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, mining engineering, municipal and saniand theotary engineering, physics, railway engneering,
retical and applied mechanics.
Additional information may be obtained by addressing

THE DIRECTOR.

Engineering Experiment Station,
University of Illinois,
Urbana. Illinois.

driven by a 3O-hp. induction motor. It is also piped
through the tunnel and is used for inflating tires.
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Zoning the Billboard
By HERBERT

SWAN,

S.

mittee,

)R

to the

PRKthere existed
guards

New

in

Secretary,

New

York*

Zoning Com-

York

adoption of the zoning resolution
in

New York

absolutely no safe-

residential districts against billAdvertisers were free to erect huge signs

to protect

boards.

wherever they wished whether the site chosen was
opposite a church or a warehouse, a park or a railroad yard, a home or a gas house. No locality had
any amenities which the billboard was bound to
it could go anywhere.
A private dwelling
respect
had no more rights in a residential district than
fences featuring Ziegfeld's Follies,

Bull

Haig & Haig or

Durham.

All this has been

changed by the zoning resoluwhich prohibits property situated in residential
districts from being put to any but the following
uses and the accessory uses customarily incident to
tion

these uses

:

Dwellings, including dwellings for one or more
families, boarding houses, and hotels having thirty
or more sleeping rooms.
2. Clubs, excepting clubs the chief
activity of
1.

which

is

a

service

customarily

carried

on

as

The zoning law, it must be remembered, is not
retroactive in any of its provisions. Uses not conforming to the restrictions imposed on the districts
in which they are situated are allowed to continue,
provided they existed in the district previous to
July 25, 1916, the day the law was passed. Hurtful
or harmful uses, which have invaded residential

neighborhoods since that date, unless authorized by
the Board of Appeals after a public hearing at
which all property owners immediately affected by
the proposed use were notified to appear and
have their objections heard, are in the nature of
violations.

The zoning resolution has
more to remedy the billboard
districts of the city

than

all

at

one stroke done

evil in the residence

the laws and ordinances

previously passed on this subject put together.
Instead of merely regulating the height, size and
construction of signs, it frankly recognizes the fact
that tjiere is no such thing as a billboard
respectable
enough to rub elbows with churches, schools and

homes.
When hereafter erected the billboard must go where it will cause a minimum of
private

harm

alongside business buildings and industrial
establishments.

a

business.

Churches.

3.

Schools, libraries or public museums.
5. Philanthropic or eleemosynary uses or institutions, other than correctional institutions.
4.

6.
7.

Important Test Data on Flat Slate
Construction
Bulletin

106

of

the

Engineering

Experiment

Hospitals and sanitariums.
Railroad passenger stations.

Station of the University of Illinois gives the results
of tests on a four-way reinforced concrete flat slab

Farming, truck gardening, nurseries or green-

floor of the

8.

houses.

The term "accessory use" does not include any
building or use not located on the same lot with the
building or use to which it is accessory.
private
garage for more than five motor vehicles is not

A

deemed an accessory

use. Presumably the only kind
of signboard constituting an accessory use is the
ordinary "to let" or "for sale" sign affecting the
j

premises on which

it

is

located^

Commercial advertising can in no
deemed accessory to any of the uses

sense

be

specifically

permitted in residential districts. The erection of
signs in the future will therefore be confined to
such sections of the city as are situated in business
districts or unrestricted districts.

The city's determination to enforce this provision
of the zoning resolution has been demonstrated in
several instances by the revocation of permits mistakenly issued for the erection of billboards in residence

districts.

"Copyright 1919, by Herbert S. Swan.

Western Newspaper Union Building in
Chicago, Illinois, just before it was razed in 1917
to secure space for the present Union Passenger
Station.

The floor construction used in the first five floors
of the building was slab and girder type while that
of the upper three floors was Turner mush-room
flat

slab type with

four- way reinforcement.

The

were made on the sixth floor. A test load of
Ibs.
913
per square foot, was applied over four
panels each 17 ft., $*/> in. by 19 ft., 4^ in. This
load was considerably greater in proportion to the
design load than had ever been used in previous
tests

tests of buildings.

The information

secured, there-

which shows the action of the slab in its
various parts given by the strain measurements has
an important bearing on the design of the flat slab
fore,

structure.

The

text of Bulletin 106

is

adequately

by means of photographs and diagrams.
of
Bulletin 106 may be had gratis by
Copies
the
addressing
Engineering Experiment Station,
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.
illustrated
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Industrial Information
In this Department there

is

published each week information as to the development of materials and
methods derived from reliable sources.

Lengthening the Building Season
That winter weather need not preclude the posof successful construction is a truth hearing
its wake many advantages which every observer

sibility
in

exercising certain comparatively simple precautions, building can be carried
forward during months when labor is more availwill

appreciate.

By

I

and during which transportation congestion
be lessened by distributing over the year work
heretofore necessarily confined to a short period.
The North Western Expanded Metal Co.. 37
able,

may

West Van Buren Street, Chicago, sends forth a
monthly publication issued in the interest of better
It will be sent without cost to those
buildings.
In the
interested in good design and construction.

January number of this publication may he found
an account of how an important concrete structure

was erected

weather.
Concrete

is

in

northern Michigan during zero

so important a

struction of the

medium

modern building

for the con-

that

it

may

be

time well spent to give quite fully the experiences
which made it possible to evolve a successful method
for proceeding with its outd(x>r use under adverse

weather conditions.
In answer to the natural query, what precautions were taken to make cold weather concreting
safe, we are told merely some hot water for surface thawing and well

warmed

high pressure. Heating the water alone is insufficient. The
aggregates must also be warmed and the necessary heat
may be obtained by piling them over and around a "stove"
frequently made from sheet iron cylinders or an old smoke
stack, etc.. or from steam heated pipe coils. Care, however,
should be used to keep the materials separate (otherwise
there is liability of the "hatch" being
incorrectly proportioned
and to turn them frequently that they may not become so hot as to impair the strength of the concrete. By
further covering the work with tarpaulins and using open
lire pots or salamanders in the interior the
hardening process will be facilitated and greater comfort for the workmen assured. It is not necessary to add that the sand and
broken stone to lie used later should lie kept indoors if
The steel reinforcing
possible and carefully covered.
should also preferablv lie warmed.
Salt, which was at first commonly used in cold weather
concreting, is now considered undesirable, since no more
than 10 per cent can be used without danger of affecting the
hnal strength of the concrete, which amount is insufficient
to afford protection.
Furthermore it tends to corrode the
reinforcing steel and even spoils the appearance of the finished work by causing the whitish deposit called "efflorescence" to appear later.
It is highly important that sufficient time be allowed for
the concrete thoroughly to harden before forms are removed. To determine whether the work has hardened or
is simply frozen, pour hot water on the concrete or turn
the (lame of a plumber's blow torch on it under which it
will quickly soften if merely frozen.
The additional cost should not exceed 10 per cent and may
even be as low as only 6 per cent above that of summer
concreting a difference more than offset by the advantages
of having the building ready for use at the beginning instead of at the end of the season.

whole subject

one of particular suggesand may serve as a point of
departure for very efficient and expeditious work
1

his

is

tive value to architects,

in the

concrete.

winter months.

The frost-fighting apparatus used was simple even to
elemental two small steam boilers to supply coils to the
water tank and material bins. A tower 135 feet high and
chutes with a maximum run of perhaps 200 feet distributed

Todhunter Mantels

the concrete.

The work was left exposed over night to the elements.
But before beginning operations in the morning the top
"skin" of ice and laitance sometimes nearly 2 inches deep
was thawed out by running hot water over the surface
and letting it stand a few minutes the necessary water
pressure being obtained from a small feed pump connected
to the hot water tank. The fresh, warm concrete heated to
a temperature of about 50 was then placed and the warm
mass completely finished thawing out the frozen layer so
that a good bond resulted.
When the spring thawing was complete it was found
that only on the work placed during the very coldest
weather was there any evidence of scaling and this only in
occasional spots and to a depth not exceeding % inch, and
in July absolutely no signs of leaks have been found.
It is a recognized fact that warmth and moisture hasten,
while cold retards the hardening of concrete. If therefore
the mixing water and aggregates are heated and due precautions taken to protect the working during the first 48
hours there is apparently little danger of ill after-effects.
On large jobs the water is usually heated by steam, and
since a boiler pressure of 25 pounds suffices, it is often possible to use an old steam boiler that is no longer safe for

In the large reception
where wall space

room or

places

is

not

the

at

a

many

other

premium, a

mantelpiece will lend more of dignity, stateliness
and atmosphere, |>erhaps. than any other one feature of design.
Many beautifully executed reproductions of
Colonial and early English mantels, together with
appropriate fireplace accessories, have been created
by Arthur Todhunter, craftsman, who maintains

showrooms

at 101

mantels are made

Park Avenue,
in

both

New

York.

These

wood and marble, with

consummate care and artistic ability.
Among the numerous illustrations submitted in
the unusually attractive literature which Mr. Todhunter has prepared

for circulation,

replicas

are

to correpresented which one feels instinctively
spond exactly with their iHth century prototype-.
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One commendable

is

reproduction

that

of

The makers claim Elastite does away with all
danger of imperfect joints and prevents a faulty
job either from carelessness of installation or other
causes. The Philip Carey Co. manufactures a large

a

Jacobean oak panelled room whose mantelpiece,
ornamented with rich carving and inlaid panels, is
of exceptional interest.
Reproductions of old

English and Colonial
wrought-iron work, fireplace furnishings, and distinctive metal work of the most varied and attractive kind are another feature of this man's activity.
Architects are invited to watch his blacksmiths at
their forges at 326 East Thirty-eighth Street, New
York, where these things first are made.
Mr. Todhunter appears to be fully equipped to
render service of the desired character. He main-

London

tains a

rare

here,

There

drafting department to co-operate with
the architect who desires to avail himself of this
is

also

branches

a

upon

is

It

insures

full

The

compound
evenly distributed from top to bottom
and from end to end of the joint, so its uniform
is

thickness as well as its high melting point make it
respond readily to expansion without damage. It
The exrequires no investment for equipment.

penditure

is

for the joint itself.

and therefore reduces labor
in application.

cost.

It is

No

instead of

who depend upon
quality

of

light.

design of

They have

lighting unit of a thousand times the brilliancy.
The two standards by which the average person

necessary to

depth of joints.

about good
and as yet we
understand this fact and
little

science,

largely failed to keep pace with the development
of the lighting unit from gas and the first carbon
filament electric lamps to the modern incandescent

provide for expansion of materials, The Philip
Carey Co.. Lockland, Cincinnati, Ohio, have placed
011 the market what they call the Elastite Expansion
This consists of a heavy body of special
Joint.
asphalt compound sandwiched between two layers
of a high grade of asphalt-saturated wool felt, the
whole being firmly bonded together by an improved process. This results in several special advantages.

a

it.

gas fixture makers

Expansion Joint
it

know very
is

This important matter of illumination has been
left to manufacturers of chandeliers
successors to

opportunity.

For construction work where

really

Illumination

have not been educated to
act

America.

Science of Illumination

Most people
light.

fixtures

An

in the chief cities in

The

constantly co-operating in re-

pieces and getting them over
skilled artisans may reproduce them.

vealing

where

office

variety of important building materials. They may
be addressed for further information on Elastite at

easy to place,
waste occurs

judges lighting are brilliancy of illumination or
These two false standards
beauty of fixtures.
are the basis of the condition which now confronts
us the alarming increase in the wearing of glasses
and the prevalence of headaches, 60 per cent of
which specialists say are due to poor light. There
is

the big cause wrong illumination. When people
that the only real standard for judging light
its effect upon the eyes, then we will have right

know
is

\Yhen they understand that the eye
an exceedingly delicate organ, that its nerves are
so sensitive that even a small amount of excessive
light will injure them or a few hours of work
under inadequate light do great damage, all illumination will be based primarily upon the eye and its
needs. National X-Ray Reflector Co., 235 West
Jackson Boulevard.
illumination.
is
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ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS

them are nationally known firms who do not compromise on doubtful construction; state architects; archi-

AIONG of
tects

residences

schools, churches,

clubs,

public buildings, fine

and popularly-priced homes.

The use of Bishopric Board for Stucco construction has increased 1000 per cent in six years.
For these reasons: Wherever the right Stucco mixture has been applied to a Bishopric background
the walls have remained rigidly intact crackless, unsagging; there has been no rusting no pulling away from the supports because first, there is nothing in Bishopric Board to disintegrate;
and second, it is nailed securely to studding or sheathing; it provides effective insulation; deadens
sound; and often the saving it makes possible solves an economic problem for Architect and Builder.

LOCKS THE PLASTER

FOR
EXTERIORS

-

BISHOPRIC

fr

.

,

STUCCO=PUSTER
'BOARD-

FOR
INTERIORS

REGISTERED

TRADE- MARK

The "lock-in-the-plaster" principle has made good in a big way. Architects have seen it hold
Stucco with a bulldog grip through severe winter and hot summer. They have watched Bishopric
Board stand all winter and be in perfect condition for Spring Stuccoing.
Stucco clings

vise- tight to the dovetailed,

heavy-wood

strips

which are creosoted against swell-

ing, shrinking, warping, and weather change. These strips are imbedded, under terrific pressure,
in a layer of tough Asphalt Mastic
a wonderful preservative and moisture-proof and fire-resist-

The heavy fibreboard backing is weather-proofed against heat and cold and it retards sound.
Nailed as a unit to the building with joints broken every four feet for added rigidity, with the
proper mixture of stucco applied to Bishopric Board how can the walls crack or crumble or the
building be anything but comfortable, well-insulated, and sound free ?
ing.

For interior use in place of ordinary lath, Bishopric
Board makes sound-retarding walls, ceilings, and partitions, and saves plaster, time, and labor.
Bishopric Sheathing saves about 40 per cent as
compared with %-'mch wood sheathing. Makes a

compact, damp-proof, sound-proof wall.
or knot holes. Ask about it.

No

joints

Note the absolute rigidity of construction of
this 3-family apartment house in Utica, N. Y.,
built for John J. Doyle. This building stood
through the winter before being stuccoed.
Bishopric Board was nailed direct to studding,
no wood sheathing being used. Bishopric
Board was also used on interior.
All Architects and Builders should have our book, "Built on
the Wisdom of the Ages." It describes and details the use of
Bishopric Board; illustrates homes and institutions on which it
has been used; tells how to get perfect Stucco work. It contains
reports of scientific tests and letters from engineers, architects,
and samples of Bishopric
builders and home owners. Get it

Board and Bishopric Sheathing.

The Bishopric Manufacturing Company
904 -Este Avenue,

CINCINNATI, OHIO
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He Should?

Post-War Committee on Architectural
The American Institute of Architects

Program

Practice of

NUMBER

1919

26,

of the

/^V

UnliKKT

KnilN

I).

[The preliminary draft of the program of the Post-War Committee, as quoted, summarized and discussed in this article hy .Mr. Kohn. was published in the January number of
the Journal of the American Institute of Architects.
Inasmuch, however, as the Post-War

Committee is seeking the co-operation of the entire profession, including a majority who
are not affiliated with the Institute. Tin AMKKICAN ARCHIIKIT is pleased to give the project
the fullest publicity. THK I-JHTORS.)

THE

leaders in every trade and profession,
men in education, in the law,

the thinking
in

engineering

trade unions

and

and

in all the

architecture,

in

tin-

for profits.

Condemnation of special individuals
The svslcm
unjust and alwa\.s futile.

*****

.scents often

rather than the individual calls for chant/e."

manifold industries of

the country are giving consideration to the changes
that will certainly take place in those industries and
professions by reason of the war. There are, to he

triumph of democracy, the demand of the
educated workers for human conditions of life, the
deep condemnation this Mir has passed on the com-

many people who think that the United
not to be materially affected nor radically
changed as are the countries of Europe. Whether
this be so or not, even if the direct effect of tin-

petitive struggle, the revelation
efficiency of rational organisation

sure, a great

States

is

war produces no marked changes here, it is certain
that eventually the reflex of changed conditions in
Europe is bound to require profound modifications
our industrial system. In addition to this, we are
moving through a time of searching inquiry into the
relation between industry and labor and between
the various industries.
It behooves the men in

"/'/)(

of affairs.

new

*****

a hasis of competition and profits to one of
co-operation and service."

from

"Il7 e

declare

all

special privilege, not

When

a

Church Association thus faces the ques-

is it not time that every
profession
inquire searchingly into its activities and relations
to the public, taking nothing for granted, reviewing

tions of the day,

every one of its accepted standards? We cannot
stand aside as if we were antiquarians always to

We

must apply the

The keynote of any such

tionship

Hamilton (printed in full in the New Republic
of
February 8th). This he read in part as follows:
The war has made more clearly manifest the
moral perils inherent in the system
of production

through

investigation must be
architects we

tects

i'

test

our vocations.

trated this point at a
'list

based on

useful service to the community, to be a violation
of justice, which is the foundation of dcmocrac\."

words "right relationship." As
should inquire whether or not we are

meeting of Brooklyn archiby quoting from reports adopted by the MethoC hurch of Canada at a
general conference held

superior

with the unfulfilled, the oft-forgotten
but the undying ethics of Jesus, to demand nothing
less than a transference of the whole economic life

live in the past.

interesting to note that the

spirit of the
time has affected even the conservative religious
leaders of the world.
Mr. Ackerman recently illusIt is

the

combine

in

every vocation, therefore, not only to study tinforces already rising to power before the war and
more in evidence since the armistice, but also to
inquire into the great question of their own relationship to others while there is still time to avoid
even greater evils than those of the existing order

of

and co-operation,

the

would

with

serve.

in right rela-

with those whom we
public
Secondly, are we in right relationship
the

with those with whom we would co-operate, with
the other professions, the engineers, the craftsmen.
the industries connected with building and the trade
organizations and thirdly, are we in right relation;

Prttt
Cofyright, 1919. The Architectural Sr Building

(lie.)
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ship to our fellow professionals and the younger
architects who are studying to enter the profession ?

implied criticism of present methods.

Within a few weeks the newly organized Post
on Architectural Practice will send

War Committee
out

its

preliminary program to every architect in

It

was appointed by

the directors of the Institute, but is expected to
add to its membership from the profession at large,

and has been directed

reach every architect
of the country who is qualified to practice his profession.
It hopes to get information from the indi-

made aware

of and

develop a guiding public
in
the
end
thus define the ways in
We
may
opinion.
which the profession should be advancing in order
to achieve its highest purpose.
During the past few weeks messages have been
received from all over the country indicating that
the building fraternity generally considers the committee to have before it possibilities for the greatest
good, and welcoming its appointment with enthusiasm. Already architectural organizations in a number of cities have held meetings to discuss the

may

humanly possible) self-interest is to be
because of the conviction that eventually
the best interest of the individual in any vocation

set aside,

will be attained

through his rendering the greatest
possible service to society as a whole through that
vocation.

The subjects of investigation are to be presented
under the three categories already referred to and
will at the

beginning include the following

THE RELATIONSHIP

I.

then,

will shortly

is

this

be sent to

the profession (others

program?

In

its

details

it

many thousand members of
who are interested may se-

In general it starts
cure copies on application).
with a declaration of purpose which the committee
considers to be "to study and suggest improvements
which will affect the conditions aud increase the
efficiency and adequacy of architectural practice
The desire is to
throughout the United States.
make the study cover the whole country and to

OF THE ARCHITECT TO THE

PUBLIC
a.

Extension of the service that the architect may
All the professions have been criticized

render:

for having

worked primarily

one

;

We

know that a large majority of
building work is carried on without the services
of a competent architect.
It is one of our most
for the poor.

important problems to discover where lies the responsibility for this condition with the architect's
training and practice, or with the public? Has the
;

much stress on the aesthetic and
on the business value of his functions?

architect laid too

too

little

Has he

kept in touch with the new developments in
methods, the ever-growing demand for

industrial

better

human

relations within industry, the

sire for better

ways of

professional organizations." It then goes on to say
that "the experience of the war has bared the weak-

available for the solution

ness of long established methods of performance
until institutions of every kind, hitherto thought to
be effective, have been found wanting. The conditions affecting the building arts at this time, therefore, not only suggest but demand that they be given

same searching

every human

analysis that

is

being given to

activity."

After citing the three main divisions of the investigation which have already been referred to, the

program proceeds to outline fourteen main topics
on which the committee invites comment and sug-

The point is clearly made that each of
these subjects as stated is not intended to indicate
an opinion held by the committee or to signify an

further

its

tect's service so

great as

new

de-

each one of which
environment which will
Is the cost of the archito make it generally unof such problems? Does

living,

and requires an
development?

justifies

gestion.

in the interest of

class to the neglect of others for the rich or moderately wealthy, and to a lesser degree, or not at all,

reach every qualified person practicing the profession of architecture, irrespective of whether or not
that person be a member of one of the established

the

:

all

program.

What,

(as far as

to try to

vidual and then to report back to the individual
from time to time the results of its investigations,
so that eventually the whole profession may be

in-

opinion as to whether or not these are at present
what they should be. The test of right relationship
is to be applied to each.
Is it what it should be?
Should it be bettered? Can it be bettered? How
are we to go about it? In considering each item

the country, whether a member of an existing architectural organization or not. The committee is not

a committee of the Institute.

Persons

terested in any branch of the building profession
are urged to study the existing procedure with regard to each of these items and to express an

the public consider the architects' service as a luxury
mainly reserved for the wealthy? Granting that it
is essential to attempt to secure a solution of
every
building problem that shall be aesthetically satisfactory, should not the architect none the less urge the
importance of his knowledge of wise economy, ade-

quate and practical planning, safety, and the most
advanced building methods? Assuming that the
profession as a whole will have acquired the knowledge that justifies these claims, what educational
work can it undertake to make the public generally
aware of them?
b. Responsibility of the Architect:
A large proportion of building is carried on with borrowed
funds. A reliable estimate of the cost of the com-
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pleted structure

is

necessary as a prerequisite in

arranging any scheme for financing

its cost.

Indi-

know in advance, approximately, what obligations they are entering into. Too
viduals are entitled to

many

architects

have been slow

in

realizing

how

a reliable preliminary estimate to the success
of a building undertaking.
An architect's estimate, even though correct, carries with it no financial guarantee tnat protects the

ditions.

What

ernment

in

his aid in these
particulars?

vital is

amount of money they may
The architect's status as
be called upon to spend.
the
owner
of
imposes upon the owner full
agent
owners or lenders

in the

errors of judgment
out of lack of experience or

financial responsibility

for

all

or defects growing
ability on the part of the architect, except in such
remote cases where it can be proved that the archi-

due diligence and care.
said to be not clearly enough
professional, in the lay mind, to make apparent tinreasonableness of this relation.

tect

had

The

architect's status

How

failed to exercise
is

shall the architect

his

work,

if

supplement
at all, so as to overcome these apparent deficiencies ?
Is it true that there is inherent danger in a financial
guarantee given by a person or firm engaged to
render both professional and commercial service,
that in the

performance of

this service their judg-

ment may be prejudiced as to the quality of workmanship and materials entering into the construction
of a building by the possibility of a financial loss
under their guarantee ? Is there any other way out
of the difficulty? As the English system of Quantity Surveys seems to afford an economical basis
for estimates, would its general adoption help in

the solution of this problem?
c. The Architect as a Citizen:

The

architect,

it

does not understand or sympathize with the
viewpoint of business, nor does business understand

is said,

the professional ideals of the architect. The architect does not take sufficient interest in business, po-

His ability, through
litical, or civic organizations.
his peculiar training and experience, to render service in these fields is little understood.
Other more
aggressive interests are therefore more closely identified in the public mind with the building world.

While the architect may render an excellent service
to an individual client,

is

it

not true that he has

failed signally to render the equally necessary service for which his training has fitted him to the community in which he lives? Is there not conspicuous

evidence of this in the formation of organizations
which deal with matters lying well within the do-

are the particular functions of gov-

which the architect can be of special
service by reason of his technical knowledge? How
can he make the public realize the importance of
Percentage Remuneration:

d.

It

commonly

is

said that the theory of
charging for professional
service on the basis of a percentage on the cost is

unsound. While the cost of two buildings may be
the same, the cost of rendering the architectural
service for the two buildings would never be the

A

same.

given percentage in one case might be
too low and in another too high further, the public
cannot disabuse its mind of the notion that where a
;

man's remuneration

is based upon a percentage of
there will be a tendency, if not actually, to
attempt to increase the cost, at least to refrain from

cost,

making an effort
practice a marked

reduce

to

it.

lias

the present

influence on the extent to which

the architect's service

is

used?

Are the

substitutes

satisfactory that have been suggested and are actuthe cost plus
ally, to a certain extent, in practice
(

fee

system)?

gestion

Is

tin-re

any other practical sug-

?

Supervision of Construction: Architects are
said to devote themselves too exclusively to the
study and preparation of drawings, specifications,
c.

and contract documents, and to entrust the supervision of the works too largely to salaried employees. The owner's active interest is in the actual
In watching the
construction, not in the drawing.
progress of the work he is thrown into closer con-

and the salaried employee,
with the result that the value of the architect's service in connection with the actual construction seems
unimportant to him. As the busy architect is altact with the contractor

ready very heavily burdened, is there any practical
Would his position be
solution of this difficulty?

more adequate if those to
is entrusted were
of
construction
supervision
his associates or partners, rather than employees?
and

better

his services

whom

The Status of

the Architect; art. profession
the vast majority of people the
construction of a building is distinctly a business
undertaking, and the men they associate with the
/.

or business:

1'

To

building business arc the ones they have learned to
The public
identify with the actual operation.
including its governmental officials does not assoarchitect wjth the actual operation of
with the same understanding
construction
building
they give to engineering and construction com-

ciate

the

study, and
and
intangible
secondary

The elements of

main of architecture and yet which are promoted
and financed by laymen ? Architects have looked on

panies.

these various usurpations of their functions without
protest, with the result that they are quite generally

if conthings and are considered only in this light
Yet the architect is unwilling to
sidered at all.

excluded from participation in many plans for improvement and amelioration of living and other con-

diminish

design

effort
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regarded

as
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Need it
for the aesthetic ideal.
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be diminished in order to develop the business side
of the profession? If he develops along the line
of making his work of greater social service, will
he not find the right ratio between art and
efficiency

?

Advertising: Without going into the controversial question of whether advertising of a certain
kind is or is not proper for professional men, or
dwelling on its potential abuses or advantages, the
fact seems undeniable that of all the agencies interested in a building project, the architect's function
g.

the least understood by the lay public.
Advertising seeks to accomplish a greater use or

is

sale of

Such a result is atthe business world by means of a liberal
article or service.

any

tained in

expenditure of

The

licity.

money along recognized

lines of

architect does not advertise.

pub-

Between

two opposites, however, there must lie a fruitend that architecture may
be given a wider application and serve society in a
these

ful field for study, to the

measure. It is a great pity that the archihas no way to make known to others who might
need it the technical experience which be acquires
in the execution of his work.
Do we need to find
some dignified form of publicity which would not
be open to criticism as blatant and immodest?
If
fuller

tect

the architect can help in so

many ways

tion of our social problem,

is

make
II.

it

way

to

known?

THE
WITH

/(.

to the solu-

there a better

Ai

HITKCT'S RELATIONSHIP TO

WHOM HE WOULD

THOSE

CO-OPERATE

The Contractor's Function: Great changes have

taken place, in recent years, in the status of the contractor in relation to building enterprises.
In important work the contractor now, generally, sells his
services on a professional basis.
His remuneration
is understood to be for the use of his
organization

architect,

where a

really,

competent contractor

is

selected on the basis of "confidence," is not required
in the same degree as in the older method, to watch

the performance of the contractor or to safeguard
Nor is he so frethe expenditures of the owner.

quently called upon to adjudicate disputes that may
arise between the owner and the contractor over
interpretations of the contract obligations. On the
other hand, with incompetent so-called general contractors

who

sub-let everything

and know nothing

work and

responsibility of the
building,
architect is greatly increased.
While the architect has been criticized for not

of

the

giving reliable estimates backed by a responsible
guarantee, the tendency in part of the contracting
field is growing away from the giving of such guar-

The willingness of the
antees by the contractor.
public to accept unguaranteed estimates from a contractor while questioning the estimate from an
seems to indicate a far greater reliance
placed on the contractor's judgment as to the cost
than in that of an architect. May it not be reason-

architect,
is

assume that contractors, through their new
conception, will do more to bring about an underable to

standing of the professional viewpoint than architects have been able to do ? Does this not also suggest a vital reason for establishing a closer co-

and understanding between architects,
consulting specialists, and contractors, and indicate
a community of interest that has hitherto been unoperation

apparent ?
Must not the architect encourage every valuable
outside aid to efficiency and yet clarify his own
function as an element in building production?
Can the man who creates the design also be the
director or

manager of

the

whole procedure of

building or shall be he primarily the designer?
i.
The Need for a More Comprehensive Service:

The modern tendency

changes the relation of the architect to the whole

of business, accentuated by
the experience of the war, is to deal with larger
organizations with one responsible head rather than

building procedure.
Some of the contractors have been quick to realize changed conditions and the desire of modern
business to deal with one organization equipped to

with the several contributing factors that go to make
up an organization to produce a material result. It
is said that the architect has done nothing to meet
this demand, but that engineers have, to an extent,

handle

phases of a building problem. There are,
some so-called "general contractors'" who
do nothing but trade on a name, have no technical
knowledge of building, and, live on the skill and

done

credit of their sub-contractors.

able designers

be developed to an extent far exceeding the pre-war
volume. The architect is said to have done nothing
to co-ordinate his work with the movement for
The experience of the
efficiency in production.

such a system, the average architectural organization dwindles in impressiveness. The services of an

Construction Division, the Emergency Fleet Housing Division, and the Housing Corporation have
demonstrated the great advantage of intimate organized co-operation of all the factors in building

and

its

knowledge of the building business.

This

all

to be sure,

But there are also

general contractors and construction companies
which are composed of able men and which employ

and do all work from the making of
and
drawings
specifications to the financing, buildAs against
ing and furnishing of the structure.

so.

The war has brought

the whole world face to

face with a situation which
tion be increased
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production
gency.

meeting the exigencies of a war emer-

in

and quality of service the public
willing to pay for, or the terms upon
which the public is willing to
engage such service
under the ever changing economic conditions that
sufficiently the kind

demands and

Should there not be a closer co-operation between
and the construction
men (the builders) ? Should not all these qualities
be integrated should not all be present at each stage
the engineers, the architects,

govern all business operations.
Without expressing any opinion as to the justice
of these accusations, can we not consider anew what
kinds of organizations are needed in order that
through association and conference between architects the practice of architecture
may be advanced
and the extent and value of the service it may
render to society thus be increased? Is the cost of

;

Does

of the procedure?

this point

toward larger

men

organizations in which

of varying qualifications
co-operate figuratively as equals rather than the
the architect
empresent plan whereby one man
ploys others to work under his direction?

Organized Industry: The architect is said to
;'.
have ignored or neglected his relationship to one
great element of the building world organized and

in existing societies
Do
prohibitive?
regional organizations of architects distinct
from or as an adjunct to a national organization?

membership

we need

:

He

unorganized labor.

and unskilled labor

skilled

is
is

said

to

consider

that

Shall we have organization for so-called business
and technical purposes only with no attempt to enforce an ethical code?
It has IK-CII said that we
should have an organization of architects for the

troublesome, unreliable

and uninterested in good workmanship, in the advance of the art of building and in efficiency. Has
the architect done anything to find out if there is

1

another side to the question? Is the architect convinced that the average builder is so wise a guide

the architect.

( oin
The architectural profession
petitions:
possibly suffering the consequences of having encouraged, or at least officially countenanced, a ques-

of employment
Should not the architect as rep-

/;;.

is

resentative of the owner (the public) lie a party to
the agreements made between employers and emCould he not coployees in the building trades?

of

Buildintj

Products:

in the past toward
standardization of building materials of minor importance, it is said that the high cost of building is
due in a measure to the great variety and detail of

demanded by

architects' plans

the

of usefulness?
discussed at

where

ARCHITECT)

else-

length (in THE AMERICAN
and need only be mentioned to suggest

potentialities of

its

economy and

efficiency.

THE RELATION

OF THE ARCHITECT TO His
FELLOW ARCHITECTS AND THE MEN PREPARING
FOR THE PRACTICE OF TUE PROFESSION

III.

Architectural Societies: Only a small percentage of all the practicing architects of the country
/.

are

members

of any professional organization.
There must be a reason for this aside from the
proverbial indifference of the human species to matters not
patently connected with getting along in the
world.
Our professional organizations have been
accused of devoting too much time to discussions
on the art of architecture.
They are said to have
occupied their energies in the past in prescribing the
exact terms upon which an architect
may seek or
accept

employment and have not taken

into account

boat,

without any of them having the

puts a premium on deceit and meretriciousness. and
confirms the all too common belief that architects
are primarily picture makers and neglect the considerations of good construction within or approaching the approximate cost, and the management of

and specifibetween
a wide

This subject has been

same

benefit of personal consultation or co-operation with
the interests that are to use the building when built,

Is this not a field for co-operation
"material men" and architects that offers

cations.

field

to

The selection of an architect by the comparison of his usually hastily prepared and inadequately considered drawings with those of others in

Al-

though efforts have been made

materials

made

sound.

better craftsmanship?

Standardization

method of

selection
the competition. The
regulate its conduct and minimize
its pernicious effects are
merely superficial remedies
applied to a condition that is fundamentally un-

tionable

efforts

operate in their relationship so as to place it on a
higher plane, make it more human and tend toward
k.

purpose of bettering the financial standing of
Is there any such demand?

sole

labor that no better condition

to

could be devised?

is

all

business

the

details

attendant

upon such an

undertaking.
As part of this question, the methods by which
There seem
architects are employed need study.
to be three

ways by which they may

solicit

a

com-

By the competition, as above described
social
method of utilizing friends and acthe
by
quaintances and by the direct business method of
mission

:

;

;

soliciting

employment, by making sketches

gratis.

Then, too, the schedule of professional charges has
been supposed to be mandatory, or has been used
by architects to indicate a compulsory fee to which
they are bound, thus setting up an anomalous condition whereby the public is led to believe that all
architects possess equal ability because they are entitled to equal payment.
The younger men have said that only through

imcompetitions can they hope to get a chance at
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Even

portant work.

way

?

better

Does

way

it

lead

if this is

to

true,

progress

?

is it

a desirable

Could not a

*****

on the part of the practising architect to keep in
touch with realty?

be found to achieve this and the purposes

generally subserved by competitions?
n. Education:
Our architectural schools, in emmore
or less success, the important
with
phasizing

features of design, science, and culture, have apparently neglected to train the students in practical
business methods or practical building knowledge,
with the result that a large proportion of graduate
architects are utterly unprepared to render skilled
service.
Thus it would seem to be true that many

These, then, roughly stated, are the main items in
program of inquiry about to be issued by the
committee. None of the paragraphs as printed are
intended to state conclusions, nor indeed are any of
the

the arguments advanced necessarily valid.
They
are merely outlined so as to provide a basis for

The committee will be glad to
helpful discussion.
receive from anyone suggestions of topics to be
added

to the

program, provided that these are per-

young men gain

their experience at the expense of
their first clients.
There is a large question as to

tinent to the purpose of the proposed investigation
as outlined in the foreword.
(Address Post- War

whether the practical application of scholastic training can be taught in schools or whether it must be

Committee on Architectural Practice, the Octagon,
Eighteenth Street and New York Avenue, N. W.,
Washington, D. C. ).

gained by a system of apprenticeship or responsible
association with more experienced architects.
What can be done to make our schools more responsive to the practical needs of the world in
which we live?
Have not architectural schools
been woefully at fault in neglecting to instruct their
students in their obligations as citizens qualified to
render a great and needed service in every community? What can we do to bring this viewpoint
to the fore?
There is also a great problem before us in the
frequently discussed question of new forms of
architectural design appropriate to the new ways of

*

A

*

*

*

speaker said at a recent meeting in

*

New York

he considered the program of this commitbe the most promising sign of vitality and
progressive spirit ever seen in the building world of
America. The writer believes that this is true and

that

tee to

believes also that the
in

outcome of the inquiry will
few years prove to be

the course of the next

helpful not only to the members of the profession,
but what is more important, make the architect's
service more worth while to the community in which

he

lives.

In order to approach this desirable end

living, the new ways of industrial production, and
the new social forces everywhere in evidence. Does

necessary, however, that architects generally
recognize the importance of the move and partici-

not this problem require an entirely new kind of
training for the young student and continuous study

pate whole-heartedly in this effort at enlightenment
of their profession and the public.

it
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The Hotel

New

Pennsylvania,

York

McKi.M. MKAD & WHITK. Architects
This Last Addition to a Chain of Hotels
Operated by the Statl.-r Co.nfanv. is \ot
the Largest Hotel Structure
Xew York City, Ihn is Also the Commanding
Feature of the
enter
rC
d hy thc ' V '"'-0'/"'' Terminal,
opposite, and United States Post
n<?'
r !"f
Office BuMtag on ku,hth \renue. ,,f -.Mch ^f f Ki m Mead
White U'ere also the

Oh

m

p"^

&

.

.

problem confronting the designers of the
m Xevv York City
waQ to
\c\ firnrliir ^ tVi^ In t-rro^f 1-m+nl
was
produce the largest hotel building in
the world in the greatest hotel
city and in so doing
to translate into concrete
expression the ideals and

THE

new Hotel Pennsylvania

*

1

l

,,

,

;

l

,

i

Streets.

It

inclusive,

and three

'i*i

The

:

arMteets.

has 22 floors from street level to roof
levels in the pent house.
entire area is covered with solid
building for

four stories above the street level to the
approximate height of the Pennsylvania Station
opposite.

SOUTH, OR THIRTY-SECOND STREET FRONT
enthusiasm of the great railway system as owner
and the Statler Company as lessee and
operator.
The building has been erected on a plot of ground
200 x 400 feet, bounded on the west by Seventh
Avenue, on the north and south by 33d and 32(1

This solid base

is

faced with Indiana limestone and

treated with an order of
lightly

Roman

Ionic pilasters with

walls between, and a story of
This treatment relates the building in

rusticated

plain ashlar.
design and scale with the station.
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the Seventh

Avenue

fagacle

is

a portico of six Ionic

columns marking the main entrance. The building
line has been set back fifteen feet on Seventh Avenue to assist in the scheme of producing a plaza in
front of the station.

These lower
rooms.

On

floors

contain most of the public

the street level are the

main lobby,

of-

dining room, tea room, men's cafe, bar, main
serving pantry and shops of various kinds with entrances from street and hotel and also the customary

fice,

hair dresser shop and the maitre d'hotel's office. On
is a very complete and extensive

the ballroom floor

This is dientertaining area of great flexibility.
vided into grand foyer and ballroom, two large parlors, banquet room and foyer, and three smaller dining rooms arranged en suite. All of the above have

and in addition to
from the ground
floor are arranged for direct service from the large
banquet kitchen. The arrangement permits of one
their necessary auxiliary spaces
having private elevator service

L
MAIN DINING ROOM
florist shop, telegraph office, public telephones and
checking accommodations.
In a half story above the ground floor are housed

the

hotel

executives'

offices,

baggage and parcel

The
rooms, print shop and help's dining rooms.
baggage room is connected by a conveyor to the
service driveway through the easterly end of the
building, avoiding any reversal of direction of incoming or outgoing baggage.
On the mezzanine are the lounging and writing
rooms and library and also a large exhibition space,

or two large or several smaller parties being accommodated at the same time. The second mezzanine,
a part floor, and the entire second floor, are devoted
bedrooms, storerooms, sewing and linen
rooms, and the telephone exchange, which latter is

to service

its kind ever built.
lower area the shape of the building
has been dictated by the typical bedroom floor plan.
After much study a plan of alternate wings with
wide courts opening to the south was adopted.
There are four bedroom wings each 54 feet wide

the largest of
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over

all,

and three courts each 40 feet wide. The
Gimbel Building is 50 feet

125

rooms

to the floor.

Two

of the floors have spe-

easterly court facing the

cial

wide.

rooms, dining room, pantry and bedrooms arranged
to allow from three to ten rooms to be thrown into
one suite. Three of the upper floors in the

In general a wing consists of a central corridor

sections

composed of

living

and

reception

easterly

two wings are arranged with large size rooms witli
extra size closets.
At the easterly end of the first
bedroom floor are two complete Turkish baths, one
tor men and one for women. The women's
department is entered by a direct stair from the second
bedroom floor, which is to be reserved for* women
Kadi of the Turkish baths has a large
guests.
plunge and ample equipment of all other desirable
features.

All the water

is

to be sterilized

by the

violet

ray system as well as by the regular tiller
system, and in addition will be constantly renewed.

The bedroom stories are contained in a shaft
faced with light brick of a warm gray or buff color,
with a crowning feature consisting of a three-story
order of pilaster* with a main cornice of terra cotta.
A structure on the Seventh Avenue wing roof contains the roof

garden restaurant, on the floor above
which is an extension of the elevator pent house.
The second wing roof is left uncovered for use as
an outdoor after-dinner lounging space accessible
from the roof garden by a wide bridge across the

OFFICE MEZZAXIXF FLOOR PLAX

first

with bedrooms on each side, each bedroom having
its own bath.
The westerly or Seventh Avenue
wing contains the larger rooms with some outside
There
baths, the other wings having inside baths.
are seventeen

bedroom

floors,

with an average of

court.

The

roofs of the two easterly wings are left open
for future development and provision is made in the
framing for connecting these roofs with bridges
similar to that in the
plete

scheme of

I

BASEMENT FLOOR PLAN
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first

court to provide for a com-

circulation.
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The easterly 50 feet of the first floor area under
the easterly court is occupied by two parallel driveways, a service drive for the hotel with its loading
platforms, elevators to workshops above and storage rooms and kitchen below, and conveyor to haggage storage on the mezzanine over and at the extreme east a service drive for the Gimbel store with
;

elevators
deliveries

and loading platform to care for the store
which are now crowding the 331! Street

pavements.

A well-lighted underground passage under
lobby.
the 33d Street sidewalk will lead
past the hotel to
the concourse
connecting the Hudson & Manhattan
Railway and the Broadway subway and to Sixth
Avenue.
The sub-basement mezzanine, a part floor, contains shops and service
(lining rooms and locker
rooms.
ITie sub-basement houses the house
and
guest laundries and extensive refrigerating,
pumping and filtering plants and the machine rooms. The

MAIN ENTRANCE LOBBY
There are three floor levels below the
basement contains main kitchen and

street.

The

auxiliaries,

room, lunch room, barber shop and wash room.
This floor has direct entrances from the
platform of
the 34th Street express station of the Seventh Avenue subway.
At the 33d Street side of the hotel
there is a wide passage under Seventh Avenue connecting directly with the Long Island Railroad station.
At the 32d Street side is a similar passage for
Pennsylvania Railroad passengers. The latter passage can also be reached by elevators from the hotel
grill

301

power and steam service is supplied by the
Pennsylvania Station Power House.
The ground floor has been designed with a view

electric

meeting the problems of circulation presented by
the throngs of people which the great metropolitan
hotels are called upon to handle, and to produce
to

effect of spaciousness in scale with the magnitude of
the structure, which will not be disassociated from

the simple dignity of form and harmony of color
which the American people demand in their own
homes. The classic architecture of Italy has been
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SECOND MEZZANINE FLOOR PLAN

tiee
SECOND FLOOR PLAN
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TYPICAL FLOOR FLAX
the inspiration for the decorative treatment for all
the public rooms.
The architectural feature of the main lobby is a

colonnade of Doric columns producing the effect of
a great atrium in the Roman style.
Above is a
metal and translucent glass ceiling thirty-five feet

from the

floor,

descends.

A

from which a glow of golden light
mezzanine gallery forms a promenade

and lounging space entirely around the colonnade.
On the ground floor there are two direct entrances
each from 32d and 33d Streets to the lobby and a
special entrance on the 33d Street side for the ballroom, with direct stair and elevators to the ballroom
floor.

On

the right of the

main entrance, with

entrance from the street,

BALLROOM FLOOR
303
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is

a direct

the men's cafe.

It

is
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panelled to the ceiling in a natural finished chestThe floor is of imported quarry tiles. The
nut.
lighting fixtures of pewter
the Georgian and

ment of

On

the left of the

opens the main restaurant.
This vast room measures 60 x 140 feet and is over 20 feet in
height. At
each end is a terrace or dais raised above the floor

and brass are a developFlemish chandeliers.

main entrance

is

the bar.

level of the central
portion so that those seated at
the end tables may include- the entire room in
their
field of vision.
At the edge of each dais a light
screen of four columns adds scale and architectural

The

stone walls, vaulted ceiling, leaded windows and
tile floor give the atmosphere of

mosaic

Tuscany

of the Early Renaissance or Quattrocente. where
every hill town had its world-famous product of the

interest to the great
space.

The walls are of artilimestone, with a base and window and door
trims of terra cotta decorated with delicate Italian
ficial

fruitful vine.

GRILL

ROOM

Opening from the east end of the main lobby is
the tea room, the
design of which suggests the
Adam period of English decorative art, with a close

arabesque ornament. The beamed ceiling is richly
decorated in the style of the Italian and French
ceilings of Renaissance times, yet with colors so soft

relation to the Italian Renaissance rather than to
the severer classic forms which the Scottish architects used as their inspiration. The walls
present an

and harmonious that they increase the apparent
height of the ceiling in spite of its enormous span.
Opening from the south colonnade of the mezzanine level is the writing room, which in turn opens

alternate composition of arched openings with mural
decorations in the tympanums and wall surfaces

with magnificent mirror sconces.

The

latter

room

which forms an extension of the
aisles of the main
lobby colonnade makes a complete
circuit of the tea room, from the south arm of which
305

The

in

is

a study in the

oak to the
the modeled plaster

English Jacobean period, panelled

A promenade

I

to the library.

in

ceil-

ceil-

ing.
centerpieces
ing are representations of the old printers' marks
of the sixteenth century, which were used by the
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masters of the printers' craft in Italy, France,
Flanders, Germany and England.
From the mezzanine gallery of the main lobby a
short flight of steps leads to the ballroom floor.
A grand foyer, with its aisles and parlors on either

The roof

first

side,

opens into the ballroom.

These rooms are

carried out in the spirit of the Italian Renaissance
as it is typified in the palaces of the sixteenth cen-

The ballroom

itself,

on the south side of the

building directly over the main dining room, is some
12 feet wider than the latter, and has a ceiling
The gallery of boxes extends
height of 30 feet.

around three sides of the room. The vaulted ceiling is delicately modeled with Italian arabesque ornament decorated in color on an ivory toned ground

manner suggestive of

the fresco decorations of

Raphael and Giovanni da Udine

in the

Vatican and

Maclama in Koine. Two great crystal and
chandeliers are the main illuminating features.
The banquet room, on the north side of the same

the Villa
silk

floor, is
its

foyer

ficial

simple architectural lines conveying an impression
of lightness and openness.
vaulted plaster ceil-

A

tury.

in a

restaurant occupies the entire roof of

Avenue wing. From its many windows
and from the open promenade outside, over the
main cornice of the building, an uninterrupted view
is possible of the entire
The
city and its environs.
harbor and North River are in view from the Narrows to Hastings. This room has been designed on
the Seventh

panelled in white oak to the ceiling, while
like the grand foyer
has walls of arti-

stone.

The

private dining rooms, which can be used sinor
en suite, suggest in their decorative treatgly
ment the styles of the early Georgian period in England, which borrowed
architecture of Italy.

its

motifs from the Palladian

ing is supported by a colonnade, forming a great
central hall with aisles.
The walls are of plaster
above a tile wainscot, and the details are of the
utmost simplicity with a view to forming a background for the changes in decorative scheme which

made from season to season.
room in the basement
been made to escape entirely from
will be

In the grill

the effect has

the dungeonmost below-grade rooms. The guest
enters the grottoes and orangeries of an Italian
villa garden, surrounded by warm and happy colors reminiscent of Mediterranean shores.
The columns and wall arcades are executed in sgraffito,
like quality of

the etched plaster work of the Italian Renaissance,
all of which has been executed in place by Italian
artisans.

The

structural lines

bound by terra cotta to
and a base of the same material af-

sgraffito is

fords protection to the lower part of the wall.
tile

floor has

color with
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The

been made specially to harmonize in
surroundings.
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The Long Case

still

("Grandfather")
contributed

to

a

recent

London, refers to certain
collections
in
interesting
England of long case
clocks. This dignified and well proportioned detail
of furnishing has, it is believed, never received the
consideration in this country to which it is entitled
as an extremely useful and decorative item of interior furnishing.
Replicas of foreign examples

have been made in this country, but at a cost that
makes them available only to the well-to-do.
The "veritable antique," routed from years of
quiet rest in New England houses, has found lodgment in the homes of those fortunate enough to

them up" at bargains. Copies of these old
clocks, with modern movements, are sold at prices
as high and often higher than English
replicas.
It has seemed that
among the details of built-in
"pick

furniture the

the

Jacobean period into the flimsy and badly designed Flemish models, with front legs dowelled
into seat frames and back crestings attached to the

Clock
An interesting article,
issue of The Architect of

The type degenerates with

constructional.

later

clock might with good decorative
results be included. There is a certain sense of companionship in the slow swinging pendulum of the
tall clock and also in its
rich,
that
tall

deep-toned gong

strikes every half hour.

In a "short chat," as the article is
called, on the
long case clock, The Architect states
:

The long case or grandfather succeeds the brass
lantern or bird cage clock about
1670, and at the
same time replaces a mechanical instrument of
metal by a piece of furniture made
principally from
wood. The long clock, in consequence, obtains a
predominance and importance not possessed by its
smaller predecessor.
It must be remembered that
at this period instruments of
timekeeping were rare,
and confined to the upper classes almost
exclusively.

The bulk of

the English nation arose with the sun
and went to bed with the dusk. Appetite regulated
the hours of meals.
The portable timekeeper was
the pocket watch or the lantern
the true "bracketclock," as a bracket for its support and to allow of

outer uprights by wooden pins. New life is introduced during the first years of the eighteenth century, and the evolution begins again to culminate in
the Chinese and Rococo absurdities of Chippendale.
This

rhythm may be noticed, at more or less definite
up to the present day. The early cabinets

intervals,

fulfill
the cabinet function
to hold things
the
early tables are rigid and were made to support
weights. An apparent contradiction of this rule is
the sideboard, which, at first, has neither cupboards
;

nor drawers, yet in the hands of the Heppelwhite
Sheraton schools becomes a repository for

and

wine, napery. cutlery and glass.

This contradiction

more apparent than real, however. The sideboard is, as its name implies, a side-table it changes
at a later date to a combination of cupboard and
is

;

chest of drawers, the functions of neither of which

properly belong to

it.

The development of decorative type with conand purpose is very evident
and decline of the grandfather or long case clocks from about 1670 (the

comitant loss of

when we

dawn

utility

trace the rise

of the tvpe) to 1800 or later.
The function
is, primarily, to show the time, and to do

of a clock

most legible fashion. For this reason,
clockmaker does not put his dial at the bottom of
the case, but many of the later makers did things
nearly as bad. Dials S feet in the air, minute and
hour hands identical but for a trifling difference in
length, hour numerals of insignificant size and a
this in the

a

general blurred type of dial are all characteristics
With the
of many of the late long case clocks.
work of the renowned makers, such as Tompion,

Knibb, East,

(

only six from
is

everything
a clock
in

to

lould.

<

iretton

and Quare

to

name

a pleasure to note how
subordinated to the one function of
a host

show

any way from

it

is

without deteriorating
decorative value: in fact, the

the time
its

easy to understand the popularity of the
long case clock. It was an important and decorative piece of
furniture; it required no defacing of
walls by the fixing of a bracket; it could be
placed
in
any position, and, above all, it was a novelty.
It is a curious
point with regard to furniture (and

latter is cleverly enhanced by the obvious purpose
of each detail. The early long case clocks are never
assertive, therefore as furnishing pieces they never
The
disturb a harmonious decorative scheme.
cases, although good, are usually plain, thereby not
detracting from the focus point of the clock itself,
the dial, where fine workmanship and choice detail
was expended. Above all. these early clocks are

the

refined

the

fall

of the weights or the swing of a long pen-

dulum was a
It

that

logical necessity.

is

same

is

probably true of

new types are always

many

other things)

and fitted for the
purpose for which they were made. It is only in the
later stages of
development that the decorative belogical

to override the utilitarian.
Thus the early
Stuart oak chairs are
always
ideal,
sturdy and
nearly
comfortable.
The Restoration chair is lighter, but

gins

is no hint of the vulgarly ornate.
fascinating pursuit.
collecting is a
Although, broadly, these long cases can be resolved
into certain types, vet in points of detail nearly
\Yithin
is in a class bv itself.
fine
;

there

Clock

every

example

the last seven or eight years only have they appreConciated to anything like their proper value.
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their original cost
the early examples
were only made for the very wealthy and the time
and care lavished on their manufacture, it is only
bare justice that they should have come into their
own, and that the most individual craft which Eng-

land has known, one which reflects the pride and
skill of the craftsman in the
greatest degree, should
be treasured and conserved by its cultured collection in these days of commercialism and machine-

sidering

made

production.

Recent Legal Decisions
WARRANTY AS
WALLS

EXTKA-WORK

TO

WATER-TlGHT

under the contract, and that

The ultimate guide in determining whether or not
there can be a recovery for the extra cost of doing
work under a contract is the contract itself. It is
always a question of the intention of the parties, and
it is this fact which makes it difficult to reconcile

some of

the cases.

No two

it was
represented that
was made up of earth and gravel, and that
there was sufficient gravel in the excavation and on
the premises for use in
making concrete, which was
not the case. The owner claimed that the foundation walls of the building were not made
water-tight

the soil

contracts are exactly

and a difference in the language may make inapplicable a decision under some other contract. It
may be said, however, that if there are positive repalike,

resentations in a contract as to the conditions or
character of the work amounting substantially to a
warranty, there may be a recovery based upon such

representations and this may be true even though
the contractor was required to make investigations
and satisfy himself upon these matters. On the other
hand, the representations may be such that it was
;

clearly the intention of the parties that the contractor should rely upon his own investigations and ex-

aminations, and in such cases he cannot recover upon
the representations. There may be representations

and still the contractor will be denied a recovery because his bid was a gross bid for the entire work.
Lentilbron v. City of New York, 102 App. Div. 548,
92 N. Y. Supp. 897. A recovery may be had where

as required by the contract, because of
was entitled to damages.

which he

The specifications provided that good gravel would
be found in the excavation or on the premises, but
further provided that if sufficient gravel was not
found the subcontractor should furnish equally good
He was required by the contract to make a
careful examination of the premises and to note existing conditions; and he had ample opportunity to
do so. The contract was for a gross sum. It was
gravel.

held that he could not recover for extra cost in excavating hardpan or for gravel purchased in con-

nection with the performance of the contract.
The owner's claim was disallowed because, though
the contract provided the walls should be water-tight,
the specifications provided how the walls should be
and how the waterproofing should be done, and
the subcontractor was required to build them in that
built

pendent investigations but by far the greater bulk of
the cases upon this subject fall under the head of

manner. If they proved not to be water-tight it was
fault of his. An owner under a building contract
cannot recover damages for failure to produce a
given result where he has specified the manner in
which the work shall be done to accomplish that result.
Kiihs v. Flower Cit\ Tissue Mills Co., 171 N.

work or material furnished outside of

Y. Sitp p. 688.

the representations are fraudulent even though the
contractor is required by the contract to make inde;

A

may

recovery

the

and

the contract.

no

be had in this line of cases where

work was

to be carried to bedrock, for instance,
the contractor was made to carry it below that

point; where there was an erroneous direction of
an engineer which required extra work where there
were unauthorized changes in plans which required
extra work and generally where the contractor was
required to do work which did not come within the
;

;

scope of that called for by the contract.
In an action to foreclose a mechanic's lien by a
subcontractor for masonwork, the plaintiff claimed
that he found hardpan in the excavation to be done

ARCHITECT'S APPROVAL OF MATERIALS.
ing contract required the contractor to remove from
the premises, within 24 hours after receiving written notice from the architect, all materials con-

demned by him.

This necessarily involved the use
of materials which had the approval of the architect, and, when the words "approved brand of
lime" were used, they necessarily meant approved
by the architect, who had the power to condemn.

Dniuimond
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New York, a building that so thoroughly
supplements the dominating structure as to set an
example, not only to those in New York, but in
every large city, of the importance of a carefully
center in
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studied development of large areas. It is fortunate
that this has happened.
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spilled in directing attention to the haphazard archi-
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An

new
THE
and

Hotel Pennsylvania, fully described
illustrated in this issue, presents an opto direct attention to an example of a

portunity
very well carried forward conservation of an architectural opportunity.
The growth o f important

New

York, and

in

fact in

most of our

large cities, has heen as a rule marked by an utter
disregard of the architectural proprieties. In too
cases no serious effort has been made to har-

many

monize the architecture of the various groups of
buildings, and the result has been just as it may be
everywhere seen, an architectural hodge-podge, a
jumble of conflicting styles, and faulty skylines.

The Hotel Pennsylvania stands directly across
Seventh Avenue from the Pennsylvania Railway
Terminal. The rare artistic excellence of this terninal, if past methods had been pursued, would
have been
seriously menaced by the placing of a
The
towering structure in such close proximity.
of the hotel, McKim, Mead & White,
have by rare good
judgment and a highly developed
art i-t H
perception, added to what will undoubtedly
become one of the greatest, if not the greatest civic
architects

but

the

fact

remains the

city's transient population is so rapidly increasing
that we have not built hotels fast enough adequately
to provide for it.

Conserving an Architectural
Opportunity

centers in

determined,

accurately

Industrial Welfare Bill

KKNYON

of Iowa has introduced a

SENATOR
providing

for the study of and a report to
Congress on a plan that will enable every American
worker to own his own home. This bill creates a
bill

commission of

members, which

six

is

directed to

study existing methods in the United States of
financing the building and buying of low-cost
houses, and the effect of present methods on investThe commission will also study the
ing capital.
methods followed in other countries. The report
to be submitted to

Congress by Jan. i, 1920.
an extension or application of
the measures of the Farm Loan Act. This legislais

The

idea

is

really

The passage of a wellpurposes set forth would
materially aid the solution of a problem that lies at
the roots of our national prosperity.
In the formation of the proposed commission the
value of the service of architects should not l>e
tion should be approved.

prepared

bill

for

the

In fact, many men in the profession
who have been engaged in housing investigations
by the Government are valuably equipped for

overlooked.
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An

that

work of this character, and it is to be hoped
the American Institute of Architects and

various State Societies will use every effort to
secure a place on this commission for a representative of the profession of architecture.

Royal Academy

THE

man

History by Pictures

A. E. F. in France who had
watch the work of the artists
Government to draw in black and

in the

EVERY
opportunity

to

appointed by this
white or paint in colors the vivid scenes of actual
warfare became impressed with the value of work
It
of this sort in teaching a history of the war.
be some time before these drawings and pictures will be available for exhibition and reproducWhen they are they will supplement if not
tion.

may

equal

in

value the well-written reports of

extraordinarily

many

capable newspaper correspondents

and equally capable men who have been detailed to
the Military Intelligence Department.
When General Perry, a Civil War veteran, was
recently appointed superintendent of the Indiana
Soldiers' and Sailors' Monument, he set about the
task of clearing away the mass of accumulated
debris that encumbered the basement of the structure.
It was discovered that this large space could
be readily prepared and utilized for exhibition purA collection of war pictures of early wars
poses.
was already at hand, and when supplemented by

architectural press of

England

is

elated

over the election of Sir Aston Webb, a pastpresident of the Royal Institute of British Archiarchitect of wide reputation, to the
In expressing
of
the Royal Academy.
presidency
its satisfaction over this event, The Building Ne^vs,

tects,

Teaching

Architect President of the

the

and an

of London, declares that it was "certainly high
time that architects should receive some more emphatic recognition that our art is not merely one
of, but the chiefest among, those included in the

Academy's title."
All of which is absolutely true, and for such very
good reasons architects in this country may unite
with their brethren of England in a deep sense of
satisfaction over the election of Sir Aston.

In our own National Academy there is shown to
be a very decided need for some more energetic
and representative action than is at present to be
found. As there are many distinguished architects
members of the National Academy, it might be
pertinent to inquire

if

executive positions
rially quicken what

in

their selection for important
that body would not mate-

is

organization, and at the

at present

a very inactive

same time accord a proper

recognition to architecture.
The general feeling in the English press is that
Sir Aston Webb's selection for this important office

comcombined ex-

those that will

was due
manding

possibilities are unlimited.

ecutive and administrative abilities in a high degree
and that the brilliant story of his past record bears
witness to persistence in the face of difficulties that

soon be available illustrating the
recent war, there will be secured an exhibition of
large historic value, and one whose educational
In this instance there
that

might

is

to be

found a suggestion

very well receive the close attention of

shall design and plan our future war
Provision should be made for adequate
space for well selected collections of war pictures.
The interest in such an exhibition never palls, and
all

those

who

memorials.

as an aid to the visualization of just what war really
is, there is no means yet found equally good.

.A\ ,<v

vx

^gv Jtt^^x

.X.K

to the fact that in addition to his

position as an architect, he

converts obstacles into stepping stones.
The lesson to be learned by all this is that in any
profession success can only be achieved by the absolute demonstration of a positive ability, and that
in art a man to forge ahead must be something

he must be an active and
aggressive element in every phase of his profes-

more than a dreamer
sional work.

y.'ZZSI

rZ
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Architectural Competitions
By THOMAS CRANE YOUNG
the architectural profession

is

ever to place

on an equality with other established
professions in standing and dignity before the
public, it will be necessary to purge from itself
some of its inherited practices and customs which
serve no proper purpose in the conduct of the business of building under modern conditions. Probably
the so-called Architectural Competition, whether of
the illegitimate "wild cat" variety or as conducted
by orthodox methods under the Code of the American Institute of Architects, has had greater effect in
itself

IF

preventing a unity of effort in the professional
ranks, and perhaps has done more to create an unfavorable public opinion than any other traditional

custom.
It would seem quite ridiculous to request a dozen
or so of lawyers to prepare a brief in a given case
at law, or a like number of physicians to diagnose a
disease and outline a course of treatment and then

same for judgment

to another pracbe no better qualified
to decide on their respective merits than any of the
to submit the
titioner,

who might perhaps

contestants.

actual cost of producing conventional competition drawings is very great and out of all pro-

The

portion

to

their

The aggregate

usefulness.

of

in a single competition often reaches into
tens of thousands of dollars and assumes enormous

expense

the amount so spent
the
entire
annually by
profession. All this is pure
waste for the many who lose and largely so for the
few who win. as equally effective results might be

proportions

when one considers

though necessary, concession to the gambling
human race. His designation

table,

spirit inherent in the

of the practice

why

is

unquestionably correct, though

a

dignified professional body should
necessary to condone this or any other vice
cult

find

it

is diffi-

understand.
In most straight gambling
the chances of gain or loss are supposed to
be equal, but in the competition game, even of the
to

games

most orthodox variety,

this proportion is seldom
Let us take, for example, one in which
ten contestants are selected,
presumably of equal

reached.

standing and ability, the chance of success can only
be as one to ten, and with a larger number of competitors the proportion must be correspondingly decreased.
Xor are the stakes inconsiderable, for

even

in the respectable "paid" competition the individual cash investment often runs into thousands

As a sporting proposition, it is alxnit
with shooting loaded dice, and. of course,
as a conservative business venture it can have no

of dollars.

on a

level

The feuds and rivalries so frestanding at all.
quently engendered by competitions can only spread
demoralization among architects and the business
world can have but little respect for a "profession"
where employment in a serious task may IK' determined by the issue of a game of chance.
A more serious matter is the effect of this unfortunate custom upon the young, for in them it
encourages the idea that sudden fame and fortune
easily be attained through a brilliant architectural tour dc force or stroke of genius as a substitute for the slower processes involving con-

may

obtained by less expensive methods. While in other
professions and lines of business every effort is
being made to eliminate unnecessary waste, archi-

tinuous study and work, which is usually the price
of success in other walks of life.
Our system of education may be somewhat at

seems to be the only one which deliberately
permits and encourages it.
The object of a competition, according to the
Code, is the selection of an architect, not a plan. In
theory each competitor is selected because of his
proved ability to conduct the work should the
choice fall on him.
It should be unnecessary that
the problem be worked out ten or twelve different

fault, the schools

tecture,

having (unconsciously, no doubt)

fostered a false idea of the purpose for training
and the ends to be attained thereby. They have,
as it were, cultivated an elaborate and ornate handto be
writing with too little regard for the thought
borrowed
atelier
system
expressed. Neither has the
from France been more successful in the improvement of American architecture because it encour-

ways in order to effect a final choice. It would
save the futile effort of the unsuccessful and in view
of the original selection, accomplish the purpose

ages imitation of French forms without adaptation

choice to be decided

goal
the physical substance of the completed building
which is the architectural idea expressed through
stone.
the refractory medium of steel and brick or

equally well

by

were the

final

lot.

Quite recently the practice has been defended by
one high in the councils of the Institute as a regret-

Thus

architectural "renhas become the
dering." so expensive and so useless,
instead of
architect
the
student
for
of effort
to

American

conditions.
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These elaborate architectural drawings, often exhibiting wonderful workmanship, cost thousands of
dollars but have no value as works of art, for they
cannot be sold in any market for the price of a

Quite recently an eminent architect, in a public
address, defended the Architectural Competition as
a means of injecting a little excitement and zest

take

scarcely think that any of the champions of the
ancient Code who have yet spoken have been sincere or themselves shown a high degree of respect

In contrast with this, the "artist"

may
song.
a dime's worth of paper and a pencil and, perhaps,
produce a picture worth a substantial fortune.
better instance of misdirected energy than the

A

former case presents could scarcely be devised.

into an otherwise

for their chosen calling or of the "high
which they prate so much.

As Affecting the Practice

The

American

Bankers'

is

Named

Association

has

an-

following men have been appointed a committee on loans held by savings banks
James H. Manning, President of the National Sav-

nounced

that

the

:

Bank

Samuel H. Beach, PresiSavings Bank. Rome, N. Y. Edwin P. Maynard, President of the Brooklyn Trust
Company; Russell S. Walker, President of the Dime
Savings Bank of Brooklyn; C. H. Kelsey, President
ings

dent of the

of the
of

New

of Albany

;

Rome

of

of Architecture

steel export prices of England, its chief competitor for the world's markets, are anywhere up
to 40 per cent higher than its own, and only rela-

slight shifts in ocean freight charges will
serve to throw the advantage to these shores. Foreign trade requires little concession, so long as England's costs do not come down.''

tively

;

York, and Frederick H. Ecker. Treasurer

of the Metropolitan Life Insurance

Company.

Lowering Looked For

Coal Production Decreases
According to the report of the United States
Geological Survey a considerable decrease in the
production of bituminous coal occurred during the
last week in January, the output declining to the
low level of 9,159,000 net tons. This production,
which

Producers are beginning to admit that the cutting
of prices in the iron market is
necessary to liven
the interest of buyers and that the
maintaining of
prices at too high a level in past weeks has effectualSumly discouraged trading, the Iron Age states.
marizing the situation it continues

approximately three-quarters of a milbelow the preceding week, and approxnet tons below the corresponding
1,000,000
imately
week of last year, is at the rate of 475,000,000 net
tons per annum, and is considerably below present

of the present inflow of emergency orders points to shutdowns here and there in
two or three months' time. In the activity of such
happenings, a rewriting of costs would be possible.
Whether the trade conferences proposed by the Secretary of Commerce could before then develop untotal

derstandings looking to establishing prices likely to
attract depends largely on
securing official sanction
and the broad co-operation of the manufacturers
and the steel workers.

Meanwhile the buying elements need to remember that the country is proceeding on the
theory
that it is no longer an isolated nation.
Fixed iron

falls

lion net tons

consumption.

Many consumers

:

"The low

ideals'"

and

Bond and Mortgage Guarantee Company

Steel Price

One can

existence.

Commercial Digest

Financial and

Amortization Committee

hum-drum

are

now using

coal accumulated

summer, and the present good weather
during
enables certain consumers to await the outcome of
the raising of the zone and price restrictions by the
last

United States Fuel Adminstrati-on before placing
their orders.
The daily production of bituminous
coal during the past week, estimated at 1,526,000
net tons, is 19 per cent below the daily average for
the coal year to date and 13 per cent behind the
daily average for the same period of last year. The
production of anthracite increased considerably

during the week ending Jan. 25, and was slightly
in excess of the average weekly production for
the coal vear to date.
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Place

Responsibility

Great Britain's Fuel Problem

Safe

for

A memorandum

Building Construction
tftififth annual meeting of the Building
Conference, just held at Pittsburgh, the chief
discussion was the placing of responsitopic of
safe building; construction and a proper
for
bility
ordinances.
Agreement
compliance with laws and
to place that responsimade
be
should
that effort
took the form of a resolution, which follows:

At the

(

cials'

bility

"That it is the sense of the Building Officials'
Conference that for the better protection of the
unsafe and illegal building construcpublic against
which
tion suitable legislation should be enacted by
be restricted to architects.
building operations shall
of construction
engineers, builders, superintendents
or others who have by proper evidence shown their
for undertaking such building
ability or capacity
whom individual responsibility
on
and
operations,
for the safe prosecution of the work and a comlaws relating to buildings can he
pliance with the
placed.

resolved, that the secretary nt
tinat
this organization be directed to furnish,
resolution
this
of
request of any member, copies
of
for presentation to legislative bodies in support
such legislation.''

was further

"It

A

joint

tional

session of the Conference and the

Brick

Pittsburgh at the
sion

Association

Manufacturers'

same

time.

The

met

supplemental to the general rethe commission sent abroad by Harry
A. (iartield. Federal Fuel Administrator, sets forth
the British ( ioverninent's fuel problem as presented

port

made by

by the war.
year of the war 1^1.170 British miners
enlisted in the army, and in June, KjiS. the total
>n the latter date the net loss
had risen to 2X5,000.
In the

first

<

mine labor had been reduced

of

through extraordinary efforts

to the battle lines.

Where

the Tinted States
<

Ireat

also shows that
report of the commission
was without
whole
a
as
whose
population
Italy,
coal for heating and in large part without gas for
war period, was
cooking, for many months of the
fuel
from
shortage among the
the worst sufferer
allied

nations.

Switxerland

year:

Fred

W.

in-

Minneapolis, Minn., viceLumis, superintendent of

buildings, Springfield, Mass., secretary

;

\Yalter R.

Newton,
Forbush, public buildings commissioner,
buildof
commissioner
Mass.; George Rendigs,
executive
the
of
members
Ohio,
ings, Cincinnati,
committee.

Atlantic City Architects Organize
The Society of Registered Architects of

Atlantic-

has been organized for social and pro-

City. X. [.,
fessional affiliation.

elected as follows:

been
Teni]>orary officers have
William B. Riebenack, chair-

man, and Bertram Ireland, secretary.

now

faces

a

severe

was found, should lie able
needed for
produce more coal than

shortage, but Belgium,

it

immediately to
own consumption.

its

in

(

chairman;

its

The

topic of discus-

Houghton,

able to increase

Britain

11,113

Good Roads and Merchandise
Traffic

of

(',.

was

suffered a loss of
production,
tons
mined, using the
1X5,000,000
approximately
for computation.
basis
as
a
production figures

coal

Xa-

by W. W. Pearse. superintendent
on certain tests -of
buildings, Toronto. Canada,
Stotx. archiKdward
and
bricks and brick piers,
by
>ther interestwork.
brick
on
of
tect,
Pittsburgh,
were a fire test on a
ing features of the meeting
concrete column made at the Bureau of Standards.
The present officers of the Conference were continued for another
Rudolph P. Miller, New-

James

men

soldiers to

program was interrupted early
KjiX by the necessity of returning 75.000 miners

in

presented

City, chairman;
spector of buildings,

l.^.OOO

the mines, but this

was brick work, and centered about papers

York

to

to return

Among

the

many

valuable lessons the war has
highways can be used

is that our improved
merchandise
advantage for the transportation of
distances.
for
even
long
by motor trucks,
lines were
During that period when our railroad

taught
to

< ',o\ ernmc-nt
needs,
exclusively occupied in serving
communication
was demonstrated that freight
it
had been
could, in sections where the highways

maintained,
improved, be economically
that prevented
set
were
service
of
up
routes
and
what would otherwise have been real hardship.
to the
Attention will not have to be directed
in
movement
road
necessity for a widespread good
be
conas
such
roads
may
Not good
this country.
traffic,
sidered as fitting the ordinary motor pleasure
heaviest wear.
the
withstand
to
built
roads
but
The traffic bureau of the Merchants' Association
this matter of
of New York has actively taken up
is propose
it
and
traffic,
motor routes for freight
sufficiently

movement that will bring into close relaowners with a view
both
tions
shippers and truck
has demonstrated
to continuing a service that

to start a

efficiency.
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News

Current

A

Hotels Pennsylvania and Commodore Rentals Set New Mark
Hotel rents in New York rose to new heights in
the leases affecting the Pennsylvania and

man

Hotel Corporation, will pay a ground rental of
$175,000 a year plus 91 per cent of the taxes plus
six per cent per annum on the total cost of construction.
There is an additional payment to be paid,

Commo-

dore hotels, reflecting graphically, says Record and
Guide, the remarkable hotel development and expansion which has characterized the city's growth
within recent years.
Aside from the general inter-

consisting of two per cent more on the total cost
of construction, according to the lease filed in the
Register's

from June

opening of these two giant
structures, as a result of their successful completion during war times, their architectural distinction
est

which attaches

to the

their concrete representation of the genius and
enterprise of the American hotel business, special
interest on the part of real estate men can be cen-

upon the huge

rentals involved

and the terms

The Pennsylvania Hotel lease, recorded last week,
was made by the Pennsylvania Terminal Real Estate Company to Franklin J. Machette, who assigned
it to the New York Hotel Statler Company.
It

is

for twenty-one years

Parks'

Dead Trees

the last few years. Already 3,000 dead trees have
been removed, but not until a very careful exami-

was made of each individual one to ascerwhether the tree was beyond saving. Some

nation
tain

wood will be distributed with the consent of
mayor to poor people through the Fuel Com-

of the
the

mittee of the Mayor's Committee on National Defense.

runs for twenty-one years from thirty clays after
the completion of the building and calls for the
payment of a ground rent of five per cent a year of
$4,000,000, which would be $200,000 plus taxes and

New York's
to

other charges. The lessee will pay in addition an
annual rental of six per cent of the cost of construction of the building, less a deduction of $250,000 the
year, $175,000 the second year, and $100,000
the third year for each of the remaining eighteen

first

;

years the lessee will pay $200,000 a year ground
rent and six per cent of the cost of the building
plus one-eighteenth of the sum of $525,000, this

being the amount deducted from the rent as above.
Real estate men see in the lease clauses calling for
rent payments based upon the cost of construction a
reflection of the war-time building situation, when
construction costs mounted almost daily and build-

meet tremendous advances in maover night. As a result in a project of
such magnitude, whenever the time of completion
liable to

terial prices

was uncertain and estimates -of final building costs
were impossible, it is not surprising that builders
asked the lessees to share with them the risk of rising building costs hence a rental based upon aggregate building cost rather than a fixed amount.
;

lease

1916, with renewal privileges.

The Park Department of the City of New York
doing a good work in the concentrating of all its
forces on the removal of a large amount of dead
wood which had accumulated in the parks during

certainable because they depend upon the final cost
of the completed structures. Both leases, however,
call for the payment of large ground rentals.

were

i,

is

of the leases.
In the instances of both the Pennsylvania and
Commodore, the exact rentals to be paid are not as-

ers

The

office.

Cut Out

and

tered

was made in the case of
Commodore, where the lessee, the Bow-

similar arrangement

the Hotel

Hotel Resources Added

by 4,500

Rooms

Although a total of 4,500 rooms and as many
baths have been added to New York City's hardpressed hotel resources within the past month,
adequate relief has not arrived to take care of the
greatly increasing transient trade. It is still necessary in some instances for out-of-town guests to
go to Brooklyn, Newark, and in some cases as far

as Philadelphia, to get overnight accommodations.
However, the Hotel Pennsylvania, just opened,

which has 2200 rooms and 2200 baths, is the largest
hotel in the world by 200 rooms and 200 baths.
Second to it in size is the new Hotel Commodore,
also just opened, which has a round 2000 rooms
and an equal number of baths. The Hotel McAlpin
has just opened its addition of 300 rooms, giving
it a total of 1500 rooms.
There are twenty-seven floor levels from the
lowest sub-basement to the top floor in the Hotel
Pennsylvania.

The

hotel

is

set

back several

feet

from the property line, increasing the width of
Seventh Avenue until in this block it is slightly
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wider than Fifth Avenue.

This valuable

real estate

architectural effect.

Prisoners of war will lie
employed, until the
peace treaty is signed, for lalmr purposes, and it is
estimated that one hundred men can plant
30,000
trees within three months at minimum cost.
Ger-

hotel

many

sacrificed to give a larger setting of open space
for the hotel and the station for the sake of the

was

The first four floors of the
are built in a style to harmonize with the
massiveness and dignity of the great railroad build-

in 1915 planted 20,000,000 fruit trees.
he French Government has already placed at
the disposal of the minister of the liberated districts 300,000,000 francs, but this
money will be
used to purchase trees for devastated districts
only.
The planting of 2,000,000 trees will cost about
'I

On these floors are the offices, lobbies, dining
rooms, cafes, galleries, and most of the public
rooms. Above these floors the structure is cut into
by four deep courts, which give light and air to all
the rooms.
ing.

War

eight million francs. The American Red Cross has
not only given $10,000 but has aided in the actual
labor of reconstruction in devastated districts.

Contract Adjustments

The Boston Transcript in an editorial captioned
"Transplanting ( >ur Forests to France," comments
on the fine sentiment in the gift of 3.000,000 pine

Recommended
A statement given out by the Department of
Labor showing the labor surplus in many industrial centers

has increased rapidly in the

last

seedlings that Pennsylvania is to send to France as
a contribution toward the restoration of the war

few-

riddled forests.

weeks, urges that early action on legislation to
The
adjust war contract controversies be taken.
cancellation of war contracts with no provision
for an early financial adjustment of the investment
in war machinery, materials and partly completed
products, was blamed for plunging some concerns
into a state bordering

on stagnation.

Department of Labor's investigation of
and
means to stimulate building and imways
provements and augment the absorption of labor
industry disclosed these two important ways of get-

reclamation work is not seedling
This country has just now
closed its own doors against foreign-grown nursery stock
of all kinds in fear of the pestilences that the plants may
carry. It would not he strange, therefore, if France felt a
similar reluctance to accept our trees, not in retaliation for
our prohibition but because of a justifiable dread of the
possible consequences."

from

trees,

The statement says
Legislation enabling the building and
loan associations of the country to use their real
estate mortgages for collateral in a system of fed:

"One

eral

home

continues:

that our forest regiments are to be withdrawn as
rapidly as transport facilities will permit it will be the
handsome thing for the L'nited States to do what it can
toward aiding in the repair of the damage that was permitted in its interest. There will still remain a million or more
acres in northern France from which the axes and the guns
of the enemy stripped the once thrifty forests and in the
restoration of which Germany and her henchmen should he
made to toil. What France really would be glad to have

The

ting results.

It

"Xow

loan banks.

this

country

in this

however good, but

seed.

immediate ad-

Hospital Construction in the Future

justment and payment by the Government
sonable claims growing out of the summary rescinding of war contracts.
"The former would permit home builders to

must be based upon the new conditions that have
followed in the wake of the war and not by com-

"Two

Legislation

to

authorize

of rea-

themselves of almost two billion dollars

avail
;

consideration of hospital building projects

parison

buildings erected before the war.
traces how the expense of building
bound to be greater than in the past,

with

Modern Hospital

in

the latter would provide much needed immediate capital for manufacturing."

loans

Any

hospitals is
as follows
:

"Owing

to the suppression

by the Government of

a great amount
private building during the war,
of construction will be necessary, at practically any
recost, as soon as the restrictions on building are
the
will
construction
this
and
keep
moved,
necessary
all

Restoring the Orchards of France
\Yith thousands of square miles utterly denuded
of trees, the war demanding every foot of lumber
available for military purposes, France now faces
a serious condition, with one quarter of her trees

cost of building high for many years. Investigations
show that building to the value of over $200,000,000
has been held up during the war in the cities of

many orchards non-existent. A survey
has shown that only 925,270 fruit trees, located in
125 nurseries, are available. Consequently, it is
proposed to establish a central nursery, where trees
from other nurseries will be stored, at Noisy-le-

gone and

New York and Chicago alone. The total in the
whole country reaches an enormous sum.
"The reconstruction work abroad will draw
materials
heavily upon our production of building
and

will

further tend to keep prices high.

thought by

Roi.
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many

well-informed

authorities

It

is

that
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will remain for as much as ten
and that a recession to pre-war prices may

these influences
years,

never be expected.
"No effort should be made to offset the higher
costs by using cheap materials and finish, for a hospital, more than any other building, should be built
well if for no other reason than to keep down the
burden of maintenance charges, which will become
larger and larger each year in a poorly constructed
If a compromise is necessary, let it be in
building.
the size of the building rather than in its quality.
"In planning, constructing, and furnishing the
hospital, do not emphasize too strongly all of the
well-known 'sanitary' features, such as white wood-

Use
work, flush-panel doors, round corners, etc.
these and all similar precautions where they count,
and other workrooms but don't
and thereby eliminate all possible attractiveness from the patients' rooms and similar poras in the operating

overdo

;

it,

Someone has said that a
of the building.
hospital is a factory for making well people that
is not true.
hospital is, or should be, a home on
a large scale, where the institutional atmosphere has
tions

;

A

been eliminated as far as possible. Surround your
patients with things that are comfortable, attractive
and beautiful, to the end that their thoughts may
be directed away from their troubles.
Risk the
remote chance of a few lurking germs in pictures
and books, and other things that are not smoothfaced, round-cornered and white, in order to gain
the

immense advantage of the greatly improved
it power of resistance

'morale' which brings with
to the progress of disease."

Organization Aids Business and
Technical Workers
For the first time in the history of America's development employers have an opportunity of selecting from a large and varied list of highly educated
and experienced men those individuals especially
equipped to meet their particular requirements. The
professional and special section of the U. S. Employment Service, a branch of the Department of
Labor, has been organized for the benefit of employers in need of engineers, executives, men of

applicants that the most exacting requirements of
an employer, as stated in his requisition, can be met
in

each

and the

When the qualifications of a man
specifications for a position are accurately

detail.

matched, the man and employer are immediately
placed in touch with each other by the professional

and

special section.

Art in Trades

Shown

in

Museum

Exhibition
An exhibition of unusual interest, the work of
commercial firms or individuals who have found
inspiration for their designs, colors, or decorations
in objects from
many parts of the museum, has been
opened to the public at the Metropolitan Museum

of Art. For

many years the authorities have been
endeavoring to prove that the wonderful collections on exhibit there were not
only valuable for
their aesthetic worth, for the
high place that they
held as objects of art, but that there was in them a
practical value to meet the everyday needs of the
people.
Visitors to the exhibition will see that

it is conducted on a much larger scale than the two previous ones.
Occupying two large galleries on the
second floor, it is staged with all the care and skill

given exhibitions of its own collections, and will
astonish the public with its dignity,
beauty and comprehensiveness.
The work of

more than one hundred of the
in
firms
the
largest
city and people working along
the finest lines in art are represented, their efforts
classified under nineteen different heads.
There are twenty-one exihibtors of furniture and
seventeen of textiles. Other exhibitors come under
the heads of decorative accessories, frames and
mirrors, glass, gold and silversmiths' work, jewelry,

being

lamps, mantels, metal work, models, painted
photographs, pottery, rugs, mosaics, wall
paper, and there is a large collection of designs
laces,

panels,

and drawings.
Treasures -of the museum which have been the

college training and practical experience in business
and technical fields now being released from the

for the finished products now shown
The mua/e often strangely unrelated to them.
seum director tells how a twenty-century-old
Athenian vessel suggested an effective shape for a

Government

modern cosmetic

Two

service.

zone offices, one in New York and the central zone at Chicago, have been opened as
clearing
houses where returning men are classified in accordance with their qualifications and where the
requisitions of employers are matched against
them.
So complete is the system of classification
and so diverse the qualifications of the thousands of

inspiration

jar; a modern tapestry manufacturer found a design on an old Italian-painted picture frame; a design for a dress fabric was dis-

covered in the armor collection ecclesiastical vestments inspired a wall paper design, and old Chinese
designs are reproduced charmingly on modern
;

painted furniture.
The work is so entirely practical that the pieces
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shown were taken, many of them, from the showrooms of shops, and some of them were already

there

sold and were taken to the exhibition with the per-

"Easier rates for money," the review continues,
"have accompanied this inward movement of
funds,
although the price paid for the longer term capital
for industrial use has not been lowered, while rate
for call loans and other
prime commercial paper
have fallen but slightly. The
tendency, however.
lias been downward and
may be taken as indicative

mission of the owner.
The museum has practical accessories

for

this

laboratory work, study rooms where there are
stored objects which may be of use to the workers
or where may be taken objects from other parts

museum

of the

for close observation.

It

has lan-

and photograph and lending collections.
docents and members of the staff are ready

has been an

increase

tern slides

of distinct recuperative

and

financial

its

assistance in bringing the

to give their

and the museum collections

at

power on the part of the

community."

designer

into comfortable rela-

In addition, there is a field worker who
knows a shop and workrooms as well as the museum, and whose business it is to introduce the
workers to the museum and show them its possibilities. There has been a greatly increased demand
upon the museum's resources by manufacturers and
designers the last five months, and a large number
of these for the first time saw and recognized the

Personals

tionship.

museum

bank balances

of

financial centers.

values as related to business.

he Dwight I'. Robinson Co., Inc..
constructing
and consulting engineers, have opened offices at 61
Mroadway. New York Citv.
I

The
I'ent,

142

.state

has

architect

moved

West State

New

of

his office

Jersey,

Frances

from the State House

II.

to

Street. Trenton. N. J.

George Awsumb, formerly practicing architecture
iSi; W. Madison Street. Chicago, has moved his
otlices to 104 S. Michigan Avenue, where be will
resume his work.
at

Lake Residence
Be Razed

Historic Salt

to

.

Amelia Palace, pretentious residence built by
Brigham Young for Amelia Folsom Young, reputed "favorite wife" of the pioneer Mormon leader,
is to be razed and upon the lot it now occupies will

modern

be erected a
this effect

has been

structure.

made by

J.

Announcement

to

T. Keith, architect

owner of the property.
Amelia Palace was known for years

for the

House."

It

said one of the

is

as

;
\\
I
lirooks, architect, Hartford, Conn., announces that he has succeeded to the architectural
lie will continue the
practice of Davis & Brooks,
offices at Lewis and Gold Streets.

"Gardo

workmen was

.

Following his return from military service Herbert A. Willcox has opened offices for the practice
of architecture at 205 Commerce lUiilding. Miami,
f

Mr. Willcox desires
and catalogs.

>klahoma.

Announcement has been made of

re-

sponsible for the name, it being due to an Italian
mansion which had that name. The mansion was

tion of Kossel F.dward Mitchell

commenced by Brigham
and during 1877 a portion was completed and occupied by Mrs. Amelia Folsom Young.
Amelia Palace has been one of the historic places
pointed out to tourists who visited Salt Lake City.
It is just across the street from the famous Beehive
and Lien houses, and the Eagle Gate, notable relics

at

of the days of

dissolved

planned

Young

and

building

in 1876,

Brigham Young.

tects,

Money Rates Noted

cial

in

&

the incorpora-

Co., Ltd., archi-

engineers and town planners, with main offices
Paul-Gale-Greenwood Building. Norfolk,
The officers of the new company are Kossel

Ya.

Fdward

Mitchell, president; Gilbert Stanley Underwood, vice-president, and Bernard Stebbins Alves,
manager.

The firm of Wallis & Goodvvillie. architects, 56
West Forty-fifth Street, New York City, has been
by

mutual

and

agreement

Frank

E.

member

of the firm, has taken his
into
Richard
P.
son,
Wallis,
partnership. The firm
will be known as Frank E. Wallis & Son, architects
and engineers, and will be located at the same ad-

in

Federal Report
The Federal Reserve Board,

manu-

(104-8

Wallis, senior

Easier

to receive

facturers' samples

dress.

reviewing finan-

conditions for the past month, says as to public

and private financing that in spite of the beginning
of industrial demands at banks and the requirements
of the last instalments of the Fourth Liberty loans.

3'7

Richard P. Wallis
setts Institute of

is

a graduate of

Massachuand has

class of 1912,

Technology,
been engaged in enginering work
land. Minneapolis and in the I'.
ment, Construction Division.

in

S.

Albany, CleveWar Depart-

News from

Late
Vote

to Support

House

Architectural Fields
new

buildings were originally appropriated before
the war period. Naturally today's conditions as
to labor and other costs result in a range of bids

Tenement

Bill

now

before the
New York State Legislature introduced by Senator
Dodge relative to remodeling three and four-family
tenement houses was voted at the regular monthly
meeting of the New York Society of Architects

Whole-hearted support of a

bill

held at the Engineering Societies Building, 29 West
Thirty-ninth Street, New York, Tuesday evening,

A

was appointed to represent
the matter.
on
the society at Albany
The Committee on City Departments having reFeb.

17.

delegate

exceeding the original appropriations. The Government urges that buildings be commenced everywhere in order to stabilize conditions, and Congress
should make it possible for the authorities themIt
selves to initiate this commendable movement.
the one practical way of counteracting unrest
and disturbance, while the price is cheap, considering everything that has been and is being done.
is

We respectfully ask your whole-hearted effort to
bring about passage of this deficiency legislation."

ported favorably on the appointment of a Board of
Appeals against rulings of the Tenement House Dein
partment, the membership voted unanimously
decided
It
also
board.
was.
such
favor of
proposed
that the society become a member of the National

Housing Association.
question of the best means to be adopted to
bring about a revival of building construction was
discussed, arguments alternating between an advocacy of governmental intervention and individual

The

initiative.

In the absence of the president and vice-president
of the society, John P. Leo, of the board of direcHe reminded the meeting
tors, occupied the chair.
that this country owed its wealth and advancement
to individual enterprise, and that to allow a system

of

governmental

paternalism

to

supersede

indi-

vidual thrift and private enterprise would be disastrous for the future of the United States.

Northeast Building Shortage
50 Per Cent
Revised statistics on the building deficiency, issued this week by United States Department of

Labor through the Division of Public Works and
Construction Developments, indicate a shortage

in

sum

of

building in the

North Atlantic States

in the

$538,430,000.
This estimate is based on a study of building permits issued in the larger cities prior to and during
The estimated building deficiency by
the war.
states is as follows
:

Maine, $8,300,000; New Hampshire, $7,870,000
Vermont, $4,960,000; Massachusetts, $153,000,000
Rhode Island, $8,000,000 New York, $236,000,000
;

New
ooo;

Jersey, $27,500,000;
total,

Pennsylvania, $92,800,-

$538,430,000.

The

Urge Award

Building Contracts
An

passage of legisladeficiency appropriation rethe
quested by
Treasury Department as necessary
to permit the award of post office construction contracts is being made by the Indiana Limestone
Quarrymen's Association. This organization at a
meeting held last week telegraphed members of the
Senate and House of Representatives the following
tion

effort to bring about the

relative

to

building deficiency in these states during 1917
is approximately 50 per cent of the averof
1915 and 1916, indicating that the district is
age
one year behind normal development in building
This in addition to the normal current
projects.

and 1918

of Post Office

the

demand

for 1920.

Schilling

Again Heads Michigan
Architects

the deficiency appropriation requested by
gress
the Treasury Department as necessary to permit

Schilling of Detroit was re-elected
of
the
Michigan Society of Architects at
president
the annual three days' convention of that body,
A. E. Munger, Bay
just held at Lansing, Mich.
named
first
was
vice-president J. N. ChurchCity,
C. J. J. Barnes,
second
vice-president
ill, Lansing,
Detroit, secretary, and Alvin E. Harley, Detroit,

award of post

treasurer.

resolution adopted at the meeting:

"At general membership meeting this association
unanimously resolved that one of the most important pieces of legislation before the present Conis

office

construction contracts.

These

Edward A.

;

;

Department of Architectural
Engineering
Pools for Public Schools
%

Swimming

C. K. DOKISIN

Architect, Deputy Superintendent of School Huildiiii/s, .V.-w York City

THE

engineering problems of swimming-pool

construction which a few years ago engaged
the serious attention of architects, engineers and
sanitary experts, may now be considered as having
been solved.
This does not imply that perfection
has been attained, but the great number of well-

constructed and excellently appointed pools scattered throughout the country are evidence of the
fact

that

a

high degree of proficiency has been

reached.
Incidentally, there

have been developed excellent

plans of pools, together with their appurtenances
showers, dressing accommodations, toilet facilities,
etc.
to meet the special needs of clubs, Turkish
baths, Christian Associations

and public baths.

expected that the equipment will perfectly meet
the requirements, however expert and faithful the
architect.

Architectural planning, to be successful, must be
predicated upon full and definite knowledge of the
precise use for which the structure or feature is
intended.
Since this kind of knowledge regarding

swimming pools is not yet available, no attempt can
made at this time to offer a full solution of the
problem of swimming pool planning for schools.
The suggestions here presented are not therefore
be

offered as standards applicable to all schools, but
rather as a compilation of experiences and conclusions resulting from the planning of these facilities
for large public schools in New York City, where

But swimming as a part of the curriculum in
public schools is of such recent origin that there
seems to be no fixed, nor even commonly accepted,

It
intensive use is a matter of necessity.
that they will be of assistance to those

course of instruction for this activity.
Instructors
have usually been obliged to formulate their own

first time, and also that they will direct the attention
of school authorities to certain questions that must
be considered and answered by them before any

methods, and those without previous experience in
administering swimming pools have sometimes underestimated the magnitude of the problem in

themselves confronted with this problem

standards can be

is

hoped

who

find

for the

set up.

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT

schools of considerable size.

The author

believes that there

is

no

justification

for the existence of a pool in any public school
unless the work is conducted with the degree of

formality common in gymnasium work, and unless
the instruction is sufficiently frequent to give it

Desultory use of the pool, as in
clubs. Turkish baths or associations, cannot be permitted.
The various accessories must be so arranged that the squads into which the pupils must
be divided as in gymnasium work can be conducted promptly through the various stages of un-

educational value.

dressing,

body inspection, use of

swimming and

toilets,

showers,

dressing, without retracing steps or

crossing other lines of travel.
In many instances pools are nearly completed before those in charge
begin to consider how they are
to be administered.
In such cases it can hardly be

I

Before the architect can begin to plan intelligently he must have definite instructions on the
following points:
i. Is the pool to be used by boys, by girls or by
both at different times?
entire plan will be determined largely by this
consideration. For girls, bathing suits and separate

The

bathing and dressing compartments are necessary,
Some auwhile for boys these are not required.
thorities claim that privacy in these respects is not
One
for boys.
only unnecessary but undesirable
if the
sexes
both
be
used
alternately by
pool may
needed accessories are available. There are two

ways of accomplishing

this

double use of the pool

:

lockers and
(a) By having one set of showers,
use
alternate
for
by both,
dressing compartments

with separate toilets

when

possible.
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placing the accessories for boys on one
girls on the
opposite side, with folding partitions, by means of
which either set of accessories may be disconnected
from the pool, \\ith this arrangement one sex may

use

end of the pool and those for

showers or prepare

its

Does

the school

program

the value of

swimming

lowest grades.

This

is

instruction for pupils in the

worthy of careful considera-

for

pool while the other sex
using the pool.
the

2.

also the area of shallow water if the
pool is intended for very small children.
There seems to be a difference of opinion as to

By

(b)

side or

is

call

for intensive and continuous use

of the pool?

If so,

is

a class of

40 or 50 to be handled as a unit
divided

or

squads

two

into

more

or

?

The size of the squad will determine the number of dressing
If
and showers required.
rapid
program requires

stalls

the school

operation,

should

there

many showers and

be

dressing

as there are pupils in the
and two or three times as

as

stalls

squad

many

If rapidity is
clothing lockers.
not essential, one-half the number

of each
It

may

be sufficient.

seems to be the consensus of

opinion that the squad shall number about twenty, and that the
period of instruction shall be

twenty minutes.

On

this basis a

1800 can be
once
a week with
instruction
given
one pool, if it is kept in constant
school

numbering

use.

For such use of the pool there
must be in attendance at all times
a swimming instructor and also
an assistant to supervise the preliminaries and the expeditious

movement

It is
of the squads.
doubtful whether one such set of
instructors can conduct this work
Fig.

continuously.

The showers, dressing quarters
and pool must be in one open
room, and so arranged that those
in charge may observe all that is
going on from any position.
Personal cleanliness

is

i.
Natatorium in Public School Xo. 32, The Bronx. Owing to lack of
space only one small pool was possible. The arrangement, however, is
such as to facilitate the rapid handling of squads.
Note the lines of
Each
travel, also the excellent natural lighting by means of skylights.
dressing stall contains three steel clothing lockers, which permits one
squad to dress or undress, while another squad is using the showers, and
a third squad is in the pool.

imperative before entering

Entrance to the pool space for pupils
should therefore be only through the showers or
past the shower stalls, and exit from the pool only
Baffle gates at entrance and
to the dressing space.

tion, for the

is greatly simplified
limited to the older pupils.

problem

if

the use

the water.

of the pool

exit prevent passage in the

and laundering towels, and how are the bathing
suits for girls to be cleaned, dried and stored?
If the program calls for intensive work it seems

Are

wrong

direction.

3.
pupils of all grades to use the pool, or
only those in the higher grades?
Water depths must be regulated accordingly, and

4.

What

is

provision

is

to be

made

for furnishing

almost imperative that these articles be furnished
and cared for by the school, as pupils cannot give

them the necessary

320

attention.

For

this there will

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
be needed a small laundry equipped with tubs and
a steam dryer. There must also be suitable receptacles, placed at the proper points, for collecting
and dispensing the towels and suits.

lie of sufficient thickness, so that the total
weight,
exclusive of the water to be contained in the
pool.
be not less than the weight of the water
displaced.
Jthcrwise, with a high ground water level, the

CONSTRUCTION

emptying of the pool may cause the floor to be
forced up or the entire structure to be lifted from
its bed.
Such problems require special study by

(

It is scarcely necessary to emphasize the
importance of sanitary construction throughout, but it is
equally essential that the whole effect be spotless

and pleasing.

Nothing

is

more

experts.

The following construction has been found both
economical and satisfactory:

distasteful than the

thought of entering a bath that shows any lack of
and particularly one that is used by
great numbers. This must be kept in mind in the

Outer

Shell.
Concrete with reinforcing bars of
properly designed and placed is by far the
best method of construction, insuring as it does a

cleanliness,

steel
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formed of the same material. This material is
impervious and easily cleaned, but the great number of cement joints are a detriment. W'hite glazed
excellent for this purpose, particularly the
English size, which presents fewer joints than the
Glazed terra cotta is an equally
ordinary size.

brick

is

Fig.

21 ft. in width, as the side rails should be within
easy reach.
Depth of water depends on the use of the pool.
For adults the shallow end may be about 4 ft., for
children about 3 ft. If high diving is to be indulged
but
in, the deepest water should be at least 9 ft.
;

Double natatorium for a proposed elementary school in New York City. The clothing lockers are so
grouped so as to form dressing stalls. In Fig. 4 this is shown more clearly. By this arrangement it is
possible to keep shoes with their attendant street dirt away from all portions of the floor likely to become wet, a matter of great importance to the cleanliness of the pool. The wearing of shoes should be
confined to the space marked "corridor." Seats for spectators have been provided on raised steps. Note
the toilet facilities. The toilets opening on the corridors are for compulsory use before entering the
pool, while those opening on the pool room are for emergency use while bathing.

3.

material, and if the blocks are about 4 x 12
on the face, the number of joints is still further
reduced.
White glazed tile is sometimes used, but
'it is rather fragile and requires
special care in layIt should not be "buttered on" in the usual
ing.
manner, as voids behind the tiles would fill with
water, and this, being under pres-

good
in.

sure, would force off the tiling when
the pool was quickly emptied.
.Several lines of dark colored tiles
or bricks should extend lengthwise on

if only the low spring board is to be used this may
be reduced to 6 ft. 6 in.
One of the problems in pool design is the ad-

justment of water depths where the pool is to be
used by both adults and children. If the pool is less
than 60 ft. in length, there is a real difficulty because of an even incline of the floor
from the shallow end to the deepest
point (which should be 10 ft. from
the deeper end of the pool) because
too steep for safety.
to avoid this

the floor of the pool, the outer lines
being placed 3 ft. from the side wall
to assist swimmers in maintaining
straight courses when under water.
There should be two similar lines
across the pool, placed 3 ft. from the
ends, to warn contestants of their

Perspective sketch
of the lockers shown in
plan in Fig. 4.

Fig. 43.

approach to the walls.
Pools for racing should, if possible, be 75 ft. or
more in length and 21 ft. or more in width. When
racing is not an important consideration, the length
may be 60 ft., 45 ft., or even less. In any event
the length should be a multiple of 3 ft., as racing
distances are

measured

in yards.

is

The

best

way

to incline the floor

about one foot from the shallow end
to the middle and from there pitch
it as sharply as may be necessary to
the deepest water, placing a removable barrier across the middle to

prevent inexperienced bathers from
going beyond their depth. This barrier will be described later under "Safeguards."
The words "DEEP
should be moulded in the life rail at the deep end,
at the shallow end and the actual depths

WATER"

"SHALLOW

WATER"
in

ft.,

as "4

FEET,"

"5

FEET,"

etc., at

the proper

locations along both sides.

Pools for children should not be more than 20 or

Depth
322

is

measured from a

line 3

in.

below the
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overflow gutter or life rail, as the water is reduced
to about this level by surging and splashing when
the pool

is in

use.

Combination Life Rail and Overflow Gutter.

Whatever the construction of the

pool, there should

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
Shozver Stalls. One of the best materials for
White marble disis enameled pressed steel.
colors in time and colored marbles do not harmonThe partitions
ize with the other appointments.

laundry fitted with porcelain tubs, wringers, and a
small steam dryer a porcelain tub and wringer con-

these

;

venient to the dressing quarters and a store closet
for cleaning implements and other paraphernalia.

CERAMIC TILE TLOOR.

Lire RAIL AND
SLAZCD Jtitu

Cpiot

j'

LINES

(BLOC E-NAMt

Wnrrc

ENAMEL

BRICK.

INCLINE

TTT
F-H--F--1M--T

ONCFig.

5.

Half plan and longitudinal section of a typical swimming pool.

should be supported on legs 12 to 18 in. high to facleaning. In order to insure easy supervision, the tops of the stalls should be low enough
to expose the heads of the occupants.
Lockers should be of steel with legs.
Other Accessories. There should be a small

SAFEGUARDS
There are

cilitate

at present in every

tential possibilities

swimming pool, pofor accidents of the most seri-

ous and distressing nature. When the pool is used
by small children, these dangers assume such proportions as to place a heavy responsibility upon de-

324
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signer and administrator. It is imperative therefore
that all the appointments be made as fool-proof as is

humanly

schools, a large curtain which drops automatically
across the deep end as soon as the water is lowered
to a certain level. On this curtain there is the in-

possible.

Long experience

in

schoolhouse construction and

is

in

scription

larsje

letters:

likely to instill a

The crank used

to raise the curtain is detachable
kept in the attendant's locker so that the curtain cannot be raised
by any unauthorized person.

and

is

WAJtll.

DfcOP.5

Givrn LEVEL.

ri.ML

AND

i

"DANGER LOW

WATER."

due sense of responsibility for the safety of the pupils, and Mr.
C. B. J. Snyder, Architect of the Public School
Buildings in New York City, is one of those in

maintenance

OYckruoW

JO

qu-

SCALE or
Fig.

Automatic danger signal, developed from the suggestion of C. B. J. Snyder, Architect of the PubSchool Buildings in New York City, to give warning wlu-n the water in the pool recedes to a
level below which diving is unsafe.
The curtain bearing the danger sign, drops of its own weight
when released by the automatic device which is put in operation by the lowering of the water level.
It cannot be returned to position until the water level has been raised above the danger point, and
then only by an authorized attendant.

6.

lic

whom this attribute is ever present. Particular mention should be made of two excellent
safety devices
that have been
developed for the pools in
schools, from suggestions made by him.

Danger

Signal.

to dive into

empty

detecting by sight
there.

To

It is

not

uncommon

New York

ceptional cases.

Barrier Between Deep and Shallow Water.

for persons

owing to the difficulty of
whether the water is actually

pools,

avoid such an unfortunate occurrence,

there has been devised for pools in

This device has been developed to the point where
the curtain cannot be lifted until the pool has risen
to a safe level, but this need only be applied in ex-

New York

City

tection for the smaller children or those

Pro-

who do

not
but the usual method of putting
a so-called life-rope across the pool to prevent them
from getting into deep water, only increases the

swim,

325

is

essential

;
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danger which

it

is

intended to avert.

Such a rope

to be of value should be just above the surface of
the water and sufficiently taut to properly support

the weight of

two or three

children.

Even

if

the

of affording proper fastening
practical
are overcome, there remains the lack of protection
beneath the rope. The buoyancy of the water tends
difficulties

to

make

the foothold insecure, and there

is

nothing

body from slipping under the rope
even though the hands are grasping it. The sensation produced upon one not accustomed to deep
water is unpleasant and perhaps terrifying.
to prevent the

Fig.

/.

Water depth is sometimes adjusted to the smaller
children through the lowering of the water level;
but this does not work out well in actual use, as it
prevents the proper and legitimate use of the life
and gutter, which
and cleanliness of a
rail

is

so essential to the safe use

A

secondary overflow
be placed below the usual one, for use
when shallow water is desired, but this introduces
an objectionable recess in the otherwise unbroken
wall surface and adds a considerable item of exgutter

pool.

may

pense.

Alternate lowering and raising of the water level

General view of the pool and natatorium facilities in Public School Xo. 66, Borough of Brooklyn. The
N'ote the guide lines on the floor of the pool, also the generous
plan of this pool is shown in Fig. 2.
register openings for fresh air supply and ventilation.

Both protection and flexibility as to depths of
water may be best obtained by means of a boom
resting on the water and extending all the way
across. This should consist of a 4-inch round stick
of a light, buoyant wood, to which three or more
good white lead paint have been applied.
The ends are supported in place either by ropes
carried up over the edge of the pool and secured to
coats of

suitable

weighted stanchions, or by stirrups of suitable design resting on the life rail.
From the boom a sheet of striped canvas is suspended, with the lower edge held in place upon the
floor of the pool by means of a galvanized iron rod
let into the hem or through
loops. The
striped canvas not only indicates plainly the limit of
safe depth, but also serves as a barrier to prevent ac-

or pipe

cidental overstepping of the bounds.

involves unnecessary administrative attention. Orders must be given to the engineer whenever a
level is desired and time must be lost
while the change is being made. When the level is
raised, a large volume of water must be drawn
from the mains and heated to the desired temperature within a short space of time. This requires a

change of

larger heater,

more water and more

fuel than

would

otherwise be necessary.

SANITATION

For many years the only known method of purifying the water in swimming pools was by emptying and refilling and there was no assurance of
purity except immediately after refilling. Water
from most city mains, although pure enough to be
safe for drinking purposes, contained enough sedi-
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ment

to

make

uninviting. Unless such pools were
constantly emptied and refilled, the danger of infection from disease germis rendered them a

menace

it

positive

both

lay

against the use of

A

and

in

the

professional,

swimming

minds of the

Toilet accommodations should
be provided convenient to the
dressing quarters and their use inited upon before
entering the water. There

a

prejudice
pools, except by lim-

close-in view of the

should

showers shown

in Fig. -, also
stalls in rear of same.

ited

numbers, or when there was a practically unand constant
supply of fresh water.
Recently, however, there have been developed

showing

COST

re-purifying so positive as to eliminate

danger, where proper precautions have been
taken f or the health and cleanliness
of those using

The

Pumps are provided of sufficient capacity to recirculate the entire volume of water at least
once during the working day, and at the same time
pass it
through mechanical filters and re-heaters. Before
its return to the
pool it is sterilized by the automatic
injection of the proper quantity of
hypochlorite or
By this method it becomes possible to use

initial cost

kind described,

the

water.

emer-

gency use while bathing.

this

At the same time, the attractiveness has
pool.
been greatly enhanced
by the crystal clearness of the

view of the locker

a partial

also be other toilets adjacent to the pool for

limited

thods of

same water
continuously without any danger of

infection the small
quantity of water lost through
the overflow
gutter being replaced by water from
the mains.

to health.

There was thus created
people,

the

is

of pools and appurtenances of the
not such as to prohibit their use

in public schools.

Prior to the war a 6o-foot pool, together with its
appurtenances, could be secured for about $10,000.
The provision of additional space for the pool adds
also to the cost of the building. The chief item of

expense, however,
tration

and

is

this fact

for maintenance and adminis-

is

the requirements for a
cussion.

ozone.
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Swimming

sometimes

new

instruction,

lost sight of,

when

building are under dis-

when developed

to

the
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limit of its possibilities, provides

much more than

a pleasant, healthful exercise. To a greater degree
than most courses of study, it can be made to extend its benefits beyond the individual pupil and to
exert a powerful influence on the health, mental attitude and morals of the community.

possible arguments in their favor. To secure
it is
absolutely essential that both the architectural plan and the administrative
program be conest

them

ceived and executed along correct lines.

next to Godliness,'' is more than
and well
expression, it is an indisputable

"Cleanliness
a trite

author that these incidental benefits arising from
the proper use of pool facilities constitute the
strong-

is
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recognized fact. \Yhere personal cleanliness is at
a discount, one cannot expect to find clean homes,
clean streets or clean morals.
great uplifting

Mention has been made of certain devices that
have been developed from suggestions made by Mr.

would be brought to bear on such a communwere provided with well equipity if all the schools
the
school children were taught by
if
all
ped pools;

New York

A

force

C. B.

Snyder, Architect of the Public Schools in
City. Grateful acknowledgement is also
made of many other helpful suggestions from the
same source, in connection with the planning of
J.

for the

competent instructors, not only swimming but clean- pools
liness and if these advantages were also made avail- 'of this
;

able for adults

A

prominent

when

not in use for school purposes.
physician has assured the

New York

New York

schools and the preparation

Information has been drawn from
many other sources, and to all of these the author
wishes to give full credit.
article.
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Industrial Information
In this Department there

is

published each week information as to the
development of material, and
methods, derived from reliable sources.

Waterproofing Methods and

so that operation is
simple and quick and accompanied with so little resistance that little can wear

Materials

out even with constant

To make

use.

It

can be raised at

long continued usefulness.
That this is an important subject to the architect
and engineer is borne home in a valuable booklet
prepared by the General Fireproofing Company.
Youngstown, Ohio. The adequate waterproofing of

bottom and lowered at the top at the same time.
This is particularly an asset in ventilation.
Most
windows may be lowered from the top and if the
shade cannot, either the passage of air is obstructed
or the shade flaps in a manner which
injures it and
is
Further details may be had on
very annoying.
request from the makers.

a building is as much dependent upon proper methods of application as upon quality of materials. This
handbook is accordingly offered both as a description of a very complete line of materials and as a
The methods of apguide to their correct use.
plication recommended are based on successfully
used specifications and cover almost every conceiv-

gravity, water must be pumped
either by hand, windmill,
electricity, gas, steam or
other power.
A very readable booklet called "A

water

is

the

a structure proof against injury from
but one way of taking the obvious precau-

tions that will assure its

able waterproofing problem.

A

De
I

the exposition are
steel

coating,

what

methods of aridproofing,

coating,

concrete

is

Included

hardening,

drinking pur-

poses,

With

An interesting insight into the value of pumps in
carrying on modern progress, whether in the mountains, the desert, or the mines, is presented in this
booklet.
In addition is given practical information
facts

which the many-sided architect

will

Drying Clothes
Whether we

admit it or not, we are all
washerwoman and bound up

like to

closely related to the

in her affairs.
"Clothes and the man," one of the
long-favored debating society topics, is given a new
angle in the discussion of scientific clothes dryers,

an angle in which the emphasis is on
er-, and not on scientific clothes.

Shades

A

buildings.
by
Draper Shade Co., Spiceland, Ind.,
and its advantages are enumerated as follows:
h<- materials and
construction are of the best.
I

pump

be glad to review.

brick

several

I.nther O.

on

floor

good features to commend it. Draper's Sanitary Roller Shade is widely used in
schools and office
It is manufactured
tin-

success-

a

architect.

Window

Deming pumps have been used with

ful results.

in

and cement coating, and
many other specialties, accurate knowledge of which will be of benefit to the

Sanitary

Pumps

Hows by

variety,
the house, the farm, the
factory, for general water
supply, boiler feeding, lire protection,

throughout.
There are two general methods of waterproofing:
integral, by which is meant the incorporation of a
waterproofing material into the mortar or concrete
during the process of mixing; and membrane, which
s a surface treatment over a
completed structure.
in

it

Generation of Progress" has been prepared
by the
Deming Co. of Salem, Ohio, showing graphically
the wide application of the
Deming product for
every purpose where water is to be transported
from one place to another. In large
for

valuable feature of

book is a specification guide which gives in four
parallel columns typical problems and conditions,
methods for meeting them, materials best for the
purpose, and finally a cross reference to the page
giving complete specifications for the work. These
are of very distinct value, for from each page may
be obtained information of the most pointed importance and interest in dealing with this subject.
Diagrams and other illustrations are interspersed
this

The uses of each are fully developed
book of considerable reference value.

nless

scientific

dry-

Cleveland concern, the Scientific Heater Co.,
1065-1125 East I52d Street, that city, has prepared a manual for salesmen to show just in what
respects the Scientific Clothes Dryer which it manufactures is an accessory worthy of a place in every
household. This manual has a two- fold appeal
Since
to the seller and through him to the buyer.
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the architect

may

in this instance

be the one ur

Permanence the Unwritten Law
Church Building

tlie

book has interest.
The makers have summarized very concisely and
comprehensively the advantages resulting from the
other, the

installation of their Scientific Clothes Dryer.

Some

First,

of

of the greatest triumphs of the world's mashave been achieved in the creation of

ter builders

The
is made independent of the weather.
thing further eliminates tearing of fabrics caused
by clamping with clothes pins, by flapping in the
wind, and by folding frozen clothes. It avoids soot
It does away
spots, dust and other outdoor dirt.

religious edifices.
Century-old structures of transcending beauty attest how limitless are the possibilities of genius when inspired
by religious fervor.
That time has but added to the beauty of

with the discomforts of cold winds and hot sun.
and reduces the chances of colds, rheumatism and

in their construction

wash day

Europe's wondrous cathedrals
stone" is due to the fact that

only materials offering the greatest resistance to
the action of time and weather were employed.

eliminates the useless backbreaking
labor of handling heavy clothes baskets and pin-

other

ills.

It

ning clothes on the

line.

It

the unsightly clothes lines.

takes the place of
It, finally, shortens

Down

through the years this same fundamental
principle has obtained and in the church construction of today endurance is a deciding factor in the

all

tin-

process of drying', and reduces the time required
for completing the week's laundry.

selection of the building materials.
That metal lath is now universally recognized as
meeting every construction requirement, both as to

permanence and

Hendricks' Register a Voluminous

creasingly

ance

Assistant Buyer," has just made its appearIt is especially devoted to the
the trade.
mill,

Zenas W. Carter, chairman of the War Service
Committee on Metal Lath, with offices in the Woodward Building, Washington, D. C., has resigned to
become managing executive of the Material Han-

min-

ing, quarrying, chemical, railroad, steel, and kindred
industries.
Products are listed from the raw material to the finished product, with the concerns handling them from the producer to the consumer, corrected and revised up to the latest possible moment.
The volume contains 2384 pages. It may be ob-

tained

from the publishers

Street,

New

at

2

of

Personal

interests of the architectural, contracting, electrical,

hardware, iron, mechanical,

number

Bitren Street, Chicago.

in

engineering-,

proven by the inchurches and other

fire resistance, is

Northwestern Expanded Metal Co., 37 West Van

edition of Hendricks'

Commercial Register of the United States for buyers and sellers, with which has been incorporated

"The

large

From
public buildings in which it is now specified.
ILvpandcd Metal Construction, Publislicd by the

Work
The twenty-seventh annual

so truly "poems in

He will take up
dling Machinery Manufacturers.
his new duties on March i, with headquarters in
New York City. Before entering the War Service
Committee, Mr. Carter was secretary of the Associated Metal Lath Manufacturers.

West Thirteenth

York, for the sum of $10.
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The Shell is in its place
The Core will be withdrawn
Then the interior of the driven shell may be inspected down to
the very tip so that you have ocular proof that back-pressure of
soil, pressure of adjacent pile driving or foreign materials will not
weaken nor distort the concrete pile. Finally, the concrete is
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Architecture After the
III.

B\

C.

II.

Kfficiency
Br.ACKALi.,

is one word I detest it is
efficient- \. ioi
has been worked to death during the past
few years and has come to indicate- pretty

there

it

IF

nearly the elimination of everything that makes
architecture worth while and a substitution therefor of a classified, indexed, mechanical something

which

has

been

called practical

practicability

if

imposed

and

architecture

upon

when it is really
we consider the

the essence of im-

true results which

we know are such as will endure.
other one word which expresses

Hut there
just

is

no

the thought

I have in mind,
namely, the process of correlating
the forces which, when properly united, will produce true architecture.
Efficiency in its proper
sense does not mean an engineering structure, nor
it mean a fantastic dream of a
genius, nor the
plodding evolution of a business man, but it means
just that balance of art. business and science to-

does

ward which we are all really working.
For the purpose of this paper, in developing and
carrying out this efficiency, we need consider only
three relations of the architect
First, his relations
:

to the

him

owner, the one

to build

who makes

;

it

who makes

possible for
second, his relations to the contractor,
it

possible for his ideals to be realized;

and third, his relations to the public, from whom
he must draw his inspirations. It is the failure to
properly recognize and consistently and fairly carry
out all these relations that is due a considerable
measure of the failure and loss of prestige which
the architectural profession has suffered
during the
war, and it is the proper recognition and application of these relations

which will go a long way
toward reinstating the architect in the position
which he would most wish to occupy.

The

relation of the architect to the

owner

is

pri-

marily and fundamentally that of a business man.
except that not having a commodity for sale he can
sell

only his brains and the results of his experiIt is
wholly a matter of service, and, as-

ences.

suming that the architect's organization
Copyright,

is

1919,

War

properly

/'.

./.

/.

balanced, without taking up the question of how
work is divided among the individual members
of the organization, there are a few
things which
must lie insisted upon from the
very start it" we
tlie

propose to give our client a square deal. When we
have a building to do we should know our
job
thoroughly, not having a general, hazy idea that it
will look so and so. or that it will involve such and
such problems of construction, or that the bookkeeping may be worked out in a particular line,
but we must know the details of what is set before
us so thoroughly that we cannot be
caught tripping
by an inquisitive builder or make mistakes which
an indignant agent or owner
call
us to

may

If

rectify.

it

is

everything that
If

ings.

it

is

an

office

to be

is

a church

building

upon

we should know

known about office buildwe should know just what

kind of church

is wanted in that
particular place
and .lot try to impose a ritualistic design on a
Methodist Meetinghouse, nor a pagan temple on a
lot which admits
only of perpendicular treatment.

We should know the details down to the last screw
and bolt know what is the best thing to do and
what has been done in other cases. This is not
an impossible condition, given the right organization and when we do not know a thing we should
go to work and dig it out at once. There ought
to be no such thing as a specialist in architecture.
:

;

Every problem should be treated as calling for the
utmost architectural care in the initial steps as well
as in the final elaboration of beautiful design, and
it is not enough to toss off some sketches, but even
from the vefy first an architectural job should be

treated as something that must be mastered in advance the program must he worked out so we
know what we are doing and have a thorough rea;

son for what

we

It may be stated as a general
men are ever able to do their
Some of us can put on a spurt in

do.

condition that few
best all the time.

one

Many of us can keep on a low level
the ideal organization which is to
but
indefinitely,

Tkc Architectural

&

direction.

Building Prtii (Inc.)
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be of the most service to

its

clients

is

one which

does its best all the time, which is always up to
concert pitch, which does not admit such a thing as
lack of preparation or specific knowledge, and

which

always ready to deliver the goods it is
I repeat this is not an impossible condition for a group, however much an individual
architect might fail therein, and the great motto
which ought to be over the door of every archiis

paid for.

tect's office

is,

"Whatsoever thy hand findeth

to do,

do with thy might," and one might add for a
There is hardly any one
postscript, "Do it now."
attitude which will do more than this to restore the
that

status of the architectural profession.
Do it right
and do it now. This really sums up the gist of the
architect's relation to the client.

even guard us from ourselves, that in our perfectly natural desire to do things right and truly
we do not overstep our rights and either ask more
from the contractors than they ought to give, or
take less than we know should be required.
We

must make the building and the builder right.
Never for a moment lend ourselves to any emergency, artistic, business or structural, which would
detract from doing the thing just right, but at the
same time we must give the builder and all his
associates and subordinates the very thing we
should promise the owner, namely, first, last and
always a square

deal.

we

question what constitutes a square deal
and try to decide in advance for every case that
might arise, we would get nowhere but we do
not have to decide all questions in advance, and
there are very few times when we do not know
what constitutes a square deal to a contractor. It
is the suppositional cases, the cases which never
arise, or which may never come before us, which
If

;

The

considerably more
paid to help the owner beat

relation to the builder

uncertain.

Are we
force him

is

an impossible contract,
scamp work, or are we to
play safe with the builder, whom we want to use
many times, and help him out when he gets in a
tight hole, "co-operate with the builder," as one
Are we to
general contractor has expressed it?
consider ourselves the owner's agent in dealing
with the contractor, or are we to take the point of
view that we are an arbitrator between the two?
Are we to encourage the master builder at the exthe builder,
incite

him thereby

to

to

or develop the subcontractor at the expense of the builder?
These
are pretty vital questions, and they will not be
answered in this generation. The owner hires us

pense of the subcontractor,

The builder trusts us to
That much we know anyway, and

as his representative.

job

entity

see that the contract

and

in

is

;

that

it

is

practice
perfectly well when he is not giva
builder
a
ing
square deal, and if he lends himself to that kind of business transaction he has

nobody but himself to blame

if he gets a bad repuCarelessness, oversight and haste may land
someone sometime in an equivocal position, but
some of the procedures fundamentally essential to

tation.

keeping the relations clear between the architect
are, first, never trust to memory
or to hearsay second, never to give indefinite instructions or even instructions which are not based
;

a

I
square deal.
that
the
from
speaking
personal experience,
architect's function is neither as arbitrator nor
agent, but that he should take a position that he is

to

think every architect in

I

knows

and the builder

believe,

the virtual builder of the structure

cause us to doubt, but

his

upon

a

specification

or

a

document

;

and,

third,

never put off until to-morrow what ought to be
done to-day. Remember all the time that the architect really owes more to the builder than the
builder does to the architect
that the builder
should be our best business friend and our best
recommendation that he is really doing a part of
our work, and we owe it to ourselves and to him
to recognize that he is a part of us, and not an
opponent or competitor.
;

carried out as an

a proper manner, and that the cois so essential in the architect's

operation which

own organization is fostered, developed and maintained in the organization of the builder. It is not
enough to let a contract to a general contractor

;

The

architect's

relation

to

the public is very
our individual

back and see him race to a finish. We
must stand over that contract with even more care
:and foresight than the builder is called upon to
exercise.
We have more at stake than the builder,
and his interests as well as our own are so involved

work for
easily lost sight of.
clients and with our builders.

having the building carried out right from every
standpoint that we cannot afford to leave such carrying out for one moment in the hands of anyone

unsupported by local, public appreciation and symThere
pathy, would have but a sorry success.
never was a work of art yet built without its public.
We must not be intolerant of the man in the
street who passes our work by and puts forth an
offhand criticism which we may resent but which
may be altogether salutary for us and for our pride.

.and then

sit

in

We must not allow a clerk of the
works to come between us and the owner. We
must not allow a foreman, however clever, to come
between us and the actual workers, and we must
but ourselves.

We

We

must not

lose

sight of the fact that we are able to practice our
calling because of the attitude of the general public toward us.
The best architect in the world, if
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We indeed build for our employers, but we draw
our inspirations in last analysis from the consensus
of opinion of the great public who sits in cold, imWe must give
partial judgment upon our product.

bills

we must

include service

to the public which tolerates, judges and
approves
or casts us out.
have done all too little of this

We

few years. We have been too prone
to tell people what they should accept as good,
and then find fault if they do not take our say so;
but the war has shaken some of that out of us, and
I
believe the near future will show a closer apin

the public what it wants. Of course there is room
for a great variety in methods and means and
some phases of the results, but we have only to

compare the architecture of different

who pay our

to those

cities in dif-

the last

ferent parts of the country, for instance, to appreciate that architecture is not a transplanted, exotic

proach to the ideal conditions of the great building periods of the past when architecture was

production but must be indigenous. The function
of the architect to the public is, therefore, to a very

truly a reflection of the sentiment, the growth, the
history, the aspirations, the successes and the fail-

degree to study his public, to see what the
public thought is, keeping not so far
ahead of public thought that he will be a mere
crank, nor so far behind that he will be a fossil.
Let his make his work as it truly should be, typical

ures of the civic and national

definite

trend

of

sided

recognition of this local influence
responsible for the individuality of

Rites in Washington.

And

to its possibilities and its whole meaning.
We
need imagination in our business, we need enthusiasm in our art, and. above all. we need firm convictions and high ideals which will lead us to be
worthy of the great opportunities which we believe

Italian

with our service

An American
./

are coming.

Architect

Communication from LIEUTENANT ALFRED
Illustrated

i>\

and our

ing is one which awakens the imagination and
arouses enthusiasm if we will but open our minds

work during the early renaissance. It is the recognition of this which contributes unquestionably to
the success of such structures as the Woohvorth
Building in New York, or the Temple of the Scottish

life

strength days, nights and Sundays, if necessary, to
make it the very biggest thing on earth. Our call-

was largely
the

finally,

everything else on earth and give our

of his times, his country and his local audience.
This point ought to be very strongly insisted upon.

A

life.

we must be proud of our threeprofession, so proud that we set it above

And,

P.

Sketches b\ the

SHAW.

in
//.

France

Q. Air Service

.-littlior

leaves me in Tours, my "station" for
almost a year, although I have been absent
from it as much as I have been present.

overseas cap has slipped off backward while its
owner admired a gargoyle or a cornice. There is
now at Loches an old guide and caretaker who has

had the very natural feelbut I was wrong. Here
in our S. O. S. Headquarters the streets of the
town are heavily sprinkled with khaki (the U. S.
A. kind), the amount of khaki being directly proportionate to the hour of the evening, as the French

and excavations
which service he has received the ribbon of the "Academic
Franchise." You may have seen him yourself; he
has been there a long time, and is most interestIn the dark dungeons of the
ing and dramatic.
old "Chateau fort" he turns down his lamp to a
mere flicker, and after slamming a tremendous
"Chcne mes
wooden door, solemnly explains

THIS
When

I

left the front I

ing that I'd never miss

interested

population has a way of staying indoors after dinner.
(Is this a war-time habit or not?.)

The Americans

are

in

general

more

efficient

doughboys, with and without W. A. A. C.'s, or
"mademoiselles"; the chateaux of the Loire were
never so much visited by Americans, and many an

in

researches

:

"promenaders" and sightseers by day as well as by
night, and take advantage of the opportunities to
study, among other things, the beauties of French
architecture.
On Sundays up and down the spiral
stone staircase, which leads to the top of the cathedral towers here, there is a constant procession of

himself

at the old "donjon," in recognition for

it,

amis, cine centimeters d'epaisseur!" or, clutching at
an iron grating, shakes it and cries, "Per solide.
C'etait terrible, mes amis,
Impossible de sortir!
terrible!" He so impressed us with the genius of
Louis XL for cruelty that our chauffeur, who used
to haul up shells to the artillery on the French
front, was heard to remark that he hoped "the old

guy wouldn't
tunately.
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lose his

way

out."

He

didn't,

for-
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In getting around from place to place we have
found ourselves stopping over night in towns which
are miniature paradises for architects or archeoloAt Sancerre, where my "side kick'' mangists.
aged to clamp onto an American Army dentist long
enough to cure his aching jaw, we could sit out on
the -old ramparts and see a whole department below
us.

The town,

after the fashion of feudal days,

foreground,

We

there
difficulty

was the municipal

during the hottest
days of the summer and expected to have cool
nights, soft moon, gentle breezes and all that business, but instead the cool air manufactured in the

valley stayed there and sent us only the accumulated
warmth of noonday to remain at our higher strata.

Every available billet for miles was taken by the
which had just moved in, and it took two

is

on a good-sized hill, and if one could hang
a swing from a tree on the neighboring slope, put
the properly attired
boy in it, give him a
push across the picture and look at Sancerre behind such a
built

would be no

in realizing that Maxfield Parrish
architect.
happened in there

division

days to get beds for the three of us. Just the other
side cf Clamecy, where our 3rd Corps School was
located, and quite off the beaten path, is the splendid old abbey of Vezelay we were obliged one day
to climb over the hill on which it lies, and,
passing
at its very gate, could not resist an inspection.
For
;

was glad of my ignorance, as Vezelay was
from the blue. I had forgotten even
the name of the place, and to step, without warning, from the burning, dusty heat of midsummer

once

I

like a bolt

nave of the abbey
on
the beauties of its
my eyes
vaulting, the mellow tones of the masonry, the
delicacies of the carving in capitals and tympana
was reward enough for former hardships. The
abbey and the town around it, like Sancerre, cut
up into the sky and seemed to be sitting there that
day. baking in the sun, left alone by the world and
into the vast, cool, dignified

church and feast

perfectly contented.

What

now

hardly more than a
village was once a town of
10,000 people, and it was
here that Philippe Auguste
is

;tuU
-

/v

*Yt

and Richard the
Lion
Hearted met to make plans
for their crusade.

For a short while we
worked out from Auxerre,
which,
tion,

an
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in spite

had

of

its

loca-

at that time only

occasional

American.
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At

the hotel

being shown

we nearly passed out with joy upon
to the

tion to the

comforts and luxuries of the

suite, which included a bath, where the
"chaude" on the faucets meant something. From

bridal

to

the top of the same establishment there is a fine
view of the rich red tile roofs of the town, the two

activities in

ing

to

sites

for

air

service

projects

and

then getting them built, have given me disgracefully excellent opportunities to see things; sometimes where an American uniform creates a surprise,

and

at others in those places

ican invasion has been complete.

much already of

the

where the Amer-

You have heard

work of Americans as engin-

and it is invigorating to see their
marvelous desire and ability to accomplish their
tasks
whether it be at Buzancy or Bordeaux and
the feeling of satisfaction for
simply having done it.
eers in France,

One

of the good results of the

war

is

the revela-

ing.

kind

windows

as

we

pass alongside one of our

"Incroyable!"
of

national

is

a

stimulus

pride.

One

for the

old

sleepiest

commandant

seemed to think that if he could conduct the GerGeneral Staff on a tour, including a few large
American depots, that they would return sadder

man

ST.

every corner of Franre, namely, help-

locate

the

vast de])ots and to watch them bob their heads
up
and down as only the Frenchman does in exclaim-

very similar and perfectly beautiful late Gothic
towers of the Cathedral and St. Pierre rising about
the sea of roofs and chimneys, and behind the whole
the ring of cool green hills.
My duties as a member of a division which had

THE CATHEDRAL OF

French of the meaning of and the en-

ergy behind the U. S. A. To see a whole railway
carriage full of French officers and civilians flock

ETIENNE, AUXERRE

but wiser.

(The same

result

was very

likely ob-

tained by proxy.)

goes without saying that there are no fine aesqualities embodied in the designs of these
A. E. F. projects. But the spectacle of a vast storage depot or of a great prairie manicured into a
It

thetic

flying

field

ploughing

by draining, scraping sometimes
and rolling it, with rows of barracks

and the gaping holes of the hangar entrances at
the fringes, and planes taxi'ing around, taking off
and landing in all directions all this is not without
We have seen these airdromes grow out
its charm.
of fields which since the days of the Gauls have been
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producing the fruits of the farmers' toil, and we
realize that we are watching and assistant at the
solution of a new architectural problem which is

and an architectural student

not surpass that of the railroad
The Wrights will be as
station in importance.
much to blame for the crimes committed against
architecture in the designs of airdromes as is the
inventor of the locomotive for those in rail-

ceau's

bound

to equal

if

in

1999 will only have

to press a button in the library in order to have

Woodrow Pershing Clemen"Early American Airdromes"
(illustrated, 8vo. photographs from 10,000 feet).
By a coincidence I left, on my first leave in six-

laid

upon

his

desk

Treatise on

road stations. It is easy to picture every large city
with one or more municipal airdromes, not only
showing conspicuously from the air, but having

vll.l

TOURS
teen months, on the day of the signing of the arMarshal Foch said that he thought he

mistice.

could keep things going for a while and for me to
So I did. Paris was
get away for a bit of rest.
wild with delight, whether the cause was my arrival

THE CHATEAU LOUNES
own

or the signing of the armistice I cannot say, but
the most extreme press dispatches were mere echoes
of the joy of the boulevards.
The enthusiasm of
the moment has quieted down, and we are all sitting
with our ears cocked for the communiques from the

made by the placing of
or
in
the
buildings
by designs
turf, so that a pilot
could orient himself by simply memorizing or referring to these marks.
Up to date most of our
airdromes in France have been the products of military necessity and are intentionally free from any
sense of show or beauty of design.
are bound,

Keep your eyes open for bargains in tweed suits
with open collars and long trousers I've never
been as proud of my clothes in my life as I am of
my uniform, but I have been more comfortable in

however, to have some real "swank" ones very soon,

others.

its

particular "merk,"

We

Peace Conference.
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A New

The Commodore

Hotel on Pershing Square

New York
WARREN & WETMORE,

YORK'S

hotel

famine, while not en-

area of the plot occupied is 275 x 208 feet, equivalent to a square block.
The building rises twentysix stories above the sidewalk level, with five stories
below the street. Part of the structure stands over
the subway extension which curves at this
point

NEW

tirely relieved, has been largely checked by
the simultaneous opening of two hotels,
each greater in size than any others in this country,

The Commodore, on Pershing Square and adjoining the Grand Central Station, adds a very important architectural

feature to a location that

Architects

from Park Avenue and under Pershing Square
Lexington Avenue.

is

to

"-< J

I -I

STREET LEVEL PLAX
bound

to

become one of

New

The

York's busiest civic

building,

in

addition

to

the

many rooms

centers.

The completion of the Park Avenue extension to connect by a well designed viaduct with

usual to the social, executive and administrative
necessities of the modern hotel, all shown on the

the terminal, and the laying out of the adjacent
grounds, to be known as Pershing Square, will
create an architectural feature that will become one

accompanying
rooms. There

of the most attractive parts of this city.

largest floor space of any similar room in the world<
has been treated with originality and presents the

The Commodore, designed by \Varren & \Yetmore, stands on the northwest corner of Fortysecond Street and Lexington Avenue. The ground

The lobby

plans, contains 2000 outside guests'
is a bathroom with each guest room.

of the hotel, claimed

to

cover the

This
aspect of an Italian courtyard or garden.
creates an atmosphere of intimacy with the foyer,
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and the

result

means of a low

has been admirably achieved by
ceiling of translucent white glass,

Here
all supported by beams decoratively treated.
the walls are of rough plaster, above a wainscoting
of soft Italian stone, the panelling on the walls is
set

with blue Italian

The garden
introduction of

tiling.

further carried out by the
large vases -on the floor and

effect is

many

A\AI/N

smaller dining rooms and the men's cafe on the
level, and by two short runs of steps the
street level bar and the lunch rooms.
The grand

same

room

is unusually large.
It is 180 feet long
feet wide, with a gallery completely encircling the room and divided into fifty-six boxes.
The ventilation of this room is on the level with

ball

by 78

the boxes, while the vents are in the ceiling.

BALL

The

ROO/A

BALLROOM FLOOR PLAN
decorated boxes along the gallery railing, containing palms and other green plants. The mezzanine
floor serves as a lounge,

to

from which there

is

access

many well-appointed writing rooms.
The arrangement of the lobby provides opposite

sides for

men and women.

entrance are located the

main

offices,

At the right of main
public rooms for men, the

cafe and other

utilities,

while at the

grouped the women's rooms, florist stands
and other conveniences.
left are

An

unusual feature in the location of the kitchen
four rooms are directly served from one
kitchen. This kitchen is above the street level and
is

is

that

daylighted.

It serves' the

main dining room, the

by an indirect system. The decorative
of an admirable arrangement of
orchid purple, white and gold, with a base of
emerald green.
lighting

scheme

is

is

made up

The foyer extends the entire length of the ball
room, while the entrance is in Depew Place above
the Forty-second Street level, obviating the necessity
for guests passing through the main hotel lobby.
Owing to the elevated railway tracks along
Forty-second Street, soon to be removed, it is not
possible to secure satisfactory exterior photographs
of the Commodore, as there is no location for a
camera that will avoid the interposition of the
elevated tracks.
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tute but of the profession as a
whole, the matter
interest to every man who
practices

becomes one of

Founded 1876

whose work is dependent on archiSuch a fund could be readily
raised and would put the whole matter on a basis
of such practical method as
greatly to aid in its

architecture or
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the past have been caused
by a lack of
relation such as other professions hold

toward their field and toward the world. This
brings up many questions: ethics, the trr.e function
of the architect, the exact relation of the architect's

cannot today be taken as a starting point from
which to plot a diagram of bis newer tasks. We
have in two years entirely rewritten the laws regulating not only our professional but also
shall have to take as our rule

our daily
and guide
the conditions that surround us, and so govern our
rebuilding as to have for the newer structure we

We

lives.

VOL.

in

work to the arts and to commercial activity. The
architect's relation in the past, or what he has incorrectly supposed to be bis relation toward bis work,

ST.

CLEVELAND OFFICE,

for support.

tects

1919

shall erect, a linn foundation.

Program

of the Post-

War Committee

preliminary program of the Post-War
as outlined in a resume prepared
Mr.
Robert
D.
Kohn and printed in our issue of
by
Feb. 26, presents a comprehensive study of existing
conditions in the field of architectural practice and
certain axiomatic conclusions of which a profession-

THE
Committee

wide criticism

is

asked.

urgently desirable that an objective so very
commendable, one that will favorably affect in its
ultimate conclusions every architect irrespective of
affiliation, should receive the whole-hearted co-operation of the entire profession.
When the last word of counsel and advice has
been received and digested, the work before this
It is

committee will be the task of putting into concrete
form such measures as will secure every desirable
end. This whole matter can only be regarded with
enthusiasm and satisfaction, but it may be well to
add that any plan, however admirably conceived, has
no value unless it is relentlessly pushed to a pracrequire an unselfish giving
of much valuable time by
many men, and as for
this reason it
may become handicapped, it would

tical

conclusion.

It will

seem wise for the profession to provide a fund that
would enable the committee freely to employ the
clerical labor that will
undoubtedly be required.
As the committee is not one purely of the Insti-

That the proposed program largely works toward
end is its greatest strength.
It would have been inconceivable three
years ago

this

that any proposal to regulate the practice of architecture could have been so drastic in its provisions

and so radical

in its

recommendations.

If.

during

the convention held three years ago, a member of
the Institute bad asked if it was not necessary for
architects to become better known as business men

and not

entirely as artists, he would not have been
taken seriously.
Yet this program proposes to discuss and finally declare just exactly whether the
practice of architecture is an art or a business.
It

is

a source of satisfaction to learn that the

main points of

this well-prepared

program are

their essence identical with the very

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT

in

reforms which

has proposed during

the past eighteen months.

THE AMERICAN

ARCHITECT,

in

holding out for a

better interpretation of relationship, early advanced
the opinion that architecture while always an art

was equally a business. It has been adversely criticized for what it was charged was a deliberate attempt to deprive the practice of architecture of its
high dignities. Its retort was that the assumption
of these dignities, often without due qualifications,
was the main reason why architects did not receive
recognition.
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The program of

the

Post-War Committee, while

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
Architects holds that place to-day, and will continue
to hold it if it does not yield to clamor from without

merely referring to this phase of relationship, asks
It
that a very full expression of opinion be made.
sentiment
be
a
there
will
assume
that
is safe to
large

and debasing elements within. An amalgamation of
State societies has its place and the Institute has its,
and the place of the Institute is that of professional
leadership which can be abandoned only at the ex-

endorsing the contention made in these pages and
set forth in its declaration as to what constitutes
the real practice of architecture.
The work is but begun and the road

beset with

many

difficulties.

is

long and

pense of the highest good."
The American Institute of Architects, as the ranking national organization, and the various State
societies, each working for the common good in

Every man who

pracshould give his earnest support to
the Post-War Committee which in its present attitude is the most democratic and therefore the most
tices architecture

American

that has ever been

their

its

to

our

fession of architecture, but in the striving to secure
most desirable results, show to all the world

the

State Societies

the true

The

agree with the
statement made by Irving K. Pond, past president of the American Institute of Architects, in
a letter addressed to THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT,

ARCHITECTS

would correspond

two

legislative subdivisions. There
is every reason to believe that an
organization of
this sort would not only represent the entire pro-

sion of architecture.

will

States,

respective

Congress and

shown by the profes-

generally

meaning of the practice of

initiative in this

architecture.

matter will largely rest with

State societies, and it would seem logical to
expect those already organized to exert by well-

the

conducted

propaganda an influence on the men

practicing in States where no society now exists
and at once to set about the necessary prelimina-

and printed in the issue of February 5.
Writing on the subject of the formation of State
Societies of Architects in all of the States, and
more particularly in those where licensing laws are
now in force. Mr. Pond stated:
"As one of the paths toward the higher plane,
I regard State societies of professional bodies
and

looking to a State organization.
In the federation of such societies

ries

as

an

and why not

movement to federate those already in
we would have in this country two

initial

existence

as ministering to the general unification of ideals I

working bodies whose influence for good and whose
opportunities for performance would be the livest

welcome an affiliation of such
"But to be specific, when

factor in architectural organization.
The Institute, in the work outlined in

;

societies.
all

has been accom-

its

admir-

plished in the way of forming and amalgamating
State societies of architects there will always be

able post-war program, will be so busily engaged
in carrying it forward to successful conclusion that

an idealism a little in advance there will always
be a need of the leader, the one to whom all must

the matter

look for the expression and interpretation of the
finer professionalism.
The American Institute oi

assumed by the State

;

societies

of

and

the

further

societies

the Institute to interrupt the

34

organization of

State

their ultimate federation can well be

without calling on
in hand.

work now

Criticism and
A

Leadership

in

Committee of the Liberty Loan Committee.

Art

thermore,

AN

INTERESTING COMMUNICATION FROM THE VICEPRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF DE-

SIGN.

The Editors,
I

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

have read with interest the editorial

AMERICAN ARCHITECT for January
"A Leadership in Art Needed," and I

THE

entitled

29,

feel that the

memorials and other questions which refer

to art,

deserves answer.

The article
Academy

is

the

somewhat of an arraignment
inaction and indifference.

for

between

states that the "silence

its

at

of
It

recurrent pic-

moment

the present

it

schools
tion

is

the
importance of its
and
drawing
painting, where instrucgiven to over three hundred pupils annually,

although

should not be overlooked.
It has also furnished
from forty to sixty per cent of the annual and special exhibitions in other large centers.
But in addition to

its exhibitions,
important civic and national
questions have crowded upon the Academy which
it has not
ignored. It has, on the contrary, devised
efficient methods of dealing with them.
Take civic

art questions

for example.

In

1895 the

and the Society of American Artists

Academy -"that needs the spur of sharp but
well-meant criticism to awaken this organization
to a full sense of its responsibilities and the great

sively to such questions.

shows

is

the

opportunities

which

are

presented

for

a

useful

It is not so much, however, against the
Academicians themselves, whose services are generously acknowledged, as against the Academy as
an institution that the criticism is directed.
As an officer of the Academy, permit me to thank
you for the concern felt and the advice offered,

activity."

especially for the suggestion that "its officers might

become more actively identified with national
movements in art" and "that its councils might discuss important art matters, etc."
With you I deeply regret the fact that the voice
of the Academy is not louder. I acknowledge that
its

activities

beyond

its

exhibitions are not so

much

the limelight as should be those of a body enjoying its inheritance and that this fact certainly
in

;

But however nonremains that a vast
amount of good work has been accomplished for
which the Academy should receive credit. It has
not been blazoned forth because of existing conditions confronting the Academy and against which
it has
long contended. It has felt it could accomplish the most good for art by co-operation with
the other art organizations, and it has consistently
followed this policy even in the recent war work,
where, through its officers, it has taken its part in
organizing and directing the work of the Division
of Pictorial
Publicity and of the Art Advisory
justifies

apparent

inquiry
it

if

may

not criticism.

be, the

fact
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Fur-

actively at

for

profound''; that "when we were at
war, the Academy as the Academy was not in evidence.''
It expresses the fear that apathy exists in
ture

is

work in co-operation with the Architectural League
and a group of manufacturers in establishing student workrooms for practical industrial art
study.
Of course, its New York exhibitions arc its main
performances,

in

inquiry made in it, as to what are the relations of
the National Academy of Design toward the matter of

Comment

united

Academy
now happily

led in the creation of the Fine Arts

New

ration of

York, a tody devoting
(

itself

Fedeexclu-

)ther organizations

were

asked

to co-operate in order to avail of all the best
talent in the city whether in or out of the

Academy.

Thirty of its present members are and six of its
seven presidents have been Academicians.
The
standing committees of this Federation have dealt
with innumerable questions from lamp-posts to
Soldiers' and Sailors' Monuments, and on these
committees the Academy has always placed its most
The debt which Newqualified representatives.

York owes to this organization is largely a debt to
Academy, though its actions are not proclaimed

the

from its council room.
Again, your editorial speaks of the Art Commissions of cities and holds them up as models for the
It asks, "Why not a bureau of the
Academy.
directly

equally advantageous to the communBut, I ask, would any of these art commisity?"
sions be in existence to-day if it were not for the

Academy

Academy?

Certainly the

first

one

the Art

Com-

New York

City owes its origin to the
Academy, acting again through the Federation
and as to the source of its power for artistic effort
and judgment, will you kindly look at its personnel

mission of

;

even
eration.

its

lay-members are nominated by the Fed-

The example has been followed

A

achievement

in other

brought
about by the Academy.
It played its part also in the conception of a
United States Art Commission to be located at
Washington and to deal with national questions
related to the fine arts, as it did last November with
cities.

grand

largely

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
the question of

what monument of Lincoln should

every branch of art and welcome all artistic design
but it would centralize all the scattered forces that

The National Academy
be presented to London.
in this case furnished from its council room the
data clarifying the situation. This National Commission owes its existence to much the same source
and has drawn its professional members almost

make

their appeal to the country, enormously increasing their influence and the prestige of the National Academy itself.
The questions of site and
financial support have thus far prevented the consummation of this ideal.

from the ranks of the Academy.
let me tell you that the movement on
which we must count for better memorials is well
It was initiated by
in the hands of Academicians.
entirely

And now

eight

members of

the

In saying what

have about the work accomthe Academy I do not
wish to underestimate the share done by others associated with it.
That is one reason why the
plished and under

assisted by a feu-

Academy,

others, including three laymen. These again found
it better to operate, not directly, but through the

not proclaimed results more loudly.
believes that actions speak louder than words,
and let me, in closing, call your attention to a list
It

of only a few of the artists who, in our

:

will see the kernel of the

yon

have stood for good art

Academy has

the

Thomas

stands behind art

its

museums

of past art

W. Watrous,

lifted art in the

working

course there are
has

worth as an

I wonder
time and energy outside of the studio.
whether any other profession gives itself so ungrudgingly and without compensation in public sac-

indispensa-

The lament goes up from many studios
time to work
and the pleasantry goes
Oh,
around, "The American Artist does not work, he
rifice.

for

way. Until American patrons begin to
stand behind the living art of their own nation, so
long will the Academy be kept out of its own.

;

serves on Committees."

ble in their

The National Academy

These have

Government

acknowledging
enormous national asset. We are not so enlightened here, where art must take care of itself. The
burden on the Academy is therefore a heavy one.
We are still in the stage where American art patrons
prefer to build up

others.

for the public good.
Of
many members whose work lies in
studio and not in the forum, but the Academy
not been lacking in men willing to sacrifice

community,

lent all its efforts to its establishment

the

Hastings, Douglas Volk, H.

and a host of

A

France

day,

W. Alexander, John M. Carrere, Herbert Adams. Edwin H. Blashfield, Kenyon Cox, Frederick
Dielman, Daniel Chester French, Francis C. Jones,

John

In

own

community, serv-

:

Your comparison of our problem with that of
France, to the detriment of the Academy, takes no
In
account of the difference in the situations.
New
is
of
all
radiation.
the
center
Paris
France,
York does not hold the same relation to this counNational Art Commission should be located
try.
This was a necessity, and the
at Washington.
effectiveness.

in this

ing as representatives of the Academy in the channels pointed out above
Francis D. Millet, John
Chas.
F.
LaFarge,
McKim, Augustus St. Gaudens,

whole

matter.

and

way by

Academy has

organization having the most widespread memberliven
ship, viz. the American Federation of Arts.
the Fine Arts Federation of New York, which immediately took up the question, ag'reed to this. In
this decision

I

HOWARD RUSSELL BUTLER,
Vice-President National

Academy

of Design.

have to continue in
this course for the present and do all the good it
can by the means which it has provided and which
are the best

now

not publicity,

it

will

at its disposal.

The

great thing

And

is

is

The Quantity System

if

jouraccomplishment.
nalists would inform themselves and would offer
help instead of criticism the results would be more
easily achieved.

The Academy

looks forward to the day when
its position as the source of sound effort throughout the nation will be more easily understood and

That day will come when the
Academy is properly housed in a building adequate
to its own needs and to the needs of all other forces
for good art in this city. The National Academy
acknowledged.

Association

has been organized to erect such a

building and to manage it. It would be the center
of all current art activity. It would be known as
the National Academy Building, and not only would
it

enable the

Academy

to

make

its

exhibitions cover

The Editors, THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
The quantity system as a means of eliminating
the factor of doubt in the predetermination of cost
seems to me entirely without merit. In the affairs

of the contractor and the owner there will continue to exist a gamble on the final outcome. And
this whether the contract sum be arrived at by the
contractor through the exercise of his own skill
or by calculations based upon a bill of quantities
furnished by one called a quantity surveyor, who

know better than the contractor how to
prepare such a schedule.
Mr. Wm. Graves Smith, in his letter appearing
in your January 29 issue, asks what it is that
Anobliges a contractor to become a gambler.
claims to
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swered in the same sense as propounded, the answer to this query is:
Nothing at all, provided

Answered

he understands his business.

man

in another

seems proper to remind

not

Mr.

necessarily correct in structure. No
name of architect who does

is

expression

entitled to the

is

work

in this

way and

however,
Smith that nothing does or can prevent the conIf he does not play the
tractor being a gambler.
game a winner he should, and generally does, return to the ranks of the journeyman, where he

ed with any architects

more properly belongs.
We all gamble who are ambitious and seek

ness of architecture.

it

sense,

better

We

our condition.

always

will until

The "Skin

Specialists" described in the letter re-

we have

I

'/'/i<*

fixed

ability and manto be a gambler

abstract

ranted

facts.

sponsible for unsatisfactory conditions arising from
a failure to follow the letter or spirit of the co'de.

:

The only

specific criticism of the code I observe
fourth paragraph, which says, "In the
'open' form the code contains a very serious fault
in that this 'evidence of education and experience'
is

firm

is endeavoring to
keep up with the latest developments along the line of scientific construction
and equipment of buildings.
In this connection, I cannot refrain from com-

which

it is

the

1918,

published

entitled,

issue

of

Specialists,"

in

letter

"Skin

in

merely for the qualification of comsecond stage, and the latter is the
petitors
real competition.
In almost any conceivable circumstances the submission of evidence of education
and experience fills every requirement for qualification, and where, for any extraordinary reason,
drawings are found necessary they should be of^the
"slightest nature," as the code plainly states, and
the evidence accompanies them.
The obvious intent of the code in respect to the first stage is to
limit to the minimum the burden of labor and ex-

quaintance among those who claim to be architects,
have arrived at such conclusions. In fact, it

to

his acquaintances are not archi-

all.

structurally
out calculation of weights or
stability just as a writ-

er expresses himself
gramatically, without diagramming his sentences, because like the writer, he has

heen trained in structure until his natural artistic

is

in the

structural necessities of the buildings they design.
writer must be very unfortunate in his ac-

An architect must approach his building problem
with an all around comprehension of its needs, and
while he is modelling the exterior he must also be
arranging consciously or sub-consciously the skeleton of its inner construction and utilities. He may
be expressing himself in advance
with-

the

the code

The

would seem that

in

shall be offered by all competitors after incurring
the expense of the preliminary stage."
I do not
understand the point in this comment. The first
stage in an open competition as contemplated by

charged that architects are in general ignorant of engineering and devoid of interest in the

tects at

part reference is made to "well-warcriticism of the Institute code." and the

in the instances complained of, the spirit of the
code was violated. It seems scarcely necessary to
suggest that a competition code cannot be held re-

The Editors, THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
The engineering articles published in AMERICAN
ARCHITECT have been read with interest, as our

4,

somewhat misleading.

first

balance of the article proceeds to point out various
unsatisfactory features of the competition, because,'

Washington.

Dec.

is

In the

listing.

menting upon

AMKRICAN ARCHITECT:

in The Architect and Engineer of
California, on the recent competition for some
State buildings in Sacramento, Cal. I have not seen
the original article, but it seems to me that your

FRANCIS W. GRANT.
Seattle

Tin:

ILditurx,

San Francisco

wholly unjustified by
not measured by quantity and cannot be

by mere

IOLMES & FLINN,

In your issue of Jan. 22, 1919, there is a reference to some comments by William C. Hays of

(the natural inference being that the general adopwould bring about that
is

car-

Chicago.

tion of the quantity system

Quality

The term should not be

ried into the education of the architect.

to

look attractive to red-blooded men living
under conditions peculiar to democracies.
Mr. Smith evidently thinks that 'the only element
of gambling in contracting is that associated with
the taking off of quantities, and in this I do not
His conclusion that if competition
agree with him.

condition)

not acquaintother way.

must be examples of training in which too
much emphasis is placed upon specialization. There
is
enough tendency toward specializing in the busi-

case,

seems

is

ferred to

Life without
individually outlived our usefulness.
the speculative factor does not, in the nature of the

be put on the basis of constructive
agement the contractor will cease

the writer

who work any

pense required of the architects desiring to qualify
for the final competition.

The extravagant and burdensome requirements
of the

seem

first

to

me

stage of the Sacramento competition
to have been wholly unnecessary,

although unfortunately the response of the profession appears to have justified the demands of those
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charge of the competition, if it be true that
Why
competitors submitted designs.
should not the commissioners have asked for whatin

sixty-five

ever they thought they wanted when so many architects proved themselves willing to undertake such
an excessive amount of work and expense merely
I
for a chance to compete further?
quite agree
with Mr. Hays's comment in this regard.
The code no doubt has its defects, but I cannot
see that any have been developed by this competition.
No code will work by itself or without the
intelligent and sympathetic co-operation of the

architects

The Sacramento program
San Francisco sub-committee,
committee had power under the code

although this
to

None

of the architects

in

touch with the situation during the time

program was under consideration appealed

from the approval of the local sub-committee to the
Committee on Competitions, as they were
warranted in doing within a reasonable time after
the program was issued.
If they had made such
an appeal, it is quite possible that the profession
would have been saved many thousands of dollars.
When members of the Institute do not insist that
Institute

the spirit of the code be carried -out in competitive
fail to avail themselves of the
remedy
it provides in cases where that
spirit is violated, a

programs, or

it

seems to me, that

reflects

elsewhere than upon the code.

the

refuse approval.

the

situation is created,

themselves.

was approved by

were

JOHN HALL RANKIN.

who

Philadelphia, Pa.

Recent Legal Decisions
STATEMENTS

IN STOP NOTICE TO

amendment in
Jersey Mechanic's Lien Law,
Prior to

its

OWNER

1910, under the

tractor or his surety.

New

section 3, the failure

claim which

of a materialman to state in his stop notice with
absolute accuracy the amount of the debt due to him

was

And

fatal to his right to recover
this was true even where

under that
the

A

company who

delivered

gravel to a subcontractor for county work failed to
give this notice, relying solely upon the notice and

with the county auditor within
and acceptance of
the work.
Under the contract the county retained
a reserve fund. It was held that the materialman
was not entitled to participate in this reserve fund.
Prior to the enactment of this statute, the creditors
of a subcontractor were without recourse against
either the property or bond of the principal contractor, and the only creditors who could participate
in the reserve fund, which was considered a trust
it

filed

thirty days after the completion

section.

variation be-

tween the amount actually due and that claimed was
slight, and had resulted from an honest mistake.
To relieve to some extent the burden resting upon
the materialman, the amendment provided that he
should specify in the stop notice the amount due to
him "as nearly as possible." But it is held that, in

order to take advantage of the statute, when it
appears that the amount specified in the stop notice
is in excess of the amount
actually due, the burden

upon the materialman to show that the exwas not the result of carelessness, and
that the mistake had been made notwithstanding the
fact that he had used every reasonable effort to
ascertain with exactness the amount which he was
entitled to impound in the hands of the owner.
Tuttle v Cadivell, New Jersey Supreme Court, 105
rests

cessive claim

fund, were those of the principal contractor. The
was that the creditors of a subcontractor, on complying with the conditions therein
stated, might become creditors of the principal con-

effect of the act

and recover on his bond, and consequently
from the trust fund. But to have this effect, they
must qualify themselves by complying with the
Gravel Co.,
statute.
Denham v Pioneer Sand
tractor

&

Washington Supreme Court, 176 Pac. 333.

SURETY BONDS

EXISTING DEFAULT

Atl. ii.

While there

MATERIALS FURNISHED SUBCONTRACTORS ON PUBLIC

WORKS

A statute was

passed by the Legislature of Washington in 1915 providing that those furnishing materials to subcontractors for public work should
give written notice thereof to the principal contractor within ten days of commencing to deliver
the materials as a precedent to suit against the con-

is

some lack of uniformity

in

the

cases in different jurisdictions, the rule seems to
be that, where the principal is in default and the

surety executed the bond in ignorance thereof, he
will not be bound, where knowledge of such de-

was withheld from him by the obligee but
where the surety has knowledge of it, he will be
bound. Park Paving Co. v Kraft, Pennsylvania
fault

Supreme Court, 105
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Financial and

Commercial Digest

As Affecting the

Practice of Architecture

amounted

Scores Business Timidity

ooo

T. Clayton, director of the Training
the Department of Labor, who is in
of
Service
touch with business enterprises in all parts of the
Charles

1918, $3,326,000,000.

"and the biggest men of the country
know that one of the largest railroad
companies in the United States has been advertisAt the
'ing for weeks trying to get machinists.
same time, there are thousands of machinists out
of work.
The explanation is that most of these
men are really not machinists at all, but machine
I

<

iovernment figures as exports to Asia when
was Europe.

Saving During the

banks, trust companies and
in

1914.
per cent.

for 156 jobs open to qualified men.
Of about the
same number of applicants, only three were found
In one community where there were
competent.
9000 alleged machinists, only 211 were qualified for
real machine work.

The

many industries in the United States
minute are running under-manned because
skilled help cannot be had.
There are jobs enough.
and men enough, but the men need training to hold

m

t(

net earnings of the

war savings was $89.11
)^- an increase of 27.3
National Banks of the

great

The War Cost

"Business is slack because it is turning the corbecause there is uncertainty about future
prices, and because a great many people are taking

The

most

far-seeing

business

men

in

Railroad Income Short One-Fourth

know from

personal experience, are
not delaying their plans for any one of these considerations, and the man who waits is almost cer-

America,

I

tain to get
'stung.'

The

railroads,

show

War Trade

Balances

in

the trade with other

the world,
notably Asia and South
was a large excess of imports over
exports, says the National City Bank.
1" the fiscal
year 1915, practically all of which

of

America, there

within the

over

war
the

Government operation of

that the
fell

by

Director-General

new Federal

Hines,

railroad income for the

short of the standard return by $202.135,-

The standard return for the year is given as
$890.385,685. The net Federal income was $688,-

The great excess of exports over imports during
war period occurred almost exclusively in the

Europe while

disclosed

602.

200,083.

the

trade with

financial results of
'

"

year

Europe

Food

Figures of food costs obtained by the Federal
Statistics from more than 2000
retail stores in forty-five cities show an increase of
83 per cent since the beginning of the war.

ner:

stock.

of

Bureau of Labor

the jobs.

period, the excess of exports to
imports from that continent

Operating

revenue

increased

$853,868,213,

or

expenses increased
Net operating excent.
$1,130,770,166, or 40.3 per
or
decreased
23.5 per cent.
$276,901,953,
penses
Net Federal income corresponding to standard return guaranteed by the Government decreased
21.4

per

cent.

Operating

$272,292.028 under Government control and operation of the roads, or 28.3 per cent.
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I

and $113.45

United States during the last fiscal year were $212,332,000, the largest on record.

at this

fell

War

The sa\'ings made during the war were greater
than for any other four-year period in the history
of the United States.
The per capita of savings in

They haven't the real knowledge of
machine work that they absolutely must have to
make good. It is a fact, too. that the Employment
Service recently examined a number of machinists

parts

in

fact their final destination

operators.

"A

while the excess (luring the

1

says,
it.

1916, $2.383.o(xv
in the fiscal year
<

United States, describes the present business situanothing more serious than a psychological
state that has induced timidity.
"Business is positively going ahead," Mr. Clayton

in

months -of July, August, September and )ctober,
1918, was $1,267,000,000. making the excess of exports to Europe during the entire war period more
than $12,000,000.000; and even this does not tell
tlie full story, since over S ,000,000,000 worth of
merchandise for European Russia was sent during
the war to her Asiatic ports and recorded by our

tion as

know

;

to $1,357,000,000;

1917, $3,714,000.000, and

in
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The statement

points out that

the effect of increasing the

by $583,000,000.
crease

was not

The

felt in

wage

increases had

In
parts through standardization of forms.
are
to
of
these
materials
one
there
assembling

1918 operating expenses
of the wage in-

As inventions and imskilled artisans.
provements occur as metal lath is substituted for
the wooden, reinforced concrete for brick, the kalamein doors for wooden doors, etc., these trades
suffer successively and yet the public is benefited.
hundred

full effect

1918, as

some of the higher

wages did not go into effect until late in the year,
and the effect of these increased wages for a full
year could not be shown by the 1918 figures. There
are some who believe these wage increases for the
full

In the adjustment of the incidental trade dis-

putes over such matters occurs our greatest trouble,
yet this is just the same kind of trouble which oc-

year 1919 will reach $900,000,000.

Aid
Reduction

Standardization as

curred in Manchester, England, on the introduction of the textile machinery, and as has occurred
in every great industrial center upon the introduction of the labor-saving devices and improvements,
each temporarily injuring one trade yet benefiting
Less than 10 per cent of our
society as a whole.
labor difficulties in the building line are due to con-

to Price

Speaking on the immediate resumption of building activities as a national asset, F. T. Miller, of
the U. S. Department of Labor, said that it is
probable that the cost per cubic foot of modern

tests for

non-elevator,

non-fireproof

building

wages.

Home

building and home owning is the basis of
the strength of the nation. While the home is not
a negotiable investment, history has shown that it
pays very large financial returns in the increased

fireproof buildings, up to three years ago, at least,
was less than the cost per cubic foot of the old
six-story,

the

two

of

thirty years ago.

This is because of the rapid advance in the art,
the manufacture of materials in large quantities,
and the more ready assembling of the component

efficiency of the
in
is awakened

The home-owning

family.

about

120

cities

spirit

throughout the

United States for which end agitation

is

now

active.

Current News
Corps and Signal Corps. Other special members
may be appointed by the president of the board
when necessary for duty in connection with other
procurement bureaus or agencies of the War De-

Secretary Creates Claims Board
To supervise and co-ordinate the work of the
various War Department agencies engaged in the
settlement of claims resulting from the termination

partment.

of contracts or other procurement obligations made
necessary by the suspension of hostilities, and to
authorize and approve such settlements, a claims
board has been created by the Secretary of War.
The members of the \Var Department Claims
Board are Benedict Crowell, Assistant Secretary

Formulate Plans to Urge Construction

With a view of supplying work

:

of

War

the Division of Public

and director of munitions, president; G.

H. Dorr, assistant director of munitions Brig. Gen.
George W. Burr, assistant director of purchase,
storage, and traffic Brig. Gen. Herbert M. Lord,
director of finance Lieut. Col. Herbert H. Lehman,
assistant to the director of purchase, storage, and
;

;

;

traffic.

Special members of the board are W. H. Davis,
for Ordnance Department contracts and obligations Col. C. A. McKenney, for contracts and ob;

the purchase and storage division
L. Goodhart, for contracts and obligations of the Chemical Warfare Service, Medical
ligations

Major H.

of

;

Work

Works and

for surplus labor
Construction De-

velopment of the Department of Labor last week
met with twenty-five representatives of building and
loan associations from almost every section of the
United States, to formulate plans for necessary
construction and obtaining assistance to this end.
In normal times, it was developed during the

ordinary construction work each year
aggregated approximately 600,000 homes built to
take care of the normal growth of the country and
to replace the losses occasioned by fire and other

meeting,

destructive agencies.

During the past two years
work has ceased almost

this class of construction
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Conservative figures furnished by the
representatives of the associations indicated that
more than 1,000,000 homes are needed to take care
of the normal growth and destruction during the

with this security, may become one of the most
beautiful, as it is the holiest, the most ancient, and
the most interesting, city in the world.

entirely.

"Jerusalem

The major

past two years.

portion of this construction, it is believed, has not been abandoned,
but rather delayed, and it is with this idea in mind
that a

way

to

make

'Tommy'

to float

some of

liquid the associations' assets
as to provide more money

home-building loans.

County Commissioners' Association,
has passed a resolution urging legislation
crease the powers of county commissioners
they may undertake construction of public
on a large scale.

and Turk, Jew, and Gentile,
restaurateurs, cabmen,

curio-sellers,

guides, photographers, artisans, hucksters, barbers,
shoeblacks, and beggars, are enjoying an affluence
they have never known or dreamt of since King

Solomon's day.

Jerusalem in war time has become
very much like one of the numerous febrile, armyinfested towns of Northern France, and in her

which
to

giddy with prosperity. The British
and a Pactolian stream of piastres

this torrent;

shopmen,

Seriousness of the labor situation in Montana has
resulted in action being taken, at the instance of
Scott Leavitt, Federal director of Montana, by the
State

is

here,

floods the shops, bazaars, the
None
very gutters.
so meek, so dull, so
unenterprising but can divert

being worked out so

is

is

in-

streets a

so that

thousand allurements, from cheap jewelry

to pink ice cream, appeal
irresistibly to the passing
thousands of dust-covered soldiers."

works

of early legislation to broaden the
of
the
commissioners'
scope
authority, it is believed,
will be met promptly, as members of both 1 louse
and Senate who have been interviewed on the matter have expressed themselves as heartily in accord
with the plan.

Approval

The Future

Plans Burial

in

American Field of Honor Association, consisting of prominent and patriotic people throughout
the country, to co-operate in
selecting and beautifying an estate in France as a final resting place of
all Americans who died in battle abroad.
The plan
is to have a sort of
Arlington Cemetery somewhere

Jerusalem's architectural, political, economic and
is outlined in the Spectator, London.
As a result of the great change which has put new
is

in

France for the American heroes.

written:

"The Moslems find comfort in the British assurance that the town planning scheme now afoot will
not touch the ancient city within the walls. This
scheme does not altogether please the Jews, for it
involves the destruction of hundreds of the hideous
erections which have arisen outside the walls of

shops and dwellings which have ruined
the approach to Jerusalem.
For the Jew, with all
his artistic temperament, is not studious of architectural symmetry, and centuries of Ghetto life have
not inspired him with much domiciling taste.
"The plans for the new city have been drawn by
Mr. McLean, chief engineer of Alexandria, who
late

Our Men

France

the

of

social future

it

for

A liill lias been introduced in the Congress by
Representative S. D. Fess, of Ohio, to incorporate

Jerusalem's
Architecture

life in its veins,

Ground

years

was responsible for the Khartoum improvements.

Among the chief features of the Jerusalem plans is
a splendid boulevard running from the southwest
toward the old city, intersected by an arboreous
rond-point containing the British War Memorial.
In future all buildings are to be in keeping with the
local character; no more red roofs, no more flaunting gilded domes and other Neo-Byzantine atrocities.

That eyesore, the Kaiser's clock tower, is to come
down. The Holy City is hereafter to preserve her
architectural soul secure from outside violation, and

American Art In Luxembourg

Museum
An

exhibition of American paintings and
sculpture will be held in the Luxembourg Museum
in Paris during
May and June, it has been definitely
decided. The plan was under consideration before
the war, but only since the ending of hostilities have
official

definite

arrangements for the project been

effected.

About one hundred paintings and about twenty
small bronzes, busts and reliefs and a few other
pieces in marble will be sent abroad, while it is
possible that a small number of works in black and

white, drawings, etchings and lithographs will be
to the collection.
No large sculpture will be

added
taken

on

account

of

the

limited

transportation

facilities.

A committee, representative of all phases of
present-day art in the United States, and comprising
three or four corresponding members who will be
professional artists of high standing in other cities,
such as Boston, Philadelphia and Chicago, will vote
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in the

solely

Exhibition will be

selection of exhibitors.

by invitation

works of

and the

living artists only.

Push Public Undertakings
Completion

collection will include
It

was decided by the

to

committee, working in harmony with the plans of
the Paris authorities, that if works of dead artists

Three things may be done in every community in
the United States to speed readjustment in indus-

would require as much space as
artists, and the purpose of
place before the European world

try, prevent suffering and lack of employment,
and bring to an end the period of uncertainty between the signing of the armistice and the treaty of
peace, according to Geo. W. Goleman of the U. S.
Department of Labor. Mr. Coleman has sent to

were considered
is

it

to be accorded living

the exhibition is to
of art a carefully selected collection of representative American art of the present day.
It is also contemplated that a return exhibition of

French

New York

art in

will be held next winter.

business
in

letter

organizations throughout the country a
which he has outlined the things to be

to help aid the new era born amid the wreckage of war.
"See that your town starts at once and pushes
to completion schoolhouses and other public undertakings halted by the war," he says. "Projects
involving at least $80,000,000 in schools were post-

done

Salt

Lake Predicts Building Boom

Salt Lake City. Utah, expects a building boom in
the Spring that will necessitate the services of every
An industrial survey
\vorkingman in that city.

recently by the labor federation disclosed the
fact that many of the leading concerns have already
Reccompleted plans for construction activities.
ords of the federation show that in the past the

made

prosperity of the city has always been assured when
the city's financial interests have thrown their re-

sources into buildings and real estate.
Many private owners of property in the city have declared
their intentions of building homes and making im-

provements on property.

last year through military necessity.
Even
the country puts $200,000,000 into schoolhouses
this year we would not catch up with the needs of

poned
if

our children.

"The

best antidote

to

the

of discontent and violence

growth of elements
each man owning

lies in

own home. The man who is building or in
process of paying for a home, which he can call
his

his

own,

is

rarely,

if

ever, an anarchist.

England

planning the building of 1,000,000 houses
needed to-day, and we are advised that hundreds

alone

is

of thousands of

new houses should be put up in
The citizen who builds
year.

America the present
a

Colleges to Admit "War Special"
Students
The Bureau

of Education of the United States

and standards.

now awaiting

have a more advanced training.
The Bureau of Education has obtained the aid
of 87 of the best universities in America, who have
consented to admit those who do not quite conform

"war

specials."
however, will

Certain qualifications,
sary, but a lower standard will be

increase the

social

effi-

"Individually and as a society, work toward the
co-operative ideal in community life.
Co-operation
is to-day succeeding competition as the keynote of

modern

be

made

in

neces-

"war

Raise

life

and thought."

professional nature require advanced and
technical preparation, the giving of such examina-

for

National Cathedral

More than $2,500,000 has already been
Washington.

Announcement was made

that the National Cathedral Association

ing the organization, begun in
building operations this spring.
be completed in three years.

raised for

1907,

The

this
is

to

week

enlarg-

resume

cathedral can

Paint Peace Conference Scenes

their

tions as will satisfy the institutional officers of the
applicants' fitness to pursue such courses will be

Fund

the building of a National Episcopal cathedral in

special" matriculants, and in each case where candidates desire to enter courses of study which by

had.

will

There are many men

tacts, aspire to

to their regulations as

Spring

who

are not regularly or
formally prepared for college, but who are especially intelligent, and, as a result of their army con-

discharge

this

as well.

is securing for returning soldiers and sailors admission to colleges, which under ordinary circumstances would not be possible because of lack of

qualifications

home

ciency of his family and be a public benefactor

The

artists Orpen and St. John have
work painting scenes from the Peace Conference.
Both recently returned from the British
front, where they have been painting war scenes.

started
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Making

Prosperity

Permanent

Temporary and even make-shift buildings are
only when the worth of the things what
or to be housed in them are cheap. In
housed
are
countries where life is cheap the places where men
justifiable

by labor are cheap.
America cheap livestock, and cheap hay and
grain, produced on cheap land, produced conditions
live

In

where sometimes no buildings at all were provided
house them, and what buildings were erected
were of a temporary character.
These conditions are only traditions to the presBut they teach a lesson of relative
ent generation.
to

values.

Our
against

fathers

the

measured

value

of

the

the

of

cost

grain or

building
the

livestock

buildings would house, and felt that it was cheaper
to spend their time and energy in growing more

and grain than in building substantially.
Even if the land became worn out by repeated
croppings, it was not worth while to spend time in
It was cheaper to take on more land,
fertilizing it.
or move if the situation was not convenient. The
low prices received for farm products in those
days nevertheless gave profits from one year's oplivestock

eration of a quarter section of land to
quarter section of equally good land.

buy another
This land

The
to rise in price and rise rapidly.
best interest of the farmers therefore was to put
every dollar into more land, rather than into
was bound

The wasteful saving that made farming laborious
and colorless drove the younger generation away
from the farm. There were none of the graces of
life, of the things to satisfy the desire to live and
The future was always being discounted
enjoy.
by the present putting up with hard labor and inconvenience for good times to come.

Nowhere to-day

is there greater
opportunity to
normally and enjoy life as on the modern
farm. The time when nature was continually lend\Ve worked
ing without interest has passed.

live

Nature to the limit. Xow we realize what it is to
work with Nature, and get bigger dividends than
we got loans from Nature's surplus.
The average price received for stock, hay and
grain is so high that we must save every bit of
them we possibly can. \Ve cannot afford to let
any of our stock die, or any of our hay or grain be
destroyed.
Builders

farming as much
acreage as possible even though they farmed it inefficiently and piled grain on the ground until they
could find time to haul it to market, and let their
livestock take care of themselves by the shelter of
a straw stack, or under sheds made of poles
covered thatched with straw.

Those days are gone. There were plenty of
"land poor" men in the past, They put up with
Their belief in the
hardships and discomforts.
there
was often a woeful
sustained
but
future
them,
waste and an unnecessary waste;. The method of
operating was unthinkingly followed just because
was "the way everyone did."
While the man of to-day who would allow his
machinery, stock and farm products to suffer the
onslaughts of wet, heat and cold, without the protection of good buildings, would fail in a short time,
there is still a number who have not awakened to
who do not realize the
the change of conditions
it

sorts of

structures

There used

to be

one material that could be used lumber.
Now. lumber is being more intelligently used, for
we have discovered the uses of other materials for
permanent buildings. The farm is now a permanent manufactory of foodstuffs.
It can never become "worn out" under modern management. Its
buildings must have all the permanence of the

modern

factory,

sanitary,

fireproof,

sightly.

The

Xatiunal Guilder.

Inter-Racial Council

best by

;

all

farmer's needs.

only

buildings.

They served themselves

have contrived

suited to the

Formed

That an active Americanization of our foreign
order to eliminate conin our readjustment is penetrating the ranks of our people. The
subject, with its close alliance to our many problems, has evoked the interest of prominent citizens
population

flicting

is

necessary

attitudes

in

and intentions

who have now organized better to help foreigners,
and, of course, their chosen country.
The direct aims of the organization are threefold: First, the education of the immigrant in the
language, principles and ideals of the American
second, industrial co-operation, whereby
people
foreign laborers arriving here may be made to
realize their opportunities and the desire of their
;

employers for fair play

;

third, providing for the

groups, opportunity for association and
other national groups, that racial aspirations may
be brought into harmony.
The council has been established as a permavarious

value of permanent building.
The practice of wastefulness survived the eco-

nent organization, with Gen. T. Coleman du 1'ont
as chairman.
Representative men of the principal

The economic reason we have

races from which our immigrants come are in process of being selected for work in this organization.

nomic reason for
described.

The

it.

practice

is

rapidly

disappearing.
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upon the passage of legislation pending in Congress he would be happy to take up with the French
authorities the question of co-operation from the
French Government.

Labor will be represented, and Arthur E. Holder,
of the Vocational Education Board, Washington, is
members.

also one of the

Discussing the objects of the council, Alexander
the board of directors of
J. Hemphill, chairman of
said
Trust
the Guaranty
Co.,
:

"The

first

to create

is

purpose

a better under-

Great Britain Allows Trade

feeling among the races in
not only shall those who
that
end
to
the
America,
constitute our foreign-born population merge themselves effectively into our political and social struc-

standing and

ture,

better

Hardwood
A

but that the countries from which they sprang
a better and more complete understanding
its

March i has abolished
hardwood timber outside
cablegram from the con-

British order effective

restrictions

on dealings

in

the United

Kingdom.

A

sul general at London states that existing stocks in
that country will be sold at public auction.
Stocks

may have

of America and

in

ideals."

are approximately as follows
Cypress, 220 carloads; gum, 183; cottonwood, Si chestnut, 13; ash,
:

;

Lumber Course Proves

Wide

of

40; walnut, 40; oak, 176; birch, 62; poplar, 525;
various other wood, 20 in addition there are about
300 carloads still to arrive.

Value

;

The correspondence course in lumber and its
uses, announced some time ago by the School of
Forestry, University of Idaho, at Moscow, Idaho,

A Roosevelt Memorial Bird Fountain

has met with a ready acceptance the enrollment
The course was offered
exceeding expectations.
in response to a demand for information in convenient form, regarding the properties of
the adaptability of different woods to

Announcement has been made that the National
Audubon Societies and affiliated orwould
ganizations
begin work at once for the erection in New York City or Washington of a Roosevelt memorial bird fountain.
Eminent American
sculptors will be asked to present plans, it was said,
Association of

wood and
different

uses.

The

topics

treated

include

structure

the

of

wood,

of

standard

woods, physical properties
grades and sizes, structural timbers, seasoning and
preservation of woods, lumber prices, lumber production and the war-time use of wood.
The course is designed to be of special value to

and a national committee of nature lovers and
sportsmen would soon be formed to advance the
project.

lumber dealers, lumber salesmen, contractors or
builders, carpenters, manual training teachers, and
others connected with the

woodworking

Comparative Cost of a Quarter
Century of Building

industries.

Shall

France Offers U.
France has

offered

S.
to

Monument
present

to

Site

United

the

monument on French soil to
who died "on the field of honor."
of the French High Commission,

States the site for a

American soldiers
Edouard de Billy,

has sent to Secretary of

War

Baker the following

translation of a cablegram received from
Tardieu, head of the commission, who is

Andrew
now in

Paris
"I am informed by Mr. de Billy that it
posed to erect in France a monument to the
:

ican soldiers

who have

is

contractors combine in a State organiza-

tion to maintain the high cost of building and at the
same time reduce labor to pre-war wage conditions?

pro-

Amer-

died on the field of honor.

Mr. Clemenceau begs me to advise you that France
wishes to offer the ground for the erection of this
monument."
In acknowledging receipt of this message, Mr.
Baker expressed deep appreciation and added that

That was the proposal of Ralph McLeran at the
annual banquet of the Sacramento Builders' Exchange.
Mayor Carmichael congratulated about 125
builders present on the fact that the war being over
building would resume. McLeran did not think it
would unless he could form a combination of conHe
tractors and get wages back to "normal."
wanted a State organization of builders' exchanges
similar to the State Building Trades Council.
He
stated that many of the trades had recently demanded and been granted an increase of one dollar

a day, some trades now receiving $9.00 per day.
These wages, he said, could not prevail ff building
was to resume. Furthermore, contractors would

have to get together and
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insist

upon the acceptance
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by the owners and architects of the lowest bids

Personals

received.

The acceptance of lowest

bids

is all

After serving

in the Army Y. M. C. A. for some
Lee Black, architect, of Lansing, Mich., has reopened his offices at 517 Oakland Building, that

very fine in

from the contractor's
I have closed conbut
of
view,
incidentally
point
tracts on over twelve million dollars of work durtheory and would be

time,

ideal

city.

ing the last twelve years at prices $1,364,375.21 less
than the lowest bids, or approximately 13 per cent
Whereas an equal
of the total cost of the work.

amount of work ofttimes
lowest bidder must get the
the

costs
job.

compulsory* acceptance

of

more where

the

In other words,
lowest bids is a

temptation to bidders to fix prices.
But to reduce wages is not necessary, and

I

don't

can be done. If it can, why stop at prewar conditions? Why not go back twenty-five
years and reduce labor to $1.00 per day?
We can build better buildings to-day with high
wages than we could twenty-five years ago with
think

partnership has been formed by H. \Y. BuemC. Guth, architects.
Their
offices will be located at 521
Jackson Street, Chi-

ming and Alexander

cago.

partnership for .the practice of architecture has
been formed by M. B. Rissman and Leo S. Hirschfeld, with offices in the City Hall Square Building,

Chicago.

The modern

printing press turns out fifty thou-

quired expensive

man power.

Mr. McLeran is wrong.
The following comparative
twenty-five years

is

costs during the past

the answer

:

Cu. Ft. Cost
Chronicle Building, 1890
Mills Building, 1891
Merchants' Exchange, 1903

.40
.40
.34

First National Bank, 1908

.44

Insurance Exchange, 1912
Mills Addition, 1913
Hobart Building, 1914
Hallidie (glass front), 1917

.282

Mass.

.1513

Jan. 17, 1919.

annual Detroit Builders

will

They

will

turers' samples

C.

at

i/fi

&

Hutchings, architects,
Federal Street. Boston,

be pleased to receive manufac-

and catalogs.

Newman

Collins, architect

and engineer,

having completed his duties with the Government,
has returned to the practice of his profession. His
offices will be at 14 John Street, New York.

A

partnership to practice architecture has been
II. Bennett and William E.
Parsons, with offices at 1800 Railway Exchange

formed by Edward

Mr. Parsons will act as
Building, Chicago. 111.
consulting architect for the firm.

The Building Trades Employers' Association of
Rochelle, N. Y., has inaugurated a movement
officially endorsing the U. S. Government slogan
"Build Now," in the direction of meeting the demand for new houses in that community.
Lieut. Edwin Kopf of the architectural firm of
McGuire & Shook, Indianapolis, has been mustered

New

turers' catalogs

Show
Show

formed

Harry Marshak, recently with the architectural
department of the U. S. Navy at Washington,
D. C., and Joseph A. Ilickey, formerly connected
with the engineering department of the U. S.
Rubber Co. at Providence, have formed a partnership for the practice of architecture, and have
opened offices in the Strand Building at Providence.
R. I. They would be pleased to receive manufac-

WILLIS POLK.

first

has been

the Indiana Pythian Building, that city.

2404
3447

Detroit's First Builders

111.

firm of Hitchings

out from service in England and will return to his
The office of his firm has been moved to
practice.

3472
26

Chronicle, i6-story, 1905
Mills Annex, 1908

The

The

1).

sand papers in an hour, while the old Franklin
press could print but 500 an hour.
The tractor to-day can do the work of fifty horses
in cultivating our fields.
The hoist, the concrete
mixer and numberless labor-saving devices and improved methods can do the work that formerly re-

111.

A

it

low wages.

The
be

week of March 15 to 23 at the
The exhibition
Gardens, Detroit, Mich.
will include a complete display of building products
and equipments.
It is expected, in view of the

held during the

Wayne

present state of the building trade, that there will
ic'
a large number of builders present and that
the proceedings will have more than usual interest.
I

A

and samples.

firm of Whitsitt

&

Schulzke. architects, has

610 Peoples Bank Building.
reopened
Moline, 111., following the discharge from the service of Captain H. W. Whitsitt, of the construction
division of the Ordnance Department, who entered
offices

at

army immediately upon the declaration of war.
and Captain W. H. Schulzke, who entered the air
The firm desires to
service in December, 1917.
receive manufacturers' samples and catalogs.
the
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Late

News

in

Architectural Fields

Lumbermen Confer with Government

according to the supply here in the market
to the movement of troops back to home
It was expected that there would be an
ports.
automatic drop back to proportionately pre-war
levels when building sand in this market was 50
tirely

prior

Officials

Representatives of the Government and the hardwoods and black walnut industries met last week
at Washington to give further discussion to the
method of procedure for the disposal of Government surplus stocks of hardwoods and walnut lumber that would be for the best interests of the administration and at the same time meet with the

cents a cubic yard.
For the past month or so sand

from Belgium
and France has been dumped on the New York

When
piers in such quantities as to be a menace.
the larger contracting firms found that there was

approval of the industry.

to be

hardwoods, those present at the
conference agreed that the quantity, less than
9,000,000 feet, was too small to be even a factor in

to

In

the case of

the market.

A

plan was agreed

to

committee representing the producers

by which a
is

to act in

no return to lower prices they took the step
commodity lower on delivery price

force the

in this

market.

A

new

material delivery company

was organized, and announced a
market

price.

The

an advisor\- capacity to the Director of Sales of
the War Department in the disposition of the small

price of broken stone in
dropped 25 cents a cubic yard,

amounts of surplus hardwoods not absorbed by the
construction bureaus of the Government or by the
industry; this committee to advise as to market
conditions and to assist in securing purchasers for

tion

become available. It
was agreed by those present that this action on the
part of the Government removes these small surplus
stocks as a disturbing factor in the hardwood marthe stocks as rapidly as they

price for ballast

sand at $1.85, or 40 cents below the former delivered

New York

has also

making the quotafor
inch
and
a half and threeto-day $3.25

The expected $4 drop

quarter-inch stone.

in the

price of structural steel, the belief that lumber has
touched its lowest level, with the rigidity of cement

and brick

tended to support the belief
construction
field that everything is
building
being cleared for the immediate resumption of
building construction.
prices, has

in the

Meetings were held

ket.

this

week by both

tile

and

conference in regard to walnut lumber
brought out the fact that the Government repre-

brick manufacturers to readjust the situation to the
best possible position with relation to the builder

sentatives having these stocks in charge would so
dispose of the stocks as not to in any way adversely
affect the market.
The plan is under consideration

this spring.

by which these stocks will be disposed of in cooperation with the industry, and the representatives of the walnut
industry agreed to submit a

market

The

The ceramic tile interests met in New
York City, while the brick manufacturers convened
at Newburgh, both with the idea of putting the
in attractive shape for the prospective
builder before the season starts next month.

proposal for the purchase of these stocks.

New

Named

French Sand Breaks Commodity

The appointment has been announced by

Prices
Prices for ordinary building sand, which have
been held at
practically war levels, were broken
this week when dealers flooded the market with
French sand which has been brought here in large
quantities since the close of the

troop ships.

war

as ballast in

was
Government

Contractors, since the armistice

signed, have been forced to meet the
fixed price in the neighborhood of

Housing Bureau Director

$2.25 delivered,
representing a wholesale price of approximately
$1.25 a cubic yard. The price was maintained en-

Secre-

tary of Labor Wilson of L. K. Sherman, chief engineer of the housing corporation, to succeed Otto
M. Eidlitz as director of the Bureau of Industrial
Housing and Transportation, the United States De-

who

recently resigned to resume
Mr. Sherman is 49 years old,
a native of Massachusetts, and was graduated from
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology as a
His experience for the last
civil engineer in 1892.

partment of Labor,

his private business.

27 years has been as an engineer or executive on
construction. His offices are in Chicago.
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Department of Architectural
Engineering

Port Jefferson, Long Island, X. Y.

Alfred C. I'ossom. Architect. Started Aug.
i,
1918.
Ready for occupancy.

i.

10.18;

photograph taken Dec.

Quantity House Production Methods, Construction Branch,

Emergency

Fleet Corporation

the impossible of yesterday is the posof to-day has been evidenced in many
ways within the past two years. These achievements have demonstrated the ability of this coun-

THAT

sible

most onerous demands and the
methods by which these things have been done are
worthy of study. The knowledge thus gained will
exert a powerful influence on future undertakings
and can be adapted to many problems not yet solved.
Construction projects, on a scale of magnitude heretofore not undertaken, will become comparatively
common. This enlargement of such enterprise will
try to satisfy the

be a resultant of increased demands, of a knowledge
of our actual abilities

and from having accomplished

great things.

Construction projects require the employment of

two factors, the plan of the architect and engineer

and the construction organization.

It is the accomof
construction
plishment
organization that will be
here described.

The imperative need of ships made necessary the
establishment of a large number of shipyards. As
these yards were located near cities already congested the housing of these additional workmen was

urgent.

employed

The

increase in

in shipbuilding

number of

the

workmen

from 120,000 on Nov.

15.

1917, to 384,850 on Nov. 15, 1918, indicates the need
of the housing work which was undertaken and

carried to completion in record-breaking time. This
work was done for the United States Shipping

Board Emergency Fleet Corporation as an activity
of the Division of Passenger Transportation and
Housing. The Production Bureau of the Housing
Department had charge of the' production of build-
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This
utilities.
ings and the installation of public
bureau was directed by a chief and a deputy chief
of administration, R. D. Kohn and E. J. Russell,
architects, of New York and St. Louis respectively.

9 hotels and a number of miscellaneous structures.
The buildings are of permanent construction, being
of brick, frame, hollow tile and stucco. They are
equipped with basements, heating plants, hot and

This bureau included the Architectural Branch,

cold water, gas ranges, laundry tubs, kitchen cabi-

Wyandotte. Mich.

in

Branch of Design, Housing Department, Architects. "8 houses, started Sept.
graph taken Dec. 16, 1918. Houses occupied.

charge of F. L. Ackerman, architect, Chief of Design; the Engineering Branch, in charge of Morris
Knowles, Chief Engineer the Construction Branch,
in charge of \V. (i. Luce, Chief of Construction.
The work of these three branches was of great

I,

1918; photo-

equipped bath rooms with tub, water
and lavatory, electric lights and fixtures.
They were completely finished and decorated includ-

nets,

fully

closet

;

importance and the co-operation between them was

H. J. Klutho, Architect. 158 houses.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Work started Aug. 28, 1918; photograph taken Dec. 16.
1918.

Lorain,

Ohio.

Abram

Garfield,

Architect.

232 houses

and 2 apartment buildings.

The Construction Branch was invery effective.
on
March
i, 1918, and on Jan. i, 1919.
augurated
the work of construction was practically completed
on 26 projects, extended along the Atlantic Coast
from Florida to Maine and as far inland as Wisconsin.

The work involved included

the building of 8949
individual homes, 1119 apartments, 21 dormitories.

Lorain,

Ohio.

Abram

Garfield,

Architect.

232

houses

and 2 apartment buildings.

ing the wall paper. The work of this branch also
included the grading of streets and lots, the building of pavements, curbs and sidewalks, the installaand water mains, the planting of

tion of sewers, gas
trees, shrubs,
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hedges and grass

plots.

They took
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Buckman

Village, Chester, Pa.
1918.

G. Edwin Brumbaugh, Simon &
Houses completed, tree planting

bare ground and on it constructed complete
towns, having every modern improvement.
Practically all materials used in this work were
purchased through the Construction Division of the
War Department. This was the better method.

16,

kind and adaptability of materials, quantity of production, transportation facilities, cost and other factors.
These items had to be considered, not only
from the standpoint of the project needing these
materials immediately, but also with reference to
possible developments in the vicinity of the producing locality. It can readily be seen that it would
be poor management to make a long haul of ma-

the

terials for

Buckman

Photograph taken Dec.
under way.

Bassett, Architects.
in streets

one project and deplete the stocks, when

G. Edwin Brumbaugh
Village, Chester, Pa.
Bassett, Architects.
2/8 houses, 21 apartment

Simon &
houses,

I

Work
boarding house and I waiting station.
I, 1918.
Photograph taken Aug. I, 1918.

started July

G. Edwin Brumbaugh,
Chester, Pa.
Architects. Photograph taken Dec. 16,
yards and service alley at the left, street at

Buckman Village,
Simon & Bassett,
1918.

Rear

Houses occupied.

the right.

the

Buckman Village,
Simon & Bassett,
1918.

Many

G. Edwin Brumbaugh,
Chester, Pa.
Architects.
Photograph taken Dec. 16,

houses occupied.

the

same kind of material would later be needed in
production vicinity and thus require another

long haul to supply the need.

found that many materials ordinarily
must be conserved for use in
This applied more
the direct prosecution of war.
It

it

worked hardships

in

some

instances, as

although
enabled the War Industries Board, who passed on
all material requirements in conjunction with the
Purchasing Department of the Division, to make
surveys of the various material productions in all
it

parts of the country.

These surveys embraced the

used

was

also

in construction

particularly to copper, cast iron, various oils, lead,
bituminous products and other things used in the

The serious shortage
necessary to use materials, as much

manufacture of munitions.
of fuel

355
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as possible, which did not require the use of fuel in
their production.
The scarcity of freight cars, the shortage of fuel

is

and motive power to move them and the congestion
of the railroads on our Eastern seaboard, made the

Work

possible.

was

It

also

found advisable to

bring the materials to the seaboard,
at a right

prosecution of the
restrictions

and

war and on which there were no
them in the shortest possible

to get

I

store build-

started July

problem of transportation one of grave importance,
This necessitated the elimination of long hauls

where

The problem was

Duhring, Okie & Ziegler, Architects. 200 houses and
10, 1918; photograph taken Dec. 16, 1918.

South Philadelphia houses, Kssington, Pa.
ing.

a most notable achievement.

to construct these buildings out of materials, the use
of which would least interfere with the vigorous

when

time so as to not conflict with the Government transportation program, also to carry on the work expeditiously regardless of the serious labor shortage,

possible,

angle to the coast line in order to avoid

Dundalk, Md. E. L. Palmer, Jr., Architect.
boarding houses, stores and athletic field.
15, 1918; photograph taken Dec. i, 1918.

Chester Hotel. Chester, Pa.

&

Bassett, Architects.

taken Dec.

12,

G.

529 houses, 2
Started June

Edwin Brumbaugh, Simon

Started July

I.

1918.

Photograph

1918.

It will
transportation through the congested area.
be readily seen that the selection of the materials,
their purchase, transportation and
expediting presented an important and

complicated problem.

Until the

work of

the

Housing Department of the
Emergency Fleet Corporation was undertaken, no
development of that kind had ever been attempted
on a scale of such magnitude even under normal
conditions.
When the abnormal conditions that
affected every element of such a
project are considered and the fact that the work was
accomplished
with the record-breaking speed that was
absolutely
necessary in order not to disrupt the Government
war program, the work of the Construction Branch

Hog

Island Dormitories, Philadelphia, Pa. G. M. Bartlett,
4 group hotels with dining halls, store building, heating plant, laundry, pump house, bakery and warehouse.
Architect.

A

large proportion of the labor was inexperienced
of work and recruited from all parts of

in this class

the country.
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It was not necessary for the contractors to devote
weeks estimating the quantities and ordering the
materials as the Construction Branch was responsible for their purchase and delivery, including the

equipment

when

required.

Only contractors of

Union Park Gardens, Wilmington, Del. Ballinger & Perrot,
Architects.
510 houses, I apartment house and 4 store
buildings. Work started July I, 1918; photograph taken

complicated problem owing to the fact that the lists
had to be made in conjunction with the War Indus-

Board and subject to their approval. This
was necessary in order not to interfere with the
Another factor in this work
general war program.
tries

K. L. Palmer. Jr., Architect.
206 houses,
and kitchen and power house. Started May 15,
KjiS; photograph taken Nov. 15. 1918.

St.

Helena. M<1.

mess

hall

Dec. 21, 1918.

known

ability

were selected and the work was

awarded on a lump-sum fee basis the Construction
Branch furnished the lists of materials, attended to
their purchase, quality, transportation and
delivery
took care of the funds and payrolls and the adjust;

;

Yorkship Village, West Collingswood, N. J. Electus D.
schoolhouse.
Litchh'eld, Architect.
907 houses and
Started May 15, 1918; photograph taken Dec. 16, 1918.
Houses completed, road-making delayed by lack of ma-

was the constant substitution of materials which
were, on a moment's notice, withdrawn from use
owing
(

to their scarcity or other

iovernment.

Transportation

requirements of the
difficulties

also,

at

made

substitutions necessary.
It was under
these conditions that Mr. Dyer was compelled to
times,

Sun

Branch of Design, Department
Village, Chester. Pa.
of Housing. Architects. 4,30 houses, 18 apartment buildWork started July 12, 1918;
ings with stores under 8.
photograph taken Dec. 17, 1918. Houses occupied.

i

terials for public utilities.

Hilton Village,

Newport Xews, Va.

Francis Y. Joannes,

501 houses, 2 apartment buildings with stores
under, fire house and incinerator.

Architect.

Avenue Apartments, Xewport N'ews. Va.
Francis V. Joannes, Architect.
4 apartment buildings
with 323 apartments and dormitory rooms. Started June
i. 1918; photograph taken Dec.
15, 1918, occupied.

Washington

ment of

all labor
disputes, the United States Employment Bureau assisting with the recruiting of
labor.
This procedure left the contractor free to

devote his entire time to the work of actual construction.

Mr. M. M. Dyer, of Boston, Supervisor of Estimates of Materials, had charge of making all material lists and
quantity surveys. This was a very

labor in furnishing the lists which controlled the
supply of material to the project.

In order to save time the materials often had to
be listed from pencil sketches, and, on many occasions, the materials which it was known would be
required, were ordered before any drawings were
prepared. They were in transit in such quantities
as to be delivered at the site of the project almost
coincident with the arrival of the drawings and the
contractors with their outfits and equipment.
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The material

W.

Mr. H.

when completed, were given

lists,

Jensen,

a

contractor

of

to

Pittsburgh,

He had
Supervisor of Materials Procurement.
charge of the purchasing and procuring of all maThese purchases were made through the
terials.
Construction Division of the War Department by

.

the kind, quality and quantity of available materials
as well as the ability of the various vendors to
furnish them. Only in emergencies were materials

purchased in the open markets for immediate use,
pending the arrival of materials through the regular
channels.

2 dormitories for 614 men, I dormitory
Dormitories, Essington, Pa. Duhring, Okie & Ziegler, Architects.
for 27 women, mess hall and kitchen and boiler house. Started June 22, 1918, completed Aug. 24, 1918.

Mr. James Albro, who maintained an

office

The use

with

of standardized products

was adopted

as

the Construction Division at Washington, representing the Construction Branch of the Housing De-

far as possible.
The Architectural Branch adopted
certain standard units, such as windows, doors, trim,

partment as Supervisor of Material Purchases and
reporting to Mr. Jensen.

plumbing and lighting fixtures. These standards
were furnished to the project architects and were
incorporated into their designs with the most satisfactory results.
Economy in cost and time, with
no lessening of architectural effect were gained by
the use of these standards, and it is one of the valu-

problem and
Department resulted
in the elimination of red-tape and delays, permitting
of maximum speed in the work. The Governmental
purchases of material tended toward doing away
with competition, control of the market and enabled
the Construction Branch to be always familiar with
Purchasing

in this

way

the close contact with the

simplified the

War

able lessons taught by the

work of

the

Housing

Department.
(To be continued)

Equivalent Temperature of Guaranteed Steam and

Hot Water Heat
By HENRY

N. Dix, M. E.

times out of a hundred, when
is tested, the temperature
not that which the specification or con-

NINETY-NINE
a heating plant
outdoors

is

tract states to be the

temperature when

a certain

indoor temperature is to be obtained.
In other
words, the contract may call for a temperature of
70 deg. in zero weather, but on the day of the test
the outdoor temperature is not zero but some other,

The question then arises, what is
usually higher.
the temperature to which the building should heat
under these conditions in order to fulfill the
guarantee

?

For the use of the architect, engineer, contractor
and the trade this article has been prepared with the
hope that it may prove of interest and value to

The formula and

them.

to buildings heated

charts apply equally well

by direct or indirect radiation,

and hot blast.
There have been published, from time to time,
tables which have purported to give the temperature to which a building should heat, with different
outdoor temperatures, when the quantity of radiation

installed

is

correct

to

heat

the

building to

70 deg. with an outdoor temperature of zero. These
tables have usually been satisfactory for the heating
of residences in the so-called 70-0 region. However, there are many buildings where they cannot
be used because many combinations of indoor and
outdoor temperatures are required. Again, these
tables

35S

have been made applicable

to steam-heated
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A

large percentage of modern buildings
are heated by gravity hot water systems and these
tables do not apply, owing to a difference between

buildings.

steam and hot water heating.

For these conditions the following formula will
hold good with internal temperatures varying from
Outside of these limits the
the radiators and
have changed enough to

to 100 deg. F.

40 deg.

of

coefficient

transmission of

building materials will
For all practical
cause this formula to be inexact.
purposes it is sufficiently accurate to be used even

with the higher temperatures that result from
ing in summer weather.

T(A

+D

B)

A)

(T

which

T = Internal

temp, of radiator.

A = Guaranteed

room

outdoor

with

temp,

temp. B.

B = Outdoor

temp, on the day temp.

A

is

to be

maintained.

= Indoor temp,
D = Outdoor temp,
C

which building

to

will

heat

when

For example

on the day of

test.

:

A

heating plant is installed in a building and
guaranteed to heat the building to 60 cleg, with an
outdoor temperature of minus 10 deg. with steam

pounds gauge pressure. The day the test is
to be run off the outdoor temperature is 15 deg.
above zero. What temperature of the room should
at five

be obtained

in

order to

the guarantee

fulfill

A

= 60,

B

=

- 10,

D

?

we have

Substituting in the formula

==

15,

T

=

225.

then

C

225 (60

-

-

-10)

225

225

x

70

+

15

+

-

X

15 (225

60)

10

165

235

=

77-5

F.

The objection

to using this formula, however, is
considerable
requires
computation to arrive
at your result.
With this in mhid the accompanying charts have been prepared. These charts have

that

it

been made by .using the above formula.
Charts Nos. i, 2 and 3 are for use with low pressure steam and will be found sufficiently accurate
to give satisfactory results

where the steam pressures vary from atmosphere to 10 Ibs. gauge. The
charts themselves were plotted using a steam temperature of 220 deg. F.
Charts Nos.
tank,

gravity

4,

hot

5

way

of this

figure.

Although the charts themselves are almost selfexplanatory, an example showing their use will perhaps make them clearer.
A building has been guaranteed to heat to 65
deg. when the outdoor temperature is zero, steam
at 2 11). pressure.
However, on the day of the
test the temperature outdoors registers 35 deg. and
the indoor temperature is maintained at 92 deg.
Is
the quantity of radiation as installed sufficient to
What temperature will
satisfy the guarantee?

probably be maintained indoors with the radiation
installed when the temperature is zero?
What temperature should have l>een reached at the test?

H

T
in

test-

a temperature variation of 10 deg. each

and 6 are for use with open
water systems, and although

plotted for an average temperature in radiators of
165 deg. F. will be found sufficiently accurate with

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
The same method of procedure should be followed with the other charts.
For the convenience of those whose business
consists largely of residence heating, where the desired temperature is usually 70 deg., the table has
been compiled with the resulting temperature given
to the nearest degree.
It is

hardly necessary to say that this table and

LOW PRESSURE STEAM,
1.

1

Outdoor Temperature

charts only hold good when the test is run under
conditions identical with those in winter, i. e., all

windows, doors, fireplace flues, etc., must be kept
closed, the pressure or temperature of the boiler
must be that figured for winter and everything approaching as nearly as possible actual winter working conditions.
its

Thus applied

this data will

serve

purpose.

GR ^/ITY HOT
J

WATER

^.Outdoor Temperature ^10"

Industrial Information
In this Department there

Stucco
"Man

published each week information as to the development of materials and
methods, derired from reliable sources.

is

Metal Lath

Fate

vs.

builds, time decays, the elements destroy,

flame consumes,

man

Just at a time

This constant round of labor on the part of man,
the forces of nature, is brought to

to counteract

above quotation printed in a dean exterior stucco, made'
of
"Rocbond,"
scription
in Van Wert. Ohio, by the Kocbond Co.. Inc.
In our efficient age, this does not proceed unchalattention by the

lenged,

for in use of

product mentioned the

the

heretofore relentless destiny shall be mollified and
her efforts directed elsewhere to teach further valuable lessons.

The use of stucco generally has so much
mend it with which the architect is already

to

com-

the

due to the fact that it is prepared at the factory
and not by an indifferent or unskilled workman on
It is made in one grade only, and is
the job.
mixed with a non-freezing mixing liquid which can

unfit

for use.

Thus

so

scheme by holding the walls and
and rigid, thus obviating cracks and
plaster and the need for constant redecora-

decorative

ceilings
falling

fast

tion.
It

The dry material
be applied in any temperature.
is shipped in
paper and cloth bags; the mixing
Rocbond is deliquid is shipped in steel drums.
livered to the job in fixed proportions ready to use.
Nothing is added or taken from it. To add sand
it

is

He should be
possible by the use of metal lath.
convinced that metal lath insures the duration of

advantages which are not so commonly appreciated
The particular service which Rocbond renders is

would make

the use of concrete

exploitation of metal lath. The architect should be
impressed with the economy, beauty and variety of
construction which for thirty years has been made

familiar

that a review of these things need not be set down
But Rocbond Stucco offers certain
at this time.

or water

when

prominently identified with important building
projects, its association with metal lath for permanence and safety is of special interest.
Metal lath is a base and reinforcement for plaster
and stucco. It is made from flat sheets of metal
expanded into an open mesh and so formed that the
plaster imbeds the lath, making a solid unit wall.
The Associated Metal Lath Manufacturers, 813
Woodward Building, Washington. I). C., comprises
ten nationally known manufacturers and metal supply companies, all united in their endorsement and

builds."

is

the

stated by

members

of this association

that metal i lath walls

and ceilings are sound proof,

and that for dividing

partitions, a thin solid wall of

plastered metal lath gains floor space and ettects
substantial saving in weight over other types of
fire-resistant walls.

the

The decorator and

plasterer like metal lath be-

vagaries of human nature are as far as .possible
eliminated from its application, and the result is

cause of

claimed to be uniformly good.
Rocbond may be applied to any building base.
brick, hollow tile, wood or metal lath, and adheres

use of metal lath and stucco offers unlimited possibilities for individual treatment, and creates that
sense of security in a building which is so important
to the comfort of the occupants.
The method of construction herein discussed
carries with it a promise of beauty and a pledge of

as an integral part to such base.

The

coats.

It is

applied in two

is

Magnesite, so

principal ingredient

non-confire-resisting, waterproof and a
ductor of heat.
It may be used instead of repainting, and once so used maintains the building on

their

that

it

is

possible to obtain
Rocbond Stucco. What is

large

known

color

variety

the

Rocbond Co.

in

The

completed
knowledge that it

and because they know
For the architect, the

will last.

association assures the architect

will endure.

in

as "dash finish''

provides many unique color effects, which are stated
not to fade or deteriorate, but to yield in a desirable manner to the effects of weathering.
Architects interested in this subject may write
literature.

workmanship

permanence.

employed for remodelling.
is

adaptability

that his responsibility will be fulfilled in every sense
if metal lath construction is employed, and the joy
in the
building will be enhanced by the

which it is applied in a waterproof, fire-resisting
and sightly condition. It is on this account widely
It

its

Van Wert, Ohio,

Congoleum
a material from which has been
Congoleum
made a sanitary, low-priced floor covering which
is

These
in styles appropriate for any room.
are produced by the Congoleum Co., a subdivision

comes

for their
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of the Barrett Co., Philadelphia, Pa., in imitations
wood or carpet. They combine the elements of

construction of the walls is of prime importance,
for it is the insulation which determines whether

qualities of

the refrigerator shall be an ice-waster or an icesaver.

of

good design and coloring with superior
sanitation, durability and economy.

They

are

absolutely unaffected by constant
is used which can rot from
material
as
no
washing,
dampness, and they are accordingly guaranteed as

claimed to be

waterproof and easy to keep clean and wholesome.
They have a firm, durable surface that does not
gather dust and dirt and therefore do not require
sweeping or beating; they may be kept clean and
bright with simply a damp mop. The makers say,

Congoleum "art rugs" lie flat without
They "hug the floor" so that dust can-

further, that

fastening.

They remain perfectly
after being unrolled, without any tendency to
"kick up'' or curl at the edges or corners.
They

not accumulate underneath.
flat

will not slide out of place or interfere

that the average refrigerator is only 30 per cent
efficient and that 70 per cent of the ice power is

used up in overcoming heat which percolates

from without.

Wasted

ice in

This

all

in

means not
only wasted food but often wasted lives from
a hot spell

.

spoiled

fcod.

is

guarded against

in

the

McCray product.
One model of the McCray is so designed that it
may be placed near the street entrance of the
kitchen when this is on the ground floor. The iceman may have access to it without entering the
room and

with swing-

without

walking

off

with

the

other

contents.

ing doors.

McCray

Other models may be built into the house and
harmonize with the surrounding woodwork.
They are made in numerous sizes. The
finished to

Refrigerators

Sufficient recognition is not always given by the
busy architect to the importance of a sanitary reIf

frigerator.

producing,

It has been stated by a well-known physician in
an address to the American Medical Association

it

it

may

is

damp, foul smelling and germ

cause serious

McCray Refrigerator Co. may be addressed at
Kendall ville, Ind., for further information on a
valuable and important product.

illness.

ice chests have proved their sanitary
and
superiority under the most exacting
qualities
tests of food experts.
They are used in the Government pure food laboratories at Washington and

McCray

kitchens of the leading hospitals, clubs,
public institutions and residences.
The system of refrigeration followed in these
installations is based on the application of all the
in the diet

natural laws

known

to relate to this large subject.

Advantage is taken of every principle which
physics and experience have evolved. The hardware
and materials used are of the most substantial and

"Dixon's Graphite Products" is the title of a new
pocket catalog issued by the Joseph Dixon Crucible
Company of Jersey City. While not so complete
as the large general catalog, it furnishes a comprehensive idea of the variety of products made by this
long established concern.
Pages have been devoted to lists of articles espefor mills, railroads, automobiles, etc.
The
are
but
the
will
brief,
descriptions
company
gladly
send pamphlets dealing in detail with any of the

cially

Every accessory has been incorporated with a thought for convenience and efficacy in achieving its purpose.
In considering the subject of refrigerators, the
serviceable kind.

Graphite Products

members of the line. This new catalog
be found useful to all users of lubricants,
paints or pencils. Ask for Booklet No. I4-KP.
individual
will
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Build
A Symposium

on the Necessity

and the Method

NI-MBKR 2255

12,

Now!

an Immediate Resumption of Building
of Financing as Expressed by Leading Authorities
for

Banking, Real Kstate, Building, Engineering, Supply

in

and Architectural Fields
expected boom in building be
In order that readers of TIIK

will the

HOW

financed?

AMERICAN AUI'IHTKIT may have

a

more

comprehensive understanding of a question of such
timely interest, a symposium of interviews with
leaders

in

the

field

of architecture,

finance,

real

and material supplies has been carefully prepared, with a result that more than a hundred opinions on the topic have been received. While
these opinions vary, the majority of statements
estate, building;

hold that the conditions affecting an exceptionally
active building season are steadily improving.
Although in the main the high costs of materials
are held to be the chief obstacle,

it

is

noted that

of the writers express the belief that the pubshould be willing to pay the price and reap the
benefit in the reduction of unemployment, the ab-

many
lic

sorption of the products of many industries, and
the forwarding of many public works, of which
there is great need. The increased revenue on the

investment
can

I

is

As

quickly.

and not
building after I get it?"
going to be th first cost of the building?"

do with

"What is
One of

also a big factor in starting new work
"What
several executives consider it

my

the most interesting views tin this point is
Samuel H. Beach, president of the Savings
Hanks Association of the State of New York, in

that of

that

might operate to hinder construction, the great
need for additional buildings of every description

and the growing feeling that nothing can be gained
by waiting longer for reduced material prices and
construction costs, will cause a resumption of building as soon as the weather permits.
Several of the larger financial institutions comment on what mav be a difficulty in some quarters
in securing loans for building on bonds and mortgage on account of probable heavy participation in
the next Victory loan and also the fact that there are
many attractive investments in the market that have
the advantage of liquidity. ( )thers are only too eager
to lend money on good sound investments.
That

large loaning interests are going to do their share
in the big construction movement may be judged

from the view of Festus j. Wade, president of the
Mercantile Trust Company of St. Louis, Mo., a
well-known banker

in

the Central West,

who

says

that the organization which he heads has been unable to secure enough loans to meet the requirements of its business. He says:
are to-day

"We

ready and willing to finance any legitimate real
estate enterprise where the property is improved
with substantial buildings of the character that can
be utilized for the benefit of the industrial, commercial and manufacturing interests of the

which he says that "a strong feeling is prevailing
small annual payments of
principal should be required on all mortgage loans
and under such a plan of loaning money the lender
would be safe in making a fairly liberal loan even
based on prevailing high costs, for the gradual re-

country."

duction of the principal would counterbalance the
!>n-sjhl
eventual fall in values to a lower level."

written by investment bankers and title and trust
companies who have a large clientele seeking in-

According to the survey of the situation made
by Tin. AMERICAN- ARCHITECT all sections of the

vestments of this character."

country report that despite the immediate factors

been announced which

As

in financial circles that

.

t

l.

\'>\'l.

I lie

to

how

boom

the

will

be financed, Gerald R.

Brown, comptroller of the Equitable Life AssurSociety of the United States, believes that
"operations of any size in the near future will have
to be accomplished by serial twnd issues under-

ance

Within the

.Irchilcfliiral

&

Building

last

Pros

month new "building projects have
in number and importance

(Inc.)
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question to answer; but conditions are changing; they
Thousands, yes even
in fact already changed.
millions of dollars, since the armistice was signed, have
been steadily flowing into the savings banks, and while
these institutions in common with the other banks in the
for
country will have to do their full share in subscribing
the fifth Liberty loan, they will undoubtedly endeavor to
in their
supply the necessary building demand for money

exceed any structural operations, excepting only
Government work, brought out since the early
months of the world war. Plans for many of these
and work will undoubtprojects are now complete,
troubles have been
labor
as
soon
as
started
be
edly

From

have

the archi-

adjusted and contracts awarded.
F. A. I. A.,
tect's viewpoint, D. Everett Waid,
be plenty of
to
him
to
states that there appears
be a good
will
there
that
and
do
building work to
labor
a
not
if
boom,
provided
of
volume
building,

several localities.
"In making loans on new work not only savings banks
but life insurance companies and building and loan associations must take into consideration the higher values

Many years must elapse before a building
ruling.
can be constructed at anything like the costs prevailing
in the pre-war period.
Lumber, a large factor in nearly
every building, is just now seemingly very high in price
but lumber is a crop not produced in an ordinary human
lifetime and, while the production of copper, concrete,
iron and steel is limited only by the amount of labor employed, the production of lumber is not only limited by
the scarcity of labor and the lack of sufficient snow this
winter to render logging operations in the northern latitudes normally productive, but is every year having to
be hauled from longer distances and obtained in less and
less accessible places owing to the constant and rapid
disappearance of our forests; and the present high level
of prices must necessarily continue over a considerable
now

He

show some sign of early solution.
and
believes the problems of financing operations
with
in
ones
minor
comparison
even high prices are
of some stability in labor conditions.
the
difficulties

;

importance

will

that material prices
prevailing opinion is
a
lower somewhat and that labor will work for
demand.
and
lower wage, due to the law of supply
A prominent engineering firm of Boston favors
maintaining labor prices at the highest possible
but not even labor can go counter to the laws

The

point,
that control prices.

period.

"A strong feeling is prevailing in financial circles that
small annual payments of principal should be required on
all mortgage loans, and under such a plan of loaning
money the lender would be safe in making a fairly liberal
loan even based on prevailing high costs, for the gradual
reduction of the principal would counterbalance the possible eventual fall of values to a lower level."

Among the many statements received by THE
AMERICAN ARCHITECT, the following conclusively
show the trend of opinion on the necessity for an
of building and the method
immediate
resumption

of financing

:

*

*

*

From Samuel H. Beach,

president, the Savings

Banks Association of the State of

New York

From Ernest K.

:

Savings Bank,

"The slowing down on building was undoubtedly owing
to start
to the reluctance of real estate men and owners
new projects during the uncertainties of a world war; to
and to
the steadily mounting prices of labor and materials

evidence.

"Owing

is

signs indicating

flat,

but the remodeling
trade
of business the places now occupied by the liquor
and
will in itself be a great consumer of both labor

"The question naturally

arises,

'How

will all this

worl

conditions, such as have in the near
this would be a difficult
past prevailed, should continue,

And

how and when and

in

what manner men

the fittest essentially will survive.
"Among the vitally important considerations we find
the problem of housing a population which, in New York
souls an
City, is increasing approximately twenty-five
hour, night and day. Try to find a suitable apartment,

particularly in

to the drastic changes which the going into

be financed ?'

:

taken from productive industrial pursuits to defend the
cause of the nation can be returned to their several occuAt the
of efficiency.
pations at a minimum expense
moment they ceased to be 'producers' in the economic
sense they became totally dependent upon the power of
for their means of
production of their fellow citizens
in turn were totally
who
those
with
together
support,
which the nation
dependent upon them. The manner in
has shouldered the burden beggars description. Letting
and
the burden down after the emergency has passed
which
doing it without shock and strain is the question
is stirring legislative bodies, newspapers, organizations
and the multitudes of individuals whose forceful personof any great
alities always bring them to the forefront
conflict out of
agitation into the arena of opinionative
This is the
which will presently emerge 'the plan.'
American way direct, blunt, courageous and ultimately
sound. The Babel of conflicting ideas is after all healthy,
because utterance has been given to every extreme and

cause, the
effect of the recent prohibition legislation will
demand for new stores will for some time not be urgent,
and making suitable for other lines

materials.

City

does not always
"Just what may be expected to occur
occur as expected. Since the signing of the armistice the
keen minds of the country have engaged the reconstruction problems and are endeavoring to wrest from them

the difficulty of financing ordinary building operations
when every nation on earth was calling for money on an
unprecedented scale and every manufacturing corporation
was stretching its credit to the limit.
"But now, with war practically ended, with skilled carreleased from cantonpenters and mechanics daily being
ment erection, ship building and other war construction
of soldiers and
coupled with the return of thousands
is bound to be a
sailors to their usual occupations, there
lines.
strong reaction along all ordinary building
"Farmers have prospered and are seeing the need of
more properly housing their crops, tools, machinery and
Fire from lightning and other causes every
live stock.
all over the land, and the
year plays havoc with buildings
have
reconstruction of the barns, houses and sheds which
will form
thus been destroyed in the five-year war period
no small part in the building demand.
"In the cities, with their constantly growing populaThe buildtion, the housing need is especially pressing.
in normal times goes
which
houses,
of
apartment
ing
has, with everything else, been at a
steadily forward,
standstill and the need along this line

Satterlee, president, the Franklin

New York

if
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hotel suite or lodging room in New York City today
will gather rich material for a thesis on the

and you

subject of domestic surroundings.
"If we probe the subject, even to no great extent, we
at the prinvery shortly find ourselves staring straight
of space; (2) no new buildcipal reasons: (i) Shortage
ing, and (3) high rents.
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"It would appear to be a bit paradoxical that the complete stalling of building operations should continue when
it is generally known that the deposits of all our banks

of our business and we are
today ready and willing to
linance any legitimate real estate enterprise where the
property is improved with substantial buildings of the
character that can be utilized for the benefit of the industrial, commercial and manufacturing interests of the
country."

are growing by leaps and bounds, but let us examine this
point a little. It is not probable that all people understand that the enormous part played by banking and
business corporations in absorbing the four Liberty loans
was not entirely accomplished by the use of available
cash but that these corporate bodies mortgaged their
income for, in many instances, a year in advance, and
until their cash equilibrium has been re-established the
builder will continue to be deprived of one of his
principal necessities
mortgage money at least in the quantity needed to finance his operations.
This, however, is
not his only difficulty.
Material and labor conditions
finish brilliantly with the lack of money in the race to
devitalize our most potent economic factor
the home
We are all, undoubtedly, on the side of the
builder.
argument which espouses union labor in its general,
broad principles, but it is probable that our espousal is
tempered with the belief that there is a sparking point

*

R. Brown, comptroller, the Equitable Life Assurance
Society of the United States,

New York

City
seems to us that the financing of real estate
tions of any size in the near future will have to
complished by serial bond issues underwritten by
ment bankers and title and trust companies who
*

J.

St.

Louis,

here has been a large increase for the past three
in the deposits of savings institutions, and the
li.-mks are now loaning on bond and
mortgage, and expect, after the placement of the next Liberty loan, to be
in funds to take a large line of
mortgage loans.
do not expect to see a large boom in
"Personally.
While land can be bought upon
building this Spring.
favorable terms, the present price of building material
and labor makes it almost impossible for a contemplating
builder to figure out a successful termination of his
venture, and unless the price of building material and
labor arrive at a solution of the problem. I do not look
for any real boom in building until the
Spring of n)JO."
I

From
Greene

president.

Co.,

L.

Scott,

treasurer,

and

architects

Lockwood,

builders,

Boston,

"While

it is true that material
prices are high and labor
also high, yet these features are not, we feel confident,
going to weigh too greatly with the concern which re-

is

quires new buildings and equipment in order to maintain
its position in the market, or to enter new fields.
The
important thing for every manufacturing executive to
consider is. 'What can
do with my building after I get
it?' and not 'What is going to be the first cost of the
building?'
"Our opinion is that material prices are going to soften
materially and that labor will work for a lower wage due
to the inevitable law of supply and demand.
are in
favor of maintaining labor prices at the highest possible
point, but not even labor can go counter to the laws
which control prices."
I

We

*

*

*

From

D. Fverett Waid, F. A. I. A., president of
the State Board of Examiners and Registration of
Architects, New York City

Mercantile

:

"There appears to be plenty of building work to do
and there will be a good volume of building, if not a
boom, provided labor difficulties show some sign of an
early solution. The problems of financing operations and
even high prices are, I believe, minor ones in comparison
with the importance of some stability in labor conditions.
will not willingly proceed so long as they fear a
fluctuation in prices and a complete tie-up when a building is half constructed."

Owners

:

'Every reputable financial institution that usually loans

>ney on real estate security is. in my judgment,
perfectly willing to continue to make such loans when the

security

Albert

&

Mass.:

*

Mo.

I'nion

1

our heart of hearts, to create and develop an American
trait
the ability to bring our warring elements into
harmony and apply the result to our general good.
"Savings banks are in generally the same position
toward the building situation that other leading institutions are, with this possible difference
the necessity of
restricting the loan to 60 per cent of the value as determined by the trustees. At once the present cost of

Trust Company,

*

"

things move further and further out of his
reach.
Truly the dollar and the man should become
better allies.
"This is a little beside the subject, but we all want, in

*

invest-

have a

months

portant

*

*

From Alex. 1'. \Y. Rinnan, president.
Dime Savings Hank. New York City:

needs and he calls into action the faculties at bis comin order to obtain an additional dollar.
The said
additional dollar not answering to his summons, he
proceeds to make war upon the dollar which is
already
serving as faithfully as a dollar can in the circumstances.
Often he will contrive to get his dollar by giving less of
his labor for it. The result is the same.
Meanwhile the
necessities of life
food, clothing and other vitally im-

\Yade,

operabe ac-

large clientele seeking investments of this character."

mand

From Festus

:

"It

between the dollar and the man beyond which neither
may venture without completely stalling our productive
machine. Just now the dollar will not buy all the man

building as against the estimate of actual value from the
standpoint of the lending institution come into conflict
and the desire of the borrower cannot be met unless he
is in a position to meet the difference in
building values
out of his own resources. I5y this it
may be readily seen
that even if the savings banks felt
entirely free to enter
the mortgage market to any great extent the costs of
material and labor exercise a controlling influence. There
is in prospect further Government
financing which will
necessitate large participation by the banks, and this, for
the present, serves to make a
proportionate amount of
money unavailable for the financing of building operations even in the face of the constant desire to
supply our
natural allies, the builders, with the
money to conduct
their operations.
"It is satisfying to note the
improved feeling among
savings bankers and the increased optimism that the conhtions so briefly discussed here
may. and probably will.
improve to a point where there will be relief and the
resumption of the relations between banks and builders
so mutually helpful in the
past."

*

*

From Gerald

*

From Robert

is

adequate.
"We have never ceased to make loans on real estate
nee the war began. In fact, we have been unable to
;cure enough real estate loans to meet the
requirements

"What

is

*

*

Willison, architect, Denver, Col.:

the outlook for building?

The outlook

in

Colorado never looked better. Inquiries show that the
sentiment of our people is to get busy and make up for
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have been
projects on which plans
to
hospital ambulatory ward building
a hospital medical building, $25,000;
cost $75,000;
and dochospital" utility building with superintendent's
hotels
tor's quarters, $50,000; Home for Aged, $50,000;
and theater buildings to cost $250,000; many residences
a bridge across the
costing from $5,000 to $10.000, and
Grand River in Mesa County. In Denver the School
Board will have a vote on an $8,000,000 bond issue for
lost

Among

time.

completed are

:

A

school buildings; the City Council
a $3,000,000 bond issue for a new city and
in conneccounty building and a criminal court building
tion with the county jail.
"There is also a half million dollar bank building to be
erected as well as many apartment houses, as soon as
conditions will permit, and investors now feel that the
cost of construction has reached the limit of decrease,
which is the all-absorbing factor in present proposed

new high and grade
will call for

building operations in this section.
"Among other buildings to be constructed in the West
are a twelve-story bank and office building in Salt Lake
a similar
City; a large auditorium in Spokane, Wash.;
building in Sterling, Col., and there will be a large
amount of school building put up throughout the West
this vear."

"We

A.

merchant

Murray.

New York

three years.
"I predict that as soon as these conditions are thoroughly understood by prospective builders and concerns
that loan money on new buildings, the building boom will
start and will be the greatest ever known."
*

City

satisfactory thing to do is to establish a banking
arrangement for building purposes on the lines of the
Federal Farm Loan Banks. I do not think that borrowers or lenders can expect to do business under present
conditions on old methods.
Possibly some arrangement
could be made of the suggestion to the effect that loans
made for buildings at the present time should be
amortized to the extent of about 25 per cent within three
years, which would protect the loaning institution on any
fall in value, and as the builder will during the next three
years receive high rentals, perhaps something can be done

very tired, physically.

in

high

I

We

We

ments.
be gradual, and develop as
we proceed. I view in the months before us good business. And why not? We have the great need, the brains
and the desire to go forward. We are all eager to get

"When we

We

started.
institutions

start

in.

it

will

have the money and
are eager to get their

our money-lending

I
money working.
view with alarm what may happen when we do start,

to

*

"A

bank

and

We

doubtful

*

From Charles Hill, general manager, Southern
Pine Sales Corporation, New York City

believe business is relaxing from the tremendous nervous strain it has been
are putting our house
under for the past two years.
in order to prepare for business on a peace basis.
are going to have business and have it abundantly. The
brains and wealth of the country cannot stand idle.
are built in this country.
"The serious problem before us today is the housing
we
proposition. The solution of it is more buildings, and
are going to build.
Supply and demand is the panacea
which is going to light the discussion today of cheap
Money lendlabor, cheap material and the unemployed.
ers are eager to lend money on safe and sound invest-

owing

Long-Bell

"It is evident that concerns that loan money on residences and flats in the city and prospective builders do
not understand the underlying principles that are causing
building material to maintain a very strong market, and
even advance, when all other commodities show a decline
from week to week.
"The reason for this is that building has been pracIn the meantime
tically stopped for nearly two years.
lumber was in great demand for cantonments, so that it was
almost impossible to produce enough lumber to keep pace
The stocks in the hands of manuwith the demand.
facturers are not over 60 per cent of normal. A high
level of lumber values will be maintained for two or

:

have just emerged from a world war,

spirits but

of the

:

:

From John
director.

William M. Beebe, manager
Lumber Company, St. Louis

It will
the diminished stocks on hand.
the demand can promptly be supplied.

if

The

Post'

be

along

this line.

"The manufacturing industry is perhaps in a rather
There is a public demand for
unfortunate situation.
lower prices on basic materials. Unfortunately, the lumber manufacturing industry is not in a position to meet
these demands."

A

further large number of opinions which, unfortunately, space does not permit of presentation in
this symposium, are along lines as set forth in the
above communications. The necessity for an im-

mediate resumption of building operations has
never been more clearly demonstrated, nor the
methods of financing more accurately set forth.

War

Committee

Every architect should support the
work of this committee. It is not one of
the Institute alone, but representative
of the entire profession in this country.

Send your suggestions promptly to
the Committee at the Octagon,
ington, D. C.
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Wash-

A

Circular of Advice

[The following amendments, eliminations and additions to the Circular of Advice and Code
of Ethics of The American Institute of Architects are proposed by Henry K. Holsman, secretary of the Illinois Chapter of the Institute and Chairman of a Joint Committee on Reconstruction of the Illinois Chapter and The Illinois State Society of Architects.
The provisions as now constituted are printed in the left hand column with the new wording as proposed on the right. In the opening paragraphs, the italics indicate changes from the
original reading.]

OF ARCIHTKI'TS, seeking to maintain a high standard of practice and conas a safeguard of the important financial, technical and aesthetic interests
entrusted to them, offers the following advice relative to professional practice:
The profession of architecture co-ordinates i>i;'c>iti''c. aesthetic, and mechanical design, specifications

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE

duct on the part of

its

members

in the creation of hiiiltUn^s, and calls for men of the highest integrity, business capacity,
mechanical judgment and artistic ability. The architect is entrusted with financial undertakings in which
his honesty of purpose must be above suspicion; he acts as professional adviser to his client and his
advice must be absolutely disinterested: he is charged with the exercise of judicial functions as between
his profesclient and contractors and must act with entire impartiality; he has moral responsibilities to
sional associates and subordinates; finally, he is engaged in a profession which carries with it grave
These duties and responsibilities cannot be properly discharged unless his
responsibility to the public.
are
such as to command respect and confidence.
and
conduct,
motives,
ability
No set of rules can be framed which will particularize all the duties of the architect in his various
he following
relations to his clients, to contractors, to his professional brethren, and to the public.
of
the profession and should serve as a guide
conduct
of
members
the
however,
govern
principles should,
in circumstances other than those enumerated.

ami execution

1

On

i.

Tin

The

architect's relation to
is primarily that
of professional adviser; this
relation continues throughout the entire course of his
service.
When, however, a
client

his

executed
and a conterms of

contract has been

between his client
the
tractor by
which the architect becomes
the official interpreter of its
conditions and the judge of

performance,

its

tional relation

is

an

addicreated un-

which it is incumbent
upon the architect to side
neither with client nor conder

tractor, but to use his powers under the contract to en-

force

its

faithful

perform-

ance by both parties.

The

fact that the architect's payment comes from the client

not invalidate his obligation to act with impartiality to

cure

the Architect's Status.

both parties.

1

architect's relation to
is primarily that of

adviser;

this

relation continues throughout the entire course of his
lie may also exeservice,
cute the work he plans, as a
builder, on a fixed or per-

centage
a

but
on a

not

contractor,

contractor

plete and final drawings and
f an uncondispecifications.
tional limit of cost be im1

of

fee basis, in lien

as

posed before such drawings
are made and estimated, the
architect must be free to
make such adjustments as

a

lump-sum

however,
been executed
between his client and a contractor by the terms of which
a

\Vlien.

basis.

contract

lias

lie
seem to him necessary.
architect should assume no
responsibility that may preI

the architect becomes the official interpreter of its conditions and the judge of its
performance, an additional
created under
is
relation

which

it

is

vent

advice
he should not. by bond or
any
otherwise,
guarantee
estimate or contract.

performance

The

by

fact that

payment

architect's

2.

On

fications.

It

is

the architect to

the duty of
or se-

make

The

are

made and

estimated, the

must lie free to
make such adjustments as
seem to him necessary. The
architect should assume no
architect

responsibility that

vent

may

him from giving

prehis

client disinterested advice.

impress

upon

of

drawings

to the interest
owner to employ a

simplest,

it

is

of the
superintendent or clerk of
In many engithe work.

The experience and

in cer-

special

knowledge of the architect
make it to the advantage of
the owner that these per-

the

sons, although paid by tinowner, should be selected by

and

It is

the duty

of the architect to

make or

specifications.

Superintendence and Expert Services.
On all work except
work except the

all

aesthetic
specialized
it is to his interest
to have the services of special experts, and the architect should so inform him.

the
client
importance of
sufficient time for the prep-

aration

and inform him that
complete and final figures
can be had only from complete and final drawings and
If an unconspecifications.
ditional limit of cost be imposed before such drawings
acter

On

3.

On

problems,

architect at the outset

should

;

tain

Preliminary Drawings and Estimates.

architect at the outset should impress upon the
client the importance of sufficient time for the preparation of drawings and speci-

disinterested

neering problems and

comes from the client does
not invalidate his obligation
to act with impartiality to
both parties.

The

his

secure preliminary estimates
when requested, but lie
should acquaint the client
with their conditional char-

incumbent upon

both parties.
the

him from giving

client

the architect to side neither
with client nor contractor,
but to use his powers under
the contract to enforce its
faithful

estimates

he
but
requested,
should acquaint the client
with their conditional character ami inform him that
complete and Imal tigures
can be had only from com-

his client

professional

preliminary

when

the architect under whose
direction they are to work.
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the
simplest, it is to the interest
of the owner that the archientire
take
should
tect

charge of the execution of
the work, employ a superintendent or clerk of thr
works, and in many engineering problems and in certain

specialized

aesthetic

engage the
problems,
services of special experts.
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4.

On

not specify or use

the Architect's Charges.

The Schedule

The Schedule of Charges

of Charges

of the American Institute of
Architects is recognized as
a proper minimum of payment for architectural services, without executive serv-

of the American Institute of
Architects is recognized as
a proper minimum of payThe locality or the
ment.
nature of the work, the
quality of services to be rendered, the skill of the pracor other circumtitioner
stances frequently justify a
higher charge than that indicated by the Schedule.

ices

as a builder.

The

stances frequently justify a

quality and quanservice to be rendered and never cut his fee

5.

for

architect, when retained as an expert, whether

The

connection with competitions or otherwise, should
receive a compensation proportionate to the responsibilin

and

ity
ice.

tect

difficulty of the serv-

No

duty of the archimore exacting than

is

such service, and the honor
of the profession is involved
in it.
Under no circumshould
stances
experts

On

6.

his client.

reliable

his client.

the architect decides
whether or not the intent of

and specifications

properly carried out, he
should take special care to

is

drawings and
specifications are complete
and accurate, and he should
never call upon the contractor to make good oversights
or errors in them nor attempt to shirk responsibility
by indefinite clauses in the
see that these

8.

On

Engaging

architect

directly or indirectly

engage

any of the building trades.
If he has any financial interest in any building material or device, he should

in

The

in-

which

large powers
the architect

with
in-

is

men

and

The architect should advise the client that none but
trustworthy bidders be invited

be

recognized

and

encouraged

the

architect should make evident his appreciation of the
dignity of the artisan's function.

11.

On

out of a possible client and the offering
to him of professional services on approval and withunless
out
compensation,
warranted by personal or
previous business relations,
tends to lower the dignity
and standing of the profession,

and

to be

is

condemn

bad

he

work,

commend good work.

should

Intelligent initiative on the
part of craftsmen and work-

should

be

recognized

and encouraged and the
chitect should
the
services

ar-

make

evident
supplied
by
other experts and his appreciation of the dignity of the
artisan's function.

Offering Services Gratuitously.

The seeking

The

offering to a possible
professional serv-

client of

on approval and without
compensation tends to lower
the dignity and standing of
the profession, and is unethical and unbusinesslike.

ices

condemned.

and that the award be

made only to contractors
who are reliable and competent.

12.

On

Advertising.

Advertising tends to lower the dignity of the profession
and is therefore

condemned.

Injudicious, laudatory or
extravagant adv e r t i s n g
tends to lower the dignity
of the profession and is uni

ethical.

13.

As

the architect decides
whether or not his plans and
are properly
specifications
carried out, he should take
special care to see that these

drawings and specifications
are complete, clear and accurate, and he should never
attempt to shirk responsibility by inadequate drawings or indefinite clauses in
the contract or specifications.

On

Signing Buildings and Use of Titles.

The

display of the archibuilding
under construction is condemned, but the unobtrusive
signature of buildings after
completion has the approval
of the Institute. The use of
tect's

name upon a

initials

designating

member-

ship in the Institute is proper in connection with any
professional service and is
to be encouraged as helping
to make known the nature
of the honor they imply.

in the Building Trades.

should not

with

men should

in

contract or specifications.

The

is

connection with competitions or otherwise, should
receive a compensation proportionate to the responsibility and difficulty of the
No duty of the
service.
architect is more exacting
than such service, and the
honor of the profession is
involved in it.

re-

Duties to the Contractor.

As

his plans

large powers
the architect

which

tained as an expert, whether

Expert Service.
The architect, when

and competent, the

On

On Encouraging Good Workmanship.

10.

The

judgment.

architect protects the interests of his client.
7.

The architect should not
receive any commission or
any substantial service or
payment from a contractor
or from any interested person other than a fee from

While he must

Selection of Bidders or Contractors.

architect should advise the client in the selection of bidders and in the
award of the contract. In
advising that none but trustworthy bidders lie invited
and that the award be made
only to contractors who are

should not

vested should be used with

name

The

any building
material or device, he should
not specify or use it without
the knowledge and approval
of his client.

While he must
judgment.
condemn bad work, he
should commend good work.
Intelligent initiative on the
part of craftsmen and work-

prices in
competition with each other.

knowingly

If he has any finan-

fee.

cial interest in

vested should be used with

architect.

On Payment

age

receive any commission or
any substantial service from
a contractor or from any interested person other than

of

to secure work by competitive bidding against a fellow

without

Accepting Commissions or Favors.

architect

work and
tity

On

9.

Circum-

higher charge than that inSchedule.
dicated by the
The architect should fix for
himself a scale of charges
commensurate with his skill
and ability and in accordance with the nature of the

it

the knowledge and approval
of his client.

The
engage

architect
in

any of the build-

decorating or furnishing trades except for the
execution of his own designs on a fixed or percenting,

14.

should not

On

name

of the

and his expert asupon a building
under construction and the
signature of buildings after
completion, if done in an
unobstrusive manner,
are
commendable means of adThe use of invertising.
itials
designating memberin
the
Institute
is
ship
proper in connection with
the architect's name and is
to be encouraged as helping
to make known the nature
of the honor they imply.

Competitions.

An architect should not
take part in a competition
as a competitor or juror unless the competition is to be
conducted according to the
368

Placing the
architect
sistants

A

formal competition is
which two or more
architects knowingly submit
one

in

special designs for the solution of the same problem
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best practice and usage of
the profession, as evidenced

having received the
by
approval of the Institute,
nor should he continue to
act as professional adviser
after it has been determined
that the program cannot be
so drawn as to receive such
its

approval.

When

an archi-

has been authorized to
submit sketches for a given
project, no other architect
should submit sketches for
it until the owner has taken
definite action on the first
sketches, since, as far as the
second architect
is
concerned, a competition is thus
established.
Except as an
authorized competitor, an
architect may not attempt to
secure work for which a
competition has been instituted.
He may not attempt
to influence the award in a
competition in which he has
submitted
He
drawings.
may not accept the commission to do the work for
which a competition has
been instituted if he has
acted in an advisory capacity either in drawing the
program or in making the
award.
tect

15.

On

without adequate compensa-

any manner except by the
terms of the competition and
as an authorized competitor.
He should not attempt to influence the

An

architect should not
a
commission
while the claim for compensation or damages, or both,
of an architect previously

employed and whose employment has been terminremains
ated,
unsatisfied,
unless such claim has been
referred to arbitration or issue has been joined at law
or unless the architect previously employed neglects to
press his claim legally; nor
should he attempt to supplant a fellow architect after
definite
have been
steps
taken toward his employment.

award

in a

com-

which he has submitted drawings. He should
not accept the commission to
petition in

do the work for which

a

competition has been instituted if he has acted in an
advisory capacity either in

drawing the program or
making the award.

Undertaking the

undertake

Work

in

of Others.

An architect should not
accept nor attempt to secure
a commission while the service of an architect previously
employed has not been legally terminated, nor should
he attempt to supplant a fellow architect after definite
steps have been taken toward

his

employment.

:

16.

An

architect

On

should

architect.

and

tend

making

The

should ad-

assist those

who

in-

architecture

their career.

architect should ad-

and assist those who
intend making architecture
vise

An

If the beginget his training
the office of an
the latter should
to the best of his

urge and assist his
draughtsmen to avail themselves of educational opportunities. He should give en-

by instruction and adAn architect should

couragement to all worthy
agencies and institutions for

urge his draughtsmen to
avail themselves of educational
He
opportunities.
should, as far as practicable,

architectural education.
While a thorough technical
preparation is essential for
the practice of architecture,
architects
too
strongly insist that it should
rest upon a broad foundation of general culture.

must

ner

solely in
architect,
assist him
ability
vice.

give

encouragement
worthy agencies and

to

all

institu-

tions for architectural education.
While a thorough
technical preparation is essential for the practice of
architecture, architects cannot too strongly insist that

their

career.

architect

should

cannot

should rest upon a broad
foundation of general cul-

it

ture.
18.

On

Duties to the Public and to Building Authorities.

An

architect
should be
mindful of the public welfare and should participate
in those movements for pub-

An architect should be
mindful of the public welfare and should participate

which his
special training and experience <|ualify him to act. He
should not. even under his
client's instructions, engage
in or encourage any practices contrary to law or hos-

public

lic

betterment

in

in

his

those

movements

betterment

for

which
special training and exin

perience qualify him to act.
lie should not, even under
his client's instructions, or
the risk of being discharged,
engage in or encourage any

tile

to the public interest,
for as he is not obliged to
accept a given piece of work.
he cannot, by urging that he

practices contrary to law or
hostile to the public interest.
An architect should support

has but followed his client's
instructions, escape the condemnation attaching to his
acts.
An architect should
support all public officials
who have charge of building in the rightful performance of their legal duties.
He should carefully comply
with all building laws and
regulations, and if any such
appear to him unwise or unfair, he should endeavor to

charge of

all

public officials

who have

building

in

rightful
performance
their
duties.
legal

the
of

He

should
carefully
comply
with all building laws and
regulations, and if any such
appear to him unwise or unfair, he should endeavor to
have them altered.

have them altered.
not

reputation, prospects or business of a fel-

low

vise

Duties to Students and Draughtsmen.

architect

Injuring Others.

falsely or maliciously injure,
directly or indirectly, the pro-

fessional

The

less the

competition is to be
conducted according to the
best practice and usage of
the
profession, as evidenced
by its having received disapproval of the Institute,
nor should lie continue to
act as professional adviser
after it has been determined
that the program cannot he
so drawn as to receive such
approval. An architect
should not attempt to secure
work for which a competition has been instituted, in

On

17.

tion for the work involved
and service rendered.
An
architect should not takein
a
formal competition
part
as a competitor or juror un-

An
falsely

should

not

maliciously

at-

architect

or

tempt to injure, directly or
the

professional
or
prospects
business of a fellow archiThe
tect, or other person.
architect should be free to
ask and be prepared at all
times freely to give, friendly
and constructive advice and
criticism to a fellow architect on work in progress, to
the end that every building
erected may be the best posindirectly,

reputation,

19.

On

Professional Qualifications.

The

public has the right
to expect that he who bears
the title of architect has the

The public has a right to
expect that he who bears the
title
of architect has the

knowledge and

knowledge and ability
needed for the proper inven-

ability needed for the proper invention,
illustration, and supervision
of all building operations
which he may undertake.
Such qualifications alone
justify the assumption of
the title of architect.

sible.
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tion, illustration,

supervision

and co-ordination of all expert and trade services and
the execution of

all

building

commissions he may undertake.
Such qualifications
alone justify the assumption
of the

title

of architect.
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The Canons
The following Canons are
adopted by the American Institute of Architects as a
general guide, yet the enumeration of particular duties
should not he construed as
a denial of the existence of
others equally important although not specially mentioned.
It should also be
noted that the several sections indicate offenses of
greatly varying degrees of

the American
Institute of Architects as a
general guide, and the violation of any of them by a
member of the American
Institute of Architects or by
an associate member or
member of any chapter of
the American Institute of
Architects subjects him to
liability of discipline or discharge from the Institute

gravity.

and chapter.

unprofessional for an
architect

unprofessional for an
architect

i.
To engage directly or
in
indirectly
any of the
building trades.

indirectly

It is

2.

To guarantee

an

To attempt to influence,
7.
either directly or indirectly,
the award of a competition
in which he is a competitor.

The following Canons are
adopted

by

To engage
in

accept any commissubstantial service
from a contractor or from
any interested party other
than the owner.
4.
5.

or

To
To

take

part

in

any

6.
To attempt in any way.
except as a duly authorized
competitor, to secure work
for which a competition is
in progress.

an

in

drawing the
making the

is

a competitor.

To

ity,

either

program or

in
in

drawing the
making the

7. To
injure falsely or
maliciously, directly or inthe
professional
directly,
or
reputation,
prospects
business of a fellow archi-

tect.
10.

To undertake

a

com-

mission while the claim for
compensation, or damages,

an architect
and
employed
whose employment has been
terminated, remains unsatisfied, until such claim had
or

of

both,

previously

To

accept any commissubstantial service
from a contractor or from
any interested party other
than the owner.
2.

6.

award.

To

any

8. To
undertake a commission while the service of
an architect previously employed has not been legally
terminated.

been referred to arbitration
or issue has been joined at
law, or unless the architect

or

previously employed neglects
to press his claim legally.

advertise.

competition which has not
received the approval of the
Institute or to continue to
act as professional adviser
after it has been determined
that the program cannot be
so drawn as to receive such
approval.

if
he has
advisory ca-

instituted

injure falsely or
maliciously, directly or inthe
professional
directly,
reputation, prospects or business of a fellow architect.

building or decorative
trades, except for the execution of his own designs for
a fixed or percentage fee.

sion

award of a competition

which he

has been instituted if he has
acted in an advisory capac-

9.

esti-

To

in

been

award.

otherwise.
3.

the

accept the commission to do the work for
which a formal competition

pacity, either in
program or in

directly or
of
the

5. To attempt to influence,
either directly or indirectly,

accept the commission to do the work for
which a competition has

acted

mate or contract by bond or

sion

To

8.

It is

I.

Ethics

of

3. To take part in any formal competition which has

not received the approval of
the Institute or to continue
to act as professional adviser
after it has been determined
that the program cannot 1)6
so drawn as to receive such
approval.

11. To
attempt to supplant a fellow architect after definite steps have been

9. To attempt to supplant
a fellow architect after defi-

taken toward his employment,
<;..
by submitting
sketches for a project for
which another architect has
been authorized to submit

toward

steps
his

have been taken
employment.

('.

sketches.
12.

4. To attempt in any way.
except as a duly authorized
competitor, to secure work
for which a formal, approved competition is in
progress.

nite

To compete knowing-

with

ly

a

fellow

architect^

for employment on the basis
of professional charges.

Adopted December

14-16,

10.

To

compete

with

a

fellow architect for employment by cutting established
fees for professional services.

1909.

Revised December

lo-u,

1912.

Comments on

a Proposed Revision of a Circular of Advice

and Code

of

Ethics

By HENRY K. HOLSMAN
(a) The Circular of Advice is intended to advise both
the architects and the public. The italicized definitive terms
are inserted in the preamble to indicate that the architect
is and should be responsible for the invention and businesslike execution of not only the aesthetic elements but of all
the varied mechanical and sociological elements of a build-

ing design.
(b) The added sentence in Article I advises how an
architect may keep in close touch and control of his work
without usurping the legitimate field of- the general contractor.
So long as he builds for a known fee, not for an
unknown profit, he acts in a professional and proper ad-

visory capacity and holds his rightful power of execution
for the benefit of the building and the client.
2 because
(c) The last clause is omitted from Article
the architect in his business capacity and knowledge of the
perfection of his drawings and specifications should be able
to give his client at some stage in the progress of his work
a responsible guarantee of the cost. Not to be able to do
so propagates a disastrous lack of confidence in the architect's business and executive ability and this provision invites the incompetent and ill-equipped architect into practice which only a competent architect should undertake.
(d) The present form of Article 3 invites the owner to
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if his architect is not competent to handle
certain vital engineering and aesthetic problems and not
willing to be responsible for the payment of the necessary
expert advice, he is not competent to select an expert for
It is better for both parties if the
the owner to pay.
architect selects and pays for such assistance and charges
the owner according to necessities and thus avoids a
division of responsibility for the finished whole.
The
(e) Three alterations are suggested in Article 4.
Institute schedule of 6 per cent is probably proper for
competent, experienced architects, but to imply that the
incompetent and inexperienced may properly make the
same charge as the gifted and well-equipped destroys confidence in the value of the entire profession.
\Vhen an architect is equipped to execute his design in
detail without the intervention of another builder or genfor expert services
eral contractor he should charge
rendered.
That each architect should fix his charges according to the
services he can render and stick to his schedule is only
good ethical and business device.
(f) The last clause of Article 5 is transferred to the last
clause of Article 4 for the sake ot better classification, and
the revisions of Articles 6, 7. \~ and 18 are only for the

suspect that

sake of brevity and clarity.
(g) Article 8 is misleading. Many interpret this to mean
that an architect should not buy materials or labor for his
The American Institute
client, even on a known fee basis.
of Architects is on record in favor of the architect dealing
directly with the several trades, without restricting the
degree of subdividing the work. Some architects, and the
public, have come to believe that the architect may only
make the pictures and leave the general contractor to be
known as the builder, even when lie only sublets the work
to the several trades, just as the architect might have done
with much more grace and with much benefit to himself.
the builder and his client. This function of the truly competent architect should be emphasized and encouraged.
(h) If the architect would give his expert advisers and
assistants due credit for their work, as suggested in Article
IO, he would have less trouble with the engineers and secure better service and more interest in his work from tinallied arts

and professions.

The tone of

Article 2

;

hibitive "competition."
Only those competitions wherein
the services called for are not paid for should there be
regulation and safeguards provided for the protection of
the competitor and the owner.

(m) Much trouble has come to architects and much injustice has been done to owners on account of the complicated proscription on the ethical method of discharging
an incompetent and securing a competent architect as set
forth in Article 15.
The first two clauses of this article
have the effect of giving the unethical architect the advantage of the so-called "ethics" of the situation to the
great disadvantage of the ethical successor and the injured

owner.
(ii)

Article 16 might properly be omitted as being well-

known common law and

ethics.
If it lie deemed necessary
give advice on this subject the corollary suggested in
a second sentence would seem to be germane' and sometimes practical advice.
(o) In Article K) the sense of executive ability should
be added to the definite classifications intended to describe

to

a thoroughly equipped architect.

(p) The ("ode of F.thics is intended to be a compilation
of definite laws by which every member of the American
Institute of Architects agrees to be governed under penalty
The
of discipline of discharge for infractions thereof.
suggestion that there are other items "equally important."
and the implication that one may be punished for the
infraction of an "equally important" unexpressed code is
Moreover, assoquite untenable, either in law or ethics.
ciate chapter members are subject to the same discipline,
and this should be stated as in the revision suggested as
indicating how important the canons are held to be.
is revised to clear the existing status of the
Article
architect as a builder, as set forth under paragraphs a. b
i

Surely the "seeking
out of a possible client" is not "condemned."
Offering
services on approval and without compensation may not be
f it is not
unethical, but is certainly not good business.
good in case of a possible new client, how can it be justified
by "personal or previous business relations?" In fact, the
practice seems to be that the friend is charged for sketches
and the prospect gets plenty of worthless ones free. Moreover, in a "Circular of Advice," who "condemns?"
(j) Article 12 is revised to suggest that not all forms of
advertising are ill-advised. If so, how does it happen that
we all know so much about the works of a few illustrious
and estimable architects?
(k) The suggested revision of Article 13 is to indicate
that the Institute should advise what is good advertising.
It is imperative that the architect should in some manner
let the public know what he can do.
This is but common
justice to both parties.
If the architect permits the
public to get the impression that only the builder or the
engineer has any responsible connection with the erection
of a building, it will not occur to the
public to go to the
architect even when most in need of his services.
(1) Much confusion and trouble has arisen over Article 14
on "Competition." The Institute
enjoins its members from
taking part in competitions, except under certain conditions,
in the lirst
sentence, and in the second sentence gives a
definition of "competition" that is
wholly absurd and im(i)

possible of observance, thus nullifying the whole matter.
definition is necessarily broad.
It will be
objected that the word "knowingly" leaves a loophole, but
it is
necessary for a man cannot be censured formally or
informally for not knowing what some other fellow has
done. Competition in a real and ethical sense is essential
to our economical welfare.
So long as two or more architects are paid what is just for their labor in submitting
sketches for the same project, it is wholesome for the profession and the public and should not be called a pro-

The suggested

is

altered.

I

and

g.

Article 2 should be omitted if the argument in paragraph
c is valid and the architect may at all assume and charge
for executive building responsibility.
Article 4 has already been stricken from the code.
In Article 5 the word "formal" is inserted to comply with
the revised Article 14 of the Circular of Advice as set forth
in

paragraph
Article 10

paragraph

1.

is

revised to clear up the troubles indicated in

in.

Article ir is impractical as an enforceable cation.
deals with the business prerogatives of the architect.

It

Xo

man can reasonably be expected to know whether
"definite steps have been taken" by his prospective customer
The example is
toward the employment of another.
superfluous and has to do with competitions, which is even
business

more

untenable.
Article 12 the word "knowingly" nullifies the code.
Moreover, a young architect, for example, has the right tc
compete with a fellow architect "on the basis of charges,"
whether he knows what the older architect charges or not,
which of course in practice he cannot know, and the owner
has the right to pay in proportion to the value of services
In

he may expect to get. Architects are not of equal ability.
This article of the code is wholly adverse to ethical business principles and subversive of progress
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an inspiration to his descendants of the present day.
The house is built on a rectangular plan similar

The Wentworth-Gardner House
Portsmouth, N. H.

two main

and follows the usual twodivided
type.
symmetrically by the
hallway upon which open the doors of the four
rooms on each floor. The house faces the water,
in the

the man hurried and overworked in his
machine-made surroundings, buried in a
mass of tyrannical efficiency, few things
contribute more to a reposeful and steadying re-

TO

and

in its original estate a large

The wooden

out in the rear.

action than the quiet study of a Colonial house.
That the City of New York presents abundant
opportunity for such study is to be expected, and

its

floors

It is

chimney

garden was

exterior

is

laid

typical of

period, well proportioned and symmetrical.
The chief interest centers in the interior.

The

front door opens directly into the entrance hallway,
which is marked off from the stair hall by an ellip-

the appreciation with which visitors avail themselves thereof is manifested by the esteem in which
old landmarks are preserved and the solicitous
Fraunces
interest with which they are regarded.
Tavern, Jumel Mansion, the Van Cortlandt Manor
House, the New York Historical Society's build-

arch spanning its width and growing out of a
group of three fluted Doric pilasters at each end.
A wainscot 38 inches high appears in both entrance
and stair hall, where it follows up to the second
tical

The great panel along

floor.

the

first

flight

of

wood.
of unusual excellence of design.

stairs is of a single piece of

The stairway
The spindles of

is

the rail are of three types, three to
the tread, and take in succession the form of a thin

Doric colonnette, a spirally turned column and a
graceful gourd-shaped baluster. The newel post is
in design a composite of these spindles.
The handrail is broad and heavy.
In the eight rooms of the first and second floors
the conspicuous feature is the fireplace walls which
are panelled in

wood from

hall is also panelled

upper

floor to ceiling.
to bottom.

from top

The
The

is separated into corresponding bays on either
by fluted Ionic pilaster strips which carry the
cornice and coved ceiling.
The symmetrically
to
the
are
flanked
doors
rooms
placed
by pilasters
and the space between the two doors on each side

wall
side

THE YVEXTWORTH-GARDNER HOUSE, PORTSMOUTH, XEW HAMPSHIRE

The rooms present
into six panels.
of
design yet amplitude of decoration.
simplicity
The whole house exemplifies in its plan and
decorative treatment the restraint so characteristic
is

ings, these are but a few of the places where one
may thrill to the charm and beauty of old times,

the decoration

fought for freedom.
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, always in the
front lines of progress toward the attainment of the
proper admixture of art and utility, has recently

the

siderable

has taken steps to make all of
material available for a wider
acquaintance with an always interesting phase of
architectural development is one instance more -of

this

Museum

excellent

important function in education and its valuable
promotion of better execution in modern crafts-

desirable that this property should be in the possession of a public institution where the skill of the

its

eighteenth century craftsman

manship.

be preserved as

skill.

That the

Wentworth-Gardner House erected in 1761 at
New Hampshire. It is obviously

may

may

landings and all the numberless other details are
designed to give interest and are executed with con-

purchased in toto the furnishings of a Colonial
dwelling for installation at the Museum in its
original state and in its original arrangement. This

Portsmouth,

New England

Colonial building. Whatever
lack in imagination is gained in
Throughout the
consistency of scale and motif.
house, the woodwork, the wall panelling, the stair
of the

where one may trace in each detail the gradual
changes which time has wrought since our fathers

is

divided
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This revision has been made with the purpose of

The

Architectural

Farm

THE

movement

Improvement

clarifying the status of the architect and consistently
answering the criticisms that have in the past been

of

to

may

members but generally throughout

improve the architectural

An expression of opinion on
of THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT

treatment of farm buildings inaugurated by
George \V. Maher, president of the Illinois Chapter
of the

American

Institute of Architects,

is

of

as

to

the

Build

business,

invited.

Now

it

while
is

first

of

all

essential that

an art

is

none the

any publication

less

a

in the

field of architecture should lay before its readers
such important matters as vitally effect the execu'tive aspects of practice.

neces-

unanimity
opinion
a reform such as Mr. Maher has suggested,
and there is general concurrence as to just how the
result desired might best be attained.
Probably the least cumbersome and most effecmanner would be through commissions appointed by the Governors of the various States.
Of course, these commissions, to be effective, would

tive

absolutely non-political, and their
personnel comprised of representative men in bank-

be

ing, real estate,

is

as has been maintained in these columns, archi-

IF,tecture,

sity for

necessarily

the profession.
the part of readers

rapidly

growing in favor. There are printed in this
issue, on pages 377-379 inclusive, extracts from
a few of the large number of communications
relating to this important matter which have been
received from officers of agricultural colleges
and schools.
It will be seen that there is an
absolute

at the profession.
It is now printed that it
stimulate discussion not only among Institute

aimed

Buildings

engineering and architectural fields,
always including a certain number practically engaged in farming.

With this belief, THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT has,
after a careful inspection of the present conditions
affecting building, secured from groups of men of
high authority expressions of opinion on this now
all-important question. These are presented in this
issue.

during the progress of the war, it was paheed the Government's instructions in the
matter of building, it is no less patriotic now to
If,

triotic to

uphold the well-directed efforts of the Department
of Labor in encouraging as far as may be possible
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To
a speedy return to normal building conditions.
build now, to set afoot every operation of building
that possibly can be undertaken,
and a patriotic duty.

these companies have had at their
normal years for investment purposes.

of supply and demand of material, the all-important one of labor, are in their
solution bound up in the attitude of those who

been compelled to pay out for
less

have building needs. To fail to proceed in these
matters is only to retard the stabilization of prices
of all the elements which go to produce a building.

amount of investment cap-

so large an

Definite Specifications
the concise, definite specification is now
conceded in principle, "habits are
stubborn things," and a specification writer who for

WHILE
generally

careful consideration.
real

estate

closelv related to the financial

development

are

so

community that any
Those with money

years has masked his ignorance or indolence behind
general terms, and has attempted to cover up omis-

serious setback reacts equally.
to lend will, of course, require exact stability of
collateral, and it is probable that the solution of

sions by "grandfather'' clauses, experiences some
difficulty in preparing an instrument that contains

the problem lies in a more general issuance of
bonds guaranteed by well-placed mortgages. Investors have in such a method a perfectly safe and
lucrative form of investment, and the opportunity
at

this

time

is

so very

favorable

no ambiguities or uncertainties.
I'robably the average practitioner does not realize just how susceptible of more than one interpretation his specifications are until they are put
to the test.
case in point was that of a leading
firm of architects in an Eastern city who recently
submitted a set of plans and specifications for a

for investment

A

capital that we may, perhaps, with confidence find
that this will be the speediest and most logical solution to the questions involving building loans.

project of some size to a Quantity Surveyor for the
purpose of securing an accurate list of required
Before the
quantities of materials, equipment, etc.

who

loudly proclaim pessimistic
building outlook, and who
counsel postponement of building operations, have
somewhat dishonestly claimed that the correctness
of their views is shown in what they state is the
unwillingness of large insurance corporations to

ALARMISTS
views as to

loan

money on

As

Quantity Surveyor could render his report he was
obliged to ask for further or more accurate information concerning more than fifty items. This was

the

a revelation to the architects, for

building projects.
fact, any reluctance to finance

tors, but

vaded their

Perhaps

undertake

business they would if they could, gladly accept.
The truth of this statement was very clearly
shown by ^Valter Stabler, comptroller of the

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, in a recent
address before the Real Estate Board. Mr. Stabler
stated that

it

not only demon-

it apprised them of the degree of indefiniteness which, without their full realization, had per-

a matter of

to shortage of loaning funds, to

it

strated the value of the survey in furnishing an
exact basis for figures sought from building contrac-

building on the part of these corporations is not
due to any mistrust as to the value of the collateral,
but actually to the fact that they are not prepared,

owing

no

These facts indicate that the present policy of
insurance companies to invest in building loans is
actually due to their inability, and not to their disinclination to enter this field of investment.

temporarily unavailable, it is important
that new ways of securing money should be given

and

this cause alone

than $18,000,000.

ital

Building

in

Further, it was pointed out that the deaths during the epidemic of influenza had occasioned a
heavy drain on these companies, one of which had

becomes an actual

The questions

WITH

disposal

drafts on the five largest insurance companies by
the various Liberty Loans amounted to $240,000,ooo, which, he further adds, equals the amount

case,

but the

suspicion
strong that there are other offices in
which conditions are not very different, and where
is

only a test as noted above would convince the members of the firm of the actual situation.
Accepting the theory of the definite specification
is

only the

made

was authoritatively known that the

specifications.
this was an exceptional

step toward the reform that is being
branch of architectural practice. See-

first

in this

ing that the theory is put into actual practice by
testing the product of the specification department is
no less necessary to real accomplishment.
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Comment

Criticism and
The
The

no way responsible for the article.
however, that the draft as published

Practice of Architecture

Editors,

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

Our

business policy,

in

(if

has

fact,

followed pretty closely the lines as laid down by
In many cases promoting is not necessary.
you.

we

no reason why it should not enter
the business end of an architectural office.
but

see

organization takes care of

orifice

all

service

I

into
(

have shown in this most important move.
our paper can greatly assist this work by opening
its columns to the discussion of various
points of
terest they

hir

archi-

"^

civil, mechanical, heating and ventilating
and lighting engineering. We give service in industrial layouts for manufacturing plants.
We
always consider our firm responsible for accuracy

etc.

\\'e

make

to be sent out in a

few weeks.
he committee is unquestionably indebted to the
editors of THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT for the inis

tectural,

of plans,

THE AM ER-

ARCHITECT is a considerable
the original program published

step in advance
in the Journal
ot the Institute, and
proposes to use the article published by you as the basis of its final
program which

have read your "Practice of Architecture"
with interest and we do not see anything very revoit.

has decided,

in

ICA.\

We

lutionary in

It

the program, particularly if your readers will
keep
clearly in mind that the committee is in no way
interested in criticising the practices of the building

world.

a condition that superin-

tendence for our building plans must be furnished
We control business affairs as reby our office.
We have follating to construction of building.

Its sole

gestions

purpose is to elicit constructive sugtowards betterments where such are de-

It
merely repeats comments made from
time to time by various persons with regard not
only to the architectural profession, but to the practice of engineers, builders, contractors, etc.
In the
course ot the next few months we expect to issue

sirable.

lowed the plan as outlined above for the past fifteen
years and find it works satisfactorily.
SMITH, MINCHMAX & C.RYU.S.

supplementary documents

which will perhaps be
provocative of discussion and which will
more directly dwell on conditions in other parts of
the building world.

Detroit.

equally

The
The

Editors,

Post War Committee
THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

RoiiKKT I). KHUN,
Kxccutive Member Post War Committee
on Architectural Practice.

me

to make a few comments
your edition of the 26th of
the Program of the Post War Committee on Ar-

Will you permit
on the publication

chitectural Practice

in

:

place, I very much regret that the title
article referred to the complaced at the head of
mittee as being "of the American Institute of Ar-

In the

first

my

To be sure, the committee was ap]>ointed
the
board
of directors of the Institute, but it was
by
definitely instructed to consider itself in all its actions quite free of control by the institute.
It was

chitects."

specifically instructed to add to its members from
the profession at large, and more than that, it was
suggested that the committee might well take in

persons who were not architects, but who might
contribute valuable aid in the discussion of the problems facing the building world.

The

editorial note

following the title may lead
to think that the article had
This is not the
already been published elsewhere.

some of your readers
case.

from

Not only the foreword
that prepared

is

entirely different

by the committee, but the 14
items had been in a
great part recast, and put into
my own language, besides being supplemented by
additional paragraphs. The committee as such is in

Waste Due

to Building Codes
The l-'Jitors. THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Reference is made to the article entitled "The
Elimination of Waste Due to I'uilding Codes,'' in
THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT of Jan. 22. 10,19. This
is an excellent article
true right down to the last
word. What are we going to do about it? Already
copy, like thousands of others, is laid aside.
subject is a matter of the first importance.
believe that there should be a national code, just

my

The

I

The terms of this code
should be such that they would be applicable to any
Should any state or municippart of the country.
ality consider the national code insufficient to cover
their requirements they could adopt a sub-code with
as there are national laws.

additional

needs.

requirements

to

meet

their

The sub-codes would conform

individual

to the several

laws or municipal ordinances, and not conflict
with the requirements of the national code.
As the matter stands. I must first digest the

state
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code before I can safely make even a sketch
for an Illinois building, and so it is with the other
states or cities.
Having a national code and a local
sub-code, being already familiar with the national

Illinois

I only need to glance over the local sub-code.
commission should be created to establish such
a code. This commission should appoint individuals

code,

A

expert in the several branches, each individual to
make up a code for his special branch of the work.
The commission should then correlate the work of
The result should be a national
the individuals.

This could be made a law by Congress, or
code.
could be left for the several states to adopt at their
option.
It

seems

to

me

that the

American

Institute of

Architects should be a proper body to push this

The men doing

through.

the

work should be
so that the work

adequately paid for their services
would be well done. I believe that THE AMERICAN
ARCHITECT, as the foremost architectural publication, should be able to bring about the required
action.
Possibly the Government could be induced
to take

up

this matter.

substantial than the

ink will

come of

I

trust that something

mere spreading on of

more

printer's

z\bout

all

bearing upon

get from the professional magazines
this most essential department of

architectural practice exists in the reproduction of
plans without any analysis or comment as to the

from which they were evolved, or of the
data upon which these principles were based.
Your analysis of schoolhouse standards, recently
published, we believe is a step in the right direction,
but only a step into what may be an inexhaustible

principles

of valuable research.
Gaudet is the only
author whom we know to have gone into this very
thoroughly or satisfactorily, but inasmuch as there
has never been, to our knowledge at least, a translation of his work into English, what he has done
is presumably beyond the reach of
ninety per cent
field

of

American

be translated

Even were his work to
would have the full
study made from the American

practitioners.

we doubt

value of similar

we would appreciate at least your consideration as
wisdom and feasibility.
EDWARDS & SAYWARD.
Atlanta.

R.

DUNLAP.

A
A

Art of Planning

The Editors, THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
There is bound up in the daily practice of architectural design an art so subtle that few laymen
realize its existence, and indeed few architects
themselves accord it a position which its importance
Its practice is based upon inshould demand.
formation of such an exact nature that it might
:

almost claim a place
the arts.

We

it

to its

Detroit.

The

if

viewpoint and under existing conditions. We believe the profession at large would appreciate immensely any effort undertaken in this direction, and

this.

ELMORE

among

we

among

the sciences as well as

refer to the art of planning.

Correction

correspondent advises that in the announceissue of the

ment published in the February igth
donation by J. Cleveland Cady of his

architectural

it
library to Trinity College at Hartford, Conn.,
the
senior
Mr.
as
to
in
error,
Cady
being
referred,

of the firm of Cady & Gregory "of HartMr. Cady has practiced the profession for
nearly fifty years in New York City, with Mr.
Gregory associated with him for the past thirty-five
The firm's offices are at 40 West Thirtyyears.
second Street, New York.

member
ford."
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The
A

Architectural Improvement of
Farm Buildings

Communications from Various Agricultural Colleges Endorsing
Movement Inaugurated by George W. Maher, President of

Series of

the

the Illinois Chapter, A.
The Editors, THE AMKKHA.N AUCIIITKCT
Your valued article regarding the suggestion of
Mr. George \V. Maher, Chairman of the Illinois
Chapter of the American Institute of Architects.
:

that various states vigorously take up the
subject
of the improvement in design and plan of farm
As
buildings, has been read with unusual interest.
a citizen of the State of Illinois. J am very proud of

the fact that this suggestion
architect
to

the

do

all

and wish
within

to assure

my power

work of which you

came from an

Illinois

am

willing

yon

that

to assist

I

in

furthering

write.

My experience has brought me in contact with the
farmers of Illinois and other states and
have
found that these men are much interested in secur1

ing properly designed and constructed buildings at
a reasonable price. Here at the University we have
a large number of inquiries everv year from the
farmers of this and other states asking for information regarding farm buildings. With our present
facilities the service which we can render is very
limited.

There are a number of ways in which interest in
farm building problems could be stimulated and
assistance given to farmers who are desirous of
erecting new buildings or remodeling old ones.
In the first place the State Commission which

you suggest, could render a very valuable service
by carefully investigating the conditions as they
exist today and by making some broad, far-reaching recommendations regarding the importance of
farm building work, and the influence wh'ch properly designed buildings may have in making farm
life more attractive, and cou'd offer
suggestions
regarding the desirable lines for future work.
Such a report, if well done, would serve to bring
the importance of the farm
building problem to
the attention of the
public and furnish a basis
for further
development which does not exist at the
present time.
Such a commission should be very
carefully selected. If it
the agricultural interest
to

make

its

work

is

to enjoy the support of

which

it

effective, its

must have in order
membership should

be representative of the interests involved.
Such a commission should contain architects who
have been born and brought
up on a farm and who
still have a
genuine interest in things of the country.

I.

A.

Such men would bring

to a work of this nature not
technical
skill
in their professions, but
^reat
only
also an understanding of and a
sympathy for the
tilings of the country.

commission should have a number of repremembers. These men should
not merely own land, but >hould be living on it and
operating it during the time which they serve upon
such a commission.
As our agricultural colleges
and extension service materially assist in dissemiI

his

sentative fanners as

believe it
nating the information to the farmers,
would be well to have them represented, as they
would not onlv assist in carrying on the good work
I

regarding larm buildings, but they would also bring
the commission the services of men who know
farm problem- and look at them from a scientific

to

v

lew point.

Another important step winch might be taken for
improvement of farm buildings is to enlarge
the work of the farm building departments of our
Slate Universities and Strengthen the extension
work relating to the same. Practically all of our
land grant colleges have men who are devoting part
or all of their time to the subject of farm buildings.
Unfortunately some of the men engaged in this
work arc not well-trained architects, and in practiam familiar the
cally everv case with which
amount of moncv which the' state is appropriating
the

1

I

for this

work

Xo

is

entirely out of keeping with

its

im-

could be rendered to
greater
portance.
the agricultural interests of our country than to
bring about the appointment of well-trained architects, who understand country problems, to the
faculties of

see that

service'

our agricultural colleges and then to
work receives the needed financial

their

support.
in our colleges should furnish instructo
students
tions
regarding farm building problems,
take
investigation work relating to the arrange-

This work

up

ment, design, and construction of farm buildings,
and then organize the extension work which will
give the message to the farmers.
At the present time we are entering a new era
are just now
in farm building construction.

We

the farmpassing out of the pioneer stage. Today
ers are looking for permanence in construction, convenient economical arrangement, and the artistic
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There
design and grouping of farm buildings.
never has been a more appropriate time for taking
up the work such as you suggest.
A. WHITE,
Division of Farm Mechanics.
E.

University of

The

Editors, Tine

Your
farmers
of their

AMERICAN ARCH

ITKCT

Illinois.

with reference to encouraging the
improvement of design and planning
buildings, 1 consider a very worthy step,

article

line.

This department,

at least, is

urging

furnishing'

plans

in the

furtherance of

Very

truly yours,
E. G. PETERSON, President,
Agricultural College of Utah.

The

In connection with improving the conditions that
now exist, I believe it would be wise to put on a vigorous campaign to create a greater interest along

Editors,

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

There are three important factors involved in the
construction of farm buildings
:

and along with this campaign we should
have something to offer the farmer. The special
commission which you suggest might take this matter in hand and investigate to find out what material
is now available for the farmer
along this line, and
this line,

1

i

)

Cost, for farm buildings are built primarily
for the purpose of earning dividends on the

investment.

The building must conserve
(2) Practicability.
the purpose for which it is built
housing
animals properly and conserving labor.

also get this information before the public.

E.

:

you are beginning a

campaign looking to the improvement in designing
and planning of farm buildings. I am strongly of
the opinion that such a measure is designed to be
of great value because of the great backwardness
in the matter of planning farm structures, not
only

Mechanic Arts Department,

is, no doubt, a great need for better
farm buildings throughout the country. Most of the
state agricultural colleges are doing some work

farm buildings and is
through the Extension Service.

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT

interested to note that

desirable plans.

because there

better

am

I

as regards their utility, but as regards their
beauty.
This institution is greatly interested in the matter,
and is using its Art Department, as well as its

:

in the

along this

The Editors,

W. LEHMANN,

(3) Beauty,

We

Associate Professor of Agricultural
Engineering, University of Missouri.

believe that these factors, although each is
should rank in the order suggested.

important,

Advancement or progress

The

Editors,

the subject of

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

call

In taking up the subject of the improvement in
design and plan of farm buildings, you have struck
a very important and practical line of development
for the entire rural population of America.

it,

is

"Farm

in rural architecture, or
Structures'" as we prefer to

something that must come about through

public or co-operative effort.
J. B. DAVIDSON,

Professor of Agricultural Engineering,
University of California.

have said frequently that from an economic
standpoint there has been an immense amount of
money wasted because of the crude building done
on the farms of this country.
I have also campaigned somewhat against the crude stuff in the
small towns in the United States.
There is no
I

The Editors, THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
It is very true that the
buildings found on the
farms are mostly unsightly as well as unsuited for
the purposes for which they are used.
There is

question but that the taste of the people must be
appealed to and trained in order to prevent this

much evidence

It

of a lack of plan or sense in the
planning and construction of these buildings. However, those of us who are of the city life will have
a difficult subject to handle in attempting to introduce any desirable changes into the life of our
rural communities. The people of such are wedded
to their own way of doing things and look with

thought,

grave suspicion upon any movement inaugurated

enormous

We ought somehow to make it
head of the family that to carry on a

loss.

clear to the

saving and industrious career for ten or fifteen
years and to spend this savings in some unattractive
sort of building is a pitiable dissipation of wealth.

seems that we might be able to impress this
that after these savings have been exin
this way the buildings soon become almost
pended
worthless because of their ugliness and because of
their lack of plans suitable to the needs of a wellordered home.

by outsiders.

The movement suggested

in your
accompanying it,
of consideration and support.

the printed matter

J. W. CANTWELL, President,
Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College.

and in
one worthy

letter,
is

ALSTON ELLIS,
Ohio University.
378
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The Editors, THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
The movement which you are fostering is

The Editors.
in

period of readjustment.
This institution has for many years interested
itself in helping the farmers of this section in the

this

improving their school houses and
their
churches and grounds, as well as
grounds,
\Ve have from
their dwellings and surroundings.
time to time been glad to furnish, free of charge,
such advice and ylans from our specialists, as well
as shrubbery and the personal supervision of our
instructors as were necessary in the proper working
matter

This Division has been particularly interested in
civic improvement with special reference to

every

timely and imperative, in order to attract and
hold the large numbers of people who will more
and more be necessarily drawn to the farms during

way

of

out of their problems.
shall of course be glad to co-operate in every
possible way in furthering the work.

rural

the

improvement of rural school grounds. In many
we have also taken up the designing and
construction of rural parks and playgrounds, and
everywhere over the state we have found a most
instances

general spirit of co-operation.
\Vith reference to the designing and laying out of
farm grounds and farm buildings, I may further advise that

lines

and believe

that results are beginning to

show

to advantage.

This Division
ate itself with

will be particularly glad to associ-

any movement along these
|.

lint's.

\V. (]RECG,

Professor of Landscape Gardening and
Floriculture. University of California.

ROBERT R. MOTON,
The Tusketree Normal and Industrial Institute.

SQUASH COURT AND GARAGE OF ROGER
&

we have acted in a consulting capacity to
Land Settlement Hoard along these

the California

We

COOLIDGE

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

B.

MERRIMAN, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

CARLSON. ARCHITECTS
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Recent Legal Decisions
FAILURE TO REQUIRE CONTRACTOR'S BOND
FOR BRINGING ACTION

A

TIME

and claims should be paid to the contractor.
obligations on the faith of this
It was held that a judgment creditor
agreement.
of the contractor could not levy on building materials (consisting of brick, lumber, and structural
iron) delivered to the operation; and especially was
this the case where the judgment was for materials
liens

The owner incurred

county contracted with a construction company

for the erection of a courthouse.

A

materialman

delivered material to the contractor which entered
into

the

furnished

The bond
construction of the building.
did
not
contain
the
contractor
the
by

furnished to another operation.

providing for the payment of labor and
When the buildmaterial required by the statute.
ing was partially completed the contractor abandoned the work, and the county took over the job.
Section 2 of the statute provides a liability on the
part of the county for its failure to require the
The materialman brought action to
proper bond.
enforce this liability. Section 3 of the act limits the
time within which an action may be brought to
clause

The

depended upon the meaning of

court said

MECIIA.NICS' LIENS

niaterialman's delivery of 30 cents' worth of
material at the premises, not by order of the contractor to be used in the building, but solely to extend the time in which to file a lien claim, is held

this section.

not good faith delivery under a contract
causing
the time for filing claim of lien to run from its
date.
Lee Canfield Lumber Co. r. Heitibaugh,

"When we

Iowa Supreme Court, 168 N. W.

may

be in position to

know

the

common rule that a cashier of a bank has
the apparent power to bind the bank in the bank's
usual financial business. But it is held, in an action
It is a

outcome of

the job within ninety days from the acceptance of
a particular piece of work or material by the prin-

for the agreed price stipulated in an oral contract
for architect's service, that the building of a twostory brick building for the use of the bank is not
the ordinary financial business of a bank, nor is
the making of a special contract for the professional

cipal contractor, and that it is the ultimate outcome
that is clearly aimed at in the act, it is not difficult
to arrive at the meaning of said section three.
It is

word 'work' is used to comprehend and embrace the words 'erection, alteration,
repair, or improvement,' found in the preceding
section, and that it was so used to obviate the neces-

clear to us that the

sity

of their repetition

in

section

three.

services of an architect within the above rule.

Reuter

v. Utica State Bank. Texas Court of Ciril
Appeals, 206 S. W. 715.

Or. in

other words, it refers to the job to be performed
under the contract between the public corporation

AGREEMENTS TO OBTAIN GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS

and the contractor under and for whom the laborer
or materialman furnished his labor or wares. The
word is commonly so used in reference to building
contracts."
Gold Bros. Brick Co. v. Grant County,
South Dakota Supreme Court, 168 N. W. 855.

LEVY ON BUILDING MATERIALS

A

delivered

to

the

operation

While public policy condemns agreements which
tend injuriously to affect the public service, it is
held in an action to enforce a contract between
plaintiffs and defendant, that an agreement between
the parties to use joint efforts to obtain from the
United States Government a contract for the construction of a military camp, and to contribute to
services

agreement between a building contractor and an owner provided that building, mawritten

terials

776.

CONTRACTS FOR ARCHITECT'S SERVICES

might otherwise be deprived of a remedy, and that
none of the parties to the principal contract or subcontracts

TIME FOR FILING CLAIMS

A

consider that the county
is not immediately concerned with the relations between the principal contractor and subcontractors,
and that the declared purpose of the act is to provide a remedy to laborers and materialmen who
:

contractor

;

"ninety days from the acceptance of the work for
which the same shall be claimed.'' The decision of
the case

The

had no control over the materials except for the
purpose of erecting the houses and his sole interest
was a right to an accounting after the houses were
sold.
Evans v. Campion, 68 Pa. Superior Ct. 522.

should be the

property of the owner, and that after the operation
was completed, the buildings should be sold, and
the balance of the proceeds after payment of the

policy.

and share in profits, is not agninst public
But if such an agreement tended, by neces-

sary implication, to bring to bear upon officers of
Government secret or improper influences in

the

awarding the contract,
Anderson
Court, 80 So. 31.

the courts.
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it

r.

would be condemned by
Alabama Supreme

Blair,
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Notification
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Awards

of

Judgment of December 30th, 1918
THE WARREX PRIZE
The gift of Messrs. Whitney Warren and Lloyd
Warren offered for excellence in planning a group
of buildings.

FIRST PRIZE
(

$50.00.

SECOND PRIZE

For conditions governing
-ce

Par. 2

this Prize CompetiCircular of Information, Article VIII

and

3.)

PROGRAM
The Committee on Architecture proposes as subject
for this Competition

:

JOHN GREGORY
TYLER

SCULPTURE.

ERXEST

F.

ARTHUR CRISP

MOVING PICTURE ESTABLISHMENT"

-A

INTRODUCTION:
Near

a large seaside resort it
lish a manufacturing plant for

is

proposed to estab-

moving picture machines and films, and to have in connection with
this plant museums, cafes, and a theater for the
entertainment of the residents and visitors to the
to

a

A

x 600

adjacent
plot of ground 600 ft.
and used
large tract owned by the company
for experiments and special settings, has been

resort.

ft.

by it
arranged

These
to receive the buildings required.
are:
areas
(as
their
with
approximate
buildings
stated below)

PROVISION MUST BE MADE FOR:
A large rectangular auditorium 65
1st
ft.

arranged with a transparent curtain

ft.

x 160

hung

in the

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
of
center of the long dimension for the purpose
each
into two classes
audience
the
subdividing
disof which views the pictures from the correct
the
audience
the
of
picviewing
That half
tance.
tures in the reverse pay less for admission than
that half who see the pictures from the side of the

operator.

A.

WEATUERIIEAD FIRST MENTION, PLACED, UNIV.
OF OREGON

C.

CLASS

B.

II.

ANALYTIQUE

A

factory for the fabrication of
5th
6000 sq. ft.
picture machines
6th
factory for the preparation of

A

picture films

6000

moving

moving

sq. ft.

Stock rooms, two (2) packing and receivdark rooms, several small laboratories,
rooms,
ing
etc., in connection with these factories.
Four studios arranged with a stage, drop
8th
and movable scenery, each having an area of 2000
7th

sq.

Access

ft.

between

these

studios

and the

museum

of properties is obligatory.
gth Thirty (30) dressing rooms or booths for
actors.
storage room for movable scenery havof 4000 sq. ft. should be arranged for
an
area
ing
near the above studios.
stable and carriage house near the large
loth
tract of land, referred to in the introduction, for

A

A

This large tract of land may be
special settings.
on all sides of or on any one side of the plot of

F.

R.

STEFFENS,

CLASS

B.

JR.

FIRST MENTION, CORNELL UNIV.

PROJET. AN ATHLETIC CENTER
FOR AN INDUSTRIAL TOWN
II.

2nd A vestibule and cafe with toilets, retiring
rooms, etc., form an additional part of each half
of the large auditorium.
3rd

A

properties

^th
pliances

A

public

2500
public

2500

museum
sq.

of stage furniture and

R

L.

ft.

museum

of photography and ap-

CLASS

GALBRAITH MENTION BEAUX-ARTS ATELIER
WASHINGTON, D. C.
A.

III.

ES.QUISSE-ESQUISSE.

FOUNTAIN

sq. ft.
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set aside for buildings.
dicated in part on the plan to
to the general scheme.

nth

Such

should be

It

ground

show

JURY OF AWARD:

in-

wick, H.

relation

its

R. M. Hood, H. R. SedgM. Woolsey, G. H. Bickley, M. B. Stout.

Hirons and E. V. Meeks.
This Jury also served as Jury of Award for Class
"B"-II Projet, Class "A"-III
Esquisse-Esquisse
and Class "A" & "B" Archaeology-II Projet.
F. C.

vestibules, corridors, service, etc..

and

gardens, fountains, and pergolas as will unite all
parts of the composition and add to its attraction
are permissible.

Number

of drawings submitted

DIMENSIONS:
The
shall

JURY OF AWARD:

FIRST MENTION PLACED:
FIRST .MENTION:
Machamer and
Lawrence;
Arts,

13.

New

PRIZE,

$->s:

F. jVUCaughey, University of

R. H. Segal. Patrons

G.

&

D. McLachlan,

Atelier

Jr.,

1

[irons,

L.

J. L. Fleming, H.
University of Kansas,
Thomas, Yale University School of Fine

L.

:

Fentnor,

KURTZ,

F.

Rircsak.

Haven.

A. N. Schaeffer and H. V. Murphy, BeauxArts Atelier. Washington, I). C.
A. F. Keymar, Atelier
DeGelleke, Milwaukee; H. Bradley and T. S. Rowland.
(Jeorge Washington University, Washington, D. C.
E. L.
Babitsky. John Huntington Poly. Institute. Cleveland; C.
Davidson, 434 West I25th Street. New York; C. S. Thalheimer and F. M. Manker. "T" Square Club, Philadelphia;
E. W. Moore and Julia Carman, University of Kansas,

Atelier

Wynkoop,

PROGRAM

N. Y.

PLACED FIFTH

E.

Frolnvt-rk,

Lawrence.

N. Y.

PLACED FOURTH:

New

R. H.

K.

I).

;

F.

York.

PLACED THIRD:

Weatherhead,

:

Urliana.

SECOND
Blum,

W.

C.

MENTION:

AWARDS
$50:

A.

L niversity of Oregon, Eugene.

F. A. Godley, \Y. L. Bot-

tomley and H. P. Pennington.
Number of drawings submitted:

FIRST PRIZE,

26.

AWARDS

ground to be used for the buildings
be 600 ft. x 600 ft.
plot of

Illinois,

:

Atelier

Wynkoop.

X. Y.

CLASS "B"

I'ROJET

II.

The Committee on Architecture proposes

OFFICIAL NOTIFICATION OF

for this Competition

AWARDS-

AN ATHLETIC CENTER FOR AN INDUS-

JUDGMENT OF FEBRUARY nth,
PROGRAM
CLASS "B" II. ANALYTIQUE
The Committee on Architecture proposes
for this Competition

TRIAL

A

as subject

:

:

main highway leading

applied in the present case to a semi-circular
colonnade under which there are seats. Such colonnades or porticos are most appropriate to formal
to

end a

been

The Exedra

to a

"Yorkship

nearby large

set aside for recreational

While the main
side of

vista.

forming a setting to a statue, fountain or some
other point of interest, or scrying some other
decorative purpose.

THE PROBLEM

to

well designed and well grouped.
A tract of land six hundred feet square, situated
on the outskirts of the town and bordering on the

is

where they may be used

similar

town,

New

are not only of permanent construction but also

is

gardens,

industrial

TOWN

Jersey, or the one at Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania, comprising a well planned community
of fifteen hundred houses, has just been completed.
The new town is a permanent one, and the houses

applied usually to an important raised semi-circular seat with a high back
it

new

Village" in

"AN EXEDRA"
INTRODUCTION:
The term "Exedra"

as subject

:

it

city,

has

and

athletic purposes.
portion of this ground is flat, that

along which runs the highway

is

consider-

ably raised above the level of the rest of the property, and the highway itself is approximately, therefore, eighteen feet above the general level of most

of the tract.
:

be situated at the
end of a formal garden, overlooking beds of flowers
above which it will be slightly raised. It will consist of a row of Ionic
columns, which may be
treated as a covered portico or as a vine covered
pergola, the only dimension given being the radius
in question will

from the center to the axis of the columns which is
20 feet. The back of the colonnade
may be a high
or low wall, or another row of columns.

It is proposed to plan the property so that it shall
be of the best possible use for the recreational
activities of the town, both outdoor and indoor.
To that end a building combining the features of a

and "athletic clubhouse," including
dressing and bathing facilities, is to be erected on
the portion of the property adjoining the highway.
This building must be of appropriate architectural

"social center"

character in keeping with an up-to-date, modern
town of which it is one of the chief structures.
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Incorporated into the plan of the building or closely
adjacent thereto there must be a "Grand Stand'' or
bank of seats accommodating' approximately fifteen

small kitchen, which

A

1.

baseball

2.

Four

3.

An

4.

A

be placed in the basement.
arrangements for men

toilet

and women.

hundred people, overlooking a baseball diamond,
which diamond, from its very size, will form the
principal feature of the general layout in plan.
The property must be so planned as to include

may

Coat room and

4.

5.

Two

6.

Billiard

bowling

alleys.

room

for

two

tables.

:

field.

tennis courts.

outdoor swimming pool.
children's playground with apparatus.

D. \V.

ORE THIRD MEDAL, VALE UNIVERSITY. (SCHOOL
OF FINE-ARTS)

CLASS A AND

ARCHAEOLOGY. II. PROJET.
A ROMAN TRIUMPHAL ARCH
B

7. Locker room containing three hundred lockers,
and dressing and shower accommodation for men.
8. Locker room containing three hundred lockers,
and dressing and shower accommodations for

women.
9. Apartment for steward, to
rooms and a bath.
10. Two small rooms to be used

of

two

for card or

com-

consist

mittee rooms.

Besides the kitchen in the basement, the bowling
billiard room and locker rooms may be

alleys,

placed there, as well as the furnace room.

Number

of drawings submitted

25.

:

AWARDS
FIRST MENTION

,..T

son

:

F. R. Steffens, Jr., R. D.

and K. Carver, Cornell University, Ithaca

McPher;

K.

K.

Stowell, Atelier Hirons, N. V.
J.

F.

CLASS

COOK FIRST MENTION, ATELIER WVNKOOP
NEW YORK

ESQUISSE-ESQUISSE. AN
TRANCE TO A SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT
B.

III.

;

EN-

5. A running track as long and as conveniently
arranged as possible.
The building proper in addition to the above
mentioned "Grand Stand" or "Tribune" for fifteen
hundred people, must contain
1.
Entrance or lounge hall with a small office
and counter opening off it.

MENTION: T. Yokogawa, E. B. Mason and F. H.
R. Mackey, John
Robinson, Cornell University, Ithaca
H. B. Preston,
Huntington, Poly. Institute, Cleveland
Syracuse University, Syracuse R. L. Goldberg and E.
Schmidt, "T" Square Club, Philadelphia W. M. Icenhpwer,
E. Pickering, J. L. Benson and L. F. Soxman, University of
Kansas, Lawrence; L. J. Ellis and H. Johnston, University
of Oregon, Eugene.
;

;

:

PROGRAM
CLASS "A"

:

2. Auditorium with moderate sized
stage and two
dressing rooms with a balcony at the rear to accommodate moving picture apparatus.
3. Tea room with pantry and direct service to a

III.

ESQUISSE-ESQUISSE

The Committee on Architecture proposes
for this Competition

as subject

:

"A SODA FOUNTAIN."
As

a result of prohibition and the

service for
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women

demand

for a

corresponding to the bars

and
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smoking rooms usually restricted to the use of men,
some hotels include as one of their features a Soda
Fountain or "Ladies' Bar.'' This is a combination
of stand-up bar and table service of soft drinks
and sweets and the sale of confections.

AWARDS
THIRD M F.DAL:
adelphia: D.

W.

-New Haven.

Brown. "T" Square Club, PhilOrr, Yale University School of Fine Arts
S. B.

MFXTIOX:

L. T. Obel. Columbia
University
Lucchesi and M. Jaeger. Jr.. Atelier Hirons. N.
Martinelli, Patron
I'. J.
Rocker. X. Y.

J.

The

subject of this problem is the design of such
a room featuring the counter and its immediate surIt should be borne in mind that space
a usual requisite while combining serviceability with effective display of the articles for
sale.
The use of rich materials, with ornament

X Y
Y F'

;

;

roundings.

economy

is

and color,
the place

is

desirable to express the character of

and of

Number

its

customers.

PROGRAM
SPECIAL PRIZE COMPETITION
Special Prize offered by the Paris Prize Fund of
the Society of Beaux-Arts Architects.

of drawings submitted: 2\.

ist prize,

AWARDS
MEXTIOX:

R.

K.

Beaux-Arts

Galbraith,

Washington, D. C. J. K. Smith and \Y.
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
University of Illinois, Urbana.
;

:

Livingston,

1).

M.

to the value of

100

prize. Architectural

books

to the value of

;<>

T,r<\

Allison.

CLASS "A"
I

CLASS "A"

PROGRAM
AXD "B" ARCHK( )L( HIV
for this Competition

as subject

:

program, was
perhaps more widely used, at least, there are many
which still exist not only in Rome but in other parts
of Europe and Asia Minor. In and near the Roman
Forum are three of the best known and best prethis

Arch of Septimus Severns, the Arch of
which commemorated the capture of Jeruand the Arch of Constantine. These express

served; the
Titus,

salem,
to a great degree
by the richness of carving and
sculpture the magnificence of the Roman civilization
at that

It
is
proposed that an island situated in the
harbor of an important seaport is to be dedicated to
the ideals of liberty and freedom for the
preservation of which tlie world has been
fighting and has

at last achieved.

The dominating feature of the composition should
monument to Freedom which may take anv

be a

form the competitors desire
any other

colossal statue or

The tradition of the Triumphal Arch has continued to the present day.
The Portes St. Denis
and St. Martins, the Arc de
Triomphe, and the
in

Paris,

the

Marble Arch

in

London, several arches about the Palace Stanilas in
Xancy and some in our own country all show the
influence of the great

Arches of ancient Rome.
subject of this problem is a Triumphal Arch
of the Roman Empire, erected to commemorate a

The

The only dimension given is the
victory.
height, which, exclusive of any sculpture surmounting the arch should not exceed 60 ft. o in.

great

Number

of Drawings submitted:

a shaft, a

column, a

suitable interpretation

of the idea.

Placed about this monument should
be three museums, one larger one for the
display of
trophies relating to the army and two smaller ones
for those of the navy and aviation
respectively.

These three buildings should be suitably monumental in character and may be arranged upon
terraces and connected if desired by colonnades or
any other architectural motifs. The island
connected to the city by a long causeway.
In general,

time.

Arc de Carrousel

PROJET

ommittee on Architecture proposes as subject
for this Competition

AN ISLAND OF FREEDOM

The Romans, especially during the Empire, commemorated their victories by the erection of Triumphal Columns and Arches, a great many of
which exist to this day.
The Triumphal Arch.
forms the subject of

C

II.

ROMAN TRIUMPHAL ARCH

which

he

II.

:

PROJ ET
The Committee on Architecture proposes

$_>(><>

books

Atelier,

II.

Architectural hooks to the value of

Jiid prize. Architectural

it

is

is

to be

important to achieve an impress-

ive ensemble, appropriate in character, and
inspired
by the idea that this island is to be for all time a

memorial commemorating the preservation of the
freedom of all nations.
The Island should not exceed 400 feet by 600 feet
in its greatest

dimensions.

JURY OF AWARD:

F. A. Godley, A. Ware, R.
H. Davenport, L. H. Burnham, J.
Wynkoop, J. F. Harbeson, L. Ayers, F. H. Bosworth, Jr., and H. P. Pennington.

H. Dana,

Jr.,

This Jury also served as Jury of
"B"-III Esquisse-Esquisse.

Jury of

7.
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Award

for Special

Award

for Class

Book Prize

:

F. A.
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H. Dana, Jr., H. P. Pennington, H. R.
H. Bosworth, Jr., L. Ayers, R. M.
Hood and H. Davenport.

PROGRAM

Goclley. R.

Sedgvvick, F.

Number

of drawings submitted

29.

:

AWARDS
J. P. Rob($200 Architectural Books)
erts. University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.
L.
PRIZE ($100 Architectural Books)
Williams, Columhia University, X. Y.
:

SECOND

($50 Architectural Books)

:

A. E. Micl-

dlehurst, Cornell University, Ithaca.

FIRST MEDAL:

Williams, Columbia University,
X. Y. A. E. Middlehurst. Cornell University, Ithaca; J. P.
Roberts. University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.
SECOND MEDAL: Charlotte Knapp, Columbia UniR. P. Raseman, Cornell University, Ithaca,
versity, X. Y.
G. A. Anderson and A. C. Bieber. University of PennsylL.

;

;

vania, Philadelphia.

MENTION:

Beaux-Arts Atelier,
Blum, N. Y.
G. A. YeoD. A. Fletcher, Columbia University, N. Y.
mans, A. F. Darrin, E. Purdy, E. L. Howard and Y. C. Lu.
Cornell University, Ithaca j. W. Hershey, John HuntingD. R. Wilkinson, Los
ton Poly. Institute, Cleveland
E. Hayward.
Angeles Architectural Club, Los Angeles
"T" Square Club, Philadelphia; P. F. Taylor, L. D. Cook
and J. C. Jenney, University of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia
I).

K.

R.

C.

:

R.

Galbraith,

H. Segal, Patron

;

as subject

:

"THE ENTRANCE TO A SAFE DEPOSIT
VAULT"
The

;

THIRD PRIZE

ESQUISSE-ESQUISSE

III.

The Committee on Architecture proposes
for this Competition

FIRST PRIZE

Washington,

CLASS "B"

in

safe deposit vaults for large banks are located
the basement below the main banking floor. The

entrance to the stairway leading to their vaults is
arranged in the marble and bronze banking screen
separating the public space from the working space.
This entrance is the subject of the program. The
door itself should be 3 ft. o in. x 7 ft. 6 in. and the
ft. 6 in.
The entrance
high.
should be suitably accented in a decorative manner

banking screen 8

to give prominence to this important department
of the bank.

;

Number

of drawings submitted:

n.

;

AWARDS

;

;

;

L. Fentnor, Atelier Wynkoop, X. Y.
H. C.
W. F. Leppin, care of Satterlee & Boyd, N. Y.
R. E. "DeWolfe.
M. C. Beebe, Atelier Hirons, N. Y.
Cornell University, Ithaca.
:

;

:

The

Post-

FIRST MENTION"

MENTION

:

;

War

;

:

Committee

operation not only from every architect, but also from those men engaged

occupations allied to architecture and

building.

Write your views to the Committee
at the Octagon, Washington, D. C.
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Cook, Atelier Wynkoop, N. Y.

Washington, D. C. E. F. Bircsak, University of Kansas,
Lawrence.
H. C.
B. Hill, Cornell University, Ithaca.

This Committee asks advice and co-

in

J. F.

A. P.

Herrmann, Carnegie Institute of
Technology, Pittsburgh H. T. Bell, Beaux-Arts Atelier,
:

News from

Late

Architectural Fields

Special Correspondence to

A

Price History of the

War

Washington, D. C, March 5. The price section of the
Board, under the direction of Wesley C. Mitchell, is starting on the last lap of the colossal task that it
assumed about six weeks ago, namely, the writing of a price

War Trade

history of the war, including a systematic record of the
fluctuation of prices and analytical studies of various
phases of these fluctuations, their causes and consequences.
Data on upward of fifty different commodities have heen
compiled and are now being prepared for publication, so
that a record of the effect of the war on prices of the different materials may be available for interested business
men. One division of the work undertaken will be devoted
entirely to building materials, comprising ten separate bulletins under the following topics
sand and gravel, quarry
:

products, brick and

cement, lumber, glass, paints, naval
stores, gums and varnishes and waxes.
The purpose of the study is to lend such aid as may be
rendered by accurate information toward an equitable solution of the difficult problem of readjustment that now confronts the entire nation. The prices of materials and their
inevitable relationship to the scale of wages, the causes of
the rise in prices the relation of fixed prices to prices formerly prevailing, taxation and other forms of government
control over business, are merely a few of the many problems upon which these bulletins will furnish enlightening
data.
Adequate readjustment and resumption of normal
business activity can best be brought about by reference to
price and wage conditions during and before the war.
In this connection, Homer Hoyt, of the War Trade
Board, in an interview with a representative of THK
AMKRICAN ARCHITECT, described two methods of regaining
business equilibrium and dispelling the "watchful waiting"
attitude toward building activities. First, a continuation of
the present status of business and hesitancy to take on new
projects would sooner or later result in a period of depression, which, in turn, would mean a greater supply of
labor, lower wages, and, consequently, lower prices and a
lower price level. Second an artificial stimulation by the
Government and munipicalities of business activity in the
form of public works construction at high wages would
supply a source of employment to hosts of workers, and
thereby tide business over, on a high price level, this time
of uncertainty. Either process, however, would mean that
wages and prices would keep step with each other, and the
only hope for a reduction in the prices of materials would
be a fall in wages.
"Lumber and cement," declared Mr. Hoyt, "were used
more during the war than brick or stone, chiefly because the
former were more readily adapted to rapid construction.
The production of lumber imposed no burden on fuel regulations, because its own waste was used as fuel in its manufacture. In addition, lumber was a side cut of the military
program of the war; for instance, in the Douglas fir regions, it was necessary to cut ten times as much lumber
used for direct war purposes in order to get certain desired cuts.
This excess was easily manufactured without
imposing an added burden on the plant capacity, and was
available for use in the construction of cantonments and
the building of homes for war workers in munition plants
tile,

and shipyards.

"The output of lumber during the war was only about
of the normal production, while the average
price of all kinds of lumber increased about double what

75. per cent
it

was before the war.

rise in prices

may

The decreased production and the
largely be attributed to the shortage of

labor and the advance in wages.
"The advance in prices on building materials

was about

as

THK AMKKICAX ARCHITKC

r

fast as the advance on other
commodities, most of which increase can directly be credited to the
high wages paid during
the war. The chief item of cost in the
production of most
materials
is
building
labor, being two-thirds of the expense
in the manufacture of
bricks, and one-third in the manufacture of cement. In the production of the latter material,
fuel
however,
comprises one-third of the cost, which may
explain why cement advanced only 70 per cent during the
war period, price of fuel having lagged In-hind wages."
The output of cement during the war. like that of lumber,
was about 75 per cent normal production, but due to restrictions of the fuel administration, cement
companies had
to operate on 75 per cent of their normal fuel
supply.
Cement found many uses in the war in the building of
bridges, barracks, roads, coast and interior fortifications,
bombproof shelters, tunnels, retaining walls, sewers,
trenches, ships, etc. Reinforced concrete construction was
greatly in demand during the war. because of the restrictions placed on structural steel.
Approximately 11,000,000
barrels of cement were used for government purposes,
while the normal export trade in cement kept up, and the
stocks on hand at the end of last year were about equal to
that of previous years.
The cement problem is loss grave than that of brick,
because the tremendous cost of machinery in the manufacture of cement will enable production on a large scale without an increase in the cost of production. And there is a
likelihood, according to Mr. Hoyt. that large scale production may tend to lower the price of cement.
"The brick and hollow-tile business suffered greatly because of the war. In normal times, brick was manufactured
under conditions of kei'ii competition and small profits,
and war measures restricted the use of these materials to
about 50 per cent of their normal consumption. There was
not a great demand for their use in necessary enterprises
due to the shortage of skilled labor. Despite this lessened
consumption, the price of common bricks doubled in the
last eighteen months.
"The rise in prices in building materials may be attributed to three main causes: (t) higher wages; (2) increased cost of fuel: (3) diminished production at higher
costs brought about higher per unit cost of production."

An

Advisory Committee on

War

Memorials
Washington, D. C.. March 5. The American Federation
of Arts has recently appointed an advisory committee to
deal with the entire subject of war memorials in such a
way as to afford assistance to officials, commissions and
committees who are earnestly endeavoring to make the
memorials of the war express in a permanently satisfactory manner feelings of honor, sacrifice and patriotism.
It is the opinion of the Federation that the American
artist should be called on to design and to execute all
structural memorials of the war, and that in every community the memorial should be an individual, artistic creation.
The committee is not interested in any particular
form of memorial, or any particular artist or group of
artists, the only end in view being a memorial worthy of
the community and the cause.
Among the many suggestions made by the committee is
that of "a building, devoted to high purposes, educational
or humanitarian, that whether large or small, costly or inexpensive, would through excellence of design be an example and inspiration to present and future generations,
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demands of peace production, which are now measured
by the high selling prices of commodities prices that indicate reduced production.
A number of notable building projects are now under
way throughout the country, involving the utilization of
large quantities of building materials and employing a considerable number of workers.
South Bend, Indiana, has under consideration the development of a model industrial residence section. This will
comprise at least 4,000 new homes for 12,000 additional
employees of the Studebaker Corporation, which contemplates an investment of $8.000,000 in a new factory. Other
important projects include a department store, $3,000,000,
at Xewark, X. J.
interurban station, $2,000,000, Kansas
City, Mo.; head house and six grain elevators, $2,000,000,
Sioux City, Iowa; Hotels and department store, $2,000,000,
office building and theatre, $500,000,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Allentown, Pa.
A force of men is working on the new $4,500,000 railway

mark the
expressive of the refinement and culture which
be underhighest order of civilization. It should, however,
stood that a building entirely utilitarian can not altowork of
gether satisfy the desire for a commemorative
art.
The transept of Memorial Hall at Harvard University
is an example of the triumph of memorial feeling over
utility and even architecture."
In describing the character of the memorial, the com"The most impressive monumittee continues to suggest
ment is one which appeals to the imagination alone, which
rests not upon its material use but upon its idealism.
From such a monument flows the impulse for great and
heroic action, for devotion to duty and love of country.
The Arch of Triumph in Paris, the Washington Monument and the Lincoln Memorial are examples of such monuments.
They are devoid of practical utility, but they
minister to a much higher use: they compel contemplation
of the great men and ideals which they commemorate
they elevate the thoughts of the beholder they arouse and
make effective the finest impulses of humanity. They are
The
the visible symbols of the aspirations of the race.
or
spirit may be the same whether the monument is large
small: a "little roadside shrine or cross, a village fountain
or a memorial tablet, speaks the same message as the
majestic arch, shaft or temple, and both messages will be
pure, line and perhaps equally far-reaching, if the form of
that message is appealing and beautiful. Display of wealth,
ostentation and over-elaborateness are unbecoming and vulgar.
Elegant simplicity, strength with refinement, and a
grace of handling that imparts charm are the ends to be
sought. These ends require, on the part of everybody connected with the enterprise committee, adviser and artist
familiarity with the standards of art, and above all, good
taste.
Only by a combination of all these elements can a
really satisfactory result be obtained."
The annual meeting of the American Federation of Arts,
which will be held May 15, 16, 17 at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Xew York, will be devoted to a discussion of
the various phases of war memorials, with illustrations
taken from past and present successes and failures in this
country and other countries.

the

:

:

;

;

;

in Chicago.
The contractors report that as the
building progresses 5,000 men will be employed, preference
being given to soldiers.

station

Committee

March

The executive council of file
Washington.
5.
Post-War Committee on Architectural Practice, appointed
the
American
Institute of Architects, is arranging regional
by
meetings through the medium of which members of the
executive council and others intimately familiar with the
work of the Post-War Committee as designated by the
council will be brought in personal touch with all members
of the Post-War Committee.
Replies to the announcement of the Committee's tentative
program from Chapters and individuals indicate that archiI). C.,

and organizations appreciate the value of the investinow being undertaken and are lending their support
actively to forward its purposes.
Several Chapters of the Institute have already held or are
tects

gation

planning to hold meetings especially for the discussion of
the questions suggested by the Committee. The Xew York
and lirooklyn Chapters held enthusiastic meetings recently,
at which members of the Committee's executive council
were present. At the Xew York Chapter meeting it was
decided to arrange a regular program for future meetings,
providing for discussion and debate, one by one, of the
numerous questions to be studied by the Post-War Com-

Building Revival in Small Projects
Washington. 1). C.. March 8. Reports from various parts
of the Middle West, received this week by the U. S. Department of Labor, show a decided revival in building,
where small projects are concerned. While this may indicate to a certain extent the patriotic response of the individual or the urge of necessity at a time when the lack
of housing is causing a serious problem in many communities, it is also in line with good business judgment, according to data gathered by the department's information
and education service, through the division of public works

mittee.

To

Stabili/e Price of Basic Materials

A

and construction development.
Instead of surplus of labor in the United States, there
reality a shortage when compared with demands during
normal times. If the war had not destroyed the old order
of things, approximately 2.000,000 immigrants would have
come into this country in the last four years, and industry
would not have lost the labor of 2,800,000 soldiers. The
country thus has been deprived of the labor of several million men.
For this reason it would seem that present-day
demobilization problems are those of maladjustment.
The wealth of the nation is approximately two hundred
and sixty-five billion dollars, which is greater than the
wealth of four of the wealthiest nations in the world. It
is estimated that nearly three-fourths of the world's tools
of industry are here in this country. It is our problem to
put these tools of industry into the best working condition
and to place every specialized worker in his own particular
groove. The nation invested a large amount of labor in
the rearrangement of its industry for the increased production imperative during the war. It is necessary again to
invest a large amount in a second rearrangement to meet
is in

Post- War

The

board to stabilize the
Washington, D. C.. March 8.
prices of basic materials in such a fashion as to create a
firm foundation on which the consumer can base his future
purchases and the producer can form necessary production
cost estimates has just been created by Secretary Red field
of the Department of Commerce. The full personnel of
this board to consist of six carefully chosen men, has not
been announced yet, but it has been assured that the chairman will be George X. Peek of Moline, 111., former vice-

chairman of the

War

sentative of the

Government on

Industries Board. The official reprethe new organization will
be Thomas C. Powell, director of capital expenditures of
the railroad administration.
"It cannot be too strongly emphasized," declared Secretary Redfield, "that the proposal that the Government shall
co-operate in determining fair prices on basic commodities
and in stabilizing these prices through government purchases is in no sense a price-fixing program. X"o one will
be under any sort of compulsion to adhere to the price
schedule arrived at. If a producer can find a market for
his wares at a higher price no one can prevent his being
free to avail himself. If a consumer is able to buy below
these prices, it will be his privilege to do it.
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"In substance,
table

we propose

into

Government

common

and with one purpose

to bring capital, labor and the
counsel together around one
to do the best possible for the

gave the convention assurances that the government
would use all possible efforts, even to the expenditure of
large sums of money to advance both of these movements.
\\'hile the primary object of all the agitation will be to
restore normal conditions in the building industry, second

cials

country."
One of the striking features of the present situation is
the high prices demanded for practically all articles and
commodities of trade and commerce. This high price condition is undoubtedly the cause of most of the business inof the widespread
activity and, therefore, also is the cause
unemployment of labor.

Prices

Reduced

Ohio. March

only in its importance to agriculture as a national industry,
further and by no means unimportant aim will be to promote work for returning soldiers, sailors and marines.
Resolutions were adopted recommending that all possible
repair work on buildings as well as alterations and remodeling be done during the next month or two, the present being considered especially opportune for this class of
work. It was suggested that public bodies, boards of education and other authorities having to do with public and
semi-public buildings proceed with the same without fur-

Aid Building

to

ther delay.

Radical reductions in prices of
Cleveland,
(milding material in this city have been announced as part
of the program of Mayor Davis' building committee, which
has been at work several weeks in an effort t<> change
building conditions from a war to a peace basis and to
arrange material. labor, and financial conditions that there
may be an early start in the 1919 building program.
Substantial reductions in tile, common and shale brick
are announced.
Building tile, sixes 5 x .4 x 12 inches, was
reduced from $41.25 a thousand to $26. Other sizes wen:
reduced from $68.50 to $109.75 a thousand to $50 and $76
Lime was dropped from 75 cents to 68 cents
respectively.
a hundred pounds and sand from $2.75 to $2.25.
'.rick and
drain tile prices were reduced as follows: Common brick
Kiln run. old price $14; new price $12.50.
Hard brick, old
Selected face, old price $20, new
price $16, new price $14.
Xo. r. old price $18. new price $if>:
price $18. Shale brick
No. 2, old price $16, new price $14: selected, old price $22.

Hanks and building and loan companies were appealed

8.

A resolution calling for the return of the railroads to
stockholders under private management under government
supervision was adopted by unanimous vote. This resolution recommended that great care should be taken in any
revision of freight rates so as not to place any additional
burden upon the building industry, but rather that any revision should be in harmony with the government's undertakings to encourage building in all possible ways.
The convention sent a protest by wire to Washington
against the rider in the agricultural bill doing away with
the daylight saving plan.
This action was by unanimous
vote, indicating that daylight saving is in high favor with
the builders in all parts of the I'nited States.
An interesting feature of the convention was an address
by George A. Rutherford of Cleveland on "Business Methods for Contractors." Mr. Rutherford illustrated bis talk
with a series of charts on estimating and cost keeping
which enlisted keen interest. As a result of his address a
movement was started for a nation wide campaign to improve the business methods of contractors. A committee
was placed in charge of this movement, the object being to
prepare standard forms so as to place the business upon a
higher plane than heretofore.
The sessions of the convention were presided over by
Col. John R. Wiggins of Philadelphia, who retired as the
executive officer at the close of the meeting and was succeeded bv Charles W. Bernhardt of Atlanta. Ga.
Mr.
Bernhardt appointed as his secretary Dan Carey, secretary
of the Atlanta Exchange.
The next convention will be
held at Columbus, Ohio.

new

Drain tile 3-inch size, old price $31. new
price $20.
price $23; 4-inch size, old price $43. new price $33; 6-inch.
old price $69, new price $55.

Now"

Campaign
Milwaukee, Wis., March

8.

A

forward push was given

to the building industry of the country at a representative
assembly of men from all lines of the building business in
this city last week in attendance at the eighth annual convention of the Xational Association of Builders' Exchanges.
The spirit of the convention was altogether optimistic.
Steps were taken at the convention to promote two specific movements with a view to
stimulating the industry.
Both movements will be backed by the government. One
of these is a "Build Now" and the other is known as "Own

}"ur

Own Home"

campaign.

Prominent Washington

offi-

After ten months devoted to war work, G. A.

Personals
An

resumed his practice, and
808 West Kalamazoo
Avenue, Kalamazoo, Mich. Mr. Fairchild desires
catalogues and manufacturers' samples.
Fairchild, architect, has

has been opened at Gaspar, Wyoming.
\V. M. Green, architect.
Mr. Green desires
I'y
Dimples and manufacturers' descriptive literature.
office

\Vikon Potter, architect, on March

from 3 Union Square

ce
i

st

Seventeenth Street,

A new

ist

moved

has opened a

his

The

to larger quarters at

New York

City.

'

|

new

office at

firm of Wilson

&

Sompayrac. architects

has

at

been dissolved, the pracColumbia,
tice being continued by Charles C. Wilson inMr. Wilson has changed his address to
dividually.
Mr.
804-7 Palmetto Building, Columbia, S. C.
States
United
with
the
is
now
located
Sompayrac
S.

has been opened for the practice of
Markley in the Spooner Build\\ r
Markley wishes to remanufacturers' samples and catalogues.
dftice

architecture by R. R.
a
ing, Harrisburg.

to

The co-operation of

ment to organize Building Trades Employers' Associations
under the auspices of Building Exchanges as a means of
bringing employers more directly into an effective organization to deal with the problems now confronting them.

I

Convention Backs "Build

the matter of building loans.

the
government in this matter was urged. These resolutions
will be taken by delegates back to their different localities
and local movements will be started in harmony therewith.
A significant action was taken in the approval of a movein

C.,

Shipping Board,

389

in

New York

City.

The
Francis

Responsibilities of Victory

of the responsibilities of victory,
Sisson, vice-president of the

H.

SPEAKING
(Guaranty Trust

of

New

York, says
it is of the greatest importance in working out this
country's problems that there should be the closest
co-operation between the financial, industrial and
agricultural sections of the country, each of which
is

its

Company

dependent upon the others for a large portion of
prosperity, and each in part serving the others.
Air.

Sisson believes that

in

the working out of

our problems, no part of the country will have
the granary of
greater influence than the West
where such a large portion of the nathe world
tion's wealth is created, and whose spirit of enterprise and freedom of thought and action have given
it a vast and proper power in our national affairs.
In this land of far horizons and broad outlook,

at the disposal of
co-operate the formation of big and
influential associations of business men the establishment of a commercial intelligence bureau of
;

world-wide scope; the subsidizing of research bureaus for the benefit of manufacturers the development of the inner arteries of the empire; the
;

lowering of costs of transportation, and the granting of preferential rates to British goods.
"France proposes to lower the costs of produc-

through standardization and modern methods
an improvement in relations between capital and labor
to purchase raw materials, cultivate
new markets, and ship finished products at comtion

;

to effect

;

mon

expense

;

to provide assistance to production

;

to enact liberal legislation in abolishing administrative restrictions to initiate vast public works, such
;

as

sponsibility not only for the future of their own
section, but for the future of the entire country.

tariff; the

the responsibilities

who

;

says Mr. Sisson. lies much of the hope for the
nation's future, and upon its business men. the
leaders of its thought and action, rests a great re-

"When

Government funds

the placing of

producers

railroad extensions, dredging
and harbors, and building a merchant marine.

road-building,

rivers

"Italy's after-war

program

calls for a protective

establishment of credit arrangements for
business
for the liberation of new indusforeign
tries from taxation
for the construction of canals
to convert Rome into a first-class port
for the
;

imposed upon us by

victory shall have been discharged, then," he continued, "and not until then, the United States will

;

;

abolition of taxation

on certain

essential industries,

and on

fulfill its manifest destiny and render the worldwide economic and practical humanitarian service
of which we are so abundantly capable, and to which

capital while it is producing for consular
to
act as the 'economic eyes' of the nation,
agents
and for the co-operation between financial interests

we aspire with the same splendid idealism that led
us into the greatest of all wars.
"The last important responsibility of victory and
of peace to which I would d-irect attention is that
of establishing new relations between the Govern-

and industry.
"Japan is preparing to give Government subsidies; immunity from taxation of certain industries;

ment and business. The critical railroad situation
and other complications have made patent the
necessity for mutual co-operation between these
two vital elements of our economic life. The Government should learn that 'all great offices of state
are occupied with commercial affairs,' and that
'commerce is the greatest of all political interests.'
Great Britain, France, Italy and Japan have evidenced due appreciation of these axioms of statesmanship in their reconstruction programs.
"The peace plans of England, carefully worked
out by the Government in co-operation with the

interests

country's varied interests, include the lowering of
the costs of production of its manufactories; the

speeding up of labor; the cheapening of raw materials

by buying

in

enormous quantities; the

tion of wasteful competition

aboli-

among manufacturers;

guaranteed dividends to certain subsidized industries
Government co-operation with big business
;

;

large

Government appropriations for the

developing of essential industries
trade commissions to

;

the service of

make

detailed investigations
and reports; the services of a commercial intelligence system, and the Japanese Government will
insist that trades build for the future.

"In noting this world-wide trend toward comit is not surprising that the United States
Chamber of Commerce should refer to its members

bination,

for vote proposals to amend the Sherman and
Clayton anti-trust laws. Unless we properly repeal
or amend these statutes, and the La Follette Seamen's Act, we cannot hope to compete successfully
And we should awake to the
for foreign trade.
fact that we have outgrown our home markets, so
that foreign trade on a large scale is absolutely
essential for the continuance of our prosperity."
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A

afforded by the fact that practically all houses now
under construction in these industrial centers are
spoken for long in advance of their completion.

National Apprentice School
of

Design

As a result of a series of meetings held in New
York during the past month, by various societies
and associations interested in the development of
the arts and crafts, there will soon be opened in
New York the first unit of the National ApprenticeThis movement, which is one
School of Design.
to be very strongly commended, and also one that
should receive the support and co-operation of archi-

From Aberdeen. Md.. word
the bureau that "all
tenants

to

also

has

just

reached

houses have been

allotted

soon as
finished, will he occupied."
Similar statements
have come from Ouiney, Mass. The dormitories
;

the

dormitories,

as

erected in the latter city by the housing corporation
are running to their full capacity
about <>25 people
In the restaurants
being accommodated nightly.

an executive committee of which

connected with this project about 2000 meals are
being served to the workers each day.

Magonigle. architect, is
The
Harris, mural painter, is secretary.
committee includes representatives from tin- National Academy, the Architectural
League, tin-

Reports received from the ship equipment project
Hath. Me., indicate that all houses will be filled
as soon as completed.
Sixty-six are now under
root.
The 17(1 houses which have been nearly fin-

American Institute of Architects, and a representafrom the manufacturers directly interested
in the development of American craftsmanship.

ished at

tects,

has taken definite form

appointment of
II. Van
Huron
chairman, and William
in the

Laurel

tion

A teaching staff for the New York school has
been recruited, and as soon as the school can he

at

that

be

thoroughly organized, instruction will begin. The
main subjects to be covered in the curriculum are
furniture, tapestries, textiles, wrought metals and

ornamental

glass.

It

the

schools in other cities,
body, but all under supervision of the national body.
In a statement prepared by Mr. Magonigle. the
chairman of the joint committee, it is set forth
that the three basic principles of
i.
The simultaneous instruction

instruction are

of

students

:

in

craftsmanship and in design. 2. A method of teaching that shall be ruled only by actual practitioners
of the crafts. 3. That design must be based ui>on
historic precedent and not merely upon suggestions

from nature.

It is

further stated that

to accomplish two purposes in the
train designers to know intimately

one

it

is

desired

effort

:

To

by actual work.

the technical processes of the crafts for which
they are designers and to train competent craftstheir own designs and not merely
execute the designs of others.

men who can make

Ind.. will

be in

demand

at

once.

all

ol

these will be taken as soon as they can
for occupancy.

made ready

Urge Building

purpose to establish
each to have its governing

is

Hammond.

Philadelphia 15^ houses are reported this week
as lathed and plastered.
Already it is indicated
In

to

A
a

of

Houses by State

Limit Cost

plan whereby New York State would take up
line of activity
the building of houses
has

new

been outlined by Frank B. Williams to the members
of the housing committee of the State Reconstruction Commission.
Mr. Williams said:
"The state should be authorized to undertake and
empowered to authorize its agencies to undertake,
housing enterprises on a large scale and in all their
branches, in order to realize the resulting gains and

make

the incidental economies essential to adequate
housing at low cost and to the safety of the investments of the state." lie said.
"This would include power to purchase large
tracts by the acre, provide transportation and develop and plan the tracts, imposing proper planning

including simple but adequate zoning

restrictions,

regulations."

Need

for

Housing Workers

Still

Great
In spite of the shift in population which is attending the change back to peace time industry, the need
for housing

accommodations for workers on Gov-

ernment projects continues pressing in many of the
in which the United States Bureau of Industrial Housing and Transportation, Department
of Labor, has undertaken construction.
Proof of

cities

this

need, according to officials of the bureau,

is

Mr. Williams, with others, favored the establishment of a permanent state housing commission or a
similar organization to lay down and enforce the
conditions needed to secure the state from financial
loss.
It was also suggested that the state might
furnish financial aid to enhance the construction of
On this score he said:

much-needed dwellings.

"The
not be

most part at least, should
directly to individuals, but to municicorporations with limited dividends. In

state loans, for the

made

palities and
this way, also, the state

of

391

individual

would secure the advantage
Another
and initiative.

enterprise
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invested in real estate for the especial needs of the Labor
Department. The 4466 acres were secured at a valuation
of $555 an acre and the plotted property was purchased for
16 cents a square foot.

this result would be the
purchase by the state, under proper safeguards, of
the stock of housing corporations, or the guarantee
of its bonds."
Clarence S. Stein, architect, representing the City
Club; Robert D. Kohn, former chief of production
in the housing department of the United States Shipping Board, and Richard S. Childs were among the

method of accomplishing

Building Plans

Show Decided Gain

A

decided upward bound from December,
1918,
to January, 1919, was taken
by building activity in
New York State. The increased expenditures for

1

speakers at the meeting
Lavvson W. Purely, former head of the Department of Taxes and Assessments, declared that as
long as the building costs are high there seems to
be no hope for the erection of suitable buildings to
.

this

as

period,

ments of the

reported by the building departand second-class cities to the

first

State Industrial Commission, amounted to
123 per
The only cities that failed to share in this,

rent for $4 a room or less.
"The erection of such buildings on suitable plans
might well be encouraged by a remission of taxes

cent.

on such buildings for a

reduction of one-third in building cost. This would
nearly compensate for the present increased cost of

50 per cent respectively.
This is the first time there has been a decided
revival in building activities so early in the season,
as this tendency is not usually manifest until late
in March, says a commission statement on the sub-

building."

ject.

rise were Albany,
Troy and Utica, where the
amounts expended for building declined 20, i and

sufficient term of years," he
the tax rate over 2 per cent, the remission of the tax would be at least equivalent to a

"With

said.

The
which

Government May Dispose
Acres of Land

of 5,000

of

Industrial

trial

communities no longer
is

the

same manner
is

larger expenditures for building in January, 1919,.
in January, 1918.
The Boroughs of Manhat-

than

Housing and

Bronx, Queens and Richmond, and
Binghampton. Buffalo, Rochester,
Schenectady, Syracuse and Yonkers reported larger
expenditure in January, 1919, than in December.
tan, Brooklyn,

the

cities

of

Mr. Shannon's

exists.

in which they were bought, and
through the whole-hearted co-operation of the

leading citizens in the places where these properties
are located.
In his report Mr. Shannon says
:

would seem entirely
ings upon such terms of
"It

feasible to dispose of the holdpartial payment and interest as

shall encourage people of modest means to acquire homes
and home sites in the communities where opportunity may
permit them to settle."
Mr. Shannon in his report disclosed some statistics which

are indeed interesting

if

not startling.

He

says that his

commission bought more than 5000 acres of property for
the Labor Department's use in fifty separate communities
in twenty-one states.
Of the 5000 acres 4460 were unplotted.

The

feet.

might

It

plotted area taken contained 16,766,300 square
lie interesting to real estate men to know

Government bought this property cheaply.
report shows that these acres were secured for $870,ooo less than the valuation placed upon the land by conservative experts who held before their minds the needs of
the Government and at the same time the welfare of
property-owning interests. It is estimated that $5,600,000 was

The

$5,645,329,.

that the properties should be disposed of in

that

that the

was

oughs of Brooklyn and Queens and the cities of
Binghamton, Schenectady and Syracuse made

Transportation of the Department of Labor, opportunity to buy well-built, well-planned and attractively placed homes will be given to the public.
Now that the war is over the need for certain indusidea

for January

uary, 1918, 1917 and 1916 were, respectively,
$6,000,000, $12,000,000 and $15,000,000. The Bor-

Congress accepts the suggestion of William
E. Shannon, manager of the Real Estate and Com-

Bureau

amount

9 per cent less than a similar sum reported
in January, 1918.
Building costs reported in Jan-

If

mandeering

total
is

Suggests Cemetery

in

France

Colonel William Boyce Thompson, chairman of
Permanent Memorial National Committee, has announced that one of the suggestionsthe Roosevelt

being considered as one of the memorials to Theodore Roosevelt was that an American National
Cemetery be established in France in Belleau Wood,,
It
called the Wood of the Marine Brigade.
there that the American marines, fighting with
other American troops, turned back the attack of

now

was

the Prussian

Guard regiments

offensive -on July I5th

in the last

German

last.

The suggestion came from Miss Agnes Shufeldt
of Johnson City, N. Y., who suggested that in this
cemetery should be buried all the American soldier
dead whose families wished them to remain where
Not far from the spot sugthey fell in France.
gested Quentin Roosevelt was buried when he
in aerial combat with German aviators.
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fell

Department of Architectural
Engineering

Buckman

Village, Chester, Pa.
if).

G.

Edwin Brumbaugh, Simon &
Houses completed and

1918.

Bassett.

street

Architects.

Photograph taken Dec.

shrubs planted.

Quantity House Production Methods, Construction Branch,

Emergency
of

materials

Fleet Corporation

was

method of sending expeditors
yards and terminals.
usual

in

TRANSPORTATION
charge of Mr. R.

Williams, Supervisor of
Traffic.
Mr. Williams, of San Francisco, was manager of Pacific Coast Traffic for the Erie Railroad
and was loaned to the Emergency Fleet Corporation
D,.

to

do

this

This

A

department

supervised the movement of
material was unloaded so

The

and the cars so released, that the
demurrage charges amounted to" but a few cents
A traffic assistant was placed on each
per car.
project who, in most instances, was an experienced
railroad man.
His duties were to handle the local
problems in conjunction with the main office. The
car
tracing, except locally, was done by telegraph or
It was
found that this
long-distance telephone.
method of tracing and expediting was very sucex]K-ditiously

cessful and avoided the confusion
I

ontinueil from our issue of

February

5.

comprehensive system of daily reports kept the
Department advised, at all times, of the
shipments, location and condition of unloading of
the cars. This greatly facilitated the handling of materials and assisted the Railroad Administration in
Traffic

work.

about 25,000 cars.

to the various

incident to the

by the quick release of
reason no embargoes were
placed on any of the housing projects of the Emergency Fleet Corporation.
Mr. H. G. Coutts, an experienced building constructor, of Chicago, had charge of all the field work
conserving their
the cars

and for

facilities

this

as General Superintendent, tinder whose direction
were the local project superintendents. Working in
close co-operation with Mr. Coutts and in charge of
the construction problems in the
Mr. Robert Glenn of New York.

Absolute co-operation

1919.
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in field

main

and

office,

office

was

work was
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Manitowoc, Wis.

E. F. Miller, Architect.

Dec.

100 houses and
15,

i

dormitory.

Started Aug.

I,

1918; photograph taken

Houses completed.

1918.

and this was successfully maintained. It
the duty of the General Superintendent to see
that the contractor "got on the job" with an efficient

was

"plant,'' such as railroad sidings, temporary
roads and water service, warehouses, offices, bunk-

organization and produced results according to a

houses, commissary, hospital, saw mill, tool house,
stables and time keeping, checking and paying

essential

Master progress chart of project work completed.

the

On

The lower
this chart all of the projects are represented.
heavy horizontal lines show the per cent of total progress
to date. The upper horizontal lines denote the progress of public utilities.
Compiled weekly by Construction Branch.

definite time schedule

;

that he

was instructed

as to

the established procedure and the requirements of
the Construction Branch as to the handling of the

work. This included the lay-out of
preliminary and temporary work commonly called

details of the
all

Progress chart of project material received. On this chart
the material received for one project is noted. Each kind
of material is represented by a heavy horizontal line and
the progress of receipt so noted. Compiled weekly by the
Construction Branch.
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A plot plan is made for each project on which is shown the location of each building and
The utility and street improvement progress is indicated by colors. A circle is placed at
public utility.
each building in which cross-lines or shaded parts indicate the state of progress of each building. These
plans are of uniform size and compiled each week by the Construction Branch.

Project plot plan.

booths.

Definite instructions

were given regarding

office,

the rental of equipment, local purchase of materials,
make-up and salaries of office and field organization,
the receiving, checking and transportation of materials

;

police

and

fire

thus keeping the flow of necessary materials,
and decisions going through steadilv

details, plans

and without interruption.

The General Construction Supervisor, Mr. Glenn,
handled all construction questions in the office and

protection, labor recruiting,

DflllY

gCD
I

1

\

Progress chart of project work completed. On this chart
each branch of work for one
project is indicated and its
progress noted by the heavy horizontal lines. Compiled
weekly by the Construction Branch.

Cost supervisor's daily record, .showing number of men
employed, hours time, kind of work and location, amount
of wages, quantity of work done, amount of work per
hour per man and unit costs.

sub-contracts and reports.
The General Superintendent spent most of his time in the field in close
contact with the
project organizations and the main

was in constant touch with all the projects by means
He
of daily reports, by telegraph and telephone.
saw to it that daily reports from projects were

395
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all requests thereon for plans, deciwere given immediate attention
materials
sions or
the
copy of all letters leaving
proper parties.
by

checked up and

A

Branch passed through his hands
and, in this way, he was in complete touch with
all matters in connection with the field work which
the Construction

JH/ffW9 J&ixe

&CX-,

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT

Branch of Design, Housing Department and I.iullow & I'eabody, Architects. 1.7 houses.
70 apartments and 2 stores in 13 apartment buildings. \Ynrk started Oct. y. 1918; photograph taken Dec.

Xewburgh, X. Y.
I,

means

1918.

of these charts the

main office was able to
and take immediate

detect unsatisfactory progress
steps for its correction.

The

effective co-operation of labor

made

possible

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
The plans, as the fundamental factor of all construction work, must always be effectively handled,
and when such a tremendous volume of work is
under way. it requires an effective organization
The Supervisor
to prevent no delays due to them.
of Plans was Mr. \V. S. Church, architect, of ChiIt
was his duty to take
cago.
charge of and settle all matters pertaining to information between the
Architectural
and
Construction
Branches to receive and distribute
all plans, specifications and details

great speed of operation through the elimination
of red-tape. On March i, 1918, Mr. W. G. Luce,
Chief of Construction, a desk and a chair constiin

Mr. Luce, of Chicago, a general contractor of large experience, proceeded at once to build up an organization to carry
tuted the Construction Branch.

on the work.
Construction

rated and Jan. i. 1919, the buildings constructed would, if placed
against each other, cover entirely a

;

Of

acting as a general bureau of in-

and

formation on

all

matters pertaining

structor

from Chicago, who

the menu of the banquet
of the Division of Housing

Transportation. U.
Dec.
Emergency Fleet.

S.
6,

IQl8.

The enormous amount of detail
work in connection with the office
charge of Mr. d. R. McEldowney.

and water and gas

mains.

From

to architectural requirements.

140 acres, with miles of

streets, sewers,

and

interested parties

all

of

tract

;

keep a complete record of all
changes and see that proper notice
and data concerning them were fur-

to

nished to

Between the time the
Branch was inaugu-

routine

was

in

spondence, applications, service records, data on
personnel, and many other things. This work is of
great importance in a large organization, and must
be effectively done in order to secure harmonious

and prompt operation.
The accomplishment of such vast undertakings in
construction, or any other activity, depends on the

available to

tremendous amount of
cent of the buildings

were started within a week of June
r and
40 per cent within a week of
July

a building contook charge of all corre-

this

work 35 per

i.

1918.

It

can be seen that

no extended period of time was
build up a complete organization before

work began, but the making of the ConstrucBranch organization was, of necessity, done
under stress of high-speed production. Due to Mr.
actual
tion

Luce's long experience with large operations, his
wide acquaintance among architects, contractors,
engineers and labor representatives, together with
his judgment, far-sightedness and executive ability,
made the success of this work possible. The re-

due to complete harmony, from
which came quick decisions and quick action which
sults obtained are

character of the organization directing the work.
As clearly indicated, the local organization on each
project consisted of a superintendent, traffic man,

made

and progress engineer. The lack of large
and complicated organizations in both field and office
made possible that close co-operation which resulted

tures needed to house the construction forces, hos-

cost clerk

The

results possible.

In this way, towns complete to the minutest detail,
were quickly built, including the temporary strucpitals

and commissaries.

Code, the Building Department and the Architect

law should be enacted which is not susIt is equally true
ceptible of enforcement.
that no law should be written based on the hypothe-

designing, and incompetent, with possibly dishonest,
execution on the part of the contractor.
Designing is to-day an exact science, known to

the citizens are too ignorant or dishonest
comply with or enforce it. With special ref-

competent architects and engineers. The competency of architects and engineers is not guaranteed

erence to building codes, it can be said that whatever man can build, its construction can be governed
by a law which can be adequately enforced.
The widespread opinion among American munici-

at the present time owing to totally inadequate restrictions governing the practice of those profes-

NO

sis that

to

pal building departments
ultra-conservative. This

is

that the laws

must be

a tacit acknowledgment
of their inability to properly render the service
that they engage to do by virture of their accepting
their official positions.
Their theory is that the

law must be framed for

is

?

Condition of incompetent

It is true that the tendency is toward reguthe
practice of these professions, but as yet
lating
To safethe results are not of great importance.
guard the public against improper designing, build-

sions.

ing departments have been instituted whose funcit is to check the designs as to their compliance
with the building code and to inspect the work as

tion

it

398

progresses.

In other words, the municipality has
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very properly undertaken to safeguard the public
against the erection of buildings that are unsafe
structurally, inadequate as to fire resistance, and

This

a proper function for a muIn formulating
nicipal government
these codes, however, they are premised on the
unsanitary.

is

to undertake.

assumed

characteristics

of the designer and con-

In doing this they so
tractor, as before stated.
restrict the designing that a real burden of waste is

imposed on those

who

invest in buildings.

A railroad company is not amenable to law in
regard to the bridges that they erect, in so far as tinstructural design is concerned.
Their designs are
and most economical that they can produce.
The shop and field inspection is carefully and accuTheir work is made to conform to
rately made.
the best

the application and
plans bore the name of a civil
The testimony also disclosed the fact
engineer.
that he was unable to
the static

compute

m

a container of this kind.
found that

pressure

The honorable court

:

"The

chief blame rests upon the
This
public itself.
accident has oust more in material
alone
damage
than all the supposed economies in the
building department.
Laws are cheap of passage, costly of enforcement.
They
do not execute themselves. A
law
single

good
poorly administered
worse than a poor law well administered. A"
public, which,
with one eye on its tax rate,
provides itself with an administrative equipment 50 per cent ()ualilied, has no
right
to complain that it does not
get a 100 per cent product.
and so long as it accepts political influence as the
is

equivof scientific attainment in positions which demand
such attainment in a high degree, so
long it must expect
breakdowns in its machinery."
alent

the

requirement that the structure shall be safe
for the public and for themselves.
They do take
the benefit of all of the advantages of scientific
progress in design and
manufacturing because they only
render an accounting to themselves rather than to
municipal governments.
The construction of buildings is not entirely analagous to the work of the railroads. The motive
of the railroad is safety with economy. The motive
of many owners of buildings is,
unfortunately, too
often that of revenue based on the least
possible
cost.
In striving to attain this objective
they resort
to employing architects and
engineers who compete for their

work on

the basis of cheapness of
demands of

building construction regardless of the
safe construction. Until this condition

by raising the standard of
practice of architecture

must depend on the
ment for protection.

all

is

overcome

those engaged

in

"It is n.i part of the business of this
court to find a
scape-goat to order for an indifferent or niggardly public
on the demand of the inevitable
prophet after the event.
he only assignable crime involved is
manslaughter.
through negligence.
Ktit error of judgment is not
negligence. and if the public is content to buy a mere draftsman
tor a position demanding a
of
high degree
technical training and skill, it can hardly complain that he is
negligent in
not exercising a skill which he
confessedly does not have.
and in view ot his compensation cannot be
expected to
have."
1

"The men who

failed are entitled to be

judged

to theii

lights."

"In short, these steel plans passed
through a department
created for the primary purpose of
safeguarding life, with
out any checking up ot" the all-essential matter of
structural
So far as that department is concerned the
sufficiency.
plans licensed themselves."

tin-

and engineering the public

ability of the building depart-

The

large majority of owners, except in somelocalities, desire safe and permanent structures, and

aim

to employ competent
At the same
designers.
time they have a perfect right to take
advantage of

"The only excuses offered were extreme rush of busiin an undermanned department, which is
probably
true, and that such a tank was not a building or structure
within the meaning of this law. The latter
plea will hardly
ness

serve, considering that the department in fact took
jurisdiction.
Hut
am clear that the tank was a structure
within both the letter and the spirit of the law. In
justice to
the present department it should be
in mind that this
I

kept

occurred

in

1915.''

developments properly incorporated in defabrication of materials and thoroughly good construction. No law should deny such
rights, for such denial, through ultra-conservative

Fortunately, tin- conditions found by the honorable court do not obtain, as a rule, in American

code regulations, is simple confiscation of
property
through the waste of labor and materials.
This situation can be improved.

proposition is found in the first quoted paragraph.
To enforce a highly technical law requires honest
and technically trained brains, and brains cost

scientific

sign,

first-class

The

is charged to the
public in some inThis is notably a result of a recent occurrence in Boston.
The disastrous collapse of a
-'..}~9,ooo-gal. molasses tank, which resulted in four-

fault

stances.

teen persons
losing their lives, sixty persons injured, and a very large adjacent property damage,
caused Judge Bolster to so
In
place the blame.
this

investigation it appeared that the building department engineer approved the plans for the reason
that the plans were assumed to be
adequate because
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municipal building departments in the measure that
they obtained in this case. The keynote of the whole

money.

"Laws do not execute themselves,"

but they

and require building department.'-,
to administer them.
"A good law poorly administered is worse than a poor law well administered.''
This is true. THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT, however,
has always contended that we should have yood /aio
7ir// administered, and that it is
entirely within the
of
the
American
ability
people to accomplish this
are

necessary,

It defines "good laws" to be those whic''
permit the use of the higher fiber stresses that ha\

thing.

i

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
been proved to be safe in connection with proper
design and high-grade construction, the elimination
of useless requirements that are the heritage of former and existing laws, precedents accepted "as is."
THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT has recently published
articles by Mr. \\". Stuart Tail advocating the
increase in fiber stresses in reinforced-concrete work

work, and I feel that a great deal would be accomplished in the way of successful construction if
such a policy were followed out in all large cities.

The results obtained under these provisions have
been quite satisfactory, and architects, contractors
and owners have come to appreciate the value of
this work, and we very seldom have any complaint
on the basis of added expense on this account.
We have had a number of concrete tests made
(

and changes

in

methods of computation,

all

tending
to lessen the cost of construction without loss of
structural safety. He proposed a method of supervising the design of such work, providing an elastic

scheme of administration, which is really necessitated by the rapid advances in engineering knowledge, especially in relation to reinforced-concrete

Our present inelastic regulations tax
the building industry during periods of the several
years required to alter a building code and keep it
construction.

abreast of scientific developments adequately demonstrated.

Considering the administering of a law controlling the use of reinforced-concrete construction, it
is well to take cognizance of the Cleveland method.

From
SEC.

the Cleveland code

173-11.

we quote

:

SPECIAL INSPECTOR ON CONCRETE

CONSTRUCTION
(a) When reinforced concrete is used in construction,
the owner shall provide a special inspector, who shall be
satisfactory at all times to the Inspector of Buildings, and
who shall be on the work continually during the mixing
and placing of concrete and steel and the removal of forms.
Such special inspector shall make daily written reports to
the Inspector of Buildings on the progress of the work.
Before placing concrete, the owner or contractor shall
notify in writing the Inspector of Buildings the time at
which he intends to begin the placing of concrete.
(b) Before the reinforced concrete work is started the
owner shall name in writing the special inspector, who
shall pass such examination as may be required by the
Inspector of Buildings to determine his competency.
(c) When reinforced concrete is used in construction.
the owner shall provide for and have made such tests and
inspection of cement, inerts and steel as is required by the

Inspector of Buildings.

The City of Cleveland also provides inspectors
of concrete work, whose duty it is to see that the

during the past year ( 1918), the samples being taken
from concrete being placed in the field, and in most
cases these tests have shown a concrete better than
2000 Ib. per square inch in compression, the poorest
samples obtained showing a very wet concrete
with a very material reduction in strength, appar-

on this account.
and contractors

ently

neers

I

believe that both engi-

are

beginning

to

real-

regulation of the amount of water
used in concrete is quite as essential as the amount
of the other materials."
that

ize

Thus

the

the very admirable Division of Buildings

in the city of Cleveland has taken a step in

advance
toward the proper administration of building laws,
and has shown one method of enforcing good laws.
Undoubtedly, Mr. Cunningham can, as a result of
his experience, suggest other methods for increasing the efficiency of municipal building departments.
The desirable things, good laws well administered,

have a tremendous influence on the prosperity of
every community, and they must be brought about.
The architect, engineer and contractor are vitally
interested, as these laws regulate the conduct of their
business.
This being true, they should be the controlling factor in the writing and administering of
them.
If they do not assume this control, either

individually or through their professional organizathey have failed in their duty to themselves

tions,

and to the public, and the public must look for relief
from other sources.
The revival and maintenance of the building industry
tions,

is

adversely affected by the present condiis the time to act.
This necessitates

and now

Mr. E. W. Cunningham, Commissioner
of Building, city of Cleveland, writes
"In this particular instance it may be of advantage to know that Cleveland has successfully car-

engineer and contractor, the
should make every possible
effort to completely function as a professional and
business man and as a true citizen. This involves
political action and contact with politics, but without assuming these conditions any effort will fail,

ried out the policy of special inspection for concrete

as

special inspectors, provided as above described, perform their work in a proper manner. In reference

to this work,

:

that

the

realtor
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it

architect,

and

should.

investor,

Industrial Information
In this Department there

is

published each week information as to the development of materials and
methods, derived from reliable sources.
It is also used in offices,
be tightly closed.
small theaters, restaurants, toilet rooms, etc., to aid
in the general purification of the air and counteract the effects of tobacco smoke and body odors.

may

Portable Ozonators
In a leaflet

printed

for

the

Sprague Electric

\Yorks, 527 West Thirty-fourth Street, New York,
a summary of the value of ozone in the mainte-

The L'niversal lias four times the ozone capacity
of the household type, and may be used in large
offices, cold storage rooms, factories, hospitals and
moving picture houses for similar purposes.

nance of fresh, breathable, odorless air is set down.
The main source of physical discomfort existing
in the air are excessive heat, moisture and unpleasant odors.
Engineers have given considerable attention to the first two factors, and the heat and
moisture of rooms may now accordingly be controlled

by suitable methods of heating and

Atwood Vacuum Cleaner

venti(Juile apart from the appeal that the "nothingin a vacuum cleaner is a power to be counted

lating.

ness"

Although the subject of objectionable odors has
been somewhat minimized, it is also one of imporWhile the presence of such odors is not
tance.
necessarily nor even generally indicative of poison
in

the

air,

its

result

is

to

restrain

the

on for active service, the conservation of energy
resulting from its use is something to be reckoned
with in any household.
Having placed on the market a vacuum cleaner
(if wide adaptability and effectiveness in perform-

normal

breathing and tend to lessen physical vitality and
These odors may be caused by cooking,
efficiency.
Ventrade
smoking,
processes or uncleanliness.

ing

may

known

formed from the oxygen of the
an electrical discharge, and
through
passes

contact.

as

it

is

It is

its

oilers.
large and automatically lubricated by ring
Oil reservoirs are generous in size and fitted with
hinged plates. Motor and exhauster are

dustproof

cast-iron base, giving the maA valuable feature is the
chine a solid foundation.
fact that the vacuum is under control. The Atwood
Automatic Unloading Valve is set and locked at the

mounted on a heavy

In buildings where for any reason a ventilating
system cannot be installed, Portable Ozonators
may be employed. These ozonators are provided
with fans which by keeping the air in motion insure a thorough distribution of the ozone produced.
Portable Ozonators are built by the Sprague Elec-

two sizes, the Household and the
Universal.
These are practically identical except
as to capacity.
These ozonators are approved by
the National Board of Fire Underwriters.
The
Household Ozonator is used mainly in the home
for destroying kitchen and other household odors.
This type

Atwood Vacuum Machine Co.,
to tell why and how

proceeded

maintains the belt at correct tension. The belt may
be instantly removed and the motor used for any
All shaft bearings are unusually
other machine.

tained.

Works

lias

chine has an endless belt drive. An Atwood (iravity
Idler is incorporated in each machine and always

air

presence is often noticed after a severe thunder
storm, this being one of nature's ways of purifyIn practical work, the elecing the atmosphere.
trical discharge is produced between two concentric tubes, between which a flow of air is main-

tric

111.,

obtained by the use of a large, slow-speed pump
rather than a small, high-speed one-.
Any form
electric
motor,
this
machine
run
will
of power
This
maother
available.
or
any
gasoline engine

to be a form of oxygen which
as rapidly to oxidize or
unstable
is so extremely
burn up any organic matter with which it comes in

Ozone

functions, the

Ik-rein it is stated
in a catalog recently received.
that the Atwood is of great durability and operates
These qualities are
with the least possible noise.

considerably assist in reducing annoyance and depression by diluting these odors with
fresh air, but their complete removal may best l>e
accomplished by other means.
tilation

its

Kockford,

in

air
is
especially suited to keeping the
fresh during the winter when windows and doors

factory to operate at the
valve is so designed as to
the cleaner is started or
closed, but instantly brings

correct vacuum.

run with

This

motor when

relieve the

all

the inlets

the machine to full ca-

Tools cover
is put in use.
pacity as soon as any tool
a wide variety for all the general and specific needs.
The average vacuum cleaning system is called
upon to do a varied work. It is put on heavy rugs
which require relatively high vacuum and small volume of air, and also on bare floors and walls where
the conditions are reversed. The Atwood type of ex-
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hauster automatically makes possible these nice comVarious sizes are made providing for
the whole range of buildings, from small bungalows
binations.

to large hotels

Ja-Nar' is fully guaranteed as to workmanship,
material and operation. The Fulton
Company will
send further details upon request.

and public buildings.

Fires

The

Ja-Nar'

To

be able to conceal the usually unsightly radiator and at the same time automatically regulate
the warmth of the room to an even and constant

temperature is the twofold function of the Ja-Xar'.
The Fulton Company, Knoxville, Term., issues a
booklet on this subject of more than usual interest.

From the description
much to commend it.

presented, the Ja-Nar' has
is the element

First, there

A room constantly too
comfort and health.
hot or too cold cannot be comfortable. A room that
is spasmodically hot and then cold is still worse.
The repeated necessity for opening and closing the
of

window

or

regulating the valve of

the

radiator

dissipates the comfort of a restful evening.

Ja-Xar'.
venience.

we

are told, does

away with

The

this incon-

It brings two kinds of comforts: the
of always having the desired temcomfort
physical
the
and the mental ease of knowin
room,
perature

ing

it

To

in

advance.

the exposed radiator has always
been disconcerting.
\Yhen, with the comfort assured by the Fulton Company, there may be had
a distinct addition to the artistic aspect of the
room, one is justified in seeking acquaintance with
a cabinet which achieves these desired results.
architects

"Clay Products for Building Construction" is the
of a booklet printed by the Sewer Pipe Manufacturers' Association, Akron, Ohio.
The recommendations for the safe and sanitary construction
of buildings made therein are founded on statistics
title

compiled as the result of investigations of losses
caused by unsafe and unsanitary construction of
various types of buildings. These recommendations

embrace the suggestions of architects, health officers, fire engineers, city building commissioners and
others with related interests.
Buildings are no longer constructed where the
use of inferior materials is sanctioned for the sake
of restricting costs.
Societies are being formed
to instil the need of safe and sanitary
construction in the minds of the public. This education, valuable as it is, must be followed by action.

everywhere

It will

not do tacitly to admit the importance of a

certain policy only to pursue one diametrically opposed.
\Yhat is called "the wooden-house habit" is traced

from

its earliest

relation

to

fire

part of the flue

under way
for proper

is

emphatically disclosed. The necessity
cannot be overlooked.

terial

books and statuary, and conanother decorative touch to the intimacy
and personality of the room.

structure of the

;

place

for

flowers,

tributes

The working

of the Ja-Xar' is extremely simple.
requires no change of a single dein the heating system
no connections of pipes

Its installation
tail

;

or tearing up of floors are required.

The thing

and known principles. It operates
without any outside interference, and conserves

works on

tried

fuel in the process.

development in this booklet, and its
hazard is clearly set forth.
The
in spreading or limiting a fire once

flue construction

The Ja-Nar' is a piece of furniture which fits
over the radiator, and is finished to match mahogany, oak, walnut and white or tinted enamel.
It makes, it is claimed, a better use of the heat
than the naked radiator it prevents the streaky,
faded spots on the wall above, and the warping of
woodwork around
it
provides an appropriate
;

and Flues

perhaps, generally appreciated that the
expenditure of only a few dollars will permit of
lining chimneys and flues with a fire-resisting maIt is not,

which will prevent the collection of soot and
reduce the danger of fires from sparks that will,
further, prevent gases, sulphur, etc., from disintegrating the mortar in the chimney, dissolving out
the lime, making it crumbly, and weakening the
;

flue.

reasonable to believe that if the building
public would more carefully scan the facts governing the origin of fires, many unsafe construction customs, notably that of leaving a chimney unlined.
would be abandoned, not from compulsory legislaIt

is

tion, but

from

choice.

Architects might well follow their impulse to senc'
for this booklet and trace the matter to its source
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Iron makes
of

appeal to the

its

America

in

the

way

of

enameled refrigerators, stoves, tablekitchen prodtops, and other enameled
ucts.

a pleasure to feel we have a part
in bringing- about this great "Enamel
Age" for the American kitchen. Our
message to the home makers of the land
It is

that they can expect the best products
when they know the enameling is done
on a pure Armco Iron base.
is

evenness
occluded gases,

and

Its

spots,

seams,

from

freedom
scars,

cracks,

pin-holes and other defects are

what make possible the polished perfection of Armco Iron Enameled Products.
They don't show ugly spots or rough
places.

Many leading manufacturers
using Armco Iron exclusively for

are
all

the manufacture of
their kitchen cabinets, stoves and table

enameled parts

in

tops.
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Architecture and Engineering
B\ THOMAS CRANK YOUNC
preference given by the United States
to the engineer and contractor
over the architect in the conduct of building

Government

THE

operations for

war was perhaps

natural, considering

the necessity for haste and the fact that the army
officials in charge of the preliminary organization

were themselves primarily engineers. It must be
admitted that in regard to rapid construction surprising results were obtained, although without the
usual

for

necessity

any

consideration

of

cost.

Whether architects could have done better or as
well must always remain an open question in the
absence of a comparative test under like conditions.
unfortunately, some ground for the criticism that the architectural profession has not kept
-pace with modern business developments and has

There

is,

given an unwise prominence to that portion of the
business of building which has been designated by
the critics as "Art."

The American Institute of Architects remains
today practically
ago,

were

as

organized about

fifty

years

when

living conditions and business methods
as different from the present as day and night.

inflexiblestill attempts to govern through an
Code -of Ethics based upon archaic practices which
are unworkable today, and, consequently, seldom
It

closely followed.

The modern
to buildings
fifteen

tion

is

is

practice of engineering as applied
largely a development of the last

or twenty years, and its national associaorganized on a more liberal basis. Broadly

speaking,

it

is

governed from the bottom up and,
and more in harmony with

architect.

All, or nearly all, of these specialties are
necessary to any building operation of magnitude
and their work must be incorporated in the general
architectural plans.
It is small wonder then that
tlie owner should
question the constructive ability
of the architect and consider himself
to im-

subject
position through the multiplication of fees.
If the
owner deals with each specialist separately he is
subject to an added inconvenience and the architect
loses a part of the control which he should
properly

The same may be said for continuous superintendence which also is excluded by
the code from the service
properly performed

exercise himself.

by
expense for professional
services often amounts to a considerable sum and
forms a part of the cost of the building which must

The

the architect.

total

be provided for.
It is unbusinesslike to leave the
matter in doubt.
To avoid explanation and perhaps a disagreeable
argument with an owner, or the alternative of paying for this technical advice from his own pocket,
some cases seeks to cover the matter
up by inserting a clause in his specifications requirthe architect in

ing the contractor to include

his proposal an
but
purpose,
disguised as
for
or
some
similar exshop drawings'"
"payment
To say the least, it is an unbusinesslike
pedient.
shifting on to the owner or contractor of responsibility which should properly be assumed by the

amount

architect.
tects

in

sufficient for the

The

frankly to

worse abuses.

disinclination on the part of archiface the situation has led to still

In

some cases manufacturers of

therefore, democratic
the times.

building material offer to supply engineering service
gratis, provided their material is specified or pur-

The regulations established by the Institute are
largely responsible for any misunderstandings re-

chased.

is,

yarding the position of the engineer in relation to
The Schedule of Charges states that the
architect is to be reimbursed for "the costs of the
building.

services

of

heating,

ventilating,

mechanical

and

a
wording
engineers.
Although
recent modification, the code still implies as general
custom permits, the separation of these engineering
electrical

activities

this

from the services

to be

is

performed by the

Cofyrighl, 1919,

Of course, the cost is added to the manufacturer's price, but the service so obtained is not
It is, of course, proper that
likely to be the best.

the

owner should pay

and

for any necessary technical

certainly would be more dignified
businesslike for it all to be included in the

services, but

architect's

it

fee,

which should be correspondingly

increased.

There are always two
but

The Architectural

it is

difficult to

fr Building Preis

sides to

any controversy,

formulate a defense until a

(Inc.)

criti-

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
cism has been expressed in concrete form. Something of this sort appears in the Journal of the Institute for November, 1918, in an article by V. A.
Matteson, of the Construction Division of the
a part of which we quote
a sort of process of disintegration, various

Army,
"By
fields

:

of endeavor have been started in the past

half-century which we have been responsible for
saying were not architecture but engineering in

The result is that the term "engineermultitude of activities, but the term
covers
a
ing"
"architecture," which should be the broader term,
It has
has been confined to very narrow limits.
some form.

been decreed by ourselves that, in order to be architecture at all, our work must have some claim to
Science has been used in
relationship with "art."
connection with the work of the Construction
Division, but not much, if any, of what is commonly
called "Art" (with a capital A). Therefore, by our

by the limitations we have ourselves
set, by public opinion which we have molded, and
by our own narrow conception of what a "master
builder" should be, architects, according to popular
definition, have not been of much service to the
Construction Division, as compared with those who

own

definition,

commonly called engineers. On the other hand,
we consider that any man who has knowledge of

are
if

the

art

and science of building, and puts that

knowledge to
master builder,

practical,

professional

service

as a

manner as to satisfy the financial requirements of
the owner, the physical needs of the tenant and the
aesthetic sense of the
community.
a

The

training of the architect usually includes a
study of the fundamental principles of engineering,
but it is true that he is not often an
expert in the
sense applied to the engineer, nor is this
necessary.
It must be remembered that there are often
eight
or nine distinct phases of
engineering necessary in

modern buildings

of any magnitude, each of which

a

requires
preparatory period of four years to
qualify as an expert, and experts in one branch are
seldom similarly qualified in another.
It would
manifestly be impossible for any one man, either
architect or engineer, to qualify as an
expert in all
branches during the span of a single life. Besides

a certain knowledge of
engineering an architect
must have a working familiarity with a dozen or
two of the building and industrial trades, to say
If
nothing of decorative painting and sculpture.
not a universal expert himself, he can co-operate
with other specialists, and this co-ordination of
effort

is

absolutely

necessary

in

the

modern building

operations, whether
direction of the engineer or architect.

conduct of

under the

If by the
necessary himself to depend
in equal degree upon the assistance of
experts in
other lines of work.
Engineering has a better standing as a profession because it has established a definite standard

former, he will find

it

an architect, then we may say that
the Construction Division is almost entirely composed of the most able architects that the world

of education for those

has produced.''
This appears to be a fair indication of the attitude

the great diversity of information he must acquire,
but a similar definite standard of education must

main

be required before architecture can be maintained
as a profession at all.
Facts brought out by the
war have, however, caused an almost universal
doubt as to the efficacy of present methods of

of

is

Government

officials

and coincides

in the

with similar views heard in conversation and expressed in certain writings appearing in engineering
publications not now at hand from which to quote.

Aside from the assumption of the role of "artist"'
"master builder" the gist of the accusations against the architect is that he is often vision-

in place of

and incompetent to design in
whatever work of engineering is required in
his building. These faults are frequent enough, but
neither architects nor engineers are always perfect.
ary, unbusinesslike,
detail

more

difficult to

do

who

practice

it.

It is

this for the architect,

much

owing

to

many other branches of human endeavor as well, and probably much study and effort
will be necessary before our educational institutions
can be made properly to fulfill the requirements of
education in

modern life.
At the present time
whether military or

the education of the engineer,
includes no study of the

civil,

Our critics lose sight of the fact that in laying out
the general plans, the architect provides for and
solves the main features of each engineering prob-

aesthetics of construction, and this probably accounts for the extreme ugliness of most structures
purely utilitarian in character and especially of most

lem involved

of
other parts of the construction for

buildings designed by engineers.
It has recently become fashionable to minimize

subsequent elaboration.
It is his function to incorporate with his own
work that of each of the various technical experts

the value of the aesthetic element in a structure and
the
yet at the present time the whole world bewails

these and

in construction, leaving the details

many

so that in the completed building the parts which
each provides will fit in and work together as the
parts of a single machine.

He

must do

this in such

destruction of thousands of buildings throughout
Europe because of the loss of their acknowledged
which has for long been a prolific source of

beauty

income to the countries possessing them.
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and ornament are not synonymous terms
by any
means, though frequently so misused. Nor does the

attained world-wide eminence
during this period, is
a claim which borders somewhat on the ridiculous.

element of beauty in a structure bear
any special
relation to cost.
But when it does exist, it appears
as the result of the exercise of some mental
quality
which, for the want of a better term, may be designated as skill, or may be what is meant by "Art."
At the close of the Civil War, as now, the engi-

After

and degree of
in

J.

military achievement of our nation in
war has been far reaching. It has

War of IndepenThis revelation of real
reappeared.
humanity in the nation once upon a time known as
"the nation of business'' is fraught with consequences.
might inquire how should we stand
was the heroes of the

It

who

We

a world

investigation about

our achievements

I leave it to others to
other than military.
speak for agriculture, industry and commerce, contenting myself with an analysis of American endeavor in the architectural field and from the

standpoint. That field is vast and ought to
be subdivided into at least three big parts: industrial, commercial, and civil architecture.
artistic

About twelve years ago,

a conversation with
a friend, I expressed the opinion that one of the
great problems we had to solve was the industrial
in

Greek genius were still at
work, the goddesses Electricity, Steam, etc., would
be glorified in the beautiful and powerful temples
plant, feeling that if the

of labor.
terialize.

Today
If

this

dream

is

in

YAKUN
for the last decade there are great surprises
The I.arkin plant in Buffalo, the

store for you.

Sears-Roebuck plant in Chicago, and many others
of similar type would show you what tremendous
strides we have made along this line.
Things are
more
an
air
of
human,
looking
courtesy is pervadArchitects and
ing the organizations all through.
owners have vied with each other in the attainment
of an ideal and have succeeded. \\ e may be proud

of their success, because upon it is based that of the
( )ur
business men have come to
whole nation.
understand that it pays to shed beauty over an inIn the long run it is repaid by
dustrial structure.
the superior quality of the product
tion of labor turnover.

In the labor housing, which
lateral

great,

is

and the reduc-

an industrial col-

question, the improvements have also been
especially since the Government took the

matter up. We have understood that a good man
needs to be well housed. The foundation of a nation has to be well seated, well cared for, if it has
to be relied on for the support of the whole strucLet us hope that what we have achieved
ture.
along this line is only a start, a beautiful one, full
of hope for the future, to the advantage of the
laboring class and to the credit of the Government.
It would require several articles to put in its true
light

our

civic architecture.

Suffice

it

to say that

we

are in the ascendancy.

beginning to ma-

you have never ventured out of your

of peace yet to be solved.

American Architecture

ollice

in

fields

new problems

in

this great

dence

Co-operation must be the key word for building
the future, and whether this may best be obtained

the

Analyzing the Development

garb.

skill.

through organization as had in the past, or in modified form, perhaps in larger units combining and exercising under one head all of the functions necessary to building, from finance to labor, is one of

nations. That this work should be attributed to the
engineer rather than to the architect, many of whom

revealed our country to the world at large,
and where we were thought of as a conglomeration
of materialists, we have suddenly shown that we
were as truly idealistic as any older nation. Our
devotion to the highest ideals was sealed by the
death of thousands of our best men on the Altar
of Liberty.
When our forces at Chateau-Thierry
opposed an iron wall to the foe, it was in a new

over the

and engineering.

without the co-operation of the manufacturer, the
contractor, and not least, of labor, each contributing
to the finished product in his own manner of work

twenty-five years, partly due to the
workings of the "Tarsney Act." saw an enormous
improvement in American architecture until it
equalled perhaps the product of any of the modern

THE

futile to dispute

functions exercised by each are necessary in
any construction and neither can obtain results

The next

By DAVID

seems rather

The

neer was in the ascendency, and for the ten years
following, national architecture as to merit was at
its lowest stage since the inception of our
govern-

ment.

all it

relative importance of architecture

Commercially we have had to cope with our
American problem, and this is the sky-

typically
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How

interesting is the history of the deof
this
class of building!
At the time
velopment
of its birth the skyscraper was surely not intended
for a parading feature along our thoroughfares, but
scraper.

as a necessity dictated by the imperious demands
of the rapidly developing business in our congested

Room

was growing
scarce and rent ran high.
There was only one
logical solution at a time when locomotion was not
so easy as to-day, and that was the superimposition
of a new city over the old. Buildings were doubled
and trebled in height. The strides, as far as enThere was
gineering was concerned, were huge.
cities.

in the

business centers

no

limit to the possibilities offered by the steel
frame. But the men of the architectural profession
were taken aback. It was all so sudden that the

which offered

solution

first

itself

was the actual

multiplication of elements: if an office building was
to be three or four times higher than usual, then
the basements must be accentuated three or four

times and three orders would in turn superimpose
each other, etc.
In other examples, three or four

tion of such difficulty that the ingenuity of the deBut the matter, thank
signer was to be taxed.

heaven, was comparatively easy, owing to the multiplicity of orders, of borrowed styles, of an infinite
variety of materials, etc.

There were some who did not grasp at once the
"high" significance of such combinations.
Well,
a more learned friend explained the matter in a
The base, which usually
very simple manner.
reached the height of the heretofore six-floor building, was kept elaborate because people walking in
the street could see the ornaments without difficulty.
The shaft was barren, precisely because you could
not try to see any detail without getting a sprained
neck; as to the gorgeous decorations of the top,
they were reserved by the kindly artist for those
who looked on the new Babylon from across the
river or a few miles off.
They were to greet the
newcomers to our shores.
But, somehow, this mechanical, camouflaged soand could not take hold of all archi-

lution did not

This sort of dress or veneer applied without
reason on the most interesting
achievements of the builder-engineer was something
tects.

regular six-fl-oor-bigh buildings climbed upon each
other with remarkable nimbleness. They made you

any

think of very skillful acrobats.
Meanwhile cultured people began to take the matter to heart.
Our schools of architecture were just

decidedly wrong.

beginning to bloom. As classic architecture began
with worshipping Vignola, the latter's book was
taxed for the solution of this most modern of all

One

problems.

solution

if

not

the

best

was

which took hold of all the mechanically
inclined minds: the same divisions of the classic
order, base, shaft, and entablature, were to find
offered,

their counterpart in the design of the new
type of
Soon there were to be seen elabo-

office building.

whose height was determined by the forthen practically barren shafts, and, at the
height prescribed by the teachings of Vignola, came
another elaborate part corresponding to the entabla-

rate bases

mula

ture.
fire

:

The easy
from coast

All these

new

so-called solution spread like wildand from North to South.

to coast

"meant business."
these giants were mere masks.

structures

Now, at best,
They could not stand the slightest test of rationalism. What relation was there between the
appearance and the reality?

None.

portals adorned the entrance,
that they ushered you to

Huge columns and
and you supposed

equally important quarters.
Great was to be your disappointment. For the inside had nothing to do with the front. In
fact, one

man

studied the equipment of the
building, its plan,
and another, possibly ignoring all the requirements of the program, took care of the front, the
main part of the study of which was to conform to
the formula and yet make it different from that of
a neighboring giant building. It was for the solu-

plausible

As

to the theory of its

proposed

There was no
solution, it was altogether false.
relation of organ to function in its subdivisions, as
in those of the orders.
Here the base spreads out
in

order to carry the upper weight on a wider area,
forth. The cap spreads also in order to re-

and so

lieve the stress of the architrave as far as possible.
Hence there is in the order that peculiar charm

which accompanies

truth.

Meanwhile the best minds of the country were
at work trying to live up to the very definition of
art which must be a combination of service, truth
and beauty. Observing everything in nature, following in this the very same methods of old, they
found there must be on the outside at least a sugOnce more those judicious
gestion of the inside.
minds contrived to make architecture abide by the
simple definition beautiful construction, whereas
has been heretofore an effort to the contrary,
How could they
"beauty made constructible."
reach a solution? Here is where the survey of our
achievements becomes very interesting, the more
it

so that the next proposed solution is very rational
and thereby points to a change brought or to be

brought into methods of teaching

in all

our schools.

The

successful architect started by analyzing the
skeleton
proposed by the engineer, and he saw
very
at once that the one important element in it was the

etc.,
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pier, whose office it is to carry down to the rock
the weight with which succeeding floors loaded
In such a system no wall supports itself, but

weight

is

all
it.

its

shifted on every floor on the pier. Hence
must needs become the dominant

the latter element

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
This is what our architects grasped at once
one.
and affirmed with the utmost conviction on their
work. They had the courage to do away with the
obsolete formula teachings and assert their new

be beautifully representative of the present tendencies of the masses and not only of the few
versed in the finenesses of the Iliad and the Odys-

symbolic principle that the vertical points
which is good enough teaching up to a

called

For the

latter our museums will always supfor
their want.
But the man behind the
ply plenty
plough, or even behind the desk, needs an art which
breathes in the same atmosphere as he does.
As
the common people in the Middle Ages found in
sey.

be full of life.
The
proved
conception.
metallic pier was accentuated outwardly without
any fear and without desire to abide by any soto

It

or gargoyle

to heaven,

every

Verticality emphasizes gravity, and it
is therefore a good enough item to be accentuated.
No longer the
It is service and truth combined.
acrobatic climbing up of one building on the top
of another, no matter how great the respective merit

them of their folk-lore or an expression of their
creeds and legends, so we ought to foster an art
which would be comprehensible to the street cleaner

of each be, but the vertical pier dares to defy the
very clouds. This is what gave us buildings of the

academic beads with regard to the teachings of
poetry and life to make these things possible.
Opportunity is now rapping at our door. As a
result of our great military victory, which helped
make the world safe for democracy, this country is
contemplating the erection of hundreds of liberty
The
memorials, Temples of Liberty, as it were.
whole nation is already keenly interested in the
\Ve may expect the co-operation of
proposition.
all the enthusiastic citizens.
This is the surest
warrant of the coming of a new era in art. The
Greeks and the Middle Ages gave us such examples
of national enthusiasm, and this is precisely the

certain age.

Woolworth type. That there are some mediaeval
them is due to the purpose of conciliating
to some extent the new creations with the spirit of
details in

tradition

which for centuries has associated Gothic

with any comparatively

tall

structure.

The

first

step in the right direction, and the most difficult, is
made. More power to the daring minds who undertook to open new possibilities
!

Our commercial

structures

begin to be useful

and truthful, and to some extent beautiful. The
That is
question is to make them altogether so.
the next step.
While comparatively easier, it enWe may pride ourtails some academic reforms.
selves on having the richest and most costly museums in the world. They will help us immensely
in our endeavor.
But they should serve us only
as an inspiration if we wish to create not necesArt is
sarily an American art but any art at all.
not created with models, but with a keen appreciation of life itself, of its poetry, the appreciation
of the contemporary events, as well as the aspiraif our desire were to
form of polytheism then we
should with all freedom let run on our friezes all
the themes of Greek and Roman mythology.
It
would prove our consistency. But as we profess to
have altogether a different creed, what can such
ornaments as an ox skull beautifully adorned with

Now,

tions of the nation.

revert to the absolute

garlands

mean

to the

man

in the street?

It

is,

in-

pinnacle

something reminding

as well as to the college graduate.
It requires merely a change in the attitude of our

reason for their being able to hand down to us
works of art on which we can see the image of their
very lives. If we are to succeed and we must
it will not be on account of our using this or that
style, borrowed from this or that period, but simply
because we will have developed more poetry we
will have learned better to appreciate the events of
our own time. The symbols we are to use will be
;

representative of our modern aspirations and activiHumanity of today does not have to blush

ties.

before

its

ancestors.

The democratizing of

the

as worthy a reality as was poetic
The
or romantic any Herculean deed or myth.
laws of creation are still at work in our midst, but
their expression is not quite adequate.

whole planet

is

That teaching I deem to be a failure which does
not kindle a sacred fire in the bosom of our youth,
a desire to feel before Nature and the scenes of the
life the same feelings as the poets who put
Art is an expression.
into verse for them.

But as we are anxious to
revive the very principle which guided the ancients
in their
expressions we shall find in our modern
life enough material and
symbols to give our creations an expressive beauty.
The church is right

everyday

when

dation of society, at school. In the proportion of
our making the methods of teaching more imbued
with admiration for modern life, and heaving with

deed,

"Greek"

it

to him.

commends

the praying in the current lan-

guage, which one understands, no matter how fine
a Latin word
may sound. To be a living, a lasting,
art. ours must
appeal to the great number, as did
the old. That
composition will be classic, whether
or not there be
classic details in it, which will

any

them

could not expect any expression where there is
no impression.
The whole matter of our art lies at the very foun-

One

aspiration

toward an

ideal,

we

will

have an art

worthy of ranking with that of any other period or
country in history. And we will have it.
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Recent Books
The Formal Garden*
formal garden in England, as we know
of the
today, was, up to the beginning
Tudor period, non-existent. Europe, and
had been ruled by that good
particularly England,
who hath the power, and
take
"he
of
old plan
may
The English house, as
he may keep who can."

THE
it

manor, was
defended
and
moats
a feudal edifice, surrounded by
even
from
venture
To
walls.
by strong masonry
the safe shade of these walls was to risk the maraudlord. Even the land
ing bands of some neighboring
that it was necessary to till to afford subsistence
was worked under the protection of armed guards
whose constant vigilance during the period between
seed time and harvest was necessary to insure the
of the
referring to the seat of the lord

garnering of the crops.
By the middle of the sixteenth century, rural

and
there existed conditions of personal security which

England had assumed a more peaceful
Garden Ornament, by Gertrude Jekyll
with over six hundred
Charles Scribner's Sons.

illustrations,

STAIRWAY

full cloth.

Price,

IN

state,

11

$28.00.

x 17 inches,

New

York:

permitted a freer going about. These peaceful conditions at once affected every phase of the domestic
life of a people whose martial equipment had been
laid aside

and who began freely and safely

to prac-

Henry VIII and later Elizabeth
agriculture.
used their influence toward the general reorganization on higher planes of the entire scheme of do-

tice

mestic

life.

period also began to
which we are faWhereas in earlier days the windows of
miliar.
these huge castles were small in size, and mostly on
the open courts, the new buildings were fenestrated
in such a way that the interiors were flooded with
view of the surlight and air and afforded a wide

The

architecture

assume the

of the

characteristics with

The bowling greens previously
confined to the inner courts were now removed
The "dipping wells"
to well selected locations.
rounding country.

necessity in the past demanded should be
accessible, were rebuilt outside the walls
of the "tower," and the gardens where were raised
the vegetables to supply the table were largely ex-

that

easily

panded and located further

afield.

THE GARDEN AT BOXWOOD, WILTSHIRE, ENGLAND
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the nobility and gentry there was large
and the rivalry to improve the house and its
surroundings led to the encouragement freely given
to architects, craftsmen and gardeners in Europe to
visit England, where their services were always in
demand and their opportunities for profitable em-

Among

riches,

have been developed results the fame of which has
traveled to the four quarters of the world.

\Vhat has been accomplished in England and Italy
development of the formal garden has been a
source of the most beautiful inspiration to men in
in the

country whose clients of large wealth have made
possible to set about a series of important under-

this

ployment very great.
This influence of the

takings

Continent

in

is

it

artist and artisan of the
everywhere discernible in Tudor houses,

but in no direction

more strongly than

English formal garden.

From

its

hi the stately

origin principally

in garden making.
While these are today,
most instances, but the crude skeleton of a real
garden, the developing and artistic hand of time
will fventuallv transform them into the same effec-

FLATFORD BRIDGE, ENGLAND. AN EXCELLENT TYPE OF SIMPLE WOODEN BRIDGE
as a utilitarian location

where might be raised the

necessary vegetables to supply the table, and those
essential medicinal herbs that formed the pharmacopia of the time, there developed, under the influence of Italian and French men, the highly decorative

and supremely beautiful English formal garto this development there was given the

And

tive

results that are to be

found abroad.

results will only be attained in this country

These
by the

application of the artistic knowledge of successive

generations of rich owners and skilled landscape
gardeners, but it is quite certain that we shall at
some future time have in the United States equally

skill

of the architect, the sculptor, the craftsman,
and what we now designate as the landscape gar-

results, as their building will in its inception and development have been controlled by
the examples of centuries of growth of the foreign

dener.

garden.

Successive generations of reverential hands have
builded and led the original schemes until after, in

Many books have been written as to the formal
gardens of Europe, each profusely illustrated.
These have served to make us familiar as far as

den.

some cases almost four centuries of growth, there

excellent
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ARCHED

TRELLIS,

WITH DOMED CENTER, AT EATON LODGE, ESSEX, ENGLAND

A GARDEN SEAT AT HINTON ADMIRAL, HAMPSHIRE, ENGLAND
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pictures ever will, with the general effect of gardens that have become famous in song and history.
It has remained, however, for Charles Scribners"

Sons to produce jointly with George Newnes of
London a work on gardens that is so markedly in
advance of anything attempted along this line in the
reference to the bibliography of the
past, that any
European gardens omitting this important work
would be incomplete.
While the title of this large volume (it measures

by seventeen inches) is Garden Ornament,
would more clearly indicate the character of its

classification of the illustrations.

into

seventeen sections.
balustrades,

garden

fountains and garden ornaments.
The volume is a sumptuous one, and without it
the architect's library will, as far as garden making
is

concerned, be incomplete.
are indebted to Messrs. Charles Scribners'

We

Sons for permission

it

Ornament

contents had

it

been called Garden Detail.

These are divided
include gateways,

paved courts, loggias and orhouses, pergolas and bridges.
Other classifications of accessories present sundials,
steps,

angeries,

eleven

IN A

They

illustrations

to

reproduce

from Garden

accompanying

this

article.

JAPANESE GARDEN
There

a wealth of six hundred illustrations, carefully
made from unusually well taken photographs.

Architecture and Democracy*

is

a storehouse of good suggestion, and
plate
many of them possess an artistic quality that is not
always present in framed pictures.
As a guide and inspiration to garden planning
and designing, this book has the utmost value. The
text is brief and only sufficient to introduce the

Each

large

own

A

is

number of

illustrations,

each clearly telling

its

story.

helpful feature of this

book

is

the well studied

to what extent the spirit of democracy
has and will make itself felt in architecture
a subject which, on acount of the war, has
had such an extraordinary intensification of interest

JUST

that no one in the habit of observing the shifting
currents of art can have failed to perceive it is
most interestingly traced in Mr. Bragdon's latest
work. The book will be found to be well-reasoned
Architecture and Democracy, liy Claude Bragdon. F. II.
New \orlc: Alfred A. Knopf. Inc.
2133 p
pages, price $2.00.
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GARDEN TEMPLE, VILLA BORGHESE, ROME
and convincing, with a

logical and forceful plea to
the architect not to revert to the old feudalism from

which the war has

set

him

free,

but to seek for the

self-expression that will create the new, the true

democracy

in art.

Written, of course, before the ending of hosit does not for that reason lose either its
cogency or timeliness. The fact that our participatilities,

tion in the

war has

of the cantonment."

Mr. Bragdon logically and forcefully presents
which in reality hit at the architect who
must have a precedent for all his work. No sympathy is spared on the man who in designing a city
bank goes back into history's pages and picks out a

must come from

classic or romantic, but

of the architect, where they will create
through him.

The

resulted so splendidly for the

progress and furthering of the democratic spirit
through beauty, is taken due note of by the author.
He calls particular attention to one conspicuous
example the Red Cross Community Club House
at Camp Sherman, Ohio
which stands as a symbol
of the architecture of Need, in contradistinction to
the architecture of Greed, and is an oasis in the
"Euclidian nightmare of bare board and black roofs

his views,

yellow-stoned arsenal of old Spain and uses that for
the shell of his new structure.
There is none of
the spirit of democracy in that, according to Mr.
Bragdon, who holds that democracy can not be
interpreted in terms of existing idioms, be they

to

architect

go and what

who
to

do

is

at a loss to

the heart

new forms

know where

order to be played upon
referred to the army and navy
in

by these emotions is
camps, where the spirit of democracy is incarnate.
There, men stripped of all but the elemental necessities of life, have dreamed the dreams and seen the

form the new democracy. The Red
Cross building just referred to, which attained its
final synthesis through the collaboration of a Cleveland architect and a National Army captain of engineers, is given as an example of the ideal relation
between architect and engineer that of a happily
visions that

strength and beauty. There was no
pair
deliberation as to the relative merits of Gothic and
Classic, but the appearance and atmosphere of the

wedded
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them in their early training that it has cast a spell
over their imagination, and their efforts can never
become truly creative. They have merely become
reconstructive archaeologists, he asserts.
His plea
is that
they deal more simply and directly with the
immediate problem to emancipate them from absurd

structure are inspiring, in symbolic relation to the
times. To Mr. Bragdon it represents what may be
called the architecture of Service, "a temple of the

new democracy, dedicated
rational social

to the uses of simple,

life.''

Speaking of the classification of the expression
of the building impulse from what may perhaps be
called the psychological point of view, Mr. Bragdon

and impossible convention. In the problem of the
office building, democracy, he points out, has been
afflicted with the attempt to inflict upon the living
present a moribund and alien order.
It is the author's belief that in whatever way the
war may complicate the architect's personal problem,
it
should simplify and clarify his attitude toward
art and destroy the evil spell of materialism, which
is the very negation of
democracy. One step toward
the solution of the problem has come, through the
war, in the attitude of the profession toward the

says:

Broadly speaking, there are not five orders of archinor fifty but only two: Arranged and OrThese correspond to the two terms of that
ganic.
Talent and
"inevitable duality" which bisects life.
genius, reason and intuition, bromide and sulphite are
tecture

some of the names we know them by. Arranged
architecture in its finest manifestation is the product
of pride, a knowledge, a competence a competence
staggering to behold. It seems to say of the works of
Nature, "I'll show you a trick worth two of that." It
it is imagined but not imis created but not creative
Organic architecture is both creative and
aginative.
;

general housing problem.
Resides Mr. Hragdon's interesting treatment of the
advent of the new democratic spirit in architecture,

imaginative.

To make the whole thing clearer it may be said that
arranged and organic architecture bear much the same
relation to one another that a piano bears to a violin.
A piano is an instrument which does not give forth
A violin requires
discords if one follows the rules.
absolutely an ear an inner rectitude. It has a way of
betraying the man of talent and glorifying the genius,
becoming one with his body and soul.

book contains several of his essays heretofore
published in various architectural publications, inhis

cluding one on Ornament through Mathematics,
Color and Ceramics, and Symbols and Sacraments.

Altogether it is a very readable book that Mr.
Bragdon has given us, full of interest to those edu-

Mr. Bragdon deplores the fact that the architects
of today, especially those of the East, are so imbued
with the classic which they have had drummed into

The

Post-

cated

in

all

architectural

schools.

The book

copiously illustrated with excellent photographs.

War Committee

Every architect should support the work
of this committee. It is not one of the Institute
alone, but representative of the entire profession in this country.

Send your suggestions promptly to the Committee at the Octagon, Washington, D. C.
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Recent Legal Decisions
EFFECT OF OWNER'S PROMISE TO SEE SUBCONTRACTOR PAID

A lumberman sued an owner for the price of
materials and to impress a lien on the property
on the theory that the owner, to induce him to
furnish the lumber to the contractor promised
Evidence that
was paid for it.
house would have been greatly
in excess of the contract price was held competent
to show the promise, and that the owner practically
assumed control of the work. The personal benefit to the owner by reason of the fact that the conwas
tract with the builder was very advantageous
sufficient to remove the promise from the statute
The lumberman had a lien, under the
of frauds.
see

to

that

he

the value of the

to have such support, and as a result, the natural
and proximate cause of those insufficient timbers,
the cracks occurred and the plaster fell, then this

defendant

is

not responsible."

owner was

In short, the plain-

house he bargained
If the contract and specifor, and not a better one.
fications are not to be the builder's guide, he has

tiff

entitled to the

none, and the owner may contract for a $1,000
house and demand a $10,000 house. A good workmanlike job is a job properly executed whether the
result is what it should be depends on the plans and
;

specifications.
Atl. ,37.

Drnmmond

v.

Hughes (N.

/.)

104

Xew Hampshire

statute, notwithstanding he gave
writing of his intention to claim a lien.
The provisions of the statute requiring a subcontractor to give notice to the owner of such inten-

no notice

in

tion are solely for the benefit of the owner,
Janvrin i'.
notice may be waived by him.
(.V.

H.) 104

and the

Powers

Atl. 252.

ATTEMPT TO DEFEAT MECHANIC'S LIEN
In an action to foreclose a mechanic's lien for
lumber and materials to erect a building, against a
husband and wife, the wife's sister claimed the land
It appeared that just before the building
of the house, the wife deeded the land to her sister
In the contract for
for an express consideration.
the material it was agreed by the husband and wife
that a mechanic's lien should be filed as security for

as hers.

the price thereof, and they gave a note therefor.
It was held that the deed to the sister was a manifest

sham and that judgment for the plaintiff was clearly
McCaull-Wcbstcr Elevator Co. v. Stiles,
right.
North Dakota Supreme Court, 169 N. W. 577.

FOLLOWING PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS
The New Jersey Court

of Errors and Appeals
has approved of the following charge: "If the sagging of the walls and the falling of the plaster were

due to insufficient support through joists or timbers,
even though the defendant (contractor) put them
but if the specifications called for them, this defendant cannot be held responsible in this case. In

in,

other words, if the defendant simply complied with
the terms of the specifications, and the architect,

through a mistake, provided for timbers in the specifications which were insufficient to properly carry
the weight of this building where it was necessary
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architectural

Architectural

education.

It

refers to this important matter to the extent of a
dozen or more lines, declares that our architectural
schools "have apparently neglected to train the

students

in

practical

conclusion that

business,"

and reaches the

"many young men

gain their ex-

perience at the expense of their first clients."
These conditions would seem sufficient to indicate that

there is something radically
"ur architectural educational methods.

wrong with
In fact, a

majority of the thoughtful men in the profession believe that much of our trouble in the
past
'"i-eii
due to the accent that our architectural
schools have given to the less essential features of

large

the student's
training

and

to similar

one another individually, to their

faulty prac-

To go even

further into this matter, it may be
said that almost all of the
queries set down in the
program of the Post-War Committee, or the state-

415

to the general public, as to
all useless impedimenta to

cast fearlessly aside
correct practice, and adopt measures that to
wedded to old and obsolete methods, may

many,
seem

revolutionary.
C. 11. Blackall has stated in his admirable article

on Architectural Education, printed in these pages,
that necessary changes will not come from the free
initiative of the schools, but that they must be
evolved in the profession itself.
That architects
have a manifest duty in this respect is certain. This
duty has now been squarely put up to the profession by the Post-War Committee.
Further, Mr. Blackall asserts: "There has been
altogether too much separation between the profession and the school too much treating the profession of architecture as if it were an end in itself
rather than the preparation of a life work, and as if
the academic successes were tangible achievements
rather than mere groundings.''
;

The

tices.

clients,

and

to other professions

Practice, in its admirably conceived program,
does not stress with the accent that conditions war-

of

tion should be the

fession, to

Post-War Committee on

subject

future regulation of architectural educawork of the practical men
of the profession. Any revision should be based on
the experience of actual practice.
It should be in

ANY

men so sure of themselves, so certain
of their knowledge of all the relations of the pro-

Architectural Education

the

future, be carefully considered.

the hands of

Committee

rant,

for past errors and in suggesting methods for their
correction, the matter of architectural educational
methods as affecting professional practice, past and

1879.

Co-operating With the Post-War

THE

invited to discuss

is

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE,

March

served to give him an exaggerated idea of his own
importance, and caused him to avoid the giving of
personal service in the progress of his buildings.
These things are all set down in the Post-War
I ommittee's
program and the profession at large
is

CHICAGO OFFICE, Mailers Building
PACE A. ROBINSON, Western Manager
ST. LOUIS OFFICE, Wright Building

CLEVELAND OFFICE,

present relationship of the archifrom a system of education

tect to the public results

THE ARCHITECTURAL AND BUILDING

VVILLARD

The

education.

PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY BY

E. J.

ments made as to present conditions of
practice,
have their origin in the
subject of architectural

suggestion of Frederic VV. Garber, contained
a communication to THE AMERICAN ARCH n in T,
offers a solution for the conditions described by Mr.
Mr. Garber states: "If architectural
Blackall.
in

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
education could be divided into two large groups,
the two
first, building, and second, architecture,
factions could be united."
not the purpose to set down here any sugas to just how or how not to revise
What is desired is to
our educational methods.
accent the influence on practice in the past, of ceris

ITgestions

methods of education now not generally beup to the times. Further, it is desired to

tain

lieved

direct attention to the seemingly ill effect of these
methods on practice, and to urge upon those who

should with a proper regard to their professional

uphold the work of the Post-War
Committee, carefully to consider whether the matter
of architectural education is not after all the one big
thing which needs to undergo improvement.
responsibilities

Illegitimate Publicity

THE

American

Methods

Architects at the

Institute of

convention held in Philadelphia, so
amended the code of practice as to permit members
of the profession to advertise, but it was tacitly
last

understood that any advertising by the profession
should be ruled by that unwritten code of ethics
which would govern any legitimate business enterprise.

Many firms have since been reorganized on the
basis of a closer co-operation with the engineering

at one time, and not so
long ago, were accused of
lack of business ability.
It
is
unfortunate, however, that this removal
of the ban on advertising in connection with archi-

tectural

practice should have given impetus to a
certain class of advertising
agents, and it is much

more

to be deplored that there should be found in
profession individuals and firms who have
allowed themselves to be cajoled into certain under-

the

It now appears that
many firms of archihave been approached by advertising solicitors
who offer to get up, free of all expense, a certain
limited edition of the architect's work in book
form, provided that they may be permitted to
solicit and print in each volume such
advertising as
they may be able to secure. Were it not that facts
have been learned as to the success of these schemes
and definite knowledge that certain important firms
have lent acquiescence to them, the idea would

takings.
tects

seem

incredible.
Naturally an advertising solicengaged in such work will not be slow to assure those upon whom he calls for advertising that
the architect whose work will be illustrated in the
volume would be disposed to look with especial
itor

favor upon the goods of those who contribute to
the success of his published work.
more reprehensible proceeding it would be

A

difficult

more

to

imagine.

profession, and a number of these have through
technical and other publications set forth by digni-

be devised.

advertisement the completeness of their organizations and their ability to handle every phase of a
building operation from the early one dealing with

a matter that the

fied

the problem of financing through

all

details to the

All of which is
and proper and shows a most commendable business spirit on the part of men who

completely furnished structure.

quite

right

harm

is

that

would tend

If these

schemes are carried forward,

serious.

its convention in April could
investigate with a
view to such action as would make clear its attitude toward a practice that if persisted in not only
discredits its authors, but casts a cloud on the good

name

of the profession as a body.

This Committee asks advice and cooperation not only from every architect, but also from those men engaged

occupations allied to architecture and

building.

method

It would seem as if here was
Post-War Committee might with
propriety early consider, and that the Institute at

the

The Post-War Committee

in

A

to lessen the dignity of architects could not

%

Write your views to the Committee
at the Octagon, Washington, D. C.
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entering tins cafe, one finds himself transplanted
Here is tlie picturesque
a different world.

into

of a village street "somewhere in
the center are spreading trees, real trees; at
little i;th century house painted saf-

qnaintness
in

['ranee":

one

side, a lovely

fron red,

is

built up against the ruin of a l.V-h century
which only the doorways and the shrine re-

church.
main; across the
<if

way is the village inn. with thatched
and laurel trees before the door;
shutters,
roof. green
with broken
at one end of the street is a high wall topped
has
mountains
in
the
a
scene
Vosges
which
bottles, beyond
been painted. giving the effect of great distance and reality.
No papier-mache nor imitated construction has been used.
The
All of the houses are built of permanent materials.

Mr. (iuy Study, has given care and thought to
frames of
every detail, such as hand-forged hardware,
and tied with
heavy solid timbers mortised and tenoned
oak pins, and hand-split shingles laid irregularly.
The artists working with Mr. Study, Mr. Frederick Cararchitect.

have reproduced the gray,
penter and Mr. Joseph Adamak,
these
mauve, and those tints of plaster mellowed by time;
of
with
the
apple-green
soft tones harmonize exquisitely
Quaint
chairs and tables spread fete-like into the street.
lanterns made of wrought iron enhance the twilight feeling
of life is supserve as waitresses, dressed in
headdresses of white
pea-ant costumes of blue with flaring

of late afternoon.
plied by

young

The very necessary touch

girls,

who

organdie.
PLATE 92
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Financial and

Commercial Digest

As Affecting the Practice

False

to Await
Prices

Economy

Lower

That the manufacturer, jobber, retailer and consumer will have to realize and convince each other
that they cannot stop buying if business is to keep
nose above water during the reconstruction
its

of Architecture

to millions of men being out of work?
Idleness
causes unrest and often leads to riots and destruction of property which will mean losses a hundredfold greater than the difference between prices now
and lower ones later. Wouldn't it be much better
to try and strike a happy medium and adopt a live-

and-let-live

program?"

the opinion of T. K. O'Brien, president
"All of
of the Leader Iron Works, Decatur, 111.
is

period,

these factors," he states, "are so closely linked toIf
gether that one must depend upon the other.
the man who contemplated building a $40.000 home
delays operation because of high cost of material,
then he must expect his employee who intended

building a $3,000 home to do likewise.
"If the farmer waits for lower prices he must

expect the city folks who consume his product to
cut down their purchases. In fact, if the implement
or pump factory employee is out of work, his purchases from all classes of merchants are of necessity cut

down

to the lowest point
family to exist.

himself and

which

will

allow

we are playing a game of
when
we
wait for lower prices
economy
Won't we suffer more in the long run because of
this hesitancy than if we would take the other view
"So

isn't

it

false

a fact that

'.

and not only encourage our customers to buy, but
practice what we preach by buying the things we
need ourselves?
"Where do people get the idea that prices to be
normal must be pre-war prices ?
There is no
logical reason to believe that prices will reach that
level for a long time.
TaXes will be extremely high

come and 'labor' has no intention of
living under the same wage and conditions as existed before the war, 'so whither are we drifting'?
"If prices were to start a sudden decline now,
for years to

by the time a pre-war basis prevailed business
would have reached the worst stage of stagnation
this country ever saw and every shred of confidence
would be destroyed, and confidence is the -one and
only thing that will restore the proper balance to
business.

"The man with money to do things and who
hangs back now is the slacker. This is the time for
the manufacturer, jobber and dealer to utilize personal salesmanship and advertising space in a big
way just as the Government did to mobilize our
resources to win the war.
Of what good will his
money be if this country is thrown into chaos, due

Loan Market Improving

Sees

Lewis II. Losee, vice-president of the Lawyers'
and Trust Company of Brooklyn, believes
that the situation in the building loan market
created by the high cost of material and the cost of
labor may be remedied in the near future. "There
Title

a big improvement," he said, "but it has not taken
There is an encouras yet the shape of a boom.
is

aging sign

in the transactions

months and an indication of

during the past few
the

revival of con-

The demand for apartment
building.
buildings is to be expected at this time when the
adjustment of living conditions is in progress folfidence

in

lowing the disturbance of the war."

Report on Jobs for Unemployed
Within the

last

two months the United States

Employment Service

in

New York

state

has placed

50 per cent of the male civilians who have applied
for employment and 38 per cent of the soldier and
The report of activities of the
sailor applicants.
service has been

made

public by Director Dr.

George

W.

Kirchwey.
Speaking of the discrepancy between the persailors
centage of civilians placed and soldiers and
sent to positions Dr. Kirchwey said it was due to
the fact that

men

discharged from the service are

in which they settle after
particular about the job
a condition which, he
abroad,
their experiences

is now
thought, natural. To many the opportunity
for better work than that
about
look
to
presented
in which they were employed before the war. They
now seek opportunity for advancement in various

lines of endeavor.

Dr.
Kirchwey,
"Another thing." continued
"which is making the placement of soldiers difficult
is

their tendency to overestimate their

own

We have had men apply to our offices and
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abilities.

rate them-

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
selves as expert machinists, on the ground that they
had become highly skilled in one of the technical
units of the army. After referring them to a machine shop we have found that they were unac-

of machinery.
quainted with even the simplest types
I have in mind one man who wanted a job as instructor of French in a school or college, whose
from
only knowledge of the language was gained
six months' contact with the inhabitants of the villages

months ended with January imports totaled $i,698,000,000, which is a slight gain over the $1,634,000,000 for the similar period of the previous year.
The excess of exports over imports in January
was $410,000,000, an impressive total when it is
remembered that the excess of exports for the entire
year 1914, the
$470,000,000.
fiscal

where he was quartered.

we are working out
a system of simple questions which will enable our
examiners to determine whether an applicant is
which he desires."
really qualified for the position
"To overcome

this

last

normal year, was only

Testing Structural Materials

tendency

In commenting upon the needs for an appropria$175,000 by Congress to be used by the
Bureau of Standards in its work of investigating

tion of

cement and other structural materials,
Director Stratton states that building needs throughout the country are based upon the most unreliable
stone, clay,

January Exports Set Record

$623,000,000 as against a total of $566,000,000 for
December, and $505,000,000 for January of last
year.
Only twice before have exports reached the
$600,000,000 mark.
During the seven months of
the

fiscal

year ended

with

He

data.

January exports exceeded in value the total for
any previous month in the history of American
commerce, according to a statement issued by the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce.
The export figure announced for January is

January the exports

totaled $3,798,000,000, as compared with $3,450,ooo.ooo for the corresponding period of the previous
year.

The value of imports in January was $213,000,compared with $211,000,000 in December
and $234,000.000 in January, 1918. For the seven

ooo, as

partition

says there is great need for floor and
and that the increase of $50,000

tests,

over last year's appropriation is asked for that purAn appropriation of $60,000 is also asked
pose.
for the investigation of fire-resisting properties of
building materials. The sum of $15,000 has been

asked for an investigation of the effect of sea
water on concrete.
The director states that there has been an entire
change in the floor industry in recent years and it
has been necessary to develop new refractories.
He referred to the linings of the furnaces on battleships, which are now made of" a light brick of very
high heat-resisting power.
With the present appropriation the bureau has
been conducting some column tests, with some good
results

from

brick,

cement and

umns under temperate

steel

protected col-

conditions.

Current News
New

of Paterson, Arnold H. Moses of Merchantville,
and William W. Slack of Trenton.

Jersey Architects Organize

Memorial Committee
With

the view of co-operating with the various
communities of the State, the advisory committee

the New Jersey Society of
organized last week, with James O.
Betelle as chairman, Captain Shiras of Elizabeth
as vice-chairman, and Hugh Roberts of Jersey City
as secretary. The other members of the committee
appointed by President Gilbert C. Higby are John
F. Capon and Henry Baechlin of Newark, Stockton
B. Colt of Elizabeth, C. W. Fairweather of Grant-

.on

war memorials of

Architects

wood, Fred

W. Wentworth and Harry

T. Stephens

It is the plan of the committee to prepare a communication for submission to all of the municipalities of the State, offering its services in an advisory
Feeling that the question of memorials
capacity.
should be approached with the fullest consideration,

hope was expressed by the members at the
organization meeting that the municipalities would

the

feel

free to call

upon the committee for

advice.

The

belief prevailed that time should be taken to
obtain the ideas of citizens and representative bodies,

as well as to ascertain the views of the returning

soldiers.
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It was reported to the committee that Governor
Edge had been apprised of its formation and had
given his hearty sanction, saying that he would be

glad to take

official

cognizance of the organiza-

tion.

Consideration was also given by the committee
to the subject of expediting construction work, and
the opinion prevailed that a concerted effort on the
part of all interested bodies should be made to induce the Federal Government, the State and the
various municipalities to start necessary operations

under their respective jurisdictions as soon as possible.
It was felt that the increase in costs would be
counteracted by the general satisfaction resulting

from employment.

League Dines French Commissioner
The

Architectural League of

New York

gave a

dinner Thursday evening, March 13, in the Fine
Arts Building, West Fifty-seventh Street, New

York, to Lieut. Seymour de Ricci of the French
High Mission, now in the United States.
The subject for discussion was "Art in French
Homes in the i8th Century." Lantern slides were
shown illustrating the history of the home-furnishand Louis XVI,
ing crafts in the days of Louis

XV

the most characteristic examples of
French craftsmanship as applied to the making of
work.
furniture,
textiles,
porcelain and metal
These landmarks in the history of the eighteenth
century were selected from some of the most artis-

an early resumption of general
building and construction work, freight rates on sand,
gravel, stone,
slag and cement must be reduced, and such shipping restrictions as were inaugurated to prevent the
diversions from war uses of building materials, must
be withdrawn.

Building Zones Planned for Ohio
Senator William Agnew has introduced a bill
the Ohio Senate to authorize adoption of building-zone plans for a half dozen cities having City
The bill authorizes the
Planning Commissions.
Council of any city having such a commission to
enact an ordinance regulating the height and bulk
of buildings, the area and dimensions of
yards,
courts, and other open spaces in connection with
in

buildings and the location of
and other uses of property.

Councils, however,
adopt a building-zone plan until a general
plan shall have been prepared by the City Planning
C ommission and submitted to Council.
shall not

Fight

Unemployment by Constructing

including

homes

tic

Lieut,

in

Europe.

de Ricci

is

a student of industrial

arts

trades, of industries

Homes

Indiana is preparing to fight both unemployment and radicalism through a campaign of home
building and home owning. In his address before
the annual convention of the Indiana

League of
Savings and Loan Association in Indianapolis,
B. Reed insisted that the cure for
President \\
both these menaces was homes and more homes.
Mr. Reed's appeal for a state-wide campaign for
home building met with an enthusiastic response
and out of it is expected to come a drive that has
the encouragement and backing of state and muniThe effect of such a campaign is
cipal officials.
bound to be beneficial for the home owning man
.

France and has an intimate knowledge of the
history of Gallic home making.

in

Building Industry Asks Lower
Freight Rates
for an immediate

Agitation
ive

freight

most

rates

determined.

gravel, stone

lifting

of restrict-

on building materials has been
Representatives

of

the

sand,

and

manufacturers,

slag industries, and the cement
have appealed to the Division of

Public \\'orks and Construction Development of the
>i
partment of Labor for assistance in the presentation of their case before the railroad administra1

tion.

Many of the contractors and builders reporting
to the Department of Labor insist that freight rates,
more than any other factor, are holding back the
more extensive building projects,
Central West. They submit that

especially in the
if there is to be

419

every community takes the responsibilities of
seriously and is not prone quickly to
take up untried social and political theories and
if

citizenship

experiments.

While the figures are by no means complete,
data obtained by the division of public works and
construction development clearly indicate a revival
of home building in Illinois, Indiana, Iowa and
Ohio. Activities in this field are not yet normal but
from week to week an increase is shown indicating
a growing confidence on the part of the private
All authorities in the building
building interests.
industries agree there is a pressing demand for
residential buildings.
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Canada Pushes Housing
The Government housing
way over the legislative

bill

will

are higher, materials are higher and living necessities are correspondingly higher.
These increased
costs are all relative. Therefore, a gradual reduction of the entire cost plane is to be expected rather

Bill

have the right

Ontario's prethe measmier, Sir William Hearst, in introducing
ure, said he wished it to go through the various
of

track.

than an abrupt decline in any line of costs. This
being true, the chance of investors and builders
suffering financial loss because of building at prevailing prices, is remote.

assent without delay.
stages quickly and get royal
bill offers loans to cities.
loan of $2,000,000 was offered at 5 per cent

The

A

"A stimulation in the building industry and in
public improvements will be of immeasurable benefit to every city.
It will absorb the unemployed

by the province to municipalities provided the latter
to builders.
put up 25 per cent of the amount loaned
Dominion
the
government set aside
Subsequently
and
of this sum about
for
the
purpose
$25.000,000
Should a
for
Ontario.
was
available
$8,500,000
larger amount be required, it likely would be forthcoming. It was estimated, Sir William said, that
a $3.000 home would cost the purchaser $20 a
month if payment were spread over a period of 20

,

and keep the community

in an active, healthy state.
In the war business concerns felt a responsibility
to the nation and the city to hold their business organizations together, even at a sacrifice. This was
a part of the cost of war. Now that we have peace
the same policy can be applied with the same excellent results and may well be considered as a part
If we hold back and wait
of the cost of peace.
for low prices before we again become active, we
shall defeat the very object we seek to attain.

years.

Sudbury was the first place to pass the necessary
Windsor and
to comply with the act.
Sandwich since had taken similar action. About

We

by-law

shall lose the

money we sought

to save."

20 municipalities had intimated their intention of
coming under the act. and about 20 more were considering the matter.
It

year

avail

under the

that

"We

Responsibility

must not overlook the

fact," states

"There

is

some

some

publications."

The meeting was

called to consider general conthe steel industry, and to consider the
so-called Redfield plan for the lowering of prices
by an agreement among the interests in the different
Asked as to prices, Judge Gary said
industries.

:

hesitation on the part of

Exaggerated

he said that the industry is in better condition than
"So far as our informait has been reported to be.
tion goes," he said, "there is less unemployment
than we would have been led to believe through

Mayor

Jewett of Indianapolis, in an interview published by
the Department of Labor, "that our immediate
responsibility is to discharge the cost of peace."
Continuing, he says

is

Judge Elbert H. Gary, chairman of the Board of
the United States Steel Corporation, has declared
as "exaggerated'' the reports of unemployment in
the steel industry.
Speaking at a meeting of the
Directors of the American Iron and Steel Institute

act.

Our Immediate

Unemployment

Says

60 municipalities would this
themselves of the machinery provided

was expected

in ex-

ditions

tending business enterprises on account of the preThis is
vailing high prices of labor and material.
This line of
evidenced in the building industry.
business activity has been at a standstill for two
A revival of building enterprises will reach
years.

in

that as far as he

knew they were being

well main-

tained.

into the industrial field a very great distance. It involves setting into motion the wheels of industry

which manufacture and produce steel, lumber, brick,
cement and all other building material and building
equipment which goes into the construction of such
work.
This means opening up employment for
thousands of men in these various manufacturing

The Aero Club

and material is higher than
before the war, but there is no reason to believe
cost of labor

that these costs will be subject to a perpendicular
reduction. It is more reasonable to believe that any

decline in these costs will be gradual and not abrupt.
raised greatly the plane of costs. Wages

The war

to

Dead U.

S.

Fliers

of America has announced plans

monument to commemorate
made the supreme sacriwho
American airmen

for the erection of a

the

It is planned to place the memorial
famous cemetery at Toul, France, where are
buried Major Raoul Luf berry, Lieut. Hobey Baker,
Blair Thaw, and other American aces, the plan
to mark the memory of the nation's dead pilots having been suggested by Captain Eddie Rickenbacker
at the Aero Club's recent annual dinner.
fice in

plants.

"The

Memorial

in the
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Building Lime
War

restrictions

in

1918

Helping France
An

on the building 'trades greatly

demand

offer to help

France

in Reforestation
work of

in its

reforesta-

for building lime, the production of which in 1917 amounted to one-third of the
total lime output, according to the United States

tion in the devastated regions has been made by
the American Forestry Association, whose repre-

Geological Survey. Manufacturers of building lime,
except those who supplied Government contractors,

During his stay he will confer with the French
Government foresters, and will submit his plan to

reported decreases in demand ranging from 5 to 90
per cent in 1918, and some plants that supply only
building lime were closed throughout the year.

aid in furnishing the seed necessary for replanting
the trees in the territory where they have been de-

reduced the

A
of

number of Government building

them

in the East,

had called

projects,

for, or

were

most
likely

lime during the last two months of
the year, but some of these projects may have
been abandoned after the armistice was signed on
to call

for,

All restrictions placed by the War
Industries Board on the production and transpor-

November n.

were removed on November 12, too
have any appreciable effect on the recovery
In
of the industry before the end of the year.
view of these conditions it will not be surprising if
building lime sold in 1918 has fallen to about 900,ooo short tons, and that building lime has for the
first time lost to chemical lime its lead among the
tation of lime
late to

lime products.

The general curtailment
since

of building operations
spring of 1917, however, implies that
increased activity is necessary to restore

the

sentative,

a high

pine seed,

President Poincare at the request of the mayor,
who asked that it be in French.
translation

A

follows

war pur-

all that he has been able to procure at
French foresters have expressed a desire

to gather all the seed needed for reforestation in
France.
After a meeting in Paris. Mr. Ridsdale

make a trip through the wooded regions of
France, Belgium and Italy to investigate the damage
in the theaters of war, as well as the quantity of
wood cut in the forests behind the lines for the needs
of the Allies.
will

North Dakota Legalizes

Home

Building Plan
North Dakota has entered upon

a

program of

activity
industry unparalleled in its own
history or in the history of any other state in the
Union, by the signing by Governor Frazier of sevin

state

which had their foundation in the FarmNon-Partisan League. By these bills the state
now establish and operate the North Dakota

eral bills

Home Builders' Association for the puqxxse of
enabling inhabitants of the state to build and operate their own homes, to build and operate terminal
grain elevators and flour mills, and to set up an
industrial commission to managed these and other
may decide to embark upon
under the unlimited power granted by new amendments to the state constitution.
industries that the state

Co-operate With Building Campaign
Ten thousand members of

tional liberty.

defend

Paris.

:

"In 1777 Lafayette, crossing the seas with French
volunteers, came to bring brotherly help to the
American people who were righting for their na"In

in

country.
In case the offer of the American Forestry Association is accepted, a systematic effort will be made

will

Vernon Square, Baltimore, Md., has been received
It was written by
liy Mayor Preston of that city.

now

present.
to obtain the seed of this variety of pine, as they
believe it will be successful in certain parts of the

ers'

Inscription for Lafayette's Statue
The text of the French inscription for the equestrian statue of Lafayette, to be erected in Mount

is

To carry out planting experiments, Mr. Ridsdale
took to France with him a quantity of Douglas

to stimulate building.
Doubtless many prospective
builders are inclined to wait for a decrease in costs,

level.

Ridsdale.

stroyed by the ravages of war or cut for

normal conditions in this respect,
and the Federal Government is already taking steps

prices of building materials in general at

S.

poses.

greatly
the country to

but although the cost of some necessary commodities and of labor may decrease slightly, the great
demand for buildings will probably maintain the

Percival

1917 France was fighting, in her turn, to
her life and the liberty of the world.

America, who had never forgotten Lafayette,
crossed the seas to help France, and the world was
laved."
421

the National AssociaReal Estate Boards are pledged to cooperate with the own-your-own-home branch of the
building campaign now being carried on by the
tion

U.

of

S.

Department of Labor.

aid has been given by

Tom

S.

Assurance of

this

Ingersoll, secretary

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
"The

of the association, which has lent Paul C. Murphy,
the chairman of its own-your-own-home committee,
to the department's informal in and education
service for work with the public works and con-

eral

efficiency of the political units

now

in gen-

charge of the work," said General du Pont, "as

the states, towns and counties, can only be synchronized through an organization that is national,

and such a Federal organization should have the
power to correlate the work of political divisions to
the end that hereafter we may have a system of
national highways intelligently laid out and maintained in the most economical manner. If Federal
aid is given to road building, regardless of whether

struction development division.
Since the first of the year the

Department of
Lahor has been making a survey of building conditions, and the most conservative estimates place
the shortage of homes in the United States as not
than half a million. In order to stimulate build-

less

roads are a part of the national system of highit is not good political
economy.
"The most essential item of road engineering is
It is the only thing about a road that
location.
can be absolutely permanent. All Americans who
sucli

ing construction as a means of employing returning
soldiers and encouraging general business activity,

ways,

the department has enlisted the aid of the banks in
every state in solving one of the principal after-thewar industrial problems.

got to France and beyond a port of embarkation
will, I am sure, be the strongest advocates of good

Bronze Button

for

A

Soldiers

J.

The "honorable discharge" emblem

appropriate and

artistic

the result of a competition

design,

entitled

the button

regulations for truck weights and sizes on the highways, was referred to the resolution committee for

all

among American

action.

art-

Placing Disabled Soldiers

:

sculptor

J.

;

\\ eir,

painter

;

meeting by E.

the appointment of a comthe association to lay before the Secre-

War the urgency of returning to this country
an early date a large proportion of the highway
engineers now with the army in France. This resolution, as well as another one toward fixing uniform

ists and sculptors, conducted by the Commission
of Fine Arts, of which Charles Moore is chairman,
and the following are members
Herbert Adams,

Alden

at "the

Mehren suggesting

at

it.

Of
is

charge to

get home."
was presented

tary of

War Department will be a bronze lapel butsomewhat similar to the G. A. R. button of like
It is the intention of the Government
significance.
ton

to

resolution

mittee from

to be issued

by the

to distribute the button free of

when they

roads

Discharged

Charles A. Platt,

Figures indicating progress in re-educating and
placing disabled soldiers, sailors and marines show
that the work is going forward at a satisfying pace.
It has been stated that the total number of cases

William Mitchell Kendall, John Russell Pope and
L. Greenleaf, architects; and Col. C. S.
Fifteen designs were submitted
Ridley, secretary.
by the commission for final selection by the Chief

James

with which the Federal Board for vocational edu-

of Staff.

was in contact was 22,851. Of these 6552
were reported from the war risk insurance bureau;
9020 from hospitals 4494 from the Red Cross 73
from the United States Department of Labor; 1652
from the men direct, and from other sources 1060.
cation

The buttons

will

be manufactured only by con-

cerns chosen by the Government, which will furnish the dies for their manufacture and purchase
the buttons, thus obviating any possible variance
from the approved pattern in design, color or ma-

;

Not every wounded man

terial.

;

is

entitled to retraining.

under the law, he must have been awarded
compensation by the war risk insurance bureau, and
thus far 3655 have been awarded compensation,
79 having been denied it, and 19,117 are cases in
First,

Urge Comprehensive Highway
Building

process of determination.

man du Pont

It is necessary to have the war risk insurance
bureau pass upon a case as the essential preliminary,
and the agents of the Federal Board assist all dis-

national

abled

In addressing a recent convention of the American Road Builders' Association, General T. Cole-

spoke of the need of a comprehensive
highway system. As chairman of the Board

of National Councilors of the National

Highways

Association, General du Pont said he had noted
that the people of the United States are
just waking
up to the importance of good roads as the basis of
national highways.

men

to

make

insurance bureau.

!

men have been

their applications to the

war

risk

In the last thirty days 2855

assisted in filing their applications.

Nine thousand four hundred and twenty-five men
have been interviewed by the various agents of the
Federal Board and 9162 were awaiting interview.
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were 6286 prospectives for retraining.
month 490 cases have been awarded
During
and
entered
upon the various lines of study
training
fitting them for useful work in the skilled trades,
occupations, professions and other callings, the
total available to be selected from being about 500.

There

on a follow-up system, reminding the children that
new hazards may have developed since the last

the last

report and getting them to disclose
that

may

new

conditions

require attention.

To Hasten Canal

Terminals

Granted

Constructor! of 8400,000 worth of terminals in
City for canal purposes will be completed as early as possible, according to Lewis

Approximately 9 per cent of the applications for

Xixon. State Superintendent of Public Works.
Contracts arc to be signed early in the Spring.

Naturalization for 151,449
in
naturalization

Xew York

Year

made during

the fiscal year of 1918
were rejected, according to the report of the Commissioner of Naturalization to the Secretary of

There were 151,449 petitions granted and
12,182 denied.
Of the petitions denied, 480 were rejected on account of bad character, 1234 for ignorance of Amer-

Asks Data

Labor.

for

History
War has directed

that a bulletin
Secretary of
be published to the
army to provide that officers and
other persons who have been in or with the
army
I'he

ican institutions, and the largest number for any
cause, 3800, for want of prosecution. The number
rejected because of invalid declarations was 2303,

and who arc in possession of hisinformation of value for use in connection
with the history of the war, are authorized and
(luring the war,

as against 766 the year before, the large increase
explained by a Supreme Court decision during the
year, which makes declarations invalid after a lapse

torical

of seven years.

the

The number of petitions continued was 46,519.
as against 31,210 in the preceding year, an increase
This indicates an attitude on the
of 50 per cent.

College. Washington, D. C.

invited to

to

Historical

Branch.

direct to

Army War

Obituary
William R. Williams
William R. Williams, architect, and one of the
oldest residents of Oneida, X. Y., died at his home
in that city last week.
He was ninety years of
At one time he was associated in business
age.
with the late W. I. Tillotson.
He retired from

Address Lumber Congress

Walker D. Hines, director general of railroads,
address the American Lumber Congress to be

will

held in Chicago April 14-15-16.
It is expected that
the congress will result in the formation of a national policy

communicate such information

Chief of the

part of the judges strongly supporting the aim of
the bureau, acting with the public schools, to have
every citizen fully equipped for citizenship duties.

Hines

War

Compiling

active business twenty years ago, but kept up an
interest in the welfare and advancement of Oneida

for the lumber industry.

until

his

death.

Mr.

prominent buildings

Williams

designed

many

in that section of the State.

Eliminating Fire Hazards
The Board of Fire Examiners of

the city of

John

has taken its duties seriously and is
much
to
eliminate fire hazard in that section.
doing
The board has secured the co-operation of school
children who are reporting all dangerous conditions in their homes.
Blanks for the purpose are
<

Htawa,

W.

Proctor

111.,

distributed

with the result that

many

John W. Proctor, a widely known architect in the
San Francisco bay cities, died last week in Xew
Monterey, Cal. Mr. Proctor designed many buildings at Point Richmond and did all the Y. W. C. A
buildings at Asilomar, the association camp on the
ocean side of Monterey peninsular, and a number
of the finer homes at Pebble Beach. He was born

conditions

might have escaped unchallenged are brought
to light.
The firemen then check up reports of
hazards and the knowledge they gain of buildings
as they do this is likely to be of value to them in
case fire breaks out in any of them. The board is
not content to have merely one report, but carries
that

in Nova Scotia, March n, 1857.
His widow survives him, and there are two brothers, one in Boston and one in Indiana.
sister lives in Belmont,

A

Mass.
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War

City

A

Plans Memorial

in the form of a club house is being
honor of the men in the service from

monument
in

planned

It will be
Twenty-fourth Ward.
The proposed
fully equipped and will cost $75,000.
club house will contain a swimming pool, gymnasium, reading rooms and an auditorium, and will be

Philadelphia's

used as a neighborhood civic as well as a recreation
A prominent place will be given a tablet
center.
containing the names of the soldiers and sailors
who died in the war.

A
A

Housing Exposition

somewhat unusual exposition of housing

be held in

Oak

Park,

Illinois,

March 22

to 29,

will

both

inclusive.

planned to

cations of a

booths of the exposition,
in
arranged
sequence according to the order in
which the building processes usually occur in actual
displayed

An architectural office has been opened by
Charles S. Evans and C. C. Kirkland in the Unity
Building, Tulsa, Okla.
They request that manufacturers' samples and catalogs be sent them.
Henry K. Holsman, architect, has transferred his
drafting room and library to 1544 East 57th Street,
Chicago, but will retain his business conference office at 175 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago.

William Pitkin, Jr., landscape architect, and Seward Hamilton Mott, associate, announce the removal of their offices from Rochester, N. Y. to the
Guardian Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

The

firm of Fahnestock and Raidebaugh, archiand engineers, Harrisburg, Pa., has been
dissolved by mutual consent, and Mr. Fahnestock
will shortly open a new office in that city to practice

tects

select a set of plans and specifimodel house as the basis for the expoAll material and equipment necessary to
sition.
build and furnish this house adequately will be
It is

The removal of the architectural offices of D. C.
Bennett from 1303 West Lake Street, Minneapolis,
Minn., to 631-633 McKnight Building, is announced.

in

the

forty

building operations.

Undoubtedly an exposition of modern housing,
arranged in this manner, will afford an unusual educational opportunity to the prospective

Fuller particulars
Charles E. \Yhite,

home

builder.

be obtained by addressing
Director, Oak Park, 111.

may
Jr.,

architecture.

Thomas Gannett Holyoke and Holyoke Davis
have formed a partnership for the practice of architecture under the firm name of Holyoke & Davis,
with offices at 649 Endicott Building, Saint Paul,
Minn.

Howard Hess

has opened an office for the
in the Moorhead National
architecture
of
practice
Bank Building at Moorhead, N. D. For the past
five years Mr. Hess has been associated in archiJ.

tectural

and engineering work for Cass County and
North Dakota.

the State of

Personals
F.

J.

McCabe

has

moved

from 303 Fifth Avenue,

his architectural office

New

York, to the City
Savings Bank Building, Bridgeport, Conn.
Lauritz Lauritzen has joined William H. Gambert in the practice of architecture in New York
City, the firm to be known as Gambert & Lauritzen.

New York, has
of State Superintendent
by Governor Alfred E. Smith.

Lewis Nixon of Staten Island,
been named for the
of Public

Works

office

The

Post'

Robert C. Berlin, F. A. I. A., 19 S. La Salle
Street, Chicago, has entered into a partnership with
Messrs. Swern and Randall, under the firm name
of Berlin, Swern & Randall, architects and enMr. Berlin has been practicing architecgineers.
Chicago for the past thirty-five years.
Swern, formerly with Graham Burnham
Perry
& Co., has been associated with Mr. Berlin for the
past four years. Frank A. Randall, M. Am. Soc. C.
E., has been practicing structural engineering in
ture

in

W.

Chicago and

War

New York

Committee

This Committee asks advice and coopera'
from every architect, but also
from those men engaged in occupations allied
tion not only

to architecture

and

building.

Write your views to the Committee
Octagon, Washington, D. C.
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at

the

for the past fifteen years.

News from

Late

Architectural Fields

Special Correspondence to

THE AMERICAN

Construction Problems Discussed at

living

ARCHITECT

and suitable memorials to the heroic deeds of war.

The modern conception of working out
result of perpetuity of sentiment

Conference

the

composite

and improved commun-

utilities, educational and otherwise, has made such a
strong appeal to the Conference that we recommend it as

ity

Washington, D. C, March
ernors and mayors resulted

15.

The conference of gov-

a

a clear exposition of the
situation throughout the country.
Alin

present industrial
though the aim of this meeting was merely to exchange
views with the members of the cabinet, it doubtless had
a far-reaching effect in bringing about crystallization of
mere ideas and stimulating federal, state and municipal
administrators to activity.
Problems of road construction, public and private building, freight revisions, unemployment, the soldier-and-theland movement occupied the attention of the delegates to
Their words did not fall upon barren
the conference.
soil, for the various members of the cabinet, and other
federal officials sat in on the discussions and took note
of protests and suggestions made by the representatives
of the municipalities and states. A summary of the opinions expressed and agreed to by a majority of the delegates was embodied in resolutions adopted.
"There
Portions of the resolutions, as adopted, follow
is a general feeling that freight rates on all road mateIn fact, we are willing to
rials should be radically reduced.
express it as our judgment that it should be a sound public
policy to make a further cut in freight rates on all building materials.
Assuming that this contributes to a temporary deficit with the railroads, it would be more than
offset by the compensating result of a re-established gen-

helpful public policy."

Reduce Freight Rates on Building
Materials
Washington, D. C., March 17. As a step toward increasing building activity throughout the country, the
United States railroad administration will shortly cut
down the freight rates on building materials of all descriptions from the present high level to the pre-war standards.
The cut will apply not only to materials for general construction of buildings, hut materials for roads as well,
in the hope that private interests will seize the
opportunity
with the opening of spring to let contracts generally.
Such a cut would reduce the freight rates on lumber,
bricks, cement and structural steel, and would consequently have a tendency to reduce the prices of these commodities, and would be an invitation to those who are
It
contemplating building to go ahead with the work.
would also be a source of employment to a very large
number of skilled mechanics.
Walter D. Hines, director general of railroads, in commenting on this situation before the conference of governors and mayors in Washington, declared
"The advances that were made in the rates effective last June to
meet the conditions of increased cost growing out of the
war, had borne too heavily on road building materials,
and in order to encourage the program of resumption
of building, there ought to be a substantial reduction in
these rates.
The matter is having the most careful and
expeditious consideration of the Railroad Administration,
and I hope very shortly perhaps in the next week or
ten days to get final report on that matter upon the basis
of which 1 can take definite action."

:

eral

prosperity.
are firmly of the belief that the National Government should create some organization to serve as a guide
not only in its purchases but to those made by private enPrices must change.
There may be
terprises, as well.
economic justification for some schedules, but not many;
and if the Government, through the operation of a committee or commission, will invite industry to go forward in
the work before us, revealing facts and figures upon which
honest calculation can be made, it can then in any given
line announce to the public what prices it finds fair and

"We

:

equitable.

"There

seems

to

be

a

unanimity

of

reference to

in

that

in

is

to

making any readjustment
come at all, it should be

sentiment

wage

with

scales.

If

consequence of

Washington Memorial Topic

a reduced cost of living.

"The bringing

an end of governmental contracts with
private industry entailed tremendous labor, and while we
are reassured by the able and illuminating statement of
the Secretary of War, Mr. Baker, made to this conference, we urge the highest speed possible in formalizing
these readjustments, in making prompt payment of every
to

indebtedness certified to and in thus releasing capital for
other uses.
The lifting of governmentaJ restrictions at
the earliest possible moment in the conduct of these plants
will be a further helpful contribution.
"It is the sense of this meeting that the Government take
steps to announce its policy as soon as possible as to the
disposal of the raw materials of industry now in its hands
or under its control, so that the manufacturers may determine their policy under stable conditions.
"It is further suggested that communities be enabled
to profit from Federal experience in the matter of working out the housing question, because as bases of industrial
activities are changed in this transitional period,
situations, quite as acute as they were during the war, are
highly probable in the future.
"Wr regard with especial favor the practice which has
adopted in many parts of the country in establishing

of

Discussion
Washington, D.

C.,

March

is

the

subject of

much

15.

The type of

a

memorial

sailors of the recent war
discussion, with Col. Robert N.

to be erected to the soldiers

and

Harper defending his plan of an arch of triumph, and
Mrs. Henry F. Dimock favoring a George Washington
memorial, to be dedicated to the men of '76 and '17.
Mrs. Dimock advocated the plan of making a building
serve the purpose of both a memorial and an educational
institution. In addition to a great auditorium, seating 7,000
persons, the plan of the building she advocates would include a museum, a large library and appropriate tablets
and pictures of the war.
Preliminary work on the George Washington memorial
has already begun, and about $400,000 have been subscribed toward its erection, and the people of the country
would gladly contribute enougJi to erect a $2,500,000 strucIt is the plan to have the
ture, argued Mrs. Dimock.
building a memorial to George Washington, and the two
buttresses of the building dedicated to the men of '76

and
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Resuming Building

Activity

Contracts awarded for
month of
February amounted to approximately $121,000,000, in the
section of the country east of the Missouri and north
of the Ohio rivers, as compared with $50,731,000 in the
same territory during January.
The bulk of this work was done by private individuals
and corporations, a fact which the division of public works
and construction development of the Department of Labor
accepts as indicating that private interests rapidly are
During the war period a
resuming building activities.
large percentage of work was carried on by the Federal
government. At present, the amount of contracts awarded
by the Government is negligible, and that done by states
and municipalities not an unusual proportion.
By districts, the comparison of January and February
contracts let is as follows

Washington, D. C, March

15.

building and engineering operations during the

:

Jan. 1919

District

New England
New York and

North

New

$ 4,648,000
Jersey 8,152,000

Philadelphia. Baltimore. 'Washington and vicinity
15.805,000
Western Penn., W. Va. and Ohio.. 7,916.000
111.,
Iowa, Ind., Wis., Mich., portions of Missouri and Kansas.... 13,710,000
Minn., North and South Dakota...
1.330,000

Feb. 1919
f

2,921.000
12,918,000

8,923,500
10,893,355
83,848,931
500,000

A

Xewark, X. J., March 15.
report on the stabilization
of building is expected to be issued shortly by the New
The various elements of
Jersey Society of Architects.
federal, state, and municipal control are being analyzed
with the view of devising some plan to stimulate lagging
construction.
"In theory this proposition is all right," said Secretary
Hugh Roberts of the society, "but it is difficult to put such
a plan in practice. While most people competent to judge
believe that the cost of construction work will not vary
much from present prices in the next three or four years,
there is still a feeling on the part of the public that prices
will be lower in the near future, and, therefore, there is a
general tendency to delay building and other construction
enterprises for the purpose of seeing how things will turn
out.
Some way undoubtedly will be devised to stabilize
the prices of labor and material so that the public may
be satisfied that their investments will be secured, and so
that loaning institutions will be assured that the value of
buildings erected at this time will not decrease in the near
future."

The \T ew Jersey Society was represented at the hearing
Trenton last week on the bill providing for the licensing

master builders, carpenters and masons.
He
that architects were generally favorable toward the

New

3-Family

added
meas-

Bill to

Become Law

With every indication that the Burlingame Bill for the
transformation of old-fashioned, three-story and basement
dwellings into three-family houses will be passed in New
York State within a short time, encouragement is held out
to the many persons who have been unable to secure apartments in Brooklyn. The legislation will also be of great
benefit to owners of these large residences.
Because of the present requirements of the Tenement
House law, few of the hundreds of such dwellings in this
borough have been altered since the passage of the Lawson
bill in 1917, because of the great expense involved in meeting the requirements of the law.
Under the Burlingame amended bill, many concessions
have been made by an agreement between the committee of
the Brooklyn Board of Real Estate Brokers and the Tenement House Committee of the Brooklyn Board of Charities working in harmony in an effort to help the property

The various

Report

of

:

owners and

Prepare Building Stabilization

in

ure in the belief that it will protect the public and property
owners against incompetent and dishonest construction
work.
Announcement was made that the following sculptors,
painters and landscape architects had been added to the
Mahonri
society's advisory committee on war memorials
Young of Leonia, F. G. R. Roth of Englewood, A. E. Foringer of Grantwood, William L. Mackay of Fort Lee, James
L. Greenleaf and John R. Brinley of Morristown.

to protect the best interests of the tenants.
defects in the earlier measure have been ad-

justed and all opposition being removed, the bill promises
to become effective in time to relieve a situation in the real
estate market which has become very serious in view of
the scarcity of new apartments.
The amendments to the old bill make it possible to remodel the old residences at a cost which will permit a return on the investment.

New

York's Construction Program

Albany, N. Y., March
the $90,000,000
its

affairs

it

17.

will cost

during the next

Approximately $20.000.000 of

New York
fiscal

year

State to administer
the largest amount
will be for construc-

the history of the Commonwealth
work to help take care of the unemployed.
A statement by the finance chairmen says that there will
be other "large items which are more or less conjectural,
but which will be appropriated this year," as follows Hudson vehicular tunnel. $1,000,000; necessary appropriation
for difference in cost in completing abandoned highway
contracts, $2,500,000; additional amount necessary to finish
canal terminals, $900,000; allowance for other special appropriation bills, $1,000,000. This brings the grand total
to $89,619,000. compared with a total appropriation last
year of $81.525,271.
in

tion
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Department of Architectural
Engineering
Planning Sunlight Cities
By HERBERT

S.

SWAN AND GEORGE W.

1

TUTTLE, Neiv York

must be planned from the
width and arrangement of streets
the length and breadth of the lot, the type, height
and use of building, the least dimension and orientation of courts and yards, the latitude and the
topography of the site all of these have to be
considered in laying out a sunlight town. If each

Equitable Building, which is 493 ft. high, one 1018
ft. in length; the Singer
lower, which is 546 ft.

proper weight when the

height at different latitudes and times.
The enect of skyscrapers casting shadows from
a sixth to a third of a mile in length on surround-

cities

SUNLIGHT
start.
The

of these factors

its

town

maximum

first

is

is given
planned, a

be assured every

home

high, one

The

of sunlight will
and work-place in the com-

Two

a
things are essential to a sunlight plan
street plan and a building plan.
Each of these has

and perfected

in

harmony with

the

other as one unit.

They are reciprocal parts of
the sunlight plan, and they therefore stand or fall
together. It is impossible to give proper consideration to one without at the same time considering
the demands of the other.
Any other method of
treatment

is

and the
one

length,
ft.

71,11

high,

\\

oolworth

1(135

ft.

in

co-ordinates in Table

I

enable one to com-

ing property

is

well illustrated in the case of the

Equitable Building.

on the shortest day

The shadow, which

at

noon

year is alxxit one-fifth of
a mile in length, completely envelops an area of
The ground area of the Equitable
7.59 acres.
Building is only 1.14 acres.
The shadow cuts off all sunshine from the Broadway fagade of the United States Realty Building,

which

is

in the

twenty-one stories high.

The New York

& Mortgage Company

Building, fourteen
high, and the Washington Life Insurance
Building, nineteen stories high, are both completely

Title

stories

disastrous to the sunlight plan.

SHADOWS CAST BY SKYSCRAPERS
The

in

ft.

is

pute the ground area shaded by buildings of any

;

to be conceived

127

length.

ignored, then no amount of replanning
can ever completely rectify the mistake. 2

munity

1

Tower, which

The south side of the Singer Tower is
shaded to a height of twenty-seven stories. The
shaded.

and the building plan have been
so poorly co-ordinated in the Borough of Manhatstreet plan

safe

nearest part of the City Investing Building, 400
ft. away, is in shadow for twenty-four of its twenty-

to say that a preponderating majority of the rooms
in the existing shops, factories, offices and apartments of the borough receive no direct sunshine on

phone Building, north of Cortlandt Street, is
For almost a
shaded by the Equitable Building.

tan,

New York

City,

for' instance, that

it

is

six

stories.

Even part of

the

New York

Tele-

the shortest day in the year.
This is no leSs true of the residential sections

fifth

than of the business sections.

immediately north of the
has
an
average width of 34 ft.
Equitable Building,
between Broadway and Nassau Street. The height
of the Equitable Building is 14'^ times the width
of this street. On a north-and-south street of this
width in New York, uniformly improved on both

downtown

But the situation

in the

financial district illustrates this condition

most dramatically.

There the shadows of different
noon on Dec. 21, envelop large
areas. The Adams Express Building, which is 424
ft.
high, casts a shadow 875 ft. in length; the
skyscrapers,

at

of

a

mile

this

shadow.
Cedar Street, the

All rights
'Copyright, 1917 and 1919, by Herbert S. Swan.
reserved.
This article was originally published in The American
Since its tirst publication the article has been mateCity in 1917.
rially revised.

"See articles by Herbert S. Swan and George W. Tuttle on
Sunlight Engineering in City Planning and Housing, The ArchitecForum. Tune, 1918; Planning Buildings for Daylight, The
Architectural Korum, November, 1918; and Report, Commission on
Building Districts and Restrictions, New York, 1916, pp. 176-188.
tural
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giant

skyscraper

casts

its

street

sides with buildings having a height equal to that
of the Equitable Building, and walls 14 in. thick,
only 9.31 per cent of the windows would receive
any direct sunshine on the shortest day in
the year. On such streets only the windows nearest

the top for a distance equal to 1.35 times the width

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
the street would admit direct sunshine on
Dec. 21 at New York (taking 40 north as the
be set in walls
latitude), assuming the windows to

of

14

in.

thick.

The windows

stories nearest the

no direct sunlight.

windows

ter those

in

the

thirty-four

ground would admit absolutely
Direct sunshine would only enin the four stories nearest the

a single window within 447 ft. of the
top.
street level would receive a ray of direct sunshine!

Not

High buildings should be erected on wide

TABLE

I.

streets

to

impose any restrictions upon its use there is
all.
But in contrast with these there
are other places, and these places contain the great
bulk of the urban population throughout the world,
which possess such a fluctuating supply of sunshine that its use must be subjected to the strictest
safeguards or the supply will be squandered to no

enough for

purpose.
The distance from the equator
importance in planning a sunlight

CO-ORDINATES OF POINTS DEFINING SUNSHINE AND SHADOW ON THE
GROUND LEVEL AT THE WINTER SOLSTICE

The co-ordinates in Table I define the ground area in shadow from obstructions at each hour and
The co-ordinates A are measured on the meridian running north
half hour throughout the day.
and south through the obstructing point; the co-ordinates B at right angles to this meridian. Both
Before noon the co-ordinates B are
co-ordinates are expressed in terms of the obstructing height.
The co-ordinates A as measured on
laid out west of the meridian; after noon east of the meridian.
the meridian are laid out north of the obstructing point.

NORTH LATITUDE

Time

is

of paramount
In the first

city.

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
ings on the south side of east-and-west streets of
a given width were limited on the principle that the
sun's rays would shine for just one moment at the
level

ground

-on

the opposite side of

the

street.

On

this basis buildings at Winnipeg could only
three-tenths the street width in height, while

the

be
at

they could be 2.31 times the street
In lieu of varying the height of
buildings, the above principle could be ob-

eqt:ator

width
the

in height.

the day.

maximum
winter

Just as the per cent of the actual to the
possible sunshine increases after the

solstice

solstice, so

it

and decreases after the summer

increases from sunrise until noon and

decreases after noon until sunset (see Diagram 2).
The intensity of sunshine is no less intimately
connected with the altitude of the sun than the per
cent of sunshine.
It, too, varies throughout the
1

served by varying the street width with the latiIn that event the width of the street at the
equator need be only 0.43 times the height of the
tude.

building, while at Winnipeg it would have to bu
The street
3.33 times the height of the building.
width required at Winnipeg would be 7.7 times that

required at the equator.
>

ALTITUDE OF

\

Diagram

Solar illumination on a clear day at sea level.

3.

day and the year, increasing with the altitude of
the sun and attaining a maximum when the sun is
The intensity of
in the zenith (see Diagram 3).

\

'The curves herewith shown were obtained by plotting observations of illumination of the sun on clear days which were made at
Mount Weather. Va.. in 1913 and 1914, by Herbert H. Kimball,
Professor of Meteorology, U. S. Weather Bureau (Daylight Illumination and the Intensity and Duration of Twilight, Transactions,
The solar rays are abIlluminating Kngineering Society, 1916).
sorbed by the earth's atmosphere, and the illumination at any point
of
on
the
mass
the
atmosphere through which the rays have
depends
traveled.
The air mass diminishes, and consequently the solar illuwith
the
mination increases
height and with the altitude of the sun.
The observations followed the theoretical law that the logarithm of
the illumination should increase by equal amounts when the air mass
through which the sun is seen is reduced by correspondingly equal
amounts very closely. The air mass for points at the same height
varies inversely as the sine of the altitude of the sun and we find
that the following formula fits the observations:

t?

Log

Hour of day

Where

Diagram
in

2.

New

3 UN

/

=

I

=

3.9478

the illumination

-

^
sin n

from the sun

in

foot candles

on

Hourly percent of maximum possible sunshine
York, average 1894-1910.
have therefore

But even

does not tell the whole story.
Meteorological observations show that the per cent
of the actual to the maximum possible sunshine at
any particular place increases generally with the
1
altitude of the sun.
This is not only true of different months in the year, but of different hours ot
this

New

'The sunshine observations at
York from 1894 to 1910 show
that the per cent of actual to possible sunshine for any hour of the
day is almost exactly proportional to the sine of the altitude of the
sun.
The corresponding per cent of actual to possible sunshine lags,
however, about 43 minutes after the sun.

Log

= 3.9478

'~ +
sin

n

log tin h

illumination of the sun in foot candles on a vertical plane at
from the azimuth of the sun which we will repan azimuth of
resent by /v is given by the equation

The

X

Log

/,

= 3.9478

-jlr^

+

log cot

k

+

log tin

X

differ slightly from the formula at very small
altitudes as the air mass at the horizon departs from the sine law by
The
intensity of sunlight is not necessarily the
amount.
small
a
same in all parts of the world for the same height and altitude of the
in atmospheric conditions may cause convariations
since
the

The curves drawn

sun,
It is believed, howsiderable variations in intensity of illumination.
the solar illumination
ever, that these curves will fairly represent
under normal atmospheric conditions.

anywhere
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the sunshine received on any particular plane, however, depends upon the incidence of the sun's rays

This occasionally results
5).
paradoxes. At this latitude we are so
accustomed to obtaining the strongest illumination
(see

Diagrams 4 and

in surprising

is a unique situation where the sunmost intense, not on a wall facing south,
but on one facing east or west.
This condition,
however, applies only to the tropics. At all other
latitudes the illumination obtained on a south wall
is more intense than that received on
any

Here, then,
shine

is

other wall. 1

ORIENTATION OF STREETS

The orientation of streets counts for quite
as much as the latitude of the locality and
the height of buildings in planning a sun-

town. A little sunlight engineering in
planning can to a large extent overcome
the two natural disadvantages of a northern
latitude in winter
the shortness of the day
light
city

and the low

TIME:

On

Diagram

or DAY

On

vertical wall facing south.
4.

altitude of the sun.

The

fact

can be designed for
Winnipeg which will give the front of every
house at the ground level more sunshine
than a non-sunlight plan will at Key West,
that

vertical wall facing east.

Solar illumination at winter solstice for different
latitudes and times of day.

a

plan

sunlight

demonstrates

this

astonishing as

it

Indeed,
conclusively.
seem, the very same

may

buildings in solid rows, which, if arranged
along the lines of a non-sunlight plan at Key West,
would rob the pavement in front of every house of
all sunlight, can be
arranged at Winnepeg in such a
Compare

the

intensity

of

sunlight

with

that

of

daylight,

the

former being defined as the illumination received solely from the
sun, the latter as the illumination received from the whole visible
sphere of the sky exclusive of that obtained directly from the sun
(see

Diagrams

6

and

7).

The

illumination received from the sky is derived from the sun
to be due in the main to the reflection and dispersion
of sunlight by fine particles in the atmosphere.
It varies in intensity
with the altitude of the sun.
Enormous variations have been frequently noticed within short periods, and it is extremely difficult to
obtain concordant results.
It is found that in general the sky at
various altitudes gives substantially the same illumination as in the
of
white clouds may increase the illuminazenith, although patches
tion very much in a given spot.
A clear blue sky as well as heavy
dense clouds show the least, while a sky with white clouds will give
the greatest illumination, the light from a white cloud being often
many times the light for a similar area of clear sky.
Observations of skylight or daylight on clear days taken at Mount
Weather, Va., in 1913 and 1914, by Herbert H. Kimball, Professor
of Meteorology, U. S. Weather Bureau (Daylight Illumination and
the Intensity and Duration of Twilight, Transactions. Illuminating
Engineering Society, 1916). while not so concordant as the solar
observations alluded to. are fairly represented by the following

and appears

'

formula:
Sh
2058 sin h

=
=

+

96

where

JTft
daylight illumination from the entire sky on a horizontal
surface in foot candles, the illumination on a vertical surface being
half this quantity
and h
altitude of the sun.
These observations agreed very well with other observations with
which they were compared up to about 35 and were somewhat less
at higher altitudes.
It
is
hoped that future observations will enable much more
accurate determination of the skylight illumination for any locality
time
under any specified condition. The daylight illumination
at any
has been computed, however, according to the above formula for
different latitudes in the belief that it will represent approximately
the daylight illumination in those latitudes.
Professor O. H. Basquin (Daylight Illumination, The Illuminating
Engineer, N. Y., Vol. 1 and 2, 1906 and 1907) found at Chicago an
average sky brightness throughout the year during business hours of
500 candles per unit of area of enclosing sphere of radius unity
which give 1571 ft. candles on an unobstructed horizontal plane, and
he considered a brightness of 250 candles the proper working quantity
under different conditions as follows:
100 per cent
Clear blue
66 per cent
Stormy
133 per cent
More than half blue
1 66 per cent
More than half cloudy
200 per cent
Overcast

=

T/Mf or DAY

Diagram

5.

Solar illumination on a horizontal surface

at different latitudes,

winter solstice.

on a wall facing south that we are apt to assume
this to be universally true.
But as we approach
the equator the solar illumination received on a
south wall diminishes below a certain latitude, due
to the sharper angle of the
rays, until, at the time

of the equinox,

it

finally

touches zero at the equator.
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The number

manner as to give the street in front of every house
more than an hour of sunshine. In each case the
buildings would be once the width of the street in
height, but in the southern city they would all front
on east-and-west
they would

faqade

buildings

of

no sunlight

while in the northern city

streets,

of days in the year that the- north
east-and-west streets improved with

on

different
at the

receives

heights

ground

level

is

absolutely
as follows for

different latitudes:

front on north-

all

and-south streets.
The sunshine period enjoyed

by buildings

at the

of the street facade

such a

way

in

ground level
is shown in

Table

that

II

it

readily compared for
buildings of different heights,
streets of different orientations,

may be

and places of different

latitude

as of the winter solstice.

1

The number of days that thenorth facade of an east-and-west
street

shaded

is

the

at

depends upon the

level

street

latitude

and the height of the buildings.
Buildings once the street width

Key West

in height at

cut off

all

sunlight for 61 days in the year;
In
at Winnipeg for 182 days.

few

very
States

down

cities

does

the

of

the

sun

to the sidewalks

alleys

7.

aylight

illumination

more than

and yards back of

received

different

at

latitudes,

winter

solstice.

penetrate
on east-and-west streets in

the skyscraper district for

The

Diagram

United

half the year.
such buildings are

Height of building in
terms of street width

North Latitude
25

30

35'

40

Number

50
45
of Days
73

2</i

61
135
172
182

and over

98
161
182
182

127
182
182

153
182
182

182

182

181

182
182
182

108
182
182
182
182

55

60

136
182
182
182

163
182
182
182
182

1K2

system of Manhattan (40 45' north
an excellent illustration of what a sunThe blocks, in brief, are
light plan should not be.
200 ft. wide and as much as 920 ft. long, the narrow dimension being oriented 28 30' west of south
and the long dimension 61 30' east of south. This

The

street

latitude)

is

arrangement is most unsatisfactory. Where a block
of the above dimension is uniformly improved with
buildings once the street width in height, a height
which allows the construction of a six-story tenement house, only the two ends near the avenues receive any sunlight at all at the ground level on the

-i!'-

shortest day in the year.

In other words, the tene-

the streets embracing 82
block
total
the
cent
of
frontage receive no sunper
at the ground except near the ends of the

ment houses fronting on
ALTITUDE Of SUM

light

Diagram

6.

Solar and daylight illumination for different
altitudes of the sun.

If the long side of the
block, due to the avenues.
instead of the streets
the
avenues
blocks paralleled

Manhattan, the situation would be very much
would
improved. But 18 per cent of the frontage

in

often

so

narrow as

to

shut

out

all

the

noon-

day sunlight throughout the year at the ground

'For
article.

Sunlight
then be in shadow at the ground level.
to
sunlight streets would then be given
The
of
the
cent
an additional 64 per
population.

homes and

level.

method used

in

computing

this

table

see

note at

end of

effect

of

this

increase in

sunlight on

individual
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on

health,

vention

on public
on the pre-

and

initiative

vigor,
sanitation,

of

disease,

contagious

on snow removal and on traffic
conditions can be imagined.

MINIMUM STANDARDS

OF SUN-

LIGHT
In a sunlight plan,

minimum

standards of sunlight will be established for the interior of

rooms and for every street and
yard as on the shortest day of
the year. This standard of sun-

may

light

be fifteen minutes, a
two hours,

TABLE

ORIENTATION OF STREET

according to the requirements of
particular locality, but in
each case the height of building,
whatever it may be, will be regulated with reference to the width
of the street and yard space in
such a manner as to secure this

minimum amount

of sunlight.

Either the height of building,
or the width of streets and yards,
will at any given latitude be

made
tation

to
in

vary according to orienorder to meet the re-

quirements of this standard. At
Philadelphia, for example, to obtain fifteen minutes of sunlight
on either side of a north-andsouth street at the ground level,
the height of building may be 7.5
times the street width.
But to

obtain the

same amount of sun-

on the north side of an eastand-west street the height of the
buildings on the south side may
not exceed one-half the street
light

width.

The height to which buildings
fronting on streets of different
orientation may be erected at
different latitudes in order to ob-

minimum

tain

shine at the

periods

of

sun-

level is in-

ground

dicated in Table III. 1

ARRANGEMENT OF BUILDINGS
In

the

winter

season

no

sunlight can, of course, be obtained on the south side of an

east-and-west street.

adjust-

method used in computing
see not at end of article.

'For
table

No

this

SUNSHINE PERIOD AT GROUND LEVEL OF STREET FACADE

Winter solstice.
buildings of different heights.
Table II shows the sunshine period at the ground level of the street facade. It is given for
different latitudes and for each side of streets oriented in different directions and improved with
buildings of different heights. The figures in the body of the table give the sunshine period in hours
and minutes on the side of the street indicated at the top or bottom of the columns as the case may
be, and for the orientation there indicated, when the height of buildings on opposite side of street
in terms of street width is given at the left.
The table also shows the sunlight period at any distance
below the top of the building given in the left-hand column. The table has been worked out for every
five degrees from 25 north latitude to 60 north latitude, inclusive.
These latitudes include all of the
United States and Canada. Cities near or at the different latitudes are: 25, Key West; 30, New Orleans; 35, Memphis; 40, Philadelphia; 45, Minneapolis; 50, Winnipeg; 55, Prince Rupert, British
Columbia; and 00, Mt. Elias, Alaska. The tabl e includes north-and-south streets and those oriented
every 15 west and east of south to and including east-and-west streets. The height used is in each
instance a multiple of the street width, this multiple varying from one-half times the street width
to six times the street width, the higher multiples being worked out primarily for alleys and rear
Both streets and alleys are assumed to be open at either end for an indefinite distance.
yards.
The sunshine period given in this table is that received by the street facade at a given distance
below the top of the buildings on the opposite side of the street. The time that sunshine enters a
window at any particular height is, of course, less than the time that it falls on the facade. The
number of minutes of sunshine received by the facade cut off from entering a standard window by
an 8-inch wall is indicated in the last line of the table for each latitude.* For a wall thicker than 8
inches the amount of sunshine cut off from the window would be greater than that stated in the
table.

half hour, an hour, or

the

II

(For different latitudes and for each side of streets oriented in different directions and improved with

Height of
Buildinc

Times
Street

Width
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NORTH LATITUDE
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sunlight, but

amount of

it

also

secures the most intensive utilSuch buildization of the land.
streets oriented
on
situated
ings
west
or
east
an angle
at
unia
of
assuming
south,
both
on
limit
form
height
sides of the street, obtain a very

uneven amount of sunlight, one
side enjoying a superabundance
No
at the expense of the other,
matter what the latitude, the
height
street

of

building,
orientation, one

of an excessive height, and par-

high latitudes, this

would not only be true of one
side,

but of both sides.

To

limit the height of build-

sides
ings differently on the two
of the street in proportion to the
side
sunlight coefficient of each

would

result in entirely different

types of development on the
opposite sides of the street.

two

To

apply the sunlight coefficient, on
the other hand, to the street

width so that buildings of the

same height could be erected on
either side of the street and each
side enjoy

its

minimum standard

of sunlight would have the result
in many instances of giving the
Either
street an absurd width.
of these expedients is obviously
not so satisfactory as a northand-south orientation of streets

with a uniform building height
on both sides of the street.
There must be economy in the
utilization of land as well as in
sunlight. Where there is a con-

between the two there is
doubt as to the side the
owner of land ripe for urban development will champion. Fortu-

flict

little

nately, in this case the interests

of the owners harmonize with
those of sunlight planning.

A

north-and-south

orientation

of

streets for this type of building
not only results in the fullest
utilization of land, but

cures

the

best

it

also se-

distribution

of

MAXIMUM HEIGHT

LIMITS FOR DIFFERENT PERIODS OF SUNSHINE
,tions
.evel

in the year.
The figures in the body of the table give te~approidmate"heighf limit oTbuUdings
terms of the street width on the side of the street indicated at the top or bottom of the column as

day
in

side of

limit
ridth
coefficient for the given condition in Table III To ascertain the street width required to furnish a building
of a =given
heigh
=,
i
ilight at the ground level, it is only necessary to
L--,~
divide the height of the building by the appropriate coefficient for the period of sunlight required as
given in Table III. The quotient will be the allowable width of street. The height of building in this
table is in each case given only to the nearest tenth of the street width.
This fact explains apparent
discrepancies between Table II and Table III.
.

by the

ORIENTATION- OF STREET

al-

side

and-south street. \Yith buildings
at

III

the

or

than
ways receives less sunlight
would be the case on a north-

ticularly

TABLE

Minutes
of

Sunshine

,
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NORTH LATITUDE
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from entering
by the facades will usually be cut off
in which the
buildings by the thickness of the wall

windows are

set (see Diagram 8).
walls enclosing a window on account of their
thickness diminish the sunshine period in a room as

The

Time at HtlicH out

a ec/ipstd

t></

pren

tieigM

of ImMing in terms of street nidts

more rapidly with increased height of
Where
buildings than does the sunshine period.
window
are
the
low,
opposite buildings obstructing

creases far

the ratio of the sunshine volume to the sunshine
period is nearly as great for a thick wall as for a

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
Various expedients

volume of sunlighted

may
air in

be tried to increase the
rooms. By a beveling

window opening, a window

of the

set

in a

thick

wall can, within limits, be made to admit as much
sunshine as one set in a thinner wall. The position

of windows within rooms is also of importance.
Thus a window the top of which is situated near
the ceiling permits a deeper penetration of the sun

room than one the top of which is
some distance below the ceiling. The sunvolume in rooms with windows opening to

rays into a

placed
shine

supply of sunlight, but they also economize
space. Buildings "pocketed" at either end between
deeper buildings receive much less sunlight than
those conforming to a common building line, unless
they are equipped with a side yard of sufficient
width on the south to insure their own sunlight.
the

The

provision of such a side yard is usually so
it can be afforded
only in private

expensive that

home

districts.

IXNKR AND OUTER COURTS
buildings in solid blocks
quite generally a misfit in a sunlight plan.
They necessitate inner

art-

and outer courts and open spaces,
the economic use of which does not
ordinarily conform to the height
standards of sunlight. Inner courts
outer
should not be used at all
;

courts, except those opening to the
south, should be used very sparing-

The

ly.

of

use

justifiable

outer

courts depends almost entirely upon
the direction of their open end.
(

>uter courts

opening either

to the

east or to the west are subject to
the same criticism as east-and-west
streets

one side receives no sunon the shortest day in

light at all

the year.
the north

(

Hitcr courts

are

opening to
worse; unless

still

they are extremely long, only a triangular segment of either side wall
near the top of the building receives

These
any sunlight.
however, do not apply

Diagram

13.

The

altitude

and azimuth of the

sun.

north latitude.

40

winter solstice.

either the east

or the west

may

be considerably in-

creased by having the windows located as near as
Windows
possible to the south wall of the room.

opening to the south should be placed as
middle of the

front

wall of

the

room

near the
as

prac-

many

of the advantages of a building on the north
An inner court
an east-and-west street.

side of

possesses none of the advantages of an outer court
open to the south, while it has all the disadvantages
of courts open toward the east, west and north in

Buildings on the south side
should have their outer
those on the
courts opening into the rear yard
north side into the street. 1
of east-and-west

FRONT AND REAR BUILDING LINES
Every attached house should preferably not only
on a north-and-south street, but should also
back on a rear yard running parallel to such a
street.
This yard should be open at either end so
that each
building

backing on it may derive full
sunlight purchased by its vacant

benefit

of

space.

Uniform building lines are highly desirable
front and in rear. They not only conserve

the

streets

;

The

front

in

an outer

court opening to the south, either
side of which possesses the advantages
enjoyed by buildings on
north-and-south streets, while the
end, if the court is not too long, has

an exaggerated way.

ticable.

both

objections,
to

type of building enjoying the

maximum

pos-

and which most readily avoids the
use of courts, is one facing on a north-and-south
street not more than two rooms deep measured
sible sunlight,

'The writers have worked out two complete set of tahlei, one
showing the exact period of sunshine and the other the daylight
illumination enjoyed by inner and outer courts under different conditions.
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from

room deriving

its sunor the rear
yard in the case of attached houses or from the
side yards in addition to the southerly exposure
in the case of detached houses.

light

east to west, every
either from

directly

the

SETBACKS AND CORNICES

street

Setbacks to maintain the

minimum standard

of

sunlight at the ground level must be in the same
ratio as their sunlight coefficients.
If not, they are
to be considered as an increased height of
building,

THE LOT UNIT
The

size of the lot unit

is,

of

course, always conditioned by the
character of the building and the

of space demanded for
lawns, gardens and accessory build-

amount

For sunlight purposes
should also be conditioned by
ings.

latitude

and

minimum

its

The

orientation.

practicable

it

its

depth

of

workmen's dwellings of low cost
and built in rows is probably about
25 ft. How deep at different latitudes would the lot unit have to
be for such buildings oriented on
north-and-south streets with a yard
in the rear, to obtain at least

two

hours' sunlight on either side at the
street and yard level, assuming the
ft. and
ignoring
any demand for extra space on account of gardens and accessory

height to be 25

buildings

?

The width of

the yard on each
provided in the rear of the
houses at each of these latitudes respectively would be equal to half
the street width in front. Utilizing
the sunlight coefficients in Table III,
lot

Diagram

Building obstruction at different altitudes and azimuths.
at different heights in terms

14.

Curves represent top edge of buildings

we

find the required street widtli at
each latitude to be as follows

of street widths.

:

Minimum
Latitude

Street width

25

19.2

30

23-4

depth of

ft.

34-6

"

35

27.2

324

40
45
50

64.1

55

83.3

60

250-0

41.0

36.7

"

38.6

"

the

ft.

"

more
when the

"
"

57-1

"

66.6

"

Good housing means

"

tilation.

"

150.0

A

where

itself

jection,
to the cornice.

height of building

their pro-

is

measured

BUILDING REGULATIONS

of lot and width of streets required
for any type of development with a minimum sunlight standard can easily be ascertained by using
the proper sunlight coefficient.
sunlight plan
cept

than, the

"

The depth

does not concern

amount of

considerably

"

45-5

"

the

Cornices usually diminish the
angle.
effective street width by as much as, and often by

41.2

"

amount of such increase depending upon

setback

lot

with the width of lots ex-

side yards are utilized to obtain sun-

The width of such yards and the height of
light.
the adjacent buildings must, of course, stand in
the same relation as their sunlight coefficients.

sunshine, daylight, air, venall build-

These are the avowed objects of

The height of buildings has been reing codes.
stricted, the percentage of lot that may be covered
by buildings limited, and the size of courts and
yards rigidly regulated all with the hope that the
aggregate amount of sunshine, daylight, air and venThis
tilation in the community might be increased.
hope has, of course, in a measure been realized, for
some control is better than no control, even though
that control may be based upon a very imperfect
appreciation of the means necessary for the achieve-
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We have now to locate the corresponding curve for the
edge of the building casting the shadow (Diagram 14).

ment of these ends. But what is needed for the
promotion of good housing to-day quite as much as

If in,

Diagram 12, is the point of observation at the ground
on the side of the street where its shadow is cast and
is a point on the cornice or
/>
edge of building casting
shadow at height //, while A' is the angle which the hori-

restrictive regulations is the definition of scientific
standards which will directly relate height and area

minimum requirements

provisions to the

level

of public

m

zontal projection of />
street, assumed as level,

Without the establishment of such stand-

health.

ards we cannot be sure that our building codes
encourage the right kind of development.
Note:

served at

in,

we have

makes with the side line of the
and k is the altitude of /> as ob-

(3) tan k

=

sin .V.
ri

METHOD

Values of k for each ratio of

OF CALCULATING THK SUNLIGHT TABLES

tables have been worked out by graphic methods
and in brief they consist in plotting the path of the sun, as
seen from a given point, on a suitable projection, noting at
the same time on its projected path points at 3O-minute

In the
periods or oftener from noon (see Diagram 13).
same manner the edge of the building casting the shadow is
as
seen
from the same point (see Diagram 14).
plotted
Then it is plain that the arc of the sun's path as projected,
which is above the projection of the edge of the building.
will be the path of the sun while illuminating the point in
question and the time may be determined from the 30minute intervals noted on its path. This in general is the
method and there are many ways by which it can be carried
out, by using different planes of projection, different systems of projection, etc.
It is believed that the particular method devised
by the
authors for computing Tables II and III. which will be
briefly described below, is new and has many advantages.
The location of the sun and also the point in cornice line
or edge of building casting the shadow is denned
by its
altitude and azimuth from the point considered, azimuths
measured
from
the
being
toward
south, -+- toward east,
west.
/

latitude of

= declination place
of
when X,
when S
= altitude of sun sun, +
A = azimuth of sun measured from south, +
when west
= houreast,angle from noon,
in
in
m.,
(l hour = 15 deg.).
W = width of street
// = height of building casting shadow
K = azimuth of street measured from south,
d
h

/

a.

-f-

-(-

We

east,

when

when
p.

m.

when

west.

then have for the azimuth of the sun
sin

cos

and for the altitude
sin /
(2) sin h

=

sin

d

/

tan d

+ cos

( I

I

tan

/

cos d cos

cos d cos

t)

(.

From these formulae the altitude and azimuth of the sun
may be determined at any time for any locality.
The U. S. Navy has published the azimuths of the sun so
that they may be taken
directly from tables, leaving only
the altitudes to be
computed.* These quantities may also
be

obtained graphically.
position of the sun is then plotted for every half
our, or preferably oftener, at all hours between sunrise
sunset from the altitudes and azimuths of the sun
id as above, after
adding the refraction to the altitudes
the use of a table of astronomical
refractions.
tangular projection is used (the plane of projection
being
ical and
perpendicular to the meridian, south being
is zero
azimuth). Azimuths are plotted as abscissa,
es as ordmates
(degrees and minutes being laid off in
ime manner as if they were linear
measurements) and
responding times from noon noted on the resulting

The

A

Office

U
iltitmle a n
this work

?'

United

States

Navy

Publication

-.

II

The

Let

-j

No.

71.

Cpast and Geodetic Survey kindly furnished table, of
azlmuth f<"
particular latitudes and times used in

2,

etc.,

are

now

to be

required, as Vi,

I,

l'A,

found for different values of X, say

for every 5 deg.. or as may be required to plot a smooth
curve.
It is only necessary to compute that
part of the
curve, however, which will intersect the sun curves above
described. \Ve then plot these altitudes for different values
of A referred to the side of the street on tracing paper in
the same way and on the same scale as the altitudes and
azimuths of the sun. Then when one of these diagrams is
superimposed on the sun diagram with zero
corresponding to zero azimuth of sun. the sun diagram will represent
on the projection the position of the sun at any azimuth as
seen from the point of observation and the superposed
diagram will represent the corresponding position of the
skyline or cornice line of the buildings on one side of
the street (assuming that they are of uniform height and
Continue indefinitely without breaks) when the street is in
a north and south direction, as seen from the point of observation on the opposite side of the street at ground level.
The angles A and the corresponding altitudes k should
he laid off on both sides of A'
o, the curve being symmetrical about a vertical through that point. The resulting
curve to the left of zero will represent the line of obstruction to sunlight (skyline or cornice line of building) due
to buildings on the east side of the street, at the point of
observation on the opposite side of the street at ground
level, and conversely the skyline curve on the right of zero
will represent the line of obstruction to sunlight due to
buildings on the west side of the street at the point of observation at ground level on the east side of the street.
This combined diagram will show the time when the sun
begins to shine on the west face of this north and
south street, and when the sun leaves it entirely in shadow,
for when the sun is below the skyline its rays are cut off by
the buildings from the point of observation, and when the
sun is above, that point receives the direct rays of the sun,
consequently when the sun's position is at the point of
intersection of the two curves the point of observation
passes from shadow to sunlight, or conversely.
In this
particular case of a north and south street the intersection
on the left locates the position of the sun when the sunlight
first reaches the point of observation on the west side
of the street and the altitude and azimuth of the sun, at
that instant, as well as the time, is shown on the diagram.
The vertical line through azimuth zero will represent the
skyline or cornice line of the buildings on the west
side of the street as seen from the
point of observation on
that side, and the intersection of this vertical line with the
sun diagram will give the altitude, azimuth and time when
the sunshine leaves this west face of the street amf
shines on the east face.
Similarly, this same instant
is the time when sunshine first strikes the east face of the
buildings on the street, and the altitude, azimuth and time
when it leaves this _face is given by the point of intersection
of the sun curve with the skyline curve to the right of zero
azimuth. For any latitude or time of year it is necessary
to use the proper sun curve for the given latitude and time.
street in a north and south direction has thus been
considered, but the same diagrams are applicable to a street
in any direction.
The only change necessary is the shifting
along the axis of abscissa of the zero point of the skyline

A

=

A

diagram on the sun diagram so that zero X on the skyline
diagram shall coincide with the azimuth on the sun diagram
which expresses the direction of the street. This lateral
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The problem may arise, given the number of hours that
sunlight entirely covers one side of a street, to find the
limiting height of buildings on the opposite side of the
In this case, plot the sun
street for a given street width.
curve for the latitude and time of year required and superpose thereon the sky curves for the given street direction

of

make the relative position
displacement is necessary to
directhe sun and skyline of the street correct for the given
an
tion of street; for example, if we have a street making
should be placed
zero
angle of 60 deg. west of south,
for only
over 60 deg. west azimuth on the sun diagram,
of the
then will the azimuth and altitude of the skyline
on the sun
given side of the street be correctly represented
45 deg. is
60 deg. is azimuth o;
diagram. Then
30 deg.;
30 deg. is azimuth
azimuth
15 deg.; X
o is azimuth 45 deg. and A"
A"
15 cleg, is azimuth
60 deg"; and the directions on the skyline diagram are now
shown in their true azimuths measured from the south.
We have described the making of a skyline diagram for
a level street with uniform building heights, but a diagram
may be similarly plotted to determine the sunlight at any
of obstructing buildings
given point for any arrangement
from the altitudes and azimuths at the given point, of points
on the edges of obstructing objects casting shadows. Simibe drawn on a skyline
larly a window diagram may

X

X=

as before for several different ratios of-yr^, noting the cor-

X

=

=

responding total number of hours that the sun will shine on
the given side of such street until one ratio will give a time
somewhat greater and another somewhat less than that
required then if these two ratios are taken near enough
together so that the sun curve between them is substantially

=

;

;

straight in all portions included, we may find the correct
ratio for the given time by proportion, when the height
of the building follows from the street width. Similarly, the
width of street which will permit a given number of hours
of sunlight when buildings in continuous rows are at any
TT

given height also follows from the

or building diagram which will show when sunlight is
Only
admitted by a window of any given dimensions.
when the path of the sun appears above the skyline curve
corresponding to the height of buildings above the window,
and within the window diagram, will the sun shine through
the window.

For all directions which a street may make it is sufficient
work out the required quantities for the street directions
for from symmetry
in a quadrant, say from south to west

to

;

the quantities found in the s. \v. quadrant for a street
having a given azimuth west of south, will apply to a
street having the same azimuth east of south, counting
times before noon in the latter case, in place of times after
noon in the former, and vice versa.
The times given are such as a sun dial would give and
are not mean local times. The maximum difference is about
Tables are available showing this difference,
15 minutes.
known as the "equation of time," for any time of the year,
also the difference between sun dial time and standard
meridian time, but as we are dealing with time differences
during a day, the variation is inconsiderable for so short a
period, and the reduction is only necessary when we require
the clock time.
To get the entire time of sunlight on the face of a building the entire sun curve should be plotted from sunrise to
sunset, bearing in mind that the curve is symmetrical about
a vertical through azimuth zero and the skyline should be
plotted for the extent of azimuth reached by the sun both
east and west (although only its intersections with the sun
curve are made use of). Then any period when the sun
shines on the side of a street can be readily seen by inspection
otherwise a period of sunshine may be overlooked.
have projected the sun and the skyline on a vertical
plane at right angles to the meridian, as best representing
the phenomena
but the same method might be used by
projecting both the sun's path and the skyline on a vertical
plane parallel to the meridian or one having any given
azimuth.
Other projections may be and have been employed in solving this problem, as for example the orthographic or stereographic projections. The projection used
herein has the advantage that the scale is equal for all altitudes and azimuths, so that one skyline diagram suffices
for all street directions. With the other projections, however, owing to differences of scale, separate skyline diagrams are required for each direction of street.
The above diagrams give directly the time during a day
that the entire front of a building is in sunshine, when the
opposite side of a level street is occupied by a continuous
row of buildings of indefinite length and are of any given
height; that is, the front at the bottom will receive this
amount of sunshine, while points above will receive greater
;

;

We

;

rr

rr

amounts, which

may

be found by using, instead of

'

.

~

the distance down from top of opposite building to level of point where period of sunlight is required.
In the case of a street having a uniform grade for some
length, the skyline diagram for that condition can be easily

where Hi

plotted.

is

-777

determination above.

At a given point on the side of a street the sunlight
begins or ends in most cases when the sun comes from back
of the face of the building or passes to the back of the
In other words, the sun, at the instant of bebuilding.
ginning or of ending of sunlight at a point on the front of
In this usual condition the
a building, is in its plane.
height of buildings for a given width of street, or widths
of street for a given height of buildings, which will permit
a given period of sunshine on the opposite side of the
street was found in the manner described below.
From the sun diagram for the latitude and time of the
year required, find for the azimuth of the street the time
on the sun diagram when the sun is in that azimuth, then
subtract, if a certain number of hours of sunlight is required on the westerly side of the street, or add if these
hours of sunlight are required on the easterly side of the
street that number of hours, and we have the time
when sunlight or shadow should appear. Take the corresponding altitude and azimuth of the sun at this time
from the sun diagram, and this azimuth will be the azimuth
of the sun when the edge of its shadow is at the base of
the buildings on one side of the street, the given number
of hours from the time that the sun is hidden by these
From this azimuth A, and the azimuth of the
buildings.
street K, find the angle X, which the direction of the sun
makes with the side of the street. This angle is the difference of these two angles when they are measured both east
or both west of the meridian. When, however, one azimuth is measured east and the other west of the meridian,
and A. Then, with angle
is the sum of
the angle
X, and the width of the street, find the horizontal distance

K

X

on azimuth

A

across the street, which

W

is

.

g

^

.

Then

this distance, multiplied by the tangent of the corresponding altitude of the sun h, will give the height of building
required or, collecting the expressions we have for height
of building,
:

H=
where

X=A

-r

h,

sin

K. The corresponding width of street for
is given by the formula

a given height of building

W = H^4
tan
/:

assumed in the computations to have no apconcentrated at its cenpreciable size and the illumination
The sun is about 32' in diameter and it takes about
ter.
two minutes when in the equinox to travel across the

The sun

is

meridian sunlight will begin, therefore, a short time before
the time found but will not reach its full intensity until
after that time. In the same way the intensity will diminish
a short time before the time found but will not be comtime given.
pletely shut off until after the
Sunrise and sunset are usually given for the time when
the upper limb of the sun appears to be in the horizon.
o 56'
These times may be found by using the value
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At
for h in the altitude formula previously given (2).
zero altitude the center of the sun would be in the horizon
were it not for refraction, which makes it appear higher by
about 36', so that the sun has to be 36' lower before
its center appears to be in the horizon.
Adding the semidiameter of the sun, 16', and a small correction for dip
due to the height of the observer, we obtain
p 56'
as above for the true altitude of the sun at sunrise or

times of sunshine with a given value of
-77

sunset.

Mathematical formulae can be used to compute the quandirectly in all cases in which the period of sunlight is
required as well as in all cases in which the sun crosses the
plane of the face of the buildings on the street, and in other
cases by trial and error. The process is tedious and complicated, however, but can be availed of whenever precise
results are desired.

Hi

tities

The formulae

We

have

are as follows

in (3)

~sfa~X

which serves to determine the altitude and azimuth of
When, however, the sun
points on the edge of building.
casts a shadow from a point on the edge of the building
to that of observation, k becomes h for that point and A
becomes A
K; substituting these values \ve have
tan h
,

W

H

,

W

Wi

sin K
H ~ sin h

IV

-

.

cos
cos

K
/

I

cos

2
/

sin"

d

"sin (A

sin

d

cos

l~

sin"

h

'

tan hi

"
_

sin

(A

K)

the true ratio of height to width of street for which the
interval of sunshine found as above applies.
is

rr

When

desired to find the ratio

is

it

-777-

which

will permit

K)

a given period of sunshine on the street, we first find t
from (i), after substituting for A the azimuth of the
street.
This gives the time when the sun passes the face
of the building; adding the interval desired we have t, the
time when the sunlight should begin or end, with the re7T

+

j-.

/,

find the

corresponding azimuth

.if

the

sun AI from (i), and from (2) with this time fi find the
corresponding altitude of the sun h. then by adding the refraction to h we obtain the apparent altitude A,. Formula
TT

sin A' sin

cos

With

quired

Substituting for A its value in terms of /, h and d, according to trigonometrical formulae, we have
(5)

solve (5)

:

H _ tan k

W

we

for h, and using the value of h so obtained we solve
(2)
for t.
If the sun crosses the face of the street, we find
the time of such crossing from (i) and the difference between this and that derived from (2) will give the time of
sunshine desired. No correction has been made for refraction, however, but this may be taken into consideration as
follows: In (4), knowing h, we can readily find sin
(A
A), then adding the refraction to h, we have hi, and

/

/

(4) then gives -777 after substituting therein A u

The

+

t

and K.

time of sunshine at a point, that is, the time
appearance of the sun at the point until it is

total

from the

A

first

rr

2 sin d sin h sin

entirely eclipsed,

/

and the corresponding values of

-777

may

sin h

which expresses the relation between

W
-77-

be determined similarly by adding the value of the semidiameter of the sun, about 16', to the altitude of the sun
corrected for refraction, and using this new altitude in the
equations in the same manner as the altitude corrected for
refraction was used above. When the sunshine is cut off
by the face of buildings, however, the time that the semidiameter of the sun takes in passing the face of building
must be added to the period found above.

and the altitude

ti

when

the shadow of the sun from obstructing
h,
buildings falls at the ground level of the opposite face of
the street.

of the sun

This formula, with (i) and (2) previously given, will
enable the desired computations to be made, to find the

Industrial Information
In this Department there

A
Among

is

published each week information as to the development of materials and
methods derived from reliable sources.

Contractor's Service

the valuable suggestions contained in the

program of the Post-War Committee, considerable
emphasis
architect

is

given to the inter-relationship of the

and the contractor.

As typical of the co-operation which contractors
are prepared to offer, particularly with reference
to industrial and commercial structures, the record
of the Gaylord W. Feaga Co., Cleveland, is of interest.
This is described in a booklet called "BuildHerein is discussed the importance of inings."
In
tensive effort on industrial construction work.
the production of industrial buildings, it is stated,
the demand of the day is for a readiness to begin at

once the necessary operations, for accuracy and
thoroughness of workmanship throughout the
undertaking, and for the maximum dispatch consistent with efficiency.
Having analyzed the matter this far, they proceed
to give evidence of how their facilities approach
the ideals they have set down.
given in this booklet to a discussion of
A
application of standardization.
feature is the graphic presentation of the extent to
which this is limited by the special aspects of the
needs of a particular manufacturer. So long as his
needs remain wholly general, unmarked by any individuality, the advantage of standardization is

Space

the

highest.
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is

intelligent

But when

his needs are distinguished

by
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any

specific

departure from the needs of other own-

ers, the disadvantage sets
the graphic curve steadily

in,

falls.

This book closes with a comprehensive tabulation of the scope of service offered by the Feaga
Company, which should tempt each firm of architects to formulate for itself a summary of its special
facilities for carrying
nearly ideal way.

Garden Ornaments

and from that point

work forward

in the

Wiring Chart for Country

most

much

Home

to us

Lighting

A

wiring chart for determining the proper wire
on circuits of 110-125 volt country home
lighting systems has just been prepared by the Engineering Department, National Lamp Works of
General Electric Company. The steady demand for
the low voltage (28-32 volts) wiring chart for country homes, distributed in July of last year, shows
that the information contained thereon is valuable

and conveniently arranged. For this reason, the
chart on 110-125 v lt systems is designed along the
same lines. To aid in distinguishing the two charts,

new one is salmon-colored and
an envelope on which the printing

that

we know

come

of ancient peoples has

through pottery worked by them.

The

artis-

of this medium are also recognized,
for the unburnt plastic clay permits of unlimited
artistic expression in the
handling of detail.

tic possibilities

size for use

the

Considerable is the extent to which a formal
garden depends for its success upon the careful
selection and placing of garden ornaments.
A wide variety of garden ornaments has been
designed by the Galloway Terra Cotta Co., established in 1810 and now located at Walnut and
Terra cotta,
Thirty-second streets, Philadelphia.
or burnt clay, has the quality of long
durability.
Its use in art goes back
through centuries, and

is
is

contained in

done

in

dark

red.

In connection with the high and low voltage systems, it should be noted that there is a fundamental
difference between the two designations, 28-32 volt
lamps and 110-125 vo 't lamps. In the first instance,
a single class of lamps, any one of which is designed

on any voltage within the range indicated,
referred to; but, in the latter case, there is a different lamp for each individual voltage between no
and 125 volts. While the characteristics of all the
to operate
is

Galloway pottery, having
coupled with the
is

unusual durability,

it would seem, for
garden
The simple lines of a sun dial

particularly fitted,

and decorative
or

this

artistic possibilities of terra cotta,

use.

font stand out in striking contrast against a

background of foliage or flowers, and in winter
form a pleasing spot of interest. By the careful
placing of jars, flower boxes and other decorative
pieces a scheme of considerable beauty may be obtained that will be effective in

all

seasons.

A

gar-

den pleasingly arranged can be made a delightful
retreat for the best part of the year, and that feature should not be underestimated.
If environment does all that is claimed for it, surely a garden

may perform

a distinct and important function by

creating surroundings of refinement.
The Galloway Company has received important
awards for its work in these fields, and a full guarantee accompanies each order.
Its catalog is extensively illustrated and represents a wide range of
well executed designs.

lamps in this range are such as to allow of their being grouped together for many purposes, as in the
wiring chart just prepared, it should be remembered that a i lo-volt lamp is to be burned only on a
no-volt circuit; a iis-volt lamp on a 115-volt circuit, or, in general, each lamp only on a circuit of
the voltage for which that lamp was
designed.
As indicated above, the information on the chart
for 110-125 v lt systems may be used for all volt-

ages within the range. Either chart may be obtained on request from the
Engineering Department,
National Lamp Works of General .Electric Company, Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

Improved Cupboard Latch
The Moss-Ochs Company, 9801 Manor Avenue,
Cleveland, manufacturers of machinists' tools, are
preparing to place on the market a new form of

cupboard

latch.

The

feature of this latch

is

the

which, instead of being rectangular in
shape, is made with steps. The object of this is to
enable the door to catch at all times, no matter how
badly it may be warped. As most doors have warping propensities, this latch should be of value.
plunger,
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the Lock and

Holds the
DoorSecure
Residence of Glenn P. Driscoll, Architect

Des Aloines, Iowa
Bishopric Board used on entire house

So Does Dovetailed Key
BISHOPRIC BOARD HOLD
STUCCO Preserving;
the Original Beauty
of Walls Indefinitely^

THE KEY

and the lock on the heavy oak door
prevents the movement of that door. It is held rigid
and secure indefinitely. That's what a lock is for.

TURN

In the same way, Bishopric Board prevents the moveof Stucco walls.
Its dovetailed key, formed by beveled wood strips, fastens the Stucco firmly locks it

ment

irrevocably.

Bishopric Board differs from a door lock in but one respect
it can never be unlocked
The Stucco and Stucco Board
remain sealed together forever, snug-tight to the building,
the Stucco Board being fastened by a 6 D nail wherever it
crosses a stud, and by four nails to each heavy wood strip
where applied over Sheathing.
!

There isn't the remotest possibility of cracking, crumbling walls when Stucco is applied over Bishopric Board,
especially if the Stucco mixture we recommend be used a
mixture universally conceded as the most perfect yet compounded.

Time does not lessen Bishopric Board's effectiveness. The
wood strips are creosoted, like railroad ties and old-time
wooden bridges. The Asphalt Mastic in which the wood
strips are imbedded is itself a preservative and keeps out
moisture. The waterproofed fibreboard is a non-conductor
and prevents the

circulation of moisture.

Have you used Bishopric Sheathing the
product which nearly one hundred concerns
have specified for workmen's homes ? It makes
a solid, compact wall and saves 30 per cent
over ,-iiu-h wood sheathing.

Specify Bishopric Board if you want attractive, unbroken
surfaces in your Stucco construction. Specify it for its de-

OUR BOOKLET

to provide other advantages for clients through the saving

''

contains the perfect

Stucco

mixture

and

numerous tests and endorsements of Bishopric Board by Engineers, Architects, Contractors and Home Owners.
It will be sent
on request.

sirable insulating

and sound deadening

qualities.

Specify

it

it effects.

When

Bishopric Board is used on interior walls, ceiling
Splendid
partitions, plaster, time and labor are saved.
insulation and retarding of sound are secured.

and

THE BISHOPRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY
904 Este Avenue

Cincinnati, Ohio
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Architectural History of a Western
By THOMAS
one looks over

WHEN

E.

TALLMADGK, A.

I.

2257

Town

A.

a col-

lection of

photographs desequence the
dwellings of any town from decade
picting

in

to decade,

from generation

eration, he

is

to

gen-

inclined to lose faith in

his belief in the

grand sequence of

the

majestic

styles,

that

evolution

by necessity and reflecting
epic changes in national customs
and ideals.
Instead, one is unreminded of
pleasantly
Godey's
Lady's Book, or of an old photodictated

graph album, showing the succeeding and senseless changes in cos-

tume and millinery from simplicity
to extravagance, from good to bad
and from bad to good. Mr. Cram
places the end of the orderly procession of the styles between 1820
and 1830. That great march which
started on the Acropolis at Athens
left its

ancient,

mediaeval

within the

In

arians.

THE LOG HOUSE. BUILT ABOUT

monuments through
and modern times, disappears
lifetimes of some now living nonagenother words, architecture made its last

and has

stand on the eastern shores of our continent and

gave up the ghost in our own Colonial style.
All of the architecture which we are considering

period of architectural anarchy and
eclecticism which has prevailed since that ominous
decade, as there was no Colonial architecture in the
Middle West with the exception of the old French
church at Cahokia, Illinois, built earlier than 1750,
and a few scattered buildings along the lower
lies

the

in

Mississippi

and

New

Orleans, built by French set-

The town we have chosen

As

was a pretand discarded by nature for

the exterior skeleton of the mollusc

ty experiment, tried

the vertebrate idea, so architecture has flirted with
the log house from time immemorial, but has gone
elsewhere for its grand passions with their majestic

consummations.
So the log house remains alpha
and omega, the same yesterday, today and tomorrow.

examples of those styles
them fashions?) which have prevailed
Lying within a few miles of a great me-

were scattered farmhouses and inns lying along the
old Ridge Road, which stretched north a mile or two
west of the shores of the lake.
The town was

on the shores of a great lake, the site of a
it has been able to combine wealth, culbeauty of location to as great an extent as

platted out in 1854, and the first railroad built in
the same year.
Although the population is now in

we

typical in

many

call

since 1840.

tropolis

any other town in the Middle West might do so.
The first houses in this and in any community are
the log cabins, built of squared logs with the chinks
filled with mud or plaster and covered with a
sloping roof.
They are of no style and of no time.

Previous to the founding of the university in
1853 there was no town, and the only settlements

its

is

able to present the best
slmll

ON THE MLES ROAD

culture and wealth

and on account of

respects,
s

1840

university,
ture and

Copyright, 1919,

excess of thirty thousand, as late as 1861

The Architectural

&

Building Prtss line.)

il

had a
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Of the houses
population of only three hundred.
built along the old highway, a part are fortunately
still standing.
These were built before the town was
a

Crane house, built in
Buckeye Tavern in 1849, ar>d the original
Methodist Church in 1856.* There was little building during the war, and what little there was still
ples of this period are the old

1854, the

town and are very good but simple examples of the
They were evidently built by car-

maintained the traditions of the Classic Revival.
Immediately after the war, with the revival of

classic revival.

building,

came new fashions of many

varieties.

There was the Cottage style, apparently inspired by
a style-book issued by Robert Downing, with numerous plans and elevations of cozy cottages.
Their
principal characteristic is the sharp peaked roof, a
vertical outside siding, with the joints covered with
battens,

narrow porches and narrow windows and

The details are ordinarily
hallways.
Gothic, and the style is, of course, related at least
by marriage to the Gothic Revival.
very good
narrow

A

CLASSIC REVIVAL. THE CRAXE HOUSE
BUILT IN 1845

who came from the East, and the mouldings
have unmistakable Greek profiles, and were, of
This was the
course, planed out with hand planes.
day of the old-fashioned carpenter shop, when
sashes, doors and blinds were run by hand, and
pinned and tenoned together. Great pine forests in
penters

all

THE OLD ROUND HOUSE. BUILT
Wood
example

is

IN

1856

Siding on Concrete Walls

Rest Cottage, the home of Frances Wil-

lard, built in 1866.

Exactly contemporary with this fashion was the
This fashion is apparently
style.
French in its origin, and was used for the houses of

Mansard Roof
the rich.

money

The

in the

captains of finance,

who made

old-time splendor in

their

more or less
the adjoining suburb. These

nearby metropolis, lived

in

*A curious eddy in the architectural stream is indicated by the old
Round House. In 1854 a book was published by Mr. O. S. Fowler
called "A Home for All, or The Octagon Mode of Building." This
least to the satisfaction of the author, that a house
of circular or octagonal plan not only had the smallest amount of
outside wall space for the area of the enclosed rooms, but also
resulted in a building more conveniently arranged and more elegant
than the prevailing Cottage or "Doric"' style of building, of which
he was especially scornful.
number of these octagon houses had
been built throughout the country, so Mr. Fowler, who was also an
author of numerous works on phrenology, seems to have had a
number of disciples. The house in question was built by some
theological students in the University, whose chosen profession did
not prevent them from niching a cargo of lumber which had been
washed ashore from the wreck of a schooner on the Gross Point
reefs.
The building had various vicissitudes it was moved once the
length of the town, much to the discomfort of the moving contractor, who discovered that the supposedly lumber house was in
The stairs of these houses
reality concrete covered with siding.
were also in a well in the center, which was lighted by a cupola, a
rooms
an
the
amazing variety of triangles, octagons, a
presented
The old building was torn down in 1889.
trapeziums.

book proved, at

THE BUCKEYE TAVERN ON THE OLD STAGE
ROAD. CLASSIC REVIVAL,

A

1848

close proximity furnished the finest of clear white
pine, and the excellent condition of these houses,

of which have been innocent of paint for a
is eloquent of the conscientious
workmanship and good material employed. Exam-

many

generation or more,
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THE KIDDER HOUSE
An

interesting attempt to elaborate on the simplicity of
the classic revival
built in 1856
:

A

MANSARD ROOF HOUSE WITH BOTH
GOTHIC AND EASTLAKE DETAILS. BUILT
ABOUT

1870

FRENCH INFLUENCE MAXSARD ROOF AND
CUPOLA BUILT IX 1867

\
A LARGE HOUSE IN THE COTTAGE STYLE.
IRON CRESTING. VERY TYPICAL
1875.

COLLEGE HALL. A FINE EXAMPLE OF
TORIAN GOTHIC. BUILT IN 1873
445
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The
laundry and part woodshed.
crowning glory of the house was the
This room, never visited exby the children in fear and
trembling, was plastered and finished

cupola.
cept

as

off

rooms below.

the

Such

a

house was the Hamline House, which
boasts twenty different kinds of

wood

finish
it was
same period is
Kedzie House, where the detail
in

its

built in 1867.

the
is
is

interior

Of

;

the

Eastlake rather than French.
It
possible that some of this work,

usually ascribed to the influence of
the English Eastlake patterns, was

derived from the French neo-Grec,
as exploited by Lebruste in the Bibliotheque Sainte-Genevieve.

The

first

university

Home

Hall, built

This is one of the most imand
successful monuments
portant
of the Gothic Revival. When it was
completed, Frances Willard called it
in 1873.

THE GOTHIC COTTAGE STYLE
Rest Cottage, the

important building of the

was University

of Frances Willard, Built in 1867

houses were usually built along the old Ridge Road,
which had now become an avenue, as the beauties of
the lake were either not appreciated or feared on
account of the supposed deleterious effects of the
lake air. These houses were generally of brick and
the stories were extraordinarily high. The hallway
was in the center, with a stairway which usually
ran in one straight ramp almost to the second floor,

"poem in stone," and writes that the best
models on both sides of the water had been
studied. G. P. Randall was the architect. Particularly interesting is the very original and impressive

a

treatment of the tower, evidently influenced by the
fashionable cupolas in vogue.
Joliet limestone was
the material par excellence for stone work, and it
was invariably laid up in rock-faced ashler.
Its

where, on the short turn, was placed
a niche, in which often stood a plaster statue of Canova's Hebe.
Open-

on one side through
wide folding doors was the parlor.
Behind this was the dining room.
ing off the hall

On

the

other

side,

of

usually

the

and relationship, ranged
the sitting-room and a large bedroom.
Each of these rooms was
provided with a marble fireplace
carved in a debased rococo style, or

same

else

lake

size

made

of slabs incised with East-

decoration.

surmounted the

Plaster

wall,

and

cornices

in the

cen-

rosette,

was a huge plaster
from which hung iron chan-

deliers

with their

ter of the ceiling

oil

lamps.

The

arrangement of the rooms on the
second floor was similar, except that
a single bathroom, long, narrow and
high, accommodated the household.
A rear wing housed the kitchen,
back stairs and an anomalous room
behind the kitchen, which was part

THE ROMANESQUE REVIVAL,

ITS

INTERPRETATION

SHINGLES. BUILT IN 1889
HANDY & CADY, ARCHITECTS
446
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ent style of wall paper from the wall
European travel had become

below.

popular, and alabaster replicas of the
Leaning Tower of Pisa and bisque
busts ornamented the mantelpieces

and whatnots, and a colored photograph of the Taj Mahal, invariably
referred to as the most beautiful
building in the world, hung on the
wall.

Finally, about 1885, the ripples of
a great movement in the direction of

by H. II. RichMiddle West.
Burnham and Root in Chicago were
building such splendid examples of
the Romanesque as the old Art Institute and the Rookery Building,
and their attempts to translate the

good

taste, initiated

ardson,

A QUEEN

ANNE HOUSE BUILT

style
1885

extraordinary self-cleaning property has kept this

windows had come
glass
fashion, and at least one or two

variably badly arranged

;

the

wood and adapt

tures of the

Queen Anne without any of

In 1893 came the World's Fair. Although it was
exemplar of good taste and correct archi-

tecture, yet

it

undoubtedly killed a certain amount

of romance and native Americanism which had existed in the good and bad houses of previous periods.

huge
of
in-

the stair-

days; corner fireplaces befashionable, and these were
of several shelves and stories

Aided

with little railings and
faced with variegated

and

nii-lic-

'ornices largely departed, and
fashion of dropping the picture
moulding and leaving a frieze above
tilt--.

bar-

a noble

;

made

its

barisms.

popular as trim, and hardwood floors
replaced the pine painted boards of
ne

for

<

ways occupied a niche off the hall
and reached the second floor after
-ral
turns
yellow oak became

earlier

it

were most inThe Fuller House, hooted
teresting.
at by the proud owners of Queen Anne mansions at
the time of its erection, was fairly revolutionizing
in its effect.
)f the same period and style is the
Fliot House, a beautiful example of Romanesque,
worked out in shingles with the picturesque feapurposes

into

proclaimed the opulence
the owner.
These houses were
sheets

into

domestic

and other buildings of the same material as new and
bright as they were on the day of their completion.
The difficulties of Gothic architecture for domestic use, the desire for the
picturesque, and the cheapness of labor and material soon called into being the
Queen Anne style. The regularity and sobriety of
the Mansard Roof houses gave place to Queen Anne
Dormer windows,
waywardness and eccentricity.
bay windows, balustrades and turrets crowded each
other and cried out for recognition on the distracted
facade. These were halcyon days for the planingmill and the jigsaw.
Turned and
sawed grills, balustrades and
traceries formed the ornament. Plate

reached

(

tin-

This frieze was highly
decorated in fresco, or with a differ-

prevailed.

A QUEEN ANNE INTERIOR
447
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understanding. Full-fledged and accomplished eclecticism now pre-

,

vailed.

The

introduction

of

expanded

metal lath and the rising cost of
dressed lumber made stucco, or a
cast cement finish for exterior
work, cheap and desirable, and this,
together with the arrival of an English architect, made the English half
timber Elizabethan style very popular.
Very soon houses of all styles

rough

and of various vintages began to
wrap about themselves white
mantles of lath and cement white,
also, no longer, as the increasing use
of soft coal has transformed their

snowy vestments to a degree of drab
and dinginess greater than their
pristine condition.

THE CHICAGO SCHOOL. AN EXAMPLE OF RATIONAL

Architects and owners soon turned

DESIGN

the

on

The nearest available style which employed the Orders was, of course, the Colonial, and a Colonial ReMost of these Colonial houses, built
vival ensued.
were Colonial, however, only
employment of the Orders. A true appre-

in the late nineties,
in their

ciation of the spirit of Colonial architecture did not
exist in any of them, and many of the shortcomings

of the

Queen Anne

style, as far as interior finish

and decoration are concerned,

persisted.

the accomplished eclecticism, initiated
through the outpouring of the graduates of our
architectural schools and through the dissemination

By 1900

of the interior.
picture

guns of their improving taste
the design and furnishings
No longer would baseboard and

moulding with a

plate-rail

in

the dining-

room suffice for the downstairs rooms. The next
step was the wainscot and beamed ceiling treatment.
The panels of the wainscot were often of burlap,
and the imitation wooden beams performed prodigies of strength in supporting nothing but themselves.
The walls were covered with burlap or

grass cloth, and the woodwork was usually stained,
The popularity
birch mahogany being a favorite.
of the Colonial swung the style back to painted

woodwork and

to wall papers again.

Everything

on house
building and good taste, had made
itself felt with full force on our
Middle West town. In addition to
the styles practiced in the East, such
as Elizabethan, Georgian and the 57
varieties of the Renaissance styles of
France and Italy, we added our local
school, owing its life to the Transportation Building by Louis Sullivan
The house by
at the World's Fair.
of

excellent

periodicals

1

Burley

Griffin, Sullivanesque, trans-

lated through the

Lloyd

Wright,

example of Frank
the

great

Patten

House by George Maher, and the
Condict House belong to the local
school,

and are perhaps forerunners

more truly national expression.
A new revival in Colonial architecture also made its appearance. Now

of a

the

Georgian

and

Colonial

styles

THE CHICAGO SCHOOL.

BUILT IN 1913.
ITALIAN INFLUENCE

were treated with discernment and
448
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SLIGHT
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THE CHICAGO SCHOOLHOUSE SHOWING
FLUENCE OF FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT
A HOUSE BY BURNHAM & ROOT.
ESQUE REVIVAL. 1887

THE WORLD'S FAIR

PERIOD.

COLONIAL. BUILT ABOUT

AN"

ROMAN-

"EASTLAKE HOUSE"

PSEUDOBuilt in

1894

HLI/AMETHAN HOUSE BUILT ABOUT

1895

ERNEST MAYO, ARCHITECT
The introduction of metal

lath

IN-

and stucco made

this style

1877 and

known

THE CHICAGO SCHOOL. A GREAT HOUSE FOR
A CAPTAIN OF INDUSTRY. BUILT IN
GEORGE

very popular

449

at the time as an example of
pure Eastlake

\V.

MA1IER, ARCHITECT

1900
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First M. B. Ch;,<rh

THE FIRST OF THE CHURCHES
The

.Methodist church built in the classic revival in 1856

must be white or ivory, and the furniture mahogany the walls were now crowned with carefully
;

gay cretonnes hung at the winsilk
shades
softened the electric candles
and
dows,
on the wall.
profiled cornices

;

mode is swinging away
somewhat saccharine, beau-

Gradually the present

from the well-loved,
ties

of the Colonial.

if

Now

muslin and are panelled

;

walls are covered with

and walls and woodwork

MODERN GOTHIC. THE METHODIST CHURCH
BUILT IN

1910

are painted together in soft colors chandeliers are
with us again, often in softly colored or rusted iron
breakfast porches essay daring combinations of
purple, green and blue, in painted furniture and
;

;

and now the smartest of our house furnishers are haunting the ruins of old dormer roofers in the hope of snatching from oblivion some forhangings

;

lorn marble mantelpiece with its rococo mouldings
or its Eastlake ornament, to resurrect it in the glory

of the fashion of today.

VICTORIAN GOTHIC
Its

Successor Built

in

ADVANCED ECLECTICISM GEORGIAN
BUILT IN

1871

450
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About 1900, like the camel that poked its nose
into the Arab's tent, the first flat building appeared.
at first, and then with the rapidity of a conthese
buildings sprang up, most of them detagion,
and built by promoters from
contractors
signed by

Slowly

the

home

dwellers have been safeguarded and the

camel, if not kicked out of the tent, at least denied
further entrance by the enraged Bedouin.

the nearby metropolis, perfectly willing to exploit

and

defile the

peaceful and beautiful village, whosewere its sunlit lawns, its arching

greatest treasures

AX APARTMKXT RUII.DIXG IX THK HEART OF
THE RESIDENCE DISTRICT
Equally oblivious to the rights of neighbors and
principles of good design

Built in thoughtful relationship to

its

surroundings and

carefully studied in design

elms and its hospitable homes. Let it be known by
other towns suffering under the same menace that
the

community

finally

awoke, and through the ex-

tensions of the police ordinances and building' laws

the

architecture our midno degree notable, if we exHere we run the same gamut
cept its churches.
of the styles from the early Classic Revival frame
building of the fifties, through the Carpenter Gothic
or Queen Anne of the seventies, down to the Gothic
Revival of the last decade, of which be it said that
it is the most encouraging, the most consistent, and
In

other

than

Western town

AN APARTMEN'T BUILDIXG BY MYRON" HUNT

tc

is

domestic

in

the noblest tendency in American architecture since
the ill-starred Romanesque Revival of Richardson.
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Recent Legal Decisions
CONNECTING OWNER WITH WORK CONTRACTED FOR
WITH GENERAL CONTRACTOR

furnished within a reasonable time.

In an action to recover a balance alleged to be
due for work done on the defendant's buildings at

failed to show any connection of the defendant
with the work done, and that one of the plaintiff's
witnesses had testified that the plaintiff had not performed the contract. This was reversed by the
New York Appellate Division for the following
reasons
The evidence showed that the plaintiff's

EXTENSION OF TIME FOR FILING LIENS

Where work or material is, in good faith, furnished at the request and with the knowledge of
the owner, to remedy defects in the original work,
and not done for the purpose of reviving a lien

:

work was begun pursuant to a contract made in the
names of plaintiff and another with S. & B., contractors
that no other contractor was substituted
for S. & B. that the work was performed in the
improvement of the defendant's property; that the

which had been lost, this is sufficient to establish a
period from which the time for filing notice or
claim of a lien is to be computed. But where the
subcontractor fails to file his lien for material and

new

;

;

labor furnished to the contractor within the statutory time, though the owners declare a default as
to the general contractor and complete the building

defendant's supervising architect superintended the
work and made reports thereon to the defendant
and that all payments, except the last one to recover
;

themselves, the furnishing to them of material and
labor by the subcontractor, not for repair work
done in connection with the original contract of
the contractor, will not extend the time for filing
a lien for the material and labor furnished unaer

which the action was brought, were made to the
It was held
plaintiff by the defendant's checks.
it

was not

essential to the plaintiff's cause of

action that he should prove an express agreement
with the defendant, substituting the defendant for

the

&

S.
tiff

B. contractors, or undertake to pay the plainfor his services. No such contract was pleaded,

;

was presented. Nerenbcrg
Shore Park Dcv. Co. 172 N. Y. Supp. 507.

the trial judge

z>.

Bronx

In an action to foreclose a lien on account of

reinforcing

diagrams

steel

furnished

in

changing a building from mill construction to a fireproof building with reinforced concrete floors, the
defense was false representations as to the amount
of steel to be furnished for the contract price, as to
the time of delivery, and failure to deliver as
agreed.

The

was not to furnish a definite
but all that was required. Thirty-

contract

quantity of steel,
nine tons were necessary, while the contract estimated it would be fifty tons.
It was held the
buyers could not avoid payment by setting up misrepresentations as to amount. The written contract
could not be varied by parol evidence of prior representations or agreements as to the time of delivery.

stock,

The

was ordered from
reinforcing
not mill shipments, and the material was
steel

contract.
///.

App.

Decatur

Bridge

Co.

v.

592.

AGENT OR INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR?
Action was brought against an owner and his
contractors for the collapse of the plaintiffs' building, where the party wall owned by them and the

defendant owner collapsed when its foundation was
being replaced by the defendant contractors. Judgment against the defendant owner alone was affirmed on his appeal for the reason that the con-

CONTRACT OF SALE OF REINFORCED STEEL
and

original

Standart, 208

and the evidence given was sufficient to put the
defendant to its proofs.
The plaintiff was not
concluded by the testimony of his witness contradictory of his own but a question of credibility for

was held

not a manufacturer, from which the seller procured
the steel itself, procured a small part from the mill.
Whcclcr v. Pitwood, Washington Supreme Court,
175 Pac. 289.

the defendant's request, the trial court dismissed the
complain: on the ground that the plaintiff had

that

It

that the buyers could not complain that mill shipments were made, although the jobbing company,

under the circumstances, merely the
defendant owner's agents and not independent contractors.
The work done by them was performed
under a written contract by which they undertook
to "superintend" and "direct" the work of wrecking an old building and constructing a new one on
the site while they were given authority to employ
tractors were,

;

necessary labor and procure all necessary
materials for the performance of this work, all such
doings and expenditures were to be reported, with
proper vouchers, to the owner every week, and he
all

bound himself to pay promptly the expenses thu?
incurred, and repay any advances made by them
on his behalf, together with an agreed compensation
Being the owner's employees or
7
1J right
he
liable
for their negligence.
was
agents,
v. Goldhcim, Iowa Supreme Court. 169 AT. IV. 343.
for their services.
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Improvement

of

Farm

Buildings and the

Country-Side
By GEORGE W. MAIIKR,
movement

THE

pioned by

so ably presented

and cham-

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT

F. A.

I.

A.

ings erected by the prosperous and educated farmers and planters vied in taste and attractiveness with

for

the improvement in plan and design of
farm buildings and their immediate surroundings is
bringing forth results of a most commendable and

city mansions of the same period, and thus in these
country and rural districts the people were distinctive and cultured, in fact were a
people as a class

gratifying nature.

who exercised a tremendous influence in the proper
and rational development of this
country, such as
our illustrious first president, George
Washington,
and many others well known in
early American
These old homesteads are still in evidence
history.
and are revered to this day as fine
examples of
American rural domestic architecture.
The lack of attractive farm houses and surroundings in our present day has been generally recognized and earnest efforts have been made with more

The encouraging responses

received from GovStates, published in the December 4

ernors of

many

issue of

THE AMERICAN
letters

teresting

ARCHITECT, and the inpublished March 12 from many

and widely separated State Agricultural Colleges
and Institutes throughout the length and breadth of
this country, testify most eloquently to the actual
and immediate need of constructive methods to
solve the farm building problem for the purpose of
bringing order and beauty out of what now appears
a depressing and chaotic situation.
There are many reasons of gravest import, why
the light of intelligence and understanding should
be brought to bear on this great issue.
It is not a
local problem affecting any one particular section of
America with rare exceptions the farm building
situation is the same all over the lack of order and
of appropriate architectural design in farm build-

or less success by those interested in
improving the
situation.
It seems, however, that the results obtained have not been so
satisfactory as the importance of the situation demands.
General publicity
has been given to the subject in
many of our widely
circulated magazines, and various designs of merit
have been proposed at reasonable costs for the use
of the farming and agricultural classes.

;

Although

;

ings

is

general throughout the country.
as a whole is sadly deficient

The country-side

the results so far apparent do not indicate that the
right or consistent method has yet been evolved to

reach the issue fundamentally for permanent nationwide progress, yet there is no doubt that the general
publicity already given has been of great value in

in

and attractiveness so far as the work of man
is concerned, and if it were not for the rare beauty
of bountiful nature, the sweep of the open and t!u
sky, the valleys and hills, the forest and the broad
fields, there would be little to attract or inspire the
taste

preparing the country for the next advance forward
order to achieve the desired end.

in

It

would seem

beholder.

great

It is obvious that our civilization founded on the
democratic ideal should progress in such an orderly
manner that all phases of society, of life and habitation should co-relate and progress harmoniously so

tical

far as

of

is

ment of farm
ters

received

buildings.

from

A

those

careful perusal of letauthority in these

in

practical and possible for the common good

State Institutions clearly indicates this fact since
they are in close touch with the situation and in ac-

and the country

cord with the desired results to be accomplished.
It is they who recognize clearly the need of a state

all.

Although the

city

will

always

and national movement

portray in their respective developments certain inevitable differentiations inspired by conditions and
environment, yet the art and architecture of the
city

that our State Universities are the

mediums through which to carry on in a pracand constructive way the orderly improve-

and country should relate in respect to estabstandards of harmony and beauty and move

orderly development did occur to a limited extent
in the
early history of our country, notably in the
Colonial Period.

Country mansions and surround-

farming

classes.

State Universities supported directly by the
people have the principle of organization at hand
for carrying the work forward vigorously and con-

lished

apace so as to appeal to all people alike irrespective
of place of residence or habitation. This phase of

to assist the

The

sistently

through the years.

What seems
to bring

necessary at the present

moment

is

our representatives and

appreciation of the importance

legislators to an
of this movement

and through them provide ways and means propperform the work in our State Universities.

erly to
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lend beauty and attractiveness in color, design and
architecture, linked with all of the modern acces-

this reason it seems advisable that special
Commissions be created for this technical
work, whose functions shall be to investigate all
the problems affecting the farm building situation,
and to prepare careful and exhaustive surveys of

For

State

sions that inevitably accompany orderliness of plan
and procedure, the perplexing problem now presented to the nation of encouraging the farming
classes and children to stay on the farm and homesteads is a long way toward being permanently

the exact situation.

This survey shall also discuss all that pertains to
the beautifying of the country-side, such as the need
for well designed bridges to be erected over the
many brooks and streams in connection with the

It resolves itself upon all of those in
authority most interested in the welfare of the
country and the beautifying of the environment of
the farming classes to bring about this most desired

solved.

great road building propaganda now inaugurated
and for which millions of dollars have been appro-

result.

priated.

Such a commission could

link with its survey all

that pertains to the road details so necessary to aid
their attractiveness, such as permanent and artistic

sign posts, proposed monuments and fountains,
school buildings and churches, and small country

These
in connection with country hamlets.
features of beautification should all be brought into
a proper correlation with the farm building proper
as being a part of and affecting the great problem
of the general betterment of the country-side.
Such a report or survey should be given the

Proposed Victory Building

Springfield, Mass.
ALBERT WINSLOW COBB, Architect, and ALBERT H.
LAVELLE, Consulting Architect.

parks

widest publicity to form a basis for State Legislation in order to provide the financial means of solving the present conditions, especially intolerable in
the country, and commencing the new reconstruction
era now upon us in America in a way that will be

A

same sources of

inspiration

and of knowledge which

Building is a science as well as an art and must
be taught systematically and with understanding.
The agricultural colleges should be fully equipped

their needs.

Men

Improvement

and in symunderstand

of vision and sound architectural

training, who are in full accord with the farming
classes and understand the problems affecting the

farm, should be employed in the curriculum.
There can be little doubt that if the country-side
can be provided with improvements of a type that

is

proposed by the
of

League

Springfield,

Mass., for housing the post-office, custom house,
Federal Land Bank and Federal District Court,
with various supplementary offices. Albert Wins-

low Cobb with Albert H. Lavelle consulting, are
the architects of the accompanying design of the
It would be 230 feet long and 174 feet
memorial.
wide, and constructed of light stone.

The design of

teach scientific methods of agriculture and which
have achieved such distinct success in this country.

for this purpose since they are close to
pathy with the farming classes and

Victory federal building

Citizens'

of lasting value to the entire people.

The farmer and farming class left entirely to
themselves can make little progress in the direction
indicated, the assistance must come through those

at

the

building

includes

a

war

memorial symbolic of the heroic victory achieved
This
by our gallant forces in the world war.
memorial feature is in the grand stairway and forehall of the Federal Court where naturalizations will
be held, thus constituting an appeal to patriotism
for new-made citizens.
Internally and externally
the dome, a concept recommended by the postmaster for dignity of effect,

crowns

all.

The

principal facade also has panel titles of battles in which the iO4th Massachusetts regiment engaged Belleau Wood, Chateau-Thierry, St. Mihiel,
and Alsace-Lorraine. It provides for

Argonne

medallions of the three chief war presidents of the
The committee believes a building of this

nation.

design for federal purposes is befitting Springfield's
and comdignity as represented by her municipal
mercial structures.
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Is

the Cost of Construction High?
in Stimulating War Production and
Curtailing .Yon-Jf'ar ProAffecting the Difference Between the Cost of Labor and Materials in the Building
Industry and Labor and Material Costs in General, Interestingly Traced in the Folloiving
Resume of Conditions by the Division of Public li'orks and Construction Development, U. S.
Department of Labor.

The Government's Policy

duction,

As

war about one-third

the

of

the

wages of labor in non-war industries in order to
prevent labor and material from being drawn away

country's industrial capacity, including man
power, was diverted to war production. To

DURING

from the war

bring about this great diversion of industry two
means were employed: stimulation and curtailment.

industries.

This brief sketch of the Government's policy in
stimulating war production and curtailing non-war
production explains the difference between the cost

Stimulation was practiced throughout the war and
affected the prices of materials and the wages of
labor because Government contracts were awarded

of labor and of materials in the building industry
and the cost of labor and of materials in general

on a basis which permitted contractors to compete
successfully with non-war manufacturers for materials and labor.

which was found to exist at the close of the war.
At the close of the war the index number oi
building materials, not including steel, bad risen

Curtailment was not important until early in 1918
except for the orders of the Fuel Administration
and the Railroad Administration for the purpose of

only 61 per cent over the pre-war prices of 1913,
while the index number for commodities, exclusive
of building materials, bad risen
The
13 per cent.

conserving

fuel

and

and

transportation,

priority orders.
But in a statement of

i

certain

average increase of wages in the construction industry

February

5,

McAdoo

requested that homes should not be built
except
urgent necessity. The statement
contained by implication the premises on which the

cent

radical

curtailment of the
i.

e.

:

(

labor and credit

\

)

building

industry

that conservation of

was necessary

forty-one leading cities

from 1914-1918

in

28.5 per cent as against a rise of 94 per
commodities.
When the armistice came,

there was. of course, a great volume of deferred
construction projects, partly in the form of public
works, partly in the form of semi-public utilities,

in case of

later carried out,

in

was only

1918, Secretary

was
ma-

partly in the form of housing and of commercial
industrial buildings.
This volume of deferred
construction represented in large part the curtail-

order to
win the war and (2) that the conservation must

and

take place in those industries that were not essential.
or only in part essential, to the winning of the war.
Some time after the publication of Secretary Mc-

ment of non-war production which had resulted
from the diversion of one-third of the Nation's
industrial capacity to war production,

Adoo's statement, the policy of seriously curtailing
non-war production was put into effect. Eventually

Fortunately the return of peace did not mean the
complete, abrupt end of war production, yet it
In order to
threatened serious unemployment.
minimize unemployment during the period of eco-

terials,

in

the production of sixteen building materials w~as
cut down 25 to 60 per cent.
Non-war construction

was greatly restricted until it was almost completely
stopped from September 3, 1918, until the armistice
was signed. It was estimated by the Chief of the
Building Materials Section of the War Industries
that the non-war construction in 1919 would
be not more than 10 per cent of normal. This estimate indicates how great the diversion of labor
and capital from the construction industry had been.
The stimulation of war industry and the curtailment of non-war industry was mainly carried out
directly or indirectly by the Capital Issues Committee, the War Industries Board, and the War
Labor Administration.
Not only were prices of
building materials affected by the stimulation of
war industries, but in many cases also by direct
The same was true of the wages of
price fixing.
labor. The power of the Government was exercised
toward the lowering of prices of materials and the

Board

nomic readjustment, the Government promptly removed the restrictions which it had imposed upon
There probably never
the construction industry.
was a time when broadly speaking optimism as
regards industry was better justified or meant more
It is distinctly ento the country than at present.
to
the
construction
industry to note that
couraging

optimism

reasoned optimism

is

most emphatic

in

the literature published by the leading banks of national reputation, compiled for them by trained investigators.

Evidence of a helpful attitude on the part of
In the
banks toward real estate is not wanting.
great borough of Manhattan, in New York City,
mortgages aggregating $8,500,000 in value were

January of this year, as
January of last year. That is
against $2,600,000
to say, the banks and insurance companies are not
extended (renewed)
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real
now, as they were a year ago, calling upon
m
or
whole
in
loans
off
estate borrowers to pay

everywhere

issued
Furthermore, 13,500 building permits were
in 152 cities this January as against 9600 permits
a year ago. The average value of the January permits this year was $1,700, compared with $2,800

m

A

be remembered,
year ago, it will
January. 1918.
bethe Government was building extensively, and,
war
for
erected
factories were being
sides

many

cent of the cities showed
production. Fifty-four per
this
in
January over the preceding
building
gains
is to be noted also that January, 1919,
It
lanuary.
over December, 1918, although building per-

gained
in Decemmits are normally fewer in January than
these
of
figures is
building
The significance
ber.
to make
tendency to build extensions,
buildstructural repairs, and to erect inexpensive
that there

is

a

Government debts are

largely

discharged.

The
part.

until the

fact

is

that the cost of construction

is

not

clothhigh today. It is low compared with food,
It is high only in
in general.
commodities
and
ing
comparison with its own pre-war level. Commodity
recede because food and
prices will undoubtedly
were affected by
clothing and many other things

war

special

conditions,

for

example, scarcity of

from
transportation which prevented shipments
But they can not
tant countries to the Allies.
to the

pre-war

disfall

level.

the wages
But, although some readjustments in
of individual trades and in the prices of individual
classes of building materials may take place, the
cost of construction will not come down to such
an extent as to endanger a judicious investment

figures
ings, including particularly housing.
at the befor
looks
one
characteristics
bear the

made today in the erection of a new building.
Where the rents offered will show a fair net return on the cost today of a new building after de-

of the building industry.
ginning of a revival
to get under
It takes time for private building

fund allowance, no one
ducting a reasonable sinking
should hesitate to build or to lend money for build-

The

works

to

started

get
way, and still longer for public
However, the reports received from
in volume.
the bestate, county and municipal officials justify
construclief that an exceptional amount of public
tion will be undertaken this year.

The turning of the tide in the construction inbeen looking for since the
dustry that we have all
However,
armistice has unquestionably come.
its rise to
there are still obstacles in the way of
normal. The most important of these is the high
compared with the pre-war
Not a few bankers and investors decline to

cost of construction as

period.

because
consider a building project to-day merely
take
who
Those
of the high cost of construction.
the
to
not
analyze
this attitude do
generally stop

which alarms them so.
high cost of construction
are higher now than
costs
construction
Although
inin 1913, the union wage scales in the building
the
have
as
as
rapidly
dustry have not advanced
are
cost of living, while building material prices
inWage
are
as
as
prices.
not
commodity
high
creases in the construction industry, speaking genthat industry was
lagged behind because
war production.
in
utilized to only a small degree

erally,

which the cost of construction stands
tembeen
has
pushed up only slightly by
to-day
fixed
mainly
It has been
porary war conditions.
be materially changed
by conditions that can not
of
for years to come
by the tremendous expansion
credit.
and
money
and credit
During the war the volume of money
of involume
the
than
increased far more rapidly
exBut
rose.
hence
and commerce;
prices

The

level at

dustry

Government loans is a
pansion of credit through
world-wide condition which must hold up prices

ing.

Rents are determined by supply and demand.
of
In the case of housing, during the early part
the
curtailed
was
rapid
demand
by
the war, the

advance in commodity prices, which impelled many
tenants to crowd into or get along with less space
and
than their normal standard of living required,

men of military age.
by the drafting of the young
influences had spent
these
With a year, however,
of
end
the
according to the
1919,
their force.
By
from a questionnaire sent to real
replies obtained
these cities
estate boards in 91 cities, only four of
had a housing demand that was below normal,
cent or
while in 52 cities rents had advanced 10 per
to
50 per cent.
more, in some instances 40 per cent

rents took place at a time when the
was as economical of house
population at home
while several millions of
and
as
room
possible
soldiers were absent in the service.

This

rise in

Another important

fact

was disclosed by the

re-

that despite ris-

namely,
plies to the questionnaire,
of the 91
rents for housing in the majority
ing

cities,

had declined
the market values of house sites

in six cities,

and had remained

The market value

practically

of land

is,

station-

like rents,

ary in 72.
and demand.
determined by the interplay of supply
was relaland
for
city
the war the demand

During

in real estate was dis
tively small, because dealing
rethe banks as a non-war activity

couraged by

With a restoration of
of credit.
quiring the use
the demand for
easier mortgage loan conditions,
nothing can
increase;
real estate will inevitably
seem more certain than that

in

our growing

(Concluded on page 459)
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last

hn

KM. during the course of a series of
impromptu remarks, printed

1

teresting
our issue of Feb.

1919

(

'KOKESSIOXAI. SOCIKTIKS

12. I).

convention of the

Knickerbacker l>oyd
Institute

in

the

at

stated that

in-

archi-

owed

a reciprocal obligation to other societies,
he struck the nail squarely on the head.

tects

The

A

Between Pure Design
and Fitness

Conflict

LETTER,
in the

"There

is

Hoyd directed

attention

to

the

fact

that

eminent and many
organizations throughout the country are perform(

io\

recently published in Tin-: A.MKKcalls attention to the art of

ing valuable services to architects by issuing pubHe
lications of great interest to their profession.

following words

very

ICAN ARCIUTKCT,

planning

Mr.

various departments of the

bound up

pertinently asks, what
reciprocate this obligation ?

:

in the daily practice of architectural

can

architects

do

to

design an art so subtle that few laymen realize its existence,
and few architects themselves accord it a position which
its importance should demand.
Its practice is based upon
information of such an exact nature that it mi K ht almost
claim a place among the sciences as well as among the arts.
We refer to the art of planning."

claimed that architects are affiliated with
ncse organizations and are therefore inmany
<ilrectl v Participating in this work, it may be bluntly
Hut if it
stated that such a statement is not fact.

There is always the inevitable conflict between
what is known as pure design and fitness of deA building constructed on the basis of pure
sign.

ati

design

may

of the sensuous demands of the
and still be a failure as a builduse.
The elements that constitute

fulfill all

most cultivated

If

it

is

of

,

,

.

-

assumed

arc indirectly co-opersocieties, is it not pertinent to
Jf
not through their own organare
inquire why they
Cation rendering in part a service that they find so
is

with

valuable
If

taste

the

that

architects

()ther

when given by others?
Institute

either

through

its

Hoard of

ing for human
fitness are capable of being
segregated into two distinct groups, the aesthetic or sentimental and the
Hoth are essential, but the
practical or utilitarian.

Directors or its State Chapters fails to give publicity to discussions and investigations of problems

degree of their influence

important service? To be sure, we have at each
convention many carefully prepared reports, most
What becomes of
of them of a valuable nature.

is

fixed by the use of the

structure.

To combine
tion

is

this

is

both elements in the correct properthe true test of architectural efficiency and
the case regardless of the character of the

that are of vital interest to other professions, may
it
not be asked if they are not neglecting a most

Are
these aside from the printing in the Journal'?
are
circulated
allied
thcv
sent
to
societies,
they
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the architectural press and that of the arts
allied to architecture?
It is easy to recall many reports during the
past few years that if
widely distributed would have had far-reaching influence in acquainting the general public as to

among

the relationship of the AmerArchitects to the profession
as a whole (Subject C of the
Program), and including with it an analysis of the purpose of a profes-

CONSIDERING
ican Institute of

and crafts

sional

just

what the practice of architecture represents.

PARTICIPATION
lated

--

in the activities

organizations
it should be.

architects as

is

diverse

of other re-

its

efficient

laboration

it

in

word

representative.
Institute membership,

col-

program of the Post-War Commore one becomes impressed
with the importance and the
comprehensive manner
of

its

But the essence of success lies
and it will be unfortunate if
a disposition toward apathy in this direc-

framing.

wholly
there

the

in co-operation,

is

tion that will jeopardize the attainment of a

purpose.

high

It

will

have

to be

democra-

must by

it

its

that archi-

a

is

always an essential profession.

some instances

It

may

entirely ignore

view to their organization in all the states, their
and the determination of their exact

federation

pay the debt they

studied the

good

Why

not be content in a self-satisfied observation of their
particular field.
They have a reciprocal obli-

is

in

Then there is the all important question of the
State Societies and their relation to the Institute.
not a special committee on State Societies with

own

The more

architects

on which so much time has been wasted, are unnecessary in a professional code of to-day.

which it necessarily comes in contact it must
pursue
the same methods as do those societies, none of
which are in the least moribund. Architects must

mittee

of

one

things upon which in the past it has placed
emphasis. It might, for example, amend and considerably condense the Circular of Advice and
Canons of Ethics, acting on the assumption that
many of the present provisions in these documents

the profession of architecture as an
organized
is to become as virile as other societies with

These important matters will undoubtedly receive
careful consideration by the Post-War Committee.
To give it such attention and enable it to arrive at
a correct conclusion it should be
placed in possession of the views of men in
practice.

but

in

solely of

many

IFbody

nently qualified.

Not representative

become aggressively practical, and
every act show to the world at large

subordinate, and in

they should be active.

owe. and by this very straightforward course
assume the station among the ranks of man to
which they are by education and practice so emi-

a con-

is

tized,

tecture

These instances are cited as indicating the seeming apathy of the profession of architecture toward
questions, investigations and propaganda in which

realize this,

:

assumption imposes.

with

They must

many and
of

standing everywhere in the United States irrespective of affiliation.
Having assumed this representative function, the Institute will
necessarily be expected to fulfill all of the obligations which such

representatives from eleven important organizations, but he fails to find in the list
the American Institute of Architects.

gation.

be

desirability

Just what the relationship of the Institute to the

at consider-

had been prepared

will

whole profession should be can be stated

able expense material help for every architect in the
country. Mr. Boyd directs attention to the fact that
a recent report of a committee on
fireproof construction states that

the

discussed.

organization and a

campaign of education sent broadcast

As

D)

discovered,

conceded,
only the method of organization and its administration as representing the profession needs to be

Again, the National Fire Protection Asso-

through

opinions.

be

will

trolling organization in the profession

not so general among
Does not every architect

reap substantial benefit from the work of the American Society for Testing Materials ? Mr.
Boyd states
he found but three architects to be members of that
society.
ciation has

(paragraph d of Subject

organization

numerous illuminating things
and on these there no doubt

relation to the Institute?

Shall we concede any of our nationalism if we
enter into a league with our professional brethren
in Europe?
Will it not make for a broader and a

higher plane of professional practice if our relationship with the men abroad becomes more defi-.
Would it be adnitely practical than at present?

vantageous to invite representatives from societies
in Europe to attend our conventions and
arrange
on our own part for a representation of the Institute
at the

meetings in Europe?
recall with considerable pride the very flattering reception accorded in England and France
to representative American architects who have
visited these countries and addressed their meetings.
Could we not with advantage arrange for a con-

We

tinuation of this desirable
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Cost of Construction
(Continued from page 456)

can

cities the

It may well
happen that the man who
a
lot
buys
today and builds on it a house the cost
of which is not greatly out "of
proportion to the
cost of the land will be better off a
year from now

struction.

market value of land must advance

than he would be

briskly.

A

judicious investment in the erection of a new
building does not depend solely on the cost of con-

Financial and

if he had left his
money in the
savings banks in the meantime. City land at present is least inflated of all material wealth.

Commercial Digest

As Affecting the Practice
in

Financing Building

of Architecture

the gain over February last
year was 90 per cent.
< )ne
of the larger metropolitan construction companies, now doing the largest business in its his-

Southern

California
That prospects for the early construction of new
buildings of all classes in southern California are
excellent is the opinion of Marry Lee- Martin, vice-

tory,

has

orders on

its

books totalling approxi-

mately $75,000,000, compared with $41.000,000
this time last vear.

at

president of the Mortgage Guarantee Company,
of Los Angeles, Cal., who declares in a letter to
THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT that the situation is

"healthy and altogether satisfactory."
"While the problem in southern California takes
a special form, and is affected by conditions that

Reduced Wages and Building
Resumption

probably do not prevail elsewhere," writes Mr.
Martin, "the financing of the building in this terIt appears that
ritory will be comparatively easy.

That a reduced wage scale is not an indispensable
preliminary to resumption of activity in the building trades is the opinion of Morton C. Tuttle, just
retired as production manager for the United States
Fmergency Fleet Corporation. Mr. Tuttle bases
his judgment on some very recent investigations of

building and loan associations, mortgage companies
and private individuals are able and ready to make

whatever loans are offered on a sound basis that
to say, to make any and all loans that are not
:

construction

is

large

excessive.

points from

"It

evident, however, that building operations
will be curtailed to an
appreciable extent by reason
is

of the fact that costs of building material and building are still high. People generally expect a great
reduction in prices, but there are some well qualified
to

judge

who

believe that the cost of material, both

wood and

metal, will not be appreciably reduced
for quite a while.
The situation is healthy and
altogether satisfactory, with an evident readiness

on every hand to

start

new

buildings of

Building Operations
A

all classes.'"

substantial increase in building operations is
in reports from various cities for the first

time since January, 1917, a gain of 24.2 per cent
February over the same month a year ago be-

in

In

New York

enterprises

England

located

to Florida.

at

various

These un-

mistakably indicate that increased efficiency of
labor is bringing down costs even while wages re-

main

at existing altitudes.

"In the course of viewing numerous undertakings more or less closely associated with interests of
the Government," says Mr. Tuttle, "I have lately
been impressed to find the statement commonly
made that costs of operation are beginning to show
a noticeable decline. And this, almost without exception, was attributed to increased efficiency of the
labor force, due in part to the opportunity for weeding out the less dependable workers, in part to the
growing desire of all members of the force to retain their jobs.
"Owing to inadequate or otherwise unsatisfactory

Show Gain

shown

ing recorded by Rradstrcct's.

New

alone
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cost systems maintained in connection with most
of these undertakings, I found it impossible fully
Accordto check the statement by actual figures.
in
an
of
one
the
cost
I
made
out
operprocess
ingly.
ation continued over a period of several weeks.
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That which 1 selected was a piece of concrete work
the costs studied were those for the common labor

were inadequate, but notwithstanding these handi-

;

caps, the shipments from the Lake Superior district
from April to October, inclusive, 1918, were over
2,500,000 tons more than those for the correspond-

employed on this work from January / to
February 4 of the present year inclusive. During
this period the wage scale remained unaltered but
the personnel of the labor force underwent frequent

ing period of 1917. Owing to a scaling down of
furnace requirements, however, in order to release

;

vessels for carrying grain to Europe, the shipments

changes.

"A

graph of the labor costs of the work during
the period noted shows a sharp and almost undeOn February 4
viating decline from day to day.
these costs were exactly 50 per cent less per unit
It is my belief
than were those of January 7.
that in almost any labor force there lies the opportunity of realizing economies ranging from 20 to 50

in

and December.

per cent without interfering with the wage scale.
"This implies, of course, that there is now in-

in

in

made

were nearly
in

1917.

Al>out 86 per cent of the iron ore mined and
in 1918 came from the Lake Superior dis-

creased opportunity for selecting men according to
their suitability for a given task, and an increased
eagerness on the part of the men to make good.
Rut this is as it should be; and the whole country
ought soon to feel the effect of it in general improvement at all points. It is a case of supplanting
so-called liquidation of labor by proper adaptation
of labor as a means of keeping the cost of doing
things within the bounds of utility.

Ore Production

1918,

November
Government control of the
entire steel supply, which became effective in June,
1918, undoubtedly regulated the demand for ore,
and stocks at mines and lower lake ports were
somewhat reduced, so that the consumption of ore
remained about the same as in 1917.

4,000,000 tons less than those

1

Iron

November and December,

shipped

in which about 60,092,000 gross tons were
mined and about 63,666,068 tons mined and 63,trict,

854.752 tons shipped in 1917, representing decreases
of 5.6 per cent and 2.5 per cent, respectively in 1918.

Call

Money Rates

at

High Mark

The highest mark in more than two years was
touched recently by call money rates on the New
York Stock Exchange, when loans on good mixed
collateral touched 7 per cent, and those negotiated
on all industrial collateral loaned at 7J--J per cent.
These figures compare with the wartime maximum
of 6 per cent and (1^/2 per cent, shortly after the

United States

1918

Statistics and estimates of the production of iron
ore in 1918, compiled under the direction of Ernest
F. Burchard of the United States Geographical

Loan in May. 1917.
warning that the stock
market must go slowly. Bankers believe, however,
that there will be no need for the reconvening of
the money committee which was recently disbanded.
While there are heavy demands being made on tfie
money market now and although heavier demands
flotation of the First Liberty

The advance was taken

Survey. Department of the Interior, show a moderdecrease in output compared with the high
records of 1916 and 1917.

ate

The estimated quantity of iron ore mined in the
States in 1918 amounted to 69,712,000

United

gross tons, compared with 75.288,851 tons in 1917.
a decrease of 7.4 per cent.
The estimated shipments of ore from the mines in 1918 were 72,192.-

as a

come in the near future, they are simply
response to the law -of supply and demand.

will

in

ooo gross

tons, valued at $246,043,000, compared
75,573,207 tons, valued at $288,260,444 in
1917, a decrease in quantity of 4.5 per cent, but an
increase in value of 3.3 per cent. The average selling value of the ore per gross ton at the mines for
the whole United States in 1918 was $3.41, compared with $3.15 in 1917. The stocks of iron ore

with

mines apparently decreased from 10,628,908
gross tons in 1918, or 23.4 per cent.
The decrease in output, which was general
throughout the country, is probably to be attributed
to a combination of circumstances.
Industrial conat the

ditions

labor

were more or less disturbed, the supply of
was uncertain, and transportation facilities

Steel Reports Conflicting
various steel mills over the country conIt
of operations continue to come.
but
is
is decidedly evident that business
picking up,
disreports of this character seem to be unevenly

From

flicting reports

tributed,

some

as

plants

are

working close

to

capacity, while others have taken up the high
schedule maintained before the signing of the
armistice.

It

is

known

that

some

mills are

nc

merely restocking depleted supplies but are bookir

and
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filling substantial orders.
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PLATE 103

HOUSE OF MISS WINSOR, NEWTON CENTRE, MASS.
COOLIDGE & CARLSON, ARCHITECTS

26.

1919

Current News
Aid

in Selecting

Appropriate

War

For various reasons, one
great numbers.
after
another
was
discontinued, until there
pottery
is now only one in the eastern section of the
country,

Memorials

which

A committee has been appointed by the American
Federation of Arts whose services and advice are
offered those throughout the United States who arc
It is
considering the erection of war memorials.
the purpose of the committee to afford assistance
to officials, commissions and committees endeavoring to make memorials of the war express in

at Iladdonfield,

is

X.

J.

Historians seem to have overlooked the fact that
what might be termed ceramic literature was used
as a method of transmitting ideas.
By the union
of expressive pictographs and inscribed words the

workers

recorded the customs of the people
with

in clay

who lived in
much of their

permanently satisfactory manner feelings of honor,
sacrifice

in

ties

the country districts, together
folk lore and artistic progress.

and patriotism.

The Federation

in

a circular just sent out ex-

presses the opinion that the American artist should
be called on to design and to execute any structural

American Army Art School

memorials of the war and that in every community
the memorial should be an individual, artistic creation.
The committee is not interested in any particular form of memorial, or in any particular artist or group of artists, the only end in view being
a memorial worthy of the community and the cause.
Convinced that thoughtful attention at the begin-

The American Army University, the largest university in the English-speaking world, at Beaune,
southeast of Paris, has opened a branch at Bellevue, near Versailles,
and architecture.

for nearly

in

France

1000 students of

art

The American Army University is one of the
four features of the educational system introduced
for the benefit of the Expeditionary Force.
The

ning of the project will bring good results, the
may be consulted on the choice among
the various forms of memorials, as to methods of

committee

other features are post schools

elementary work

for

;

in all

division

organizations
educational head-

designer and bringing the work to a
The aim is not to dictate
satisfactory conclusion.
but to be helpful.
Those desiring information

quarters

touching any phase of the matter may communicate
with Keila Mechlin, secretary of the general committee, the American Federation of Arts, 1741 New
York Avenue, Washington, D. C.

students at French and British universities for post-

selecting a

armies, corps, and divisions for votraining and general education of high

in all

cational

school grade and details of officers and soldiers as

graduate college work.
Post schools have been established in units of
500 or more men. There are generally forty of
such schools in each division, which will make more
than 1000 in the American Expeditionary Force.
In

Pursue Interesting Pottery Study

the

main school

at

Beaune 15,000

soldiers

have enrolled for a three months' course.

The

The end of the war and a generous legacy bequeathed to the Pennsylvania Museum and School
of Industrial Art enables that institution to continue
developing the manufacture of what is known as

faculty of 500 members, chiefly drawn from the
American Expeditionary Force, is headed by Col.
Ira I. Reeves, formerly president of Norwich Uni-

Pennsylvania Dutch pottery.
The legacy was left as a memorial to Dr. Edwin
A. Barber, a former curator of the museum. A

tories

committee has been appointed, with Mrs. Jasper
Yates Britton as its chairman, and arrangements
are now being made to erect a new kiln and install
the necessary apparatus for studying this branch
of the pottery industry, both for its artistic as well
as for its commercial possibilities.
A hundred or more years ago, Dutch potteries
were scattered over Bucks and Montgomery coun-

Vermont. The study halls and dormiwere an American hospital during the war.

versity in

U.

S.

Employment

Service Activities

During the eight weeks ending February
the

United

States

Employment

Service

22,

received

from men and women for
number 930,029 were referred to op-

1,090,124 applications
jobs.

Of

this

portunities and the remainder were reported placed
in
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employment.
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morial committee. The other members will be William Fellowes Morgan, Frederick Coykendall, Colonel Walter Sherwood, and Professors J. J. Goss
and J. R. Crawford.

More Houses the Remedy
The City Health Department, says the Toronto
Mail and Empire, is denouncing "doubling up" of
families in Toronto houses as being injurious to
Dr. Hastings estimates that from 3000 to
health.
houses would relieve the scarcity, and
more
5000
do away with the overcrowding.
But is not that view based on a misconception? What

Among
Roosevelt

the personal friends of the late Colonel
will assist the committee are Otto H.

who

Kahn, Stephen Baker, Benjamin B. Lawrence, Clarence Mackay, A. Barton Hepburn, and Felix Warburg.

causes the overcrowding? Is it not a consequence of high
There is a
taxes, high rents, and high property ratings?
shortage of houses, even for citizens able to pay high prices,
but the doubling up that is injurious to health seems to
occur mostly among the poorer families, and these are unquestionably victims of exorbitant values.
In the survey of 13,574 houses made by the Civic Housing
Commission, it was found that in 4383 houses of four, five,
In 402
six, seven or eight rooms there were two families.
homes there were three families, and in 3954 homes there
were lodgers or boarders. That is, in 64 per cent of the
houses, either there was doubling up, or the taking in of
outsiders to help pay costs.
Surely this is significant of
It is not so much the scarcity of
the actual conditions.
house accommodation that forces such doubling up as it is
the imperative necessity of relieving unbearable costs of
A four-thousand-dollar house, assessed at three
living.
thousand, will pay more than $100 a year taxes, and heavy
Interest at six per
local improvements also, as a rule.
cent is $240. That is, the minimum cost of occupation of
that house by a single family is at least $30 a month, without regard to repairs. During the war rents have advanced
about 50 per cent in many of the cheaper houses. In a
family where there are several children to be fed and
clothed, with prices as they have been, the paying of rents
or taxes on a 31 or 32-mill basis is a hardship that brings
up immediately the proposition of doubling up. Young
couples getting married cannot, unless they have considerable savings, hope to buy their house and furnish it. They
And with
find it is better to go into two or three rooms.
building costs what they are now, when the plain home of
a wage-earner is from $3,500 to $5,000, what opportunity
have they got to get into a home of their own? Paying
rent, and living from hand to mouth, in the matter of
housing, is the only alternative open.
The outlook for relief is dismal. As long as Toronto
has a tax rate above 30 mills, on an assessment so high, the
rents will not come down unless there is a depression that
leaves many houses vacant. The building of large numbers
of low-cost houses, as is proposed by the new housing commission to operate under the new housing act, ought to
furnish some relief by making available homes within the
proper economic reach of wage-earners. At present, to
occupy a house good enough to satisfy reasonable requirements forces the average worker to go beyond his means.
Overcrowding and doubling up will not diminish much
until there is cheaper housing.

Favors School of Citizenship
Believing that Col. Roosevelt would have preferred a memorial appealing to the mind, Prof. Albert Bushnell Hart of Harvard has recommended
the foundation of a training school of patriotism
to the Roosevelt Permanent Me-

and citizenship

morial National Committee.
In a letter to the committee, Prof. Hart suggests
that the object of the school be to train teachers of
government and politics from grade teachers up to

college professors. He also suggests that a system
of Roosevelt international fellowships be founded

promising young men and women a chance
spend a year, or possibly two, in an educational
journey around the world.
to give

to

France to Cut High Food Costs
With

the

expectation of lowering the cost of

living in Paris forty per cent within a fortnight,
the French Government has started an offensive

against profiteering. Fifteen large sheds have been
opened in various public squares for the sale of

Government-controlled provisions. These supplies
consist principally of food bought from interallied
committees already in existence.
The State will
transport them from ports to selling places by special trains.

The Government hopes

this

scheme

reduction of other commodities

will result in

through indirect

pressure.

Roosevelt Memorial Exhibition

A

Roosevelt Memorial Exhibition will be held
Avery Library Building, Columbia Univerfrom
sity,
May i until June 4, it has been announced
by Prof. W. A. Braun, secretary of the memorial
committee. The exhibition will consist of objects of
every description connected with the life of Theodore Roosevelt, including manuscripts and memenin the

toes lent

by

his friends.

Frederic R. Coudert will be treasurer of the me-

A model scientific ration for an average man, as
worked out by the interallied commission, at present
costs 65 cents a day in Paris, 42 cents in New York
and 35 cents in London. Under the new Government sales system the cost will be only 39 cents a
If the Paris experiment is successful
food will be sent to other towns, where it will be
retailed either by the municipalities or approved
merchants, subject to State control.

day here.

The Ministry of Food Supplies also is arranging
a system of workmen's restaurants in Paris capable
of serving 400,000 meals a day.
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French Ask Art Works for Those

wood flour has been greatly extended. Tan bark
has been successfully substituted for
rags in the
making of roofing felt, and a similar wood product
is used in the manufacture of
fiber for wood silk.

Ruined
As

reparation for the works of art destroyed in

Another method of treating wood

France by the Germans, it is suggested by the
French Academy of Fine Arts, according to the
Journal dcs Dcbats, that works of French genius
now in the collections of the former royal families
in the public museums of
Germany and Austria
be put at the disposal of the French state, which

some of these works as a legitimate
The petition sent by the academy to

will select

in-

demity.

the

government reads

Paper made

ed into strands, and

in furniture reed, shellac
applied for waterproofing.

I

have been mutilated and destroyed with the works of art
they contained. In order to make up in a small measure
for the loss of the home of the French works which composed our national art treasure destined to serve for the
education of future generations, we do not demand that the
museums of Germany and Austria be plundered, but only
that the works due to French genius which are now in the
collection of the former royal families and in the public
museums in Germany and Austria be put at the disposal
of the French state to let it select some works of art as
a legitimate indemnity.
The same can be said regarding
the ravishing of the art patrimony of Belgium.
Could
pecuniary indemnities be considered sufficient to make up
for the destruction of Louvain and Ypres?
Belgium
should be allowed to select a certain amount of Flemish
works of art from the collections of the states which
destroyed them on the same conditions as we demand for

sistive

The United States Forest Service is experimenting in the utilization of wood wastes to conserve
the timber supply of the country. Wood pieces and

wood ends that were considered of no value are
now used in the making of many valuable products.
In the manufacture of aeroplanes and similar deliis much of the tree that cannot
be used, but all ends and scraps are now being utilcate structures there

wood pulp and wood flour.
flour is made by grinding spruce

Wood

or hemlock on the end grain against a revolving grindstone,
the wood being kept continually wet while grinding.

manu-

facture of various articles.
Because of the increased price of cotton, the use of wood pulp and

weight, non-shrinkable and rehas resulted in marked imthe manufacture of plywood.
The

splitting
in

grain and

is

susceptible to high shrinkage in this

direction.

Plywood is made of several sheets of thin wood
or veneer glued together so that the
grain of any
one sheet crosses that of both adjacent sheets. As
as twenty-seven or more sheets
may be glued
together to form a piece of plywood an inch thick.
Such material has satisfactory strength in all direc-

many

tions, shrinks or

expands

little

with changing mois-

ture, has high resistance to splitting

worked.

It

is

and

is

easily

therefore very satisfactory for air-

plane stock.

Thousands of tests have been made in the past
few months at the Forest Products Laboratory to
secure exact data as to the mechanical and
physical
properties of plywood, and as a result its use

much

extended.
used by the Bureau of Aircraft
Production in one of the types of machines were
developed by the Forest Service. These ribs were
30 per cent lighter than those formerly used and
twice as strong.
The laboratory has also shown
the possibility of using many species of woods lor
plywood heretofore considered unsuitable for airplane manufacture.
As may be seen, the glue is a very important
part in the making of plywood, but tests have resulted in the manufacture of a glue that is so
water-resistant that plywood may be soaked in
water for ten days or boiled for one day without
showing any signs of separation into its individual
layers and without materially lessening its strength.
There are tremendous possibilities for the use of

The wing

Lumber Supply

for air and sea planes that will be

in

promises to be

Wastes to Conserve

then mixed with other materials for the

to

provements

:

It is

wood

light

strength of most woods when pulled parallel to
the grain is several times that of mild steel,
weight
for weight, but wood is
relatively weak across tin-

"The destruction carried out in Italy which affected some
precious works of Venetian art must also be compensated
for, as justice demands, by the handing over of some
Italian works of art now in possession of the enemy.
"In short, the signers of the petition demand that the
following principle be written in the peace terms
"That the diminution brought to the art treasures of the
attacked nations be compensated for by the handing over
of the works of art of the countries which have carried
out the destructions."

ized in

o find

strong.

France.

Wood

is

Improve Method of Plywood
Manufacture

:

"The public monuments of twenty cities, cathedrals,
museums, libraries and a large number of small churches
known as the most precious among the churches of France

Utilize

is the
paper makproduction of furniture reed.
from this chemical wood pulp is twist-

the

in

ing process
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this

wood

in

ribs

peace uses as well as in aircraft.
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Mr. Teague has traveled, during the last six
weeks, from Boston to San Francisco, and from

Retraining Disabled Soldiers and
Sailors

Seattle to New Orleans,
calling on all the governors
and on the mayors of the principal cities and carrying a personal message to them from Secretary
of Labor Wilson.
When asked to state his outstanding impression from his trip, Mr. Teague

By the policy of placing disabled soldiers, sailors
and marines for retraining in the existing institutions of the country it is figured that the Government has been saved over $25,000,000, which is a
reasonable cost had all the men in training, and to
be trained, been assembled in one or two institutions
provided and controlled by the Federal Govern-

said:

"There

is to be a
great deal of public building
the
next six months. I am convinced the
during
public improvements program for 1919 will equal
that of any five years in the
country's history and
the road building activities from the Atlantic to the
Pacific, once under way, are to be tremendous."

ment.

By using the existing educational institurepresenting an investment of over $300,000,000, there is available for the disabled man an
infinitely greater opportunity than could possibly
tions,

be given through any institution inaugurated especially for this work.

To Spend $1,059,000 on New

The training is now given in the best institutions
of the United States, ranging from Harvard and
Yale, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Case

In view of the fact that the
shortage of school
buildings over the country represents a larger total
than any other form of construction, it is
interesting
to note that the City of San Francisco,
Cal., has
just authorized the expenditure of $1,059.000 on

School of Applied Science, Columbia University,
and the various land grant colleges of the states
to

schools, scientific schools, and, in
instances, direct in the industries. There are,

agricultural

some

new

schools.
Construction plans, announced by
President George E. Gallagher of the Board of
Education, include the erection of four new school
buildings, including a high school, costing $500,000.
three modern six room additions and a recon-

some 500 trades, professions, occupations, callings and the industries from which a
choice may be made by the disabled man.
He is
by no means confined to manual trades and occupations, and the sole animating and dominating
altogether,

structed building with

thought and object of the Government, as expressed and carried out by its agent, the Federal
Board for Vocational Education, is to do that thing
for the disabled

man which

will insure to

new equipment.

Solon Borglum Honored by France

him the

For

greatest possibility for future usefulness, happiness

his services as a

member

of the Foyer du

Solon Borglum, sculptor, who has made
small
bronzes depicting western life, has
many
been awarded the Croix de Guerre. In his citation
it said that he "has not ceased for several months
to organize foyers directly back of the first lines,
and even in bombarded villages, showing in his
work the soul of an apostle. He has rendered and
continues to render the best services to the soldiers
of the regiment with all his power of organization,
his generosity and kindness of heart."
Soldat,

and contentment according

to his capabilities.
in existing institutions instead

Placing the men
of herding them in great camps of crippled and
disabled men has a beneficial effect upon the men
themselves, from a physiological standpoint, causing them to lose sight of their disabilities, to minimize them, and concentrate their attention upon the
capabilities

Schools

remaining to them and which are be-

ing capitalized by retraining.

Prisoners Manufacture

Reports Situation as Improved

Road

Signs

Road

Having traveled in the last six weeks all states in
Union except those of the southeast, Henry N.

signs and direction markers for use on
and country highways will be manufactured by

the

state

Teague, field agent for the U. S. Department of
Labor, reports that industrial and labor conditions

convicts in the carpenter shop of the state prison
at Trenton, N. J., in accordance with a plan pre-

show a marked improvement during the last sixty
days. This results, in Mr. Teague's opinion, from
the fact that State and municipal authorities have
come to appreciate the necessity for buffer employment for labor and the possibilities of stimulating

pared by Commissioner of Charities and Correction
Lewis, in co-operation with the State Highway
Commission. The new industry will get under way
when samples are completed. Quotations have
been submitted on 1000 concrete posts, 300 wooden
signs and 1000 triangular metal signs.

business through extensive public improvements.
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Demands

Advice Given

"Build now and as much as
Detroit, Mich.. March 22.
possible," was the consensus of opinion at a conference of
architects, bankers, building interests, real estate men and
others interested in construction held by the Detroit, Mich.,

Board of Commerce this week. The purpose of the meeting was to learn what could be done to start a great building campaign in Detroit, which should take in all sorts of
construction, both private and municipal.
Charles Kotting, president of the Michigan Chapter.
American Institute of Architects, presided at the conference.

"We

are prepared to make construction loans for any
said the bankers.
"There will be no reduction in the cost of building material." said the manufacturers and the supply dealers.
"There will be no decrease in the wages of labor," said
the contractors.
"The available and desirable building lots are being
grabbed up rapidly and we are building houses now which
are sold before they are finished," said the real estate men.
"Our government desires to see the building industry
speeded up to high tension without delay," said a representative of the United States Department of Labor.
1 he
architects reported an appreciable increase in demand for plans of all kinds. The contractors announced
they are being asked for figures on an increasing number
of projects and that, in some cases, more work is in progress than usual at this season of the year.
legitimate project,"

The executive committee, which has

called a conference,

meet again to prepare a report to be submitted to a
general meeting to be called later. The committee, comprising Charles Kotting. Charles H. Bryan, J. F. Deacon.
J. W. Boardman, Jr., Thomas Murray. F. M. Pauli and
William \V. Norton, is expected to outline plans to start
the building program in large volume.
will

North Carolina

to

Employ

State

Architect
Senator McCoin's bill creating
Raleigh, N. C., March 22.
the office of State architect has passed the House without
This position will be under the direction of
opposition.
the Slate building commission and the McCoin bill provides that the architect shall receive a salary of $5,000 and
$7.500 additional for assistants. All plans for State buildings are to be drawn or approved by him and the estimated
saving for the ensuing two years, according to Mr. McCoin,
will be $125,000.

Arthur T. O'Brien Dies
San Francisco,

March 22. Arthur T. O'Brien, archihome, 2218 Van Ness Avenue this city,
He had suffered from pneumonia, but was supposed to be on the road to recovery. He was feeling so
well that two days before his death he was at his office.
He was forty years old.
He was associated in business with his brothers, Walter
He studied at the Mark Hopkins
J. and Albert O'Brien.
Institute of Art and other schools.
He was a member of
the Olympic Club, the Corinthian Yacht Club and the
Indoor Yacht Club.
tect, died at
last week.

ARCHITECT

Cal.,

his
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for Building

Washington, D. C., March 24. Seventy-four cities have
returned to the U. S. Department of Labor questionnaires
on needs in getting building underway.
Fifty-seven of
these cities show a pressing demand for building and most
of these emphasize the shortage of dwellings and apart-

ment houses.
Typical of the representations in this particular are the
following: Portland, Maine, reports a shortage in dwelling
and tenement houses; llaverhill, Lawrence and Salem,
Mass., report a demand for dwellings and tenements;
Albany, X. Y.. needs flats; Xew York City needs office,
dwelling and storage buildings; Rochester needs dwellings
and mercantile buildings; Atlantic City, Fast Orange and
Elizabeth, Xew Jersey, are short in dwellings and apartments, and almost all the towns in Pennsylvania reporting,

show

a deficiency in residences.

Ohin, Indiana and Illinois show a shortage in dwellings
with an occasional report on demands for schools and factories, and the major percentage of shortage in Colorado.
L'tah. Washington and California is in dwellings.
In the
South and Southwest there is a demand for business building, this being especially noticeable in Texas and Louisiana.

Tacoma, Washington, was the only city reporting no
delay on account of wages, material prices, interest rates
and available capital. Tacoma's obstacle was inclement
weather and subsequent reports from the State of Washington indicate preparations for unusual building activity for
the spring season.
The questionnaires, which were sent out by the Division
of Public Works and Construction Developments of the
U. S. Department of Labor, were calculated to verify the
results of other investigations into the building shortage
of the country and to develop what, if any, obstacles were
being encountered by building interests.
Specific information was asked on the influence of wages, material prices,
interest rates and available investment capital.
Several
cities reported that it was none of these which was delaying building, but rather the uncertainty of the future labor
and material market. A majority of the cities assert that
high wages are a factor in holding back building; there is
almost unanimous concurrence in the opinion that high
prices of materials are determined obstacles. There is not
much complaint about interest rates, but fourteen cities
report builders arc having difficulty in obtaining capital to
finance projects.
This latter obstacle appears not to be a sectional matter,
but rather one growing out of local conditions in widely
separated territory. Cambridge, Mass., New Haven, Conn.,
Albany, N. Y., Philadelphia, Pa., Terre Haute, Ind., Wheeling, W. Va., Aurora, 111., are among the cities reporting
difficulty in borrowing capital for building work.
Wherever building industry organizations have gone into
the subject the conclusion has prevailed that no decrease in
labor wages may be expected for some time to come not
until the general price level on living necessities drops.
The investigations of the economists in the Department of
Labor, supported by no less an authority than Prof. Irving
Fisher, of Yale University, assert no marked reduction
may be expected in building material prices. Prof. Fisher
asserts we are on a new and higher price level from which,
in the main, we shall not recede. "We are on a permanently higher price level," says Prof. Fisher, "and the sooner
the business men of the country take this view and adjust
themselves to it, the sooner will they save themselves and
the nation from the misfortune which will come, if we
persist in our present false hope."
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After setting out the circumstances and developments
this conclusion is based, Prof. Fisher concludes
"Business men should
his study of the situation with this

on which

:

face the facts. To talk reverently of 1913-14 prices is to
speak a dead language today. The buyers of the country,
since the armistice, have made an unexampled attack upon
prices through their waiting attitude, and yet price recesThe reason is that we are
sions have been insignificant.
on a new high price level, which will be found a stubborn
Business men are going to find out that the clever
reality.
man is not the man who waits, but the one who finds out
the new price facts, and acts accordingly."

"Own Your Own Home" Campaign
Plans

Announced

nation and are more vitally interested in the welfare and
prosperity of both.
That during the readjustment period, such a movement
hastens the return of normal conditions results in much
needed construction for home and industrial purposes;
provides work for returning soldiers and sailors and for
labor changing from war to peace industries
stimulates
all lines of business in each community
creates general
;

;

;

prosperity.

Price

Movements Favor Builders

Advantage to prospective builders comes this week with
the formal opening of the building season of 1919 in the
announcement of material price changes. Quotations show
a dollar drop in the price of wall plaster to $23.30 a ton,
delivered in New York. There is also a slight change in
favor of the builder in small size window glass.
complete withdrawal of listed selling prices of sand, gravel,

A

Washington, D. C., March 24. Arrangements adaptable
to any city in the United States, for an effective "Own
Your Own Home'' campaign, have been formulated by the
U. S. Department of Labor and the literature is now ready
for distribution through the Division of Public Works and
Construction Development of the Department.
Twenty
cities already are getting under way with their drives for
home building and home owning.
To supervise the formulation of these plans, Paul C.
Murphy of Portland, Oregon, for two years working on
"Own Your Own Home" work, was brought to WashingIn consultation with Department of Labor officials
ton.
and several of the leading authorities on building in the
United States, Mr. Murphy has drafted the campaign
manual, now available for such cities and individuals as
are interested in promoting home owning.
The "Own Your Own Home" bureau in the Division of
Public Works and Construction Development will serve as
an advisory board to the managements of these local campaigns, where requested, and will extend the fullest cooperation to every city in the country which undertakes a
campaign.
Briefly, the campaign plan contemplates a general committee made up of civic and industrial leaders, with someone whose standing in the community justifies his selection,

and possibly crushed stone, is announced, thereby
throwing the market open to the best price the buyer can
get, depending upon the quantity and the location of the

grit,

as the chief executive official.

job.

Lumber Bureau

Protests Freight

Charges
Washington, D. C., March 22.
Wholesale Lumber Distributors,

The National Bureau
in a recent letter to

of

Max

Thelan. director of the Division of Public Service and Acexcessive demurrage
counting,
protested against the
charges now being assessed by the railroads, and urged
that these charges be reduced to the normal pre-war period.
Many reports have come to the attention of the bureau
advising that there is an abundance of idle equipment in all
sections of the country, and it is the opinion of the bureau
that 75 per cent of the delay of consignments and loss of
freight is due to the inefficiency and negligence of the
common carriers, through embargoes and congested terminals.
This delay results in customers purchasing their
wants in the open market or declining shipments when
they finally arrive, in either case, causing great loss to the
distributors.

Under

this general committee are such sub-committees
have been found essential. The manual suggests the
prudence of having vigorous committees on finance, publicity and campaign methods, mercantile institutions, public

illegal,

service corporations, education, religious activities, industrial workers and labor unions, hotels and restaurants, ex-

try.

as

and management of headquarters, women's clubs,
speakers and meetings, poster contests, civic bodies, theaters
and amusements, transportation and automobiles, industrial plants, music, printing and supplies and donations.
The function of each committee is explained in detail,
with suggestions on handling specific problems.
In the Department of Labor's plan of campaign the
women, churches and labor organizations play an important
part. The entire campaign is pitched on a civic betterment
plane rather than on a purely commercial basis. It is a
movement, having in mind only the incalculable permanent
benefits to the community and the immediate helpfulness
to the nation during the transition from war mobilization to
peace production. The Department of Labor emphasizes

urged that these excessive charges are unjust and
and the Railroad Administration is asked to take
immediate action in this matter, in answer to the protests
being filed by various associations in all parts of the counIt

is

hibits

the following benefits
It will provide better living conditions, increase efficiency,
encourage thrift, give greater comfort and happiness and
create individual reserves for misfortune and old age.
:

Every house owner with his family, whether rich, poor or
becomes thereby a better citizen, with increased
self-respect, independence and responsibility to the city and

well-to-do,
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Kenyon Cox
Kenyon Cox, a mural painter of
home in New York on March 17.

distinction, died at his
He was in his 62nd

year.

For a quarter century Mr. Cox has been a prominent
He combined with
figure in the field of American Art.
an unusual ability as an artist, many attributes as an advanced thinker and a profound student.
He had also
achieved reputation as a sculptor, but a rare sense for color
and a highly developed appreciation for classical composition led him to devote his fine abilities more largely to
mural painting. His work is to be found in many of our
most important public buildings.
Mr. Cox was married in 1892 to Louise Howland King,
former pupil and herself a painter of note. He was a
member of the National Academy and the American Academy of Arts and Letters. Chief among his literary works
were "Old Masters and New," "Painters and Sculptors,"
and "The Classic Point of View."
:
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Perspective view of plant from the southwest, compare with the photograph of completed structures.

Building a

all
important factor upon
This applies
planning is based.
to all buildings of whatever kind. The type or kind
of a structure is determined by its use, and the particular use establishes those essential elements
which, when incorporated in the plan, make the
structure fit. In industrial structures the dominating element that influences the design is utility.
This is necessarily the case, as the motive that
actuates the erection of such structures is to house
is

the

Home

FITNESS
which good

View of

plant

for an Industry
Success

a profitable production process.
profitable production,

and

this

is

is largely
contingent, in a

measure, on the kind of building which
houses the enterprise. The effect of the building
on the business is often greatly under-estimated,
great

and

it

is

the purpose of this article to indicate

emphasize

its

relative
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presents here, as an

method of planning, an indusplant designed by the firm of Charles H.

example of the
trial

best

from the southwest, compare with perspective from the same viewpoint.
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and

importance.
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Higgins, Architects-Engineers, of New York City,
for E. C. Klipstein & Sons Company, manufacturers

of

dyes,

at

KAKAWHA RIVER

South Charleston, West Vir-

ginia.

In discussing' the development of this project,
Mr. Higgins was emphatic in stating that the principal motive in the design of this plant was "fit-

BL,DQ.

u

ness to accomplish the owner's purpose in a word,
fitness for function."
This purpose he denned
to be "to shape for the hand of the plant super;

intendent and his forces, according to the
processes developed by the owner's technical staff,
the best tool for production of full capacity, at low
unit cost, of the materials the owner foresees that
the country will demand.
The arrangement and

from

60

C

movement of materials and men,

character of units,
protection

BUJd'4

weather

and

fire,

2
1

compactness,

a
Site of the

improvement on December

19,

1916.

BLDG.

BLDG.

orderliness, convenience and proper working conditions for the men, safety, light, heat, ventilation,
sanitation
all make for the accomplishment of the

- OJ

O

A home for the industry."
The general location of a plant is determined
by the source of the raw materials and their
purpose.

supply and the weight of fuel
to
that
of
the raw material, the finished
compared
product and its weight compared with that of the
raw material and fuel. The weight of finished
product, raw material and fuel are translated into
terms of transportation cost and time, for comweight, the

a

1

fuel

Labor

&
,

&

BUG.

BLDG.

o
C

o
V5t

the other general element that
affects the location of the plant.
Skilled labor is
parison.

is

always found adjacent to its employment. It may
be that supplies of raw materials or fuel are developed in places where the necessary skilled labor
is not found.
The problem then naturally arises
as to whether to transplant the labor to the raw
material or fuel or to bring these to the labor supThe supply of skilled labor is affected by the
ply.
climate, character of the country, the housing
social conditions, and often by racial instincts

J3u>s.'2

and
and

habits.

Having decided upon a certain section of the
country as suitable for a general location, the particular location is decided by making surveys of
468
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low height, especially where the materials are extremely heavy and bulky, thus saving the expense
of elevating the materials to great heights.
classes of manufacturing can be divided into

All

two

one requiring large areas of ground and
If the production
requiring small areas.
process demands a maximum of horizontal travel it
belongs in the first mentioned class, otherwise it
naturally falls in the second mentioned class.

groups
others

\Vith the acquiring of the property the real task
of planning is undertaken. The location of ]x>ints
of access for pedestrians, vehicles and railroad
tracks is the first problem to solve.
Entrance to
the property by railroad
limits or

First project study from an elevated viewpoint, showing
the first buildings whose construction was authorized.
Buildings I, 2 and 3, also the railroad connection, the
vehicular and pedestrian entrance and the outlines of
future buildings indicated.

the several available localities.

and switching

tation

Railroad transpor-

highways and their
cost of land and building

facilities,

condition, public utilities,

is

often fixed within close

may be flexible, owing to conditions.
The location of paved streets determines the entrance for vehicles and the location of street car
it

of
the
placing
pedestrian
very desirable that these three
necessary entrances be as close together as possible
in order that the supervision over this traffic can
lines

govern

entrance.

It

the

is

be delegated to as few persons as practicable. This
made dangerous by the railroads, in a less

traffic is

degree by vehicles, and their relation to each other

materials, tax rates, local laws
which may affect the construction
local

and operation of the plant,
municipal fire and police

protection,

of

cost

WL

insurance

against loss by fire and accidents, employer's liability laws,
labor supply and its characteris-

passenger transj)ortation
for labor, housing for labor and
the general social and economic

tics,

condition of labor

all

are fac-

having a definite influence
the forming of the final de-

tors
in

cision.

All of these things are properly considered before the purchase of the ground, and when

the land

is

its

CO

m

purchased the shape

and area of the
ered in

I

tract

is

consid-

relation to the ulti:

mate development of the project.

The

selection of the land

depends upon
the

business.

the

character of

Some

kinds

of

Developed project study showing the buildings whose construction was authorized after the first project study was made. The outlines of future
are
buildings are indicated. These studies, from an elevated viewpoint,
the best method of showing the buildings as units and their relation to
adjacent units and the surrounding conditions.

manufacturing are better housed
in
buildings of several stories
and within the closely built sections of a
cases

no particular

city.

In

limit is placed on the
this is true of the garmentheight of the buildings
making industry, as an example. Other kinds of
manufacturing demand buildings of comparatively

these

must be carefully considered before the
is made.

final loca-

tion

The location of the administrative department
should be adjacent to the points of access. This
permits of the concentration of those forces that
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houses

often

one

The shipment

of

or
the

more

stories

in

height.

manufactured product

is

from warehouses convenient to the railroad tracks
and also to vehicular traffic if shipments are made
in less

than carload

lots.

The value

of the finished

product is more than that of the raw material,
and naturally its storage prior to shipment must
afford protection from the elements, from fire
damage and loss by theft.
In some cases raw materials are stored on the
upper floors of high buildings, permitting the material to travel by the force of gravity downward
through the various stories as required. The number of persons employed in storage spaces is comparatively small. In the disposition and concentration of operatives,

it
is important to consider the
increased hazard in their travel in vertical lines of
travel over that on horizontal planes.
Travel dis-

tance in either case involves hazard, and it follows
that it is better to reduce the number of occupants
on the upper floors when possible.

Between the storage places of raw materials and
for the finished product, the process of manufacturing

is

housed.

The routing of

Perspective sketch of Building loB from
Building i at the right. Building 6 at the
with photograph of same view.

ground
left.

level.

Compare

supervise the entrance and employment of workmen, the entrance of freight cars and vehicles as

the material during this process
has a very great effect on the cost of production.
The primary law to be observed is to have the
material travel from its place of origin as directly
as possible to the point where the finished product
is to be stored.
This line of travel can be deflected
to

one side or

vertically, but

it

should never be

di-

well as their exit, the receiving
and the shipment

of materials
of

manufactured products and

the

reception

This

itors.

of

business

latter point is

vis-

of im-

portance as it prevents entering
of the plant by unauthorized
persons, who might be without

good purpose.
The storage of raw materials
naturally be adjacent to
railroad tracks and vehicular

will

traffic,

and
as

its

depending on its nature
Such materials
origin.

lumber,

iron,

clay

structural

and

sand

steel,

pig

naturally

demand

and
storage
yards
sheds of considerable area and
the buildings wherein
these materials are used in the

outside

process of manufacturing. Materials such as cloth, sheet iron,
paper stock, leather and package

goods, used in the manufacturing process, are stored in ware-

View looking north from ramp leading to Building 2.
Building 6 on left. The main roadway, the center

Building I on right,
of which is the ma
axis of the group plan, passes through Building loB in the hackgrou
Compare this with the preliminary perspective drawing.
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verted toward its point of origin. The movement
of material in any direction involves transportation costs.
Upward movement is more costly than

rates

movement unless the downward movement is made by the force of gravity, and under
The
these conditions the cost may he equalized.

erally provided by public utility corporations,
these services taken from mains located in

horizontal

weight and the bulk of the material has an

im-

portant influence on the planning of its travel lines.
To comply with the requirements of the econom-

routing of the product, the location of each
process unit must be approximately fixed before
ical

the preliminary building plans are made.
Another feature that must be considered in the

preliminary planning is the hazard from tire and
Fire ha/ards are of two
safety of the o]>eratives.

I

its

charged for fire and liability insurance.
he distribution of mechanical service also has

influence on

tlu'

plan.

Water and gas are genand
the

adjacent streets. The electric service is purchased
by others or produced within the plant, as may be
most economical.
In addition to these, both high

and low pressure steam are supplied, the former for
boiling water, cooking or sterilizing purposes and
the latter for heating and often for extinguishing
fires.

1

he water distribution

includes

water

for

sprinkler system and fire service, for water closets
lavatories and shower baths, air washers, and humidifiers, hot water

and drinking water. Refrigerand vacuum services are often
a necessary part of the mechanical equipment.
Aside from the ordinary cold water, gas and posation,

compressed

sibly electric

air

service, the distributing of th.

-

other

must have some intimate contact with the boiler and engine plant.
Phis must Inlocated with reference to the fuel supply and its
services mentioned

location with reference to the balance of the plant

has an importarce with reference to economy of

Study of a

unit,

Building loA. loB, joC.

kinds, interior and exterior.
The interior ha/anl
governs the disposition of the various departments.
the stairways and elevators.
The exterior hazard
governs the actual location of the building with
reference to hazards originating in other buildings
of the same plant or adjacent properties.
Protection against interior hazard is
provided for bv
means of fire walls, fire doors at all interior open-

ing,

properly

protected

interior

stairways

and

sprinkler apparatus and manually
operated fire extinguishing apparatus.
Kxterior
hazards arc- cared for by the installation of metal

elevator shafts,

windows glazed with
walls

of

iior

wired glass, and exterior
non-combustible material, fire doors in
walls.
In plants where yard spaces occur,

water mains,
hydrants and hose houses are provided.
The safety of the operatives is secured by
the use

of

floors to the

budding

'

fire

escapes leading from the various

ground or by bridges connecting one

another, these in addition to the
enclosed M airways and elevators.
These features
of the
plan have an important effect <m tin\\iil,
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View
the

of Brilding io\. ml!. loC, from the norm, showing
main thoroughfare through the first story. Hydrant

and hose house

in

the foreground.

The distributing systems of high tenperature fluids and gases, as steam and water,
should be as compact as possible in order to avoid

operation.

the

losses

due to radiation-

this

also app'ies

to

refrigeration.

Scales should be located at receiving and ship-

ping points and at places where weights are required during the process of manufacture.
Aside from means afforded to protect the work-

men from

injury,

their

proper care includes the

and locker room facilities,
shower baths, lunch rooms and possibly a small first
aid hospital. These facilities should be located convenient to the work in order to save time and to be
under the supervision of the process foremen.
installation

of

toilet
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When
vision

references will be made to the location plan. The
general scheme is based upon locating the railroad
spur along the south end of the tract with- the
vehicular and pedestrian entrance at the southeast

the operatives are of both sexes proper promust be made for them according to their

needs.

The foregoing

items indicate, in a limited

ner, those that Mr. Higgins considers
ates in order to establish their relative
in

the

project

plan.

Special

man-

and evalu-

corner of the property and not crossing this spur.
This permits of an unobstructed and more safe

importance

conditions

and

passage way. The buildings are located with reference to a thoroughfare extending from the south
end of the tract to the river and centered on a

re-

quirements necessarily develop in each project, and
In
they are carefully analyzed and appraised.
this work he makes a close study of the requirements by conferring with the administrative and
business

departments, the mechanical

longi-

tudinal axis which

is

10

ft.

west of the center

line.

The water and

natural gas service is brought into
the property from the street mains as indicated.
The fire pump line for the sprinkler system, the

department

steam and

electric service

is,

for the present, taken

from the adjoining plant on the west. The main
sewer is under the main central thoroughfare and

Kanawha River.
structure to be authorized

discharges into the

The
i

first

and was placed as indicated

location.

was Building

in the

study for its
Shortly after this location was decided

Photograph of Building 7. Compare with perspective of
same view. Note stairs and connection to adjoining
buildings.

and the heads of the various production units. By
correlating and adjusting all of the various factors
and requirements he is enabled to produce a comprehensive and satisfactory plan.
In this industry the weight of the finished prodis but a small
proportion of the weight of the
raw material, and the principal raw material is
fuel.
As the number of workmen is limited in

uct

number and

the

transportation

of

the

finished

product are relatively small items, a location near
the source of fuel supply was indicated and
the Kanawha Valley of West
Virginia was selected.
Local conditions at Charleston were favorable, and a site was secured at South Charleston.
The tract of land is 150 ft. wide and about
800 ft. long. The 150 ft. frontage is on a
highwith a brick pavement, in which are
water and natural gas mains.
trolley line affords

way improved

A

transportation for the operatives and an industrial
siding of the C. & O. Railroad extended along this
frontage.
to the

way

which coal

The property extends from
Kanawha River, a navigable

this highstream, on

The soil is
transported in barges.
a compact clay affording a
good bearing for foundations, the surface of the ground, however, being
but slightly above the high flood
levels, preventing
the use of basements.
In describing the
of this
is

development

project

Perspective sketch of Building 7, showing exterior stairs
and communication platforms connecting to Building 6
at the left. Building roA, loB at right, hose and hydrant
house and motor truck in foreground.

upon, Buildings 2 and 3 were located. Building 3
is a laboratory building and was also intended to be
a temporary administration building.
Building 2
was the nucleus of the shipping or receiving buildIt will be noted that Building 2 has its floor
ing.

and platform at the level of the floors of the cars
and that ingress into the building is by means of a
into the yard.
An inspection of
for
i
will
show
the outlines instudy
Building
dicated for possible future buildings.
In this way
the effect of the future buildings as to fire hazard,

ramp extending

this

obstructing sunlight and yard spaces, in relation to
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the building being designed,

is

measured and pro-

It developed that the best relabetween these, owing to the disposition of
materials and mechanical services, was found in a

luring process.

This drawing very distinctly shows the
difference in methods for designing an isolated
building and designing a plant composed of several
vided

tion

for.

single

building separated into three parts by

fire

adjacent buildings.
About the time that Building
i
had the fourth floor concrete in place the

second prog-

was made, including
Buildings 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, and
as the plans for these were
ress study

studies
completion,
nearing
for Buildings loA, loB, loC
and II were added. The latter

were

buildings

started

about the time that Buildings

9 were nearing coinple
Buildings 8 and 9 are
extensions of Building 2, the
ends of the latter serving as
5

to

tion.

fire

A

walls.

Building 8

trative offices

for

portion

of

used for adminis-

is

and Building 9 is
and receiving.
6 and 7 form the

shipping

Buildings 5,
second manufacturing

The processes

group.
requiring fire

Partial plan of Building

or gas flames were placed in
Building 7, and for that reason it was separated
from Buildings 6 and loA. These hazards in a
more pronounced form made the greater isolation
of Building 5 desirable.
Buildings loA, loB

and process

showing the distribution of the tanks
units at the various levels.

6.

)ne
walls with openings protected by fire doors.
elevator serves the three sections.
An individual
study of this unit is shown. The process in Build(

in"

i

i

naturally associated with that in Building 5
and adjoins it with a fire wall

between, but with no communicating doors.
In this plant there are four
methods of dividing buildings
with reference to fire hazard.

Building
tally

in

is

i

two

story with

its

divided
parts

;

horizonthe

first

mezzanine.
The
is
of
concrete

construction
and the communication between the two parts is protected by fire wall enclosures
In
with automatic fire doors.

groups

2, 8,

visions are
fire

Transverse section of Building 6, showing the levels of the process units,
This ilthe means of supporting them, the enclosing walls and roof.
lustrates the fundamental element of industrial planning, that of making
the building conform to the requirements of the production process.

and

loC having the appearance of a single
structure, were at first intended to be three separate buildings, as each housed a different manufac-

walls.

9 and

5,

1 1

the di-

made by impierced
Group 6, 7 have no

horizontal divisions but have a

vertical division by the building
of two separate structures 8 ft.
apart, a common stairway and
both
buildings, as shown in the
platform serving
loB and loC is divided
illustrations.
icA,
Group

by 12
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in.

fire walls,

with automatic

fire

doors, the
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reinforced concrete and all vertical
communications protected by fire walls and autofloors

are of

matic fire doors.
In strong contrast with the compact arrangement
of this plant are those adjoining it on the east and
This is very apparent by inspecting the
the west.

and other
than

and

much cheaper

utility services is naturally

The maintenance
plant.
cost of service is also less, as the losses due
in

the

spread-out

to radiation, friction,
duced to a minimum.

leakage and "drop" are re-

The compact plant makes possible the paving, at
small cost, of the yards and open spaces with brick
or concrete, which is a great aid to cheap intraThe cost of such yard paving in the
plant traffic.
old style plant would be a very large item and
prohibitive.

The preliminary location studies were made from
an elevated viewpoint in order to clearly show the
relation of the parts.

For the development of the
from the ground level

architectural features studies

Train of trailers loaded with acid carboys, hauled on paved
yard with a i-ton electric storage battery truck.

These adjoining' plants also
illustrations given.
house the manufacturing of chemicals and are also
subject to

fire

hazards.

A

distinction can always be made between cheapness of low first cost and economy of low production cost, per unit of product.
The first difference
is in the movement of materials,
^'here movement
is
possible for materials in process, that
feature determines the height of the building, each

by gravity

floor level being a stage in the process.
Intra-plant
travel distances are reduced to a minimum.
The

movement of

materials

is

effected bv

means of

elec-

Shooting the brine well, 40 seconds after
of nitro-glycerine.

Well 1050

ft.

firing 120 quarts

deep, 8

in.

diameter.

were made. These are shown, as are also photographs of the completed buildings. The finished
work parallels very closely the perspective
drawings.
The absence of planting in the drawings and
photographs
Building

I

is

due

to the fact that the nature of the

industrial plants in this neighborhood does not en-

under construction.

courage vegetable growth.
storage battery trucks to which a train of
trailers can be attached. These trucks, by means of
elevators, can reach any point to which dry ma-

trie

terials

must be transported.

Liquids are

trans-

ported by air pressure, gravity or pumping. In the
compact plant the installation of water, gas, steam

The

electric storage battery trucks used in this
-of 2000 Ib. capacity and can operate with
are
plant
six or seven trailers. The trailers are also operated
These trucks provide the means
as hand trucks.

of horizontal transportation and the elevators flic
means of vertical transportation. Access to the
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storehouse

is

by means of the ramp at Building 2.
is very flexible and the distances

Traffic in this plant
are reduced to the

An

automatic

spection of this drawing will clearly demonstrate
the fact that industrial planning is based on prop-

minimum.
sprinkler

and supporting the process units, after
which the enveloping walls and roof are provided.
The welfare of the operative is cared for by providing ample locker, toilet and wash rooms, sufficient light, heat and ventilation, safety from fire
ha/ards.
The owners felt very strongly that these
facilities should be made ample and convenient.

erly locating

system

is

installed

A fire main is provided
throughout the plant.
its
which receives
pressure from the tank on Buildis also connected with fire pumps in the
and
108
ing
power house and has a two-way steamer connection
In connection with this
near the street entrance.

View northwest

View looking east from Building i. This plant
same characteristics as the one adjoining on the

of Building i, showing adjoining plant.
typical plant with low buildings, partially combustible
and spread out for protection. Xo special provision for
paved roads and economical intra-plant traffic.

A

The operation of this plant has practically demonstrated the many contemplated economies of op-

main there are hose houses and hydrants in the
Water operated fire alarms are provided
In these buildings the water in the
throughout.
sprinkler system can be cut off and live steam supSteam is necessary where the burning maplied.
terials are of a character that float and would
Windows are
spread the tire if water was used.

eration which were discussed during the planning
of the plant.
The excellence of the facilities and

yards.

arrangements for

ings

fare.

are

From
developed in the north end of Building i.
this point they are distributed to the places where

way

as far as possible and

still

readily accessible for inspection and repairs.
When these services are above the ground they are
carried on one side of the property in a neat and

owner's purpose

each case determined the char-

acter of the building.
This is clearly illustrated in
the section and
inpartial plan of Building 6.

An

promptly and econom-

Since the planning and construction of this plant
the organization headed by Mr. Higgins has become associated with that of Delano & Aldrich, as
Delano & Aldrich and Charles H. Higgins, associated architects
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i

efficiently,

ically.

orderly manner.
in

pro-

contractors.

be

The process

in their fitness for the piirjxise, effective

Close and cheerful co-operation was
maintained between the organization of the architects-engineers, the various contracting and owners'
organizations, resulting in the execution of the

Refrigeration is distributed either in the
form of cooled brine in mains or as manufactured
ice.
All service pipes and wires are located so as

needed.

to be out of the

is

and good conditions for the operatives.
In planning this plant. Mr. lliggins' organization
produced complete and separate drawings for (a)
building construction, (b) piping and mechanical
systems, (c) refrigeration and ice making plant,
(d) paving and drainage, (e) electric light and
power, (f) motors (delivered), (g) well drilling
and (h) erection and connection of apparatus for
On each of these divisions competitive
processes.
bids were invited from a selected list of reputable

i

refrigeration

demon-

tection

Power is now provided by
foot of each elevator.
and (> are conan adjoining plant.
Buildings
nected by a pipe tunnel below the paved thoroughvacuum and

protection have been

In this plant, form followed function and the
logical clean-cut and efficient methods of planning
have proved their merit. The interest in the build-

A platform scale is provided at the receiving
and shipping building and one is placed near the

air,

fire

strated.

held open by chains with fusible links, so as to close
automatically in case of fire.

Compressed

the
west.

lias

and engineers,

New York

City.

Industrial Information
In

tills

Department there

Damp-proofing
The Society

published each week information as to the development of materials and
methods, derived from reliable sources.

is

vs.

ing able to maintain any individuality at all under
these aqueous conditions.
simple tomato, we
have learned, is 98 per cent water. This cannot but
increase our respect for a vegetable which preserves

Waterproofing

A

Testing Materials at its last
meeting adopted a distinction in the use of the
words damp-proofing and waterproofing. For a
long time these terms have been interchangeably
employed. Confusion inevitably resulted, and materials ordered simply as damp-proof and wrongly
believed waterproof, were a source of trouble, and
often unnecessary expense, due to their wrong use
for

personality on only 2 per cent of actual tomatohood.

its

To

self-evident truth.

appears that the Hydrex Felt and Engineering
120 Liberty Street, New York, manufacturers
of materials for both damp-proofing and waterIt

Co.,

proofing, were influential in bringing about this
clearer understanding.
In a pamphlet entitled

"Damp-proofing Walls Above and Below Grade,"
is drawn that damp-proofing a wall
means that thereafter water may be shed down that
the distinction

hotels,

pensive, durable,

Architects will find this of considerable practical
use, and it is suggested that they send for a copy.
as

specialists

in

it-

structural waterproofing, in-

should a

offered.

about 75 per cent of the human
body is constituted of the elements of water, that
about 95 per cent of healthy blood and 80 per cent
of our food is also water, one cannot but marvel at
our dependence upon it for actual existence, and in-

want

tural Practice

lot

reflects that

cidentally

to pat ourselves

any type or

Post-War Committee on Architec-

of thoughtful scientists evolve
certain truths to benefit mankind, if these truths
are to be accepted merely as academic facts and
are not immediately and
consistently applied ? When

one

easily fitted to

safeguard the residents by providing the purest possible water for everyone.
Architects cannot give
the subject too serious thought
and action.

HO Minus Germs
Why

and

of spigot. The Roberts Company undertakes
municipal and industrial work as a specialty.
It is nothing short of a
duty to. the community to

and soundproofing, and manufactures extensively water-proofing felts, roofings, and paints.
is

and other large public buildings.

size

sulation

Co-operation with architects

hospitals

signed by eminent physicians and
recognized medical schools claim them germ-proof
and in every way satisfactory. The Roberts Filters
are constructed on correct mechanical
principles ;
their workmanship and the material used are of
high quality, and simplicity in usage and maintenance are characteristic. Further, they are inex-

be used.
The Hydrex Felt and Engineering Co.
manufactures a number of materials for effecting
both of these purposes, and these are fully described and illustrated in the pamphlet referred to.

self

of the accepted methods

is

Testimonials

This pamphlet discusses the merits of the one
method over the other for specific purposes and
makes clear where each may with most advantage

and Engineering Co. describes

it

Philadelphia, Pa., have received first honors for
the variety of filters which they make.
These
cover all the needs for domestic use as well as for

surface without penetrating to the interior.
Waterproofing goes further. It stands for resistance against water pressure.
wall's

Felt

One

by adequate filtering. And yet in
how few homes are found adequate filters. Though
it
is common
knowledge that many of the most
pernicious diseases are fostered by the use of impure water, the precaution of a filter installation is
too seldom taken.
Prudence dictates that people
that
apply
knowledge as a measure of safety and
refrain from taking chances with disease.
The Roberts Filter Manufacturing Co., Darby,
of purifying

or application.

The Hydrex

revert to the serious aspect of the topic, the

urgency of having pure water would seem to be a

on the back for be-

This committee has recently mailed a communication addressed to architects of the United States
asking suggestions in co-operation with the work
it is doing.
The committee also desires to reach
building trades and contractors' organizations, and
if application is made for
copies of this practical
paper, it will be sent in such numbers as may be
desired. Address the committee at 1741 New York

Avenue, Washington, D. C.
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CONCRETE

A Big Organization for Big ^^Vork
We are prepared to undertake, at very short notice, the biggest. contracts for
Concrete Pile installation, and to guarantee completion on or well within sched-

We

are also in a position to give equal satisfaction on small contracts.
to contracts of every size we bring a Method of concrete pile installation
which insures that each and every concrete pile will be PERFECT. For every
ule.

And

Raymond Concrete

Pile

is

cast-in-place in a spirally reinforced steel shell that

remains in the ground.

Raymond
New

York:

Concrete Pile

140 Cedar Street

Company

Chicago

Montreal, Canada:

Raymond Concrete
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A Form

A

Pile for

Every Pile
Every Purpose

for

:

111
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The Scarboro-on-Hudson
WKLLES BOSWOKTH,
enjoys the unique
stations in the
suburbs of New York of being without shops,
saloons or buildings of any kind to indicate a
settlement, except those belonging to the station
distinction

among

all

the

SCARBORO-ON-HUDSON

School

Architect

to his children the right kind of

up

He

then remodelled an old studio building into a
This was soon outgrown, but it had served
to illustrate the success of the experiment to such

school.

an
alighting

from

train one is confronted by a steep bank
of goodly trees, and the
road winding up a hill

nothing

Mr.

that

school

ideal

for

chil-

dren.

Situated near the Al-

but

bany

country life remote
from town. This road

on

highway,

a

sloping piece of ground
such that the rear elevation has two stories

is bordered on the
right
by a beautiful old estate belonging to one of
the most
remarkable

men

extent

Yanderlip then decided
to build </( iniro an

the

suggests

playmates to grow

with.

itself.

On

2258

while

the

has

front

only one, the building
spreads out in plan like

of the day a man
whose power of imagi-

a letter

nation

part being occupied by
a fully equipped thea-

;

forced

is

T

were x>

strongly reinwith self-reli-

inverted, as

the

ance and aggressive energy to carry out his
mental visions, a self-

ter.

made man

laboratories

in

Class

it

vertical

rooms

oc-

cupy the wing on the
left, a gymnasium and

the best

the

right

sense of the word, and

wing, and a library and

one whose abilities and
energies have brought

teachers'

into

first-hand

room the second story of the central

ac-

portion.

The wings

quaintance the best that
the world has produced
both in personality and
in

signed

education of

his

STATUE OF MOGLI FOR FRONT OF SCARHORO
SCHOOL

they ought to be taught and
order to prepare them for useful and happy
lives.
Beginning from the bottom up, he formed a
of
the right sort of neighbors, building houses
group
lor friends who had children on a
near-by tract of
land laid out in attractive house lots. This assured

how,

de-

clere-

ting
class

sunlight

rooms

into

the

on

the

urnuu-- KVAXS. SCULPTOR

chil-

He knew what

dren.

are
a

treatment over
story
the central corridor let-

things.

Frank A. Yanderlip
needed to consult no
one when it came to the

with

in

Cofyrighl,

1919,

north side, as well as
giving them better venAt the outer end of the left wing there is a
tilation.
kitchen and dining room for those children who

home for luncheon, and a
on
the
rear of the gymnasium,
garage
below the dressing rooms. A workshop equipped
with all sorts of carpentry and manual labor applicome too

The Architectural

is

fr

far to return

worked

Rui/dim/ Press

in

(Inc.)

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
ances occupies the basement at the rear of the clasjroom wing.
The building, which is built of stucco on terra
cotta blocks, faces northeast and is seen on the
river side of Broadway, as the highway is called,
half concealed by a high stucco wall with an in-

teresting gatejyay.
Classic in style,

it
is highly academic and exidea
both in mass and detail.
the
school
of
pressive
Its pediment rises above two stories of Greek col-

umns

Doric and Ionic.

Niches

in

which statues

One
are to be placed flank the entrance portico.
of these, representing Kipling's boy hero Mogli and
his panther, with great beauty of line and character,
has just been completed by Mr. Rudulf Evans, Mr.
The
Yanderlip's intimate friend and protege.
is
reached
the
entrance,
Theater, directly opposite
through the altogether charming vestibule with

and white marble
black
walls,
French-gray
casts
with
rilled
and
floor,
plaster
panels
from the Parthenon friezes, with hanging light
fixtures
of alabaster supported by chains of
antique green bronze. The spirit breathed by
this foyer is cool, fresh, strikingly architectural,
yet so simple that its design is comprehended at a
glance the very "type parfait" of vestibule treatment, as is well set forth in that admirable work

on interior decoration by Edith Wharton and Ogden
Codman. As one enters the theater he is surprised
to find it so large and entirely "professional." There
are seats for three hundred spectators. The stage

A GLIMPSE OF THE ENTRANCE PORTICO
25 feet deep and is provided with all the modern
equipment of mechanical devices, lighting features,
etc., so that regular companies of actors may be
is

CLASS ROOM END OF SCHOOL
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SWIMMING POOL XEAR THE SCHOOL

ENTRANCE DOORWAY, LIBRARY OF FRANK

A.

VANDFRLIP AT BEECHWOOD

WELLES DOSWORTH, ARCHITECT
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accommodated

as well here as in their city theaters.

others, the original cast of the "Yellow
Jacket,'' that immortal little play, have come to this
stage while no less a genius than Paderewski played

Among

at its dedication.

Mr. Vanderlip conceived that the

THE GOLDEN HOUR

STATUE

IN

LIBRARY OF MR. VANDERLIP

RUDULF EVANS, SCULPTOR
trance in the rear of the auditorium and once a week
the neighborhood is entertained with a regular

"movie" program while of course the gymnasium
is adapted admirably for dances as well as basket
ball

or other indoor games.

slopes

BUST OF FRANK

A.

Out of

steeply in the rear,

doors, the land
forming a beauti-

ful amphitheatre bordered by a picturesque ravine
and running brook. This gully is spanned by a.
rough stone bridge of single arch, reflected in the
pool below and shaded by fine old trees of unusual
magnitude and variety.

VAXDERLIP

RUDULF EVANS, SCULPTOR
theater,

down

being perhaps the greatest single educaworld at large, could not be

tional influence in the

omitted from the experience of a child's schooling.
Each pupil is obliged to do his turn on the stage
before all the other children as audience at fre-

How many of us have suffered
from the lack of such an experience in our early
years when for the first time we were called upon

One can

hardly imagine more perfect conditions

grow up in. There are tennis courts
and a swimming pool, and every modern method is
brought into play to train these boys and girls to a
full and balanced development of both body and
for children to

quent intervals.

mind.

to face an audience in unfamiliar surroundings!

Mr. Vanderlip is planting seeds of good citizenship which will go far to bulwark as also to extend
the boundaries of civilization.

A

moving

picture booth

is

arranged over the en-
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GEORGE ELLING.

Architecture After the
What

IV

B\< C.

Is

An

know what he was before

the war an
an individual whose mission was
to make over the world in what he consid-

WE

Architect?

H. BLACKALL.

:

idealist,

ered the most beautiful guise, a man entrusted with
large opportunities coming in often faster than he
could master them and striving his best to keep up

with the tremendous increase in the requirements
and the possibilities of modern construction, a
dreamer and strictly a professional man. It was a
splendid ideal and all honor to those who strove so

nobly to uphold this exalted plane, but that tiltarchitect of after the war is a different man is evidenced on every hand.
The point of view is
changed not only because of the war but because it

War

1

;

.A.I.A.

mere aggregation of

units each possibly perfect of
but not co-ordinated in a logical, symmetrical
whole, thereby failing to be the record of progress

itself

and history which is an appanage of architecture.
The engineer merely points the moral. The- architect should both point the moral and adorn the tale.
A structure such as the Brooklyn Bridge which
starts out to be

prove

to be

merely an engineering work

may

pure architecture for the simple reason

becomes what all good architecture is, orderly
and arrangement for a distinct purpose
and need. And on the other hand architects have
made some extremely successful factories which
that

it

creation

process of changing before. The profession
as a whole set its face against change and looked

while governed by simple engineering requirements
were yet creations. But it has been demonstrated
again and again that the start must be from the

frowningly upon those who from limited equipment
or limited choice did not measure up to the individ-

Some years ago a promarchitectural standpoint.
inent firm of of contractors in New York set out.

was

in

ualistic,

imaginative standard of 1876 and

later,

and

now

the question is a very pertinent one and should
be scrutinized very closely by all who desire to be
in the tide of progress, for progress is the
only

thing that keeps any profession or calling alive. It
is the stirring of the water
by the invisible hand

which brings healing, growth and prosperity.
In the previous articles the statement has been
made that an architect is first of all a business

man

second, a constructor, and. third, a dreamer of
dreams, or otherwise a designer. There have been
;

those

who assumed

that because of this triple nature

was necessary for an organization was for
some clever business man with brains and power of
organization to get around him some bright young
men, divide up the work according to their several
abilities, and presto we have an architectural organization.
Nothing could be further from the truth
than this. An architect must be a business man, but
that

all

as

they themselves expressed it, to eliminate the
by doing themselves everything that an

architect

would

do, hiring clever draughtsmen, attending personally to the construction and thinking
thereby to leave out a certain amount of friction

architect

which seemed to them inevitable and which impeded
the most economical results, but as a matter of fact
I
believe that same firm admits today that the
attempt was a failure and that the architect could
not be eliminated without at the same time eliminating the architecture. Again, an attempt was made

by a very prominent brokerage firm to eliminate
the architect by carrying out in the name of the
the portions necessary to a finished structure, hiring such architects as they saw fit to carry
out their wishes but retaining the real direction,

builder

all

a business

financial, artistic and otherwise, in their own hands.
This organization has done some very creditable
work but it has not been architecture in the sense in
which we mean it as being in any way representa-

self

tive of the aspirations of the people

man by merely wishing cannot make himan architect. An architect may and should develop into a business man if only by association, but
if we can read at all
aright the actual results, a business man unless he has the architectural instinct as
a foundation can never develop himself into an
architect even by association. Again, we have seen
in the
past repeated attempts to develop a building
organization based only upon engineering experience.

may

Strictly speaking, the engineer's structure
be mechanically perfect, but it is apt to be a

481

and the

clearly

defined and simply worked out practical needs. It
may be said as a general proposition that the architect is more apt to know when to use the engineer
or the business man than either of them knows
when he needs an architect. Furthermore, there

have been some most lamentable examples of

fail-

ure directly traceable to the fact that architecture
was considered merely as an adornment and not
something vital, or that the only vital factors were

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
A

Court of
the engineering and the business ones.
is
so
which
Honor in a large school group
arranged
as to disrupt the interrelation of the parts is a hopeTo enter a building expressed as a
less failure.

though in name they are distinct, in fact the
resources of one are ever ready to back up the recommendations and the judgment of the other. In
the second floor on one side is an art gallery where

the exterior with imposing portico before
it and then to find oneself in a mechanical laboramere useless
tory and discover that the dome is a
is surely not an ideal combination of
appanage

the architectural organization can exhibit its own
ideas and where also it gathers pictures, furniture,

that

dome on

and engineering or prac-

architectural possibilities

How

then do \ve find that an architect

is

tempercourse we

amentally constituted in these days? Of
have not changed wholly yet. The old regime still
endures and there are always to be those who cling
to the individualistic ideal of

which Ruskin was so

strong a champion and which really made possible
the condition of the profession today, but if we try
to take a dispassionate measure of the architects of

who seem

doing the best work and are
in every rein
case
of
architectural
a
basis
we
find
every
spect,
appreciation, education and development. Whether
the architect is one of a firm and devotes himself
more exclusively to one department of the work,
or whether he is the focus of the organization, the
really successful ones are those who are artists by
temperament and who have adopted the engineering and the business point of view as means to an
today

to be

same time the most successful

at the

end, as adjuncts to a desired consummation and as
factors which are indispensable and which must be

viewed from a

strictly architectural standpoint.

We

most successful architects today in
country have primarily had the creative faculty, and as far as can be determined by a pretty
wide acquaintance in the ranks of the profession,
there is not a single architect today who does not
owe most of his success to the fact that he is businesslike and knows how to construct. On the other
find that the

this

hand,

it is

equally true that there

architect in the United States

is

not a successful

who owes

his success

We

find, too,
only to the fact that he is an artist.
that organization has counted in the past as a very

important factor

in the

successes and that as a genwho are awake to the

eral proposition the architects

of this day and are reaching out to
larger fields, to broader horizons and to more perfect success are those who have been able most
possibilities

effectively to balance the three sides of the profession, not letting anyone
clue relative importance,

assume any more than is
all from

but viewing them

the architectural standpoint.
The case of one architectural firm comes to mind
as typical of the new tendency in our profession.

This firm occupies an entire building with

On

the

ground

works of

art

which

it

can reasonably

recommend

On

to its clients for certain specific cases.
the other side are the reception rooms ot the

where the clients receive their attention and are
encouraged to formulate and present their desires.
There is a thoroughly equipped department of accounting, another equally well equipped of inspection and engineering, a large and carefully selected
library, and finally the center of the whole organThis firm has
ization, the designing department.
done most excellent work and its work has been
recognized by the profession and by the public as
being of a very high order, and yet a comparatively
short time ago its organization would have been
looked at askance by the profession and its attitude
towards financing and construction would have
been condemned, yet this firm constitutes one of the
most successful units in the country.
Again, there comes to mind another organization
headed by a single architect who in his early days
firm

demands.

tical

tapestries or

floor

is

a

connected with the work

bank which

its offices.

so directly
of the architectural firm
is

made

a distinction for himself as a draughtsman
artist.
His association represents as complete a business and professional equip-

and designer and an

ment as one could wish, with every

facility

and

every convenience and every accessory which would
contribute in any degree to making the buildings
he undertakes answer fully their best and highest
It goes without saying that everyone
purpose.
would not solve the problem as he or his organization would, but the average of the work turned out

by this office is so high and its buildings are so
eminently successful that it would be denying the
facts to assert that this does not represent the successful architectural effort of the day, even though
years ago his professional standing was not in
favor with many of the conservative architects.

five

Examples might be multiplied indefinitely but
they only serve to show that the architect represents
a very different organism than what obtained a very
few years ago, and summing up the results of observation, it seems no more than a recognition of
existing conditions to say that the successful comis not a union of an architect, an
and
a
prosaic business administrator, who
engineer

bination of today

chiefly because the architect
cannot get a job alone, the engineer cannot do it
alone, and the business man can neither design nor
construct, though all need the money; but it is the
man, or group of men, who, starting with a solid
foundation of architectural and creative ability on

associate themselves
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now

the part of all the members, has built up a business
organization in a scientific manner and carried it
out to success, financially, structurally and architecturally, depending not upon any one branch alone

The moulding of
equally within our reach.
public opinion through the mirror which we hold
up to it is now our task and will be the rule rather

success but on the combined product of the
individual factors.
All architects cannot be great,
but the essence of greatness is in all good architec-

class,

for

its

and

element of imaginative conception wrought out into an efficient, well-rounded
development that constitutes the best and most
hopeful phase of the architecture of today.
The question may well be asked, is it any better
than we had before? Some think it is and others
while recognizing the efficiency of the modern viewpoint deny that its result can satisfy or ever produce
ture,

is this

it

work equal

But
to the great periods of the past.
surely the present viewpoint is more attractive to
the beginner in that it offers a distinct career lead-

The awards certainly
ing to the highest results.
are larger, for no architect can make more than a
he depends upon his own effort and
measured by the highest standards of real service
bare living
to the

if

;

community, the modern architect

is

what the

old regime never produced, a factor in civilization,
an important element of modern life and a historian

Architecture has been
of the nation's progress.
defined as a mood made permanent.
There are
in
currents
of the
moods
the
multitudinous
many
life of today, so different in all its eddies and
turns from the quiet, contemplative life of the past,

busy

and we make those moods permanent by clothing
them in tangible, available envelopes and by fixing
them in terms which mean permanence and efficiency.
Surely this comes pretty near being good
architecture.

And, given a professional point of

view such as has been intimated in this paper, there
seems to be no end to the possibilities of the profession.
Great achievements in large undertakings
and great successes in the small, intimate work are

than the exception. Architects are not a privileged
only a small coterie of mutual admirers who
can now be, if they wish, the leaders, the inspirers,
the promoters, as well as the constructors and the
idealists.
Surely this is a program well worth fol-

lowing out and building upon, and whatever we
may think of it, whether we agree it is right or
wrong, whether we sigh for the old days, we cannot
get away from the actual facts that architecture and
the architect today carry out the program which has
been outlined and that the successful architect is the
man who has the widest grasp upon the many sided

demands of

And

with

his profession.
it

all

there

still

remains the

ideals, but

they are not lowered or cheapened by the associations with business and science.
Rather they are

made higher and more

inspiring, and, as never bethe profession with its many sidedness can
take to itself the words of John Ruskin, who wrote
fore,

when

for an imaginative period

it

was the

rule to

and act in hyperboles and when common
sense and hard, practical requirements were brushed
aside as derogatory to a professional man, but
words which are just as applicable today to the kind
of work which, with all its opportunities and limitations, its hope and its necessities, can now he
think

realized by the profession
"When we build, let us think that
:

ever.

Let

it

not be

we

build for-

for present delight nor for
Let it be such work as our

present use alone.
descendants will thank us for, and let us think, as
we lay stone on stone, that a time is to come when
those stones will be held sacred because our hands

have touched them, and that men will say as they
upon the labor and wrought substance of
them, 'See! This our Fathers did for us.'"

look
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Developing the American Craftsman
words "industrial art" imply the relation

single factor in industrial arts production when considered in terms of ultimate cash returns.

THE
relation

of

They mean

appealing

form and color

that usefulness, while

to

es-

objective, is shorn of its ability to contribute to cultural progress if it is not made sufficiently attractive to contribute pleasure to human
sential

environment.

This relation between industry and

is embraced in the word "design." a type of
thinking that American have been too ready to let
others do for them these many years.
While counting upon mass production as a quick

art

road to large' figures on our national ledger, we
have not been far-sighted enough to discover that

mass alone becomes an obstacle

in all articles

constitute our domestic surroundings,

if

which

a constant

and consistently growing appeal does not form a
part of its reason for being.
be placed upon the material

The exact value

to

and the design we

The
incorrectly.
of
surface
will
not
for
gloss
carving
pass
design.
have for

There

utility.

remaining an

many decades gauged

The gimcrack assortment of motives which is the
merest flimsy cloak for the structural conception
identical in all styles unless related to every guiding line in the piece the gathering of suggestion
repeatedly from books and usually from poor
books or designs themselves copied from others

own

without recourse to originals
brings about a stalemate in design. Execution imilk

proves, design lags.

Execution, methods of manufacture, cannot supplant design they can only facilitate design. Without design they serve requirements of utility only,
and might as well be diverted to merely mechanical
;

objectives in which appeal to the mind through the
eye or sense of touch is the least consideration.

Objects of industrial art without an adequate inspiration in design serve their function as well as
a piano played when out of tune.
American business men are known to be shrewd,

is

industrial

but one help for manufacturers in the
field
only one education.
They

arts

:

must educate designers, they must establish schools
for training designers, they must realize that design
is

cash

a

asset,

an

all-for-business

investment.

They must come
and

quality,

good

to the conviction that design means
that only good design commands a

Refinement

price.

the keynote of
Education points out

taste

is

is

the index of taste, and
industrial advance.

American
the

between the

difference

progress of France and the industrial art
stalements of America.
In many branches of life men have seen the salvation of their business enterprises in the training
artistic

of those to
trial

whom

they pay salaries.

arts field the voice of not one

In the indus-

manufacturer

has been heard in favor of schools to teach de-

Rather a million dollars for mass output
now than five thousand dollars toward a school whose human product
will make the one million into ten within a few
signers.

to achieve large selling figures

years.

Schools

;

of their

an investment costing less than any other

is

design

of art to industrial or mechanical production, which in daily parlance signifies the

trial

we must have in every branch of induswe must have school training

art production

feeder for the factory of the future.
Designers will surely always come up from the ranks,
but if there are potential designers in the ranks of
as a

factory hands, they deserve the chance to make the
journey toward a designer's salary by the line of
least resistance.

The
that

it

is a part of the factory, and the fact
not under the same roof with the ma-

school
is

chinery of production does not alter this truth. To
hesitate to train designers to turn out the best for
the American market is to waste material, to waste

waste money, to waste precious time as we
have already lost it depending upon Europe so

effort, to

long.

And

yet their shrewdness is too momentary in its apIn the great field of the industrial arts
plication.

the educational values of

commanding an

nored.

Europe has

ing collections in any of the industrial art fields
have made many efforts to reach designers, to appeal to manufacturers, to establish the business

outlay of 8500,000,000 each year
these very business men have not taken thought for
the future.
They wail for the designers that
recalled, they

ican craftsmanship,

lament the fate of Amer-

and turn around

to

make

just

what they have made before with a minimum improvement on the plea that design is too expensive,
whereas correct reasoning would show that good

while the schools are being put under way,
museums must not be igall

Practically

value of design.
of the museum

To
is

of our

museums maintain-

develop design without the use

to study chemistry without the

laboratory.
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Why Not
By

J.

C.

MURPHY,

we not soon have an end to the dreary
song we so often hear that one cannot

MAY

afford to build because the cost of build-

too high? How men, whose judgment is coning
sidered sound in business affairs, can hope that the
is

go back to the abnormally low
pre-war level when they do not expect other prices
to return to that level, is hard to understand.
Shoes are high. Why? Because leather is high.
Leather is high because cattle are high. Cattle are
high because feed is high. Feed is high because the
things the farmer must buy are high. All are high
because labor is high.
Labor in turn is high beWe
cause shoes and food and clothing are high.
are told that none of these prices can be lowered.
cost of building will

We
that

try to trace this to the beginning only to find
we have an endless chain. The cost of build-

ing

is

but a link in the industrial chain and rises

with the other links.
It takes no more
days of labor, no more barrels of cement, no more

and

falls

no more pounds of steel, no more feet of
lumber to build now than it took before the war.
Lumber and steel and bricks and cement take no
bricks,

if as many
days of labor to produce now
than they took then.
hear men say that they will not build now
but will wait until prices are lower. Is the cost of

more

We

so

Carefully compiled statistics
except the high pressure
building done for certain war needs where speed
only was considered, have been relatively lower
than anything else.
building

show

that

high

these

?

costs,

Would one who desires to build now gain anything by waiting for prices to go down? I think
not.
Prices for building can no more go back to
the old level than can prices of other commodities.
Only in case all business goes to the bad will prices

Then there will be fewer jobs than men to
them, more goods made than can be consumed.
As men must have work, the old and unrepeatable
law of supply and demand will assert itself. You
can no more stop its operation by artificial restraints
drop.
fill

and combinations

stock, as

many

as

Prices are relative and in the last analysis are a
To build, one must sell some of
the goods he makes or trades in or some of the
securities he

owns, to get the money with which to
high he sells for a higher price.
If prices are low he gets less for his
goods and
Relapays proportionately less for his building.
To take a concrete
tively, he is no richer or poorer.
example. If I desired' to build a house that today
would cost $12,000 I would have to sell one hundred
shares of L. & N. Railroad stock to pay for it.
I
might think the price of building too high and
decide to wait.
I
may find in a few years that I
can build the same house for $9,500, and decide to
build.
When I try to sell my L. & X. stock I find
that 1 can get only $95 the share for it, so I still
have to sell one hundred shares.
What have I
This
has
gained?
actually happened and will happen again with high-class stocks like L. & N. Railroad.
With stock of lower class the shrinkage in
build.

value

If prices are

is

much

greater.

XT o

one of sound judgment hopes that the thing
he has to sell will remain high while the things he
wishes to buy will go down. By chance this might
happen once in a while in isolated cases, but it is
poor dependence.
Speculating on margins sometimes brings large profits, but generally the result
is failure, and if one makes a practice of this kind
of speculation failure is certain. Your careful investor takes no gambler's chances, and in the end
he wins.
It has been said that real estate is not a good investment because rents do not go up with other
values and you cannot sell real estate for more

money when
low.
city,

That

building

is

high than when building is
has been shown in this

this is not true

Louisville,

Rents have

Ky.,

in

a most

risen, the values of

forcible

manner.

homes and

desir-

Because some
have advanced.
does
not
increase
is
no
sound
argument to
property

may

corresponding

many wagons,

matter of barter.

shares of

take as

pairs of shoes, as

many

bushels of wheat or barrels of flour to build
the house then as it will take to-day.
So where is
the gain?

able

It will

Architect

many

matter of labor than you
can by combinations or otherwise maintaining high
prices of food or clothing or buildings or any other
For the same reason down will go the prices
thing.
of securities.
Dividends on stocks will be cut or
passed, and when the price of building reaches the
low level your investor would have it reach he will
find that his stocks or his goods have reached a
in the

level.

Now?

Build

real

estate

If I own real estate in a town that is
backward
or in a backward portion of a
going
town that is going forward I am no worse off than

the contrary.

if I
is

own

stock in a business or factory or utility that
I get some return from my

on the down grade.

I may get nothing from
even lose the principal.

real estate.
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stock.
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If

and I
factory or business is prospering
I had better build now while busi-

my

more than earth and building rubbish packed
between wrought stone faces, these latter in
small stones with shallow beds.
Such walls would
stand no great weight and were also particularly
little

want more room
ness

is

good

my

creasing

so that

I

in

can use the building for in-

business.

I am told that by building now I increase my
overhead expense by the additional interest result-

ing from
what am

the higher cost.

If

I

am

not to build

stress,

now

to

do with

my

on the declining market at correspondingly lower
It were better to invest it in buildings now,
prices.
by the increased output I would get while
is good and, by adding to and readjusting
the cost of
plant, so equip it that I may reduce

as long as the pointing
out, they were able to

business

do the work for which they
But if, through any settlement
or stress, a fracture developed, the
masonry had no
power of resistance, but fell away and became fit
for nothing but pulling down, for lack of sound
walling to which to bond a repair. It will easily be

had been designed.

production and be in a better position to compete
with others when the inevitable decline comes.

How

the Ancients Built Walls

The statement

made,

is

seen that

comments

a wall

work has lasted perfectly down to the present day.
The impression that is sought to be conveyed by all
such statements is that the concrete was precisely
similar to that we are using now, and consequently
is an argument for the durability of some of our

What an

and merely used a core, or filling, of cement
and spalls, says Stone. This is far different from
our concrete poured into removable forms. C. R.
Peers, chief inspector of ancient monuments and

ments" recently.
said

tect,

an

article in

ideal that

was

Efficiency

"The Roman tradition of building with two faces
and a core was continued in the Middle Ages, but
often with none of the care and thoroughness which
was necessary for its success. In the eleventh cenany

rate, the

core in

many

instances

was

The National Builder.

What

a few weeks of military training during which his
mind and muscles were ever directed toward an

:

tury, at

in

peculiar quality of the new soldier finally came to
the front and demonstrated his fitness to function
in that army
what property did he possess after

in Great Britain, delivered an
on "The Care of Ancient MonuAmong other things, Mr. Peers

"We are accustomed to hear comparisons drawn
between the work of former ages and our own, not
to our own advantage. This is by no means always
fair.
There has been good and bad building in all
ages, and in the course of nature more of the bad
buildings have perished than of the good, and in
consequence the achievement of any period which
has left an appreciable number of works is liable
to be judged on too favorable a ground.
Even in
such Roman buildings as are left there is no uniform standard of merit.

Him

What one necessary attribute were we taught in
the army, more vital and beyond
any other single
item of experience? asks Charles E. White, archi-

stone,

buildings

Architect's Military

Experience Taught

Every one who has looked
cheap construction.
into the subject with any thoroughness knows, of
course, that the Romans faced their walls with

historic

almost impossible to strengthen such

is

it

so as to prolong

its existence
appreciably
without destroying its character,
considering that
its character is the
very source of its weakness."

frequently
Buildings and Building Management, that the ancient Romans used concrete freely, and that their

interesting address

lateral

erable lime mortar, but built in nothing but
clay, and
was able to keep the weather

profit

my

to

"In a small building, where stresses are neither
great nor complex, a weatherproof wall face protecting a weak core will often serve well enough for
the time, but the ruin or reconstruction of
many
of our mediaeval buildings has followed the adoption of such a principle. Walls were
pointed in tol-

surplus in the meanwhile ?
If I invest it in securities to hold until the cost of
building declines I will have to sell the securities
I

any foundation movement or
having no natural strength.

sensitive

to

make him

that's

eventually a winner?
the ideal sought for in mili-

tary organization, and we can now pause and take
our war-lessons to heart and apply them to civil

What was good
man who

life.

the business

for the military
all was the

is

good for

one to
demonstrate the power of systematic efficiency.
Efficiency is one of the greatest of words
in a world where work is to be done.
When apafter

plied to any sort of career efficiency
spell the difference between success

To

be

first

is

bound to

and
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is

to be set, ready, alert,

failure.

with all
faculties aroused and all energies fixed on the goal.
To be efficient is to have that complex machine, the
human body, and that marvelous controlling element, the human mind, so thoroughly yoked that
thought is but an instant ahead of action, and both
thought and action are directed expertly, unmisefficient
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takably, with precision toward a result that is
almost as assu'red as the movement of tides and

architect

the sequence of seasons.

Much had been heard of efficiency before the
war and much had been learned of the power of
organization when directed along efficacious lines,
but

world's

the

allied

adopted efficiency as

its

the architect should play in the
development of the
It does not
require any considerable knowledge
of architecture to appreciate the
superior appearance presented by any community in which the ser-

message beat down

vices of

the careless, happy-go-lucky, drifting tendency of
men and built of them a machine intricate of parts

of

so perfectly geared and with
precision that the war was won.

in the

but

he wants to keep his place

if

efficiency so

will efficiency be so potent and inimpotent as in the field of building.

to the architect

the

owner

whom

in

the building

labor, drivers

contractors

sell,

who

for

who

chanics

who draws

who

who

build,

any way has anything

is

the plans
built

;

to

haul, dealers

;

me-

nine times out of ten

who

For it is usually true (probably invariably true
would be a safe statement) that a town in which

and every manjack
to do with the plan-

community in which scant heed
art.
The citizens of the town

of

Discussing good architecture as a commercial
a contributor to The Improvement Bulletin
:

in this

world persons who beornamental pro-

lieve that architecture is a purely

fession

that the

man who

willing to pay.

of years ago.

But when costs multiplied, owners

naturally devoted more thought to the underlying
requirements of good building construction. The

call

with the man who believes in paring down expenses by eliminating the architect's fee. The architect who is master of his profession must not
only plan a building of harmonious design, and attractive appearance, but he must keep constantly

retains the service of

an architect to plan and superintend the construction of a building does so because he wants a few
additional artistic effects, for which he is able and

The increased cost of building materials has
been a pronounced factor in educating the public
regarding the true field of usefulness which the
architect occupies.
A score of years ago a few
thousand dollars sufficed to build a large box-like
structure, with a great deal of room, but with no
architectural merit. Architecture played very little
part in the vast majority of buildings built a score

paid to the

in

horizon than men who believe that architecture is
merely useless ornamentation, and that the carpenter and bricklayer can create a building of harmonious and attractive design.
Then again, it is true that the citizen who wants
an architect to design his building is generally a
shrewd and long-headed individual as compared

asset,

remain

is

which the architect is called in to design business buildings and
residences
even though the buildings be of small
dimensions have, as a rule, a wider intellectual

Architecture as a Profitable
Investment for the Owner

still

correct.

representative citizens appreciate good architecture is a better town in which to live than a

Good

There

it is

the

occupying, or operating of any
or
building, large
small, for no matter what purerected.
pose

states

good many small communities

that he gathers from his initial visit to a town is
generally the lasting impression, and more than

to

building,

ning,

construction

distinction that the prevalence of good architecture
imparts to any community. The first impression

This applies to every operation of every worker,
in every department; to the banker who loans the

money,

in the

munity whether the business and public buildings
and the residences were planned by a competent
architect. He merely knows whether the town is
whether it bears the mark of
pleasing to the eye

the

in

buildings.
here are still a

country in which the carpenter and the mason
are consulted rather than the architect when a new
building is to be constructed. The layman does not
stop to consider when he encounters such a com-

Nowhere

sun.

an architect are utilized

new
1

such effectual

This efficiency of individuals will live.
Oldfashioned wasteful methods of doing business are
gone forever, and it behooves every business man
to note the tendency of the times and get into the

band wagon

on a very much higher plane than he

country.

establishment
military
note
and
blew upon
key

this note so constantly that its

is

was a score of years ago, and the public is beginning
to have a growing conception of the
important role

mind the matter of practical every-day utility.
There must be no waste corners in the completed
building, the interior must meet modern requirements of light and ventilation, the heating plant
must be adequate, and yet there must be no waste
in

of material used either in construction or fuel.

The

building must be planned with close attention to
the purpose for which it is intended, in order that
the interior arrangement may be completed to the
end that the owner, instead of finding after the
lapse of a few months or a few years that there are
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features of the building with which he is not
satisfied, will have an increasing satisfaction in the

many

ownership of the building.

Good

architecture increases the value of a build-

a point that the astute owner always
keeps in mind. Five thousand dollars or ten thousand dollars will buy just about so much material
ing.

in

That

is

any market.

material

built

But
into

five

a

thousand dollars' worth of
structure

finished

tectural excellence has a higher

of

archi-

market value than

an equal or greater amount of material used in the
construction of a building that is not pleasing to
the discriminating eye, and is not arranged with a

view to practical requirements.

our insularity, excites the scornful laughter of our
Continental and American Allies, who may well
think us a nation of purblind hypocrites, continustraining at gnats and swallowing camels.
These etchings by an eminent Dutch artist were
consigned to a London picture dealer. It was the
ally

plain duty of the Post Office to deliver them, not
to read indecency into them and
thereupon to de-

Such tyranny is morally indefensible,
stroy them.
and the act that legalizes it should be promptly
amended.
In the meantime, it cannot be made

known

widely that any work of art sent
through the Post Office may meet with willful destruction at the hands of some meddlesome and pretoo

sumptuous official.
Censorship of this kind and
would deprive our museums and art galleries of their most cherished treasures.
From
1 he Architects and Builders' Journal (London).

quality

The

English Post Office as Art

Censor
Very properly Major
the

I

layward asked the Post-

House of Commons, what

master-General,
he had to say about the destruction of a packet of
It seems that Section 6
etchings by Felicien Rops.
of the Foreign and Colonial Post \\ arrant, 1907,
and Clause 63 of the Post ( )rrke Act, 1908, confer
upon the Post ( )ffice officials the power to destroy
in

any document or picture (if they consider it to be
obscene) entrusted to them to deliver. It is nothing short of a grave scandal that apparently this
power is exercised quite arbitrarily possibly by

who know nothing whatever about art, and
whose ideas of obscenity may be those of Mrs.
irundy in her most prudish mood.
Notoriously,

officials

British Reconstruction Plans

Aid

Agriculture
Reconstruction plans of the British Government
are being based on an estimate that the United
Kingdom, if its soil were properly cultivated, could
produce enough food for about 30,000,000 people,
according to Sir Auckland Geddes, Minister of Reconstruction.

Great Britain, however, said the Minister, must
not be purely an agricultural nor purely an industrial nation, but a blend of both.
Some manufac-

the standard of

must go out of business, he contended, but
enough will remain to employ those persons not engaged in agriculture and to maintain an export trade
that will supply the United Kingdom with the re-

\vork of art

maining foodstuffs needed.
The policy of the Government, the Minister de-

(

judgment in such matters fluctuates
with period, person, temperament, mood, climate.
For Post Office officials to pass judgment on a

utterly absurd, and for these unaccredited censors to order such a work to be de-

stroyed

noying

is

is

is

absolutely immoral.
that such foolish

\Yhat

is

equally an-

presumption emphasizes

turers

is to stimulate agriculture to the utmost,
while at the same time maintaining the nation's industrial importance.
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There

is
yet time to remedy this matter, as among
men comprising our Army of Occupation in
France and lermany are many architects and engineers who would regard it as an unusual op-

the

2,

1919

,

No. 2258

(

portunity if they could be assigned to a service of
observation for which they are so eminently quali-

AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

fied.

was one of the
country declared war.
to volunteer for service, and perhaps among the first
this

I

first
It

would seem

that this

practiced architecture, to go to France. The
statement of qualifications as made by me to the recruiting
officer at the time of my enlistment apparently was ignored
in the matter of my assignment, as
was placed in an infantry regiment (I had hoped for an assignment to the
Engineers) and in due course was sent to France.
I
am now back after some fourteen months of service
on the front line, having reached the rank of sergeant. 1
am in hopes of taking up my practice where I laid it down.
I

What advantage, professionally, has this experience
given me? I believe I can truthfully answer, none at all.
I
never had an opportunity to visit any of the localities
where by actual observation I might have been able to
acquire a large experience of the highest educational value.
have tried, but without success, to get leave of absence,
stating in my request just why this leave was asked for.
never secured a moment's respite from the monotonous
round of my military duties, and the result of more than
a year's service has been, as far as my training as an architect is concerned, of little value.
am wondering if my experience has not been similar
to that of many another of my professional brethren.

enlist the
it

I

1

ARCHITECT DOUGHBOY.

foregoing communication

is

from a sub-

scriber recently returned from more than a
His experience is one
year's service in France.
that will greatly interest
every man in the profession irrespective of military service, as it discloses a

condition that should promptly receive the attention of the authorities in
Washington.
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a matter that might
Institute, and that

prompt action of the

could by well directed effort make it possible that
number of men could be detached from

a certain

purely military duties, and given a
assignment in architectural observation.

their present
special

Post- War

Committee Report

Relationship of Architect to Public

who

1

AN

is

fifty

men who had

THE

correspondents,

cleverly trained for their work, yet lack the highly
developed powers of observation of the man edu-

1879.

Wasted Opportunities
The Editors,

of

class

Owned

VOL.

is

and study.
f
something of this kind is not done, we shall
have to depend for our architectural history of the
war on the observation and deductions of that large

PAGE A. ROBINSON, Western Manager
ST. LOUIS OFFICE, Wright Building

3,

more forcible way to a condidescribed by this correspondent, and
inquire if it would not be wise to give the architects and engineers who mav seek the
privilege, sufficient leave to travel in such localities as will
permit them the- fullest opportunities for observation
tion such as

I
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abilities
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Street,
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trained in technical purit was a delicate matter to advance the contention that architects should be detailed to assignments where their
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No. 243 West Thirty-ninth

Reference has been made
the failure of the

ARCHITECTS
tation of the

fail to

I'ost-\Yar

respond to the invi-

Committee

to

com-

municate their suggestions as to the matters outlined
in its program, will have only themselves to blame
if the work of the committee fails through lack of
There is none too much
proper encouragement.
time between now and the convention to be held
days of April for consideration of
it is earnestly urged that the committee should be assured of widespread co-operaduring the

last

these matters, so

tion.

In Section I of the program, treating generally
of the relationship of the architect to the public, and
with particular reference to the extension of the

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
service that the architect may render, it is pointed
out that one of the most important of the problems
under consideration is to discover where lies the

education become fitted.
So then, if architects
either as individuals or as an organized body, are to
keep abreast with the times, it becomes necessary to

responsibility for carrying forward a large majority
of building operations without the services of a
competent architect. The question is asked, if it is
not possible that architects have not in the past

continue a process of self-education, to cultivate
well trained powers of analysis.
It would be re-

placed too much stress on the aesthetic and too little
on the business value of their functions. They undoubtedly have and the fault for such an attitude
may, we believe, be located more in faulty educa-

methods than in any other direction.
This statement does not necessarily refer solely to
the architect's college days, a period only preparatory to the more strenuous one of architectural practional

A

tice.
part of every man's education, and perhaps
the most important part, will be found in his efforts
It means the keepto keep abreast with the times.

ing in touch with every important new development.
This development will not be confined to the aesthetic
aspect of his work, in fact that phase will be largely
submerged by those vastly more important industrial advancements which are constantly occurring
and never with greater rapidity than during the past
A man can only successfully extend
three years.
his field of service in directions to which he has by

grettable if architects failed to appreciate the value
of education for themselves when by their work

they are constantly educating others.
Let us regard one field of architectural educational effort alone
the development of domestic
architecture. Is it not a fact in the development of
our houses, the refinement of domestic surroundings, that architects

have largely contributed to the

uplift of all the people from the lowest type of occupant, the industrial worker, to the owner of the most

expensive type now being so numerously built by
our wealthy citizens?
Again we feel justified in advancing the contention that each of the many questions that is put
forward in the Post-War Committee's program has
for its very foundation the subject of architectural
education. And, whether it refers to that period at
college or university, or the larger and more
thoughtful one when men have gone into practice,
there is not a minute when the subject of education
ceases to be the most important of all.
%

Planning a Department of Public

Works

chairman of the National Service Committee of the Engineering
Council, M. O. Leighton, McLachen Building, Washington, D. C., has
called a conference of engineering societies, under the auspices of the
Engineering Council, to formulate plans for the establishment of a De-

THE

partment of Public Works.

This department

is

intended to control

all

There are
of the construction activities of the national Government.
now twenty bureaus of the national Government, controlled by six
cabinet officials, which have to do with engineering and architectural
construction work.

The conference

will be held at Chicago, April 23,

24, 25, 1919.

work consists of building construcdesign and supervision are functions of architectural practice,
THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT sent the following telegram to Mr. Leighton
"Are national, state and local architects' organizations invited to send delegates
to Chicago Convention April 23?
Large proportion of public work is building
If
construction, the design and supervision of which is the architects' function.
you have not invited them will you do so?"

As

tion,

a large proportion of public

and

its

:

Mr. Leighton telegraphed a reply as follows
"Have invited American Institute of Architects and
:

local club in Louisville

and

Was

unable to secure addresses of other state and local associations.
Will be glad to invite other organizations if you will furnish me with
names and addresses of officers."

Los Angeles.

THE AMERICAN

ARCHITECT, has furnished the data, as requested, and
architectural
urges
organizations at once to begin preparations for
In no other way can the interests of
participation in this conference.
all

the architectural profession be conserved.
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Comment

Criticism and
The

Editors,

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
:

The advocates of
claim that

will

it

often

called

quantity system do not
eliminate every element of risk
the

In discussing estimating,

for contractors.

attention

to

its

I

have

which

factors,

;

In speaking

the other factors are variable.

of taking the gamble out of contracting,

I

have

in

mind eliminating speculation as to how much and
what kind of work will be required. How the work
will be done, what it will cost in labor and material offers full scope for a contractor's skill and
judgment which,

you wish so

if

to

term

it,

may

be

called a gamble.

One

weak

of the

points in customary practice
is that the proper interpretation of the drawings
and specifications for too many items is left for

determination

Contractors

construction.

during

cannot afford to take the time, and architects would
not be generally inclined to give time to all the
numerous bidders to explain all matters that seemed
Contracerroneous or ambiguous or discrepant.

many items that are simply
liberal allowances to cover almost any reasonable

tor's quantities contain

demand

the architect

may make.

No

one but the

Financial and
As Affecting the

section of the

American Bankers' Association, through its committee on amortization of mortgage loans. The organization of the movement was brought about by
the appointment of a committee of six in each state
of the Union which will study the situation in its
district.

The

results of the committee's

become the

basis

The
the

quality of

descriptive

work required

titles

of

is

controlled by

the

quantities edited by
execution of the work

the architect.
Quality in
can only be controlled by proper choice of contractor and supervision of work.

Yours

Xew

truly,

WM.

York.

GRAVES SMITH.

The Editors. THE AMERICAN- ARCHITECT:
The article appearing in your issue of

Jan. 22,

which the waste due to building codes was discussed is interesting, and it appears to me that
in

an opportunity for a great deal of action
(
the
lines suggested.
along
)vercoming some of
the inertia, however, may be difficult. It seems that
there

is

some
tion,
I
it

recent tendencies have been in the other directoward more conservative regulations.
hope the article will produce results and believe

should,

in a

if

followed by others of a similar nature

vigorous campaign.

PIERCE P. FURBKR.

Philadelphia.

Practice of Architecture

mortgage loans has

Bank

true requirements of a job will

of estimates.

Commercial Digest

Campaign for Mortgage Amortization
A national campaign for the purpose of urging
the principle of amortization of
just been started by the Savings

only when a

are

quantities, labor cost, material cost, overhead and
profit.
Quantities are determinable and can be

fixed

can completely interpret the plans, and
conscientious and capable organization
of quantity surveyors prepare quantities under his
direction for the bidders can we be sure that the
architect

Replying to Mr. Francis W. Grant's letter in the
March 5th issue of your magazine

endeavors

"The

total

amount of

real estate

mortgage loans

in the

United States in life insurance companies, trust companies
and savings banks is over $6,000.000,000. The greater portion of this is comprised of loans made for a period of
years without any stipulation for gradual reduction or for
amortization. There will he urgent need for funds within
the next few years in order adequately to supply the demands of resumed building operations.
"The League of Building and Loan Associations, through
its President, E. L. Keesler, has presented to an appropriate
department of the Federal Government a request for legislation which would enable an increase of mortgage credit,
that the treasuries of building and loan associations, depleted by patriotic response to the calls of war, may be
replenished to meet the demands of peace readjustment.
It may be a question whether such legislation is desirable.

be announced semi-monthly.
The Committee on Amortization of Mortgage Loans is
constituted as follows
John J. Pulleyn, Chairman, Xew
York; M. W. Harrison, Secretary, New York; Peter J.
Slach, Cleveland; B. F. Saul, Washington; H. P. Beckwith, Fargo, N. D., and William A. Nelson, Ansonia, Conn.
In commenting on the work of the committee Mr. Pul-

"Nevertheless, the demands for mortgage loan money,
other than for the building of homes in urban and rural
The way in which
districts, are insistent and increasing.
adequate provision will be made to meet these demands is
by the universal response on the part of lenders on mortgage security to some plan of amortization of mortgage

leyn said recently

loans."

will

:

:
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H.

I.

Cobb

thinking a

Outlines Building

Situation

bership of

men

lacking the proper

skill in

the trade they

A

large part of the credit for all the benefits
that has been brought about by labor
unions is due to the skilled, educated mechanics of construction, and they can be depended upon to solve this
problem in a satisfactory manner.
"Mechanics, labor unions, material men, sub-contractors,
contractors, loan agents and capitalists all know that 'costplus' methods are contrary to sound business principles.
The few investors who are indifferent to workmanship,
time and cost who may employ such methods are of little
consequence, but to have the Government adopt any but
clean-cut, sound, practical methods is answered by the present conditions.
"The existing stagnation in construction is not due to
high wages, but is the natural result of a feeling of unI
certainty about what the Government is going to do.
cannot urge upon you too strongly the advisability of
prompt and positive action by the Government, which is the
first step toward a prosperity that awaits this country if
not killed by neglect."
able leaders.
to

partment

contracts is contrary to
plus" method of making
sound business principles.
Mr. Cobb feels that the uncertainty that has existed in certain quarters over the immediate future
of the building industry was but the natural result
of wondering as to what the Government would
In his report he urges prompt and positive acdo.
the Government, which, he says, is the first
tion

by

that awaits this country if
step toward a prosperity
not killed by neglect.
Mr. Cobb
Speaking of the "cost-plus' system
1

:

"For a number of years there lias been much clever
of what used
propaganda advocating tbe different methods
to be called 'day-work' under the new name 'cost-plus.'
All such methods' have hut one object in view the shifting
of all financial risk on to the owner. It may be hidden in
the most ingenious manner under promised benefits, but
always fixes all costs on the owner whatever happens.
Many of the good results promised might be realized if

human workers

Builders

A

project

Ask

Boom Campaign

for

has been

inaugurated

in

Pittsburgh

which promises

the human element could he eliminated, but unfortunately
the results show poor work and excessive cost.
"A workman is human and irresistibly works differently
boss
if he knows the more his work costs the more his
is badly done
gets and runs no risk of loss if the work
than he does if stimulated by the necessity of prompt, correct workmanship or his employer will lose money and reputation and he will lose his job.
"In order to produce quick results, the Government
adopted very extensively a system of 'cost-plus' for war
construction and the preparation of materials for the same.
The extensive use of 'cost-plus' methods by the Govern-

home

to result in a general resumption of
in
that section of Pennsylvania.
building

A

delegation, headed by S. P. Trimble, president of
the Builders' Exchange, last week called on Mayor

Babcock to get

his

immediate assistance

in

the

They requested the mayor to appoint a
project.
joint committee of citizens whose duties would be to
fix the prices of wages, materials, etc., so that building contractors and those contemplating the erection
of buildings may be rid of the uncertainty that now
exists in building circles.

ment has produced a condition of complete demoralization
in construction, labor, and materials which is constantly
Governgetting worse and will continue to do so until the
ment takes definite action and fixes the method under which
Government construction is to be handled.
"If the Government will come out clearly and positively
departments are to return at once to pre-war
methods, and all construction, including the completion of
work under way, involving more than $1,000 shall be executed under contract for a fixed price and time, let in
competition, the first and most important step will be accomplished toward a normal and healthy condition.
"If the Government will come out in equally positive
terms that all Government construction will be produced
by any one of the numerous 'cost-plus' methods, then as
well an important step will be taken toward clearing up
the situation, as it will result in forcing all important construction on the Government.
"No private purse is long enough to compete with the
United States Treasury. Private funds are not interested
in construction unless it can be produced under legitimate
business methods for a fixed sum, in a given time, at a cost
that will yield fair returns on the investment.
"During the stress of war construction another situation
was created that is causing some serious uneasiness in the
minds of many, but which will be cured by return to normal conditions and methods. Many operations were controlled by men unskilled in the handling of large rapid construction and endeavored to produce speed by numbers of
men regardless of cost, and made the common blunder of

that

of incompetents could replace organization

were allowed to join. There are no workers more intelligent and careful about membership in their unions than
the building trades and more particular in the selection of

Henry Ives Cobb, architect, after an exhaustive
in New York
investigation of building conditions
a
submitted
has
report to the Decity and vicinity,
of Labor, in which he declares the "cost-

stated

mob

and skill.
"As a result, many of the labor unions have quite a mem-

To Pay

the

War Debt

all

According to estimates of United States Treasury
will cost the American people about
it

officials

$1,200,000,000 a year for the next twenty-five years
to pay off the war debt. This calculation is made
on the assumption that the net war debt, with deductions for loans to the Allies, will be in the

neighborhood of $18,000,000,000.
Interest on this amount, at the rate of 4^/4, per
cent, would be $765,000,000 a year, to be raised by

bond holders. In addihave to be provided
would
tion, about $417.000,000
redeem all bonds in
to
fund
as
a
sinking
every year
taxes,

and then repaid

to

twenty-five years.
This would require a cumulative sinking fund
has not as yet
provision of 2.32 per cent. Congress
authorized establishment of a sinking fund as recom-

mended by Secretary Carter
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Glass.

Current News
Chicago Architectural Exhibition
The thirty-second annual Chicago Architectural
Exhibition given jointly by the Chicago Architectural Club, the Illinois Society of Architects and
the Illinois Chapter of the American Institute of
Architects, with the co-operation of the Art Institute of Chicago, will be held in the galleries of the
Art Institute of Chicago April 15 to May S.
The Gold Medal
Illinois

of

Honor

established by

Chapter of the Institute

or their position will warrant."

the

Jobs for

be awarded

will

during the exhibition.

Army

division,

of Col. Roosevelt

"Xew

fork's

orders

in

der,

to

in his

autobiography.
Before the house was sold several years ago for
commercial uses it was a four-story brown stone,
but alterations to

and shops reduced
interior will have

make

it

useful for a restaurant

only two stories, so that the
to be restored entirely.
When
the Roosevelts occupied the house before the Civil
it

to

War

While

Xew York

by Major General Alexan-

the 77th. to arrange for jobs for
of the division, and for a National
Army Club

men

men, under

East

York's National

April thev will find

commanding

restoring the house, the descriptions to be furnished
by members of the family will be followed closely,
as well as the description written by Col. Roosevelt

house at 28

Xew

in

own" division is awaiting sailing
France. Major S. Fullerton Weaver has

house.

the

come home

lor their re-entrance into the business world.

Twentieth
Street, New York City, where Theodore Roosevelt
was born, and it will be remodeled and restored
as it existed when he spent his early life there. In
purchased

York's 77th

most thorough preparations have been made

that

been sent

The Women's Roosevelt Memorial Committee
has

New

\\hen the men of the 77th.

Entry blanks and full information may be obtained by addressing Frank A. Childs, chairman.
64 East Van Buren Street, Chicago.

Buy Birthplace

"\\e need the reconstruction of our ideas, so that
will consider it useful and beneficial to take
whole blocks, where the buildings are a detriment
to the land
they occupy, and rebuild them so that
they will provide the Maximum facilities for comfortable housing that they are capable of
supplying,

we

Major \\eaver

lias opened a bureau in
co-operawith the Tinted States Employment Service.
lie lias written a circular letter to
business
51 x

tion

whom

the

771)1

when they entered

the

Xational

men worked
Army, and who,
the soldiers believed, might hire them when
they
returned from France.
Major Weaver brought
division

with him from France a card index system showing that 21,400 of the 27,000 men in the division
are sure of jobs when they return. That left 5600
to be placed.
This number has since been cut down

because 141 employers have sent word to
the 7/th Division employment bureau that each will
take care of one soldier.
to 5459.

and for many years afterwards, the main entrance was slightly lower than the present street
level and there were three floors above this main

Outlining the labor situation in so far as discharged soldiers from other cities who are seeking

floor.

employment

Favors Reconstruction of Detroit's
Blocks

business men.

in New York are concerned. Major
Weaver asks that the slogan, "New York jobs for
New York soldiers," be adopted by New York

Speaking of the housing problem

in

Detroit,

Gordon Pickell, architect, states that
25,000 or more houses or apartments, which would
Mich.,

F.

cost at least $50,000,000, are

needed

in that city.

"Reconstruction of wasteful areas," he said, "can
only be done by developing each block as a whole.
The new zoning plan will be a great help to this,
but its measures are only restrictive and our greatest need in this matter is something constructive.
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He

states:

an unfortunate fact that many soldiers from
various localities who, on being mustered out of
service in the vicinity of New York, have preferred
to remain in Greater New York, rather than return
"It

is

own homes, and in securing employment
here have pre-empted positions which would have
been available to New York soldiers returning home
at a later date, while the jobs waiting in communities of these out-of-town soldiers are not availto their

able to the returning soldiers resident of Greater

New

York."

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
Employment Service formerly numbered

Urges Builders to Watch

have been reduced to

Opportunities
"There

demand to-day

a real

is

reaus
for housing

of the Builders'

Exchange

at

56

and to rearrange

"The

it

in efficient

New York

working condition

the investment of

earning power and will ultimately cheapen the cost
of production of commodities.
"This problem will be met if public interest is
centered upon it if the people can settle it.

"The

American attitude toward inone of optimism. It is justified
by the natural resources of the country and by the
character of the population, molded by the public
The transition
school, educated and self-reliant.
period from a war to a peace basis is no doubt a
traditional

dustrial problems

is

we know

different one, but

we

believe that

will be

it

it to be
temporary and
followed by a period of

Society of Architects

The regular monthly meeting of the
Society of Architects was held March

for efficient peace production.
nation should immediately interest itself in
it

its labor and surplus capital in
the basic industry of construction, because every
dollar and every hour of labor thus invested has

in

cated.

It is also
years to the extent of 84,500,000,000.
estimated that the plans of the country required

to put

located

be financed by the Employment Service, will be continued by the communities in which they are lo-

estimated that the financial resources of

amount

are

problem is most complicated, while the special solbureaus already for the most part are financed
by local funds. It is anticipated that many of the
700 regular employment offices, which can no longer

our insurance companies, savings banks and other
institutions have accumulated during the last four

this

offices

where the employment

diers'

advantage of them when they are presented.
is

remaining employment

strategic industrial centers

Balti-

more, Md., recently.
"And," he continued, "if I
were to offer advice it would be to urge builders to
watch their opportunities and be prepared to take
"It

returning

750, they

2000 emergency buand sailors and the

representatives of the U. S. Employment Service
in the demobilization camps
being continued. The

all

over the country," said Hon. William M. Calder,
United States Senator from New York, in addressing members

for

56, the
soldiers

New

York-

18 at the

Society's headquarters, United Engineering SocieThere was a large atBuilding, New York.

ties

tendance of members and an interesting program
of proceedings.

A

motion was adopted raising the

initiation fee

for

membership to ten dollars.
It was brought to the attention of the
meeting
that many architects do not think it worth while
to record their certificate of professional

A

practice.

motion was thereupon passed that it is the sense
of the Society that it is the duty of every architect,
regardless of personal feeling and as a member of
a body of professional men, to record his certificate

and assume the

title

conferred thereby.

exceptional prosperity.

"The one thing
high prices.

If

it

most today is
were not for the high prices

that troubles us

there would be no serious transition problem."

Cut Made
Owing

to the

in

Employment

cent

Urgent

and war workers in suitable employment,
was reduced to 20 per cent of its present size on
sailors

22.

cut

was made

so as to preserve a skeleton
organization that will enable the U. S. Employment
Service to continue its efforts to place soldiers in
employment and to centralize the activities of other
Government agencies, welfare organizations and
other bodies interested in employment.

While the regular branch

offices

of the U.

Genoa.

Switzerland has furnished about 75 per
imports of rough-hewn lumber and
about 80 per cent of the squared or lengthwise sawn.
Arrivals of squared timber, which were in 1914 no
less than 960,703 tons, diminished in 1915-17 to an
at

Deficiency Bill and the unavailability of funds from
other sources, the United States Employment Service, the national machinery for placing soldiers,

March
The

in Italy

There has been a great shortage of lumber during the entire period of Italy's participation in the
war, according to Consul General David F. Wilbur

Service

failure of passage of the

Lumber Shortage

S.

of

the

average under 250,000 tons.
The scarcity and high price of fuel led to a serious
cutting down of the olive trees, thereby injuring one
of Italy's greatest export industries, that of olive
oil, especially in Liguria.
Though the cutting has
now stopped, it is feared that the damage will not
be easily repaired.
There should be pitch-pine lumber needed for
construction purposes following the partial suspension of building operations, but at present new enterprise halts, owing to the unsettled conditions.
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Forest Laboratory Tests
Co-operative work between the Emergency Fleet
Corporation and the Forest Products Laboratory of
the Forest Service has resulted in the improvement
of grading rules for ship timbers, the development
of methods of wood preservation, and the discovery of new woods for use as treenails.
Specifications for ship timbers that would yield
a satisfactory grade of material and at the same
time allow quantity production were prepared with
the aid of data obtained by the laboratory on the

woods.
These specifications were adopted by the Fleet Corporation and the American Bureau of Shipping.
Creosote specifications and methods to follow in
the application of wood preservatives to wooden
mechanical

properties

of

various

"During the war the Housing Corporation instimovement of this kind under a stress that
hampered them in getting the proper quantity protuted a

native

were developed and adopted. A large saving
was thereby effected through making the Fleet Corporation independent of numerous proprietary
wood preservatives which at that time were being
ships

promoted with the greatest vigor.
Driving tests on various grades of standard locust
treenails were conducted at shipyards, and specificaThe adoption
tions based on these tests prepared.

duction costs.

"The amount of

the loan on each house in a
should
be
project
increased, as the loan value
would not only be based on the real value of the
dwellings, but would also be influenced by the
rating of the sponsor. To a large degree the personal equation of the investor comes into the loaning of money; to such an extent as to limit the per-

centage of loan on the value of the house
accordance with the personal standing of the

in
in-

vestor.

''There have been numerous ways offered to keep
good times with us, including the usage of Liberty
bonds as currency. There is enough currency now
in circulation.
All that is necessary is to speed up
this circulation and business will take care of itself.
With the industries starting a building boom, the
individual will follow suit.
If all industries would
take a hand in the movement they would receive

money back through the regular channels of
Then labor will be better satisfied.
"To sum up it does not require a prescription to
find out how to get money on mortgage during the
period of transition between war and peace. It requires the business men to step out and make a
building boom by building houses for their employees. If they do they will find that all the money
their

trade.

of these specifications by the Emergency Fleet Corporation resulted in the elimination of defective
material prior to shipment and insured the delivery
at shipyards of good, serviceable treenail stock.
They also made possible the establishment of a
scale of prices.

is required is there up to 100 per cent of the
valuation of their project.
In the meantime, the

that

The use

of live oak and osage orange for
nails in addition to locust was recommended
a thorough investigation of the suitability of
ous species for this purpose. The inclusion of

two woods relieved the seriousness of the

tree-

after

man who

vari-

is

living in

one of their houses continu-

ously over this period is helping the attainment of
the perfect zero on labor turnover in the plant."

these

situation

caused by the failing supply of locust.

Personal

Build

offices

"Despite the high prices of building materials,
the unsettled labor market, the next Victory loan
and other tendencies that make it look like there
will

be

building in the near future, there is an
well as pessimistic viewpoint,"
C. Fowler of the- New Jersey Ma-

bell

Clement S. Kirby, architect, has moved his offices
from 757 East Sixth Street, to 9 Baker Building,

little

optimistic
writes F.

and Jones, architects, have moved their
from (no Youngerman Building to 201 HubBuilding, Des Moines, Iowa.

Keft'er

Now!

Erie, Penn.

side as

Co.
"If the individual cannot afford to build some
one must build for him, and that means a step
near to quantity production. With the money market in its present condition the employers of labor

terials

Charles B. Young, having returned from service
with the Government, has re-opened his office in
the Strand Theater Building, Lexington, Kentucky,
for the practice of architecture.

from every angle of economics, protect
employees' interests by using their organization's financial strength to produce houses on a
quantity basis that will give their workers the six
thousand dollar house for four thousand or better.
should,
their
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Offices for the practice of architecture have been
opened by the new firm of Beshgetoorian and Cobelli at Bangor, Texas.
Harry J. Beshgetoorian has
practiced his profession both in New York City and
Miami, Fla., while Edwin G. Cobelli is from ChiThe new firm desires to receive manufaccago.
turers' samples and catalogs.

Late

News from

Architectural Fields

Special Correspondence to

Stabilizing

and business prosperity soon will be launched in full blast.
Although the effect of a revision in prices may not be felt
for some months, it is expected that the official announcement of the agreement of the representatives of the various building industries with the industrial board will result favorably very soon in stabilizing the market and
stimulating construction work and building.
On the chief basic iron and steel products the reductions
agreed upon with the representatives of those industries
range from 10 to 14 per cent below current figures and
from 1.3 to 22 per cent below the prices allowed by the
war industries board during the war. Hope that the cost
of steel products might be still further lowered by a reduction in transportation rates was dispelled by the announcement of Director General [lines that such would not be

new schedule

activity,
:

approval of the schedule of prices for the
principal articles of iron and steel, the industrial board of
the Department of Commerce, carrying out the purpose
for which it was created, believes that a level has been
reached below which the public should not expect to buy
during the current year. The purpose of the board is to
bring about such a lower level of prices as will affect
stability and stimulate trade to the end that business and
industry can proceed and build up with confidence and
provide maximum employment. In giving its approval to
these prices and others which it will consider immediately
it
will endeavor to strike a balance which while calling
sooner or later for some sacrifice or adjustments on the
part of all, yet will not subject any of these interests to
"In giving

and the largest

circumstances

Washington, 1). C., March jy. During the past week the
the inCapital has been the scene of much argument over
With the opening sesdustrial prospects of the country.
sion of the conference of the steel and iron men with the
industrial board of the Department of Commerce, new
hopes have come into the minds of economists, architects
and business men here that the inevitable era of building

the

mills that could operate under such
reasonable margin of profit. Weather
conditions and employment at the mills in the South during
the last five months have permitted only about 50 per cent
of normal production, and on the West coast, some woods
have been manufactured at a sacrifice. Most hardwoods
and certain of the less popular softwoods advanced very
little during the period that other commodities and labor
increased on a general average from 100 to 200 per cent.
The representatives of lumber manufacturers, entirely
conversant with these facts, were very little inclined toward
a reduction in lumber prices upon approaching the board
After six hours of discussion, during which
yesterday.
time the members of the board were made to feel the
justice of the contention of the lumbermen, it was suggested that a committee of representative lumbermen be
detailed to provide accurate data to the board so that the
question of price adjustment may be given more definite
study next week. That committee will meet from time to
time with the board next week during the conferences with
the cement and brick men, and it is expected that an
equitable agreement may be reached.
During the private conferences here among the lumbermen, there was little indication that they would favor any
reduction in prices, although there was a definite willingness to contribute to the speedy resumption of building
efficient

Market Prices

the case.
The industrial board in announcing
of prices made the following comment
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at a

even though

it

might

entail a

temporary

loss to

the lumber interests.

its

undue hardships.
"It is fully understood and expected that the present
wage rates or agreements will not be interfered with, the
approved prices having this in view. The reduction in the
price lists may involve the necessity of some high-cost
plants either shutting down temporarily or running at a
loss for a period, but it is expected with an increased
volume of business soon to be developed a reasonable return to the average and better than average producers will
be afforded. In view of the higher costs developed throughout the world during the war, a return to anything like

pre-war prices is regarded as out of the question. It is
expected that other industries, as well as the consuming
public and labor, will recognize their obligations to the
country in the circumstances and co-operate in the same
generous spirit as has the steel industry."
The problem of lumber was on a slightly different basis
from that of steel. The advance in the prices of lumber
during the war period did not keep pace with that of other
commodities, and due to the shortage of labor, building
relative
restrictions, increased production costs and th
small proportion of the production capacity called into
operation by the war program, many lumber manufacturers
throughput the country very seriously have felt the effect
of restrictions and regulations. The prices that were fixed
for few woods during the war were not at all productive
of increased output by many mills, and it was only the most

Disposal of Surplus

Hardwood Stock

Washington, D. C.. March 29. As a result of a conference held between representative members of the hardwood industry and representatives of the Office of Director
of Sales in regard to the disposition of the surplus stocks
of hardwood lumber in possession of the War Department,
the hardwood industry chose a committee to act with the
Government in this matter. The members of the committee are
C. A. Goodman, president of the National
Hardwood Association Horace F. Taylor and R. M. Carrier, and their function will be to act in an official capacity
in disposing of surplus hardwood lumber owned by the
War Department. It is the intention of the War Department to work in conjunction with this committee in offering its hardwood in such a way that the market for hardwood lumber will not be unduly disturbed.
:

;

New

Bill

Aims

for

Cheaper Housing

Mich., March 29. The campaign for more
houses and better housing facilities in this city has been
given a big boost by the introduction of a bill by RepreThe
sentative Toepel, amending the State housing code.
new measure is the product of the deliberations of the
Michigan Chapter of the American Institute of Architects,
the Detroit Real Estate Board and is endorsed by the
Board of Commerce and the new council.
The bill permits transforming a single dwelling into a
two-family or multiple dwelling, provided the owner conforms with the spirit of the code. Many of Detroit's
houses are built on one side of the lot within a foot of the
In the two-mile circle are hundreds of such
lot line.
houses that would be doubles were it not for the fact that
by alterations they cannot come under the code and then
cannot proceed to remodel because the code calls for a
Detroit,

three-foot space to the nearest lot
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Restrictions of the present code are so severe that in
Detroit, Lansing, Flint, Jackson, and other towns that have
been growing rapidly owners of vacant property are averse
to constructing houses, and inability to remodel houses
without coming under the code has prevented many property owners, especially in the two-mile circle in Detroit,
from transforming big houses into duplexes or other mulIt is said by Detroiters that the severity
tiple dwellings.
of the code actually has a bearing on rentals in the metropolis

because

it

discourages property owners.

Apartments may be contructed under the new

bill to tin-

rear alley line, provided a court is constructed so that tinAlleys 20 feet or
legal amount of light is obtainable.
more in width count in the rear yard space, but as there
are few alleys wider than 20 feet, little is gained by the

property owner.

Architects

Urge Park System Aid

Providence, R. I., March 31. At the monthly meet inn
and dinner of the Rhode Island Chapter of the American
Institute of Architects held at the University Club last
week, much enthusiasm was manifested on the subject of
Metropolitan parks. A resolution requesting the general
assembly to provide sufficient funds, both for the proper
maintenance of the park system and for the restoration
necessary on account of damage done through recent lack
of appropriations was heartily endorsed and ordered communicated to the General Assembly.
Col. H. Anthony Dyer was the special guest of the eveAfter the regular routine business had been disning.
posed of and the support of the Chapter pledged to tinpark project, much of the evening was devoted to a discussion of the especial form of victory memorial that
should be adopted by the State.
Col. Dyer, as a member of the special committee appointed to consider the establishment of a permanent State
memorial, warmly advocated the proposition to build it on
the State House grounds.
An informal but unanimous vote showed it to be tinsense of the meeting that such a memorial, if placed in
the vicinity of the State House, should be at the axis of
the building, on Francis Street, in substantially the location
suggested by Col. Dyer and in accordance with the larger
plans hitherto presented by the City Plan Commission and
the joint commission of the city and State for the development of the whole "Public Garden" between the Union
Station and the Capitol.
Detail drawings of the latter plan were exhibited and
it was explained that these had been prepared after consultation and with the carefully considered approval of
the expert advisers of the City Plan Commission, Messrs.
Arnold Brunner and Frederick Law Olmsted, as well as
the State House architects, McKim, Mead & White. Col.
Dyer believed that the State memorial would be in entire
harmony and a logical part of the development of this
larger plan if they should be carried out later, and it was
the unanimous opinion of the Chapter members that this
ought to be the case.

Washington Architects Optimistic

dividuals who usually seek real estate as a basis of security
for their funds to withhold same pending the next
Victory
Loan issue, under the impression they will be called upon
to absorb a large proportion of the whole issue.
Since
practically 98 per cent of the people who build are borrowers, it should be readily apparent that it is this hesitancy
on the part of money lenders that is doing more than anything else to retard building. There are many substantial
business men who are both ready and willing to build but
for the lack of adequate loans with which to do so,
yet, in
spite of these conditions. I am very optimistic."
A concerted effort is being made on the part of architects, builders and investors to come to some agreement
with labor organizations whereby a regulation scale of
wages will be decided upon. Much building is needed here.
and it is the belief of E. II. Mealy, secretary of the
Kuilders and Manufacturers' Kxchange, that unselfish teamwork between ;ill involved will reduce the cost of construction to a point where the owner and investor will
consider it profitable to build now.

Chapter Discusses Building
Matters of vital interest to
Pittsburgh, Pa., March 31.
building affairs of the country were discussed at a special
of
the
meeting
Pittsburgh Chapter of 'the American Institute of Architects in the Fort Pitt Hotel last week.
'I he
discussions related for the most part to the post-war
activities of the profession.
F. A. Russell, the Pittsburgh Chapter member of the
Post-War Committee of the American Institute of Architects, presided.
Among the speakers were Dr. Charles W.
J. Chubb of Ohio State L'niversity, representing the Columbus Chapter; Harry 1. Schenck. representing the Dayton, Ohio. Chapter and the Ohio State Association, and
Clifford C. I'rown, also of the Dayton Chapter.
The discussion brought out that architects must adopt a
system of guarantee of their work to owners, as the owners'
active interest is in the actual construction of buildings,
not in architects' drawings.

Bill

Harrisburg, Pa., March 31. A. bill permitting cities of
the second class. Scranton and Pittsburgh, to regulate and
limit the height and bulk of buildings and areas of yards,
courts and open spaces and to regulate and restrict the
location of trades and industries and permitting the city
planning commission to divide the city into districts for
this purpose has been introduced in the House by Representative Stadtlander of Pittsburgh.
In
the Senate a bill was introduced appropriating
$icj<),5oo to the trustees of the State Hospital for the Criminal Insane, of which amount $100,000 would go toward the
completion of a new ward and $4,500 to putting the finishing
touches to the home being built for Dr. William M. Lynch,
The bill permits the trustees to use insuperintendent.
mate labor in the construction work.

Washington, D. C, March 29. A spirit of genuine
optimism has already begun to characterize the thought of
architects here, after a long period of more or less forced
complacency over the building future.

^Appleton P. Clark, Jr., president of the Washington
Chapter of the American Institute of Architects, commented very favorably on the recent announcement of the
reduction in steel prices, to the effect that such would
bring about a much needed stimulation of business activity, and once more "set the wheels of industry in motion."

In commenting on the present situation, B. Stanley Simmons, architect, said "The present situation is partly attributable to the reluctance of trust companies and in:

Plans for Dividing Cities

Post- War

Committee

Activities

Washington, D. C., March 29. A meeting of the executive section of the Post-War Committee in Chicago next
week promises to further the plans already outlined in
previous reports of this important committee's activities.
The local Chapter is preparing to send four delegates to
the annual convention of the American Institute of Architects in April, and it is understood that the major part of
the discussion will be confined to the program of the Post-

War
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Committee.

Department of Architectural
Engineering
The Standardization

of

Building Products

B\ ROBERT D. KOHN, F.A.I. A.
of piping of various kinds that would be required
for any number of buildings. Doors and windows

President of the United States
Peace Commission are busily engaged in trying to secure for the world the just
rewards of victory in the war, it is necessary that
those who were engaged during the war in minor
activities connected with its prosecution should devote themselves to making permanent some of the
worth-while results of the war-time effort. That
there are many such worth-while lessons to be
learned no one connected with war production can

WHILE
and

the

the

were used of certain stock patterns, and the design
of cornices, interior trim, and other exterior details were frequently modified by the use of stock
mouldings and parts without any apparently bad
effect upon the appearance of the building.
Without going into the details of these items of
standardization, the experience
were justified in claiming that

was such that we
we could, with ad-

Every trade and profession will unquestionably be materially changed as a result of the
war, either for better or worse, depending on
whether or not the war-time experience is exam-

vantage to cost and to production, adopt similar
methods in normal building practice. We find, for

ined with a view to securing as a permanent benethe modifications which are suggested by the

size details of

doubt.

fit

war-time experience.

Not the least of these war-time efforts was the
work done by the building industries of this coun-

instance,

that

in

every architect's

current

office is in

building work, almost
the habit of making full

window boxes with

slight variations

Why could not a standard window
frame detail be determined for frame buildings,
and one for brick buildings, a detail that would be
worked out in agreement between a committee of
for every job.

shipyard housing division and the housing corporation charged with the problem of caring for
the workers in the munition plants.
It is not too

and mill men? This could be so adjusted as to use the most convenient procurable size
of materials, and there might even be a first grade
and second grade of manufacture so that specifications would merely be drawn to the effect that win-

early to begin to study the indirect effects of this

dow frames

work.

on plans and of standard

try in connection with the war-time housing. It is
too early to judge of the effect of the work of the

The

necessity for speed of production in
housing work required simplifications
processes of production and simplifications
this

details.

It

things and

was necessary
it

may

be said

all

in

of
the

in the

to

standardize certain

now

that such standard-

was not harmful to the appearance of the
buildings produced and certainly shortened the time
of production. Had the war continued for another
year, the results in this direction would have been
much more evident. But even before the armistice
was signed, certain things had been pretty well
standardized, thus, for instance, a type kitchen had
been worked out with a bathroom located immediately above it, in which the arrangement of fixtures
in the kitchen and those in the bathroom had been
so simplified that it was possible to determine immediately the number of fixtures and the quantity
ization

architects

of a building would be of size as shown
detail, only the thickness

of the sash varying with the size of the frame, for
instance. Then, too, there is the matter of plumbing fixtures. Today we have several dozen manufacturers of plumbing fixtures and not only does
every fixture vary from every other in its rough-

ing measurements, but there is not even uniformity
in any one kind of fixture produced by the same
manufacturer. It would not seem difficult to secure

uniform roughing measurements throughout the
country for certain definite types of apparatus.
Probably the same result could be attained with
heating apparatus, radiators, registers, etc. There
are innumerable kinds of building products to
which this same principle might be applied. Today
the variation between products lies not only in the
size and method of construction, but in the quality
of the products. If size and details of construction
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were standardized, qualities alone would be the
basis of judgment. It is a common statement in the
building world that a plumbing specification which

under consideration, as balanced by the excess cost
of a special design.
Mr. Kohn's idea of standard window frames and
sash is perfectly tenable. They
a certain

gives the option as between the products of two different manufacturers is really absurd because there
is

perform

function and a minor variation in detail has no effect on the appearance of the structure but it does
have an influence on its cost, involving a waste with

no comparison between such products.

In the list of subjects proposed for consideration
of the building world by the new Post- War Committee of the American Institute of Architects, this
question of standardization is not the least important.

It is

one the importance of which

no adequate return whatever. To the most careful
observer the construction of the window box is buried in the wall, the detail of the sill, head and staff
bead has no marked influence on the observer as

justifies tin-

long as

active co-operation of manufacturers, builders and
architects throughout the country. It will undoubt-

Standards

will necessarily

vary

in dif-

ferent parts of the country owing to the differences
of available materials and variations in the require-

board, being utilitarian, serves its purpose regardless of the detail of its moulded member and if its

ments resultant on varying climatic conditions. Naturally the problem will have practically little interest for those

proportions are correct the result is satisfying. Who
makes a close-in inspection of the profile of a base

who

are mainly engaged in the production of buildings where the cost is not an element and where the aesthetic effect is the principal

board moulding? But many architects vary these
mouldings with each structure without any added
advantage to the structure. A qualified contractor
of interior finish once illustrated how the change of

guiding consideration. In times like these, however,
when building costs are high and the problems of
construction more and more grave, standardization
of products in

common

apparently conforms to customary propor-

An architrave, picture mould, chair rail or base
board should have a size in proportion to the height
and size of the room and its openings. The base

edly require considerable earnest effort to accomplish results.

it

tions.

a

moulding profile, not exceeding one-sixteenth of
an inch, would save 30 per cent of the material required to manufacture the moulding. The detail
was made without regard to the stock sizes of the
material from which the moulding was to be manu-

use will doubtless be ex-

ceedingly helpful in reducing costs and simplifying
the processes of building.

factured and the architect evidently had no compre-

hension of the manner

The foregoing

which mouldings were
produced. Carefully prepared data on a year's production showed that this manufacturer had to add
20 per cent to all estimated quantities of materials
in order to cover the waste due to designs not con-

which Mr. Kohn so
calls
attention
to
an
forcefully
important war-time
lesson, is well worth consideration and an earnest
effort to bring about the suggested result. The recent experiences in house production to which he
refers have taught the lesson that some things comarticle,

in

forming to stock sized rough material.
In a recent address before the Municipal Engineers of the City of New York, Mr. C. E. Dobbin,
Deputy Superintendent of School Buildings, Bureau
of Design, states that about 80 per cent of their
specifications are standard and that the variations
amount to about 20 per cent. Industrial architects
and engineers find in their work that the same proportion holds good. Consequently, if in schools and
industrial buildings so large a percentage can be

monly thought to be essential are, in fact, non-essential to good design and construction. Intensive
and speedy production necessitated the elimination
of every factor that involved the expenditure of
time cost not being the controlling element. As
stated, standard parts and fixtures were adopted and
this method eliminated the dozen-and-one
ways of
the
result
same
in
effect.
The
result
accomplishing
satisfied the

demands of the designer and of expewas the criterion.

made

ditious construction, that

Unfortunately many architects have a pronounced
aversion to anything that is "standard" being incorporated in their design. This reluctance arises
from a desire for the personal element in all parts
of design, which is a laudable purpose in a certain
measure.

There

are, however, very definite and reasonable limits to "originality." This limit should be
determined by the relative importance to the whole

effect

of the appearance of the particular element

in

standard,

is it

not reasonable to suppose that

in other types of buildings, a large, if not as large,
percentage of standard details could not be used?

Standardization of these common factors can be
accomplished with a benefit to plan production and
the fabrication of material.

This well illustrates the necessity for standardizacommittee of artion as suggested by Mr. Kohn.
chitects acting in conjunction with manufacturers

A

could develop standard details, that are good looking, that conform to manufacturing requirements
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and thus

time and

effect savings in

same merit that is possessed by the other codes
of the Industrial Commission of Wisconsin in that

money without

the

an essential factor, either aesthetic
Architects should lend every assist-

sacrifice of

any

it

or utilitarian.
ance to the Post-War Committee of the American
Institute of Architects in furthering this laudable

THE

purpose.

is

and limited

brief

to

the

minimum

require-

ments, their State Building Code being a notable
example.
This code was prepared under the direction of
John A. Hoeveler, electrical engineer for the Commission, and evidences a large measure of research
and care in its preparation.

EDITORS.

The^Wisconsin Industrial Lighting

Code
Industrial

Till-:
mills,

offices

Industrial Zoning'
By HERBERT S. SWAN

Lighting Code for factories,

and other work

places, issued

has
by the Industrial Commission of Wisconsin,
in
and
revised
was
This
code
received.
been
1918
is

the latest regulation of its kind.
The code consists of two parts.

The

Executive Secretary, Zoning Committee,

seems to be a more or

THERE
impression

introduc-

business and

State laws requiring the Comstandards for industrial lighting, and
also describes the methods used in formulating
them. The application of the rules and definitions
of the terms employed and the rules themselves
tion refers to the

a

mission to

residential

first

part.

The second

mean

in

which

NEED FOR INDUSTRIAL ZONING
That the

relative competitive strength of a city
domestic and foreign markets of the world
is frequently conditioned to quite as great an extent by the arrangements of the industries within

when he is contemplating the
a new building he is advised to call
and instruct him to carry out the

must be made when the building
is

the architect's work.

is

in the

planned

Artificial lighting

should be provided for by a competent person,
the owner is advised, in case he leaves it to
architect, to assure himself that the architect
ploys a competent illuminating engineer or

and
the

emthe

owner employs an independent consulting engineer.

A

engineer will effect a
In any
saving in installation and maintenance.
event compliance with the law is necessary.
The methods used for measuring the intensity of

competent

illuminating

and the apparatus made for this purare
described.
The means for providing natpose
ural illumination are described and are naturally
illumination

a part of the building construction.
The various
types of artificial lighting units and the reflecting
accessories are also described.
careful study of

A

code will enable Wisconsin architects to plan
conformity with the law, and this code is a guide
to those architects who design in states where
illumination is not regulated by law. Every architect, in order to properly serve his client, should
be familiar with these standards. This code has
this
in

"protection" for dwelling houses, and "re-

ful for business buildings as for non-business build-

is
provisions of the code, with which the architect
Provisions for natural
supposed to be familiar.

lighting

merely

ings.

hut

an architect

affects

is

is

is, in fact, a condensed and commanual
on the subject. In advising the
prehensive
owner
concerning
compliance with the orfactory
ders, it is assumed that he would not attempt to do

construction of

general

it

and factories. This situation
most unfortunate, for zoning, when rightly understood, can be made something as positive and help-

part consists

This publication

himself,

less

that zoning, insofar as
that it
industry, is negative

striction" for stores

of explanations of the rules.

this

York

means of keeping business and industry out of
sections.
So pronounced is this view
that the very word zoning has commonly come to

fix

conclude the

New

the city as by the availability of raw materials and
the proximity of a consuming public is just beginning to dawn upon us. Economical means of transferring and distributing freight within a city contribute proportionately no less to the development
and expansion of its commercial and industrial

hinterland than efficient outside connections by rail
and water. Heavy terminal costs are as much a

upon a city's prosperity as high freight
charges.
Every cent saved in needless trucking
means just that much more money available for the
extension of the city's commercial and industrial
drag

radius by

When

rail

or water.

factories

and warehouses are not located

with reference to freight terminals, a situation frequently develops where the downtown streets are
unnecessarily congested to the inconvenience and

whole city. A similar condition
where mutually interdependent industries

financial loss of the

results

locate in widely separated parts of the city instead
It is maladjustments of this
kind that zoning is designed to remedy.
If experts on transportation are correct in telling

of near one another.

*Paper read before the National Conference on City Planning
held by the American City Planning Institute at St. Louis.
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us that the

movement of

freight increases as the

fourth power of the population, that the freight
traffic doubles every time the population increases
20 per cent, then the street congestion experienced
hy our large cities of to-day is as nothing compared
with what our larger cities of to-morrow will be
obliged to endure. They will be compelled to adopt

every possible means in order to keep traffic moving
or choke under their own growth.
The purpose of this paper is, however, not to
analyze the various evils from which our cities are
That is the function of the economic
suffering.
and industrial survey. The object of this paper is
rather to consider the detailed method of formulating the zoning ordinance and of laying out the several

business and

factory

districts

than to dwell

upon the necessity for zoning.
SIMPLICITY OF CLASSIFICATION

The

of a plan, for after all zoning is almost entirely
If the classification is
a matter of classification.

vague, ambiguous or needlessly involved, it is apt
to prejudice the operation of the whole plan.
These facts do not seem to be generally appreSome cities appear to think that the prime
ciated.

A

requisite in a good zoning scheme is elasticity.
certain amount of elasticity is, of course, wanted,

The Minne-

but not at the expense of simplicity.
apolis and Berkeley ordinances are both illustrations

of instances where extreme consideration has been
paid to elasticity. The Minneapolis ordinance subdivides trades and industries into sixteen different
classes; the Berkeley ordinance into twenty different classes.
Taken in all their possible combinations, the building classes of the Minneapolis ordinance would permit 241 separate and distinct kinds
of industrial use districts. The Berkeley ordinance

would permit of 381 separate and distinct kinds of
Such elasticity is bound to develop
use districts.
into a situation where ultimately each district will
be just a little different from every other district
with the consequence that nobody will know what
allowed or disallowed in any district.
It may be urged that it is very unlikely that all
of these combinations will ever be taken advantage
of.
This may be true, but their very possibility
is

development of unnecessary comThat such minute refinements in the

will lead to the
2

to

in practice, is
after less than

the district merely bounds the classification.
accepted, therefore, a classification almost
must be continued, as any vital modification in its
trict,

Once

provisions would practically necessitate a general
rearrangement of the districts.

CLASSES OF USE DISTRICTS

Although a zoning ordinance should have a simple classification, it should not sacrifice needed protection for simplicity.
This seems to be the main

Alameda and Los Angeles

or-

ordinances provide only two
In the residence districts the
classes of districts.
businesses not especially excluded are permitted
in the industrial districts all kinds of business and
Neither of these ordiindustry arc unrestrained.
nances protects residence streets from stores, nor
business streets from large factories or nuisance

These

dinances.

simplicity or complexity of its classification
no other factor the continued success

plications.

workable

characteristic of the

will affect as

1

bound

prove irksome, if not unevidenced by the fact that
two years' experience under
Berkeley
its zoning ordinance is now contemplating its radical amendment by reducing the classes of industrial use districts to a maximum of five.
The classification is the substance of every dis-

classification are

;

uses.

The New York
classes
sions.

1

of

districts

The

resolution in establishing three
supplies both of these omis-

residential districts exclude all kinds

of business and industry the business districts all
kinds of large manufacturing establishments and
;

But the New York classification is weak
one respect, it does not afford sufficient protecIf a factory requires more
tion to manufacturing.

nuisances.
in

than 25 per cent of the floor area in a building, or
a floor area in excess of the lot area, whichever is
the greater, it is forced into the unrestricted district containing all kinds of nuisances.

To put manufacturing establishments and nuisance uses into the same classification thus is apt
to

produce many unhappy compromises, as every

unrestricted district will be the result more or less
of a balance struck, on the one hand, between the
for factory development,
just claims of the district

and, on the other hand, the protection demanded
by neighboring residence and business districts
against nuisances. In some cases nuisances will be

allowed where they will do great harm for no better reason than that the locality is naturally a manufacturing district in other cases, factories will be
admission
prohibited on the ground not that their
is
undesirable, but because the nuisances that
;

not best to establish an administrative board to moderate and amelioriate the rigor of the law in
exceptional cases, as is done in New York by the Board of Appeals,
No matter what care
than to make the classification itself elastic.
is taken in framing the ordinance, instances will be found where the
work unnecessary
will
of
the
law
letter
of
the
strict
application
'It

is

a question whether

it

is

hardship.

The experience of Minneapolis illustrates this point. The establishment of the first twenty industrial districts there resulted in
twelve different kinds of districts.
Only three of these combinations were duplicated
two, three times; and one, five times.

'For an account of the experience under the New York resolution,'
see articles by present writer on "How Zoning Works in New York,
National Municipal Review, May, 1918; "The Non-Conforming

Building in Zoning," THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT, November 13,
De1918; "Zoning and Reconstruction." THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT,
cember 25 1918; "Zoning the Billboard," THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT, February 19, 1919.
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them would prove
slip into the district with
a serious menace to adjoining districts. The proin creposed Philadelphia and St. Louis ordinances

more

four or

might

should, however, in
to the smallest working

down

The

classes of industrial districts.

number

every case be kept

minimum

essential to

residence, business,
ating four classes of districts
manufacturing and nuisance are in this respect a
over the New York resoludistinct

the performance of the primary objects of the plan.

tion.

a simple classification, no worthy object
be served by keeping down the number of disA multiplicity of districts is not something
tricts.
in itself to be discouraged, provided the districts are

NUMBER

OF DISTRICTS

improvement

With

will

EXCLUSION OF RESIDENCES

A

special feature of the Berkeley ordinance,

and

of the proposed Fresno ordinance, is the exclusion
of residences from the heavy manufacturing disThis plan has
tricts and the nuisance districts.

many
it

distinct merits.

The very reasons

desirable to exclude factories

that

well selected.

made

make

districts

in

and nuisances from

set aside

To

permit

The
class

resi-

tin,

The

it may be well to recall that
even rudimentary in zoning has not

districts,

as yet been sustained as constitutional by the courts.
Until such vital parts of the zoning program as the
exclusion of stores from residence streets have

been favorably passed upon by the courts, the most
deliberate caution should be exercised in extending
the scope of the regulations.

and under

is

careful examination of the facts in each case.
will,

satisfactory
satisfactory

The

however, most generally be

ferent types of development have interpenetrated
small homogeneous community

may

district,

it

an

factory

districts,

as

distin-

and that the most
one community is the least
another community.

different conditions,

method
method

in
in

ZONING AND DECENTRALIZATION OF POPULATION

the heterogeneity of the existing and prospective development; and (2) the degree to which dif-

find

which

:

( i )

one another.

form

satisfactory method, that the most satisfactory
method varies for different trades and industries

a question which cannot be settled by the application of
theoretical principles.
It must be decided after a
classes of industrial districts

turn, to the smallest practicable area.

guished from business districts, should assume
whether they should be confined in the heart of the
city, dispersed to the suburbs, segregated in concentric zones, laid out along lines radiating from
the center, arranged in parallel districts bisecting
the city, or discriminated scattered throughout is
one which has as yet not been satisfactorily
answered. If one of these methods of distributing
factories is more satisfactory than another, the fact
Such inhas not been conclusively demonstrated.
dustrial surveys as are available do not enable one
to say which type or types of districts produce the
best results.
It may well be that there is no most

This
segregates different kinds of buildings.
segregation cannot, of course, be perfected unless
exclusion is applied to one class of buildings as well
as to another.
But in considering the present adof
excluding residences from industrial
visability

deciding factors

its

DISTRIBUTION OF DISTRICTS

it

How many

each in

of dwellings.

Mixed buildings furnish the real reason
The success of zoning is to be judged to
zoning.
a very great degree by the completeness with which

is

most instances be better

if

to limit the extent of the less restrictive classifica-

for

and nuisance

in

segregated by themselves. It is an open
question, therefore, whether the general policy in
drawing the district boundary lines should not be

natural requirements, as the area included in this
classification must also make provision for the erec-

much which

would perhaps

served

in factory districts, moreover, tends
to increase the size of these districts beyond their

number

to the existing or

least restricted class of buildings in the disare apt to result in a very mixed development.
buildings belonging to the more restricted

trict

dence buildings

tion of a considerable

conform more nearly

to

by the

for industrial

development. If it is unhealthful for people to live
near a factory isolated in the residence district, it is
all the more unhealthful for them to live in a home
isolated in the industrial district.

may

immediately prospective development as well as to
promote a more uniform type of development.
Industrial districts larger than the area demanded

residence districts apply with equal, if not greater,
force when it comes to prohibiting the erection of

new dwellings

Indeed, several small districts

prove preferable to one large one, as they can be

A

necessary to establish but one industrial
unrestricted district embracing all kinds

of business and industry. More complex communities may, on the other hand, demand two, three.

Industrial zoning as applied to factories has often
been advocated with a view to effecting a decentralization of population, it being supposed that a

would at the same
judicious distribution of factories
time prevent a piling up of the workers in congested
If manufacturing were to be accomtenements.
and this to a
in
the
modated
purlieus of the city
certain extent can be realized,
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due regard to the effect that the ordinance has had
upon the development of the locality. In time it
will, of course, become
increasingly more and more

engaged in manufacture for the
market need be near the business center each
establishment would no doubt in time become the
center about which an increasing number of its
operatives would seek to live, but this would not in

dustries which are
local

itself

Without drastic regulations effectively limiting the
families that could be housed per acre, it

might only serve to create new congested centers,
2
The
worse than the old, in the outskirts of the city.
to limit congestion of population

is

to limit

being erected which, but for the restrictions imposed by the ordinance, would have been built. A
change in the restrictions will leave neither of these

it,

which they would have occupied but for the adoption of the law.

districts in the position

LOCAL CONDITIONS MTST BE CONSIDERED

quire a large number of employees is to ignore
some of the fundamental facts in the case, as a

The

shape, size, location and distribution of indistricts, as well as their classification,
must be determined, not by theory, but by a careful
dustrial

decentralization of a city's industrial development
does not necessarily mean a zoning of workers by
place of work. In the first place the different members of a workman's family work in different places.

when occupied by

light manufacturing.

Is not the

In

is

in

each case.

of unregulated building in certain sections of New
York have not only equaled but exceeded those
suffered from fire.
Investigation might show that

dilemma that intensive
no excuse for a conges-

tion of population, that a decentralization of population can go hand in hand with a concentration of

industry?

lot

facts

and water terminals, the size
unit, the width and grade of

That such a program for future development is essential in every city cannot be questioned.
For years the pecuniary losses suffered on account

to the

development

rail

growth.

are

answer

the concrete

of

character of the existing development,
in fact,
practically everything connected with the
physical plan of a city have to be taken into account and thoroughly studied and analyzed in
framing a constructive program for industrial

tives.

industrial

of

The presence
streets, the

blocks improved with loft
buildings accommodating more than 5,000 operathere

consideration

of the block and

head of the family lives where he can walk
to his work, will not his daughter who clerks in a
department store, or his son who keeps books in a
downtown office, have to ride? In the second place,
small industrial areas can be used intensively, espeIf the

New York

without

;

and this, it seems increasingly clear, can only be
done by prohibiting more than a given number of
families from inhabiting a certain unit of ground.
To scatter the factories for no better reason than
that many factories assembled at one place will re-

cially

this character

the protection afforded by the regulations, would
never have been constructed
there is a district
where certain buildings have been prevented from

number of

way

make changes of

violating the interests which have come into being
on account of the plan. Here is a district where
certain buildings have been erected which, but for

1
problem of land overcrowding.

the

solve

difficult to

this

statement of facts was true of the metropolis as
The city that does not protect its citizens

a whole.

Factory centers, like business centers,

must have convenient transportation. If there are
many workmen employed in one place, it is not
essential to house them on the same area which a
smaller number would inhabit more sparsely.
Through the construction of transit lines the hous-

against fire is generally considered derelict in its
sense of public duty. The same is rapidly becoming true of the city that does not protect its citizens

ing area can be enlarged to such an extent that each

Book Review

family will

still

live in

against unregulated building.

good surroundings.
APPLIED MECHANICS, VOL.

CHANGES IN DISTRICTS AND CLASSIFICATION
Action affecting changes in the districts or the
classification should be taken only after a most deliberate examination of the facts.
After a section

has

once

change

been

subject

in the regulations

illustrated.

cannot be made without

Sons, Inc.,

certain

restrictions

'Different surveys show that the proportion of employees living
within walking distance of their work increases with the length of
time that the industry has been established in one place.
See Report
on Detroit Street Railway Traffic and Proposed Subway, 1915, p. 7.
Also Report of Chicago Traction and Subway Commission, 1916,
p.

246.
a description of how far congestion can proceed, see report
"Land Overcrowding in Brooklyn,"
Tenement House Committee, Brooklyn Bureau of Charities.

"\-''<r

prepared by present writer on
1916,

STRENGTH OF MA-

By

Technology.

a

to

II,

Charles E. Fuller and William
A. Johnston, Professors of Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics, Massachusetts Institute of

TERIALS.

Full cloth, 556 pages, size

Price $3.75 net.

New

6x9,
&

John Wiley

York.

This work was prepared primarily for the use of
engineering students, and is in no sense elementary
As a preparation the reader of this
in its scope.
work should have a knowledge of differential and
integral calculus, the principles of statics and dynamics and the methods of determining centers of
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solids.
gravity and moments of inertia of areas and
the
to
has
been
Considerable attention
logical
given
development of the subject, and care has been taken
to point out the limitations of the different theories,
emphasis being laid on the divergence of the con-

met in practice from the ideal conditions,
under which the theoretical formulas are deduced,
and on modifications necessary or advisable when
the formulas are used under ordinary working
ditions

conditions.

The
erties

fifteen chapters treat of the physical propof materials, analysis of stress and strain,

uniform

and

uniformly varying stress,
stresses in beams, deflection of beams, continuous
combined stresses, general theory of
beams,
flexure, columns, shafting and springs, curved bars,
arches and catenaries, cylinders and plates, and
reinforced concrete beams and columns.
This book will be a valuable acquisition to the
stress

library of the technically trained architect and engineer as a reference work to be used in the solution of

of the problems that often

many

demand

AUTOMATIC SI-KINKLEK PROTECTION, by Gorham
Dana, Boston.
Inc.,

New

This book
ered by Mr.

Full cloth, 456 pages, size

Price $3.50.

John Wiley

&

5x8,
Sons,

York.
is

blank for inspection by the assured is given.
This book appears to be written for a diversified
class of readers and not specially for any one class.
Much space is given to records of performance and
other data to justify the use of such apparatus. This
gives the book a flavor of promotion propaganda
which is as well taken care of by other agencies and

which the reader, seeking data on which to base design and selection of equipment, has no need for in a
book of this kind. The use of a sprinkler system
is

pelling force of insurance rates or municipal reguOn this basis a book should be prepared to

lations.

furnish the technical data needed to design such
layouts, install and maintain them.
Unfortunately
the use of this type of apparatus is restricted in so
many ways that there is no competitive choice of the
to them would be
smaller than this one. The description of the
discarded and badly designed heads will be of in-

working parts and a book limited

much

it is

an historical museum,

describe late adaptations and are of interest. The
is probably the best of its kind at present

based on a series of lectures deliv-

available.

Gorham Dana, Manager The Under-

HANDBOOK OF MATHEMATICS FOR ENGINEERS, by
L. A. Waterbury, C.E., and G. A. Goodenough
and H. H. Higbie. Third Edition, revised and
enlarged, 278 pages, illustrations and tables.

Morocco, $1.50
York.

and sprinklers and the

later developments in automatic sprinklers. The succeeding chapters are devoted to tests and characteristics of sprinklers, installation rules, layout of equipments, alarm valves,

dry valves, sprinkler supervisory systems, maintenance and fire record, sprinkler leakage, automatic
sprinklers as a protection to

sprinkler

systems

and

life,

the

combined heat
sypho

chemical

The chapters on Combined Heat
and Sprinkler Systems and Sypho Chemical Sprinkler Systems describe new developments and appear
sprinkler system.

In
this, the second edition of the book.
the appendix a list of over 250 sprinkler heads are
described and rated and a summary of 6277 tests
only in

an inventor, as

but of no interest to the engineer or architect who
is designing such an apparatus for a building.
The chapters on the combined heat and sprinkler
systems and the sypho chemical sprinkler systems

book

writers' Bureau of New England, before the Insurance Library Association of Boston.
The fifteen
treat
of
the
of
the
chapters
history
development of
the automatic sprinkler.
The first three chapters
devoted to perforated pipes, early automatic systems

and

governed by a desire to have one or by the com-

terest to

their attention.

illustrated.

on 61 different kinds of heads, corrected to April,
The form of a standard report
1918, is included.

net.

John Wiley

&

Sons, Inc.,

New

This book, of vest-pocket size, is intended as a
reference book for the use of those who have
studied or are studying the branches of mathematics
It is not
usually taught in engineering courses.
intended for a text book, and does not, therefore,
attempt to prove many of the formulas which are
It is a handy reference book for the engineer who wishes quick access to formulas that are
not usually memorized. The book covers the field
of mathematics, theoretical mechanics, mechanics of
materials, hydraulics, heat engineering, electrical

given.

engineering and tables.
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the Lock and

Holds the
DoorSecure
Residence of Glenn P. Driscoll, Architect

Des Moines, Iowa
Bishopric Board used on entire house

So Does Dovetailed Key
BISHOPRIC BOARD HOLD
STUCCO Preserving;
the Original Beauty
of Walls Indefinitely

THE KEY

and the lock on the heavy oak door
prevents the movement of that door. It is held rigid
and secure indefinitely. That's what a lock is for.

TURN

In the same way, Bishopric Board prevents the moveof Stucco walls.
Its dovetailed key, formed by beveled wood strips, fastens the Stucco firmly locks it

ment

irrevocably.

Bishopric Board differs from a door lock in but one respect
it can never be unlocked
The Stucco and Stucco Board
remain sealed together forever, snug-tight to the building,
the Stucco Board being fastened by a 6 D nail wherever it
crosses a stud, and by four nails to each heavy wood strip
where applied over Sheathing.
!

There isn't the remotest possibility of cracking, crumbling walls when Stucco is applied over Bishopric Board,
especially if the Stucco mixture we recommend be used a
mixture universally conceded as the most perfect yet com-

**^.

BISHOPRIC
"uiiwrm**

pounded.

^

STUCCO-PIASTER
S-

BOARD

Have you used Bishopric Sheathing the
product which nearly one hundred concerns
have specified for workmen's homes ? 1 1 makes
a solid, compact wall and saves 30 per cent
over >j-mch wood sheathing.

OUR BOOKLET
contains the perfect

Stucco mixture and
numerous tests and endorsements 0} Bishopric Board by Engineers, Architects, Contractors and Home Owners.
It will be sent
on request.

Time does not lessen Bishopric Board's effectiveness. The
wood strips are creosoted, like railroad ties and old-time
wooden bridges. The Asphalt Mastic in which the wood
strips are

imbedded

moisture.

The waterproofed

a preservative and keeps out
fibreboard is a non-conductor
and prevents the circulation of moisture.
is itself

Specify Bishopric Board if you want attractive, unbroken
surfaces in your Stucco construction. Specify it for its desirable insulating and sound deadening qualities. Specify it
to provide other advantages for clients through the saving
it effects.

When
and

Bishopric Board

is

used on interior walls, ceiling
Splendid

partitions, plaster, time and labor are saved.
insulation and retarding of sound are secured.

THE BISHOPRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY
904 Este Avenue

Cincinnati, Ohio

The

Practice of Architecture

things give indications of changes in the making. Through conversation,
correspondence or reading these signs are constantly recurring testimonies, and

MANY

a tabulation

their presence.
is in order.

To

is

unconsciously

made

of them until the ideas become insistent in

verify the general impression, a systematic collation of

all

the evidence

In arriving at a conclusion by this mental process, it will be found that
among the
diverse problems demanding attention at this time, one of manifest importance is that of
the attitude of the public toward the architect and of the architect in his relations to

himself and others.

The practice of architecture is probably today, more than ever before, a matter of
The monies invested in building structures demand a return service
barter and trade.
which represents full value. This value is measured in the adaptability of the structure
its durability and its appearance.
These three factors are the fundamentals
of correct planning and to render adequate service it appears to be essential that the
architect should fully qualify himself to meet these basic requirements.

to its use,

An analysis has been made of a great amount of data pertaining to this subject and
the majority opinion has been condensed ino the following five paragraphs which embrace the most common of the points developed. This brief consensus of opinion is not
intended to cover the multitude of conditions that exist in such relations, but it is
thought that possibly
1.

The business

it

comprises the basic factors.

of architecture

is

insepa-

from the profession of architecture.
Together they comprehend the originating,

He must

4.

furnish complete and de-

promoting, designing, planning, directing

supervision of construction and be
closely identified with it. He must be responsible financially, as well as morally,

and controlling the construction of buildings and their appurtenances.

for all of his acts, including the correctness
of design, the completeness and accuracy

rable

2.

To develop

a

general

demand

for

architectural service without which only
limited opportunities for practice will be
presented the architect must, as an individual and collectively, employ proper

and

effective

means

to create a universal

appreciation of its intrinsic value.
3.

To

architect
his

perform his function, the
must organize, equip and operate

fully

business so as to render complete
in the production of plans and

service

specifications for everything

embraced

in

the construction, equipment and furnishing
of buildings.

tailed

of plans, specifications and details, and the
construction of the building in accordance
his responsibility to be contingent only on his being accorded freedom
in deciding all matters of structural design,

therewith;

mechanical equipment and the selection of
materials and
5.

He must

workmen.
control and regulate the busi-

ness affairs of the building operation so as
to safeguard all interests. He must be just
and impartial in deciding all controversies
within his jurisdiction, but where his own
interests are involved he must submit the

controversy to arbitration.

(Reprinted from issue of Norcmbcr

27.

1918)
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The Sparrow House and

House

the Rabbit

By JOY WHEELER Dow
there is going to be no shortage
our supply of architectural inspiration,
even if the Germans do destroy some
mediaeval churches, and devastate parts of Flanders
and France; but every subject is not, at once, so

There were comparatively few architectural photographs published in 1893, and none of the universal
There were no half-tones of the Sparpost-cards.
row house with its marvelously pargeted facades,
its tremendous eaves and frowning overhang,
pub-

remarkable, so "busy" and so beautiful as is the
Sparrow house in the Butter Market at

lished in books, as there are today
was little known except to people

For a
Ipswich, England, erected in A.D. 1567.
chance acquaintance with it, as far back as 1893, I
am indebted to the interest taken in me by a friend

love of discovery carried them into out-of-the-way
corners of England like Suffolk. From a steel en-

in

HAPPILY,

ancient

who had made

a collection of Wolseyana,

i.

e.,

literature

and prints relating to Henry VIII's great

cardinal

the erstwhile butcher-boy of Ipswich.

graving which
row house as

;

and therefore it
whose affairs or

borrowed, representing the Sparappeared in the time of William
Sparrow, Esquire, and before it was turned into an
emporium and sadly dismantled within, I made a

Copyright, 1919, The Architectural

&

I
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sketch which I knew would be available some day.
That day, however, did not arrive until 1904, some
eleven years afterward, when one afternoon, I realized I was taking a train, at last, out of the smoky,
Liverpool Street Station in London, bound for
Ipswich.
Rarely had I shown the sketch I had

made,
house

to anyone.

I

until I built a

proposed to keep the Sparrow

home

for myself.

Here was

a

rare, historic prototype awaiting transposition into
a modern theme to make an ideal home for someone,

and I thought it might as well be me.
There are a number of interesting old buildings
in Ipswich.
There is a charming walk to be taken

GARDEN' FRONT

manner of Mother Goose

and the royal arms crowned by the

architecture, the

path being hedged in from the adjoining lawns and
gardens one of those inalienable rights of way enjoyed by the public in England from time immemorial but the Sparrow house is the main attraction.

Of course, you will be told that Charles II took
refuge here for a night during a problematical period of his fortunes (it may have been so) and you
are tempted to presume Cromwell, also, once stabled
his horse in what is now the garage.
The Sparrow
house was renovated about the time of the Restor-

initials

to something lengthier than a one
night stand.
These are the incidents, however, even if sometimes
apocryphal, that create architecture, and develop it.
Without their influence acting upon me through the
medium of this ancient dwelling, I could no more
have sat down and planned the Rabbit house at
Wyoming, New Jersey out of whole cloth, invented
it as it were
than I could have invented a chapter
of the history of England.

AND TERRACE, RABBIT HOUSE, WYOMING,

through Gainsborough Lane approached by a meandering, rural path through private estates. The respective boundaries are indicated by quaint stiles
after the

ation,

"C. R." appear in the wall spaces between the fasFrom this mute testimony, I
cinating oriels.
should infer that the royal acquaintance amounted

N.

J.

people think that an architect simply takes
and paper and proceeds to sketch from his
imagination about as freely as you would sketch

Many

pencil

House that Jack Built to amuse some child. I
have been complimented for having evolved a design so "startlingly original" as the Rabbit house,
and for "having gotten away with it." I assure
you I am not nearly so clever. When the wolf is
at the door I can go into the garden and dig, I can
go into the woods and fell trees, I can go out into
the world to bargain and trade for a living, but I can
do nothing about the design of a new house a design equal in merit to that of the Rabbit house. Inthe

stead of the wolf's cry of want driving the demons
as Bertuccio in the play of the "Fool's Re-

off.
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venge" says the "blessed church bells" do, the fiendmerely draws more demons about me. I
I must wait for the
cannot collect my thoughts.
planchette to move. I cannot see to make a mark,
literally, on my paper until some charitable inspiration burns over the drawing-board and in that man-

in the sixteenth
century,

and made them, in turn, its
you can understand how the thing o]>erates
why it is a peremptory long-distance call.
"Soldiers!" said Napoleon at the Battle of the
Pyramids, "forty centuries are watching your
achievement." But it was not the vast size of

ish noise

ner illumines

votaries,

Cheops, nor the miracle of transiting the huge

it.

People affect to sneer at what they call the pose
of an artistic temperament. There is no such thing
as an artistic temperament, really, some eccentric
equation. If you are a good man you are an artist

THE SPARROW HOUSE

IX

stones for

digious

Hugo)
stunt

THE BUTTER MARKET, IPSWICH, SUFFOLK, KXGLAXD

your particular channel of usefulness. If you
are a bad one. then, in the gentle words of the Karl
of Beaconsfield to the noisy voter who interrupted
in

his
1

is

in

"You

oughtn't to be." The inspiration
about
is the element of godliness that
talking
every one of us, as it was in the Savior pre-

speech

am

eminently, the centrifugal incentive to exploit as
much faith, hope and charity in the world through
the chosen

medium,

within our power.

case architecture, as lies
when you stop to consider

in this

Now,

that this inspiration of

ours is not the first of its
but a reincarnation of predecessors which have
repeatedly visited our antecedents since as long ago
as the
inception of the design for the Sparrow house
line

construction that apj)ealed to this pro(cribbed from Victor
military captain
so much as it was the people who did the
those Kgyptians, those pharaohs, those dyits

nasties

the personal element

and dramatic

story,

Pyramids epitomized so dynamically as to
awaken spirituality even in a foreign invader bent
on ruthless conquest. If the Pyramids, handicapped
by their negative environment of arid sand, could
have gotten Napoleon on the 'phone where one of
our psycho-analysts would have failed before so posthe

itive

an adversary,

how

it is

may we

for the

not readily understand
Sparrow house in a setting of

easy
quaint graciousness to captivate the art student in
quest of just such inspiration? Like the Pyramids,
fabric as it is
it is not so much the architectural
the intimate home history of England we read in

every significant motive and detail
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;

and

that

means
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our

own home

history, only

an earlier chapter of

owner of

it,

the Perry

mansion

in

Providence, R.

I.,

more romantic and absorbing.
The Sparrow house takes its name, legitimately,
from the family with whose fortunes it was longtime connected, but all the rhyme and reason there
was in calling its American adaptation "the Rabbit

religiously preserves the busts of the founders of
the estate in 1789, which preside over its charming,

house'' existed alone in the lively imagination of the
architect who fancied his accomplice in the con-

features of the

still

Colonial gateway, though no family relation whatever exists.

Unquestionably most curious of all the curious
Sparrow house is the archaic style
of pargeting which ornaments its wall surface. It
is
not the classic pargeting that ornaments the

In the central oriel of
spiracy resembled a rabbit.
the garden front there is a carved rabbit bearing a
initials

famous Roman

but a distinctly genre, homemade-looking pargeting which, like the school of
Flemish painting with its distorted not to say gro-

E

and flanked by the
of the builders surmounted by coronets.

banner charged with the

letter

villas,

There are rabbits also in cartouches inserted in the
leaded work of the windows, and other devices of

more or less personal nature besides Mdlles.
Lapine are distributed about other parts of the
house.
The commercial argument condemns this

a

It is thought to militate against the
sort of tiling.
ready sale of a piece of property in case it becomes

But that commercial argument
number. People are only too glad to
buy places, I have discovered, with these sentimental
touches.
The value of an historic dwelling at
desirable to
is

now

sell.

a back

RABBIT HOUSE
tesque figures intended to be human, is a work of
art just the same.
It seemed to me to be useless
to attempt anything of this kind for the Rabbit

house, for I was convinced that one of our American winters would soon put any pargeting completely out of business.

feature

The next most remarkable

the oriels, unless it be the heroic cornice
which forms a roof for the oriels.
is

Folks wonder

how

all

these

odd and curious win-

dows of

the English houses open. Well, they don't
open, leastwise many of them do not. You see, at
the time of the introduction of glazed windows into

RABBIT HOUSE

houses other than those belonging to the princes and
in England, when the great building activity of the Tudor reigns began, it was like some
wonderful modern improvement of our own day
to be able to contemplate at leisure the inclemency
of the weather without, through windows formerly
draught pockets, and yet be snug and comfortable
within. Only a "d. f." ever thought of opening the
casements to defeat the very purposes for which

Portsmouth, N. H., is enhanced materially because
the autograph of our erratic admiral, John Paul
Jones, happens to be scratched with a diamond on a
pane of glass in one of the windows, and the present

Even today, in the wayside
they were designed.
inns (they call them "pubs"), you will find that the
windows of the coffee room (dining-room of gentilI had to change
ity) like as not are stationary. Once
and I am no
of
because
this,
my lodgings simply

noblemen
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oxygen digest the

curiosities he put-

into his stomach.

The middle
drous

won-

sections of the

Sparrow house
I
examined
apparently do open.
them once, hut there was so much
unusual detail to remember about
oriels of the

I
I cannot say now.
knew, however, that casements anywhere near that size would be
wrenched from their stays and
hinges by the first American storm

the house that

came

that

along, so that

I

made

the

transom bars of the Rabbit house
oriels continuous through the frame,
hanging the transom sashes from the

DETAIL OF WEST FRONT, RABBIT HOUSE
fresh-air fiend at that

but fancy a coffee

;

next morning without ventilation

!

Many

room

the

of these

"pubs" are merely drinking places and refuse lodgers at the risk of losing their licenses, so I suppose
they think it matters little about ventilating the
coffee room while the bar reeks with odors of stale
beer to remind an American of the typical cheap
gin mill in his home town.
All the chambers of the mediaeval dwellings were
virtually sleeping-out porches, and the inmates had
about all they wanted of that kind of "rough house.''
Instead of looking upon their unglazed windows as
fun they regarded them as the source of unspeakable discomfort, and hailed with delight pieces of
translucent horn, varnished paper or anything that
would keep the pitiless gusts from the Archangel
sector of Russia off the backs of their necks.

casement

is

made

to

open there has

If a

to be a certain

amount of play at the points of contact, and when
the wind rises to a 7<>mile per hour
tornado and the temperature has a
rendezvous with
every

winter

in

zero,

as

America,

The

sections thus divided re-

duced the

size of the sashes open-

top.

ing
pairs to i ft. 6 in. x 2 ft. 10 in.,
offered to the wind only such resistance as
in

culated the

testify that its

windows

will

admit the free

the building.

every window

It

in a

window frame, their ventilating cathat of the usual double-hung windouble
pacity
dow sashes. It is not generally realized that the sun
never shines, the wind never blows and the rain
opening

in the

is

never beats
often do

in

in

Kngland quite so

fiercely

as they

America.

happens
an iso-

and what does
wants us to

He

equip ourselves with

Eskimo

sleep-

open all our bedroom
windows and let the furious gale
do its worst. Has he an object in
ing

outfits,

returning to aboriginal life?
has. but it is not commendable.

He
He

desires to be able to eat to satiety all
the indigestible things that appeal to
a surfeited palate and let the outdoor

can

is
seldom necessary to open
house anyway, especially small,
oddly-shaped windows. Moreover, as the casements
made to open admit air to the full capacity of the

of

dwelling is bound to be well
even when all the windows and doors are closed as tightly as may be, but now comes along
fresh-air fiend,

I

air in

and more than sufficient,
sufficient,
quantities
for the respiratory requirements of any Amernumerous for the size
too
ican
family not

ventilated,

he want us to do?

cal-

light

it

lated

the

I

American hardware, always too

has to play, could withstand.
Having once lived in the Rabbit house,

for the part

which

NORTH ELEVATION AND GATE, RABBIT HOUSE
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\Yhatever merit there is in the terrace of the RabIt was built after the
bit house I cannot claim.
I miscalculated
control.
property passed beyond my
on an hallucination which pursued me that I was a
kind of architectural Meissonier, and that as nobody
would dream of piecing out a canvas by Meissonier
either with one's own work or that of a less skillful
artist, I rested assured that no purchaser of the

Rabbit house would think of changing anything

tionnaire of a local real estate dealer.

with

all

the hard-as-nails

had planned for a very different kind of terwhat is there. I began to think my critic
was right in his casual statement
"This is a very
expensive house everything about it is expensive !"
Consequently, one day when a cloud appeared on
I

race than

:

;

the horizon

I

obtained a copy of the familiar ques-

complied

improvements, such as
kind of laundry tubs, bathrooms, Welsbach lighting fixtures, size of lot, legal incumbrances, tax

my ability. The fact
was a reincarnation of the
great Sparrow house at Ipswich seemed unimporIn Greece they would
tant to the real estate agent.
rate, etc., etc., to the best of

that the Rabbit house

WEST FRONT, RABBIT HOUSE, WYOMING,
without consulting the architect. But the question
of money that pervades everything in America pervaded this also, and fearful my plan would mean
too great an outlay, my opinion was not sought.

I

memoranda about modern
a gas range, number and

N.

J.

have helped rather than discouraged. Instead of
ta.vcs there would have been a subsidy!

The paper, however, I returned to the agent with
a message adapted to the requirements of the average intelligence as I had found it. It was a message
not unlike the sententious one that General Lee on

morning of April 2, 1865, dispatched by an orderly to Jefferson Davis, as the President of the
Confederacy sat in his pew at service in St. Paul's
the

Church

"I can

no longer hold Richmond

!"

Observations on Types of Memorials
By

A. L. BKOCKWAY,

/".

A.

I.

A.

victory of the Allies in the great war and
the returning of soldiers, marines and members of the navy have set the people
thinking

scends the moral and spiritual qualities of human
life should be
expressed in the creation of permanent monuments, with a care and deliberation which

what should or could be done in each community appropriately to commemorate not only the
part taken by the United States as a whole in this

forms of beauty appropriate to what
its fundamental characteristics.
In
other words, our contribution as a nation to the
history of the world and our contribution to art
in the form of monuments should, as heretofore,

THE
as to

great conflict, but more especially to commemorate
the participation of the men of each immediate
in the great result.
The consequence
has been a variety of suggestions from everybody
interested as to the kinds of construction which

community

should be utilized to express the appreciation of the
nation for the heroes in its army and navy, both the

dead and the

work of a temporary character, as was. of course.
In some cases this temporary work has
proper.
been authorized as a suggestion or full sized model
of what might later become a permanent construction.
This is notably true of the arch in Xew York;

we

believe are

constitute a
terity

physical

and should

be,

record to go down to posas those monuments have

been, expressive of the lives, the thoughts, the ambitions and the daily duties of the people.
The
great monuments of the past are exactly such expressions of the nations which created them.

We

living.

In order promptly to celebrate the return of our
army it has been necessary to do a good deal of

City
at a

will result in

but in the majority of cases the local effort

commemorative treatment has been without

here would not be true to our duty today if we
calmly appropriated the forms determined upon to
commemorate victory by peoples of the past. Those

monuments expressed

the ideas of the time in which
they were created they expressed the ambitions and
the principles of living and of the attitude of one
nation toward another: they were truthful records
of all these tilings and have been valuable in helping us to estimate what those peoples thought and
;

draw lessons from their lives and
measure guide us.

any idea of permanence. Of course, in many instances enthusiasm and haste have led to the erection of arches and other things which have been
neither particularly beautiful nor appropriate, ex-

believed and to

cepting as repeated for instance in the large elec-

take into consideration the following facts: That,
practically originated by the Roman Empire, the
Triumphal Arch invariably commemorated the re-

"Welcome Home" or some other phrase
which comes undoubtedly from the heart of the
people, but which is put in a form which pleases

tric sign

:

neither the eye, the sense of proportion nor the
sense of color. It is regrettable that we have had
some misguided efforts, as these could in many

Of course, these temporary treatments will soon disappear but it should
be apparent that anything and everything done by
the people of the United States to commemorate
their participation in this World War should be
instances have been avoided.

;

actions which might in a

Were we always

for instance, the Trivictory, should

we

noi

turn of victorious armies laden with spoil taken
from conquered nations and brought back to Rome

and embellish the city. Such
wars were wars of aggression and conquest involving annexation of territory and subjugation of conquered peoples. The Triumphal Arch, then, was
adorned with sculptures and bas-reliefs portraying

carefully and deliberately considered and
should not under any circumstances be hurried into.

most

We

to take,

umphal Arch as expressive of

to increase its riches

returning soldiers with their captives, laden
with the public and private property which had
been wrung from the conquered countries.
In spite of the beauty of Rome as the result of
the

world conquest, are we, the American people,
ready to say that our contribution to commemorative architecture is to be the adaptation of forms
created and employed to celebrate such events?

in considering everybefore
this
nation
thing
finally plunged into the
world controversy but when we did go in, it was
with a consciousness that we were fighting for

this

fundamental and great principles upon which the
safety and very being of this nation depended.
N'o matter what the relative importance of our
contribution may have been, the contribution itself
in resources and in human lives was tremendous.

The Roman victory arch affords a typical example
of the way in which history is depicted in the art
of the times, but if we examine the career of natons still more ancient, like Syria, Persia, Egypt,

were deliberate enough
;

life,

The conviction of

this

nation that nothing tran-

5"

Greece, we will find in every case that the monuments erected express and typify the racial char-
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make a record of the lives of the people
of each nation and are of value for that very reason.

this

acteristics,

One hundred years hence, when our descendants
look back upon the United States as it emerged
with lofty spirit from this last struggle, shall we be

was practically destroyed as a greal
nation by the influx and overrunning of barbarians,
and we look at a succession of centuries filled with
the suppression of the individual, in which he was
the victim of superstition and exalted mysticism, resulting in the restraint of the creative powers.

and

the bishops in espousing the cause of kingly power
and centralized authority, involving with it in some

cessfully express
sition

upholding of the fundamental prinwhich we are pleased to call the Principles
of Democracy, upon which the life of a republic

We

did not go in for aggression, for condepends.
did not go in
nations
or territory.
of
quests
to come back laden with loot as the victorious

We

armies of ancient times, and subsequently, have
usually done.

over France and England as they were
buildings
built.
On the other hand, if, for instance, one
should follow the development of the residences of
all

principle.

modern

people in their various subdivisions should
take careful account of the past and appraise themican

trying to build something which
be as accurate a record as possible
of just what the American nation is.
Now, this
does not necessarily mean just one type of building,

before

in itself

went

principle

in.
is

as

we

typified

ness of the grounds upon which

would seem apparent, therefore, that in considering types and kinds of monuments the AmerIt

should

We

all

in

know, for
all

of the

exaltation because of the quality of the achievement
which is in every way commensurate with the lofti-

a reflection of the

relative value of the people in the general contribution to the progress of the world.

selves

The

nobler and loftier moral and spiritual qualities of
man representing the individual in any nation. Our
armies are returning free from the degradation or
desecration of stolen property taken from the conThey are returning almost in a spirit of
quered.

times, he would find expressed in these buildings
the conditions of life, the political status of the in-

them

and

ciples

negies or Rockefellers at that time, and the kings
themselves were not rich enough to build these

dividual and would see in

fill,

are conscious as the result of this great

citizens to the

individuals but of the great mass of people
themselves, as they should be. There were no Car-

to

we

of the few instances in the history of the world
where a nation consecrated its resources and its

rich

down

we

"Slow to Anger!" It is a matter of history that
we entered the war from altruistic motives, one

expressive once more of the lives and the thoughts,
and the desires of the people of those countries.
It should be interesting to note that these wonders
of architecture which every traveler in France and
England admires and loves were not the gifts of

earliest

form, as

world war.

the efforts of the people themselves the great cathedral churches of the i3th, I4th and I5th centuries,

from the

in architectural

which we certainly hold, and must

of which

;

individual

them

should, thus consecrating ourselves to the high po-

measure the cause of the common people, succeeded in arousing the great support of the mass
of people as directed against the feudalistic and
monopolistic nobility so we have springing from

the

instance, our

;

As we approach that period in the history of
Europe when the death blow is given to feudalism
and we enter that great epoch of cathedral building, we recognize that once more the individual
;

life,

now going on

sight of many of the
which go to make up a comlost

whether we, the United States, a League of
States, and then again a League of Cities, a League
of Civilized Communities, both in the city and in
the country, are completely devoted to a League for
Peace among ourselves in all the activities of life
and that we do not anywhere desire to progress
ourselves at the expense of any other one of our
colleagues whether in the life of each of our cities
we realize the fact that in the interest of the community and the greatest good for all, each individual must of necessity curtail and perhaps give
up some of the things which he is apt to consider
as a prerogative of liberty and freedom. Such considerations must be firmly ingrained in our natures
and we must fully realize them before we can suc-

civilization,

communities

For

peace negotiations

have

to

period of years to the erection of monuments in
any way associated with such events of the past ?
Rome, representing the climax of
Certainly not.

to the front in the

in the

mind is so absorbed by
the larger aspects of the League of Nations, that
we are quite likely to lose sight of the question as
munity.

judged as having lived up to our great possibilities if we devote our building efforts in the next

was coming

war and

that possibly we
smaller details of

nor one kind of monument. Our minds probably
have been so fixed upon the big things involved in

we

entered into the

conflict.

would seem to me, therefore, that the character
of the monuments or of the buildings which are to
be erected in this country should be commensurate
with all of these things, and I cannot see personof the Triumphal Arch or
ally the appropriateness
of those monumental symbols of ancient times commemorating events of fundamentally and radically
I believe that the monuments
different character.
It

which we erect should be expressive of our
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lives,
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devoted and appropriated to the requirements of
the daily life of the people of our various communities; that they should not only afford opportunities for development along idealistic lines but
should in a measure consecrate to the nation of the
future the ideals which have lifted this people to the
mighty effort which has been exerted. I can see
in the humblest and most ordinary of daily duties
of routine an opportunity for the development of

and spiritually, of every community, of which I
have already mentioned markets, schools, etc., and
to which should be added places of public assembly
for the discussion of matters affecting the welfare
all our institutions, as a rule our American Na-

;

the character of

the

individual,

of

keenly appreciating, has nevertheless
The
adequately to utilize and develop.
Greeks and Romans were keen for these places of
public assembly, both in the shape of buildings and
in open space
and it would seem to me that such
treatments of our cities in the creation of open
places of assembly surrounded by monumental
failed

and thus of the

;

nation, in thrift, the avoidance of waste in daily
living and the organizing of our facilities in the
cities to

accomplish this for the great mass of

buildings devoted to the Fine Arts, to politics as
the science of Government, to great orchestral con-

citi-

zens.

Those humble elements are

addresses by the great statesmen and
orators of the world, might easily express both the
ideals and the better elements in the life of the

just as essential in

certs, to great

make-up of character as the spiritual and speculative things which occupy the dreamer in the comBoth are essential both are necessary.
munity.
And as Emerson has so beautifully put it in his
poem of "Each and All'' "Thou knowest not what
the

American people and be at the same time consecrated as a memorial to those who did their part in
this war.
The development of this idea is a thing

:

:

which every community owes to itself to provide,
and if followed out and developed to the utmost it

argument thy life to thy neighbor's creed hath lent."
We have given a wonderful exhibition of what this
nation can do when roused to a man, as it was how
we can consecrate our energies, resources and ef-

should be easy to visualize the type of commemorative monuments which could be erected in mem-

;

forts to save the life of a nation.

When we

ory of those who made the supreme sacrifice and
which could at the same time be dedicated and consecrated to the finer qualities of this great nation.
In some such way as this, we as people would be
contributing, as did those who contributed to the

recog-

and realize that many things had to be done
by Government, exercising centralized control, in
order to accomplish the purposes in view, and when

nize

we remember

while

tion,

that such centralization of authority

had hitherto been jealously regarded, and that in
the past we probably would have at no time been
willing to admit that so much authority should be

upbuilding of the great cathedrals of the middle
ages, wherein they in their turn consecrated them-

centralized in Government, are we not as a result
of that centralization in a position to consider such

them.

more

selves to the better

and with a broader view than
were?
Has not this experience
some things which we apprehended
are not so dangerous, and has it not shown us in
what ways to guide and control such centralized
things

rationally

we

previously
taught us that

authority?

When we

stop to remember that Government is
and is but a type of political maourselves
really
for
us all to participate in doing
enabling
chinery
things for the benefit of all. is it not then perhaps

a rational proposition to consider that Government
may be the proper medium through which the construction of

memorials such as we are contemplat-

We

and

loftier aspirations

within

unquestionably the duty of a community to educate its young, not only as we endeavor ordinarily in our public school systems; but
it should go beyond that and extend to our universiIt is a humiliation to think that so many of
ties.
It

is

our universities and institutions of learning are dependent upon the munificent generosity of some
merchant prince who has accumulated a fortune
out of

such

all

We ought not to be looking for
ought to be collectively giving them

bounds.

We

gifts.

ourselves.

Now, all of
The philosophy

these considerations are not new.

of history makes clear that such
are what animated most of the
these
as
thoughts
which
great people of the past and the difficulties

contend with are but a repetition of the
they contended with. If the ques-

do not hesitate in
ing should be undertaken ?
many civic matters, such as city halls, court houses,
school buildings, fire stations, etc., to entrust these

we have

contructions to the city authorities. The same applies to institutions belonging to the state and also

questions of cost, there

same

to

difficulties

tion of a

memorial

medium

hampered by
nothing unusual about
it was invariably, so far as we can determine,
that
one of the conditions of the past in the creation of
the great monuments, whether of architecture,

make up

Excepting only where the
sculpture or painting.
subordinate as to
rights of the individual were so
in
the case of such
was
result in slavery, as
probable

not, therefore, utilize this same
for erecting the memorials which are to
come? Those things in our communities which are
obviously for the benefit of all and which go to

to the nation.

Why

the comfort and well-being, both physically
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monuments as we see in Egypt, could a king or
monarch build regardless of cost and life. What I
have in mind particularly are the difficulties with
which Michael Angelo contended in the work which
When we look at the
he did for the Holy See.
wonderful decorations
difficult for

those

us

now

in

the Sistine Chapel,

it

ties

United States as originally formulated and
adopted by that great body of truly creative statesmen so early in our history. Around that document for one hundred and thirty years the growth
and development of these United States have taken
It has met every
place.
emergency. Its wonderful

is

to realize that the jealousy of

who opposed him

with the Pope, and the lack

conception is still as strong today, if not stronger,
than it was when formulated. It is one of the inspiring documents of history undoubtedly, and it

of funds, should have interfered with him and held
up his work. When we consider that this was the
case,

therefore,

should disconcert

would seem to me, in this struggle through which
we have just been, it has been tried out and found
to be not wanting and that it has offered the basis
in principle and in thought for the creation for
that League of Nations which we are about to see
consummated.
The influence of this document
upon our nation and now upon the other nations
of the earth is one which cannot be lightly touched
upon. It is so profound and inspiring as to make
one feel very small individually in considering it in
all its ramifications and aspects.
What I would do

our problems are nothing which
us.
They simply call for thought,

devotion and patience and a recognition that if we
are true to our opportunities and to those who died
in the struggle so that our principles might live and
nations such as ours might continue, we cannot
fail.

I

have one predominating thought

of the individual, equal to the Constitution of

the

in all this

consideration, one that looms large and which somewhere, somehow by the ablest men that we have I

hope to see commemorated. The French erected a
column at Versailles which was dedicated to the
"Assemblce Constituante." They considered this Assemblee of sufficient importance as a preliminary to
the French Republic to erect this monument in its
1 believe that one of the greatest monuhonor.
ments that this nation should erect should be one
dedicated especially and solely to the Constitution
of the United States and that it should be the affair
Aside from the Magna
of this nation as a whole.
Charta, no other document in the world has had the

in commemorating in this country the successful
achievement of the war would be to try to erect
buildings and monuments of a type and kind which
would keep everlastingly before our eyes these great
principles and thoughts of the government upon
which the United States was founded, and thereby

consecrate the lives of this people of ours eternally
in and through such monuments not only to the
heroes who have returned, but to those who have

influence

made

vidual,

might

upon the rights and liberty of the indiand of enabling the individual collectively
to establish a government founded upon right reason and truthfully reflecting the political possibili-

supreme sacrifice in order that this nation
and to make possible in this country
future generations of the character which this Constitution and this great nation deserve.
the

live,
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years ago the architectural profession was
sad state. Its pessimists believed that its

very existence was in jeopardy, and its optimists
could not ignore the difficulties then
besetting the
But the war, with all its
practice of architecture.
attendant horrors, had its beneficial side it exerted
a refining and
strengthening influence that restored
among architects themselves a previously waning
appreciation of their true usefulness.
It cast out
doubt of the future, with the result that
today
there is a consensus in the
profession, something
that did not exist when the United States entered
;

the war; and, moreover, that consensus is
progressive.
As far as sentiment, desire, willingness to
serve, are concerned, the profession is prepared for

In some quarters, at least, there is a
determination to go ahead that will not be denied.
All indications point to a
greater future for architecprogress.

ture and architects in America, and
unquestionably
the time has come to forget the troubles of recent
years that attention may be concentrated on con-

Henceforth

let

It has been demonstrated that a
large measure
of American progress in
professional and business
life is

based on

efficient

heard by

Tin-:

tion

the

that

operation of

structive planning for the future.
"The Future" be the text.

organization effort, and

Institute of
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ence between the
accomplishments of similarly constituted professions and trades.
In the field of architecture there is but one

it is

Chief among the points of criticism
AMERICAN ARCHITECT is the allega-

plan of executive organization and
the Institute is not in accord with

methods that have been demonstrated sound
by
other organizations of
comparable character.
It should be understood that in
submitting the
proposals that follow, and accompanying comments,

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT

making no

is

effort to

attempt interference with the executive and legislative processes within the American Institute of
Architects.

Such an

would constitute the

effort

height of impertinence.

It

is

AMERICAN ARCHITECT merely

the desire of

THE

to bring to the atten-

tion of the entire

membership of the Institute and
of those other architects who should be members
of the Institute, certain questions of
policy on which
all

expressions have been had from some of the counin other words, to stimulate
thought for the benefit of the entire profession, in

try's leading architects

;

the belief that every legitimate architect, regardless
of membership in the Institute, has a legitimate
interest in the future of the Institute as the
only
mouthpiece of the profession.

With this purpose, THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
submits the following proposals, with some of the
reasons that have been urged in their behalf by
architects, but without itself expressing an opinion
for or against any of them
:

Proposal One.

Amend

Section

i,

Article 10, of

equally certain that the American professional and
business structure is cumbered with
inefficient

the by-laws to provide that officers of the Institute
shall be elected by letter ballot of all members of the

organizations that retard rather than promote progress.
These are the chief causes of the vast differ-

the

many

SIS

good standing, the official ballot to carry
names of duly nominated candidates, but every

Institute in

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
name of and
privileged to insert the
vote for any candidate not appearing on the ballot.
Comment It is urged that this method of procedure has been proved in many other organiza-

member being

:

example, the American Society
of Civil Engineers, and that it results in a desirable democratization of the organization, making
the self-perpetuation of an objectionable administration impossible. Moreover, it gives every memhis dues and charges, a voice in the
ber who
tions, notably, for

pays

selection of the officers

who

control the destinies

of the organization, regardless of his presence at
the annual convention, and is in line with current
tendencies and practice in government and in orIt is sugganizations, business and professional.
in
a
material
result
will
gested that such a change

increase in the

membership by making membermore attractive, and thus will in-

ship privileges
crease the revenue of the Institute.

amendment
Proposal Two. Provide by proper
of the by-laws for a system of referenda, whereby
the board of directors of the Institute or any group
of twenty or more of its members may, under
proper safeguards, consult the entire membership
and secure its views on questions of general consequence.

Comment:
in

effect

Such a referendum plan has been
the

in

Chamber

of

Commerce

of the

United States since that organization was formed,
and has exercised a powerful influence over legisIt gives the entire
lation and national policies.

membership of an organization an opportunity
express

its

views

in

to

connection with issues and

policies affecting the entire profession.

Proposal Three.

Amend

of Secretary-Manager. The occupant of this position to be a salaried executive, selected by the board
of directors, on the basis of his qualifications as an
executive, and to exercise the functions usually undertaken by the managing executive in similar organizations.
:

It is

and practical aid to the president and
other executive officers who come into office, usually, without intimate knowledge of the details
of the organization's work and the routine methefficient

ods which necessarily are employed
it

in

carrying

on.

Examples of organizations
policy are

that

pursue

this

:

American Society of

Civil Engineers.

Warren Hunt has served as
actual manager of the society

Charles

secretary and as
since 1895.
This

organization has 8968 members.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
Calvin \\". Rice has occupied
8720 members.
the secretarial position since

1906.

Chamber of Commerce of the United States.
Elliott Goodwin has been executive-secretary and
D. A. Skinner assistant secretary since the organization was formed.

Proposal Four. Contingent on the adoption of
proposals two and three, amend all articles of constitution and by-laws which now place the government of the Institute entirely in the hands of the
local chapters and the board of directors, so as
to provide that the chapters shall have power to
make recommendations to the board of directors,
to call for referenda, etc., but placing all power in
the membership, working through the officers and
directors, and making them directly answerable to

the membership.

Comment

:

None

necessary,

would obviously follow
Two were adopted.

if

as

such action

Proposals

One and

the by-laws to provide

for the consolidation of the office of Secretary with
the position of Executive Secretary, in the position

Comment

retary-manager becomes thoroughly acquainted
with every phase of the work, and acts as an

of
Proposal Five. Amend Section 2, Article 10,
the by-laws so as to give the president of the Institute the powers usually placed in the hands of the
executive head of such an organization.
Comment: Under the present by-laws, the

he
powers of the president are so restricted that
can be charged with little if any responsibility for
the conduct of his administration.

suggested that practically every

successful national organization is operated on
this plan, employing a "permanent" secretary,
whose function is to manage the business of the

Under the guidance of a compeorganization.
tent secretary the work goes on uninterruptedly,
regardless of changes in administration. The sec-

*

THE

*

*

AMERICAN ARCHITECT

is not yet priviof the forethe
authors
leged to quote specifically
comment, it now places these five proposals

While

going
before the membership of the Institute and invites
their criticism

and comment.

Criticism and
Build
The Editors,

Now ?

tainty, the risk, the "fluctuation in prices" and the
fear that the building will be "tied-up when half

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

constructed?''

ex-

The Department
Labor,
changes and architectural publications unhesitatingly advise the immediate resumption of building
of

real

estate

operations. THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT,
of March 12, 1919, under the caption "Build

in its issue

Now

!'

from bankers and
others concerning the prospects for loans on propBut I cannot
erty to permit us to "Build Now!"
gives some encouraging

the

avoid

Now!"

feeling

should be

Comment

letters

the injunction to "Build
followed bv a "?'' instead of

that

The owner who contemplates

build-

make a plain contract with the architect.
his banker or building association and dealers in
ing can

materials to render their respective services and materials at a fixed amount that will not fluctuate; but

over 60 per cent of his outlay will be for labor,
and hmv and with whom can he contract with any
reasonable assurance that this part of the work will
not fluctuate or increase to such an extent as to
exceed the limits of the loan, and thereby tie-up
the

work?

Under such circumstances, who

is

re-

the letters published, that of D. Everett

sponsible for the feeling or uncertainty and apprehension as to the ultimate cost of the building?

Waid, President of the Board of Examination and
Registration of Architects of New York, seems to
discern the real or most important cause for retardation and inaction in building enterprise.
namely, uncertainty and risk. "Owners will not

or any corporation that the building owner can
turn to for bargain and agreement as to the limit
of cost of the work and with the same assurance,
that such limit of cost for labor will not be ex-

in
willingly proceed as long as they fear a fluctuation
is half
a
when
and
a
building
tie-up
complete
prices

ceeded, as he has in the other expenses entering
into the construction of the building? If it be true,

This uncertainty and apprehension
does not arise from fear that the contractors will
raise their prices after having contracted to com-

as Mr.

an
(

)f

all

constructed."

plete the building for a stated

sum, or that the ma-

agreeing to
a price. Where, then, is the "Fluctuation in prices"
which Mr. Waid says is the deterrent? Would it
not be more accurate to say: Increase in wages?
terial dealers will increase the cost after

Whoever heard of wages "Fluctuating" downward,
and have we not the assurance of the Department
of Labor that they will not "fluctuate" downward?
If it be true that the brokers and bankers are
for building operations while
or
this uncertainty
apprehension exists as indicated
in the letter of Mr. Samuel H. Beach, President of
the Savings Banks Association of New York, who
willing to lend

says

that

circles

a

that

money

strong feeling prevails in financial
small annual payments of principal

should be required on all mortgage loans, and //
under such a plan of loaning money the lender would
be safe in making a fairly liberal loan, even based on
prevailing high costs, then the gradual reduction of
the principal ivould counterbalance the possible
eventual fall of values to a lower level. Therefore,
if the banks will lend .money, even on less liberal
terms than formerly, but on assured terms; if the
contractor will complete the building for a fixed
amount, and the material dealers will supply materials for the contract price, where is the uncer-

any man or body of men. any association

Is there

Waid

has said, and as

I

believe, that

it

is

the uncertainty and risk and fear of fluctuations on
costs and future values that discourage immediate

resumption of building operations, and such uncerto deal with
tainty and risk is due to our inability

any parties competent

to

make

a reliable contract,

would it not be reasonable to ask the Department
of Labor to assist in the movement to "Build Now,"
which they so ardently advocate, by fostering or
creating either in or out of the present labor organizations some association or corporation which may
cost of labor for
bargain and agree on the limit of
a building?
SNOWDEN ASH FORD.

D. C.
Municipal Architect. Washington,
It is obvious that the instability of
[EDITOR'S NOTK:
labor can in no wise affect an owner as relating to the
contract
construction cost of his building, where he holds a
for a fixed sum with a responsible builder. Any loss, by
on the
reason of increase in labor costs, would then fall

builder or contractor.
If the contract was on a cost plus basis, then any change
would correspondingly affect the owner.
in

wages

in
course, even in the first instance any interruption
would affect the
the building operations due to strikes
owner to the extent of delaying the date of completion of
income and inthe building, involving a certain loss of

Of

crease in carrying charges.
be
In the second instance the loss to the owner would
in deboth in an increased construction cost and possibly

layed completion.]
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Beaux- Arts Institute of Design
WILLIAM

Architecture

LAMB.

F.

JOHN

Sculpture

1st

Mention

Placed Third and 3rd Medal
Pennsylvania, Phila.

LLOYD WARREN

Director of the Institute

Placed Second and

F.

M. Hodgdon,

Atelier

Rebori. Chicago.

H. G. Anthenen, Univ. of

Placed Fourth and 3rd Medal

A. E. Middlehurst, Cor-

nell Univ., Ithaca.

GREGORY.

ERNEST

and Industrial Art Design
Mural Painting ARTHUR CRISP.

Interior Decoration
F. TYLER.

Placed Fifth and 3rd Medal
Pennsylvania, Phila.

Placed

Sixth

Segal, Patrons

Judgment of March

Alternate)

and 3rd Medal

R.

H.

E. Blum, N. Y. C.
J.

P.

MEXTIOX: E. A. Eames, Boston Archtl. Club, Boston; R. W. Craton, Columbia Univ., N. Y. C.; E. O.
D. W. Orr.
Shakespeare, Univ. of Pennsylvania, Phila.
Yale Univ., Sch. of Fine Arts, New Haven.

1919

4,

&

Placed Seventh (2nd Alternate) and 3rd Medal
Roberts, Univ. of Pennsylvania, Phila.

Awards-

of

Official Notification

(ist

G.

M. A. Bernhardt, Univ. of

;

FIRST PRELIMINARY COMPETITION FOR
THE TWELFTH PARIS PRIZE OF THE

SOCIETY OF BEAUX-ARTS ARCHITECTS

New York

Three

PROGRAM

this

The Annual Committee on the Paris Prize proposes
as subject for this Competition

"A

BANK BUILDING"

A

a
General
large city bank desires to have
small branch bank building in the fashionable resiIn addition to being
dential district of the city.

burglar-proof, well-lighted by daylight
and conveniently arranged, it should be made so
inside and out that
dignified and beautiful both
fireproof,

it

To this
bank's best advertisement.
have decided to have nothing
bank's quarters in the building, and to

will be the

the

end.

but

the

two important streets, with a frontage of 50 ft.
the main street and 100 ft. on the side street.

on

Requirements The interior of the building shall
consist of one large banking hall, extending the
whole height of the building, subdivided below by
means of grilles and partitions into two distinct
1.

Public

Part,

with

a

Ladies'

Room

President's Room opening directly off
preceded by a Vestibule.
2. Private
Part, equally large, for
clerks,

officers,

stairs to the

etc.,

and a
of it, and

Education along practical art

the

including a large vault

bank
and

basement.

R. H. Dana, Jr., F. A.
O.
T.
Post, F. H. Bosworth,
Hastings, J.
Godley,
M. J. Schiavoni
S.
W.
R.
M.
Hood,
Wagner,
Jr.,

and L. Ayers.
of drawings submitted

62.

AWARDS:
First
Univ., N. Y. C.

Placed

and 3rd Medal

L.

lines,

which

is

one

special interests of the Art Alliance of
America, will be shown in its galleries at 10 East

the

of

47th Street from April 5 to April 19. Every school
in the city which includes design in its curriculum
In addition the trade schools
will be represented.
that teach

any of the

artistic industries will

make

a

Thus

the Vocational School for Boys, at
showing.
Fifth Avenue, will send comnear
1
Street
38th
mercial design and sign painting; there will be
the crippled boys at the Red Cross
for
Institute
Crippled and Disabled Men and letthe Deaf. In
tering by boys from the Institute for

made by

;

twenty-six will be represented.
will be exhibited not by schools but
follows:
as
Graphic arts; textiles; fashgrouped

all,

JURY OF AWARD:

Number

New York
The Eastern Arts Association will

art conventions are to be held in

College Art Association and the American Federation of Arts assembled for a week with two sessions a day at the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
There are more than one hundred art societies in
New York and of these twenty-five are chapters of
the American Federation of Arts.

jewelry
:

Spring

bring art teachers from all the Atlantic states and
as far west as Ohio for its sessions April 17, 18 and
19. The middle of May will see the members of the

directors

spare no expense to get the best possible design.
Dimensions The level lot is at the corner of

parts

Three

City this Spring.

:

Art Conventions

Williams,

Columbia

The work

metal wood ; stone, clay and glass leather,
interior decoration and stagecraft.
novelties;
toys,
FederaDuring the convention of the American
be dewill
Alliance
Art
the
galleries
tion of Arts,
ions

;

;

;

voted to a special exhibit of Graphic Arts organized
in co-operation with the American Institute of
will include posters,
Graphic Arts. The exhibition
advertisements,
pamphlets, lettermagazine covers,
heads, lithography, color printing, containers, labels,

wrappers and photographs.
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Current News
Owen

address

Brainard

Owen

Brainard,

with

associated

tural firm of Carrere

the

architec-

Chapter

in

the near

Committee hoped

to have the program made in
compliance with the Institute rules.
Mr. Bergstrom, for the Committee on "Permanent Legislation," reported having attended
meetings of the Joint Committee of the Technical
Societies within the past few xlays, when the pro-

and his counsel and advice were widely
sought as those of a man whose knowledge was
founded on the most profound learning. His loss
spect,

posed State Licensing

to the professions of architecture and engineering is
very great, and will be more fully realized when
his absence is noted from the many activities in the

future, which,

he were yet

if

alive,

the

ent

he would very

1865

in

accomplishment

in his

profession

is

who spoke on

principally

As guests of

the Chapter were present Perry

Saw-

Building Trades Development Committee, and George Gove, architect, of
representing the

Tacoma, Wash.
Under Committee Reports, Mr. Krempel, for the
Committee on "Contracts and Specifications,"
stated that he had been in consultation with Mr.

Weeks of

upon the subject of Quantity
Surveying, and suggested that it might be of interest to members if Mr. Weeks were invited to
Seattle

subject of building conditions

Chapter.

The one hundred and twenty-fourth regular
meeting of the Southern California Chapter, A. I.
A., was held on March 11, Mr. Lyman Farwell preMr. Henry
siding and nine members present.

of architecture and engineering.

ing of the Southern California Chapter, A. I. A.,
was held on February 11, President H. M. Patterson in the chair.
Fifteen members attended.

the

and future prospects of the country, and of California in particular.
Mr. (love gave a short talk
on Chapter activities in the Washington State

he has contributed as consulting engineer.
The measure of his wide activities in two professions is to be noted in the fact that he held membership in all of the important societies in the fields

The one hundred and twenty-third regular meet-

be-

employment for the returned soldiers.
The President introduced Mr. Perry Sawyer,

many monumental buildings where

Southern California Chapter Holds
Monthly Meetings

was

endorse the action of the Technical Societies in
opposing the passage of the bill in its present form.
Mr. Allison, for the Committee on "Public Information,'' reported having met with the Joint
Committee of the Technical Societies and taking
up with them the method and means of obtaining

Xew York

to be seen in the

for Fngineers

ter

lladdam, Conn., Mr. Hrainard
as a young lad, where he
attended the usual courses in public and private
He became employed by Carrere &
schools.
Hastings in 1893 as consulting engineer, and had
been associated with them ever since. Mr. Rrainin

to

Law

The Committee recommendation to
Chapter was not to endorse the bill in its presform; thereu]x>n it was resolved that the Chap-

ing discussed.

largely dominate.

yer,

the

for a Courthouse; that information had been
given
out that the competition was to be held, and the

who held him in the most affectionate regard.
As a consulting engineer he stood at the head of
his profession.
His rare abilities commanded re-

ard's

of

consultation with the Supervisors of the County of
Santa Barbara relative to the proposed competition

Mr. Brainard was a man of rare personality. His
untimely death he was but fifty- four years old
will shock a large number of associates and friends

Born

meeting

For the Committee on "Competitions" the Secretary reported that the Committee had been in

&

Hastings, died suddenly of
heart disease, on the evening of April 2.
He was
visiting at the house of friends when stricken.

came

a

future.

Rosenthal of Cincinnati, editor of the "Building
and Loan Association News," attended as guest.
For the Committee on "City Planning," Mr.
Withev reported that the mayor had appointed a
Civic Center Committee for the purpose of studying the problem and making a recommendation to
the mayor and council for the establishment of a
Civic Center for Los Angeles.
Although the
mayor had agreed to place three architects on this
commission, none were included in the final appointment that the President of the Chapter had
written a letter to the mayor, regretting he had not
;

seen

fit

to

include architects in this appointment,

nevertheless offering the services of the Chapter in
so far as the mayor might care to call upon it. Mr.

U'ithey added in conclusion that the Chapter Committee was closely following the work of the Civic
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Center Committee and would shortly offer some
suggestions to bring to their attention the interest
the Chapter has in this matter.

The Committee on "Competitions" approved the
Competition Program for the Santa Barbara
County Courthouse.
The Committee on "Permanent Legislation" met
with the Joint Committee of the Technical Sociefor further discussion of the proposed Licensfor Engineers. The Secretary read a leting
ter from the Secretary of the Joint Committee of
ties

Law

which briefly was to the
proposed law is entirely unsatisfactory and urges that the measure be not passed at
the Technical

Societies,

effect that the

this session of the legislature.

Mr. Patterson reported a meeting of several
members of the Chapter with Bert L. Fenner, an
Institute Director, at

which were discussed matters

sary qualifications of the architect, how seldom he again
builds without employing an architect, making of value the

experience thus gained.

It is to protect this individual in
instance largely, that this bill operates. It affords
him some assurance of at least minimum qualifications in
the architect he employs, of which, in the present condiIf the unqualified practions, he is likely to have little.
titioner has not the ethical consciousness to restrain him
from foisting himself on the public as a qualified one, then
as in other professions, he should be restrained by law. If
he be ignorant of the minimum requirements as herein
presented, then, these present a standard for him to attain.
"The law as drawn, sets a standard of education for the
time being and gives evidence that the architect so registered has had the proper training and experience brought
about through academic training and subsequent practice
or that he has acquired in practice for a long period a comprehensive knowledge of architecture, and has presented
proof of this knowledge. This fostering the educational
standard brings to the public a better service, procuring a
minimum requirement by law as exists in the professions
of law and medicine and other professional and technical
occupations. It checks license to do that which is bad and
provides punishment for so doing."

the

first

concerning the work of the Post-War Committee
There were also present at this
of the Institute.
President of the San
Mr.
Schnaittacher,
meeting
Francisco Chapter, and Mr. Johnson of the Washington State Chapter.
Mr. Rosenthal was introduced and spoke on
"National Housing."

Washington Chapter A. I. A. Sponsors Bill to Regulate Use of Title
A new bill providing for the registration of
architects

has been submitted to the Washington

legislature with an appeal
ment, by the \Vashington State
American Institute of Architects.
state

for

The Post-War Committee
Is a

committee representative of

The

entire Profession of Architecture.

Its

comprehensive program has been condensed to
form a questionnaire, and mailed, as far as
known, to every architect in the United States.

The Committee,

desiring the fullest cooperation,
asks that architects who have failed to receive
a
copy notify the Secretary, who will
promptly mail one.

The Committee further

Chapter of the

The

bill

desires to receive sugges-

from organizations of the Building
Trade and Contractors. A requested number
of copies will on request be forwarded to these

tions

enact-

its

pro-

organizations for distribution.

poses to regulate the use of the title "Architect"
states the Improvement Bulletin, by requiring all
persons using it to have a certificate of registration,

This

be obtained from an examining board
of
an established practice in the state, by
upon proof
of
certificates obtained in other states
presentation

CO-OPERATION WILL INSURE SUCCESS.

which

may

or diplomas from accredited universities or schools,
or by passing an examination. The bill submitted
was accompanied by the following preamble
"In presenting this bill to the State Legislature we would
clearly and firmly have impressed upon its members that
the bill is not intended to, nor does it, prevent any person
of any calling whatever from making drawings for buildings of any character, but regulates only the use of the title
Architect.
This, on the face of it, must show clearly a

to place
is the most important movement
architectural practice on the highest plane that
has been made in recent years.

Write
1741

to

Secretary,

New York

Post-War Committee,

Avenue, Washington, D. C.

:

genuine lack of desire to monopolize or restrict the work
of designing buildings, and also real desire to be of service
It is generto the public and indirectly to the profession.
ally conceded that the public at large is almost universally
ignorant of the functions of an architect and of the minimum qualifications for the practice of our profession. And
this ignorance is but natural when we recall how seldom
the individual undertaking to build, employs an architect.
And still further, having once built, and by experience having gained some knowledge of the functions and the neces-
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Architects Aid with Memorial

Suggestions
The Wisconsin Chapter, American

Institute of

Architects, has offered its services gratuitously in
the way of making suggestions and giving advice,
both as to location and design of memorials and

monuments erected in the state by various organizations in commemoration of Wisconsin soldiers and
sailors.

DeGelleke, 725 Caswell Block,
president of the Wisconsin Chapter.

Gerrit

Milwaukee,

is

J.
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Portland's Extensive Building

woods

in the Sao Paulo
region alone. As a whole
Brazilian forests not
only abound in the finest of
woods but are of enormous extent.
Except for a
few plateaus, the forests of Brazil stretch from
the
Atlantic to the heights of the Andes.
Transportation facilities are
developing slowly and the labor
supply is a constant problem in
Brazilian in-

The City of Portland, Ore., is actively
working
with the United States Department of Labor to
establish a building campaign in its own section.
proposed, that city contemplates the erec-

As now

of at least two thousand houses this
year.
Portland now has a population of about
430,000,
steadily increasing, while the number of buildings
annually erected has for the past eight years been
tion

declining.

As Oregon

is

lumber supply, and there
skilled

the source of an

every
resources Brazil
should become one of the world's
principal sources
of lumber.
dustry,

labor,

with

For
An

a Pershing

The Progress

Francisco to

of Craftsmanship
in Brazil

way is proposed to pass, asking their co-operation.
The highway would be built
along cities and
towns

The Bureau of Education has estimated that not
than $500,000,000 worth of new school
buildings

be needed by the fall of 1920 before
adequate
may be forthcoming, and large quantities
of building materials accumulated
by the Government in process of its war activities could be made
will

service

available for this purpose.
writer in the Manufacturers'

A

The workshops are equipped with modern machinery, including American machines for veneering purposes. The artisans work on the hardest and most
beautiful of Brazilian woods; they do hand
carving
and inlaid work with a wonderful degree of ex-

in the grade schools are
woefully inadequate, overcrowding is so common that it has ceased to cause
comment, buildings are poorly ventilated, badly
lighted and altogether out of keeping with the edu-

tops

be had at a moderate price containing
twenty
or more varieties of wood. "Imbuya" is the finest

cational ideals of this nation.

The war-time cessation of schoolhouse building
has caused a deficiency to accumulate, which has
resulted in hundreds of thousands of children having to attend classes in buildings entirely unsuited
to the purpose.
No one needs to be reminded that
such a condition is bad for the future of these children and harmful to the ideals of the country itself.
From the standpoint of Americanism alone, it is

wood

for furniture making.
It comes in a large
variety of colors and grains, is hard but easily
after

kiln-drying,

is

almost inde-

structible.

A

number of proprietors and foremen in furniture factories have learned their trade in the Lyceo
de Arts e Officios, at Sao Paulo, a school that teaches
industrial arts

The

and manufactures various

work

articles.

highly important that every city provide generously
and wisely for its school system.
Furthermore, a comprehensive school building

the shops for three or more
years, then leave to become foremen in other factories or do special order work on their own ac-

program would

count.

present circumstances

students

in

Record points out

that the facilities for proper instruction of children

may

worked and

in General
took place, including Laclede. Mo.,

less

Brazil has reached the stage
product can compete with the most particular of world markets.
In some of the factories
the lumber used is all kiln-dried before
working.

table

life

The School House Problem

its

and

which the principal events

where he was born.

in

trays

in

Pershing's

While the Amazon district and the extreme north
are famous for their dyewoods and Parana is the
home of Brazil's soft wood, Rio de Janeiro and Sao
Paulo are the great woodworking centers. Furni-

inlaid

is
proposed to extend from San
York.

Governor Samuel R. McKelire has sent invitathrough which the high-

today Brazilian and Italian workmen in that
country are able with Brazilian woods to imitate
imported furniture so perfectly that the resulting
article is often more beautiful than the model.

Handsome

New

tions to governors of states

The American consul at Rio Janeiro reports that
before the European war furniture and other manufactures of wood were imported into Brazil to the
value of more than a million dollars
annually, but

cellence.

Highway

has been

formed in Lincoln,
Neb., to exploit the construction of a
"Pershing
organization

Highway." which

where

enormous

immense

encouraging
absorb at least a part of the surplus labor.

ture-making now

its

also an

abundance of
the outlook is reported to be most
for building activities which
may
is

but

There are more than three hundred varieties of
521

favor.

call

for a large labor force,

make

this

and

another point in

its

News from

Late

Architectural Fields

Special Correspondence to
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to bring about closer co-operation between the builders
It is proposed that the labor organizations
maintain their wage scale of 1918 throughout the year
from April I next to April I, 1920. The material dealers
are also to be urged to agree to the lowest possible prices,
while contractors are to consent to a minimum profit.
is

Organize for "Own-Your-Own-

and labor.

Home" Campaign
WASHINGTON, U. C, April 7. Eighteen cities are orthe
ganizing for an own-your-own-home campaign along
Camline suggested by the U. S. Department of Labor.
in Billings,
paigns either are in progress or about to open
Mont.; Charleston, W. Va. Chicago; Cleveland; Denver;
Va. MidJacksonville, Fla. Johnstown, Pa.; Lynchburg,
Pa.
Philadelphia,
Milwaukee, Wis.
dletown, Conn.
Portland, Ore.; Salt Lake City, Utah; Seattle, Wash.;
and
St. Paul, Minn.
Staunton, Pa.
Spokane, Wash.
Toledo, Ohio.
In each of these cities there is a marked shortage in
as a civic
dwellings, and the campaign is being waged
movement with the co-operation of every organized element interested in municipal and social problems.
In sixteen other cities tentative plans are under way,
and it is expected from them will come many more vigorous campaigns for home owning and home building. In
all these cities civic clubs, financial interests, municipal
officials and labor organizations are being appealed to by
the Department of Labor to lend assistance in starting
such campaigns.
Since labor is so important an element in the home buildinvited and
ing projects, labor organizations are being
urged to take a conspicuous place in the campaign work
Most of the homes built in this sort
in each community.
of a movement are for laborers and salary earners, and
the building of these homes provides employment for the
This double benefit
building trades and common labor.
in the home building movement has been recognized by
many communities, and the response has been very

Several of the labor organizations have already announced their intention of co-operating in the movement,
and it is expected others will take the same course.

;

;

;

;

;

;

Building Reports Optimistic

;

;

;

WASHINGTON, D.

Franklin T. Miller, direcC., April 5.
tor of the Division of Public Works and Construction Development of the Department of Labor, summarizes data
gathered from all parts of the country regarding building
and construction work as follows
:

"There is justification for the
nificant developments of the last
in business, for which some have
working, seems to be on the way.
opinion, by these circumstances

Widen Scope

of

In order to give the
program of the Post-War Committee the widest dissemination and the broadest contact, the executive council has decided to invite the architectural societies of Canada and
all societies in states wherein there happens not to be a
Chapter of the Institute, to the annual convention, next
month, of the American Institute of Architects at NashThe program will be the most important
ville, Tenn.
topic of the discussion, and all members and non-members
alike will be asked to talk freely on the provisions as
they have been outlined by the committee. Authorities in
charge of the arrangements for the convention anticipate
an unprecedented gathering of the members of the proD.

C.,

April

This

is

The

indicated, in

my

:

ture business possibilities.
"For the first time since 1907 real estate in the metropolitan district of New York City is active, some of it
speculative buying indicating a conviction in the minds of
the investors that real estate prices are to advance and
present real estate prices are not abnormal but quite otherwise.
"Building statistics indicate very clearly there is a gradual

Organization
WASHINGTON,

in

two weeks.

"Bank clearings are comparatively large. The territory
which in 1917 showed ten billion five hundred millions in
bank clearings for January, and in 1918, in the same month,
showed eleven billion eight hundred millions, in January,
Retail
1919, showed fourteen billion five hundred millions.
business is unusually active and is showing improvement
from week to week, and there is a noticeable acceleration
of advertising activities, which indicates confidence in fu-

promising.

Institute to

several sigrevival
been waiting and others

optimism

7.

fession.

Urge Co-operation of Builders and
Labor
WASHINGTON, D. C., April 5. The stabilization plan of
the Builders and Manufacturers Exchange for building
construction in the District of Columbia has been indorsed
by local officials, according to a letter received this week
by Edward H. Mealy, secretary of the exchange.
One of the principal plans of the stabilization campaign

improvement.
Municipal building permits in November
last were 6 per cent of normal, in December they were 10
per cent, in January 20 per cent, while in February they
were from 35 to 40 per cent.
"The revival is more marked, however, outside the larger
cities, and is especially noticeable in the Middle West.
Allowing for the difference in money values, the contracts
awarded for construction throughout the country in February, 1919. are 97 per cent of the five-year average for the
same month. Of these February contracts 91 per cent
were for private projects and 9 per cent for public. Of
the private contracts 55 per cent were for residential property, 25 per cent mercantile and 20 per cent industrial.
"It is still difficult to get a realizing sense of the effect of
present inflation upon prices of building materials and labor
and to realize that neither have increased in proportion
with other commodities or with the cost of living; and
is coming to
yet, it appears, the investing public generally
an understanding of these facts. While other commodities
and the cost of living have increased one hundred per cent
and more since the beginning of the war, the advance in
construction costs on such buildings as do not require steel
on such buildings as require steel
is only about 48 per cent
the advance approximates no more than 87 per cent. Construction costs, therefore, in their upward tendency, have
not kept pace with other commodities and the cost of
;

living."
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Financial and

Commercial Digest

As Affecting the Practice

The

of Architecture

The stabilization of prices by the industrial
board of the Department of Commerce on basic
commodities has taken a temporary suspension due

cated by other countries, would
destroy her own
foreign commerce.
The keeping of a certain percentage of goods
manufactured in other countries upon a restricted
list, the statement said,
represented merely the attempt of the British to put their own house in order,

to the inability of the confreres to come to an agreement among themselves and with the board. In
making the announcement of the conclusions of the
steel men, the board anticipated that the other industries would adopt a similar course in meeting

and there was no necessity for
abandoning American branch houses in England, because normal conditions would be restored in six months or a
year.
Mr. Smith added that there was a
disposition on
the part of the 'American Government to take
up

the suggestions of the board, but it has been admitted the action regarding steel was exceptional.
The lumber, brick and cement industries were
confronted with peculiarly individual problems, and

with the British any particular statement of facts

Stabilization of

Commodity

Prices

which showed that special hardship
worked on a specific industry.

the representatives to the conferences were able to
The
speak only for their particular companies.
lumbermen have had to delay further conference

Predicts Business

with the board until accurate data could be supplied showing production costs as compared with
selling

meeting

Boom

That a boom in business throughout the United
States is imminent and that the
unemployment situation will be cleared up within two months, are the
predictions of William C. Kedfield, Secretary of
Commerce. Wise men, states Mr. Redfield, are

It was necessary to postjxme the
prices.
until the early part of next week, awaiting

the preparation of adequate statistics.
It i.s understood the cement men are waiting for the return
from Chicago of Mr. George X. Peek, chairman of

the industrial board, before any announcement
as to the results of their conference.

was being

starting up their industries despite a rising market,
and the Federal Industries Board has started the
ball

is

rolling

by lowering the price of

steel.

The

made

coming of Spring

announcements as to price agreements
the
commodities considered will not be
affecting
made by the industrial board until all concerned

a big impetus to business generally.
The Federal Industries Board, Secretary Redfield

have finished their labors, according to an
the board.
It is expected, however, real

tor"

will start building operations, and
the harvest within a few months, and this will mean

Definite

tion of prices will result

official

from the negotiations now

in progress.

May Resume

says, does not attempt to regulate business or "docit, but will merely form a medium for discussion

of

stabiliza-

of the country's needs by experts in various branches
of industry and will bring together the big buyer,
the business man who sells or manufactures, and
the

British

Trade

workingman who produces, and

much

A

study of British import restrictions, effective
March 1st, has led the American Manufacturers'

Export Association to the conclusion that any temporary loss of British trade would enable American
manufacturers to concentrate on other markets, and
that the imposition of these restrictions was not to
be taken as an indication of permanent British
It is asserted by George E. Smith, presipolicy.
dent of the association, that he has official and unofficial information that the policy was of temporary expediency and that the British had no
intention of erecting a trade wall, which, if dupli-

after

the

fashion

of

the

will

function

Department

of

Labor's subsidiary boards.

Bill to Establish

Home Loan

Banks

The next Congress will be asked to enact legislation necessary to the establishment of a system
tentative bill
Loan Banks.
of Federal

Home

A

has been prepared and has been mailed to all officers and committees of the U. S. League of
Building Associations. This tentative bill provides
that the building and loan associations be permit-
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ted to organize regional banks, capitalized by the
associations and operated by them under government supervision. The purpose of this is to pro-

the Department of Labor, and its aim is to collect
data from European sources which will enable the
United States to profit from what has been experi-

vide a regional bank which will perform for building associations a service similar to that performed
by the Federal Reserve Bank for the commercial

interest of better relations

banks, and by the Federal Land
tional Farm Loan Association.

Bank

for the

Na-

Owing to the congestion in important legislative
matters in the last Congress, it was impossible to
obtain consideration for the Federal Home Loan
Bank project. The tentative bill, with such revisions as may be considered prudent, will be introduced, however, in the next Congress, and it
will carry with it the influence of the national and
State organizations of building and loan associations.

Discuss Stimulation of Construction
Stimulation of construction activity, the promohome building and transportation conditions

tion of
in

lumber shipments were topics discussed

cent

conference of

manufacturing

of

representatives
interests held

lumber

at a re-

retail

to

and

discuss

trade extension.
Specific action by the committee of retailers was
taken, looking to the appointment of a committee
to

go

to

Washington

to lay before Director-General

enced and what

is

being accomplished abroad in the

between employer and

employee, and in the interest of business as a whole.
One of the subjects that will be investigated is
the methods of the government and the attitude of
the employers in handling problems of production
that arose during the war.
Special reference will
be made to the adjustment of labor disputes both
as to

wages and

to labor's voice in

management.

Ante- War Conditions Again
Xovv if we had the 4,000,000 immigrants that this
country would have received if the war had not
commenced, says Engineering World if we had
our 2,000,000 soldiers home again if adjustments
had been made and if we were all working steadily
in the pursuits of peace
if we had the $3,000,000,ooo to $5,000,000,000 worth of domestic structures
of which we are short and the shortage of which is

causing increase in rents (and rentals growing out
of this shortage cumulatively increase the cost of
if we had these things and
every necessity of life)

were

all

working

steadily,

and

if

there were no ex-

ceptional draft on our products from abroad, prices
might again be what they used to be.

Hines the desirability of the railroad administration
placing further control upon the use of transit ship-

The New

ments of lumber.
Discussion was made of the desirability of securing standardization of nomenclature, sizes and
grades for all competing species of ordinary structural lumber. This was put into a resolution which
for the consideration of the
will be submitted
regional associations of lumber manufacturers.
It was likewise recommended to the lumber manu-

facturers

more

that

careful,

some provision be made for the
more rigid and systematic inspection

of lumber, possibly through the medium of joint
inspection by both manufacturers and retailers.

Commenting on the announcement at Washington of the new steel prices, The Iron Age states that
they are undoubtedly the result of a compromise,
represented in concessions by the manufacturers.
Probably the most helpful indication as to future
stability in the prices of steel products is the clearly
established attitude of the Industrial Board toward

important question.

the

aim of the board, and the present established

Industrial conditions in Europe, with special
reference to the building business, are being investigated by R. R. Otis of Atlanta, Ga., a member
of the Employers' Industrial Commission of the
U. S. Department of Labor.

The commission was

sent abroad under the aus-

pices of the Information

and Education Service of

is

apparently

prices may for this reason be regarded as a
for some time at least.

An

Europe

Stabilization

this

interesting comparison

new

Studying Construction Activity in

Steel Prices

minimum

by The Iron Age of the

schedule of prices with preceding schedules,
as follows
:

is

Late Quotations
heavier orders and a slightly

Somewhat

in

Building Material Markets

more

solid

Plaster Blocks

tone to the trading marked activity in the building
Prices held firm in
material field the past week.
.

.,
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from the Railroad Administration, which uses
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...

ft

thousand pieces.
Interior, 3 x i> x 12 split furring per 1,000 sq.
Interior, 4 x 12 x 12 split furrine per i.ooo so

Common, 300

\n

at loggerheads, commercial
appeared to be waiting only a
.

.

"

y2

>7^

Eastern spruce, per thousand ..................... $6.50

Board were

users of steel have

I2 split furrin({ per IJOOO

^

t2

LIME-

Hines to refuse the price schedule. Until it
learned that the Railroad Administration and the
Industrial

x8x

7J4 cents
"
loV,
"
I0

15 cents

LATH

the

be altered

may

a
A
what influenced

i

fuller

against

^"

Inter jor 2

arisen with the impression that the Railroad Admintl
i
i t_ij
istration had refused to accept the newly established
i

-

.'

industry, as was expected with the lowering of prices
by the Industrial Board. The new obstacle that has

ii-ijrji

Borough of Manhattan or Bronx)

in

,

,

43.00

$
52.00
59.00

1000
o6\oo
72.00
72.00
S7 iO

p|[>^_
Cast iron.

yet.

New York
IUFK.
iXCW
now

current on building materials and supplies as quoted by dealers and jobbers
New York City are as follows
for delivery
Price quotations

m

BRICK
Common

mill,

Black,
Galv.,

bags ........................... $3-25

%
%

oz.,

Black,

base price, per \b...22</2 c.

warehouse add 2 to

3

Galv..

cents.)

1

1

1

.......................................

2

Steel,

2^

to 6 ........................ S3'/*%
Black.
Galv., 2'/2 to 6 ......................... 41

6.35

GLASS

%

Iron,

(Discounts from manufacturer's price lists)
A quality, first three Brackets ..... 80%
B quality, first three Brackets. .. -79%
Double strength, A quality ....................... 80%
Double strength, B quality ......................... 82%
Plate up to 5 sq. ft ............................. 82%
Plate over 5 sq. ft ...........................

Single strength
Single strength,

GRAVEL
l'/2 in. (Borough of
Y* in. (Borough of

GYPSUM-

Manhattan
Manhattan

only) per cu.
only) per cu.

Plaster Board
(Delivered in Boroughs of Manhattan or

27 x 28 x
x
2? x

1

Lap Weld

Nos. 18 and 20 gauge, per Ib ..................... $25 -9
No. 26 ......................................... 6.20
27

%
%

/s to /2 ................ 29 to 39
% to / ................. 2541023^%
l

GALVANIZED SHEETS^
No

.................. 50^ to 57^%
.................. 24
to 44

to 3
to 3

Iron.

hot rolled, 16

jobber's

........... 67.70

in.

Steel,

CEMENT
At the
(From

and heavier ................... $57.70
............................... 47 _

;

(for Borough of Manhattan only), per
..................................... $17.85

COOPER SHEETS

;

to jol)1)ers for carload lots on the Pittsburgh
(,
basing card Freight rates from Pittsburgh to New York,
in car loads, per 100 Ibs., are 270.)
Butt Weld

:

bbl. in 15 cent

in.

4
3

thousand

Per

6

yd
yd

PLASTER
\ e at wall cement
Finishing plaster

15 cent bags, per ton ........ $20.30
.............................. 24.00

in

RADIATION

STRUCTURAL STEEL-

... .$3.25
---- 3.25

Beams and channels up to 15 in, per Ib ........... 2.45c.
Beams and channels over 15 in. per Ib ............. 2.45c.
\ n gles 3 to 6 in ................................ 2.4Sc.
Zees and tees ................................... 2. 4 sc.
Steel bars ha (f extras, from mill ................ 2JSc.

t

................................ 35
..............................
4f
21
32 x 36 x J4 ...............................
...........................
32 x 36 x
i

#
^

2J/2 to 6 ......................... 34/^2%
Galv., 2J4 to 6 ......................... 2l'/i%

Black.

2^

cents

RFINFORCING BARS
'

-^

Steel

..

......... ; ............................
............................................

......

SAND _

p er cu yd

,.
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(Borough of Manhattan only)

...... $2.25

Department of Architectural
Engineering

Erecting steel frame with locomotive cranes.

Ford Shipbuilding Plant, River Rouge, Mich.
Ford Motor Company's Eagle Plant

T11K
cated

is lo-

on the River Rouge, just outside of the
of
and three miles from the Detroit
Detroit,
city
River.
It adjoins on the north the Ford Motor
Company Blast Furnaces, now under construction.

The plant was constructed for the sole purpose of
manufacturing patrol boats for the United States
Navy. It comprises a group of several buildings,
a launching slip, a transfer table for shifting the
boats from the construction tracks to the launching
slip,

a basin

and

fitting-out

docks and sheds.

The

basin and fitting-out docks are part of the permanent construction of the blast furnaces. The buildings

consist

of

a material storage and punching

shop, transformer building,
power house.

The

assembling shop and

is received on cars at the storage
and punching shop, and after passing
through the same is transferred on industrial cars of
standard gage to the assembling shop. Contrary to

material

building

usual practice in ship construction, the patrol boats
are assembled on a line of trucks moving on stand-

ard-gage railroad tracks. These trucks consist of
special heavy platforms built on standard railroadcar trucks. As soon as the construction of a boat
has reached a particular stage the line of trucks carrying the boats is moved along to the next station.
There are seven of these stations on each construction track in the assembling shop.

After going through these various operations the
hull of the boat is ready for launching, and,

still

carried by the trucks, is moved out of the building
to the transfer table.
This transfer table is of a
similar type to that used for shifting cars in railroad
and street-railway yards. By this means, the boat
is shifted to the track leading to the launching slip.
The launching slip consists of a small basin con-

structed with steel sheet piling and containing a

bridge supported on hydraulic jacks. The boat,
supported on the trucks, runs out on this bridge,
steel

526
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Exterior view.

and

is thus lowered into the
water, from where
shifted to the fitting docks.
\\ith the exception of the assembling shop, all of

it is

the buildings

are of a temporary character, and
wood framing or brick exte-

consist of either entire
rior walls

and roofs of wood construction.

All of

the buildings are one story in height.
There are 94,500 sq. ft. of floor space in the material

storage and punching shop, 2200

sq. ft.

Assembling shop showing one of the

five

of floor

which it was constructed. This building is 305 ft.
wide and 1700 ft. long.
It consists of five main
bays, each 51 ft. wide, and two low side bays, each
ft.
wide.
There are three ship construction
_'5
tracks in the building in the two outside and the
center main bays, thus enabling operations to be
conducted on twenty-one ships at the same time.
The oilier two main bays are occupied by standardgam service tracks on which the material is deliv1

main bays and a low

space in the transformer building, 518,000 sq. ft.
floor space in the assembling shop, 4300 sq. ft.
floor space in the power house, making a total
619,000 sq. ft.
The assembling shop is, naturally, the feature

side bay.

Note the

line daylighting.

of
of
of

ered to the various points needed. The height of
the building under the trusses for 1300 ft. of its

of

the trusses.

the plant in which centers the greatest interest, on
account of its unusual size and the rapidity with

length is 36 ft. 5 in. For the remaining 400 ft. the
three ship-construction bays are 50 ft. 9 in. under

This greater height was required on
account of the greater height of the hull at the
The two side bays
last two stages of operation.

5*7
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Exterior view showing the large doors for passage of hulls and the transfer table to transport the hulls to
the fitting basin.

The side bays are used for shop
high.
storerooms, toilet rooms, tool rooms and
In one side bay
operations of various characters.
are 14

ft.

offices,

a compressor room 160 ft. long.
entire building is enclosed in brick walls extending on the side walls to about 5 ft. above grade,
In the end walls the
above which is steel sash.

there

is

The

The percentage of ventilation in the
25 per cent in the monitors and 18
per cent in the side and end walls. There are 4200
tons of structural steel in the building.
In the three ship construction bays there are
the building.
steel

sash

is

bays are of a temporary character, thus providing
for the extension of the main bays.
The main

runways for 5-ton electric traveling cranes. These
runways are not continuous from end to end of
building, but are separate for the high and low parts
There are also a
of these bays above described.
number of one-half ton capacity hand jib cranes
attached to the columns in the ship construction

bays of the building consist of a structural

bays.

brick extends to the top of the door openings. The
roof of the side bays is of wood construction. These

steel

Erecting frame with locomotive cranes.

Stern of boat ready to be placed on the transfer table.

frame, steel sash

cement

tile

roof.

in the side and end walls and a
There are monitors over the three

Two of these extend the entire
bays.
of
the
length
building and the other extends for
1300 ft. There are 172,000 sq. ft. of steel sash in
center

main

In the side walls of the building there are

in alternate bays.
In both end
These curwalls there are steel rolling curtains.
tains are 16 ft. wide by 20 ft. high in all cases
except the three openings between the ship con-

double sliding doors

528

struction bays

and the transfer

table.

In these open-
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ings the curtains are 32 ft. wide by 42 ft. high, and
each is operated by a 5-hp. motor located just above
the door head.
The character of the soil being good, the column
reinforcedfootings are all independent rectangular
There is a plank floor in the
concrete footings.

The general contractor started at
February 18.
once on the construction of the punching shop, which
was completed on March 30. He also started at
once on the footings and foundation walls for the

building, laid on sleepers above 6

construction

in.

of cinder

Hull on transfer table ready to be shifted to the

fill.

assembling shop.
Structural steel shop drawings for

were

Site of plant

fitting

and

completed

on March

13,

all

the typical

approved

on

1918

dock

In order to give great stability to the ship construction tracks, the ties for the tracks

were

laid directly

ft. wide.
The top
of both the construction track rails and the service
track rails is flush with the floor.
Preliminary sketches for the punching shop and

on a reinforced-concrete slab 14

assembling shop were started February 4, 1918.
After consideration of various types of separate
and combined buildings for the assembling shop, it
was decided to adopt a building entirely under one
roof as being the most flexible and best adapted for
proposed operations. Final plans for this building

were started on February 9, and were completed on
February 11. The general contract was signed on
February 12, and the structural steel contract on

Interior view

March i. and all drawings were completed and approved on March 7. The first structural steel deErection started on
liveries were made on April 9.
and
was
on
completed
May 11. The erecApril 13,
tion was started at the head of the building, or that
next to the punching shop. The steel sash and roof
work followed the steel erection rapidly, so that
work was started on the shop equipment and the
first

operations on

the

ship

before the building

was completed at the opposite end. The first ship
was launched July 11, 1918.
The plans and specifications for every portion of
were prepared and the construction
this work
the organization of Albert Kahn,
by
supervised
architect.

showing the truck on which the
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hull

is

assembled

Notes on Chimney Flues
Causes of Poor Draft
By HENRY
is

a

N. Dix, M.E.

common

opinion that the success of an
heating plant is determined only by

ITordinary

It is unfortunately true that many archiaccept this opinion and look upon troubles
with such plants as a thing to be expected. This
is an unfortunate attitude to assume, as it is a tacit
trial.

proper combustion of fuel possible, and it will
also serve to keep the boiler room dry and free

from musty odors.

The

tects

acknowledgment of

inability to

provide for a suc-

cessful plant with absolute certainty. In the larger
plants for industrial and commercial buildings,
the plans and specifications for this portion of the

mechanical equipment are included with the other
such features which are designed by mechanical
engineers. The interests in these cases are of such

or in

first

position of the air

ash

The

is

under the grates

supposed to and
should enter this chamber only through the draft
door provided for that purpose.
There is generally no difficulty in securing the admission of
air to the ash pit on the contrary, it often arrives
there too easily, or rather, not under control.
If
it can enter elsewhere than
through the draft door,
the

pit.

air

is

;

great importance, financially and otherwise, that
successful operation is a certainty before construcIn the case of the ordinary dwelling
tion begins.
or apartment building plant, an unsatisfactory apparatus is considered in terms of personal discomfort, often entirely overlooking the fact that such
a plant may involve an extremely wasteful operation and maintenance.
It is estimated that fully twenty-five per cent of
the fuel used for heating purposes in this class of
This was not seriously coninstallation is wasted.

sidered in the days of cheap fuel, but in these times
fuel it becomes a matter of eco-

of high-priced

nomic importance.
Poor draft is the cause of more complaint about
and dissatisfaction with a heating plant than any
other one thing. The reasons for this condition are
many and are to be found in every factor that
In disenters into the construction of the plant.
cussing this subject, the travel of the air which is

Air leakage below

fire

it

is

Trouble is experienced in reguand it is not controlled by the

uncontrolled.

lating

the

fire

A

as it should be.
leaky ash pit
impossible to satisfactorily bank a fire

damper regulator
renders

it

absolutely necessary for the combustion of the fuel

at

will be described.

coal available in the

is necessary for the combustion of fuel, and
follows that it must be supplied in sufficient

Air
it

quantity.
floor,

and

Boiler rooms are located below the
it

first

often happens that these rooms are

hermetically sealed as far as openings for the ingress of air are concerned. The only source of air

supply in the majority of cases

by

is

that furnished

made possible by poor building conThe primary condition is to provide

infiltration

struction.

deliberately for the admission of sufficient air to
the boiler room.
This can be accomplished by
installing a grated or louvred panel in the exterior

door or by replacing a light of glass in a window
with a wire guard or grating. This admission of
air must be provided for in order to make the
53

bed which prevents proper draft
regulation

night so that

it

will last

and

still

have

sufficient

morning for quick steaming.
These leaks are most frequently found where the
on the floor and can be effectively
stopped by grouting with cement mortar. At the
top of the base frame and in the joints between
the sections themselves, and between them and the
front and rear faces, are opportunities for air
leakage. A careful application of boiler putty will
seal these places.
The openings of the ash and
draft doors must be kept clear and free from ashes
in order that they may be closed tightly.
The accumulation of ashes in the ash pit will
base rests

obstruct the proper flow of air through the grates
and may cause the destruction of the grates by
warping or melting them. When the draft doors
are at the side or rear of the ash pit the accumu-
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and maintenance rather than one of con-

may obstruct the passage of the air
through these openings. These troubles, however,
are those of operation and maintenance rather than

ation

those of construction.

greatly reduce the volume of air passing through
the fire bed with a consequent impairment of the

lated ashes

After passing through the grates, which must
have sufficient opening or free area, the air must
the
pass through the fire bed to make possible

combustion of the coal. The strength of the draft
must be proportionate to the depth of the fire bed
or the fineness of the fuel. This is governed by the

struction.

of

Infiltration

steaming

common

ability

air

of

into

the

smoke

these

boiler.

some types of

This

flues

will

trouble

is

boilers, the
leaks being found around the clean out doors and
frames and the joints in the smoke rings or iron
in

cast

iron

bands that encircle the Iwiler. Leaks of this kind
can usually be stopped by the use of boiler putty
or asbestos cement.
In

brick set boilers, leakage through the boiler
is common.
These leakages also reduce the

setting

volume of air which must pass through the fire
and are due to the improper laying of the brick
or the use of cracked, defective brick. These leakages can be detected by
bi-d

applying a shallow, rectangular metal pan to the

throughout its entire
The edges of the
in putty,
are
bedded
pan
making an air tight contact
A
with the brick work.
wall,

surface.

Distortion of breeching section
fere with draft

chimney or

flue.

may

inter-

After passing through the

small hole

fire

bed

the heated air and distilled gases pass through the
boiler flues where a portion of the combustible gases

Naturally, these flues must be kept
clean and free from soot and ashes in order that
are consumed.

is

placed

in

the

bottom of the pan and the
behavior of the flame of a
lighted candle placed at the
hole will show if leakage

occurs through the wall. If
the flame is drawn into the
hole, air is passing through
the wall to the interior of

the

boiler

setting.

Point-

ing up the crack, applying
a coat of plaster or asbestos cement will stop the

Air leakage above fire
bed which reduces

volume of air passing through it. Also
leakage below fire
bed
feres

which

with

inter-

draft

regulation

average wall from leaking, although at times it is
found that the wall is so poorly constructed that
the only remedy.
the boiler flues
gases, after passing through

rebuilding

The

is

and smoke hood, enter a smoke pipe or breeching
which connects the boiler and the vertical chimney
of this breeching should never
be less than that of the smoke collar on the boiler.
should be as short and direct a conThe

or

flue.

The area

breeching
To change the shape of
necting link as possible.
the cross-section of the breeching may reduce its
as much as fifty per cent. This is often
efficiency

test pan used to discover
leakage through brick walls

Metal

and the passage of the
This is a matter of oper-

their area be not reduced
air

and gases

restricted.

done by changing from a circular to an elliptical
section in order to make head room, when cramped
for room back of the boiler or when entering the
base of the chimney. The breeching should be
reso made and installed that it can be readily
feet
ten
long, it
moved for cleaning. If more than
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is

advisable to cover

with an insulating material.

it

This covering will serve to prevent slowing down
the draft by cooling the gases and with some fuels,
prevents the condensation of creosote or other
in
products of combustion at this point. The joints
the breeching and the connection to the boiler and
the chimney must be air tight to avoid leakage
into the breeching or chimney. A candle flame will
detect such leakage if it exists.
If there is a damper in the breeching

it

'

must op-

/

I'
' /
h
// /

j.

'// s

//

with cement mortar. Such an open space will permit the downward passage of cold air which will
enter the flue through its joints and thus reduce
An unlined flue should have its faces

the draft.

smooth and true as possible to reduce fricand all bricks and other debris removed. Nar-

laid as

tion

row rectangular

flues should be avoided as they are
of restricted effective area. If too long and narrow in section down drafts can occur at the ends.

Flues should be square or round in section. A
round flue has the same effective area as a square
flue whose side is equal to the diameter of the
round flue although the square flue has a larger
area of cross-section. The round flue will offer less
frictional

resistance to the passage of gases than

the square or rectangular flue.

Narrow

rectangular flue. Shaded porhas no draft value and may
permit back draft
tion

erate positively, and

position be indicated cordamper which is loose on its spindle or
rectly.
improperly indicates its- position is often a source
its

A

of trouble.

The flue or chimney should have a soot pocket
below the entrance of the breeching. An air tight
clean out door must be provided for this pocket.
The breeching must not project
reducing

its

effective area.

offsets as they
lation of soot

sary they
steep to

into the flue, thus

Flues should not have

may serve as places for the accumuand ashes. Where offsets are neces-

should have an

prevent

the

inclination

lodgment of

sufficiently
solid matter.

With such an

offset the flue can be cleaned by passan
object
throughout its entire length for the
ing
purpose of removing obstructions. Stone chimney
caps must have openings as large as the flue in

order not to restrict the flue area.
chimney may be clean and of proper size and

A

to draw owing to leakage through its walls.
Chimney leaks can be detected by building a smoky
fire at the base of the flue and when the flue is
fail

completely filled, covering the top so as to prevent
further escape of the smoke. If there are leaks the
smoke will appear within the building or from an
adjoining flue. These leaks are often stopped by
lowering a weighted, tight fitting bag into the

chimney and pouring fairly thin cement mortar, in
considerable volume, on top of the bag. By slowly
raising the bag the mortar will flow into the cracks

and

close them.

Tile flue linings are always preferable .as they
are more easily made tight owing to the greatly re-

duced number of joints; they are smooth and offer
gases and are an admirable fire preventative. The space between the tile
lining and the brickwork should be solidly filled
less friction to the rising

A

chimney should be surrounded by warm

air,

as the cooling of the gases reduces the velocity and
consequently the volume per unit of time. For this

reason chimneys should not be placed in exterior
walls or partially outside the building.
If, for
effect, the chimney projects beyond the
plane of the exterior wall, special care should be

artistic

till
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The

most important
governing factors being height and

size of the flue required is a

the

matter,

The flue must remove a certain volume of
heated gas per hour based on the required fuel consumption in the boiler. If the area is increased the
velocity can be decreased and vice versa; the
area.

The approximate
Height of

common

40
60
/o
80
oo

will

100

A

permit the necessary combustion of fuel
A 3-in. flue will have the same
in the fire box.
draft velocity and gauge pressure at its base as a
12-in. flue

a

moment

chimney.

of the same height, and we would not for
consider the 3-111. flue suitable for a
Many persons will argue that a flue has

apparently a high velocity
of gases. It should be remembered that an effective
draft depends on a certain volume of gases being
sufficient draft if there is

removed, regardless of

its

velocity.
air velocity in a vertical flue

The

is

in direct pro-

portion to the square root of its height.

Based on

the following formulas are used by the United
States Treasury Department and many engineers

this,

:

For

cast iron boilers, anthracite coal.

A
"

-

3

G

VH
/

4

For lump

size anthracite or

For small

sizes of anthracite

bituminous coal

.

5

A

4
in

and bituminous coal

G_
V//

which

= area of flue
feet
= area of grate insquare
square feet
H = height of stack in

A

in

G

feet.

would seem possible to increase the flue area
a degree that would permit a height of from 5

It

to

to 10

This

ft.

is

not true, for several reasons,

in

A

piactice.
chimney less than 30 ft. in height is
erratic
in
very
action, working splendidly at times
and at times ceasing to function for no apparent

reason.

A

certain draft tension

is

required to

draw

the air through the fire bed, the higher the flue the
greater the draft tension produced. The draft tenis the difference in pressure at the ash pit and
a point above the fire bed.
This is measured in
terms of inches of water, the inches being the difference in level of the water in a U-shaped glass
tube which has one end open to the atmosphere and

sion

the other
bed.

end connected

at a point

above the

fire

0.146
0.219
0.292
0.365
0.438
0.511
0.585
0.657
0.730

5

when

ficient to

in inches of

20
30

A

carry a burning piece of paper up the flue
This simply indicates
released at its base.
draft
depends on a volume sufvelocity.
good

is

Draft tension
water

flue in feet

the product of velocity and area.
idea of a good chimney draft is one that

volume being

strength of the draft tension

given in the following table:

It is

often desirable to

know what

size of boiler

an existing flue will serve.
The following table
gives an approximate estimate of the amount of
coal that can be consumed with a chimney of a
are based on an effective
given height. The values
flue area of one square foot and in terms of
pounds

K

of anthracite coal burned per hour, the coal being
of nut or stove size.
If smaller sizes, such as pea
or buckwheat are to be burned, the values should

be decreased 10 to 15 per cent.
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of radiation that can be served by the boiler. This
determines the steam rating of the boiler that can

The steam rating should be increased 60
water heatper cent to obtain the rating for a hot
be used.

ing boiler.
As a formula

Steam
Water
in

= ~/4 K A E 4= K A E
=
1.6 steam rating
rating
rating

i,

which

E = the

evaporative factor of the boiler
pounds of coal per hour per square foot
of flue area
A area of flue in square feet.
For example, assume a chimney 50 ft. high, 12

K = the

=

square and an evaporative factor of

in.

size of boiler will the

Steam rating

3

8.5.

What

chimney accommodate?

KAE

= 3 X 70 X X 8.5
= 1785
i

sq. ft.

hence, a boiler with a rated capacity of 1785 sq. ft.
of steam radiation can be attached to the chimney.
When making the preliminary plans for a build-

ing

and

before

the

required

boiler

capacity

is

known, the architect can approximately establish
The result
the flue size by the following table.
will serve as a guide only and the exact size can be
decided upon

when

the heating system

VOLUME OF BUILDING

is

designed.
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Iron
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The

Practice of Architecture

things give indications of changes in the making. Through conversation,
correspondence or reading these signs are constantly recurring testimonies, and
a tabulation is unconsciously made of them until the ideas become insistent in

MANY

To

their presence.

verify the general impression, a systematic collation of

all

the evidence

is in order.

In arriving at a conclusion by this mental process, it will be found that among the
diverse problems demanding attention at this time, one of manifest importance is that of
the attitude of the public toward the architect and of the architect in his relations to
himself and others.

The practice of architecture is probably today, more than ever before, a matter of
The monies invested in building structures demand a return service
barter and trade.
which represents full value. This value is measured in the adaptability of the structure
and its appearance. These three factors are the fundamentals
of correct planning and to render adequate service it appears to be essential that the
architect should fully qualify himself to meet these basic requirements.
to its use, its durability

made of a great amount of data pertaining to this subject and
has
been condensed into the following five paragraphs which emthe majority opinion
of
the points developed. This brief consensus of opinion is not
common
brace the most
multitude
of conditions that exist in such relations, but it is
intended to cover the

An

analysis has been

thought that possibly
1.

The business

it

comprises the basic factors.

of architecture

is

insepa-

4.

He must

furnish

complete and de-

rable

from the profession of architecture.
Together they comprehend the originating,

tailed supervision of construction and be
must be reclosely identified with it.

promoting, designing, planning, directing

sponsible financially, as well as morally,
for all of his acts, including the correctness

and controlling the construction of buildings and their appurtenances.
2.

To

develop

a

general

demand

for

without which only
limited opportunities for practice will be
presented the architect must, as an inarchitectural service

dividual and

collectively,

and

means

effective

appreciation of
3.

To

architect
his

employ proper

to create a universal

its intrinsic value.

perform his function, the
must organize, equip and operate

fully

business so as to render complete
in the production of plans and

He

of design, the completeness and accuracy
of plans, specifications and details, and the
construction of the building in accordance
his responsibility to be contingent only on his being accorded freedom
in deciding all matters of structural design,

therewith;

mechanical equipment and the selection of
materials and workmen.
5. He must control and regulate the business affairs of the building operation so as
to safeguard all interests. He must be just

specifications for everything

embraced in
the construction, equipment and furnishing

and impartial in deciding all controversies
within his jurisdiction, but where his own
interests are involved he must submit the

of buildings.

controversy to arbitration.

service

(Reprinted from issue of November

27.
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Ornamental Plasterwork

of

By MAXIMILIAN-

F.

FRIEDERANG

Belshazzar, over 2500 years
ago, saw the handwriting which
foretold the doom of Babylon, it

WHEN

was upon the

That
plaster of the wall.
the use of plaster has an even older
history
is revealed by its existence in the
masonry
of the pyramids, where it was constantly
incorporated both to fill joints as a bedThe flaws
ding and to level up hollows.
and defects in the faces of stones were
freely filled with plaster, which was then
colored to match its setting. In some of the
rock tombs in Egypt, plaster was also util-

ized in filling cracks, and examples of these
exist today where the surrounding rock
has decayed while the plaster has remained
in perfect condition.

Evidence on the earliest dwellings of
primitive man indicates that plastering is
one of the oldest of handicrafts exercised
in building construction.
At that remote
period he builded with sticks in simple
fashion and plastered them with mud. In
the course of time a more durable material

superseded the mud, and excellence in producing plastering materials was approached
This
early in the history of construction.
statement is supported by the fact that some
of the earliest plastering which has remained undisturbed through the centuries
equals in its chemical composition that

ORNAMF.NTAL PLASTERWORK IN DRAWING-ROOM
AT EASTON, NESTON. NORTHAMPSHIRE, ENGLAND

is made at the present time.
Just now, mortars and plasters are among the
most familiar materials employed by the builder.

which

work

;

exteriors

and cement plasters or stucco,
for
where strength and durability are required.

plaster of Paris, so

Lime plaster is produced by heating very pure limestone to such a temperature as will drive off the
carbonic acid gas and leave a residue called calcium
oxide or "quick lime," lumps of which, after being

extensive manufacture in Paris, used
where perfection of detail is demanded, or where
the walls are to be covered with tapestries or wall

water is added to lime shells they swell, crackle,
and fall into a powdery mass. This process is called

These consist of three general classes which, however, merge into each other when mixed in different
proportions: lime plasters, used for exterior and
interior plastering;
called

paper,

from

or

gypsum or

its

decorated

with

colors,

for

Copyright. 1919,

interior

removed from the

kiln,

are called lime shells.

"slaking," and the resulting substance

The Architectural

&

Building Prcst (Inc.)

is

When

"slaked
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lime." When more water is added, the slaked lime
becomes a paste, and this paste is mixed with sand
to form a mortar.
Mortar for plaster work is usually composed of
The sand
slaked lime mixed with sand and hair.
should be hard, sharp, gritty and free from all
Hair is used as a binder to inorganic matter.
For this purpose it
crease cohesion and tenacity.
should be long, strong, and free from grease or

particulars the tools of plasterers in the early history
of the craft were identical in design and aim with
those now employed.
The method of the Egyptians of plastering on reeds closely resembles our

use of

The

lath.

tools of today

5000 years ago and

were used

in

Egypt

in the

Pompeii
day of Julius
Caesar.
The technique of Greece and Brittany, of
Rome and Gaul was the same. The material of the

classic

workers

%m

at

in

Athens 800 years before Christ

M
:

ij

;

PLASTER CEILIXG IN DIRECTORS' ROOM IN BUILDING OF TRAVELERS INSURANCE
HARTFORD. CONN.

CO.,

DONN BARBER, ARCHITECT
other impurities.

Ox

hair

is

differs

generally used, al-

though sometimes adulterated with the short hair
of horses.
Substitutes for hair include manila fiber
and sawdust.
Plaster of Paris
tle calcination.

fact renders

is

It is

gypsum by genvery soluble in water, and this

unfit for external use.
It is, howfor decorative details, for cornice,
molds, and other enrichments, and is also used in
several plastic mixtures. Plaster of Paris sets rapit

idly,

acquiring full strength in a few hours.

Research has disclosed the fact that

in essential

no particular from that

in

use at the

Archeologists reveal that stucco of various kinds,
natural and in color, was known in very ancient

obtained from

ever, valuable

in

present.

days for covering of walls. As long as five centuries
before Christ its use had advanced to a high artistic
standard when it covered temples both outside and
in, even in cases where the building was of marble.
There it formed a fine foundation for decorative
painting which at this period of Greek history had
reached a high degree of beauty. The extent of its
use was very wide.

536

In early times

it

was not un-
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usual to use inferior materials, mud bricks, or rough
stone, and cover their surface with a coat of stucco
which might be ornamented with frescoes or decorations of other kinds.

stucco

The

on which the painter drew what he liked.
curious that sculptors should have continued to
produce fine detail of work where it would immeIt would seem to indicate
diately be disregarded.
plaster
It is

quality of early Greek

wonderfully fine.
The rough stone used by the Greeks was like the
Roman Travertin, very porous and not capable of
taking a fine surface, so they stuccoed it over, polished it and sometimes decorated it with frescoes.
Traces of this are still to be found. The Bvzantine
is

very

little in

the

way

of interdependence of the arts

period of Egyptian history.
Among these people, stucco was also used

at that

for

independent modelling, as in Italy. It was laid on
a flat canvas base, stretched over wood, and the
whole relief was in the stucco. The chariot of

PLASTER CEILING, CONNECTICUT STATE LIBRARY. HARTFORD
DOXX BARBER, ARCHITECT
Greeks used stucco very generally in the cornices
and enrichment of their churches, and their mosaics
were embedded in a plaster-putty composition of

Tahutmas III is an important example of such
work. The relief is low and smooth and full of
detail.

seen in

similar nature.

In Egypt a strange use of stucco was as a thin

There

is

Roman

none of the sketchy, rough tooling
stucco reliefs.
Minute details of

dress and hair are

all

tooled in and supply

some of

coat over sculpture as a basis for whitewashing.
At all occasions of its use in this way it concealed

the best studies of Syrian robes. The varying patterns in shields of the different branches of Syrians,

some measure the full detail of the sculptor's
work in reliefs. In the I2th dynasty the finest lines
were hidden by it, and on coming down to less

the feathering of arrows, the shape of the flowers of
the papyrus and lotus of north and south are all

in

remote times the plasterer ignored all the sculpture
below, filling the figures with a smooth layer of

accurately rendered.
casting in molds.

537

The Romans knew

Plaster

plaster

was

also

used

for

and stucco intimately
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and used
delicate

it

They molded

lavishly for interior work.

patterns

in

relief

the wet

in

plaster

or

in fresco,
painted them with pictures or ornaments
It
is
or
encaustic
unnecessary
pigments.
tempera
to quote the numerous examples of the use of stucco
Its use has passed down
in Italy in ancient times.
to the Celts, the Gauls, the Teutons and the Slavs,
and there is hardly a Celtic or Gallic-Roman build-

time have never been surpassed.
It was an art
demanding the quintessence of skill on the part of
the worker.
The work had to be done rapidly while

was wet, so that upon hardening, the
decoration became an integral part of the actual
material.
The colors were mixed to allow for a
subtle change in their drying on the wet plaster, and
once a mark was made it could not be done over.
the plaster

Among the relief work done on plaster, sgraffito
was conspicuous. This was also executed while
the plaster was in process of hardening.
It condark coat of plaster

sisted, essentially, of laying a

and upon it applying a coat of stucco. On this the
worker executed his design, cutting and scraping it
to reveal the dark subsurface. This also required expeditious handling before the stucco might have
time to dry and harden.
In the

1

7th century the English began to use

plaster extensively, too often as a substitute for solid
masonry construction. The practice led to much
trivial
is

architecture and

regretted,

sham

construction, and, it
in the United

became very general

\

PLASTERWORK

IX

ST.

JAMES CHURCH. NEW

YORK CITY
LfDLOVV & PK.ABODY. ARCHITECTS
ing in which the remains of stucco-coating polished
and with decorative designs are not found either

with or without color.

During the Middle Ages building methods sufsame fate as the arts, and the rare fragments of monuments of the early centuries show
fered the

us nothing but coarse coatings and stucco members
made of very inferior materials, badly dressed and

covered with rude paintings. They no longer
presented the beautiful polish or the
solidity that mark
the stucco of Greek
antiquity and the best periods
of the

Roman

epoch.

The Renaissance revived

the use of plaster and
greatly extended its decorative application both by
fresco painting and by relief ornaments and
sculptltfP
T^rl*
t*C/N /-\CC' f\(
1n*t
n
J -~
ture.
The Tfrescoes
of T*-^I
Italian
masters
done
at that
1

*

ri 4- .n. *.

,

..

J-1

,
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States with the adoption of wood as a building
But considerable fine and delicate work
material.
was done both here and in England in the i8th

In the days of Henry VIII the walls of
houses
and mansions were plastered above
large

century.

Philadelphia in 1876, the Chicago, Buffalo, St. Louis

and Panama Expositions may be said to have
marked an artistic quickening and awakening to a
higher and broader plane of art than this country
had ever before experienced. The progress in architecture, sculpture and other decoration since they
took place has been rapid. The great courageous
works of decorative ornamental sculpture and mural
painting were great public educators and will be
important guiding influences for our art of the
future.

The impulse

to plastic decorative art

was

slight,

but none the less assertive, and was probably first
felt in this country at the outbreak of the great
It has reached an effective culmination in
war.
serious monumental buildings and it has asserted itself in our artistic development in the most
consistent manner.

many

The

selection of illustrations

is

to

show

that the

CEILING IX HALL, BARXSLEY PARK GLOUCESTERSHIRE, ENGLAND
the wainscoting and colored, and some of the ornamental ceilings of that period are still admired by
disciples of the art.

plasterer's

skill

are

Still

earlier

extant in

examples of the
pargeted and

the

ornamented fronts of half-timbered houses.
Plaster, we see, was once worthy of the best
efforts of many of the world's most successful
artists.
The present day Renaissance of the great
art of building, the use of

more perfect

material,

and the new awakening of the crafts related to
building, should stimulate further effort in art and
decoration. Plaster may again become the medium
of a decorative expression in the hands of men of
art sentiment and education, men of refinement and
ability to use it from its simplest to its most elaborate form. Plaster has been for the last
century
degraded as a medium of art, but the broader education of the architect
today along these lines has
given this decorative material value as a medium
of natural expression and
the
feeling, vitalized

by

energy behind the

The opening of

tool.

the Centennial Exhibition held at

THE DRAWING ROOM CEILING IN DORFORD
HALL, CHESHIRE, ENGLAND
decoration should always be subservient to the
purpose of the thing decorated. It should never be
carried to such an excess as to hide or injure that
In beautifying our dwellings and public
purpose.
buildings

540

let us,

above

all,

be sincere.

"That which
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Above:

PLASTKRWORK

IX

THE "QUEEN

ELIZABETH ROOM."
PLAS
CARNARVONSHIRE, WALES.

At

right:

MAVVR,
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is

beautiful

is

true; that which is true

must be

beautiful."

Decoration must be simple. There must be no
overelaboration, no obvious straining after effect.
It is always preferable to err on the side of sima plainly decorated room, for instance, if
good taste, will always please, while excessive
decoration defeats its own object and produces a
sense of weariness. An occasional plain surface is
plicity, for

in

a relief to the eye and gives repose. Good decoration is as much characterized by what it leaves

undone

as by

what

it

does.

It must be
Finally, decoration must be suitable.
adapted to the position of the object decorated, the

use to which
it

is

it is

applied,

and the material of which

composed.

The

use of stucco or Portland cement as a build-

ing material has had such prodigious extension in
recent years as to make comment superfluous.
stone which may be produced artificially from nat-

A

ural sources practically inexhaustible, which becomes
harder as the years go by, which does not deteriorate,

is

waterproof and

fire-resisting,

moderate

in

easily worked has already everything to
commend it. But its decorative value as set forth

cost

and

in these pages is but one further instance of the
marvellous ways of nature and the ingenuity of
man. For what was at first the mere groping of an

LIBRARY CEILING. RUSHTON HALL, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE, ENGLAND

untaught

instinct,

destitute of

message or appeal,

gradually assumed character, a fundamental
sincerity and remarkable gifts of utterance.
has

HENGRAVE HALL, ENGLAND
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The

Architect and the Builder
By THOMAS

war has produced a new rethe architect and the
between
lationship
builder, due largely to the experience many
architects have gained in Government service. This
experience has created in their minds an appreciation of the necessity for an efficient system and orcrucible of

is

THE
now

past,

and a closer and more intimate

rela-

then,

a

Builders

Of

what, then, should a builder's organization
'
Simply a group of a few men experienced
in their different lines, who devote their time and
experience to carrying out the ideas set forth above.
It should be the duties of this organization to assist
within reasonable limits in solving the problems
consist

may

constantly arising during building construction. To
make, if called upon to do so, the necessary esti-

many degrees, but three grades cover
them all. Those who are not competent those who
subcontract everything; and those who, through
be classified in

;

mates

own

and

the different localities the

most

that

;

tially.

The

and is efficient in
his calling.
To be efficient, he must be responsible
with a capable organization and established credit
and capital. There are misfit builders as well as
misfits in other professions, and there is a wide difference between the builder and the contractor.
The builder constructs and creates. The contractor
simply follows old and often obsolete forms of hirspecifications,

builder should

know

the varying costs in the
He should be

where he operates.
informed to know, for

several localities

instance,
sufficiently
the costs at this writing are only 30 per cent

that

more

He should
1914, an abnormally low year.
that in 1918, an abnormally high year, the
costs were 50 per cent over 1914, and that so far
than

in

know

has been a decrease of 20 per cent
with a further possible decrease of 10 per cent in
prospect, with the result that today, April. 1919,
this year, there

ing himself out to follow as nearly as may be, cerA
tain instructions shown on a set of blue prints.
contractor is just what the word implies, but a
builder, to be efficient and thorough, must be a

master craftsman whose every thought and determination is to excel in his chosen vocation. In the
builder's case, he is one who has a proper appreciation of the architect's point of view and who can
give expression to ideas and feeling in the handling
of materials.

To

find in

can be used without long
in
see
all
cases
to
haulage
regardless of conditions
or circumstances that the work is done substan-

A

terpret plans

to

;

suitable materials

organization are efficient and thorough.
good builder is one who has had both education
and experience, who has an appreciation of texture,
can point to well executed work, knows how to intheir

man who knows

In short, by his creation to produce a result
which can be a measure of joy to all concerned. To
do this, an organization is necessary.

at their

modern builder?

the

plans.

the^days of the hand-to-mouth conand he wants to see his work car-

is

;

take tiu cheapsuch a way as

in

he is the master craftsman.
what
service is required from such a crafts
Just
man.'
It is his
duty to create from the architect's
plans certain structures, to create them economically, thoroughly and quickly, to produce the result
desired through system and efficiency in a manner
satisfactory to the architect and according to his

head men of
who
their
and that of
attention
give
individuality,
a well organized force in order to put into actuality
the lines shown on their plans.

What,

them

work

work properly, to get the exact effect that he
must have the co-operation of the right
builder, whose good will is essential in executing
fittingly and interpreting broadly the architect's
plans and specifications.
The builder realizes that he himself is only
the hand which the architect shall guide. The archi-

who have

and

knows how much irregularity to use in the laying of
their courses to get the old time lund-hewn effect:
the man who knows how to adze timber for exterior

desires, he

ried out by firms

brick

plastering so as to get the
old-world effects in texture and color; the man who
knows how to blend the colors in a slate roof, who

class

tractor are over,

common

lay
to give an
interesting effect
how to finish stucco and

tionship exists today than ever before.
Today
the architect realizes that to execute modern high-

tect realizes that

The -man who can

his alter cyo.

est of

ganization in building construction. The result has
been that the misunderstandings formerly existing
are

HOPPER

T.

the architect of ability, the master craftsman

building costs are not abnormally high, and with
every indication that by summer they will be normal
(say 20 per cent over 1914), at which they should

remain for some time, depending of course on general conditions, but they will probably not get any
lower in the future than the average of 1919.
For anything so intricate as a building
project,
system must be used to take care
of

543

expenditures,

to

time

the

completion,

of
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might
and in-

contracts inspected in shop and reported on weekly
or monthly as conditions require.

a great number of different items
This is
that go to make up the whole structure.
been
has
most important. The following system
cona
when
and
assistance
of
be
found to
great
tract is undertaken it may with advantage be at once

Subcontractors. Only the best subcontractors
and material men are to be employed. Service and
Disputes and extras are to be
quality only count.
settled in the builder's offices and not in the archi-

various

the

be

termed

parts,

a

and

time-table

to

for

make
the

what

arrival

of

stallation

No more work should be undertaken than
can be properly handled.
tect's.

blocked out somewhat as follows
contract is
Progress Schedule. Made out when
the expected condisigned showing twice monthly
and subconmaterials
of
tion of the work, delivery
:

It is to be hoped that the better relationship now
being established between architects and builders
will eliminate every laxity of genuine interest and
co-operation. That the architect will feel confidence

work at building; also in adjoining column
when drawings are required.
Time Chart of all Branches of the Work. Showdetails are required in
ing on left hand side when
or orders must
adjoining column when subcontracts

tractors

in the builder,

detail

;

;

in center

This is a great help to the architect as he
has in his draughting room this constant reminder
finished.

what is required and when. His men work on
what is wanted first and do not waste time on details that are not required for weeks or months.

of

That the

is

it uplifts the morale
to
any
length to help and
go
job.
satisfy the architect who gives him the right assistance and co-operation.
The better relationship as indicated above is going

feels that these conditions exist,

He

on the

Statement of Progress Monthly from Superintendent on Building.
Showing actual conditions
with materials needed and subcontractors required
during the following weeks or months, with statement of details and information desired on the work
architect.

Bulletin Issued Monthly.

his

only helping himself when
he helps the builder get results by giving quick decisions, by making his details promptly, by issuing his
certificates as soon as possible, and in case of disputes which are likely to arise, he will not hesitate
to protect the builder's interest as well as the ownWhen a builder
er's, in the most equitable way.
architect will realize he

in

from the

make

drawings without elaboration on the scale

drawings on which the builder estimated.

is printed column of branches of
hand
columns, when each part of
work,
right
the work begins at the building and when it is to be

be given

and that the builder upon assuming

a contract will feel that the architect will

Giving conditions at

building, stating delays, if any, of subcontracts behind, material deliveries behind or delays in obtaining same, etc., with a notice of what is expected of

those interested in the following month. Details required, decisions needed, estimates for changes required, and other items of interest.

Subdividing payroll
Daily Job Time Report.
under items worked each day by foreman on the

will

mark
The day

efficiency throughout the building trade.
of wild competition is past. The time of
taking twenty or twenty-five estimates for an operation and awarding it to one who makes the biggest
to

The archimistake (the lowest bidder) is past.
tect realizes that a competent builder under present
conditions cannot make an estimate of cost as accurately as he could several years ago. The unsettled conditions

throughout the country prevent

this.

The result is that the architect can with confidence
recommend a competent builder with a good or-

job.

had
ganization, on the ground that he is honest, has
the right experience and will do the work with the

Financial Statement.
Showing monthly all exare
which
penditures
charged to subdivided items,

will

giving at a glance the cost of each item to date,
and per cent done, in comparison with amount estimated. This is for cost plus jobs only. It is a copy
of the builder's ledger and makes his organization
part of the owner's force. This prevents inflation
of cost. Step by step the financial condition is ap-

parent at a glance.
Order Blank. Covering Changes. Kept on job
and made out for every change, alteration and extra
item.
Sent to architect with duplicate on file in
builder's office.

Keeps actual

cost

up

to date.

Makes

orders appear promptly and estimates
for same given at once.
Follow-Up System. All material orders and sub-

additional

right spirit at cost plus a fixed

do

it

in

sum and

further,

such a way, through his system which

he places in your hands and which becomes part of
the owner's own organization, that he could not
even if he wanted, charge you more than the work
And solely by this method, the only method
cost.
fair to both parties, can modern work be done satis-

The wide-awake architect realizes now
factorily.
as never before the necessity of having the right
what
builder.
He knows that the owner gets
only

he pays for, and^for the sake of his reputation, he
should and does* select the best master craftsman
he can get.
Why treat this business differently from any other
profession?

Why

put a premium on dishonesty by

encouraging needless competition

544

?

Why

not select
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man? Let him give a guarantee of price
safeguard the owner and pay him an agreed sum

the best
to

for his services.

The architect is judged by the results he produces.
The house may be artistic and well planned, but
when the cellar is wet and the casement windows
because the details were not followed, the ownwife will quietly tell all her friends that "our
architect was artistic, but
."
For his own proleak,

er's

tection the architect

must select the best builder he
can get to carry out his conception, for his
reputation as a good architect rests on the builder more
than some architects will admit.

The owner is a business man. He selects his
architect because of his confidence in him, and in
nine cases out of ten he will acquiesce in the architect's expert selection of the builder on
precisely
same ground.

the

Recent Legal Decisions
PARTY TO CONTRACT

MAY BE

\PPOINTED ARBITER

In an action on a building contract, one of the
parties to which was a drainage district, the trial
court refused to give effect to the
following contract provision:
"In the interpretation of these
specifications and the contract and upon all questions concerning the execution of the work the decision of the commissioners shall be final." On
appeal this

was reversed for the following reasons:

This provision differs from the ordinary provision
of like tenor found in nearly every building or construction contract only in the personnel of the arbitrators or umpires appointed to decide
upon the
contract, specifications, and work.
"architects'" be substituted for the
sioners,"

it

If

the

word

word "commiswould be a provision usual and cus-

the other.

Keachie v. Starkweather Drainage
Wisconsin Supreme Court, 170 N.
236.

W

PERIOD FOR FILING LIEN STATEMENT

Under

It is therefore
fraud, accident, or mistake.
error to hold that such powers cannot be conferred
upon one of the parties to the contract. Given the
premise, the court says, that one may lawfully con-

tract to perform certain work according to
plans
and specifications to the satisfaction of a third party,
and that contracts to be executed to the satisfaction
of one of the contracting parties will be enforced, it
is difficult to
appreciate the logic which condemns a
contract to be performed according to plans and

specifications to the satisfaction of the other con-

tracting party. Certainly no consideration of public
policy calls for the condemnation of one that does
not always condemn the other.
The powers and
duties of the one appointed as arbiter are not materially different in the one case than in the other.

In neither case can the arbiter act arbitrarily or caThere must be the exercise of honest
priciously.
judgment, and the person performing the contract
is not to be denied the fruits thereof
by a fraudulent, arbitrary, or capricious action on the part of

a statute providing that a lien statement
four months after the date upon

shall be tiled within

which the material was last furnished or the labor
was performed under the contract, testimony to the
effect that the building was completed on March 14,
1914, the record

showing that the contractor

filed

on 8th July, 1914, was held to
show that the statement was filed well within the
his lien statement

statutory period.

Roper

?.

King (Okla.), 176 Pac.

926.

MECHANICS' LIENS RECORDING OF LOAN
CONTRACTS

tomary in construction contracts. It is well settled
that where matters are thus left to the decision of
an architect, his decision is final, unless impeached
for

.

New York

Mechanics' Lien Law, Sec. 22,

relat-

of building loan contracts, is penal
in character, and intended to furnish additional security to materialmen. Its effect is that if the owner is not in fact furnishiitg the money, if the con-

ing to the

filing

stantly increasing equity in the property, as the imis not in fact to inure to the

provement progresses,
owner's

benefit, but is to be

subsequently absorbed
one
who actually furby
nishes the money, then the result so contemplated
can only be effected in law by complying with the

mortgages, in favor of

provisions of the section, i. e., the contract creating
the situation described must be in writing, acknowl-

edged and

filed as

therein described.

It is there-

fore held that under this section a contract for the

lending of funds to enable a constructing company
to build several buildings should be construed as a
building loan; and so, where the contract was not'
recorded, the liens of laborers and materialmen
were superior to that of the lender under the buildY. T. McDermott v.
ing loan contract.
Const. Co., 173 N. Y. Supp. 597.
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Building

A

Reviving

FEELING

of optimism, especially noticeable
the
last
two weeks, backed by convincduring
statistics,
ing
justifies the conclusion that general
That building
business conditions are improving.
and construction works are reviving is certain.

While they lag somewhat below pre-war levels, they
are showing a gratifying increase from week to
week.

building

industry,

which

suffered

approximately

complete suspension during the war period. These
obstacles were (i) finance, (2) prices of building
materials, and (3) uncertainty as to the labor
market.

The

financial obstacle, especially in the East, tothe most embarrassing obstacle to a general
revival of building and construction work and

day

is

probably, it will be the last to arrive at a satisfactory status.
Economists, investigating financial conditions for
the United States Employment Service, Department
of Labor, recently gave their approval to the state-

ment made by Walter Stabler, comptroller of the
Metropolitan Life, in which he said the small investor must now, more than ever before, be an important factor in financing business and building.
In a recent issue of the bulletin of the American
547

same

time, take care of

the

war approximates

2,000,000.

Contractors and builders have been less disposed
to complain of high prices of material than of the
uncertainty in these prices. The question has been
"Are prices going to fall and if so, how much of a

may we expect?"
This question has been answered

reduction

in several

quar-

and those who speak most
be agreed that pre-war
to
authoritatively appear
buffalo
and the ox-cart, never
the
have
joined
prices
ters quite convincingly

to return.

well understood that on the signing of the
armistice three determined obstacles confronted the
It is

at the

The agthe current year's normal requirements.
curtailof
now
because
needed
of
homes
gregate
ment during

Work

home

a:id other developments indicate a realizaon the pa:t of our sources of building and construction capital that sonu- changes in methods of
will
be
there
before
are
essential
financing

dent to the \var and.
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field

By this machinery it will be possible-, the building
and loan interests assert, to make liquid their assets
to the extent of almost two billion dollars, making
this

Mailers Building

ST.

March

this

Farm Loan banks. This project is being urged
by the building and loan associations, which are behind a biH to be introduced in the next Congress.
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in
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Subscriptions

significant

the nyavement for the organization of a Federal
Home Loan bank system, patterned after the Fed-

tions here

It is agreed there may be slight reducand there but the main level of prices will

not recede for several years,

if

ever.

Department of Labor's
Again accepting
economists as authority we find that at the close of
the war the index number of building materials, not
including steel, had risen only 61 per cent over the
for
pre-war prices of 1913, while the index number
the

commodities, exclusive of building materials, had
risen 113 per cent.

We

find also that construction

such buildings as do not require steel,
have advanced only about 48 per cent, the figure
for steel construction being approximately an 87

costs,

in

per cent increase.
While there are

wage

level will

many

that believe the present
all time as a minimum,

remain for

there is unanimity of opinion that if it does yield,
labor costs will be the last and will follow material
and living cost, in their downward trend very reluctantly.

The wages of

labor did not advance in proportion

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
to the cost of living

and those who have vision

supply and gets his imway, may ultimately, despite
present prices, prove himself the prudent business
man, for there is reason to believe that farmers
who delay in the hope of materially reduced construction costs will have been deprived of the use
of these improvements when they might have been
of immediate value, and in the end be forced to pay

in

his

the industrial world are slow to assert that it is
which
imprudent to maintain the standards of living
five
the
have been reached during
years. And
past

while the supply of labor and demand as shown by
Emweekly "weather reports" of the United States
it has not
ployment Service is steadily increasing
That an over-surplus of labor
influenced wages.
will not affect wages is scarcely to be denied, but

whether

this affluence will be sufficient to

Kansas,

Minnesota, South Dakota, Ken-

tucky, Ohio and in localities in Texas and Iowa.
In several states, among them Missouri, Oregon
and Colorado, silo building campaigns are being

In Wiscarried on by the agricultural colleges.
is a milk-house campaign being vigor-

consin there

labor.

prosecuted in the dairy districts, while in
farmers are being urged to build feeding
Much of this work is being conducted by
floors.
building interests, but the Division of Public
Works and Construction Development of the U. S.
ously

Whatever are the handicaps to building and construction work there is a gratifying acceleration of
activities.
Building permits in November were six
cent
of
normal, in December 10 per cent, in
per
20
per cent and in February 35 to 40 per
January

Illinois

Department of Labor

Allowing for the difference in money value
the contracts awarded in February are 97 per cent
Of
of the five year average for the same month.
these February contracts 91 per cent were for private projects, 9 per cent public, and of the private
contracts 55 per cent were residential property, 25
per cent mercantile and 20 per cent industrial. In
view of these facts the conclusion that building and
construction works are reviving and may presently
cent.

is

also interested in seeing it
it is realized that

successfully carried out because
such activities on the farms are

bound to have a
on general business conditions.
The Trans-Mississippi Readjustment Congress,
held in Omaha, Neb., late in February, in summarizing the situation, said in part

beneficial

effect

:

"We

believe also that the promoters of private construction and business enlargement should take heart of
courage and should believe in the immediate resumption
of business prosperity in the United States. There is no
place in the American scheme of things for the pessimist
Our country to-day leads the world in
or the doubter.
prosperity. It can lose its leadership only by its own faint-

inescapable.

Farm Improvements

We

heartedness.
especially deprecate any concerted holding back of construction and business resumption, for the
purpose of forcing a reduction in wages or cost of material.
"Both as a means of stimulating the resumption of industry and removing the shadow of unemployment from
the working people and also by serving the broader and
more permanent purpose of supplementing the railroad
lines and to develop the inland and farm commerce of the
country, the work of constructing goods roads should be
promptly carried on by co-operation of the Federal and
State Governors and local communities."

farm

have a greater purchasthey have had in any
earlier period of our history may in part account
for the reason why rural districts of the country
are actively undertaking building and construction
work. Since building has such an important part

products
THAT
ing power now than

to play in stimulating general business at this time,
the farmer may serve both his own and the national

Governors and
was
apparent that these
Mayors in Washington, it
executives were disposed to go in for extensive
road and public improvement campaigns in their
These can be made a success
respective districts.
only when they are supported by the citizens. For
In

interest by immediately making needed improvements on his property. Particularly is this true in
the case of road construction, which assures him of
early and permanent benefits and is the forerunner
of further improvements to be expected in a locality easily accessible by good roads.
As in many other instances, farmers

now prevailing.
for farm improvements are on in Ne-

Campaigns
braska,

is plentiful in most sections and this is favorable to
the building industry. It assures adequate labor and
enables builders and contractors to get efficient

is

labor

the

under

approximately the building prices

make any

of same is, at the
perceptible effect and the extent
of
matter
conjecture. The report of
present time, a
the Employment Service shows, however, that labor

approximate normal,

of

share

provement

the

recent

Conference of

this reason, the farmer, as well as the city dweller,

have largely
been unable recently to get materials and labor for
their needs.
Barns, silos, houses and the pursuit
of other improvements were necessarily neglected
during the war. The farmer who at once utilizes

who understands how greatly building and construction work now affects general business condiback up his local officials in every reasonable campaign for road building and public
works of a necessary sort.

tions, will
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News

Current
Kansas City Chapter Meets

The

statue will stand twenty-six feet
high and
be placed in relief against a
fifty foot column
which is being prepared by Thomas
Hastings, architect.
The figure of the woman represents young
will

The Kansas City Chapter

of the

tute of Architects gave a dinner in

American Instihonor of H. Van

Buren Magonigle, architect, of New York, who
went there to give suggestions to the Liberty
Memorial Committee. Mr. Magonigle told of the
plans of the Post-War Committee organized by the
American Institute of Architects to begin its effort
to get

all

Liberty seizing the banner to lead on the despairing
Charles Dana Gibson was the model for

soldiers.

the soldiers.

the architects of the country together on
for the common good.

Pershing Stadium Will Be Erected

common ground

An enormous monument to the memory of the
American support of France, to be known as

Following Mr. Magonigle's explanation of the
committee's plans, there was a general discussion,
and a resolution was adopted to co-operate and support the Post-War Committee in its efforts to improve

its

relations to the rest of the

those relations might
the word.

grow

"Pershing Stadium," is now in prospect of erection
on the old French
military training ground at Joinville-le-Pont.
This structure will be the scene of

world so that

better in every sense of

the great Inter-Allied
Olympic games to be held
about the first of June.
The ground was broken
for the stadium a week or two
ago and the contract
under which it is being erected says that it must be

Prize for Best Landscape

completed within ninety days.
After the Olympic games are concluded, the
stadium will be presented to the French Government as a memorial to the first invasion of Europe

Edward W.

Redfield of Center Bridge, Pa., was
the winner of the Altman prize of $1,000 for the
best landscape painted by an American-born artist,
at the 94th annual exhibition of the National Academy of Design. "The Old Mill" is the title of the

by American troops.

It will,

when completed, be

able to accommodate 40,000
and is intended
persons
to be one of the finest
of
its
character in
buildings

winning canvas. The Altman prize of $500 for a
landscape was awarded to Gardner Symons of New
York for his "Shimmering Shadows."

the world.

The

structure will be of reinforced concrete and
completely surround the vast field, which will
have a 2oo-meter (218 yard) straightaway, and a
will

MacMonnies

500-meter (545 yard) elliptical running track.
Within the track there will be room for an English

Statue at Princeton

The model for the statue of George Washington
which was ordered by a committee of prominent
citizens of Princeton, N. J., to be erected on the
green in front of the Princeton Inn, has been completed by the sculptor, Frederick MacMonnies, and
is now
being done into stone at his New York

Rugby playing field, which is about 30 yards longer
than an American gridiron.

Famed Perseus

is

Uncovered

studio.

He commenced

model in France just before
the war and worked on it for two years. His statue
was to represent Washington refusing defeat at the
battle of Princeton. He put into it the same grim
determination for victory which characterized the
fighting of the French on the Marne. The face of
Washington is represented as dignified and strong,
bearing infusing the courage into his weary
which led them from defeat to final victory.

his

Florence, Italy, has just taken the sandbags

his

men

away

from the bronze statue Perseus, with the head of
Medusa, executed by Benvenuto Cellini in 1445. It
had been covered to protect it from German air
raiders, along with other priceless statuary. Benvenuto's Perseus

is

more famous is his
of how it was cast.
cital
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a classic.

a marvel of detail, but even
story, told in his
It

made

biography of

that very intimate re-
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77th Division Plans Clubhouse

prominent in cementing
France and America.

Warren & Wetmore have prepared preliminary

co-operation

between

S. Hellman of New York is
supervising
work of the new art center, with the assistance
of the army authorities.
The Y. M. C. A. workers will discuss with army

George

plans for the proposed $5,000,000 clubhouse of the
77th Division. The site of the old Astor Library

the

at Lafayette and Eighth Streets, New York, has
been tentatively selected as the location for the
clubhouse.
This piece of land and the building
now occupying it have been leased for one year

chiefs the advisability of mustering out men abroad
who may wish to continue study in France, for it

anticipated that this will result in the return to
country of trained groups of men who will

is

by the association to provide a temporary club for
the men when they return to the United States this
month. Carpenters and decorators have been put to

this

bring to America an appreciation of French methods in art as a contribution to the cultural life in

work renovating the building. Keeping in mind
monumental character such an edifice should

the United States.

the

have, the architects have sought to design a building which will typify the spirit of Americanism

was developed

that

in the division.

Housing Problems

The proposed

America

Volume VII, of

clubhouse, as seen in the architects' drawings, resembles somewhat the Parthenon.
The building will contain a separate room for
each regiment in the division, with a large drill hall

Annual

the proceedings of the Seventh
Conference on Housing, held in Boston in

November,

1918,

has

been

published

by

the

National

It
is
entitled
Housing Association.
"Housing Problems in America," and is a substantial cloth bound book of more than
450 pages.
The book contains edited copies of the various

capable of accommodating 6000 men. It is planned
gymnasium which will rank among the

to install a
finest

in

in the city.

papers read at this conference, with stenographic
reports of the various debates.

Our
In

Soldiers Studying French Art
line with the feeling of THE AMERICAN

ARCHITECT

that soldier-architects in

At no time have problems of housing been more
United States than now. The enormous
shortage of low-cost houses and the necessity for
quick building to meet an insistent demand will,
vital in the

France should

given opportunity to study the Beaux Arts while
abroad, the Y. M. C. A. has opened at Bellevue,
near Paris, the American Expeditionary Forces

'be

unless proper care is exercised, result in
fortunate and costly errors.

The

American

painting,

soldiers
interior

sculpture,

in
painting, mural
decoration, industrial

be the basis of organization as regards
architecture and various fields of painting and
sculpture. Arrangements are being made to facilitate the instruction of specially qualified soldiers
so far as to permit their early attendance at the
ficole des

Beaux Arts and other well-known

insti-

The establishment of

this school

was made pos-

by the co-operation of Gaston Liebert, French
Consul General in New York City; Lt. Col. Theodore Reinach, chief of the French mission of
sible

scholars to

America

of the Metropolitan

R. W. De Forest, president
Museum of Art; Lloyd War-

;

Beaux Arts Institute of DeMcDougal Hawkes, president of the French

ren, director of the

sign

Department of Labor Questions
Building Trades

will

tutions.

;

Institute

in

the United

States,

and other people

series of important

that comprises this

and commercial art design, architecture and engineering, and work associated with art generally.
The school is founded on the workshop system

and

un-

and authoritative articles
volume covers every essential
aspect of the housing problem. The book is therefore a timely one and may be read with profit by
every architect, engineer and builder.

Art Training Center, with an enrollment of five
hundred students recruited from the American
Army. This school is dedicated to the purpose of
training

many

In order to apprise the building interests of the
country with the present situation in related industries, the Division of Information and Education of
the Department of Labor sent out nearly 20,000
questionnaires to builders, architects, manufacturers, banks and other institutions, and to Govern-

ment

A

officials

throughout the country.

preliminary report issued by this division states
that 6,225 of these queries have been returned, reporting public and private projects approximating
a total valuation of $1,708,738,936.
Of these 6225 projects reported 3226 are public
such as street paving, road construction, water
and waterbuildings
works,
sewers,
public

550
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front

the

work,

approximate

valuation

general manufacturers from this country have not

being

been much interested in
developing
nor have they obtained able and

$1,249,548,825.

There were 2999 private projects reported ot a
total valuation of $459,190,111.
These consist of
apartment houses, residences, hotels, business buildplaces of amusement,
social halls and railroad work.
factories,

ings,

While these reports are

now

still

coming

and

concerning

arc-

process of sorting, the results so far have
Illinois leading with 220
public projects aggregating in value $130,877,476, and 141 private projects
aggregating $94,574,476; a total of $225,574,476.
One item that swells the Illinois private project
in

total is the

which

is

new Union Railroad

market

other peculiarities of this market are
necessary to
the growth of the American furniture trade on the
South American west coast.
In fact, technical

churches,
in

this

energetic representatives to promote the sale of their
goods. Accurate information
climate, customs and

knowledge and an ability to adapt products to
South American needs is the secret of trade success on that continent
it is said to be of more real
value than even a knowledge of the
Spanish language.

station in Chicago,

to cost $60,000,000.

New York comes

second with 275 public projects

Adopts Zone Ordinance

to cost $120,574,485, and
405 private projects to
cost $43.738,356; a total of
$164,312,841.

Michigan comes fourth with 149 public improvements to cost $93,110,694, and 77 private projects

What is considered one of the most completely
worked out and comprehensive ordinances so far
adopted in the United States, was passed by the
Alameda City Council on the recommendation of the
city manager and advisory city planning commission
in February, 1919. Alameda is a
city of approxi-

to cost $37,994,700; a total of
$131,105.394.

mately 35,000 population.

Furniture Market in South America

held and from each of the principal districts and
centers of the city, an agreement was obtained
as to what protections would be for the best in-

Ohio

is

third in the

to cost $103,323,691,

list

with 226 public projects

and 424 private projects

to

cost $37,685,515; a total of
$140,918,216.

Neighborhood

meetings

and conferences were

niture imported

of property owners in each neighborhood.
These neighborhood recommendations were then
combined together in a general zoning plan and the
whole put up for public hearing as the preliminary
form for the zoning regulations. There were practically no objections to the ordinance, either at this

out

time or at the later hearings after
before the city council.

Largely because of the climate, the building
laws of the West Coast countries of South America require that
ceilings of all dwellings be much
higher than is usual in homes in this country. For
this reason,

American consuls

report,

much

terest

fur-

from the United States has not
been acceptable, as it has appeared diminutive and
of proportion in houses with
high ceilings.
Certain European manufacturers have met this
architectural difficulty by sending out representatives who, by their
knowledge of interior decora-

The ordinance

is

it

was introduced

expected to stabilize property

values, prevent the deterioration of residence districts, help business by requiring it to be concentrated at established centers, and make a definite
place for industries to locate and invest where they

were able to provide suitable wall decorations,
coverings and arrangements of furniture so as to

tion,

will be safe

give pleasing effects.
Chile perhaps furnishes the best market of the
west coast countries, its rich resources having at-

many wealthy foreigners who are able and
desirous of buying imported furniture.
There is
generally a greater demand for the best grades of

from protest and interference.

tracted

imported furniture because the cheaper grades are
produced locally. The French manufacturers obtained a good share of Chile's trade in fine house
furniture before the war, it being the custom of
the wealthy Chilean families to travel in Europe
and bring from France suites of furniture for their
homes.
Much office equipment and some house furniture is imported from the United States but in

450,000 Buildings Destroyed
Bad

sanitation

and housing, especially

in devas-

have made France's problems still
more acute than they would ordinarily have been.
tated

A

regions,

report bearing on this phase of the problem
has been announced by Andre Tardieu, who says
French official investigators have learned that a
total of 450,000 buildings, exclusive of all public
structures, were destroyed in France during the

SSI

war.
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Exhibition of Industrial Art

A

National Public

The practical utility of what we call industrial
art is one of its distinguishing features which should

Department

American mind. Every-

The Conference of Engineering

particularly appeal to the

THE

AMERICAN ARCHITECT

plications

the

plain
democratizing influence and eliminates for
man something of the feeling of aloofness which
he assumes to be the attitude of those active in the

the co-operation
of the architectural organizations is desired by the
Engineering Council, under whose auspices the

conference

is

of April

2,

called.

The development

"fine arts."

emphasizing its belief that art exin our homes, our clothes,
pression should be found
intimate
our shops and
belongings as well as in our
art galleries and museums, the Art Alliance of

As a means

to

America has prepared an exhibition of the work of
students in art and trade schools in New York City.
Twenty-six institutions are included, and provide
in

Societies at Chi-

cago, April 23-25, will be one of great importance
As noted in
to the architectural profession.

one in every walk of life is in intimate contact with
Extending the approducts of industrial activity.
of industrial art therefore makes for a

designs

Works

graphic

book

comprising advertising,
costume illustration,
in hand-decorated textiles,

arts,

covers,

blockprinting,
posters, wall paper, etc.

of building construction has
reached tremendous proportions, and the elemental
problems are so diverse and complex that the cooperation of architecture and engineering is reIn fact the limits of either are imposquired.
sible of definition.
Recognition oif this fact is
freely accorded by the sponsors of this conference
who consider that architectural organizations are,
a very large sense, engineering organizations.
Invitations have been sent to all known architectural

in

organizations, and

architecjewelry, silverware and copper, pottery,
tural ornament, interior decoration, and stage craft,

if they have been overlooked inthey should notify M. O. Leighton,
Chairman National Service Committee, McLachen

including both settings and costumes.
It may be noted that these works are executed
coby their designers, thus effecting the sort of

Building, Washington.
One year ago T. C. Young, in addressing the St.
Louis Chapter, A. I. A., spoke of the necessity of

;

ordination which THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT has
already taken opportunity to commend.
The effect of interplay between these aspects of

craftsmanship upon the practice and well-being of
architecture will be apparent. The higher standards
of art which the layman may attain to has a very
bearing on the character of architecture
which the profession may aspire to produce.
This exhibition, representative and far-reaching
as it is, should receive the encouragement and supdirect

port of every architect as

a

point

of

departure

from which may result higher and better achievements in public taste than have been evolved in the
past.

advertently

co-ordinating the building construction activities
In this way
of the Government under (Jne head.
one standard of structural and mechanical requirements would be made common to such work rather

than the four or five different requirements that
now obtain to secure the identical result. The or-

ganized architects failed to act on Mr. Young's
suggestion, and the engineer has proposed the
same thing and will act. They ask the co-operation
of architects and accord them every opportunity to

become a potent factor in
Every organization of

this undertaking.

architects should take
the necessary steps to take part in this conference
having as its object the establishment of a National

Department of Public Works.

Rotch Traveling Scholarship
RESUMPTION IN 1920 OF ANNUAL AWARD

Personal

For two years on account of the war conditions,
there has been no award made of the Rotch Traveling Scholarship. In the opinion of the committee,
the conditions do not as yet justify study abroad.
It is

now announced

that the examinations will be

resumed as usual in 1920 and that the age limit
which was heretofore set at 30 years, will be extended during 1920 and 1921 to 32 years, so that
those who did not have an opportunity to compete
during the past two years will not be deprived of
the opportunity now.

to

Architects Whiteworth and Johnson have
413 Engineers' Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

moved
They

desire catalogs.

Ernest Greene announces that his offices have
been moved to 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York,
where he will continue the practice of architecture.
R. Bruce Atkinson and Jarrett C. White announce
have entered into a partnership for the
offices at 818
general practice of architecture, with
C.
D.
Connecticut Avenue, Washington,
that they
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Late

News from

Architectural Fields
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Cost Probe Started by Legislators

chinery; mechanical transport; aircraft equipment; watercraft and dock plant, and several other divisions. At the
head of each section is a controller who, in carrying out
the duties entrusted to him, will have the assistance of an
honorary advisory committee of men whose special knowledge and experience will insure that the various classes of
property are disposed of to the best advantage.

CHICAGO, ILL., April 12. Probably millions of dollars'
worth of public and private improvements in Chicago will
hinge to a great extent upon the information to be obtained
through the efforts of a state legislative committee now in
session at the Hotel La Salle. The committee, made up of
state senators and representatives, was appointed to determine whether profiteering exists among dealers in building
materials.

More than 300 subpoenas have been issued by the committee for the appearance before the legislators of men interested in the construction materials.
Statements of investors and real estate men recently are that many improvements in Chicago are planned, but are being held up on account of the cost of building materials and the uncertainty
of rentals.
"We are after the whole truth and nothing but the
truth," said Senator John Dailey, chairman of the. committee. "And we are in a position, legally and otherwise,
to get just that
the truth," he added.
"We accuse no one as we begin the work, but we are
going to dig up the facts. If there has been profiteering
or attempted profiteering we want to know it, and the
people of Illinois are entitled to know. If present quoted
are justified the alleged 'trust' should welcome the
prices
inquiry."
The investigation

is

To Make Housing
WASHINGTON,

'

Plans for dwellings, pre-

While the campaign was started primarily to furnish
buffer employment to the men of the demobilizing army,
the number of letters received by the Department of Labor
from soldiers who ask advice about how to proceed in
obtaining homes of their own proves that the campaign
has for the boys in khaki more than a temporary interest,
and contradicts the idea that military service breeds a
distaste for settling down in a permanent abiding-place.

Show

The "own-your-own-home" campaign has seemed to show
that war, instead of inspiring wanderlust, has made the
Americans who served in it more anxious than ever before
to live in houses that actually

Pine
NEW

Men

belong to them.

Refuse Prices

ORLEANS, LA., April 12. More than 250 manufacturers of southern pine, at a meeting here, have adopted
resolutions declining to enter into joint price agreement
proposed by the Industrial Board of the United States
Department of Agriculture as a means of stabilizing
market conditions.
The manufacturers unanimously declared that such action would be "contrary to the best interests of the public
and the lumber industry, from both a legal and economic
point of view, violative of state and federal anti-trust laws
and likely to subject those involved to prosecution."
The resolutions, which were forwarded to the Industrial Board at Washington, set forth that there are more
than forty thousand units of lumber production in the
United States, 17,000 of which are producing Southern
It was stated
pine, and each unit makes its own prices.
that it would be impossible for all to agree on a price
schedule and that those who did not agree could recover
damages under the anti-trust statutes. The Industrial
Board was also advised that "any reduction in the price
of Southern pine lumber would have to be met with a
reduction in cost, principally through a decrease in wage

War

The Disposal Board of
C., April 12.
Government, which controls the disposal of
lumber and building materials, is organized on lines similar
to that in our own country. Here a great proportion of all
building materials owned by the War Department is held
by the construction division of the army, and the inventory
surplus material has been compiled into several main
groups. In England the central authority which has been
set up by the British Ministry of Munitions to supervise
the disposal of all government surplus property consists of
a Board directly responsible to the Minister of Munitions,
which is called the Surplus Government Property Disposal
Board, and under this there are seventeen sections to deal
WASHINGTON, D.
British

with the different classes of property.

These sections include lands, buildings, factories and furniture; huts, building materials and timber; plant and ma-

14.

piled the information will be of value to prospective home
builders, while it will afford comparisons of the varying
costs of construction in many parts of the United States.

DETROIT, MICH., April 11. Nearly 65,000 people visited
the Wayne Gardens during the nine days of this city's first
Builders' Show.
Those familiar with the building industry credit the exhibition with haying engendered among
those who are contemplating building a spirit of activity
that will bring real results in helping to supply the 27,000
houses it is figured this city needs.
The exhibitors all report business transactions beyond
their expectations and plans are being made by the Detroit
Builders' Association to make the organization one whose
influence will be felt in the city's building progress.

the

April

S. Housing Corporation for various government projects during wartime, are to be made available
for general public use by the "own-your-own-home" section of the Department of Labor.
Several types of houses have been selected as most
artistic as well as most practicable, and the
plans for
these will be given to the committee in charge of these
campaigns, which are now operating in forty different
cities.
It is explained that the purpose is not to interfere
in any way with the work of the local architects,
by
thus providing government plans, but it is expected that
when the estimates in widely separate states are com-

months.

Disposal of British Surplus
Property

C.,

Plans Public

pared by the U.

expected to take six weeks or two

Activity Credited to Builders'

I).

scale."
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Gives

Trend

of Building Material Prices

H[OMER HOYT,

economist of the bureau of research
War Trade Board, analyzes the
course of building in
building materials situation and the
(

and

statistics of the

the last five years in the following excerpts of a bulletin

which will be published soon by the price section of the
War Trade Board as one of some 50 studies made by that
department of as many groups of commodities, showing the
causes and fluctuations of prices during the war.
"The course of building from 1913 to the end of 1918
was influenced by two sets of forces the first being the
Building had
business cycle, and the second the war.
reached a high level during 1913, but had declined somewhat during the slight business depression in 1914 and 1915After the prices of building materials had reached a very
low ebb by the fall of 1915, building was encouraged, at
the same time a general era of prosperity began as the
;

The general business prosperity
result of war business.
made necessary plant extensions, and the rising wages en-

couraged the building of homes. When this building accontinued regardless of the
tivity was in full swing it
advancing prices of building materials. The war as well
as rising prices brought the era of building activity to a
Even in 1917 the higher cost of labor and materials,
close.
due to our entry into the war, caused a drastic curtailment
The order of the War Industries Board of
of building.
March 21, 1918, discouraged building of homes, and other
buildings not used for war purposes, and prevented any
stimulation of the building activity by making it very difficult for builders to secure priorities as to cars, fuel, and
labor, cutting off some demand for building that might

"The decline of building varied with respect to locality.
was greatest in the large cities of the East where the car
shortage was particularly acute and where labor was
It

difficult to

case of the South, the concentration of military camps
caused the building of additional homes for the relatives
of soldiers. Thus, while the decline in value of building
between 1916 and 1918 was 72 per cent in the New
England states, 58 per cent in the Middle Western states,
57 per cent in the Middle Atlantic states, it was only 46
per cent in the Southern cities, 25 per cent in the cities
of the Pacific coast and 15 per cent in the leading cities
of Texas and Oklahoma.
"The curtailment in building also varied according to
the material used. The decline was greatest in the case of
brick, steel, and stone, and hollow tile, and least in the

Lumber and cement were
case of lumber and cement.
more adapted to quick construction than either brick or
Lumber had the additional value that the lumber
stone.
mills used their own waste for fuel and hence required
no coal. Cement, while requiring large amounts of fuel,
was nevertheless necessary for a great many Government
uses, such as armories, barracks, roads, bridges, fortifications, dry docks, reservoirs, munition factories and ships,
and it was a durable and convenient material for these
Brick and stone, on the other hand, were in
purposes.
small demand because they were adapted chiefly to perma-

PRODUCTION OF BUILDING MATERIALS IN
Year

secure on account of the competition of muni-

The decline was least in the South and on
tions plants.
the Pacific coast, where lumber as a by-product of the
military program was easily accessible and where, in the

U.

S.,

1913-1918,

INCLUSIVE
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to cover rising wages cost, the brick manufacturers will
close their plants and thereby curtail production and
prevent the overstocking of the market. Cement producers,
on the other hand, with their high overhead costs are
tempted to run their plants at full capacity even though
they must lower their prices to sell their entire output.
"Stone prices exhibited several tendencies. Indiana limestone, as a result of combination, maintained a high level
of prices, but building granite lagged far behind other build-

ing materials because of the competition with granite of
stone, cement, brick and hollow tile. Structural steel prices,
of course, far outstripped prices of all building materials.
"Lumber prices, on the whole, did not rise quite as fast as
those of other building materials, but if yellow pine and
Douglas fir. the chief building woods, be considered, the
rise in the price of lumber, hollow building tile, and
sanitary ware all advanced in proportion to the average
rise in the cost of labor and other building materials.

Financial and Commercial Digest
As Affecting

the Practice of Architecture

Are Costs Less Than Current

to

DIDS

just opened in the I'.ureau of Yards and
Docks of the Navy Department, for the construction of the Seaman and Navigation Building

now

current

Md., indicate that building estimates
be too high. The Department's

may

for this granite building is $800,000.
of
the responsible general contractors of
Eighteen
the country bid on the job and all but one submitted
figures below the Department estimate.
It can not be stated at this time who was the suc-

estimate

cessful bidder for the reason that alternates in the
specifications may make enough changes in the bids
to justify the awarding of the contract to someone
other than the bidder whose lump sum figures now
are the lowest. The lump sum figures, however,
have challenged the attention of the Division of

Works and

Construction Development of the
U. S. Department of Labor, because they appear to
verify the opinion that prevalent estimates on construction and building works are too high, and when
Public

contractors have specifications and details of

work

before them, they can work out construction costs
much lower than is popularly believed.
Where the Navy Department's estimate for this
job was $800,000, bids were had as low as $658,927.
Most of the bids were $100,000 below the Depart-

ment estimate.
For some time,

has been observed by the Division of Public Works and Construction Developit

architects and prospective builders, askfor
ing
general estimates on work, without reducing
the project to specifications, have been getting esti-

ment that

mated

which appeared to be out of proportion
market conditions. In the Navy Depart-

costs

to actual

ment project bids there

in

the belief that

where

prospective builders call for actual bids on detailed
specifications, so contractors may figure with cer-

Estimates?

in Annapolis,

confirm the Division

is about 17 per cent difference between the estimate of the Department and
the lowest bid
as the figures now stand and without considering the alternate features. This tends

tainty

on the proposed projects, the actual bid

may

be from ten to fifteen per cent lower than the general estimates. It is certain that so many successful
contractors, on a Government job where there is
rigid inspection, would not put in bids lower than a

sum necessary

to

do the work and provide a reason-

able profit.

Building Material Market Prices
one object of putting the building cost
the reach of the investor. Federal
pressure artificially lowering material prices to aid immediate construction, has resulted in a further drop in the
price of Portland cement delivered in New York to $3.25
per bbl., and at the same time forcing supplemental lines

WITH

factor

the

within

somewhat further downward.
More orders were placed for building material during
the first ten days of April than during the entire months
of January and February combined.
A noteworthy feature of the week's activity was the
announcement of further reductions of from 10 to 15 per
cent, by prominent manufacturers of radiators and boilers,
making a total decline of from 33 to 36 per cent, since
the first of the year. In view of the fact that during this
period pig iron prices have declined but 20 per cent., that
labor rates at the plants have not been reduced, and that
production costs therefore do not warrant this readjustment of prices, manufacturers are deserving of great
credit in the effort to do their part in assisting a general

resumption of building activity.
In the steel market the opinion was expressed that
active competition among producers might shortly begin
the Direcregardless of the differences of views between
tor General of Railroads and the Industrial Board as to
Less hope was expressed
further reduction of prices.
than at the end of last week that the matter would be
The controversy between the Industrial
compromised.
Board and the Director General of Railroads only serves
This from the view of the man
to complicate matters.
who believes that a period of stabilized prices is the only
from a
way in which building movement can be converted
dull to active state.

dents of the markets
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However, there are many close stuwho do not favor the muzzling of
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and demand. They prefer to have the
develop into a complete abandonment
controversy
present
of effort to control commodity prices.
The entire Redfield plan has been weakened, at any
schedules may be rerate, by the admission that price
the law of supply

for

primary
presumably downward, if necessary,
that prices would not go
purpose was to assure industry
lower this year in order that business men might buy more
in mind.
freely with this understanding
The building industry is awaiting with great interest
to
the report which the Attorney General will render as
vised,

its

the legality of the price-fixing agreement, which, many
contend, conflicts with the letter of the anti-trust laws.
There is no question but that much will depend on the
Some credence is given the belief that the entire
report.
plan will be abandoned.
The Navy Department neither admitted nor denied the
principle of uniform prices, but bids received for its 20,000
tons of structural steel were at the new minimum prices.
It will be decided shortly whether business will be artificially stimulated by this plan or left to work out its own
salvation.

and

supplies as quoted by dealers and jobbers for delivery
arc placed before readers of
rather than for use as a basis for actual purchase.
exact state of the market as to items quoted, but will also present a
They will not only provide knowledge of the
Items marked (*) indicate an advance over last week, while
basis to judge conditions as affecting co-relating materials.
marked (f) reco rd a decline. Other prices did not fluctuate during the week.)
thost
T>~D C'K
card; freight rates from Pittsburgh to New York, in carloads, per
100 Ibs., are 27c.)
Common (for Borough of Manhattan only), per thousand. .$17.85

now

(Price quotations

current on building materials

THE AMERICAN

New York City and vicinity, follow. The quotations set forth
ARCHITECT to afford an accurate review of market conditions,
in

_

(

CEMENT
Per

bbl.

15 cent bags

in

COOPER SHEETS

..................................

*"

16 oz. base-price, per Ib ............. 22^c.
2 to 3 cents.)

At the

mill, hot rolled,

(From

jobber's warehouse add

Butt

Steel:

Black,
Galv.,

Iron

:

Black,

GALVANIZED SHEETS

Nos. 18 and 20 gauge, per

to

Galv.,

Hi

Stee

GLASS

(Discounts from manufacturers price lists.)
.............. 80%
Single strength, A quality, first three Brackets
Single strength, li quality ................................ 79%
Double strength, A quality ................................ o07o
Double strength, B quality ................................ 82%
Plate
up to 5 sq. ft ...................................... 82
over 5 si], ft ...................................... 84%
Plate

%

GRAVEL
1%

(Borough of Manhattan only) per cu. yd .......... $3.25
(Borough of Manhattan only) per cu. yd .............. 3.25

in.

Yl in

GYPSUM

Plaster Board:
(Delivered in Boroughs of Manhattan or Bronx)
cents
27 x 28 x 1 ........................................ 35
...................................... 32
27 x 48 x 'A
...................................... 21
32 x 36 x yt
...................................... 21
32 x 36 x
...................................... 23K
32 x 36 x '/i
Plaster Blocks:
(Delivered in Borough of Manhattan or Bronx)
2 in. solid per sq. ft ................................ 7>/2 cents
3 in. solid 12 x 30 per sq. ft ........................ 10H
....................................... 10K
3 in. hollow
....................................... 12^-j
4 in. hollow
....................................... 1 7 /?
6 in. hollow

H

HOLLOW
(The

TILE
New York Harbor

strike

makes

for cartage necessary.)
Interior, 2 x 8 x 12 split furring
and 15 cents thousand pieces.
Interior, 3 x 12 x 12 split furring
Interior, 4 x 12 x 12 split furring
Interior, 6 x 12 x 12 split furring

LATH

a

slight

additional

sq.

ft

per 1,000 sq.
per 1,000 sq.
per 1,000 sq.

ft

per 1,000

charge

........ $70.00

........ 102.00
........ 114.75
ft ........ 153.00

ft

Eastern spruce, per thousand .............................. $6.50

LIME
Common, 300
Finishing, 300

Ib. bbls., per bbl ............................
Ib. bbls., per bbl ..........................

?3.50
3.70

paper bags, per ton ........................ 17.25
(All Prices, Wholesale, F.O.B. New York)
Yellow pine, flooring. No. 1, common, per thousand, flat
grain ................................................ $42.00
Y'ellow pine, 3 x 4 to 14 x 14, 10 to 20 ft ..................
N. C. pine, flooring, Norfolk, Va., 13/16 x 2</2 .......... 43.00
Hemlock, base price .................................... 36.00
Spruce, random 2 in. cargoes ............................ 38.00
Spruce, wide cargoes ................................... 52.00
Cypress, by car, factory selects 5/4 ...................... 59.00
Cypress shingles, 6 x 18 (Heart) ........................ 10.00
Oak, quartered (Red) .................................... 96.00

Hydrated,

in

LUMBER

Oak, plain, flooring (Red)
Oak, plain, flooring (White)
Maple, No. 1, 13/16 x 2 in

72.00
72.00
57.50

PIPE

Cast
6

in.

and heavier

$57.70
60.70
67.70

4 in
3

in

(and $1 additional for Class

A

and gas

pipe.)

Wrought:
(Discounts to jobbers for carload

lots

on the Pittsburgh basing

2/2

3

in

Weld

Department of Architectural
Engineering
The Double Stairway,
function

THEmeans

of

a

stairway

is

to

afford

a

by the use of which persons may
The effitravel from one floor level to another.
ciency of a stairway is measured by its ability to

accommodate the passage of the greatest number
of persons, with safety, in a given period of time,
The width of the stairs is the factor which conThe safety of the pertrols the volume of traffic.

sons

is

Design and Construction

Its

dates but one stream of persons.
This movement
of people is obstructed by a movement of persons
in an opposite direction.
This condition of traffic
in

opposite

directions

generally

occurs

at

times

when congestion is not probable. Stairways that
accommodate large numbers of persons are generally

mum

in

buildings of such a kind that the maxioccurs at fixed times and in one direc-

traffic

dependent on the proporand run of the
absence of winders, kind

tions of the rise
steps,

and disposition of hand

rails

and

the shape of the platforms and
These affect the
landings.
safety of the person in transit,
but another protection must be
provided against the hazards of
fire,

smoke and life-destroying

This protection is afforded by the enclosing of the
It is apparent that
stair hall.
two factors must be considered
gases.

designing of a satisfactory
stairway the proportion and arrangement of the detailed parts
the enclosing walls, the entrance
in the

;

;

to

and

exit

from the

The volume

stair hall.

of traffic

is

meas-

ured in terms of the effective
width of the stairs. The width
should be such as to accommodate

a

abreast.

number of persons
The width allotted per

person varies from

1

8 to 22

in.,

the later practice favoring 21 or
22 in. It follows that the effec-

width should be a multiple
of the unit width and that the
width increments of 6 in., as retive

ISOMETRIC VIEW Isometric view of the "double stairway" type of construction with two means
of ascending or descending at each floor level, doubling the capacity of the
ordinary "single stairway" without adding to the floor area required for the
stair hall.

quired by some building codes, is wrong in prinin practice,
ciple, ineffective and possibly dangerous
The age and size of the persons using the stairs has
its effect on determining the unit width.

The ordinary
of travel at an

stair,

which reverses

its

This is the case in school houses, faction only.
lories and public institutions such- as asylums and
prisons,

direction

intermediate platform, accommo-
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The capacity of this type of stairway can be
doubled by a construction known as the "double
In this type of stairs a landing
stairway" type.
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platform is provided at each end of the stair hall,
with intermediate platforms under each landing.
From each landing the persons can either ascend
or descend the stairs. This permits of two streams
of persons to descend or ascend from each floor
level without having any contact with each other.

To
to
to

scheme of operation, it is necessary
from top to top of floors
permit of head room under the platforms and
effect this

have a

sufficient height

In the ordinary stairs this height is
landings.
to
the
story height less the thickness of the
equal
In the "double
floor or platform construction.
stairway" this height is one-half the story height
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safety to the occupants are the most important elements of influence.

The double stairway has been

in use in the

of stairs in stories of 15 ft. from top to top of
floors.
It will be readily seen that this effects a
substantial reduction in the cubature of the build-

New

ing.

a

This reduction is obtained by
fundamental change in the

scheme

of

stair

construction.

The ordinary stairway with

in-

termediate platforms has wall
supports of some kind for the
face

stringers

which, of neces-

require a deep supporting
member across the platform in
some direction, with a consesity,

quent reduction of head room.
The scheme devised for the New
York City schools is one in
which the newels become continuous columns or struts and
support the ends of the face

Detail of stair tread and riser, with face and wall stringer sections, safeti
tread and nosing, tread wearing surface and supporting brackets.

York

City schools for several years, and the usual
story height was 15 ft. 7 in. from top to top of
floors.
C. B. J. Snyder, Architect and Superin-

stringers and their proportion of the platform and
landing load.
As shown in the details, this newel strut or col-

umn

is

made by

nesting

two

structural

angle

shapes into the form of a channel. The faces of
the newel are 3J/> in. wide.
The face strings and

hand

rails are

attached to the opposite sides, which

HAKD
might
tion.
Details of face stringer and platform connections to the

newel strut or column.

tendent of School Buildings, has developed such
details as will permit the construction of this type

lie

RAIL,

BRACKETS

termed the flanges of the combined secglass partition or grille work which

The wire

separates the adjacent flights of stairs is attached
which closes the open face of the section.
The platform supports are attached to the face,
which may be termed the web of the combined

to a plate

section.
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The

thickness of the angles composing
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the struts are proportioned to the loads supported
at the various levels.

A

wire glass and iron frame partition is conthe newel
structed between the inner faces of
the
level
of
from
the
struts, extending
tops of the
face stringers leading

from the

DETAIL OF STRUT

<2y

up

to

the

WIRE,

FRAME

PARTITION
intermediate platforms

floor to

first

from the brick wall. Deducting for the plastering
and the projection of the hand rails the effective
l
in.
width is 3 ft. 6 /2

the

ceiling

of

the

pent house on the roof. The purpose of this screen
is to prevent any kind of contact between the perThe
sons passing on either side of the partition.

HAKD

RAIL,

AT CEHTER

Detail of wall plate for

hand

rails,

hand

newel strut at first floor and roof
for wire screen partition.

rail

level

BENDS

PART.

connection to

and connection

wire glass does not obstruct the daylight from
reaching all parts of the stairway. The partitions
on single stairs are made of wire mesh.
In these stairs the distance from the face of the
newel to the outer face of the wall stringer is 4 ft.,
this outer face of the wall stringer being \y2 in.

Det ail of hand

rails

at the

newel

face stringers and about the
strut.

The
in. steel plates.
The stringers are 9 x
face stringers have an iJ4 x * 1
angle riveted
along the top edge on the outer face, which closes

A m
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the space between the stringers and the wire glass
An angle of the same
partition.
size is riveted to the outer face of the wall stringer
as a seat for the cement plaster cove base above

and iron frame

the stringer.

These coves, both above and below

brackets which are bolted to the stringers.
treads are finished with a ^-in. wearing surface of asphalt.
The platforms and landings are

cast

The

made
as

of reinforced concrete finished with
asphalt,
for the treads.
The hand rails are
made of i in. nominal diameter

specified

wrought iron

pipe.

This type of construction is
used in the pupils' stairs. The

main stairs are made in the usual
manner, with marble treads, cast
iron

risers,

balustrades,

fascias

and the other usual
It

is

readily

parts.
seen that

the

double stairway will accommodate twice the amount of traffic
that the single stairway is
of handling and ultimately decreases the number of
A double stairway,
stairways.
however, could not be used to

capable

SECTION THRU
VfeLL STRING

the exclusion of other
stairways,
if
two
accommodate

even

Details of wall stringer connections at floor landings, intermediate
platforms

and
the wall

metal

stringers, are

at first floor level.

reinforced with a strip of

lath.

The windows opening

into

the

stair

hall

art-

stairways

would

number

the

of
At least
persons using them.
two means of exit should be provided in
any
building, and the distance between these should
be as great as possible.
The use of the double

screened, as indicated on the section.
As shown in the details, the tread and riser is
made of steel plate in one piece, the lower edge of

stairway does effect a large economy in lloor
space and in construction cost and is eminently
fitted to fulfill stairway requirements in
many kinds

the riser being bent to form a cove joining with
the asphalt finish of the treads.
A 3 in. wide approved cast safety tread with molded nosing is

of buildings.

The top of
securely fastened to the steel tread.
the safety tread is ->,s in. above the steel tread.
The tread and riser is supported at each end by

A

Test

of the

test

was made

R.

for the purpose of deter-

amounts of heat transmisstrength glass window, close

with stops on both sides, first without window
shades and second with window shades pulled down
fitting

in front of the

made

to

H.

C.

J.

Snyder,

Window

of

Shades

ALLEN, Minneapolis, Minn.

relative

sion through a single

is

in its preparation.

Conductivity

B\ JOHN

THIS
mining the

Acknowledgment

Architect and Superintendent of School Buildings,
New York City, for the use of plans, specifications
and details used in illustrating this article, and aid

window.

APPARATUS

insulated,

test, a specially prepared
cubical box, 5 ft. inside dimensions, open on one
side, was used. The walls of the box, laminated and
Presented at the Annual Meeting of The American Society of
Heating and Ventilating Engineers, New York, January, 1919.

in.

in

thickness,

and inside

Ib.

fitted with stops on both sides.
The adjacent sides
of the box projected about 6 in. beyond the window,
and in the recess thus formed, a window shade,

fitting

For the purposes of the

were 8j/

of ice were placed in a galvanized iron pan
from which a drip pipe led to the outside. In the
open end of the box, two window sash were tightly

1600

there

it,

was

was
a

hung.
clearance

When

pulled
the

between

down,
roller

%

and the top of the recess of about
in.
and a clearance on the sides of the curtain of
l
from y% to /\
in.
The bottom of the curtain was
held off the bottom of the recess by the drip pipe,
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fall and go out through the clearances at the sides
and bottom.
The outer curtain fitted over the
smooth sides of the box about i l 2 in. and permitted
very little movement of air between it and the
window.

and between the curtain and the window stop there
was a clearance of from /4 to y& in. This testing
box is similar to that described in my paper on Heat
Transmission Through Building Materials (Transl

/

XXII, 1916, see page 509).
Another curtain was hung on the top of the box
at the edge immediately above the window and
when pulled down hung closely on all sides of the
actions, Vol.

The author
ment

desires to here render acknowledgBass for his assistance in

to Prof. Frederick

conducting these

tests.

opening or recess.

METHOD

OF TEST

Temperatures were observed 8 ft. away from the
box to determine the outside temperature, at two
points immediately in front of the window and at
seven points immediately inside the window.

The main

criterion of the test

was the

Engineering Unity

AN

City on March 26. Fifteen national and three local
engineering organizations participated. The meeting was in charge of Gano Dun, President J. G.

rate at

which the ice was melted under four different conwhich were as follows

ditions

:

(1)

Both curtains

;

;

;

Measurements of the water running out were
made in 100 c.c. and 1000 c.c. amounts to determine
the time necessary for the melting to reach a uniform rate and also to check the longer time tests

which ran from 3 hours to 20 hours in length.
Corrections were made for the difference in temperatures between the inside and outside temperatures which varied from 21.6 deg. to 29.3 deg. fahr.

RESULTS
from these

tests

show

that the saving

in heat transmitted

by the use of the single ipside
curtain was 19.2 per cent, by the outside curtain,
28.7 per cent and by both curtains 42.7 per cent.

TABLE

1.

RESULTS OF WINDOW SHADE HEAT TRANSMISSION TESTS

Spencer Miller, Chief Engineer Lidgerwood Manufacturing Company Comfort A. Adams, Dean of
;

the Engineering Department,

civic responsibility of the engineer and his
relation to legislation, to administration, to
public

opinion and to production and distribution were the
A spirited discussion in
topics of the addresses.
which many took part followed the addresses.

The underlying feeling and object of the meeting
was eventually to consolidate all engineering activities into one central organization which could
speak
as a unit for the engineer in a national way, regardless of individual special lines of activity.
This is

already the case in the instance of the American
Bar Association, the American Medical Society
and the Bankers' Association.

There are approximately four thousand organizations or units engaged in the practice of architecture in this country, in which about seven thou-

sand qualified persons are engaged, either as memof organizations or as independent practitioners.
In this estimate architectural draftsmen
are not considered.

2.
3.

4.

Both shades
Inner shade
Both shades
Outer shade

The marked

up
down.
down.
down.

Harvard University.

The

bers

Test No.

1.

A

dent A. I. M. E. Calvert Townley, Past V. P,
I.
E. E. Nelson P. Lewis, Chief Engineer Board of
Estimate and Apportionment, New York City;

(4) Outer curtain only pulled down.

results

White Engineering Corporation, and the five speakwere Philip N. Moore of St. Louis, Past Presi-

ers

rolled up;

(2) Inner curtain only pulled down;
(3) Both curtains pulled down

The

engineers' symposium was held at the EnSocieties Building in New York

gineering

.
.
.

difference in heat transmission between
the tests of the inner curtain and the outer curtain,
was without doubt due to the fact that the inner
curtain did not fit its opening tightly.
This allowed currents of warm air to enter at the top and
being cooled between the curtain and the window, to

The

largest architectural or-

ganization has a membership of about one thousand
persons.
Possibly three thousand architects are
members of architectural organizations, leaving a
balance of four thousand architects who have no
means of organized expression.

That the engineer, as a strongly organized unit
of about one hundred thousand men, will soon be
able to speak definitely on

all

subjects that interest

him as a citizen and professional man is
That the general contractor will soon be
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certain.

able to
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speak through a truly national organization is also
How can architects preserve their proper
certain.

area

future

requirements demand.

porting brackets for this extension are
the illustrations.

standing in civic and professional activities unless
so organized that all of them can speak as one?

An

if

The supshown in

The

building is divided into five panels longitudinally, the floor panels being 25 ft. by 23 ft.
6 in., center to center of columns. The floor construction is a flat-slab two-way system of rein-

Unusual Concrete Construction

forced concrete, designed for a live load of
for use

FITNESS
ity for all

12=; Ib.

the essential requisite qualbuildings, and more especially for
is

This is apparent for the reason
industrial plants.
that industrial plants are operated for profit, a

demands

condition that
gree.

Operating for

in

utility

the greatest de-

does not necessarily

profit

eliminate those features that

make

for the better

conditions

such

as

of

the

operative

tilation, heat, sanitation

An

and

light,

ven-

safety.

an existing industrial plant in
Cleveland, designed by Christian, Schwarzenberg
& Gaede, Engineers, has some interesting structural features in addition to the others above menThis extension covers a ground area of
tioned.
128
ft.
Along the lot line the columns are
52 by
centered 4 ft. 6 in. inside of that line. This peraddition

mits the

ample

first

light

to

floor to cover the entire area,

and ventilation on both

sides of

with
the

Transverse section
Interior view

This
building.
of the building.

is

shown

A

in the transverse section

basement extends under a por-

tion of the building.

The

designed to have several added
fourth floor serving to support
a temporary roof construction.
The second floor
is constructed one panel wide, allowing for a craneway the entire length of the building. Provision is
made for the extension of this floor over the entire
building

is

stories, the future

per

4

sq.

in.

ft.

The drop panels are 6 ft. square and
The column heads are 5 ft. 4 in.

deep.
square, splayed with an angle of 45 deg., the columns and heads are square. The end panel of the

second floor was tested with an applied load consisting of sand 3 ft. deep over the entire panel.

The maximum

deflection at the panel center

was

This was an unusual test, as the
was
panel
practically free on two sides, there being
1/7 of an inch.
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no spandrel girders, one side wall bearing and the
remaining side connected to the bnly adjoining

The

floor construction.

correctness of the theory

of the design and the quality of the construction

were demonstrated.

The

floor is finished with 7/8-in. maple
All other
sub-floor on 2-in. sleepers.
The walls are
floors have -/4 in. cement finish.

and

first

J4 -in.

i

DENTAL

faced with brick and backed with 8 in. of hollow
brick or hollow tile, according to the uses of the

AI0.5E

AND
THBOAT

(ACLINIC

CLIAIIC

It will be noted that the usual spandrel
rooms.
girders are omitted, permitting the metal windows
This permits of the most
to extend to the ceiling.

advantageous daylighting.
and automatic sprinkler

A

o

steam-heating plant
complete the

system

GENERAL

equipment.

MEDICAL

ROOM

The Standard Elementary School
Medical Clinic
THE AMERICAN- ARCHITECT

INand

20,

1918,

was published

of

Nov.

6,

13

certain standards

WAITING

of school house planning. A standard plan for the
medical clinic has been approved by the Board of

Education of

ment

is

made

New York
to

C.

B.

J.

ROOM

and acknowledgSnyder, Architect and

City,

TEACHERS

EOOM

Superintendent of School Buildings for the plan
here presented.
Entrance to the clinic
ing room, which
is

is

in

is made through the waitcharge of an attendant, who

The room

provided with a desk.

contains

cabinet and settee for the waiting pupils.
be noted that the door leading to the clinic
is

so

hung

It

a

will

rooms
and the persons therein
the waiting room. After

that the corridor

are not visible to those in

the pupils have been treated in the clinics they pass
out from the unit without going through the wait-

ing room.

This

is

desirable

for

very apparent

Clinics are provided for dental, eye, nose
throat and general medical work.
The ar-

reasons.

and

very compact and afnecessary requirements for the work
A lavatory and wash room is provided

rangement of the rooms
fording
in hand.

is

all

for the doctors and one for the nurses.

The

Plan of standard medical clinic approved by the Board of
Education, New York City. "G" indicates gas outlets
in baseboard.

it

will

cities

rapid increase in the incorporating of medical clinics in public schools is very noticeable, and

probably be universally adopted in the larger

and towns of

this country.

ARCHITECT appreciates

THE AMERICAN

the opportunity to present
this excellent example of such a clinic to its readers.
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^Stucco Walls
Medford

of ifie

Woman's Club
held intact by

Architect,

Lewis

II.

Contractors, L. 21.

& T.

II'.

BISHOPRIC

-^,

Lowering

._

STUCCO-PLASTER

Lmerine

BOARD

f ASPHALT
^MASTIC
STUCCO AND

Built of Stucco on a Bishopric Board
background, the walls of the Medford,
Mass., Woman's Club are almost as

WOOD STRIP DOVETAILED TOGETHER

imperishable as stone. Crumbling and
cracking are prevented by Bishopric
Board because when this dovetailed,

DOVETAILED WOOD STRIP

CREO5OTED WOOD STRIP

Stucco Background is nailed firmly
to studding or sheathing, it holds
the Stucco in a bulldog grip that
never lets go.

WATERPROOF FIBRE BOARD

The dovetailed heavy wood strips
lock the Stucco. The creosote preserves the wood strips. The mastic
asphalt and the water-proof fibreboard keep out cold, dampness, vermin, and deaden sound.

preserved and protected, naturally and
scientifically, against all destructive influences, Bishopric

COMPLETELY
Board lives indefinitely

behind Stucco -walls and supIt cannot deteriorate, hence cannot tear loose
ports them.
There are never any repairs.
Your
its
from
fastenings.
Stucco building is up to stay, presenting an attractive, per-

manently unbroken

combination of principles ages-old in proven efficiency,
Bishopric Board is the most economical and dependable Stucco
It makes a damp-proof, fire-resisting building,
background.
thoroughly deadened against sound. Summer-coolness, winter-

warmth, and low-heating

terials, time,

bills

are advantages of its use.

interior walls instead of

and

Other
Bishopric Board
Installations

surface.

A

Used on

A Few

labor,

wood

lath,

and gives unmatchable

it

saves ma-

University Park School for Boys,
Arlington,
Architects,

Baltimore, Md.
Smith & May,

Baltimore; Contractors, BurnCo.

ham &

North Shore Golf Club.
Chicago,

Ills.

insulation.

Bishopric Sheathing saves 30 per cent as compared to
J^g-inch wood sheathing, making a compact wall without joints
or knot-holes.

Exposition Building, Erie, Pa.
Architect, Joseph Lee

Contractor, William Siegrist

Grace

and Builders should have our book,
"Built on the Wisdom of the Ages". It describes and
All Architects

Board; illustrates homes
and institutions on which it has been used; tells how
to get perfect Stucco work. It contains reports of scien-

Baptist Church, Binghamton, N.Y. Architect, E.H.
Bartos; Contractor, William

Ray.

details the use of Bishopric

and

from engineers, architects, builders,
and home owners. Get it and samples of Bishopric
Board and Bishopric Sheathing.
tific

The
904

tests

letters

Residence, Rear Admiral Chadwick,
R. I.

Rensselaer

Este Avenue

Cincinnati, Ohio

County

Troy, N.Y.
ber

Bishopric Manufacturing Co.

Twin Oaks, Newport,

Hospital,
Architects, Pem-

& Camnaign.

The

Practice of Architecture

things give indications of changes in the making. Through conversation,
correspondence or reading these signs are constantly recurring testimonies, and
a tabulation is unconsciously made of them until the ideas become insistent in

MANY

To

their presence.
is in

verify the general impression, a systematic collation of

all

the evidence

order.

In arriving at a conclusion by this mental process, it will be found that
among the
diverse problems demanding attention at this time, one of manifest importance is that of

the attitude of the public toward the architect and of the architect in his relations to
himself and others.

The practice of architecture is probably today, more than ever before, a matter of
barter and trade.
The monies invested in building structures demand a return service
which represents full value. This value is measured in the adaptability of the structure
to its use, its durability and its appearance.
These three factors are the fundamentals
of correct planning and to render adequate service it appears to be essential that the
architect should fully qualify himself to meet these basic requirements.

An

made

amount of data pertaining to this subject and
the majority opinion has been condensed into the following five paragraphs which embrace the most common of the points developed. This brief consensus of opinion is not
intended to cover the multitude of conditions that exist in such relations, but it is
analysis has been

thought that possibly
1.

The

it

of a great

comprises the basic factors.

business of architecture

is

insepa-

4.

He must

furnish complete and desupervision of construction and be

from the profession of architecture.
Together they comprehend the originating,

tailed

promoting,

designing, planning, directing
and controlling the construction of build-

sponsible

ings and their appurtenances.

of design, the completeness and accuracy
of plans, specifications and details, and the
construction of the building in accordance

rable

2.

To

develop

architectural

a

service

general
without

demand

for

which only

limited opportunities for practice will be
presented the architect must, as an individual

and

and

effective

collectively,

means

appreciation of

employ proper

to create a universal

its intrinsic

value.

closely identified with

it.

He must

be

re-

financially, as well as morally,
for all of his acts, including the correctness

therewith; his responsibility to be contingent only on his being accorded freedom
in deciding all matters of structural design,

mechanical equipment and the selection of
materials and

workmen.

the construction, equipment and furnishing

5. He must control and regulate the business affairs of the building operation so as
to safeguard all interests. He must be just
and impartial in deciding all controversies
within his jurisdiction, but where his own
interests are involved he must submit the

of buildings.

controversy to arbitration.

3.

To

architect
his

perform his function, the
must organize, equip and operate

fully

business so as to render complete
in the production of plans and

service

specifications

for

everything embraced in

(Reprinted from issue of November 27, 1918)
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Housing Development That Solves the
Lodger Problem

The Naval Ordnance Housing Development, South
GODLEV, HASKKI.I.

& SEDCWICK,

interest in the many developments
of the United States Housing Corporation,

RENEWED

work on which was so suddenly stopped at
the cessation of hostilities, has been awakened by
the recent announcement from Washington that
twenty-two of the larger housing projects

The

excellent

will

be

work of

the corporation
in directing the development of such a large number of schemes, each with its individual problems,

completed.

has attracted wide interest, and much has been said
and written regarding the workman's home and
its influence
upon plant production and labor turnover. This is of a highly beneficial effect, for now
that the war is ended it has brought forcefully to
the attention of the heads of large industrial organizations the necessity for closer study of the Gov-

ernment's methods of handling the housing situaCopyright, 1919,

W.

Va.

Architects

tion in the late

own

Charleston,

individual

emergency as they pertain
needs.

to their

housing, both
from a federal and private standpoint, has come
to be recognized as one of the big problems of
Industrial

reconstruction.

From the architect's point of view the problem
of design is one where economic and social rather
than purely aesthetic requirements are of prime
importance, but it is only in meeting all three that
he can reach a satisfactory solution. This has been
emphasized by the Corporation, and is illustrated
in their projects.

Many complex

though decidedly

interesting situations have arisen where, restricted
by conditions and limited by appropriation, the
architect has had skillfully to meet demands for
ample-size living rooms for general use and sleeping rooms of sufficient number and size to assure

The Jrchiteclural

fr

Building Press (Inc.)

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT

VIEW SHOWING SOUTH CHARLESTON, THE ORDNANCE PLANT AND
good standards of morals and health. The wishes
of the housewife, and her national or local peculiarities must be carefully considered, for her contentment is of prime importance to the home. It is

how

various developments
conditions which at the start were considered obstacles have by study often enhanced the artistic
and practical solution. The success of the housinteresting to

note

in

ing projects of the Corporation is directly traceable to the fact that they were built to suit the

needs of the American workingman, and at the same
time to educate him by their modern refinements
to appreciate bettered

home

conditions.

An illustration of these points and of the successful solution of the lodger problem is shown in
the development built for the United States Naval
Ordnance Plant at South Charleston, West Virginia.
This project was in charge of a committee of design of which Godley, Haskell & Sedgwick, architects, acting as chair.men, were associated with
James L. Greenleaf as town planner and designing
engineer, and Burgess and Long in charge of engineering work in the field.
The development was originally intended to consist of a twenty-five-acre allotment by the Government, to include a community center, but when this
was reduced to fifteen acres the recreation features
were the first to be eliminated from the plans. Situated on the south bank of the Kanawha River,
forty-three feet above the water level, about a
quarter of a mile from the main entrance of the
Naval Ordnance Plant, and four and one-half miles
from the city of Charleston, the site is an admirable
The
one for a well-developed housing scheme.
natural features of the topography blend harmoni-

ously with the treatment given them. Gullies and
woods and other details of the land have been utilized most advantageously. Th woods, for instance,

suggested the laying out of two curved streets which
have added to the informal appearance of the village's

The

STREET NO.

2,

LOOKING WEST

thoroughfares.
each of
eighty-five houses are of five types,

individual interest though harmonizing in design.
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THE LOCATION OF THE INDUSTRIAL HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
The
ble,

buildings were to be as fire-resisting as possiso stucco on hollow tile was used with composi-

tion slate roofing, substituted for slate as a matter
of economy.
To meet climatic conditions, each

house has a summer kitchen as well as a large
front porch.
The houses of the four and fiveroom types are semi-detached, and to give each
family the maximum of privacy, the porches are
The fourkept well apart instead of adjoining.
room house, the smallest unit, has a living room
with a kitchen dining room on the ground floor

and two bedrooms, each with two exposures, and
a bath on the second, this on a ground area of
The five-room house
14 ft. 3 in. by 25 ft. 6 in.
has a dining alcove off the kitchen and an extra
bedroom on the second floor. The eight-room
houses have a separate side entrance which gives
direct access to a lodger's suite of two bedrooms
with a lavatory and toilet the only connection of
these rooms with the main portion of the house

although economy dictated that they should not be
put up, demand by some of the tenants for them
has now caused their installation.
This problem of economy has been given a
thorough study by the committee. They have made
it their
prime consideration, and as a result they
have given the workingmen every comfort and convenience in a modern development, thus supplyThe practice of
ing their wants at a fair rental.

economy has included the use of stock lengths of
timber throughout.
The trim is of the simplest
In considering this project, it is shown
design.
that the difference in first cost between good con-

;

is

through the lobby.

The housing corporation's requirements as to
design have been closely followed.
Living rooms
for general use are all of an area not less than
lo ft. by 13 ft. 2 in., entirely separate from sleeping

rooms.

A cross

out in each

ventilating system has been

worked

home through windows of ample

size.

Kach bedroom has at least 400 cu. ft. of air space
per occupant, and every room has direct sunlight.
Blinds were originally designed for the houses, and
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REAR ELEVATION, TYPE

FRONT ELEVATIONS, TYPE A
struction

and poor construction

is

not great and

live

is

ers

speedily amortized in reduction of repair bills.
Every phase of the development has been care-

to get

Avenue

tar for the work, concrete was subThe main thoroughfares of the com-

enough

munity are 24

wide, while the adjacent streets
of 20 ft. width. Threefoot-wide sidewalks are to be found, with a
plant-

minimum

room

for

a

A

show a contemplated

athletic

distinct

feature

and their
of

the

families.

development

lies

in

proximity to the munition plant. It is but seven
minutes' walk to work, and so handy that many
its

return home for the midday meal. The
many housing projects, especially those

failure of

erected to

take care of shipyard employees, has been traced
to the fact that the center was not
only too far

away from

their work, but also too distant from
the city, where they might care to go for an evenBut that is not the case at the
ing's diversion.

driveway should the tenants wish

to put tip

garages at the rear of the property.
lighted by electricity, while natural gas is used for
cooking and heating. Twenty-

The houses are

3NT AND SIDE ELEVATIONS, TYPE B

plans

reation of the workers

ing strip to an average width of six feet in which
220 plane trees have been set out.
The house lots average 100 ft. in depth and are
from 25 to 40 ft. wide. Thirty-two hundred
privet
bushes were planted in hedge rows which mark
each property line between the lots.
The houses
are so located on the lot that in
every case there
is

the

bandstand and

shelter, and, as the project is
further developed, additional features for the rec-

field,

ft.

are laid out with a

of the houses are heated by hot water; the othhaving stoves, and a gas radiator placed in

each bathroom.
No cellars have been provided
due to the fact that the Kanawha River often overflows its banks and considerable
flooding of basements might have resulted. Just south of
Eighth

The street paving
fully handled by the architects.
is concrete
It
was
at
first planned to
throughout.
build tar-bound slag roads, but as it was
impossible
stituted.

B

Naval Ordnance Development, where the thriving
city of

Charleston can be reached in a very short

FRONT AND SIDE ELEVATIONS. TYPES E AND
568
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time

by

it

is

only four and one-half miles distant

trolley.

Due to the fact that the development is on Government property none of the houses can be sold.
Consequently they have to be rented at an attractive
It is interesting to note that the detached
figure.
dwellings of six and eight rooms are more popular
than the semi-detached ones with fewer rooms.

STREET NO.

.}.

LOOKING NORTH

in the best possible style within their means.
Some
of them seem tu feel that if they share a semidetached house with a fellow-worker they will lose

that sense of pride in what corresponds to individual ownership of their dwelling.
A distinct feature of the Charleston develop-

ment is the adaptability of the houses to take
care of the lodger situation.
Some of the worst
housing conditions in the country are to be found
in

old

mansions

of fashion and

FRONT ELEVATION', TYPES G AND K

lies,

all

In the

This

is

explained by the fact that there are a great

number of men who, because of

their specialized

ordnance qualifications, earn good wages
plant, and these are the men who demand

at

the

to live

toilet facilities

the

receding tide
four or five fami-

own

province,

lie has private
to his rooms

and separate entrance

:

no way does he interfere with the privacy of his

landlord.

PANORAMIC VIEW. LOOKING EAST
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by

sharing the same toilet and water supply.
Naval Ordnance Development the lodger is

kept strictly to his
in

stranded

now occupied by

Specification Clauses
By FRANCIS W. GRANT
III.

Function of Specifications

SPECIFICATIONS

As

THEIR FUNCTION

themselves the sole right to determine which of
conflicting requirements shall be valid, defending such course as being an act of interpretation,
and as such especially within the province of the
author of the drawings and the specifications. Some
even go so far as to provide that the instrument,

two

contract to the exclusion of any conflicting requirement of
the drawings.

function

of

the

specifications is
expressed in the first clause of the above
paragraph, and if architects who acquiesce

THE

view could be induced to proceed accordingly
there would result a vast improvement in the
writing of specifications. This is not advanced as a
new and novel theory, for most architects hold this
view as to what constitutes the mission of the speciin this

fications.

Frequently, specifications are fruitful of controversy and litigation by reason -of the inclusion
of requirements intended to be in duplicate of
those plainly and more properly shown on the drawings but which, through some slight error of punctuation, typography or judgment, are not really
identical.

Anything capable of delineation on the drawings
should occur there and in no other contract document.
There is rarely an instance requiring the
statement of a dimension in the specifications when
are
Dimensions
properly
prepared.
should be rigorously excluded from the

drawings

specifica-

tions except when it
to show them on the

impossible or impracticable
drawings.
Another mischievous error in specification
writing is that of attempting to give "bills of

quan-

the prevailing custom of bidding
and contracting for architectural
undertakings the
scheduling of quantities in the specifications is unbusinesslike and as much to be condemned as the

attempt

to

make dimensions more accurate by

No

repetition.
intelligent contractor would trust
a quantity estimate made
by an architect except at
the architect's risk, and architects are not
paid for
assuming such risks. Furthermore, architects are

not, as

rectly

the requirement of which represents advantages to
the owner, shall prevail in case of conflict.
It is

a rule, competent to schedule quantities corand in language and form consistent with

equitable, however, to give the speciwhich are always prepared (or should be)
after the completion of the drawings, an invariable
precedence, and such is the established practice of

the courts.

For those architects, however, who feel that they
must have some better provision for escaping the
consequences of their own blunders and who wish
more power over the contractor than their own
competency and the above suggested specification
clause affords, the following clause from Wait's
"Engineering and Architectural Jurisprudence" is
suggested as being as near one sided as possible
:

"In case of repetitions, variations or discrepancies in the
terms of the contract, specifications and drawings, the interpretation and determination of which are doubtful, it is
distinctly understood that the engineer (architect) may
adopt that interpretation or construction which shall secure in all cases the most substantial and complete performance of the work, and be most favorable to the city,
company or owner, and secure to it the most ample protection."

more or less importance between the
and the specifications is a probability
rather than a possibility, as any architect of
large
experience can testify, and provision in the speciConflict of

drawings

fications

tending to establish a reasonable procedure
highly appropriate. The A. I. A. Code of General Conditions ignores the
The nearest
subject.
is

approach to
or

is

July 3 (No. 2219), 1918.

a clause in Article 2 of the Code,
"It is not intended that materials
:

work not covered by or properly

inferable from

any heading, branch, class or trade of the

specifica-

tions shall be supplied unless distinctively so noted
on the drawings." This, of course, is mere sur-

plusage, being self-evident to the merest novice
less,

article see issue of

it

stating as follows

legal procedure.

trade practices.
For previous

more

fications,

is

Under

tities."

matter of conflict between the draw-

to the

ings and the specifications, many architects prefer
so to write their specifications as to reserve to

10. This specification is intended to supplement and explain the drawings in so far as said drawings fail to ento the
tirely express the full and true intent of the parties
contract.
In case of discrepancy between the drawings and the
specifications, except that due to omissions from the specifications, the requirements of the specifications shall be
given precedence and be binding upon the parties to the

true

and Captions*

Titles

in

however, entirely harm-

for by inference if not in fact it makes the
titles in the specifications a part thereof

headings or
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and obligations "inferable" from a heading may be
imposed on the parties,"though in no other manner,
on drawings or in specifications, shown or men-

In either event trouble of more or less serious
nature results.
A case recently taken to court was that of a sheet
metal sub-contractor who refused to furnish certain
metal covered window frames to the general contractor under a contract to "furnish all sheet metal

tioned.

TITLES AND CAPTIONS
Titles to divisions and paragraphs in this specification and the index to same are introduced merely for conII.

venience and are not to be taken as a part of the specification and are furthermore not to be taken as a correct or
complete segregation of the several units of material and
No responsibility, either direct or implied, is aslabor.
sumed by the owner or architect for omissions or duplications by the contractor or his sub-contractors, due to
real or alleged error in arrangement of matter in this

according to specification," his grounds for refusal
being that these frames were specified under carpentry with the wood window frames, and were
not mentioned in that part of the specifications
designated as "Sheet Metal Work," and hence were
properly of the carpentry sub-contract. The court

specification.

held

that the specifications were misleading, and
sustained the sheet metal sub-contractor.

the specification writer may fully intend
to write in correct sequence and make appropriate

Though

segregation,
frequently occurs that items get into
the wrong classification, whereby a sub-contractor is
misled and makes omissions, or two sub-contractors
are misled and identical items are included bv both.
it

The practice of so using captions of paragraphs
that they must be read as part of the subject matter
is

sometimes harmless, but

should, on that score

if

it is
always slovenly and
no other, never be per-

mitted.

-'

GARAGE FOR POLICE DEPARTMENT. BOSTON, MASS.
COOUDGE

& CARLSON.
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A

Plea for a Classic Tradition

STRATTON,
ticle

in

issue

recent

a

ARTHUR
Journal

the leading

in

ar-

The Architects'

of

of London, reviews in a scholarly
the conditions as affecting architecture in
at the
time, and sets up a plea for

manner

present
England
a classic tradition.

Mr.

Stratton

in

reviewing the

of

field

archi-

tectural design refers to a state of things almost
exist in this
identically analogous to those that

of the necountry. He emphasizes the importance
of
a
for
pure form, and
complete recognition
cessity
of
substitution
the
how
out
interestingly points

cheaper material and its intelligent adoption, may
lead to the highest development of a new classic
type.

\Ve

commend Mr.

consideration.

With

It is

to

Stratton's article

careful

tions together

as follows:

the cessation of hostilities

comes a yearning

for pent-up energies to be expended.
intent is giving way before creative

still

chitecture,

the

first

world-wide upheaval,

Invents

longer period

may prove

any

come

into

will be the last to

again, but already the air is full of
projects new vistas are opening up in all directions,
and the universal longing is for a new and saner

her

full stride
;

world to arise from the debris of a civilization that
has been well-nigh pounded to bits. Never has such
opportunity offered as now presents itself to survey
the chaotic conditions under which architectural de-

was fostered in this country at the time when
Armaggedon overtook it. A break with them has
been made possible. The building arts have been
whether dross

;

it

is

for architects to say

come out or pure metal. It is
see that victory over armed ag-

shall

for the nation to

gression shall be followed by a renaissance of the
arts of peace.

England during these years of

strife

ing a "foreign" impress.
torian era were the due

The

banalities of the Vic-

reward
saved

:

architecture sank
in a

measure only

by revivals one after another, as confidence was restored and as the teaching of the Romanticists
called for a wider field of exploit than was afforded
by the heritage of mediaeval England. But the calamity brought by one war may very well be effaced
by the blessings arising out of another and a greater
war. History does not necessarily repeat itself in
every detail. The pendulum has swung back England not only enjoys a truer friendship with France
than ever before, but she has become more cosmopolitan in the best sense of the word. The conditions are ripe for picking up the wonderful traditions which bound the arts of Europe together before they were so disastrously severed by the
events of 1870. The same thread ran through the
conception of design in architecture in France, Rus;

sign

cast into the melting pot

themselves during a long period on their insularity,
and scorned whatever could be construed into bear-

to the lowest depths, to be

that ar-

of the arts to surfer in

to archi-

other side of the Channel, jealous of their neighbors,
and intolerant of their sentiment. Englishmen prided

during which activity will know no bounds, and during which enthusiasm will be rekindled even where
it had
almost seemed to be stifled beneath over-

whelming stagnation.

come;

effects of the

as

A

inevitably be followed by a

for generations to

tecture this should have real portent, just as inspiring and far-reaching in its results as the contrary

Napoleonic war were deadening and
Cut
off. then, from intercourse with the
narrowing.

Destructive

impulse,
long period of ennaturally as day follows -night.
forced inactivity in the realms of peaceful building
will

ternal aspect of a country for lasting good. Exchange of ideas with men from other lands and
sights of cities in many climes have helped in the
past, and cannot fail to help again, in breaking down
the fetters of insularity which, when dominant, have
always had such numbing effect on the outlook of
the untravelled British-born. This wider knowledge,
this closer intimacy with men and things overseas
will inevitably have widespread influence on the
nation as a whole, no less than on the individuals
who constitute so large a part of it. and from this
contact will ensue a closer union of thought and a
sense of universal brotherhood beneficial to mankind from whatever standpoint it is viewed.
I'nitv of purpose in combined action has knit na-

sia

has been

and Germany,

piece

brought into close touch with her numerous Allies.
Tens of thousands of her sons have trod the soil of
lands which might never have been more than mere
names to them, but which will now have other memories than horrors of the battlefield. It would not be
the first time that advancing armies have been in
the van of movements that have changed the in-

in

too, that

weaved many

a master-

Great Britain and Ireland. There was

a

understanding of the first principles
of design, as apparent in the work of Labrouste and
Schinkel as in that of Chambers and Cockerell. The
war has revealed the eternal truth of first principles
and
in directions where they have been lost sight of.
art
the
in
than
nowhere had they been more obscured
tacit universal

of design as practiced by a long succession of arclu-
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Confusion of thought had
this country.
the direct expression of a building the most
rare achievement the higher qualities of design had

tects

such good purpose in the schools of our Allies
should bring our teaching into line with theirs,
building up year by year links in the chain which
should bind them together in lasting harmony. No
sacrifice of national expression need result from
to

in

made

;

too long been sacrificed to ideals that are not of the
best. Meaningless display of architectural features

and worthless ornament, culled from a prolific past,
have too often done service in hiding deficiencies
that trained imaginations could never have tolerated.

acceptance of principles which are no more foreign to the soil of this country than to that of any
other. Xo country can claim a monopoly of them,
this

for east and west, north and south they have remained constant since" the (Ireeks first grasped them
and the Romans applied them, not only in their own
land, but wherever their victorious armies gave
them fresh fields for building enterprise.
The importance of pure- form needs to be recognized above all else in the coming year, for it is

General acceptance of a wider conception of design alone can bring architecture back to the main
line of development along which progress was being
made with the rest of Europe a century ago. To

abandon side tracks

is

no indication of lack of

real

progress, for it has to be recognized that they lead
by tortuous routes to no goal worth reaching, while
straight to the Capitol, no matsteep the ascent may be. France has never

the

highway leads

likely that

ter

how

u

;

and engineer rapidly widened as a result of
the narrowing outlook of the one and the expanding
vision of the other. The old order must change the
dimmest eyes can see a gleam of light that will penetrate far and wide unless apathy once more falls like

;

;

a blinding curse to dim the vision of a future now
attainable through untold destruction of systems shown to be uninspiring and decadent. Rome

made

Italian

school

the Mistress Art

is

likened in

common

parlance to

"history in stone."

no longer permit-

problem that the builders of Imperial Rome solved
with incomparable skill by the aid of an inferior
material. Hut to concrete as the Romans used it,
new possibilities have been foreshadowed by the
science of reinforcement in steel limitations of material no longer offer insuperable difficulties to the
spanning of wide areas and the carrying of loads
on supports far smaller than they conceived to be
possible. There never was more urgent need for
so-called "science" to be welded to so-called "art,''
for the gulf between engineer and architect to be

architect

Architecture has ever been slow to reflect changes
in the state of society, but that they have always
been unmistakably recorded is such a truism that

outline, resources

false criterion of public taste. The use of materials
costly in normal times may have to be avoided, and
architects will in all probability be faced with the

still, to curtail the comprehensive
grasp of structural problems that alone could vest
purely utilitarian works with .'esthetic quality.
Trained engineers were not slow to meet the requirements of industry a breach once opened between

day; the classic tradition of tintook centuries to reach its zenith.

with the resumption of building activity
demand for extreme simplicity of mass

the

ting of the stock-in-trade of meaningless features
and ornament which in the past have engendered a

and more serious

built in a

come

and dignity of

of this, and America with steady purpose
has resolutely pursued the same course. In Fngland, the conservation of national prejudices and the
jealous safeguarding of individual expression have
helped to isolate architecture from the kindred arts.
lost sight

was not

ill

bridged.

The

exposition of classic principles must

once more become part of the vernacular language
of this country if the tide of commonplace architecture is to be stemmed and if architects are ever
to regain their lost
It

supremacy.

must not be supposed from

a stereotyped version of design
chitectural progression depends

this

reasoning that

would

result.

upon the

Ar-

activities

Wherever the theory of academic design has
already been accepted, it will be strengthened by the
outstanding lessons taught in the prosecution of the
war.
Foremost among them are numbered concentration on matters of vital import clearness of
aim. and above all unity of purpose, all of which are

of a nation as a whole, and buildings of outstanding
merit will mark its progress from time to time, al-

as essential to design in architecture as to the successful prosecution of a campaign. But where the

tions in classic

;

seed had not been sown,
it.

and

to

watch

its

it is

growth

for the schools to

sow

through the impression-

years of immaturity. Concentration on pure
form should be a primary aim, and the direct expression of that form the keynote of all endeavor:
able

while unity of thought with the traditions pursued

to exceptional endeavor on
the part of individuals more gifted than their confreres.
During the last half century evidence of
what can l>e achieved by expressing modern condi-

most unannounced, due

American

language can be seen

practitioners,

Colonial traditions

who

at

in the

first

work of
upon

seized

inspired originally by this coun-

envisaged the masterpieces of the
try
In this way a national style
continent.
Furopean
source
develops, as far removed from the original

and

later

of inspiration as the poles are apart, and yet instinct with everlasting truths.
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Recent Legal Decisions
Although by the terms of a building contract the
construction of the plans and specifications is left
to the decision of the architect and he is made the
arbiter of the character of the work done by the
contractors, and the contract purports to make his
owner conclusive, his construction

certificate to the

of the plans and specifications
are not binding and conclusive
his acts

were

bad

in

faith,

and
if

it

absence of a statute imposing liability
The Illinois statute of 1913 provides
that all scaffolds- erected or constructed by any
person for use in erecting, repairing, altering, removing or painting any structure shall be erected
and constructed so as to give proper and adequate
liable in the

CONCLUSIVENESS OF ARCHITECT'S CERTIFICATE

his certificate

be shown that

and were arbitrary and

oppressive or malicious. Assuming that the archigood faith believed that a proper construc-

upon them.

It is held
protection to the employee using it.
that under this statute the duty to comply with its
terms is placed upon those actually constructing the

scaffolding and other appliances, and consequently
not upon the owner or architect where they do

not

erect

the

scaffolds

Lci'iiison.

207

///.

tect in

tion of the plans and specifications required the
contractors to fill the lot on which the building
was to be erected, which the contractors did not
do, this afforded no ground for acting arbitrarily
and oppressively or maliciously with respect to
It was incumbent upon
other matters involved.
him to settle that issue upon its merits. If the own-

ers terminate the contract
tificate that

the

work

is

upon the

that

the

and not
in good faith was held to preclude the owners
from recovering damages from the contractors for
breach of contract, although there was no actual
fraud on the part of the owners.
Lund v. McClinton (Mo.), 205 S.

W.

resulting in a delivery

Brctin

v.

of

in

regard to a lien claim,

more material than was

reasonably necessary to complete the buildings and
a failure to note certain credits for materials re-

turned,

made through honest mistake and not willrender the lien void. Though some

fully, will not

not being done according

the plans and specifications, the fact
architect acted arbitrarily, oppressively

appliances.

BOOKKEEPING ERRORS IN LIEN CLAIMS
Errors in bookkeeping

architect's cer-

to

or

App. 406.

of the items

would be

were nonlienable the subcontractors

entitled to a lien

for the lienable items

after deducting the credits for returned materials.
Columbia River Door Co. v. Todd, Oregon

Supreme Court, 175 Pac.

443.

REPAIRING DAMAGED BUILDINGS

240.

A

section of the Atlantic City building ordinance
provides that when a building within the fire limits

SURETY'S LIABILITY

shall

A

surety under its bond guaranteed that the
contractor would pay all claims for labor and materials

furnished.

The contractor

claims for material.

It is

failed

held that the

to

pay

owner could

maintain an action on the bond without actually
satisfying such claims, since liability on the bond
accrued when the contractor failed to pay the
claims.

Ceremony

v.

Drummond

(Cal.), 174 Pac.

696.

be

damaged

one-half of

its

to

an amount not greater than

value, exclusive of the value of

its

be repaired or rebuilt; but,
if damaged more than one-half that
value, it shall
not be repaired or rebuilt, but shall be taken down.
foundations,

it

may

The owner

of a building partially destroyed by
desired to repair it, and claimed that the building had been damaged less than one-half its value;
the municipality claimed that the damage exceeded
fire

one-half the value, and desired the building to be
taken down. It was held, in a suit for injunction

SAFE SCAFFOLDING

A

bricklayer in the employ of an independent
contractor who had undertaken the construction of
the wall of a building was killed as the result of
a defective scaffold.
In an action for his death it

appeared that the owner and architect retained no
right to control or direct the action of the contractor in the progress of the work,
except in regard to the depth of the foundation, the material
to be used, and
generally to require a compliance
with the contract. It was held that
were not

they

by the owner against the city, that the owner's
remedy at law was adequate, and he could not have
injunction to restrain interference with the repair
of the building. But it appeared that some rooms
on the first floor could be used if temporary roof
were provided. It was held that the owner was
entitled to have interference with temporary repair
restrained, since irreparable damage might otherwise result, and the city would in no wise be prejudiced if the injunction were granted. Atlantic

City Fire Ins. Co. v.
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Board (N.

/.)

IO 3 Atl. 1044.
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portionately similar

in

view of the fact that people in

paying tribute

in the

shape of increased rentals to

amount of $5.000.000 monthly.
The situation in New York City was discussed in
an informal way last week by Leonard Schultze of
the

the firm of

Warren & Wetmore

at a

meeting of the

New York

"Democratizing the Institute"

New

York City are on the average housed four to an
apartment this would approximate over sixty thousand new apartments yearly.
New York is now

Building Managers' Association.
course of his remarks Mr. Schultze said

In the

:

expressions of opinion have been received from fellows and members of the
American Institute of Architects, based on the edi-

"Xo\v is the time to build, not next year. In the first
There
place, labor will never be cheaper than it is today.
may be some reduction in the price of steel and building
material, but not enough to be worth while waiting for,

"Democratizing the Institute," which appeared

considering the present demand.
"As a matter of fact, there is not more than a 20 or 30
per cent increase in building costs, as compared with three
or even four years ago.
"We will see the greatest building boom this country has
ever known if we can only get the big loaning institutions
to release the required capital to finance the construction.
It's coming and it's coming fast and prices of material
will advance as soon as construction starts.
The New
York Central Railroad Company has every parcel of its
property along Park Avenue and in the vicinity applied for,
but it will not be able to do anything until Walter Stabler
of the Metropolitan Life, or some other big loaning company, sees fit to loan the necessary money."

MANY

torial

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT

of April 9.
A compilation of this material is being prepared
and when completed will be transmitted to the PostWar Committee on Architectural Practice, in accordance with the committee's request for construcin

from the entire profession of archiand those interests affiliated with it, for "improvements which will affect the conditions and intive suggestions

tecture,

crease

the

efficiency

of

architectural

practice

throughout the United States."

Speed
The

Up

Building At

situation resulting

Once

!

from the lack of increased

construction activity is growing more acute each
day. One of the most gigantic problems to be dealt
with in half a century is now being faced by this
It affects the fortunes of millions of percountry.
sons in various cities in the quest of homes that canThe immediate erection of addinot be supplied.
tions to dwellings in communities where they are so

badly needed

is

the only solution of the housing

Only this week, at a meeting of the Philadelphia
Operative Builders' Association, discussion as to the
building of new dwellings discloses that there is a
shortage of more than 20,000 houses in that city.
Take Philadelphia's case as an example
During the years 1910 to 1916 there was constructed in that city an average of 7500 dwelling
houses each year, about 90 per cent of which were
:

two-story brick dwellings in rows and during the
year 1917 this fell off to 2500 houses, and in 1918
to less than icoo houses erected by private investors
and approximately 1000 workmen's dwellings
;
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least of these is that

erected by the United States Government agencies.
conditions that
Taking as a basis only the normal
is a shortage at the
there
to
1917,
prevailed previous
houses in Philadelpresent time of more than 10.000
from other
workmen
of
and when the influx

always believed to be nearing perfection, as one
which might properly receive consideration toward
the development of specialization along lines of fit-

phia,
sections of the country is considered, it is no exaghouses are regeration to state that fully 20,000
at the present time to relieve the congestion.

ness.

quired
Atlanta, Ga., reports that there are today in Atlanta approximately one thousand families seeking
the rental of houses and apartments, with less than
a dozen rentable houses in that city to supply the

demand.

It

is

The recommendations
set

What

is

conservatively estimated that At-

true in

New

emergency by building

The Humanities

a

Work

in

the

issue

of

While directing attention

to the

World's

from the

so

if,

More

efficient officers

after the first

he might gain in a knowledge of his
contact during his student- course.
Architects need a fuller realization of the humani-

fellow

could

ties,

two years of general

The experience gained since we entered into the
war has taught many valuable lessons. Not the.

in none, per-

\vhatever

make
made

work, the cadet could select or be appointed to the
branch of the service with which he is to work, and
be taught specifically along those lines. But what is
probably the greatest fault with the West Point curriculum is its failure to teach what might be called
the humanities, the proper relation of man to man,
the real democracy of service."

in most professions, and
more than in architecture.

haps the tendency during the past has been too

;

specialization.

af-

largely to ignore this important element in architectural education, leaving it for the student to absorb

:

toward

is

Let us, by all means, include in our educational
methods a better teaching of the humanities. Per-

mili-

academy gained high reputations, he is of the
opinion that there is room for improvement in the
courses of study as at present pursued. He states
"Too much of the four-year course is wasted

be turned out

common

haps,

tary

too great effort is expended in an attempt to
Too little effort is
the education general.

results.

forded to observe the special fitness of each student,
and when this has been determined the procedure
might be exactly as is proposed for West Point.
By such a method we would be spared the misfits

West Point.
great number of

since their graduation

and once this fitness was established
determination as to just what specific

During a four-years' course opportunity

refers to the curriculum at

men who have

further

and most valuable

now ?

in

current

Point, as above
in- the

branch the student might with best results study
would follow. Such a system makes for the highest

Educational
Curricula

A WRITER

West

lege training,

every
good proportionately
other growing city in the country. These conditions
are wide-spread and are natural, post-war conditions.
Will the cities provide these necessary new
the

for

might well be taken as a basis

nation as to the exact fitness of students for a col-

York, Philadelphia and Atin practically

homes and meet

forth,

program for a revision of architectural educational
methods. In a recent issue there was discussed in
these columns a movement set afoot at Columbia
University which would provide a means of determi-

lanta requires five thousand new homes to domicile
the people who are now practically homeless there.
lanta holds

our educational methods need

revision along more practical lines. It is interesting
to note that there is a disposition to regard the
curriculum of an educational institution hitherto

men by

or,

more properly speaking, personal relationand when such a realization

ship in their practice,

attainment directed and enwill undoubtedly lose much of the aloofness that in the past has
caused them to be regarded by the general public,
and often mistakenly by themselves, as aristocrats.
Teaching such humanities would certainly lead to
"a real democracy of service," and that is a consummation toward which the post-war committee might
lend its efforts to a very good purpose.
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has been reached, and
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couraged by teaching methods, they
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Current News
The

City Built of Zinc
Bareira, in Portuguese East Africa, is the only
zinc city in existence. Zinc is the only practicable
material so far known, which is capable, states an

activity in

exchange, of withstanding the peculiar climate. It
took some thousands of people who make up the
population only six months to build the place. Hospital, church, arsenal, and every dwelling is of zinc
and even most of the railway cars are of zinc
;

throughout.

Building

Work

first

the

means of stimu-

farmers and landowners in
government has shown some
the
needs for afforestation.
meeting

Keep Pavement

Intact Five Years

It has been nothing new to find that no sooner
than a city street has been well paved and the
people have begun to take a personal pride in its
improvement, said pavement is cut up to allow for

the placing of a pipe line or service connection.
Attention is called to the solution of this prob-

Increases

lem

Records for the

demand has been

local

lating the interest of
tree planting, and the

three weeks of March, issued

by the Department of Labor, show that contracts
for building and construction aggregated $</>/> 19.It is estimated that the total amount for the
791.
month will reach close to $150,000,000.
These
amounts exceed those for the same month in any
former year. Contracts for about $51,000,000 were

made

in January, compared with $95.000.000 for
The New York district reported |S6
February.
projects amounting- to $8,372,682.

Cleveland,

in

In this city,

signs

are

)hio,

(

by the Engineering IVorld.
is undertaken,

some time before paving

posted

conspicuously

along the

street,

giving notice of the proposed work, and requiring
l>e placed before
Thereafter the pavement must
for this purpose for a period of hve
The
warning reads: "This street will be
years.
All
underground structures, gas and water
paved.
must
be put in at once. After compleetc..
pipes,
tion, no permit to cut will be granted for five

that all

underground connections

the paving
not be cut

years.''

It

is

is

done.

signed by the mayor.

A

Forest Protection in Canada
The aeroplane as an aid in forest protection has
not been tried out anywhere except for a short season in Wisconsin several years ago, but this Spring

restraining influence of this kind is one more
incentive for civic pride, and might with good purpose be emulated in other instances.

Devises

will probably see one or more aeroplanes
patrolling
timber areas in Canada, according to information

just issued

by the Canadian Forestry Association.

Great sums of money are spent each year

Inspired

New Victory Emblem

by Col.

McRae's poem, "In Flanders
war worker with the Y. M.

Fields," Miss Michael, a

in for-

A., overseas conference headquarters, located at
olnmbia University, has designed an emblem enwining the Flanders poppy with the torch of Libnational vicerty, which she offers for adoption as a
countory memorial to be displayed throughout the
shall
that
we
continuous
America's
as
pledge
try
in
Flanders
fields.
who
those
in
sleep
memory
keep

('.

est fire protection in Canada, the Province of Ontario alone now spending more than $500.000 yearly

for that purpose.

South African Timber Markets

(

l

The high

price of imported timber, due to the
freight and the difficulty in obtaining suphas led to unusual attention being paid to

rise in

plies

South African woods, reports the American Vice
Consul from the Transvaal. The match factories
are running entirely on the locally grown material,
and numerous box factories have sprung up in
various places throughout the country. Reports indicate that the South African pine compares fa-

vorably with

much

that

is

imported.

Reforestation in Europe
According to reliable information in Government quarters, the forests of France, so carefully
protected and cultivated for centuries, saved the

More than 40,000 trees a day
were cut during the four years of the war to meet
the demands of military leaders. Not only because
of these demands, but from neglect and the rav-

cause for the Allies.
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The money was voted

for this improvement in 1913
not a spadeful of earth has been
There are many excuses, but no one has
turned.
undertaken any responsibility in the matter, and no

been deages of war, the forests of France have
two
than
more
the
war
destroyed
having
pleted,
billion board feet of lumber and caused the neglect

and

of about 750,000 acres of valuable woodland.
Reforestation is one of the French post-war
out in
problems, and Norway has planned to help

solution

forest trees in the front zone.

Norwegian
The plan comprises

Representing the United States Department of
Labor, Leslie W. Sprague spoke before the Rotary
Club in Passaic, N. J., on the subject of building
with relation to immigration.

bringing

Norwegians,

as to save France any expense in connection with
their work.
England and \Yales had three million acres of

Mr. Sprague declares that if building operations
are not immediately undertaken it will be impossible
to build at all within the next few months, due to

woodland before the war. Now it has been reduced to two million acres, and the Government is

what he believes an inevitable exodus of labor from

Its plans infaced with a reforestation problem.
clude the use of acres of stag-headed oaks, which
are on private estates, and the planting of many

new

this

laborers, he said, are seeking passports to go back to their native countries where
work will be plentiful during reconstruction. It is

areas.

A

residential

development

in

connection

probable that the United States will lose more from
this cause than it will gain by the coming of emigrants from Europe. "Within two years," said Mr.
Sprague, "America will be face to face with a labor
shortage of large proportions, as there will be no

with

property in South Orange Township, X. J., is responsible for the transfer of ownership of the old

Timothy

Ball house in

Ball house

third

was

cousin

built

Washington, who frerelatives in this house during

quently visited his

labor

Ridgewood Road there. The
in 1743 by Timothy Ball, a

General

of

flict.

One interesting feature of the building is a small,
square aperture in the front wall of the house which
leads to an old-fashioned built-in bed, which for
purposes of warmth, rather than economy of space,

now

house

advocated, adjoins the huge chimney. The
built of stone and
occupies a four-acre

is

Patriotic

and

be possible to

historical societies are

hoping it
preserve the old landmark intact.

coming into this country. There is only one
overcome the situation and that is to build

to

way
now while we have
the labor

the Revolutionary War.
The house is located on the slope of the mountain between South Orange and Maplewood, in full

view of several battlefields where British and American armies camped during the course of the con-

country.

Thousands of

Historic Property Sold

will

in prospect.

Immediate Building

the planting of 250 acres a year for five years and
the sending of a forestry party of 50 fully equipped
their food supplies, so
even

site.

is

restoration by planting a belt of

this

as

said

is

it

is

still

the opportunity.
here and available."

Build while

Canadian Rail Construction
After-war construction on railroads in Western
Canada, to begin at an early date in order to employ a large number of laborers, involving an expenditure of $60,000,000, and reachng out into
3,000,000 acres of land,

is

contained in the develop-

ment program of the Dominion railroad interests.
Coal lands in the vicinity of Regina will be opened
by virtue of the next extensions and thus employ
additional labor in the operation of the mines.

Expect Business Revival
Sacramento Capitol Extension
Delayed

Members

Word comes from

California that a postponement
in the completion of the
Capitol extension. State Architect G. B. McDougall
is pessimistic at the situation.
It seems to be one
further example of
committed to
some

of about two years

is likely

having
paper
worth while ideas and of not
following them

of the

New

England Hardware Asso-

convention in Boston, when
as
to
the
business
queried
outlook, remarked that
ciation,

out.

in

annual

was "picking up considerably." They are the
"outside men," so to speak, of the hardware industry, and they are looking forward to an early
revival of big business.
The whole matter of deit

cided stimulus to the business, as sized up by the
do.
meeting, hinges upon what labor proposes to
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Demand

Will Tax Mills' Capacity

Germany or used for fuel. Great Britain made a
great sacrifice for war work, for fully 450,000
acres of forests were felled to meet war-time needs.
In Italy also great sacrifices were made to
supply
the army with trench timber and firewood.
"Many claims are made as to who won the war,
but I am safe in
saying one of the greatest agencies
was the forests of France, for those forests held
back the enemy time and again. The offer of the

Europe's reconstruction requirements are expected to make the United States the
leading lumber exporting nation of the world, according to J. E.
Rhodes, secretary-manager of the Southern Pine
Association.

"With every country on the globe
entering a
great building period, reports from foreign investigators received by the Association indicate a serious
shortage of lumber in practically all centers of consumption abroad," said Mr. Rhodes.

American Forestry Association to aid in reforestwork has been accepted by the forest authorities of France.
Belgium and (ireat Britain, and the
association will shortly call
upon the American
ing

"Cut off largely from their normal sources of
main supply because of economic and
political demoralization in Russia and
Austria-Hungary, and
the natural limitations of Sweden's
production
Great Britain and the rest of the continent are
looking to America to make up the

people to aid

in

this great

undertaking."

Chicago School of Architecture

deficiency

caused by the virtual elimination of these three nations, which before the war contributed more than

The

Bulletin of the Chicago School of

tecture, illustrating students'

half of the world's total lumber
Foreign
exports.
buyers are already arriving in the United States in
considerable numbers, not only from
Europe, but

work

Archi-

in architectural

design, free-hand drawing and water
been received. The work illustrated is

color,

has

grouped by

from South America, Australia and Africa, which
have been practically without lumber
supplies for

This method interestingly shows the
years.
progress of the student from the start to
graduation,

four years, due to curtailed ocean
transportation

to study the course of
architectural education in design as conducted.
The work, naturally selected from the best available material, shows a wide
range of subjects
carefully and artistically treated, and discloses to a
certain degree- the system employed in instruction.

and permits opportunity

facilities.

"Russia before the war held first place as a lumber exporting country, and in
1913, the last normal
year, sold to foreign buyers 5.513,618,000 feet or
26 per cent of all lumber exports,
according to figures compiled from a report of Dr. Edward

It is

Ewing

Pratt

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Second in importance at that time was
Austria-Hungary, whose exports in 1913 aggregated 3.635.473.o feet, 17.1 per cent of the whole.
for

an extremely creditable showing.

the

Commerce.

Sweden contributed 15 per
feet while Canada supplied

cent with 3,167.549,000
13.3 per cent, or 2,833,-

In spite of her immense forest re546,000 feet.
sources and unequalled manufacturing
equipment,
the United States in 1913 ranked fifth in the list of

important lumber-exporting nations, with only 12.7
per cent of the total exports to her credit. This

amounted

to 2,700,575,000 feet, only a little more
Finland's exportations, which were 2.531,281,000 feet.

than

Would Replant French
A

project

for

reforesting the

areas

of

Europe has been advanced by Charles Lathrop
Pack, ex-president of the World's Court League.
"About one and one-half million acres of forest
land in France were destroyed by shellfire or cut
down for war-time need," said Mr. Pack. "Practically

all

of

Belgium's

forests

A

Organization to Expand Trade

committee

has

been

organized by the Dework of all
partment
Government departments in building up and extending American interests in foreign trade. This
activity means that much of the extensive research
work done in the last years by various Government departments may now be utilized to promote
the expansion of American commerce.
It
also
means that official recognition will be given to the
need for obtaining long credits and removing other
obstacles which have heretofore hindered the acdf State to co-ordinate the

complishment of that purpose.
The Department of Commerce has been

Forests

battle

New

with any timber

value have been felled by the (Germans and sent to

investi-

gating the opportunities awaiting American industries in South America, and international conferences have been held.

Financial problems have
been discussed and ways considered to enable the
United States to compete on an equal basis with

any other country. A period of great development
is in sight in South America, which opens fields of
the utmost importance to any nation which has
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efforts
extensive interest in foreign trade. Similar
and
are being made in connection with European

Far Eastern

fields.

The formal announcement
of State says in part

of

the

Department

:

includes representatives of all the governmental offices which deal in any way with foreign trade
harmatters. Its duty is to formulate conclusions and to

regard to an arrangement which

make

officials

of the

underand
their
themselves
between
employees,
standing
and which promises to safeguard their interests
and make possible a speedier adjustment of grievbelieve

company

will

for

a

better

ances.

The committee

monize and co-ordinate

way

all

governmental

activities in

Canadian Lumber Supply

any

connected with foreign trade, thus safeguarding the

economic future of the nation.
The committee will provide advisory and supervisory
the work
machinery of Government executives for unifying
of further extending and developing the business interests
of the United States in foreign channels.
Prominent among the problems which will receive immediate attention are tonnage allocation and marine freights,
cable and radio facilities, reconstruction loans and LatinAmerican loans, consortiums for buying in Europe, labor
and immigration and the development of what are known
as "key industries." such as the dye industry and strategic
raw materials.

The chief purpose, however, is to compile data
and promote co-operation with the various Government agencies represented in the organization, for
the most expeditious fulfillment of beneficial for-

Meeting Industrial Unrest
in

this

the government of Great
that
buy a billion feet of lumber in Canada
has brought out the, statement from

report
to

is

year

prominent dealers here that

if

this

order

is

re-

be the biggest boom to the industry
that Canada has experienced in the past fifty years.
It is claimed that there is not a billion feet of lumceived

will

it

Canada available for ready delivery, so
could not be met for the present at
order
that the
least.
During the past two years labor has been

ber in

all

very scarce, only old men and boys being available,
and they demanding the highest wages.
In the province of New Brunswick there is little

lumber cut awaiting shipment, this year's cut being
about 60 per cent of normal practically the same
Influenza played havoc in the lumber
as last year.
been comthe
camps
past winter, many having

eign relations.

The progress being made by employers

The
Britain

real-

of
pelled to close entirely because

humanity of labor has again been exemby a performance of the International HarThis organization controls seventeen
vester Co.
American and three Canadian plants, which com-

it.

izing the

plified

prise 30,000 employees.
The officers of the company

have recently evolved

an "industrial council'' plan, which has for its purpose the representation of the employee in deciding
matters pertaining to working conditions, health,
safety, hours of labor, wages, recreation, education and other questions of mutual concern to em-

ployer and employed.
An election has been held in
to

determine

how

all

twenty plants

Newark Window Designed by
R. A. Cram
A memorial window, designed and executed by
Ralph Adams Cram, architect, is being installed
back of the chancel in Trinity Episcopal Cathedral
Church. Newark. N. J. The window is regarded as
a most excellent example of modern stained glass,
and is the gift of Mrs. Frances Parkman of Boston
in honor of her parests. Mr. and Mrs. Cortlandt
Parker, Jr., and her brother, Cortlandt Parker, Jr.

far creation of the "industrial

council" had approval.
All the Canadian and all
but three of the American plants accepted it en-

Cleveland Chapter, A/I. A.1

thusiastically.

In each plant which approved the plan it is proposed to organize a "works council," details for
which have been carefully worked out.
In the
three which did not, the company posted notices
of the result of the vote, and stated that no further
action would be taken in the matter
except at the

request of the employees.
tioned for another vote.
effort to

sway opinion.

to induce the

men

It

Two

have already

peti-

The company made no
attempted no campaign

to vote for the measure.

They

were simply asked to express their wishes with

The Cleveland Chapter of
tute

of

Architects

the

American

Insti-

its monthly meeting on
There was no pre-arranged

held

Thursday, April 3.
with the
program, as arrangements in connection
convention in Nashville had to be made.
At the March meeting of the Chapter an informal

was given by Sergeant Carl S. Briggs, son of
President Herbert Briggs.
Sergeant Briggs had
he saw service in
where
from
returned
France,
just
the camouflage section of Company B, Fortieth
talk

U.
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Will Raze Historic Philadelphia

House
The Guernsey mansion, built in 1/05, and one of
the oldest houses in Philadelphia, will be demolished shortly to make way for the new home of the
Frankford Trust Company. The house has been
in the Guernsey family for more than 200 years.
The foundations were laid when Frankford Road
was known as the King's Highway, and the house
was occupied by ancestors of Martin Van Buren.
eighth President of the United States.
There were few houses north of Frankford Creek
at that time, the principal

ones being the

summer

homes of the Guernseys and the Smedleys. who
came over with William Perm. The original title
to the Guernsey mansion describes it as "situate on

Highway below Jolly Post Inn.'' In the
heydey of its Colonial fame it far outshone any of
the houses of the period for social activity. Washington and Jefferson, when Philadelphia was the
capital of the United States, visited there.
the King's

One

of the greatest days in the history of the
Guernsey mansion was in September, 1824, when
Lafayette visited Philadelphia in his tour of the

United States. A triumphal arch was raised over
Frankford Avenue from the front of the old mansion, and beneath it the great Frenchman and friend
of America passed, amid the plaudits of a mighty
throng.

The Marbles
Italy is

one of

of Italy

famous sources
and building marbles, and

the world's most

of supply for both art
marble, granite, and building stones are the common
materials used for buildings in that country. Venice
is a fireproof city, built of stone of Istria and

and the foundations and first courses, at
all palaces, public and municipal buildings,
government and business edifices are of these mamarble
least,

;

of

terials.

Venice is immediately adjacent to famous marble
quarries with an inexhaustible supply of raw ma-

worked by cheap labor. The Istrian stone,
which is quarried just across the Adriatic, reaches
Venice by the cheapest forms of water transportation, being loaded on sailing barges at the quarries,
and disembarked at the exact point where it is to
terial,

be used.

The most important
at

quarries in the Veneto are
and near Verona, the Veronese red and yellow

marbles having been favorite building stones since
the time when the Colisseum at Verona was constructed. For building they rank next to the stone
of Istria in popularity, and are true marbles, while

the stone of Istria

is not a true marble,
although a
very hard limestone, that is much used in Venice
because it resists the action of salt water.
Besides their value for construction, the Veronese marbles are in great demand for decorative

work. Among the names of the several varieties of
Veronese marbles are white nembro, coral pink,
white peach, partridge eye, yellow snail, yellow azure, and paradise.
Scientific American Supplement.

Tells of Artists'

War Achievements

Marcel Knecht, the chief of the Bureau of Public
Information for the French Government in America,
was recently entertained at dinner by the members
of the Architectural League of New York.
Mr.
Knecht, who before the war was managing editor
of the magazine Art et Industrie, published in Paris
for the

advancement of the

arts allied to architec-

spoke to the members of the league on the
subject of "Xature as Kxpressed in the Arts of

ture,

Lorraine."
The conference was illustrated with lantern slides

showing recent achievements by the great
in the part of France nearest to the bloodiest
fields

Mr.

artists

battle-

of the great war.
Knecht was introduced

by II. VanBuren
There were
Magonigle, president of the league.
about sixty members of the society present at the
dinner.
The speaker showed the close connection
between local industries and local art of Lorraine,

Xancy and Luneville.
The natural resources of

the country, such as the
mines, sand, forests, etc., had encouraged and
made easier, he said, masterpieces in glass, wood,
salt

and |x>ttery. He s]X)ke of the work of such modern
French artists as Galle. Damn, Majorelle, Mougin,
and Baccarat, all of whose work, he said, should be
better

known

in this

country.

war regarding French
"France needs

art

On

the effect of the

Mr. Knecht said:

to be protected not only against

German art but even against German ambition.
Some people believe that the revolution pacified the
German spirit of domination, but there is still existing danger in this quarter.''

A

Timely and Valuable Pamphlet

Bulletin Xo. 17, for the first quarter of 1919,
issued by the Municipal Art Society of New York,
very thoroughly discusses the subject of war me-

morials and illustrates the best and most important

This publicaexamples that have been erected.
hands of every individual and

tion should be in the
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every committee that will be intimately connected
with this subject.
The illustrations in this bulletin are of the most

large

now

industries

whose business has been and

is

active since the armistice.

"If the manufacturers of cement, of steel,
prolumber and other building- materials,
manufacturers of clothing, food products and ma-

expression in the form of memorials that
has been made in this country.
They show exthese matwhen
be
what
accomplished
may
actly
ters are carried forward in an artistic and painstaking manner. They offer, further, an object les-

chinery, had followed this method and the prices
of these commodities were established in the minds
of the public, there would not now be the marked

son by the illustration of a number of types of
War memorials classified under the very
proper heading of "What Not to Do." In addi-

halting in business.
"Help stabilize business promptly by adopting a
'Prices effective
plan of action with this slogan:

featuring St. Gaudens' beautiful Farragut
in New York, and the equally good Shaw
in Boston, there are presented fountains,
bridges, exedras, doorways and stained glass, each
one of which constitutes a part of our artistic

for specified periods or seasons will establish confidence between buyers and sellers.' "

ducers of

artistic

Post-Civil

tion to

memorial
memorial

Where Work

heritage.

necessary that the warnings and
admonitions of a society of this important character should be carefully heeded and considered,
.

It

is

vitally

While there

if

Waiting

a tendency for architects to be
attracted to large cities as the center of their acis

tivities, which is in many respects justified, there
are reasons why the smaller towns
might prove
"mettle more attractive." There is the idea,

done we need have no fear for the
future of memorial art in this country.
Copies of this pamphlet, the price of which is
twenty-five cents, may be had by addressing the
Society of Municipal Art at 119 East iQth Street,
New York. We cannot too strongly urge that this
Bulletin be used as a reference and guide in important memorial undertakings.

and

is

this is

among

these, that
in

some

an architect

practically without a rival
of the smaller towns in the Middle West.
is

Mr. O. R. Hardwell, secretary of the
Freeport (111.)
Chamber of Commerce, taking that city as an example, says

:

"Here we

are, right in the heart of the richest
in America,
nine railtapped

farming country

Wants Material Prices

Specified

for Seasons
Roy G. Owens, general sales manager, Lakewood Engineering Company, Cleveland, Ohio, believes

that

if

material prices were published for
then become estab-

specified periods they would
lished in the minds of the

public,
established between buyer and seller
ated, and there would result little

construction business.
"If every producer
will

the

adopt
public,

this plan,
I

believe

a

confidence

would be

cre-

halting in

the

Mr. Owens says:

who

is

not already doing so

his prices known to
confidence will be re-

and that the present enormous
potential
demand will be brought into action.
Perhaps the
best examples of this
plan are the retail dry goods
business of the country, whose
prices are known
stored

to every individual
through publication in adver-

tisements and through tags on the
goods in the
stores, and the automobile industry, which once
every season names its price to the public. for that
season, so that every individual, possible customer,
or not, is made familiar with the value of
the
article.

"These two industries are perhaps the
only two

lines,

"This peculiar situation is common to
of our size in the
Mississippi Valley.

home with a

many towns
Moreover,

when we begin
guessing about our prospective work in this period
of rebuilding and reconstruction who is
going to
make our plans?"
it

strikes

cold thud,

Competition for Rebuilding French

Towns

making
that

by

three hours' ride from Chicago, and not a
architect
in our city of 22,000
single
population.
Can you beat it?

way

A society called "Renaissance

de Cimes," founded
has drawn up plans for the reconstruction
of the war-torn districts in northern France. The
city of Chauny has opened competition in which
in 1915,

the Allies are invited to participate, for rebuilding
the town and its suburbs in a manner to be modern

and healthful

Before the war,
with a population
over 10,000, but the last years have seen its almost
complete destruction. In this competition the first
prize is the sum of $2,000, and a number of smaller
ones will also be awarded. Prize-winning plans are
to be exhibited in Paris.
in

every respect.

Chauny was a prosperous
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Lumber and

Box Industry

the

Based on production in 1912. n.6 per cent of all
lumber produced in the United States is converted
In fact, the manufacture of packing
into boxes.
boxes and shocks, crates, fruit and vegetable packages and baskets is the second largest wood-consuming industry in the United States. More than four
and a half billion feet of lumber annually, of which
softwoods constitute about 69 per cent and hardwoods 31 per cent, are used by box makers in tinUnited States.

had practiced his profession in New York, the
associate member of the firm he established being
William S. Gregory. Born at Providence. R. I., the
son of Josiah and Lydia Cady. he received his early
education at academies in New England, and was
graduated from Trinity College with the class of
1860.

Dr. Cady was the designer of many of Xew
York's most important buildings, notably the Metropolitan Opera Mouse, the American Museum of
.Natural History, the later buildings of the Presbyterian Hospital, the Skin and Cancer Hospital,

Medical School and the Hudson Street
For Yale University he designed no less
Hospital.
than fifteen buildings, including the Lamson. FairHellevue

To

License Building Contractors

The

results

of a licensing law

for

contractors

would doubtlessly be so valuable that any movement to encourage such a procedure must be of in-

A movement

terest to architects.
in line

weather. \\hite, Berkeley and Pearson dormitories.
hvight J all and the Chittenden Library. Examples
of his work are also to be found at Williams. TrinI

for this purpose

ity

Post-War Committee

is

one proposed by the Wis-

that industry

lospital. a governor of the Presbyterian Hospital, a
trustee of Berea College, vice-president of the New
York City Mission, and president of the National
I

His clubs included the
Century, the Aldine, the Ouill and the Delta Psi
Federation of Churches.

and protect them from the increasing

number of incompetents.

Fratefnity.
Last autumn Dr.

of Architects
providing for the examination and registration of architects has been reported upon favorably by both House and Senate legislative committees and is now before the legislature of Minnesota

plete of

its

kind

in the

country.

bill

Personal

for final action.

The

bill

is

to stabilize the practice

examination and certification of

all

applicants, per-

mitting only those qualified to subscribe themselves
"registered architect."

Hippodrome

Architect Jos. G.

from

Room 910

Chicago.

Cleveland Cady, senior

Cady & Gregory,

member

of the firm of

of 40 West Thirtysecond Street, New York, died on Thursday, April
17, of heart disease, after an illness of two months
at his home, 214 Riverside Drive.
Since 1X70 Dr. Cady he had received the hon-

and

at
is

319
de-

Ludgen has removed his office
1633 Monadnock Building,

111.

Norman T. Yorse, 91 S. & L. BuildMoines, Iowa, has consolidated with
ing,
Kraetsch & Kraetsch.
i

Des

at

Monnot,

Hawk &

409 Empire

architect,

who

has been associated

Parr, architects, has opened an office
Building, Oklahoma City, and is de-

sirous of receiving catalogs and data.

W. H. Cameron,

architects,

orary degree of LL.D. from Trinity College in 1905

offices

to

Architect

C. L.

Cleveland Cady

Logg has opened

building. Cleveland. Ohio,

sirous of securing catalogs.

with
J.

Allen

Architect

object of the

of designing and planning.
While not prohibiting
use of plans without state authorization, it places
responsibility where it belongs and gives the people
definite information as to the ability of the designer.
It also gives the public an added security by the

J.

to the library of

Cady presented

Trmitv College his collection of books and photographs relating to architecture. This collection comprised 37^ volumes and more than 2000 photographs, and was considered one ot the most com-

Minnesota Proposes Registration

A

and Wesleyan.
Cady was president of the Skin and Cancer

Dr.

with the general tenor of the program of the

consin Master Builders' Association and to be discussed at its next convention. An effort can properly be made to encourage legitimate members of

I

general manager of the Na-

tional Safety (Council, has resigned to become manager of industrial relations of the Eastman Kodak

Company.
formerly
Council.
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His place
field

will be taken

secretary

of

the

by C.

W.

National

Price,

Safety

News from

Late

Architectural Fields

Special Correspondence to
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"U'hen the idea penetrates the public consciousness,"
one wholesale lumberman remarked, "and the fact that
lumber never did take more than a quarter or a half as
much of a rise as several other prime commodities in the
war period, there will not be much hesitancy about build-

Government To Spend $305,369,464
On Public Improvements
WASHINGTON, I). C., April _>i. Construction work is
being launched by the Government at a rapid rate.
By the end of the fiscal year 1921 there will be available
for Federal aid for State road building more than $266,-

ing investments."

Architects

Congress passed the appropriation for $9.050,000
hospitals and improvements to old ones needed
by the Public Health Service and this building activity is
being rushed and will lie under way by the end of the
Some of these projects will be under construction
year.
by midsummer. More than $30,000,000 are involved in the
maintenance and construction work set out in the rivers
and harbors appropriation bill passed by the last Congress.
There is an appropriation of $1.500.000 for the building of a sanatorium at Dawson Springs, Ky., the survey is
being made: and for the site and hospital plant at Norfolk,
An appropriaVirginia. $900,000 has been appropriated.
000,000.

for

new

of lectures of more than usual interest to
architects have recently been given at the University of
The first of these was given on March 13
Michigan.
The illustrative
by Albert Kahn on French Chateaux.
slides were from sketches made abroad by Mr. Kahn and

from photographs.
On March 16 and

17 Professor Wm. H. Goodyear,
Curator of Fine Arts of the Brooklyn Museum, gave the

and
following illustrated lectures: "Optical
Illusions
Architectural Refinements in Mediaeval Cathedrals"; "The
Widening Refinement in French Gothic Churches and
Cathedrals''
"Architectural Refinements in Greek TemProf. Goodyear is the greatest living authority in
ples."

tion of $550.000 was made to take care of the hospital
project in the District of Columbia and $190,000 were voted
for improvements in the Marine Hospital at Stapleton.

;

this

Staten Island, X. V.
For most of these projects plans now are being prepared and it is safe to say work on all of them will begin
within the year.

A

$23,000.000.

were contemplated before the
war and money appropriated to cover the construction
costs

of these projects

of

Hold Up

Chicago architects

:

Estimates at that
prevailing prices.
time showed these buildings would cost approximately
sixteen and a half millions.
The present estimates are
about six millions more and before the work can be undertaken Congress must appropriate enough
money to take
care of this increase in building costs.

Speaking

fourteen

Graham, Anderson, Probst & White
Holabird & Roche

on the then

Marshall

&

I'ox

5,000,000

Davidson
George C. Nimmons
Samuel X. Crowen

& Martin

E.

Henry

J.

C.

conditions in the central west,
Albert S. Owen, secretary of the
Society of Architects,
Kansas City, Mo., is of the opinion that residential construction should start later this year than
but that

W. &

1,000,000

5,000,000

Schlacks
G. L.

5,000,000
5,000,000

& Co

1,

Walter W. Ahlschlager

building

10,000,000

8,000,000

Richard E. Schmidt, Garden
I'".

$20,000,000
13,000,000

Christian Eckstrom
Charles S. Frost

As To Building Prospects

Optimistic

from

letter

has been
printed in the daily press of that city to the effect that
building work, estimated at $93.000,000, plans for which
have been prepared by these architects, has been held up
by high prices. The firms and the amount of building
they are to supervise were printed as follows

volves the expenditure, on present construction prices, of

Many

field.

Explain Chicago Building

About 150 projects are being he-Id up. for the most part
Almost every State in the Union
post office buildings.
is represented in this list of deferred
projects which in-

more than

Hear Lectures

A number

000,000

5,000,000

Rapp

7,000,000

Alfred L. Alschuler
Board of Education:

5,000,000
F.

Hussander

3,000,000

Total, $93,000,000.

usual,

proceed normally when it becomes apparent that
the general demand for homes will hold values
up and
it

will

insure against depreciation.
'The building of factories is already
progressing generally in the central western states," he says, "larger
interests being first at sensing the
permanency of conditions.

who see an assuredly and continuously
market for their wares for the next ten years,

"Material men,
active world
believe

that

not only

be impossible to duplicate
later for less cost, homes that are constructed
this year,
but that the usual depreciation of a residence will be balanced in the next ten-year period
by the general increase
in

real estate values."

will

it

Build

Now,

Says Senator

Underwood

United States Senator Oscar W. Underwood, speaking
before the Birmingham, Ala., Real Estate Exchange, recently advised against the policy of postponing building
activity and industrial development with the expectation
of cheaper materials and labor later on. Said Mr. Under-

wood

:

"Persons who will not build now because they have to
are
pay more dollars for the material and the labor
the wrong
the
by
view
are
measuring
taking
wrong
they
to
standard, the wrong yard stick. We are not going
get back to 1914 for a long time."
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Financial and

Commercial Digest

As Affecting the Practice
Banks Study Amortization

of

old

channels in their customarv volume.
These
changes are said to be the cause of reduced investments by new member institutions in real estate

Loans

Periods of reconstruction are intensely satisfactory from the point of view of those who advocate
methods as opposed to the inertia of custom. There

loans.

Suggestions already have been advanced

not the opportunity to discuss new methods for
temporary building loans and long term real estate
mortgages in connection with the campaign to
is

stimulate

activity

in

building.

The

American

Bankers' Association is making real progress for
the advancement of plans of institutional investors
loans as opposed to custom.
Amortization of loans is the principle upon which
i
emphasis is placed as a method which will
)
Make available a greater turnover of funds for reinvestment in the renewed activities of the building
industry.
(2) Remove that element of speculation
from the risk of investment that s-o often relies in
vain upon an appreciation in the value of land to
(

offset depreciation in the value of structures.
(3)
Replenish the reservoirs of financial capital, by

encouraging thrift in the borrower, so that the
supply of investment funds will flow uninterruptedly in response to requirements of the builders of
national wealth.

Of marked significance is the fact that the American Bankers' Association Committee in charge of
the campaign for amortization includes among its
members a prominent representative of the United
States League of Building and Loan Associations.

This is as it should be, for the reason that the
funds for investment in real estate loans provided
by the building and loan associations of the United
States, both in respect to the amount of capital
contributed and in respect to its direct effect upon
the* prosperity of the building industry, is relatively
as important as the amount contributed by the
State banks and trust companies combined, or the

insurance companies alone.
Rapid changes are developing

in methods of
banking technic that touch the public. Changes
within the banking system itself, due to the tendency for banks of all types gradually to merge
their activities into the style of the Federal Reserve
System, give rise to the belief that funds destined
for investment in mortgages no longer will follow

from

more than one quarter, that the country needs to
develop a new medium, similar to the Federal
Farm Loan Board, that should devote its special
attention to temporary building loans and
longtime

This
mortgages in our cities.
mortgage bank.
The United States League of Building and Loan
real

clearly

in real estate

:

of Architecture

is

estate

the function of a

has

been particularly active in impressing upon the Government the need for home
loan banks that will standardize mortgage colAssociations

and create a broad market for the securities
thereon.
Interest
between the
prevails
American Hankers' Association and the United
States League of Building and Loan Associations
in the matter of amortization.
There is a possibility that these two interests may agree on estab-

lateral

based

a federal mortgage bank.
The American
Banking Association bulletin develops the history
of long-term mortgages abroad down to the establishment of the Credit Fonder de France, record-

lishing

ing that before the war this institution was offering
to lend on mortgage for 75 years at
4.3 per cent,
The law under
plus an amortization premium.

which the Credit Fonder was formed contains provisions which have been more or less closely followed as models in other European countries.
The Division of Public Works and Construction
Development, since embarking upon its campaign
for renewed activity in the building industry, from
the start has realized the important influence that
new facilities for discounting mortgage loans and
for the sale of collateral trust and debenture bonds
would prove to be. Now that certain financial interests are united in the selection of models that
have been successfully followed elsewhere in the
establishment of mortgage banks, there is reason
to hope that the same institutions soon will be

ready to unite upon an acceptable plan for a new
in the United States to extend the proper
and adequate facilities sorely needed to finance the
increasing activity of th" building industry.

medium
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Late Quotations

WITH
in

in

Building Material Markets

in
Victory Loan drive, building material manufacturers
eastern sections of the country are doing everything in their
power to assure price stability for the rest of the year.
By the establishment of maximum values for cement and
barrel lime for the season the situation has taken on a
builder is
decidedly brighter aspect, for the far sighted
not concerned as to how low the market will drop but as
it will remain at the low level.
manufacturers took a most aggressive and
the market
logical step when they agreed to guarantee
in
against any higher prices than $3.25 per bbl., delivered

to

how long

Cement

New York

City, for the balance of the year.

In addition

agreement that Portland cement quotations will
not go higher until January I. 1920. the ten companies
representing the industry, decided that if there should be
the

to

a price reduction in favor of the builder that these firms
would each follow the reduction. Besides this, the building lime manufacturers, representing the entire industry,

meet shortly and fix a maximum price
This date was
until September i.
chosen so as to permit manufacturers to attain a still
lower level in event that the demand is great enough to
allow the revision of costs to what is termed a quantity
basis, in which event there will be a further drop.
It is probable that action on the efforts of the cement
and lime manufacturers to stabilize prices will be followed by similar guarantees from other material producers
and that this big movement will have its reflection in the
building revival convention to be held May 7-8 in Cleveland. Ohio, by the Xational Federation of Construction
have determined

that

will

to

hold good

Industries.

The
to

"While the Director General is within his rights in insisting upon his technical prerogative to determine prices,
he is also under an obligation to see to it that the govern-

the firm determination that nothing shall stand
way of a free building market after the

the

and lime manufacturers has
extent counterbalanced the unsettled state in

action of the cement

a great

the steel market, which followed the controversy between
the Industrial Hoard and the United States Railroad Administration.
Dispatches from Washington are to the

General must take the entire responsibility for the results that must follow the frustration of the purpose of the Industrial Board to stabilize

effect that the Director

and stimulate building because the administration
refused to accept the prices thus determined.
That was
the statement made by Chairman Peek in reply to the

prices

notice issued by Director General Hines to the effect that
the board had set prices without authority.

Before the board, blocked by the refusal of the Railroad
Administration to accept steel prices, abandons the vital
industrial policy which it represents, the board will
lay the
entire matter before the President for final decision

Mr. Peek declared:
"The use by the Railroad Administration of its enormous, buying power to reduce any price would necessitate
one of the following courses, increasing the price to the
throwing all railroad business into a monopoly of
powerful producers or reducing wages.
public,

(Price quotations

mental policy

announced

it,

is abandoned by the same authority that
and to assume full responsibility for the

results."

A

reduction in brick prices and the establishment of a
level has been thwarted by strike of the Tide
Water Boatmen's Association in Xew York Harbor, which
has greatly increased the cost of handling this commodity
between the Hudson River brick yards and the wholesale
docks. Sand is scarce with two leading companies in live
competition for the business.
Gravel, grit and crushed
stone prices are consequently irregular.
At a meeting held last week in Washington, represented
by members of the American Institute of Architects, banks
and trust companies which aid in financing building operations, builders, real estate men and labor unions, it was
decided to call a conference in the near future to discuss
stabilization of prices.
Every city is beginning to realize
that some action must be taken immediately to insure a
resumption of building activity, knowing that while prices
of materials and wages are above the 1914 levels they are
no longer prohibitive if confidence can be had in their

maximum

general stability.

Charles S. Keith of Kansas City, President of the
Southern Pine Association, told the Legislative Commission investigating the prices of building materials
this week that the present price of lumber was lower
than it would be at any time in five years. He said that
the increased cost of production, depletion of raw material in this country, and the increased demand from
Europe to rebuild the areas devastated by war were
certain to mean higher prices for lumber.
Mr. Keith

submitted statistics

in

support of his statement.

from our Chicago Correspondent)
The beginning of actual building operations is resulting in fairly good demand for
While most of
practically all materials in this market.
the work started is for small houses and repairs on old
(Special Building Report

CHICAGO.

ILL.,

April 21.

structures, dealers now believe it is but a matter of short
time before big projects will be under way.
Architects
are busy with plans, and the lumber and material dealers
say there is more figuring with contractors now than at
any time since this country engaged in the war.
Figures given out by Building Commissioner Charles

Bostrom indicate building permits issued in March for new
structures showed a total of $5,000,000 in value, an increase of 100 per cent over those issued during the same
month of last year. Real estate men report a demand
small houses in the suburbs and outlying districts.
Prices on most of the building items are holding exceptionally firm.
for

now

current on building materials and supplies as
quoted by dealers and jobbers for delivery
The quotations set forth are placed before readers of
AMERICA
to afford an accurate review
of market conditions, rather than for use as a basis for actual purchase.
I hey will not
only provide knowledge of the exact state of the market as to items quoted, but will also present a
basis to judge conditions as
affecting co-rclattog materials.
Items marked (*) indicate an advance over last week, while
thosc marked (f) record a decline.
Other prices did not fluctuate
the

"Jer-^T^
AKLHJJhCl

and Chica 9> follow.

THE

during
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New

BRICK
Common

(for

Borough

of

only),

per

thousand

$15.00' $12.00

CEMENT
Per

li cent

in

bbl.

bags

(

Rebate 60c. per

bags

3.25

EAVES TROUG,H
Steel

.base-price, per
2 to 3 cents.)

\\i

.

.

Galvanized
Galvanized Charcoal Iron

.

60& 1

Point,

Under

100 sq. yd., per

list

1)

American White,
White, in

feed

%

all

sizes

up

Cast

3
\\

Double strength, A quality
Double strength, B quality
Plate
up to 5 sq
over

80%
82%

I'A

in.

Yt in.

(Borough of Manhattan only) per cu. yd
(Borough of Manhattan only) per cu. yd

77%
81

1
;

Steel:

Plaster Board:
(Delivered in Boroughs of Manhattan or Bronx)
27 x 28 x 1
35,
27 x 48 x y,
'30,
32 x 36 x
)
i c
32 x 36 x
2~lc
32 x 36 x y,
23 '/ic
Plaster Blocks:
(Delivered in Boroughs of Manhatt;
2 in. solid per sq. ft
3 in. solid 12 x 30 per sq. ft
3 in. hollow
4 in. hollow
6 in. hollow
'

%
H

HOLLOW
(The

TILE
New York Harbor

strike

makes

a

slight

for cartage necessary.)
Interior,
split furring per 1,000 sq. ft.
and 15 cents thousand pieces.
Interior, 3 x 12 x 12 split furring per 1,000 sq. ft.
Interior, 4 x 12 x 12 split furring per 1,000 sq. ft.
Interior, 6 x 12 x 12 split furring per 1,000 sq.ft.
Interior, 8 x 12 x 12 floor and partition
1,090 sq. ft
Interior, 10 x 12 x 12 floor and partition
1,000 sq. ft
Interior, 12 x 12 x 12 floor and partition
1,000 sq. ft

2x8x12

additional
.

.

.

.

$70.00
102.00
114 75
153 00

LATH

Eastern spruce, per thousand
No. 1 White pine, per thousand.
No. 1 Hemlock, per thousand
No. 1 Yellow pine, per thousand

$650
1

LIME

Common, 300
Finishing, 300

Hydrated,

rv,.^

in

/r^i,:

bbls., per bbl...
Ib. bbls.. per bbl

Ib.

paper bags, per ton...
\

inn

iu

LI.I_

5.75
t-t

c

n

$2.75 to $5.00

24.00 to 32.00
-'4.00 to .10.00

and

heavier

>n.

A

$57.70
60.70
67.70
and gas pine

$56.80
59.80
66.80
)

:

Black,

.$2.75* $2.5(1
2.75*
2.50

GYPSUM

14'Ac

)

82',

GRAVEL

14c
... >/
4C .

Steel:

84%

sq. ft
up to 10 sq. ft
over 10 sq. ft

100 Ibs

keg price.

over 100 Ibs

to jobbers for carload lots on the
Pittsburgh basing
card; freight rates from Pittsburgh to New York, and also from
1
ittsburgh to Chicago, in carloads, per 100 Ibs
are 27c
Butt Weld

'82 r r

5

lots

rought
(Discounts

>0%

Nos. 1 and 20 gauge, per Ib
$6 40
No- 26
6 ;70
No. 27
6.85
GLASS
(Discounts from manufacturer's price lists)
Single strength, A quality, first three Brackets
80%
Single strength, B quality
79%

and kegs;

(and $1 additional for Class

:

GALVANIZED SHEETS

in oil, kegs; lots over
25.1b. tin pails: add to

bbl.

iron:

6 in.
4 >n

50%

All sizes

oil

'/,

PIPE

60%

to 6 in....

Square:
Square
Copper

Plate
Plate
Plate

.40c.

Venetian, American, per 100 Ibs

Galvanized Steel:

round and corrugated

yd.

Metallic Paints:
Mrown, per ton
Red, per ton

10%

ELBOWS AND SHOES
Plain,

sq.

Leads:

Ked bbl.,
Dry Colors:

50%
40%

;

EAVES TROUGH MITERS
Slip

>.go

.22>/,c.

Copper

Lap or

York Chicago

MKTAL LATH
PAINTS, OILS, ETC.-

for

bbl.

COOPER SHEETS
At the mill, hot rolled, 16 oz.
(From jobber's warehouse add

New

Vork Chicago

Manhattan

>

nn

.'

17 '5
$i7=;n
- -in/.jvi

'.i

to

3

in

57'
41

,%

%

Department of Architectural
Engineering
New Code
automatic extinguishment
fires has been the object of

THE

Automatic Sprinklers

for
of

incipient

much

effort.

The development and present status of these efSeveral
forts is well understood by architects.
such
factors operate against the universal use of
commerinto
divided
be
apparatus, and they may
defects.
cial conditions and inherent mechanical
those
are
pertaining
The commercial objections
the cost of installing the elaborate equipment,
the difficulty in securing Underwriters' approval of
that unnecessary
apparatus, the general opinion
these
restrictions confine
operations to a very limto

ited

lack

number of corporations with a consequent
of real competition and the inability of the
This

lat-

public to purchase approved apparatus.
ter condition restricts these installations to a very

few construction organizations.
of these conditions has been the
of
an
opinion that the use of automaticgrowth
tax or
sprinkler systems involves an unnecessary

The

result

burden on the owner, although the desire for such
The mechanical defects
protection is prevalent.
found in the present day standard installations are
those of slowness to give alarm of fire, the danger
of water leakage involving a special insurance tax
against water damage occurring when there is no
fire, and a lack of simplicity and directness in the

many mechanical parts used.
The Board of Standards and Appeals and the
Fire Department, of New York City, have made
on an apparatus which has been developed
The results of these exhaustive
tests have been of such a satisfactory nature that
rules governing the use of such apparatus in that
The application of these
city have been adopted.

tests

and perfected.

rules will result in greatly decreasing the cost of

such apparatus and overcoming some of the mechanical defects common to the standard apparatus
as

now made.

This action of the Board of Standis in line with their policy of

ards and Appeals
rules

governing building construction
cheapen the cost of such operations by
eliminating useless requirements and special privileges and at the same time conserving all of the

making
which

will

requirements
fire

fact

of

structural

strength,

durability,

It is a well-known
protection and sanitation.
that the majority of American building codes

require useless expense to the

owner by being many

made in construcyears behind the rapid progress
Board for the
due
this
is
Credit
tion methods.
these
attack
in
which
manner
problems, under
they
the efficient direction of John P. Leo, chairman.
They act on the proven merit of matters which
Table Showing the Comparative

Amount

of Pipe in Lineal

Weight and the Number of Sprinkler Heads
Fittings
Required on the Three Plans Here Shown.
Xot Included.
Feet.

Its
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Sprinkler layout for Standard

rpipt
o

ft.

in size

with 20

ft.

20

ft.

i'/z

o-

,
.

'/i in. heads.
Building 100 x 200
bays, center central feed.

ntrt LJo^

^ COLUMNS

r

./'

r

'

198-0"

Sprinkler layout for Conran

\M

I*'

2'

I

in. heads.
Building loo x 200
bays, center central feed.

n

2*'

~

z '*'

-

2

"

ft.

~

in

size with

l^ti-n

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
it downof water into a fine spray and also deflects
hereafter
the
see
ruling
ward. The Conran head,
in two sizes, with orifices
given, is manufactured
The head is almost
in. in diameter.
i

in.

and i>4
in

spherical

shape

has

and

holes

four

equally
four tan-

spaced around the "upper hemisphere,"
around the "equagent al openings equally spaced
The
tor" and four around the "lower hemisphere."
tanthe
force of the water discharging through

connected to send an alarm to Fire Department
Headquarters at the same time. The system is
connected to an electric trip, which in turn operates
a hydraulically controlled valve in the sprinkler

Up to
supply main where it enters the building.
valve the supply line is wet, and beyond it
both mains and sprinkler piping are dry and filled
this

with air at atmospheric pressure.

Thus

it

will be

the sphere (which is
openings reacts on
Tobin bronze ball
with
a
on
mounted
raceway
in such a manner as to cause it to revolve

gental

bearings)
rapidly,

and

this rotating

motion causes a wide

From

dis-

tests

tribution of the water discharged.
the New York Fire Department, the
smaller head was found to effectually cover a floor

made by

area of 400

ft.

sq.

and the larger a

floor area of

be seen that the num625 sq. ft. From this it will
this
system may be maber of heads required by
that required by the standard
from
reduced
terially
of piping may be spaced
system; also, the lines
much further apart, with a consequent saving of
The size of pipe used in each line will be
pipe.

somewhat larger than required in a standard sysThe average discharge of the in. head is 80

tem.

i

of the 1*4 in. head 125
gallons per minute and
The initial operation of the
gallons per minute.
iiead is caused in the usual manner by the fusing
of a solder, usually at 165 (leg. Fahr., which norof this
mally holds the strut in place, the release
strut permitting the unseating of the valve in the

head by the water pressure

in the

piping system.

The only logical objection which might be raised
fire
against such a system as this, which brings
afforded by the standard
protection equal
of a
system, is that the accidental discharge
as
six
to
times
from
four
sprinkler head will cause
much water damage as in the case of a standard
to that

}/,

in.

dental

head.

It is

a well-known fact that such acciinfrequent in standard

discharges are not

preferable to having the buildingdestroyed had an actual fire occurred. This condition is overcome by using an automatic dry pipe
Dry pipe
system such as is hereafter described.
systems.

This

is

sprinkler systems are in no sense an innovation,
and the method here adopted is worthy of com-

mendation.

The entire sprinkled area is covered by an automatic thermostatic fire alarm system, usually the
"Aero" system (approved by the Underwriters'
Laboratories), which consists of a finely drawn
copper tube resembling a fine wire, hardly noticeable to a casual observer, strung in a loop around
the ceiling.
quick rise in temperature causes the

A

air in this fine

operate local

tube to expand and automatically
alarm gongs, and it can be also

fire

Automatic Sprinkler Heads
From

to

left

right,

Yi

in.

standard head,
heads

1

in.

and

in.

Conran

that the accidental breaking of a sprinkler
head will cause no water discharge, and a new
head can be easily installed. Under conditions of
an actual fire, it is well known that the fire must
bank up considerable heat around a sprinkler head
before the solder fuses and the head discharges

seen

water.

not do

The mere burning of a newspaper
With the ordinary system, by the

this.

a sprinkler head opens there

is

a fairly good

will

time
fire

under way.

However, with this automatic dry system, as
soon as a quick rise of temperature occurs from
the burning of a little paper on the floor, the thermostatic fire alarm operates, doing three things
it notifies
It rings a local alarm
simultaneously.
;

Fire Department Headquarters, and it operates the
dry pipe valve, turning water into the entire
out
sprinkler system. The fire may be quickly put
hears
who
by a bucket of water by an employee
the alarm, in which case the sprinkler head does
not operate and there is practically no "water damand heat
If, however, the fire increases
age."
banked at the ceiling, the head operates and dis
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charges, not a fine spray, but a heavy blanket of
water.
This, in the majority of cases, will extinthe
fire.
guish
In addition, the Fire Department apparatus has
arrived and the firemen may either lend their efforts to the extinguishment of the fire by a hose

stream

or, if the fire is

already out, they will shut
off the water in the sprinkler system, thereby obvi-

Had buildating any unnecessary water damage.
ings been equipped with dry, instead of wet sprinkler systems during the winter of 1917-1918 many
thousands of dollars would have been saved by
avoiding bursting of pipes, tanks, etc., and in addition the property would have been protected at all
times

from

The frozen "wet" system was
many days at a time.

fire.

worthless for

Standard wet systems have been preferred to
dry systems, because the standard dry
system gives inferior fire protection under normal
conditions, it has increased initial cost and increased cost of maintenance.
This is due to the
standard

fact that in the standard

dry system the sprinkler
with compressed air. When a head
operates, instead of an immediate discharge of
water a stream of compressed air comes out. This
continues from three to six minutes or longer, depipes are

filled

pending on the distance the head is from the dry
pipe valve, until all the compressed air has been
discharged from the pipes. Naturally a tardy discharge of water means decreased protection, as the
fire has had that much additional time to gain headway.

A

standard dry system necessitates the

in-

stallation of a complicated and expensive dry pipe
valve and an air compressor.
This adds consid-

erably to the already high cost of sprinkling. As
the system is never absolutely air tight, the air
pressure in the pipes constantly drops, requiring
the compressor to operate to build up the pressure.

Such machinery requires supervision, inspection
and repairing, all of which costs money.
Under these conditions, except where a building
is
is

not heated, or in sections of a building which it
not possible to heat, it would appear to be poor

policy

to

install

sprinkler system.

a

standard automatic dry pipe

The automatic dry

pipe sprink-

system here described eliminates all the objectionable features of the standard dry pipe system
and at the same time provides an automatic alarm,
giving added protection, and all at a much reduced
ler

cost.

Comparative plans are shown, which indicate,
with the accompanying table, the radical differences
between the standard type of installation and that
approved by the Board of Standards and Appeals.
A casual inspection will disclose the elements that
cause a reduction in the cost of installing the auto-

matic dry pipe system as compared with the standard system of either kind.
Rules for Fire Extinguishing Appliances (Sprinkler Systems) adopted May 24, 1917, by the' Board of Standards
and Appeals, as amended May 2, 1918, and January 21,
1919; effective February 17, 1919.
Rule 1.
AutoDefinition of Automatic Extinguisher Systems.
matic extinguisher systems shall consist of a system of piping connected to one or more acceptable sources of water supply, or other
extinguishing medium, provided with distributing.deyices so arranged
and located as to discharge and diffuse automatically under the
action of heat an effective stream or spray over every part of the
interior of the building area in which a lire may start or to which it

may

be communicated.
Rule 2. Classification of Sprinkler Systems. For the purpose of
these rules, sprinkler systems shall be classified as:
(a) Automatic Wet Pipe Systems, in which all pipes and sprinkler
heads are at all times filled with water;
(b) Automatic l>ry Pipe Systems, in which the pipes and sprinkler
heads are filled with air. either compressed or at atmospheric pressure, and the water supply is operated by a Dry Pipe Valve as defined in Rule 27 of these Rules.
<c) Non-Automatic Systems, in which all pipes and sprinkler heads
are maintained dry with a tire department connection for water
supply.
Rule 3. .-Ipprot'cd Devices. Automatic Sprinklers and accessory
appliances shall include all devices approved as such by the Bureau
of Standards, Washington, 1). C. by the Underwriters' Laboratories.
Inc., of Chicago; by the Associated Factory Mutual Laboratories of
Boston; and all devices which meet the tests prescribed by the board
of standards and appeals.
Kulc 4.
ll'ater Supply.
Approved sources of water supply shall
be classified as Automatic and Auxiliary.
(a) Automatic Sources shall include the Gravity Tank, the Pressure Tank ami the Public Water System.
(b) Auxiliary Sources shall include the Fire Pump and the Fire
;

Department Connection.
Rule 5. (ira-<-ity Tank. Gravity tanks shall contain an available
cfnnntity of water sufficient to supply twenty-five per cent (25%) of
the number of sprinkler heads in the average protectecl lire area for
twenty (20) minutes, but not less than 5,000 gallons; and the bottom of the tank shall have an elevation of not less than twenty (20)
feet above the highest line of sprinklers below the main roof.
Where a tank capacity in excess of 25.000 gallons is required by
this rul, the amount of water to be provided in excess of 25,000
gallons shall be specified by the board of standards and appeals.
The tank shall be filled through a fixed pipe, independent of the
sprinkler piping, not less than two 12} inches in size, discharging
into the to]) of the tank, or through a by-pass not less than two (2)
inches in size around the check valve in 'he discharge
pipe, provided the supply is of sufficient pressure to till the tank. The water
supply and connections shall be capable of supplying the tank at a
rate of not less than sixty-five (65) gallons per minute.
Rule 6. Pressure Tank. Pressure tanks shall contain sufficient
to supply twelve and one-half per cent (12J/i%) of the number
sprinklers in the average protected fire area for twenty (20)
No single tank shall have a
minutes, but not less than 5,000 gallons.
The tank shall be kept twocapacity greater than 9,000 gallons.
thirds <^J) full of water under a pressure of seventy-five (75) pounds
per square inch, and shall be so proportioned and located that a pressure of not less than fifteen (15) pounds per square inch will be
available oti the highest line of
below the main roof when
sprinklers
all the water has been discharged from the tank.
tank
be
The
shall
placed either on the roof or in the highest sprinklered story.
Where a tank capacity in excess of 25,000 gallons is required
by this rule, the amount of water to be provided in excess of 25,000
gallons shall be specified by the board of standards and appeals.
The water shall be supplied through a fixed pipe, independent of
the sprinkler piping, not less than two inches in size with a one
and one-quarter (I'/i) inch connection to the tank, or through a bypass not less than two (2) inches in size around the check valve in
the discharge pipe provided the supply is of sufficient pressure to fill
the tank.
The water supply and connections shall he capable of supplying the tank at a rate of not less than sixty-five (65) gallons per
minute without reducing the pressure in the tank. The tank shall
have a fixed metallic horizontal line on the end opposite the glass
gauge, or other acceptable device, to indicate the level of the water
when the tank is two-thirds full.
The air compressor shall be of sufficient capacity to increase the
air pressure at the average rate of one (1) pound in two minutes
in each pressure tank.
Rule 7. Public Water System. Direct connection to the city
water supply shall he capable of furnishing water at not less than
fifteen (15) pounds per square inch static pressure at the highest
line of sprinklers under the main roof.
Subject to the requirements of the department of water supply, gas
and electricity, the size of each connection shall he as large as that
of the main riser and not less than four (4) inches, and shall have a
conveniently accessible control valve fixed to it at, or near, the curb,
or when possible, still further away from the building. The control
valve shall be fitted with a frost and waterproof box, not less than
four (4) feet nor more than six (6) feet below the curb, with a fixed
stem extending to a compartment at the level of the sidewalk. The
cover shall be bolted to the casing and shall be so marked as to he
quickly located and to indicate the purpose of the valve. The valve
shall lie nf indicating pattern, operated
by a special socket wrench
approved by the department of water supply, gas and electricity.

water

of
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For Conran* one and one-quarter (1J4) inch heac

Steam or electric standard fire pumps shall
Fire Pump.
to the
receive water suppl> from a suction tank, a direct connection

25 feet in

5 to

Measurements

12 foot bays.

shall be

taken from center to center of timbers.

mien 01 BpriiiKici a ii<in
between beads on each

iiui CAUCCU ten \iv) ieet, ana ine distance
jine shall not exceed eight (8) feef, the
on alternate lines being spaced not more than two (2)
f cet f rom wa n or partition.
Permission may be given by the administrative official having jurisdiction to install but one line of
sprinklers in each bay where girders project below the under side of
joists and divide the ceiling into bays ten (10) to eleven and onehalf (11) feet wide from center to center of girders, and the
heads shall then be spaced on each line so that the area covered by
a single head does not exceed eighty (80) square feet.
In all cases
where such bays are over eleven and one-half (11)4) feet wide,
two or more lines of sprinklers shall be installed in each bay as
Where girders and joists are
required by the rules for spacing.
flush at the bottom, heads shall be spaced according to the general
.

t

u.
LMimiKiv
with approved
i

i

..~ ....... r,

i..*

tire

doors

at

...-,.-

....

all

openings.

Klectrical energy from a public service plant shall be acceptable
when local
as a source of energy for driving electric fire pumps,
power plants supply tlu- energy for operating electric pumps, two
or
one
be
generator unit supmotor generator units shall
provided,
Local electric
plemented by a public service break-down switch.
power plants shall be located in rooms of fireproof construction with

proportionately in the

ratio

of

of

areas

the

their

Spkr.," etc., as the case may be. If the entire building
the fitting shall be marked "Auto Spkr"

Rule

Automatic

12.

System,.

Sprinkler

is

For Conran* one (1) inch heads the distance between adshall not exceed twenty (20) feet and the distance
the heads on each line shall not exceed sixteen (16)
f eet- the end heads on alternate lines being
spaced not more than
f our (4)
f cet from wall or partition.
Where girders project below
the under side of joists and divide the ceiling into bays not exceeding twenty (20) feet in width, measured from center to center of
girders, one line shall be placed in the center of each bay.
In bays
exceeding twenty (20) feet in width at least two (2) lines shall be
installed in each bay and in no case shall the distance between
adjacent lines exceed twenty (20) feet.
K or Conran* one aiid one-quarter (1J4) inch heads the disc)
tance between adjacent lines shall not exceed twenty-five '(25) feet
and the distance between the heads on each line shall not exceed
twenty (20) feet, the end heads on alternate lines being spaced not
more than five (5) feet from wall or partition
Where girders
project below the under side of joists and divide the ceiling into
bays not exceeding twenty-five (25) feet in width, measured from
center to center of girders, one line shall be placed' in the center of

sprinkler

systems shall be classified as:
One Source Systems, supplied with water from any one of
(a)
the automatic sources; and
/k-i
T
C
c ^
iIwo Source
(b)
Systems, supplied with water from a combination
PreSSUrC UnkS Wi ' h "
?ota! Lter capacity
D.dty twice that required for a one source supply;
direct connection to the city water supply on two different streets.
so located that the closing of the controlling valve on one main will
not eliminate the main on the other street; or a direct connection
to the city water supply and one of the
auxiliary sources provided
the water supply main is at least six (6) inches in
size, the main
,

i

^W^L'ZofrkH*^

,

fed both ways and a two (2) inch test
pipe at the top of the
sprinkler riser shows a flowing pressure of fifteen (15) pounds ner
square inch between the hours of 6 a. m. to 6 p.
is

m

Rule 13. Sprinkler Spacing.
spaced as herein provided:
'

Mill

Cnttttrurtintt

timber constractior?'

I

?

i

5

to

1

,

T

font h,

tand a rd one - half
,

Sprinkler heads and lines shall be

m :u

,1.1...

(54)

r

9 feet in 11 foot bays;
feet in 10 foot bays:

20feen,ofo,

*

'nch

i-j

e

(sl" ooth

solld
,

\

heads-

.

?

ank and

lines

between

respective

sprinklered'

Automatic

ea<] s

(b)

jacent

orifices.

Rule JO. Fire. Area. A fire area is any floor space enclosed on
all sides by exterior walls or fire walls or a combination of both.
The number of sprinklers in the average protected fire area shall be
determined by dividing the total number of sprinklers on a system
in one fire section by the number of sprinklered stories in such
In determining the required capacity of water supplies, the
section.
number of sprinklers in the average protected fire area need not
include those located in low positions, such as under benches, low
shelves, closets and platforms and between cars in car barns.
Rule 11. Fire Department Connection. All automatic sprinkler
systems shall be provided with at least one two-way Siamese connection on each street front of the building for connection to the
fire department hose.
Buildings fronting on only one street shall
be provided with at least two Siamese connections when the street
frontage exceeds one hundred and fifty (150) feet in width.
All Siamese hose connections hereafter installed, except those on
piers or warehouses intended for fire boat use, shall be three (3)
Fire boat connections shall be three and one-half
inches in size.
All hose connections shall be female, with
(Z'/i) inches in size.
standard fire department threads.
The inlets shall be placed at least eighteen (18) inches and not
more than two (2) feet above the sidewalk, in a horizontal position
accessible to the fire department, and shall be provided with a four
(4) inch discharge connecting with a four (4) inch pipe to the
sprinkler system for three (3) inch fire department connection and
with a six (6) inch discharge outlet and six (6) inch pipe for three
and one-half (I'/i) inch fire boat connection.
Each inlet shall be
provided with a clapper valve machined to a true face.
Each Siamese connection shall be designated by raised letters at
least one (1) inch in size, cast in the fitting in a clear and prominent manner and reading for the service designated viz
"Base

i,

)

rule.

approved fire doors at openings.
Kule 9. Sprinkler Discharge. For the purpose of computing the
capacity of water supplies, standard one-half ('/,) inch sprinkler
heads shall be assumed to have an average discharge of twenty <20)
gallons per minute, and the discharge of larger heads shall be compuled

m

(

1

each bay.

In bays exceeding twenty-five (25) feet in width at least
two (2) lines shall be installed in each bay, and in no case shall the
distance between adjacent lines exceed twenty-five (25) feet.
Smooth Finish, Sheathed or Plastered Ceilings. Under smooth
finish, sheathed or plastered ceilings, in bays six (6) feet wide and
over (measurements to be taken from center to center of timber
girder or other projection or support forming the bay)
sprinkler
heads and lines shall be spaced as followsKor
or stanar
( a
a)
standard one-alf
one-half (%) inch headst\ na iu,
u n u
j
*
'"
1"
y
fo
not
.
n
<
A
t "i'"
a d thc
d stan
(
w ,^'" th
head on each line shall
I, 'll
*"j the ? ,,
lllUvi(
the heads
not exceed
following:

S T^

-

?Zv,

1

.

3yS

^

F"*^

'

'

-

,'

!" }? r
?
eet ! n
f
' ha y s ;
ect ln ]' to 10 foot bays *
c
cess
of twelve (12) feet in width and less than twentyays
, .!?
ree (33)
feet in width shall contain at least two (2) lines of
sprinklers; bays twenty-three (23) feet in width or over shall have
lmf' therein not over ten (10) feet apart. In bays in excess
"P
of twelve (12) feet in width, not more than one hundred
(100)
8 "** sh ?" be allotted to an y sin le head "''l"
(1| >
For Conran*
one (1) inch heads
' )ne H " e of s
P r inkIers sha11 be P la d in the center of each bay for
)ays not "Deeding twenty (20) feet in width, and the distance
between the heads on each line shall not exceed twenty (20) feet
Mays in excess of twenty (20) feet in width shal contain at least
' W
(2) lines and in "o case shall the distance between ^iacenl
li nes
exceed twenty (20) feet
,.

I

i

i

'

.

,

.

,

T^'p/?

'

.

,

,-

,.

.

one and one-quarter (1%) inch heads
9 nran
*
sprinklers shall be placed in the center of each
r
ays not cxceedln K twenty-five (25) feet in width and
distance between the heads on each - line shall not exceed
.
B ? vs ln ex
f
y Ve ( S> f ee-''
twenty-hve (25) feet
,'th
]
h ?, contain
t
width
shall
atf least. two (2) lines and in no case shall
P
the llls t a n
between adjacent lines exceed twenty-five (25) feet.
Fireproof Construction. The rules of slow-burning mill construction shall apply as far as practicable.
The rule may be
modified, however, the intent being to arrange the spacing of
heads to protect the contents rather than the ceilings; but in no
r

i'.

v

"S

'

.

llne

,

i

f

'

_
(b)
(c)

""

,
"'

bays.
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For Conran one (1) inch heads, 20 feet.
For Conran one and one-quarter OVi) inch heads, 25 feet.
From Walls. The distance from wall or partition to

Distance

h

^

<-

i
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the first head on
allowable distance

a sprinkler line shall not exceed one-half the
between the heads on such line.
Additional
heads may be required in the narrow pockets formed by bay
Where beams, girders, columns, walls.
timbers or beams and wall.
partitions or other obstructions prevent the effective discharge of
water, additional heads shall be installed to effectively sprinkle the

Size of Pipe,
inch.
1
1

In vertical shafts having inflammable sides,
heads shall be provided within the shaft in addition to the head
or heads at the tops of shafts, as follows
One standard one-half ( Ml ) inch head for each 200
(a)
square feet of inflammable surface.
One Conran* one ( 1 ) inch head for each 400 square
(b)
feet of inflammable surface.
One Conran* one and one-quarter ( 1 1>4) inch head for
(c)
each 500 square feet of inflammable surface.
Such head or heads shall be installed at each floor when pracWhere practicable,
always when shaft is trapped.
ticable, and
heads shall be "staggered" at the alternate floor levels, particuis
installed
at
each floor level.
larly when only one head
Pitched Roofs.
L'nder a pitched roof sloping more steeply than
one (1) foot in three (3) feet, heads shall be located in peak of
roof, and those on either side of the pea* shall be spaced accordThe distance between heads
ing to the foregoing requirements.
shall be measured on a line parallel with the roof.
Where the
roof meets the side wall or the floor line, the heads shall be
not
from
more
than
distance
such
intersection.
the
following
placed
For standard one-half
(a)
Vj ) inch heads, 3 V^ feet.
For Conran* one (1) inch heads, 7 feet.
(b)
For
Conran*
one
and
(c)
one-quarter ( 1 !4 ) inch heads, HVl feet.
Heads spaced not to exceed the fol'owing distance each way
from the peak of roof, measured on a line parallel with the root,
may be used in lieu of heads located in peak of roof.
For standard one-half
inch heads, 2 \-2
(a)
\- )
For Conran* one (
inch heads, 5 feet.
(b)
For
Conran*
one
and
(
(c)
U
one-quarter
6^4 feet.
In sawtooth roof construction, the end head*
n the br
ch
line shall be spaced not to exceed the
lowing distance fr
the peak of the sawtooth:
For standard one-half (\->) inch heads, J L feet.
(a)
For Conran* one ( 1) inch heads, 5 feet.
(b)
For Conran* one and one-quarter (\%) inch beails, 6 Vi feet,
(c)
In special locations, such as
Special Locations and Variations.
over electric generating, power and transforming apparatus, over
their controlling devices ami switchboards, where water from the
fire
extinguishing equipment would be detrimental, the sprinkler
lines and heads may be omitted at the discretion of the adminisVertical

3

(

1

)

1

1

.

trative official having jurisdiction, and when in his judgment a
slight variation of this rule of spacing is desirable to effect a more
distribution of water for tire extinguishing purposes, the
sprinkler lines and heads shall be spaced as he may direct.
Rule 14. Sprinkler Position. All
sprinkler heads shall he located, wherever possible, in an upright position on top of the
pipes, except that sprinkler heads on automatic wet pipe systems

efficient

be pendant on concealed piping and when construction or
occupancy of a room or enclosure makes it preferable.
Where standard one-half ( Mi ) inch heads are installed
(a)

may

4

]

2 heads
3
5

10

20
36
55
5

6
7

8
(b)

"

"
"

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.',

"

For Conran" one (I) inch- heads

80
140
200
300
4_>0

"
"

"
"
"
"
"

"

9
18

'

"
"
"
"

6

34
-

51

-

75
105

For Conran*

one

and one-quarter

(

1

!

/i )

inch

heads

Maximum
Size
l '/4

No. of

Heads Allowed.

Pipe.

inch

l

Us

2

head
heads

21
-to

60

"

a

............................ : .........
it
is
desired to use pipe of larger size than eight
8)
inches in diameter, special ruling will be required by the administrative official having jurisdiction as to the permissibility of its
use and the number of heads that may be fed thereby.
Where practicable, it is desirable to arrange the piping so that
the number of heads on a branch line will not exceed eight.
When the piping is arranged on the "gridiron" plan, the permissible number of heads may be doubled, provided the teed
main is of the size indicated in the schedule for the total number
\\

of

hen

(

heads.

here feed mains supply branch lines of only two heads each,
conditions approach those of long single lines.
Such feed
shall
usually he centrally supplied where there are over
eight (8) or ten (10) branch lines.
Kranch lines up to fourteen
4
in number may be fed from end, provided a two and onehalf
inch pipe does not supply more than sixteen ( 16)
( 2 \-j )
standard one-half
inch heads, in lieu of twenty (JO).
a
Buildings having slatted floors, or large unprotected floor openings without approved stops, shall be treated a* one room with
reference to the pipe sizes, and the feed main shall be of sufficient
size to accommodate the number of heads called for.
Larger pipe
sizes than are allowed in the schedule for a given number of
heads may be required wherever the construction or conditions introduce unusually long runs of feed mains or many angles.
Buildings with blind attics with small unprotected openings to floor
below, may be piped from the system on the ceiling of floor below,
provided pipe size schedule is not overloaded on sizes three (3)
inches or under.
Rule 16. Feed Mains. The size of the feed mains shall not be
less than the size of riser and shall l>e arranged to run as direct
as possible from source of water supply to riser.
1'eed in a iii for stair or other towers without approved stops
between floors, when piped on independent riser, shall be of sufficient size to accommodate the total number of sprinklers in such
tower.
Rule 17. Kisers. There shall be one or more separate risers
in each building and in each section of the building divided by
fire walls.
Risers shall be arranged to provide "Center Central",
or "Side Central"
to feed main.
Each riser shall be of
supply
sufficient size to supply all the heads on said riser in one story,
according to the Nchedule of pipe sizes in Rule 15.
If
^the conditions warrant, special permission will be granted
allowing the heads in a fire section of small area to be fed from
the risers in another section, provided the total number of heads
in such area does not exceed the
following number per floor
For standard one-half ( Vj ) inch heads, 48.
(a)
For Conran* one (I) inch heads, 12.
(b)
For Conran* one and one-quarter ( 1 !/4 ) inch heads, 8.
(c)
Risers shall not be located clone to windows, shall be properly
from mechanical injury and freezing, and shall be
protected
properly supported on foundations and by floor plates, clamps,
or
hangers.
couplings
Rule 18. Pipes and Fittings. All pipe shall be full-weight standard wrought iron or steel threaded pipe, well reamed and screwed
Fittings shall
tip tight into fittings without reducing the waterway.
be standard ca*t-iron fittings, and snail be long turn pattern on
feed mains and risers,
Such fittings shall be designed and guaranteed for a working
pressure of 150 pounds per square inch and must he capable of
withstanding a hydrostatic test pressure of 750 pounds per square
inch without failure.
All pipe shall be secured to the ceiling, walls and other parts
of the building with standard steel, wrought or malleable iron
hangers.
Kxtra heavy fittings shall be employed where the normal pressure in the pipe system exceeds one hundred and fifty (150) pounds
per square inch, and shall he designed for a working pressure of
250 pounds per square inch and be capable of withstanding a
hydrostatic test pressure of 1250 pounds per square inch without failure.
All underground pipe shall comply with the specifications for
cast iron pipe of the American Water Works Association.
Rule 19. Protection of Pipes and Sprinklers. When exposed
to moisture, sprinkler pipes and hangers shall be protected against
corrosion whenever found necessary by thoroughly cleaning the
pipe of all scale and grease and painting with a coat of red lead
and linseed oil paint or other acceptable moisture resistive paint.
\\

the

mains
(

1

)

(

|

)

i

sprinkler deflectors shall be parallel to ceilings, roofs or the incline of stairs, but when installed in the peak of a pitched roof
they shall be horizontal.
Distance of deflectors from ceilings of
mill or other smooth construction, or bottom of joists of open
joist construction, shall be not less than three
inches nor
(3)
more than ten (10) inches.
In
the
distance
between
buildings,
deflectors
and
fireproof
panel ceilings shall not exceed fifteen (15) inches.
Not less than eighteen (18) inches effective clear space shall be
left
below the sprinkler heads, so that they may discharge an
unbroken spray blanket from sprinkler to sprinkler and sides of
room when in operation. Any stock piles, racks or other obstructions interfering with such action shall not be permitted.
(b) Where Conran* heads are installed, the top of head shall
be located the same distance below joists or ceiling as specified
for deflectors in paragraph (a) of this rule; except that when
heads are located under pitched roofs of pier* or similar structures, they shall in general be installed in the upright position
(not normal to slope of roof) and three (3> feet vertically below
the underside of roof.
When the administrative official having
jurisdiction deems a variation of this rule advisable to obtain a
more efficient distribution of water, the heads shall be located
with respect to joists or ceiling, as he may direct.
Rule
5.
Pipe Size*. The number or heads on a given siz*
pipe in one fire area in any story shall not exceed the following:
For standard one-half (%) inch heads
(a)
Maximum No. of
Mze of Pipe.
Heads Allowed.
inch.
1
head
t

4

6

"

:

(

head
2 heads
1

"

Shafts.

(c)

No. of

Heads Allowed.

^
Vj

2^j

area.

Maximum
.
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shall be
to chemical fumes, the pipe and ratings
resistive paint.
graphite or other approved chemical
heads.
the
not
to
taken
sprinkler
Care shall be
paint
low spaces under
Supply pipes of risers in low basements or
by a
ground 'floors exposed to frost, shall be properly protected
mineral
masonry or wood enclosure, properly heated, or filled with
below
wool, sawdust or tar mixed with granulated cork, extending
bottom of pipe and through the top flooring ot ground floor, or
the pipe shall be protected with three alternate layers ot oneinch hair felt and building paper or by other approved method.
When of wood, such enclosure shall be constructed double with
a layer of tar paper between the two thicknesses of wood.
Where risers, drains, heating pipes, etc., pass through cinder
concrete floors or partitions, they shall be protected with a metal
sleeve or be grouted with cement mortar.
Wherever sprinklers are exposed to corrosion, the heads shall
hermetically sealed cover, or with
be protected with an

When

exposed

_

with

coated

approved
an approved wax coating.
Rule 20. Drainage. All sprinkler pipe and fittings shall be
so installed that they can be thoroughly drained, and where practicable, all piping shall be arranged to drain at the main drips.
Drains or drip pipes shall be so arranged as not to expose any
part of the sprinkler system to frost, and shall be so connected,
either by check valves or other means, that they will not overthrow domestic service or other connections to the same sewer
or house dram.
pitched not less
be installed

Drains,
shall

feet,

At
At
At
At
At
At

than

one-quarter

<

'.,

)

inch

in

ten

(10)

:

each lire department connection;
On each floor, if independent floor control valves are used; and
At each supply main, when the water in the same cannot be reSuch drains shall be
moved through any of the above drains.
with controlling valves so that flowing tests may be
installed
to
determine if the water supplies or connections from
yard mains to the inside of the building arc in order without causwater
damage or over Mowing service connections to the same
ing
house drain.
Any such drain shall lit- not less than two (2)
inches in size except that drains at independent floor valves may
The drain at the
be one and one-i|uarter
1 *4
inches in size.
main riser shall discharge into a cone or sipht drain, or if carried
through the wall and exposed to the weather, it shall be fitted
with a hood or down-turned elbow.
On automatic wet pipe systems, the horizontal branch pipes shall
be pitched not less than one-quarter ( Vi
inch in ten ( 10) feet
to drain towards the sources of supply with drip valves at the
low points.
On automatic dry pipe systems, branch pipes shall be pitched at

made

'

)

one-half O-j
inch in ten (10) feet.
Rule 21. Test Pipe.
all automatic systems a test pipe of not
less than
incb in diameter shall be connected directlv with each
riser in upper story and arranged to discharge, through a ^-inch
brass outlet, preferably to a point where it can readily be seen.
With long runs or many angles, size of test pipe shall be increased
to one
1
inch or larger.
least

)

On

%

<

)

Pressure Gauges.
A four and one-half (4 1 -!.) inch
double-spring Bourdon pressure gauge shall be provided in all
automatic sprinkler systems as follows:
Above dry-pipe valves;
Jielow dry-pipe valves;
At the pressure tank;
At the air compressor;
Above the alarm valve;
Itelow the- alarm valve; and
In the connections from city water supply.
Provision may be made for taking the pressure both above and
below the alarm valve and the dry-pipe valve with only one gauge
at each valve.
Gauge connections shall be taken from the supply main or
riser and not from the two-inch drain or test
pipe.
Gauges shall be installed in a suitable place protected from
freezing and be controlled by a valve with arrangements for drainA plugged outlet, not less than one-quarter (*4) inch in
ing.
size,
hall be located between each valve and
gauge for purpose
of installing the inspector's gauge.
Ritlr 2.1
Valrcs.
All valves two (2) inches in diameter and
under shall he of brass or bronze, or other approved non-corrodible material.
Valves over two (2) inches in diameter shall
be of brass, or bronze or iron
body, brass-mounted, or of other
approved non-corrodible material.
All sidewalk Siamese inlet valves,
caps and chains shall be of
galvanized cast iron or other approved non-corrodible material
All gate valves shall be solid or double
wedge disc, stuffing box
pattern with hand wheel, outside screw and yoke, or other ap-

Rule

dry-pipe

valve.

Valves. A dry-pipe valve shall be taken to
automatically controlling the water supply of the
a manner that under normal conditions
in
such
sprinkler system
its piping system beyond the valve is maintained dry, but in the
event of fire, the valve automatically releases the water into the
sprinkler system, for fire extinguishing purposes.
Dry-pipe valves shall, for the purpose of these rules, be classified as follows:
Type A, in which the valve is actuated by the release of compressed air in the sprinkler piping system, due to the opening of
;i
and
sprinkler head
Type B, in which the valve is actuated by an approved trip under
electric control of an approved automatic thermostatic fire alarm
system.
Dry -pipe valves shall be located as near as practicable to the
sprinkler system in an enclosed and accessible place protected
from mechanical injury and freezing.
Automatic wet-pipe sprinkler systems in which only twenty-five
(25) per cent of the heads are required to be maintained dry for
protection from freezing, shall have only such beads under drypipe valve control.
When " Type A'' valve is installed, the air pressure in
(a)
sprinkler systems under such dry -pipe valve control shall not
exceed forty (40) pounds per square inch, nor be permitted to
fall below twenty-five
(25) pounds per square inch, nor shall it
be less than one-sixth (1/6) of the water pressure in any case.
The air compressor shall have a capacity of not less than eleven
(11) cubic feet per minute and the air supply for the pump shall
be taken, if possible, from a room containing dry air, or it shall
be passed "through a drying chamber containing calcium chloride,
in order to avoid the introduction of moisture into the system.
The air pressure on such dry-pipe systems shall be maintained

Rule

mean

27.

a

Dry-Pipe

valve

;

the base of the main riser;
each alarm valve;
each dry-pipe valve;
each gravity tank;
each pressure tank;

(

except that where the two sources of supply consist of
tanks located above the highest line of sprinklers, a gate valve
need only be provided on the down-stream side of each check valve.
Rule 26. Control Valves. All automatic sprinkler systems shall
be provided with a main control or shut-off valve arranged to
be readily accessible and sealed in the open position; except that
when the sprinkler system is fed from water supplies on the
roof of the building, independent and readily accessible floor control valves, sealed in the open position, may be installed.
When not more than ten (10) standard one4ialf ( %) inch
Conran* heads iri any automatic
sprinkler heads or three (3)
wet pipe system are exposed to cold and subject to freezing,
shut-off valves may be provided to discontinue the water supply
A greater
to
such heads between November 1 and April 1.
number of beads than specified above, located in places which
cannot be properly heated, shall be controlled by an automatic
supplies,

22

proved indicator pattern.
All check valves shall be approved, straicht
way regrinding pattern, so built that the clappers may be readilv removed for
repairs
Rule 24. Water Supplv Gate Valves.
The piping connecting
each source of water supply with the sprinkler
system shall be provided with a gate valve of the outside screw and
yoke type, sealed
open and tagged to designate its purpose, so located as to control each
source of water supply except that from fire
departhose connections.
All such gate valves shall be located
:

within the building where easily visible and
readily accessible and
as close as possible to the
supply inlet
Rule 25. Water Supply Check Valves.
The piping connecting
each source of water supply with the
sprinkler system, including
hre department connections, shall be
provided with a check valve
On two-source systems, check valves
shall have a gate valve
on each side to permit repair of check without
shutting off botb

throughout the year.
Not more than the following number of heads shall be controlled
by one "Type A" dry-pipe valve:
For Standard one-half (%) inch heads
400
(a)
For Conran* one (1) inch heads
100
(b)
For Conran* one and one-quarter (1 a/4 ) inch heads.
64
(c)
When "Type B" valve is installed the actuating alarm sys(b)
tem shall be designed to operate at a temperature lower than that
required to open the sprinkler beads, and all connections between
the alarm system and the dry-pipe valve shall be adequately pro.

against injury of any kind.
When required by the administrative official having jurisdiction,
the dead end of every feed main in such dry-pipe system shall be
provided with an air relief valve or vent, so constructed as to be
normally open in order to permit the free escape of air from
the system, but to close automatically against the escape of water.
Not more than the following number of heads shall be controlled
tected

by one "Type B" dry-pipe valve
For Standard one-half (%) inch heads
500
(a)
125
For Conran* one (1) inch beads
(b)
For Conran* one and one-quarter (1 H) inch heads.
84
(c)
Rule 28. Alarm Valve. All automatic wet pipe sprinkler systems shall be equipped with an alarm valve so constructed that a
flow of water through a one-half ( J/4 ) inch orifice will operate
an electric or mechanical gong.
Dry-pipe valves shall be equipped with a reliable device to give
either an electrical or mechanical alarm.
Rule 29. High and Low Water and Pressure Alarm. All gravity tanks shall be equipped with a device to indicate when the
water falls below or rises above the normal level in the tank,
with an indicator or alarm located in the engineer's room near
:

"

.

the pump.
All pressure tanks shall be equipped with a device to indicate
when the pressure in the tank falls below seventy (70) or rises
above eighty (80) pounds per square inch with an indicator or alarm
located in the engineer's room near the compressor.
Rule 30. Heating of Tanks. The water in all sprinkler tanks
subject to freezing shall be protected by internally heating the
water or enclosing the tank in a frost-proof house properly heated

and lighted.
Rule 31. Concealed Pipe Svstems.
"

All pipe in concealed pipe
of standard full-weight wrought iron or steel,
coats of protective paint, one before and one
after installation.
Such pipe shall be installed in ducts or be
encased in cement mortar and shall be inspected prior to concea,
ment.
When installed in the concealed space between floor arc
and ceiling, such pipe shall be supported by hangers and all pipe,
fittings and hangers be protected with two coats of paint.
Floor or wall openings
Rule 32. Preparation of Building.
other structural defects which prevent the banking up ot
air and retard the automatic action of sprinkler heads
provided with the necessary curtain boards and d
permit specific control of the fire by the local sprinklers
Curtain boards shall project at least three (3) inches
the lowest sprinkler.

systems

shall

painted

with
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All automatic sprinkler sys33.
Sprinkler System Test*.
excluding the water supply tanks, shall be subjected after
a
installation to
hydrostatic pressure test of at least fifty (50)
pounds per square inch in excess of that which will be normally
carried and observed in the sprinkler system, such test pressure,
never to be less than one hundred and fifty ( 1 50)
however,
owever, nev
uns per square inch in any part of the system.
pounds
All pressure tanks shall be tested after erection t

Rule

tems,

.

men

tor tne twenty-iour {**) nours.
the case of automatic dry-pipe systems with differential
"Type A" valve, the valve shall be held off its seat during the
test to prevent injuring the valve.
Non -automatic systems shall he tested after installation at not
less than fifty
(50)
pounds per square inch in excess of the
pressure necessary to reach the highest line of sprinklers.
All tests of installed systems shall be made by the contractor in the presence of the fire commissioner, or his authorized
representative.
Rule 34. Non-Fireproof Business Buildings.
Automatic sprink-

In

lers required in non-fireproof business buildings under the provisions 01 Chapter 5, Article 4, Section 72, code of ordinances, unless
otherwise specifically provided in these rules, shall consist of at
least a One Source Svstem.
Rule 35. Theatre Buildings.
Automatic sprinklers required in
theatre buildings under the provisions of Chapter 5, Article 25, Section 524, code of ordinances, shall consist of at least a One Source
System.
Rule 36. Firework Storage. Automatic Sprinklers required in
buildings in which fireworks are stored or sold under the provision*
of Chapter 10, Article 6, Section 92, code of ordinances, shall consist of a Two Source System.
Rule 37.
\'itro-Cellulose Products.
Automatic sprinklers required in buildings in which nitre-cellulose products are stored under
the provisions of Chapter 10, Article 19, Section 232, code of ordinances, shall consist of a Two Source System.
Rule 38. Inflammable Motion-Picture Pihns. Automatic sprinklers required in buildings in which inflammable motion-picture films
are stored under the provisions of Chapter 10. Article 20. Section
24!, code of ordinances, shall consist of a Two Source System.
Rule 39. ILristing Installations and Approvals.
Automatic extinguisher systems and devices heretofore approved and accepted
by the authorities haying jurisdiction shall not be required to
conform to the provisions of these rules; and all such systems
heretofore installed shall not be required to he altered to conform to these rules so long as the fire hazard due to construction
and occupancy of the building is not increased and the
system after inspection is found to be in good working order.
JOHN P. LEO, Chairman.

The Building Contract
the above caption there appears an arThe Journal of the American Institute of Architects, March, 1919,
by Sullivan \Y.
careful reading of this article causes
Jones.
some curiosity as to why many of the conclusions

WITH

ticle in

A

contained therein have been formed.
An intimate
contact with architectural practice and contracting

work, covering a large portion of this country, is
an experience such as to preclude the formation of
of Mr. Sullivan's conclusions.
The article
favors the adoption of the cost-plus- fee contract
and presents many arguments in favor of such
procedure, but does not carry it to the ultimate and

of the

Future

ings of those former ages are ecclesiastic monuments and the palaces of autocrats and aristocrats.
Modern industrialism may have its drawbacks, but
it can never be
displaced, and as it is here to stay,
it
will continue to make its peculiar demands on
architecture', such as did not exist in former times.
ircat progress has been made in satisfying these
demands during the past half-century, and the
immediate future will require every talent and ef(

many

fort of the architect to solve these

logical

"The contract system which was in almost universal use before the war had revolved about two
One, that a modern
wholly false assumptions:
building can be described by drawings and s|>ecifi-

conclusion.

The

practical

result

of

his

scheme would be disastrous to the architect as defined by modern conditions.
During the Middle Ages and the Renaissance
period the architect did not exist, and construction
was in charge of guilds and the work done on a
cost basis, paid for from the public funds or vol-

The lump-sum construction
untary contributions.
contract "is a product of the mercenary spirit of
modern

industrialism."

The main argument

for

the

cost-plus-fee contract is for a return to the
conditions of the Middle Ages and Renaissance
period, the modern contractor to assume the func-

The

would
then become a mere draftsman or layout man,
yielding his present day prerogative of directing
and controlling the project.
The "mercenary spirit of modern industrialism"
is the result of the civilization of today, and it is
tion of the old-time guilds.

architect

questionable if a movement to return to the conditions of the Middle Ages and Renaissance period,

merely to aid the contracting business, would meet
with a general approval. The only existing build-

problems.

cations with sufficient completeness to provide for
an accurate computation of costs, and, hence, for

bids on

construction that are fairly competitive;
that the contractors' business is that
of selling finished work, that he is essentially a
merchant, who should, but by no means always
does, possess a specialized knowledge of the
its

and the other,

and economical use of the things he buys
It is not a false assumption that a
modern building can be adequately described by
plans and specifications. They have been, are. and
suitable

and

sells."

will be so described

by competent

architects.

Any

who

has operated throughout this country can cite great numbers of architects whose work
A
disproves the correctness of this assumption.
further refutation of this claim of the architects'
contractor

incompetency is found in a recent address by C. E.
Dobbin, Deputy Superintendent of School Buildings in charge of General Drafting Room. New
York,

before

the

Municipal

Engineers of

New

City, February. 1919. Under the general direction of C. B. J. Snyder, Architect and Superin-

York
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tendent of School Buildings, New York City, the
extras due to errors and omissions during the past
on contracts for
eight years amounted to $24,000
school buildings aggregating $28,000,000, or less
than one-tenth of one per cent. Many other archi-

can present a similar record.
Can it be imagined that the great bridges and

tects

and erected withThe fact is that
and
details?
out adequate plans
such plans and details are furnished by engineers
as a matter of course with no yielding of control
steel constructions are fabricated

a result of the engineer being
trained to accurate workmanship and knowing that

This

to others.

he

is

bility

is

responsible for the results.

going to acknowledge his inaand specifications
bility to prepare adequate plans
and place the responsibility on the contractor with
a cost-plus-fee contract, lie will very quickly be
superseded by the competent engineer who never
his responsibilities

and obliga-

tions.

All contractors are not

of the word.
tions

It is

"merchants"

true that

some

in

any sense

financial institu-

have

subsidiary corporations masquerading
as contractors who assume cost-plus-fee contracts
for projects that the parent organization finances.

The amount

of such operations is small compared
with the total of building construction operations.
Such firms are usually termed ''brokers" and not

considered to be real contractors by the craft. The
real contractor is essentially a producer whose organization, by its own efforts, transmutes
and materials into the finished structure.

are vast
resent

labor

There
numbers of such contractors who would

the

appellation

of

''merchant

Both of the assumptions appear
conditions that do not exist.

to

or

broker.''

be based on

Under modern conditions the owner "strives to
drive shrewd bargains with the contractor."
Bargains have always comprehended the element of
shrewdness on the part of one or both of the conIf the contractor, through ignoincompetence, realizes he is unable to
safely bargain for his service, it is readily to be seen
why he prefers the cost-plus-fee contract, for in this

tracting parties.

rance

superintendent of a Government housing project
writes that they ''turned over" 5000 carpenters to
He secured a very
get 1400 "halfway" workmen.

hard name as a "driver" and was even called to
task,

men

by Government inspectors, for driving the
It was a cost-plus-fee job, and such

too hard.

jobs always attract the incompetent and irresponsible, a fact known to all contractors.
If

we wish

to hold to the

competitive bidding,

is

dreams of evading

A

That responsi-

he never surrenders.

If the architect

This exception will not, under
normal conditions, be generally made. War conditions are no criterion for these matters.
Contracting methods during the period of the
war were very wasteful and cannot be continued.
value of his service.

or

way he can evade the responsibility and possible
loss.
With both the architect and contractor evading responsibility, the owner can pay the bill.
The purchaser of almost any known commodity
buys with such guarantees that he can accurately
measure the value of the thing purchased by the
money expended. Then why make an exception
of buildings? There is no reason for such
procedure except to favor the architect or contractor
who is unable to measure in terms of
the

money

lump-sum contract and

"obvious, then, that we
of giving the contractor in

it

is

must find some way
advance the information essential as a basis for
fair competition
on price.
Can it be done?"
There is nothing more simple. Real knowledge,
intelligence and hard work incorporated into plans
and specifications, with an accurate quantity survey of the materials involved, given to a competent
contractor will solve the problem.
This is being
done every day, with success and satisfaction to
both parties to the contract.

under the most favorable
always involve risk to the contractor, and as long as there are risks, competition
will be based on risks instead of the work to be
done." Here again is afforded an example of the
exact analogy between the selling of contractors'
"Estimating,

conditions,

even

will

and any other form of merchandising.
plans, specifications and a quantity
a
measure of the estimating and
large
survey,
Risks will remain,
contracting risk is overcome.
such as labor and the weather.
Every human
If one is too
activity involves a risk of some kind.
a
or
effeminate
to
assume
risk, living
cowardly
will lose its charm to all except architects and contractors under a universal cost-plus-fee system. But
the owner is asked to assume all the risk, a thing
which he will not do. The whole proposition leads
to a state of inefficiency and supposed security
which must finally eliminate the architect as such
and build up a group of contractors who will conservices

With proper

trol construction.

The Committee on Contracts and Specifications
of the American Institute of Architects, and the
members of that organization, will consider this important matter before committing themselves to a
returning to the conditions of the Middle Ages and

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT,
Renaissance period.
does not believe that architects will, in this way,
yield their rightful privileges and prerogatives tf
the contractor, to whom in "confidence", the owi
is
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expected to honor

all

monetary

drafts.
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The

Practice of Architecture

things give indications of changes in the making. Through conversation,
correspondence or reading these signs are constantly recurring testimonies, and

MANY

a tabulation

To

their presence.
is

is

unconsciously

made

of them until the ideas become insistent in

verify the general impression, a systematic collation of

all

the evidence

in order.

In arriving at a conclusion by this mental process, it will be found that among the
diverse problems demanding attention at this time, one of manifest importance is that of
the attitude of the public toward the architect and of the architect in his relations to

himself and others.

The practice of architecture is probably today, more than ever before, a matter of
The monies invested in building structures demand a return service
barter and trade.
This value is measured in the adaptability of the structure
value.
full
which represents
to its use, its durability

and

of correct planning and

to render

its

appearance.

These three factors are the fundamentals

it
appears to be essential that the
himself
to
these
basic
meet
architect should fully qualify
requirements.
An analysis has been made of a great amount of data pertaining to this subject and
the majority opinion has been condensed into the following five paragraphs which em-

adequate service

brace the most common of the points developed. This brief consensus of opinion is not
intended to cover the multitude of conditions that exist in such relations, but it is

thought that possibly
1.

The business

it

comprises the basic factors.

of architecture

is

insepa-

4.

He must

furnish

complete and de-

rable

from the profession of architecture.
Together they comprehend the originating,

tailed supervision of construction and be
must be reclosely identified with it.

promoting, designing, planning, directing

sponsible financially, as well as morally,
for all of his acts, including the correctness
of design, the completeness and accuracy
of plans, specifications and details, and the

and controlling the construction
ings and their appurtenances.
2.

To

develop

a

general

of build-

demand

for

without which only
limited opportunities for practice will be
presented the architect must, as an inarchitectural service

dividual and

and

effective

collectively, employ proper
to create a universal

means

appreciation of
3.

To

architect
his

He

construction of the building in accordance
his responsibility to be con-

therewith;

tingent only on his being accorded freedom
matters of structural design,
mechanical equipment and the selection of

in deciding all

materials and

workmen.

its intrinsic value.

perform his function, the
must organize, equip and operate

fully

business so as to render complete
in the production of plans and

service

5. He must control and regulate the business affairs of the building operation so as
to safeguard all interests. He must be just
and impartial in deciding all controversies

specifications for everything embraced in
the construction, equipment and furnishing

within his jurisdiction, but where his own
interests are involved he must submit the

of buildings.

controversy to arbitration.

(Reprinted from issue of November

27,

1918)
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The Development
we

are setting about the reformamethods of architectural edu-

tion of our

WHILE

cation, it would be wise, when that arduous task is well under way.
also to organize
for
J
o
the education of the .craftsman.
One of the most admirable reports ever presented by a committee of the Institute, was that
of the Committee on Education during the convention of 1912.
In the course of that report it was
"

stated

:

"We may

on paper create visions that rival those of
Coleridge's Kuhla Khan; we may on arising from a
weary drawing board, our creative task accomplished, say
with Justinian (and believe ourselves in the saying):
'Solomon. 1 have surpassed thee.' but when we see our
drawings and our designs materialized in three dimensions we realize that, were we buried within their walls.
the globetrotting New Zealander, a century hence, loc iking for our personal monument would hardly say with
Sir Christopher's eulogist. 'Circumspice.'
In the good
old days, when architectural monument was a plexus of
all the arts, the architect was pretty much at the mercy
of the craftsman and he still is, with a difference, for

then every

bit

of sculpture or carving or metal work

and joinery, and glass and needle work, when these
latter came into play, enhanced the architecture, glorified
it.
and sometimes redeemed it as well now either our
carving is butchered, our sculpture and painting conceived on lines that defy their architectural ton. our
:

stained glass defiant of every law of God, man or architect, or it is all reduced to a dead level of technical
and
plausibility, without an atom of feeling or artistry
we are glad enough to take it this way for the sake of

escaping worse."

After a lapse of now almost five years, the relationship of the architect to the craftsman has unThe fact that so
dergone little if any change.
has been accomplished gives proof to the
contention often made in these columns that the
admirable reports of the Institute are too often
little

we have

not

matter

ments of

their work.

If

it

is

asked just what co-

work dwarf
sion

originality and retard a free expresIf the craftsman is trained, as he
ability?

t)f

undoubtedly should

be, in

an exact knowledge of
is it not logical to

the material in which he works,

assume

that with an equal artistic training he
should be better able to design and execute than

some man whose
design

alone.

surest

way

It

for

ability lies in a clever faculty for

would seem therefore that the
architects

to

promote

a

better

craftsmanship would be to give the craftsman freer
rein in these matters and let him produce the design, under the critical oversight of the architect.
Perhaps it will be said that this cannot be done,
that there are not

is

true,

to

the

enough men

in this

country suf-

trained to undertake such work.

ficiently

and perhaps
for

necessity

it

a

does

If this

not at once point
finer development of the

is.

it

There
higher craftsmanship in this country?
does not appear to be a better opportunity for
architects to lend assistance to work that will help
them to attain the highest artistic ideals than in
this direction.

Again
ferred to

made progress

men

in the various crafts who by inhave by their own efforts elevated

the dignity of their particular craft, but there the
Cofyright, 1919,

schools of craftsmanship, like

operation architects might reasonably expect from
the craftsmen, it might be said that they surely
should not expect a slavish copying of a design
originated in the architect's office.
Why should
not the design originate with the craftsman? Does
not a mechanical copying of another man's artistic

attaining a closer relationship between architecture and craftsmanship, there may, however, be

pointed out

The

rests.

the schools of architecture, appear to be teaching
but a small part of the essentially practical ele-

in

telligent labor

2262

of Craftsmanship

purely academic, and chiefly, perhaps, through lack
of proper execution, are nothing more than a
waste of the best mental effort of their framers.

Despite the fact that

NUMBER

1919

30,

The Architectural

quoting

from

the

report

already

re-

:

"Every architect knows that the success or failure of
work depends largely on the craftsmen who carry
it out
and complete it with all its decorative features
of form and color, and yet. in a nation of ioo.noo.ooo
people, with a dozen schools of architecture, practically
nothing is done toward educating these same craftsmen,
and we either secure the services of foreign trained men,
accept tenth rate native work, or go without. Take a
his

case in point
It is decided to build a metropolitan cathedral with little regard to cost plans are made
what
then? If it is to be a great and comprehensive work of
and exactly as much as it needs its archiart, it needs
:

;

fr Building Press

(Inc.)

;

I
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sculptors, painters, carvers in

tect

wood and

Are there enough schools

in

America

to

craftsmen needed on this one monument

to

the
there one

train all
is

When Mr. Egerton Swartwout had

completed
very successful Eddy Memorial, he contributed
an article to an architectural magazine in which he

where? One of the foolish arguments
on artistagainst Gothic, is that it is quite dependent
the
craftsmen, and as we have none we must ahandon
in favor of classical
style one of the foolish arguments
acanthus,
design is that anybody can learn to carve an
therefore we had better stick to what we know we can
If we have no artistN'either argument is sound.
do.
craftsmen, then it would be better for us to close up
half the schools that are training our architects and emschool,

and

if

eminently satisfactory should be extended
other equally important fields.

sults so

stone, glass

workers.
makers, tapestry makers, embroiderers, leather

his

so,

set forth the

;

irom

this

valuable co-operation he' had received
He interestingly de-

master craftsman.

scribed his relation as architect to the craftsman

good argument can he advanced in refutation.
It may seem presumptuous to insist that one of

Throughout it was that of one artist
most cordial co-operation with a brother
hen the plaster
artist in an allied field of art.
models had been finally approved and were to be
cut in stone, Mr. Swartout tells us that "each
man was an artist in his way and that there developed the most intense rivalry in the execution in

the lacking essentials in a profession that claims
to he highly educated is the lack of education..

stone of the plaster models.'' Further, we learn that
"in many cases the carving far exceeded the models

This lack is. of course, not one of hasic knowledge,
but one in the exact direction that would accom-

in delicacy,

ploy the funds so saved for the training of the only
who can give life to the architect's design."

Xow

this

is

edly

common

and most lasting

plish the best

we

the soundest of

sense.

results.

modelers.
in

men

W

r

No

But the great object achieved was the manner
which the architect dignified to the craftsman
We are told that
the credit or honor of his work.
"as an incentive, each man was allowed to put his
name on the individual stone he carved, on the side
bed to be sure, but still it was there, and at the con-

Undoubt-

in

Shall we have
schools.
by years of newer methods of educa-

riculum of architectural
to wait until,
tion,

we become

farsighted

sufficiently

sense

to

the necessity for also educating the architect's alter
c^o, the craftsman? The advancement of one is in

clusion of this

certain directions Innind up in the progress of the
other.
should, as architects, do all that we

men whose

intelligent co-

As

Can anything be

country certain master craftsmen
\Ye have had here
in New York an important demonstration as to
just what can be and is done when architects and
craftsmen co-operate in the broad spirit as brother
in this

of the highest artistic ability.

artists.

The rapidity with which was executed the complicated detail of the architects who originated the
Altar of Liberty, the Victory Arch and other deco-

as an

widely
tional

is

In this particular instance,
Mr. Menconi, whose work-

work

as

is

being done

in this particular field

is

highest

Certainly this

is

worth while.

of the individual

finer

than that?

Can

there be

there be

any surer way

to develop craftsmanwhere at one

ship and place it on the high plane
time it so securely rested?

The progress of

the

many

decorative

features

under Mr. Thomas Hastings' origination and direction since we went to war, have all

that have been

The writer of
been along exactly similar lines.
visit
and
actual
investigation in
by personal
Mr. Menconi's large studios, is able to bear witness to the absolute accord between the architect
and the craftsman.
The result stands .forth, an
artistic

these

being carried forward by Mr.
Menconi.
Under his highly skilled direction he
has developed a group of master modelers whose
work is to be seen in the Victory Arch in its
development.

Can

may

expert modeler and ability as an artist is
known among architects.
Such educa-

of craftsmanship

list

this,

rative features along Fifth Avenue, most of which
have appeared or will soon appear in THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT, offers an example and affords a

the master craftsman

full

devised any more intimate and unselfish co-operation than existed under such admirable conditions?

pointed out earlier in this article, there have

basis of demonstration.

a

a special letter of appreciation."

operation so largely contributes to the success of
everything that we attempt in design.

developed

work

carvers, arranged in order of merit, was sent to
the Board of the Memorial and each man received

We

can to develop a class of

and the most extraordinary results were

obtained.''

very decided change in the cur-

shall see a

the

Re-

ensemble

in

which those who created

take the fullest measure of pride.

means we

It

is

it

by

shall

get set along satisfactorily
shall travel in the elevation of the

on the road we
art of the craftsman.
It will be a slow work, but the end will crown
it.
There must be a long pull and a strong pull
and a pull all together. But, if architects will take
this matter as seriously as it deserves, we shall
look forward to a renaissance of craftsmanship
that will vie with all the glories of Italian art.
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Notes from London
By SELWYN BRINTON,

A

SUBJECT

Special

Correspondent

which has profoundly absorbed
England during the last

Briefly stated, this measure places local bodies
under a stringent obligation to carry out housing schemes, failing which the County Council or
Local io\ eminent Board may act over their heads.
Local liability is to be covered by a penny rate,
any excess to be borne by the State. There are
special provisions for dealing with what are known
as "slum areas," and for the purchase of housing
sites; and it is satisfactory to hear that the "need
for the provision of houses for the middle classes
has not been lost sight of." Possibly this last assurance is due to the fact that the middle class,
that long-suffering and much-taxed portion of the
community, is at last beginning to "kick." A Middle Class Union has been recently initiated and
received with enthusiasm, with a strong and active

That inquiry revealed conditions of life in certain colliery areas which were to most of us an
appalling revelation.

(

Mr. John Robertson, chairman of the Scottish
Union of Mine Workers, in his evidence before
the commission stated that in Hamilton, Lanarkshire, out of 88,000 inhabitants 27,000 were living
in one- and two-roomed houses, and that in \Yishaw 28.5 per cent were in houses of one room.
Numerous houses, he added, had one apartment
for husband and wife and several children, while
the statistics of tuberculosis showed 78 per cent of
cases in one- and two-apartment houses.
"Private enterprise," he continued, "has failed.
There is a
It must be done by the State.
.

ARC HITKCT.

Housing Bill, published in recent papers, gives
very wide powers both to the Local Government
Board and to the local authorities to meet the widespread shortage of houses.

public attention in
few weeks, quite as

much as the proceedings
of the Paris Conference, has been the inquiry and
report of the Coal Commission.

.

THE AMERICAN

to

.

legacy of bad housing, the result of

many

support within the House of

years of

This witness
and ignorance."
greed,
went on to quote an eloquent appeal from Dr. Russell, a former medical officer of the Local Govern"You mothers, with your cooks and
ment Board
housemaids and nurses, how would you, in your
own persons, act all those parts in one room where.
too, you must eat and sleep, and find your lying-in
Last of all,
room, and make your sickbed?
when you die, you still have one room to yourself
where in decency you may be washed and dressed
and laid out for burial. If that one room were
your house, what a ghastly intrusion you would be.
The bed on which you lie is wanted for the accommodation of the living."
The above states very feelingly the darkest side
of the picture, for in many cases the miners have
been earning very good money, and I have heard
selfishness

:

.

.

.

of as much, probably in a better position, as
7
a week being earned, with half the rent free and
But even so, what has come to
coal supplied.
and the
light has profoundly roused public feeling,

Daily Telegraph interprets this in saying: "What
the Government must realize is that housing has
now become a matter of national conscience. Public opinion has been horrified at recent revelations,
has been roused to an indignation which is justified,
to an impatience which will only be allayed by vigorous action."
That action, promised at the opening of Parlia-

ment weeks ago, seems now being taken, and the

Commons,

for the ex-

press purpose of securing some adequate protection for the interests of a part of the community
on whom the bulk of this heavy national expenditure,

when

the

bill

conies to be presented, will in-

evitably recoil.

report of the Coal Commission, under Mr.
Justice Sankey, which takes a middle course between the claims for hours and wages of the mine-

The

owners and the miners themselves, was issued on

March

21,

but

lies

a

little

outside of

my

subject

here.
I wish, however, to draw attention to a matter
of the greatest importance in connection with this
housing question, in a protest which has been sent

to the Local

War

Government Board,

Cabinet

by the

Industrial

the Treasury and
Council of the

Building Industry. The terms of this communica"This Building
tion could scarcely be stronger.
Trades Industrial Council expresses profound dissatisfaction at the avoidable delay in pressing forward the resumption of building operations, so urto
gently needed to prevent unemployment, owing
the
enable
to
of
the lack
adequate arrangements

and slate quarries through
stone
brickyards,
the country to restart, and believing that the delay
is due to
incompetence in handling the supgross

of opinion that
ply of materials, and further being
such materiof
manufacture
the
we could expedite
the
that
demand
we
experience of the
als,
hereby
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tilationall had to be grasped, studied and carried'
into execution at fever heat.
"It should be borne in mind," he added, "that
the work was generally of a highly confidential

used

immediately

be

Council

our

members of

to its propel
toward restoring the building trade
normal position."
facts appear to have influenced

The following

order,

The Government

resolution.

this

the processes involved frequently seThe
experimental and excessively dangerous.
organization and responsibility normally delegated
labor had
to the contractor had to be shouldered

character,

an-

as

cret,

had been confined
nounced, for 800,000,000 bricks
effort had been
no
while
makers,
to certain large

number of small
going the enormous
over the country, who made
brickyards scattered
could
bricks in
days, and who

made

to set

quite' half the

to be allocated, recruited, conciliated,

and

past

the stone quarries, which are largely
houses in Scotland and some parts of

Nor had
for

have just acknowledged.
On the other hand, there

essary quarries
the outfor the peace to be discussed and signed,
was
being seriput of the next season's production
that in this, as in

is
is

.

immediate peace permits the resumption of proBolshevism may overspread
duction.
Europe,
causing the breakdown of the machinery of civiliXo international guarantees can sustain
zation.
exchanges while printing presses continue making

sponsible

Government organization has, without doubt,
during the war achieved magnificent results, more
especially in connection with aircraft and muniand at a recent meeting of the R. I.
Frank Raines, to whose initiative at the

A

B.

Sir

Office

of

Works

much has been

so

,

due, gave a very in-

"The first hundred thousand laid down a drain,
The second draft took it all up again
Then they held an inquiry, and tried to explain."
And thus in process of time the conclusion was
reached, which as the Times suggests, might have
been adopted as the motto at Chepstow
The public paid."
"Nobody minded.
For it is the public which inevitably suffers and has
to meet the bill
and the present state of things is
;

Future Needs."

"Mammoth

said the lecturer

factories,"

in

de-

scribing these conditions of improvised building
for war, "had to arise apparently at a wave of a

magician's
ings to be
tional

wand

sites

had

to

:

be selected, build-

.

erected

upon land presenting excepnatural difficulties
the whole complicated,

elaborate,

;

highly

process and

technical

factory

problem

allocation,

plant

of

highly paid of-

staffs

their

all

result

forming address, illustrated with lantern slides, on
the subject of ''War Factories and Their Adaptation to

and a

and circuitous
ficials,
big
methods of doing business could have been swept
The whole method in which this work
away."
in
progressed backward was described at the time
Boat
"The
of
the
title
a humorous poem, under
The Navy,
Builders a Tragedy in 18 Spasms."
said the writer, had acquired the property of the
Standard Shipbuilding Company, and had called
Then was seen the
in the Army to provide labor.

America cannot withdraw in the
this chaos is remote and does not inShe must think internationally."

tions,

The many

contractor.

with

paper money.
that

side,

change of plan and apparent absence of technical knowledge of shipbuilding, coupled with a
decided refusal to learn, which led to so much
In expert opinion, "had
loss of time and money."
the Admiralty employed an architect in the usual
way, he would simply have required two or three
draftsmen, a good clerk of works, and a re-

it is speedily resumed the imagination canUnless
visualize the ensuing chaos.

volve her.

another

stant

unless

belief

is

...

Mr. Frank Yanderlip's telegram is quoted in reLondon papers as coming from an American
"Production has ceased, and
observer in Paris:
.

safe-

"The whole record," said the Times correspondent of this latter undertaking, "would read like
a screaming farce if so much public money had
It was the connot been thrown away.

cent

.

housed

be

only
such revelations as the Slough Motor Depot and,
even more, the National Shipyards at Chepstow.

most other trades,

waiting for peace to be definitely arranged.

not

fed,

to

;

not merely needed, but it is vitally
no
forward move can be really taken
necessary, yet
to re-establish the normal conditions while we are

production

had

far less attractive one, to the picture and this has
too fully brought to public notice of late in_

ously affected.
fact

purse

public

meeting, gave the report of a most capable and
merits we
highly qualified official on work whose

nor yet the very necEngland, been started going,
of slate, and thus, while waiting

The

the

guarded."
This interesting address, which was arranged by
continued at a subsequent
special request, to be

reduce transport by supplying locally.

used

withal

.

;

one which, affecting every trade, hits most directly,
as we have seen, the building trade and the archi-

factory

disposition

and power distribution, railway siding, water supply, sewage disposal, electric lighting, heating, ven-

tect.
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"People are asking," says the Daily Telegraph,
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he can be compelled to carry it out to
he finds that he has to spend 1,500
to do the specified work, that is his misfortune. On
the other hand, if there is a sudden fall in the prices
which enables him to do it for
500, that is his
for

trade is so slow in recovering, why industry
not going full steam ahead. Dearer coal, dearer
freights, higher wages, uncertainty as to costs and
this is not the full catalog of
taxation
One of the most serious of them
their handicaps.
a conall is the dead hand of Government control

"why

.

.

i

,000,

the letter.

is

.

If

The forms of
gain and the employer's loss.
contract in common use have been so framed that
the employer can only be liable to pay for extra
.

troller here, a licensing authority there, a department or a committee, an Order in Council or a
The unseen presence is an official presschedule.
ence, and the dead hand is swathed in the red tape

.

.

work under

Broadly speakspecial circumstances.
he can only be charged (a) if the architect decides that the contractor is entitled to be paid for
ing,

Mr. Runciman lately put the case
and
tersely: "The menace of a calamity
very truly
Our instinct, as
is overhanging British commerce.
well as our reason, calls for fresh air and freedom."
of Whitehall."

is an extra: and (b) if the archihas given a written order. In the case under
notice the question arose as to the legal rights of
the parties where the architect had refused a writ-

something which

tect

ten order."

A

It will be seen at once what an imjxjrtant issue
was here involved for, as a matter of fact, a large
number of the disputes which arise between builder
and employer relate to "extras." In the Court of
the
Appeals two out of three judges decided against
written
a
that
on
the
technical
contractor
ground
order was a "condition precedent," which arbitration

case of the greatest importance to both builders and architects has been recently decided in the
House of Lords. Reported in detail in The Build-

;

ing Ncu'S, it has been fully discussed in three
successive numbers of The Builder, in connection
with the admirable paper read by Mr. Valentine
Ball before the Society of Architects, and the im-

portant discussion which followed.
"Nott v. Cardiff Corporation" dealt with a con200,000. Durtract to build a reservoir, for over
the
chief
engineer required cering its progress
tain expensive work to be carried out. which, in
The builder
his view came within the contract.

Parker, L. J., dissented.
could not override.
Carried to the Lords, by four judges to one this
arbiruling was reversed, it being held that the
in
order
the
of
the
trator's award now took
place
conthe
that
so
been
not
which
bad
given;
writing,
tractor bad final

judgment

claimed this work as "extras," but did as he was
the value of the work so done coming
instructed
The engineer refused his written
to
13,000.
the
case came before the arbitrator,
order, and

and

now

ruled in the contractor's favor, and was supported in this view as to the work being "extras"
by the High Court. The case went up for appeal.
"This case," said Mr. Valentine Ball, "merits
all

who

for his

13,000 and costs,

a leading authority.

is in the
question of London Improvements
The
reconstrucinterest.
of
air, and is one
great
tion, now definitely sanctioned, in Piccadilly Circus
and Lower Regent Street will be a great step for-

The

who

the attention of

this case is

are concerned with con-

It involved the consideratracts for large works.
tion in a novel form of an old question, namely, in
what circumstances can the employer be held liable

for extras?

"The broad, legal principle," he added, "which
underlies every contract for erection of buildings is
builder
easy to understand and to enunciate. If a
materials
of
certain
agrees to erect a certain house

ward, though it appears that the present unsightly
buildings beside the Cafe Monico, whose removal
is essential for a really effective treatment, are not
yet to be disturbed.
But yet wider vistas are

opened by the really magscheme of a new bridge across the Thames
at Charing Cross, and the redemption of the southern riverside, which has been called "the largest
and
in Europe"
city area of wasted opportunity
nificent

;

this is a subject so suggestive that I prefer to reserve it for a fuller notice.
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The Gateway
F. B.

and A.

WARE

of the

Nation

and M. D. MKTCALFE, Architects

subject of fitting memorials to commemorate the great victory of the Allies, is
a matter of national discussion, and every
and town throughout the country will have its

in

depth,

(hi

this

court there have been placed

THE

two buildings, one

city

ing for the Navy. Surrounding the court, the design contemplates a monumental peristyle or Colonnade of Honor, forming an enclosure for the com-

share of these creations, which will be erected during the months and years to come.

Recently the Mayor of New York formed a committee to take charge of all temporary decorations
and other arrangements in connection with celebrations for our returning victorious soldiers, and this
committee requested suggestions from the public as
to the nature of these decorations, whether of a
temporary or permanent character.
The Gateway of the Nation, which is illustrated
in this issue of THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT, is a
project which has been submitted to this Mayor's
Committee and to a number of important downtown

organizations for their consideration.
For a number of years the proposition

for

a

monumental water gate and entrance to New York
City has been discussed and studied, and several
years ago an important competition was held for a
water gate, the site chosen being
between H4th and ii6th Streets

in

Riverside Park,

Since that competition was held, however, the
great war in Europe has taken place, and as this
country was fortunately associated with a number
of Allies, the importance of a monumental water

to be a reception and historical
building for the Army, the other a similar build-

position and at the

same time

a place to receive

memorials and tablets.
This peristyle has been so treated that a vista
through may be had of the court of honor from the
park side. The central motive of the composition
is a colossal arch of
victory, placed on the axis of

Broadway. The arch opening in the clear is approximately 80 feet wide, or the width of Broadway from building line to building line. This
great width of arch opening allows a procession to
pass through in platoon formation without any
disorganization, and in the most dignified military
manner.
The uncovered area of the Court of Honor is

enough to accommodate several regiments
drawn up for review. The distinguished guests
would be escorted through the great arch up
Broadway, past what is probably New York's most
large

important and interesting architecture (certainly to
the foreigner), our great skyscraping office buildings.
They would also pass several of our most

City for the re-

important and best old examples of architecture,
namely Trinity Church and St. Paul's. In a few

ception of distinguished guests, visitors, commissions, etc., from countries throughout the world

minutes' time from the landing they would arrive
with their escort at the City Hall, where they would

becomes even more imperative.

be received by the Mayor and welcomed to the city
in a dignified and natural manner. After the recep-

gate and entrance to

New York

We

are of the opinion that the ideal and natural
location for this monumental entrance to our city

Not only is this location a wondercommanding the most noble
Harbor
and the Statue of LibYork
view of New
to Broadway,
entrance
is
natural
it
the
but
erty,
most
the
artery
Green,
important
through Bowling
of New York City, and, in fact, of the country.
is

Battery Park.

fully

beautiful

one,

This location also bears the proper relation to
the City Hall. It is not expected that an anchorage
for a fleet of warships is possible off Battery Park.
An anchorage there is not practical. There is no
reason, however, why the distinguished visitors
cannot be brought to the Water Gate in tenders or
the
destroyers and the larger ships continue on up

Hudson River

to their

permanent anchorage along

Riverside Park.
The project submitted provides a large court of

honor, approximately 600

ft.

in

width by 300

ft.

tion, the guests

would proceed uptown through Laf-

ayette Street or Broadway, to Washington Square,
and then up Fifth Avenue, as the occasion may

demand.
dignified

We believe that this scheme provides a
entrance and reception to distinguished

visitors.

The Statue of Liberty almost becomes a part of
the composition, and the beautiful New York HarHudson and the
bor,, with the two great rivers, the
East, passing on either side, forms an ideal setting
As viewed from the bay, the
for the Gateway.

composition should be most imposing. As viewed
from the city, the Victory Arch would make a
handsome vista and a noble termination to Broad-way. It would also not interfere with traffic.

scheme should be adopted, as a permanent
memorial to the Great War, we assume that the
elevated railroad would be reorganized from
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Bowling Green to South Ferry, so that it would be
underground when it passed the axis to Broadway.
This plan has been studied so as not to interfere
with any of the present buildings on Battery Park.
Even the ugly Aquarium is not disturbed. Battery
Park at present is an unsightly place of landscaping,

consisting of

worn out grass

few
The scheme

beds,

a

straggly trees, and almost no shrubs.
leaves
suggested does not cover the entire park, but
a large uncovered area, which can be replanned
and planted and made a truly beautiful park, enBathancing the water gate from the city side.
It
is truly the gateway of the nation.
Park
tery

was here that the great mass of immigrants to
The
America landed and entered this country.
immigrants in great numbers passed up Broadway
and eventually took trains to all sections of the
United States.

During the past months thousands of the sons of
same immigrants have fought in the American ranks in France and many have paid the supreme sacrifice.
Where could there be placed a finer memorial
to these men of the Army and Navy than at Battery Park, and what other site on Manhattan Island

these

is

better for a noble entrance to the city?

SURE!
Well
Finish
the

Jot)

THE
VICTORY LIBERTY LOAN
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Town

War Memorials

Halls as

Memorial City Hall

Illustrated by preliminary sketches for a

KILHAM & HOPKINS.
city or

THE
of

town

hall

is

running far ahead

competitors as a popular choice for a
"War Memorial.'' There may be many occult
reasons for this fact, but the psychology of the
its

enough. His town wants
do the handsomest thing possible for the lads
returning from France. Public money is too scarce
to squander in large amounts for questionable works
citizen is usually simple

to

at Attleboro, Mass.,

York City

is

meet
and large towns to-day.

a masterpiece easily interpreted to

the needs of small cities

Of

by

Architects

same general character

is the recently conHall at Arlington, Mass., built of
Indiana limestone, and with a type of auditorium
worthy to stand as the memorial for any town's

the

structed

Town

"Boys of

191".''

Similar

in

general style

ML

dwX-W
,

.1

'

;''

i

''.fi

-i

1

the proposed City Hall

is

MEMORIAL CITY HALL

T
'.I

-;'

ATTL.EBOF.0_

North Mai* Street
KlLMAM

4

Site
HOPKINS. AlLCMiTECB

i

|

of

An

impressive sculpture of really distinis hard to guarantee beforehand, and,
a failure, is very extravagant.
painting is not
art.

guished merit
if

A

The most tangible
Money can be raised

visible to the passerby.

thing

is

a building.

handsome memorial of
tical

this

kind

if it

also

fills

"big"

There are many beautiful buildings scattered
throughout the land serving as town and city halls,
and there are myriads of buildings used for such
purposes that are not beautiful. These latter are
sometimes a source of shame or regret to the
It is not easy, howlocalities in which they stand.
ever, to destroy a useful building and at great cost
Few towns
to replace it by another in better style.
could do this at the present time with any degree
No town needs to do it.
of justice to themselves.

a prac-

The most monumental type of public building,
and at the same time the most needed building in
hundreds of communities, is the town hall or city
lends itself readily to a great variety of
If the community cherishes the
Revolutionary tradition, the old City Hall of New
hall.

It

Chamber of Commerce.

for a

need.

artistic treatments.

for Attleboro, Mass., drawings of which were presented to the city recently by a committee of the
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The

uninteresting and jaded structure of the early seventies a new memorial lobby, or to crown it with
a memorial clock tower, meanwhile taking advantage of the opportunity for a general cleaning up,
removal of jigsawed brackets and drab

art of architecture can be used to ameliorate

the ugly lines of an old building as well as to create

de novo.

Many

an eyesore has been converted

by a little skill and patient
Never was there more need than at the

into a thing of real beauty

study.

OF

YE5TI5VLE

trimmings

ATTTE&OHO MEMORIAL

CITY

HALL

JfOfam and acpluns. Architects

present

moment

to conserve all
existing values

and

to be replaced

^axr:i^jS S?
fore, as to design a

new

one.

To

introduce into an

a descendant of

whose home,
them for the

the committee

Mayor de

in 1792,

is

Deitrich of
Strasbourg in

Rouget de Lisle sang the an-

first time.
President Poincare Premier Clemenceau, President Deschanel
of the Chamber of Deputies, and President
Dubost of the Senate
have given their

support.

The Theodore Roosevelt Memorial
Highway,

a

transcontinental route
land,
at St.

Baron de Deitrich

task full

Route of the Proposed Roosevelt
Memorial Highway

A

The head of

is a

blossom as the rose."

French Plan Monument
national committee has been formed in
Paris
for the erection in
Strasbourg of a monument to
commemorate the history of the
"Marseillaise," the
French national anthem. It is
expected to cost one
million francs.

by white mouldings, that

Au

from Portland, Me., to PortOre., will enter the upper Michigan peninsula
Ignace, and will traverse the peninsula by way

of Escanaba, Iron Mountain, to
Hurley, Wis., thence
to Superior, Wis., to Duluth, Minn.
It will there
follow in a westerly direction by way of Grand

Rapids, Cass Lake, Bemidji, Crookston, into North
Dakota at Grand Forks, and thence by way of
Devil's Lafce and Minot to Buford.
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in
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States
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or what
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who cither by

CENTS

Institute

of

Mailers Building

CXV
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for every

1919

the

INSouth,

far

at

War

No. 2262

the

in the City of Nashville, the fifty-second

annual convention of the
Architects, will,

when

this

American
is

Institute

of

read, he in session.

roundings, and in the vicinage of the most corfound in our
rectly stated architecture to be
Southern States, there will be opportunities for
calm, deliberate discussion of the many important
things that will engage the attention of the delegates.

The four days to be spent in the South will not
all work and no play, for the Committee on
Program has provided a most excellently arranged

be

schedule that will afford the delegates opportunity
to visit under favorable conditions the Hermitage,
once the home of Andrew Jackson, Belle Meade,
and other widely known points of interest. Such
recreative moments, among interesting surroundings, should afford the proper relaxation from the
meetings that will undoubtedly be filled with strenu-

much

thoughtful work.
this convention

So much of importance hangs on

many

than ever before, will

man

do

to

his bit.

it

be necessary

and as any

effort to

Committee.
that go to

make

this

program are

are just now most deeply indiscussion, and proper
for a well directed policy that the

these things that
terested,

and

co-ordination

American

it

we
is

their

Institute of Architects,

now assembled

at

may very properly seriously consider.
probably as certain as anything may be, that

Nashville,

The place of meeting is in the beautifully designed State Capitol, the work of William StrickAmid
land, built from plans submitted in 1845.
such well recognized excellent architectural sur-

ous endeavor and

the

those that the best opinion has determined basically
It is with
to represent new ideals of practice.

Nashville

famed "Blue Grass" region of

of

sonic

local

The elements

The Convention

with

country

American

be productive of the best result should be properly
organized, skilfully directed, it is most fortunate
that there is available the leadership of the Post-

1879.

30,

Architects,

or

Xow more
H. M. Swetland, President;
Publishers Corporation
Charles G. Phillips, Vice-President; W. H. Taylor, Treasurer,
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future.
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uncertainty.

what the profession of architecture is toit has been in the past, does not
now so much concern us as what we shall hope to
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much

with

filled
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who

those

development of the architectural profession in this country, irrespective of their membership in the Institute, is directly focussed. It may
therefore be regarded as an epoch-marking gathering of architects. The outcome of their deliberation
will be the crucial happening of a period that has

PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY BY

.

all

in the future

It is

the policy outlined

by the Convention

will not

em-

of those distracting elements which in
the past have l>een so strenuously put forward and
It is
have been proven so disastrous in results.
further probable that the Institute has become so

brace

many

broadened that no comparatively small group of
men may control its policy or dominate its attitud;
toward the profession.
Probably, and perhaps undoubtedly, the Institute
will
discard any attitude toward practice that
ignores trie vital lessons of the past two years, and
if in carrying forward a policy based on a virile
conception of. the architect's functions it runs counter to. a groujvtfiat clings to ideals and principles
which are not thoroughly democratic, in every
phase, that group will undoubtedly have to stand
It is certain that there will no longer
to one side.
be a disposition to temporize or to cater to any element that will fail to recognize that architecture
while first of all an art, is none the less a business,

and an extremely practical one.
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detail of the

Post-War Program

EVERY
shadows just such a policy for the

fore-

future.

As

the criticism of this program and the replies to its
memmany queries will not be restricted to Institute
that
that
of
membership
bers nor to any group

would make the profession of architecture a restare sure
ing place for poseurs and dilettanti, they
mature
of
to contain the essence
judgment from a
are interested
who
men
of
number
thoughtful
large
in the advancement of the profession and who have
none but the most unselfish reasons for sitting in
its

councils as invited by this Committee.
must be borne in mind that no policy, no mat-

It

and absolutely controlled by its members, all of the
other problems that now are in need of attention
would in the future become automatically solved.

The

architect's

status,

his

relation

to

his

asso-

ciates, (ethics of professional practice) his relation
to his clients and through them to the general pub-

before the government and his just
and a business man all would
For with such
become satisfactorily regulated.
training as would be outlined by his elder brethren,
the student would emerge from his college days
with a mental foundation that would start him right
lic,

his status

distinction as an artist

and keep him

right.

portance, or what might be at this time called nonmay well be put aside. But with the re-

education that has bred certain types of men
that have brought discredit on the profession, but
it has been a wrong, a misdirected education.
stand a better chance for the development of a type
of American architecture when we have developed
a cleaner cut type of American architect. There is
no quarrel with the classic precedent, no wish to
brush aside the value of historic associations, but

newal of building, a renewal that

we

ter

how

framed, can
will be vital to

well considered or carefully

go forward by

its

own

inertia.

It

future success that none but highly important reforms be outlined and that they be placed in the
hands of men with time and inclination to bring
Matters of minor imthese matters to conclusion.

essentials,

call for the greatest activity,

men who

there

in the
is

future will

doubt that the

could most efficiently labor to bring these

things to pass will be able to give the time that
will be necessary. Just here, then, it becomes important that there shall be added to the executive office
of the Institute a highly qualified salaried official

who
who

will assume charge of the many details, and
can carry forward his work under the counsel
of well-chosen committees of members.

This seems to be the all-important thing

if

the

foremost in this policy of rethat will be outlined by the Institute it is not possible to forecast, but it is safe to
venture the opinion that first or last the subject of
will be

JUST
construction

With better edusupervised by the profession

education will be a prominent one.
cational methods,

all

We

shall

need to eradicate what

effeminacy of too

may be termed the
misdirected academic learnby a curriculum that shall be

much

ing and to replace

it

suggested and directed by the practical and successful

men

in the profession.

Every propaganda that is taken up by governments is founded on education of the people toward
correct ways of living, and the cultivation of a viewpoint approved by well sustained practice.
The practice of architecture can be no exception
its attitude toward its future
problems. When
has eradicated the poseur and blunted his ability
to work mischief, when it has taught those who
shall follow in the development of our architecture
the right thing in the right way, it will have started
toward a future so sure of success, so great in its

in
it

best results are to be achieved.

what

It is
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possibilities, that even the man on the street will
not need to be told that architecture is the greatest
of all the arts he will know and feel it in the evi;

dence everywhere about him.

Comment

Criticism and
The Editors,
I

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

have read with

interest

the

Mr.

article

by
George W. Maher dealing with the better architectural development of farm buildings.
I wish to
say that
of Mr.

I

am

Maher

heartily in accord with the thought
relative to the value of the State

University as the
to accomplish a

medium through which to work
new agricultural building recon-

struction and also with the thought that this can
best be accomplished by men thoroughly in sympathy with the average farmer and his problems.

No

petent rural architect, are the best patrons of this
free service.

The next

point to be considered

that of utility.

is

There has been created among certain farmers the
feeling, and rightly, that perhaps the old-time councarpenter with his matter-of-fact, rule-ofthunib methods, is good enough for them.
He
never fails to make a door large enough to admit a
try

load of hay, although he may build "ventilators"
do not ventilate. In the mind of the bona fide

that

fanner

utility will

always be the

first

measure of

doubt the American Society of Agricultural
Engineers would be able to help in a large measure
in this field, as we number
among our members
men from nearly all the agricultural colleges and

building design because he must get a return upon
his investment.
Convenience for himself and com-

who are engaged in the work of
improved plans for farm structures.
We have one committee devoted to the task of
standardizing barn design, another devoted to the
standardization of barn equipment and still another

sacrificed for

State Universities

furnishing

dealing with ventilation.

It

occurs to

me

that

we

might arrange a joint committee to co-operate with
a similar committee of the American Institute of
Architects.
I see
many obstacles to be surmounted however
The first is the feeling of
they are not hopeless.
the farmer, and I am speaking now of the actual
land owner and man who gets his fingers in the
dirt, that architectural service is for the wealthy
only. This feeling has been brought about to some
extent by the purchase of farm lands by men of
wealth who are seeking diversion or cultivating a
;

hobby.

This opportunity for picturesque development
has been seized by certain architects who have little
knowledge of or sympathy with such homely subjects as rural economics, soil improvement and the
much used but effective term "overhead." This
has resulted in a type of building altogether lovely
to behold but discouraging to the man who actually

must make

from the soil of a small farm.
He feels that architecture means great expenditure.
Until he is convinced in terms of bushels of wheat
or quarts of milk that attractiveness and utility
may go hand in hand, the movement will never
meet with success. Even with the free service now
given in a modest way by our various Departments
of Agricultural Engineering, the farmer hesitates,
because to him the blue print symbolizes a lavish
expenditure of money and we find that the wellto-do, who might well afford the services of a comhis living
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fort for his animals, together with ample storage
for the products of the fields, will never be

room

The system
couraging of

appearance sake.
of tenantry, however is the most disThe- absentee landlord is loath to

all.

make expenditures
structures.
fertile

for adequate,

There are instances

in

let

alone decent

one of the most

counties of Ohio, not over forty minutes'

from the capital, of tenant houses with earth
floors upon which a few boards are placed in wet
weather to keep the family out of the mire.
There is a brighter side however. Through the
Extension Service of our agricultural colleges the
farmer is learning of home conveniences and the
ride

demand for these things is so great that a number
of large concerns are engaged in the manufacture
of isolated lighting plants and water systems exAgricultural engineering specialists are
clusively.
overworked with the demands made upon their
time by seekers of information on every conceivable
means of making life on the farm easier and more
attractive.

Now,

as never before

the opportunity

is

open for the sympathetic and conscientious architect who has had personal contact with the soil.
It seems that whatever move is made for architectural betterment in farm structures might have
to be carried out

by sectional rather than as a nasince the type of farming and
climatic conditions vary so greatly.
Would it not
be well therefore to sub-divide the work of any
committee or join committees into sections divided
tional

movement

with respect to prominent agricultural characterA non-competitive program of architecistics?
tural projects might be arranged through the various chapters of the American Institute of Architects co-operating with the agricultural colleges in
their respective zones.
The American Society of
Agricultural Engineers would,

I

am

sure,

welcome

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
the opportunity of aiding in this movement.
only obstacle in the way of this co-operation

The
is

the

This no doubt could be arranged.
in this whole
vitally interested
I may both
do
what
to
will
be
and
movement
glad
and as secretary of the American Solack of funds.

Personally

I

am

individually
of Agricultural

ciety

W.

IVES.

Columbus, Ohio.

The Editors, THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
There are a few underlying principles governing
the much talked of subject of competitions which I

may be set down for the advantage of your
readers and the enlightenment of the architectural

believe

profession.

The programs of competitions superintended by
the American Institute of Architects nearly always
start

with the assumption

that

competitions

are

held for the selection of an architect.
Such assumption represents crude reasoning and results in
unmanageable effects. It lets loose wholesale condemnation exalting one man to a position he would
never wish could he foresee its results.

The finer things of life are not to be drawn out
of pigeonholes in this fashion.
I have overheard
confessions from older men in the profession of
would like, as they expressed
an axe through some of their structures.
This sentiment is a telltale of the crude manner
in which business in this
country has been conarchitecture that they
it,

So I am pleased to record and insist with my
teachers that competitions should be held for the
selection of ideas.

A

Engineers.
F.

and-So, no matter what his profession, but genuine
worth is interested in ideas which make for genuine good.

to put

ducted.

Genuine worth never wishes to advertise itself,
not from the desire of wishing to be unknown or
un famed in safe company, but from the inevitable

misjudgment of the public directly concerned.
Genuine worth is not too interested in Mr. So-
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competition worthy of the name should be
judged, and won almost, before a T square or triangle has been evidenced. The large scale of the
drawings required at the start in our American
competitions precludes any but clumsy, crude ideas.

Our

competitions lose a very vital part in their

makeup when we eliminate preliminary stages and
Much
judge them from "finished" drawings.
more time should be spent in the judgment and
If a comboiling clown, so to speak, of schemes.
petitor wishes to put in his time at a larger scale
details, that is his own affair, and repre-

and on

sents his own manner of work and investigation;
but the drawings presented to a jury should be at
a small scale so that a plan may be judged as a
plan or scheme of building and not as a diagram
however interesting a composition. Any
of

draftsman

who

has

been through a

sufficient

course of instruction, and who has been associated
with older men, knows that a scheme once clearly
worked out and solved may be represented by a
few lines and at a convenient scale on a small sheet
of paper.

Then why continue with
If

a city in France

like

technical encumbrances
Paris,

with

us with the true
this recently discovered country
clear waters awake in us visions of the

stream, can yet

fill

much more should
with
real

its

?

muddy
and noble, how
its

and the true and the beautiful

!

HERBERT SCOTT OLIN.
Ogdensburg, N. Y.
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Roosevelt Memorial to Teach

want a place set aside for the objects and ideas that
characterized him, pervaded by the influences that

Living Service

developed him. In the letter we have just spoken
of the Colonel wrote: 'As for the rest of us who
with failures and shortcomings, but
to

Following the announcement in the March 26th
issue of THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT of the
purchase
of the birthplace of Theodore Roosevelt at 28 East

according
have striven to lead decent lives if any
friends of ours wish to commemorate us after death
the way to do it is by some expression of
good deeds

our

Twentieth Street, New York City, the Woman's
Roosevelt Memorial Association has issued a state-

ment outlining the purpose
velt House" will be used.

to those

for which the "Roose-

girls
will

of America, and the

come together

in

tivity in its behalf, shall stir

all Americans that
frequent or
House.

visit

Roose-

and background of this memorial,'' says the announcement issued by the association, of which Mrs.
Leonard Wood is honorary president and Mrs. William Curtis Demorest is the president.
Other officers are Mrs. Thomas Fox Preston, Jr., Mrs.
Whitelaw Reid. Mrs. James Roosevelt, Mrs. Robert
Bacon, Mrs. William Bayard Cutting, Mrs. Joseph
H. Choate, Mrs. James T. Leavitt, Mrs. Elihu Root,
Miss Louisa Lee Schuyler, Mrs. Robert Winthrop,
Mrs. Henry A. Alexander, Mrs. John Henry Hammond, Mrs. Henry A. Wise Wood, Mrs. Charles A.
Bryan, and Mrs. A. Barton Hepburn.

woman who

urge every

believes that

the spirit of Roosevelt is the spirit of a greater
America and of a sounder American youth, to join
us," said Mrs. Demorest, president of the associa-

"We

want this to be raised not by a small
of
women
here and there, but by the women
group
of America in a great body, following a nation-wide
impulse thus to memorialize the great living
we want to see carried on by our own sons.
believe

it

is

fitting

mothers, of America

that as

we

the

spirit

women, and

We
the

should thus in this con-

symbolic yet practical way, in the place and
house of his birth, 'hand on the torch' of that vigorous flaming, never-dying spirit to the youth of
America.
"A few years ago Colonel Roosevelt wrote to a
crete,

friend protesting against 'meaningless mausoleums
to the dead.' It seemed unthinkable

and monuments

to us to perpetuate his

Community Buildings

memory

in that

way.

We

as Soldier

Memorials
Soldier

form of community
and social uses, and
wherever possible built with bonds of the fifth Liberty Loan, are urged by the Bureau of Education,
Department of the Interior, in a circular sent to
A
every school community in the United States.
number <if communities have already concluded
that a building, in constant use as a reminder of
the sacrifice made by the soldiers and sailors of the
war. is more appropriate and enduring than the
conventional graveyard monument.
"There is a growing conviction," says Dr. Henry
memorials

in

buildings, dedicated to

"That Colonel Roosevelt's vigor of life, robustness of belief, and energy of will may be eternally
recalled to the youth of America is the real spirit

tion.

living.'

as well,

and move with vivid

power

"We now

"

still

citizenship activities in order

that their understanding of America
may become
deeper and keener and that the great ideal of practical service to our country, of
indefatigable ac-

velt

are

donations will be a small bronze pin bearing the likeness of Mr. Roosevelt.

where the boys and

men and women

who

The names of those who become members of the
association will be inscribed in a book of donors to
be placed in the memorial and the receipts for all

After the building is restored and the interior reproduced according to the description written by
the late President in his
autobiography, the house
will be a "living thing, a place

lights,

the

civil

E. Jackson, author of the bureau's circular, "that
the conventional stone shaft, placed in a
graveyard
among the dead, is not a fitting memorial to those

who

died for freedom. The suggestion, made both
France and America, that these memorials take
the form of community buildings dedicated to civic
and social uses, is obviously wise and ought to
meet universal approval. On the walls of such a
building should hang a bronze tablet containing the
in

names of each community's martyrs to liberty.
"Wherever possible, this community memorial
building ought to be the public schoolhouse, in order
to prevent needless waste through duplication. It is
the logical community center.
It is non-partisan,

non-sectarian and non-exclusive. It is owned and
operated by all the people and therefore furnishes a
platform on which all can meet on terms of selfThe schoolhouse could be remodeled or
respect.
enlarged or replaced by a new one. It is the natural capitol and clubhouse of every community. In
rural districts small schools should of course be

consolidated in order to eliminate a waste and secure a community large enough to support the kind
of building here proposed."
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Roosevelt Memorial

Mr. Parsons suggests that the tower be built of
uncut stone. Surmounting it he has designed a huge
eagle, representing America with wings outstretched
over a French soldier.

Bill

ALBANY MEASURE CREATES FORESTRY EXPERIMENT
STATION IN His HONOR

A

The entire design he aims to have as
character as possible.

authorizing the State College of Forestry,
Syracuse University, has been introduced in

at

bill

The purpose is to establish an experiAlbany.
mental station, to be known as The Roosevelt \\ ild
Life Forest Experiment Station, in which there
shall be maintained records to show the results of
experiments and research work
habits, life histories,

of

management

fish,

in

\Yill

II.

Committee,

methods of propagation, and
birds, game, food and fur-

balls,

suggest
the

commemorating

life

some means of fittingly
of Theodore Roosevelt.

art

galleries,

ultra-modern

a

comfort

restaurant,

features

and a score of
are

included

in

for a

Chicago heroes' memorial monument
submitted for the city's approval by the
Victory
Memorial Association, Irving B. P.rower, presiplans

Hayes, of the Republican National

to

in

Big Monument to Chicago Heroes
A museum for world war relics, motion picture

relation to the

bearing animals, and of forest wild life generally.
The measure is in accord with recommendations
made by a special committee appointed by Chair-

man

American

dent.

The monument

will be more than five hundred
and nearly two hundred feet on the
base, the highest point anywhere in the
territory
from the Alleghanies to the Rocky Mountains,
says
the Chicago Tribune.
It will have a rotunda as

feet in height

Memorial

at

Overshadowed

Rheims
Dead

by

its

for

battered

American
cathedral

and

overlooking the 15,000 roofless houses of Rheims,
will stand the first great memorial to the American

dead

This seems assured by official adhave reached the headquarters of the
American fund for French wounded to the effect
that the French Government will deed to the fund
vices

in France.

that

large as the largest monument of the world.
Six
elevators to the top of the rotunda and four to the
top of the monument will be installed.

The plans include moving picture halls, a museum for war relics, safe deposit vaults for records
of all the heroes from Chicago, and a
place for the
public to view all of the flags and guidons of the
It will have art
regiments.
galleries containing

ground in the environs of Rheims where a great
American hospital will be erected.
The American hospital at Rheims will constitute
not only a monument to the thousands of American

paintings by the best artists, illustrating the celebrated battles in which our heroes fought. Under
the rotunda there will be a fine restaurant and club

soldiers lying buried throughout the battle areas of
France, but is intended also to be an enduring reminder that America had brought relief to France

public.

even before the American armies arrived.

graceful conception of statuary illustrating liberty and victory of democracy over the world. The
inside of this globe, thirty feet in diameter, will be

the

Belleau

rooms and

On
and

all

arrangements for the comfort of the

the top will stand a mammoth globe of steel
representing the world, surmounted by

glass,

a

Wood as Roosevelt Memorial

Widespread favor has met the suggestion made
recently by the Roosevelt Permanent Memorial National Committee that Belleau Wood.
France, since
renamed by the French Government "The Wood of

used for a wireless station and weather bureau.

The monument
struction

is

unique

in that its entire con-

triangular, to represent the triangle city

of Chicago.

the Marines," be

made a permanent Roosevelt memColonel William Boyce Thompson, chairman
of the committee, states that
approving comment
had reached him from' far and wide. The
general
tone of the letters was that it was
by far the happiest suggestion made for a
fitting and permanent
memorial. Samuel Parsons, a well-known
landscape
architect, has designed a lofty watch tower, to stand
at the entrance to the wood.

is

Plan Roosevelt Exhibit

orial.

Plans for the Roosevelt Memorial Exhibition to
be held during May and June in Avery Hall, Columbia University, New York City, have been an-

nounced by Prof.
the exhibition.

W.

The

A. Braun, who is directing
decorations for the exhibition

rooms will be designed by William
professor of architecture at Columbia.
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Boring,

Current News
In Foreign Loans

Solving England's Housing Problem

American dollars scattered
the form of loans, treasury officials
in Washington are giving careful study to the possible
outgrowths of the complicated situations developing across
It has been hinted that this Government may
the water.
have to wait its turn in receiving payments of money
advanced to European countries.
England, France and
Meantime
Italy are understood to be claiming priority.
the situation in Russia and the Balkan states affects nearly
$250,000,000 in American loans there.
In event of England, France and Italy being paid off
first on interallied loans, a large amount of the "pay on
demand" paper held in the United States Treasury may

for solving the housing problem
England is the organization of en-partnership housing
societies, which attempt to combine the advantages of
tenancy and home owning. There are sixty such societies
in England. Scotland and Wales.
In these co-partnership
societies the tenant does not become the owner of the
home he occupies. Instead of getting a deed to a house
and lot he becomes the owner of stock in the company by
investing a given amount of money.

Billions

Tied

With nearly nine

throughout Europe

Up

One method devised

billion

in

in

The members

home owning

Capital

Just how to keep a roof over the heads of its people
It is now
is a problem engrossing much British attention.
learned that the administration of what is called the
State Housing Plan is to be entrusted to a Chief Commissioner in London and eight District Commissioners
throughout England and Wales. The men chosen are to
have wide experience in housing and will be given imstaffs

will be

obtained

cheaper

than

by

If values go up the partners get the benefit either by
dividends on rent or by rental at less than going price.

All surplus profits after paying fixed charges

at

go

to the

partners.

in other sections.

Discussing the situation in London itself the Pall Mall
Gazette suggests that if present facilities were ascertained,
it would be found that many large derelict houses might
properly be converted into the much needed dwellings
with considerable economy.
Overcrowding is so serious
is

is

dividual.

Benefit of "unearned increment."

a

menace

requiring

if

any. goes to tenants.

Outside investor gains, although his returns are limited
to 5 per cent, by greater security, freedom from loss by
poor tenants and no trouble to look after investment.
A portion of the capital needed for these projects is
obtained from the national government in England, enabling the bent-tit of public credit in the form of lower
Under the
rates of interest to be taken advantage of.
housing and town planning acts of 1909, up to two-thirds
of the required capital could be advanced after the houses
were built. Since the war this has been increased to 90

ployment for many munition workers.
In London, the local government board contemplates the
erection in that city of a village of houses, each of which
will be a complete model of architecture, style and interior arrangements, to serve as a guide for local builders

it

investment

Advantages of buying land in large tracts and erecting
at the same time are obtained by each in-

ranges, baths, bolts and general fittings.
Where practicable, munition factories will be utilized
to produce these articles at the same time providing em-

that

for

loss of

many houses

board, hoping to guide London
building authorities, is issuing a manual containing plans
of several types of houses of recent design. The general
aim is to restrict the number of houses in city limits to
twelve per acre and in rural areas to eight per acre.
Practically all the essential features, it is learned, are
being standardized, including doors, windows, kitchen

London

are as follows:

any other plan.

their disposal.
The local government

in

the real

all

Lower rent for the same accommodations.
Freedom from loss if the tenant is compelled by
employment to leave.

Over Their Heads

Technical

own

the

and amortization charges on mortgages and loans, and
dividends on capital are divided among tenants in proportion to rents paid.
Advantages claimed for co-operative

bv the other Allies.

portant discretionary powers.

in

bers at the ordinary rental.
Dividends are limited to live
per cent.
Any profits above current expenses, interest

have to be changed into long-term obligations. Foremost
mentioned among these is the $350,000,000 loaned to Belgium by the United States. Larger sums were extended
Belgium and most of them long before America contributed

of the society collectively

community.
They form a corporation,
buy suitable land and erect houses. These are let to memproperty

per cent.
a tenant becomes objectionable to his neighbors the
notify him to vacate, the amount of his
investment is returned and his relation to the society
If

management can

Stock can be paid for on the installment plan.
built under this plan are carefully laid out,
houses are designed by the best architects and the building
ceases.

Communities

is

given careful supervision.

immediate

amelioration.
Justice, another London paper, believes that
solution of the housing problem is sure to prove
inadequate, and declares that it must be dealt
This, .it states, would confer a benefit
tionally.

any

local

ultimately
with naon future
In
in money.

generations which could not be measured
this day of new experiments, it is wondered, will this also
be done?

Seaweed Aids

British Building

In London a novel use has been found for seaweed.
Combined with crushed slag and other heretofore neglected
waste mineral products, it is used to make a kind of

concrete out of which are being fashioned building bricks
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The seaweed

and blocks.

acts as a binding

year has been the incentive for the sale of many lots.
building contractors are already alert to
these opportunities and are making overtures and bids
for many of the large undeveloped tracts."

this

and strengthen-

"New York

ing element.

numArrangements are being made" to put up a large
it
ber of houses composed entirely of these blocks, and
to its cheapness,
the
that
owing
material,
is
predicted
will aid in solving the housing problem.
Xot only the foundations and walls, but the doors,
window frames, and mantelpieces are to be constructed
The houses are to be made in
of the new concrete.
sections and bolted together. The window frame is a new
in one large pane, slips into a
The
idea in itself.

The Use and Development
Malleable Iron

While the advancement made in industries dependent
upon the malleability of iron has in the last few years

glass,

and the edges of molding are then turned over, so
it.
To mend a broken window will be a simple
matter, and will not require the services of a glazier.

slot,

as to grip
It

is

said that dwellings

warm and

thoroughly

made

damp

of the concrete will be

proof.

Tenacity To Provide Housing?
Typical of the housing shortage throughout this country

Here, as a means
are those obtaining in Xewark, X. J.
of temporarily relieving housing congestion, investigations are being conducted with the idea of erecting tents
These are in charge of
to meet the present emergency.
\V. J.

About

Morgan of the mayor's rent profiteering committee.
a month ago lie made this suggestion to Mayor

Gillen, and Capt. C. W. Beardsley, just out of service,
and formerly a real estate man, was called into conference.
Xo difficulty seems foreseen in camping out during
the summer, provided proper sewerage and transportation
facilities might be depended upon.
The management might
be on military lines, the sponsors believe.
That a tented city is not an innovation was a point
made by Mr. Morgan in calling attention to such an institution which flourished in Flint, Mich., about fifteen
In enlarging his plant, an automobile manuyears ago.
facturer found that the town was short in housing accommodations for about 3000 families. A plot of ground was
procured, he said, and almost over night a city of tents
sprang up. which endured until other and more permanent
It was the experience of this
provisions could be made.

manufacturer, he added, that the health of the workmen
and their families was never better than when they lived
under canvas.
Until more dwellings and apartments can be provided
by new construction, Mr. Morgan believes the tents would
be a partial solution of the housing problem in Newark.
In other sections of

Newark, tenants are moving

into

cottages before they are completed, giving further evidence of the urgent demand for housing accommodations.

So strong

the need for immediate occupancy that it has
been arranged to have the interiors finished first, in order
that families might move in while the work on the exterior
is being continued.
In connection with this
the
is

demand,

following statement
Real Estate Board
'The builder or contractor who still hesitates or is in
doubt about the advisability of
undertaking new building
construction need only interview the various real estate
offices of this city.
The demand for small one and twofamily houses is so great that the average real estate man
will say that it is
hardly possible to supply the wants of

was given out from the

the

many

offices of the

:

applicants.

"Builders will have to build
price of labor and material

whether they want to or not
notwithstanding. 'The people
to pay for the right
It only requires the
thing.
enterprising and far-seeing
builder to take advantage of the
existing opportunities
Ihere never existed a better
opportunity to buy building sites and lots at prices that range
nearly fifty per cent
their true value than now. The
prevailing high tax rate

want the houses; they are
willing

of

been very great, the literature dealing with the topic
has for some time proved inadequate to keep the public
alive to its importance.
The American Malleable Castings Association, particularly qualified to discuss this subject, has prepared what
would seem to be an authentic treatise on "Malleable
Iron," a copy of which will be gratuitously sent to anyone
mentioning this paper, if he will address the Association
at Cleveland, Ohio.
This booklet is divided into three parts, the first discussing the subject broadly; the second, showing the relation of the Association to the present status of the subject,
and the third, dealing with specific problems.
While this booklet is but the forerunner of a comprehensive volume to be issued later by the Association, it
contains data of considerable interest to the architect.

To

Eliminate Bolshevism

While the General Assembly of New York was debating the other day on the best way to rid the Empire State
of Bolsheviki, one of the members, it is learned, got right
up and announced that he was one.
Pursuing the opportunity to continue, he said further
"If you want to stop the spread of what you have
:

been pleased to call bolshevism, don't continue to waste
your time as you have been doing here.
Simply study
the causes of social discontent
the high cost of living,

and you will find them in
unemployment, inadequate housing

conditions and in the intensity of the struggle for existence generally.
While I have no desire to chide you, I
ask, what have you done to meet these conditions?"
Referring to this tirade, the Cleveland News writes
as follows
:

"And

it not the truth that our
municipal, state and
national governments, while throwing rhetorical fits over
the possibility of an American brand of
are

is

bolshevism,
accomplishing little whatever toward removing its precauses
that American law makers of all calibers
disposing
can always find time to pass appropriations and increase
taxes, but somehow never see their way clear to doing
anything about lower prices and rents, more jobs, better
houses, or any other material assistance in the struggle
for existence, now become so hard for most of us?"

Building Starts In Detroit
Anticipating a great revival in building the balance of the
year and declaring that hesitancy on the part of many to
build on account of material prices will be overcome,
George H. Harbour, president of the Michigan Stove Company of Detroit, Mich., in a letter to THE AMERICAN
ARCHITECT, writes in most optimistic vein regarding the
early resumption of construction activity in that section of
the country. Mr. Harbour's view of the 'situation follows
"How will the expected boom in spring building be
:
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financed? in this section it is not a matter of financing,
hut a matter of the excess cost in building that stands in
the way of accomplishing what we would like to see take
place in Detroit, uecause there is a large demand for
houses from the large number of people who have come
into Detroit in the past five years. You can realize the con-

goods, such as box boards, for which licenses will still be
required unless produced in parts of the British Empire.
Stocks of imported timber belonging to the Government
will be disposed of at the prevailing market prices
through

ditions when I tell you that our population today is very
close to a million. This means that there are a large number of families that have been cared for by houses, apartment houses, bungalows and the general variety of houses
that were built in large numbers up to the time that this

550,000 standards.

we went

war

Soon after
country went into the war.
building seemed to cease and there was very little going
I
on.
am pleased to say that there is a revival at the
present time in the building line.
"Lately a large company has been formed to take this
into the

matter into consideration, and it is expected that a large
number of houses will be built in a central location. It
may be possible that they will distribute the building to
different points in the city.
"I do not think that the financial part of

any way delay the matter of bu'lding,

but

it

would

there

is

in

Child

Aged Two

stocks,

Planting Trees In

locust is well adapted for this use as it lias a large
root system, grows rapidly and makes one Oi the most
lasting woods for fence posts. The little trees may be dug
up in locust thickets or obtained from commercial nurseries.
In other sections the native shortleaf pine is
varieties for reclaiming gullies as it exerts,

liest

Columbia University Installs New
Materials Testing Research Library
A research library in connection with the materials
testing laboratory will be installed soon in the Engineering

Exhibits Drawings

Columbia University. New York City.
The
which will be situated in a room adjacent to the
laboratory, will be one of the most nearly complete in

building at
library,

the country.
having to do

own work.

that

Discuss a National Building Bank
With the belief that a national building bank to be operated under the existing laws and as a part of the Federal
Reserve system would establish a functionary in the building
of delay
industry that would eliminate the principal factor
in construction, a conference has been held between United
States Senator Calder, Justus Slater, building economist.
Major Frederick Hyde of the American Bankers' Associaof
tion, M. W. Harrison of the Savings Bank Association
same

can

be

It

will contain all

with

tests,

An

collected.

of the

Present war emergency measures give ample powers
for the establishment of such an institution without awaiting the enactment of special laws.

Bank.

Red Tape
Xew York

While
are

there

shared

in

prises.

additional

homegrown
portation,

imsupplies other than pit wood. As regards
licenses will now be required for the im-

no

timber of all
portation of hewn, sawn, planed, or dressed
This does not
kinds, including hardwoods and sleepers.
include pit wood and manufactured and semi-manufactured

feature

of

the

and industrial catalogs

A

In City

Management

a law unto itself,
which its shortcomings are
lesser degree throughout all municipal enterpoint at hand in connection with the New Yorkis

in

some instances

many ways

in

Port Commission will doubtless be sympaunderstood through similar experiences in every

Jersey

thetically

The British Board of Trade has canceled all orders
and has also
relating to the purchase of imported timber
withdrawn the maximum prices for both imported and

publications

work depends.

structural

Xew

Lumber Control Ended

official

and with specifications

testing,

and pamphlets containing information relating to the
properties of proprietary and patented industrial appliances.
The purpose of collecting the catalogs is to provide information for those enrolled in the testing laboratory that will make them familiar with the numerous
trade specialties and appliances upon the use of which all

association and officials of the Federal Reserve

British

one of the
even when

young, a marked influence in holding the soil. When set
out in gullies, its growth is fairly rapid and in a few years
it forms a complete protective cover.

library will be a collection of trade

the

Gullies

tiie

At the Royal Drawing Society's annual exhibition at
Guild Hall a sensation was provided by a couple of sketches
a cat and a game cock by a baby under 2. They are
accompanied by a testimonial to the effect that they are
really the precocious babe's

Farm

Planting trees in farm gullies is a reclamatory measure
advocated by the Forest Service of the United States
Department of Agriculture. The results are of twofold
advantage, as not only are the trees valuable in themselves
but their presence stops the gully erosion.
In the north
Atlantic and mountain states and in the Mississippi Valley

a

hesitancy upon the part of many that would like to build
on account of the increased price, not only in building
I believe this is going to be more
material, but in labor.
or less overcome. 1 have noticed already that cellars are
being dug and houses are being built, and I anticipate that
this particular interest will show a great revival the balance
of this year over what it was the past year and the latter
could use
part of 1917. It has been estimated that Detroit
at the present time 600 or more houses."

Government Timber Buying, Salisbury House. These
including goods yet to arrive, amount to about

the

town where officialdom is in the ascendency.
Dock Commissioner Hulbert. appointed a member of this
commission by Gov. Smith, reports that as a result of
municipal delays, one big concern which made application
for a lease of a large section of waterfront property in
New York, had now entered into a contract for about fifty
acres of New Jersey waterfront property upon which it
will expend $25,000,000 in the construction of new piers
and warehouses.
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"If

we keep going along

as

we

have," said he,

"we

will
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selves present comforts here in the belief that they
live in finer style later on in the Old World.

need another Abraham Lincoln to free us from the chains
of an intolerable slavery."
The usual process of getting things done, or rather
further statement
neglecting them, will he clear from the
of Commissioner Hulbert

"When
this

in

makes

an application

Since foreigners are making good wages, but seem to
little inclination to spend them, the time would seem
at hand for an educational campaign to encourage them
to live in American style, teach them about American
goods, and make them good customers for our products.
The Inter-Racial Council, believing that one very effective medium is the foreign language press, has recently
acquired control of the largest advertising agency dealing
with tlie racial papers, and henceforth the American Association of Eoreign Language Newspapers proposes to conduct an extensive campaign of publicity and advertising
to acquaint readers with the merits of our products, many
of which the foreigners do not at present even know

have

:

is

for a piece of waterfront

made

city I refer it to
his report I go over

my
it

After he
engineer.
and make such suggestions
chief

1
think proper. Then it goes before the Sinking Fund
Commission. It is referred by it to the Committee of the
Whole. If it ever gets out of that body it goes to the
Hoard of Estimate and then to the Board of Aldermen. It
is often postponed in one or all of those bodies possibly
for a year or more. By that time everybody is exasperated
and the applicant goes elsewhere, where new enterprises

as

arc
In

more hospitably received."
one form or another, on

a

by name.
This should provoke, an indefinite expansion of a most
profitable market.

small scale or a large,

such a procedure is common to every effort toward acDecisions are made, agreements drawn,
complishment.
plans arranged, and the whole thing, often as not, stagnates for want of action.

The

question

might

"Circumlocution

Office.''

be

asked

if

this

is

City Plan for Janesville, Wis.

another

The Chamber of Commerce of Janesville,
made under

ing a comprehensive city plan
of John Nolen of Cambridge.

New

may

A

Wis., is havthe auspices

considerable increase in population

is anticipated by
expanding work of the General
Motors Company, which will require from five to ten
thousand additional employees for the manufacture of the

British Pottery

Janesville

One of the most interesting features of the exhibition
of pottery recently held at Stoke-on-Trent, England, is
said by the London Times to have been a collection of
samples of the new hard porcelain which grew out of
research work conducted at that place.
The new china, which is intended to compete with
German and other Continental hard or felspathic porce-

through

the

Samson tractor.
The city plan

will include recommendations for the
location of thoroughfares, a study of railroad problems,
zoning, location of proposed public buildings and a sys-

tem of parks and playgrounds.

an all-British product, according to the supplement, and in several respects is superior to the Continental
is

lains,

wares.
"Its
to

appearance and texture approximate more nearly
Chinese than to the German porcelain," the

Ascertaining Architectural Assets

the old

Despite the fact that visitors to a city generally desire
see the sights, the whole sights and nothing but the
sights, few cities, either through their Chambers of Commerce or other agencies, have tabulated their architectural
assets in available form with, that end in view.
The Oregon Chapter of the American Institute has re-

supplement continues. "It is particularly adapted to the
use of under-glaze colors, some of the blue printed ware
being particularly charming, and it is capable of taking a
wide range of enamel or on-glaze colors. This is in contradistinction to the Continental hard porcelain, from
which enamel colors are apt to chip off.

"The new

though not rivaling in texture and
bone china, is more highly
vitrified, wears better, and remains clean even if chipped.
It can be made much more
cheaply than bone china, and
in some classes of goods can be made
practically as cheaply
delicacy

the

attempted to determine impartially the examples
Portland in which civic pride might most properly be
vested.
Its method of procedure was to invite a
jury
cently

porcelain,

in

Staffordshire

as earthenware."

A

to

Foreign Market At

Home

As an instance of an organization which is actively pursuing the ends to secure which it was inaugurated, the
Inter-Racial Council, first discussed in our issue of March
5, may be cited.
The question is asked by this energetic group of men
and women, that if it is profitable to spend hundreds of
thousands of dollars to send skilled "trade missionaries"
to the Old World in order to educate the natives in American methods and American products,
why would it not
be equally profitable to teach the
foreigners already in this
country to demand standard American goods and live in
American style? These people, many of them, prefer the
familiar wares from their own
countries, and further
than this they send their savings abroad,
denying them-

composed of three outside architects, the Professor of
Art at the University of Oregon, and the Curator of the
Portland Art Museum, to go carefully over and discuss
the buildings, landscape architecture and
sculpture of the
city, and name what they considered the most notable
examples of each. In addition, the Chapter addressed a
letter to each member,
asking him to prepare a list of
what he considered best. These lists were combined into
one preliminary list of nominations so that the jury would
not ignore any structure deemed
worthy by the Chapter
members. The jury met for four days during which they
were taken by automobile to inspect, in a body, existing
structures and gardens in all parts of Portland.
The report of the jury setting forth reasons for its conclusions has been published, together with photographs
of the selections, in the March issue of The Architect
and Engineer of California, and has considerable interest.
The idea of tabulating this sort of information contains
nothing of the dogmatic, and as a means of knowing
what you have and making the most of it, may with profit
be emulated by other municipalities.
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Would

Build Memorial Theaters

Launch Campaign

In an address before the Society of Art and Sciences
at a dinner at the Hotel Biltmore, New York,
recently,

Major-General John F. O'Ryan suggested that the proposed memorial in honor of America's soldiers in the

war should take the form of a municipal playhouse.
General, after telling of the part played by entertainment for our men in the war, said that the American
great

The

fighters

abroad had been particularly struck by the num-

ber of
France.

municipal

playhouses

in

the

small

villages

in

Building Activity
As an

effort to stabilize prices,

lower the cost of living
and stimulate business reconstruction, a "National Prosperity Campaign" under the direction of Philip H. Gadsden,
of the Xational Public Utilities Committee, has been
launched.
belief that

A

itself.

campaign

"I believe that the soldiers themselves," he said, "would
prefer, as a memorial, something living, possessing a soul,

rather than something stony and dead.
They would prefer something that would play a part in the life of the
city, and this the municipal playhouse would do."

The

object will be to bring business men to the
within the power of industry to resuscitate
statement issued from the headquarters of the
it

is

is

partly as follows

of the United States

and

There has been received from the Educational Bureau,
Scientific Section, Paint Manufacturers' Association of the
U. S., a series of circulars issued during March and April.
These are No. 59, Paints for Cement Vessels No. 60.
Changes in Oils Upon Storage; No. 61, Metal Powders as
Pigments, and No. 62, Rare Elements as Paint Pigments.
;

These valuable bulletins contain a large amount of
accurate information on their various topics, and will be
found of considerable interest to architects in keeping
abreast with the latest research as to paints, their appliand

specific use.

the

Institute of

Industrial Research, Washington, D. C.

Returning Soldiers Increase
Shortage

Home

Just what will be done to meet the demand for living
accommodations in every corner of New York State, and
especially in the larger cities, a demand accentuated every
day by the return of soldiers from abroad and from can-

tonments

a question giving architects,
real estate men, builders, and housing experts considerIn the large majority of
able to think about these days.
cases when men were called from their homes, and there
were 251,993 from N'ew York State in the army under the
in this country,

and co-operation.

"Granting that general retail buying by the ultimate
consumer is still enjoying its usual boom even at present
prices, the fact remains that industry has been waiting,

Paint Manufacturers' Association

They may be obtained by addressing

:

"Regardless of Government attitudes toward the present
price situation, there is a realization of the necessity for
the upkeep of production and the absorption of the unemployed, and the distribution of such propaganda as will
stimulate confidence as well as activity in business projects.
Several hundred firms throughout the country have wired
their approval

cation

to Stimulate

is

selective service act, there ensued a general retrenchment
of living costs by the families left at home.

This retrenching generally took the form of reduced
accommodations. Families which occupied dwellings of many rooms subleased, and took up smaller abodes.
This placed considerable living space on the market.
Now, with the men returning, there is a general expansion in every direction and families that "doubled up"
during the war now want their own places. It has developed that there is little room for the returned soldiers
or for newcomers.
Builders see the only solution of the tangle in the
stabilization of material prices by the Government, and
then an intensive building program can be set on foot.

is

waiting

level that

would

for

basic

prices

justify going

a permanent
be protected
Present prices are here
to

strike

ahead and

still

against loss by a drop in prices.
to stay, so far as price levels are
concerned; we cannot
await the industrial adjustment of the entire world. Factory lires must be kept burning and wheels turning, and
labor must be employed at a scale of wages commensurate
with the prices of commodities."

March Contracts Show Improvement
Contracts let in March for building and construction
projects will be in excess of the normal average for March
in money value.
The total number of contracts let for
the third week in March was 1,945, representing a
value

of

$39,017,308.

The Xew York

money

district

reported
186 projects involving $8,372,682; Pittsburgh 163 projects
Boston 443 projects
involving
$5,063,614;
involving
The Chicago district reported 741 contracts
$2,602.000.
let involving $19.212,298.
The record for .the first three
weeks of March was $96,619,791.

From

these figures has been omitted the Minneapolis
total would be less than one million dollars.
It appears likely that the entire month's
figures will be between $125,000,000 and $150,000,000. The
amount involved in contracts awarded in January of this

from which the

district

year was about $51,000,000 and in February about
$95,000,000; from which it appears the construction business certainly is picking up.

living

So, while, the housing situation is becoming more acute
with the arrival of every transport from France, construction is being held up for fear of a shrinkage in prices
and lack of proper financial support.

High Rents Speed Building
Dwellers in the town of Corning, N. Y., have become
convinced that it is cheaper to own a home than meet the
excessive demands of landlords. The need for houses is
so extensive and so inadequately supplied that there are
frequently several prospective tenants bidding for the same
quarters. Proprietors naturally rent the place to the highest bidder, and advances are from twenty-five per cent, to
double the rental of a few years ago. This makes it
cheaper to own a house than to rent one, and where none
are available for outright purchase building will be
speeded.
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Form New

Will
tize

A

new

DemocraYork State

Society to

Profession in

New

organization, having for

its

purpose the democ-

New

York
ratization of the profession of architecture in
the place
State, is expected to be formed shortly to take
of the old Xew York State Association of Architects.
This comprised the New York City, Brooklyn, Central and
Western Chapters, which, except for occasional social
gatherings, has been inactive for the past few years.
Detailed plans for the formation of the proposed society
will be decided upon at a meeting to be held in Utica,
N. Y., on June 7. John B. Slee, for many years treasurer
of the Brooklyn Chapter of the State Association, has been
appointed secretary by that Chapter to take charge of the
work, and will next week send a circular letter to the
fourteen hundred registered architects in New York State
informing them of the plan to form a new organization
and urging their active support and attendance at the
Utica meeting.
All qualified architects in Xew York State will be eligible
membership in the new society, the name of which

more properly be called the "discomfort rooms" off the
subway platforms. If the public pays for anything, it
expects service. But in a large city like New York, when
all efforts are made in our schools and
public buildings,
to instill ideas of cleanliness and wholesomeness, there are
some things for which the individual man should not be
asked to pay; should, in fact have thrust upon
him, and
comfort stations might well be included in the list.
London has ample provision for public convenience.
These places are mostly underground at the intersections
of the principal streets, clean and well cared
for, in marked
contrast to many similar buildings in America where

common decency seems scarcely to have been studied, and
where sanitary conditions are often abominable.
In an analysis of this matter, Mr. Austen Bolam
states,
and very rightly, that this question is by no means an academic one, as anybody whose business calls him outdoors
can testify. The provision of such comfort stations has
long been neglected by our municipalities, but it must be
faced. Soon the saloon will no longer be available. Architects should begin to think about this
problem and bring
it

for

has yet to be determined.

One

an active and decided stand on

of

its

prominently forward.
These conveniences need not be an eyesore.

be

aims will be to take

pertinent questions of
the day affecting the practice of architecture.
The deall

cision to form a new architectural society resulted from
the recent application of the New York City Chapter for
withdrawal from the State Association, which was refused

by the board of directors. It was then decided that the
New York State profession could accomplish better results
by the formation of a new and more active organization.

They may

designed to conform to local architectural schemes
and to include many other elements besides the obvious
ones. In many European resorts, such
places are planned
to occupy the back part of a
building, the front of which

devoted to shops. In these instances, the
buildings are
actually a profit to the municipality.
is

In one form or another this
problem will have to be
It reflects discredit upon American enterprise that a matter of this importance should have so
long
been allowed to exist in the present state of
neglect, and
that foreign cities should be so far ahead
of us in this

met, and soon.

respect.

Portland Building Exhibit
Mayor Baker
alive the great

of

Portland, Ore., is active in keeping
in the "Own Your Home" cam-

Brooklyn Chapter Meetings

interest

paign sponsored by Mr. Paul C. Murphy of that city, and
now going on throughout the United States.
It is now proposed to arrange for a mammoth exhibit
of building materials, furniture, fixtures, and house
equipment of every variety, as well as a large number of building plans and sketches, at the Auditorium during the Rose
Festival. The Mayor has arranged for a further
meeting
this week at his office, with
representatives of leading
material interests of the city to outline additional
steps to
be taken in connection with the
present construction movement and its co-ordination with the national
A notable increase in building activities iscampaign.
now manifested throughout the
under way.

city,

At the

meeting of the Brooklyn Chapter, A. I. A.,
3151, reconstruction matters were considered and discussed. It was decided that
the industrial
and architectural Brooklyn exhibition would
be given
April 2oth to May 4th in conjunction with the
Brooklyn
Engineers Club.
held

on

last

March

National

Academy

Officials

The annual meeting of

the National Academy of Design, just held, resulted in the
following elections for the
coming year: President, Herbert Adams; vice-president,
Howard Russell Butler; corresponding
secretary, Harry

hundreds of new projects being

W. Watrous;

recording secretary, Charles C. Curran';
C. Jones; members of
council, Louis
Retts, William S. Robinson and Arnold W. Brunner.

treasurer,

Another Need Emphasized by

I-rancis

Prohibition
Just

how

far the general public has

depended upon the
toilet facilities provided
by liquor saloons and hotels cannot be easily determined, but the lack
of comfort stations
our larger cities is one witness to the fact
that semipublic places like saloons have filled this need
quite considerably. With the passing of these
places, the need for
better toilet facilities where
they may be properly accessible to the public in the
streets becomes imperative
In New York, for
instance, there is hardly one cornstation to a mile, with the
exception of what might

m

Rhode

Island Chapter Meeting

PROVIDENCE, R. I., April 28. The Rhode Island Chapter,
I. A., held a
meeting with the Providence Chamber of
Commerce late last week to discuss the "Own a Home"
Campaign in that state. It has been arranged to study
the needs of the different
groups of businesses and profes-

A.

sions to evolve' a method which will assist in
carrying the
plans to successful fruition. Officials of the Chamber of

Commerce were
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active in

promoting the work

in

hand.

Late

News from

Architectural Fields

Special Correspondence to

Building Increases in March
A

gain in building of eighty per cent more than the
month of March for the preceding
eight years is shown by a study of conditions made by the
Department of Labor. It represents an increase of more
than thirty per cent, estimating projects represented at the
present cost of building.
During the first week of March, from the 22d to the 28th
inclusive, building and engineering contracts were awarded
in districts adjacent to five principal cities of the L'nited
States, as follows

actual average for the

:

District
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This committee has been instructed to draw up a wage
to be submitted to the labor organizations for
This scale, if adopted, may continue for at
approval.
It is proposed that the price of building
least a year.
material shall not be advanced during the period of conthat labor shall not demand increased pay
struction
after entering upon a specific piece of work; and the
banks shall supply building loans at the lowest possible
Under the tentative plan now being coninterest rate.
sidered by the commission, the profits of the builder

for the

1

except
up with the problem of regional planning,
vital to
will discuss a topic very
which
session
morning
of
the
where
regulation
cities
other
to
and
Niagara Falls
the city.
of
the
development
railroads has so affected
and civic
at Buffalo, residential zoning

scale

On

the third day,
centers will be discussed.

Prominent architects, engineers
the conand town planners have been invited to address
ference on this occasion.

;

will

To

be limited.

in houses has become so acute that these
extreme measures were advanced as the only adequate

The famine

Formulate Stabilization Plan

WASHINGTON. I). C., April 28. A unique stabilization
will be put into effect in the
plan for building construction
District of Columbia shortly as a result of the program
interests.
adopted by representatives of various building
The Commissioners of the District have appointed a com-

solution

mittee representing investors, material men, labor, Chamber of Commerce, local government and building trades-

in

Government estimates show
war-workers will remain in WashFederal officials have pointed out that the govfor

the

problem.

that 90 per cent of the

ington.

ernment

will be forced to supply quarters unless the real

The building development
furnish dwellings.
In
is revealed in the building permits.
January, permits for $200,000 worth of improvements were
issued $500,000 in February and $800,000 in March.

men

estate

men.

District

the

:

Late Quotations in Building Material Markets
the opinion that nothing definite had been decided. .It is
generally understood, however, that the- larger steel companies will continue business on the basis of the prices

the past week's activity in the steel industry reflected a disposition to abandon the entire plan of
price stabilization, trading in other building materials, particularly in brick, cement, lime, sand, gravel and crushed

WHILE

agreed upon between the Industrial Board and manufacturers some time ago, no matter what may be the outcome of the controversy with the Railroad administration
with regards to minimum quotations.
Some time ago

stone, showed continued evidence of co-operation toward
the guaranteeing of prices to the consumer at a fixed level,

for the 1919 season at least.
At the annual meeting of the United States Steel Cor-

there were

rumors that price cutting and the establishment of an open market was a matter of only a few days.

poration held last week Judge Elbert II. Gary, chairman,
said that he had gained the impression from reading news-

paper accounts of the "so-called" controversy in Washington between the Railroad Administration and the Industrial Hoard that the whole price stabilization plan in the
steel industry has been abandoned.
Judge Gary emphasized that the Steel Corporation had

S,pecial dispatches from
Washington correspondent

instructions

the

Industrial

ARCHITECT'S
President Wilson's
Board and the Railroad
that

Administration to resume negotiations in an effort to
arrive at a fair price for the basic commodities may possibly bring relief to the material market, which has been
erratic since the Director General of Railroads refused

no controversy with any Government department, but his
auditors understood that if the steel manufacturers had
realized that the Railroad Administration would endeavor
to obtain low prices for the particular products which it
needed, without considering whether they were fair to the
producer as well as the consumer, the steel men would
have refused to enter into negotiations in the matter of

pay prices for steel as fixed by agreement. The price
controversy had a far-reaching effect on construction, for
the Railroad Administration is recognized as the largest
purchasing agency of the Government, regulating to a
certain extent the price of basic commodities.
Mr. Hines based his objection to steel prices upon the
contention that it was not justified by production costs.
The action of the railroad chief threw the plans of the
Industrial Board into temporary discard for the peace-time
board for the adjustment of prices lacked the power to
fix the price of materials.
The plans for the unification
of terminals, permanent improvements to the railroad
to

stabilization.

After reviewing the history of the attempted stabilization
of the steel industry, Judge Gary said
:

"Evidently there existed a misunderstanding all of the
time between the iron and steel industry, the Railroad
I am giving
Administration, and the Industrial Board.
due credit to every one for entertaining frank and sincere
opinions and having made candid statements. It is plain
that if the Railroad Administration had
accepted the
judgment of the Industrial Board as to what prices were
fair, the Railroad Administration would have
reaped a
large benefit, because business would have been stimulated
and a large volume of business would have accrued to the
carriers."

Judge Gary's statement that the stabilization plan of
Board had been abandoned came as a surprise to most of the steel manufacturers, who were of

the Industrial

to

THE AMERICAN
state

systems and the construction of new buildings, as proposed by the Railroad Administration, were set aside when
the dispute over steel prices became acute.
In many
instances building projects were suspended pending settlement of the price question.
It has been
charged that the Director General has

sought to underbuy prices accepted by industry in general
as reasonable. Business men generally have expressed the
opinion that it is an injustice to domestic buyers of all
commodities to give the railroads exceptionally favored
Mr. Hines has answered these contentions by
prices.
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the assertion that he would be forcing inflated prices on
the public by acceptance of the agreed price for steel and
He has expressed his dissatisfaction at
other products.
being held up as an exponent of preferred buying.
The President's cablegram urging a quick solution of

The general

problem has brought the attention of the indusworld to the pending negotiations between the
two Government bodies. It is expected that the lumber
men will be prepared to submit their figures to the InIt has
dustrial Board as requested several weeks ago.
not been determined when the representatives of brick
and cement will be called to the conferences. The general
view is that the President's intervention will bring about
a stabilization of prices at an early date and an immediate
resumption of the great building program of the Government and private interests.
In the New York market in basic materials, outside of
steel, definite progress was made toward price stabilizaThe sand, gravel and grit companies that have been
tion.
waging a bitter war for some time past have ceased
hostilities without Government aid and new prices are
quoted in the accompanying tabl~ for Manhattan deIn this connection Washington has announced
livery.

May

I

a

rebate

of

ten

cents

a

ton

will

reference to lumber stocks
by conditions prevailing in

approximately normal. Present output of American mills,
which in ordinary times aggregates about 48,000,000,000
feet a year, is slightly under 70 per cent of normal, due
principally to labor shortage.
There is talk of another increase in freight rates, which,
is
it
needless to say, is heard without pleasure by a

An

of railroad income
balancing expenses, but if
freight rates go up the price of commodities in distributing lines will also increase, and it is a serious question
whether business will not suffer immediately.
An increase of freight rates will bring greater revenue to the
railroads only in case the movement of freight continues
without a decline.
If rates are raised and buyers of
building commodities as well as other goods refuse to pay
the portion of the increase passed on to them, less building material will be purchased and the railroad income
might acttiallv decline.

great

many

would

be

shippers.
neutralize the

(Special Market

CHHAUI.
market

to proceed with his building program.
Xew plaster prices
are expected shortly, gypsum interests being the latest to
follow the lead of cement and lime in the movement for
rent

problem one of the largest Portland cement companies
this week issued a statement to the effect that if the cement
manufacturers of the country could be assured of a profit
of a dollar a ton on their commodity they would be elated,
calling attention to the difference between the profits on
this basic material and that of steel, which is nearer $10
a ton.
Cost of cement at his mills in 1913 averaged 62
In 10.18 the
cents a barrel and sold at 82 cents net.
cost per barrel was $1.44 and the net selling price was
$1.62, and with five barrels to a ton the net profit per
ton was only 90 cents. The capitalization of his thirteen
plants is $24,488,000, putting the net earnings under 6
per cent and permitting dividends of only 4 per cent.
"Price stabilization is one thing, but ability to produce
materials in quantity is another matter entirely, and we
have been reading about the exodus of common labor
from America, ^n the daily papers ever since the gateway to Europe has been unlatched. You cannot produce
building material without 'wheelbarrow' labor in
Skilled labor, that which assembles building
Wheelmaterials into finished structures, is plentiful.
barrow labor, enriched by war-time wage scales, is going
Back to Europe. Who will take their places in the building
material manufacturing plants?"

the

li.i...

last

increase

over

Report

To The American Architect)

April 28.

week

was

The
the

biggest

business in this
of the final

launching

Liberty loan campaign, with leaders in all industries working night and day to assure success.
Demand for practically all the raw metals is slow at
this time, but the manufactured products are moving in
better volume in consequence of increased activities in
small building and repair work.
This demand, however,
is
not being felt to any great extent by manufacturers
and the jobbing trade. The shops all bought heavily for
war contract requirements, and many still are using stocks
on hand at the beginning of the cancellation period. Some
employees have been laid off at the steel mills in this
district, and the deadlock over the
price of rails is
causing continued hesitation in practically all buying.
The large mills are now operating at about sixty per
cent of capacity.

The clay products, and other building materials, including lumber, lime, brick, hollow tile and gypsum, are
moving into trade channels in much better volume as
the warm weather season advances.
Building permits
issued continue to increase and contractors are going
ahead with the building of bungalows and small apartment buildings. All items in lumber are holding firm in
price, with a firming up in yellow pine wholesale values.
No changes have been made as yet in the dealers' lists.
It is

basic

quantity.

reflected

of March, total stocks on hand of 1,265,900.115 feet. This
compared with 1,601,416,665 feet a year previous and
1,986,087,460 on March I, 1917, when conditions were

allowed on sand, stone and gravel freight rates, where the
rate is over forty cents a ton.
Brick prices still hold at $15 per thousand, or $150
below the Government fixed yard price basis, despite a
demand that is as great as has been known in years.
Common brick manufacturers up the Hudson are now
figuring on a maximum return of 2 per cent and in some
cases have put their product on the Xew York market
at a loss in order to make it possible for the small operator

stabilization of prices.
In line with this effort to aid the solution of the

is

Southern pine producing territory, which normally
supplies 40 per cent of all the lumber of all kinds consumed in the United States. Two hundred and thirty-five
mills reported to the Southern Pine Association the first

trial

after

situation with

mills

the

the price

that

American

at

now

the general belief in this market that complete
basic materials on their eventual normal

restoration of

cannot be expected until the banks relieve themselves
of the bulk of their war loan advances. The estimate of
the Federal Reserve Board is that several months will be
required to bring about this situation.
level

current on building materials and supplies as quoted by dealers and jobbers for delivery
quotations set forth are placed before readers of
of market conditions, rather than for use as a basis for actual purchase.
items Quoted, but will also present a
They will not only provide knowledge of the exact state of the market as to
Items marked ( ) indicate an advance over last week, while
basis to judge conditions as affecting correlating materials.
record a decline. Other prices did not fluctuate during the week.)
those marked

(Price quotations

now

THE AMERICAN

New York and Chicago, follow. The
ARCHITECT to afford an accurate review
in

+

()
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New
Common
Per

bbl.

bags)

Borough

(for

thousand

CEMENT

of

Manhattan

,,,,
12 - 00

..................................... $ 1;) 00

*

-

3-2=

2 80

lb....}4C.

AJ'/iC.

/uyo

50%
40%

60%
40%

EAVES TROUGH MITERS
Galvanized Steel:

.

all

up

sizes

Ib

per

to

,

"^"s'izes

and 20 gauge, per

60%

607o

20%

25%

(Discounts from manufacturer's price lists)
A quality, first three Brackets

B

Plate
Plate
Plate

over

5

ft

sq.

up to 10 sq.
over 10 sq.

Butt
Black,
Galv.,

Iron

;-s

.

25c.
26c.

Ib.
Ib.

bbls., per bbl
bbls., per bbl

in paper bags, per ton
(Chicago), 200 Ib. bbls., per bbl.
(Wisconsin), 200 Ib. bbls., per bbl
(All prices wholesale f.o.b. New York)
Yellow pine,
to 14 x 14, 10 to 20 ft
Ye low pine, fencing and boards
Yellow pine, dimensions and timbers

Hydrated,

Common
Common

lOc.
lie.

LUMBER

Over

,,

\

\

\

'_

[

\

|

14 in

18

A.

S.,

4/4.

.'.'..'.'.'.'.'.'.

58.00

go%

'

$7.75 to
6.75 to

Ribbon

%

$1850

40%
40%
60%
40%
15%
net

40%
60%

F. O. B. Chicago

$9.00
7.25
8.00

7.25 to
10.00 to
7.25 to

12.50
8.25

3.50 to

$10.20 to $11.45
9.20
9.70
12.45
8.70

to
to
to
to

970
10.45
14.45

995

S.SOto

6.75
9.25

5.95 to
8.30 to

1105

12.00 to

20.00

14.80to

22.80

1..

11. 00 to

12.00

9.20

14.10 to 15.10

175
2'25

!

f

arred
aper
Tarred S
Paper
Kosin Sized Sheathing
Corrugated Roofing, galvanized,
sheets, 30c. per 100 Ibs.

$63.00 to $65.00
95c
-

?r

1.23 to
2'/i

in.

1.30

$65.00
95c.
1.30

60.00
per ton 60.00
corrugation, over flat

SHINGLES

Red cedar, 5 to 2, clear
White cedar, extra star, A

STRUCTURAL

$6.50

82-166
zf. QO

Angles, 3 to 6 in
Zees and tees

gjj

rom

mill...

from mill
Medium steel from mill
SAND (Borough of Manhattan only)
Mason, per cu. yd
Torpedo, per cu. yd

624

5.50

star

STEEL-^-

Beams and channel, 3 to 15 in., per Ib
Beams and channel, over 15 in., per Ib

High carbon

estnut, F.

41

F. O. B. cars',"

Quarry Station

Red

y
?'p
3-Ply

so'oo

'

\

%

1-Ply Tarred Paper, per ton, per roll,

'

\

14 x

ROOFING MATERIAL

'

]

18

%
%
%

cent bags, per ton ........ $2030

15

Brownsville, U'f'g Black, No.
Slaters felt, 30 Ib. roll
Slaters felt, 40 Ib. roll

.
'

]

in

Maine:

00

l']Q

4500

31

Peach Bottom
No. 1 Chapman
Vermont:
No 1 Sea Green
Unfading Green

5.25

$4400
4400
4500

23'/2

37tf%
50

3

2/jt06 '"

Pennsylvania:
Best Bangor
No. 1 Bangor
Pen Argyl

1750

IVorway pine, scantling and joists (rough)..
Norway pine, heavy joists and timbers (rough)
N. C.
43' 66
pine flooring, Norfolk, Va., 13/16 x 2'A...
Hemlock, base price
36 00
Spruce, random 2 in. cargoes
3800
Spruce, wide cargoes
Cypress, by car, factory selects 5/4."
59' no
Cypress shingles, 6 x 18 (heart)
IQ'OO
Oak, quartered
'nn'
Oak, plain
""..'""
8000
Oak, flooring, clear, quarter sawed '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.Wo'.OO
'Jak, flooring, clear plain sawed
70 nn
Oak, flooring, select
\ [
[

6

to

to

SLATE ROOFING

1725

$42.00
43.00

Listto20

frames
40%
Large faced, 14 x 14 in. and larger
60%
Base board registers
40%
Base bo'ard intakes
40%
White enameled goods
15%
Solid brass or bronze goods, except grilles. .......... .net
Grilles in black and white japan or
electroplate in cast
iron, plain lattice design, smaller than 14 x 14 in. .40%

135.80
167.50

%

\\'all

$67.90
72.50
99.60

i

3x4

%
%

to 36

Cast iron semi-steel or steel, in black or white japan
or electroplate and small faces and borders
40%

....

$2 00

'.

26

S7</,%
41

(A further reduction, effective April 4, of 15% on direct radiators,
12^4% on wall radiators, and 10% on steam and hot water boilers is
announced. This approximates a drop of 36% on radiators and 33%
on boilers from prices in effect before the 1st of
January, 1919.)
Chicago reports a 57% reduction on all standard sizes.

charge

$3 50
3'70
.

%

W/i%

:<A

2</,

Neat wall cement

$6.50
6\QO

LIME

47
to 54
20 14 to

:

PLASTER-"

$6.50

5.75

Weld

Black, 2 >/, to 6

LAT

Eastern spruce, per thousand
No. 1 White pine, per thousand
No. 1 Hemlock, per thousand
No. 1 Yellow pine, per thousand

$57.70 $56.80
60.70
59.80
67.70
66.80
and gas pipe.)

Lap Weld
Galv.,

.

A

1^

to
to

Black.

Iron

Manhattan or Bronx)

.

24.00 to 32.00
24.00 to 32.00

in
in

Steel:

TILE

Finishing, 300

to 3
to 3

!g

Black,

Plaster Board:

(The New York Harbor strike makes a slight additional
for cartage necessary.)
Interior, 2 x S x 12 split furring per 1,000 sq. ft.
$70.00
and 15 cents thousand pieces.
Interior, 3 x 12 x 12 split furring per 1,000 sq. ft.
102.00
Interior, 4 x 12 x 12 split furring per 1,000 sq. ft.
114.75
Interior, 6 x 12 x 12 split furring per 1,000 sq.ft.. 153.00
Interioi, 8 x 12 x 12 floor and partition per
1,000 sq. ft
Interior, 10 x 12 x 12 floor and partition per
1.000 sq. ft
Interior, 12 x 12 x 12 floor and partition per
,,000 sq.ft..

$2.00 to $5.00

:

GYPSUM

J

$5.00

and heavier

Steel:

$2.50
2.50

(Delivered
Boroughs
35c
27 x 28 x 1
27 x 48 x y,
30c
21c.
32 x 36 x >/t
x
x
36
21c.
32
&
32 x 36 x y,
23'/;c
Plaster Blocks:
(Delivered in Boroughs of Manhattan or Bronx)
2 in. solid per sq. ft
7^c
3 in. solid 12 x 30 per sq. ft
lOJ/Sc
3 in. hollow
lOXJc.
4 in. hollow
12 /2C.
6 in. hollow
17 J^c.

J4c.

14^c.

24.00 to 32.00
24.00 to 30.00

(and $1 additional for Class

Galv.,

Yi in. (Borough of Manhattan only) per cu. yd.... $2. 75
2.75
y\ in. (Borough of Manhattan only) per cu. yd

14c.

.

(Discounts to jobbers for carload lots on the Pittsburgh basing
card; freight rates from Pittsburgh to New York, and also from
Pittsburgh to Chicago, in carloads, per 100 Ibs., are 27c.)

....
....

ft

y

Ibs. .$2. 75 to

.

Wrought:

)

1

Common, 300

40c.

iron:

GRAVEL

HOLLOW

.

3 in

83%
82%

of

to 6Ji

in oil, kegs; lots over 100 Ibs..l4c.
25-lb. tin pails; add to keg price..
;4c.
bbl. and kegs; lots over 100 Ihs.
145-jc.

6 in.

77%
79%
81%

ft

in

6

PIPE

$6.12
6.42
6.85

80%
79%
80%
82%
82%
84%

quality

Double strength, A quality
Double strength, B quality
Plate up to 5 sq

J4

4 in

6.42
6.57

Single strength,
Single strength,

oil,

Metallic Paints:
Brown, per ton
Red, per ton

Cast

$6.12

11)

No. 26
No. 27

GLASS

5J^to6

to 8

40c.

Dry Colors:
Red Venetian, American, per 100

GALVANIZED SHEETS
18

T/2

American white,

70%

70%

in..

6

Square:
Square

Nos.

5^to6

per Ib

100 sq. yd., per sq. yd

White, in
Red, bbl.,

10%

10%

list...

round and corrugated

pig,

Bar.

Leads:

ELBOWS AND SHOES
Plain,

American

MKTAL LATH
Under

oui.\iuyc

Copper

Point,

-

PAINTS, OILS, ETC.

Galvanized steel
Galvanized charcoal iron

or Slip

63.00
51.00

LEAD

in IS cent bags (Rebate 60c. per bbl. for
........................................

At the mill, hot rolled, 16 oz. base-price, per
(From jobber's warehouse add 2 to 3 cents.)

96.00
53.50

A. S., 4/4
Douglas fir, timbers (rough)
Douglas fir, porch and stair lumber
Poplar, F.

per

only),

COOPER SHEETS

Lap

York Chicago

Vork Chica s

BRICK-

steel

2.80c.
2.80c.
2.80c.
2.80c.
2.70c.

3.47c.
3.57c.
3.47c.
3.47c.
3.47c.

$48.50 $49.50
48.50
49.50

$180
1.80

$2.25
2.50

Department

of Architectural

Engineering
Standard School House Equipment

THE

pupils'

wardrobe

is

placed either

with those parts above menventilating system consists of main
riser ducts, adjacent to the stair halls, from which

in a spe-

room provided for the purpose or within
The latter location is used in the
the classroom.
school buildings in New York City. This location
has many advantages, among them being the fact
cial

without

interfering

tioned.

The

branch duels are carried on the corridor ceilings to
each room.

As shown

the wardrobe is under constant supervision.
which reduces the liability -of pilfering. The preparation and inspection of the pupils before dismissal

that

in

the plan, the

wardrobe

is

usually

combination with a teacher's locker, bookThe capacity of the
cabinet and library bookcase.
built

in

L

lirror

Display

Dijflay

Aurt/

Oaara

-

Board

t

FROMT -

s^^'^'-f^ssisss^"^
^^T^r'.'-^^*!-- r - T

Cotinef

/-'/;'

Plan and elevation of pupil's standard wardrobe
bookcase.

a special room

is

provided for this purpose,

enclosing the toilets,
stair halls and the ven-

partitions being those

auditorium, gymnasium,
All other partitions can be
tilating ducts.

wardrobe can be made to conform to the pupil
capacity of the room. Of this fixture the front is
composed of a base and headpiece and a series of
lixed sections and sliding doors the base is joined
;

it is generally immovable and renders the plan to
that extent inelastic. As shown in THE AMERICAN
ARCHITECT of Nov. 20, igiS, a standard plan has
been devised which is essentially elastic, the only

fixed

-

connection with the teacher's locker, took cabinet and library
See Sections F.E and FF.

better

When

S'-l'

a
f

in

As these wardrobes are
accomplished.
movable they can be shifted from one place to another to suit any changes in the plan of the rooms.
is

-I*

a

moved

is built up
and molded as shown, with a nailing piece set on
the back or inside for securing the roof, which is

to a cove at the floor; the head-piece

%

thick, not more than 4 in. wide,
nailed the sections are fitted
and
matched, glued
between the base and head-piece and secured in
and iron
place with slip-tongues at the bottom

of strips

625

in.
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screwed to the top the doors close the openthe sections and are hung with overbetween
ings
head hangers operating in a trolley track, one in
plates

;

register in the lower panel and cork linoleum in
the upper or center panels. The wire mesh registers in the lower panels are for the purpose of ad-

n

A-A

C-C

EE

and

.

E-E

K-F

G-Q

FF

of pupils' standard wardrobes, the latter showing ventilation duct
outlet. Sections A A and BB of standard hook cabinet and library bookcase.
Section CC of standard teacher's locker. Elevation GG of exposed ends of fixtures.

Sections

the center of each door.

The hangers

adjusted and rubber bumpers secured
each edge of the doors.

arc-

carefully

milting the

in

place on

the

and

wardrobe
in

air

from the room

to

pass

through

shown in Section
THE AMERICAN- ARCHITECT of Nov.
to Ihe vent duct

FF
2O,

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
main

near the center of the
be observed that this method of

vertical duct located

building.
ventilation

It will

draws the warm air of the room through
the wardrobe and thus dries the clothing placed

The

l

The

flooring

is

made

placed 1 6 in. on centers.
the backs of wardrobes.

cured to the doors with angles and screws. The
channel engages with steel guide bars secured to

bookcases,

the floor.

The

teachers' lockers,

of No. 12 wire,
channel frames,
wood screws.
in.

of clear maple,

matched and blind nailed

At the top of the doors there is bolted a continuous connecting bar for each set at the bottom
of the doors there is a channel for each set, se;

made

in-

/

face,

therein.

registers in panels are

diagonal mesh in '/
secured with \
in. flat head
Jj4

The

to 2

x 4

2j4

in.

in.

sleepers
plastered walls form

book cabinets and library

when grouped together with

the pupils'

wardrobe, are built as one continuous unit as shown
in the wardrobe plan.
When built free standing

Details of pupil's standard wardrobe and connected tixtures.

Hook
wrought
shown.

and

strips

iron

Two

shelves

brackets
3

x

%

made

in.

are
as

supported by
per the detail

beveled hat hook strips

are bolted to the brackets, and similar strips are
secured to the wall where indicated to receive the
iron brackets. The hat hooks are placed about 12
in. apart and staggered, as indicated on the plan.

After the strips have been secured to the brackets,
the ends of the bolts are upset with a chisel to lock
them. The strips are made of wood to match the
finish woodwork.
The shelves are made of No. S
wire, ij4 n diagonal mesh in 5/16 round iron
'

-

frames, secured with bolts and staples, made in sections to fit the conditions found in each wardrobe.

they arc constructed as shown in the free standing
Where the distance between the end of the
plans.
case and the wall

is less than 16 in., the front is
extended to the wall.
All doors have wood panels and are hinged.
Where these units have dividing partitions or back-

made of matched whitewood
Each teacher's locker
or North Carolina pine.
has two fixed shelves and four clothing hooks, as
shown in the plan and section CC also a mirror of

ing, these parts are

;

the size shown, built in the door and resting on
heavy felt strips secured to the door. The book
cabinets and library bookcases are fitted with adjustable shelves.

627
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of the cabinets placed at one end of the room are
here given. A cabinet of drawers is placed at each
side of the central raised platform.
Each cabinet

janitor's wardrobe, visiting teachers' lockers

The

in the principal's ofto the fixtures alin
construction
similar

and the bookcase and locker
fice

are

contains 44 small and 2 larger drawers.
each of these cases of drawers is placed

play boards about 6

form

in.

from the

Above
two dis-

The

wall.

plat-

7 ft. wide and 3 ft. 6 in. deep and 18 in.
above the floor. In the front face of the platform
is

are six drawers 2

ft. 4 in. deep.
Steps on each side
lead to the platform.
The back of the platform
recess, between the side cases of drawers, is pan-

wood
work

eled with
(his

panel

to a height of 2
is

ft.

8

in.

Above

a fixed slate blackboard 6

ft.

long and 3 ft. high. In front of this fixed blackboard are two movable blackboards which slide
behind the display boards which are above the

B

'

- DETAILS

- SKZ'-.F

M

cases of drawers on each side of the platform. In
this way three blackboards are available for use.

SECTION

These sliding blackboards are hung at the top in a
track similar to those used on the pupils' wardrobe

OP WIRE ME5HPUPILS'

WARDROBE -

A groove in the bottom of the blackboard
frame engages with a ^4 x /4 in. angle guide.

doors.
of wrought iron brackets, wood strips for
hooks, and wire mesh shelf in pupil's wardrobe.

coat

Detail

The

similar to those in the teachers' lockers.
ers are also provided with shelves,
hooks as shown.
The bookcase

hook

The

lock-

strips

for

wardrobes, cupboards,
following general items
All exposed wood panels, unless otherwise shown,
shall be built with 5-ply veneer, grooved into

The lockers have hinged woodready described.
paneled doors with mirror on the inside as shown,

specification

cases,

and

stiles

etc.,

and

contains the

rails.

All

:

exposed ends

shall

be paneled.

has glazed paneled doors and adjustable shelves.
The book stacks are built in sections 3

deep.

ft.

wide with shelves 8

The

material for

all

in.

parts,

m^3

except' the shelving, matches the
trim of the rooms in which the
stacks are located.
The shelving
is

made

of white

Ooorj

wood faced with

'K

a strip of the finishing material.
The component parts of the stacks

are

paneled end uprights, plain
intermediate uprights, round base,
molded cornice and adjustable
shelves for each section. The

up-

rights are bored on iJ/> in. centers
to receive the
supporting screw
shelf pins, four to each shelf. The

-

FRONT

-

-SECTIOH-

TVISITING TEACHER'S

uprights are secured to the base
cornice by means of
lag
screws.
The face strips of the
shelves are channeled to receive

LOCKERS

and

labels.

stacks

-

The
is

construction of these
indicated in the details

PL.AH

Plan, elevations

here shown.
T,,

Room is shown in
given in THE AMERICAN

its

description

Nov.

6, 1918,

page 562.

The

details

and section of

visiting teachers' lockers.

All exposed

,-,.

Elementary Drawing

-

cified,

shall

woodwork, except as otherwise spcbe of selected, thoroughly seasoned,

straight-grained, kiln-dried material to match the
trim of the respective rooms in which
they stand.

628
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be free from defects and planing machine
be put together in the best manner,
marks,
All
and sand-papered smooth for varnishing
parts shall be properly glued and nailed together,
It shall

shall

1

.

and nails set for puttying. Carefully fit and finish
around all pipes.
All roofs, backs, and partitions, if not exposed
to view, shall be of sound whitewood or southern
Drawer linings, etc., shall be of whitewood,
pine.
poplar or birch. When fittings are shown to have
backs they shall be constructed of beaded, matched
sheathing, running vertically, and screwed to cleats
running the full width of cases, unless exposed to
view.
thick,

Exposed backs shall be 2*2 in. face by fs in.
matched and V-cut. All shelving in cup-

boards,

cabinets,

cases,

etc.,

shall

be

of

white

wood, faced with i in. strip of finishing material,
tongued and grooved or doweled together and
glued on. Where so shown the shelving shall be
adjustable, resting on cleats supported as shown.
The tops of cases and counters, when built up.
shall be perfectly clear, selected finishing lumber.
of narrow strips, grooved and splined, cleated on
underside where so shown, secured in place with
concealed screws and washers, hand scraj>ed and
left perfectly true and smooth.

All drawers shall ha\e sides carefully dovetailed
thickness into fronts and bottoms and sides

full

Runs and sides of drawers,
housed together.
where same are ploughed to receive runs, shall be of

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
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The

his prestige

Architect, Specialist and
General Practitioner

Why should
A notable

naturally divide themselves into
to the occupancy for which

BUILDINGS
classes according
they are intended.

Each

class of

by seeking the assistance of the spe-

The same

cialist.

condition applies to the lawyer.
not apply to the architect?
example of such an arrangement is

it

that recently made by the public, school authorities
in Huffalo.
It was decided to
employ several local

buildings com-

prehends some special or intimate detail of plan
which completes the structure and yet may not he
The art
clearly apparent on ordinary observation.
of planning is not featured in the training offered
by architectural schools in a manner commensurate
with its importance. Books treating of the design
of classes of buildings often fail to give adequate

architects to design the buildings included in their
To insure
eight-million-dollar building program.
a certain measure of uniformity or standardization

explanations of
fail to explain
that may have
earnest effort to

was

the

house design and construction,

Architectural

solve.

It

complete plan speaks for itself and every item
delineated, but every mind does not comprehend
in

tectural
local

;

fail to give that intimate perfection to the
plan in many of its details which makes the use ot
the building completely satisfying.
The planning of public buildings is often justly

they

claimed by architects resident

in

the

community

and who are responsible citizens and tax payers.
To award the work to these men, although it is
conceded that they lack special knowledge, is often
an embarrassing problem to those in authority.
Their duty to the public is to secure the best results
at the least cost and also to recognize the just
claims of the local architect.
The solution of this problem

is

found

in

the

em-

ployment of a consulting architect who has special
knowledge concerning the particular class of build-

The local architect should not
an arrangement of this kind but should
rather welcome it. It is no indication of his lack
of professional qualifications and he will really
strengthen his position if he asks for or proposes
such an arrangement.
A general practitioner of medicine loses none of

all

those interested in

some of

the larger communities that
employ an architect who devotes

time to this work.

In

most communities

infrequent and naturally special archiknowledge is not developed among the
is

L'nder such conditions the local

architect-,.

work

in

co-operation with

the specialist and the specialist should endeavor to
render service in this way.
I'y such arrangements
there will be produced better planned and more

knowledge.

reasons they are entitled to be employed in
planning them. They are safe and economical deproduce a good
signers of the structural parts
architectural
a
and
expressatisfactory
give
plan
Hut
sion to the elevations, interiors and details.

in

architect should seek the

These reasons are based on experience, including
its measure of failures, which yields definite and

many

only

his entire

he employed to supplement the drawing by explaining the reasons that dictated the final decisions.

There are many thoroughly competent architects
who do not have the special knowledge required
to best plan every class of buildings and yet for

is

such work

its

specific

the logical

the sclool hoards

To make the plan universally
entirety.
understood in all its details, the written word must
it

with

employed to do the work. This
and sensible thing to do and met

with the hearty approval of
the project.

the

A
is

to co-operate

the local architects

journals
particular points of the plan
cost the architect many hours of
plan.

of the plans, they have employed a consultknown as a specialist in school

in all

ing architect, well

school houses.
with
other
kinds of public buildings,
Compared
school houses outnumber all others and, owing to
the influence of the building on the young, their

economically

built

proper design and construction is of the utmost
importance. This class of buildings is in great demand at this time and now is the time to see that
thev are properly planned and constructed in accordance with the most advanced standards.
An
improperly planned building is a burden to the
community too valuable to destroy and often incapable of satisfactory reconstruction.
The planning of other classes of structures such
as institutional and penal buildings, hospitals and
other public buildings should he considered in tinway here suggested. The owners of private structures such as hotels, office buildings and factories

may

well

work along

these lines

when

the circum-

Tt is to secure the
stances justify such methods.
best possible results in the architecture of to-day

that this suggestion

is

made

in

order that our build-

ings may become permanent monuments to the best
architecture that can l>e produced.

ing to be designed.
resent

Architectural Practice
By JULIAN MILLARD
In the recent discussions on the present conditions of the practice of architecture, my reading
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of architectural publications has failed to disclose
1 here
any convincing analysis of our discontent.

not even entire unanimity as to what is our
I should say that our sore spot is this
that when the subject of building is under discusnot considsion, the presence of the architect is
lie seems to have every reason
ered essential,
is

trouble.

for

:

in

being

building, but

the

front

nobody

of

things

else sees

All dressed up
disconcerting!
the invitation fails to arrive!

pertaining

to

that way.
Very
for the party and

it

by large expressions of authority as set forth by
wordy lawyers in contracts and echoed in specifications, but all this authority is merely judicial,
post facto, exercised after the fact. This is the
lawyer's view of authority, but the architect, in the
role of production manager, must have a very different kind of authority. It is written in the skies
the architect

that

must

either

command

the pro-

duction, or he must give up all hope of occupying
the center of the stage. All the tendencies of re-

in the building

cent years favor this view, and these tendencies
will be accelerated in the period we are now enter-

world, and exercises far less influence on building
He is not and cannot be, a

Is there vision and courage in the profession
ing.
to deal with these things before it is too late?

The

architect has

no leadership

policies than he should.

member of the building fraternity. Under our
elements of tiltpresent system of procedure, the
is necessary, are
whose
co-operation
building guild
that the real
placed in such relation to one another
than the rule.
co-operation is the exception rather
an unethical and
Each building operation begins
unbusinesslike gamble, and continues in a constant
in

The
clash of interests and crossing of purposes.
time has come for the architect to kick over the
and start a new game.
Whatever modicum of truth there may be

in the

the life of trade,'' it
has been entirely overshadowed by the new lesson
learned during the last five years
Co-operation is

principle will inevitably be applied to the building
industry, and it is fitting that the architect should

lead the way.
will be

If he

take the initiative, it
In that case, architecture

fails to

taken by others.

become a mere office function.
Here is a situation involving the very life of the
It requires vision and initiative to deal
profession
with it. Our leadership is in the American Institute
of Architects, and while listening and waiting for a
real message we have heard nothing but
rumblings
about non-essentials. Either the architect must content himself with the mere office work or he must
will

!

consider himself responsible for the entire production of a building.
If he fails to command in his
own right the instrumentalities of production, he

must go back and

Under

sit

the fundamental service called for. The
needs a building. His primary requirement
it is a buildis not plans, advice nor specifications
the
needs.
he
largest service the
Obviously,
ing
architect can render his client is to produce a build-

what

down.

the present system his vanity

is

satisfied

is

and

his profession requires

building that

is

suitably

and

him

to

produce a

skillfully planned, be-

comingly clothed, properlyfinished, economically and

is

the secret of production. This lesson has been
burned into the consciousness of the world through
bitter suffering, and it is to be hoped that it will
reach the architectural profession of America. This

is

client

ing,

table

old phrase, "Competition

frequent mention of the necessity that
more complete service. With this
sentiment, we agree heartily, but let us question

There

architects give a

quickly built. Essentially this is a production problem, and what is commonly the architect's function

is

The

merely incidental, although indispensable.
failure of the architect begins at the point
loses direct control of the production.

where he

This occurs the moment he ties up the owner in a
I know
lump-sum contract on competitive bids.
that many architects dispute this, but I am sure
the majority would accept the thesis without further argument.
Competitive bidding is extremely

uneconomic, unethical and unbusinesslike.

It costs

the building public at least 5 per cent of its buildThe lump-sum contractor
ing bill pure waste.

serves his

own

profit,

while the architect serves

the owner's profit, and the purposes of these two
continually cross. There is no unity of service to
the owner.
tion,

the

If co-operation

system

is

is

certainly

the secret of producpoorly adapted for

economic service to the owner.

As long as competitive bidding for contracts is
the regular procedure, there is scant hope for the
betterment of the conditions of the profession.
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^Stucco Walls
of tfie

Medford

Woman's Club
he/d intact by

Architect,

Lewis

Contractors, L.

II.

Lovering

H. & P.

II'.

Lovtrini

ASPHALT

MASTIC
STUCCO AND

on a Bishopric Board

Built of Stucco

background, the walls of the Medford,
Mass., Women's Club are almost as

I

WOOD STRIP DOVE

imperishable as stone. Crumbling and
cracking are prevented by Bishopric
Board because when this dovetailed,
Stucco Background is nailed firmly
to studding or sheathing, it holds
the Stucco in a bulldog grip that
never lets go.

DOVETAILED WOOD STRIP

CREOSOTE D WOOD STRIP

WATERPROOF FIBRE BOARD

preserved and protected, naturally and
scientifically, against all destructive influences, Bishopric
Board lives indefinitely behind Stucco walls and supIt cannot deteriorate, hence cannot tear loose
ports them.
from its fastenings.
There are never any repairs.
Your

COMPLETELY

Stucco building

is

manently unbroken

-

yTAILED TOGETHER

The dovetailed heavy wood strips
lock the Stucco. The creosote preserves the wood strips. The mastic
and the water-proof fibreboard keep out cold, dampness, vermin, and deaden sound.

asphalt

A Few Other
Bishopric Board
Installations

to stay, presenting an attractive, persurface.

up

A

combination of principles ages-old in proven efficiency,
Bishopric Board is the most economical and dependable Stucco
It makes a damp-proof, fire-resisting building,
background.
deadened
thoroughly
against sound. Summer-coolness, winter-

warmth, and low-heating

bills

University Park School for Boys,
Arlington, Baltimore, Md.
Architects,

Smith

& May,

Baltimore; Contractors, Burnham & Co.

are advantages of its use.
North Shore Golf Club,

Used on
terials, time,

interior walls instead of

and

labor,

wood

lath, it saves

and gives unmatchable

ma-

Chicago,

Ills.

insulation.
Exposition Building, Erie, Pa.

Bishopric Sheathing saves 30 per cent as compared to
J^-inch wood sheathing, making a compact wall without joints
or knot-holes.

Architect, Joseph Lee

Contractor, William Siegrist

Grace

and Builders should have our book,
"Built on the Wisdom of the Ages". It describes and
All Architects

Baptist Church, Binghamton, N.Y. Architect, E.H.
Bartos; Contractor, William

Ray.

details the use of Bishopric

Board; illustrates homes
and institutions on which it has been used ; tells how
to get perfect Stucco work. It contains reports of scientests and letters from engineers, architects, builders,
and home owners. Get it and samples of Bishopric
Board and Bishopric Sheathing.
tific

The
904 Este

Bishopric Manufacturing
Avenue

Co.

Cincinnati, Ohio

Residence, Rear Admiral Chadwick, Twin Oaks, Newport,
R. I.

Rensselaer

County

Hospital,

Troy, N.Y. Architects, Pember & Camnaign.

The

Practice of Architecture

things give indications of changes in the making. Through conversation,
correspondence or reading these signs are constantly recurring testimonies, and
a tabulation is unconsciously made of them until the ideas become insistent in

MANY

their presence.

To

verify the general impression, a systematic collation of

all

the evidence

in order.

is

In arriving at a conclusion by this mental process, it will be found that
among the
diverse problems demanding attention at this time, one of manifest importance is that of
.the attitude of the public toward the architect and of the architect in his relations to

himself and others.

The

practice of architecture is probably today, more than ever before, a matter of
trade.
The monies invested in building structures demand a return service
which represents full value. This value is measured in the adaptability of the structure

and

"barter

and

to its use, its durability

its

appearance.

These three factors are the fundamentals

correct planning and to render adequate service it appears to be essential
.architect should fully qualify himself to meet these basic requirements.
.of

An

that

the

made of a great amount of data pertaining to this subject and
been condensed into the following five paragraphs which emhas
majority opinion
trace the most common of the points developed. This brief consensus of opinion is not
analysis has been

.the

intended to cover the multitude of conditions that exist
.thought that possibly
1.

The business

it

in

such relations, but

it

is

comprises the basic factors.

of architecture

is

insepa-

from the profession of architecture.
Together they comprehend the originating,

He must

furnish complete and desupervision of construction and be
closely identified with it. He must be responsible financially, as well as morally,
4.

rable

tailed

promoting, designing, planning, directing
.and controlling the construction of buildings and their appurtenances.

for all of his acts, including the correctness
of design, the completeness and accuracy

2.

To develop

a

general
service without

demand

for

which only
opportunities for practice will be
presented the architect must, as an in-

architectural

limited

dividual

and

and

effective

collectively, employ proper
to create a universal

means

.appreciation of

its intrinsic

value.

of plans, specifications and details, and the
construction of the building in accordance

therewith; his responsibility to be contingent only on his being accorded freedom
in deciding all matters of structural design,

mechanical equipment and the selection of
materials and

workmen.

specifications for everything embraced in
the construction, equipment and furnishing

5. He must control and regulate the business affairs of the building operation so as
to safeguard all interests. He must be just
and impartial in deciding all controversies
within his jurisdiction, but where his own
interests are involved he must submit Uv

.of

controversy to arbitration.

3.

To

.architect

his

perform his function, the
must organize, equip and operate

fully

business so as to render complete
in the production of plans and

service

buildings.

(Reprinted from issue of November 27, 1918)
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Nashville Convention

Noteworthy Results Attained at Fifty-Second Annual Meeting of the
American Institute of Architects, Held April 30 to May 2

THE
the

FIRST DAY'S PROCEEDINGS

fifty-second annual convention of
Institute of Architects, held

THAT
the American
at

Nashville, Tenn., April 30. May I and 2, was
primarily a discussion of principles as set

to be

forth in the

was

at

program of the Post-War Committee,

the outset

foreshadowed

dress of President Kimball.

in

the brief ad-

Every other matter

taken up for consideration was only of relative importance in its bearing on that important program.
When, on the morning of April 30, the convention was called to order by President Kimball,

The
there were present more than 130 delegates.
sessions were held in the Assembly Chamber of the
State Capitol building, designed by William Strickland.
Not for many years past has the Institute
held a convention amidst surroundings so well
suited to its purpose.

The
Mayor

Nashville by
delegates were welcomed
Nashville
was
at all times
said
He
(jupton.
to

ready to extend a welcome to any organization

whose work was in the interest of progress. He
welcomed the architects to "The Athens of the
South" and to a city noted for its good architecHe expressed in a most cordial way the deture.
sire of the City of Nashville to show the very essence of Southern hospitality.
In the opening address by President Kimball,
an address that was received with much satisfaction, some very important matters were outlined.

He

spoke as follows:

PRESIDENT KIMBALL'S ADDRESS
In order that all the time possible may be devoted to
the work of the Post-War Committee on Architectural
Practice, the President's address will be extremely brief.
In view of certain signs of the times and in deference to
some of my own pet prejudices, I shall not wholly yield to
though I sympathize with the Post-War Committee's
well-earned right to every moment that can be spared
from the imperative routine of the Convention.
On every side we meet the word "professional." It

crops up in most unexpected and unaccountable places,
and strange associations. In the circular of our Post-War
Committee we find it used in connection with and to define
a recently assumed attitude of the contractor toward his
work, wherein under the guise of a growing professional
tendency he seeks to disguise a desire to shirk old and
irksome responsibilities. Almost over night our friends
the brokers in real estate have put on, together with a
general clean-up, new paint, etc., the title "Realtor" and a
claim to complete graduation into the class professional.
call this a sign of the times and a distinctly unpromising
one one I attribute to those among us who, for the sake
of a theory more Utopian than purposeful, would have us
believe that commerce itself is in line to take on the garb
of unselfish service, in spite of the margin of profit for
1

which

it

exists.

warning against the tendency for which
If professionalism
seems to stand.
is to be protected
from such exploitation, indeed if it is
to endure--! believe its disciples must awake to this and
the other menaces of the all-absorbing commercial tidal
wave that seems to be upon us, and which, if history
I

this

would sound
post-war

a

sign

really does repeat, should warn us of that never-failing
visitation of force that is the only answer when the selfish
control of necessities of life reaches higher water mark.
It is a pet fancy that it might pay to oppose to the
commercial menace through organization the one thing
the one thing that by
that has never yet been organized
reason of its essential character, is, and always must be,
mean simon pure profesI
absolutely non-commercial

sionalism.
not gather for this defense all those callings where
skilled service unselfishly rendered to others is the qualifyN'ot so small an array when you realize
ing requisite?
that standing up to be shot at for one's country at thirty
dollars per month qualifies and that khaki is the hallmark

Why

of preparation and skill.
Those versed in figures told us, some years ago, that by
virtue of the sleeplessness of interest the money (78 per
cent of all there is) at that time in the hands of one per
cent of the people would draw to itself the remaining
twenty-two per cent within fifteen years of which some six
years have already passed. This money means bread and
when all of it has come under the control of one per cent of
those to whom bread means life, is it unreasonable to
look for one of those sanguine outbreaks of force that
have, I believe, always resulted under those conditions
It is the thought of
since history began to be written?
this which makes it seem worth while to try to oppose
organized selfishness by unionizing for that purpose the
one thing that has, I believe, never yet submitted to the
fetters of organization.
I
I offer this as a post convention thought, and really
ask you is it such an impossible idea that the combined
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acting
intelligence which the professions represent might
same directiontogether parallel and in one and the
result in a power worthy to be pitted against any human
force yes even this one that constitutes the menace

from which the world trembles today?
In order that we may have a worthy part

in

such an

or for that matter, in any other post-war destiny
I submit that we should no
that may include architects
reaches
longer be satisfied with a membership that barely
ten per cent of those who practice the calling we profess.
With all my will I urge you to see to it that not less than
a thousand be added to our membership in 1919. This, I
the imminent rethink, is by no means a hard task. With
Inturn of building activity, of which the Committee on
it
stitute Publications believes it has ample evidence,
should be but a short time before the dues can be maobstacle removed. To
terially reduced and that deterrent
by-law
this end, enabling legislation in the shape of
effort,

changes is being suggested to this Convention.
Recent correspondence witli some thirty professional orof a
ganizations supports my belief in the possibility
brotherhood or league of professions by the show of keen
interest in the subject and a readiness to join in its
further consideration.
A careful survey of the situation leads
tain that a bigger and a better institute

me

to feel cer-

is

immediately

attainable.

Moreover, I am confident that architecture the Art 1
mean can never come into its own until some way has
been found to make it easier for the young man in the
Surely he can not
profession to earn an honest living.
his
hope to contribute much to art while 90 per cent of
time and energy is required to keep the wolf from the

The report contained a recommendation that the
convention go on record with reference to a National Convention on Housing.
The report also urged that the Institute go on
record as favoring a national Victory Memorial
Park and Forest at or near Washington.
The question of State licensing laws was discussed in this report of the board and all of the
Chapters in States where such laws are not now
in force were urged to use every effort to secure
the passage of adequate legislation.
It was announced that a committee of the Insti-

had been named to meet a committee of
French architects which is soon to come to this
country to discuss some problems of rebuilding the
tute

devastated

A

in
league of professions, an institute really national
and scope, and a vigorously and fully supported PostWar Committee on Architectural Practice each offers
For the first I ask your post-convention
possibilities.
interest; for the second, the greater institute, your help
and for the Post-War Committee I bespeak your most
generous and unqualified support.

Treasurer Waid's report was then presented.
receipts for the year were set down as
an$36,000 and the expenditures at $32,000. He
fund.
in
reserve
the
there
was
nounced that
$4.300
A summary of the budget for the ensuing year was

The cash

contained in the Treasurer's report.
In the report of the Board of Directors, presented by Secretary Parker, it was urged that members engage in the fullest discussion of the matters

would be put before them.
In this report the Board of Directors submitted
a resolution for permission to borrow from the
reserve fund a sum not to exceed $10,000 to meet
expenses of the budget, the amount to be restored
to the fund with 5 per cent interest added.

that

This report referred
individual services in

at

length to the valuable

war work rendered by mem-

bers of the Institute.

The

total

membership of the

Institute

was now

1,499, a net gain of eight for the year.

Among the honorary members who died during
the year was Theodore Roosevelt.
The members
stood during the reading of this part of the report
as an expression of respect.

Chapters were reported as organized in Nebraska and Tennessee.

.

France.

The

Institute

has

The board recommended the election of Jean
Paul Alaux of Bordeaux and Paris as an honorary
corresponding
nition of his

American

The

member

work

in

of the Institute, in recog-

France and co-operation with

M. Alaux was elected.
medal was awarded to Samuel

architects.

Institute

Yellin of Philadelphia for his
Crafts.

work

in the Allied

AFTERNOON SESSION, FIRST DAY
The most important matter

that

was brought

to

a conclusion during this session was that of members' dues.
After a somewhat protracted discussion it was resolved and carried that the annual

dues of both Fellows and members be fixed at $20.
The amendment to Article V, Section I, of the
by-laws, referring to the initiation
fully debated.

fee,

was very

The board of directors, in its report, suggested
that there should be a low limit of ten dollars, in
place of fifteen dollars, as now.

amendment brought out some

The debate on

this

interesting expres-

sion of views as to just what was and what was
Some delenot a dignified attitude in the matter.

gates advanced the contention that a low initiation
fee made for a poor class of membership and the

admission of men that were not
of
good standing to be desirable. Others
sufficiently
took a more democratic stand.
possibility of the

The motion was put and lost.
A proposed amendment to Article 12 of the bylaws, omitting the name of the Committee on Public Information, which would work a discontinuance
of that committee, was seriously opposed by D. K.
Boyd, former chairman of the Committee on Public

New

in

discuss.

door.
size

areas

pledged the most thorough co-operation in any matters which the French architects might desire to

Information.

developed during the debate that it was the
opinion of a majority of delegates that the contin-
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uance of a Committee on Public Information was
favored, as its duties might properly be carried forward by the Committee on Publications.

This marks the end of a committee that was organized at a time, or, more exactly speaking, while
the Tarsney Act repeal was being acted on by committees of Congress.
The daily press throughout
the country was full of the most misleading statements as to the practice of architecture. It was then
the opinion of THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT, and it is
yet of the same opinion, that there should be a com-

mittee of the Institute to set abroad a propaganda
of education and by personal appeal to publications
that were guilty of misstatements seek to correct
them.
This committee is now dead, and its his-

never was made by those placed on
it, what it was really intended to be. a committee
on the formation and dissemination of correct information of the public. During the past two years
this committee, if it had conceived a proper idea or
what it really was brought to life for, would have
been able to give a valuable service.
is

tory

that

it

A series of documents and resolutions were presented to the convention and on motion referred to
appropriate committees.

Among
cerning

these

the

was the matter of

architectural

a resolution con-

improvement

farm

of

buildings, in which the board of directors in

its

re-

port expressed warm approval, (ieorge \\ Maher.
chairman of the delegates from the Illinois Chapter,
and prominently identified with this movement, ad.

dressed the convention.
Mr. Maher's contention
was that the subject of farm buildings was a distinct one and should not be confused with matters
of industrial housing or town planning.
A motion
providing for a separate committee on farm build1

ings

was put and

carried.

half-past-four the convention adjourned to
accept an invitation to view a collection of ]>or-

and objet d'art assembled in the Parthenon
Park by the Nashville Art AssociaAbout one hundred delegates, many accom-

in Centennial
tion.

panied by their wives, made the journey to the
park, where they were received and entertained by
a special committee.

The Parthenon

located in a picturesque park
in the environs of Nashville.
Here the Art Comis

mission has gathered an interesting collection of
portraits, mainly of historic interest, and many relics and heirlooms of the oldest families of the
State of Tennessee.
In order that the discussion of the Post-XYar
Committee's program might be carried forward
apart from the routine convention business, it was
arranged that the various sessions should be held
in the evenings,

commencing

these meetings is such that
they will be reviewed in following issues of THE

AMERICAN ARCHITECT.
EVENING SESSION
The evening of the first day was given over to
a meeting of the Post-XYar Commiteee. Mr. Milton
B.

Medary.
1

of

hat the

Jr.,

presided.

work of

this

committee

is

considered

importance by the delegates is shown in the
fact that with few exceptions every one was in attendance.
The debate on the various topics taken
first

up was a serious and thoughtful consideration of
elements of architectural practice that are now considered the vital things in the reorganization of the
profession.

opening address Mr. Medary briefly outwere put forward by those
who were responsible for the creation of this imThe movement has extended
portant committee.
outside the membership of the Institute and every
ellort has been made to attract architects everywhere to the discussion of these important probIn his

lined the reasons that

lems.

Preliminary to the discussion as planned. Mr.
John I'cll Keeble. a distinguished member of the
Mar of the State of Tennessee, was introduced. Mr.
keeble spoke on the Relationship of the Professions.

President Kimball

next addressed the meeting,
spoke on Professional Principles. Tic said:

lie

In considering the professional aspect of the

Post-War

Committee's inquiry, we are by its circular invited to treat
the subject as one of relationship. "Are we in right rela-

we serve the public: " "Arc we in right
relation with those with whom we serve
all those who
help us to build?" "Are we in right relation with those
who parallel our service in our own and our brother protion with those

1

fessions?"

At

traits

The importance of

at eight o'clock.
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It is my province to point out the part professionalism
That we may arrive at
does, and may. play in all this.
something tangible, we must, at least for argument's sake,
come to common ground on the tiling we are talking about.

this principle we call professional, and which we
so willing to have associated with architectural practice? To me it is what remains after you eliminate the art
we have chosen to patronize, and the commerce which we
are forced to practice in order to patronize that art.
It
is the third corner of the architectural triangle.

What

are

is

all

,!RT our art Architecture gives its name to our calling and the objectives to our life's study, and to some the
very

God we worship.

COMMERCE

That life may be sustained, we serve
with great fidelity that corner of our cadre which has to
do with the quid fro quo, and in its service we are forced
to cultivate a side of us that can but be destructive of the
Here I find the great
thing on which our art depends.
paradox that we are living living with such indifferent
success both elements as intensely selfish as they are in;

volving, the one

working

to the limit to nullify the other.

a good example of that "cancellation of effort" which
accounts for much professional ineffectiveness.
There remains the third corner the professional element
universally approved and respected, meagerly understood,
however, and but weakly followed. As a principle it seems
It is
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to me all that is unselfish in our vocational lives, all which
has to do with the welfare of those in whose service our
our clients and the public.
lives are spent
A glance at any of the recognized professions will show,
I think, that each has its own titular objective that corresponds to our art of architecture, and each, by virtue of

its
destructive, though essential, commercial
corner, which in each case is balanced by this unselfish
counter-irritant its professionalism.
In medicine, law, engineering, in fact in any profession,
as in architecture the titular objective is always essentially
selfish and full of the limitations of selfishness but in no
other particular are these objectives at all alike nor do
they offer any common interest while in the commercial
and professional elements all professions seem to be clearly
the one element an undesirable, and the other a most
alike
desirable, common factor to all, and so of surpassing importance, it seems to me, in this matter of inter-relationship which we are considering.
It is to the possibilities of the professional element as a
democratizing influence within each profession, and as
common ground between all professions, that I wish to

necessity,

;

your attention.
through its exclusiveness tends to disorganize, to
separate into cliques and then to sub-divide them, a process
that results in impotence. This is why art affords no bond
that binds, and why its associations are so often ineffective
and short-lived.
Commerce on the other hand has long since recognized the importance of effective organization, which makes
it such a terrible thing with which to contend, and results
in such a secondary role for Art, where they assume to
direct

Art

practice as partners. On the other hand in his professionalism, the least among us or among any of our brother
professions, may aspire to be the peer of the greatest in
the purity of his profession, and in his joy in its practice.
It is for this reason that the professional principle stands
high as a possible bond of union among and between all
those who aim to render skilled service for a fee shorn
of contingent profit, and where the interests of client and
public are cared for first.
I referred a moment ago to "professional ineffectiveness."
What I had in mind was the condition resulting
not only through the failure to help each other, but subconsciously, perhaps, through the habit of interference with
the successes of each other, that characterize the relationa condition brought about, I
ships of professional men.
think, quite naturally as a result of professional intelligence
which clearly discounts the assumptions and presumptions
in others that it condones in itself.
perfect familiarity
in fact the profession of.
with,
some fifty odd sciences,
each worthy a man's life study, is an architectural assumption or presumption that may well explain the discount with which Medicine and Law are apt to receive our

A

while between law and medicine
professional advances
the assumption is as aggravated and the discount as comwitness the past ten years of futile effort at closer
plete
association between those two great representative professions.
While many will fail to accredit the truth of
this, my latest assumption, I doubt if any will deny the
prevailing custom among professional men to indulge in
tales of discomfiture to and of each other and before
audiences prone to be more interested than discerning. To
me the story that begins "once there was an honest
lawyer," like those which exploit the disasters which result from our own traditional weakness in the matter of
estimating costs, have caused our respective professions
to lose enough legitimate patronage to explain the full
difference between success and failure in countless professional lives.
If through professionalism as a common factor we could
reach an inter-professional understanding based on helping
instead of hurting each other, the result to the young man
in the profession would, I think, be beyond price.
If only
some one of our brother professions would catch from
;

our Post-War activity a kindred self-questioning desire,
and from his example others might follow, is it too much
to hope that from some broad-minded doctor or brilliant

exponent of law, may not come the suggestion of a brotherhood of professions based on this common factor this
professional

principle

of

skilled

service

to

others?

A

brotherhood or league not of a chosen few, but of all those
and
callings that can qualify as practicing professionally
in such an event might we not find recompense sufficient to
have fully justified the creation of our Post-War Com;

mittee

?

This idea of a Brotherhood or League of Professions is
a very pleasant one to me, with its measureless program
of accomplishment and its limitless possibilities. First the
suggestion followed by the response of all those who
reallv are professional
gathering together to decide what
the professional principle really is, and who shall carry its
banner followed by organization, perhaps of a permanent
Ethical Court with which to safeguard its future, and
wherebv each profession may, with the help of the brother
professions, do what alone we have all so far failed to do
really clean house.
I am so obsessed with this idea that I do not stop at
anything short of an intellectual power capable of doing
the undoable thing, namely, setting a limit to the advance
of that organized selfishness we call commerce, something
that, it seems to me, must be done if there is to be preserved to mankind this priceless thing the professional

principle.

At

all events such a brotherhood could not fail to result
eliminating all that cancellation of inter-professional
effort that now obtains, and that alone would give to the
professional beginner including the young architect, his
chance to acquire a competency honestly, and before the
juices of life are so dried up as to preclude his making
any worthy contribution to the art to which he has devoted his life. After all, it is the welfare of this young
architect which interests me, and which I had in mind
when I asked the Board to create the Post-War Committee
on Architectural Practice.

in

Following Mr. Kimball, N. Max Dunning chairman of the Post-War Committee, very lucidly outlined the work of his committee.
He stated that
the mass of information that had been placed at
the disposal of the committee was so great that in
view of the impossibility of digesting it so soon it
would lead to no definite good and would be unprofitable of results to endeavor to formulate an
1

,

opinion at this time.
Mr. Dunning further stated that in his judgment
two important things have been emphasized by our
war experience the value and necessity of organization and the proper appreciation of the
;

These remarks
and nobility of service.
were received with much applause, indicating that
the chairman of the Post-War Committee had exactly stated the views of those present.

value

In opening the discussion, Mr. Magonigle said
Tt

is

rather difficult to

know

just

where

:

to begin with
may as well

tremendous program and I suppose I
plunge in about the middle.
I should say in answer to the queries, Has the architect
laid too much stress on the aesthetics and too little on the
other values of his service? Has the architect been led to
believe that architecture is the art of designing monumental buildings and Has he kept in touch with industrial
methods? I should say that that would depend largely
on the architect himself and upon his individual training
and upon the district in which he was born, the district in
which he was trained and the district in which he ultimately
Our whole social life is so complex, we are
practises.
spread out in a measure so thin, our profession at least is
this
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so thin, over so tremendous an area, that the problems of
city are not those of another's, and I think we shall
have to look for the answer to all of these questions in
just precisely the kind of discussion that we should carry
forward throughout the discussions that we now propose
In other words, these discussions will, I think,
to hold.
should, take more or less the form of experience meetings.
It will be by interchange of personal experiences without
biographical details, perhaps, that will help other men to
see where they perhaps have not entirely succeeded in solv-

my

ing their own problems.
I think another thing too, to remember in the course of
this whole discussion that we are here for the purpose of
inquiry calm dispassionate inquiry into the various ills that
are not here in the
are said to beset our profession.
are here to listen symspirit of acrimonious debate.
pathetically to the story of the man on the other side of
the country who has a totally different public, who has a
I have noted in readtotally different problem from ours.
ing through these documents, as I have a number of times.
that queries have evidently come out of an atmosphere
with which I am not at all familiar and with which, in
some respects, I am not at all sympathetic. I hope to be
before the discussion is over.

We

We

To me, the question as to whether I shall engage in
building enterprises and financing enormous undertakings
have not worried me a bit. Perhaps this is a worry I still
have to face. I hope it is not. But by listening, speaking
for myself, by listening to the problems of others, I shall
probably learn a great deal that will help me in my own
work and it is by the accumulation of all this great mass
of detail and its reduction finally to its lowest terms that

we

shall be able to make progress in the immediate future.
note here this sentence
"Granting that it is essential
to attempt to secure an aesthetically satisfactory solution
1

:

of every building problem, should not the architect also accent the value of his services from the point of view of wise
economy, adequate and practical planning, safety, and the
most advanced building methods?"
1
suppose he should accent that service, the value of that
service, if he

is

perform that

fitted to

Otherwise

service.

should say that he should not accent it. 1 think he ought
I
tind here too a sentence which I
to pass over that.
think must have been written by me on the profession, a
All of the professions have been
professional humorist.
criticized for doing work primarily in the interest of one
class to the neglect of others, that he serves the moderately
wealthy, and to a lesser degree, or not at all, the poor. If
I

that applies to architecture, if not, to see how we would
have been able to pay our fares to Nashville if we had
not worked for the rich and moderately wealthy, for a
little

while at

least.

do not think that architects have been educated to
believe that architecture is the art of designing monumental
buildings. That depends entirely on where you come from.
Xor do I think in some. sections of the country does the
And, finally,
architect lay too much stress on aesthetics.
I
would propose
does the public need to be educated?
quite seriously that we do not debate that question at all
until we have determined first whether our own education
The work of the Post-War
is as perfect as it might be.
Committee will be one of the very best media for finding
nut whether we are as well educated as we might be. When
we are then let us take up the public.
1

Convention Notes
Commenting on

the fact that William Strickland,

the architect of the Tennessee State Capitol, lies
buried in the northwest corner of the building,

while the builder reposes in the northeast, a delegate was moved to remark that it presented a decidedly good example of both the architect and the
builder keeping in touch with the job.
*

The very

*

*

A

remarkable convention in the absence of
From first to last every sesacrimonious debate.
sion

*

proceedings moved a perhaps jealous delegate
from another Chapter to suggest that it should be
called the Illinoisy delegation.
*
*
*

*

finer.

*

fortune teller's tent on the Hermitage
was
grounds
frequented by delegates who were enSome of
thusiastic over the auguries handed out.
the guests on this occasion were so thoroughly satisfied with the reading of the palm of one hand that

The

ARCHITECTURE
The

subscriber

country and

has

moved

his

family to

fixed his residence in Nashville,

this

where

he offers his services to design and execute public
Gentlemen in the country
can be furnished with ground plans and elevations
by sending the size of the intended building.

and private buildings.

The attention extended by the Nashville Society
of Architects was in every respect so perfect an
example of Southern hospitality as to call from
every delegate the most hearty expression of appre*

topic.

*

:

active

There could be nothing

*

The following advertisement by an architect was
discovered by one of the delegates in the Senate
Library in a copy of a Nashville paper dated Jan.
It reads
29, 1820.

and often aggressive part taken
by the delegates from the Illinois Chapter in the

ciation.

was a harmonious discussion of the

little

Hugh

Roland,

Opposite the Presbyterian Church.
N. B. H. R. will execute in the country or furnish details on a large scale for the carpenter.
are acquainted with H. Roland as architect

We

of the Masonic Hall and are of opinion he
quate to any business in his line.

they returned to have the other scanned.
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W.

Tannenhill,

M. Norvall,
Duncan Robertson.

is

ade-
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comments on the country and

In presenting his motion that a committee on the
Buildings be appointed,
President Maher of the Illinois Chapter incorporated a recommendation that the plan as outlined

improvement of Farm

in

an editorial

March

in
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The

12 he followed.
*

*

resolution

its people.
There was
everywhere an unadulterated Americanstrong contrast with some of our Northern

to be noted

ism

in

cities.

*

of

was adopted.

The unanimous

*

*

shows an absence of factionalism that

stitute

The promptness with which the $10.000 was
voted to defray the expenses of the Post-\Yar Committee indicates the strong approval of the convention in the efforts of this efficiently working

cates a successful future.

group.

have to undertake
*

*

The Post- War Committee
The amount of detail work

*
tial to

Many
section

*

election of the officers of the In-

delegates who never before had visited this
of the South were enthusiastic in their

best results

is

off to a

that

its

good

indi-

start.

members

will

voluminous and so essenthat the committee should be auis

thorized to bring to

so

its

assistance competent cleri-

cal aid.

The Committee Reports
Fifty-Second Annual Convention,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION
became evident, during the reading of the report of the Committee on Education, that the conIt

vention considered it of the
very highest
tance at this particular time.

As a

discussion of just what

is

impor-

wrong with our

this report is worth careful
It
reading.
therefore, with slight omissions, printed herewith as originally presented to the convention.

rection,
is,

The

report was drawn by Messrs. Frederick L.
Ackerman, Dwight II. Perkins and Milton B. Me-

The

first

problem

It states in

Institute of Architects

forces as the only possible means of developing a rational
architectural environment. The profession has failed, thus
far, to make this choice and in consequence the aims of the
active profession and of vocational education in architecture have become both vague and uncertain.

Generally speaking, educational policies have come more
direct control of business men who
naturally have a personal and pecuniary interest in the
product of education, both general and vocational. Among
the results of this condition we witness a narrowing of the
field of general education and the throwing of an everincreasing emphasis upon the assumed value of narrow
vocational specialization. Thus the larger social purposes,
which should appear as the aims of the profession, have
been lost sight of, while the possibility of really effective
collaborative effort among closely associated vocational
groups has been almost completely defeated.
Larly architectural education in America emerged in
what may be termed an aristocratic atmosphere, though,
strangely enough, it was launched under engineering
The relatively
auspices in schools of "higher learning."
recent exodus of American students to Paris and the journeying of the well-to-do to Europe gave an impetus to the
production of better architecture and a new slant to educa-

and more under the

present methods of architectural education, and
a presentation of well-considered measures of cor-

dary, Jr.. acting as a committee.

American

part

:

presented to the Committee was
naturally that of establishing a basis of judgment.
The
question at once arises as to who is competent. If we consider seriously the character of our entire architectural
environment, particularly in our urban centers, it appears
that irrational purposes are
clearly revealed as the dominant characteristic of modern life.
Hence, public opinion,
born of and nourished by irrational
purpose, cannot be
safely accepted as a criterion as to what should constitute
the aims of the architectural
The purpose of
profession.
architecture is to promote and
support rational living; the
great mass of architecture in our urban centers does not.
For this condition the responsibility is general. In it the
architect shares, for the profession as a whole has
accepted
the conditions and the
program for buildings which are
now developed by industrialism and capitalism.
It must be apparent,
therefore, that we are' presented
with a dilemma. What should constitute the aims of education, both as to the creation and appreciation of architecture.
The profession must either educate itself to conform to a standard and practice of
building which is largely
irrational
thus forfeiting its claim to real
leadership or
the profession must educate itself
actually to combat these

and methods. These influences, it may be
however, have not very materially affected, as yet, the
character and the quality of that great mass of structures
designed each year by those who are not recognized as
belonging to the "educated" profession.
tional policies

said,

The character and

quality of a relatively

few buildings

in

our environment cannot furnish any clue to the average
state of professional competence
nor can they be used as
a basis of evaluating
pur system of vocational education.
The degree of professional competence and the value of a
system of vocational education must be judged in final
analysis, by the quality of all buildings.
Over the total mass of our architectural environment and
its orderly arrangement in the planning of towns and urban
;

it may be said that the profession has exercised
almost no control. Hence it may be assumed that our education, both general and vocational, has failed to accomplish what should be its major purpose.
In particular is this true of general education, including

centers,
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in this our institutions of higher learning, for it is to
general education that we must look, not only to furnish
the basis of intelligence upon which to develop vocational
competence in architecture, but also that criterion of
judgment and taste on the part of the public which will
demand that the character and quality of all buildings be
such as at least to promote rational living in our urban

centers.

In our architectural schools the introduction to the vocawork is not so arranged as to insure the stimulation
of individual growth and development the introduction is
in the nature of an abrupt change in direction.
Practically
all of the former experiences of the student are cast aside
and a study of architectural forms belonging to an aristocratic culture of the past is substituted. This automatically
establishes a criterion of taste utterly unrelated to modern
life.
Thus it appears to the student that the practice
of architecture is a cultural activity completely removed
from the affairs which concern the mass of people.
This introduction to professional activity, and the scale
of values thereby established, very largely explains why the
majority of the "educated" profession take but slight
interest in offering advice on community or political action
It
which has nothing directly to do with commissions.
follows, as a matter of course, that the public and government officials do not ask advice.
The almost universal practice of teaching de-sign without
any contact whatsoever with the world of reality, and of
imposing purely academic judgments upon the work accomplished by the student, develops a set of utterly false
values with respect to architecture and the function of the
profession in the community. The majority of problems
do lint even represent genuine situations, they are not
related to actual experiences and the student thus engaged
is never afforded the opportunity of actually testing his
ideas by application in order to determine for himself
their validity.
Responsibility of thinking is thus completely suppressed by these false and artificial methods of
rating or appraisal.
It is this artificial practice, rather than the omission of
lectures upon ethics, contracts, the architect's responsibility, and sundry other matters related to the technique
of practice, which accounts for that atmosphere of irresponsibility which is generally admitted to surround the
writing of specifications, the submission of estimates, and
the making of contracts, particularly by those who are
tional

;

;

in their practice.
In general, what is known as "subject matter" used in
the problems represents situations which are remote from
any immediate social interest of the student. Thus architecture is made to appeal to the student as an arrangement
of forms rather than an expression, in form, of a dynamic
society having social aims and purposes. Is it not reasonable to assume that this condition in education shows
largely why, in practice, the architectural profession seems
somewhat isolated?

young

of our schools, vocational education is carried
but there is little evidence to
indicate that collaborative effort is considered of any
Professional antagonisms are
importance whatsoever.
Vocational
actually fostered through academic jealousies.
education, as now organized, is in a large measure responsible for the great diversity of aims which we find among
architects, landscape architects, decorators, and engineers.
The academic institutions, particularly those teaching subjects related to art, very generally condemn the products of
the world of industry: but no action whatever is taken
toward aiding the student to gain an understanding of our
industrial problems which so vitally affect the production
of architecture.
This condition, in a large measure, accounts for the fact that the profession as a whole has left
to other groups and to individuals the work of developing
that condition in industry in which the instinct of workmanship may find free expression, without which the production of art is utterly impossible.
Modern education revolves about a system of examinations, ratings, degrees, prizes, scholarships and medals.
In

on

many

in closely related subjects,

These

fixed artificial

and secondary aims have been pushed
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into the foreground of educational activities and thusfurnish the actual focus of the student's interest.
The result of this is that resourcefulness is suppressed

rather than developed.
And when we take into account
the entire field of activities and interests which go to make
up what we term the vocational education of the architect
the traditional classic introduction to the work, the
subdivision of activities into "subjects," the theoretical
study of construction, the paper programs, the "problems"
developed exclusively through empirical criticisms, the elaborate renderings, the examinations and judgments imposed
by others and the aims of study as represented by "mentions," medals, and prizes, and the all-important fact that
not one of these educational experiences takes place in the
world of reality, where the architect must gain an honest
livelihood
when one takes all of this into account, is it not
fair to conclude that about all that we have accomplished
through this artificial educational mechanism is the development of clever draughtsmen who follow, not lead?.
Hut we cannot allow this matter to rest with this destructive conclusion.
How should we recognize education.' It
is
futile to attempt to establish a general criterion of
taste or an appreciation of art through vocational training in architecture, or for that matter, by the teaching of
drawing in schools and by the inclusion in general education of courses in "line arts."
In nothing less than a complete revision of general education lies our only hope. As
a profession and as individuals we might acquaint ourselves with what such a revision means in terms of action
to Mich educational leaders as John Dewey. and we might
push this work along. Such a study would have, also, a
great advantage in that it would give us an insight intoeducational technique which we might apply to our own

education.

What we need above all, in the vocational field, is a
restatement of aims; we cannot educate a profession by
simply telling students about their responsibility to the
client, the public, and the nation, or by telling them about
office methods, or by training them to be skillful draughtsmen. Were we to include within our schools such courses
as would relate to the subjects above suggested our students would become merely clerks and office assistants,
narrow with respect to aims, and irresponsible with respect to their functions.

What we must have

absolutely must have is an educaso staged that the student will learn by experience
and contact with the work-a-day world as to what is
lie must be induced to
actually meant by responsibility.
find tilings out for himself and, as a result of his experiIs it possible to
ences, to come to his own conclusions.
bring these actual experiences of the world into the schools
of architecture? Xo one can possibly answer that question
until it has been attempted.
And, above all, we cannot make the problems of the
modern world vivid to the student by first drilling him in
copying classic architecture. All such subject matter as
relates to this phase of architecture must be made to appear
as material of reference to be made use of whenever occasion demands. Were we to introduce the student to his vocational experience by making use of his immediate architection

environment, and by stimulating his inquisitiveness
concerning its derivation, and the possibilities which are
inherent in the problem of making that environment more
accurately expressive of a social ideal which he is quite
capable of creating if given the opportunity if we were
to bring him into actual contact with real problems and
the difficulties encountered by the architects in developing
our architectural environment, we would begin at least to
Condevelop an architect instead of a draughtsman.
fronted with real problems, he would attempt to find a
real solution if we so organized the work that the judgments were real and not artificial.
We cannot dispense with specialization. The educational problem suggested, therefore, is Who is to organize
the specialized vocations concerned with building? Is it to
be the business man or the architect? Surely, if it is our
nurpose to act as the organizer of that nhase of building
enterprises which have to do with design and construction,
tural

:
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then one of the principal purposes in education would be to
his experience
give the student an opportunity to gain
would
through actual collaboration with others, and so he
not work in isolation but in conjunction with those other
It is senseless
professions which have to do with building.
to assume that we can effect collaboration by talking about
It must be real, an integral part of education, for by
it.
no other means can the various professional aims be integrated and the spirit of

common purpose

developed.
the examinations and
imposed judgments based generally upon presentation.
The true aims of the profession should be clearly expressed by the tests which are set to win scholarships leadThey should not all focus upon a
ing to further study.
in a school
single objective; opportunity should be afforded
of research for the architectural student, in collaboration
with others, to study architecture and art, industry and
government, and the complex forces with which we must
contend in directing the growth of our environment.

And

lastly,

we must do away with

THE DEPARTMENT
The

OF PUBLIC

WORKS

efforts of the Institute to secure a

govern-

Department of Public Works have been
The recarried forward for the past two years.
as prePublic
on
Works,
the
of
Committee
port
sented to the convention, states that in view of the
mental

fact that the subject matter is of such magnitude
and the data available so meagre, the report is confined to the establishment of a few fundamental
principles and to an outline of such recommendation
as will establish a sound application of those principles.

The

report states

building situation in Washington as of January I, 1917,
and where there may be some divergence of opinion as to
whether the recommendations made will give the best
results, it is manifest that the situation as it existed at
that time certainly required the attention of Congress.
The commission expresses earnest desire to alter an
aggravated condition, and we believe was prepared to
make drastic recommendations looking to a change in the
public building policy.

Unfortunately, our active participation in the War
diverted the attention of Congress at that time; we must
therefore hope that a return to peace will bring about a
thorough discussion of this report.
have been unable to secure a report of the Supervising Architect's Office, but excerpts read from this
report at different times indicate that, following the system now in vogue, this Department is unable to meet
It has gradually fallen
the demands of the country.
behind its work.
understand that in 1917 it was
nearly seven years in arrears of appropriations for public
buildings entrusted to its care.
That the war has materially lessened its efficiency, no
one can doubt, but if we are to interpret the attitude of
Congress toward this Department by the recent socalled Omnibus Public Buildings Bill, known as H. R.
15987. it is manifest that at least the Committee on Public
Buildings and Grounds, is really to ignore completely
its
existence and return to the employment of private
architects under provisions similar in result to that obtained some years ago under the Tarsney Act.
Your committee feels that it could now be of material
assistance to the Congress, and it is the opportune time
to apply for a sound, sane and businesslike policy in
dealing with public works.

We

We

CONTRACTS AND SPECIFICATIONS

:

When we

glance over the many activities of the Central
Government, and note the number of Departmental
branches that have been created and have expanded from
year to year with such constructive force that their recommendations became accepted dogma by the great mass of
our people, we wonder why a department regulating the
construction of public buildings and public works has
been overlooked for such a long period.

The Committee on Contracts and Specifications
has had in hand the further development of a form
of agreement between contractor and owner on the
basis of a cost-plus fee

Handbook on
In

its

tribute

The

report then directs attention to numerous
and bureaus of the Government,

departments

report the committee pays a very graceful
the late Frank Miles Day, who for a

to

number of years was the guiding spirit of this
committee. Continuing, the committee sets forth

:

specifically directs attention to the great

have accomplished, and adds

and the development of the

Architectural Practice.

good these

:

If, then, it has been possible by proper selection of
competent supervision to bring such activities to a high
standard of efficiency, and almost beyond the pale of

adverse criticism, we ask ourselves why a Department of
Public Buildings and Public Works cannot be organized,
which would gradually gain the public confidence and establish itself with the same excellence of service that we find
in the other departments.
Such great impositions were being inflicted on the
Government in the District of Columbia by apparent
profiteering at the expense of the Government that even
the Congress in 1916 was aroused to a sense of duty and
it
created a commission known as the Public Buildings
Commission under an Act approved July I, 1916, the purpose of which was substantially "with a view to ultimately
providing permanent quarters for all the Governmental
activities in the District of Columbia in buildings owned
by the Government."
This report, with plates, appendix, and index, covers
more than 600 pages of printed matter. It is a most
illuminating document.
Each Department of the Government has been carefully
analyzed, showing the space occupied in Governmentowned buildings and the spaces rented to meet the growing
needs.
The whole report is a comprehensive study of the

The Form of Agreement on a Cost-Pius fee basis has
been further developed during the past year and a fourth
tentative draft, together with an amended Circular of
Information in relation thereto, is appended hereto and
submitted as a progress report.
The Committee feels that this method of executing
work, so amply justified as a feasible way of executing
emergency work by the Government during the past year,
will secure in the future a larger occupation as a sound
basis for executing any work in peace times.
It is by
no means standardized in its details, but much has been
learned through the experiences of the past months with
Government work. It involves a more professional relationship between the Contractor and Owner which vitally
affects the work and the construction of contract documents for work so executed.
The draft as now submitted is but another step in
the development of the subject and the Committee advises
such circularization of it as shall be best calculated to
secure further constructive suggestions.
It refers this
matter to the careful consideration of the next Committee.
The Handbook of Architectural Practice was issued by
Mr. Day in its preliminary form and had been largely
revised by him in the light of suggestions received. The
Committee advises that it be published as intended by
him, in its present form, as a supplement to the Institute
Journal, at such time and under such arrangements as
the Board may approve. The results of such publication,
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have held large interest to architects the demand
during the period of the war was so great and

in the way of criticism and suggestion, should be referred
to this Committee for the purpose of further revision,
in the hope that the book may be ready for issuance by
the Institute at an early date in a form that shall be
considered satisfactory for a first edition. It is inevitably
a book that will be subject to later revisions in the light

so insistent that the subject has to many men who
practice architecture become the all-important one.

The Institute Committee on Community Planning presented a concise and interesting report to
the convention.
It stated in part:

of future developments in the practice of the profession.

SCHOOL BUILDING MEASUREMENTS

The Committee on School Building Measure-

The community plan deals with three main classes of
structures or areas
Ionian habitations.
I'irst.
Second. Structures and areas devoted primarily to
spiritual and recreational uses.
Third. Structures and areas devoted primarily to industrial uses.
Ill
the planning of a community these three divisions
must be kept constantly in mind in order that the scheme
should lend itself readily to future changes. The plan,
to be of lasting value, must contain within itself the possibilities of growth of each division with due regard to

ments, of which \Ym. B. Ittner is chairman, has
presented a valuable and comprehensive report.
For the purpose of obtaining and setting iorth
comparable data upon the educational utility and
cost of school buildings, they have been classified,
measured and defined as educational, construction
In the decision of the cost of
and cost units.

:

I

school buildings four general items are set forth
Cost of land and grading, cost of building, cost of
furniture and fixed equipment, and the cost of architects, engineers, brokers and supervision serv:

Otherwise it is still-born.
requirements.
subject must be approached with a full understanding of the order of importance of its three main
divisions.
The home is first; the things of the spirit are
second, and buildings for commerce are so emphatically
last that they may be considered as having no other reason
for existence than to render
the enjoyment of the
possible
home and the amenities of life. And lastly, there can be
no successful scheme which fails to proportion accurately
the part each one of the main classes of construction plays
in the intricate pattern of a community life.
I'.ut
alas! first things do not always come first.
have applied our major efforts to the development of our
\Ye have created a
factories, wharves and railways.
small group of experts, called architects and engineers,
and have demanded of them that they apply their knowledge almost exclusively to the solution of problems retheir several

The

ices.

report sets forth in detail the various composition of the classifications.

The

FIRM PREVENTION

We

The

Fire Prevention Committee report is. naturally in view of the cessation of building operations
during the war, but a brief statement of work

accomplished.

commerce. Our achievement lies open before
There has been success and failure, but it is of
tremendous significance that there has been no lasting
triumph where the common good has been sacrificed to
lating to

the greatest of achievements of the Institute during recent years has been its valuable
influence in the development of the Lincoln High-

Among

us.

private prolit.
Our transportation systems and the form of our cities
are largely the result of individual initiative and daring,

way.

The conditions presented during the war
ently showed the great economic importance of a
well developed and efficiently maintained arterial
highway. In fact, there are many and well autheninsist-

ticated

instances

where

this

road

National

played a most important part in our war

has

activities.

LINCOLN HIGHWAY

The Institute Committee on the Lincoln Highway read a report showing in what respects it had
effected co-operation with the Lincoln Highway
Association.
It is

a satisfaction to learn from the report of the
Preservation of Historic Monu-

Committee on
ments that the

Institute,

and through

it

the various
the

Chapters, has been active and alert to stay
hand of the despoiler, and by a generous expenditure of professional effort is doing all that can be
done in the accurate restoration of our cherished
buildings.

Private
traits of character admirable in themselves.
corporations and railways are accustomed to appropriate
to themselves the entire water fronts of great ports, a
policy which sooner or later strangles commerce and
results in huge losses to the public as well as to themWithout a plan we are like men groping in the
selves.
In our cities the wealth created by the erection of
dark.
buildings is not safeguarded against destruction caused
by the bad placing of newer buildings. We move in a
We erect gargantuan buildings, so badly
vicious circle.
shaped and located that to an undue extent they deprive
The sin
the surrounding thoroughfares of light and air.
lies but incidentally in their bulk, primarily in their plan
and silhouette. Prosperity smiles upon our efforts until
the super-gargantuan building makes its appearance, initiating a fresh cycle, repeating on a larger and more devastatIt is individualism pushed
ing scale the former errors.
to its logical conclusion, and the resulting over-crowding
and gloom of the streets, transformed into canyons, react
disastrously upon real-estate values. Indifference to public rights, imputable in various degrees to municipal authorities, owners, and designers, is responsible for this
The sunlight, belonging to all, has been
state of affairs.
treated as private property. Failure is the natural result
of each individual acting only from selfish impulses, and
so clearly
it is fitting that the causes of the failure can be
traced to the violation of the principles of humanity and

COMMUNITY PLANNING
While for a number of years the many details
that comprise the problems of community planning
641

Housing is the most serious phase of all our building
problems and no effective progress can be made in its
(Continued on Page 647)

Engineering Conference at Chicago, April 23-25, Favors a
National Department of Public Works

THE

things in a large

conference of engineering- and architec-

April 23-25, met in response to a call issued by
Engineering Council, Xe\v York. This call was

by the National Service CommitEngineering Council, M. O. Leighton,
Secretary, 502 McLachlen Bldg., Washington, D. C.
The engineering and architectural organizations that
responded to the call were 76 in number, with a
membership of over 98,000 persons, and were represented by "O delegates.
In addition the Engineering Council was represented by / members and

made

to function

of

tee

National

The

architectural organizations that participated in
conference were the American Institute of

the

Service

has taught that lesson of de-

It appears certain that the rapid progress in
matters pertaining' to building construction will
make it increasingly difficult to attempt such a dif-

case.
all

ferentiation.

A

Committee by 2 members.

the

way

pendence which is measured only by individual or
group limitations. The old time antagonisms between engineering and architecture must have been
the result of a lack of understanding and a correct
measure of the true and proper function of each.
Indeed, many architects claim that there is no definite line of demarcation between the two professions when considered in the broader aspects of the

tural organizations held in the assembly hall
of the Western Society of Engineers at Chicago,

reading of the declarations, resoluscope and plan of the proposed National Department of Public Works and the personnel of the
careful

tions,

Architects represented by Past-President Irving K.
Pond of Chicago and "\Y. D. Blair of New York

Engineers and Architects Club of Louisville,

committees named, will indicate the close relationship between engineering and architecture that has
been established in setting up the machinery with

represented by Warwick M. Anderson the Illinois Society of Architects, represented by Charles
11.
Hammond of Chicago and the New York

which to accomplish the objects of the conference.
Should these objects not be ultimately realized, the
friendly and respectful intercourse between the two

of
Architects,
Society
represented by Arthur
T. North. Western Editor of THE AMERICAN

professions there established will well repay the
expenditures of effort that were made in carrying

;

the

;

ARCHITECT.

As
call

all

sections of the country responded to the

by sending delegates from organizations

in-

terested in every phase of engineering and architectural activity, the conference was a truly repre-

sentative body. There was a decided
unanimity of
purpose and ideas prevalent and the lively and ex-

tended debates developed none of those factional
differences that possibly might have been expected
where so many diversified and specialized organizations were gathered.
This can be accounted for
by the sincere desire of all the delegates to lend

every possible aid to the purpose of establishing a
National Department of Public Works. All submerged any desires of preferment for individual or
special activities in the purpose best to serve the
country first and engineering and architecture as a
secondary proposition.
This attitude on the part of the delegates well
exemplified the great lesson of the war that ser-

must always have preferential
Another striking feature of the conference, was the absence of any discord between architects and engineers. This has not always been
the case in the past and it may be the result of the
events of the past few years.
The ability of all
branches of engineering and architecture to do big
vice to the country

consideration.

out the conference program.
The conference was organized by the selection of
M. O. Leighton as chairman and E. S. Nethercut

Seven sessions of the conference were
held and a complimentary banquet was given by
the General Committee of Technical Societies of
as secretary.

Chicago to the delegates. An extended discussion
of principles and scope of a National Department
of Public Works resulted in the adoption of an expression favoring the establishment of such a governmental department. The result in form of resolution follows

:

This conference of the delegates from engineering and related organizations respectfully recom-

mends

to the public and to the Congress that legislation be enacted covering the following principles
:

That the services and bureaus of the National
Government having to do chiefly with matters of
engineering and architecture be grouped in one department, to be known as the Department of Public Works.
2. That the Department of Public Works comprise those works which are built and operated for
1.

the use of the public.
3. That the Department

made
642

available

when

of

Public

Works

be

desirable for the performance
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of special engineering and architectural work for
the use of other Government bureaus.
4. That there be a systematic classification and
organization of engineers, architects and other employees whose status shall be such that they may be

department of Public Works, the relaArmy engineers to such work be not
changed that there should be no relinquishment of
non-military duty by the Army engineers now on
such duty until the transfer of these engineers to
military duty can be made without detriment to the

recruited and maintained on merit.

public interests.

Under leadership of the Committee on Government Engineering Activities an extended discussion was had in which the limits of the proposed
department .were considered. As the Department
of the Interior employs at this time more engi-

Your committee

A

among

the bureaus,

Works

included in the Department of

Hureau of River, Harbor and Canal work,

A Hureau
A Hureau

the proposed plan follows the line of least resistvote was taken on the various factors enance.
tering into the proposed scheme for the guidance

A

(

in-

The

presented the following report, which was adopted:

of Architecture.
of Surveys, including the Coast and

ieodetic Survey.

A Hureau

a subsequent session

(

of Mines.

ieological Survey.

The Forest Service

at

least

until the

same

is

divorced from the supervision of water powers
and road building.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT
ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES:
To the Chairman and Members of the Conference:
Your committee charged with a consideration of
the question which Government activities should
be co-ordinated in a National Department of Public Works, recommends

The Hureau

of Standards.

believes that it would be unwise
determine at this time to what extent the proposed Department of Public Works should control
the engineering activities of the General Land
Office; of the National Park Service; of the Bureau
of Lighthouses; of the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
and of the Public Health Service and of various

Your committee

to

:

1. That the establishment of a National Department of Public Works should be accomplished by
grouping those Government bureaus, services,
commissions and other activities whose functions

are predominantly of an engineering or architectural character, in what is now the Department of the
Interior and thereafter designating that Department "The Department of Public Works."
2. That the transfer of any bureau, service or
commission from any other department to a De-

commissions, such as commissions on buildings and
grounds, and therefore suggest that such matters
may well be deferred for consideration to a later
date, preferably until the department has been
organized.

(Signed)

C. E. Grunsky,
J.

Parke Channing,

James H. Herron,

be accomplished
partment of Public Works should
without change in personnel, compensation and

Irving K. Pond,

the co-ordigeneral plan of organization, leaving
the
simplification
nation of the several activities;
of organization and the establishment of additional

P. Junkersfled,

Chemibureaus, such for example as a Bureau of
cal Engineering, to be effected as the need for the
same may from time to time become apparent.
river and harbor and
3. That in transferring
character, but now in
in
other work non-military
of the United States
of the
Engineer Corps

:

cluding such functions as are now exercised by
the Mississippi River Commission, and the
California Debris Commission.

The difficulty of securing an additional department and cabinet member was well understood and

charge

in a

are the following

Hureau of Public Roads.

A

the Interior.

at

that

which logically belong

The t'nited States Reclamation Service.
The Alaskan Engineering Commission.
The Construction Division of the U. S. Army.

to being transformed into a DeWorks. To this department it
of
Public
partment
was proposed to transfer the various bureaus now
operating in other departments and to detach many

of the Committee which

finds

activities

Department of Public

most adaptable

now

and

services

neers than any other department in the world, it
was decided that that department was the one

of the bureaus

to a

Army,

tion of the

Baxter L. Brown,
Frederick K. Copeland,
O. Hotchkiss.

W.
It

was decided

attempt to draft a

that this conference should not
Conbill, for presentation to the

gress, establishing a

The
was
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Department of Public Works.

care and labor involved in such an undertaking
the efforts of the confully appreciated and
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ference were restricted to indicating the plan and
scope of such a department.

The following
"That

this

was adopted

resolution

conference be

known

as Engineers',

and Constructors' Conference on NaDepartment of Public Works, that it continue
in existence until dissolved by its own action, and
that its officers and committees be empowered to
Architects',

further the development of a National Department

of Public Works."
As indicated in the resolution, the organization
of the conference was made permanent and its
This enabled the contermination provided for.
ference to appoint an Executive Committee, Committee on Text of Bill and a Campaign Committee.
The Executive Committee, with power to create a

Finance Committee and add to

its

members con-

of:
P. Junkersfeld, Boston
C. F. Loweth, Chicago

M. O. Leighton, Chairman,
Washington, D. C.

Francis Blossom, New York Phillip N. Moore, St. Louis
Frederick K. Copeland, Chi- F. H. Newell, Urbana, Illinois
cago
Daniel A. Garber, New York M. C. Turtle, Boston
W. O. Winston, Minneapolis
Cass Gilbert, New York
C. E. Grunsky, San Fran- C. B. Burdick, Chicago
W. H. Nichols, New York
cisco

The Committee on Text

of Bill

:

.

K. Halt, La Fayette, Ind.
E. H. Lee, Chicago

aP

Louis Mullgardt, San Francisco

D.
F.

W.
W.

Brunton, Denver
Bradley, San Fran-

E. G. Bradbury, Columbus
cisco
Baxter L. Brown, St. Louis J. C. Greenway, Bisbee, Ariz.
Parke Channing, New Hennon Jennings, WashingJ.
York
ton, D. C.
H. S. Crocker, Denver
R. A. F. Penrose, PhiladelF. L. Cranford, New York
phia
Geo. W. Fuller, New York
R. H. Fernold, Philadelphia
W. B. Gregory, New Orleans Morris Knowles, Pittsburgh
L.
J.
Harrington, Kansas Robt. Sibley, San Francisco
H. W. Buck, New York
City
W. O. Hotchkiss, Madison E. F. Scott, Atlanta
W. H. Hoyt, Duluth
L. C. Datz, Birmingham
B.
J.
Lippincott, Los An Wilmer Waldo, Houston
Fred A. Jones, Dallas
geles
E. J. Mehren, New York
Geo. A. Damon, Los Angeles
A. T. North, New York
W. D. Blair, New York
W. A. Rogers. Chicago
J. C. Ralston, Spokane
E. J. Russell, St. Louis
R. C. Gemmell, Salt Lake
L. B. Smith, Kansas
City
R. D. Kohn, New York
J.
J. Knoch, Fayetteville,
R. H. Thompson, Seattle
Ark.
T. U. Taylor, Austin, Texas J. F. Coleman, Mobile

Chas. F. Swigert, Portland, S. B. Earle, Clemson ColOre.
lege, S. C.
P. N. Norboe, Sacramento
C. E. Ferris, Knoxville, Tenn.
W. L. Huber, San Francisco Julius Stieglitz, Chicago

During the conference the interests of conand producers of all kinds of construction
materials and equipment was appreciated and their
tractors

co-operation in the establishment of a Department
of Public Works is expected. This same co-operation

M. O. Leighton, Chairman Irving K. Pond, Chicago
ex-officio
I sham Randolph, Chicago
J h ? W. Alyord Chicago
Gardner s Wi n iamS) Detroit
A. S. Baldwin, Chicago
Horace S. Wmchell, MmneLincoln Bush, New York

W.

C. Armstrong, St. Paul
Willard Behan, Cleveland
C. H. Blackall, Boston

:

tional

sists

W.

by

real

estate

boards

and

all

agricultural

expected, as the construction of
water power plants, public roads and other public
works has a great influence on realty values and
the transportation of commodities. The personnel
organizations

'

lls

Charles T. Main, Boston

The Campaign Committee, which the Executive Committee is empowered to increase
:
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is

of the committees indicates the broad aspect
assumed by the conference towards the whole
project.
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of achievement.

was a working convention.
was filled with words and

first to last this

Not merely one

that

expression of noble aims that, while highly creditable,
are often unattainable, but good, hard,
earnest constructive work.

Nashville Convention

fifty-second convention of the

Institute of Architects

practice archi-

the

not be

VOL.

who

and made a strong appeal for an addition
least a thousand to the membership during

of at

by United Publishers Corporation H. M. Swetland, President;
Charles G. Phillips, Vice-President; W. H.
Taylor, Treasurer;
rson> Secretar yEntered as second-class matter January
*' ,;,
6, 1909, at the Post Office at New York, New
York, under the Act of
3,

to be found in President Kimball's address on the
He said, "we should
opening of the convention.
no longer be satisfied with a membership that bare-

tecture,"

Owned

March

significant statement as to just how
the Institute proposes to set about the work of becoming thoroughly a representative organization is

American
was probably the most

constructive and productive of actual results that has
been held for many years past. The great
changes
that have been brought about
during the past two
years have seriously affected everything with which
as a profession architects have to deal.
Many prob-

lems that were never dreamed of as affecting the
practice of architecture have developed, and in their
development have brought radical changes in the
point of view.
Architecture, at one time carefully guarded as an
art and nothing else, has become broadened into the
proper channels through which it should properly
run its course.
It has been difficult to instil this

The regular sessions of the convention were supplemented by the meetings of the Post-War Committee.
In fact, one intermeshed with the other to
an extent that it will be correct to say that the
meetings really developed into a most enthusiastic
discussion of principles that are the basis of the

Post-War program.

The machinery of

the convention

moved along

most admirable manner.
The interest was
at all times maintained, and the large attendance of
delegates at all the sessions showed that so earnest
were they as to the matters in hand that even the
in the

many

attractions of that delightful "blue grass" secno allurements while the convention was

tion held
in

The
made an

session.

lofty assembly hall in the State
ideal place for the meetings and

new thought in the minds of many members of
the profession.
These men have from a purely
aesthetic point of view jealously guarded the
profession from any contact with the more prosaic or

Capitol
the wide corridors were thronged during intermissions with groups of delegates.

practical elements which other men declared propThere is nothing more dangererly belonged to it.

Architects

ous than the fanaticism of the purely intellectual,
nothing that can so greatly retard the development
of any movement toward its reconstruction on a
basis of present well

matured thought.
645

Taking

it

all

in

all,

the

American

Institute of

be said to have placed itself squarely in the van of the general movement of progress
and to have proclaimed to all the world that the

may

profession of architecture proposes to assume, and
assuming, maintain, all of the best ideals of its honorable profession.
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mitted to pool their powers the result may be a
menace to national welfare. Recent experience has

Plan for National Department of
Public Works
.COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM OUTLINED BY CHICAGO
ENGINEERING CONFERENCE

The plan

for a Federal Department of Public
has taken tangible form as the rewhich
Works,
sult of the Engineering Conference recently held
in Chicago and reported elsewhere in this issue of

THE AMERICAN
possibilities and a

ARCHITECT, presents interesting
number of novel phases which

arouse more than passing interest.
Inasmuch as most of the argument thus far

.are likely to

heard in connection with this proposal has been advanced by its proponents, it might seem that gen.eral assent may be taken for granted and that the
suggestions which came out of the Engineering
'Conference are certain eventually to form the
basis of a somewhat radical change in one of the

government departments. Any attempt at the analysis of the program laid down, however, must take
into account the fact that far-reaching changes in
the character and scope of existing governmental
departments can be forced only by an absolute preponderance of evidence supporting their desirability. The American people have had nearly their fill
of tinkering with the government. Moreover, they
.are beginning to turn away from their leaning

toward federal centralization of authority the bebecoming more and more prevalent that the
;

lief is

legitimate business of the federal government is to
govern, to confine its functionings within the scope,
or nearly so, of the powers conferred by the Con-

Increasing numbers of people are coming
growing control of the federal
government over business in all of its phases means
a gradual drifting toward a degree of paternalism
stitution.

to believe that the

most Americans deem obnoxious.
These points are relevant in connection with the

that

demonstrated that the pooling of power over the
railroads makes possible gross misuses that could
not occur when the railroads were
separately

managed.
seems, therefore, that the details of any plan
Department of Public Works ought to be
worked out with such care that we shall not see the
It

for a

of

possibility

the

building

industries

eventually

coming under the domination of a bureaucratic organization in Washington that, at any time, may
develop inclinations and tendencies based solely on
partisan ambition.

The functioning of such a department, moreover,
should be definitely limited to control over purely
public works. It should not be permitted to acquire any measure of influence or control over
private enterprises or over state or municipal
building projects, except that measure of influence
which might be derived from the conduct of scientific research and the resulting establishment of
standards based upon demonstrable scientific certainties, the use of such standards to be left to the
discretion of those they affect.

A department so constituted and so circumscribed
might and doubtless would prove of material benefit
to the entire country.
Properly planned and
conducted, it should tend to increase efficiency and
reduce waste in the conduct of the government's
own

Its development out of the present
Department would possess the very distinct advantage of avoiding any increase in the
amount of political machinery in Washington a
point which most unbiased students of our form of

business.

Interior

government

will

commend.

Certainly the present situation with regard to the
government's control over its own building busi-

Works only

ness and other public works of national character
is in vast need of improvement. The plan proposed
by the Engineering Conference is by far the most

may

constructive

proposed

creation

of

a

Department

of

Public

in the event that such a
department
be expected to assume powers not now existent in government agencies or to bring together in
dangerous aggregate powers which, though now
existent, are not dangerous as at present segre-

gated.
It does not follow on the
suggestions which
came out of the Chicago confernce that such dan-

A Department of Public
gers underlie the plan.
Works, sanely and conservatively constructed^
might prove a forward step in federal administration. It is a well known fact,
however, that the
-tendency of governmental agencies is to seize power and to exercise it. It is
equally obvious that
where existing agencies of government whose present powers are sufficient and yet harmless are
per-

thus far advanced. It deserves the
thoughtful consideration of every good citizen and
particularly of architects, engineers and others

whose professional

interest is involved.

It

seems,

however, that the taking apart of so intricate a machine as the government in Washington is a sufficiently precarious undertaking to warrant extreme
caution and that the freest possible discussion is
desirable

reason,

before action shall be taken.

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECCT

For

this

will appreci-

ate expressions of the views of architects generally
and more especially of those architects who, either

during or before the war, had experience in Washington or elsewhere in connection with some class of
government work.
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Convention Reports
(Continued from Page 641)
solution until we cease to isolate it for purposes of study.
It is by far the most important and the most neglected
of all our tasks and it differs, not radically, but to an
alarming degree, from the social and financial aspect of
the factory and the harbor. For after all most of the loss
chargeable to a badly planned instrument of commerce can
be expressed in terms of money, but by what system of
accounting can the moral, material and social loss caused
by the slums of a great city be impressed upon our

consciousness ?
In our country the buying or renting of decent, wholesome dwellings is now and has been for many years beyond
What
the financial power of millions of wage earners.
does this mean to our nation?
Do we realize the intolerable conditions resulting from

the economic system under which these workers with
their wives and children are condemned to exist?
This is the Housing Problem. There is none other.

The

cry

"Own

your own

Home"

is

but hollow mockery

to these people.
It

is

our duty as architects to point out not only the

of The Flan. Worthwhile results are not to be expected unless the community
plan is an embodiment of human aspirations based upon a
truly democratic conception of legality.
The subject is too momentous to be lightly discussed,
as it evolves questions which affect every interest in our
national life.
The committee believes that until these basic questions
are solved in either one way or in several ways, Community Planning cannot function either rightfully or useIt begs to be continued until such time in the
fully.
future as it can again report to the Board with recommendations as to a program for the Institute to adopt.

possibilities, but also the limitations

STONE BRIDGE AND POND
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A JAPANESE GARDEN

Current News
nomic Club and the Civic Forum, a library and reading

in
Big Office Building Started

room. The building of a new clubhouse was necessitated
by the big increase in the club membership, the organization
It will be sort of
at present having over 4,000 members.
an uptown Cooper Union and will be a meeting place for

New York
Further impetus was given the speeding up of construcon a big scale in New York City last week
what will be the first large office building
on
work
when

the discussion of subjects related to

tion activity

was started
to be erected since the signing of the armistice
West Forty-third Street, for
by the breaking of ground on
the arcade
the construction of a twenty-story structure of
The building will run from Forty-third to Fortytype.
on
fourth Street, with a frontage of 141 feet 10 inches
on Forty-fourth Street, and
Forty-third Street and 50 feet
It
will "be known as the National Association Building.
in acwill be one of the first office buildings to be built

Progressive

common

Work

welfare.

for Art

The Art Alliance of Philadelphia has an ambitious program for the advancement of art interests in this country.
it is proposed to raise the sum of $1,000,000 for a new

for this amount,

building already designed by Ralph Adams Cram.
The purpose is twofold partly to provide an art center
and market place for works of art that will meet the needs
of the community, and partly to co-operate with other
cities to help artists who in the recent crisis have turned
to America as the art center of the world.

underwritten by S. W. Straus & Company. The mortgage
in denominais amortized, and the bonds will be offered
tions of $1,000, $500 and $100.
The building has been designed especially with the view
for the occupancy of national trade associations and marks
a new development in the uptown movement of tenants
who have hitherto been located only in lower sections of

The building will be Elizabethan Gothic, occupying an
area of 228 by 67 feet. In front will be a low two-story
building, Old English in style, which will be the clubhouse
and will contain offices, meeting rooms, library and restaurant.
This low structure will extend back on both sides
of a courtyard to the six-story brick building in which
will be a theater, rehearsal halls, art galleries, a ballroom

cordance with the new zoning regulations. Starrett & Van
Vleck are the architects for the owner, James T. Lee.
The building will cost approximately $2,500,000, the
a first
financing of which was accomplished through

mortgage

serial

6 per cent bond

issue

:

the city. An arcade running through from street to street,
will afford a mid-block passageway, somewhat similar in
character to that in the Berkeley Building across the street,

and studios.

Departments have already been organized in nine arts.
In the fine arts department, two types of exhibits are held
those by artists already famed in their fields, and those by
artists who do creditable work, but have their reputations
The same idea is worked out in the music
still to make.
:

designed by the same architects.
It offers an interesting solution of the problems confronting the architects in connection with the zoning law,

wherein the building, twenty stories in height will have setbacks at the thirteenth and eighteenth stories. The setbacks on both sides of the street frontages give access to
roof terraces and also give advantages of light and outlook to the upper stories. Of the Italian Renaissance type
of architecture, it will be faced with limestone and Harvard
brick, and is expected to show decided improvements over

department.
Any member, if passed by the department
is given the use of the hall, upon request, for a re-

jury,
cital.

Several other novel features will be included in the conrathskeller will be provided,
duct of the new building.
where students of all the arts may meet with the view of
bringing into each art the stimulus from the others, and
the benefits thus to be derived for the individuals and the

A

the similar pre-war type of buildings.

larger groups.
Work of this

To

Build

New Home

character cannot be too strongly commended. It will provide exactly the outlet for energy and
enthusiasm that is so pitifully lacking in large art centers

for Political

at present.

League
A new home for the League for Political Education, the
Economic Club, and the Civic Forum, to be built at 113-123
West Forty-third Street, New York, will take the form of
a million-dollar town hall. Work will be commenced this
month on plans prepared by McKim, Mead & White. The
architects have designed a structure to cost about $500,000,
while the property was purchased for $425,000 by a

New

York corporation headed by Frank A. Vanderlip, making
the total investment about $1,000,000.
The property has
a frontage of 125 feet, just east of
of loo feet.

Broadway, and a depth

The principal feature of the building will be the auditorium, which will occupy the first four floors and have a
seating capacity of about 1,800. On the fifth floor will be
the offices of the League for Political Education, the Eco-

Portable

Homes

for

Belgium

Portable homes for Belgium are being

made

of

wood

Aarhus, Denmark, reports the Commercial Attache in
Copenhagen. It is stated that orders have been placed with
concerns there aggregating thirteen million dollars.
A new course in carpentry and furniture-making is being
Stuintroduced in Copenhagen Technological Institute.
dents are being solicited to take such course in practical
mechanics to render the country less dependent upon imAmerican manufacturers of woodworking
portations.
machinery would be making a good investment, says the
Commercial Attache, by sending to this institute some
characteristic machines.
in
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of his clients, with particular reference to the lay of
the land, the character of the adjoining dwellings, and
Into the
the amount of money that is to be expended.
house and grounds have gone something of the personality of the prospective occupants, and as soon as they

Southern California Chapter Meets
The one hundred and twenty-fifth regular meeting of
the Southern California Chapter, A. I. A., was held on
April 8th.

The meeting was called to order by the president, Mr.
H. M. Patterson, eleven members being present.
Under the reports of Standing Committees the following
were given
For City Planning, Mr. Withey stated that the Mayor's
Civic Center Committee was holding weekly meetings, receiving from various citizens recommendations as to site
and treatment of a Civic Center.
For the Committee on Public Legislation, Mr. Backus
reported that they had taken up with Mr. Farwell suggestions for changes in the State laws as requested at the
last meeting, and after thoroughly studying each measure,
had taken the action that seemed advisable.
Under the head of "New Business," the Secretary read
a telegram from the Secretary of the Washington State
Chapter in which he protested agpinst the action of the
Institute in making an assessment against each Chapter
It was shown that
this year for the delegates' expenses.
said action of the Institute was contrary to the best interests of the Western Societies, and resolved that the
Secretary send a telegram to Mr. E. C. Kemper t<> that

move

The subject of the evening was a discussion of architectural practice as it is being considered by the Post-War
Committee of the Institute. Mr. Patterson spoke at length,
recommending that the members in their practice assume
greater responsibility in handling work, giving a more comin
plete service to their clients and taking a wider interest
public affairs.

dwelling becomes a hotbed of civic pride.

New York

:

effect.

in the

Civic Pride

is

Born

With a view of encouraging the erection of homes by
workingmen, architects of Pittsburgh are planning to give
to prospective builders of modest means the benefit of
their talent and training for a nominal fee, says the Detroit News. At a regional conference in the same Pennsylvania city by the Association cf Ohio Architects similar
action was taken, and there is a belief that it will become
general, to the inestimable benefit of American cities.
Civic pride sometimes a difficult thing to implant and
to foster takes root readily where conditions are propitious, and they are not where surroundings are squalid,
or unattractive, unwholesome or otherwise depressing.

Center ?

According to Clarence H. Kelsey, representing the present owners, the O. B. Potter Trust Co., the purchase indicates that New York City is henceforth to be the steel
center of the world.
Just north of this property, adjoining Trinity Churchyard, is the twenty-one story
Trinity Building in which large space is occupied by the

Bethlehem Steel Corporation and

its

subsidiaries.

A

re-

port is in circulation that the Bethlehem Corporation is
negotiating for the purchase of this property, but the
information is not official.

Statuary Costing $125

Worth $25,000

A writer
Chicago Tribune tells the following
interesting story about one item on view at the annual
architectural exhibition at the Art Institute in that city:
"Augtistin Pajou was court sculptor in France when
Comtesse DuBarry ruled Louis XV, and he made a new
the

of her every time she discovered a new way of
dressing her hair.
"But these sculptures were lost in the French revolution
as Mme. DuBarry herself was lost.
Only five of the
marbles were known to have been recovered up to a
few days ago. One of these is in the Louvre in Paris.
"A sixth sculpture of the vivacious French woman,
identified as the work of Pajou, has just turned up in
Chicago. Bought in a loop art store for $125 by a young
connoisseur and carted home in a ragman's push cart, it

bust

The tendency heretofore has been for enterprising concerns either employing companies or private individuals,
to open parcels of land and construct houses on a wholesale plan.
Commendable as that is it has its defects, and
in a measure they are serious, in the development of the
very thing that is desired. Regularity of design imparts
monotony, and even the hit and miss where alternate
houses are alike is no relief. Individuality is not given
any chance and members of the family have none of that
close association with "home" that is created by having
had a part

Steel

In one of the most important realty transactions of its
kind on record, the United States Steel Corporation has
closed contracts for the purchase of the twenty-one story
Fmpire liuilding at Broadway and Rector Street, New
York, for the sum of five million dollars. The structure
faces Wall Street and Trinity Churchyard and has a
frontage of 78 feet on Broadway, -'Jo feet on Rector
When erected in
Street and 50 feet on Church Street.
1897, the Empire Building was the tallest in the world.

in

Where

World's

in its construction.

With individual architects practically giving their
services to prospective builders a new interest is created,
and civic pride is born. The house that is to be erected
is planned, in a measure, the way the husband and the
wife would like to have it; their ideas govern in the
size and location of the rooms and the exterior is the
result of the good taste of the architect meeting the wishes

649

proves to be worth $25,000.
"The fortunate purchaser is Burgess Stafford of a Chicago furniture company. He is exhibiting the sculpture
at the Art Institute in the annual architecture exhibition.
"One large offer has already been made for it and
a prominent New York dealer has appraised its value
at $25,000."

Forest Laboratory

Door Tests

Tests to improve door manufacture are being made by
the Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wis. Various
makes of doors are to be tested for strength and for the
effect of humidity in warping the wood. If these tests are

and if the results are fully followed by manufacturers, it is claimed, there will be an end of doors that
sag in the middle, doors that swell and refuse to be closed,
doors that creak and shriek and groan whenever they are
opened or shut.
successful,

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
During March, building registered a gain of 80 per

Art Commissions
of the Art Commission
Appended to the annual report
is a list of the similar
of the City of Pittsburgh, for 1918,
States.

organized in the United
r
of co-operation which architects may
utmost value. As an inceive from these bodies is of the
and to the creation of a better char-

now

bodies

The measure

centive to civic pride,
not be overlooked
acter of art in our cities, this should
for every one to profit as far a?
is the part of wisdom
work and researches that are
possible from the good
In the matter
still going forward.
and
available
already
other
innumerable
points of
the
as
well
as
of memorials
men are peculiarly fitted
municipal pride, these groups of
to
to assist, and will, it is assured, do everything possible
and
higher standards in these tilings.

produce
encourage
The list, complete to date, follows
\rt

:

Jury

New Vork

Commission
Commission
Commission
Commission
Commission
Civic Art Commission
Art Commission
Municipal Art Commission
Art Commission
Art Commission
Municipal Art Commission
Civic Art Commission
Art Commission
Fine Arts Commission
Art Commission

Chicago
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Boston, Mass.

Denver, Colorado
Berkeley, California
St. Louis, Mo.

Milwaukee,
Montclair,

Lake

\V*is.

J.

City,

builders

buildings

Oakland, Cal.
Salt

Ferryhouse Built to Stay

put the best of themselves into their
the pride of it, and constructed things,
with less advantageous tools and materials, more durable

Md.
X.

$117,000,000.

when

Los Angeles, Cal.
Baltimore,

business days, Saturday, March 29, and Monday, March
were not counted. The average for the eight years
The average for the last six years is
is
$85,625,000.

31,

One of the oldest and, at the same time, one of the
most substantial timber buildings in and around Greater
New York is the Fulton Street Ferry in Brooklyn, which,
though swept from roof to flooring by fire recently, still
bids fair to defy time, fire and tide for generations to
come in the service of the thousands who go each day
between the two boroughs.
Brooklyn's Fulton Street ferryhouse was built in
another day and age, says the New York Evening Sun,

Pa.

Philadelphia,

Art
Art
Art
Art
Art

more than the actual average for the correspondThe increase
ing period for the preceding eight years.
is more than 30 per cent, estimating projects represented
The amount for March,
at the present cost of building.
1919, in contracts let was $151,894,292 by adding to the
actual total, one-twelfth of the total for 24 working days
This addifor which actual amounts are now available.
tion is made by the Department of Labor because two
cent

Utah

Washington, D. C.
Charleston, S. C.

for

and more painstakingly finished than is the case to-day.
For example, the ferryhouse at Fulton Street is put together of heavy, hand hewn timbers, that, barring accidents, well may last for generations to come.
The fire in the ferryhouse the other day would have
burned away to its last vestige some more showy but

more

April Building Starts Well
Evidence of the increasing activity in the construction
disclosed in the complete figures on contracts let

field is

reported from the cities east of the Mississippi and
north of the Ohio River, for the first week in April. The
statistics as compiled by the Division of Public Works and
Construction Development of the Department of Labor for
the week ended April 4 cover 2713 contracts with a valuation of $60,864,085. If this weekly record is equaled for the
other three weeks of April, all building records will be
as

shattered.
It

a noteworthy

is

fact

that

the

contracts

let

in

banks, 227 contracts valued at $7,483,477
clubs, hotels, institutions, 37 contracts having a
valuation of $1,969,430; one contract for a railroad station
was valued at $1,500,000, 32 contracts for bridges and
culverts amounted to $433,005 while the miscellaneous
contracts awarded were valued at $346,000.
Comparative figures for March showing the tremendous
stores,

offices,

;

advance

March

in
14,

week ending March 7, $27,751,076;
$29,851,407; March 21, $39,017,308 and March
building:

28, $43,590,325.

the greater city's transportation system.
The ferryhouse
Brooklyn, however, is one of the oldest and most solid
landmarks of the city, a monument to the past which many

in

thousands of old

New

Yorkers would be sorry to

lose.

Cincinnati Leads in Fire Prevention

the

In the
group exceeded the residential class.
division of contracts let during the week of April 4, the
328 industrial projects were valued at $13,790,162 while
the residential contracts for the same period reached
The Federal, State and
$9,293,111 involving 1644 awards.
Municipal contracts were limited to 34 but the valuation
amounted to $10,206,192.
The other projects were:
schools, churches, theaters, 71 contracts valued at $6,518,693; public work, 143 contracts with $8,020,275 valuaindustrial

tion;

fragile modern structure.
Attacking this good old
job of yesterday, the product of workingmen and contractors as intent upon the quality of their product as
upon the margin of their profits, it spent its force in vain.
New York has nearly two score ferries now, and the
pioneer line between the toe of Manhattan and Fulton
Street, Brooklyn, is no longer the outstanding feature of

"Cincinnati leads every other American city in the
of fire prevention methods," is the statement
made by Robert E. Andrews, of the National Board of
F"ire Underwriters, after a three weeks' survey of Cin-

matter

cinnati's fire prevention facilities, including water supply,
buildings and the electrical lighting systems.
Mr. Andrews stated that there were 600 fires less in
1918 than in the preceding year and attributed this to the

fact that Cincinnati has "become educated along fire prevention lines."
"Of course there is room for improvement even in
this city," he said.
"But we are well pleased with conditions here.
The educational work in the schools goes
a long way toward the prevention of fires.
The lessons
children receive concerning ways to prevent fires are
lasting.
large majority of fires are caused through
carelessness. The children are taught that rubbish heaps
loose paper and rags are the things that cause fires, and
they take pride in pointing out these facts to others."
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consumer of all materials, and affects the largest number
of interests, the democratization of the industry should
properly be the first undertaken because of the immediate
and far-reaching beneficial effects.
F. T. Trigg, president of the Federation, believes that
the present condition in the industry is one of psychology
rather than one of materials.
He says
"I^abor is available, money is at hand, material is
abundant and the need for construction is pressing. All
of the elements for active business are present, but
construction does not resume at the rate it should. Many
of the people of the United States still seem to feel that
we shall revert to pre-war prices, and they are apparently
postponing construction until the reductions in prices are
An examination of the history of prices shows
realized.
clearly that after none of the wars of modern times, in
any part of the world, have prices reverted to the pre-

Financing of Building Projects
Assured Detroit
Investigation made by the Building
change shows that Detroit's banks are
to make construction loans and the
which is coming out indicates that the
is

getting into

its

natural stride.

With

and Traders Fxready and willing
volume of work

:

building industry
plenty of material

and labor available and financing arrangements possible,
many prospective builders are taking advantage of favorIn this way
able weather conditions to get work started.
they will gain time and reap the benefit, while delay now
will mean delay in construction when the industry reaches
high speed.
"We not only have assurance from the banks that they
will take care of loans," said William W. Norton, secretary of the Builders and Traders Exchange, "but we have
been offered a large amount of money from other sources
which can be obtained for construction purposes.

war status.
"The increase in prices in the United States during the
recent war has been much less than in other countries,
except Australia and New Zealand. Not only in Germany
and Austria, but in neutral Kurope and among our Allies
have prices advanced, in many cases, far beyond those

"For industrial projects loans as high as $200.000 may
be obtained and smaller amounts are available for other
work, such as apartments, etc. The Department of Labor
of the United States is calling special attention to the
fact that banks throughout the country are seeking c< instruction loans and the number of mortgages recorded
shows that prospective builders nre taking advantage of
this easing of the money market."

Seattle to

A MODEL

Experiment

BLOCK TO

now

The reason for our
prevailing in this country.
present increase in prices is apparent, if we will review
nur economic role.
have greatly increased our gold
reserve.
But we have not increased the service or the
As a resupply of goods to be exchanged therefor.
sult, more money is required in the purchase both of
labor and commodities.
On the other hand, prices have
increased in Kurope because of the great destruction of
property and life which lias been attendant upon the

We

Color

in

This world-wide after-effect upon prices is apwar.
The
parently the result of established economic law.
condition was true in Furope in the i6th Century and it
With a greatly increased gold
has been true ever since.
reserve, having over seven hundred millions of dollars
of free gold in this country in addition to that needed to
meet the legal requirements of our present banking system,
and with commodities not equal to normal demands, prices
are not only higher than they were before the war, but
they she promise of having reached a new permanent

BK DONK FOR Pum.ic CRITKISM

A model block is planned in Seattle. F.vcry house
and every backyard is to be trimmed and painted to
The
secure complete harmony in color and detail.
Painters' Association has agreed to furnish the paint at
to let a contract for painting every house in the
block at actual cost and to handle the painting end of
the program without profit as their contribution to the

cost,

civic good.

The

Civic

Bureau of the Chamber of Commerce has

level."

agreed to select the location of the block and the color
plan will be worked out by a joint committee.
Just an average city block with the usual number of
styles of dwellings is to be chosen.
will be decided upon the paint applied,

Railroad Administration Aids

Then

a color plan
and the city asked

Homeseekers

to "take a look."

The United

The object lesson, as it is intended, should prove an
incentive to stimulate neighborhood pride and co-operation
in

making home

districts

more

attractive.

Construction Industry to Convene
That a more thorough understanding of the new economic conditions with which the United States is now
confronted may be had by the building industry as a
whole a conference of manufacturers, architects, financial
interests, distributors, consumers, and labor is expected
to be held shortly under the direction of the National
the belief of
Federation of Construction Industries.
this organization that what building needs today is not
paternal supervision but a realization of the sense of
It

is

co-operative endeavor.
The directors of the Federation feel that since the
construction industry annually produces over three billion
dollars of additional permanent wealth, is the largest

States Railroad Administration recently
has undertaken to furnish information to homeseekers.
I..
Edwards, manager of the agricultural section,
J.
homeseekers' bureau, at the
railroad
administration
headquarters in Washington, is in charge of the service.
Post cards addressed to Mr. Edwards, printed in
blank form, may be obtained, and marked as to whether
it is desired to buy or rent a farm, to obtain farm
employment, as well as the kind of farming wanted,
and the size and locality preferred.

Electrical

Workers' Latest Demands

Rochester Post-Express the latest
workers in that section of New York
Slate include a six-hour day, double pay for overtime,
extra time while working in cold or inclement weather,
and one helper to every five electricians. If this schedule
were adopted it would mean that a maximum day's pay
for the electrician would reach $20.
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According

demands of

to

the

electrical

Late

News from

Architectural Fields

Special Correspondence to

Material Prices Kept
\V.\s HI

XGTUX.

1).

C..

May

5.

Up
The

for the development of new and more economic methods
of production in the shape of new forms of
machinery
and new kinds of business organizations. These
opportunities we do not have at the present
day in any measure
comparable with the previous period."

After 1865

I".

S.
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Department

of Labor, through the Information and Education Service,
is issuing the results of a study of prices during the war

and readjustment period made by the Division of Public
Works and Construction Development.
Discussing the

War

Civil

port says

period as a precedent for war prices, the re-

Predicts Big Building Increase

:

"A comparison

of the course of prices (hiring the Civil
War and the present war shows many points of similarity
during the two war periods. The course of prices during
the present period of readjustment and the
corresponding

WASHINGTON, D.

following the Civil War shows more points of
difference than similarity.
"During both wars the wholesale prices of commodities
in general rose
The rise
steadily through the war period.
during the Civil War period, taking the year 1860 as
the base, runs up to somewhat higher level "than the rise
period

5.

A

country-wide survey

operations they call upon the production of every
of industry for the completion of their
activities,"
the report states.
"It is peculiarly significant,
therefore,
at present that the general volume of
business should be
so large when building and construction are
at so low
an ebb. Such activity as exists is
sporadic, scattered and
altogether local.
Speculative building practically does
not exist and public buildings so far are few.
There is some construction of homes and farm
buildings in small towns and on farms but it is neither
general
nor exclusive. The reason for this
quietude seems to be
the high prices of labor and materials.
Materials have
declined somewhat but
apparently not enough to incite
general activity.
Apparently we are up against a deadlock, but fortunately its solution does not
depend so much
line

In both wars, building materials
rose in price, but they did not at either time reach levels
as high as the price levels of other commodities.
"At the beginning of the year 1865, the end of the Civil
\\~ar

being in sight, wholesale prices broke suddenly and
During the first six months of the year, prices in
general fell off 27 per cent from the high level of January.
However, the break in wholesale prices, though unprecedented in violence and accompanied
by the unsettling
influence of the end of the great
war, produced no business crisis or depression.
Though the latter half of 1865
prices recovered from the low point until in
January, 1866,
they stood just 16 per cent below the level of January, 1865.
From the beginning of 1866 prices dropped
slowly 'downward.
They did not reach the pre-war level until the
As is well known, during that
year 1878.
period of
inflated currency, gold was at a
premium.
However,
violently.

upon logic as upon human nature. In the past it was
axiomatic that building booms do not start from
high
levels of prices, also that
they are the product and result
long period of prosperity, because they
depend upon
an accumulation of funds which seeks
investment in
estate.
Some of this is speculative but much, that
building homes, rather is indulgence of a sentiment
than an investment."
The Chamber of Commerce predicts an increase
during
the next four months, of from
fifteen to twenty per cent
in volume of
as
building
compared with the same period
last year.
An advance, rather than a decrease, in lumber
prices is expected with the demand
continually improving
-\o further reduction in the
price of brick, cement, stone
other building
commodities, the report points out,
can be hoped for.
There is no general expectation of
a reduction in the
price of paint.

real

commodity

prices remained above the prices of
gold up
and including the year 1877.

Building materials declined in price along with other
commodities during the first half of the
year 186;. However, the fall was less than in the case of other
commodities. \\ hereas commodities in
general dropped 27 per cent
building materials dropped only 1414 per cent. The
recovery
during the second half of the year was more
marked, prices
building materials returning to the level of the last
quaryear 1864. and remaining at that level for
period
of a year before the decline
set in.
The index figure
for the building materials
group remained higher than
that for all commodities
up to and including the year 1874
1 he
currency was on a distinctly unsound basis in the
Civil War reconstruction
period.
The sharp fluctuations
prices gave rise to much
speculation and the opporut.es for development of
the resources of the
country
such as unused
land, rivers and harbors,
building of
railroads, led to over-expansion of
business resulting in
the Financial Fame of
This panic was -not
1873.

May

their

during the present war.

to

C.,

of the business situation by the United States
Chamber
of Commerce presents a
hopeful view for the building
industry and anticipates renewed construction activity.
"Building and construction are the best barometers of
the nature and extent of general business
because in

ter ot the

:

accom-

panied by any sharp decline in
prices
5
ta ed ab Ve> H WaS
thiheen y ears after the
Civil War K
/
Uvfl
before pnces returned to the

'wl

pre-war

tf,
the

fact that there

to the
e

level

P- w " ^e

was such abundant
opportunity

Will Start Improvements

Immediately
WASHINGTON, D. C., May 5 .-The National Commission
of i-me Arts has
given its approval to several projected
improvements in the District of Columbia.
Many plans
for the artistic
development of Washington, which were
held up pending action
by the commission, will be started
immediately as a result of the decision just announced.
The commission approved the plans
presented by the
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Secretary of Agriculture for the development of experiThe buildings and grounds will cover
mental farms.
many acres and will be located near Arlington Cemetery,

overlooking the capital.
aviation section of the

The

architectural adviser to the

War

Department conferred with

commission regarding the construction of buildings
a permanent aviation field at Anacostia along the
Potomac. The Navy Department also plans the development of an aviation field in this section. The representatives of the two organizations told the commission that it
was the endeavor of both departments to have the design
of the buildings and the layout of the grounds harmonious
with the general architectural scheme of the city.
Designs for two new bridges to span the Anacostia
River were submitted by Col. Max C. Tyler, in charge of
government engineering projects. The plans of the Pennthe

for

sylvania Railroad

Company

for the

new bridge across

Late Quotations

in

the working model for the monument to the
of the Battlefield," the re-design of a road system
at the approaches to the Lincoln Memorial; a revised
planting plan for the Arlington Amphitheater, designs for
a working detail relating to Meridcn Hill Park; a report
of a full-size clay model for an equestrian statue of Gen.
Grant; the layout and design of roads to be constructed
between the Xational Museum and the Freer Art Gallery

Memorial

;

"Nuns

and the Mall and

a

commercial water front along the

Anacostia.

Building Material Markets

A LTHOL'GH

throughout the steel trade the belief is
general that eventually there will be an "open" market,
this week's activity has revealed no indication as to when
this will come, and consequently little progress was made
toward a readjustment that would bring about a demand.
There is a general impression that nothing will be done
until the Industrial Board makes formal announcement

of its relinquishment of the price stabilization plan. The
deadlock still exists and the industry is slowing down daily.
A decrease in steel mill operations continues, mills opIt is
erating at about sixty per cent on the average.
understood that the United States Steel Corporation is
operating at an average of at least 70 per cent of capacity,
while the large independents are in most cases operating
at between 45 and 50 per cent.
Past experience shows
that if there should be a break in the market, orders
would probably not go to the mills in a rapid rate and
the market would require a period of two or three
months for readjustment. K. II. Gary of the Steel Corporation feels that the effort of the Industrial Board to
stimulate steel buying at an established price has gone for
Steel men don't want to and cannot afford to
nothing.
lower prices and buyers hesitate because they don't want
to pay what the producers ask them.
Whether there is any further attempt at Federal price
stabilization on other building materials or not, there is
increased confidence that quotations on most items have

found an acceptable level.
However, it is
generally conceded that the season is already too far advanced to give any decided relief to the housing situation
by next Fall or even from a still more desperate renting

voluntarily

next Spring.

Builders in the metropolitan disfict of

copings and other details relating to the architecture of
the proposed reflecting basin near the new
Lincoln

the

**

crisis

Anacostia were considered by the commission. The commission selected a site at the entrance to the Xational
Zoological (iardens for the memorial to Francis Asbury,
first Methodist bishop in the United States.
The commission announced that it had considered the

Xew York

feel

now

is substantially in excess of the volume of lumber cut.
Thereby stocks are being still further reduced. The mills
are greatly encouraged over the Government demand for
ties and over the prospects of further Government busi-

ness.

Despite the present strength of the market, the fir and
spruce manufacturers still find themselves selling lumber
for less money than it costs them to produce it.
Comprehensive data recently compiled by the West Coast Lumbermen's Association show that the cost of production for
the month of February averaged $24.04 per 1000 feet, while
the average selling price

was

$2l.</>

a net loss to the mills

of $2.08 per looo.

Appleton P. Clark, Jr., representing the Washington
Chapter. American Institute of Architects, on the central
stabilization committee of the District of Columbia, takes
an encouraging view of the building situation. The rapidity with which the stabilization plans have been perfected.
Mr. Clark believes, shows the willingness of the building
industry to co-operate in the stimulation of construction.
Mr. Clark attended the meeting of the committee last
week, when reports received from labor representatives
indicated that the majority of building trades unions would
agree to work at the wage scale which became effective
November, IQI8. The carpenters, who are not affiliated
with the Building Trades' Union, are demanding an increase of from 75 cents to ~&*/2 cents per hour. Klevator
constructors were also reported to be asking an increase,
though it is expected that the wage question can soon be
adjusted in their case.

The master builders have reached an agreement whereby
they will figure the same percentage of profit on work as
prevailed before the war, disregarding increased overhead
expenses after May i. The builders urged labor unions to
The
voluntarily recede to November, 1918, wage scale.

problem lies in the passage of
amendments to the building code controlling the use of
brick, yellow pine and extending the use of cinder concrete.
It is suggested that the code be revised to allow the
use of "light hard" brick for filling in walls where the
strains are not applied
it would aid greatly in reducing

ment

construction costs.
The market for fir lumber has gained further strength in
the last few weeks through the volume of new business
taken by the mills.
Stocks are low and production, on
account of suspended operations at some important plants,
was far below normal during the late Winter and early
Spring. The amount of new business coming to the mills

A report of the Department of Labor tracing the trend
of building material prices during the war and the readjustment period, being the digest of an address by T. S. Holden
before the New York Chapter of the American Institute
of Architects held recently in New York, follows
There was this difference in the conditions that deter-

that a solution of the rent

;

builders' supply representatives reported a general agreeto guarantee prices until the specific contract is completed.
They will maintain the present schedule on contracts from August I, 1919, until January i, 1920, excepting
revision due to freight rates.
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and on basic building materials. In
not essential, such as
the case of materials regarded as
whether
most of the building materials other than steel,
in the open
the price was fixed by the Government or

mined prices on

steel

to keep all promarket, this price was not sufficiently high
ducers in the market, simply because the maximum producthe country.
tion was not required by the wartime needs of
In fact construction itself, as well as production of various
curtailed by Governbuilding materials, was specifically

mental order.
Figures of the U.

Building material prices increased somewhat more in the
East than in the Middle West, and in the West. Since the
opening of the year, lumber has increased somewhat in
Common brick has also increased in the New York
price.
market. On the whole, the group of basic materials, not
including lumber or steel, has remained practically stain
tionary, declines in some items being offset by advances
From all indications the prices of building maothers.
terials on the whole do not seem to be subject to any
declines of consequence in the future.

Geological Survey show that actual
lime in 1918 was 20 per cent less
common
of
production
than in 1917. Portland cement produced in 1918 was 23
S.

Lumber was reduced 19
1917 figure.
Common brick in 1917 was 21 per cent

per cent under the
per cent in output.
under 1916. It has been estimated that in 1918 the production of common brick was less than half the 1917 figure.
As a consequence, the markets are understocked rather
than overstocked in these commodities. If any one of these
commodities had been considered as essential as steel, the
Government would have been obliged to fix the prices on

them

at figures high enough to encourage
the country to run his plant at

every producer
maximum capacity with
iii
In that
a guarantee of a reasonable profit on his output.
case the prices on these commodities would have reached

much higher levels than they
Lumber as a group during

actually did.
the last quarter of 1918 was
73 per cent higher in price than in the pre-war period,
The building materials
July i, 1913, to June 30, 1914.
group, including lumber but not including metal products,

was 84 per cent above the pre-war figure. This seems
compared with 113 per cent increase on commodities other than building materials, the increase seems
The farm products group showed an increase
justifiable.
of 116 per cent at the same time.
It is interesting to compare the farm products group
with the lumber group. The indices show that at the beginning of the year a farmer could exchange a certain
amount of his produce for 25 per cent more lumber than
the same amount of produce would have brought him in the
large, but as

year preceding the war.
Roughly' speaking, by the end of 1918 the pre-war dollar,
as expressed in terms of farm products, had shrunk to 46
cents; as expressed in terms of lumber, it had fallen to 58
cents: in terms of building materials (not including steel),
it fell to 54 cents; and in terms of all commodities other
than building materials, it fell to 47 cents.
A composite index for all building materials, including
steel as well as lumber and the rest, would show an increase of 93 per cent over the pre-war period for the
prewar period for the last quarter of 1918. At the present
time the index would be 189.

(From our

Special

Correspondent}

ILL., May 5.
Bungalow and factory building
are giving impetus to the material markets in
this city, the manufacturers, wholesalers and dealers all
realizing a better demand with the advance of the season
In the suburbs and outfor outdoor construction work.
lying sections of the city contractors are breaking ground
for small homes, and while plans for building construction

CHICAGO.

activities

exceed any in the last five years, the present demand for
housing far exceeds the visible supply. Indications now
are for further increased activities which will include

apartment and other speculative building projects held up
in anticipation of lower prices.
In the minds of many who are students of economic conditions there is a feeling that present price levels will be
maintained to a great degree, or that there will be no sensational decline under present high production costs. Lumber is firming up considerable in price. Oak, in particular,
is scarce in the hands of the manufacturers, and there have
been advances of from $3 to $5 per thousand feet in the
in the last ten days.
Maple and birch also
are firm in price with slight advances in the wholesale
prices of the former. Mahogany, however, has declined in
price since the signing of the armistice. This is due to the
fact that boats are now bringing logs from the Liverpool
markets. Mahogany is now selling at 26 cents per foot.
It was as high as 35 cents during the war.
Herman Waldeck, vice-president of the Continental and

upper grades

in a recent statement concerning business conditions says he is of the opinion too much
stress has been laid on the United States Railroad AdHe
ministration's opposition to the steel price schedule.

Commercial National Bank,

believes the strong stock markets are based on an anticipaStatistics comtion of unprecedented business prosperity.

by the Chicago Masons' and Builders' Association
that not only labor, but building material is cheaper
in this city than in many other sections of the country.
Labor conditions are fairly satisfactory, with few employers showing any inclination to bring about a readjustpiled

show

ment

in this present

period of high living costs.

(Price quotations now current on building materials and supplies as quoted
by dealers and jobbers for delivery
d Chicago, follow.
The quotations set forth are placed before readers of
'jprijr r
ARCHITECT
to afford an accurate review
of market conditions, rather than for use as a basis for actual purchase.
I hey will not only
provide knowledge of the exact state of the market as to items quoted, but will also present a
basis to judge conditions as
affecting co-relating materials.
Items marked (*) indicate an advance over last week, while
those marked (t) record a decline.
Other prices did not
the week

THE AMERICAN

fluctuate during

)

BRICK
Lommon

New York
(for

thousand

Borough

of

Manhattan only), per
$15.00

$12.00

$3.25

$280

CEMENT
Per

bbl.

in

New York

Galvanized steel ............................. 60&10%
Galvanized charcoal iron ......................... 50%
Copper .......................................... 40%

15 cent bags (Rebate 60c. per bbl. for

Chicago

70%
60%
40%

EAVES TROUGH MITERS

COPPER SHEETS
At

EAVES TROUGH
Chicago

the mill, hot rolled, 16 oz.
base-price, per lb...22^c.
(From jobber's warehouse add 2 to 3 cents
Cold rolled add Ic. per Ib. to hot rolled.)

Lap or

slip

point,

list

............................ 10%

10%

ELBOWS AND SHOES

22 Kc.

Galvanized Steel:
and corrugated

Plain, round

654

all

sizes

up

to

6 in..

70%

70%

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
Square:

AH

PAINTS, OILS, ETC.

New York

60%

20%

25%

GALVANIZED SHEETS
$6.12
6.42

$6.12
6.42
6.S5
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GLASS
(Discounts from manufacturer's price
Single strength, A quality, first three brackets
Single strength, B quality

up

~1'~,

79'/c

77%
79%

4

81'c

3

84'

5 sq. ft
to 10 sq.

6

'

82%

Wrought

(Borough of Manhattan only), per
(Borough of Manhattan only), per cu

V* in.

in

Black.

23

Boroughs of

in.
in.

or

7'jc.

HHjc.
1

2

1

7

'

jc.

Ib.

..c.

2x4

.

Spruce, random 2"
Spruce, wide

Bar, per

Under

pig,

per Ib

Ib

135.80

53
41

in

ft

3

in

i

;

%*
'/it

34

to ft in
to 6 in

.,

r "

'
',

39>/,%
23>/j%

53
41

>/i

%
%

31</2%

i,

21 J-j%*

in

15

cent bags, per ton

Chicago reports a

57%

%

21

Cast iron, semi-steel or
194.60

5.25

reduction on

steel,

in

.

standard

sizes.

40%
40%
60%
r
40%

....

White enameled soods

15%

15%

Over 14x14

1750

40

A

net

40%
40%
60%
40%
net

in
in.

.40%

60%

in

40%
60%

SLATE ROOFING
F.O.B. cars.
( Jnarry Station
$7.75 to $9.00
6.75 to
7.25
7.25 to
8.00
10.00 to 12.50
7.25 to
8.25

Pennsylvania:
Best Bangor
No.
Bangor Ribbon
Pen Argyl
1

60.00
65.00
47.50
51.00
132.50*
125.00
82.50*
82.50*
75.00
70.00
62.50
300.00*
180.00
120.00
87.00*
56.00*
87.50*
130.00*
70.00
52.00*
62.50*

all

black or white japan

Solid brass or bronze goods, except grilles
Grilles in black and white japan or electroplate
cast iron, plain lattice design, smaller than 14x 14

F.O.I!.)

55.75
58.00
70.00
70 00
62.50*

$18.50
21.00

or electroplate and small faces and borders
AVall framed
Large faced. 14 x 14 in. and larger
Base board registers
Base board intakes

1.00
1.10

$49.00
46.50
56.00
65.00
52.50

$20.30
24.00

REGISTERS

167.50

$47.00
45.00
52.00
52.00
57.00
53.00
56.00
57.00
70.00
63.00
64.00
50.00
57.00
46.00
48.00
120.00
113.00
80.00
80.00
69.00
59.00
54.00
260.00
125.00
80.00
62.00
50.00
75.00
92.00
60.00

Peach
No.

Bottom
1

Chapman

Vermont

F.O.B. Chicago
$10.20 to $11.45
9.20 to
970
9.70 to 10.45
12.45 to
8.

70 to

14.45
9.95

:

No.
Sea Green
I'nfading Green
1

Red
Brownsville, U'f'g Black, No.
Slaters felt, 30 Ih. roll
Slaters felt, 40 Ib. roll

1..

3.50 to
5.50 to
12.00 to

20.00

5.95 to
8.30 to
14.80 to

9.20
11.05
22.80

11.00 to

12.00

14. 10 to

15.10

6.75
9.25

1.75

2.25

ROOFING MATERIAL
Tarred Paper:
1-I'ly,

per ton, per

roll,

108 sq.

ft

$63.00 to $65.00

$65.00

95c.
1.23 to 1.30

95c.
1.30

2-Ply
3-Ply

Rosin sized sheathing
Corrugated roofing, galvanized,
sheets, 30c. per

100

2'/i

in.

60 00
per ton 60.00
corrugation, over flat

Ibs.

SHINGLES
Red cedar, 5 to 2, clear, per thousand
$8.00*
White cedar, extra star, A star, per thousand.... 7.00*

$6.50
5.50

STRUCTURAL STEEL
Beams and channel,
Beams and channel,

3 to 15 in.,
3 to 15 in.,

per Ib
per Ib

2.45c.t
2.45c.t
2.45c.t
2.45c.t
2.35c.f

Angles, 3 to 6 in
Zees and tees
Steel

bars,

half

extras,

from

mill

3.47c.
3.57c.
3.47c.
3.47c.
3.47c.

REINFORCING BARS
High carbon steel from mill
Medium steel from milt

S'/, to

6

S'/,to6

7'/, to

8

6

to 6J4

40c.

40e.

$48.50
48.50

$49.50
49.50

SAND
(Borough

METAL LATH
100 sq. yd., per sq. yd

20Ji%t

in

RADIATION

LEAD
American

to

2,'-j

72.50
99.60

}.~a
17.25

...

%

41

(A further reduction, elTcctive April 4, of \5% on direct
radiators, 12J^% on wall radiators, anil 10% on steam
and hot water boilers is announced. This approximates a drop of 36% on radiators and 33% on boilers
from prices in effect before the 1st of January, 1919.)

$3.50

1

pine,
pine, 2 x 12
Hemlock, 2 x 4
Hemlock, 2 x 12
Oak flooring, 13/16 quartered white
Oak flooring, 13/16 quartered red
Oak flooring, 13/16 plain white
Oak flooring, 13/16 plain red
Maple flooring, 13/6 clear
Maple flooring, 13/16 select
Maple flooring, 13/16 No. 1 factory
Mahogany, 1" F. A. S
Quartered oak, 1" F. A. S
Plain oak, 1" F. A. S
Red gum, 1 " F. A. S
Sap gum, 1" F. A. S
Chestnut. 1" F. A. S
Poplar, 1" F. A. S
Birch, 1" F. A. S

to

I

s

$67.9(1

5.75

Yellow pine, 2 x 4
Yellow pine, 2 x 6
Yellow pine, 4 x 4
Yellow pine, 8 x 8
Yellow pine, 12 x 12
Yellow pine, No. 1 boards,
x 6
Yellow pine, No. 1 boards, 1 x 12
Yellow pine, B and better flooring (plain)
Yellow pine, B and better flooring (quartered)
Douglas fir, 6 x 6 to 12 x 12
Douglas fir, 12 x 14 to 14 x 14

Norway
Norway

l>j

Neat wall cement
Finishing plaster

$6.50
6.00

M,

29^%t

i,,

....

LUMBER
(Retail prices per

Pi

PLASTER

$ft.50

bbls.,
bbls.,

'

'

Halv..

Klc.
lie.

HOLLOW TILE

per bbl
per bbl
Hydrated, in paper bags, per ton
Common (Chicago). 200 Ib. bbls.. per bbl
Common (Wisconsin), 200 Ih. bbls., per bbl
Ib.

8

to
to

;

LIME
300

Finishing, 300

;

Iron
Black. ."

....

LATH

Common,

8

'

Interior,
split furring, per 1,000 sq. ft. $70.00
and 15 cents thousand pieces.
Interior, 3 x 12 x 12 split furring, per 1.000 sq. ft. 102.00
Interior, 4 x 12 x 12 split furring, per 1,000 sq. ft. 114,75
Interior, 6 x 12 x 12 split furring, per 1,000 sq. ft. 153 00
Interior, 8 x 12 x 12 floor and partition, per
1,000 sq. ft
Interior, 10 x 12 x 12 floor and partition, per
1,000 sq. ft
Interior, 12 x 12 x 12 floor and partition, per
1,000 sq. ft

Eastern spruce, per thousand
No. 1 white pine, per thousand
No. 1 hemlock, per thousand
No. 1 yellow pine, per thousand

;

Steel:
Black. 2
Galv.,

10!ic

ft

hollow
hollow

2x8x12

57^%

%t

24

Lap Weld

,c

;

s
:

26c.

Bronx)

.ft

3 in. solid, 12 x 30, per sq.
3 in. hollow

4
6

Manhattan

Black,
Galv.,

25c

21c.
21c.

H

'

Iron

35c
30c

in

50'i%t

Weld

to 3 in
to 3 in

>x

(ialv..

Bron

Manhattan

Boroughs of

59.80
66.80

:

Butt

GYPSUM
(Delivered
27
28 x 1
27
48 x y,
32
36 x 'A
32
36 x
32 x 36 x i/2
Plaster Blocks:
(Delivered
2 in. solid, per sq

$56 80

Steel:

Plaster Board:

x
x
x
x

$57 70
60.70
67.70

(and $1 additional for Class A and gas pipe.)
(Discounts to jobbers for carload lots on the Pittsburgh
basing card; freight rates from Pittsburgh to New
York, and also from Pittsburgh to Chicago, in carloads, per 100 Ibs., are 27c.)

in.

y*

.

in
in

GRAVEL
1

.

Cast iron:
in. and heavier

....
S3< r

'c

ft

ft

sq.

oil,

PIPE

80%

80%
82%
82%

over

over 10

14c.
kegs; lots over 100 Ibs..l4c.
White, in oil, 25-Ib. tin pads; add to keg price.,
'/ic.
J4c.
Red, bbl., '/, bbl. and kegs; lots over 100 Ibs.
14K,c.
14^c.
Dry Colors:
Red Venetian. American, per 100 Ibs. .$2. 75 to $5.00
$2.00 to $5.00
Metallic Paints:
24.00 to 32.00
24.00 to 32.00
Brown, per ton
24.00 to 30.00
24.00 to 32.00
Ked, per ton
in

lists)

Double strength. A quality
Double strength, B quality
Plate
up to 5 sq. ft
Plate
Plate
Plate

American white,

.

18 and 20 gauge, per Ib

Nos.

No. 26
No. 27

Chicago

Leads:

(See note on page 654)

sizes

New York

Chicago

60%

Square
Copper:

Mason, per cu. yd
Torpedo, per cu. yd
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of

Manhattan

only)

$1.80t
1.80t

$2.25
2.35f
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As Affecting the Practice

New York
The

State Passes

Legislature of

New York

Rent

week

authe Senate unanimously passed the Abeles bill
comrent
investigating
to
appoint
thorizing municipalities
finds a
missions. The bill provides that if the commission
it may
landlord who has unreasonably increased rentals
so that his return
publish his name or raise his assessment
shall not be more than 10 per cent.
to
It is understood that the Senate leaders have agreed

when

Abeles' resolution providing for a Statewide investigation of the rent situation. The resolution
the committee,
appropriated $10,000 for the expenses of
which is to consist of two Senators and three Assembly-

pass

population there

at least.

State manifested a de-

last
sire to look into the question of rent profiteering

is a shortage of 100,000 apartments
Practically the only vacancies are those in oldlaw tenements, built prior to 1901, which, he said, are habitable "legally," but are humanly not fit places to live.

in the

Bill

Senator

As an indication of the lack of building, Mr. Mann
pointed to figures showing the building plans filed from
Jan. I to April 8. The figures showed that eight new plans
were filed, involving a total outlay of $2,500,000. It appeared that the buildings were high-class apartment houses
and not the kind of apartment buildings now in greatest
demand.

Among those present at the meeting were Frederick
Ackerman, in charge of housing design for the Shipping
Board Alexander Bing, a real estate man active in housing matters Walter Stabler of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
John J. Murphy, former Tenement
House Commissioner Dr. E. P. Roberts of the Urban
League Frank Williams, Chairman of the City Plan Committee of the City Club; Alfred Marling of the New York
;

;

;

;

;

Simultaneously with the action of the New York State
Legislature, the Housing Committee of the State Reconstruction Committee, after going over facts and figures
bearing on the housing shortage, decided that immediate
action should be taken with a view to stimulating the
building

program.

The chairman

of

;

ing conditions.

the

commission,
a conference of

Abram I. Elkus, was authorized to call
the principal commercial, industrial and financial agencies
of the State to propose a prompt resumption of building
as the solution of the rent problem.

A definite plan will be put forward by experts now
studying the problem, and it will be shown that the lack
of a building program, coupled with existing conditions,
go to make up a situation that directly affects business
interests and not alone the tenants immediately concerned.
Over two hundred

Chamber of Commerce Lawson Purdy, Mrs. Henry
Moskowitz, Secretary of the State Reconstruction Committee, and Clarence Stein, an architect interested in housState

on rent profiteering have been
received by the committee and many of them have told
letters

of families with young children facing eviction because of
impossibility of either paying the rent increases demanded
or of finding apartments in which to move.
Apparently the consensus of opinion at the recent meeting was that the remedy in the situation lay in the stimulation of building operations.
Robert D. Kohn, of the Post-War Committee on Architectural Practice, stated that the important thing was to
meet the needs of those who pay from $20 to $35 for their

The members of the committee feel confident
few weeks they will be able to present to the
business interests a definite plan which will solve the
apartments.

that in a

problem.

Frank Mann, Tenement House Commissioner, at the
meeting of the Housing Committees, quoted striking figures
concerning the housing situation. He said that a survey
of vacancies in 1916 showed that the
percentage of vacancies in that year amounted to
5.60. In 1917 it had decreased
to 3.66.
Since 1917, he said, there has been no
building,
and with no immigration and a normal increase of
200,000

In view of the nation-wide shortage of what

is

authori-

tatively estimated at 1,000,000 homes, Secretary of Labor
\\ ilson this week urged that cities and large commercial

and industrial interests give
building new homes.

Among

ever}- assistance to plans for

the shortages reported are the following cities,
number of families that need

the figures representing the

accommodations, according to estimates of government
and city officials and real estate boards. In New York
State, New York City shows 75,ooo families, Albany
800 and Syracuse 800; New Haven, Conn., 1,500; Detroit,
Mich. 30,000; Columbus Ohio, 1,500; Kansas City, 200;

Dallas, Tex., 400; Baltimore, 2,500; Huntington, W. Va.,
Denver, 300; Seattle, 3,000; Portland, Ore., 5,000;

500:

San Francisco, 1,500, and Pasadena, 500.
Secretary Wilson is reported to be of the opinion that
granted home builders if the next
proposed by the Labor Department establishing home loan banks, through which loans
can be made to prospective home builders. All dwelling
plans of the United States housing corporations have been
turned over for public use, and the secretary urges that big
interests adopt the housing corporation's principles as
means of solving the labor problem. Providing of modern homes for labor by large corporations is the best kind
of an investment, he believes. These houses can be bought
by the workingmen on the installment plan, as is being
planned by an Elizabeth, N. J., company, which has purchased a large tract of land to erect houses that will be
sold to employees at cost on the monthly paymeat basis.
real assistance will be

Congress passes the
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bill

Department of Architectural
Engineering
Standard School House Equipment and Details
is an important factor
house design. There are certain
conditions that require the enlargement of a room
temporarily and by the use of these partitions this
is accomplished.
They are either glazed or unIn commercial departuse
demands.
as
the
glazed,
ment rooms they can be so glazed that the instructor
can supervise the rooms with pupils on both sides

THE

folding partition

in school

of the partition.

In this case the typewriting

ma-

boards the lower panels are of 5 -ply veneer and
molded. Partitions in playrooms and gymnasiums
have panels of tongued and grooved V-cut sheathing finished flush with face of stiles and rails.
Partitions in commercial rooms have the upper
panels divided with muntins and glazed. All stiles
and rails of sections have built-up white pine cores
veneered with material to match the trim, 3/16 in.
;

thick.

The

stiles

and

rails are

i

?4 in. thick.

When

Elevation of folding partition between classrooms, with blackboard panels and glazed
top panels.

chines are placed in one room in order that the
noise made by typing does not disturb the other

required the partitions have

match the

The

pupils in the department.

Folding partitions used in New York City schools
are formed of sections hinged together and are
specified to be furnished complete with hardware,
including tracks, guides, trucks, etc., and made,
fitted, erected and adjusted under the supervision
of the manufacturers and to be guaranteed by them
for

years.
Partitions occurring

in

rooms

such as class rooms, kindergartens
have the center panels omitted to

for instruction,

and

libraries,

receive black-

doors paneled to

door has hinges, dead

lock,

key

plate,

mortise latch and drop "D" handle. Each section,
except the first, has a steel guide at the head one
guide for each pair of sections is swiveled and one
;

is

The first section is pivoted
The flush bolt for the first

fixed.

tom.

at top

and bot-

section

has a

l
and back plates not less than i /
2 x
bolted through the door with 4 brass

cast brass face

8 x 32

two

fly

fly

sections.

in.

The face plate has a flanged guide
not less than 3/16 in. thick steel bolt not less than
steel spring and brass thumb
fy& x 3/16 in. with

mill

657

screws.

;
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piece.

The hinges are of the
4^ x i /& in., three
l

face plates

The handle is of heavy cast brass with
screws.
brass or steel spindle.
In wood finished floors a metal grooved track is
used for the guide which is securely attached to

invisible type, with
to each pair of sec-

tions; those for fly door are three in number and
have face plate
in., all mortised in place

5x1^

and secured with 8 screws

to each hinge.

Pulls are

the

of heavy cast brass with 2 in. diameter flush ring in
2>2 x 3^ in. plate secured with 4 screws; one pull
Dead lock has japanned
to each pair of sections.
case not less than 2j4 x 3 T4 in. and not
4 in. thick; brass bolt not less than

Y

%

concrete

made

in.

filler

Or

ij^xi^x^

finished

/

of two \ l 2
of necessary

a form of track

in.

angles

placed

back to back for a base and to the upper portion of
the vertical legs

;

;

In
strip provided.
metal grooved track is
channels back to back, with

thickness placed between them.
is made of two

more than
^ x ?4 in.,

three steel tumblers brass face
in- throw
l
less
than
not
?4 x }/2 x & in., secured with
plate
iwo screws; strike plate not less than y\ x 2-\s x
full

wood

floors a

/

is

riveted

two

i

x

i

x

*/&

in.

angles,

back to back with the vertical legs depressed to

make

the groove.

~CLE;VAT:OK OF PARTITION AT PLAYROOM OR GYMNASIUM-

PL,AN OF PARTITION
Trac/f

-

//?

F/oor

J

OPEK

PI,AH Or PARTITIOK

Elevation and plan of folding partition in
playroom or gymnasium,
with flush panels and fly door.

1/16 in., wrought or cast brass weighing not less
than 2 ounces; key
plates of cast brass ixi^x
3/32 in., beveled or rounded edges and secured
with 4 screws.
Three keys are furnished. The
mortise latch has a
japanned case not less than
1^x3 in. and not more than
in. thick.
Brass
bolt, easy spring type, not less than
ft x 9/16 in
7/16 in. throw; brass hub; brass face
plate not
less than i x
in. and brass strike
plate not less
3^
than i x 3/32 in.
weighing not less than 2 ounces
3
lipped to extend to face of door
only
Drop "D" handle has brass flush cup not less than
m.
3
diameter and >4 in.
deep secured with 3

%

m

\\

Ihe value of a folding partition
depends largely
on its sound proof
qualities and ease of working
and it is necessary to exercise
care in their
great

manufacture and erection.
The water closet partition and the proportions
of the stalls varies with the kind of
pupils to be
accommodated. By referring to the plans and
elevations shown there will be found
designs for
these fixtures for men and women,
grammar school
girls, high school boys and girls and
grammarj
school boys,
primary and kindergarten pupils. Thd
stalls for men and women are
36 in. wide and
in.

658

deep

:

for

grammar

school girls 28

in.

54
wide and
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54 in. deep for high school boys and girls 32 in.
wide and 54 in. deep. All of these fixtures have
swinging doors. The stalls for grammar school

These fixtures are constructed with stiles and
wood and the panels of asbestos building
lumber. These panels in doors are / in. thick and

;

rails of

l

the

in

Dimension

P Must

partitions
sides

Where both

thick.

in.

.}

of

the

panels
are exposed they are double faced.
The advantage of the asbestos

Suit ffo//er Gu/de \

f>teel

Knees flat ffore

J-0'O.C

(One Of fac
{

fair

7i>

St Jvire/)

building lumber panels consists of
its lightness and great strength in
comparison with its thickness.

""*'

f

It

shrink and will not

will not

The uprights are built
and
a
wood top rail is proup

crack.

&ross 3top\

vided over the doors and at the
top of the partitions. The partitions arc supported on castiron brackets, sockets and gas

%

\j
*

Adjusters Atiouf

Staggered

i-O'OC

SIDE:

n

VIEW Or TOP

GUIDE:

pipe legs as shown in the details.
A novel feature of the door is the

CnolM Trough

rounded member attached

the

to

It
was found that
hinged edge.
with the ordinary square edge door

the

pupils often got their lingers
pinched by the closing door.
By

rounded member on

installing the

>t!m>

the door this

was overThe
radius
effectively.
rounded members varies
difficulty

come very
of these
ffOJUSfO6:'2

5cr;n

'/

~~

for the type of hinge used.
This
but one example of the careful

t:'

r?

Sere. eJJiross

L4 -

-

'-

is

and painstaking consideration given
by C. B. J. Snyder, architect and

J

fact PAr/es
L.

r

J.--UJ
= = if

-\

^=

.13.-

--.LI

SIDE: VIE;W

----;

AT

L,

3'* 4-' /ftorouan/y ^Seasoned
~5econd Ho/x/ T,m6er Under

superintendent of school buildings,
New York, to those apparent!)
trivial items which make for the
safety and comfort of the pupils.

The kindergarten seat is formed
with a wood seat and back and set
on cleats resting on pipe supports
having flanged fittings. The back
of the seat is set out from the wall
7

in.

form a pocket for

to

The bottom
of No.

Motif

ft

Top

is

12

in.

lumber.

made

\

1
/^ in.

high and

The

made

detail

of

clearly

%

in.

shows

the construction.

K

The shower
folding partitions.

made

partitions are

marble slabs and are
The door has i}& in.
ft.
high.
7
wood stiles and rails with /* '"
asbestos building lumber panels. The hinged edge
to
of the doors have a rounded member similar

\\vxS?
Details of

toys.

is

The seat is 10 in.
square mesh.
above the floor and 10 in. wide and
made of i'/s in. lumber, the back

Jirmt

Krce

of the pocket
14 galvanized wire

of

i%

in.

l

boys are 30 in. wide and 30 in. deep without doors.
For primary and kindergarten pupils they are 27
in. wide and 30 in. deep, without doors.

that used on the water closet

stall

doors.

The

seat
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and is made of
placed in the corner, as shown,
iron frame. The
I '/in ash strips bolted to an angle
on a portion of their length to
trips are cut out
water and are doweled topermit the drainage of

is

The concrete or tile floor is pitched to
ft. high.
drain to the back of the stall,
The demonstration table in the science room, has
a 2 in. soapstone top 6 ft. x 3 ft. in size, the top o
5

r~Ti

potted Line Jtiows I >#"''
'3fee/ Knee fff Ha//
b'lxp. Salt
or

hi

~~T~r

tnck or
4-" rogg/e -Do/f af

1C

Z-*/Z Hoed Screns - /"Lory
3/4 'ffo/n. H/o.
P/pe Jfavda
J/S ' fadesfos ftine/
Jjoffeef Lines

5/7SH Soffit'

OverJDoorgtK

ADJUSTABLE
FOR W.C PARTITIONS

Details of toilet partitions.

Xote the rounded member

a brass rod.
gether and further tied together with
seat is 16
The
is
rounded.
seat
of
the
The edge
in. above the floor and has a radius, in plan, of
14 in. The stall is 3 ft. by 3 ft. and the door is

at

which is 2 ft. 6 in. above the floor. This table has
an open space in the center on one side of which
are ten drawers and on the other side five drawers
and a cupboard. Into the top of the cupboard

.9

D---

--

hinged edge of door.

C
Metal l egs

>

-

z-g

"
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^

V/f 8ctfo*?

Pocteto M/A
||

$$
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Below
there projects a lox 15 in sink, 10 in. deep.
is prooutlet
shelf.
removable
a
is
gas
he sink
vided in the top of the table and two brass sockets
for & in rods. All faces of this table are paneled,
bench in the domestic science room
The

A

:

Y

has a

cooking
in. marble top 15

ia-6

x 3

ft.

ft.

in size, the

the danger of the pupil's clothing catching fire is
This apparatus is designed especially
obviated.
for school used by the Building Bureau of the De-

partment of Education,

Plan, elevation and

what

OUTSIDE; EI,E;VATIOK

Section

marble top, which slide in under the same.
Six
drawers and six cupboards are provided on each

On

school building depends upon the knowledge, care
and foresight of the architect. Too often the only
phase to which serious study and painstaking care

are

top of the table are in-

The

stalled twelve single-burner gas hot-plates.
These
gas hotplates are supported on a cast iron pedestal

may

of the table.

given is the design of a pleasing exterior.
neglect of the other phases, equally important,
not be intentional, but nevertheless is la-

mentable.

s'-o'

Important and desirable as

s-o'

D
A
c

EKDS

2-2

section of demonstration table in the science room.

in. above the floor.
There
top of which is 2 ft.
are wood kneading boards immediately under the

side

York.

a study of the foregoing it will be seen to
extent the successful operation of a modern

1-1

PL.AH

New

From

Open

D

i

EXEVATION

(sotn sides

a/ike)

\Of>tl>

SECTION

is

the ex-
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community served.
details, combined with

the

only by care in these
study of the larger
that
a
of
the
problem,
fully efficient school
aspects
It is

efficient

SECTION

building can be produced. This should be, and we
believe is, the aim of all thos associated with this
important class of work.

ON.

LIKE

A-A

Detail of cooking bench in domestic science room.

The

Forest Products Laboratory and the Architect

The Forest Products Laboratory

is an organizaof industrial research working on problems
relating to the use of wood. It is a branch of the
Forest Service, United States Department of Agriculture. Its present organization consists of a personnel of about 325 people, together with buildings,

ing escort

equipment, and other facilities necessary to maintain the work, and is financed
by Federal appro-

are practically

to

mill.

that architects

priation.

accept improperly or insufficiently dried material,
which when it is used gives much trouble from

tion

Among the many lines of work undertaken by
the Laboratory that on the development of methods
of drying wood is probably of first interest to the
architect.

The excessive demands of the war for air-dried
wood products, particularly for use in manufactur-

wagons, artillery transport, etc., pracdrained the country of air-dried material.
The situation to-day is very serious as air-dried
tically

unobtainable, and kiln-dried
must be resorted to for interior work.
Satisfactory dry kilns and methods of kiln drying

stock

is

practically

material

unknown
The consequence is

shrinkage, open joints,

etc.,

the

and

is

average planing

now must

generally unsat-

time availisfactory. Information is at the present
able in the Forest Products Laboratory on methods
of kiln drying lumber which, if they were thortoward
oughly known in the trade, would go far
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It is believed that ar-

F-6

on

F-7

Some

During the war a great amount of work was
done on waterproof glues, especially for use in
gluing veneer panels. This work was done primar-

F-8

Manufacturing furniture for export to trop-

overcoming

this difficulty.

chitects should be in touch with the laboratory

Bibliography on casein and casein glues.
reference to literature on manufacture
and testing of animal glues.

this question.

ily

1

ical

for aircraft construction purposes, but the innow being applied indusis

Amending Building Codes

formation obtained
trially

for exterior

use

and panels for situations liable to be subjected to
The possibility of securing such material
water.
and specifications covering it are believed to be of

The laboratory has been

active in studying such

questions as the inflammability of wcod, methods
of fireproofing wood and fireproof construction
generally involving the use of wood.

It

has also

been very active in questions relating to the decay
of wood and processes of treatment or methods of
handling to prevent trouble from decay.

Three-piece wing beams as strong as solid
beams.

B-2

Box handles

of webbing instead of rope save

shipping space.

Metal strapping on wooden boxes.

Two

simple tests for inspection of airplane

struts.

C-i

Waste paper

D-2

mill bark as a source of tannin.
Recovery of waste paraffined paper.
Steaming of vehicle stock during kiln drying.
How to distinguish Douglas fir from Sitka

D-3
D-4

spruce lumber.
Built-up artificial limb blanks.
Circulation and piling in the dry kiln.

E-i

Good

C-2
D-i

H-2

flotation oils from crude tar products.
Potash from wood ashes.

F-i

Foreign trade

F-2

The strength of commercial liquid glues.
Aluminum leaf to moisture-proof wood.
Water resistant glues.

F-3
F-4
F-5

in

furniture.

this respect

it is

it,

as

is

Copies may be had on application to the Director. Forest Products
Laboratory, United States Department of Agriculture, Madison, Wis.
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evidenced by the

perience of

New York

City.

somewhat recent exBuilding in that city

was largely handicapped by a code much out of
date and failing to provide for
conpresent-day

The

city realized the

need for amend-

ment, but despite the fact that numerous commiswere appointed, composed of experts, costing
the city thousands of dollars, the several
proposed
codes submitted by them from time to time seemed
to contain certain objectionable features, and each
sions

failed of adoption.
This unfortunate situation covered a period of some ten years, the final solution
being brought about by amending the code piecemeal, that is section by section, adopting each sec-

tion after

thorough preliminary discussion, revision
and public hearing. The New York code as thus
amended possesses many good features and may be
supplemented from time to time by rules and regulations of the Board of Standards and Appeals.
Judging from this board's action to date there
seems little danger of its rules and regulations not
being kept up to date. The same method was used
in adopting the Cleveland code, and in connection
with Detroit's proposed code, which contains a num-

much

wood.

interesting to note that Harrisburg,
into line, following the lead of

swung

other progressive cities,
by appointing a committee
to draw up a new code of
Such a
building laws.
committee does not always have a light task before

ber of

Scratched joints versus smooth joints in
ply-

abreast of

a

is

problem confronting every municipality. Often the measure of a city's progressiveness
can be had from the state of its
building code. In

struction.

Cumulath'c hidc.v of Papers Issued*
Hints on storing lumber to prevent decay.

B-i

B-3
B-4

the times

Pa., has just

interest to architects.

A-i

The work of keeping building codes

and makes possible the satisfactory use of

veneer products, such as doors

regions.

six

new features,
recommend

to

months

a novel plan put forth having
to put the code in use for

it is

to permit the ironing out of

tionable features

any objecwhich may become manifest dur-

ing the trial period, then

make

and enact the code into law.

the necessary changes
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/
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Nashville Convention of the American Institute
of Architects

The Second and Third Days' Proceedings
An

Historical Pil^rinnu/c to

AT

the opening of the

l/ic

nurning

Hermitage, and an Old-Time Jnirl'ccnc Marl: the Clusc of an
Epoch-Making Mcc/iu^

session,

the

report of the Committee on Credentials was

presented.

This report showed that the

lull

quota of delegates certified to the convention was
213. of which 145 were registered, leaving delegates certified but not attending as 68.
In analyzing this non-attendance, it was found
that the Baltimore, Brooklyn, Buffalo, Toledo and

Wisconsin Chapters were entirely unrepresented.
Boston, with fourteen delegates, had seven present with seven proxies, Cleveland presented a full
delegation of five, and Illinois, entitled to thirteen
delegates, presented a full attendance.

The Xew

York Chapter, with a total accredited delegation
of twenty-two, was represented by eight delegates
with fourteen proxies.

graphic history of his profuse contributions to the
cause he loved here the scholarly report, there a

done in beautiful Enghere a timely warning against ill-considered
action, there
helpful interpolation wherefor to
tribute to a fellow architect

lish

;

clarify the turbid waters of a convention debate.
And so, in setting forth the Institute's estimate

Frank Miles Day, on the pages of the
of
the Fifty-second Annual Convention
proceedings
the record is complete, just as he would have wished
it, and just as his
family will want to find it, not in
of the man.

high-sounding phrases of formal resolution, but just
the simple record written in loving appreciation and
approval by a silent, heartfelt tribute to his memory.
In the prime of his professional career,

Frank

recommended

Miles Day, architect, teacher, practical man of affairs, and in all and through all an indefatigable

that the present system of registering delegates be
discontinued, and that in future conventions a room
be provided for the Credentials Committee and that

to the profession in its national organization, down
to the day of his death, he worked unceasingly for

The

Committee

on

Credentials

delegates be instructed to file their credentials with
the committee in advance of the opening session of
the convention.

Following this report, Irving K. Pond read an
appreciation of the late Frank Miles Day. When
Mr. Pond's paper was concluded, the delegates
stood in silence for a period as a tribute of respect
to the

memory

appreciation

AN

of Mr. Day.
as follows

was

Mr. Pond's address of
:

APPRECIATION OF THE LATE FRANK MILES DAY

In honoring Frank Miles Day, the American Inhonors itself, for its honorable

stitute of Architects

progress is linked insistently with the development
of that many-sided man who lived to serve it with

There is
devotion in its every need.
Institute
of
the
a
of
the
scarcely
copy
proceedings
for the last two decades which is not a chapter in the

untiring

worker, passed away.

From

his first

day of service

good of the profession with utter devotion and
a complete disregard of self.
During the years of Mr. Day's active connection
with the Institute, it grew from a small group of
the

men who practiced architecture almost as
amateurs, to a society embracing architects from
every part of the country, and including the best
men of the profession everywhere. He entered the
profession when, as already suggested, it was almost
an amateur occupation he left it when it was one
of the most complex and difficult professions; he
kept pace with that progress, at many stages he led
or directed its progress, and if his fellow architects
owe him a debt of gratitude for his unselfish life
of devotion to their profession, the public owes him
Fastern

;

a debt for his share in uplifting architecture.
Mr. Day shared in and took an active interest in
the

Cofyright, 1919, The Architectural

&

growth of the

Institute, but also

Building Press (Inc.)

demanded

the
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those who were admitted to it.
highest standards of
He believed in the growth of the Institute, but he
be
believed still more strongly that its growth should
to maintain its
Believing that the best way
standards was to better them and the best way to

sound.

convince others, whether the public or the profesto improve
sion, of the value of the Institute was
the practice of architecture among those who comhimself to that work.
posed the Institute, he devoted
The code of ethics, the innumerable studies on the
in what is no\v
subject of competitions resulting
of minimum
schedule
vexed
the
and
established,
charges, were

among

unswerving attention.
for these, but

the subjects which he gave his
The Institute is his debtor

much more

the Standard Documents.

is

it

No

indebted to him for
one \\ho had never

worked with him can appreciate the great amount
of patient work which has gone to the perfecting
That was his great contriof those documents.
more
remarkable in that nearly
It is the
bution.
all the work on these documents was done after he
had served the Institute for years, risen from one
office to another until he was honored by being
made president, and after his term took up this
laborious committee work, and was at the time of
his death

one of the

who

tribute the Institute

owes

in

and also that no one
terms of architecture can

all this, he was an intensely practical man.
studied the economics of his office and his build-

He delighted in devising ways and means of
doing work better and more economically and, what
is more, he knew what true economy is
for all this
ings.

;

the profession and the public are his debtors. Those
who knew him best will, however, remember him
best not for his architecture, not for his service to

the profession, but for himself, the true friend, the
kindly, lovable companion.

NOMINATION OF OFFICERS
The nomination
were

New

Orleans.

For Second Vice-President,

C. C. Zantzinger of

Philadelphia.

For Secretary, W. Stanley Parker of Boston.
For Treasurer, D. Everett Waid of New York.
For Directors (for term of three years), three

to

receiving highest vote to be declared elected

hardly a good thing done

in architecture,

the cities probably none

was

at

and of

Edward N.
William B.

Philadelphia, notwithstanding the fact that then,
as now, it was surrounded by innumerable examples

Frederick

Wm.

at that time in Philadelphia, as there

companionship. Like all true lovers of the arts, he
loved the country and was as skillful in handling
that most fascinating of all materials, the
growing
thing, as he was with brick and mortar, so that his
gardens, whether designed for himself or for his
clients, were as charming as his houses.
He was

W.

Perkins, Chicago.

J.

S. C.

In addition to the above, the following
were nominated for election to Fellowship

members
:

Flliston D. Bissell, Philadelphia.
N. Max Dunning, Chicago.
William Emerson, New York.
Robert D. Farquhar, Los Angeles.
Walter H. Kilham, Boston.

fine work that Mr. Day was attracted.
Mr. Day,
always associated in our minds with John Stewardson, Walter Cope and Wilson Eyre, struck out on
new lines, new, yet old. for they were on the sound
foundation of old work and led the way to much
of that which is best today.

group of very able painters, sculptors
and illustrators, and many workers in the minor
arts.
With all of these Mr. Day was intimate and
gained immensely, as one always does, from such

Ittner, St. Louis.

Sayward, Atlanta.
Charles Coker Wilson, Columbia,

of delightful country places and had not a few fine
old buildings in the city.
It was to this existing

today, a

:

Flewitt, Minneapolis.

Henry H. Kendall, Boston.

all

a lower ebb than

These

of officers then followed.

:

For President, Thomas R. Kimball of Omaha.
For First Yice-President, Charles A. Favrot of

From just before
a period of terrible torpidity.
the Civil War until the eighties there had been

There was

does not think

who demonstrated in
much a part of archi-

With

He

As an architect and practical man of affairs, Mr.
Day was a leader, lie began to practice in 1886.
Architecture was then just beginning to wake from

is

architects

design gardens.

completing a general treatise on the pro-

fession.
Such is the
Frank Miles Day.

many

practice that the garden is as
tecture as is the front hall,

Henry McGoodwin,

W.

S.

Richardson,

Philadelphia.

Xew

York.

UNFINISHED BUSINKSS
Lender the head of unfinished business, a discuswas held relative to enlarging the duties of the
The Board of Directors had recomSecretary.
mended that the work of the Secretary be enlarged
that he devote his entire time to the Institute and
that he be made editor-in-chief of the Journal.
In
sion

;

addition, that the Secretary should assume the busimanagement of the Institute, and should receive

ness

a salary of $8,000 a year.
There was a spirited
debate on this measure, during which the delegates

expressed in the highest terms their appreciation of
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the very painstaking and efficient efforts of Secretary Parker. The report of the Board recommended

:

that the entire matter of a proposed executive secretaryship be referred to the Post-\Yar Committee,

and the convention voted accordingly.
An effort was made to take from the table a resolution offered at a former convention favoring universal military training. The motion \vas lost.
In the matter of war memorials, it was voted
as the sense of the Institute that no undue haste
be made in the matter of erecting war memorials,
but that deliberation be given to such memorials to

end that architectural monstrosities be held
to the minimum.
It was pointed out that
France is now pursuing a similar course.
Burt L. Fenner of Xew York read a telegram

the

down

received by him, stating that the Housing Corporation had decided to omit the a.uhor's name when
a design should be published.
The convention directed that a message should be sent to Lerry K.

Sherman, president of the lousing Commission
Washington, protesting against such action.
1

at
It

was represented
signers
faithful

and
and

under post-war as it held under pre-war conditions,
and it held with firm grip then
"Above all," he
says, "Above all to thine own self be true; and it
must follow, as the night the day, thou canst not
then be false to any man."
If the architect sincerely maintains that attitude the public will soon
enough recognize him in and through it. and repose confidence in him as an artist, and as a professional man who, with the ordered instinct of
business, co-ordinates his powers and faculties and
accomplishments to the end of a deeper and richer
"To thine own self
personal and public service.
be true" and let post-war committees and a com-

that the engineers, landscape dearchitects of the country had given

and
that the Institute, respectfully but firmly, maintains that the slight recognition that would be
accorded them by the publication of authors' names
is their just due and is a matter of public interest.
patriotic service during the war.

if it exists
plaining public
go hang.
And if the architect be true to himself what does

mean by Art?

he

structural

but

the

his

own

Pond, past-president

:

am

asked by the chairman to speak for a few
to the topic (C) "The Status of the ArIf this is
chitect:
Art, Profession or Business."
a question it was answered properly many decades

moments

ago for the Institute by itself. If it is a statement,
the form is improper and should be
Art. profession and business
a ''Trinity'' and withal a
:

;

"Unity"; a paradox which, in another field, the
dogmas of orthodox Christianity have forced many
to accept, and many others to contemplate with

more or

less

it

that

insist

acquiescence, or with no
But perhaps in the architecnot a paradox, but upon analysis will
strained

engineer in general,
for
engineer
commercial advance-

structural

selfish,

is

have too frequently given

architects

Art means, in architecture, not the
suspicion.
application of anything, but the presence of a guiding and directing spirit through whose interventhe problem shall be so solved that function
be perfect while through and permeating the

.11

material mass the spiritual essence of order, appropriateness and charm shall warmly irradiate. Charm
is a rare
word, and its essence is all too rarely
distilled into architecture.

Catch and hold

its fl"et-

ing beauty! Art in architecture means that the desires of the soul as well as needs of the body are
In this age

were perhaps

it

better to say the needs of the soul and the desires
of the body.
So much, and briefly, for the art.

Xow

for the profession.

The

architect

who

in his professional

is

true to himself will be true

capacity,

and so cannot be un-

true to the profession.
(My inadvertent introduction of "and so." just here, reminds me pleasantly

of the rather anomalous position I occupy in discoursing in this august presence, even in response

an invitation, upon architectural art and proThe Journal of the A. I. A. maintains and has promulgated the idea that my aesto

fessionalism.

thetics,

tural field

by me

prove to be a clean-cut statement of fact. Under
whatever phase it may be discussed, however, I
am going to regard it all in the light of the words
of old Polonius, whose advice holds just as good

the

the public as well as the structural engineer some
show of reason for entertaining at least such a

emotion whatsoever.
it is

immediate,

says

fully ministered to.

MR. POND ON THE STATTS ur THE ARCHITECT
I

narrow-minded

what the narrow-minded

inherent structure with pretty, or supjxxsedly pretty,
decorations?
1
shall not deny
but. rather, shall

sh

The afternoon session was a meeting of the
Post-War Committee on Architectural Practice.
X. Max Dunning was in the chair.
The following address was made by Irving K.

it

not

though down deep in his own
heart he knows better
a mere ornamenting of the
ment,

tion

AFTERNOON SESSION

Is

engineer

and the

and practiced
a
of
series
throughout long
years, are a blight
ethics involved therein

on architecture, "from which, however,"

it

opines,

"the profession will be secure." In spite of that bar
sinister, as it were, across my professional shield,
I
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am

inclined to proceed.)

What

is

the attitude,
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the state of mind, the state of being almost, which
It
distinguishes professionalism from business?
lies in a dual function of the professional mind the
:

one phase touching the attitude of the professional
toward his client and the other touching his attitude toward his calling, including self and brother
practitioner. As toward his client the professional

must always hold himself in position to give full
and frank advice removed from the slightest possiThis necbility of being affected by self interest.
from
architect
the
professional
essarily prevents

vexed problem of competitions would mainly settle itself; a very minor code would be needed.
Until that status exists, however, a real code will be
required not a code, by the way, such as has been
suggested, which inadvertently opens the field to
competitions without sign of supervision, placing
restrictions only about a "formal competition''

which under such circumstances never would be
instituted.
Self-respect will beget a respect for
others and will be treated with respect by others.
As for business, that term must be made to cover

and only, the necessary financial and executive
or administrative side of the profession, and must

engaging in the building trades, or in any building
trade; or from letting a direct contract for a client
in the architect's name; from operating similarly

all,

through a "cost-plus" contract, or even a fixed fee,
as this is liable
extremely likely to bring architects into competition with each other in point of

man

fees.

The

architect's disinterested position, that

is

from the standpoint of self, has been wisely safeguarded in the past. I hope that the Institute as
a professional body will never fall from that high
estate.
Post-war conditions have not made it necessary.
As to the architect's attitude
sional self:

it

should be one

toward

his profesof dignity and self-

not

include
in

client.

the participation of the professional
contractural relations except as with the

The

Institute,

through

its

schedules and

codes, should in these business matters be of much
fuller assistance to its members
and so incidentally
to the profession, which depends upon the Institute
for leadership and guidance.
If the Institute sets

the example and is true to itself it will make a real
study of the schedule nor hesitate through fear of

confusing the public or creating in its mind the
impression that the architectural mind is not a unity
within itself a fact which is fairly apparent to

respect, so that he should not feel called upon to
slink out of his clothes in the dark when he retires,

that small

shunning any waking thought of himself, but so
and glad to behold his face
in the mirror as he brushes his hair in the morn-

profession.
In the art, the profession, the business of architecture, it is the duty of the Institute to set the

that he should be free

ing.

A

valueless,

man who considers his creative
who is willing to let any wished

povrer
for or

hoped for client illegitimately mother, and, through
ignorance, impotence or abortion, fail to bring forth
well formed the children of his brain, has no selfnot respected by others; has no sense of
personal dignity and could not impart dignity or
respect,

is

charm even
justly looked

to his legitimate
offspring which are
upon with derision, at least with sus-

by others. The man who offers his advice
for nothing gets just
and
exactly what it is worth
finds the sum or the
equation balanced in the minds
picion,

of his clients and of the
If architects, as
public.
a rule, were to place a value on their creations and

on their advice, giving themselves not
tion of

in anticipa-

favors, but only for the public weal, the

section of the public which knows or
cares anything about the internal workings of the

standard high, to draw all adherents of that high
standard to itself to educate the public and the
profession at large to an appreciation of that standard, and to shut the door upon all who drag it

down. There is no conflict between the art and the
business of architecture; neither should be developed at the expense of the other; neither can be.
An individual may be proficient in one branch or
the other, in both, or in neither.
His proficiency
and his professional integrity will determine as to

how

each branch shall develop in the practice of
while a reasonable proficiency in
each branch and in all branches, and a reasonable
amount of self-respect, will beget in the

that

individual,

public

mind confidence

in

and the profession.
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Third Day's Proceedings
AN

HISTORIC

PILGRIMAGE AND AN
SOUTHERN BARBECUE

OLD-TIME

brief session held on the third day was
devoted to unfinished business and the re-

THE

port of the tellers of the ballot.

The

entire ticket

of this type that

It is

central hall with

and Fellows was
were
Inner and 11. 11. Ken-

for officers

its

The Hermitage

is.

The wide

flanked on both sides
floor with those for cere-

staircase

is

with rooms, the first
monial purposes large drawing-rooms, their walls
covered with paper of classical design, so much
affected at that time, and
served.
The beautiful

makes the

collector

excellently well pre-

all

mahogany furniture, that
envious, the many portraits of

adjourned to

Jackson on the walls, all preserve the atmosphere
ot the day when
Jackson sought this dignified retreat to rest from the
many vicissitudes of a strenuous life.

accept the invitation of the Xashville Society of
Architects to a motor ride to points of architectural
interest, with a barbecue at The Hermitage, the

he large dining room \\itli its spacious
mahogany table and old English chairs is set with the
very china and cut glass used by Jackson, while the

of Andrew Jackson.
has been written of southern hospitalitv.
If any members supposed that th;- cordiality in tne
South was a tiling of antebellum days, but had now
suffered in quality, they were soon to be shown

many prismed

elected.

The

unanimously
Edward H. Hewitt. \Vni.

1!.

directors chosen

dall.

At eleven

stately

o'clock

the convention

home

Much

As

their error.

the delegates

moved

in a

body

to

the steps leading down from the Capitol building.
they saw in the long vista of the street a threat gath-

ering of motor cars. As there was a full attendance
of delegates, together with many guests of the In-

and the Xashville Society, there were probably two hundred to be taken on this enjoyable trip.
The arrangements were so perfectly planned that
soon a long queue, stretching along many blocks,
was swiftly moving.
The route, first through Xashville, was then out
stitute

into the beautiful blue grass region, circling about
to reach the famous Belle Meade farm, the birth

and training place of many famous race horses
the sloping lawn of the mansion there lie buried
many horses, and above them are stones setting

On

forth their records.

monuments have been

From

In some instances pretentious
placed.

Meade, over an undulating and beautiful country, The Hermitage was reached.
Here
the Nashville Society was assisted in entertaining
Belle

the delegates by a group of women representing
the organization that has secured and preserved this
historic mansion and its contents.
Proceeding up

a long avenue flanked with pine
reached.

It

is

dence of the

trees, the

house

is

of the type so familiar as the resiwell-to-do during the days of the

Colonial period up to just before the Civil War. In
these houses the owners of broad acres lived a life
of dignified ease and luxury surrounded by large
families,
supplemented by numbers of guests.
About the house were grouped the quarters of the
slaves and the dependent buildings, while at one

beautiful old-fashioned garden, full of
tended
carefully
plants and shrubs made a delightside

the

ful spot of color.

I

candlesticks

are placed as if it
entry of the serving men and
women to lay a feast such as marked these southern boines at that time.

needed

only

the

he various bedrooms in the upper story have
each their "four-poster." and each a rare example
of honest mahogany craftsmanship.
The broad
1

porches afford a pleasant shelter from the heat of
the southern sun. and through the air is wafted the

odor of the surrounding pine trees.
A
most delightful and restful spot, a very haven of
rest for the delegates who had for three
days and
nights been actively engaged in their deliberations.
In the garden, under a classic temple, repose the
remains of Jackson and his wife, while near by
delicate

members of the family.
In a grove of trees, opposite the entrance to the
grounds of The Hermitage, the barbecue was held.
This form of entertainment was new to many of
are buried other

the delegates,
coals on which

who surveyed

the pits of glowing
were roasting sheep and hogs, fish
and chickens, and all the many things that long
and honorable custom has declared are essential to

the successful conduct of this

A

more enjoyable occasion

it

feast.
is difficult

to

imag-

shade of the trees on long tables
heaped high with everything that is good to eat,
and in Tennessee, proper to drink, the delegates
gathered about. The contrast between this delightfully informal occasion, when many prominent
architects were noted enjoying with evident relish
the good things spread before them, and the formal
full dress dinners of previous conventions was
strongly to be noticed.
It is difficult without effusion to state just exactly
how fine an occasion this was. It is difficult to
express a proper sense of appreciation of the well
bred hospitality that was strongly in evidence at
every hand. Certain it is that every man who was
fortunate enough to have been present will "mark
that fortunate day with a white stone."
ine.
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The weather was

perfect,

and the ride back

to

Nashville during the early evening carried the party
through the grounds of the large Government pow-

der plant. There at the entrance an officer politely
but firmly demanded that every man give up his
matches, and while the long line of cars was passing through the grounds mounted soldiers galloped
make sure that
to
horses
alongside
someone through force of habit did not fetch from
their

a

neglected

spot

a

stray

match and attempt

to

smoke.

And

so back to town, tired but contented.

First

the traces of a day afield to be removed, then a
hastv dinner and finally as a conclusion to a most

670

successful convention, a meeting of the

Post-War

Committee.

The late night trains on Friday carried to every
point of the compass many tired but well contented
men.
Great questions had developed, and great
and successful efforts had been made to solve
them. The fifty-second convention of the American Institute of Architects was now
Its
history.

results

will

undoubtedly be

far-reaching.
the well-directed activities of the Post-War
mittee, and all the efficiently working regular

we

shall

With

Comcom-

undoubtedly see a greater, a more
influential Institute than ever before.
A thousand
new members in 1919? Why not?

mittees,

SKETCH FOR MURAL PANEL, "GIFTS TO THE GODS"
HARRY WATKRS ARMSTROXC

The

Thirty-second_Annual Chicago
Architectural Exhibition

if

hibition,

you

covering

IMA(iIXK,
leries in one

please, an architectural

ex-

of the most important art insti-

rilled

a seat

be

suffers
is

on one of the huge couches from which point

could

was

of Claude Monet's pictures that arc to be found in
the United States.
Having all this in mind, receive the assurance that the exhibition of archi-

There

judged by the company he

be

command

both

entrances.

The

to learn,

if

<

nothing adversely by comparison.

no feeling of incongruity, no sense of

object

he might, whether the large numof
ber
people who thronged the picture galleries
would hastily pass by the architectural exhibit and
continue their study of the painting and sculpture.
In the contrarv, there was a very
Thev did not.

with the work of the greatest

American landscape painters, and on the other,
through a gallery whose walls contain the best lot

tecture

man may

keeps, so may this exhibition be judged by its associates and by its neighbors. The writer hereof took

tutes of this country.
Then, further visualize that
on one side, this exhibition is reached through a

large gallery

a

If

the. walls of three large .Cil-

*;/

a

lack of fitness.

We have been referring
annual Chicago architectural
more than three weeks has
walls of the Art Institute of

the thirty-second
exhibition which for
to

been hanging on the
Chicago. This exhi-

was given jointly by the Chicago ArchitecClub, the Illinois Society of Architects and
the Illinois Chapter of the American Institute of

bition
tural

Architects.

I:

HOUSE OF

MR.

OTTO

R.

LIEBER, INDIANAPOLIS,

IND.

HARRY
vital

interest

II.

BEXTLEY. ARCHITECT

shown, a decided loitering

in

the

three architectural galleries, and a keen appreciaFurther,
tion of all that was hung on the walls.
this happening to occur on Saturday, there were

FACTORY BUILDING AT
RI<

HARD

E.

SCHMIDT GARDEN
,

ST.

PAUL, MINN.

& MARTIN,

ARCHITECTS

throngs of young people. The drawings, renderthat made up this
ings, photographs and models
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architecture appeared to
splendid showing of good
interest these young people to an unusual degree.
All these things have been set down here to suptimes made in these colport the contention, many
umns, that when an architectural exhibition has

been well selected and carefully hung, it holds its
own in interest with exhibitions of the painter's

and sculptor's

Further,

art.

its

opportunity tor a

SKETCH FOR FARM HOUSE, PEN AND INK
FREDERICK

KDUCATIOXAL BUILDING, UNIVERSITY OF
ILLINOIS, URBAXA, ILL.
JAMES

M.

WHITE, SL'PI-KI'ISIXG ARCHITECT

wide appeal, an educational influence, is so greatly
extended under conditions such as we are now referring to as to leave no room for doubt that it is
in our art galleries that architectural exhibitions
should be held.

was well
isolate them in
would
they
viewed where
It

enough, perhaps, at one time to
clubhouses or their galleries where
be
only
those di-

its potentiality for the higher education so strong,
that the allied societies who have brought this result

to

consummation are

to

est.

cago

Their work has been admirably carried
There is of the ultra technical phase
enough to stimulate the interest of the deeply techmittee.

forward.

nical observer, there

is

sufficient of the elemental

aspect of the student work to make their visits
worth while. There are renderings that are works
of good art, sketches in
i

....... .,

interested

Hung

influence

is

is,

crayon and pencil that
are

deeply interesting
very good. For

and
the

all

man who

there

it

is

likes color,

in

a

most

harmoniously beautiful
arrangement. Every de-

as this Chi-

exhibition

And

be congratulated.

these congratulations may be specifically given to
the committees of selection and the hanging com-

might
seek them. To such as
those there was no novelty nor was there great
need to stimulate interrectly

ARCHITECT

M. IIODC.IX IX,

its

tail

so great and

well

carefully

UNITED STATES HOUSING CORPORATION, HAMMOND,
J.

C.

LLEWELLYN, ARCHITECT
672
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balanced,

grouped,

all

the
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FACTORY, UNION SPECIAL MACHINE
CEO.

C.

MM.MONS

CO.,
& CO.. .IRCllI'l 1-C'IS

CHICAGO

'.

QUIGLEY PRKPARATORY SEMINARY, CHICAGO,
ZACHARY

T.

DAX'IS.

ARCHITECT

Thirty-second Annual Chicago Exhibition

6/3

ILL.
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ensemble

men

well

is

just

what

grounded

it

Considering such an exhibition as

would naturally be when

of this kind.

So much
chitecture,

As for the arfor the artistic phase.
is certain that the men in the Middle

it

West have been progressive and in their progresThere is
siveness have they clung to their ideals.
a certain well indicated originality in the work of
these Chicago men that would seem to show that
there

is

The

being developed a strong tendency toward
We are too
called a regional type.

broadcast a country, too widely diversified, to hope
to evolve what may be known as a national type
of architecture, so we shall perforce create regional

mark

and

its

warmly

commended

exhibitions

of

the

T-Square Club, held in the art galleries on South
Broad Street some years ago, are known to have
been highly successful and to have yielded the
most fruitful results.
Here in New York, with our Metropolitan Museum of Art doing all it can to elevate the art of the

what may be

types that will

this,

great educational influence on all of the people,
the question arises, why, in the future isolate exhibitions?
Why not follow this present excellent
example in all cities where important exhibitions
are held? Philadelphia was first to set a precedent.

about a thing

in their art set

the section froiii which they

spring.

The Middle West,

like all the rest of the

coun-

has during the past two years been almost stagnant in its building operations. But the architects
try,

in

that section appear to have given strict atten-

tion to the admonition "plan now."
ent at the exhibition.
There are

This

is

appar-

many

projects
stabilizing influence

shown that only await some
when they will go rapidly forward.

They range
through every type of building, and they show the
development of certain ideals in design and plan
that will create a widespread interest and, it is believed, gain general approbation.

CLUB HOUSE

OFFICE BUILDING, THE WOMAN'S BENEFIT ASSOCIATION OF THE MACCABEES, PORT HURON,
MICH.
RICHARD

E.

.SCHMIDT,

GARDEN

&

MARTIN, ARCHITECTS

craftsman, what more logical place to hold an exhibition of architecture than in some
galleries near to
the Willarcl exhibition of architectural casts? Can

anyone doubt how measurably the good would be

in-

RESIDENCE STREET

creased over a similar exhibition held in the Fine Arts
building, whose very atmosphere breeds a sense of

INDUSTRIAL VILLAGE, MORGAN
PARK, MINN.

aristocratic aloofness that
keeps away the thousands
that would see an exhibition at the art museum? The

DEAX

& DEAN,

ARCHITECTS

genealogical tree of architecture has for
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its

roots
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WESLEY FOUNDATION, UNIVERSITY OF
HOLABIRD

& ROCHE,

ILLINOIS,
ARCHITECTS

Thirty-Second Annual Chicago Exhibition

675

URBAN A,

ILL.
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the finest of the arts. Its trunk and branches indicate its many ramifications through all the arts,
of the sciences and numerous of the crafts.

many

most prosaic and practical of things, they will have
a better knowledge and a deeper respect for him
and his work.
Interest

in the thoughts that this
Chicago exhas aroused has led to a drifting away
from a specific review of it. That, however, is not

hibition

necessary, perhaps, for

enough has been set down
show how good it is and in its goodness how it
points a method of conducting exhibitions that can
to

be followed with the greatest success.
The book of the exhibition has been admirably
prepared, and copies may be secured by application
to the Secretary of the Exhibition Committee of
the Chicago Architectural Club.
A number of reproductions from the catalogue are presented herewith.

Awards in Competition
Memorial Tablet
Charles

Kwing

of

Ewing &

Allen,

for a

architects,

chairman of the Jury of Award in the Polachek
Memorial Tablet competition, has announced the
following prize awards for original tablet designs:
John O. Vegezzi, care of J. E. R. Carpenter,
68 1 Fifth Avenue, New York
City, first
prize;

Edgar Salomonsky, 491 West ngth Street,
York City, second prize D. M. Allison,
of

RESIDENCE OF MR.

S.

S.

HUTCHINSOM, SHERI-

DAX ROAD, CHICAGO.
TALLMADGE

&

WATSON, ARCHITECTS

When

the general public come to a closer knowledge as to what an architect really is, what he must

know and do to practice his profession and how he
must run the gamut from the most aesthetic to the
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Illinois,

third

prize

Crotona Park North,

;

New

University

;

Rudolph Holsstein, 701

New York

City, fourth prize;

August Reuling, McKim, Mead & White, New
York City, fifth prize; and A. E. Fettis, Ascot
Place, Queens, L. I., sixth prize.
Designs by the
following were also accepted by the Jury of Award
:

W.

Allen

Fraser, 2215 Tilden Avenue, Brooklyn;
Ellason R. Smith, 26 Indianola Avenue,
Dayton,
Ohio and A. E. Fettis, Ascot Place,
L. I.
;

Queens,
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There are
of

C.

L\C.

HOWE,

architecture.
It
is
only fair to surmise that now
Institute has declared a
policy which should
the approval of all reasonable
this

VICE-PRESIDENT

men,

in

the

United

States

and

ship.

Possessions,

tainly will be,
to,

CEXTS

it

is

So

support.

ST. LOUIS OFFICK, \Vri K ht Hmldiiur
CI.KVELAXD OFFICK, (luardian Huildin K
SAN FKAXCISCO OFFICK, 320 Market Street

tion

A Thousand

WHY

not a thousand

Xo. 2264

in

1919

new members

and largely increase its usefulness to every archigood standing, it becomes the duty of such

men to offer substantial support.
As the convention has given its endorsement

to

program of the Post-War Committee, and as
that program is a most constructive presentation of
just what the policy of the Institute will be, there
need no longer be any doubt in the minds of men

the

affiliate,

but

who

present duty in
furthering the high aims that will in the future

undoubtedly

dominate architectural practice.
It was, perhaps, an error on the part of the
convention to decide not to follow President Kimball's suggestion for a reduction of the initiation
If the present fee is a deterrent to joining
fee.
the Institute, though it should not be, it becomes

much the duty of men in the profession to make
certain economies in order to join the Institute as
it would be to subscribe to our various liberty loans.
as

let

to

Iowa has now

has for

slum

Law

districts

a

housing law

chief purpose the elimina-

its

in

all

cities

of

more than

to formulate general
opinion on the importance of the situation, and the further reason that
the matter will not be
permitted to rest after enactment of the law, but will be enforced
health

The

tect in

heretofore failed to
should, of their

of

strictly

ject,

for

American Institute of Architects in 1919?
President Kimball in his admirable address on the
occasion of the opening of the recent convention
stated that it should not be a hard task to secure
this increase.
Nor should it. With the Institute
now off to a start that bids fair to widen its scope

who have

is

Iowa is not the first to enact
15.000 inhabitants.
such a law, as other states have
preceded her in
similar efforts.
But two things, it appears, may
be expected to dignify the
present undertaking:
the fact that wide
publicity was given to the sub-

3, 1879.

14,

then,

State of

;

MAY

adhered
withhold
there be a thousand new
policy

in 1919.

TllL
which

II. M. Swetland, President;
by United Publishers Corporation
Charles G. Phillips, Yice-President
\V.
II.
Taylor, Treasurer;
A. C. Pearson, Secretary.
Entered as second-class matter January
6, 1909, at the Post Office at New York, New York, under the \ct of

CXY

if this

form of ingratitude

Iowa's Housing

Owned

VOL.

and

the worst

members

CIIICAC.O OFFICE. Mailers UnilclinK
PAGE A. ROBINSON, Westen. Manager

March

approval

shown by a largely increased memberWith a thousand new members there would

be removed to a great extent the onus of the statement that the Institute is not a
representative
organization. As its policy is now outlined it cer-

Mexico and Cuba, TEX DOLLARS. Other Countries,
TWELVE DOLLARS.
SINGLE COPIES (Regular Issue) 25

the

meet

should be

WILLIAM H. CROCKER, Editor
EDWARD F. HAM.MEL, Engineering Editor
ARTHUR T. XORTH, Western Editor
Subscriptions

immediate membership, but which inman who engages in the practice of

its

clude every

Xo. 243 West Thirty-ninth Street, Xe\v York
E. J. ROSEXCRAXS, PRESIDENT AND TREASURER

WILLARD

men

ment of

THE ARCHITECTURAL AND BUILDING
PRESS,

patriotic duties in times of peace as well
it is a
duty to lend aid to a group
whose efforts are not confined to the better-

as in war, and

Founded iS/6
PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY BY

by

officials

tions,

throughout the

women's

Labor organizabodies, and many other

State.

clubs, civic

societies all took active part in

promoting the idea
and the accomplishment.
This law becomes effective July I next.
Landlords are no longer to
be

permitted to erect shacks without windows,
proper ventilation and sanitary facilities, and
where such conditions already exist,
they will
have a year from that date to make the buildings conform to the law.
After that time,
the builder will have to submit his
plans to the
city board of health, where the details of construction are to be examined.
If these are found satisthe

continue, but no one
dwelling until examination of the completed structure shows it has followed specifications. A written permit will then
be signed by the health department after the infactory,

building

may

shall take possession of the

spection proves the building satisfactory.
The enforcement lies largely with the city health
officer.
Jurisdiction is also given the State board
of health to enforce this law, and it
enlist the

may

aid of any court or judge for an
injunction, either
mandatory or prohibitive, such action to be prose-
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on the professionalism of architecture than ever

cuted by the county attorney or the attorney gen-

before, because he will find that architects are now
so wide awake, so much better organized, that any

eral.

While housing laws exist in other states, they
have not the wide application that the present one
Minnesota's law affects only Minnepossesses.
Wisconsin's, Milwaukee, and Detroit's is
apolis

attempt to rob them of their rights and privileges
will not only be individually repelled, but also that
the Institute, carrying forward its new policy, will
lend its aid in such instances.

;

by the Michigan law, it is said.
That each new housing law passed presents an
opportunity to architects need not be proved.
restricted

A

there a greater appeal than in the eradihovels and tenements in slum
ramshackle
of
cation

Where

their chance to

make them

no way

For example, some delegates on the convention
Moor urged that the lowering of the
ten

to

better.

if

croachment

is

very essence of preparedness.

warning has been sounded, there should be

a

difficult to set

it

Paternalism
In

Institute.

the

its

young man

convention, have been thoroughly learned.

fee

chance for the would-be aggressor to encroach

is

obviously one of the duties of the
highest expression it may help
of demonstrated ability toward

progress in his profession. If it builds a stockade
about itself, it makes it impossible for the young
man to become affiliated. It should, by promoting
association with men of this class, encourage them
in their

is less

living.

door.''

themselves, and an absence of personal service.
The lessons taught by these things, if we are to
judge by the temperamental attitude of the recent

There

young man

in the profession to earn
Surely he can not hope to contribute much to art while 90 per cent of his time
and energy is required to keep the wolf from the

an honest

If there has

It is because there has occurred a
prerogative.
delegation to other and less competent hands of
duties that should be performed by the architects

in the profesIf they

the Institute needs to attract.

easier for the

It is believed that that defence
proper defence.
has been set up in the present policy of the convention and the strong stand that the Institute has
taken as to the future.

been encroachment in the past, it has
been simply because there has been more or less a
transference of the architect's functions. It is because of a certain spirit of aloofness, a failure to
be constantly on the alert against usurpation of

young and promising men

whom

apart a considerable sum from
income
to maintain their Instiadequate
tute membership, they certainly will not seek that
membership.
President Kimball in his address stated the case
very clearly when he said: "I am confident that
architecture
the Art I mean
can never come into
its own until some way has been found to make it
find

The dangers pointed out in the address are not
overdrawn. They have really existed.
Now that
the

This

a not too

those rights are alertly and carefully
fact this safeguarding against enthe

meant a low standard of membership.

the

It is

sion

considered a menace to the practice of architecture.
Xo one may with success encroach on the rights

In

in

reminiscent of a campaign slogan of some years
ago that a cheap suit meant a cheap man.

encroachment upon professionalism, another one of the important matters dealt with
'resident Kimball's address, may very well be

guarded.

result

is

THE

of another

initiation fee

attracting to the
Institute a lot of undesirable men, that a low initia-

Safeguarding the Profession

I

would

dollars

tion fee

in

how some men will boranother's argument on a certain topic in
related, to bolster their own contentions.

ITrow

and the substitution of buildings to instill
civic pride, encourage refinement of taste and guard
personal and community health?
Where states have no housing law, it is the part
of architects to urge them; where states have them,
is

Argument

curious to observe

is

districts

it

False

is

lost a
It

work.

If

it

does not do this

is

will

have

a pity this motion to reduce the initiation
carried.
It would have materially

was not

aided the campaign of recruitment.
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it

great opportunity.

New
Alteration of

House of O.

L.

Houses
Schwenke,

Dwir.iiT

at

for

Old

Bay Shore, Long

Island,

NewYork

JAMES BAUM, Architect

(/or additional views see plate section)
structure was originally of that most unattractive middle period, partly erected about
1840, the greater part in the (Jueen Anne

THE

with jigsaw work, narrow front porch, and
upright batten treatment on the service extension.
The house and land were purchased for a price
style,

which practically ignored the standing old buildings
and the alterations, which were very extensive and
included all the newer conveniences, cost one-half
the price of a new house of similar size and requirements. The charm of the old place was there
to be enhanced by well studied restoration.
The Schwenke house stood on brick piers, tinfirst floor about three feet above the level ground
surrounding the building.

The building

consisted,

as

shown

in its original state, of a loni*

house with a

dormer, which, luckily, had the same height
and width as the one on the end of the main buildThis, together with the fact that the main
ing.
cornice was not broken but carried straight through,
gave the architect the idea by which the entire
house was greatly simplified. The large front gable
larjje

was removed bodily to the left end, the smaller
dormer removed from the main roof, while the entire roof was reshingled with hand-hewn cypress
shingles laid wide to the weather, with courses narrowing in width as they approached the ridge.

The three central windows on the second floor
were raised to line up with the others, and flower
boxes were added to two of these. The old jigsaw-

679
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decorated porch was completely obliterated and a
simple pedimented portico with seats on each side
was built. A new doorway with leaded glass side
and fanlights was installed, completing the entrance

a year's constant search all over Long Island, the
beautiful box bushes and hedges were assembled

and planted, giving an aged appearance to the resand taking away whatever newness there
was in the finished effect.

toration,

A new grouping of windows was arranged on the first floor, while porches were added
at each end, giving length to the house besides real
comfort to the occupants.
The main transformation was secured by taking
treatment.

The

was given many changes; for inwas originally no cellar under the

interior

stance,

there

house, there being only a small excavation under
the kitchen extension.
This work was improved

with modern hot water and electric lighting facilithroughout, modern plumbing with tile bathThe original and the usual two parrooms, etc.
ties

lors

were made into one large living room

to do

HOUSE BEFORE ALTERATIONS
the fill obtained from the new excavation under
the main house for a cellar and using this to form
a terrace around the house. This had the effect of
lowering the entire house. As rich loam was not
obtainable along the south shore, this had to be

hauled from the center of the island.

After about

SECOXD FLOOR PLAN
away with the long, narrow appearance, and an
alcove with fireplace seats was built.
fireplace
was also added in the former bedroom
above,

A

which was changed to a
dressing room, opening
by French doors to the owner's bedroom.
To the dining room was added a large fireplace
with hanging crane, after the manner of the older
kitchens. Wherever possible the old trim and doors
were retained, repairing and
adding to them to complete the old effect lighting fixtures and hardware
were specially designed to
carry out this treatment.
;

It is intended at some future time to
lay out a
small formal garden on axis with the
living room
porch, and to build a new stable with chicken runs,
etc.,

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

in

keeping with the house at the rear of the

building.
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News

Current

association, however, has attempted to

plish this before

and

;

it

accom-

cannot be accomplished without

public support and real public effort."
Mr. Dreicer said the fact that the law permits construction of high apartments on Fifth Avenue affords real

viding for the registration of architects, engineers and
Persons desiring to practice in any of these
surveyors.
fields are hereafter to be registered by a board to be
appointed by the Governor of the State and to be composed of three architects and five engineers.
Those who have for two years prior to the adoption
of the act been engaged in active practice in these fields
shall be registered without examination in the particular

men an opportunity virtually to blackmail owners
expensive private homes on the avenue, in that the
former were able to purchase adjoining or nearby property
and then threaten to erect apartments unless a high price
were paid for the land concerned by those most interested
in escaping the immediate presence of an apartment.
Lawson Purdy, formerly Vice Chairman of the Zoning
Commission, attended the conference as an adviser and
estate

of

branch in which their qualifications lie.
Persons hereafter to begin practice in these professions
shall pass an examination in the English language and in
such other subjects as the board shall deem appropriate.

commission would have recommended limiting
the heights of buildings in this section several years ago
had the property owners concerned taken an interest in the
said that the

Those of recognized standing, resident

in other states,
be admitted without examination.
After the building season of 1910. no public work of an
architectural or engineering character, the completed value
of which totals $2,000 or more, shall be undertaken by
the state, or any division thereof, unless the plans therefor
shall have been prepared by a registered architect or a

matter.

may

France Chary

in

Paris correspondents of Xew
<>n
the question of Americans

registered engineer.
Xo restrictions are put upon carrying on architectural
or engineering work for private parties by persons who
do not call themselves architects or engineers. The act
repeals the previous act for the registration of architects
and provides that all registrants under that act shall be

Rebuilding

York newspapers, writing
being

permitted

to

take

part as business men in the rebuilding of northern France,
express the opinion that sentiment is divided about permitting this country to aid. Some believe that the French
Government will throw a protective wall around the de-

vastated regions and admit only builders of their own nais to lie derived
tionality, on the theory that whatever profit
out of the reconstruction ought to go to those who have
suffered most on account of the war.
One writer states that each side has its defenders and
He says there are signs
that each is eloquently sustained.

considered as registered under the new.

Safeguarding Civic Beauty

crowd will win and that France will
welcome both American gold and American organizers
and builders.
that the "anti-wall"

With

the resumption of building operations following
the wartime slump, the Fifth Avenue Association of New
York is planning a vigorous campaign to prevent any more
large apartment houses being erected in the residential part
A meeting of the Board of Directors
of Fifth Avenue.

beautiful and exclusive residences," Mr.
"When the construction of one of these
apartments commences, the value of adjacent land and
as much
properties immediately goes down, in many cases

a street of
Dreicer said.

as

as 50 per cent.

we

in

her industries are scarcely in a position to light successAmerica.
Americans,
fully against their brothers from
with their huge factories, cheap raw materials and superior
as is needed in the
organization, can build machinery such
mills of northern France more quickly and cheaply than
can be done in France, and that such being the case there
is

a danger of

Americans

and the English, also a great

running away with the business of startthe profits and
ing up northern France again, pocketing
leaving the Frenchman in the position of Mother Hubbard's
industrial people

well-known dog.

are

"As members of the Fifth Avenue Association,
anxious to see the beauty and fame of this avenue retained,
but our interest is from" a civic and not a mercenary point
of view, for we are not the land owners concerned. The
financial concern is theirs, and we should like to have them,
and all others who are interested in the preservation of the
avenue, communicate with us and join the fight. After all,
is a matter in which the people of the city at large
should take great interest, for every New Yorker is directly concerned.
"What we hope to accomplish is to have the Board of
Estimate rule that no building of more than 75 feet in
height shall be constructed on Fifth Avenue between Fiftyninth and Ninetieth Streets, with the same regulation for
it

Madison Avenues

thesis of the protective wall faction is that France
such a run down condition as the result of war that

The
is

held in the Bankers' Club saw the appointment of a special
committee to inaugurate and carry on the fight. Elbert H.
Gary was selected as one of the members, and Michael
Dreicer, President of Dreicer & Co., as its chairman.
"If the building of these huge, unsightly structures conruined
tinues, the most famous avenue in America will be

the side streets between Fifth and

The

sector.

Registration of Michigan Architects
A bill has been passed by the Michigan legislature pro-

in this

68l

The "antis" use the same argument, but with reverse
business
English. They admit much of the reconstruction
would be captured by Americans and British because they
are in a position to do the work without delay, but and
here is the whole point it is greatly to the advantage of
France as a nation that there should be as little delay as
has not been dampossible. They point out that Germany
that her mills are in a going condition
shelllire
aged by

;

:

order to keep the economical life of Germany movto start up as
ing, German industries must be permitted
soon as possible otherwise the Germans will not be in a
let alone pay
position to meet their own home expenses,
the huge debt they owe the Allies as the result of the war.
This being the case, with German industry grinding full
that, in

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
French industry must likewise hurry full speed ahead
otherwise it will be hopelessly outdistanced.
A high French official of the Ministry of Reconstruction
in
asserted that American co-operation would he welcome
door
France, thus forecasting the victory of the open
blast,

and

at once,

faction.

"The real opposition," he said, "conies from the interested parties, those who wish personally to profit through
is not
enterprises undertaken in the north. The opposition
France realizes she absolutely must have this
national.
will find a way.
co-operation and France and America
And there is ten years of intensive work rebuilding the
devastated regions, ten years of it for all of us working
hard together, Americans with the rest."

group takes in carvers, cabinet makers, and designers of
furniture and picture frames.

The
with

interior

decorators form a division in themselves

dozen departments,

a

all

requiring

trained

There are besides a score of miscellaneous trades

talent.

china
decoration, lace making, enameling, wallpaper making, milEach
linery, embroidery, stonecutting and mosaic work.
one of the trades has a design technique of its own, and
for each the designer must have some general preparation
followed by specific training in the business itself.
:

Accordingly, Dr. Haney very properly states that our
need for industrial art schools is pressing. Foreign schools
offer examples which we may study, but exact duplication
is undesirable.
The indications, he believes, are that two

The "general" industrial
types of schools are necessary
and the "special" school.
:

art school

The general

industrial art school is one which admits
pupils at the age of sixteen or seventeen, and keeps them
for three or four years in a course offering all forms of
practice in drawing, design, and color. After this preparatory work, the student pursues two years of special training as a designer for a particular industry.
Aside from the fact that foreign states can no longer
its

Wake Up

America Must

in

Industrial Art
an industrial nation without an industrial
declared Dr. James P. Haney at a recent lecture in
"We have the talent, but
the Art Institute of Chicago.
lack the training," he stated. Dr. Haney is director of art
in the high schools of Xew York.
"This country." he said, "has never awakened to its need
for trained designers. \Ye have schools for the training of

"America

is

art,"

supply us with designers, America should learn to depend
upon her own resources in industrial arts.
Any other
course would be inconsistent with her high ideals of
national pride.

painters and architects, but no great group of public schools
like those of continental countries, prepared to give fundamental instruction in the design and craftsmanship of the

This lack on our part is going to cost us dear
world-wide reconstruction of trade following the

Private Capital and

New

Construction

art trades.
in

the

war."

Heretofore,

from abroad.

we have depended entirely upon artisans
The war has curtailed the number of de-

France,
signers needed to supply our various industries.
Fngland and Germany are doing all they can to conserve

every ounce of their own
commercial struggle ahead.

talent

Dr.

and prepare

it

for

the

Haney

says:
"It is the adolescent, the young high school boy and girl,
who is now looked upon through European countries as
one of the most precious assets of the state. The adult
adapts himself with difficulty, but the adolescent can be
These new
shaped and formed to meet new conditions.
conditions are coming in different ways within the next
decade, and that state is wise which uses its mobile youth
to meet these changes.
Now is the time to train our

That the small investor is to be more than ever before
in financial history an important factor in the
financing of
building in the United States is the opinion of Walter
Mr. Stabler
.Stabler, comptroller of the Metropolitan Life.
is quoted to the effect that large mortgage lenders will not
be plentiful in the market, and borrowers must look to

whose participations may be pooled under
the trusteeship plan.
Replies to a comprehensive questionnaire, recently distributed to a selected list of representative institutions
small investors

throughout the country, indicate an absolute decrease during iyi8 of funds available for investment in real estate
mortgages, and indicate also a relative decrease since 1914
of funds so invested compared with the total resources of
the institutions considered.

talented."

the opinion of the Department of Labor,
ways and means of availing of the small incapital, and for that reason the American Bankers'

It is essential, in

\Ye need not experiment, says Dr. Haney.
The large
number and varied quality of industrial art schools abroad

to

make

Association's plan, advocating the adoption of amortization
schedules for real estate loans, together with the building
and loan associations' agitation for a Federal system of
"home loan banks," have challenged the sympathetic interest of the Labor Department.

only necessary for us judiciously to select from the
methods already employed, and adapt them to American
uses.
Fngland is covered with a network of great indusit

trial art schools, some forty in all.
France is similarly provided with over thirty large city schools, and scores of
local schools of design.
Paris alone has a dozen craft

schools, headed by the great
after Bernard Palissy.

institute

of

design

named

A survey of our industries reveals over a hundred trades
requiring trained designers, and many of them affect architecture directly, or are closely related to its nearest allies.
Certain of these will be found in a great
group under the
heading of textile workers, rug and carpet weavers, and
linoleum makers.
Another group will be found under
arts: printing,
lithography, commercial design,
makers of posters and of book covers. The metal
working
division includes silver and goldsmiths, bronze
workers,
and designers of lighting fixtures. The wood
working

graphic

devise

vestors'

Just

how

capital held

amounts

of

by the small investors, and marshal them

in

to gather the comparatively small

amounts necessary to finance extensive building projects
is a problem which must be met
by local initiative where
the problem arises.
The Division of Public Works and Construction Development points out that the small investors were the balance
of power necessary to the success of the Government's war
finance program, and they may now be made the balance
of power in the reconstruction work of the nation.
The home builder he who builds for his immediate use
rather

than

for

under way with
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rental

purposes

his building plans.

appears to be getting
This especially is noted
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in the Central

made

The home

West.

and augmented

facilitated

building program will be
small investment money is

if

In one or two communities this is being attempted by
private organizations, brought together for this sole purpose. In other and more numerous cases the regular banks
are giving thought to the problem.
The building and loan interests already have formulated
a plan under which a system of Federal home loan banks
would enable them to rediscount their first real estate
mortgages, and make available for further loans more than
a billion dollars of their assets.

Workmen's Houses

in Britain

E. Y. Bragger of Kdgewood, Rhode Island, a specialist
concrete construction and representative of a large
cement company, just returned from a visit to Fngland in
connection with the housing problem that now faces the
British Government, reports that a serious condition exists
in

in

the

home

life

of the working class.

rent

it

to

a

neighbor

who

is

recent editorial comment in the Brooklyn (NT Y.)
discusses interestingly the present housing problem
from the standpoint of the builder. A man, it states, will
not want to build unless he can raise his rents enough to
.

U-aillc

get back the extra costs

due to high prices. In that case,
he must compete not only with old apartments buill at the
cheaper figure, but he may have to compete also with the
new ones to go up next year, should there be a sudden

slump

in

the cost.

Continuing, the article goes on to say that some few
builders take those chances, relying on special attractions
which they may devise. More men would take them because the American business man is naturally adventurous
and daring in his pursuit of fortune, but there is arising
the fear of governmental interference in the shape of the
The danger comes from
arbitrary limitation of rentals.
the agitation about profiteers and the wild rush for
remedies which is being entered upon by politicians and
philanthropists.

A

good analysis then follows:

he speculative builder is accustomed to taking his
chances with the natural laws of the market.
He has
studied them and can foresee their operation with reasonable accuracy.
Hut governmental interference knows no
I

Baths are almost unknown, he says. The open fireplaces
and stone floors with earthen or small galvanized iron tubs
have little attraction for those who desire to bathe. Consequently, many go without a bath for a long period.
The more prosperous families who possess a bathroom
often

Giving the Builder a Chance
A

available for building loans.

less

fortunate.

He

conduct public bathhouses, where a bath may be obtained for a small fee.
Many of the better class houses have a bathroom but no
running water. Toilets are erected in the yard with no
finds that several of the larger cities

water connection.
Dampness is very

pronounced in nearly every home
and walls are damp continually.
The British Government fully realizes the serious conditions that exist and is considering various methods to
improve the home life of its people. The architects and
engineers connected with the local Government board, including the office of Sir Frank Bain, principal architect
to His Majesty's official work, are very much interested in
American construction work and desired to know more
of the possibilities of American material.

law.
It
is invoked to meet a temporary need and it is
empirical in the choice of remedies under emotional stimulation.
It may take the form of wholesale city building,
of a limit in the price of rents or in taxation of income
from rents above a certain figure. In the face of such
possibilities the builder discharges his men and lives on
such money as he can raise until the storm blows over.
Government aid to building may be necessary here, as it
is in F.nglaml. but it should take the form of making credit
easier for builders and of encouraging them to resume
their activities of six years ago by providing some sort of
assurance of a living income from the houses they may
put up.

Building Optimism

Grows

Dun's reports $51.78^,000 in building permits for March,
which was 54 per cent above March, 1918, says Business
Digest.

Home
A

Improvement Week

example of co-operation was

to be seen in the
held in Indianapolis.
The object, as might be surmised, was to present an opportunity for gathering new ideas and suggestions for
improvements in the home.
The plan was part of an extension course conducted by
Purdue University and was a state-wide movement in confine

recent

"Home Improvement Week,"

nection with the

home economics department.

Local merchants gave their co-operation and

on display model rooms and various

articles

many had
pertaining

to the household.

To show how

things should be done, a visual stimulus
It causes discussion, and
of this kind is very valuable.
creates desire, which is the first step toward accomplishment. The fact that this had its inception in an instituIt
tion like Purdue University is of particular interest.
serves as an instance of the practical aspects which education is more and more receiving and gives a feeling of
confidence in the authoritative and competent carrying out

of the undertaking.

Housing is becoming everywhere increasingly scarce and
expensive, so that with any sort of reasonable indication
of price and wage stability in the building tield, new construction will undoubtedly begin and will probably reach

The Government's proposed
unprecedented proportions.
home and loan fund plan which, it is claimed, will do for
the would-be house owner what the F'ederal farm loan
banks are now doing for the farmer, has met with general
Anything that will make home-owning easier
undoubtedly desirable, socially and economically
and nothing would do more at this time to stimulate what
has been for four years (except for a Government construction) an almost dormant industry.

approbation.
is

;

Building is a basic industry normally it is a flourishing
and profitable one. Just now all signs point to an approachThe recent Seattle home building campaign
ing boom.
shows how easily local booms can be started. The campaign, which was fostered by the Seattle Commercial Club
and Chamber of Commerce, lasted only five days, but it
created such a phenomenal stimulus to building that 3,700
new homes are now under construction in that city.
Securities based, directly or indirectly, on construction
requirements, as a class, "look good" about now.
;
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but on the difficulty of their tenants in finding another
place to move to.
The cure for that state of things is not more law, but
more building, states the Brooklyn Eagle, Xew York, and
two committees of the State Reconstruction Commission
recently held a meeting during which they decided to call
a conference of the business and financial interests of the
city to stimulate a campaign of apartment building as
a means of promoting general prosperity for the city
as well as for meeting the needs of the people who

The Dishonest Memorial
In the annual report of the Art Jury of Philadelphia,
its president, Joseph R. Widener, to the mayor of

made by

that city, he warns the public that adept salesmen are
abroad, seeking to take advantage of the patriotic impulse
to invest in war memorials, and he foresees that Philadelin the
phia, in common with every other city and town
I'nited States, will have offered to it many designs for

monuments.

cannot now find homes.
Ordinarily there would be
no need of such an official impetus. Builders have been
only too ready to take risks in the past, but now the

Jt is liimly stated in this report that no memorials whatever will be accepted and approved by the Art Jury unless
As all monuthey possess unquestionable artistic merit.
ments are intended to last as long as the city itself, quality
is essential and nothing but the best can be approved by

high prices of materials and labor hold them in check.
Before they start building this year they want some
sort of assurance that they could not have done thel
work for two-thirds of the money if they waited till next.
That situation is not confined to New York. It is so
widespread that one of the Federal agencies in Washington is trying to deal with the problem in the same
spirit as shown by the State Reconstruction Commission.
One of the officials there calls it "a psychological hold
up,"|
based on the belief that prices of labor and material
will be cheaper next year.
He insists that this belief is
mistaken and that prices will not be enough lower to give
any advantage to builders who wait. It is clear that both
the need of finding work for returned soldiers and of

the official experts.

The public is further cautioned against stock model and
ready-made monuments, also against any advertising on
the monument of the individual or organization which
caused

it

to be erected.

These warnings are timely and of more than local application. To perpetrate anything at all dubious in purpose
or result would be to oppose the whole aim of the undertaking.

Rush Building

to

Cut

Down

Rents

finding homes for the growing population of the cities
would be met by an immediate campaign of building. We

expected that there will be no time lost in beginning the erection of apartment houses in New York
City through the use of private capital as a result nf a
definite plan for the stimulation of building on a scale
It

is

have not reached the point of a national housing commission as they have in England, nor of
pledging the national
credit for the erection of more homes, as
are
to get rid of their

comprehensive enough to remedy the apartment shortage
The plan, the result of efforts of the
by next winter.
Executive Committee of the State Reconstruction Commission, includes apartments which will provide homes
for families able to pay from $30 to
$40 a month, and
at the same time will include
improvements in accommodations which have been worked out from the
experience
of the United States Government in
housing war workers.
It is also understood that
enough money has been
assured to finance the project, and that it will be carried
to completion in time to provide

the

men and women

sets in

The

next

of

Xew York

to that unless

a Federal or a municipal building plan on a
large scale
to formidable proportions.

would grow

Issue

for a large majority of
before the cold wea'ther

The

Tax Commissioner Hirsch expresses him-

Bonds
Finance

to

Promote Exports

Corporation

The new bonds

will

has

announced

Mr. Hirsch and declared that
they would no't
enforce the demands
they had "made upon
their tenants to take effect on
May I. When the situation
was placed before them,
they seemed willing and anxious
to co-operate with us.
Another angle of the situation was
pointed out by Mr
Mirsch.
It appears that some
owners are attempting to
evade the responsibility of
increasing rents, and the consequent possibility of being called before
the committee
by leasmg out their rents. In this
way they are enabled
share with another immense
profits and at the same
time he safe from
to

the
to

be

$i,ooo. will be payable in
at 5 per cent.
They will

Many

to

War

issuance of $200,000.000 worth of 5 per cent bonds
enable the furtherance of American
export trade.

self as being optimistic as to the
effect which the work
of the committee was
having upon the landlords.

have gone

is

There has already been excited talk
about putting tents in the parks for the evicted, and if
such a step should become necessary the demand for either

detailed plan will be presented to the
public within

attempt

some simpler way

ing on a large scale.

fall.

a few weeks.

they
doing
But we may come
found to start build-

slums in London.

put out in denominations of
one year, and will bear interest
be exempt from State and local

taxation and will also be exempt from taxation
by the
United States, with the exception that they will be subject to estate or inheritance taxes and to surtaxes and
excess profits taxes now or hereafter
imposed by the
United States upon the income or profits of individuals,
or corporations. Another
tax

important

exemption

relat-

ing to these bonds is that the interest on $50,000 worth
of them owned by any person will be
entirely exempt
from all income taxes, surtaxes, excess
profits, or war
profits taxes.

investigation

In peace times
building ran

anywhere from two to three
de
dS
f thC
PP uI *ion; free rent
and filte
filled coal bins used
sometimes to be offered to fill
up apartment houses which speculative
builders were anx1

,

T

N OW that there are fewer
apartments than
of course, tenants bid
against each other for
durable quarters and landlords
raise their rents not
always on the basis of a fair income from
ious to sell
families,

the proper

George Tremaine Morse
George Tremaine Morse, born in Plainfield, N. J., in
died on April 25 at Saranac Lake, N. Y.
He devoted his life to the practice of architecture for which he
studied in the Polytechnic Institute in
Brooklyn, Columbia
University, and the ficole des Beaux Arts, Paris.
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Prices

erty to be

prices of articles bought by farmers in 1918
estimated by the Bureau of Crop Estimate to be about
32 per cent higher than in 1917, about 97 per cent higher
than in 1914, and about 108 per cent higher than prices
of articles bought by farmers in 1909.
Prices of articles which farmers sell were only about
14 per cent higher in 1918 than in 1917, but about 97
That is, since 1914 the
per cent higher than in 1914.
prices of articles which farmers buy and prices of articles
which farmers sell increased in about the same proportion.
Farmers' products were the first to advance, but other
products during the last year have overtaken the advance
of farm products. Thus from 1914 to 1917 the advance of
farm products was about 74 per cent as compared with an
advance of about 49 per cent for articles farmers buy,
but in the last year the increase of farm products was as
stated only about 14 per cent compared with an advance of

The average

is

32 per cent for the other articles.
Detailed comparisons of prices of many articles bought
by farmers are obtained from about 5000 dealers throughout the United States by the Department of Agriculture.

Schedules asked for average prices in 1918 and 1917. The
inquiry a year ago asked for prices in 1917 and 1916.
Therefore two sets of averages are obtained for each
When the two averages differed an adjustment
year.
was made by adopting approximately the average of the
two.

Farm Land Values Rise
The value of farm

lands

is

increasing steadily in the

United States, the average for average grade plow lands
being about $74.31 per acre, as compared with $68.38 a
year ago, $62.17 two years ago and $58.39 three years ag".
Greatest percentage increase in values during the last
year occurred in the South Atlantic States, in the Carolinas and Georgia, and extended to Alabama, Kentucky,
and Arkansas. Small or no increases were made in the
New England States, the Pacific Coast States, and LouisMaterial increases
iana, Texas, Kansas, and Montana.
were reported from Nebraska and South Dakota.
Iowa stands first in value of plowing lands, her average
being $169 per acre, followed by Illinois with $144, California with $121, and Indiana with $100. Alabama reports
the lowest average value of plow lands, at $24 per acre,

and Mississippi next, at $25.50.
Average farm land in New York has increased from

New

Jersey
$53 an acre to $60 in three years, while
has risen from $65 to $76. In Connecticut the advance has
been from $49 to $55, and in Massachusetts from $62 to
Iowa not only has the dearest land, but in three
$68.
Pennsylvania
years it has advanced from $135 to $169.
farmers have gained exactly 20 per cent by natural increment, the rise being from $50 an acre to $60.
in

Homes

for Standard Oil

on a monthly payment basis, the propjointly by a committee of the company and a committee of employees, which will finance
the project on a 5 per cent return for the capital, no
Work will be begun at an early date.
profit being sought.
sold to employees

Doubled Since 1914

it

Employees

Employees of the Standard Oil Co. in Elizabeth, N J.,
are to have an opportunity to own their own homes.
After a conference between a committee of the company
and a committee of employees an option was obtained
on a tract of land comprising 35 acres, easily accessible
by trolley. Plans were then drawn for several types of
houses, the cost of each being $3,000 and upward, and
These houses are to be
the property was procured.
T

.
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First

managed

American

Battle

Built

Placed in National
The

first

American

Plane

Museum

built battle plane, the Dell. 4,

now

on exhibition in the National Museum in Washington.
The machine, built at the Dayton-Wright company's plant
in Dayton, was completed in September, 1917. and was
It was
the first plane flown with a Liberty 12 motor.
is

adopted by the government for use by the American
Expeditionary Force in France as a day bomber and obIn all, more than 2500 experiments
servation plane.
ranging from motor tests ami different profilers to
slight changes in control surfaces, have been made on
this machine.
It has been used in more than 4000 flights,
has been in the air 1078 hours and has traveled more than
ili.ooo miles, but with the exception of a patch on the
landing gear and a new section on the side cowling, there
As exhibited
have been no repairs made to the craft.
the plane carries

equipment, including machine guns

full

and wireless.
Despite its weight of 3800 pounds with a full load
and armament, the Dell. 4 has developed a much higher
speed than uj miles per hour, and when sent up with a
light load for combat work was able, it is said, to attain
at I7(xi feet a greater speed than any other ship used in
the war.

A

Larger

The present record
Pennsylvania
the

work

in

of the

"Largest" Hotel
Proposed
for size in hotels
is soon to

New York
same

now
be

held by the
exceeded by

architects.

Plans have been prepared by McKim, Mead & White
for an immense hotel of twenty-four hundred sleeping
rooms and twenty-four hundred baths to be erected in
Atlantic City, X. J., on three blocks of beach frontage
A theater and swimming
at Albany Avenue, Chelsea.
pool are incorporated in the designs, as well as other
novelties.

The proposed
Atlantic City

site

is

owned by

the

Philadelphia

and

Improvement Company.

Personal
Albert C. Wirth, architect, has opened offices in the
Banner Building, Greensboro, N*. C. Manufacturers are
requested to send literature and samples.

Charles Archibald, architect and civil engineer, St. Johns,
X. B., Canada, late of Department of Militia and Defence,
is opening offices in the Ritchie Building of that city, for
He desires to receive manufacturers'
private practice.

samples and catalogs.

A

partnership for the practice of architecture has been

formed by Floyd F. Glass and Ernest W. Austin, under
the name of Glass & Austin, architects and engineers,
with offices at 55 East State Street, Columbus, Ohio.
Samples and catalogs are desired.

News from

Late

Architectural Fields

Special Correspondence to

Urge Code Changes

THE

Ask

Aid

to

AMERICAN* ARCHITECT

Federation's Aid in Planning

Memorials

Construction

WASHINGTON, D. C., May 12. The American Federation
of Arts has received many requests for appropriate deState and civic bodies determined
signs for memorials.
to honor the men who served in the Great War have
sought the advice of the Federation in an effort to formulate plans for their tributes to the
fighting men.
The Indiana State Chamber of Commerce in a communication to Miss Leila Mechlin, secretary of the
Federation,
with headquarters at 1741 Xew York Avenue,
Washington,
D. C., requests the assistance of the organization in designing memorials throughout the state. The Chamber of
Commerce organized a special committee in Indiana, one
member from each Congressional district, for the purpose
of securing legislative action on memorials.
The sub-

PORTLAND, ORK.. May 12. As an aid to the stimulation
of building in this city several amendments to the housing
code have been agreed upon by members of the Portland
Housing Association for presentation to the city council.
The amendments will be in the form of modification which
will avert much of the criticism directed at the code
by
Portland architects.

One amendment will allow development of an entire
block for apartment houses without
requiring a rear yard,
as under the present code.
\ot more than 60 per cent of
the ground area of the block
may be used under these
modifications, however, it being the purpose of the code
to have restrictions which will force the builders of
apartment houses, hotels and rooming houses to
provide ample
light and ventilation.
Under the present housing code rows or terraces of

committee drafted a

bill which was later adopted
by the
provides that any taxing unit, city or
county, upon proper petition can have spread on the tax
rolls a tax levy to bond or retire sufficient
money for
memorials in the form of community houses, library,
hospital, auditorium or some other public building. Hammond has already passed the bill and twelve other Indiana
cities are preparing for similar action.
The Mississippi Memorial Association proposes a
It has announced its intention
$500,000 memorial fund.
to consult with the National Memorial
Commission, represented by the Federation, as to the location and form of

state legislature.

single or double family dwelling houses are barred
entirely,
through a provision which requires side
This

yards.

proand 1 1. K. Pluinmer, chief of the city bureau of buildings, after
making
extensive study of how similar situations have been
handled
elsewhere, prepared an amendment to
the
vision has resulted in

much

dissatisfaction'

modify
provision.
Under his amendment side yards will not he
required
when rows of dwelling houses are
built, provided that not
more than 40 per cent of the lot area is used.
This can

It

done, even by building the rows of
dwellings without
side yards as the yard area needed
can be provided in the
rear and front of the houses.

the

Models' Prepared for

committee, asks the Federation to suggest landscape architects to prepare plans for a memorial park.
The committee points out that the architects
competing for this project
must have a wide knowledge of the climatic conditions
of the arid West.
It has been definitely decided to reclaim some
twentythree acres in the residential section of El Paso. A memorial in the form of a grove has been
approved by civic
organizations. A tree will be planted for every man who

>e

A

Home Builders

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN May i 2 ._Six model homes have
been planned by architects of the
Minnesota Chapter of
American Institute of Architects and
will be erected on
two and one-half blocks of lots
on opposite sides of a
city
eet, to give persons
planning to build this sprin- and
summer opportunity to view them
before
their
'.

X Tr

selecting
>lam and making financial
arrangements for actual builde
s
y
are available and biue
p^t
)f an
'-'r
of these are 7
furnished at a nominal cost
After the

answered the

call for service.
The heroic officers who
died for their country will be remembered. The city plans
to name the walks in the memorial grove after some
prominent officers.

-

'

mod..homes are

built,

landscape experts of

will furnish
plans for beautifying the grounds.
CaI EstatC
eaPOliS
ard and

?

"
chll'e
!'r 3re
so

Memorial Hall.
communication from the El Paso, Tex., memorial

C

B

f

'" -n a ''T
haVC
1

" le
a

Minn apoH

Buil ders'

^

Ex-

P an to stimillate building
building material
'

American Lumber Stocks

in France

WASHINGTON, D. C., May 12. All sawmills which have
been established in France by the Army Engineers of the
United States have been shut down except the eleven mills
operating in the fire-killed timber in the Landes. These
mills will be in operation until about the middle of May.
The surplus stock of road plank, bridge timbers, and
other thick lumber is being remanufactured at several
plants into inch and two-inch dimensions for current army
requirements.
Contrary to expectations, the demands of
for timber have kept up to a surprising degree
up all the stock on hand.
The material is needed for improvements at the large
embarkation camps, for packing material and all sorts of
the

and
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structures at the divisional areas. Even the
products from
the fire-killed timber, the operations in which it was
thought would be turned over to the French, will be used
the A. E. F. Some material will
probably also be furby
nished the Belgium Relief Commission.

now

One

The United

accommodations for new

col-

entire

day. May 15, will be devoted to the subMemorials, when the delegates assemble in
the Metropolitan Museum lecture hall. A
reception will
be held on the preceding
Charles Moore, chairevening.
man of the general committee on War Memorials and
chairman of the Xational Commission of Fine
Arts, will
open the discussion. He will be followed by Edwin H.
Blashlield, N. A., mural painter, past president of the
Xational Institution of Arts and Letters. Frederick Law
Olmstead. A. I. A., landscape architect and member of

Many vexatious delays are being encountered in the
settlement of the forest purchases. An adjustment of
purchase contracts for timber which was but
partly cut is
under way to make the A. E. F. pay only for the timber
actually cut.

Abandon Housing Plan
New London

to secure adequate

is

lections.

in

War

ject

of

the

Washington Park Commission of
morning session.

1900,

will

be the

third speaker at the

The
the

.States

Housing Corporation has abandoned
its entire housing project at Xew London, Conn.
As many
as 116 houses, badly needed and all but 3 per cent completed, have been closed and no further effort made to
finish them.
This was the culmination of weeks of futile negotiations
with the Xew London engineer in . barge of water and
sewer connections.
His attitude in insisting that the
housing corporation abandon a modern plumbing installation for one more expensive and obsolete compelled the
corporation to forego any return on a large investment
which prevents more than 100 Xew London families from
enjoying modern homes. L. K. Sherman, director of the
Bureau of Industrial Housing, said in ordering the abandonment of the project
"We are not going to proceed as violators of the law,
but we have decided to abandon the entire Xew London
development rather than submit to the injustice of an
archaic, obsolete and unwarranted plumbing code that
adds to the existing high costs to burden the home buildwill not be consistent in
ers, owners and renters.
our relations with the numerous other municipalities
which permit the simplified plumbing if we relinquish the
same class of plumbing in Xew London.
We cannot
justify ourselves in establishing a precedent there for
expenditures which increase the cost of plumbing to the
home owner and which are not warranted by sanitary

subject

be continued in the afternoon when
will address the assembly.
Cass
A., past president of the American In-

will

Hon. Elihu Root

F. A. I.
of Architects, Harold S.
Buttenkein, secretary of
the Xational Committee on Memorial
Buildings, and Morris
dilbert,

stitute

<.ray. president of the Museum of
outline their views on the subject.

Fine Arts, Boston, will

delegates will lie accorded the privilege of visiting
private collections of former Senator William A.
Clark, J. 1'. Morgan, Mrs. II. O. Havemeyer and
Henry
Frick.
'I

hi-

the

The general subject for the second day will be "The
peace program of the Federation its opportunities, the
extension of its activities." The third day will be devoted
to a discussion of "Art and the Nation.''

:

We

requirements."

Wide

Interest in Arts Convention

Considerable significance is attached to the address
of the Hon. Charles D. Wolcott, secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, before the American Federation of
Arts at the tenth annual convention to be held at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, Xew York City, May 15,
16 and 17. He will discuss the need of a national gallery
of art in Washington.
It is expected that his talk will
have the influence necessary to inaugurate a nation-wide

movement among

patrons for an appropriate building to house the country's art treasures.
The most distinguished patrons of art have been invited to the convention. Their influence in national affairs
may have the desired effect of bringing Congressional
The
action for the maintenance of a National Gallery.
plan is to bring public opinion to bear on the legislators
to such an extent that Congressional appropriations will
he made permitting the construction of a building worthy
of the nation and the works of art it will store.
By charter, the Smithsonian Institution is recognized as
The Nathe custodian of the Xational Gallery of Art.
tional Museum has become overcrowded with the many
acquisitions. The problem which confronts the Institution
artists

and

Many

Disabled Soldiers Studying
Architecture

There seems to be a general impression that vocational
education means a manual trade, and a good
many disabled soldiers have at first rejected the idea of taking
the training available to them through the Federal Board
for Vocational Education on that account.
Such is by no
means the case, and the list of men already in training
shows a considerable portion of the number to be pursuing strictly professional courses.
For instance, there are 24 studying architecture; 30
taking chemistry: 21 dentistry; 68 drafting; 178 engineering; 2 are taking a course in foreign trade; 9 are
studying journalism: 7 are taking languages; 61 are taking mechanical drawing; 8 are studying music; 2 are qualifying as opticians; 49 are studying law: 8 are qualifying
as teachers 4 are studying theology 3 as veterinary sur;

geons

;

;

and 8 as wireless operators.

Bank Loans Increase

in

art

Washington

WASHINGTON, D. C, May 12. Washington banks by
their new plan of co-operation with building contractors,
have provided a much needed stimulant for construction.

A

survey of

the

financial

situation

in

the

District

of

Columbia shows that banks are now lending at least
10 per cent more on building than heretofore.
They
have apparently accepted the general view that no reduction in building prices can be expected this year.

Architects having many deals held up through the failure
of contractors to secure loans look forward to renewed
activity as a result of the bankers' attitude. The banks
have indicated their willingness to advance a loan of
about 45 per cent.
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Steel

Men Win

Fight for an "Open" Price Market

the price completely re"open" market in steel, with
and demand and with the
sponsive to the law of supply
for comUnited States Railroad Administration asking
tons of steel rails, resulted
on
once
at
200,000
bids
petitive
from the final conference last Thursday at the Hotel Plaza,
New York, between representatives of the United States
Railroad Administration and the manufacturers' committee

An

of the American Iron and Steel Institute.
Some of the steel men who attended the seven-hour conBoard
ference said that the decision to flout the Industrial
in
and to refuse to abide by the prices fixed by that body
to stabilize the industry means increased business

In the New York market the price tendency is downward
on neat cement, lime and hollow tile. All common brick
remains firm at $15 per thousand wholesale, with some

grades at a slightly higher level.
Lumber prices, however, are not likely to drop for a
long time to come. Mills in every section of the country
are now operating at a loss or barely making expenses.
In the North Carolina Pine region the average cost as
shown by reports from 33 mills for the month of December was $37.58 f .o.b. mill the average selling price was
about $34.
;

From

an effort

in the steel trade.

The opinion was expressed

freely that prices

would work

abeyance a considerable volume of
orders which awaited only the removal of uncertainty.
of the
It was said in steel circles that the breaking up
conferences means the end of stabilization, that the Industhat
trial Board will probably go out of existence and
of the defeat
on
account
Redlield
resign
might
Secretary

was

higher, as there

in

of his plan.
E. H. Gary, chairman of the United States Steel Corporation, who presided, issued the following statement
"After a long discussion the representatives of the Railroad Administration and the iron and steel industry have
failed to reach any agreement for reduction of the schedule
of prices approved by the Industrial Board of the Department of Commerce, the former claiming the prices are not
:

low enough to satisfy them and the latter insisting further
reductions cannot be made without decreases in costs of
production, which would necessitate a lowering of wage
rates."

Judge Gary's statement was approved by

steel

officials

made by

Director General Ilines follow:
of scrap material has been so great
as to make prices proposed by steel interests and the Industrial Board as profitable to the steel interests as were the
1.

Reduction

in cost

higher prices that prevailed during the war.
2.
Prices proposed represent no concessions

from war-time
3.

statistics

showing

that for 24

cost of producing this lumber was $25.45.
During January 28 operations cost $28.10 with returns of $22.61, mak-

ing a loss of $5.49.

The northern hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers
Association at Oshkosh, \Yis., states that "the cost to
transport logs, saw. pile and ship lumber is costing more
in our territory than the product of the logs is bringing,
and it has cost 25 per cent more to log in January and
February than it did for the entire year of 1918. Until
costs

are

operating means an
and the prospect of lowering cost is very

reduced very materially,

inevitable loss

poor."

Manufacturers

the great Southern Pine region are
is very close if not greater than
In December the average cost of
manufactured by 86 mills was $28.76

in

finding that their cost
what the lumber brings.

producing lumber
while the average selling price reported was $28. This
basis allowed only about one-half of the mills to operate.
In January the cost figures showed a reduction to $25.85.
a general rule, labor conditions in the South have not
been quite so bad as in the West, although the average of

As

present.

Points

come

the west co;,st

operations in February cutting 64 million feet, the total
return from the log f.o.b. mill, was $21.22 and that the

war

The
all

by

week has shown architects that they should
means advise clients that the material market is

past

more favorable now than
whatever

will be for the

it
has been since the war or
next few years. They realize that there is

an abnormal demand, that there

profits.

Steel interests apparently included in

efficiency is lower.

costs the

increased profits in ore and on these war costs the proposed prices are based.
4. Representatives of the Railroad Administration remain
entirely satisfied that the reduced prices could and ought
to be adopted without affecting the wages paid labor in

is

a below normal supply

a consequent low artificial
Lumber has already started to advance while many
level.
of the other commodities are being held down at levels
which are claimed cannot be lowered in view of the po-

and that price

tential

levels

demand and

are

at

present

wage

scales.

the steel industry.

Increased

evidence

that

architects

and

builders

Co-operation from large loaning interests, so
necessary if there is to be a big boom in the face of
material and labor costs, is now assured, if intimations

this

week.

vitally

given by prominent mortgage and banking houses to the
effect that building money will lie much freer after June I,
come true. However, there is just one right way to meet
this phase of the situation which has retarded the progress
of construction on a big scale so far this spring, and
that is Federal co-operation in the extension of credit to
builders

so

that

they

may go ahead more

rapidly

(From our

are

for the big construction spurt which is expected shortly was to be found in the New York situation

warming up

and

meet the pressing demand for dwellings.
This sane view was put before the State commission
a short time ago, and follows the attitude of most foreign
governments which are devoting funds and their power to
improve housing conditions following the war. If Federal
assistance can be secured the last hindrance to the free
resumption of building would be removed.
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Special Correspondent)

CHICAGO, ILL., May 12. Statistics compiled by the Government show that this city leads the entire country in the
value of engineering contracts and actual small building
In all branches of the building material indusactivities.
tries conditions during the week have developed a marked
improvement. All clay products, as well as manufactured
goods in metals, are in better demand with wholesalers and
dealers busy with orders for immediate delivery. Lumber
is

moving from the yards
good volume.

to the contractors in exception-

ally

A

feature of this market is in the announcement of
The permits
building permits issued during the week.
show that contemplative builders are becoming more and
more convinced of stabilization of prices and are going
ahead with speculative projects. The Commissioner of
issued f
Buildings announces that in April permits were
worth of n<
nearly seven and one-half million dollars'
for Apri
buildings, almost three- times the total
year.

Late Quotations

Building Material Markets

in

(Price quotations now current on building materials and supplies
as quoted by dealers and jobbers for delivery in \ew York and
The quotations set forth are placed before readers
Chicago follow.
ARCHITECT to afford an accurate review of
of
market conditions rather than for use as a basis for actual purchase.
not
will
only provide knowledge of the exact state of the market
They
as to items quoted, but will also present a basis to judge conditions
Items marked (*) indicate an
as affecting co-relating materials.
advance over last week, while those marked (t) record a decline.
not
did
Other prices
fluctuate during the week.)

THE AMERICAN

BRICK

New York

Borough of Man-

Common

(Delivered at job in
hattan only), per thousand

$13.00

$17.85*

CEMENT
Per

bbl.

15 cent bags (Rebate 60c.

in

Ic.

per

$6.12
n-42

$6.12

657

6. S3

up

sq.

4_!

ft

lists)

over 10

79'

77%
77%
79%

r

80%
82%

y

83

troughs of

Ma

hattan

2.35t

and Bronx
.

.

35c.
30c.

25c.
26c.

W

4 in.
6 in.

ougbs of Manhattan

Mr

ul
'

/

12 x 30, per sq.

jc.

lO'.jc.
10' ic.

ft

hollow
hollow
hollow

12' jc.

17Jic.

HOLLOW TILE
(Delivered

at

job.

in

New York

below 72nd

8 x 12 partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft
3 x 12 x 12 partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft
4 x 12 x 12 partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft.
6 x 12 x 12 partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft.
8 x 12 x 12 partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft
10 x 12 x 12 partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft
12 x 12 x 12 partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft
2 x 12 x 12 split furring, per 1,000 sq. ft

St.)

$70.15*
ni2. no
114.75
153.011

$67.90
72.50
99 60
135. SO
167.5(1

194.60

63.75

LATH
Eastern spruce, per thousand
No. 1 white pine, per thousand
No. 1 hemlock, per thousand
No. 1 yellow pine, per thousand

$^.50

.

.

.

;

$6.50
6.00
5.75

LIME
Common, 300

Ib. bids., per bbl
Finishing, 300 Ib. bbls., per bbl
llydrated, in paper bags, per ton

$3.50

$1.40t

3.70
17.25

17.00!

LUMBER
(Retail prices per M, F.O.I!.)
Yellow pine, 2 x 4
$49.00
46.50
Yellow pine, 2 x 6
56.00
Yellow pine,
65.00
Yellow pine, 8 x 8
52.50
Yellow pine, 12 x 12
55.75
Yellow pine, No. 1 boards, 1 x 6
58.00
Yellow pine, No. 1 boards. 1 x 12
58.00
Yellow pine, B and better flooring (plain)
70.00
Yellow pine, B and better flooring (quartered)
62.50
Douglas fir, 6 x 6 to 12 x 12
Douglas fir, 12 x 14 to 14 x 14

4x4

.

Norway

pine, 2 x 4

Norway pine, 2 x 12
Hemlock, 2 x 4
Hemlock, 2 x 12

Oak
Oak
Oak
Oak

flooring, 13/16 quartered white
flooring, 13/16 quartered red
flooring, 13/16 plain white
flooring, 13/16 plain red
Maple flooring, 13/16 clear
Maple flooring, 13/16 select
Maple flooring, 13/16 No. 1 fancy

40c.

40c.

New York

oil.

tin

25-1

'/,'\i\i\.

Chicago

kegs; lots over 100 Ibs..l4c.

14c.

pails; add to
lots over

14tfc!

and kegs;

keg price.

iic.

100 Ibs.... 14
$5.00

$2.00 to $5.00

24.00 to 32.00
24.00 to 30.00

24.00 to 32.00
24.00 to 32.00

Ibs.. $2.75 to

$57 70
60.70
67.70

in
in

.

.

60.00

6500
47.50
51.00

13250
125.00
82.50
82.50
75.00
70.00
62.50

$47.00
45.00
52.00
52.00
57.00
53.00
56.00
57.00
70.00
63.00
64.00
50.00
57.00
46.00
48.00
122.00*
115.00*
82.00*
82.00*
72.00*
69.00*
58.00*

$56.80
59.80
60.80

(and $1 additional for (lass A and gas pipe.
(Discounts to jobbers for carload lots on the Pittsburgh
I

basing

BHck

yd. .$2. 75

cu.

:

in.

3

Steel:
pt-r

5 ^S to 6
to 6',j

6

yd

card;

rates

100

freight

from

Ibs.,

Pittsburgh
are 27c.)

:

Butt

I'M

.

PIPE

Wrought

GYPSUM

3

oil,

loads, per

'

Plaster Board:

3 in. solid,

per sq

York, and also from

sq. ft
sq. ft

Delivered at
ill,
..
x 28 x 1
x 48 x %
x 36 x '/t
x 36 x
x 36 x >/i
Plaster Blocks:
Delivered at job
2 in. solid, per sq .ft

!

Cast iron:
in. and heavier

84' r

(Borougli of Manhattan only), per cu. yd.... 2.75

27
27
32
32
32

yd.,

Ked, per ton

S2

ft

(Borough of Manhattan onlyj.

in.
in.

sq.

Brown, per ton

81','e

GRAVEL
1%

7

Leads:

4

80%

10

to

Under 100

6

Double strength. A quality
Double strength, B qualitv
Plate
up to 5 sq. ft
5

to 6
to 8

5 !/

METAL LATH

Metallic Paints:

Ib

(Discounts from manufacturer's price
Single strength, A quality, first three brackets
Single strength, B quality

over

per Ih

."

Dry Colors:
Ked Venetian. American, per 100

GLASS

Plate
Plate
Plate

pig,
Ib.

White, in
Ked. bbl.,

GALVANIZED SHEETS
Nos. 18 and 20 gauge, per
No. 26
No. 27

LEAD
Bar, per

American white,

base-price, per lb...22!<ic.
add 2 to 3 cents.
to hot rolled.)

Ib.

Spruce, wide

$2 80

$3.25

300.00*
135.00*
100.00*
70.00*
60.00*
75.00
100.00*
65.00*
50.00
60.00

300.00
180.00
120.00
87.00
56.00
87.50
130.00
70.00
52.00
62. 50

S

PAINTS, OILS, ETC.

COPPER SHEETS
Cold rolled add

A. S
F. A.

Plain oak, 1" F. A. S
Red gum, 1" F. A. S
Sap gum, 1" F. A. S
Chestnut. 1" F. A. S
Poplar, 1" F. A. S
Birch. 1" F. A. S
Spruce, random 2"

per bbl. for

bags)

At the mill, hot rolled, 16 oz.
(From jobber's warehouse

F.

Quartered oak, 1"

American
Chicago

1"

Mahogany,

's

Weld

Pittsburgh to New
to Chicago, in car-

Financial and

Commercial Digest
of Architecture

As Affecting the Practice

Urges Liberal Credits to Our
Foreign Purchasers

Urges Building by Employers
the employers' assoCalling on the manufacturers' and
in forming an
ciations of this city to take the initiative
capital,
emergency building corporation with $5,000,000
of Detroit, Mich., has announced his will-

Attention

more

of public-spirited
ingness to join any such organization
of homes. The
citizens in an effort" to solve the shortage
has abandoned bis plan for a municipal bond
issue.

legal difficulties in the

Although the

way

of such

are not insurmountable, the delay would render
ineffectual any attempt to relieve the situation immediately,

a

move

his legal advisers told him.

and a comfortable home
than $5,000, perhaps between
a big organization takes hold of the

my judgment

"It is

can

for

secured

lie

$3.500 and $4.000

without

problem

if

that a lot

less

any idea of

profit."

said

the

called

Mayor.

"Five million dollars could buy all the material for the
houses and the lots, and contracts could be let for 100
houses at a time. There would be uniformity in quality,
not in design, and thus a saving would be effected.
"I do not believe it should be a continuing company, to
It should be organized
interfere with private initiative.

credits

to meet the great necessity of the moment which private
There would be no danger
interests are not able to meet.

their obligations.

simply meeting a problem
which is a civic problem, like a flood. Surely building
homes for flood victims is not paternalism."
Vancouver business men have already organized a corcost
poration through which they are to underwrite the
of building all the dwellings for which there is a demand
up to one thousand. These houses will be sold at exact
cost with a charge of but 6 per cent on deferred payThe plan is that, as a preliminary, blanks are
ments.

credits.

of

paternalism

in

this.

It

"We must

The

revise

our

point

Our banks can no

We

our existing banking system, predicated upon elasBut
ticity, is to-day probably the strongest in the world.
we now need to develop greater elasticity in our banking methods, particularly in our point of view regarding
This is
credits for the fostering of our foreign trade.
especially demanded in the selling of our manufactured
that

articles overseas,

the selling of

although

it

raw materials

holds true to some extent in
also.

"The unpegging of sterling and franc exchange, remade clear to us the condition which is
if we continue to insist upon the short

cently, has surely
bound to prevail

money was needed, should appeal

to many other
country where a housing crisis is imminent.
According to the plan, actual building would begin
only after enough contracts were made to warrant wholesale buying of materials and the letting of building contracts on a large scale in blocks of fifty or more.
It
would assure the lowest possible costs in this way discounting the future and establishing a sound credit basis
independent of the association's personal or separate credit.

the

for granting

present readjustment period makes imperative.
"England and Germany built up their great foreign trade
prior to 1914 largely by making six months' time the
If we are to hold our own
selling basis for their goods.
in foreign trade, we must profit by the experience of
other countries and adapt ourselves to the needs of the
The war has taught us many lessons;
present situation.
have learned, for instance,
peace will teach us more.

all working men in the form of a questionnaire.
These will form a record of those who want to buy
sucli homes, how much they can pay down in cash and
how much they can pay a month. There will be no building done until such contracts are made and, as can be
seen, these will form a basis for credit.
This same organization controls a long list of lots.
Those who wish can buy the sites for their houses from
this list at an exact price and with no charge for commission above the cost of sale, which is office expense,
This plan, which
or they can buy from local dealers.
calls for a comparatively small initial fund and which
would finance itself through banking credit or bonds issued

cities in

the vital necessity

to

of view about foreign
longer restrict such credits to
sixty, ninety, or a hundred and twenty days, and render
to manufacturers and exporters the service which the

is

sent to

as

to

foreign purchasers of American
products, in a statement issued by Charles H. Sabin,
president of the Guaranty Trust Company of New York.
Mr. Sabin advocates the meeting of international competition by the extension of longer credits than we have
given heretofore. Mr. Sabin said:
"The war literally forced us into world markets on
And we
a scale never before even dreamed possible.
are beginning to realize that our national prosperity is very
materially dependent upon the continuation of our vastly
increased production, which exceeds the requirements of
our own market and must continue to find an adequate
outlet elsewhere.
"Hut, owing to the war, other peoples cannot pay us on
practically a cash basis for the goods which they want to
purchase from us, and which they sorely need. Consequently, we must allow them more time in which to meet

Mayor Couzens

mayor

is

liberal

this

putting into operation of a plan similar to that of

Vancouver in many of our cities would go a long way
not only toward supplying the millions of badly needed
homes, but also would provide employment to all grades
of labor and expedite the return to normal conditions.

term credits which we have held to in the past. When
the British and French governments withdrew their support to sterling and franc exchange, respectively, the
tendency, naturally, was to put the American dollar at a
premium in England and France, which means that it
takes more francs and shillings to equal a dollar and,
consequently, less imported goods can be purchased for
an American dollar in those countries than was possible
prior to the unpegging of the exchanges. This will tend
to discourage the buying of American goods, and eventually will result in serious curtailment of our foreign
trade unless we counteract that tendency by extending
credits for a sufficient period to enable purchasers of our
products abroad to pay us at a more convenient time."
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Department of Architectural
Engineering
Modern Buildings

for Printing

civilization could not exist without

MODERN"
the press.
and

illustrated,

In

current events are described
ideas exchanged, knowledge imit

parted and public opinion reflected.
we do not re-

By

the press

Trades

Here the architect is called upon to design a
building attractive in appearance, with interior arranged for the development of maximum utility,
providing

efficient light, air

and ventilation
that

order

in

employees

may render

fer to the daily

m

newspaper ex-

m

clusively, but
also to those

service, safe in

many

classes

features,

and

publica-

also one

which

of

some

tions,

with

special

feat-

1

we

accommo-

d a

e

w
]>

t

a

large

h movable

t

i

spe-

machines,

arts co

n-

travel-

stantly
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forth in a hori-

whose

arrival

shall

cial

ures and
topics,

u

number of

and others
dealing

m

i

structural

s

t

i

treating of general subjects

a x

so

plane

eagerly await,
whose contents

zontal

we endeavor

ranged to neut r a
z e each
other's imp e t u s, the

and seldom

to

absorb, and deof
p r v e d

1

i

which,

life

i

would lose
much of its

possess

charm. Knowl-

cient

edge

the
i

it

publica-

on

s

to

suffi-

rigidity

prevent

swaying or

in-

d u

of

c

t

o n

i

bration.

v

i

]>

r

o p e

r

solving

Publica-

-

The
in

difficulty

ments and
on

cture

excessive

setting

forth human
achieveideas.

r u

t

to

increas-

is

ing and with
t

s

ar-

1

y

this

presses, and

problem is evidenced by the
u n f o r t u n -

the

ate

fact

in

almost

t

i

s

require

printing
modern

printing press
bears as much

resemblance to

ADVERTISING BUILDIXG,
ALBERT

B.

GROVES, ARCHITECT-*.

that of Franklin's time as the oxcart does to the

Presses and the accessory uses customarily incidental thereto must be housed hence
the development of the "printing house" building.
locomotive.
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A.

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

AEOERTER, E\CI.\EER

every

that

commu-

nity there are
numerous examples of excessive vibration in such
buildings, some built many years ago, and others
of more recent construction. The vibrating building is a nuisance and sometimes a menace not

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
its neighbors, so that the
only to itself but often to
courts have had to decide many law suits and claims
for damages as a result of such conditions. There

in St. Louis a building housing thirty-five presses,
which causes vibration in the adjoining buildings
is

and throughout the
in height,

entire block.

It

is

six stories

of slow-burning construction, with comSuch construction
light masonry walls.

paratively
is not sufficiently rigid to entirely resist the momentum of the presses, so the adjoining properties must

Another such building
was erected nearly twenty years ago, constructed

absorb their excess energy.

with an early type of reinforced cinder concrete
with concrete joists spaced in a manner similar
to wood-joistecl construction, reinforced with rods
floor,

\\/
T**l4ui

booked over the top flanges of steel beams into
The frame is of steel
which they are framed.
beams with cast-iron columns, and inclosed with

masonry

walls.

rock

at

it

the

IZ3

Presses operating in this building
rate of some ninety vibrations

per minute the year round, causing open doors
to swing, window weights to knock, and producing
a disagreeable sensation to persons working therein.
In another instance a two-horse power printing
press located in the seventh story of an eight-story
reinforced concrete building caused so much vibration that a sample room on the eighth story, with
hardware samples consisting of hanging chains,
sleigh hells, saws, pans, etc., was unable to conduct
business, due to the racket constantly made by these

The press was removed out of the building and into a two-story brick building 20 ft. wide.
In this new location the press was used for the purpose of conducting experiments and was mounted
samples.

TOiUTK

1'

H-

P-

with ends firmly embedded
press was located so as to
This reoperate with the length of the building.
sulted in a total lack of vibration in the building

on a

steel truss, laid flat

in (he side walls.

The

proper, the energy of the press being taken up by
in the truss members.
The truss

deformation

diagonals consisted of steel rods with threaded and
welded loop ends and were provided with turnbuckles. For the purpose of ascertaining the lateral
thrust of the press the diagonals were loosened up,
and while the press was running the horizontal de-

both chords of the truss were measured,
an analysis of which gave the horizontal press
flections of

thrust.

This "press thrust" is made up of three factors,
namely: The power of the operating motor; the
collision impact of the horizontal moving type-frame
or "belt travel", and the time consumed to
stop
collision.
The press under study had a two-horse

power motor (66,000

ft.
Ib. per
minute) and a
speed of 2000 ft. per minute, or 33 ft. per
second.
In other words, 66,000 ft. Ib, of work

belt

was being carried

to the press

by the

belt

every

692

FLOOR-FLAM-

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
minute, which resolves

itself into

hence the thrust was taken care of

a 33-lb. load car-

in

both cross

ried

by the belt. Computations from the measured
deflections of the truss chords showed that the press

and longitudinal

developed an energy or thrust of 33,000 lb., which
indicated a "kick" due to collision impact of 1000
times more than the load carried by the belt from
motor to press. Now, if the 33-lb. force had been
stopped in one second, the horizontal kick of tinpress would have been 33 lb. Since the measure-

feet per second, hence a line of presses as proposed,
all headed the same way. hitting one after the other,
could not pile up a stress in the frame, as the

directions.

Stress in a concrete frame travels about 15,000

ments gave

this as 33,000 lb., the indications are that
took only i/iooo part of a second to deliver or
stop the blow. This stop or reversal is the important
it

factor, acting in a manner similar to a falling body.
jar is felt until the falling body strikes the
ground, so also in the press the thrust occurs at the

No

instant the direction of the traveling type frame
reversed.

The

from

results obtained

this

i<

experimental

data have been used with satisfactory results in tindesign of many buildings, one such example bc-ing

7 ^=

FLOOR

here set forth.
In February, iQi", just before this country entered the world war, a building operation was promoted, the promoters having made arrangements

6- FLOOR
-I-

for leasing all floors with perhaps one exception
(the ground floor). The proposed building was to

be nine stories and basement high, of reinforced
concrete construction, 55 ft. wide by 155 ft. deep.
The height from curb to roof to be 130 ft., from

which it will be seen that fairly liberal story heights
had been allowed. This proposition was only possible
provided the seventh, eighth and ninth stories could
be leased to a printing establishment, so designed
that presses could be located on the seventh floor,
composition room on the eighth floor and pho-

tographic work conducted on the ninth floor. The
contemplated operation involved an investment of
$250,000, with the promotor seeking a capable architect

safe and rigid

able to guarantee a

From

can be seen

/ Z--

FLOOR

11

FLOOR

building.

how

important foreknowledge was, as leases so framed that they would not
be binding should the completed structure develop
excessive vibration would entail serious financial
this

loss.

nowise

it

However, as competent

architects

are

I

in

needle in the haystack,
the building was designed, erected and occupied.
like the proverbial

The ground

/ BtSCKRKT tX

a mercantile store room, the
floors and the seventh,
eighth and ninth stories occupied as already described. With the exception of the seventh or press
floor

second to sixth are

floor, all floors

_

is

office

were designed for a

live load oft.so

the seventh being designed for a live load of
400 Ibs., to provide for the heavy paper stock used
At the time of
in connection with the presses.
Ibs.,

designing the building the exact placing of presses
and direction of operation could not be determined,

Loe'JST
......

-STKJLIT LY.LVA.TIO.M-

Vw^n.r,

mi'

velocity of stress is 15 times faster than the delivery
of shock, and since i/iooo part of a second is required to deliver the collision impact of a machine,

the possibility of two out of seven hittings at the
same instant is very remote, hence the collision of
the largest, was provided for only.
one
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from the seventh floor to grade line, the beams and
wall columns were designed to take
up this 96,000-

A

moving load in collision with another body
causes a force entirely dependent upon the time it
for a 3OOO-lb.
requires to stop the moving load,
a
with
struck
blow can be
2^-lb. hammer head
with a velocity of 40 ft. per second if the stop is

Ib.

;

in i/iooo part of a second.
There are several moving parts to a printing
to find
press any one of which could be analyzed
the horizontal kick, and this horizontal kick also
motion
produces a vertical floor load as a rocking

load.

The plans shown herewith give an idea of the
layout and the diagram of skeleton frame shows the
disposition of girders and columns.
The photograph illustrates the architecture of the completed

back occurs. From the previous exwas found that a one-horse-power motor

to

periments it
connected to a printing press develops a i6,ooo-lb.

building.

This building has

horizontal force.

constructed

of

reinforced

concrete

was
it

nine

as-

being

motor.

inches

The

ninth floor of this building is used for photography and five-minute exposures are taken with

no

for the vertical live load, a press of this size

shuttle

Ib.

per

provided the horizontal moving
above the floor line, resulting in

in.

end or side girders of the structure.

At each

floor,

and rocks from front
the

to back with an

of foundation
depending upon
frame or panel in floor and moment of moving

live

ously mentioned.
The frame of the building had a flat slab in each
floor used to transfer any horizontal thrust to the

Ib.

intensity

load equivalent to 250 Ib. per sq. ft.
This seventh floor was, however, designed for 400
Ib. live load to accommodate paper piles as previa total

results.

16,000

sq. ft.,

was 36

ill

In conclusion it would appear entirely safe to
work on the basis that a one-horse-power press
kicks laterally with an equivalent static load of

Such a press located in a 19
weighs 26,000 Ib.
ft. x 20 ft. floor bay would produce a static load
of 70 Ib. per sq. ft. and an additional rocking load
of 190

in use nine months

of an inch crosswise of building at the
eighth floor
sill line, with 80 vibrations
occurring per minute.
The largest press finally used had a 7-horse-power

thick.

As

now been

and the measured vibration does not exceed
1/16

In this nine-story building the largest press was
taken as having a six-horse-power motor located at
either end of the floor and operating in either a

The floor
cross or longitudinal direction.
sumed to act as a truss or plate girder,

reinforced at both top and bot-

tom the columns were spliced at their
mid-length
and the footings were designed for the
bending moment from lateral force in addition to the dead

made

from front

lateral thrust.

The beams were

size

shuttle.

The

building described was designed by Albert

B. Groves, architect, with A. A. Aegerter as engineer, built by Murch Bros. Construction Co., and

occupied by the Garrison
Louis,

Wagner

Printing Co., St.

Mo.

Present Status of Industrial Lighting Codes"
B\

G. H.

ABSTRACT OF PAPER

commissions under authority granted by Legis-

codes become in effect state law. Variations
codes as adopted are less than might appear, some
features being experimental.
The existing codes correspond in essentials to the Illuminating Engineering Society code, on which they are based.
Mandatory regulations are necessarily limited in function to the assuring of safety.
Higher standards are eslatures, the

in the

sential for efficient production.

Popular education

and illuminating engineers can co-operate

electrical

In order to protect workers from accident and eye-strain,
industrial lighting codes have been adopted in four states
and in Federal establishments. Similar action is under
consideration in several other states and there is prospect
of extension throughout the country.
Investigation and experience indicate the need of government regulation of factory lighting. When adopted by industrial

STICKNEV

in

which

Presented at the 349th Meeting of the American Institute of
_EIectncal Engineers, in Joint Session with the Illuminating Engineer,
ing bociety, Jsew York, April 11, 1919.

is

an

important feature of future development.

INTRODUCTION
industrial lighting codes are an expression
of the "Safety First" movement in terms of
legal regulations directed to the lighting of factories.
The prime function of these codes is the safeguarding of life, limb and vision of industrial workers.

THE

No argument

should be necessary to enlist the supcitizens to such a humanitarian effort.
In addition, the codes seem likely to teach
practise which will enhance the earning power, not
port of

all

good

only of the workers themselves but also of the inThis incidental result seems likely
dustrial plants.
to be of great economic importance in the coming
period of international competition. Sufficient prog-
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ress has been

made

to indicate that such regulations

will ultimately be in force
Through their relation to

Illuminating engineers have recognized for a long
time that inadequate lighting was responsible, in a
greater or less degree, for industrial accidents, and

throughout the country.
lighting practise, these

codes seem destined to have a broad influence on

that

electrical engineering, and it is the purpose of this
paper to inform electrical engineers regarding the

Extensive data, accumulated by John
prevention.
Calder 1 R. E. Simpson-', and others provide convincing proof of this condition.
The loss of visual power, through improper lighting cannot be so readily recorded, and hence is not

those responsible for it.
Industrial lighting codes, based on the Illuminating Engineering Society's code, are now in force
States of Pennsylvania,

New

Jersey,

New

lighting, the necessity for Governmental supervision
is even greater for this purpose than for the pre-

vention of mechanical accidents.
In spite of the recent general improvement in industrial lighting practise, the increasing need of

ample assurance

chinery

1

Mills and other

4

in

nite lighting specifications in the law, and so provision was made in the law for the later adoption of

approved
accidents

greater importance, poor lighting impairs vision.

this cause is gradual,
take the individual years to become aware of it.
This makes it all the more important to guard against the
insidious effects of dim illumination, of glaring light
sources shining in the eyes, of flickering light, of sharp
shadows, of glare reflected from polished parts of the
work. To conserve the eyesight of the working class is
a distinct economic gain to the State, hut regardless of that,
humanitarian considerations demand it.
Finally, inadequate illumination decreases the production
of the industries of the State, and to that extent, the
wealth of its people. Factory managers, who have installed
improved illumination, are unanimous in the conviction that
better lighting increases production and decreases spoilage.

may

it

Illuminating Engineering Society was called
ni3 to assist in formulating the lighting
upon
It
section of the labor law of New York State.
defito
then
was found impracticable
incorporate

applied
accidents.

Because diminution of eyesight from

it

to

in

illumination is a
In the past lewyears numerous investigators, studying the cause of accidents, have found that the accident rate in plants with
poor lighting is higher than similar plants which are well

Of even

Maces" of the Illuminating

The

improperly

have experienced
which are very gratifying.

1

and conform closely

This code was prepared by the co-operative action
of the Committee on Lighting Legislation, under the
chairmanship of Mr. L. B. Marks, and the former
Committee on Factory Lighting, under the chairmanship of Professor C. E. Clewell.

:

installed
reductions in their

,

essentials.

all

NECESSITY

have

Work

Engineering Society

necessity for such regulation is well explained in the introduction to the new edition of the
Wisconsin code, which reads as follows

which

IISTORICAL

the codes in force or under prepa'radically
ration are based on the "Code of Lighting Factories,
all

1

The

lighting

:

;

workers requiring sustained visual application.

plants and navy yards.

Factories

evident from the

:

Federal establishments, including arsenals, munition

illuminated.

is

increasing use of dangerous maintricacy of processes and specialization of

night processes

Through co-operation of the Bureau of Standards and the Federal Inspectors of Safety, a lighting safety code was adopted during the war. in all

industrial

matter

in this

present tendencies of manufacturing, among which
may be mentioned the following: the grouping of
the extension of all
larger number of employees

gard to factory lighting.

and

means of accident

just when he should be most valuable, and
further, because the danger is not readily recognized
by those immediately responsible for industrial

the enactment and enforcement or regulations in re-

cause of

a potent

worker

In others, bills looking to the
eration for adoption.
adoption of the code have been introduced before the
legislatures. As a war measure, the Advisory Commission of the Council of National Defense, through
its Committee on Labor, appointed a sub-committee
known as the Divisional Lighting Committee, to encourage the movement. The sub-committee, working through State representatives, has approached
the authorities in each of the States to encourage
As the result of this
the adoption of such codes.
activity, progress has been made toward the introduction of an industrial lighting code or a safety
code, by the Department of Labor. Industrial Accident Commission, or other agencies charged with

Insufficient

was

It is, howso directly substantiated by actual data.
3
ever, recognized as a serious menace by oculists
and others.
Because it incapacitates the skilled

York and Wisconsin. In several other States similar codes have been drawn up and are under consid-

prolific

lighting

,

scope and tendencies of these codes, as interpreted
from a close association with the work and with

in the

good

In
such regulations, by the Labor Commission.
work
preparation for the commission's requirement,
The problem
of drafting a code was undertaken.
modifications
and
one
difficult
a
many
very
proved
were found necessary, even after its first publica-

Various societies, many engineers and State
commissioners pointed out desirable changes, which
tion.

were incorporated from time

to time.

working instrument, it is
have had most to do with
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at the

a very valuable
considered, by those who

present time, although the code

1.

For references,

it,

see Bibliography.

is

to be

under develop-
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changes and amplifications,
the art and with increased
of
with the development
in
application of the various provisions.
experience
5
Dr. J. P.
at a meeting in Philadelphia
In

ment and

spectors at the University of Pennsylvania in the
similar lecture 8 was given to
spring of 1918.

liable to slight

A

factory inspectors of the Board of Labor and Industries of Massachusetts in October, 1918.
Doubtless
this will be repeated and the method applied else-

1916
industrial comJackson and Colonel L. T. Bryant,
and
New
of
missioners
Jersey, rePennsylvania
and
after introducing
became
interested,
spectively,
,

some

practical

The New Jersey Commission has

where.

held meet-

ings of contractors and manufacturers to assist in
the educational work.

improvements, their respective com-

In

missions took action which resulted in the adoption
The New
of the code in the summer of 1916.
York Commission adopted the code with some modifications and put it in force July I. 1918, some of

all the codes the employment of
expert engineering or architectural advice is recommended.

SPECIFICATIONS

The

the features being tentative for a year.

The Wisconsin Commission began

all

issuing lighting orders in 1913, but these orders did not contain any specification as to intensity of illumination

principal lighting specifications common to
States which have adopted the code are intensity,

It is also usual to reglare limits and distribution.
quire provision of emergency lighting, watchman's
circuits and certain switching provisions.
In some
cases these features are omitted from the codes, be-

on the work. After thorough investigation the orders were superseded by the present code, which

was issued in May, 1918.
The author has just received word,

ing provided for in the law or elsewhere.
comparison of the codes adopted or under
preparation shows a remarkable uniformity in the

lighting code.

tion,

A

as this paper
goes to press, that the legislature of the State of
Oregon has passed a bill establishing an industrial

specification of these factors.

SCOPE

some

varia-

uniformity.
In drawing the specifications it has been constantly recognized that they must be kept simple
and practicable so that conformance could be deter-

The codes are, therefore, backed by the
State police power.
Since the function of the commissions is limited
workers.

mined without recourse to lighting experts or bulky
and expensive instruments. On the other hand, it
is

to insuring safety, the codes require only such lightUnder these ciring as is necessary for that end.

desirable to

possible,

make

cumstances
codes cannot demand the higher
standards of illumination desirable for economical
production". That the intensities specified are minimum limits, consistent with safety rather than good
practise, is recognized, and in connection with all
the codes, higher values representing more desirable practise are recommended.
It has seemed to be the experience of labor commissions that at least 90 per cent of the manufac-

that

turers cordially desire to

ble artificial light

their regu-

The

principal difficulty so far encountered
in applying the codes has been to make clear to the
just what is required and how it can be secured.
It has, therefore, been found
expedient to
publish educational sections supplementary to the
codes proper.
Such sections explain the principles

layman

involved and make suggestions for
securing and
maintaining good installations. The recent revision
of the Wisconsin code treats rather comprehensively of the selection and location of lighting equipment, illustrated by charts.
By joint action of the Pennsylvania and New

Jersey Commissions a course of lectures' on the interpretation of the codes was given to their in-

the specification as definite as

minimizing the part

left

to

individual

judgment and thus avoiding controversy and

the

comply with

is

tard the development of codes toward excellence and

In the States which have adopted codes, the action
has been by industrial or labor commissions, under
the authority granted them by legislature, to promulgate rules in the interest of safety of industrial

lations.

There

especially as regards experimental features,
but this is of a nature likely to help rather than re-

preju-

dice.

DAYLIGHT
While

has been considered desirable to require
buildings and extensions be so constructed
as to provide adequate daylight, it has been found
very difficult, if not impracticable, to lay down a
it

new

definite rule,

sumed

and

in

most of the codes it has been aswas accomplished if suitawere required where and when

that the purpose

daylight

is

unavailable.

Daylight is subject to a wide variation throughout the hours of the day, seasons of the year, with
changes in weather and for different directions of
In any building the natural
etc.
be
affected
by surrounding construclighting may
tion on property not under the control of the owner.
workroom having ample daylight when erected
be darkened by later construction. In a dense

window exposure,

A

may

manufacturing

center,

e. g.,

downtown Manhattan,

good a condion lower floors, as might be reasonSome reasonably required of a suburban factory.
which
be
reached,
can
able provision
undoubtedly
it

would be impracticable

tion, especially
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will at least require the minimization of glare and
provide for wide distribution of light, by the use of
suitable awnings, shades, refractive windows, etc.
The Wisconsin Commission has adopted the following rule in this connection

code to mitigate such conditions seems to have considerable merit.

From
that

:

it

is

desirable to have daylight available wher-

ever possible.
There are some processes which inherently reMoreover, in the
quire the exclusion of daylight.
large cities workrooms, such as engine rooms, pipe
shops, etc., have been established in basements, apparently without serious harm to the workers. On
a larger scale workrooms have been established

Order 2111. Natural Light. Windows, skylights, sawtooth or other roof lighting construction of buildings shall
be arranged with reasonably uniform bays and the glass
area so apportioned that at the darkest part of any working
space, when normal exterior daylight conditions obtain,
(sky brightness of 1.5 candle-power per sq. inch) there
will be available a minimum intensity equal to twice that
of Order 2112 for artificial light.
Awnings, window shades, diffusive or refractive window
glass shall be used for the purpose of improving daylight
conditions or for the avoidance of eye strain wherever
the location of the work is such that the worker must
face large window areas, through which excessively bright
light may at times enter the building.

above

ground, which
throughout the day.

The intensity requirements
much higher than those

lighting are

is

almost universal experience of illuminating engineers and others that it is possible to operate
satisfactorily with a lower intensity of artificial than
The reason for this lias not
natural illumination.
been satisfactorily explained but with daylight the
relatively high illumination of walls and other sur-

I

111

all

attention

on

intensities,

lighting
below the

values

specified

artificial

lighting.

of those under

Engineering Society's School Lighting Code.

to the author's

foot

candles.

was anticipated

in

ex-

plane of any surface requiring vision of the charIn all cases the limits :tre given as
acter indicated.

preparation have adhered to the ratio of 2 to i,
which figure has also been used in the Illuminating

Fur-

apparently necessary before any
final relation can be determined.
It is probable that in different conditions of dayvalue varies.
light and of artificial light the relative
It is not likely, at least in the near future, that actual
foot candle measurements will become the criterion
for turning on the lighting, so that an accurate determination of this ratio does not seem to be of

ther experience

difficulty

in

For yards, passageways, aisles and stairways, the
floor
intensity on a horizontal plane, at or near the
level, is assumed for measurement.
For various operations the intensity is required
at the work and would naturally be measured in the

intensities fell

for artificial

The Wisconsin code and one or more

specified

cation of these specifications.

artificial lighting requirements was specified.
Later this was changed to 2 to I, and still later, in
the absence of definite data in confirmation of the

higher daylight

some

is

plaining these values and providing for their measurement, the development of an inexpensive and
simple "foot-candle meter'' has facilitated the appli-

and

of

which have come

intensity

\\ bile at first

the work, is undoubtedly a contributory cause.
In the earliest draft of the Illuminating Engineering Society's code, a ratio of 3 to i between natural

was required when daylight

\TKNS1TV Sl'KCIKK'ATIftN

the codes

;

necessity

lighting

natural or artificial.

It is the

to the illumination

artificial

conditions by simply specifying the lighting features
necessary without distinction as to whether the light

viewed.

rounding objects, compared

require

1'nquestionably. all visual requirements can be
provided with proper artificial lighting. It is. therefore, doubtful if a mandatory requirement of dayOne of the codes
light for all places is justifiable.
under preparation, but not yet adopted, meets these

for adequate dayfor adequate night
lighting, because in general, under daylight conditions, the
light coining to the eye from all the surroundings in the
field of vision is much brighter than at night, and hence a
correspondingly more intense light n.ust fall <m the object

Xote.

a hygienic standpoint, sunlight has desirafrom its relation to vision, so

ble features distinct

is

immediate importance.
The Illuminating Engineering Society, Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New York codes are essenand do not attempt to
tially artificial lighting codes
serious conspecify day lighting. On the other hand,
ditions of glare are not infrequent in the natural
of the
lighting of workrooms, and the extension

minima, not averages.
It has been generally recognized in selecting the
no definite critical
intensity levels that there are
of
a
small
variation
a
where
percentage, one
points,
definite line between
cross
a
would
or
another,
way
In determining the various
safety and danger.
drawn on their
tensity levels, lighting experts have
experience, supplemented by special investigation.
It inspires confidence to note that the American
in-

values correspond rather closely to those determined
in England after a very exhaustive

independently

investigation under governmental auspices.
The intensity specifications naturally fall into
two groups: those required over general spaces

and those required for work operations.

The

for-

are primarily for the prevention of accident,
while the latter have the added element of conservation of vision, especially in the higher intensity

mer

classes.
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method of lighting in which the work is seen against
lighted background in a comparatively dark room, as in
some processes of working with dark threads and lamp
In all such cases in which work is of necessity
filaments.

than inlower standard is allowed out of doors
charusual
the
in
difference
the
of
account
doors, on
of travel. The
acter of surroundings and the nature

A

on in comparative darkness, special precautions
should be taken to properly safeguard the workmen.
limiting feature of the intensity specification is
the rather indefinite descriptive classification of the

carried

areas must, for economic reasons,
large out-of-door
not
have a low intensity requirement, and it would

A

than ordinary
be reasonable to demand much more
The value
street lighting or moonlight intensities.
in all the
of 0.02 foot candle, therefore, appears
of 0.25
mimimum
a
interior
For
codes.
lighting
all traversed
for
been
has
foot-candle
required
spaces.

New York and

a classi-

cover

dressing
not ap-

Wisconsin have included
elevators, washrooms,
fication to
This has
at
0.5 foot-candle.
rooms, etc.,
but seems to be
earlier
in
the
codes,
peared

operations assigned to the various levels. The need
of more definite descriptions is well known to all
who have undertaken the work of drawing up speci-

Illuminating

New

intensity for

Engineering

Society,

New York

dles.

has adopted

is

Pennsylvania,
1.25 foot-can-

foot-candle for the

I

Lathe work

also adopted a new
handling of materials

being
other States.

this step is
preparation in

The higher steps are the same in all codes being
located at 2.3 and 5 foot-caudles, according to the
fineness of vision required by the operations.
While it is true that there are operations requiring

more than

5 foot-candles,

skilled specialists.

individuals are likely to be able to protect
themselves, it has not seemed necessary for Govern-

has adopted tentatively for

"rough work," "medium work,"

"fine

work," which

little more
the specification in such cases but
definite than the general classification.
The first plan (a) has some ardent advocates, but
such a list
has been objected to on the ground that
that does not
of
description
an
accuracy
implies

ma k e

of readily and thus avoid misunderstanding on the
part of others not entitled to exception.
One of the codes under preparation includes a
class of zero intensity, while another lists the excepThis
tions in a note following the intensity rule.
:

:

in

comparative darkness, as for example, photographic processes in the dark room.
b. There are some operations that are best observed by
their own light, as in the parts of the process of working
glass.

Some

levels,

a year a list of this sort, but has found it necessary
terms
so far to use in many cases the qualifying

to the belief on the part
of certain commissions that the exceptions were so
infrequent and obvious that they can be taken care

c.

in

the

New York Commission

The omission has been due

:

all

(b)

esses are necessary to the illumination intensity requirements, as they appear in most of the codes.

Note
Some exceptions to the Intensity Rule
There are some operations that are performed

de-

too fast so as
vantages provided it is not extended
The
to lead to confusion through repeated changes.

mental authorities to take action.
Exceptions arising from the nature of a few proc-

a.

many

(a, b, c, etc.)

As such

reads

are

each indicated by an arbitrary designation
without any description of the process covmanuered.
Supplement this with a complete list of all
the
facturing processes, using the symbol to designate
particular class to which each process is assigned.
To supplement the present classification with a d
1).
tailed list of standardized processes.
seems to have some adThe latter scheme
tensity

they are exceptional

and usually performed by highly

There

manufacturer, say to o.oi inch of accuracy, while
another making nominally the same article works to
o.ooi of an inch or finer.
Several proposals have been made, among which
may be mentioned.
ina. To make the intensity table simply an index of

and other very rough operations, and
in

first.

machine shops, for example varies in
way from very rough work down to
watchmakers' fineness. An article is made by one

fineness

The New York Committee has

some of the codes

in-

grees of fineness in the same type of process as carried on in different shops or even in the same shop.

tional value.

included in

than appears at

difficult

i.

level of 0.5 foot-candle for the

that an

consideration might indicate, being somewhat
ameliorated by the fact that manufacturing economy
should dictate a much higher intensity than required by the codes.
Many efforts have been made to render the specifications more definite, but the problem is much more

rough manufacturing.
<?.,
corresponding
While this value is, in the opinion of some engineers,
lower than desirable, there is doubt if there is evidence to warrant the standardization of the fracclass,

sometimes important

ficial

a useful

manufacturing under the

Jersey and Wisconsin codes

is

spector or a manufacturer be able to tell without
question within what class any particular operation
falls.
This, however, is not so serious as a super-

addition.

The lowest

It

fications.

really exist.

the ultimate
In general, it seems desirable for
the broad
to
adhere
States
good of all that most
while a few experiment
descriptive specification,
their practicabilwith the extensions and determine
able to adopt
will then be more readily
ity

They

any method which

shall

have been found especi

meritorious.

operations are best observed by the "silhouette"
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SHEATHING

40 Houses; Then 10
Houses; Then 50 More Houses
First

Irvington, N. J.

Gentlemen

Have

:

siwcified

used your stucco l>ojird
more houses built in the

anil

40 or
Weequiihic Park section of Newark and elsewhere and have always obtained the best of
on

some

results.

We

did

not

hesitate

on 10 houses of

tiO

th:-

again use same
for the Mesa Housing
to

now Hearing completion

Proposition that are
at Irvingtun, X. J.

When your

representative first spoke to us
your ISishopric Sir, athing we kept it in
mind.
As you know. We ordered two carloads of it, enough for the other 50 houses
for tile above-mentioned -Mesa Housing Prop-

altout

osition.

We

An

Engineering and Architectural
firm which does big things in New

Jersey has written us regarding

experience with Bishopric Sheathing on 50 houses it built in connection with the Mesa Housing ProjRead the
ect at Irvington, N. J.
letter.

are using

it

narrow clapboards,

Although somewhat

skeptical at tirst about

placing shingles over
your sheathing, thinking it would be springy,
we are no longer, this idea having long since
We find it everything ordinary
disappeared.
sheathing could be and more.
Being easy to
the
handle,
carpenters liked putting it on.
Seeing its possibilities and the economy in
using it. we will not hesitate to bring it to
the attention of any of our clients who, in
the future, expect to build.

Yours

It is

under shingles, wide and
etc.

truly.

STROMII.U'II

& MERTENS,

Engineers and Architects,
Victor H. Strombach.

its

anything
this

more

else

we

significant than
could say about

modern Sheathing Board.

Note the list of institutions which have
used Bishopric Sheathing either on Industrial

Housing or

Home

Building

projects:

&

Tube Company, Youngstown,
Youngstown Sheet
Ohio; Virginia Shipbuilding Corporation, Alexandria,
Va.; American Clay Machinery Company, Bucyrut,
Ohio; F. C. Mesa Munitions, Irvington, N. J.; Hamilton,
O., Home Building Co.; Petroleum Iron Worki,
Petroleum, Ohio.

The Bishopric Manufacturing Co.
904 Este Avenue

Cincinnati, Ohio

il
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Note provision for lawn
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NUMBER
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AT JUNCTION" \VITH KNTKANC'H TURN
and

at

living end of house.

See A,

tig.

Garage and Entrance Turns
By

A. D. TAYLOR, Landscape Architect and

introduction of the automobile and

its

present universal use both for pleasure and

THE

industrial traffic has developed a new probThis problem is the laying out of garage turns
and entrance turns, and is presented to thousands
of owners of both small and large homes throughRoad space once ample for the
out the country.
use of horse vehicles has become within the past
few years entirely inadequate for the use of the
automobile. These new problems of width of road

lem.

and degrees of curvature have been most acute at
the entrance to residence and garage, although in
some measure they appear along the course of the
These problems have been
entrance drive itself.
All illustrations are

from work designed and photographed by the

author.

Copyright, 1919,

2265

7 also

photos

n

and

Part

19.

I.

Town Planner*

solved, not by definite rules deduced as a result of
experience in designing these turns, but rather by
"the rule of thumb" method.

This subject is worthy of detailed discussion, and
is the purpose of the present article to bring together for comparison and reference some of the
it

results obtained in practice, as shown in the designs
of various garage and entrance turns, each of which
has been fitted to the actual curves of the wheel
tracks under the conditions locally imposed by the
size of the garage and the car, by the relation of
garage location to property lines and residence, and
by the direction of approach.
Unfortunately, there is very little available diagramatic data pertaining to areas and outlines of
garage and entrance turns in which an automobile

The Architectural

&

Building Press (Inc.)
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Entrance and garage turns
types, as follows

under one of four

fall

:

A. Turn-tables.
B. Ovals.
C.

D.

"Y" turns.
Some combination
Oval

The
it

first

of

"Y"

turns and

turns.

requisite of a well-designed turn

shall provide

ample space of road-bed

is

that

to allow

Entrance turn opposite entrance steps showing
relationship of house to garage, as yet unscreened by
See fig. 8. fig. 7 and photos 10 and 19.
planting.

Photo H.

be operated conveniently, and without either
waste of space or lack of space. The automobile
has now developed to a point where experience has
taught us that certain general outlines for entrance

may

and garage turns meet the requirements. This discussion, with accompanying figures and illustrations.
is an attempt to put on record certain fundamental
information regarding the size and outlines of these
The factor of circumstance is so variable
areas.
that the designer will often find problems for the
solution of which the information in this article will

serve only as a suggestive or partial answer. Each
solution here shown is the answer to a practical

problem viewed from the standpoint of the professional designer as adviser, and of the automobile

Photo

12.

An

interesting solution of the garage turn and

entrance drive.

See

fig.

No.

12.

ease of turning or reversing the direction of travel
of any desired type of automobile.
The second
requisite is that while efficiency of operation is not
to be

unduly sacrificed, yet the total area of roadbed should be a minimum. The third is that wherever local conditions require

it,

space shall be

pro-

driver as the user.

vided

fully

directly in front of and close to the entrance steps
or in some part of the turn, while a second automo-

Measurements have been carechecked after the work was completed and in
everyday use, so that the illustrations shown are
virtually record drawings of work done.

in

which

bile enters

700

to

park the

and departs.

first

automobile

eithei
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In the actual

receive

execution of the
work of devel-

of

the

expert

TI-RN TARI.ES

tables are mechanical devices for
reducing
the turning space
required by any automobile to
a minimum
that is. to its own
These are
length.

essential to

;

to

the

supplement

consideration

Turn

al-

is

it

turn,

careful

A

oping an attractive and efficient

ways

the

designer.

be

recommended only where

the conditions of

ground

design
of the turn with
groups of plant-

T

ings.

f

r

a in e

h e

s

e

will

plantings

certain

portions of the

turn,

thereby
softening some
of the uninteresting and
ticularly

ward
shown
graphs Xos.

13

and

15.

(

)

n

tin-

cither

par-

awk-

lines

as

in

photohand, these

plantings often emphasixe the interesting outlines
of some of the curves, as shown in
photograph
No. 10. The relative value of plantings in these

designs is seldom appreciated by the person who
ha's not given considerable
thought and studv to

restricted area

require their use. and in northern

where snow and
be located only under roof
latitudes

ice

abound they should

garage itself. The
width of the space required for the turn table must
in the

tlie length of the ear, and as the
length of an
average car is over twice its width, it results in
giving up to occasional occupation by the ends of
the revolving car a space
adequate for the storage
of a second ear all the time.
This is manifestly
an uneconomic utilization of
It
cramped

equal

quarters.

be placed before the garage doors, but a turn
table in any location is apt to
prove too slow in
operation, as most autoists are impatient of delay.

may

FIGURE.
the

effectiveness

of

these

areas

when properly

framed with plantings.
In each of the illustrations the important measurements are indicated in figures. Other minor measurements may be scaled upon the diagram. Oftentimes if space is available these turns may be increased by from one to two feet in the major dimensions.
The turns shown are the minimum spacr
required for operating the automobile.
This article is compiled with reference to the
space required by the latest models of large and
small cars. This important question should be considered from all of its angles, with reference to
both large and small machines, and there is no
garage or entrance turn so small that it should not
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Here the turning is accomplished by curving
continuously during the forward motion of car until
the car is headed back in the direction from which
it

came.

There are four general considerations

requisite
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'

Xo.

.4

;

:

Photo 15. Looking into the entrance and garage turn
from a point opposite the entrance steps.
Sec A, fig.

Entrance drive parallel with side of hui.framed with newly transplanted trees and shrubs.
tig. 14, photo 15.

I'hiito

14.

iX.

See

of the road surface.
The fourth is the
(Fig. 2.)
allowance of sufficiently easy curves adjacent to
the steps, so that the rear door of the car
may be
readily brought parallel with, and close to, the
house steps for convenience of receiving and dis-

charging passengers.
In Figure

i,

the oval turn

is

shown

in its sim-

form and dimensions, and is especially

plest

interesting in giving
a comparison of size
in a successful

chine

may

oval turn.

traverse

The

first

is

that a

and shape required by
the auto as compared

ma-

comfortably at a speed of
not over eight miles an hour without encroaching
on the edges. This is more easily accomplished if
the

it

roadway of the oval

with the old loop, as
indicated in dash

line,

which was designed
for horse-drawn ve-

given a slope or "hank,"
high on the outer edge, rather than crowned, as in
the ordinary road.
The second is the provision of
for
a
ample space
standing and passing car before
the steps by making the drive at this point not under
fifteen feet, and
preferably sixteen or seventeen
is

hicles.

mum
ft.

\Yhile a maxi-

diameter of 52

answered for the

horse turn, 67 ft. is
allowed for the auto

feet in width.
The third is
(Figs. 14. 12, 3, 7.)
the widening of the drive on the semi-circular curves
to allow the rear wheels to take a shorter radius

turn.

than the front wheels without going beyond the edge

in the

A

loop

is

rarely best

form of a

circle,

and the reasons have
largely to do with
oval

with

entrance

limit

of

on

the

area.

An
side

long
steps
occupies much less space than a circle which would
give equal ease in bringing an automobile parallel
with the steps. This is quite evident on reference
to Figure 2.
This is a typical and ideal front entrance turn on a large estate where no complica-

Photo

The garage placed at an angle to provide tpace
13.
for planting seen in left of picture.
See tig. Xo. II.

If
tions occur and the area need not be restricted.
the radius of approach to the steps were the radius
of a circular loop, it would require a diameter of
160 ft. in place of the 77 ft. required by the oval.
service road
Figure 2 shows the type where the
branches from the main drive before the loop
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begins; this is excellent but frequently not possible.
The intersections and the radii in this case are the
resulting
jections

being the opposite of the last example referred to.
This turn is perhaps open to the objection of
large area of roadway with its original cost, its

compromise between ease of use and obon the score of too large road surface

glare and its maintenance, but in this case the living side of the house is very definitely toward the
ocean on the opposite side from the entrance, and

arrangement worked out very well. Xo space
was allowed for the passing of autos opposite the

this

entrance steps because of opportunities for easy
turning, should occasion require, at the end of the
service oval.
1

he double loop

plicated.

dash

in

Photo

19.

entrance

Flower garden and shrub lawn
over

drive

photos 10 and

an

informal

Innkinjj

artificial

puol.

trary

to

made

in

The
line.

in

Figure

5

is

still

more com-

original curves of the turn are shown
The service turn was retained con-

designer's desire, so the effort was
relocation to make the approach to the

the

entrance turn an easy sweep from both the garage
drive and the main drive.
The large loop is restricted by sloping ground and is in practice hardly
adequate, the turns being difficult to negotiate.
Ins turn should have a total diameter of not less
than T>o feet. Also, there is an undesirable amount

from
See

II.

I

areas.
This is quite clear on consideration of
the dash line at the small end of the "egg."
The

dash

line

of

curve would have made easy the reairn

to the steps.

use and the

This

is

close to the house.

roadway

A

broad path from

the garage drive to the service door and ice house,
in place of the service loop, would do much to

a comparatively infrequent

would have been a vast
expanse of glaring roadway and extra cost of construction and maintenance.
Note also that the
width of the drive varies with the tendencv to
narrow on the direct route while on the large
sweep, which different drivers will take differently.
it
exceeds the maximum of the drive itself.
It
is

net

result

the small refinements of this character,

the

ground by

eye. that

do much

to

make

made on
the final

unobtrusively into the. total scheme. The
width of drive in this example, at the entrance
steps, is limited by the width of the I'orte-cochere.
result

fit

Figure 3 shows the oval loop with service driveThe arrangement shown has in
leading from it.
view two purposes:
First, the creation of ample
space for screen planting to hide the whole service
area,

and service wing of the house from arriving

guests, and second, the passage of service teams
by the front of the residence at as great a distance
as possible.
Ample space is provided before the
steps for a car in waiting and room for another to

The Porte-cochere in Figure 2 prevents this,
but passing space is a very desirable feature.
In the next example. Figure 4, we have a compass.

main loop and a minor service loop
where the drive approaches the house from the
service end, and the service teams can turn back
bination of

without passing the
loop also
entrance.

serves

as

Here the

front

a

door.

'"Y"

turn

The secondary
to

the

garage

service intervenes between the

entrance to the grounds and the house entrance,

\
enhance

the

appearance

as

one

approaches

the

house.

The next

oval turn

is in

a highly developed for-

mal forecourt with strong rectangular architectural
framing and diagonal entrance and exit. (Fig. 6.)
This is a rather unusual case, brought about by
the narrowness of the lot upon which the large
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The following is a summarized tabulation containing
information with reference to the wheelbase and turning
radius of representative makes of pleasure automobiles
:

Make

of

Car

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT

DIRECTORS'

ROOM

(/"or other illustrations, sec flute section)

The

Bank

People's National

wicket grilles are operated by a foot mechanism,

of

leaving the teller's hands free and giving positive
security. The officers, who are located on a plat-

Brooklyn
building,

Koch & Wagner,

for which

architects, prepared the plans,

THIS

the southeast corner of Ralph

Quincy

Street,

Broadway, Brooklyn,

The base course and columns

is

located at

Avenue and

New

York.

;

of

the

is

constructed

of

a

grey,
mottled brick. The panels in the frieze of the cornice are Golden -Sunset marble. Entrance doors and

building

frame are bronze, while window frames are steel.
The banking room within is 28 feet 6 inches high
and has been so designed that a mezzanine may be
installed when the future growth of the bank may
the
justify. The floors are of Tennessee marble
wainscot, counter screen, staircase, etc., honed finish Tavernelle marble. Above the wainscot, cream
caenstone plaster is used for the walls. The upper
;

part of the banking screen

is

gold bronze.

The

in the rear of the public space,

may command

parts of the building and have quick
access to the security vault and work space. While
in

are of polished

Greens Landing Granite the entrance and steps of
tooled granite. Terra cotta with limestone finish
form the entablature, columns and pier caps. The
rest

form

a view of

all

most banks

interior

wall,

building

is

street side.

work space is placed against the
an unusual feature in the present

this

the fact that this space is located on the
Tims there is at all times an abundance

of natural light. The tellers are located 6 inches
above the public space, and have a sweeping view
over the embossed glass screen.

Desks and furnishings are of steel, mahogany
and the cupboards and drawers in all essential departments have fireproof rolling curtains.
finish,

The Directors' room is in the English Tudor
Period style, with parquet floor, English oak wainscot, limestone mantel with Numidian marble facia.
The large window is in leaded glass with Norman
variegated slabs in wide, flat bars to give an antique
effect.

ment

"05

The

safe deposit department is in the baseof the marble staircase.

at the foot

A

Fine

Example

French Craftsmanship

of

The

central part may be opened up so as to form
a sloping pulpit or desk.
When this is raised, access is had to three sliding boxes and a large hid-

example of French eighteenth century furniture in the Louis X\ I
desk bearing the royal arms
style, a cylinder
of France, has been presented to the Metropolitan
Museum of Art by Jacques Seligman of Paris. "In
P. Morgan, and as a souvenir of
of Mr.

AMAdXIFICEXT
memory

ing place. The inner drawers, concealed when the
desk is shut, open by pressure on springs. Two

narrow drawers, faced with mirrors, on
of the central compartment, may be

J.

the help which the Americans have given to France
desk of
during the war. In every way this splendid
richly decorated with

mahogany and ebony,
mounts,

is

a

of

piece

capital

pulled out
interesting feature of the
compartment, which is closed by two small doors,
is that the back panel
may be slid to one side so as

without further ado.

ormolu

The

importance.

either side

An

surmounted by the royal crown,
which appear in a cartouche upon the front and
back of the desk, would seem to indicate that it
was made for the king. Louis XVI, as the style

Bourbon

lilies

is clearly that of his reign.
small key opens the upper right-hand drawer.
Here is kept a large key with a handle which unTo insert the key. it is
locks the cylinder top.

of the desk

A

first

in

necessary to press a hidden spring concealed
mounts of the upper central panel.

the ormolu

When

this

is

spring

pressed,

woman's head drops down

the

But there are further complications.
big key

is

entered,

it

is

mask

of

a

revealing' the keyhole.

necessary to

\\ lien

make

the

a half

BACK OPEN
to provide an opening through which the user of
the desk might communicate with the secretary,

for

whom,

as

we

were provided
At each end of the desk

shall see, facilities

on the back of the desk.

is a slide.
The top of the desk is covered with a
marble slab surrounded by a light gallery of gilt

bronze.

Coming now

to the back of the desk,

we

find

upper part, composed of three panels,
forms one leaf which opens downward when unlocked, revealing a series of small drawers and
shelves.
This lid is covered with leather and
that

the

FRONT OPEN

serves as a desk; a central part opens to form a
When the lid is let down, it is supported
by a section of the desk, which is pulled out in

key entirely, and then
from right to left. The
key is then pulled out half-way and pressed toward
the right, while at the same time, the
sliding cover

the chair on the front of the
This, in turn, has several drawers, and the
top may be raised so as to form a pulpit, if the
section is drawn out while the lid is closed.

of the desk

The desk chair, upholstered with leather,
may
now be pulled out from the front of the desk, of
which, when closed, it forms an integral part. The
leather-covered tablet is then drawn out.
At the

the purely artistic side,.the interest of the
in the attractiveness of its severe but
beautiful forms, and in the skilful use of ornament in gilt bronze to emphasize constructional
of the form of
lines and to relieve the

back are three compartments with
sliding covers.

the

turn to the

make

left,

push

pulpit.

in the

eight complete turns

is

raised.

the

same way as

desk.

From

desk

lies

simplicity
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desk by the exquisite detailed work of the
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various garlands, rosettes and mouldings.
The
metal mounts, delightful works of art in them-

a particular creation in literature or the fine arts,
or an analysis of their
qualities and characteristics,

selves, contribute

taking an independent literary form, which may in
itself be- and. indeed, often is
a production of
much beauty.
he objects with which ;esthetie criticism deals

value

the

to

largely through their decorative
effectiveness of the desk.
Jn the

period of Louis XVI, furniture design and construction reached a height of perfection which has

I

been surpassed.
The reproductions are made through the courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
rarely, if ever,

music,

veal

great culture, is rapidly giving place to the State
and the smaller governing and public bodies, as the
architectural employer, and until these realize their

The

much

that

is

deplored

rightly

will

exist.''

solution suggested

is

the creation of a school

Of just what essential
scholarly criticism.
elements would a school of scholarly criticism consist?
Are we asked to educate in the higher
of

branches of reasoned criticism the
types of men
architecture in

who

governments?
arly criticism?

control

the

many

different

regulation of

our

and municipal
Just what is reasoned and scholOf course it consists of a sane and
the

national,

state

intelligent appreciation of good art as applied to
architectural design, but with the manv interpretations of what that measure of good art is as set

forth by

men whose judgment

should be reliable

and whose opinions are undoubtedly honest, we are
confronted with adversity of opinion that leads to

no

definite end.

disagree

The

"\\lio shall decide

when doctors

?''

fault of

much

of our architectural criticism

architectural criticism
article referred to.

is

It

very ably discussed in the
is worth careful considera-

and believing this, we are reprinting
with due acknowledgment.

tion,

article states

it

below,

:

function of criticism has been variously deMatthew
scribed
one dare not say defined.
Arnold regarded it in a general sense as "a disinterested endeavor to learn
that

is

various

accomplished

Is

I

revealed

it

which the

earliest

as the founder of

and with

is a
study of much
many great names, of
is Aristotle, who
may be regarded
Thus note may
literary criticism.

art criticism

and brings with

interest,

truthfully

it

be made at the outset of the fact that the functions
of creator and critic are often combined in the same

person, of which the student would have many opAt various periods in the
portunities of observing.
development of criticism attempts have been made
to stultify
no place ol

things,

and prove that

it

and

permanency
to

no

less

attributed the harsh
critics are the

it

can claim for

and unjust statement

men who have

art." but the fact of

its

itself

the intelligent scheme ot
a person than Disraeli is

in

that "the

failed in literature

and

continued survival consti-

tutes an eloquent testimony to the contrary.
L'seless
in a structure display a tendency toward

adjuncts
atrophy.
gestive

Some

of the

passages

Thompson's

in

Kssay

finest,

noblest and most sug-

F.nglish

on

Francis

literature,

Walter

Shelley.

I'ater's

Renaissance, the writings of John Ruskin, to name
but a few random examples, are in the form of art
lint even the production of such beauty
criticism,
is

perhaps insufficient justification, and

it

is,

in-

deed, but a fragment of all that exists for the critic
by his utterances stimulates the interest of the public, on whose behalf as a layman he speaks, and
;

today lies in the ignorance of the critic of the media
of expression. This is equally true of a large number of critics in the field of the fine arts. This shortcoming of critics with other interesting phases of

The
The

me?

to

beauty?
he history of

WRITING

responsibility,

the

the

are but the objective manifesnatural forces and virtues within
life

mankind, and the questions to which the critic must
answer put in their very simplest and most direct
form arc, \\ hat aspect of life docs this work re-

of architectural criticism, a contributor to the Architects' Journal of London, who signs his article II. J. 15.. states:
individual patron who was often a person of

continue to

of

tation.-,

Architectural Criticism

"The

and

literature,

forms of human

known and thought

and propagate the best
in the

world."

It

has

come, however, to possess a more specialized meanideas or
ing, as the published account, either of the
the sensation obtained from the contemplation of

this interest in its turn reacts

him ever toward a higher

on the

goal.

artist,

Thus

is

spurring
the circle

completed.
All writers of the finer forms of literature have
their counterpart in journalism, with

their conse-

quent broader and less specialized appeal, and the
art critic today has a definite place in the social
hierarchy, his function being, as it were, to epitomize, to guide, and to stimulate public opinion. His
position is. therefore, at once one of great importance and responsibility and for the wise and conscientious fulfilment of

it

certain qualifications are

It addition to a general breadth of
necessary.
for an embittered
vision and generosity of spirit
is required, above
critic is a source of much evil
all. a deep knowledge of the difficulties and litnita-
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medium, be it words or music, marble
which the work is created, and an
with
or pigment,

sponsible tradition of architectural criticism, which

tions of the

knowledge

historical

achievements.

of

its

It is possible,

would have

and past
however, that some of
traditions

is

is

opportune.

What common

no indication

some time be subject to readmay
in his "Laocoon" mainThus.
Lessing
justment.
tains that the domain of literature is time while
that of painting is space, a ruling which certain
modern painters are tending to defy. A sound judgment

is

as

not at

of
only to be acquired by a patient study

problems variously

;

the

and en-

It is

Temple

quality lies in such diverse works
Paestum, the Library at St.

at

Mark's, Chartres Cathedral,

St. Sophia, the CavWilliam Pain's
Doorways,
Inigo Jones's Banqueting Hall? (The writer hy the
exclusion of modern work does not wish to insinuate that in his opinion none is worthy of
inclusion,

alry

all

that is best of what survives, and a knowledge of
the problems with which the artist has been con-

fronted

intelligent critical

not now too late; the time
Reconstruction is the need of the

;

that they

up an

moment.

their broader conceptions are

these limitations in
arbitrary the fact of their survival

built

lightened public.

imposed by limitaand possibly cer-

Club,

Piccadilly,

but he does not set himself up to be an architectural
The works which he selects have stood the

critic.

Is it not just some
delicacy of touch
showing itself in restraint and selection of detail,
in massing and balance
all manifestations of the
master mind some ineffable quality which makes
test of time.)

tions of form, selection of matter,

By
tain impositions particular to the undertaking.
such means a good critic should almost without
accept that which is good and satisfying,
while rejecting that which is meretricious and specious. By so doing he fulfills the purpose of assisting

upon the shore or the wild flower by

effort

the shell

the less specialized public in their taste and in their
selection, and. when new efforts appear, in over-

beauty? And is it not desirable
that the public should acquire just this
capacity of
discrimination ?
By so doing, not only would it
bring a new interest into its own life, but it would

coming
is

the

uninformed opinion
unknown. Thus today

their prejudices, since

always hostile to what

moment

a

is

new work

of art appears the critic

and the power which he wields
performs
must not be underestimated. In one branch of art.
however, the critic remains consistently silent. A
his task,

new

building never receives any genuine criticism
qualified source. The reason for this anom-

from a
aly

is

hard

to find, but the result is

bad and

far-

indeed, strange and sad that architecture, which is the most democratic of the arts,
should arouse so little public interest.
Painting,

reaching.

It is.

music, sculpture and, indeed, literature are personal,
but architecture is vitally bound up with the life of
people, surrounding it with beauty or ugliness.
The character of a nation is read in its buildings.
a

It

is

the great love for their

architects bear that enables

them

work which many

overcome public
produce so much good
to

apathy and ignorance and to
work; but there can be no doubt that much that is
bad and ignoble would never have found three
dimensions had there existed a reasoned and re-

the

a thing of

wayside

be in a position to assist in the building up of more
beautiful towns; for however much the individual
architect may strive and succeed to produce the
best results, the larger aspect of our towns must
ultimately reflect the outlook of the people, just
is not a personal art, but de-

because architecture

upon the assent and collabominds who are always in a position to impose restrictions and limitations.
When,
however, a deep interest and understanding of good
pends

in its realization

ration of untrained

building has been acquired, it is probable that this
will cease to be a source of danger.
The
individual patron, who was often a person of great

power

is rapidly giving place to the State and the
smaller governing and public bodies as the architectural employer, and until these realize their respon-

culture,

sibility

much that it rightly deplored will continue
To bring about the improvement which is

to exist.

to be so devoutly desired, nothing can be of greater
assistance than the creation of a school of reasoned

and scholarlv
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ing was addressed by the late President Roosevelt,
Ehhu Root, then Secretary of State, and Ambassa-
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What Could Be Done
the l'ost-\\"ar

WHILE Practice
tural

engaged
formulating what

seriously

Committee on Architecfor the

coming year he
very important work of
in a sense will be a creed that
in

may
the

clearly states the real things which architects, to
be successful, should believe, there are other and
important matters that will properly engage the
serious consideration of that committee.
What the profession has a right to expect as the
result of the deliberations of the recent convention
is,

more than ever

ment.

It

before, a measure of accomplishlook forward to some practical

will

fruition of at least a part of the many desirable
aims that have been outlined. To accomplish this
end it will be necessary to gather into Institute

membership

who up

that

every

number of

desirable

men

have held aloof from
This can be more quickly done

to the present time

the organization.
if

large

member

those men.

"A

of the Institute will labor to recruit

thousand

in

menis presented

and Possessions,
Other Countries,

TWELVE DOLLARS.
SINGLE COPIES (Regular Isfue) 25

to the great
possibilities for artistic
that existed in that large tract of land

lying between Annapolis and Washington. At that
time the Institute was lending the
weight of its influence to the development of the scheme for a

PRESS, INC.
E. J.

M. Jussurand referred

some length

1919" should be the

to

the

Nashville convention, the
is to be found:

following interesting paragraph

It is with interest thai
your Committee records a revival
of measures to induce the United States Government to
acquire a large area of land adjacent to the national
capital for scientific reforestation and improvement as a
national park and forests.
The project when previously
considered had the endorsement of leading associations and
the press, and is one of the subjects
especially recommended
to your Committee for
encouragement by the Board of
Directors of the Institute. Not only does the
territory in
question between the District of Columbia and Annapolis
otter unusual advantages as a natural arboretum
already
possessing a great variety of native trees and diversity of
soil, but it is proposed to
develop the land adjoining the
national capital as a park, affording sites also for memorials and monumental structures
along the proposed roadways leading toward Baltimore and Annapolis. Within the
stretches of country elsewhere and exclusive of the forest
areas it is proposed to introduce among other features a
village or "insurance city" where the Government would
provide homes for disabled soldiers.
Ill
furthering a project so altogether praiseworthy, the Institute would be engaging in a
patriotic work exactly within its particular province.
It is strongly urged that this matter be
seriously

considered.

DURING
sion of

the course of his remarks before a sesthe Post-War Committee, H. Van

Buren Magonigle, referring

to the subject of archi-

tectural education, stated
"Does the public need to be educated?
:

propose quite seriously that
at

question

all

until

...

When

it

I

is,

would

not debate that

we have determined

whether our own education
be.

we do

first

as perfect as it migiit
then let us take up the
is

public."

This is very good advice, and suggests a further
and careful reading of the admirable report submitted by the Committee on Education, from which
be learned just how this important movement
best be organized and conducted. As this report states, architectural education has a two-fold
purpose the creation and the appreciation of archi-

may
may

slogan.

backward to a convention held in
some eight years ago, and par-

LOOKING
Washington

ticularly to a certain reception held in the Hemicycle
of the Corcoran Gallery, it is recalled that the meet-

:

tecture.

The

student must be educated to conform

to certain standards that

709

he might

now

consider as
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incompatible with his educated view of his profeslie must learn that it is his life work
sional work,
to support rational living in a higher sense than it

He must do this
has been heretofore supported.
and at the same time create an impression of good
architecture, a respect in the general public for his

work.

one of great intricacy, and its soThe problem
lution has not been found in past educational methWhen it is at last discovered, and that will only
ods.
is

result

through the efforts of practical

men

in the

profession, the student on graduation will be so well
equipped mentally in his art or profession and
the practical elements that dominate it to a greater
extent than any other field of art, as to be thor-

oughly competent.
It is very apparent that there are tilings outside
of the activities of the Post-War Committee that

will

will

afford opportunities for concurrent effort that
be of the most constructive nature.
Some of

these have been already referred to, and afford an
opportunity for constructive work that would place
the Institute squarely before the public as an efficient

and energetic working body.

abandonment of the Committee on Public
Information would be an amusing instance of
a misunderstood title, if it were not so unfortunate

THK

as to deprive the Institute of what could be
a very valuable part of its administration.

made

It was in these
pages that the formation of this
committee was urged, and it was at the time when

710

the fate of the

Tarsney

act

was discussed

Con-

in

The papers teemed with misrepresentations
gress.
as to the status of architects, and it was
proposed
to create a committee that would
through the daily
press, influence a correct point of view on the part
of the general public.
When this committee was
formed there was apparently some misunderstanding as to just what section of the public was to
become "informed.'' It set about
the
informing

architects about matters on

which

it

believed they

should become posted.
The general public is yet
presented with glowing reports of some notable
structure in which the owner's name is
exploited,

town officials who participated at the
openingare fulsomely quoted, while the architect is never
even indirectly mentioned. It also reads in its
daily
paper of the many building activities
the

by

and municipal authorities, but the
names are conspicuous by their absence.
state

national,

architects'

Further,
there are constantly recurring
examples of statements in the public press, framed in crass
ignorance
as to the practice of architecture.

was through a well directed
literary propaganda that it was originally proposed to have this
Committee on Public Information work. It set sail
on an entirely different course, and after flounderIt

ing along, most of the time conflicting with other
committees, it is at last wrecked and scrapped. If a

properly constructed committee were formed, acting
along the lines above indicated, we would see fewer
false statements as to architectural
practice, and

fewer

failures

recognition.

to

accord

architects

their

just
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Current News
The Academy and

Methods

its

of

Exhibiting
Considerable dissatisfaction is being manifested in the
inner circles of the National Academy of Design with
reference to the jury system for the selection of works
The
of art for the annual exhibitions in Xew York.

junction with the Post Office Department, hopes in the
near future to lay out airplane terminals in at least
thirty-two cities and towns throughout the length and
Those selected are: Boston,
breadth of this country.
Xew York City, Richmond, Va. Raleigh, X. C. Columbia,
S. C.
Augusta, Ga. Macon, Ga. Atlanta, Ga. Kissimmee, Fla. Mobile, Ala. Xew Orleans, Baton Rouge, La.
El Paso, Texas
Beaumont, Texas
Flatonia, Texas

Robert Henri and
Jonas Lie, claim that the Academy has ceased to be the
representative exponent of the true spirit of American
art and that the reputation of the Academy as an official
led

insurgents,

by

George

Bellows,

expression of art in this country is at stake.
"The present jury system," says Mr. Bellows in the
Boston Transcript, "is merely putting a premium upon
It simply means that the pictures which nomediocrity.
body dislikes very much, in other words the more or less
innocuous pictures, are going to get in. Great paintings,
paintings of even noticeable merit, are apt to be paintings which some people prize very ardently and which
other people just as ardently detest.
"The old-line artists who are in control of the Academy
now are 'apt to detest the work of the newer men. They
set themselves up to say what should be the spirit of
American art, and they try to come as near that as they
can, without any regard to what actually is the spirit of

American art.
"Xow, of course, we could meet them
this question, but

we

prefer to

let all

an open

light

on

varieties of opinion

without regard to the opinion of the other jurors, of the
Each of the
pictures he wishes in the Academy show.
jurors will choose in turn, and the selections of each
will be hung.
Care will be taken to have every shade of
school and thought represented on the jury, so that full
justice may be done to all styles of painting academic,
That is really all therepost-impressionist, ultra-modern.
to it."

British

Army Huts

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Tucson, Ariz.
Texarkana, Texas
Columbus, Ohio
Fresno,
Phoenix, Ariz.; Yuma, Ariz.; Bakersfield, Cal.
Kansas City,
C'al.
Buffalo. Albany, Columbus, X. M.
Mo.; Oklahoma City. Okla. Uniontown, Penn. Daytona,
Fla.
Cleveland and Chicago.
The minimum size of any field should be such as to
allow a 6oo-yard runway in every direction, with no
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

interfering

The shape should be square or
The announcement reads in part as follows

obstacles.

rectangular.

:

The establishment

landing fields throughout the
country through co-operation with the Government agencies and the cities concerned will certainly operate to the
advantage of both the Government and the city, because
in the rapid development of commercial aviation those
cities which have provided the primary facilities for operation of aircraft in their vicinity will have paved the way
for local benefits, resulting from the development of aerial
transportation,
express service, mail service,
intercity
emergency service and local photographic mapping of
of

aerial protection.
in

and expression have their outlet. That is the spirit of
And so what we propose is to
this era and this nation.
let each man on the jury make an absolute selection,

is

;

;

;

for

Homes

Reports from London have it that half a million British
army huts are to be converted into homes for working
men if plans made by the disposal board of the ministry
of munitions are carried out. Each little hut will provide
six rooms and bath all on one floor, and the cost of
moving and fitting each for residence purposes would
Besides the huts in England, there arcaverage $1,000.
thousands in France that can be used in the same way.

The

are to be established in accordance with
of agreement to be entered into between the
United States Government and the municipality. Neither
the Air Service nor the Post Office Department will deal
with any private societies or associations.
fields

articles

Salvaging Old

Homes

As a branch of the "Own Your Home" activities the
salvaging of old homes is deemed important not only in
its bearing on civic conditions but in its power to arouse
In every community are old
interest in new enterprises.
homes that have been permitted to run down until they
have become eyesores. An idea of a progressive Kansas
town has been to salvage these houses by forming a fund
with which to buy properties long neglected by owners and
then to remodel the houses, making them modern and atWhen fully restored the houses
tractive in every respect.
are sold.

Tree Planting

in

New

Bedford,

Mass.
Xew Bedford, Mass., has planted 4000 shade trees in
the last seven years, says the Massachusetts Forestry Association, and it is a conservative estimate that in twenty-

Air Fields Being Established
plan for co-operating with munithe establishment of airplane landing fields
and creating a system of aerial highways capable of use
for military, postal and commercial purposes has been
announced by the Air Service of the United States Army.
It is now further learned that the Air Service, in con-

The government's

cipalities

in

711

five years these shade trees will be worth more than
It has been said to be useless to
$1,000,000 to the city.
plant shade trees in thickly settled districts, but New Bedford has disproved this theory. It has shade trees thriving
on narrow back streets in the heart of the mill districts

with scores of children playing about them.
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Says

York County, $418,862; Queens, $37,473; Richmond, $766,Richmond still holds its record of being the banner

World Faces Lumber Famine

862.

county in the greater city population considered assets
having reached $7,000,000, and our associations do more
than any other agency in that county in providing homes

Roger E. Simmons, who was sent to Russia in 1917
member of a United States Government Commission,
to study the lumber situation in the war devasted countries, told the Legislative Commission in Chicago recently
as a

for the people.

"The memory of the war is still vividly in mind, and
1917-18 will always be remembered as happy years by
those mortgagors who are purchasing their homes
through
our associations. They saw friends and accmaintances who

high prices of building material that the
world was facing a lumber famine.
Prices of lumber, he said, were certain to rise in the
next few years, because of the unprecedented demand
which would come from the reconstruction of the war
stricken regions of Europe.
The major portion of this
lumber, he said, would have to be supplied by the United
investigating

had mortgages become due or, worse still, had
open
mortgages worried immeasurably by notices of call, or
to make substantial payments on principal, and often these
unfortunates did not know which way to turn.
"In some instances persons got money from our
savings
and loan associations fortunately for them and, as
usual,
we gave preference to those who \vere saving members
beforehand. The savings and loan mortgagor,
however,
went serenely on with his day's work, secure in the
thought
that his mortgage could not be called and that it was
being
paid off that in a few years the 'kick' would be taken out
of it and that he would own his home free and clear."

States and Canada.

Canada already has received an order from the British
Government for one billion feet of oak for England and
from Italy for twelve shiploads of lumber.
Mr. Simmons said Russia, which before the war exported 52 per cent of the world's lumber supply, would
not be in a position to cut lumber until Five
years after
the government had been stabilized and order restored.
Austria and other countries which exported lumber before
the war are in a similar position, he
said, so that the

;

present burden in supplying this commodity would have
to be borne by the United States and Canada.

England, Mr. Simmons
tion

to

erect

saw

mills

said,
in

Furniture

High in Great Britain
Due to Lack of Imports

had subsidized a corpora-

Siberia

to

supply the

home

needs of that country. Great Britain
recently called on its
citizens immediately to build 300,000 homes "for
returning
soldiers and sailors, the Government
agreeing to refund 75
per cent of any differential cost between
to-day and live
years from now.

.

Liverpool
center, but

not only becoming a great shipbuilding
also the center of the British lumber trade,

is
is

which the shortage has been great during the war
of the enormous demands and curtailment of

in

because

The American consular service states that
importations.
there is now a general tendency toward a relaxation in
government restrictions with reference to timber. British
officials have dispensed with
permits for the purchase of

Western Lumber Stock Decreases
5.99 Per Cent

home-grown timber, as also for imported hardwood and
ply-wood.
Largely owing to the timber shortage, the prices of
furniture have risen from 100 to 200 per cent during the
war. and inquiries indicate that an excellent market exists

Stock on hand at 72 lumber mills in
Western Oregon
and \\estcrn Washington in March
averaged 39358122'
teet, as compared with
418.638,685 feet on January i a

decrease of 25,057,462
reports just
Association.

The

compiled

for

or 5.99 per cent,
according to
by the West Coast Lumbermen's

feet,

American furniture when

it

can be imported.

situation of these 72 mills

is believed to be
typical
the western part of the two
states.
Weekly reports show that the mills are shipping
more lumber than they are
cutting.
Production is approximately 25 per cent, below normal.
On account of the prevailing
high cost of manufacturing, a number of large plants in the fir

throughout the industry

Airplanes for Forest Fire Protection

in

Army airplanes and captive balloons will cover portions
of the national forests of
California, Arizona, New Mexico
and other states this summer, to aid in detecting and
suppressing forest fires, in accordance with orders from
the \Var Department in
co-operation with the U. S. Forest
Service.
Forestry officials believe that there is an important place for aircraft in fire protection of timberlands,
but the first step must be the
trying out of methods.
Army airdromes and bases will be utilized for the experiments. Some of the bases which are near the National
Forests are the flying fields at San Diego, Riverside and
Arcadia in Southern California, and one in New Hamp-

producing
This
accounts for the
small
comparatively
volume of production
Meanwhile orders from retail yards have continued
in about normal measure
with the result that the stocks
at the mills have
gradually decreased.
territory

have been closed since
early

Building
An interesting
wn associations

in

the year

shire

Loan Report

on the stability of
savings and
during the war period is presented in
the annual repor t o f the
Metropolitan League of Savings
SS C
S> Prepared by its se
"etary, ArchiP
Tu
bald W. McEwan.
The

W M

sidelight

report says, in part:

During the year 1918 savings and loan
associations
this
section increased their assets
as follows

:

In

New

is

also advantageously placed.

One of

the tests to

be made is the bombing of fires to put them out, and
another is the transporting of fire fighters by dirigibles

from which ladders can be lowered

to the ground.
the chief use of the ariplanes will be in
detecting fires, aircraft having a great advantage over the
present patrol and watch system, and the wireless will
be used in reporting fires.
This use for fire protection
will give fliers an
opportunity to train and to develop
further the possibilities of aircraft.
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This

summer
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German

Forests for French

Indemnity
recently been made by M. Huffel, an
of I'Ecolc Xationale dcs I-.aux ct Forcts, that to
prevent further cutting of the forests of France a substantial part of the German indemnity shall be paid in
timber taken from the German forests, which have suffered
much less than the French forests. This proposal, which
is apparently meeting with favor in France, is made not
so much as a matter of poetic justice as of sound economics. M. Huffel thinks that about five years would be
required to carry out his program, and that it would take
about 100,000,000 days' work, that is, the labor of about

The proposal has

Germans

for five years.

Hostess Plan

Harvard

at

400

and roof, and

corrugated

The Hostess House, opened in connection with Harvard
>ne
new privileges to the students.

University, furnishes

(

luxury is a candy kitchen, where the undergraduates
can make fudge, taffy, or whatever strikes their fancy.

United

States

successful the Student
If the project is
muneration.
Council will take the Hostess House in hand next year,
and establish it in the Harvard Union.

as

to

accommodate

in

Philadelphia
to

according

all

practically

The

will be

be

will

built

cost

is

estimated

about

at

pushed as rapidly as possible
already

nf

housing schemes receiving much

the

favor

in

London is that being developed in a congested district
nf Southwark just bought by the Duchess of Marlborough.
Here it is proposed to erect modern tenements, with
bathrooms and hot water on every floor, and a playground on the roof. A central laundry with mechanical
dryers is to be located in the lower part of the building.
At present there are no tenements in London with these
Doubt has been expressed as to their
conveniences.
popularity because of the liking of London women for
detached or semi-detached houses, even though they are
not modern.

Club Plans

War Memorial

Maker, in a letter to the 17,000 memfraternity, suggests an institutional
memorial in honor of the members of the Phi Gamma
As
Delta, who made the supreme sacrifice in the war.
a result of the suggestion, which lias been received with

Secretarv of
of

bers

his

War

college

least $J:KI.OOO will

lie

will

At

raised for the purpose.

new homes

officials

of

the

Philadelphia

Industrial Training

Operative

"It

Conservation of Beauty
convention of the Iowa Conservation AssoAmes. la., was the scene of a discussion
in which the conservation of places both of natural beauty
and of historic interest, as well as the establishment of
state parks and the improvement of Iowa's road system
were the chief features. Resolutions were passed advising
The association also supported the
the leasing of tracts.
recent

Prof. George L.
proposed national park at McGregor.
Kay, state geologist, of Iowa City, was elected president,
and G. F. McDonald, professor of forestry, Iowa State
College, secretary of the association.

Storage Buildings

disastrous results upon labor and
abrupt cancellation of wartime contracts would precipitate, the Government has adopted
the policy of accepting a certain percentage of such contracts.
This has necessitated the erection of twelve
temporary storage buildings, for which a contract has
now been placed by the Ordnance Department of the

Anticipating the
industry which an

United States Army.

The

buildings which are one-story

is

war

that.

ciation, held at

and Foreign

Trade
the

Army

wooden frame

existing storage space has

the

Builders' Association.

A

are

London's Housing Reforms
One

are required in this city
the great influx of workers who arrived
during the war and who plan to stay,

20.000

feet,

enthusiasm by the members of the fraternity, there
New \ ork City.
lie a national memorial building in

New

Houses
More than

sides

Army.

and work

$450.000,

Another added privilege gives the students free facilities
for pressing clothes. Wives of the professors, who are in
charge, also sew on buttons and mend tears without re-

Philadelphia Needs 20,000

iron

under the direction of the Construction Division of the

official

66,000

structures measuring 06 by

with

in

up to American industries to learu as much from
as have the industries of France and Kngland"substance-,

is

the

message contained

in

a

vest

pocket bulletin entitled, "Industrial Training and Foreign
Trade," recently issued by the I". S. Training Service of
During the
the Department of Labor at Washington.
war. training conducted in the factory or shop to teach the
workers the best ways of doing their tasks enabled the
Allies as well as America to keep up production despite the
drafting of millions of men, the bulletin explains.
In meeting the war emergency by training new workers,
industry abroad and to some extent in this country, has
learned an invaluable lesson for peace times, namely, that
training of a similar character, but adapted to the needs
of old employees as well as new, results in an immense
In these crucial
benefit to the workers and industry.
are being redays, when the lines of commerce and trade
established, the bulletin contends, America cannot afford
to be behind foreign nations in applying this lesson.
Charles T. Clayton, Director of the Training Service,
emphasizes the need of training broadly, so that the workversatile as well as more highly efficient.
chief task of the Training Service is to advise manufacturers who are interested in establishing training and
to provide them with suitable courses in training methods
courses worked out by study and research covering the

ers

become more

The

whole

7>3

field

of industry.
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Confer on Federal

Bank
The

legislative

Home Loan

Legislation

committee of the United States League

of Building and Loan Associations has decided that the
Loan
proposed legislation for a system of Federal Home
Banks will not be submitted to the extra session of Conconference
gress. The decision is the result of a two-days'
held in the Department of Labor
D. C.

Building,

\Yashington,

K. V. Haymaker, expert on building and loan association
who has been working with the Department of

matters,

Labor, announces that the legislative committee believes it
prudent to submit the proposed bill for the creation of the
Federal Home Loan Bank system to the annual convention of the Building and Loan Associations which is to be
held in Detroit, Mich., in July.

United States League of
Building and Loan Associations, who presided over the
conference, said there was full agreement on the fundamental features of the tentative draft of the proposed bill,
but members of the legislative committee hesitated to comE. L. Keesler, president of the

mit the league to certain details in the bill without submitting them to the national convention for discussion and
approval. As this latter action can not be had in time to
get action in an extra session of Congress, the building and
loan interests have abandoned hope of such early action
and will be prepared to make their campaign for this legislation in the next regular session of Congress.

The

tentative draft of the

Home Loan

Board, of

bill

provides for a Federal

members, of which the Secreone, and the other four are to be

live

tary of the Treasury is
appointed by the President of the United States with the
consent of the Senate. Under the direction of this Board

regional banks will be established and the membership in
these will be restricted to building and loan associations.
Xo bank may be established with less than a paid-in capital
of $100.000. Whenever ten or more building associations,
located in a given district, with aggregate assets of not
less than $5,000.000 shall associate themselves
together and
comply with the requirements of the law, they may or-

ganize a district federal

The purpose

home

of the Federal

loan bank.

Home Loan Hank

system

is

while prices have risen very considerably in this country
through the war period, the rise in other countries has
been greater. According to the figures of the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, the wholesale prices of all commodities in
September, 1918, were 107 per cent over the average for the
This was the highest figure reached in this
year 1913.

The price level in Canada, according to the
Canadian Labor Department, reached the high point in
November, the price level then being 115 per cent over the
1913 figure. According to the figures of the London Economist, the price level in the United Kingdom was highest

country.

in the month of August, being at that time 133 per cent
above the 1913 average. Figures on the increase of prices
in France are not available for any time later than June,
1918; however, the index figure as published by the Sttitistii/i/c Gcneralc for the month of May showed an increase of
Xot only do the
-35 per cent over the 1913 price level.
countries nearer the scene of actual warfare show greater

rises

in

countries

the price level, but it
the prices began to

is

also true that

rise

at

an

in these

earlier

date

than they did in the United States.

"The general

rise in commodity prices was accompanied
these countries by a considerable increase in the
amount of money in circulation and in the amount of
bank deposits.
In this country, the average amount of
in

all

circulation per capita in the year 1913 was
This increased to $56.23, the figure for December
i,
1918, an increase of 62 per cent. There has been a slight
decrease since that time, the figure for March I being
$53-/6, which is 55 per cent above the 1913 figure. During
the same time, bank deposits in the United States have
increased almost three-fold. In European countries, during
the war period, bank deposits more than doubled.

money

in

$34.65.

"Professor Irving Fisher of Yale University recently
issued a statement in which the facts concerning the increase of the amount of money and of credits were
brought out. and the statement was put forward

was responsible for the general

increase

that this

rise in the price

But Professor Fisher also pointed out that it is
extremely unlikely that there will be a decrease of money
and credits in either this country or European countries
within the next few years, and that the price level will
remain permanently high as compared with the pre-war
level.

level."

to enable building and loan associations to realize on their
real estate mortgages and make more
available for

money

Permanent Lincoln Highway
Markers

loans to prospective home owners.
This will be accomplished through Federal Home Loan Bank bonds, the underlying securities for which will be the real estate mortgages of the building and loan associations which are

bank members.
Within limitations the new system of
banks would do for the home buyer of the
city what the
Federal Farm Loan Banks do for the farm
buyers in
the agricultural sections.

Price Levels Following the

War

The U.

>.
Department of Labor, through the Informaand Education Service, is issuing the results of a
study of prices during the war and readjustment period
made by the Division of Public Works and Construction
Development. Discussing the world-wide phenomenon of
rising prices accompanied by an increase of money, the

tion

report says

"A study

:

of the index figures of commodity
prices in the
United States and certain foreign countries shows that

The

Lincoln

enameled

Highway

steel signs set

on

is

permanently marked with
from San Francisco

steel posts

Omaha, Nebraska, a distance of over 1900 miles. The
Association is endeavoring to replace the old marking
system of painting the Lincoln Highway insignia on the
telegraph poles with these permanent steel markers as

to

from
rapidly as possible, and hopes to complete the job
Omaha to Pittsburgh next year with the support of the
local communities.
Those sections of the route which are
still
marked with the painted markers will require repainting this Spring and many of the communities along
the line between Omaha and New York are already
taking steps to repaint the markers which have become

faded from the weather.
Allen County, Indiana, has already thoroughly remarked
the Lincoln Highway within its boundaries, and the other
counties of that progressive state are expected to repaint
their Lincoln Highway markers before the flood of early

Spring touring begins.

Personal Mention
H.

S.

moved

Cheney, architect, 30 Xorth Michigan Avenue, has
La Salle Street, Chicago.

II.

to 208

now

M. Sohn has been mustered out of the service and is
a partner in the firm of Terwilliger iS: Sohn
architects,

with offices

architect, announces the removal of his
1326 Prudential Building. Buffalo, X. Y.

at

i

James Walker,
office to

Frank
in

New

Ernest

J.

Mortem Levy is leaving Fort Mcl'hersnn, Ga., where liehas been engaged as supervising engineer in the office of
the constructing quartermaster, to resume civilian work
in (lie office of Levy & Clarke,
Savannah, Ga. Catalogs are

announces the removal
Building, Al-

architect and engineer, has opened an
232 St. Paul Street, Baltimore, Mel., and desires

Henry Dewitz,

office at

desired.

William Xewton Diehl, formerly of the architectural
linn of Lee & Diehl. Xorfolk, Va.. lias opened offices for
the practice of his profession at 506 Law
Building Xew-

catalogues.

Roy Seldon

has opened
Louis, Mo.,

Price, architect,

University Club Building,
catalogs and samples.

White & Harvey,

St.

architects,

have opened

offices

and

in

the

desires

port Xews, Va.
desired.

offices at 418-

K. R.

his discharge from the army
Field Artillery and has opened
an office for the practice of architecture in the
Dudley
Building, Danville. Va. lie desires manufacturers' samples

as

W. F. Gernandt has removed to Suite 634, Keeline
Building, Omaha, Xe!>., and will continue the practice of
architecture at this new location.

and catalogs.

Xew York

City,

on

May

a

I.

tieth

practice of architecture at
ing, 45 Clinton Street,

Jr., lias

Rooms

Newark, X.

opened

First

Lieutenant

Theodore C. Visscher and James L. Burley announce the
formation of a partnership for the practice of the profession of architecture, having moved their offices from
299
Madison Avenue to 363 Lexington Avenue, between For-

Davis, Mcfirath & Kiessling. architects, announce the removal of their offices to 220 Fifth Avenue, at Twenty-sixth

William Platt Sutherland,

Manufacturers' samples and catalogs are

James has received

419 Kampmann Building. San Antonio, Tex., and desire
catalogues and samples.

Street.

offices at 405 Hanselman Building. KalaManufacturers' samples and catalogs are

Oscar X. Xewstrom, architect, announces that he lias
completed Ills work with the McDougall Duluth Co.. shipbuilders and engineers, and has located in
temporary offices
at 734 First Xational Soo Line
Building, Minneapolis,
Minn.

Francis A. Ankrom. consulting and supervising engineer.
has moved his offices from Douglas, Art/.., to San Antonio,
Tex.
architect,

York.

desired.

ture.

Chamber of Commerce

Xew

new

tecture, with

mazoo, Mich.

Charles B. Deer has opened an office at Room 506,
Crozer Building, Chester, Pa., for the practice of architec-

Frank Austin Hersh,

Street,

months with the Government on war work, has resumed the practice of archi-

Forster has resumed the practice of architecture
York City, with offices at 1730-31 Aeolian Hall.
J.

of his offices to the
toona, Pa.

West Thirty-fourth

S. Batterson, after several

offices for the

and Forty-first

Streets,

Xew York

City.

Ernest Alan Van Vleck and Oran Winthrop Rice announce that Ernest Brooks has been admitted into partnership with them in the firm of Starrett and Van Vleck,
architects, 8 West Fortieth Street, Xew York, and that
the business will be continued by them under the
present

44-45 Exchange BuildJ.

William Francis Diehl has taken over the architectural
practice of the late E. N. Alger, with offices in the RolisonPrichard Building, Huntington, W. Va.

firm name.

A

partnership has been formed by Arthur W. Archer
and Galen V. R. Lloyd for the practice of architecture in
the Reliance Building, Kansas City, Mo.

C. E.
in the

Schermerhorn, A. I. A, having completed his work
United States Army, announces that lie has resumed

George H. Carsley has moved his offices from the Power
Block to the Power Block Annex, Helena, Mont., where

the practice of architecture at 430 Walnut
Street, PhilaMr. Schermerhorn's recent service has been
delphia.
with the Military Intelligence Section, Plant Protection

he will continue his architectural practice.

Division, General Staff Corps, U.

John Hanifen has opened an office for the practice of
in the Tribune Building at La Salle, 111.
Strawn Aldrich Gay, who will be in charge of the office,
desires manufacturers' catalogs and samples.
architecture

Frederick A. Muhlenberg announces his return from the
army and the reopening of his office for architectural practice at 901
Flanders Building, Fifteenth and Walnut
Streets, Philadelphia.

He

desires samples and catalogs.

Philander P. Scroggs, architect, having been honorably
discharged from the service, has reopened offices in the
Lamar Building, Augusta, Ga., for the practice of the
profession and desires manufacturers' samples and catalogs.

S.

A.

Hatton, Wm. J. Klein and S. E. Holmes announce the formation of a partnership under the name of
Hatton, Klein & Holmes. Their practice will be devoted
to general engineering, architecture,
machinery layouts,
heating and ventilating and industrial engineering.
AdMasonic
dress,
Temple, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Norman

Rudolph E. Lee, A.
T. A.

MacEwan

I. A, of Clemson College, S. C,
of Pittsburgh, and Charlotte and A. R.

Turnbull of Charlotte, N C, have opened offices at 1214
Realty Building, Charlotte, N. C, under the firm name of
Lee, MacEwan & Turnbull, for the practice of architecture
and engineering. A. R. Turnbull is the business manager
of the firm. They will be glad to receive manufacturers'
samples and catalogs.
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Laws
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suggested making the armory a club for all soldiers visitThe armory would be a monumentit to
ing the capital.

Boom

the valor of District of

code
MICH.. May 16. Revision of the building
home building campaign
calculated to expedite the great
is now in process o
that this city is now entering upon,
The amendments will become effective as soon
enactment
They include
as they have Governor Sleeper's signature.
will go far to relax
nine modifications which, it is believed,
enforced chiefly as safeguards
rigid restrictions heretofore
the commissioner ot pubto public health. They will allow
the law has given him
than
discretion
wider
much
lic
DKTKUIT

1918

Salary advances have not proved sufficient HI

ment

WASHINGTON.

generally reported that increased building work
this spring has exhausted the supply.
Shortage of an
tectural draughtsmen in the Middle West has provi
serious factor in construction as many contracts were
feited by- architects who could not meet the demand O'
Statistics given out by
to the lack of draughtsmen.
Department of Labor recently show that the present sa!

ton,
feet
cut,

half

1).

C.,

May

19.

Recent tables compiled by

forest Service show that the State of Washingbillion
with a record of more than three and a quarter
of lumber cut in 1918. Oregon with two billion feet
and Louisiana with a cut of more than a billion and a
are still the great lumber producing States of

I".

S.

feet,

Wisthe country, with Mississippi. California and Nevada,
consin. Arkansas, Texas and Idaho each cutting more than
a half a billion

of competent

is

from $45

to $75 a week.

total

each of which cut 5,000.000 or more feet in the years 1917
or 1918.
In 1917, the total production amounted to 36 billion feet.
The decrease in 1918 is not confined to any one region but
It is largest in the Southern and Eastern States
is general.

and

draughtsmen

feet.

lumber production of 32,760,000,000 feet is the
estimated cut for the year 1918 on the basis of partial returns received by the forest Service from 731 sawmills,

A

men.

to these
is

It

the

n

ori

WASHINGTON, I). C, May 19. The Washington Chapter
American Institute of Architects, has received several appeals from architects in neighboring states for draugl
men.

in

Civic

soldiers.

Receive Appeal for Draughtsmen

safety
in the past.

Lumber Production

Columbia

have expressed approval of the plan and it
confidently expected that Chairman Langley's influence
will push the measure through the extra session.
izations

least in the

Western

States.

Maine shows the greatest

Housing Problem Gets More

Serioi

MEDIA. PA.. May 19. So serious is the housing pc
lem becoming in Delaware County that steps must be ta
at once local authorities say, either by some strong
organization or by the Government to alleviate the co

which make

tions

many

in

for many pers
it utterly impossible
sections of the county to get homes.

per cent of decrease.

Five-Day

Propose Memorial Armory
Washington

for

Is

Plan of Buildei

SEATTLE, WASH., May 17. A five-day week now preva
the building industry in this city, the action of the Buil
ing Trades Council, representing about 6.000 workers,
Similar action is expected
ing been put into effect.

in

WASHINGTON. I). C.. May 19. An item of the public
buildings bill now being drafted for the special session
of Congress will be an appropriation for a million dollar
memorial armory in Washington.
unique style of

A

form of an arch of triumph,
proposed by Representative John W. Langley
of Kentucky, chairman of the House committee on
public buildings and grounds.
Mr. Langley proposes to have architects submit their
architecture, an entrance in the

has been

plans provided the project is approved by Congress, embodying his idea that the memorial should be of utilitarian
value in addition to its artistic merit. The nation's capital
has no arch of triumph. It is pointed out that European

have magnificent structures on the main highways.
The chairmanship of this important Congressional committee gives Mr. Langley great power in securing favorable designs for the proposed memorial armory. The fact
that the new chairman has been a staunch advocate of improvements in public buildings and grounds for many
He has
years, gives more probability to the proposal.
capitals

Week

in

Tacoma.
According to Mr.
is

step

Cotterill, the Council's secretary,

taken to insure employment for returned soldie

and

sailors.
By the five-day instead of the five-and-;
half-day week he said the Council expects to carry
building industry through normal conditions in 1919
1920 without any cases of unemployment.
"The change is not expected to disturb the buildifl
"To the contrary, we ar
industry." said Mr. Cotterill.
certain that in many cases builders will find it more
sirable to do away with the four hours' work on Satur

day."

Trades affected by the order include building laborers,
building and structural ironworkers and piledrivers, asbestos workers inside and outside electrical workers, plumbers

and

steamfitters,

elevator constructors,

lathers,

terers, painters, bricklayers, hoisting engineers

Plasterers, lathers

week.

7 I6

plas-

and roofers.

and painters already have the five-day
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Next Congress

to

that

Take Up World's

Exposition Plan
19.

hall

The

all

nent world's exposition
discussed by architects,
session of Congress for approval and aid. Original plans
called for the development of the national capital through

It

conducted

I'.u'u MINX.,

days which

will not

1930

Roof Landing
for

New

Orleans Builders Foresee

governors who

Skyscraper

re-

a campaign will be waged for an apand mainpropriation which will permit the construction
tenance of a building here. It is proposed to have these
buildings designed by architects in each state, constructed

district, and a great sea wall along the lake
front were predictions for New Orleans by speakers at a
meeting of the Allied Building Council and the General

segregated

from material produced in the locality and built by repreEach building will be pre-eminently an
sentative labor.
architectural triumph reflecting the spirit of the individual

Contractors' Association just held at the Grunewald Hotel.

states.

such

of the
of the

country.

campaign are estimated at $500,000, the greater share of which is to be
donated by Washington business organizations and civic
initial

Brooklyn Industrial Exhibit

a

state's

costs of the nation-wide

associations for the purpose of inaugurating the national
The custom following world fairs, that is, complan.
dismantling magnificent structures at a cost of

pletely
millions,

would be abolished through the proposed scheme
of continual national or international expositions.
The Washington Chapter, American Institute of ArchiThe States' exhibit comtects has endorsed the proposal.
to secure the approval of all architectural
mittee,
hopes

associations and list the members in a co-operative effort
for adequate legislation.
Real estate men here have evinced the liveliest interest
Careful analysis of the proposal shows
in the proceedings.

Age

X KW OKI.KAXS, LA., .\lay 16. Skyscrapers in abundance,
many modern residences in one of the greatest building
periods of the city, the construction of homes in the old

spective states.
In each state,

and people will be told that
afford extensive advertising for the
building
It will be one of the chief arguments
products.
advocates in their appeals to the business interests

for Planes

Brooklyn's new

building, with an airplane
roof landing has been broken. It will cover a plot 1/5x175,
and the platform landing will extend as a spur several
feet beyond the edge of the roof.

take up the plan for forty-eight separate buildings
before extending the movement across seas. Col. Robert
N".
Harper, of Washington, 1). C., chairman, lias issued
The plan
a call for a committee meeting next week.

will

echo with the sound of hammering and

in

Ground

to

legislators

Ground has been broken on

;i

proposed would reof
quire several years to complete and the expenditure
As an inducement to other nations.
millions of dollars.
the States' exhibit committee lias announced its intention

their

17.

strip five blocks long.

as

in

May

the building plan of Cass Gilbert will be
evidence on the new campus.
Many of the
buildings now on the campus will be torn down, or moved,
as they mar the possibilities of the mall.
The plan advocated by President Burton is for a series of quadrangular
dormitories, each to take up an entire block, with an
inner rectangular court.
These would be located on

By

well

tions.

official endorsement of several
have promised to secure legislative action

Ten

riveting.

Each country will lie
commission.
asked to send commissions here to study the situation and
report to various architectural and governmental organiza-

The

in

the I'niversity of Minnesota campus for a new administration building, a store house and shops, which marked
the opening of a great building program.
Eor the next
ten years it is expected that there will be only a few

countries or a joint

The

necessary to obtain land in the
this end, a campaign will be
the Senate and House at the coming session.

To

Years
ST.

world's
plans to their respective governments for approval. These
tentative designs will be passed upon by the Hne Arts
Commission, which reviews all proposed plans for Washington buildings and by similar commissions from other

has the

in

is

Start Building Plans to Last

erect

Such a prodigious undertaking

increasing throngs of visitors, convention

would become a necessity and a general increase
forms of construction could be expected.

Congressional action

proposed to have every representative governand maintain buildings in Washington. The
leading architects will be requested to submit

is

industries of the world would establish
hotels would be required to house

many new

District of Columbia.

the erection and maintenance of forty-eight individual
State buildings containing expositions of the natural,
educational and industrial resources.
Widening the scope to include all nations blots out,
in many respects, the nationalism of the plan as proposed.
Supporters of the movement point to the remarkable success of the Pacific Exposition as an example of the manifold benefits and the feasibility of the proposed exposition.
The main objective of the proponents is to make
Washington, from an architectural standpoint, the most
beautiful city in the world and a real world capital.

ment

here:

the constantly

plan for a permain Washington, a subject much
will be submitted to the extra

WASHINGTON, D. C, May

the largest

offices

In accordance with the plans outlined in THK AMERICAN
ARCHITECT on April 30, the Brooklyn Chapter of the
American Institute of Architects joined with the Engineers' Club in an industrial exhibit extending over two
weeks. The exhibit was well attended, and those passing
up and down the long aisles, in addition to being shown

the best methods of lighting, heating, painting and roofing
a building, also saw artistic designs and models of buildings proposed or already constructed.
In this way, the progressive men in the Brooklyn Chapter
are endeavoring to stimulate the demand for architectural
service by such effective means as are at their disposal,
and are laboring to create a greater appreciation of the
Let us hope that this
value of well-planned buildings.
foreshadows a closer co-operation between art and commerce, to the end that the great structures which house
industry shall become more aesthetic in appearance, and
add to the artistic dignity of the communities in which

they are located.
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Return

of

"Open" Market Aids Construction

that inasmuch as the Industries Board has
to stabilize the price of steel and
effort by
that in all probability there will be no further
mathe Government to fix the price on other building
this week expressed the
terials, architects and builders
the
that with a return to an "open" market and

,ECLARIXG
D!'failed
attempt
in its

opinion

is
revival of the law of supply and demand, construction
now ready to be speeded up with an impetus the like of
which has not been seen in years. They feel that this indicates manufacturers must get what they may for their

commodities.

Whether purchasers

will

have to pay higher

effort in fixing
prices than they would if the Government's
a temporary schedule of values had been successful, remains to be seen.
in architectural and building
It is generally believed

percentage of materials, prices cannot recede without a reduction in wages. It is not probable
that leaders in industry will consent to a wage cut at the
In the steel market, where factories are
present time.
working at approximately 60 per cent of capacity, the
Railroad Administration's call for bids on 200,000 tons of
circles that in a large

supply approximately 10 per cent of an estimated
is the first indication of large orders that are
The building industry is closely watching deto follow.
velopments in this phase of the situation, and what an
"open" market, with the removal of Federal restraint, will
It is expected it will make a very active
accomplish.
rails to

demand,

construction market.
A noteworthy feature of the week's activity in Xew
York building material markets was the entry into trade
of leading brick interests, purchasing heavily for future

needs at $15 per thousand wholesale on common brick,
with higher prices for better grades.
Sharp advances
were noted by architects in Italian marbles, a quotation
No black and
of $8 a foot for seconds being obtained.
gold Italian marble could be had, but a liberal supply of
domestic marble at nominal figures was to be had. Lack
of labor in the quarry districts of Italy was given as the
reason for the shortage of this imported commodity.
In making a nation-wide survey of building conditions,

U. S. Department of Labor recently sent out questionnaires to several thousand building and loan associations.
These questionnaires covered inquiries concerning
assets, the average amount of loans made each year, apthe

plications for 1919, the possibility of increasing demands
for loans and opinions concerning the proposed system

Home Loan Banks.
Returns disclosed that more than forty per cent of the
building associations have not sufficient available funds to
meet the desirable applications for loans that are coming
in as a result of the shortage of houses and the general

of Federal

While the building asso-

revival of construction activities.

ciations of the country are reported on a sound financial
basis their present difficulties are due to the facts that they

have enormous investments and that the long time mortgages representing large amounts are not negotiable at
commercial banks.

The movement

to establish Federal Home Loan Banks
approved by a majority of the Associations that returned answers to the questionnaire.
Out of 1200 thus
is

far received less than 10 per cent of the Associations
represented are opposed to the plan.
An answer that is
typical of the attitude of Associations that are

financially

independent came from
does not need a Federal

"Our organization
Home Loan Bank system at this
the

West.

time," writes the secretary, "but

it

will be helpful to those

who do and

the time

may come when we

shall

be glad

advantage of it."
According to recent estimates made by the Division
of Public Works and Construction Development, of the
Department's Information and Education Service, there
are now in the United States 7269 building and loan assoto take

with paid-in capital stock amounting to $1,503,770,848, the investment in building association stock havciations

Available statistics
ing increased last year $145,000,000.
show that the normal requirements of the building and
loan associations before the war called for loanable funds
to approximately $500,000,000 per annum, which
supplied by the savings departments of these
The solution of the problem of how to
organizations.
supplement the ordinary income of the building and loan
associations in places where the demand for small mortgage loans might be greatly in excess of the supply of
money is now sought in the Federal Home Loan Banks.
In view of the shortage of houses estimated at something like 1,000,000, the demands on building and loan
associations are likely to be heavier than ever before. Increase in building operations for April were so marked
that the business of the associations in certain parts of
country was reported to be of unusual volume.

amounting
could be

CHICAGO,

ILL.,

May

19.

Building material dealers

:

cutting prices, each trying to undersell the other fellow
to get the business.
Architects are employing draughtsmen
and other additional office help. Few, if any, bricklayers

or carpenters are walking the streets in search of work.
Commissioner of Public Works Charles R. Francis announces that 3000 additional men will be put to work
on the new Pennsylvania terminal within thirty days.
Otis, vice-president of the Central Trust Company, says there has been a complete reversal of the feeling over the business and financial outlook, and that op-

Joseph E.

timism

is

now

generally prevalent.

Those are but few evidences of increased activities in
It is the
building and construction projects in this city.
actual starting of post-war building, first the remodeling
of old structures and the construction of bungalows and
cottage homes, and now the issuance of permits and the
breaking of ground for apartments and factory plants,
that is stimulating many lines of business and making

readjustment from war to a peace basis possible.
Statistics compiled by the Chicago Masons' & Builders'
Association show permits issued during April for buildings to cost $7,447,800, as compared with costs totaling

The permits
$2.757,900 for the same month last year.
issued in April were for 140 frame and 565 brick structures.
Included in these is an eight-story hotel to cost
$300,000; a three-story apartment to cost $110,000; an-J
i

other to cost $125,000; two churches
$35,000; also a $200,000 flat building,
structures, one a three-story concrete
for the Hydrox Company at a cost
the outlying sections there is activity

at costs aggregating

and several factory
manufacturing

plant

of $175,000.
In all
in small home build-

ing at costs averaging $7,000 and less.
Steel and other metal products are moving into this construction at prices based on the break following the signCommon brick still holds at $12
ing of the armistice.
per M, while competition based largely on supply and demand is a factor in the selling prices for cement, lumber
and some of the other basic materials. In the aggregate,
however, there is but little change during the week in
price levels.
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Late Quotations

in

Building Material Markets

(.Prin quotations now current on building materials and supplies
as quoted by dealers and jobbers for delivery in New York and
The quotations set forth are 'placed before readers
Chicago follow.
ARCHITECT to afford an accurate review of
of THE
market conditions rather than for use as a basis for actual purchase.
They will not only provide know/edge of the exact state of the market
as to items quoted, but will also present a basis to judge conditions

AMERICAN

Items marked (*) indicate an
afffctinff co-relating materials.
advance over last week, while those marked (t) record a decline.
Other prices did not fluctuate during the week.)

as

BRICK
New York

Common

Borough of Man-

(Delivered at job in
hattan only), per thousand

Chicago
$13.00

$17.85

CEMENT
Per

bbl.

in

15 cent bags (Rebate 60c. per bbl. for

bags)

$2 80

$3.25

COPPER SHEETS
At the mill, hot rolled, 16 oz.
(From jobber's warehouse
Cold rolled add

Ic.

per

Ib.

base-price, per lb...22J4c.
add 2 to 3 cents.
to hot rolled.)

GALVANIZED SHEETS
Nos. 18 and 20 gauge, per
No. 26
No. 27

S6.12
6.42

Ih

56.12
6.42
6.57

6.57

GLASS
(Discounts from manufacturer'*: price
Single strength, A quality, first three brackets
Single strength, B quality

lists)

77%t
77%t
79% t

Double strength, A quality
Double strength, B quality
Plate
up to 5 sq. ft
Plate
Plate
Plate

81

77%
77%
79%

%f

82%

over

5 sq. ft
up to 10 sq. ft
over 10 sq. ft

84';i

83%
82%

GRAVEL
l

A
:

(Borough of Manhattan only), per cu. yd. .$2. 75
(Borough of Manhattan only), per cu. yd.... 2.75

in.

44 in.

$2.35t
2.35t

GYPSUM
Plaster Board:

Delivered at job, Uoroughs of Manhattan and Bronx.
28 x 1
.35c.
48 x y,
36 x 'A
36 x
x 36 x '/2
,23!
Plaster Blocks:
Delivered at job, Boroughs of Manhattan and Bronx.
2 in. solid, per sq .ft
7}ic.
3 in. solid, 12 x 30, per sq. ft
1
'/, c
3 in. hollow
10 'ic.
4 in. hollow
12;ic.
6 in. hollow
17 J/. c.
27
27
32
32
32

x
x
x
x

.

M

HOLLOW
(Delivered

at

job,

....
lOc.
lie.

....

TILE

New York

in

26c.

x S x 12 partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft
partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft
4 x 12 x 12 partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft
6 x 12 x 12 partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft
8 x 12 x 12 partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft
10 x 12 x 12 partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft
12 x 12 x 12 partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft
2 x 12 x 12 split furring, per 1,000 sq. ft
2

3x12x12

below 72nd

St.)

$70.15
102.00
14.75
153.00
1

$67.90
72 SO
99.60
135.80
167. SO

194.60

63.75

LATH
Eastern spruce, per thousand
1
white pine, per thousand
No. 1 hemlock, per thousand
No. 1 yellow pine, per thousand

$6.50

No.

....

$6.50
6.00
6.20*

5.25

$2.50t
3.70
17.25

$1.40

LIME
Common, 300

per bbl
per bbl
paper bags, per ton

Finishing, 300

Hydrated,

in

Ib.

Ib.

bbls.,
bbls.,

....
17.001

LUMBER
M, F.O.B.)
Yellow pine, 2 x 4
$51.50*
Yellow pine, 2 x 6
48.00*
Yellow pine, 4 x 4
58.50*
Yellow pine, 8 x 8
67.50*
Yellow pine, 12 x 12
55.00*
Yellow pine, No. 1 boards, 1 x 6
58.25*
Yellow pine, No. 1 boards, 1 x 12
60,50*
Yellow pine, B and better flooring (plain)
60.50*
Yellow pine, B and better flooring (quartered).. 72.50*
62.50
Douglas fir, 6 x 6 to 12 x 12
Douglas fir, 12 x 14 to 14 x 14
60.00
Norway pine, 2 x 4
(Retail prices per

Norway

pine, 2 x

12

Hemlock, 2 x 4
Hemlock, 2 x 12

Oak
Oak
Oak
Oak

flooring, 13/16 quartered white
flooring, 13/16 quartered red
flooring, 13/16 plain white
flooring, 13/16 plain red
Maple flooring, 13/16 clear
Maple flooring, 13/16 select
Maple flooring, 13/16 No. 1 fancy

65.00
47.50
51.00
139.50*
132.00*
89.50*
89.50*
82.00*
77.00*
69.50*

$47.00
45.00
52.00
52.00
57.00
53.00
56.00
57.00
70.00
63.00
64.00
50.00
57.00
46.00
48.00
122.00
115.00
82.00
82.00
72.00
69.00
58.00

Mahogany, 1"

F.

Quartered oak, 1"

.'

Plain oak, 1" F. A
Red gum, 1" F. A.
Sap gum, 1" F. A.

Financial and

Commercial Digest

As Affecting the Practice

of Architecture

Other principal causes of the advance in prices during
war besides "scarcity demand" were the advance in
wages, presumably due to increased cost of living, and
demand for labor and also the large increase in world cir-

artificial abundance of money in comparison
with the things that are purchasable by it that the abundance of money must be credited with at least an equal influence in explaining the high prices which have prevailed."
The "scarcity demand" still continues in everything except war supplies and even in that line is not entirely
ended, since there are about 15,000.000 men still under
arms. The demand for food is as insistent as ever, owing
to the disordered state of the population of Central Europe
and the impoverished condition of the neglected soils of
all that continent, while the factories and empty shelves
of all the world are clamoring for new supplies which ran
low. during the war period.
The face value of the paper currency issued in the four
years of the war was greater than the value of all the
gold and all the silver mined in all the world since the
We had been inclined to charge
discovery of America.
up the advance in prices occurring prior to the war to
the fact that 8 billion dollars worth of gold was turned
out by the mines of the world in the twenty years following our famous gold and silver campaign of 1896. But
here are 36 billion dollars worth of paper promises to pay
turned out as legal tender money by 15 responsible governments in a short four-year period.
If we are right in assuming that a considerable proportion of the world advance in prices is due to the enormous
increase in world currency can we expect a marked reduction in prices until the cause, "inflation," is removed?
Or, to put it in another form, that part of the advance
caused by inflation can only be cured by deflation, by a
reduction in the enormous stocks of currency which, as I
have shown you, has trebled during the war, while that
other form of slowly moving currency, governmental obligations, has quintupled.
As to a material reduction of the inflated currency.
the prospects for the near future do not seem encouraging
in view of the fact that the 1919-20 "budgets" of the principal countries of the world now being made up, call for!
fully four times as much money as those of the year preceding the war, suggesting that the governmental demands
in the first peace year after the
war, will be about $50,000,000,000 as against about $12,000,000,000 in 1913, and
that the governments which must quadruple their de-1
mands upon their tax payers and prepare for a reduction
of their debts will hesitate about reducing the amount of

culating media, or to put

money

Prices, Yesterday,

dence nf an

Today, and

Tomorrow*
chief causes of the world advance in prices appear
the inflation of world currency, coupled with the
in labor
"scarcity demand" and the consequent advance
The prospect of material reductions in the near
costs.

The
be

to

future depends upon the removal or modification of the
chief causes of the advance.

When

prices

began

advance

to

in

the opening of

the

upward movement
was due to the urgent demand for the food and raw
material required by the enormous armies put into the
war.

we could

readily

see

that

the

and this cause has been designated the "scarcity
field,
demand," but when we found the advance extending to
many articles in which there was no scarcity and which
were not used by the armies or utilized in the manufacture of their requirements, we began to realize that a
part of the advance must be due to some cause other than
mere war or scarcity demands.

Much

of the material used in preparing the supplies for
was "switched" from the usual lines of
industry, for there was an immediate cessation of railway
the

battlefield

construction, building operation, and a thousand industries
which formerly required manufacturing material and as
a result of this cessation of activities the material formerly

used by them became available for war purposes.
The chief causes of the advance seem to have been
first

the "scarcity

demand"

for

war

materials, food, cloth-

manufactures, manufacturing materials and the labor
required for their prompt production but this was quickly
followed by an enormous world inflation, in which paper
money with a face value of $36,000,000,000 was emitted
by the printing presses of the countries at war, and the
legal tender circulating medium of the world was thus
advanced from $15,000.000,000 in 1913 to over $45,000,000,000 in 1918, most of the gold formerly in circulation
passing into the vaults of the governments and their great
banks as a partial basis for this greatly enlarged paper
ing,

currency.
the

it

in

a single

word

"inflation."

Professor A. C. Miller, member of the Federal Reserve
Board, an authority whose views are entitled to high consideration, in a recent address before the American
Academy of Political and Social Science named as the
two chief causes of the advance in
prices, "scarcity de-

mand" and

"inflation,"

adding that "there

is

so

much

m

evi-

I C
n
P ? tn
delivered by O. P. Austin, statistician
,
nf *S.
i
r?
Address
of
thel National
City Bank of New York before the Editorial Con-

v

ference of the

New York

Business Publishers Association.

If

in circulation.

the

governments which have been the chief parworld increase of currency should fail to
materially reduce that excessive supply, and if the world's
demand for food, manufacturing material and manufacticipants in the

tures

is to continue at the present rate, are we
justified in
expecting a general reduction in prices in the near future?
The question answers itself. There will, of course, be instances in which there will be material reductions, but in
general terms the outlook for marked or rapid decline,
at least in the near future, does not seem
encouraging.
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Department of Architectural
Engineering
Correct Proportioning of Concrete Mixes

THE

importance

material

may

be

of

concrete

as

a

judged from the

on this subject, nor. we hope, will it be the
but might be considered in the nature of a
progress report, embodying data too important to

building

light

that

fact

last,

during- the year KJOO a total of 10,000.000 barrels of

withhold, and giving promise of further interestThe problem
ing information in the near future.
involved in the design of a concrete mix is catechised as follows

Portland cement were used

in this country; during
1910 a total of 75,000.000 barrels, and it is estimated
that, in the first year following resumption of
building activity a total of approximately 100.000,000 barrels will be used.
Reinforced concrete floor arches in skeleton steel
structures are the rule rather than the exception
to-day, and one does not travel far by rail before
the growth of the reinforced concrete industrial
While
building impresses itself upon the mind.

:

1.

What mix
of

crete

work
2.

?

\\ ith

is one of the most ancient of building
materials, having been used by the Romans in early
times, it is also one of the most modern. This may

concrete

3.

With

4.

minimum

?

different lots of materials of different

purpose

a paradox, but it is nevertheless true.
Concrete, as used in modern construction, is composed of three materials. First and generally conireat
sidered of prime importance is the cement.
care is taken in specifying its qualities, characterXext in order
istics, etc., and this is as it should be.

proportions

give the best concrete at

characteristics which

seem

what

materials

given

will

cost

necessary to produce conproper strength for a given
is

is l>cst

suited for the

.'

What

is the effect on strength of concrete
from changes in mix, consistency or size
and grading of aggregate?

(

This is a problem daily confronting the architect,
and in justice to his client he should be able to solve
it

comes the aggregate, usually divided into tine and
coarse, the fine taking the form of sand or stone
screenings, and the coarse consisting of gravel,
crushed stone or slag, and sometimes anthracite
cinders.
Finally and most neglected of all. so far

intelligently.

At the present time, the most generally advocated
methods of proportioning a concrete mix are:
i.

any definite specification of its quality or quantity
concerned, is the water.
Each of these comiioncnt parts has a certain
importance, and the final concrete will have characteristics reflecting the care with which all were
chosen, proportioned, mixed and placed. It is the
as

such as a 1:2:4 mix,
Arbitrary selection
ignoring all other factors.
Many building codes erroneously make this the basis
in

is

2..

Density of
being that

maximum

purpose of this article to focus attention on the
importance of designing a proper mixture. Such
design is, or should be, a subject of vital interest
all architects, engineers and constructors who
have to do with concrete work, and all such are
indebted to Professor Duff A. Abrams, in charge
of the Structural Materials Research Laboratory,
Lewis Institute, Chicago, for the contribution he
This is not the
has just made on this subject.*
first contribution by Professor Abrams, throwing

is

the

permissible

stresses

Structural Materials Research LaboraPublished in Bulletin I.
Lewis Institute. Chicago, April, 1919. The data in this article
taken from this bulletin.

aggregates,

the

assumption

securing an aggregate of
density the resultant concrete
in

3.

has a greater strength.
Density of concrete, many believing that
the strength of concrete increases with

4.

Sieve analysis, the aggregate being care-

5.

dard, considered as giving the best results.
Surface area of aggregates.

the density.

to

tory.

determining

in concrete.

fully

Professor

methods
"It

is

graded to conform to some stan-

Abrams goes on

a matter of

method of arbitrary
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to

say

of

these

:

common

experience that the

selection in

which fixed quan-
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of tine and coarse aggregates are mixed
without regard to the size and grading of the indi-

"Unfortunately, little is definitely known at the
present time as to the proper proportions of water.
It is known, however, that the
quantity depends
both upon the demands of the cement and also

tities

vidual

materials,

far

is

from

satisfactory.

Our

experiments have shown that the other methods
mentioned above are also subject to serious limi\\'e
have found that the maximum
tations.
strength of concrete does not depend on either an
aggregate of

maximum

upon the character of aggregate employed, upon
the surfaces to be covered, and the voids to be
filled.
Research has been recently directed to these

density or a concrete of

The following diagram

proportioning concrete
are based on an
of
sieve
aggregates
analysis
by
erroneous theory. All of the methods of proportioning concrete which have been proposed in the

have been

suggested

startling clearness

for

conception of the function of the constituent materials entering into a concrete mix. It will be noted
that neither the size and grading of the
aggregate
nor the quantity of cement are of importance in

fact, the most important ingredient, since very
small variations in water content produce more important variations in the strength and other propin

increasing the strength of the concrete except as
they produce in the mix qualities influencing the

the other

quantity of water required to produce a "workable"
or plastic mix.

ingredients.

NEW

(Fig. i) shows with
a variation of the

effect

water content has on the strength of concrete, and
smooth curve obtained from platting the results
of many tests made with variations of mix.
ranging
from neat cement to one volume of cement to
15
volumes of aggregate, gives us an entirely new

have failed to give proper attention to the
water content of the mix. Our experimental work
has emphasized the importance of the water in
concrete mixtures, and shown that the water is, in

than similar changes

what

this

past

erties of concrete

with highly important results."

lines

density, and that the methods which

maximum

STUDIES OF CONCKETE MIXTURES

During the past three years a large number of
investigations have been under way at the StrucResearch Laboratory, Lewis
throw considerable new
which
Chicago,

tural Materials
tute,

on the subject of proportioning
investigations are being carried
co-operation of the Institute and
ment Association. These studies

concrete.

Insti-

light

These

out through the
Portland Ce-

the

have covered an

investigation of the inter-relation of the following
factors
:

The consistency (quantity of mixing water).
The size and grading of aggregates.
The mix (proportion of cement).

1.

2.
3.

Any comprehensive
crete

must take

study

into account

of
all

this period

gations have given us a new insight into the factors which underlie the correct proportioning of
concrete mixtures and show the limitations of older

methods.
are

still

Certain phases of these investigations

under way.

RELATION

OF

CONCRETE
Probably the most salient feature of these tests
is the
importance which the quantity of mixing
water has on the ultimate strength of the concrete.
In

the

i'iff.

i.

RoHo

f.oo
iso
Vo/ume of Cement

/.so

j.oo

fo

]?

jso

X

Relation between strengtli of concrete and water
content.

\Yhile the exceptionally high strengths obtained
with low water ratios are enviable,
they are not
possible of duplication under present construction

methods, as a mix having a volume of water less
than from 75 per cent to 100 per cent the volume
of cement (that is a water ratio less than from .75
to i.oo) would be too
dry to be workable.
It is
interesting to note the following statement:
tests made in this laboratory have shown
character of the aggregate makes little
difference so long as it is clean and not structurally

"Other

WATER CONTENT TO STRENGTH OF

"Concrete

Engineers' Handbook" by
reviewed in these
columns) the following appears on page 72:

Hool and Johnson

too

Wafer-

proportioning conof these factors.

about 50,000 tests have been
carried out which have a bearing on this subject.
These tests have been largely confined to compression tests of concrete and mortars. These investi-

During

.so

(recently

that

the

deficient."

In connection with the water content, it must be
constantly borne in mind that in the richer mixes
a workable mix can always be produced with a
lower water-ratio than in the leaner mixes. Take,
for instance, a rich mix as i :2 13, sometimes used

722
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reinforced concrete construction, and assume a

in

water-ratio of one

(relative consistency approximately 1.30).
This is graphically illustrated by Fig. 2, page 724.
Now compare with this a lean mix as i 14 :8 and
having the same water content ("consistency ap-

proximately
A glance
mixed with
not produce

O./o), graphically illustrated by Fig. 3.
will show that 7' 2 gallons of water
this

latter

a workable

quantity of material will
other words, while

tni.r; in

is the same in both cases, namely,
one volume of water to an equal volume of cement.

the water-ratio

the

consistency

of

the

resultant

concrete

(litters

Table i is of interest with respect to the
widely.
variations of water ratio, consistency and strength.

TABLE
EXAMPLE OF INFLUENCE OF QUANTITY OF
MIXING WATER ON THE STRENGTH
OF CONCRETE
i

Values calculated from equation
C

=

Where
sq. in.)

x

A

B'

14.000
8.2'

Compressive strength of concrete

=

Water-ratio

("an

i

lb

per

exponent).

A

and B are constants whose values depend on quantity
The values
of cement and other conditions of the test.
:4 mix,
gives for A and B are based on 28-day tests of
pebble aggregate graded o-lj^-in.. fineness modulus 5-75
I

The

water-ratio is equivalent to the cubic feet of water
sack
cu. ft.) of cement.
The strength values are solely for comparative purposes
in showing the influence of changing the water content.

to

i

d
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Fig.

2.

Workable concrete mix

I

:

i}/>

:

3

with water-ratio of one, and 1.30 consistency.

X
s
-.
i

,

e

APPRO*. 9&.

{

1'is.

3

Unworkable concrete mix

i

:

4

:

:

-

<r

CONCRETE

.'

'
c.u.f-.

-

8 with water-ratio of one and 0.70 consistency.

20%

100%
TINE.

SAND-

SIEVE ANALYSIS OF FINE SAHD -FINENESS
Fig. 4

MODULUS

(Sand "A")

,

/

FIN'E'.PE

BBLES\

ANALYSIS OF

fm^

PSBBI.E;S
Fig.

It

4A

-

FIHEH^SS "MODUUKS - ^

x'

00

^

6 151 ^ 93

(Pebbles "D")

be noted that the amount of aggregate coarser than each sieve size must be
tabulated to obtain the fineness modulus; thus
le entire aggregate is coarser than the first five sieve
sizes, a value of 500 must be added (or 100 for each of these sieve sizes)
summation of the percentages retained on the remaining sieves of the
set, before dividing by 100.
is

to

724
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SIEVE ANALYSIS OF AGGREGATE

There

modulus
for the

;

in

first

fineness modulus enables us
time to properly interpret the sieve

fact, the

number it is in fact a summation of
volumes of material. There are several different
methods of computing it, all of which will give the
same result. The method given in Table 2 is probably the simplest and most direct.

abstract

an intimate relation between the sieve
for the aggregate and the fineness
curve
analysis
is

TABLE

;

.'

METHOD OF CALCULATING FIXEXESS MODULUS OF AGGREGATES
The sieves used are commonly known as the Tyler standard sieves. Each sieve has a clear
opening just double that of the preceding one.
The sieve analysis may he expressed in terms of volume or weight.
The fineness modulus of an aggregate is the sum of the percentages given by the sieve analysis,
divided bv 100.
SIEVE ANALYSIS OF AGGREGATES
PER CENT OK SAMPLE COARSER THAN A GIVEN SIEVE

SQUARE
OPENING

Sieve Size

100-mesh
48-mesh
28-mesh
1 4-mesh
8-mesh
4-mesh
3

8 -in.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

\K-rn.'.'..

Fineness
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for a given plastic condition
using the same proportions of

same concrete strength. Table 3, page 727, gives
the results of groups of tests which bring out the
wide variation which may be made in the grading

that the strength of the concrete varies with the
The results of these tests are
fineness modulus.

of aggregate without producing any essential variation in the concrete strength.
Twenty-seven different gradings of the same aggregate were made

results

show

of

many

different

of tests.

series

These

definitely that

(consistency), and
cement and aggregate for the different samples,

shown graphically by the curves
It

will

in Figs.

be noted that in each

6 and 6A.

case there

is

range, but they had one property in

the
steady increase in the compressive strength of
a
until
increases
niodnliis
concrete as the fineness
certain value is reached which corresponds to a

maximum
maximum

will

It

point.

possible

common

;

that

~SO(X>

be noted also that this
/-SM/x

point corresponds to greater and greater
values of fineness modulus as the quantity of
cement in the mix is increased. In other words,
the maximum strength conies at a fineness modu-

J(XX>

POO0

\

lus of about 5.80 for the i 19 mix and about 6.40
for the i :4 mix. In these tests the different values

of the fineness

These gradings covered the widest

up.

a

modulus were secured by using a

preponderance of the coarser sizes, but in all cases
maintaining the same limiting size, that is, i J4 m
In Fig. 6A is found a similar relation between the
that no
strength and the fineness modulus, except
-

Joa
Relation between fineness modulus of aggregate
and strength of concrete.

Fig. 6 A.

All specimens were
is, a fineness modulus of 6.04.
mixed with the same quantity of cement and water.
Separate sets of specimens were made of two
different consistencies.

The mean

variation from

about 3 per cent.
Since a maximum practicable value of fineness
modulus is found for each size of aggregate and
mix, it is necessary to place certain limits on the
the average strength

value which

may

terials for concrete

limits

which

experience

will

may

is

be used

mixes.

for proportioning ma-

Table

4,

page 728,

gives

be found practicable. Subsequent
dictate certain modifications in the

details.

The purpose

of Table 4 is to avoid the attempt
an aggregate grading which is too coarse

to secure
Fig.

6.

Relation between finess modulus of aggregate and
strength of concrete.

maximum

point

from the

fact

is

found.

that

the

This condition arises

maximum

size

of

the

is
increasing without changing the
of
the
sieve
type
analysis curve, consequently the
fineness modulus strength curve continues to rise

aggregate

The height to which the curve rises is
only by the maximum size of aggregate
which may be used. It is important to note that
there is no conflict between the indications of
indefinitely.

limited

for

A

maximum
It

and for the amount of cement

is

concrete mixtures.

For

instance,

it

to

in

would be found

from this table that the use of a sand of the nature
of standard Ottawa sand is not permitted except
in mixes i :2 or richer.
The curves in Figuse 7, page 729, are platted
directly from the values given for the standard

;

'

sieves in Table 4.

From
factors,

given value for the fineness modulus of an
aggregate can be secured with any combination of
percentages in the sieve analysis which gives the
same total, consequently, an infinite variety of
gradings may be found which give aggregate of the

size

also useful in prohibiting attempts
use sands which are too coarse for best results

Figs.

6 and 6A.

its

used.

a careful consideration of the foregoing
will be seen that the problem of design-

it

ing the proper concrete mix under certain given
conditions resolves itself into that of finding the
combination which, with a given water-ratio will
give a concrete of suitable workability, with a

minimum
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The following

outline will

make

clear the steps

to be followed in the design of concrete
the bases of these studies of concrete

mixes on

:

THE DESIGN OF CONCRETE MIXTURES

STEPS IN
I.

Having

fixed

the

compressive

strength

re-

i.oo will hardly produce a workable concrete
except for a fairly rich mix. Obviously the driest
workable consistency possible should be used.
2. Make sieve
analysis of fine and coarse aggregates to be used, using Tyler's standard sieves of

the

following sizes:

roo, 48,

28,

14,

8,

4,

TABLK 3
EFFECT OF GRADING OF AGGREGATES OX THE STRENGTH OF CONCRETE
Compression tests of 6 by i2-in. concrete cylinders.
Mix 1:5 by volume; age at test, 28 days; stored in damp sand; tested damp.
Aggregates sand and pebbles from Elgin, 111.
Aggregates were screened to different
sizes and recombined to conform to predetermined sieve
analyses.
The aggregates were made up in such a manner as to give the widest variations in the
grading of the particles.

was exactly the same
The same quantity

All gradings had one

common

property,

in

that

the fineness

modulus

111=6.04.

of water was used in all specimens of a given consistency. The no per cent
consistency contains 10 per cent more water than the 100 per cent.
Each specimen was macie from a separate hatch.
Each value in the strength tests is the average from 5 tests made on different days.

^,

ft
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SIZE shall be taken as the next larger

modulus of each aggregate
from the date obtained from (2).
maximum size of aggregate by
4. Determine the
3.

Compute

fineness

applying the following rules
(a) If

"half-sieve."
(f)

If

less

than 10 per cent

is

coarser tha

certain sieves, the MAXIMUM SIZE shall
be taken as the smallest of these

:

cent of aggregate is
coarser than any sieve, the MAXIMUM

more than 20 per

sieve]

sizes.

TABLE 4
MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE VALUES OF FINENESS MODULUS OF AGGREGATES
For mixes other than those given in the table, use the values for the next leaner mix.
For maximum sizes of aggregate other than those given in the table, use the values for
the next smaller size.
Pine aggregate includes

material

coarser

than

the

all

No. 4

material
sieve.

No. 4 sieve; coarse
a mixture of cement,

finer than

Mortar

is

aggregate

water and

includes
fine

all

aggre-

gate.

This table is based on the requirements for sand-and-pebble or gravel aggregate composed
of concrete in reinforced concrete
approximately spherical particles, in ordinary uses
For other materials and in other classes of work the maximum permissible values
structures.
of fineness modulus for an aggregate of a given size is subject to the following corrections:
If crushed stone or slag is used as coarse aggregate, reduce values in table by 0.25.
(1)
For crushed material consisting of unusually flat or elongated particles, reduce values by 0.40.
For pebbles consisting of flat particles, reduce values by 0.25.
(2)
If stone screenings are used as fine aggregate, reduce values by 0.25.
(3)
For the top course in concrete roads, reduce the values by 0.25. If finishing is done by
(4)
mechanical means, this reduction need not be made.
In work of massive proportions, such that the smallest dimension is larger than 10 times
(5)
of

size of the coarse aggregate, additions may be made to the values in the table as
for Y^-'m. aggregate O.TO; for ij/a-in. 0.20; for 3-111. 0.30; for 6-in. 0.40.
Sand with fineness modulus lower than 1.50 is undesirable as a fine aggregate in ordinary concrete mixes.
Natural sands of such fineness are seldom found.
Sand or screenings used for fine aggregate in concrete must not have a higher fineness modulus

the

maximum

follows:

Mortar mixes are covered by the table and by
than that permitted for mortars of the same mix.
(3) above.
Crushed stone mixed with both finer sand and coarser pebbles requires no reduction in fineness modulus provided the quantity of crushed stone is less than 30% of the total volume of the
aggregate.

MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE VALUE
Mix

OF FINENESS

MODULUS
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6. Compute the percentages of fine and coarse
aggregates required to produce the fineness modulus desired for the final aggregate mixture by the
use of Fig. 8 or the following formula

tive consistency

i.oo) requires the use of
such a quantity of mixing water as will
cause a slump of J^ to i in. in a freshly

molded 6 by i2-in. cylinder of about
-.4
mix upon withdrawing the form by a steady,

:

P=

A

100

B
in

A C

i

which

upward

P = percentage of fine aggregate in total mixture.
A = fineness modulus of coarse aggregate.
B=
C=

fineness
fineness

modulus of
modulus of

A

relative

consistency

give a slump of about 5 to 6

aggregate mixture.

final

fine

pull.

of

i.io requires the use of 10 per cent more
water, and under the above conditions will

p

aggregate.

= Normal

of

consistency

in.

cement

ratio

by

weight.
Fineness modulus of aggregate (an expo-

m

=

n

= Volumes

nent).

of

mixed aggregate

to

one of ce-

ment.

n

= Absorption
sorbed to

of aggregate, ratio of water abvolume of aggregate.
(Deter-

immersion in water for 3
Average values for crushed limestone and pebbles may be assumed as 0.02

mined

after

hours.

;

sandstones

porous
light

and

porous

may

reach

aggregate

0.08;

may

very
reach

0.25.)

c

^
-

Fig.

ratio
in
contained
aggregate,
of water contained to volume of aggregate.
(Assume as zero for room-dry aggregate.)

/

X?/& /a osx? a/'Cesrtfs?/

l/o/t/s??fs

Maximum

7.

&<?/>

= Moisture

permissible values of fineness modulus
of aggregate.

(NOTE. Fig. 8 may also be used for making comparisons of the effect of certain changes in proporThe distinctions of fine and coarse aggregates.

between fine and coarse aggregate is solely
for convenience in securing a uniform grading; the
division may be made at any desired point.)
estimated mix, fineness modulus
7. With the

tion

and consistency enter Fig. 9, page 731, and determine the strength of concrete produced by the
combination. If the strength shown by the diagram
is

not

may
size

that

required,

the necessary readjustment
the mix, consistency or

made by changing

be

and grading of the aggregate.

i^

quantity of water required can be determined approximately from Table 5 or more exactly
from the formula given below.

/<?

The

FORMULA FOR DETERMINING WATER REQUIRED FOR
CONCRETE
*

3

R

p

-f-

+a

(0.22

2

42

)

<0,

>iin

which
Fig.

)

= water required given as the ratio to the volof cement in batch (water-ratio).
R = Relative consistency of concrete, or "work-

x
ume

ability

factor."

Normal consistency

(rela-

8.

This formula takes account of all the factors
which affect the quantity of water required in a
concrete mixture. These factors may be classified
as follows:
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TABLE

3

QUANTITY OF MIXING WATER REQUIRED FOR CONCRETE

= R f-p +

-+

x =:
*Calculated by formula::x

\_2

Where x

R

i

= Water required ratio to volume of cement in
= Relative consistency, or "workability factor."

.26m

a-c)n

batch (water-ratio).

Where R=i.oo

the concrete

is

said

"normal consistency."
Normal consistency of cement by weight (assume p
p
o.23).
m Fineness modulus of aggregate.
n
Volume of mixed aggregate to one volume of cement,
a
Absorption of aggregate, ratio of water absorbed to volume of aggregate,
c
Moisture in aggregate, ratio of water contained to volume of aggregate,
Net absorption of aggregate by volume.
(a
c)
In this table (a
In other words, the net quantity of water taken by
c) is assumed as 0.02.
the aggregate is 2% by volume.
This value may be used for ordinary limestone and pebbles.
J-'or crushed trap and granite it is somewhat high.
A relative consistency of i.oo (normal consistency) requires the use of such a quantity of
l
to I in. in a freshly molded 6 by I2in. cylinder of
mixing water as will cause a slump of /i
about 1:4 mix upon withdrawing the form by a steady, upward pull.
This consistency is
somewhat dry for most concrete work, but can be used where light tamping is practicable.
A relative consistency of i.io (\o% -more water than required for normal consistency)
represents about the driest concrete which can be satisfactorily used in concrete road construction.
This consistency will give a slump of about 5 to 6 in.
A relative consistency of 1.25 represents about the wettest consistency which should be
used in reinforced concrete building construction.
Under the conditions mentioned above,
this consistency will give a slump of about 8 to 9 in.
For mixes and fineness moduli, other than those given in the table, approximate values
may be determined by interpolation. For specific cases use the formula.

=

to

be

of

=

=

=
=

Mix
BY VOLUME

GALLONS OF WATER PER SACK OF CEMENT
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"Workability" factor, or the relative consistency on the concrete. This is dictated
by the kind of work being done concrete

I.

sand mortars from the cement used

Suppose we consider the case of concrete for road

;

must be more

means

or a

a wetter consistency) in reinforced

concrete

construction

building

/

construction. This

(which generally

plastic

in these tests

are given.

than is
3
term (A

in.

is generally specified as a i :i
2 13
l
13 mix, with aggregate graded up to i 2
These mixes are about the same as what have
i

l

/

-.2

been termed a

necessary in mass work. The
in the equation takes care of this factor.
(R) may vary from, say, 0.90 for a dry
concrete to 2.00 or higher for very wet

14 mix, the exact equivalent depending on the particular size and grading of the fine
and coarse aggregate. Assume that gravel aggregate

mixes.

we may
= 5-75-

)

will

factor, which is made of two parts;
the quality of cement so far as normal
consistency is concerned (/>); the quan-

2.

Cement

3.

The aggregate

of cement in the

tity

factor.

i

be used, graded to '/> in. Table 4 shows that
use a fineness modulus as high as 6.00-. 25
i

Knowing the sieve analysis and fineness
modulus of both sizes of aggregate, apply the formula or Fig. 8 to determine the proportion of each
aggregate which must be mixed to secure this value.
Assume that the concrete will be mixed to a relative
consistency of i.io. which is of such plasticity as

mix ().

This includes the three

terms within the parenthesis in the equaThe first term, involving (in),
tion.
takes account of tin-

will

give a slum]) of 5 to

ft

in.

in

the test described

size and grading; the
second (a) the absorp-

and the third (c)
the water contained in

tion,

the aggregate.

In

admixtures of any
another term

case

kind

are

used,

must be inserted
This

tion.

the

in

relation

has

equabeen

fully worked out, but is not included in this report.
CHART FOR DESIGN OF CONCRE1E

MIXES
a
Fig.
nomographic
9
chart for the design of concrete
This chart takes acmixes.
is

count of the following four factors:
1.

The

mix

(cement

con-

tent).
2.
3.

The relative
The grading

consistency.
of aggregate

(fineness modulus).
4.

The compressive

strength

of concrete.

Given any three of these factors

chart

chart

the

solve

is,

results

enables

us

to

This
of course, based on the

for

of

the

fourth.

certain

tests.

For

practical application these values

must generally be reduced by
factors, which will depend on the judgment of the de-

certain

In order to furnish
signer.
some basis for comparison, com-

pression

tests

of

1

13

standard

Fig.

9
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of concrete will be

Place a straightedge in Fig. 9 on mix i -.4,
and fineness modulus 5.75, and mark the point where
from
it crosses the reference line for consistency;
indicated
line
the
this point project
horizontally (as
It
in other examples) to relative consistency i.io.
will be seen that this gives a compressive strength of
above.

siderations

The

from a

'.4^/2

and other factors the same as

plastic,

water-

reason a rich mixture gives a higher
strength than a lean one is not that more cement
is used, but because the concrete can be mixed (and

mixed) with a water-ratio which is
lower for the richer mixtures than for
the lean ones. If advantage is not taken of the fact
that in a rich mix relatively less water can be used,
no benefit will be gained as compared with a leaner
mix. In all this discussion the quantity of water is
compared with the quantity of cement in the batch
(cubic feet of water to i sack of cement) and not
usually

is

relatively

other words, increasing the mixing zvater 13 per
cent causes the same reduction in strength as if we
should omit jj per cent of the cement. This exam-

shows the reason for emphasizing the impor-

tance of proper control of mixing water in concrete.
This chart enables us to answer such questions as
the following
Which is the stronger, a 1 13 mortar or a i 15 con-

to the weight of dry materials or of the concrete
as is generally done.

:

The mere use

mixture?

feeling
plasticity is

used, the relative strengths will depend, of course,

on the grading of the aggregates and the mix. In
one case we have assumed i :3 mix with fineness
modulus equal to 3.00. This will give a strength for
normal consistency of 3,000 Ib. per sq. in. The i o
mix (fineness modulus 5.70) gives a strength for
normal consistency of about 3,300 Ib. per sq. in.
The strengths for other consistencies can be found
by reading horizontally across the chart as indicated
by the dotted lines.
Unfortunately, we now have no proper basis for
absolute values for strength of concrete.
This, of
course, makes it necessary to refer to particular tests

This condition emphasizes the importance of working out a test of cement which will
give us at once the concrete strength for given maas in Fig. 9.

mixes, etc. With the present method of testing cement it is impossible to do more than make a
rough guess as to the strength of concrete from the

terials,

results of briquet tests.

FURTHER DISCUSSION OF CONCRETE MIXES
The importance of the water ratio on the

fact that a

The

By using the wetter of the two consistencies we
secure concrete of the same strength as if we had
used one-third less cement and the drier mix. In

same

from the

ratio.

i.io to 1.25 consistency.

that concrete of the

of a coarse, well-graded

workable mix can be produced with a lower

Am

Assuming

The use

beneficial effect except

example, the strength would be 3,200 Ib.
mix to as
per sq. in. We should have to change the
J
reduction
the
same
to
order
secure
lean as i :S
in strength as was found above for a change from

crete

-bag batch.

uent materials.

in the first

ple

i

aggregate results in no gain in strength unless we
take advantage of the fact that the amount of water
necessary to produce a plastic mix can thus be
reduced. In a similar way we may say that the use
of more cement in a batch does not produce any

creased to a relative consistency of 1.25 (not nearly
so wet as is frequently seen in road work) the
a
in.
strength will be reduced to 2,700 Ib. per sq.
were
mix
the
If
cent.
20
over
of
reduction
per
I

following con-

studies give us an entirely new conception
of the function performed by the various constit-

per

(o

the

Our

effect

changed

in

One pint more water than necessary to produce
a plastic concrete reduces the strength to the same
extent as if we should omit 2 to 3 Ib. of cement

28 days.
sq. in. at
of using other mixes, gradings or consistencies on the strength can be seen at once from
For instance, if the water were inthe diagram.
Ib.

3,400

shown

:

of

of richer mixes has encouraged a

security,

whereas

in

many

instances

nothing more has been accomplished than wasting
a large quantity of cement, due to the use of an
excess of mixing water. The universal acceptance
of this false theory of concrete has exerted a most
pernicious influence on the proper use of concrete
materials and has proven to be an almost insur-

mountable barrier in the way of progress in the
development of sound principles of concrete proportioning and construction.
Kich mixes and well-graded aggregates are just
as essential as ever, but we now have a proper
appreciation of the true function of the constituent
materials in concrete and a more thorough under-

standing of the injurious effect of too

much

water.

Rich mixes and well-graded aggregates are, after
that is, to produce a
all, only a means to an end
plastic workable concrete with a minimum quantity
of water as compared with the cement used.
;

Workability of concrete mixes is of fundamental
This factor is the only limitation
which prevents the reduction of cement and water
in the batch to much lower limits than are now
significance.

practicable.

strength

732

The above

considerations

show

that the

water
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the most important element of a concrete
water cause a
wider change in the strength than similar

content

mix,

is

by a large number of different factors. However,
it is
only the water which goes to the cement (that
is, exclusive of absorbed
water) which affects the

in that small variations in the

much

in the cement content or the size or
of
the aggregate. This shows the absurdgrading
ity of our present practice in specifying definite
gradings for aggregates and carefully proportionIt
ing the cement, then guessing at the water.
would be more correct to carefully measure the

variations

concrete strength.
The failure to recognize this
fact has led to many erroneous conclusions from
tests

Table

if all

mixes are

plastic.

The

possibility of

not be overlooked.

Without regard

water

is

governed

to the actual quantity of mixing
is a safe one to follow

water, the following rule

:

I'se the smallest quantity of mixing water that
will produce a plastic or workable concrete.

i

total

certain

and relative consistency. Water is expressed
terms of gallons per sack of cement. In using
this table the dependence of the value of fineness
modulus which may be used on the size of aggregate and the mix, referred to in Table 3, should

advantages which may be reaped from using as
shows
dry a mix as can be properly placed. Table
the effect of water on the strength of concrete.

mulas given above that the

for

in

improving the strength of concrete by better grading of aggregates is small as compared with tin-

It is impracticable to lay down a general rule for
the quantity of water which should be used in a
concrete mix. since it was seen in the water for-

5 gives the

mixes

gate,

changed, but this will not affect the concrete

strength

to determine the relative merits of dif-

quantity of water required for
assumed conditions of
normal consistency of cement, absorption of aggreplastic

water and guess at the cement in the batch.
The grading of the aggregate may vary over a
wide range without producing any effect on concrete strength, so long as the cement and water
remain unchanged. The consistency of the concrete
will be

made

ferent aggregates.

The importance
dling,

of any method of mixing, hanand
placing
finishing concrete which will

enable the builder to reduce the water content of
the concrete to a

minimum

is

at

once apparent.

Reinforced Concrete Tests
As the results of tests on reinforced concrete conducted by the University of Illinois are of vital
importance to the architect as well as the engineer,
the following should be of interest.
URJIANA, ILL., April 15,
connected
frames are frequently used in
Rigidly
reinforced concrete construction. Since about 1905

The

reinforced concrete frame

is advantageous
economical and permits effective deNotwithstanding the importance of the
signs.
frame in construction, practical formulas to determine exactly the stresses as they occur in a rigidly
connected reinforced concrete frame are not gen-

in

that

it

is

erally available.
series of tests has

A

they have been extensively used in continental
Europe, and there is a tendency in America to use
them for buildings and bridges. The field of the

been conducted by the engineering experiment station of the University of
Illinois to obtain experimental information concerning the stresses in the reinforcement and in the

application of rigid frames is almost unlimited, for
most reinforced concrete structures are composed

concrete, the continuity of the composing members
of a frame, the location of sections of critical stress,

of elements of rigid frames. Every building construction of reinforced concrete may be considered
as a rigidly connected frame, for columns, girders,
slabs are all rigidly connected with each

beams and

other, although the effect of this condition is not
Bridges, trestles
fully considered in the design.
and viaducts are also in the field of the rigid frame.

Likewise parts of culverts, sewers, subway constructions, reservoirs and water tanks are examples
of the rigidly connected frame.

the reliability of a reinforced concrete frame and
the applicability of the theoretical formulas in the
Formulas for moments and
design of frames.

other indeterminate quantities for several types of
To
indeterminate structures have been derived.
test practically the reliability of these formulas for
reinforced concrete structures, eight test frames
were designed according to the formulas found by
the analyses, and the deformations produced in the
various parts of the members by the test loads were
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measured.

The specimens were made

in

load:

(i) single story, single span; (2) single
trestle bent with tie, single
story, three spans; (3)
frame with several stories and

span

(4) building

;

For horseveral spans; and (5) bridge trestle.
anabeen
have
cases
the
load
izontal
following
(i) single story, single span; (2) octagonal
lyzed
and (3) rectangular reservoir.
reservoir or atnk
:

;

Importance

The formulas found

Novem-

ber and December, 1913, and January, 1914, and
were tested in January, February and March, 1914.
The following cases have been analyzed for vertical

from

the

analyses

and

graphs showing the main stresses that were observed at the principal loads are published in Bulletin 107 entitled "Analysis and Tests of
Rigidly
Connected Reinforced Concrete Frames" by Mikishi Abe under the direct charge of Professor Arthur N. Talbot, Department of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, University of Illinois.
Copies of
bulletin may be
had without charge by
addressing the Engineering Experiment Station
this

Urbana,

of Electricity in

111.

World's Largest Hotel

ilPennsylvania, New York City,
was
of
our
issue
lustrated in
February 26,
convenient and complanned to be one of the most
a
fortable of hotels.
Electricity therefore plays
the
of
service
in
the
guests.
large part
In fact, so important is this mysterious force to

He may, perhaps, notice that the air in tlv
taurants and other concourse rooms is fresh

the life of the hotel that special precautions have
been taken to prevent the failure of the supply. It

forced through cheesecloth filters, washed in running water, and heated in winter and cooled in
summer, while the foul air is drawn out by exhaust

:

.

Hotel

T1II

would, for example, be extremely disagreeable if
all go out and the elevators stop

the lights should

To

prevent such a contingency arrangements have been made to supply current from three
from two stations outside
independent sources
running.

The
of the building and from a generator inside.
cables come in through a tunnel deep under
ground, and the power cannot be cut off even, it
believed, by an earthquake or an air raid (fire
need not be seriously considered as the hotel is
is

absolutely fireproof).
To provide further safety, the lights are operated
from three separate circuits. Some of the lights
in

are

each corridor, and at other emergency points,
lit from each of these circuits, so that even if

pure

in

spite of the

many

and

people and the smoke

from hundreds of cigarettes and cigars. This
due to the fact that air for these rooms is drawn
in from the outside
by electric ventilating fans,
ii

fans.

lated

Each of the 2200 bathrooms is also ventiby exhaust. Twenty-seven motors, specially

selected because of their silent operation, operate
these fans, and 800 tons of sheet metal
wei^H
quired for the ventilating ducts.

Everything is neat and clean, because twe
2O-horsepower motors drive vacuum cleaners
draw dust and dirt from 487 openings and carry)
through a total of three miles of pipe to dust recey

H

tacles in the cellar.

The laundry, which is one of the largest private
laundries in the country, is electrically operated
throughout.

Perhaps the most unique

electrical

A

machi^B

trouble developed on two circuits at the same time
no important part of the hotel would be plunged

the one that reproduces writing and is used to
vey instructions throughout the hotel.

into darkness.

chines can be seen in operation at various points,
and to watch the pen of one of them busily sfl
ing out a message in the handwriting of some

The guest

is

constantly meeting novel applicaWhen he enters his attractive

tions of electricity.
bathroom, the first

thing he notices is a faucet
labeled "ice water," which is supplied by an electric pump in the basement.
Should he order breakserved
his room he receives it in a surprisingly short time, and the secret of this rapid service is the electric breakfast kitchen located on
fast

in

every
These kitchens are equipped

one of the guest floors.
with electric coffee percolators, stoves,
toasterte,
egg-boilers and other cooking utensils.
Each one

also has a "cold box," or
refrigerator, set in the
wall and kept cold
by refrigerated brine circulated

by an

electric

pump.

These^l

perhaps twenty floors below

is

fascinating

almost uncanny.
One of the inconspicuous but valuable feature
of the electrical equipment is the switch paneh
for controlling the lighting circuits on the various
These panels differ from the ordinary type

floors.

in that

it

switches to

is

impossible for anyone operating tfte
Hence
in contact with live parts.

come

they are absolutely safe and cannot cause injury
to the operator.
The fuses and connections arl
locked in a separate compartment and are accessible only to authorized electricians.
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This
Concrete Pile Form
will be left
in the
This

is

ground

a

section of the
reinforced steel

spirally

shell in

which every

Raymond Concrete Pile is
cast. Every Pile has its own
shell.

Every Pile is thus
protected against distortion or weakening of the
pile

column by any unfa-

vorable underground condition.

You may

inspect

the shell interior after
has been driven.

RAYMOND
Concrete Pile Co.
NEW YORK:

14O Cedar

CHICAGO: 111 W. Monroe

Street
Street

A Form for Etery Pile
A Pile for Ecery Purpose
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No. 2266
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A

Review

WEDNESDAY,

of

MAY

By ROHEKT

D. Koiix, F. A.

would be quite impossible in a brief article to
give any adequate impression of the discussions
that took place on the items of the Post-War
Committee's program at the recent convention of

IT

Institute,

when

The

transactions of the

published, will contain a fairly

com-

report, but it is worth while attempting to
give the impressions of one member of the committee who is very deeply interested in the whole
plete

matter.

To

the

convention

terest

coming year. The vote required a twoWhile it secured that majority by
a narrow margin, a vote of 82 to 40 was really most
for the

voted
satisfactory because of the fact that many who
because
did
so
they
against the appropriation

thought that the expenses of the committee should
be drawn from current funds and not because they
disapproved the committee's work. A direct and
clear vote on the issue as to whether or not the
Post-War Committee was to continue its investigations would apparently have secured the almost

unanimous vote of the convention.
The Post-War Committee held a meeting before
the convention and one immediately afterwards. At
these meetings consideration was given to many
hundreds, indeed possibly close to a thousand, communications received from architects throughout
the country in response to the questions contained
in the program.
very large share of these renot connected with
plies came from men who were

A

the Institute, thus indicating that the inquiry had
aroused a very general interest on the part of the

profession

at

large.

The

three

sessions

Copyright. 1919,

of

the

in the

opinion of

many

of those present

taken up by an admirable address delivered by Mr.
John Bell Keeble, a distinguished attorney of Nash-

His professional message was inspiring and
principally with the distinction between the
business attitude and the professional attitude
His analysis of the social point of
toward life.
view in the practice of law and architecture was
most welcome and highly appreciated.
Mr. Dunning's admirable introduction to the detailed discussion of the Post-War Committee program, followed by an address by Mr. Medary of
Philadelphia, the chairman of the evening, set the
pace at so high a standard that it was really difficult thereafter to get the modest delegates to exBefore the evening was
press themselves freely.
over, however, an enlightening debate had taken
place on the possibilities of expansion of the architect's service, the self education that comes through
his greater participation as a citizen in public work,
and the methods by which he can make his importance in relation to the problems of building more
quickly felt. There was no attempt on the part of
the speakers to place the architect on a pedestal
as a perfect being and to blame the public for all
There was hardly a
the ills of the profession.

dealt

thirds majority.

and

jects assigned for the first evening session because
a good part of the time allotted for the meeting was

ville.

work

A.

brought out the most vital and lively discussions
that have been heard for many years.
There was considerable delay in getting to the sub-

unquestionably

with,

I.

Convention

convention particularly devoted to a discussion of
the various items of the program were full of in-

went on record as approving the continuance of the
work of the committee. This was shown by the
vote recorded on the recommendation of the Board
of Directors that the Institute be allowed to draw
from its reserve fund if necessary in order to carry
on this work, as well as certain other important

begin
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the Institute in Nashville.

NUMBER

1919

28,

speaker

who

did not frankly say that the architect

would have to make his own services more efficient
and more complete if he wished to put himself right
with the public.

Owing

to the desire of the convention to give

an

earlier opportunity for the discussion of educational
than had been provided by the program,

problems

The Architectural

&

Building Press (Inc.)
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arranged for the evening
of the last day, and which was to be devoted to the
was advanced
subject of education and registration,
There were
second
the
of
afternoon
the
to
day.

to realize the justice of many of the points made in
the report on education, and so expressed themselves, saying that they welcomed this analysis of

to the conpresent not only the regular delegates
vention but a large number of men connected with
various universities and schools where departments
The
of architecture are now already established.

have the help of the members of
the profession toward securing constructive reforms, not the least of which would be in the

the

session

originally

on Education, signed by
report of the Committee

Mr. Ackerman, Mr. Medary and Mr. Dwight Perkins of Chicago, awakened great discussion, both
for and against the principles maintained by the
committee. The report attacked the problem in its
It pointed out that the faults of
fundamentals.
our architectural schools are also the faults of our
whole system of education. The common and secondary schools and our universities do little to
develop independence of thought on the part of
their pupils, and so the men who then study architecture have no adequate foundation to work on.

Our

was claimed, are
of
teaching and are
by traditional methods

schools of architecture,

bound

it

out of touch with reality.
They do little to give
their students a sense of social responsibility and
so their methods and their ideals are in need of
radical change.

their problems.
that they might

What

they did urge, however, was

placing of architectural schools in a position where
they would be independent of the schools of engineering, which in some cases still controlled their

Any

policy.
had to

tendency that the debate might have

become acrimonious was prevented by an
exceedingly amusing paper read by Mr. Magonigle,
other things he listed the colossal
subjects in which the architect is supposed to be proficient. On the whole the discussion
was very well worth while, and indicated certain
in

which,

among

number of

study which the Post-War
follow up.
The evening session of the second day was very
well attended, and started off splendidly with the report of Mr. Russell of St. Louis on the recently organized National Board of Jurisdictional Awards of
the Building Industry.
This Board has been reconstructive

Committee

lines

will

of

now

cently created to pass on all questions of trade jurisdiction in the building industries.
It owes its ex-

measure

It was interesting to note the varying points of
view expressed on the floor during the debate.
There was no attempt to deny that the men going
through our architectural institutions are inade-

Institute of Architects, and indeed it is
the first formal and definite act of participation on
the part of the architectural profession in questions

Some claimed, however, that it
men in any institution under

of adjustment between employers and employees in
the building trades. The membership of the board

that they would be capable of pracarchitecture
ticing
efficiently when graduated. Some
of the speakers claimed that the methods of teach-

includes representatives of the building trades department of the American Federation of Labor, the

quately trained.

was impossible
any system so

to teach

istence

tects.

go through a number of years of practical training after graduation before being allowed to practice.
In this connection the discussion on the value
of the registration of architects was interesting.

tects

;

to

Mr. Waid

clearly pointed out that

when

the stand-

ard of qualifications set for registration in the various States was placed sufficiently high, then registration would be an important element in the edu-

Many who had rather grudgingly
agreed to registration laws merely as a means to
prevent the obviously inefficient from practicing
now recognize that in some States registration has
actually raised the educational standards of the

cational problem.

need for closer co-operation on the part of archiwith the men who execute their work. Nothing was more stirring in Mr. Russell's report than
the expression of his conviction borne of experience that the step taken by the architects in this
matter was most welcome to the Federation of Labor,

of

and secondly that there already were

education there was displayed a very broadminded willingness on the part of teachers to accept
constructive suggestions for reform. They seemed

evidences

the interests represented in the board would
benefit by the co-operation thus established, particularly in the way of enlightenment and under-

that

all

standing.

Under
entire discussion of the problems

to the efforts of the

ing Council, and the American Institute of ArchiThe organization of the board seemed almost
like a direct answer to that question in the PostWar Committee's program, which referred to the

profession.

Throughout the

a great

Associated General Contractors, the National Association of Builders, Executives of the Engineer-

ing are right in principle, but need more thoroughness in application that a longer period of instruction is essential and that the men should be required
;

in

American

the head of item

K of

the program, Stand-

Mr. Boyd presented an interesting
paper in which he indicated the ways in which
certain forms of construction might be standardized along the lines established by various Govern-

ardization,
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ment departments during the war. An interesting
letter on the same subject, written by Mr. C. B.
J.
Snyder of New York, in a great part confirmed
the position taken by Mr. Boyd.
The major part of the evening was devoted to
of the program. The former raised
topics L and
the liveliest discussion as to the best and most desirable form of architectural societies. There seemed

that the character of the
building

was such that a
competition could hardly elicit satisfactory results
because the problem needed intimate conferences
between the owners and architect. In this particular
case the owners had abandoned the idea of a com-

M

and had awarded the work to Mr. Mauran's
whereupon they prepared quite a number of
different schemes for the same building,
developpetition
firm,

to be a very general agreement that the proposed
action of the convention in encouraging the formation of State Associations

had been

justified.

ing, in other

Illi-

nois gave very interesting reports as to the effectiveness of the State organization
how it supple-

mented the work of the Chapter and supported it in
every way and yet had developed an independent
force of

its

own owing

to the co-operation of great

There were interesting reports
from Kansas and Pennsylvania, Ohio and New
York. Delegates of the two latter States indicated

are qualified to practice, but who
by reason of their distance from the principal cities
or for financial reasons are not now connected with

who

the

order of

development was

to be superior to any of the others.
that in this particular case no com-

petition could have
effect of the

with the Institute.

architects

in

last

acknowledged
It was evident

architects throughout the State, who for
one reason or another were not directly associated

pendent of the Institute so as to take in on the basis
of comparatively small membership dues all those

the

until

numbers of

that they are even now taking steps to reorganize
their existing State Associations, making them inde-

words, a series of sets of competition

drawings themselves for their client's consideration.
These different sets were then presented one after
the other in the order of their development, and each
in turn was declared by the client to be
acceptable

produced

a result so directly the

conferences that had preceded the de-

velopment of the plan.
Those who were most insistent on the value of
competitions were perfectly ready to acknowledge
that everything lay in the wisdom of the program

and the wisdom of the jury, but the critics were
quick to point out that if the program were properly written; that

is to say that if the professional
adviser had really studied the problem so as to include within its fundamental conditions the essen-

hesitating as to the advisability of this step, but delegates from New York reported that preliminary

a satisfactory solution then the program
would solve the program. On the whole,
delegates from the eastern and central sections of
the country were generally of the opinion that com-

notices had already been sent out for a meeting to
be held in Utica on the 7th day of June to form a

petitions are to be discouraged, but that in any case
the standards must be maintained, insisting that the

new association.
Under the last

programs must be carefully drawn and the jurors
carefully selected, while the delegates from the
West and the South, with the exception of San

any architectural

Ohio was apparently

society.

M,

the subject of competitions was very thoroughly debated.
Prof. Laird
presented an interesting resume of a statement on
the subject which he had prepared for the Philatopic,

His opinion was on the whole
delphia Chapter.
favorable to competitions as being both the best
means for selecting an architect and for getting the
.best architectural result.

some holding

This stirred up a mighty
that results of competi-

discussion,
tions were rarely satisfactory either to those who
participated or in the design of the structure result-

tials

to

itself

Francisco, clung to the competition as their only
hope against deplorable public architecture. These
parts of the country hold that in the last few years
the competition program of the Institute has greatly
helped in clearing up the situation with regard to
public work, and that for a great many years to
come they will wish to continue the valuable educational

influence

which has come through

its

en-

forcement.

ing therefrom, some contending that they were a
necessary evil, and others holding that they were an
There was no doubt
entirely unnecessary evil.
that the members agreed that the principle of reguthat is
lating competitions cannot be questioned

Quite aside from the three main sessions of the
convention devoted to the Post-War program, the
subjects covered by that program were constantly
brought up in the course of other debates. While
delegates from some of the big cities seemed to

to say that competitions if held must conform to the
code set by the Institute. One of the most inter-

esting remarks made during the evening was that of
Mr. Mauran of St. Louis, who told of a case in
which his firm had been invited to compete for an

think there was nothing very important so far in
evidence as the result of the committee's work, delegates from the rest of the country were unquestionably enthusiastic about the possibilities of this PostWar effort. The remark was common that the In-

important building and had declined on the ground

stitute

;
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had

really thereby struck its gait

and was
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itself

making

of

great

value to the

know

profession.

what form the result
of the investigation would be sent out, and offers
of assistance and co-operation were received from
Everyone wanted

to

in

innumerable sources.
On the whole the results of the discussions at
Nashville were exceedingly helpful, and will un-

The

doubtedly help spur on the Post- War Committee to
carry on its formidable task during the coming year
with renewed energy.
Its greatest hope must be
that it may be able to help in the development of a
public opinion within the profession as to the lines

along which the practice of architecture ought

grow

so as to

become

to

efficient in the public service.

Registration of Architects

Remarks by D. EVERKTT

\\'AU>,

Treasurer, American Institute of Architects, before the
Nashville Convention

THIS
now have

A professional man or an artist must excel in his
particular line of work and be a real expert as compared with the laity or those in other professions, or

tion,

lie

subject is a matter of present importance
for the reason that perhaps a dozen States

registration bills under consideraand double that number are likely to pass such
laws in the near future. For the good of the public and the credit of the profession, it is the duty

member to be prepared to oppose
drawn on a wrong basis and to be ready

ber.

Let us impress upon ourselves and every archieach State in the Union is going to

of every Institute

every

bill

fundamentals which, if not promean
the defeat of every State law
would
vided,

to fight for certain

proposed.
(

)ur chief

danger

lies in

the fact that selfish self-

upon himself and the prowhich he pretends to be a qualified mem-

will bring discredit

fession of

tect the fact that

have a registration law.
That being the case,
whether we feel any personal interest in registration laws or not (at any rate it should be an unselfish interest) let

every

member

of the Institute stand

the impelling motive most certain to
initiate registration or license laws. Architects chafe

for three things
First
that every architect to win his

when they

have a general education equal to or a little better
than that of the average well educated citizen, plus
an adequate technical education.

is

protection

see incompetent, conscienceless persons

design buildings and impose on the public and the
qualified practitioner by calling themselves architects and walking away with the commissions.

The
means

impulse is to say "bar such people by
of a license law." Such a method of meeting
competition is a mistake and in the end brings
first

As members of the American Institute of
Architects, we should have the vision to work on a
we should have the foresight and
higher plane
trouble.

;

energy

to take the lead

and

act first,

and not wait

:

title

should

Second

That present practitioners may continue
by legal right and that the Board of Examiners shall not be forced to give them certificates

to practice

of competency unless they prove their qualifications.
Third That all the States shall aim at some uni-

formity of standards and to that end

all

prospective

legislation be submitted through The Octagon
the Institute Committee on Registration.

to

we have to correct the missteps of others.
Our primary motive and object should be to make
ourselves competent rather than to condemn the in-

tion has been evolved.

competence of others. A registration law should
be an instrument for educating architects, not for
placing a ban on a poor carpenter or an enigneer

lated bills of this kind: Ohio, Indiana and Michigan, and others are likely to follow, creating Boards
of Examiners and Registration made up of mem-

who

bers of both professions. In one State the bill provides for a board of examiners made up of one

until

wishes to design a building.
Druggists or
may advise a remedy for a cold but
they cannot call themselves doctors without first
passing examinations which test their actual quali-

practical nurses

A

;

man may

give a sound opinion on a legal question or conduct his own legal
operations, but he has no standing in court until he
has acquired certain general and technical education
fications.

real estate

and experience.

Since the last convention a
architects

architect

new

kind of

legisla-

That is joint registration of
and engineers. Three States have formu-

and two engineers.

Think of

the archi-

tectural standards of a State being placed in the
hands of one architect, doubtless a political apenpointee, a mining engineer and an electrical

gineer

!

Institute of Architects has declared
favor of association with engineers on a basis

The American
in
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which

friendly co-operation and not
But this bill may be regarded as a
grave mistake which threatens to place the artistic
quality of architects' work, in the eyes of the public, on a lower plane than ever.
will

The Board of

insure

Directors appeals to all Chapters
send a copy of every registration bill to The Octagon.
Prompt action may prevent ill-considered
legislation which would hamper the best efforts of
our profession for years to come.
to

competition.

Notes from London
By SEI.WVN BKINTON.
The housing
in

my

question, to which

previous notes,

now seems

Special Correspondent

I

have alluded

On

sides there are signs of
Roehampton. near London, the

movement.
At
Dover House Estate

all

is

of

20.000; but as this

tion

on the high ground

being acquired at a cost
s
verv desirable loca-

who

for the discharged soldiers,

definite shape

already detailed.
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new diamond

to be taking a

under the pressure of the (lovernment Housing Bill, whose main provisions I have

to

started

in

cutting

that

town;

are working at the

industry which has been
and Professor Adshead,

F. R. I. B. A., is now preparing an estate and development plan for this last proposal.
These are only instances f what is going on all
over the country.
The recent statement of the
Local <lo\ eminent Hoard reported that by the end

March 658 housing
schemes had been sub-

of
The Builder)

adjoining Putney Park
it is suggested that this
should not be developed
exclusively as a working

mitted by 358 local au-

England and

thorities in

Wales

for

Hoard's

the

approval, most of these
schemes being in the

class estate.

At Brighton it is proposed to erect 800 houses
on the Moulscombe Esand it has been
tate,
found that the expendi-

initial

of

stage

a

site

submitted

been

having

for approval.

Housing

is

certainly

u r e as contemplated
works out at 900 each,

a

instead of the estimated

evident that the total ex-

a

penditure is going to IK'
enormous, and the class
which is going to benefit
most ought to take its

t

700,
rental

representing

week.

As

of

national

this

1.12.6

per
the prospective tenants are not expected to be able to pay

fair

more than 12/6 weekly,

this.

PROPOSED HALL, BISHOPS STORTFORD
COLLEGE
H.
H

.

C.
c.

imERSOS.
IBBKRSOX, ARCHITECT

mittee assumes that the
will "contribute an annual sum repredifference
between the rent actually obthe
senting
tainable and the amount of the outgoings, less the
proportion of the amount produced by a one penny

rate."

Apart from
until

this,

after

share

in

at
is

meeting

tioned.

as this estate will not be availthe
inquiry and arbitration,

Brighton authorities are constructing fifty houses

It

is

within the

knowledge of the writer
that
quite

Government

able

;

Take the Brighton
(Moulscombe
Estate)
instance
above men-

there will be a balance
i
to be paid "from
of
some source other than
the
and the
rental";
Brighton Housing Com-

necessity
moment but it

in

that

good

district

residential

houses could be obtained recently at a rental value
of less than 403 year. The weekly rental of 1.12.6
amounts to about double this, and obviously for the
class of houses required is simply preposterous.
It
amounts to plunder of an already overtaxed community and not only what are called the profes;

sional classes, but the skilled technical

managers are
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rising in protest.

At

workers and

the recent In-
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dustrial Conference a well-dressed man stepped on
the platform to propose that "the National Industrial Council take into consideration the position of
unions composed exclusively of the technical and

administrative

unions

shall

grades, and

be

determine

represented."

that in the recent annual

It

is

how

such

significant

meeting of the Association

should

abandoned

be

moment.

at

"The underlying

the

earliest

principle,''

it

possibli

was

re-

marked, "that seemed to obtain with the gentleman
responsible for creating new ministries, departments
controls, was that of the spendthrift. They had
been ready to adopt all sorts of wild and risky ex-

and

periments

;

and the

last

consideration that entered

ff?r

f.

5

A.

tig. d A.

Fig. 7 A.

Fig.

The figure-numbers correspond

to the

numbers on the Plans on Page

1 1

A
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THE ENGLISH FIVE-ROOM COTTAGE
of Chambers of Commerce at which one hundred
Chambers were represented, the London and Luton
Chambers joined in a unanimously adopted resolution that the House of Commons should resume
control of public expenditure, arid that the present
unemployment donation, vicious in principle, and
which is hindering the resumption of work,

heads was where the money was to
The unemployment donation scheme
had been conceived in a hasty and reckless manner.
into

their

come from.

It was demoralizing and degrading to pay men
and women for doing nothing.''
I have made it clear in my previous treatment

of this subject that

740

my

criticism

is

directed against
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s
.
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the

scheme

;

and

the

not

methods,

principle,

be of interest

will

it

how

practical question of

housing

to study the

given the

site

and the

the actual house

problem of funds

difficult

the

of

now

be planned.
The discussion which has been raging for

is

to

months

upon this interesting question seems to have cenThe one is what
tered around two special points.
has been conveniently christened the "parlor questhe other turns on the no less harassing
tion"
problem of the worker's and his family's per;

a rule,

is

stated to have his "tub" before the kitchen
the family have gone to bed, but this

when

fire,

does not apply to such work as miners, who must
have a bath when they come in dirty, and for whom
the best arrangement would be clearly downstairs.
A very real problem which Mr. Goodhart Rendel scarcely touches

is the question of fuel econbut he does suggest in this direction that the
bath and copper should share a small
apartment
screened or walled off from the scullery, so that

omy

;

sonal ablutions.

myself incline to favor the parlor for two reaOne is that I have found, among my workingmen friends, a strong feeling to have some
I

sons.

place set apart to receive the honored guest and to
be a shrine for their household gods.
That these

household gods

may

take the form of

wax

flowers,

china dogs or other objects not equally admired in
the most cultured art circles, does not matter; their
value is in the eyes of the possessor and they are
often very dear to him.
Mr. Goodhart Rendel, in his interesting contribution to The Architect's Journal on "Planning
the
Five-Roomed Cottage,'' has indeed scant

mercy for such sentimental considerations, though
he admits their existence. "This is not the place,''
he remarks, "to argue the vexed 'parlor question,'
if indeed it be a
From various
question at all.
causes a great many cottages are built and will
be built
without parlors, and it is with the plan
of such as these that this article is concerned.

Having then reluctantly denied to our tenant
a shrine for his domestic gods, we must furnish
.

.

.

room to live in, some sleepingrooms and a washing place for his crocks and
linen. Besides these, he must have a store for food.
and a sanitary convenience. The living-room, if
his actual needs: a

it is
really to be the place where he lives, should
be the cooking-room in winter, but not in summer
the washhouse should contain the stove for sum-

;

mer cooking.

Without

weather the family

this

provision,

in

hot

will sit in the

washhouse."
As regards aspect, the writer wishes his cottage

living-room to face as near southeast as possible.
ventilators, instead of a window, in
the larder, if it faces south or west.
The aspect
of the washhouse is
that of the

and suggests

larder,

and

its

unimportant;
proximity to the closet,

is material,
of the type known as
the "Common Victorian Plan," we see it
separated
have now arrived at the bath
by the fuel store.
almost as much as the parlorquestion, which
has been a source of conflict, the trouble

and

in his Fig.

i,

which

is

We

being
be upstairs, or downstairs in
proximity to the washhouse. The English cottager, as

whether

it

shall
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Fig. 4 A.

The figure-numbers correspond

to the

numhers on the Plans.
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the copper can heat the bath water at the same time.
His plan will allow of three bedrooms and a fairsized living-room,

small."

Again, upon the "parlor question,'' his atif
not hostile, at least unsympathetic.
"There are many points both for and against. Beginning with the points against, the first is the
titude

without the screened off room

which has been elsewhere suggested in the figures given he refers to the "Common Victorian
Plan," shown in 1-5, that of Fig. 7, and still more
the double-fronted plan of Fig. 9, which he considers the best, and which he notes can be rear;

ranged for cottages
It is interesting to

built in a

compare

.

.

.

shut

up for weeks together, and has a
characteristic odor about it that suggests intermittent life.
It has a coldness as of death.
But it
quently

well-thought-out
(I-roin

I.

great additional cost.
Space, material and labor
are expended on the parlor, which is often
only
used on state occasions.
This room is fre-

row.
this

is,

The Architect's

Joitrnalt

PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF THE GRAND COUNCIL CHAMBER IN THE OLD PALACE, FLORENCE
(From an Engraving by Fontin and Grandjcan)

plan of the five-roomed cottage with Mr. C. F. A.
Voysey's interesting article in The Builder of

April 18 upon "The Artisan's Cottage." Upon two
of the points which we have just noted his view
is
"Every house," says Mr.
entirely different.
its
"should
have
Voysey,
copper; but the idea of
giving every artisan a fixed bath is extravagant,
He does not want
unnecessary, and often futile.
to wash all over every day, so the labor of carrying
up a can of hot water to a hip bath is comparatively

feeds the vanity of the tenant, and his head swells
thought of his parlor gentility." But the
writer admits that it often comes in very oppor-

at the

tunely for the lodger, who is a most important factor in British lower-class life, and that even apart
from its advantages as "a museum of photographs

and wax flowers and a meeting-place for social affairs" it may be utilized for dressmaking or study,
which must be all but hopeless in a living-room
filled with clamorous children.
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DETAIL OF ONE OF THE SIDE ALTARS OF THE
CHURCH OF SAX JUAN DE DUERO, VALLADOLID, SPAIN

'From

SANTA MARIA LA ANTIGUA, VALLADOLID,
SPAIN

The Architect)

SECRETARIAT BUILDINGS, DELHI
North and south

side entrances,

and

HERBERT BAKER,

detail of
F.R.I.B.A.,
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gateways to the side entrances.
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I

now

leave

the homelier theme of English cot-

and Sir Edwin Lutyens,

tage accommodation to turn to Imperial Delhi, that
ancient capital of India, which is now being re-

which it possessed as early
became
the capital of the Ma1193,
homedan Indian Empire, and was restored to that
under the Moghul Empire between
position
placed in

its

as

when

high

whom

I

met

at

Rome

in

a designer of great imaginative
grasp.
There has been a strong feeling in England, as
well as India, that these
designs should appropriately follow the characteristic lines of Indian ar1911,

estate,

it

is

chitecture; and it will be seen that this feeling has
not been overlooked in the
Government

proposed

1638-58.

buildings.
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SECRETARIAT BUILDINGS, DELHI. HERBERT BAKER,
number of

In a recent

77t<?

Architect, which

com-

from March

memorates

27, 1869
fifty years of
that journal's successful career, the plans proposed
by Sir Edwin Lutyens, A. R. A., and Mr. Herbert
Baker, F. R. I. B. A., as principal architects and
architectural advisers to the Government of India,

are

shown

Baker
at

is

in

well

Mr.
Government buildings
monument to Cecil Rhodes

an admirable

known

Pretoria and his

set of illustrations.

for his

;

F.R.I. B.A..

ARCHITECT

Government House

itself consists of a central
about 255 ft. by 300 ft. connected to two
western and two eastern wings, beneath which are

block

ways. The principal approach from
by a great columned portico, 120 ft.
wide, with steps broken by landings leading up to

triple carriage

the east

is

the principal floor; and the central feature is the
great circular Durbar Hall, some 70 ft. in diameter, whose dome forms a center to the whole
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form two
buildings
at
with
right angles to the
wings
H-shaped blocks,
sides of the H, facing each other and divided by
the Processional Way; and it is satisfactory to note

The

group.

that

design in
trators of

Secretariat

of the detail will lend itself to the woninherited craftsmanship of the Indian de(

India

the

same way that the adminis-

have bridged the gap between

Eastern and Western ideals, in the effort to promote the happiness and prosperity of a vast area,

which has been through centuries a battleground
conflicting races and creeds."

much

derful

much

of

Fro m The

LiJMDON COUm'Y WESmjNSTER^ 6 PA R R.S

TO ?LAGH

SECTION,

j

ANTWERP BRANCH, LONDON COUNTY, WESTMINSTER & PARIS BANK
MEWES

&

DAVIS, ARCHITECTS

It has been remarked that a difficult
probdesign a building on general classical lines
which would at the same time express the
spirit of
Indian
been
design has
solved.
successfully

signer.

lemto
"What

Sir

Edwin Lutyens has done

successfully the gap between Eastern

is

to bridge

and Western

A strong appeal has been made by Sir Sidney
Colvin for public support to the acquisition by the
Board of Education of the fine collection of casts
and moulds,

from Messrs. Brucciani, the

known London "formatori," who
culties owing to war conditions.
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are

now

well-

in diffi-

If this collection

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
is acquired it will be used for
purposes of art education by the Board, with the assistance of the Victoria and Albert Museum
and Sir Sidney says
very truly that "It is well known that the provision
of facsimile reproductions of sculpture and archi;

tectural

detail

is

a prime

necessity

for

practical

teaching in art schools and historical and comparative study in museums of art," adding that "this
necessity has never yet received from our fiovern-

ment the consideration which

it

urgently demands."

(From The

"La Antigua" or to give its full title,
"Santa Maria la Antigua" at Yalladolid, is one of
the most ancient churches in Spain, and Mr. Street
chosen.

gives

three

pages to its beauties, describing in
groined interior. The "fine Westwhich he also alludes, was, I regret

detail its finely
ern steeple," to

to say the only part of the grand old
building still
upright when I recently visited Yalladolid and the
;

work of "restoration" which was going forward
alarmed me and was enough to make the author of

Architect's Journal)

STREET DECORATION'S FOR PEACE: A FRENCH EXAMPLE OE THE EMPIRE PERIOD
I felt this
very strongly when recently in Spain I
came upon the admirable "Museo de Reproducciones Artisticas."
Such a museum is, in fact, of

priceless value both for the student of architecture
and of sculpture. If it were to be undertaken in

America
through

;

would surely be very efficiently carried
and I hope to return to this again in a

it

later letter.

Spain is indeed a country of surprises; she is
often as astonishingly modern as she is overwhelmNo color magazine, for instance,
ingly antiquated
in Europe in general quality can compare with
!

La

Esfera, and

from which

I

its

architectural

give two

reproductions
are always extremely well

"Gothic Architecture" to turn in his grave. Soria
I have not
yet visited, though I had great accounts
in Spain of its wonderful remains.
The Church of
San Juan de Duero, which was formerly a convent
of the Templars, is without the city and picturesquely situated the character of its architecture
;

Romanesque.
With peace in prospect the subject of war decorations is occupying the public mind and it is
interesting to note what has been recently achieved
is

;

way by Messrs. Selfridge in Oxford Street
and what was done in the old days of the Napoleonic Empire.
The Royal Academy is now taking the question
in this
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of

war memorials

in

hand, and

is

organizing two

exhibitions, the first to be held at the Victoria and
Albert Museum in June next, and to comprise selected examples of memorials executed in past
and recent times by deceased and living artists.
The second section will be held at the Royal Acad-

October, and will consist of new designs for
in any class of art or craft, with a
view to the circumstances of the present war.
The 15 ist Exhibition of the Royal

emy

in

war memorials

Academy^

promises, under present conditions, to be one of ex-1
ceptional interest.

(From The Architect's Journal)

THE TAYLORIAN BUILDIXG AT OXFORD.
From

C.

R.

COCKERELL, ARCHITECT

the drawing by Haiislip Fletcher
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their

New York

KOSENCRANS, PRESIDENT AND TREASURER
C. HOWE, VICE-PRESIDENT

WILLIAM

H.

CROCKER,

1

minded

Editor

attributed to the Institute,
enlist

the

is

it

now pledged

is

quite clear that the

to a policy that

warmest co-operation.

should

The very

democratic and constructive spirit that now rules.
These organizations while at present limited to
comparatively few States, are to be encouraged as

I'.uildins

PAGE A. ROBINSON, Western Manager
ST. LOUIS OFFICE, Wright Building
CLEVELAND OFFICE, Guardian Building
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE. 3JO Market Street

a

means of securing

the affiliation of those archiare qualified to practice, but who
by reason ot their distance from large cities are not now
a part of the organized
profession.
It
is a source of satisfaction to learn that the
tects

Owned

II. M. Swetlalld, President;
by United Publishers Corporation
Charles G. Phillips, Vice-Prcsident
W. II. Taylor, Treasurer;
A. C. Pearson, Secretary.
Entered as second-class matter January
6, 1909, at the Post Office at New York, New York, under the Act of
;

3,

the profession
an effort for

favorable attitude of the convention toward the matter
of State architectural associations indicates the

United States and Possessions,
Subscriptions
Mexico and Cuba. TEN DOLLARS. Other Countries,
TWELVE DOLLAKS.
SINL.LE COPIES (Regular Issue) J5 CEXTS

March

in

Whatever shortcomings there may have been

Engineering Editor
Western Editor

Mailers

when

and the upbuilding process
swiftly advanced by a
strong and unanimous effort.

the

CHICAGO OFFICE,

arrived

must unite

all the elements that affect the
Prejudices, small jealousies, narrowpoints of view should all be brushed aside

organization
in

problems of

profession.

WILLARD

EDWARD F. 1AM MEL,
ARTHUR T. NORTH,

the

the stabilization of

No. 243 West Thirty-ninth Street,
E. J.

to

felt."

now

'"TpHE
A of architecture

INC.

PRESS,

relation

more quickly
time has

THE ARCHITECTURAL AND BUILDING

in

importance

building

Pounded 1876
PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY DY

who

development of State societies is so favorably reit
is to be
urged that no time be lost
in the matter.
There are wide fields of endeavor
for both the Institute and State Societies, and their
harmonious working toward the common good

1879.

garded, and

VOL.

CXV

MAY

28.

iu.10.

No. 2266

would accomplish many desirable ends.

Mr. Kohn's Review

THE

lucid review of the sessions of the

\Yar

I'ost-

110

IXsions

Committee

on Architectural Practice
the
recent
convention
of the Institute at
during
Nashville, prepared by Robert D. Kohn, a member
of the committee, and presented in this issue, will

tion or a

This indicates the representative character of the committee
and should insure the widest measure of support by
affiliated.

Much good

that of

come of

forward under the control of the profession, one
more far-reaching good than any of the many
that are now under consideration.
for

The period

of architectural construction

in

its

most practical form has now begun. To let it lag
for want of a strong and concerted effort would be
an unfortunate thing. We shall need, in order to

architects

push to completion the essentials of

the

everywhere in this country as well as by
many men whose work brings them closely in

in

will

the efforts that are now being put forward to
place
on a more practical basis the curriculum of our
architectural schools. This effort will be, if carried

bership, but that a very large share of these replies

were from men who are not

more unanimous opinion than

architectural education.

repay very thoughtful reading.

The responses, numbering into thousands, received by the committee indicate how widespread
is the interest in its work and prove conclusively
that this interest is not confined to Institute mem-

topic discussed during the committee's seswas there a more widespread representa-

this

Post-War

in the

of the effort of the Institute, of every
State Society, of all the architectural clubs, and
also every man who has the good of his profession

profession of architecture offers possibilities for so
In it
large a measure of fruitful accomplishment.
there are to be found the elements of all of the

whether he belongs to one of these orAnd, if he does not, he cerganizations or not.
tainly should, for it is a most selfish attitude su-

possibilities for expansion of the service that architects may properly render
"the self-education that

pinely to await the efforts of others in these great
problems of reconstruction. They are not for the

comes through participation as a citizen in public
work and the methods by which architects can make

benefit of just those who most strenuously
them but for architects everywhere.

touch with the architectural profession.
Probably no movement thus far set afoot

Program,

all

at heart,
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What An "Open" Market Means

In the past it has been
very clearly demonstrated that American business men can
always find
a way to solve problems that
may confront them no

to Building

NU\V

that there are to be

to stabilize

the

commodity

matter how difficult they may appear. There is
reason to believe that they could not have workeH
out the solution of reconstruction
period busineM
difficulties had they been
given a free hand anfl
assurance that there would have been no
cross^B

no further attempts
prices

conference recently held in

the result of

New York

City

between the Industries Board and the steel industry
which forced an ''open" market having created an
unmistakably better feeling it is to be hoped that
the Government's tinkering with business is at an
end and that the progress of construction will be
allowed to resume its normal cadence.
Just how firmly the restriction has been while
the Industries Board and Railroad Administration
were at deadlock is shown in practically every
large municipality where all but ihc more daring
speculators and those soundly financially backed
were hesitant about proceeding with building proThe Government's apparent disregard of the
jects.
fundamental principles of economics in strangling
the always present law of supply and demand and
(he substitution of a price fixing policy, did

interference

No

istration's attitude

in

ence.

Sherman

As

far

as

the

Navy Department

is

concerned!

action has been taken under
authority conferred bj
war emergency legislation by placing- an order, or
what amounts to a requisition, for 14,000 tons
o{
steel with the Carnegie Steel
Company. Decision

The Railroad Admin-

failed to disturb the
opinions of the Secretary of
who referred to the opinion of the

April, oil
the samel

thing.

the matter has not received

production
through the stabilization of prices.
The legal
phases of the question as raised by the Attorney
General's comment on the legality of price fixing

)ver a

Navy Department to their bids of early
put in new offers amounting to practically

Indus-

Act.

(

rejectB

end to

In explanation of the retirement of the Industries
Board it was stated that the board bad for its object
the resumption of construction and

cad
Navy Department experB
month ago the Navy Department rM

as being non-competitive.
Last week, on openitB
bids on another lot of plates, the same situation was!
found to exist.
The bidders either referred the!

proper recognition, due possibly to the fact that its
reasons for taking the stand it did were not made

of the

A|

quested bids on 20,000 tons of steel, and on
openiij
the orders found that each of the fourteen conH
panics had submitted the price fixed by the III
dustrial Board.
Naturally, the bids were

more

public.
Industry consequently has just had to surmise that it was done to prevent possible violation

TM

be had than the recent

war construction.
Not until the Railroad Administration refused

such ill-advised procedure.

better illustration of the futility of the
efforts to tinker with business

ministration's

than any other one thing to retard the needed impetus that should long ago have been given post-

to order steel rails at the price fixed
by the
tries Board was an effort made to
put an

by Governmental departments.

cently the Administration has been getting a dosj
of its own medicine, but, of
course, at the expend
of business.

to requisition the steel
how to meet

ence on

was

the result of a confer-

when it was
found that the bids submitted were the same as th
bids previously submitted, and which were based
on prices agreed upon between the steel manufacturers and the now abandoned Industrial
Board]
which were rejected on the ground that they showed
no indication of competition.
the

situation

The present order, according to an announcement
made by Acting Secretary of the Navy Roosevelt,
was placed "at a tentative price subject to later

Commerce

adjustment," and that only one company bid on the

Attorney General as negligible. It was contended
the results sought could have been obtained without

entire order.

Sherman act, as the plan was to
make public fair prices reached by

violation of the

ascertain and

agreement.

Subsequently another effort was made to fix the
price of steel, but when the leading corporations
proved to the Industries Board that no further reduction could be made without a reduction of
wages, they won their fight for an "open" market.
But in the meantime it has been business that has
been held up, as usual.

Whether the steel company will get
a higher price than that fixed by the Industrial
Board, or whether, on account of the fact that it
is put
through as a war emergency requisition the
price paid will be lower, remains to be seen.
price tendency so far seems to be upward.

The

The freeing of the price situation from Governmental muddling by the dissolution of the Industrial Board and the resultant
"open" market for
building materials has already brought about an
unmistakably better feeling
dustry.
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in the construction in-

Training School and
Girls,

Home

for

Young

Brooklyn, N. Y.

LUDI.OW & PKAISOOV, .IniiUccts
</'cr

T

HE

probem of what

who have come

to

into

iiitrritir

-,

irx:t

do with young

ami

flour

plain,

.*,,

plate

.ifctimi)

The Brooklyn Training School,

girls

as the secondary
keynote the feeling of
"home." These young girls, from the age of 12
to 18, are taken care of and educated
by women

the courts

for petty
a difficult one.

title

crimes and immoral conduct is
In order to meet this to some extent the
Brooklyn
Training School and Home for Young Girls was

indicates,

has for

its

of fine character and ability, and the strict
discipline
to lie administered is not that of the
jail.

established to take care of such cases, so that instead

he problem of the housof
such girls, then-fore, is
ing
to provide practically a
prison that is, in aspect and administration, a home.
Iron
bars and show of locks are,
I

therefore, tabooed.

from

institutional

Freedom
and

lines

the use of color are essential.

The group

consists of three

two of which have
been
constructed, and
already
are shown by the
accompanybuildings,

ing
photographs.
these is a school

One

of

building,

which provides two large class
rooms and an instructional
laundry, the latter being used
by the girls to do the work of
the

The

institution.

now

building

houses

head

the

other

constructed

matron,

a

number of

girls in small private rooms, and a little suite

of dining room, living room,
b e d r o o
and bathroom,

m

which

a typical apartment
such as the girls may be called
upon to take care of in their
is

home life. Two or three at a
time live in this apartment for
a short period and are instructed in

of the old-time method of sending these girls to
the workhouse or jail they can be cared for in a
manner that looks to constructive redemption rather
than a period of incarceration which often confirms
the culprit in her evil tendencies.
Therefore, it is
the practice now for certain of the judges of Brooklyn to send to the Brooklyn Training School such

cases of this kind as

come before

their courts.

its

care.

The

large building which is to be erected later, to
take the place of an old wooden structure which is
now being used in its stead, will accommodate about

private rooms, sleeping porch, detenward, etc. It also houses the general dining
room, recreation room, play room, solarium, and
officers' room.
It is customary, on receiving new inmates, to

75'

fifty girls in

tion
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them for two or three weeks

place

separate suite, called the

in

an entirely

"detention ward," where

and
they are under surveillance during examination
In a

tower room

in the

a period of probation.
fourth story, reached by a winding stairs, is a soliand is to
tary room called the "thinking room,"
this

institution

Prison

;

what the dungeon

better

is

is

to

Sing Sing

room is anything
a Hood of sunthat
theory being

the difference

but a dungeon, the

shine

little

is

that this

than darkness

for

the

correction

process.

These three buildings are connected by covered
arcades so that access from one to the other is made
convenient. They have red tile Spanish roofs and
faded green winlight buff pink stucco walls, with

is

Peru for the sale of constr
and there are possibilities of making

ripe in

contracts. The country has entered upon
a period of prosperity. The government is progresThe war has enriched the Peruvians who, a
sive.
little uncertain how to invest their gains, are in

some good

many instances buying up lands and old houses and
are preparing to rebuild with modern structures
possessing all sanitary conveniences.
The

financial condition of the

Peruvian Govern-

ment has been greatly improved, the income having
increased more than 30 per cent, the result being
that work has been commenced on several new
public buildings, and will soon follow on others. 1
Impetus is being added to this activity by the fact,
that on July 28,

dows and doors.
The court formed by

the three buildings will be
treated in simple garden fashion, so that the Italian
effect of the whole group may be maintained.

To

prevent the escape of the inmates, continual
required, which is made easier by the ornamental grilles in the windows, which prevents a
clear opening above or below either sash of more
than 9 in. In addition to this, the annunciator in the
officer's room on each floor connects with the door
care

The time

tion materials,

is

of each bedroom.

1921, the centennial of the indeof
Peru
will be celebrated, and it is propendence
to
finished
have
posed
by that time the Judicial

Palace,

the

1

Legislative

Palace, the Archbishop !.
the Prefecture, an orphan

Palace, the model jail,
asylum and a hospital for women.

Some

of the products that

may

be readily sold

States furnished the largest share of structural

Construction Field In South

America
The requirements for construction materials in
Peru and Kquador are set forth in detail

inf.

Peru are yellow pine and Douglas fir, which will find
a market in Peru so long as the native forests of
the country remain undeveloped.
The United
steel

and Portland cement. In 1916 we furnished 89 per
cent of the weight and 90 per cent of the value of
window glass. England and Germany have led in
supplying paints and paint materials. Paint matfl
rials coming from the United States have generally
been higher in price than those from abroad. 1

Chile,

a book of 200 pages just published by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce. It appears that there is much
construction and building work going on in Chile,
in

where the Public \Yorks Department has considerable work in hand. During 1917, thirty-five projects
with a cost of over a million dollars were finished.
The author of the reports states that American
manufactures are generally as good as those of
Some of the
Europe, and in some cases better.
articles of American make that
enjoy a preference
in Chile are door locks,
padlocks, hinges, iron and
wire nails, tacks, lumber for construction and cabinet work, turpentine, varnishes, enamels and many
other articles that are not imported in large quanThe Chilean public is .generally favorably

tities.

impressed with American goods and considers them
more up to date than the European articles.

During the past decade sanitation

made

in

Chile has

estimated that 15,000
fixtures, including enameled and porcelain bathtubs,
water closets and lavatories are imported annually.

There

great progress.

is

It

is

demand for heating installawater being the system most favored.

also a steady

tions, hot
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Demand For American

Building

Specialties
It is learned from a letter received by a prominent manufacturer in this country, from the Amefl
ican Commercial Attache at Copenhagen, Den-1

mark, that in the opinion of Professor KanipmannJ
a leading architect, there is a very large demand in
Denmark for a number of modern American spe-

(

cialties.

Professor
that

it

Kampmann

would be

is

further of the opinion

to the interest of

American inanu-1

facturers to popularize their product in Denmark
and has asked that samples, specifications and catalogs be forwarded to him. Professor Kampmann's
address is Harsdorffsvej 3, Copenhagen, Denmark.

For

a wider distribution of commercial literature or

advertising material

it

suggested that the three

is

most important architectural organizations in CopenAkademisk Arkihagen be addressed. These are
ArkitektforenDansk
12;
tektforening, Stormgade
Fri
Arkitektforening,
3
ing,
Gyldenevesgade
Strandgrade 26; Copenhagen.
:

;

Beaux-Arts Institute of Design
DIRKCTOR

ARCHITECTURE,

WILLIAM

F.

LLOYD \\'ARREN

THE INSTITUTE.

01-

LAMB

INTERIOR DECORATION AND INDUSTRIAL ART DESIGN,

MURAL PAINTING,

Official

Judgment

of

March

ERNEST

PROGRAM
The Committee on Architecture proposes

1919

4,

ject

THE
The

PUI'IN PRIZE

Gift of Prof.

M.

I.

"A

A

Pupin of Columbia

University

Offered for the

<

)rnaniental

Scientific

FIRST PRIZE

850.

Treatment of Some

Appliance

SECOND PRIZE

For conditions governing

this Prize

see Circular of Information. Article

F.

ARTHUR CRISP

Awards-

Notification of

JOHN GREGORY
TYLER

SCULPTURE,

as sub-

of this Competition:

CAR FOR A FL'NICI'LAR RAILROAD"
funicular

railroad

is

supposed

to

make an

ascent 3000 feet, at an average grade of 30 degrees
from the horizontal, to the top of a mountain.
)n
account of the length of time necessary for the
trip, and the views along the route, the car shall
(

Sjj.

Competition,

VIII

i

and

3.

"'"Mini

1

V
!

-

'

$>,C'M

PLACED FIRST,

D.

M. ALLISON, UNIV.

/

OF ILLINOIS.

PLACED SECOND,

A.

C.

RUNXI.KR, UNIV. OF

PKNVV

PUPIN PRIZE

PUPIN PRIZE

A CAR FOR A FUNICULAR RAILWAY

A CAR FOR A FUNICULAR RAILWAY
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be so designed as to be especially suitable for observation, but shall be comfortable, while providing place for as many people as possible. The ar-

yard, is to be devoted to this purpose. The track:
of which there are thirty, are approximately on

and

the arrival and departure of trains may be beyond
the limits of the site described above, or included

rangement

be such

shall

the platforms

that

The car shall be simple in debut shall not lack a decorative appearance.

seats will be level.
sign,

Jn other respects the design
The car shall not exceed

is

optional.

.20 feet in length by 6
provided with a roof as
a protection against the sun and rain.

and

feet in width,

shall be

JURY OF AWARD:
O. Post, F.

tings, J.
Jr.. R. M.

Mood,

J-l.

\\".

F. A. (iodley. T. HasBosworth. Jr., R. 11. Dana,

S.

Wagner, M.

J.

Schiavoni

and L. Ayers.

X umber

of drawings submitted

the

same

The platforms

level as the streets.

for

There shall be ample
provision on the site itself, however, either in the
form of courts, or as may be otherwise arranged,
for the arrival and departure of municipal street
in

it,

at the student's option.

car lines, omnibus lines, and cabs.
The principal requirements of the station itself
may be arranged in a single structure, or in sev-

and shall be as follows
Concourses, ticket booths, baggage facilities

eral, as desired,

:

(in-

coming and outgoing), parcel rooms, transfer companies, men's and women's waiting rooms with

.^.

accessories, telegraph, telephones, a post office snbN'ot qualified fur Prize)
Placed First
Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.
(

Placed Second

A. C. Runzler,

$25

I).

M.

Allison,

Placed Third

E.

(

S.

L'niv.

of Pennsyl-

Hayward, "T" Square Club, Phila.
M. Jokel, J. Huntington, Poly. Inst.,

'leveland.

Placed Fifth

J.

information bureaus, lunch rooms and

res-

newspaper and cigar stands, and the

rail-

taurants,

vania, Phila.

Placed Fourth

tation,

K. Smith, Univ. of Pennsylvania. Phila.

road executive offices.
All the above requirements should preferably be
on one main level save the railroad executive ofl
ces, which may be on upper floors and need not be
shown, although access to them must be indicated.
If,

however, any of the main requirements should

be placed on

Official

Notification

Judgment

Awards

of

levels,

their locations and!

JURY OF AWARD:

of April 15, 1919

R. H. Dana, Jr., W.
O. Post, R. M. Hood, L. F.
Peck|
II. Hornbostel, F. H. Bosworth,
Jr., and L. Ayers.
Number of drawings submitted 15.

Emerson,

Second Preliminary Competition for
the Twelfth Paris Prize of the Society of Beaux-Arts Architects
I-

different

dispositions shall be plainly indicated on the drawings called for.

or illustrative prize it-inning designs, sec plate
form.

J.

AWARDS:
Placed First and 2nd Medal
koop, N. Y. C.
Placed Second and 2nd Medal

L. Fentnor, Atelier
F.

M. Hodgdon,

WynAtelier

Rebori, Chicago.

PROGRAM
I

he Committee on Architecture proposes as
subject
of this Competition
:

"A
The

TERMINAL RAILROAD STATION"
station that

Placed Third and 2nd Medal E. E. Weihe, Atelier A.
Jr., S. F. A. C., San Francisco.

Brown,

Placed Fourth and 2nd Medal
vard Univ., Cambridge.

D. McLachlan,

Jr.,

Placed Fifth and 2nd Medal
Pennsylvania, Phila.

A. C.

Univ. of

the subject of this problem,
one of our principal railroad lines in a large city.
level site,

Segal, Patrons G.

600

McCaughey, Univ. of

is

supposed

is

to be the terminal of

A

bounded on one side by a broad
avenue, on the two adjacent sides by important
streets, and on the remaining side
by the railroad
feet square,

754

Placed

Sixth

(ist

&

Richer,

Alternate) and 3rd
E. Blum, N. Y. C.

Medal

Placed Seventh (2nd Alternate) and 3rd Medal
Illinois, Urbana.

MENTION:
Dayton

;

W.

Har-

R.

W.

H.

F.

R. W. Cheesman, Cor. H. I. Schenck,
H. Livingston and G. A. Anderson, Univ. of

Pennsylvania, Phila.
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Recent Legal Decisions
DIFFERENCE IN MECHANICS' LIENS UNDER DIFFERENT STATUTES

would be unwise
cise rules

down any presafe to say that
not expected to be a mere

to attempt to lay

upon the subject but
;

it is

In New York and other jurisdictions which follow what is sometimes called the "New York System," no one except the principal contractor acquires an absolute lien on the real estate upon which

the general contractor is
interested onlooker, without the ability to complain
and criticize, and thus indirectly to suggest for if
that were to be the measure of it, the so-called

made, and the rights of the subcontractor, laborer, and material-man are acquired
by a kind of equitable subrogation secured by writ-

thing.

the

improvement

;

ten or record notice to the

owner of

to the contractor at

In

notice.

such

jurisdictions

of

the time of
the

Division holds

upon

himself to have men bail water out of an excavation did not show such control of the construction
of a building as to render him liable for negligence

their unpaid

and the lien thus acquired imposes upon the
owner the duty of retaining such funds as are in his
such

The New York Appellate

that the fact that a general contractor took

claims,

hands belonging

would be a vain and empty

right of supervision

is

the

servants

of

a

subcontractor

working on

stories above, resulting in injury to the roof of

subcon-

adjoining building.

tractor, laborer, and material-man are limited in
their recovery to the amount due from the owner

Jucoby

r.

Browning, 173

an

A'. 1'.

to the contractor.

Other jurisdictions, however,

like Indiana,

have

CONSTRUCTION OF CONTRACT FOR ARCHITECT'S

adopted what is known as the "Pennsylvania System," where the statute gives to the subcontractor,
laborer and material-man an absolute lien for the
material or labor furnished, in accordance with the
provisions of the act and asserted and created in the
therein, and a lien so acquired is
not affected by the mere failure of the principal

SERVICES
In an action for a fee for designing and supervising the partial construction of a house on the
defendant's land, two causes of action were set

manner provided

contractor to perform his contract or by the cancellation or rescission thereof, or by the removal of
the work or payment of the principal contractor.

But where, in a mechanics' lien suit, it is alleged by
the defendant that the subcontractor was a partner
of the principal contractor and had guaranteed that
the improvement constructed would do the work
required, it is a defense that the material furnished
by the plaintiff had been removed as not complying
with the guaranty. Cooiise
Cavlor Ice Co. r.
Hou'e Store Co. (hid.), \2\ A'. /:. 293.

&

law that the general contractor has the

right of general supervision in so far as it is necessary to insure full and proper performance by the

subcontractors, and that it is only when he goes
beyond the limits of that right and commits some
affirmative act of negligence, as by taking some part
in the

performance of the work other than such

general supervision as is necessary to insure its performance that he is chargeable. It may be difficult
to say just what intrusion or participation in the

work by a general contractor
him

liable

for

its

is

enough

to

make

negligent performance, and

Under

the contract the architect

agreed to render architectural services in connection with the building for a specified commission,
and to arrange with the contractor to carry the work
of construction forward to the point of completing
the wooden frame and covering it with the rough
boarding and outside trimmings before demanding
any payment on account of his (the contractor's)

The

contract.

architect further agreed to

make no

until

payment on account of his own services
the owner had succeeded in negotiating a loan.

The

architect thereafter arranged with a contractor

demand

for

as agreed, furnished the necessary sketches, detail
drawings, plans, etc.. necessary for the construction

GENERAL CONTRACTOR'S RICHT OF SUPERVISION
It is settled

one on written contract and the other on

forth,

quantum meruit.

it

of the house, and the owner then abandoned the
work. The trial court found that the owner was
liable for the architect's fee under a written con-

would have been $3,028, and
had earned three-fifths of such sum, payThis
able in case of abandonment, or $1.816.80.
the
California
on
was affirmed
Supreme
appeal,
Court holding that the owner could not defeat retract

;

that the full fee

that he

covery by abandoning the contract for failing to obtain a loan, for if the owner did not negotiate a
loan the indebtedness became payable within a reaRosenlieim v. Howze (Cal.), 176
sonable time.
Pac. 456.
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LOOKING XORTH ON PARK AVENUE

The Park Avenue Improvement
fifty

years

of

AFTER

been completed as an uninterruped thorat a direct cost of $1.220,000 to the
city,
$1,131,150 to the New York Central Railroad ComCity, has

oughfare

pany,

and $150,000

to

the

The width

patchwork improve-

including the opening, closing and
relocation of various streets, the avenue
which is known as Fourth Avenue below Thirtyfourth Street and Park Avenue ahove, in New York

ment,

New York

Railways

system.

The steel viaduct at Pershing Square, extending
from Fortieth to Forty-second Street, is in some
respects the most noteworthy portion of the improvement. It involved the setting up of six steel
girders, each weighing from sixty to seventy-five
tons, which act as the main supports of a high-level
roadway beginning from the center of Park Avenue
at Fortieth Street and
terminating at the hitherto
unused thoroughfare surrounding the Grand Central Terminal
Building.

in

New York

of this roadway, which

is

to be ufl

It conentirely for passenger vehicles, is 36 feet.
nects at Fortieth Street with two vehicle levels jj

width that are separated by a parked space
the avenue immediately over the
surface car tunnel.
The width of the elevated
stretch on the south side of the Grand Central
minal Building is 45 feet.
This leads to a high-level street on the west si
of the Terminal Building that is 35 feet in widtj
and is really an upper story of Vanderbilt Avenues.
On the east side of the Terminal there is also a
high-level section varying from 40 to 60 feet
width, but for the present the public is excluded
from this thoroughfare because it is legally {
feet in

in the center of

Tw

il

private right of

way

as a result of negotiations

between the

and

New York

Central officials
following a special act of legislature, passed in 1903)
which provided for the closing of some streets il
the terminal zone, and the relocation of others, i
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LOOKING NORTH OX PARK AVENUE FROM FORTIETH STREET
The other feature of the new thoroughfare is a
ramp at Thirty-fourth Street, doing away with the

cross

stone wall and the long flight of stairs at this point.
Before the construction of the ramp from Thirty-

second Street to Thirty-fourth Street, pedestrians
were forced to climb a long flight of stairs to get
from the Thirty-fourth Street store district and the

now

town car

lines.

In place of the wall there
feet

LOOKING NORTH ON PARK AVENUE FROM THIRTY-THIRD STREET
757

is

width and a
roadway 25
sidewalk for pedestrians 15 feet wide that connects
lower Fourth Avenue, with the continuation of the
street above, and with Thirty-fourth Street, and
the connection is made at the grade.
The ramp has a grade of 3.6 per cent and incia vehicular

in

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
Thirty-fourth Streets to about / per cent. In the
reconstruction work the west section of Fourth
Avenue has been widened 3 feet, making the vehicle
surface width for southbound 34 feet, so that where

dentally provides for opening Thirty-third Street
at grade as a through thoroughfare by the elimination of the barrier that has existed for fifty years in
the shape of a retaining wall that marked the beTo
ginning of the former tunnel at this point.

bring

about

the

opening of

Avenue

Thirty-third

in the past there has been but 31 feet for
vehicles]
moving in both directions, there is now a clear

Street

width of 24 feet for northbound vehicles and 34
for southbound traffic.

was necessary to raise the
the
avenue
and the street at that
of
both
grade
across Fourth

it

The new thoroughfare,

point about 6^2 feet. This has resulted in increasing the grade of the tunnel cut for Fourth Avenue

traffic

surface cars at the point between Thirty-third and

and Madison Avenue.

it is

feet

estimated, will lessen

congestion 50 per cent on both Fifth Avenue

;

Current News
Farms and

Soldiers

acres of land and $2,500 with which to improve it.
Surelyj
the United States, which has escaped with so slight a comparative loss in life, would do no less."
At the meeting referred to, Representative Mondell,

Again

In conference the other day with Secretary

Lane of the

Interior, hoth the republican and democratic leaders agreed
to support a bill to provide land settlements for soldiers

and

who served in the war.
commend this. So much is to
sailors

There

Republican floor leader, announced that he would soo
introduce a bill appropriating $500,000,000 to provid
farms for soldiers and sailors, to be paid for by the
in a period of years.
Senator Smoot is to look after th
bill in the Senate.
As a beginning this will be promisir
but it is of the first importance that the measure should
become a law without the usual delays that attend socia
and economic legislation.
Returning soldiers and sailors cannot live long
Active interest must be shown in the pla
prospects.
proposed for their welfare, or it can get no further tha
the stage of discussion.
If this happens, an opportunit;
valuable all around, will have been lost.

everything
in favor of

is

to
be said
helping the veterans to jobs, land and a home, that the
question resolves itself into only how best this may be
accomplished.
The whole country would reap the benefits from a plan
which would make two blades of grass grow where but one
grew before. The New York Times summarizes this by

saying that there are millions of acres of arid land which
can and should be irrigated for production, other millions of
acres of swamp land that should be reclaimed for the same
purpose, and still other millions of acres of cut-off land
that should be cleared and plowed for
sowing. Some of
the land, if Secretary Lane is heeded, could be used for
stock-raising.

work

His plan is to put soldiers and sailors to
wages on a great reclamation scheme, and
them farms and implements to be paid for

at current

afterward

sell

Works

in installments.

In
to

his

this

last

annual

subject,

report,

pointed

out

of Art Lost to Russia

From Stockholm comes
Secretary
that

farms

Lane,

referring

for

returning

veterans would solve many present difficulties.
During the period of reclamation the soldiers would have
a job: the industrial labor market would lie
protected
from oversupply; a large part of the best
citizenship of
the country would become attached to the soil; and
great
areas of land of no present value would be made
productive for the benefit of all the
people.
"Would it be unreasonable." said Secretary Lane, "to
ask that we spend in the next two
years on these veterans
of the great war as much as it cost us to conduct that war
for a single week? There is
and all will
only one

answer,
agree that there can be no surer insurance for the nation
than to put its men upon the soil."

Community settlements on the order of farm villages
are a feature of the
Secretary's plan, for he realizes that
without a social element to relieve the
monotony of existence on the lands redeemed from wildernesses his
plan
would not be practicable. He has no intention of
risking
failure; therefore he would keep the soldier and sailor
on the land in touch with
society and its educational
and recreational opportunities.
"Canada," he 3ays, "with
less than 7,000,000
people is offering to each man 130

and

the news that seven hundre
worth of Russian art treasure
danger, and that if the Allies or Providence

fifty

million

dollars

are in
not intervene, they will eventually be lost. The estimati
of their value comes from Prince D. Golitzyne, an exp

who counts merely the contents of the Petrograd Hermit
age and Museum of Alexander III; and of the Mosco
Tretiakoff

Gallery and the Historical and Rumantsie
Golitzyne takes no account of the uncounte
millions worth of pictures, statues and books in the palac
of the Grand Dukes, and the great private families, th
Yousoupoffs, Scheremetieffs and Stroganoffs.

Museums.

An official "robbery museum," it is stated, has
created by the Bolshevists in Petrograd, for loot.
The danger, he says, is not in Bolshevism itself,
responsible Bolsheviks though they rob art wholesale, de
stroy it only when it glorifies the Romanoffs or mo
archism. The danger comes partly from the hungry mob
and the disorderly Red Guards; but most of all froJ
the growing faction of anarchists, who have written on
their banner that art is a luxury of capitalists
and that
the best way to prevent capitalism reappearing is to
;

destroy

all

and to burn

758

the pictures, statues and imposing
all libraries to the ground.

buildings,
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have been shot away, the root has several gaping holes in
it.
the high altar is a formless mass of debris, and the

Japanese Architecture
Writing in the Asia Magazine, a recent visitor to
asks the following questions

choir as such has ceased to exist. The glass has entirely
disappeared some, indeed, has been preserved, but most
has been totally destroyed.
All that really remains is

Tokyo

:

Why

have

the

Japanese

abandoned

their

splendid
imitating the
West? These are the first questions which spring to the
lips of every sensitive European or American who comes
to Tokyo. The call of the East has lured them a thousand

of

heritage

eastern

art?

Why

are

the

the

and weakened

To the capital of the Tycoon? To
the color prints?
To the diaphanous
colors of Hearn's lovely pages?
Xo to one of the
Old
ugliest cities of mixed architecture in the world.
to

leagues
the old

of

core

fabric probably considerably shaken
and the remarkable series of statues within
the west wall.
Nothing in the way of restoration has yet
been begun, and the public are shown the church by a
guardian who tells them that it will take a generation

they

what?

Yedo of

to repair

it.

!

Japan lingers in by-streets, in temples, in tea rooms and
gardens and in conservative art, but nowhere with evolving
energy, as one is forced to admit, when chance throws
old and new together for our comparison.
To the

exotic

The disappearing saloon is creating problems which have
been absorbing attention throughout this rapidly drying

newcomer

traveler

cause

Pawtucket's Civic Theater

there
needs.

is

the contrast does not strike home, lieenough of old tradition to satisfy his

It

is

only

when second-hand Europe

Civic- Theater

in

The Japanese
indirectly.
traditions of art because they

fields

pure

their old

are abandoning
are abandoning

old traditions of life.
The two are inseparable;
feeds art, and art stimulates life. As well might one
expect a cabbage to yield roses as to demand the old
medieval flowers of Japanese art on the pavements of
their
life

the

had

interesting

work of

the

I'awtucket

inception in an entirely different
need, it might if adapted in other cities, also serve as an
alternative for the saloon, particularly in cities where a
large percentage of the residents are foreign born.
be Civic Theater movement in I'awtucket is an enter-

Asia begins to obtrude itself upon his attention that his
indignation is aroused, and his resentment leads him to ask
the answers to these questions.
Looking for oriental beauty, he finds all the ugly occidental trade-marks of materialism, and he turns and
rends them because they are not up to date. The necessity
for modern efficiency he reluctantly admits: but. being no
psychologist, he cannot grasp the magnitude of this demand for the old exquisiteness of the extreme oriental
people, whose whole energy has been spent during a short
half-century in absorbing, at breakneck speed, western industrialism and material efficiency, in order to preserve
The west has taken at least four times
independence.
as long in her own indigenous process and lias effectivelyantagonized her art and action. It may well be that the
traveler's protest is a cry of sympathetic pain and warning.
"But,"' exclaims the visitor, "what has art to do with
industrialism?"
In applied art directly and
Everything.

\Vhile

country.

in

its

I

founded lor the sole purpose of teaching Americanism to the foreigners in our midst.
The common sense
prise

methods pursued, the sympathetic attitude of those who
arc conducting it toward those of foreign birth, commend
it to the serious consideration of all who would have the
melting pot melt a trifle more thoroughly than it has
in the past.

Survey Shows

How

Available Space

Has Been Absorbed
he survey of housing conditions in thirty-four typical
which has been carried on by the New York
State Reconstruction Commission with outside aid, reveals
a percentage of vacancies which has continued to decrease
I

city blocks,

since

1916.

The vacancies now

are at their lowest point

and are found practically only in houses which are completely uninhabitable from the point of view of human
tilings.

Tokyo.

"At present there is a total of about 985,000 apartments
(ireater Xew York," said the Tenement House Com"There arc altogether approximissioner, Frank Mann.
mately 103.000 apartment houses including old law and new
law tenements. These include all apartment houses. The
relation between old law tenements and new law tenement"
is 75.000 old law and 28,000 new law, making a total of
in

Rheims Cathedral, Past and Present
That

Rheims Cathedral
and

is

more associated with

the

the art of France to a greater
degree than perhaps any other similar structure may be
gathered from the following account in the English

history, the patriotism

103,000 houses.

"From January

until April 15, 1919, seventy-six plan*
for tenement houses with an aggregate number
I

architectural press.

were

Rheims Cathedral was built on the spot which tradition
assigned to the baptism of Clovis an event which gave
to the Kings of France their titles of Roi Tres Chretien
and Premier Fils de 1'Eglise. It early became the coronation church of the Capetian dynasty, and to it Charles
VI was brought by Joan of Arc to receive his crown and
to save his country.
It was considered to be one of the
most noble and most beautiful examples of medieval
architecture in Europe.
Conflicting reports as

of 120 buildings and 1,658 apartments. There is a shortage
in the city today of about 100,000 apartments.
The approximate normal increases in population, with immigration
eliminated, as it is now, should be about 200,000.
"The vacancies in 1916 in tenement houses, both old law
and new law together, was about 6.52 per cent in 1919 it is
3.25 per cent, of which the vacancies in new law tenements
are .6 per cent and in old law tenements 2.18 per cent.
"The vacancies which existed are on the lower east side
the old tenement houses some forty or fifty years old or

this

more.

to just what has happened to
noteworthy example of Gothic building, make an
authoritative account of interest.
The western facade and portal are severely battered,

the greater

number of

the pinnacles of the southern front

tiled

;

They would house approximately 42,000 people.
They are legally fit for human habitation, but that is all.
The only remedy to this situation is the erection of new
and better houses."
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some

cases, but the result in the appearance of the city, the
sustained value of property and the class of persons attracted as residents will soon compensate.

Planning Model Cities
Cities looking

for twentieth century results cannot ex-

pect to get them from nineteenth century methods. This
is the substance of some comment in a daily paper of St.
Paul. The writer of this comment calls attention to the
situation in England. There, he says, new cities are planned

World Chamber
The American Chamber

provide localities for inThe great
dustries and homes for industrial workers.
cities
London, Manchester, Sheffield are no longer regarded desirable locations for industries. They are incapable of taking care of the pressing demands of housing,
transportation and sanitation. They are too inelastic and
unadaptable. Property is too expensive and the mistaken
conservatism of proprietors is a bar to the improvements
for

sites

necessary

yet unbroken,

as

for

the

development of

a

modern

of

Commerce

put

touch with Edward Filene of Boston, a director in the
Chamber of Commerce of the United States. Mr. Filene
is now in Paris, where he is working in the interest of such

industrial

a procedure.

With such

community.

The same tendency may be noted

in this country.

Gary

is

classical example, a city planned complete before a
spadeful of earth was turnd on the grounds where it was
erected. But apart from paternalistic ventures of this sort,
there are cities like Flint, Mich., and Janesville, Wis., both
of which have had remarkable growth due to the automo-

the

a combination of local and foreign chambers
working under uniform methods, it is believed that
business men throughout the world will be provided with
all

an international organization unsurpassed by anything at
present available for the development of better business.

bile industries which have developed there, and both of
which are laying plans for the maximum of municipal effi-

ciency.

This is the course of procedure the benefits of which require no emphasis of statement.

Estimates Rheims
Construction to Cost a

Paris Architect

Billion Dollars
Architects

of

Commerce

in London has
forward a plan for a consolidation of the various
chambers of commerce throughout the world. Organizations in the United States are actively supporting the idea.
The American Chamber of Commerce in London is in

to

of

Paris,

Rheims, and other French

cities

have been preparing plans for the reconstruction of
Rheims, the total cost of which undertaking they have estimated at a billion dollars. Twenty complete plans have
been submitted. The city of Rheims will select from each
plan the features that seem most desirable, and will arrive
at a final plan to be

approved by the

city council.

Erect Building in 33 Hours
To have

erected in 33 hours a building of 15,000 square
space, including a theater, social rooms,
canteens, class rooms, kitchen, offices and five sleep!
rooms, the whole being what in army parlance is kno
as a "hut", is an achievement of which the loist Engin
feet

floor

of the 26th Division, American Expeditionary Force, m
well be proud.
It is known as the "York Harbor Y. D." hut of th<?
Yankee Division opened by the Young Men's Christiai
Association at Le Mans.

Foundations had to be leveled, French municipal a
had to be dealt with for the site and for
location, of sewer, water and electrical connections;
car of material carrying the floor joints went astray
other timbers had to be cut at a local mill.
Notwi
standing all these difficulties the hut, which is the lar;
one used by the American Expeditionary Force,
erected, Xew England stone fireplace and latticed do
ways all complete, in a space of time that made the gi
people of Le Mans rub their eyes in amazement.
thorities

Russian Housing Difficulties
In Russia, it is learned, housing accommodations fail to
meet one-tenth the demand. Houses are so scarce that it
is almost
impossible to get a Trans-Siberian Railway pas-

Government Offers
to

senger car, because they are used in all-important stations
house refugees and as Government offices.

to

Business Dat

Industry

The Council of National Defense announces

its

readine

to place at the disposal of business men the large fund
information now available in the quantity of data assembli

and

Simplicity of Beauty
Referring to the value of the civic association to every
city, a writer in the Lansing (Mich.) daily press
writes very tersely. A civic association, he
says, may urge
that industrial buildings can be
just as useful if they are

town or

classified by its Reconstruction Research Divisio
This division, it is stated, may be called upon to pro
such additional special information as will assist in the
organization of industry and the resumption of trade, or
any way promote progress in reconstruction.
The division is well equipped for such service. It has aci

beautiful as

cess to every important report of

efficiency

whether proposed or actually accomplished, that reaches
this country.
It also has available, what is thought the
most reliable information to be obtained on foreign, commercial, industrial and financial conditions and prospects.

if they are not, that their
employees lose no
because the shop has window boxes filled with
green things or has its waste spaces kept in tended lawns.

It costs no more to erect a beautiful
building than an
ugly one, since beauty is a matter of line and color. Beauty
can be produced with pine and
carefully selected paint as
easily as with marble. The limiting of workshops and railroad yards to certain districts
may seem a hardship in

It is

foreign reconstruction,

learned that this division has contact with

all

the

war administration boards, and investigation commissions,
as well with numerous sources of unpublished information,
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dealing with price data, production estimates, wage data,
labor supply reports, and the reported results of experiments in method of handling labor problems, on foreign
production and other conditions abroad, including labor

Personal
has moved his offices to 1005
Pabst Bldg., Milwaukee. Wis.
A. Raymond Ellis, architect, has opened offices at 36
Pearl Street, Hartford, Conn.

and immigration.

The

division maintains

own

its

clipping service, supple-

mented by commercial clipping bureaus, and has

facilities

H. Childs Hodgens, architect, has opened an

for sifting practically everything in public print that has
a bearing on any phase of reconstruction. This material is

Walnut

1312
J.

J.

R. E. Peden, architect, has opened offices
\ ork Life Building. Kansas City. Missouri.

San Francisco Struggles with Com-

is

budget for the construction of con-

venience stations, but it is doubtful if work on any of
these can be commenced before saloons go out of business, even if the application for funds is granted.
San Francisco is singularly lacking in public convenience

maintaining but one in the downtown
district, outside of those in its City Hall and Hall of
However, it has exceptional opportunities for the
Justice.
installation of stations, since it is the owner of all sidewalk area, an arrangement not true in many large cities.
Property owners have been making use of this free of
charge for many years, and it has been suggested that
they be called upon to pay a rental for this privilege, or
Civic
to set aside basement room for comfort stations.
organizations are urging that st.me policy be decided
upon at once and work commenced.
the

New

945

Chas. F. Buhrman. architect. R. F. 1).. Waynesboro, Pa.,
about to open an office' in Waynesboro for the practice

W.

F.

stations,

at

of architecture.

Problem

Plans for the establishment of comi'ort stations throughout the city, in addition to those to be built by the city,
are being discussed by the Board of Supervisors of San
Francisco, Cal. A proposition has been advanced to make
the permits granted automobile service stations contingent
on the establishment and maintenance of such facilities.
The city engineer has recommended an appropriation of

coming

at

moved

has

The

$12.000 in the

office

street, Philadelphia.

Kocher, architect, formerly of 7807 S. Loomis St.,
to 806 W. 7oth St.. Chicago, 111.
Fred A. Evans, architect, announces the removal of his
office to 704 Hook Building. Detroit, Mich.

indexed, and ready for reference.
material and staff now placed at the command of
business are primarily intended for government use and
will, of course, continue to function as the government
clearing house of reconstruction information.

all classified,

fort Station

Dobman

Architect Anton

city

L.

Foehringcr, architect, formerly

Salle street, has

chard

moved

1

18 N'ortli

his office to his residence, 2677

La
Or-

Chicago.

street,

Walter Frieling,

& Hersch, Altoona,

architect,

office

Pa.,

in

formerly in
has opened offices

of Hersch

room

20,

Ilut-

chinson Bldg., Altoona. Pa.

Wirth. architect, has opened offices in the
at Greensboro, N*. C.
Mr. Wirth desires
manufacturers' samples and catalogs.
.

\lliert

C.

Banner Building

Alfred Rapp. architect, has reopened
_>6th

street,

offices at

Pa., to practice architecture

Erie.

215

West

and desires

catalogues and manufacturers' samples.
Esselstyn,

Murphy & Hanford,

have moved their

architects and engineers,
from the New Telegraph Building,
810 Marquettc Building.

offices

Detroit, Mich., to

John Hanifen. architect, of Ottawa, 111., has opened an
in the Tribune Bldg., La Salle, 111., with Strawn
Aldrich Gay in charge, and desires samples and catalogues.

office

Ira G. Hedrick and

announce
rick

&

W. W.

their association

Huff, consulting engineers,

under the firm name of Hed-

Huff, with offices at 506 Inter-State Building, Kan-

sas City,

Mo.

William Dewsnap, architect, formerly of 203 Broadway,
York, has removed his offices to 334 Fifth Ave., N'ew
York City. He would like to receive catalogs of building

Xew

Issue Call for Meeting to Form New
State Association in New York
A call was issued this week to all qualified architects in
New York

State to attend a meeting to be held at Utica,
~th, at which time a new organization, to
as the New York Slate Association of Archi-

on June

N.

Y.,

be

known

be formed. As was exclusively announced in
the April 3Oth issue of THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT, all architects of New York State interested in the formation of
this organization are requested to correspond with John B.
tects,

will

Slee, acting secretary, at 154 Montague Street, Brooklyn.
The purpose is to bring together those practising the pro-

fession of architecture in order that they may take a more
active part in the working out of the important and timely
issues that now have to be faced. Others on the committee
of arrangements include Frederick L. Ackerman, William
P. Bannister, James Riely Gordon, L. E. Jallade, Robert

D. Kohn, Frank H. Quinby, Andrew J. Thomas, D. Everett
Waid, all of New York City; A. L. Brockway, Syracuse;
Edwin S. Gordon, Rochester F. H. Gouge. Utica Edward
B. Green and H. Osgood Holland, Buffalo; Alexander
Mackintosh, Brooklyn; Leon Stern, Rochester; Oman H.
Waltz, Ithaca, and Walter H. Whitlock, Binghamton.
;

;

7 6l

materials of size suitable for filing cases.

Howard

Crane, architect, 2323 Dime Bank Building,
opened an office at No. 6 Victoria Building, Windsor, Ont., and is preparing plans for a number
of important theaters throughout Canada.
C.

Detroit, Mich., has

Ailing S. De Forest, landscape architect, was the
speaker at a recent luncheon of the Rochester, N. Y.,
Engineering Society. He spoke on the work done by the
Government in town planning and in providing homes
for Workers.

Robert L. Fuller, of the firm of Fuller & Delano Co.,
architects, 44 Front Street, Worcester. Mass., has returned
to the practice of architecture after spending several

months

as a representative of the United States

Housing

Corporation.

Mr. Phelps Wyman, landscape

architect, 648

McKnight

Building, Minneapolis, was elected to the board of trustees
of the American Society of Landscape Architects at the
recent annual election at New York.
Mr. Wyman was,
prior to last January, president of the Minneapolis chapter
of the society. He has been employed in the town planning division of the United States Housing corporation.

News from

Late

Architectural Fields

Special Correspondence to

Award

of Prizes in

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT

Annual Meeting,

Housing

Competition
The New York
Convention on

ducted by it in conjunction with the Ladies Home Journal
has now reached its conclusion in the award of two second prizes each of five hundred dollars, to Milo C. Hastings and Robert Anderson Pope, both of Xew York City.
In making an award of two second prizes, the jury was
governed by the fact that while both theses submitted offer
a thorough analysis of the causes and cure for the housing

cieties

to

of Brooklyn, Treasurer; Frederick C. Zobel of New York,!
Secretary and Walter H. Volkenning of Brooklyn, Financial Secretary.
Directors for three years, James Riely
;

Gordon, Henry Holder, John Bergeson, Hugh Tallant, and
Louis E. Jallade, and for one year, Nicholas Serracino and
Frederick C. Zobel.

which attack the problem fundamentally and
our whole social and industrial organization.

New York
The year book of

There were many interesting discussions. The concensus
of opinion was that the present prices of labor and materia
will remain, and that this is the most advantageous time to
build, in advance of the great amount of building whic
will undoubtedly be inaugurated before Fall.
Many im-j
portant steps are in contemplation this year, for the future
welfare of the architectural profession.
The society
heartily co-operating with other architectural societies and
with real estate and building organizations allied with the

Society of Architects
the

Xew York

Building.

;

tion of the principles set forth in the theses.
The winning solutions will be offered broadcast as conit

Society of Architects held its I3th Annua
2Oth at the United Engineering

May

James Riely Gordon was again unanimously re-electe
President, for the fourth consecutive term
Louis
Jallade of New York was elected Vice-president; Edward
VV. Loth of Albany, Second Vice-president; Henry Holder

problem that now exists in this country, the actual plans
accompanying them did not fully provide for the applica-

relate

Societj

of Architects

The American Housing Competition organized by the
Journal of the American Institute of Architects, and con-

tributions

New York

Society of Architects,

revised and

brought up to cover 1919, has been issued.
This is a book of 200 pages, bound in flexible cloth and
containing a vast amount of information that is of value
and interest to architects not only in New York State, but
generally throughout the country. It contains building
codes, rules and regulations for plumbing and ventilating,
a full report of the building zone resolution, and a com-

A

Xew York

plete list of the names of architects throughout
State. The price of this work is five dollars and

it may be
secured by addressing the secretary of the Society in the
United Engineering Societies Building, 29 West 39th Street,
Xew York.

Notify Institute of

Wage

Scale

WASHINGTON, D. C., May 23 The Builders' and ManuExchange of Washington has notified the Washington Chapter, American Institute of Architecture, of
the adoption of a price and wage scale for construction
activities in the District of Columbia. The communication
facturers'

was read and approved
Thursday night.

at the regular

meeting of the chap-

Appleton P. Clark, Jr., represented the Chapter on the
central stabilization committee. The majority of the building trades union accepted the wage scale of November,
1918, as the basis for work. Builders have agreed to accept
the pre-war percentage of profit until
January, 1920.

Architects

Ask Government Aid

Fifty architects, formerly officers in the United States
filed applications with the War
Department
for assistance in securing professional connections.
The
applications have been turned over to the U. S.
Employment Service for placement.

Army, have

To

Unify State Registration Laws

has for some time been apparent that it would be
desirable to bring about unification of the work being
done by the various State Boards which are administering
registration laws for architects. With this in view,
informal meeting was held at the time of the Instituti
Convention at Nashville by representatives of a numb
of registration boards.
An informal association wa
organized which will seek to co-relate the experiences oil
the various States having such laws, enabling new boards
It

I

to profit
It

ter

j

number of applications for membership
were received, and a number of new members were elected
In spite of the war this has been the Society's most
pros-]
perous year, it was stated.
profession.

by that experience.
hoped that it will be possible

to bring about a
conduct of examinations as to make possible the exchange
of credits between States, and thus facilitate the admission to practice in one State of architects who have
is

already qualified in another. It is desirable that a special
session be devoted to this subject at future Institute Conventions, for these State Boards, if properly constituted,
will have the setting up of the standard of admission to
the profession entirely in their hands.
The officers of the informal organization above referred
to are Professor Emil Lorch, of the Michigan State Board,
as Chairman, with Emery Stanford Hall, President of the
Illinois State Board, acting as Secretary.
All those interested in helping this work should address Mr. Hall at
332 South
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Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois.

!

of

Country's Economic Status Indicates
Early Start of Construction Activity

Survey
TX

a report just made showing the
present status of
economic conditions of vital importance to the country's welfare, John W. Flatten, president of the United
States Mortgage and Trust Company, states that the
construction situation promises early improvement. Other

lor wheat land.
There is considerable activity in farm
land generally, and more or less
activity in small acreage
Oil and fruit lands are also in favor.
plots.
Mortgage
conditions are easy, with plenty of
money available and

*

indications are

that

the

labor

supply

is

at

rates declining.
Retail trade is in a
healthy, nourishing condition,

present ade-

.

Retail trade proves to be excellent. The Federal
is shown to be
functioning in a highly
satisfactory manner and the Federal Farm Loan System is
is

easy.

Reserve System

ticular

being given to exports, the improvefacilities and the location of new
industries.
Significant, too, are the plans for bringing
under cultivation largely increased areas through
irrigation and other methods.
The Federal Reserve System is so well established and
its beneficial operation so
clearly demonstrated that it is
ni.w taken as a matter of course.
By taking care of the
war financing, the extension of credit,
building of conlidence and stabilizing conditions throughout the 1'nited
States, it tills a place possibly higher than was
anticipated
by its most optimistic supporters.
The Federal Farm Loan System has proven of immense
benefit in sections where
opportunity has been given to
show its worth. It continues to stimulate production
by
providing funds in large volume for long terms and at low
interest rates.
The one disappointing but perhaps natural
feature is that it does not yet appear to be
fully understood in sonic quarters, with the result that the' benefits
which it might confer are far from being fully realized.
The indications, however, are that it is only a matter of a
comparatively short time before it will be more generally

influence and popularity.
gradually gaining
President Platten's report is in sub-tance as follows:
Only in rare cases does there appear any shortage of
labor.
Indeed, it might easily be said that the contrary is
true, due to returning troops and the closing down or
curtailment of industries which were unusually active durIn view of these two important and far
ing the war.
reaching factors it is evident that only the most intelligent
effort and co-operation could have prevented an unsatisIt is therefore most
factory situation.
gratifying to find
that employers, public officials and organizations
generally
have given the matter earnest and timely consideration
with the result that up to the present time there is no
serious disturbance.
It
is
true that there are sporadic outbreaks, a few
strikes and some professional agitation, which, however,
can no longer be classed as extraordinary or preventable
even under the most favorable circumstances.
Workers
leaving the Government service are thus far being quite
reinstated
in
their
old
generally
positions, and this without
in any large measure displacing the extra
help taken on
the
last
two
during
years.
in

hand,

the trend of business
fluctuation of residential rents in the last two years,

it

terials

preventing needed

non-industrial

new

in

In the

cities

levels,

rule.

Organized labor

is making vigorous efforts to maintain
wage scales but the indications are that lower
some cases are bound to come. Reductions in

the present
levels

in

a few lines indicate that material prices may possibly
be on the point of a downward movement, but any immediate plans based on such development would doubtless
be somewhat premature. However, these conditions considered in the light of the great need for new construction, give reasonable grounds for expecting a building

campaign of good proportions at a reasonably early date.
One fact which stands out clearly in the Real Estate
situation is the insistent demand for dwellings.
This has
literally forced a limited amount of home and apartment
house building and vastly increased the rental demand
for

all available space of this nature.
In the wheat growing area the Government guaranteed
price for the 1919 crop has resulted in a good demand

From

from

weakening, although opposite tendency exists in one or
two cities.
Residential property is in big demand, with
occasional instances of activity in business buildings and
oil and farm land.
Renting space very well filled. Mortgage money noticeably easy, with rates reacting accord-

this

There are few large building operations in progress at
the present time but there is considerable construction of
dwellings, and a few business structures are under way.
Building in a large sense, however, is not making any
great headway, being unable thus far to adjust itself to
the prevailing high prices of labor and material.

and

new
and mortgage money

reports received, rent increases are
10 per cent to as high as 50 per
cent.
Xew building generally limited to dwellings and
betterments, although a few large operations are under
Good season in prospect. Labor and materials
way.
show little changes as yet, but generally appear to be

some of the

proving the only exceptions to

South

universal, ranging

construction, have combined

up to their present high

labor and material prices
various sections of the country:

building,

tically all available space came into demand, the flow of
labor to industrial centers and the cost of labor and ma-

to force rents

is

known and utilized.
The following digest shows

appears that rents have increased almost universally, the percentage running from
10 per cent to 50 per cent, with occasional excessive advances in business space strategically located. The lack of
new construction in the last two kesrs. during which pracreports

attention

ment of waterfront

in

From

marked

by only a few instances of depression and caution as to
The splendid possibilities for trade expanoverstocking.
sion opened up by the war are
being met by a responsive appreciation of the
part of business men. manufacturers, trade organizations and public officials.
Par-

and returning soldiers are being generally
employed
without unduely disturbing the labor market. Real estate
conditions are found to be excellent and
mortgage money
quate,

ingly.

In the Central West Rents have benerally increased
but not to an excessive degree. The range is from 10 to
25 per cent, the larger increases usually applying to busiA few large building operations are under
ness space.
way. but new construction is largely held up by present
high prices of labor. There is some tendency toward reductions, but not to a degree warranting any early relief.
The real estate market is strong in some lines, particularly
renting, as the recent lack of new construction leaves
There is an insistpractically no surplus space on hand.
ent demand for dwellings and some call for farms and
vacant property. Mortgage money is plentiful, as a rule,
with rates easing off.
In the Southwest Rents are generally higher, 10 to 25
There is some home building in response to
per cent.
urgent demands, but construction work generally is waitLabor is naturally anxious to
ing more favorable prices.
maintain the present high wage scales, but with the general readjustment, some concessions are likely.
Building
The real estate market
materials show some reduction.
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small suburban plots.
Around Spokane, wheat
land command good market.
U11UJMortgage funds
are ample with rates tending downward.
On the Pacific Coasjt Rents are uniformly hi;_igher,
:e reranging from 10 to 50 per cent, with some choice
tail space showing excessive advance.
In response to a
strong demand for homes there is a limited amount of
Materials show a tendency to lower levels,
construction.
sales

a brisk demand for dwellings with considerable
The rental situation Ts good and
activity in farm lands.
some leases are being made on oil lands. There is an

shows

ample supply of mortgage money throughout the Southwest with the natural result of decreasing interest rates.
In the Inter-Mountain section Rents are 10 to 50 per
cent higher except in Spokane, which was deserted by
its
floating population when the neighboring industrial
centers went on a war wage basis. There is considerable
home building and planning, and a few larger operations

of

and

fruit

The

real estate

i

market shows a steady demand for modpriced homes for occupancy by purchasers and
wheat land is looked on with favor. Mortgage money is
plentiful, with rates tending to ease off.
erate

but other projects are held up. These show a downward
tendency. There is a good demand for homes, also some
'

Open" Building Material Market Forces
as a result of

its

conference with the

steel industry,

come a decided trend upward in commodity values.
When it was learned that there was to be no further attempt by the Government to stabilize prices, architects and
builders manifested keen interest as to just what the effect
would be, and in what direction quotations would fluctuate.

there has

There is no question but that construction activity is fast
resuming its normal cadence, but weekly price tables also
show that with the improved demand there has come an
upward price movement and that the low level has been

and that they were attempting

to profiteer in their
instance, when the architect was
from another locality. If these suspicions are confirmed
rmed
it would seem that contractors in certain sections are

question now is how long can prices hold
at present levels.
Brick and lumber are now leading in
the upward movement, due to the scarcity of labor and

especially,

exceptionally high wage scale. The industry deems it most
unfortunate that at this time building costs should be advanced.
It was clearly shown that while the Industries Board and
the Railroad Administration were at deadlock over prices

these

reached.

The

fair prices reached by agreement.
When
the Railroad Administration refused to
buy rails at a fixed
it was because Director General
Hines believed that
would cause a later inflation of values. From the upturn
in prices the past two weeks this
theory has been borne

price,
it

out, not only in structural steel, but in

gravel, grit,

broken stone, cement,

common

brick, sand,

plaster, lead,

oils,

and

in

this

;:

methods offering a severe handicap

Investigation into the cost of manufacturing various
materials by the Illinois Senate as a result of suspici
cion
that combines of dealers were holding up the prices5 Of
the various commodities failed to produce evidence to
substantiate these reports.
Manufacturers in the cement,
:

building projects. The strangling of the fundamental laws
of economics and substitution of price fixing, without any
question, retarded the impetus that long ago should have

and make public

as

irregular
construction.

in practically every munipicality only the more daring speculators and those soundly financially backed proceeded with

been given post-war construction. Only when leading steel
corporations proved that no further reduction in prices
would be made without a reduction in wages was the fight
for an "open" market won. But in the meantime business
had been severely handicapped.
Before its retirement the Industries Board released hardwood manufacturers and other commodity interests from
their promises of co-operation in price adjustments.
In
explanation of the withdrawal of the board, it was said
that it had for its object the resumption of construction
and production through the stabilization of prices. The
legal phases of the question as raised by the Attorney
General's comment on the illegality of price fixing failed
to disturb the opinions of Secretary of Commerce Redfield
or Mr. Peck, who referred to the opinion of the
Department of Justice as negligible. The results sought could
have been obtained, chairman Peck contended, without violation of the Sherman Act, as the
plan was to ascertain

Upward

An interesting sidelight on the many different problem*
aaecting the progress of construction is to be found in the
fact that contractors in estimating costs on suburban home
construction are submitting bids that are decidedly closd
On a recent project it has been disclosed that two bid*
on a country home were for the same amount and that
the third was for but $170 less.
When the cubage cost
based on these bids was found to be fifty cents and
that similar work was being done elsewhere at f:
thirty to thirty-five cents, suspicions were aroused
there was collusion among the contractors in that sectii

the return to an "open" building material market,
the recent abandonment of the Industries

WITH
forced by
Board

Prices

stone, brick and lumber industries were called in, their
books gone over, and every possible effort made to account
for the present cost of their products.
It was clearly

shown that with the present high cost of labor there can
be no reduction in manufacturing costs at present.
Reports from

week
been working
ents this

the

East.

THE AMERICAN

ARCHITECT'S correspond-

indicate that the building
its way from the West

Two

of the leading

wave which
is

New York

fast

has

reaching

architectural

have fifty-two distinct operations on their boards
at this time, for many of which plans and specifications
are about completed. Others are in the preliminary stages
of closing the contracts. All of which indicates that the
firms

building boom is surely launched, having adjusted itself
to the prevailing prices of labor and material.
The increased volume of material leaving the supply
yard, the big demand for draughtsmen in the architect's
offices, as well as the increasing commodity prices, are but
few evidences of increased activities in construction proIt is the actual start of post-war building, first
jects.
the remodeling of old structures and building of low cost

homes, and now the issuance of permits and the breaking
of grounds for apartments and factories, that is stimulating many lines of business and making readjustment from
war to a peace basis possible.

particularly lumber, as well.

(Continued on Page 772-A)
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Department of Architectural
Engineering
Research Investigation
for
the

many

AMONG
building

of

Warm

Air Furnaces

House Heating

elements that constitute the

industry, there are several that are
of
capable
being classed as unknown quantities.
This is true because exact and definite data con-

E. Pratt, Research Associate
Special Investigator
V. S. Day, Research Assistant, and F. G.
Wahlen, Graduate Research Assistant.
The
National Warm Air Heating and Ventilating As;

cerning them has never been secured.
Among
these are included the warm-air furnace for house

sociation

It seems remarkable that such an imporheating.
tant factor in the heating of dwellings should have

sociation

been so long neglected in this regard, and possibly
the rapid advances made in the art of steam and
hot water heating have so shaped competition that
the manufacturers of warm-air furnaces were

deposited the funds with the Univerbe expended by them. The Ashas an advisory committee which has

sity authorities to

charge of securing funds and co-operating with
the investigators if required.
The appointment
of the staff and the conduct of the tests has been
entirely under the control of the Director of the

Engineering Experiment Station, and the
as are

forced to recognize the
necessity of making a

all

results,

of those ema-

investigation

nating therefrom, will
be entirely free from

own product.
The National Warm

personal or commercial

scientific

the

of their

Air Heating and Ven-

rej>ort

held

$8,000 to be used
for a scientific investigation of the warm-air

University

was de-

made
of

Professor
of
lard,
Heating and Ventilating.
During the first
year's work, now draw-

expended

ducting this investigation, consists of A. P.

Kratz,

Research

As-

sistant

Professor

W.

;

at

Columbus.

frame was constructed,
on which three heavy

sum

with a like amount of
money contributed by
the University o f
Illinois. Professor
conWillard's
staff,

to

A description of the
apparatus used for test
puqx>ses is here given,
and some of the difficulties encountered are
A steel
described.
channel and angle iron

direction of A. C. Wil-

been

made

tion.

Engineering Experiment Station under the

has

progress

retary of the Associa-

at the

Illinois

ing to a close, this

be

any

11.
Ohio, on June
Allen W. Williams.
Columbia Building, Columbus, Ohio, is Sec-

cided to have this investigation

will

of

the 1919 convention of
the Association to be

of

It

A

interest.

tilating Association, at
their 1918 convention,
appropriated the sum

furnace.

influence

floors

were

These

floors

plank
placet!.

General view of the furnace testing plant. The switchboard for the
electric thermo-couples is located on the first floor above the
a portion of the auxiliary fresh air
The construction of the frame work supporting the variinlet.
ous floors and the various vertical ducts are shown. Tests hve
been made with the galvanized iron jacket insulated with a \'A
in. hair felt covering.

furnace.

At the

left

is

765

or platforms represent
three floors of a dwelling and are 8 ft. apart

from
floors.

top

to

Steel

top

of

frame

stairs are used,

giving

easy

to

access

all
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ceiling level.

The

vertical

between two stud
with plaster board nailed to th
are

placed

edges,

thus enclosing the flues.
of air between the

The passage

flue and the stud and plaster
board closure is prevented.
Single and double- wall vertical,

tin

are

flues

installed

to

the

and

the

performance

is

second and third
variation
noted.

in

stories,

Electric

thermo-couples
are installed in each of the ten
registers, six in the base of two
vertical flues leading to each
floor,

one

one

in the

smoke pipe and

in the fresh air inlet.

These

eighteen thermo-couples are connected with a switchboard located on the first floor, where the

temperature readings are taken.

A

thermometer is placed in
the horizontal duct at the left of
the front of the furnace and is

Side view of the furn ace sh owing the fresh air inlet and the Uehling CO 2 Recorder at the
In the rear is the 10 in. tube forming a portion of the auxiliary fresh air inlet.
right.

floors.

This structure

is

under constant observation in order to maintain a
constant firebox temperature.
The fluctuation of
temperature is very small, and the average is well
maintained.
As yet only anthracite coal is used,

erected in the Mechanical

The installation conExperimental Laboratory.
sists of a No. 270 hot air furnace, made
by Moore
This is a standard furBrothers, Toliet. Illinois.

and the firing, burning and weighing of the residual
ash conforms to a standard procedure.
Temperatures are not taken in the jacket, owing
to the radiant heat dispelled from the furnace, but
it is
expected that a method of measuring the air
temperature at that point will shortly be developed.

View

of a portion of the auxiliary fresh air inlet
At the
apparatus.
is the exhaust fan attached to the 10 in.
pipe connected to
the auxiliary inlet shown at the left of the general view of the
test plant.
The apparatus for regulating the fan and damper Is
shown. At the table can be seen the Pilot tube for
measuring
the volume of air passing through the inlet.
Readings are taken
at various points in the diameter of the 10 in. tube.
With
velocity conditions at the auxiliary inlet identical with those at
the furnace inlet the volume of air
passing into the inlets is
thus determined.
left

nace with an ordinary solid cast iron fire
pot and
galvanized iron jacket.
There are four i2-in.
round horizontal ducts for the first floor, two
9-in.
and two 8-in. for the second floor and two
Q-in.
for the third floor.
These horizontal ducts are

covered with an asbestos paper.
The first floor
ducts are connected to a boot
leading to the base
board registers, as shown in the illustration. The
other horizontal ducts connect with vertical flues
after passing through the boots at the basement

View

of the furnace fresh air
fresh air inlet at the right.

inlet

at

the left and the auxiliary
readings are being

The anemometer

taken at 24 points on the face of the inlet to the furnace.
Identical velocity conditions are established in the auxiliary
inlet by means of an induction fan shown in another illustration.

The

velocity

registers

mometer.
steel
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of

the

air

passing through

the

measured by a special type of aneThis anemometer is attached to a square

is

bar of sufficient length to permit of

its

being

I
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in

the diameter of the

lo-in. tube, and
air entering the furnace inlet

thus the
found.
The apparatus for controlling the speed of the fan
and the damper is also shown.

volume of

In a small research
laboratory
for tlie purpose of

is

is

installed a de-

vice

checking the volume of
air passing through the
At the inlet end
registers.
of this, at the left in the illustration, is
placed an
electric heater attached to a duct
leading to a fan.
Leading from this fan, to the right, is a 5-in. tube
which expands into a horizontal duct which enters

small research laboratory.
At the left is an
in
the
em]
of
the
which
placed
pipe
leads to an electric driven fan.
The air is drawn through the
heater and passed into a 5 in. tube which expands at the ri^ht
end into a horizontal furnace duct which passes through a bout

Auxiliary apparatus
electric
heater

into

in

and through

a register.

The same temperature and

booi: above which is installed a
register.
By
manipulating the furnace and fan identical tem-

a

as

stallation.

that

are taken on each register face and in identically
the same position.
The average of their readings
gives the velocity of the air travel through the

On

the fresh air inlet, 17 x 47 in. in size,
register.
six horizontal readings are taken on each of four
positions in the height of the inlet, giving Uveruyfour readings on the face of the inlet during a

By

these

This method of securing

shown

is

tube

I'itot

the

by
through the register

of the registers, in which are cut three notches in
which the bar slides. By this means nine readings

the average velocity
the fresh air inlet.

A

which

tube,

placed in three ]>osicions across the length of the
Two steel bars are attached to the sides
register.

period of two minutes.

and velocity conditions are established
were found at the registers in the furnace in-

perature

velocity

conditions are established at the register as may be found at
each register in the test plant.
When these conditions are
established readings are taken from the Pilot tube apparatus
connected with the 5 in. pipe and the volume uf air passing
through the register is determined. By means of this apparatus
the volume of air passing through all of the registers is
measured.
This is found to be slightly in excess of the air
passing through the inlet and probably the result of infiltration
through openings in the furnace jacket.

in the illustration of

the

volume of

is

inserted

volume of
is

the

determined.

in

the

air
It

=;-in.

passing
is

found

air

passing through the registers is slightly greater than that
passing through
the inlet.
This is probably due to infiltration into
the jacket.

An auxiliary plant is also used to work out problems on horizontal and vertical ducts. In this work
the horizontal ducts will be of various lengths and
inclinations.
The vertical flues will be of different
sections, round and rectangular, and the effect of
any particular departure in design and installation
from a typical standard is determined. The air is
heated by a steam coil to any desired temperature
and the water of condensation is measured. Temperature and velocity readings at the register are
taken in the same manner as in the installation
before described.

The

effect of various types of

means the tempera-

ture of the air at the

inlet, at

the

base of the vertical ducts and at
the registers is found, as well as
the velocity of the air at the inlet
and the register faces.

To check

the

volume of the

passing through the

comparative

inlet

measurement

is

air

furnace, a

and

register

taken on an aux-

A: the left of
iliary apparatus.
the furnace installation shown in
the illustration

is

shown an aux-

connecting with a 10in. tube.
This tube in turn terminates in an exhaust fan, shown
iliary inlet

in the illustration.
By means
of this fan the same anemometer
readings are established as occur
in the furnace inlet.
As shown,
a Pitot tube is inserted and read-

ings are taken at several points

of
Auxiliary plant for problems on vertical and horizontal ducts, different sizes and shapes
ducts will be tested with different inclinatons and lengths of the horizontal duct,
air
in
the
steam
coils
is
heated
The air
large
by
insulated and not insulated.

chamber at the right. The glass encased Wahlen Draft Gauge a shown suspended
from the duct with which the draft is measured at various points in the diameter of
An enlarged view of the gauge is shown in the lower left-hand corner.
the duct.
the register and
Temperature readings are taken at the base of the vertical duct, at
Velocity measurements are taken at the
in the duct near the hot air chamber.
register with an anemometer.
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insulation

will

be measured.

It

was found

that

no known
it.
It
was
measure
given to Mr.
gauge would
Wahlen to design and construct one, and he has succeeded in constructing the Wahlen gauge, which
indicates i/ioooo in. head in alcohol, which is
This
comparative to 1/12000 in. head in water.

was

the draft in the duct

so slight that

is shown in the glass enclosed cage in
the illustration, and readings are taken at various
This instrupoints in the diameter of the pipe.
ment is so delicate that the passing of the hand

instrument

in front of the orifice

causes

it

to register a varia-

tion in air conditions.

This description will indicate the vast amount of
labor and time required to make the installation of
the main testing plant, the installation of the auxof the
iliary plants and the designing and making
delicate instruments required for this particular
work. At the same time certain conversion charts

were prepared, from which the various instrument
readings are quickly converted into final form.
The program aims to establish ( i ) a reasonable
basis for rating furnace performance, (2) to compare the performance of several standard types of

furnaces, and

to

(3)

determine what are reason-

able velocities in pipes. The tests made at this time
are to establish the capacity of a furnace to heat a
given number of pounds of air from one given

temperature to another temperature during a given
period of time. The field of investigation is very
great, and in order to complete it two more years
of work may be required.
New and important

problems are continually arising which must be
solved. Much data used in the design of warm air
furnace heating plants has been found to be incorrect and conditions that have never been contemplated have been discovered. It will only be by
means of such an investigation as this that the
actual facts concerning

use can be known.

warm

air furnaces

and

their

of the utmost importance

It is

to that portion of the building industry devoted to

construction of dwellings mainly, and some
other types of buildings, that this work be carried
on to completion. When completed, and the various furnaces are standardized as to their performance and this data is available for installation design, the architect can proceed with some assurance
of success in the use of warm air furnaces. This
will certainly be a most welcome change from the
the

conditions that

now

obtain.

Reinforced Concrete Building Stands Extreme Overload
concrete structures have often

excess of their designed
safe carrying capacity, both for the purpose of
testing the efficiency of certain types of design and
for other experimental purposes. The University of

concrete pile foundation, with floors designed to support a live load of 200 pounds per square foot. The
section in which the overloading occurred is 80 ft.
wide by 218 ft. long, divided transversely into
three bays, the outer bays being each 26 ft. 4 in.

No. 106, records the results of
conducted on a flat slab type of reinforced concrete building about to be demolished.

wide, and the center bay 27 ft. 4 in. wide. In a
longitudinal direction the columns, which are circular in section, are spaced 18 ft. on centers. The

a greater or
service

floor construction is of the girder, beam and slab
The girders are
type with troweled floor finish.

conditions, it is seldom that a building is called
upon to sustain an overload as great as that which

14 in. by 26 in., in section, and have a clear span
of approximately 16 ft.
the beams are 8 in by
22 in. in section, spaced

REINFORCED
been loaded far

in

Illinois, in Bulletin

one such

test

While overloading
lesser

extent

in

also occurs

structures

was

recently placed
upon the second floor
of a reinforced concrete building in

having a clear span of
25 ft. 2 in. and those in
the center bay of 26 ft.

in

2

question was erected
about three years ago,
and is one of a group
of several similar
buildings.
stories

It

high

Beams and

in.

gird-

ers are reinforced with

heavy
rods

steel

twisted

(about

i

in.

square) some of which
are bent up at the ends.

four
without
is

built
over
marshy ground upon a

;

6 ft. on centers, the
beams in the outer bays

Long

Island City, N. Y.
structure

The

to

under actual

The

cellar,

General view of building.

7 68

thick

slab

and

is

4 inches
reinforced
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removal of the cases it will be seen that the tin was
stacked nearly uniformly over the entire floor to
a height of 15 cases (or
5 ft.), with a total resultant live load of 1020 Ibs.
per sq. ft., over fire
times the designated safe load. In some
places the
cases were stacked 20
high, thus loading the floor
to

The equivalent average
1360 Ibs. per sq. ft.
uniform load over the entire floor,
allowing for
the two longitudinal aisles near the columns, was
between yoo and 1000 Ibs. per sq. ft., as
nearly
as can be determined, but in

ing was

much higher than

heavily loaded

Interior

of

by
on

tin.

light

view of

The work

sections of

many

panels the loadThat these

this figure.

the

floor

did not col-

second story showing heavy overload
of removal has just been commenced.

round corrugated bars spaced about 4 inches
Gravel concrete was used throughout,

centers.

probably of a 1:2

-.4

mix.

seems that the owners of the building had not
occupied it for some time, but had leased it to a
concern who in turn sub-leased the first and second
stories to a warehouse man.
This sub-lessee began
using the two lower stories early in the year for
It

Boxing beam forms around reinforcing rods

left in place.

the storage of sheet tin prior to its being shipped
This material is boxed in individual

lapse is a remarkable testimonial to the efficiency
of this type of construction.

each having outer dimensions of approxiin. by 14 in. by 4 in. deep, and of
122 Ibs. gross weight, or 68 Ibs. per sq. ft. when
laid flat.
From this it will be seen that the allowable safe load of 200 Ibs. per sq. ft. would have
been exceeded by 3 Ibs. had the boxes been piled
but one foot (or three cases) high.
From the

The sub-lessee had several carloads of sheet tin
on a siding, and apparently it was his intention to
add this to the already overloaded floor. However,
when the loading had reached the stage described,
warning cracks in the beams and girders began
to ap|>ear.
The night watchman became alarmed
by a series of rumblings or creakings. apparently
due to the partial rupture of the concrete as the

to Japan.
cases,

mately I&/2

illustration

showing the second story

after partial

Condition of outer bay after concrete had been removed.
Note beam reinforcing rods left in place also that cases
of sheet tin stacked in center penal are located over girders.

View looking down on

;
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first

floor,

porting forms already in place.

False

work

for sup-
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and the cracks opened. These
seemed so ominous that this individual spent the
deflection increased

rest

of the evening in the

fresh

outside the

air

building and reported approaching trouble

The matter

morning.

shortly thereafter

in

came

the
to

Bureau of Buildings, and Superintendent Moore took prompt steps to relieve
the attention of the

An "unsafe" building
dangerous situation.
and under the powers
was
held,
immediately
survey
vested in him by law and acting under a court
order, based on the findings of the board of survey,
the Superintendent of Buildings caused the removal of the material and the shoring up of the
weakened second floor construction. An examination of the floor after the load had been removed

the

indicated

a

continuity

of action

in

the

structure

appeared in the upper part of the slab roughly concentric around the columns.

The

elastic limit of the construction

(if such a
concrete) was evidently exceeded, and at the present time the work of reconstruction is in progress as shown in the illustrations.
The concrete slab and beams in one of the

property exists

for

outside bays have been removed leaving the
heavy reinforcing rods of the beams exposed, bu
firmly embedded in the wall and interior longitudinal girders at the ends.

The

slab reinforcing

were removed, straightened, and reus
Wood forms were constructed around the beam re
inforcing rods that had been left in place, and
new concrete beams and slab poured. This pro
will be repeated in the center and other outside bay
rods

from wall to wall transversely, cracks having appeared on the upper surface on each side of, and
parallel to, the two lines of longitudinal girders

thus replacing the entire second floor constructio

approximately the point of inflection, this action
thus reducing the bending moment ai the center of

ment

at

'

WL

WL

the

beams

"T" beam
is

evident

to

-

or possibly to

.

I

hat real

beams and slab
some cases the
and into the beam

action did occur between

from the

fact

that

in

cracks extended through the slab
proper or stem of the ''T.'' Pologonal cracks also

without any great

difficulty.

This experience would seem to refute the
so often

crete structure

made
is

that a

damaged

state

reinforced con-

practically unrepairable

and must

be demolished.
Reconstruction work of a somewhat similar nature, it will be recalled, was satisfactorily completed
in the Edison factory buildings at Orange, N. J.,
a few years ago after those buildings had been seriously

Xew

damaged by

fire.

slab being placed.
Reinforcing rods showing are
those taken out of demolished floor slab, straightened
and re-used.
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Present Status of Industrial
Lighting Codes
Part II
B"y G.

H.

GLARE LIMIT SPECIFICATION

S'i'ii'K.NKv

limit is selected

establishment of proper limits for glare is
probably more important than even the matter

THE

"because the eyes are more sensitive

to strong light received from below."
here is a difference of opinion
I

among

illuminat-

is

ing engineers as to the proper values of candle
power per square inch to be applied to this specification, while some think a better
of

be

generally agreed that more employees suffer
from glare than from insufficient light.
Certain

tion can be determined.

lighting conditions are readily recognized as glaring,
while others are equally recognized as free from ob-

perhaps expressed in ratios.
work has been done along this

of intensity.

While the provision of

sufficient light

fundamental, it is also better understood and has
a more obvious relation to
production. It seems to

But when it conies to drawing
a definite limit between danger and safetv, our
present inability to measure or
accurately define objecjectionable glare.

tionable glare makes it
necessary to utilize a qualitative rather than a quantitative
specification.

The

S., Pennsylvania and New
Jersey codes
simply require that lamps be "suitably shaded to
minimize glare,'' with an explanatory note that glare
from lamps or unduly bright surfaces produces
I.

E.

eye-

and increases accident hazard. This is
supplemented by the requirement (under "Distribution
of Light on Work") that
"sharp contrasts" of intensity'' on the work be avoided.
strain

The New York code requires that "exposed bare
lamps, located less than 20 ft. above the floor, shall
be provided with shades, reflectors,

diffusing glassware or other accessories, to eliminate or minimize
glare."
Sharp contrasts of intensity on the workmust also be avoided.

The Wisconsin code goes
Lamps suspended

a

little

farther and says.

above eye level less than
one-quarter their distance from any position at which work
is performed, must be shaded in such manner that the inat elevations

tensity of the brightest square inch of visible light source
shall not exceed seventy-five candle power.

Exception
Lamps suspended at greater elevations than
twenty feet above the floor, are not subject to this requirement.
Note: (a) Glare from lamps or unduly bright surfaces
produces eye-strain and increases the accident hazard.
The brightness limit specified in this order is an absolute
maximum. Very much lower brightness limits are necessary in many interiors illuminated by overhead lamps, if
:

the illumination

is to be
In some cases the
satisfactory.
brightness should not exceed that of the sky
(l-S to 3.0 candlepower per square inch).
Note: (b) When the principal work is done on polished
surfaces, such as polished metal, celluloid, varnished wood,
etc., it is desirable (but not mandatory at present) to limit
the brightness of the lamps in all downward directions to
the amount specified in this order.

maximum

For local lighting the Wisconsin code establishes
the limit of 3 candle power per
square inch, whenever visible from any working position.
'Continued from issue of

May

14,

This lower

principle

glare

lie

specified in

specifica-

has been suggested that
terms of contrast of brightness,
It

Some experimental
line

and

at least

two

experimenters have made up experimental instruments for measuring ratios of brightness. It is recognized that there is a considerable range in the permissible contrast for different
processes for different directions,
of
and for difelevation,
especially
ferent intensities'".

therefore seems likely that sometime in the
some sort of glare classification corresponding to the
intensity classification.
But advance in such a direction cannot be made until
further investigation and development has
provided a reliable basis.
It

future the codes will have

Considerable space has been devoted to the engineering limitations of the present glare specifications, with the view of interesting
experimenters and
engineers in the solution of the problem.
On the
other hand, the present specifications must not be
regarded in any way as a failure.
They are prac-

working specifications which will do much to
improve lighting conditions.
They provide the
means of eliminating practically all conditions which
constitute a serious menace, and while the lack of a
tical,

defined limit may in some cases be taken
advantage
of by either the manufacturers or the
inspectors,
such instances are likely to be quite exceptional. In
reality the present specification

is

more

definite than

many

existing legal requirements in force regarding
matters other than engineering.

DISTRIBUTION OF LIGHT

The New Jersey code

reads: 'Tramps shall be inregard to height, spacing, reflectors or
other accessories, so as to secure a good distribution
of light on the work, avoiding objectionable shadows
stalled

in

and sharp contrasts of

intensity."
distribution of light is partly taken care of
in the intensity and glare limit specifications. That
is, the requirement that intensity shall not fall be-

The

low a certain minimum, coupled with economic considerations, tends to avoid a wide variation in intensity, while the latter also requires the elimina-

1919.
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As worded in
tion of dense shadows on the work.
most codes these rules do not call for the eliminastriations

tion of bright

of light,

or,

in

Emergency
branch

brightly

mum

still

called to them.

likely to accomplish

its

Therefore, the rule seems
purpose without much dif-

ficulty.

In the Wisconsin code a further requirement is
that the local lighting shall be supplemented

by a moderate intensity of overhead lighting, except
when reflection from light colored surfaces produces
This renders more definite
a general illumination.
is

implied by the general requirement

EMERGENCY LIGHTING
in

crowded rooms

service

when

the lighting has failed at the time of a fire,
explosion or other emergency, have emphasized the

workrooms.

ample, where a large number of

must be allowed according

For ex-

ticular cases.

women workers

occupy an upper floor surrounded by dangerous conditions, inflammable materials, etc., continuity of
But where a
lighting is exceedingly important.
small number of employees are scattered over a large
ground floor area, with convenient exits and
without dangerous conditions, safety can be assured
without an elaborate provision for continuity of
Moreover, such provision as would be
lighting.

Where

is

em-

is

a tendency in some quarters to require
to be in operation
when-|

ever the regular lighting is in use. This comes fron
the apprehension of deterioration of unused equip
ment as well as the anticipation of failure to put the
into operation
instantaneously.]
cases simultaneous operation may involve
an excessive expense.
The provision of an auto

emergency lighting
In

It has, therefore, seemed necessary to make only
a general provision in the code, with the expectation
that rulings would be made to cover specific cases,
or that the detailed requirements would be supplied

matic system, with reasonably frequent inspectic
and tests, should provide ample protection.

It is
by those having suitable experience.
a problem of safety engineering than of illuminating engineering.
The general requirement of the rule, common to
most of the codes is "Emergency lamps shall be

Most of the codes do not specify what intensit;
of lighting shall be provided.
In New York State
the emergency lighting is provided for in the law,]
while the code specifies one-quarter foot-candle

more

:

work space aisles, stairways, pasSuch lamps shall be so arsageways and exits.

provided in

all

ranged as to insure their reliable operation when
through accident or other cause the regular lighting
is extinguished."
In some States the rule has been
expanded to include instructions' for insuring reliable operation
separate mains or sources of
energy being required.
For example, the New Jersey code requires

',

emergency lighting

necessary in the first instance, might be prohibitively
expensive for the second.

later

j

it

There
the

1

to the merits of the par-

central station service

has usually been assumed that independent
wiring to the street main provides a sufficient safeguard.
ployed,

j

and other illuminants.

evident that conditions of reliability vary considerably in different instances and that leeway
It is

necessity of avoiding any probability of darkness at
such a time. There is, however, a wide variation in

the actual needs of different

artificial light is require

It is apparent that the question of insuring the
source of supply is one which is open to considerable
discussion, involving, as it does, the reliability of th
generating station and various classes of supply
lines.
Not only do the characteristics of service
received from electric central stations and isolate
plants have to be considered, but in some cases

of the rule.
Panics, which have occurred

supply and

;

made

a feature than

all

Emergency lighting systems shall be supplied from a
source independent of the regular lighting system wherever possible. This source of supply and controlling equipment shall be such as to insure the reliable operation of
the emergency lighting system when through accident or
other cause the regular lighting system is extinguished.
Where a separate source of supply cannot be obtained for
the emergency lighting the feed for emergency lights must
be taken from a point on the street side of all servict
equipment. Where source of supply for the regular lighting system is an isolated plant within the premise., an
auxiliary service of sufficient capacity to supply all emergency lights must be installed from some outside source,
or suitable storage battery
or separate generating
may be considered the equivalent of such service.

limit.

is

including

and used.

The distribution of light rule covers these omissions by calling attention to the relation of lamp
The
equipment and location to light distribution.
if objectionable, are so
referred
effects
to,
lighting
obvious that they are readily recognized when attention

systems,

period of the day during which

shadows which may interfere with
have an intensity above the mini-

lighted rooms, of
vision, but

lighting

shall be entirely independent of the regular
lighting system and shall be lighted concurrently with the
regular lighting system and remain lighted throughout the
lines,

many

Where the system is not
may present more of

control

electric the automatic

a problem.

This value, which
as the intensity to be provided.
be
from
the
intensity table, is beir
might
implied
considered for inclusion in other State codes.
It
seems to be the reasonable value to require for exits

hallways and passageways, and also for the
workrooms. It might, however,
involve an unnecessarily high investment in lines and
equipment, to provide such an intensity in all work
stairs,

main

space

aisles of large

aisles.

(To be concluded)
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Four- Year Record of

Cabot's Stucco Stains
Gentlemen:

Wakefield, Mass., November 11, 1911.
Last spring I used over two hundred gallons of your Waterproof Cement Stains
on Miss Boil's new house at Wakefield. This was a job I was very particular to
have right, and I am glad to say your material has proved entirely satisfactory in
every way.
JAMES F. SHERRITT.
Four Years Later
In September, 1915, an examination of the Boit residence by an expert
decorator showed that the Cabot's Cement Stains had worn so well and
grown so soft and beautiful with age that he advised against re-coloring the stucco when the other parts of the house were painted.
This is typical of the results obtained. These Stains tint stucco surfaces in soft,
rich colorings that grow more charming under the action of the weather.
CATALOG SENT O.V Rl-Qi'HST
:

Stained with Cabot's Stucco Stains
Harland A. Perkins, Architect, Boston

SAMUEL CABOT, INC.,
1133
NEW YORK
Broadway,

Cabot's Quilt, Waterproof

"A

Product

it'tthniit

Cement and

a

Brick Stains, Conserve

Wood

Preservative,

Mass.

Manfg. Chemists, Boston,

24 West Kinzie St., CHICAGO
Damp-proofing Water-proofing
,

f>r<

APOLLO-KEYSTONE
COPPER STEEL
Galvanized

APPALACHIAN
TENNESSEE MARBLE
lias

gone into

country's

Highest in quality and
resistance.

making

of

many

of

the

hanks and public buildings

rust

Unequaled

A

for

Roofing, Siding, Spouting, and
all exposed sheet metal work.
manufacture Sheet and Tin Mill Products of every description Black and
Galvanized Sheets, Corrugated and Formed 1'roducta. Koofluij Tin Platen. Ktc.

We

variety of colors

and markings

to suit each irtdii'idual

Culverts, Flumes, Tanks,

AMERICAN SHEET AND TIN PLATE COMPANY,

tin-

finest

requirement

APPALACHIAN MARBLE

CO.
TENNESSEE

KNOXVILLE

Pittburgh, Pa.

Johnson
"All-Metal"

The oldest

lurm-st iiiiimifiii'turent of
hjirihvitn- in the world.

iinil

wrought steel

Thermostat
Size 4%x2xl

The Most

Artistic
same time the

and at the
most inconspicuous thermostat on the market.
a part of the Johnson
system of heat regulation
It is

"8

GARAGES"

la

tions, deitcrlptlonH

fH.

Johnson Service Co.
Milwaukee

Your copy

a booklet built around the illustraand plaint of eight typical private garwaiting for you to nk for It. Gratis.

U

THE STANLEY WORKS
New

Hi

iiiii

ri.

Conn.,

New York
100 Lafnjrette Street
"I've Ball BearliiK

I

.

A.

Chicago
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Mini-

But Like

i.i-

Street

Permanence"
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and other commercial work. The permits issued daily also
indicate that early June will see considerable speculative
building under way, mostly apartment buildings.

Building Material Market Prices
(Continued from Page 764)

A

ecodigest of weekly reports showing the status of
nomic conditions vital to construction show that the lahor
is at present adequate and that returning soldiers

supply
are being generally employed without unduly disturbing
the labor market. Real estate conditions are found to be
It appears that
excellent and mortgage money is easy.

have almost universally increased from 10 to 50
per cent, with occasional excessive advances in business
space stragetically located, forced by the lack of construction in the past two years and the flow of labor to
rents

industrial centers.

Organized labor is making vigorous efforts to maintain
the present wage scale but indications are that lower
It is true that
levels in some cases are bound to come.
there are sporadic outbreaks, a few strikes and some professional agitation, which, however, can no longer be
classed as extraordinary or preventable even under the
most favorable circumstances. Workers leaving the Gov-

ernment service are thus far being quite generally rein their old positions, and this without in any
large measure displacing extra help taken on the last two

instated

years.
In the

real estate situation the insistent demand for
dwellings has literally forced a limited amount of home
and apartment house building and vastly increased the
But whether labor
rental demand for all available space.
or material costs hold at the present level or not the
great need for new construction has forced the present
building campaign, which before many weeks will develop
into

one of big proportions.

(From our

Special Correspondent)
26.
Commercial construction is
this city.
Inquiry among the architects
shows that while many are busy designing low cost homes,
more are at work on plans for stores, factories, warehouses,

CHICAGO, ILL.,
about to start in

May

(Price quotations now current on building materials and supplies
quoted by dealers and jobbers for delivery in New York and
The quotations set forth are placed before readers
Chicago follow.
THE
AMERICAN ARCHITECT to afford an accurate review of
of
market conditions rather than for use as a basis for actual purchase.
They will not only provide knowledge of the exact state of the market
as to items quoted, but will also present a basis to judge conditions
as affecting co-relating materials.
Items marked (*) indicate an
advance over last week, while those marked (t) record a decline.
Other prices did not fluctuate during the week.)
as

BRICK
Face brick (delivered on job)

Common

(Delivered at job in
hattan only), per thousand

New York

Chicago

:

Borough

of

Rough red
Smooth red
Rough huff
Smooth buff
Rough gray
Smooth gray

Man$1785

$1200

37.00
37.00
42.50
42.50
45.50
45.50
25.00

Colonials

3.25

Chimney

$2.35
2.35

flues

Flue lining:
4 ft. x 8 ft., per ft.
4 x 12, per ft
8 x 8, per
8 x 12, per

ft

ft

i

plies.

Competition continues strong among the dealers in
Contractors are taking advantage of tifl
But in consequence of curtailed
condition in the buying.
production regulating the supply, any price cutting at this
lime is not of sufficient moment to have the effect of can*
in" a break in anv of the material markets.
lines of material.

"We believe it to be our duty as public officials to adv
the public not to delay building projects in the hope
do not believe
prices will come down materially.
will," was a part of the report of the committee rec
appointed by the Illinois legislature to investigate build
material prices. Its members started out in the belief

We

.

'

1

prices of building materials in Illinois were too high,
after holding a hearing in Chicago, before which rep
sentatives of the various building industries testified,
were "driven to the inevitable logical conclusion that ex
ing prices widd not decline materially and that these pric
express a new and substantially a permanent level up

which present and future business must be conducted,
construction can only be accomplished in its real sense fi
every citizen subscribing to the doctrine 'l!uy now. blltW
now.'
'

New York
35
40
49
67

12 x 12, per ft
8 x 18, per ft
12 x 18. per ft
18 x 18, per ft

Wall coping (double
9

slant)

:

24
27
36

per ft
per ft
ft., per ft
Wall coping (single slant)
9 ft., per ft
12 ft., per ft
18 ft., per ft
(Corners and angles four times the price of one
foot of coping the same size.)
ft.,

12
18

ft.,

:

26
30
4J

below 72nd

6 x 12 x 12 partitions, per 1.000 sq. ft
8 x 12 x 12 partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft
10 x 12 x 12 partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft
12 x 12 x 12 partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft
2 x 12 x 12 split furring, per 1.000 sq. ft

.10

$3.50

$2.25

.18
.22
.22
.27

.12
.16
.16
.20

.11

St.

$70.15
102.00
114.75
153.00

63.75

CEMENT
Per

.18
.20

tops:

8x8

territorie

requirements. Oak and maple flooring is in better dema
with prices exceptionally strong. Further advances hav
been made on yellow pine and fir from the mill to the
sumer. Brick, cement, lime, sand and gravel are all hole
ing firm in price. The same is true of metal goods, inclu
ing pipe, fititngs and all plumbing and steam heating

bbl.

in

15 cent bags (Rebate 60c. per bbl. for

bags)

3 in.,

12 x 12 for

consuming

practically all

is

New

BURNED CLAY
(Delivered on job)
Block partition:
per sq, ft
4 in., per sq. ft

coming from

is

evident from the size of orders that dealers are no
any too anxious to replenish stocks heavily at presen
prices.
They are buying to meet the present demand.
Lumber is advancing in price, with stocks exceptional!
scarce at the mills, and dealers and wholesalers are
periencing difficulty in rinding items suitable to fill the
It

Hollow Tile

l

$3.25

and

York
(Delivered at job, in
2 x 8 x 12 partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft
ft
3 x 12 x 12 partitions, per 1,000 sq.
4 x 12 x 12 partitions, per 1.000 sq. ft

BROKEN STONE
(Delivered on job):
1 /i in. per cu. yd. ...
&4 in. per cu. yd. ...

The demand for all building materials continues to shov
Manufacturers
steadygains as the season advances.
that while the dealers are not buying in exceptionally heav
volume individually, the demand is more widely spre

$3.25

COPPER SHEETS
At the mill, hot rolled, 16 oz.
(From jobber's warehouse
Cold rolled add Ic. per Ib.

base-price, per lb...22}c.
cents.

add 2 to 3
to hot rolled.)

CORNER BEAD
Per foot

05

FIBRE
Per bushel
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Houses; Then 10
Houses; Then 50 More Houses
Irvington, N.

Gentlemen

,7.

:

Have specified and use<l your stucco Iroard
on some 40 or more houses built in the
Weequahic Park section of Newark and elsewhere and have always obtained the

b;>st

of

results.

We

did

not

hesitate

to

same
again
the Mesa Housing
use

on 10 houses of the GO for
Proposition that are now Hearing completion
at Irvington, N. J.

When your representative first spoke to us
about your Bishopric Sheathing we kept it in
mind.
As you know, we ordered two car-

An

Engineering and Architect!!iral
firm which does big things in Ne

Jersey has written us regarding! ;:

experience with Bishopric Sheathing on 50 houses it built in connection with the

Mesa Housing

enough for the other DO houses
for the above-mentioned Mesa Housing Prop-

ect at Irvington, N.

osition.

letter.

loads of

it,

\Ve are usins

under shingles, wide nnd
etc.
Although somewhat
skeptical at first about placing shingles over
your sheathing, thinking it would be springy,
we are no longer, this idea having long since

It is

more

it

narrow clapboards,

We find it everything ordinary
disappeared.
sheathing could be and more.
Being easy to

anything
this

else

we

Pro.

Read

].

tl

significant thar

could say

modern Sheathing

abc

Board.

(

the carpenters liked putting it on.
its possibilities and the
economy in
we will not hesitate to bring it to
the attention of any of our clients
who, in
the future, expect to build.

handle,

Seeing
using it,

Yours

truly,

STROHBACH & MEBTENS,
Engineers and Architects,
Victor H. Strombach.

Note the

list

of institutions which hav
either on I

used Bishopric Sheathing-

Housing or Home

dustrial

Builc

projects:
Youngstown Sheet

&

Tube Company,

Youngrtow

Ohio; Virginia Shipbuilding Corporation, Alexa
Va.; American Clay Machinery Company, Bucy
Ohio; F. C. Mesa Munition., Irvington, N. J.; Hamil
\
O., Home Building Co.; Petroleum Iron
Petroleum, Ohio.

The Bishopric Manufacturing Co.
904 Este

Avenue

Cincinnati, Ohio

y
-v

-V
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Allerton House
ARTHUR LOOMIS HARMON,

HOUSE,

illustrated

Architect

in

presents not only an attractive and well considered architectural solution of the often recurring- probthis issue,

ALLERTON
lems of

life in

cities,

large

but

it

also affords

opportunity to consider an interesting and
satisfactory

working out from

a sociological

standpoint of certain phases of the housing
problem in New York City. There can be

man is very largely influenced
In
by the character of his surroundings.
New York there are a large number of single
men engaged in the professions and in the
more important activities of commercial life,
who have for a long time looked for just
such living accommodations.
Many of
these men come from the smaller cities and
no doubt that

some from the country,
and among surroundings like these become
merged into a social whole to form a community remarkable for its homogeneity and
larger towns, and

a certain esprit de

corf's.

interesting to note that the modern
business men in large cities are becoming
It

is

as keenly interested in the question of environment of their various employees out of
office

hours as are the manufacturers

who

seek to provide attractive working surroundings in addition to the best elements of

DETAIL OF ROOF GARDEN

modern housing.
This new

venture has proved the business

sagacity of its originators and promoters and from
the start has been a successful commercial enterinfluence
prise. There is no doubt that this fact will
the erection of similar structures in our large cities
and it is therefore believed that the working out

by architects of problems that were presented and
that have been so satisfactorily perfected, will afford an interesting and valuable basis for other

zoning law

in

New York

which took

effect after

the building was planned, the upper stories will
be left exposed on all four sides. As will be noted,
the architect has treated the building as far as
possible as a tower, adopting a symmetrical plan

a similar class of work.
This building has been erected on an interior
lot approximately 71 x 100 feet and is seventeen

and providing a nearly uniform wall surface treatment for all four sides. As economy of construction was a necessity in this project, there was selected a certain common red brick which was used
on the front. The impossibility of providing a projecting cornice treatment except on the street front

new

led to a treatment similar to that of mediaeval Italian

men who may undertake

stories high.

Owing

to the restrictions of the
Copyright, 1919,

The Architectural

6r

Building Prest One.)
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cotta trimtowers with a restricted use of red terra
on the
shaft
brick
the
of
main
The
fagade
mings.

which
street rises directly from a low granite base,
floor.
first
the
stone is used to trim the openings of
laid
been
has
brick
the
up
the street

On

fagade
with projecting headers to accent the slight vertical
lines of the shaft and with wide and irregular
joints.

superintending this job of
to understand just
bricklaying to get the masons
to
or
desired
was
what effect
get them to agree
It

was

difficult

in

able to produce more often an artistic result such
as is shown in the brick work on the fagade of
this

building.

In the designing of the interior and the arrangement of the plan, the architect has endeavored to
get as far away as possible from the usual hold
aspect and to create an atmosphere more nearly akin
For this reason the
to that of the private club.
lobbies have been kept small, the office has been

behind the elevators with circulation to it
around that space, and the main feature of the input

ENTRAXCE LOBBY
to what they stoutly maintained was an unworkmanlike result. They were therefore told to "make
a bad job of it."
The foreman finally
to

terior, the large

do

with the understanding that his name was
not in any way to be connected with the
laying of
brick in such a way. This incident is set down here

either hand, off the lounge there

simply to illustrate how often it is difficult for architects to secure an artistic
interpretation of material by a class of labor which
stoutly maintains

early Renaissance, with panelling below and rough
plaster above, and a beamed and panelled ceiling.
As there is no outlook, the glass is not transparent

that

and has therefore been treated in a purely
tive manner in two or three slightly varying
with interesting leading, and the occasional

agreed

this

it

is

"skilled"

and which cannot visualize any
and fast rule of

result that departs from a hard
their craft.
we shall have

When

state

of craftsmanship,

developed a higher

we

shall,

it

is

hoped, be

lounge

in the rear

which

extends

for the full width of the building lot and through
two stories in height, is located on this floor.
<

is

a small writing

room and library with clearstory windows ovei
The treatment is that of an English Hall of the

of well selected spots of color.

774

decorashades,

placing
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This interesting window was designed by
Clement Heaton.
The building has approximately 400 rooms,
a typical floor containing thirty rooms. The
larger and better located rooms have a
shower and toilet between each two rooms,
while for the remaining rooms the showers
and toilets are located in convenient groups
There is a lavatory in
in the corridors.
each room.

An
is

interesting feature of this development
to be found in the planning of the roof.

On

reaching this point the elevator stops in
a solarium treated in pebbled plaster with

rough brick trim. Over the rear wing at a
lower level is a larger gymnasium lighted
from clearstory windows on three sides.
Over the front wing facing the south and
reached from the solarium by a short flight
of steps is the roof garden. This is enclosed
by the arcade columns forming the crown of
the building. This screen gives the effect of an enclosed garden treatment breaking up the otherwise
too
wide outlook into interesting individual
glimpses of the city. The floor of the roof garden

LIBRARY
is built up on the beams so as to leave
pockets for
earth for planting at the sides.
The present Allerton House is the third of a

group of

RECEPTION ROOM
775

similar

name

that

progressively

have
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marked the development of this housing scheme in
New York. The first Allerton House was located
in the Greenwich Village section and was a modest
The name of Allerton
structure of fifty rooms.
was selected because the building was located on
the spot

ness

activity on the East Side, near Peck Slip.
the second Allerton House was built, at

When

Thirty-eighth Street and Lexington Avenue, the
was yet within the region that is most intimately

site

connected with Manhattan Island's early history.
It was within an easy stone's throw of the Old
Bouwerie, or Bowery, the one-time important thoroughfare that led by a winding road and shaded

where once stood the farmstead of one

lanes

to

the

undeveloped country that composed

Manhattan Island

to the north.

The third and present Allerton House, on Thirtyninth Street, has found a site but a few short blocks
its predecessor and it is where old New
Yorkers walk of pleasant Sunday afternoons and
view with reminiscent eyes a neighborhood that at
one time was the scene of ul:ra fashionable Murray

away from

ELEVATOR LOBBY
Hill.

While

this particular section may not have
artistic atmosphere that is claimed

retained the
or affected by dwellers in Greenwich Village, o
that

LOUNGE FROM LIBRARY
Isaac Allerton, who journeyed to this country in
the Mayflower and located in Greenwich Village.
The Allertons were a thrifty family and their farm

became one of the
Island.

best

Later, certain

more

certain artistic environment that

is

well sustained in the Gramercy Park section o
the South, it has a preference for the sturdy and
solid things of life, the substantial elements that

developed on Manhattan
the family en-

members of

tered into commercial pursuits, and the warehouse
of Allerton for many years was the center of busi-

built

New York

to its present prosperity.

has
If, as was claimed at the outset, environment
a strong effect on the character and the contentment
of people, they who frequent Allerton House should
find all of those desirable things amidst surroundexc
ings that have been carefully planned and
lently carried to conclusion.
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Garage and Entrance Turns
By

A. D. TAYLOR, Landscape Architect and

C_ "Y"

TURNS

are so-called because in changing direction in the least available space,
the wheels of the car leave the outline
Numerous forms are made more or less

||

-1-

of a Y.

Photo.

I.
The normal problem with a small garage
and limited lot. See photo. 2 and Fig. 8.

II

Town Planner

probably the turn best adapted to
The dimensions of 16 ft.
from the door along the line of the front, and 17 ft.
at right angles to this line to the inner point of the

Example 9

"^7" "TURNS

Part

is

cars of short wheel base.

reversing space are ample for the average small

Photo. 2. Showing the general relationship of the
house to the garage on a small lot. See photo. I and
Fig.

8.

complicated because of the requirements imposed
by the direction of approach and number of cars

car where the wheel base does not exceed 120 in.
It is to be noticed that they are less in the three-car

in the garage.

example, as

made necessary

primarily by the
small
lots where every
on
introduction of garages
.
.
effort is made to secure
maximum service on a

This type

is

jL^J

minimum

it

has a wide court before the three

doors.
It

may

..

be well to state here that the position of
the large and small cars
in the berths may enable

Such

area.

one to reduce area

in the
In Figure 10 the
large car would best be
in the right-hand berth,
the small car in the middle berth and the electric
runabout in the lefthand berth. If the large
car is to be kept in the

often necessary because of limited
space, and again because
the landscape effect produced is more to be desired than that of an
oval or a court.
They
occur primarily at the
turns

are

turn.

.

and
entrance,
garage
may be broadly subdivided into turns where
the approach

is

left berth,

FIGURE: 6

:

(a) Directly from the front;
(b) Diagonally from the front
(c)

(d)
garage
(e)

;

Parallel to the front.

From

_

the
those

I

the rear parallel to one side of the

property

;

From

Under

the

the simplest

line.

(b)
the rear diagonally.

(a) DIRECTLY

DIAGONAL FRONT APPROACH

the location in Figure 1 1 and the
of
property lines in Figure 12 resulted
proximity
in diagonal approach well shown in the illustraIn Figure n, space "S" within the dotted
tions.

The nature of

FROM THE FRONT

are Figures 8, 9 and 10, showing
form for one and three car garages.

first

dimensions of

"Y"

must equal
shown in Figure 8.
FIGURE: 9
Care on this point will
a
always give better results and often solves
unforThis
area.
restricted
of
example
problem
trees and a
tunately is a case of restriction by large

Hun
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Photo.

An

4.

interesting treatment in the location of
See photo. Xo. 5 and Fig. 18.

machine garage.

a three

line is for

parking of extra car.

It is

Photo.

5.

'Preserving a

maximum

of

space

for

garden and allowing a minimum of space for the
See Fig. 18.

not necessary

In Figure 12, are
for the convenience of turning.
evident all the refinement of curve and variation in

width to allow standing and passing cars at the
front door, easy access to and exit from garage,
and liberal space for reversing direction of travel
within the least practicable road area.
The full
curve just beyond the steps is necessary to bring

A

the rear of the car close to steps.
banked drive
in place of the ordinary crowned road is a distinct

advantage here, as

Photo.

fitting the

driveway curve, and

8.
The ideal treatment of a garage for
chines of small wheel base. See Fig. 9.

the natural slope for drainage

away from

ma-

the build-

ings.

(c)

APPROACH PARALLEL TO THE FRONT

This example shows an easy solution when the
is located well in front of the line of the
garage, for an easy curve of approach and a reversing area of our normal measurements are all
that are required.
Small car berth is in stall "A."
The second example is more difficult of solution,
drive

as the driveway axis is but 12 ft.
away from the
line of the front of the
garage. Here the wheel
tracks in actual trial were the
guiding element in
the final design.
Additional width was

provided

before the house entrance, while the straight short

778

,

the

drive.
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drive was kept to 10 feet in width.
The large
turning court allows any car to take any berth in

(d) API-ROACH FROM

the garage and provides considerable
parking space
for visiting machines and is not wasteful of valuable area. Planting has so screened it, as the illustration shows, that it appears small, the

of

photograph
being taken from a point just beyond the house
door, yet does not show the right-hand side of the
court. The designer may be asked why he did not

formalize this turning area with a dignified reccareful study of the illustration
tangular court.
and photograph will show clearly that in order to

A

THE REAR PARALLEL TO ONE

SIDE OF TIIK GARAGE
This type

modern

is

becoming the commonest problem
and landscape architects, and

architects

due to the prevailing desire to attach the
garage
to the rear of the service
portion of the house on
ordinary suburban lots of restricted width.
In
is

"V

turns designed to meet the requirements imposed by parking of an extra car, it will be noted
that the parking space is in the
apex of the turn.
Types shown in Figures 15 and iS, with a spur

preferably not less than 14 ft. in width, are more
practicable for this purpose.
The simplest form, here shown, and one which
will be frequently encountered, is that of a new

garage attached

to

an old house

in

the only avail-

Photo. 6. Meeting the requirements of a commodious
and attractive entrance turn within a limited space.
See Photo. 7 and Fig. \o. 6.

able position wherein fine trees would not be sacrificed.
While the turn is somewhat restricted by

make this area into a court and still preserve ample
space for parking, the area consumed by the design

would have been much greater and the waste

largely increased.

Photo. 7. Placing the garage on the living side of the
house in a restricted area and developing a proper relationship between the garage turn and entrance turn.
See Fig. No. 6.
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other trees, a satisfactory and minimum area is
given for all necessary maneuvers, and the whole
is
splendidly away from the living area of the

house and lot.
The next example

Photo.

9.

within a

is

quite similar in type but

Different solution of a troublesome problem
space to meet the requirements of a
three machine garage.

limited

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT

Photo. 14. Garage court properly framed with plantings and newly transplanted trees to soften garage line.
See Fig. No. 13.

greatly restricted by a ravine 40 ft. beyond the
doors of the garage, hence the peculiar shape and
the placing of berth No. 3, to be entered by the

short-turning electric runabout, directly from the
while the gas cars use other doors on the

drive,
turn.

It is

a fairly satisfactory solution of a dif-

Photo.
large

3.

Providing

machines within

court

garage

to

a limited area.

accommodate

See Fig. No.

13.

is best solved
by rear approach. The illusgives an excellent idea of the small area
The 45 feet of width
possible for driveway.
gained by a three-car front added to the drive

problem
tration

width was combined with a long spur and full
curves to produce a turn easy to navigate with one

13

or even two other cars

ing

the

in

most

proved

court,

stai

and

hi

m

satisfactory

service.

problem, and the relative
position of the small car and
ficult

(e)

APPROACH FROM THE
REAR DIAGONALLY

large cars gives the key to the
solution.
three-door front
would have thrust the garage
too far into the
only possible

the turn.

garden area.

direct

A

Here
tate

In

this

feature

shown a farm esgarage, where there was
is

is

case

the

essential

the wide throat of
This turn allows a

radial

sweep

into

the

garage with the small car in
first berth
and a curve of

no need of
cramping the
turning area in any way. While lacking in grace
on plan it is very comfortable in use.
Here again a very narrow and
very deep lot

longer radius for larger car

second berth. The wide throat makes it easy to
come from the reverse, after backing out, into the
main curved drive. A standing car at "A" does
iu

7 8o
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not interfere with use of the turn, but enlargement
to the dash line B-C would improve the turn were

of

there ample room on the lot.
The dash line D-E
can be adopted as shown to reduce roadbed to a
minimum and provide space for a better screen
planting of shrubbery.

tion of a pleasure car
photographs Xos. 16

D
A

should never be less than 35 or 40 ft. The radius
curvature for grades exceeding 6 per cent
should never be less than 50 or 60 ft. On roads
which exceed these extremes, the efficient opera-

COMBINATION OF OVAL & "Y"

court,

and

in

garage requires a large expanse of
Figure 20 is shown an island which

seriously handicapped.

and 17 are shown
of
curves
on
entrance drives.
ing types
pleasing

five-car

is

effect

In

interest-

A

most

on sharp degrees of curvature

is

The
resulting from "banking'' the drive.
curved lines of the drive are better emphasized,
that

^forr_
I

XOl/RTAiQ

Z P'OAJJJTUR
J tl_CCT1?IC

<3AFDr/t

FIGURE
and the wear on the roadbed from frequent
or rapid traffic is much less, and the curve is
easier for the driver than on the road with the
ordinary crown. The ordinary crown on an
entrance drive

is

\'.

in.

to the foot.

A

i6-ft.

road would, therefore, have approximately a
All roads on grades of less than
4-in. crown.
4 per cent should have at least an 8 to lo-in.
bank on the curved portions. ( )n steep grades
as high as 8 per cent and with sharp curves,
the bank of a if>-ft. road should be not less
than 6 to 20 in. (iood practice calls for an
1

FIGURE,

15

FIGURE,

increase of width on sharp turns, particularly
This widening
in the case of steep grades.

16

was heavily planted and served three purposes.
reduced the extent and cost of road metal, it gave
a convenient loop for service vehicles, and provided
It

opportunity for the high planting to partially screen
the garage front from the house and entrance gate

should commence 50 ft. l>efore the sharper
curve begins, increase up to 25 per cent of the road
width in the depth of the curve, and taper out of
50 ft. beyond the end of the curve.
Considerable study has been given to the possi-

of sight shown by arrows A and B.
or three photographs have been introduced
into this article in order to bring out one other interesting and closely allied point in the designing
of entrance drives. There are numerous entrance
drives on private estates, which, with careful conin the lines

Two

have been made very interesting
and pleasing, but which possess extremely awkward curves, both from the standpoint of looks
and from the standpoint of operating a car easily.
The radius of curvature on entrance drives bears a
This
to the grade of the road.
direct
sideration, could

relationship
radius on grades of less than

4^/2

to

5

per cent
7 8l

Photo

16.
Sharp entrance drive curves should
safeguarded by ample width of road-bed.

be
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of drawing from accumulated data definite
fundamental principles which may be applied to all
The subject, which seems simple,
garage turns.
is in reality so complicated that it is much better
to make a few general suggestions than to endeavor
bilities

cover fully the field of possibilities. The latter
course would only serve to confuse the amateur
and perhaps the professional designer as well.
1. It is not possible to establish precise diameters
of turns for cars of different wheel bases under
to

the possibilities in the development of the turnin;
.
area.
One factor to be considered is the type of

door to be used, as it is evident that the use of
sliding doors will minimize the amount of grouni
devoted to this purpose.
Another factor is
relative

arrangement of the long and short cars

the garage berths.

The providing

of sufficient space for the tu:
by the garage itself,

in addition to that required

oftentimes such a dominant factor as fundame

the present conditions of manufacture.
Possibly
the manufacturers will eventually arrive at a point
where a car of short wheel base and a car of long

wheel base

will

turn

in

proportionately

varying

diameters.
2. The width of the drive opposite main entrance
steps should be no less than 15 ft. to allow one

to pass with comfort
car waiting before the entrance.
"Y" turn
3. The depth of the

automobile

with

another

measured per-

pendicularly to the face of the garage, and directly
opposite the doors, should not be less than 33 to

35

ft.

for large machines.

ward swinging doors

call

Out(See Fig. 17.)
for an increase in this

dimension equal to the width of the door
4.

The minimum measurement

across

itself.

a

"Y"

turn, parallel with the front of the garage, from
one side to the end of the "Y" for a car of long

wheel base, should be approximately 30 ft., and
for cars of shorter wheel base should be approximately 25 ft. (See Figs. 8 and 9.)
is frequently
5. Much more consideration than
the case should be given in locating a garage to

Photo.

17.

A

FIGURE. 20.
tally to influence the planning of the position of
garage, even to the extent of modifying the 1
tion or orientation of the residence itself,
thereby the design of the entire composition. 1
whole matter should receive attention at the ti
of the determination of the arrangement of
major features of the estate, and not, as too o

the case, as an incidental item in connection with
the finish grading of the areas about the buildi

variety of interesting road curves
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is

often the

charm

of

many

estates.

England Revives Art
In the past century many British manufacturers
the importance of art in industry,
writes Captain B. S. Townroe. The pottery made

recognized

by Josiah Wedgwood, and the furniture created
by Chippendale are still famous throughout the
world.
Recently, however, a soulless commercialism, aiming at dividends, has turned out thousands
of articles on the same pattern, at the cheapest
price, regardless of aesthetic quality or artistic deIndustry, careless of the traditions inherited

sign.

from the craftsmen of former generations, has
divorced craft. Those who are guiding British industry during the present period of reconsideration and reconstruction, are determined to bring

them together again

in the national interests.

A
to

brief study of the steps which are being taken
encourage manufacturers to use the imagina-

tion

and

art of the craftsmen, will not be without

interest to those

Americans who have studied John

Ruskin's efforts in the Mid-Victorian era to secure
that the cheapest machine-made articles of trade
be designed with art.
He wrote in 1859:
"Let it be for the furnace and for the loom of

England, as they have already richly earned, still
to bestow comfort on the indigent,
civilization on the rude, and to dispense, through
the peaceful homes of nations, the grace and the
preciousness of simple adornment and useful pos-

more abundantly

Already
England and Wales there are some
200 schools of arts and crafts, which it is hoped
will be the backbone of training in the application
of art to industry. These schools are influencing
furniture manufacturers to depart from the sham
antique, textile weavers to turn out beautiful designs, and glass and dress and china to be made
in good styles.
In fact citizenship and workmanship are advancing together. At the Central School
of Arts and Crafts in London, for example, a
scheme has been introduced, both to raise the
standard of English music-engraving, and to develop a trade which up to the war was largely
in

in

German hands.

tion act there is

Under

the

new

British educa-

ample opportunity for the estab-

lishment of day technical schools to provide for
boys and girls between 13 and 16 years of age a
pre-apprenticeship education in craft.

Unfortunately there is
Great Britain as occurred
1910.

commission of labor stated that "the old system of
apprentices has died out," and the "present system
of specialization confines a beginner to one maor one operation."
chine,
"The individual
worker finds his life narrow and monotonous, his
work a mere round of drudgery instead of a means
of self-expression."
In America this crisis was
faced 10 years ago; the British are only beginning
face it today.
Education is aiming at making
the artist a better craftsman, and the craftsman
a better artist, and, equally as necessary, at teachto

ing the middlemen and the shopkeepers to understand what they sell, and to desire a higher standard.
Yet ultimately a nation's trade reflects its
character, and only the buying of an educated public can influence
Purchasers have to
production.
be taught not to take nasty things home and live
with them, but to create a demand for good work.
There are definite agencies at work to foster
for in the future employers and
employed are to be brought into co-operation on
the Whitley councils, new democratic conferences,
now being set up in all parts of Great Britain.
Similar committees have existed in certain trades
in the north of England for some time, and have
improved the designs in book production, jewelry
and kindred trades. In addition design and industhis better spirit,

tries exhibitions are

mens of

session."

the

same

difficulty

in

United States in
In that year the report of the American
in the

in Industry

touring the country with speci-

workmanship, and a recent private
exhibition this spring has already had a far-reaching influence. Further, the board of trade and the
board of education are proposing to establish a
fine

British institute of industrial art, which will provide a permanent exhibition of work, showing a
high standard of original design, and will also de-

velop machinery to bring designer and art workers
in closer touch with manufacturers.

Special

works

of art are to be purchased by the state and special
scholarships provided for research and experiments.
King George once said, "Wake up, England."
His words did not seem to have much effect at the
time, but the war has stirred even Rip Van WinThe British are at least awakening to a reali-

kle.

zation of the place of art in industry.
craftsmen, distributors and consumers

Producers,

show

signs

of demanding quality as essential, both for indusinto
try and the nation. If this spirit is translated
action, we may see a new renaissance in the old

country.
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English Review Of American
Architecture

exceedingly entertaining and well-informed
contributor to The Architects' Journal of
London, writing under the pseudonym of

tells

degree of efficiency in construction was attained.
Later on came the German settlers, who built Ger-

mantown, and the French colonists, who settled in
Louisiana.
The scale of the country stamped the
architecture from the outset. The housing question
was handled with dexterity, for it was a primary
need. Then came the time of Independence, which,

March 26 the thoughts
when he came across in a port-

in the issue

of

were revived
an architect friend a bundle of snapshots
the contemplation of which results in an exceedingly
that

folio of

American

interesting retrospection of
He writes:

The other
folios of

day, while searching

an architect friend,

my

architecture.

curiously enough, did not disturb either emigration
or the flow of architectural ideas from England. At

the port-

the end of the eighteenth century the
building vernacular in the settled parts of the States had as-

among

fancy was caught

sumed

by a brown-paper parcel. It was not a respectable
The string was knotted, the paper was
package.
the
at
edges but somehow the packet had
frayed
the look of having been neglected long enough to
The legend on the cover,
prove interesting.
"World's Fair, Chicago: Snapshots Taken in 1893,"
whetted my curiosity still more. As I went through
the photographs and sketches, the conclusion was

definite lines

the development of civic build-

ings followed as a matter of course.
*

*

*

*

;

forced upon

me

to rediscover

so the package found
this

its

way

America

my

work, was able to design a moderate building.
A
lawyer could direct the erection of Independence
Hall

at

Philadelphia,

or a doctor could build a

church on the Gibbs model.

at leisure,

to Tothill Street,

week provides material for

In Washington's day a man of average intelligence, referring to Batty Langley's or some other

The days

of Jefferson,

Latrobe, Hoban, Isaiah Rogers, and Strickland were
to follow.
I think my readers will concur with the
statement that even as late as the year 1840, when

and

causerie.

Ithiel

Town was an influence, architectural inspirafrom England was accepted as a matter of

For the past twenty years we have lived in the
shadow of American architecture, and a very big
shadow it is. No wonder we talk wildly about our
insularity. Yet I sometimes wish that the wiseacres

tion

who imagine

spiring a host of feeble imitators to track his steps,
a further change took place. The Civil War was no

the buildings of this country to be all
would hire telescopes of abnormal power and take a nearer view of the Amer-

course.

that could be desired

ican horizon.

They would

in all probability

amend

their parochial ideas.
It is not
purpose to generalize or sermonize, but to talk of the rise of archi-

my

tecture

in

America from the seventeenth to the
For a hundred and sixty years

After

this,

when Richardson

stirred the

country with his original thoughts, producing fanciful conceptions in the Romanesque manner, and in-

sooner over than there ensued a veritable Reign of
Terror, particularly in domestic work, which lasted
All this experimenting was
into the late 'eighties.
be
for
new leaven was at work.
destined to
changed,
About this time our American cousins turned their

New York

twentieth century.

thoughts to France.

building remained traditionally Colonial in expresThe
sion, but pre-eminently British in pedigree.
men who settled on the east coast and founded the

had had the advantage of training at the ficole
Beaux-Arts in Paris; others not so fortunate sul

towns, as well as those who started the plantations
in the South, did their best to transplant building
idioms with which they were familiar.
great
number of timber-framed houses were built in the

A

early days, with the consequence that proportions

Merchants imported bricks
slightly changed.
by the shipload from England and Holland for their
own and other people's use as a result houses were
often delayed in finishing, but each year witnessed
were

;

a slight change in design, or

some addition

to the

comfort of home life, which was reminiscent of the
distant motherland. As the years progressed a high

Several

archite

scribed to the Croquis d'Architecture published
the Intime Club; a good sprinkling of Frenchi
had emigrated to New York after the war of 18;

and these found immediate employment

as desij

construction being left to the English. Fro
this it will be gathered that the times were ripeninj
for changes both fresh and drastic. The truth is
America was becoming a World Power. To wh:
ers,

end must the chimneys of Pittsburgh smoke, New
York rise, and Washington legislate if no meat
could be found to express these facts in literature of
stone
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unreasonable to expect that we may succeed
an effort so laudable if better houses and betler farm buildings are not
provided. No man or
woman can form and carry forward worth-while
is
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cussed for a long while in these columns, it has been
taken up by the Institute on the recommendation of
(

ieorge \Y. Maber. president of the Illinois ChapThe Governors of the leading agricultural

ter.

1879.

States have signified by letters to the editors of
AMERICAN ARCHITECT their approval of this

Tin:

VOL.

CXV

JUNE

4,

1919

movement, and those

No. 2267

throughout

colleges

in

the

charge of our agricultural
United States have also

signified a very active interest.

Why Not Get Busy ?
THOMAS SIMPSON in his recent

book,
Treasure, states that what led him to
write that interesting story of farm life was the
facts learned on a visit to the old farm where he
had lived as a boy. Not a single boy of his former

JOHN
Hidden

acquaintance was to be found on the neighboring
farms, and even the names of the original owners
had, in some cases, been forgotten.

Undoubtedly the case

in that

specific locality

is

duplicated in many another, and it is also undoubtedly true that this great hegira is due more to the

general unattractiveness of farm life than to any
other cause. If we are to preserve the continuity
of occupation, to hand down from father to son the

wide domain of our farm lands, we must certainly
redeem life on the farm from the many dreary
aspects that so often surround it. The most certain
way to keep our young men and women on the farm
is as far as
possible to improve every feature of
the farmer's domestic life, and to promote some so-

atmosphere, the absence of which is creating so
wide a difference between country and urban life.

cial

Many

of these com-

munications have been printed in these columns. All
well and good. Hut why should a matter so generally
approved among those who might be expected to
take the initiative, be further allowed to languish?

March 12, there was outlined a
was suggested might be followed in
setting this matter forward. Briefly it was by commissions api>ointed by the Governors of the various
States. These commissions were to be non-political
and composed of representatives of architectural
and engineering professions, bankers and real estate
This plan received the endorsement of
operators.
the Illinois Chapter of the Institute, and as stated,
our

INplan

issue of

that

it

has also been concurred in by the Institute at
cent convention.

its re-

This is identically the time of the year when such
commission could proceed with some measure of
good results. If every Chapter of the Institute will
give energetic action, and if all the agricultural colleges will freely co-operate in an appeal to the various governments, we shall be able to set this very
desirable matter afoot. Why not get busy at once?
a
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and Navy, and

true value of labor is the wealth it produces, and the lower the production, the less
This is the
there is to share in the community.
W.
C.
of
of
view
Teagle, president of the
point
Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey, a corporation

In addition, this country is short the millions
of immigrants that normally would have reached
here during the past three years.

THE

year.

With this certain shortage, it is not only possible
but highly probable that the United States will not
be able to put her factories on a peace-time basis for

which employs more than 11,000 men.

To a greater extent than ever before does the
problem of labor inject itself into every economic
By what terms shall we describe a labor
question.
that
permits thousands of people to suffer
system
for want of proper housing, while labor all over the
country

is

seeking employment?

Restricting the law of supply and demand has
in the past been so insistently practiced that it has

become accepted by labor as the rule and guide of
Seeking to maintain high cost
by restricting supply is now demonstrated as fallacious. The reacting influence is shown to be always
Labor is beginning to learn
detrimental to labor.
this salutary lesson, and further to realize the error
their organizations.

of
is

of their stoutly maintained contentions.
productivity that really is the test.

many

Pomeroy Burton, of England,

in

It

some time

to come. This scarcity of labor
naturally
to
a
points
higher scale of wages. It is therefore
inconsistent to maintain that there will be any ma-

cheapening of labor in the near future, and
any hesitation as to the commencement of a proposed building operation based on a lower scale of
wages will not be justified.
The United States Employment Service reports
terial

labor over the previous week.
Of the 90 cities
reporting, 39 of them or 40.3 per cent report a
surplus of 227,425, while 17 cities or 18.9 per cenl

show

a shortage aggregating 8,267, leaving 44 citv
or 40.8 per cent of them reporting showing
equality.

an address on

Unemployment
states

been the deliberate and persistent policy of restricting output and the opposing of the introduction of
He directed attention to
labor saving machinery.

of

relatively greater
and stated that

prosperity

of

the

United

was because the average
production per workman in the United States was
States,

it

three times that in England.

A FACTOR

activity, will
labor conditions in the

large influence on
States is that there will exist in

a shortage of men.

when

have a
United

all lines of work
Since 1914 there has been a

tremendous narrowing of the labor supply. It is
estimated that a million men left this country before
we entered the war. These men returned to Europe
in response to the call to
tries.

It is

arms of

conditions by states from the

reporting show 6 reporting a shortage o:
It will
labor, 14 an equality and 18 a surplus.
seen
that
even
with
the
retardati
readily
present

many

operations, particularly construction,

it

not be very long before there will exist an absol
shortage of labor.
It accordingly becomes necessary, if, in the future,
labor maintains the present high scale, that produc-

tion be increased to the highest possible point. By
this means there would be a certain cheapening in

that in the not distant future,

we resume our normal

week ending May 24 that 90 representative
show a decrease of 10 per cent in unemployed

for the
cities

labor conditions in that country, has clearly pointed
out that the chief errors of trade unionism have

the

men will remain in the Army
their branches at the close of the

that at least a million

Labor Value Measured by Production

their native coun-

predicted by the Department of Labor

materals without the usual cheapening of labor. A
the present conditions advance, it will be less difft?
cult to impress the fact that the only way in whicM

organized labor can hope to maintain this preseflj
scale is to encourage the fullest measure of prodi
It is impossible to apply a line of argum<
tion.
to conditions in this country to-day,

when

in e

type of building we are greatly underbuilt, sim:
to that advanced in 1914-1915 when conditions
exactly the reverse.
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As

mass of opinion in the States had no
other theory but that of business acumen. True, the
size of the continent engendered a universal desire
yet the

for enterprise, while the democratic constitution
encouraged an atmosphere of mutual co-operation.
The ingredients were ready for the crucible when
the scheme for the World's Fair at Chicago was announced by a blare of trumpets that echoed from
China to Peru, loud enough, indeed, to startle people
in London, to whom the memories of
Hyde Park in
1851 seemed recent. The projectors consulted with
the architects. McKim and Burnham, Sullivan and
Post, sharpened their pencils. Copies of the "Croquis d'Architecture" were sought and could not be

purchased in sufficient quantities, for America was
about to show the world what the power of selection.
coupled with sound organization, could achieve.
*

*

*

*

On the desk in front of me I have arranged tinphotographs my friend secured years ago preparatory to applying the magnifying glass. All the sen:

mine as I look upon this colThere are extraordinary experiments among them, lath and plaster for the most
part, ranging from the domed "Administration
sations of Gulliver are
lection of views.

Building" to a replica of the gateway to Donegal
Castle.

It

is

as though

How

all

the architects of

tin-

tofore predominated, to the practical exclusion, in
many cases, of the other. This other is the mental
reaction which follows from the choice and ar-

rangement

of

the

The

Some

colors.
result

is

colors

soothe,

either repose or ex-

cessive stimulation of an unpleasant sort.
If the contention is made that good decorative

presuppose wholesome mental reactions on
the part of the inmates of the room decorated, this
effects

cannot be supported.

Particularly in general living

rooms where visitors are brought, conflicting temperaments and personalities will cause discordant
impressions, and even the internal changes which

mark

the mental progress of the normal

tend to
ings,

market immediately it advertised the commervalue of sound architectural design, and in this
heterogeneous assemblage of gigantic compositions
versal

cial

I

can see the genesis of modern design as
in the United States.

is

it

un-

dertood

*
I

*

should

like

to

*

have been

*
at

McKim's elbow

when he discussed

the plans with Burnham, or to
have listened to the conversation in the drawing-

when well-thumbed pages of Durand and the
Grand Prix designs were turned over. Amer-

offices

early
ican architects without question had the perception
to base the official style of the exhibition on classic

was the ghostly army (if French stuwhom bad fought under Xapolcon,
many
who were responsible for its success. There was no
precedent at this period in America for such masFacades a quarter of a mile in
terly conceptions.
length were unblushingly lifted from the pages of
the Croquis, to form sides to the "Peristyle." the
lines,

hut

it

of

dents,

frontispiece

of

the

"Horticultural

the
Hall."
Hall."

"Women's Building." and the "Machinery
The "Art Palace," designed by McKim. was
ception, but even in this the portico bears

semblance

to

Bernard's

(

the ex-

some

re-

Irand Prix design.

Color of Surroundings Affects
Health

The aim in selecting color schemes is twofold.
That of securing good decorative effects has here-

others irritate.

world's history had foregathered at the
bidding of
Imre Kiralfy to produce a show a hundred times
The exhibition was
larger than the White City.
intended to prove that America could act as a uni-

make him discontented with

man may

his surround-

and suggest that these should be as flexible
Protective coloring, apart from its re-

as possible.

cently acquired usage

in the sense of

camouflage,

also mean the function of color to protect him
against his own melancholy or exhilaration, and as
a matter of fact, physicians and psychologists have

may

recent years been experimenting elaborately
with the effects of specific color-surroundings upon specific types of people. It is known that the
in

average person is more alert to visual stimulation
than to auditory sensation for this reason the im;

portance of the subject

Mr.

is

considerable.

Kemp Prosser, a writer in the English
medical press gives the results of such investigations with regard to neurasthenic and shell-shocked
11.

persons.

Color acts in three ways, he points out as a
stimulant, as a sedative, or as a recuperative.
Stimulating color, such as yellow, is necessary
to a great extent in cases of neurasthenia and shellshock, as it excites hope. In a great many cases
:

strong,

powerful,

physical

colors,

representing

physical power, must be used as well as mental
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ones to overcome the inactivity of the mind. In
the case of neurasthenia minor tones should not be
Shellused, as strong measures are necessary.

o the
present failing eyesight is largely owing to
glare of it. This opinion is confirmed by

shock and neurasthenia, according to many doctors,
create fear in the mind. Here, again, is the danger

of color is very importai
a doctor gives a prescription, it is the proThis
portion of each drug which he considers.

of the grey and minor tones.

most people. An
interesting fact is that it has a health-giving power
not only for human beings, but also for plants.
Blue

is

a favorite color with

Flowers grown under blue glass greatly increase in
and vitality. Red has its uses so have morIt has its place in the uniphia and chloroform
verse of color vibrations, but it must be used with
knowledge. Scarlet rooms for lazy boys have been
tried in this country.
They have a tonic effect.
Athletes also find help in fixing their eyes on
a red handkerchief before running a race. This
size

!

some people.
most important matter in hospitals and houses
is the medium formed by curtains through which
the light comes. Purple is sometimes necessary, as
color causes restlessness in

A

it

all

excludes the heat, while yellow increases it. In
rooms there should be a secondary curtain of

an easy matter to arrange things so
yellow.
that only the one required is drawn. In mental
cases color-tone curtains play an important part,
It

is

according to the mental state of the patient. White
has been used a great deal in the decoration of
hospitals and houses for some time past, and the

known oculists.
The proportion

When

very properly be observed in dealing
Color is often used by people who have
not studied it, but what would be thought of the
doctor who prescribed for his patient without
knowledge of medicine? Yet we take color mi
cine from people who are unable to give a lo|
reason for prescribing it.

practice

may

with color.

It

is

not generally realized to what extent
in colors, especially strong co

Greeks delighted

Even

their statues, many of them, were paint
uteo,
and vivid purple and blue were among the col
olors

used.
It will be found as this subject is studied, th;
a nation declines, there also decreases the lov<
strong or barbaric color and gives way to a likinjjj
Therefore if the race is to
for minor tones.
fit we must see that the people
Nature is gn
surrounded by major colors.
than art, and it is to Nature that we must go
our colors to maintain health, because they hav<
We
vitality which nothing else possesses.

kept physically

study Nature's vibrations, and, aided by science
theory, we shall then be able to attain good re
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Current News
uf temporary gain.
Much time must be spent and much
money, before we can establish a system of training that

Reconstruction of Art Study
Writing under

this topic, the last issue of the

Summary, published by

the Federal

will

Vocational

Board for Vocational

Education has the following well stated account of present and prospective conditions.
After much more or less vague discussion something

now
The

The
left

technical

to those

trial arts,

are joining the new federation of business, educational,
and art associations that has been formed under the name
of "The Xational Association of Decorative Arts and
Industries."
The older members of the conservative art
organizations of the city are showing themselves thoroughly awakened to the need of schools of industrial art

side

of

who have

it

in

the

should

field

of industrial art

be.

teaching industrial art must be
thrashed out the problems of the

and as we

line

design,

not

at

implies
present the

shall find essential to the creation of
a degree of humility and patience

re-cognized

ideal

of

the

American

The mediaeval workmen who have raised the
most glorious monument in all history to anonymous
labor left the dignity and importance of their work rather
than the dignity and importance of having their names
student.

some degree, it is hoped, supply the training
of the old atelier or apprentice system by which practice
and theory went hand in hand and the pupil worked
by the side of his master toward practical ends. Various
schemes are in the air which will give the art students
of this country what they so greatly need, effective teachthat shall in

signed to

it.

Co-operative Housing Plan in Washington Square, New York

ing in industrial art.
Whatever form or direction of effort turns out to be
the most effective, there is no doubt that this general interest in the proper teaching of industrial art will result

Everyone in and around Washington Square, Xew
York, is interested in a $6,500,000 project for that section,
conceived by Lewis Stockton, a Buffalo lawyer, and now
in the hands of I. X. Phelps Stokes, architect of Xew
York. It includes a solution of the housing problems in
that neighborhood, and involves a reduction in the price
of foodstuffs.
The plan provides for dormitories for
Xew York University, family apartments, clubrooms, assembly halls, restaurants and cafeterias, and studios for
artists and musicians in that well-known district.
The
site proposed is the west sjde of Broadway between Tenth
and Eleventh Streets, opposite Grace Church. It would
be a twenty-three story structure if erection is undertaken.
The financial arrangements are being considered by the
president of the Chamber of Commerce in Xew York.
If the building goes up. it will be in tribute to the women
who have helped win the war.

and

collective activity which is quite
has been in the past to any important national achievement.
The war will stimulate such activity, again as in the past.
it

Aside from the psychological reaction leading the minds
of the public away from individual aims and ambitions
and toward national interests, a conspicuous result of the
discipline and associative habit of war, there has been
clearly revealed the need of the country for practical
craftsmen to be used in the industries upon which the
commercial health of the nation depends. Such craftsmen
are not numerous among us. They must be trained, and
the few highly trained foreigners who have come to this
country are priceless assets in the new business of building up industrial art. They should be paid enough to keep
them here and give them ease of mind to do their work
with care and conscience. If we are to ask an educated
public to prefer modern objects of art to those made in
the past we must face the necessity of making things
that will bear comparison with what was made in the past.
When we are able to place an American chair, or an
American enamel, or an American piece of ironwork by
the side of the ancient furnishings gathered by Mr. Altman
and Mr. Morgan and Mr. Frick, with confidence in their
equal honesty of craftsmanship and their equally intelligent
design, there is little doubt that American industrial art
will be "patronized," to use the hideous word consecrated
to the arts and professions. Such a situation is, of course,
to be seen only in far perspective.
The task of "translating quantity into quality" will be slow, and it can be
accomplished only by collective effort and the sacrifice

craftsmanship

In carrying
presently will make public their program.
out any program, however, the spirit in which the actual
work is approached usually determines success or failure.
Such craftsmanship as we are looking for in our indus-

committee on industrial art training, the Municipal
Art Society has appointed a committee on industrial art.
and the Xational Society of Craftsmen has appointed a
committee on schools. The manufacturers of the country
a

in that co-operative

fine

present situation in this country and who already are
prepared to submit practical solutions. A most encouraging capacity for developing a simple and feasible plan
has been discovered among the various committees, who

being done toward the reconstruction of art study.
Architectural League has appointed a committee to
look into the matter of an industrial school and craftsman shop, the Xational Academy of Design has appointed
is

as essential today as

make

the matter of course that

For National Budget Plan
The Xational Security League has announced that its
Committee on Congress would soon undertake a campaign
urge Congress to adopt a national budget system. The
league will disseminate information through the country
on the "evils and wastes of the present lax system of
handling the national purse strings" in order to consolidate
public opinion back of the projected new order.
"The prime objectives of good business administration
are efficiency and economy," said a statement on the plan,
"and if Congress wishes to convince the people of the
country that it is determined to encompass these two important conditions, it must do so by establishing itself on
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a business

the decimal to weights and measures, the invention of that
truly great Briton, James Watt, in 1783.

Us forces must be so .organized and

basis.

will be no superfluous machinery
applied that there
no useless expenditures.
Sam is extravagant, and tli
It is admitted that Uncle
indirec
in taxes-some direct and some
bill
the
people pay
of tl
the
When
expenditures
in the form of high prices.
the per
Government were $1.000,000,000 or less annually
extravagance was necessarily
capita tax for Governmental
when several billions
hereafter
be
will
it
as
not so great
tax
annual
budget.
are going to be the
of Gover
"The greatest single factor in the direction
would be the establishment of a budget
'<

Japanese Bathhouses
The public bathhouse in Japan has performed one of
the functions of the American saloon, namely, that of servTwo doors open upon the
ing as a sort of social club.
street, one of which leads to the women's half of the
building and the other to the men's. In the evening, from
early until late, these bathhouses are busy.
Heretofore the price of a bath amounted to two cents,
recent desire to inand the houses were open all day.

ment economy

the only great country which
system
of the refinements of arguDivested
does not follow it.
of this
ment for and against, the fundamental propriety
is a nonmethod of controlling and directing expenditures
the head of a household, who knows
debatable subject.

The United

States

is

A

crease the price to a half cent

and bathhouse keepers have retaliated by discontinuing day-

H

what

his

member

income

is.

or

is

likely to be.

of his family to spend what

more has been discountenanced,

time service altogether, claiming that the cost of fuel
not warranted by the small number of morning patrons.
There are many places in this country where conditio
would justify a larger number of public baths, for to
results, both physical and social.

would permit every
suited their fancy,

he
what in their individual judgment was desirable,
Govwould soon meet with disaster. The United States
ernment averts disaster under similar circumstances merely
the bills,
because it can call upon the people at large to pay
the
but the inherent fallacy of the methods followed by

or

Government remains apparent."

French Ask Wilson

to Dedicate Site

President Wilson has been invited by the monument
in Paris to dedicate the place where thl
monument to commemorate American intervention is
the war will be erected, at the mouth of the Gironde.
Deputy Maurice Damour, chairman of the committee,
said the committee would be delighted if President Wilson, on returning to the United States, after having se-j
cured the triumph of right, would depart from Point di
Grave, from which Lafayette sailed when he left France
to aid the American colonies in their fight for independence. The Point de Grave is at the mouth of th
Gironde, some distance from Bordeaux.

committee

More

Draughtsmen
Needed

Architectural

Revival of building activities has proved that there is a
shortage of draughtsmen, according to reports
Architects
received by the U. S. Department of Labor.
in all parts of the country, it is stated, are experiencing
decided
difficulty in obtaining men and are offering a
advance in salaries, but in many cases the much needed
serious

workers cannot be obtained.

The shortage was

first

reported from Ohio, where con-

struction projects of various sorts were begun soon after
the signing of the armistice.
St. Louis, Mo., and Louisville, Ky., also have found difficulty in meeting the de-

Seven Million Workers Need

mands made by architects. Possibly draughtsmen are still
in the army service and it might be that personal appeals
from architects would hasten their release. It is probable,
also, that many have drifted into other vocations and
publicity might induce them to return to their former
line of

Training
of 7,000,000 workers in this country have no
opportunity to become properly trained in theif

Upwards
had

according to the United States Training Service*
Department of Labor, the function of which is
promote industrial training in manufacturing plants id
this country. The system of training which the Training
Service advocates is one of upgrading workers by e!
tending their knowledge of processes and increasing
their skill. It devotes itself to raising the average output
of poor and mediocre workers and fitting the more
tasks,

work.

of the

Origin of English Weights and

Measures
According to a letter formulated by the World Trade
Club advocating universal adoption of the metric system,
the present coinage of the British Isles, as well as the
weights and measures of both the British Isles and of
America, is German. The British pound, both sterling and
avoirdupois, originated with the old German Osterling
Hanseatic League, which for hundreds of years controlled
the trade of England.
What is still more remarkable is
that America and Britannia continue to use these old

German tools after Germany herself has forgotten them.
The latter country adopted in 1871 the simplest decimal
system of quantity expression known the application of

.(

1

promising persons for promotion.
These and many other facts equally pertinent to reconstruction problems, are set forth in a vest pocket bulletin entitled "Seven Million Candidates for Training"
issued by the Training Service. This pamphlet show*
that part-time and continuation training, splendid as
i

does not reach the great majority of the 7,000,000
workers referred to. They are already at their jobs and
because of economic necessity cannot sacrifice time c
wages to attend continuation classes. To meet this situ
is,

ation training departments in the shops and factories,
maintained at the employers' expense, are urged as tl
The publication referred to
most practical remedy.
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maintains that the training department idea has already
demonstrated its great value for peace-time industry,
and that the number of firms introducing training in
their plants is growing week by week.
The task of the govermnent's Training Service is to
provide interested manufacturers with expert advice in
planning their training departments and to supply them
with carefully prepared training courses. The bulletin referred to above and others on this subject can be had
free of charge by addressing the United States Training
Service, care of the
ington.

Balzac's
The home

of

Department of Labor

Home

is

Honore de Balzac

at

Wash-

Restored
in the

Rue Raynouard

Passy has been reopened as an artists' center. The
house had been sadly neglected, but has been restored
to present the appearance it had in Balzac's time, with
its vestibule painted blue and the original oak carvings
and dark red tapestries decorating the apartment where
Balzac wrote his masterpieces.
On the table stands the big china coffee pot from
which the author was wont to refresh himself, for Balzac was a mighty drinker of coffee. Old wood cuts and
original printing proofs adorn the walls. In the garden
the vine that Balzac tended still grows and his beloved
lilacs have been replanted there.
In one room there is still the trapdoor through which
Balzac used to disappear when importunate creditors
at

called.

"Inharmonious Distribution of
Expenditure"
A

great American architect was in the habit of using
this expression to his clients and students
"The inharmonious distribution of expenditure!"
When asked for his meaning, he explained that he
once stopped in a hotel with a white marble "grand"
stairway, the posts and balusters of which were elaborately carved. To one side of this stairway was the
cheapest type of passenger elevator; one that most of the
time did not run because it was out of order.
The architect went on to explain that it would have
been a more harmonious distribution of expenditure tc
have spent less on elaborate marble carving and more
on the elevator.
There is going to be a lot of home building within
the next few years, and this principle of the inharmonious distribution of expenditure will apply to the frame
dwelling quite as much as to the commercial structure.
In our home building of the past we have sacrificed
much in the way of comfort and convenience for mere
bigness and useless elaboration.
But we are learning, for instance, that a chicken will
cook just as well with the kitchen table or sink along
side and next to the range rather than on the other side
of a i6-foot room.
The modern kitchen is small, very much in the nature
of a laboratory, and is being designed to save steps and
motions as in the case of the modern factory.
are learning that it is better to expend the cost of
towers, dormers, elaborate gable fronts and beveled
glass windows in more and better plumbing, heating
and the general utilities of a dwelling; that this is the more
harmonious distribution of expenditure.

We
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Greatness of U.

S.

Exemplified in

Recent Industrial

Statistics

The following interesting statistics appear in the current issue of The Ciiicinnatian, official
organ of the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce:
Before the war the United States was a debtor nation,
owing $5,000.000,000; to-day the foreign nations owe us
more than $10,000,000,000. This nation has but 6 per
cent of the population of the world, and
only 7 per cent
of the land, according to Finance and
Industry.
It was the United S,tates which was the
deciding factor in winning the world war and
establishing peace. It
is the United States which is the financial center of the
world, as well as the greatest producing nation on earth,
now setting out to supply the commercial wants of all
other peoples.
Some reasons why the United States has this record
are that more than 22,000,000 of its citizens became financial backers of its war expenditures and that it
produces:
Sixty per cent of the world's supply of copper.
Forty per cent of the world's supply of lead.
Fifty per cent of the world's supply of zinc.
Sixty per cent of the world's supply of aluminum.
Sixty-six per cent of the world's supply of oil.
Seventy-five per cent of the world's supply of corn.
Sixty per cent of the world's supply of cotton.
Forty per cent of the world's srpply of silver.
Twenty per cent of the world's supply of gold.
Fifty-two per cent of the world's supply of coal.
Forty per cent of the world's supply of iron and steel.
Twenty-five per cent of the world's supply of wheat.
Eighty-live per cent of the world's supply of automobiles.
To help in the distribution of these basic commodities
the United States operates 40 per cent of the world's
railroads, and is destined to control a big percentage of
the ocean tonnage of the world.

Public

Work

in

France Held

Up

by

Labor Shortage
There is work right now
wants to work, according

France for every -man who
M. Claveille, minister of
public works, who recently told an Associated Press representative

that

the

lack

of

in

to

labor

alone

holding back

is

some of the important public work for which material
was assembled while the war was going on.
Besides the immense task of rebuilding Northern
France, M. Claveille pointed out the following projects
which will be executed as soon as the labor can be
found:
The enlargement of the canal from the Rhine to the
Rhone to give Alsace a better outlet for her products
to central France and to the Mediterranean
extension of
several other canals enlargement and improvement of the
;

;

ports of Algiers, Marseilles and Brest, with the extension
of railroad lines leading to those ports the building of
water power plants of several hundred thousand horse
;

power in the Alps, the Pyrenees and around the central
plateau to furnish electric power to railroads and lighting
current to cities, including Paris, the levelling of the wall of
Paris; the extension of the Paris subways into the
suburbs as soon as the fortifications have disappeared,
and, eventually, the digging of the tunnel under the
English Channel.

Personal Mention
H. Knox, architect, Chicago, moved from
St.
Michigan Ave. to 14 W. Washington

104

A.

Mr. Fred A. Evans has removed

his architectural offices

Herman

Building, Detroit, Michigan.

704 Book

to

Architects Vitzthun & Teich, 212 Van Buren St., now
practice separately, the new firm being F. J. Teich, 305 S.
La Salle St., and K. M. Vitzthun Co., 21 E. Van Buren St.

S.

St.,

New York

at

offices

opened
Des Moines, Iowa.
Valley National Bank Building,
Architect L. M. Mitchell announces the removal of
Dearborn
offices from 19 S. La Salle St. to 60735 X.

Lowe &

Leibsle,

architect,

Bollenbocker, architects,
offices to 108 S.

have removed their

14

La

E.

31

The

St.

Jackson Blvd.,

turers'

to

receive

manufacturers'

samples

samples and catalogues.

Mills & Millspaugh. architects, 67 E. Long St., Columbus,
Ohio, have recently opened a branch office at 1002 Marshall
Building. Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Glenn Snyder, formerly of
Allen Osborn Co., will be in charge of the Cleveland office
for Messrs. Mills & Millspaugh.

Albert S. Hecht, architect, announces the removal of his

Randolph

desires

Philip S. A very, after an interval during which he has
been engaged in Government housing work, has reopened
an office at 95 Milk Street, Boston, Mass., for the practice of architecture, and would like to receive manufac-

his

Salle St., Chicago,

to 64 \V.

firm

and catalogues.

1

desired.

S,t.

have been

of architecture

practice

by Beshgetoorian and Cobelli, at Ranger,
Texas, and not at Bangor, Texas, as previously stated.

F. Burr Modie, architect, Galion, Ohio, has opened offices,
Catalogues and samples
specializing on residence work.

from 154 W. Randolph

the

for

Offices

111.

office

have moved

opened

M. F. Strauch, architect, has moved his office from 1356
Diversey Blvd. to 608 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

Ray W.

architects,

catalogues.

City.

has

Co.,

Praetorian Building, Waco, Texas,
where they desire manufacturers to send samples and

Sheridan
Architect Jos. W. McCarthy, old address 4551
St.
Road, has moved to 1418, 139 X. Clark
for practising
B. Robert Swartburg has opened offices
architecture at 51 E. 42nd

&

Cason

F.

their offices to 311

his

Having completed

St.,

services

with

the

Military In-

Chicago.

Plant Protection Division, General
Section.
telligence
Staff Corps, United States Army, C. E. Schermerhorn,

Toltz, King & Day, Inc., has been organized to practice
architecture and engineering at 1410 Pioneer Bldg., St.

architect, announces the resumption
430 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Paul, Minn.

Walter E. Perry, architect, formerly of Perry & Thomas,
140 S. Dearborn St., has moved to 607 64 E. Van Buren
St.,

Chicago.

W. and Geo. L. Rapp of 1005 69 W. Washington St., have moved their offices to Suite 1200, 190 X.
State St., Chicago.
Architects C.

The

May

architectural offices of

1st,

Avenue,

be

moved from

Xew

120

Harold E. Paddon,

Broadway

to 280

will,

on

Madison

York.

Governor Smith has appointed Edward Si Walsh of
Brooklyn, State Superintendent of Public Works to succeed Lewis Xixon, resigned.
E. R. James has returned from Government service and
has opened an office in the Dudley Building, Danville, Va.,
for the practice of architecture.

Mr.

Edmund

C. Stout, care of the Prudential Insurance

Newark, X. J., architect, desires catalogues and
formation from manufacturers.
Co.,

apolis.

Samples and catalogues desired.

Albert Speiden of Speiden & Speiden, architects,
D. C., has been elected an associate of the

ington,

WashWash-

ington chapter, American Institute of Architects.

Two prominent Washington, D. C., architects, R. B Atkinson and J. C. White, have formed a
The
partnership.
firm's office is at 818 Connecticut avenue northwest.
^

practice at

Urging a movement for better housing facilities in
X". Y., and giving specific instances of what has
been done along these lines in other places, Albert Hart
Hopkins, architect, spoke recently on "Proper Housing
for Laboring Men" before the Real Estate Association
of that

city.

Mr. William Leigh Carneal and James Ambler Job
announce that O. Pendleton Wright has been admitted
partnership with them and that the business is to be continued by them under the present firm name of Carneal &
Johnson, architects and engineers, Chamber of Commerce
Building, Richmond, Va.

The

firm of Meyer, Strong

&

to the engineering practice of

Jones, Inc., has succeeded
C. Meyer, Jr., and

Henry

Basset T. Jones, Associated, and of William E. S. Strong,
The new firm will act as consulting engineers for steam

and

work, power plants, etc., and
Park Avenue, New York.

electrical

offices at 101

A new

architectural firm

Street has been

Walter Scholer announces the opening of offices for
architectural practice at 801 States Life Building, Indian-

his

Buffalo,

in-

Washburn & Nebelong, architects and engineers, have
opened offices at Ranger, Texas. Mr. Geo. P. Washburn
was formerly located at Ottawa, Canada.

of

formed

in

with

New

will

have

offices at 30 East 42nd
York, with the following

members as partners
Edgar I. Williams, Registered
:

Architect, B.Sc. and M.Sc.
Architecture, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
winner of the Rome Scholarship and Fellow of the American Academy in Rome, Italy; Walter R. Mahnken, Registered Architect, a graduate in Architecture of Pratt Institute and of the University of Pennsylvania; both having
practiced in offices of prominent architects in New York,
Pittsburgh and Boston and executed their own work; and
in

Alfred J. Mahnken, B.Sc. and C.E., Rutgers College, with
ten years' experience as an architectural, civil and structural engineer and in general engineering and building construction all having recently been in active service as com;

missioned

792

officers

with the United States Army.

News from

Late

Architectural Fields

Special Correspondence to

Housing Hampered by Michigan's

Code
DETROIT, MICH., May 31. Asserting that provisions of
the state housing code are unreasonable in the extreme
and should be taken into court and "knocked out," Commissioner of Buildings and Safety Engineering John C.
McCabe has described to the council committee of the
whole certain injustices worked upon those who desire to
construct houses.
In one case mentioned the owner of a lot 140 by 30 feet
desired to erect a building. His plans were drawn and
taken to the inspectors of the health board for approval.
But under the state code it was impossible for the inspectors to approve any building on this lot for dwelling
purposes unless it stood 10 feet on each side from the lot

Consequently the house would have had the unique
and peculiar dimensions of 10 feet wide by 140 feet long.
By direction of the common council the commissioner
will have printed the new regulations drawn up to amend
the city housing code. These will be as liberal as is possible
line.

without conflict with the state
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One of the organizers believes 20,000 homes will be built
or under construction within the first year. The corporation will not build, but will finance the building of homes,
duplexes and multiple dwellings.

Philadelphia Housing Bill Approved
HARRISBURG, PA.. May 31. Governor Sproul has announced his approval of the Vare Senate bill prescribing
the minimum live loads to be considered in designing
dwellings to be hereafter erected or altered in Philadelphia.
The liill established factors of safety, makes numerous

definitions

and

30.

Carpenters.
resolution favoring the adoption of this minimum rate
throughout the district represented was approved by the
delegation, which is composed of representatives from almost every carpenter's local organization in the State. Although the recommendations made by the State council
are only approbation measures favoring the $7 minimum
wage, and have no compelling force, the delegates expressed the conviction that the action of the convention
body will be accepted by the unions affiliated with the

A

council.

Des Moines Architect Made Housing Officer
R. W.
31.
housing commissioner by the
council at a salary of $2,500 a year.

DES MOINES,
been

Moines

IA.,

Million

May

Ready

May

"The present

26.

level

of

This committee was appointed in April to
the building situation here with a view

sioners.

vestigate

in-

to

construction and they further said: "Lumber
prices today are firm with an upward tendency in the better
grades. Indications are that the increase in prices will be
felt the remainder of the year on better grades, while
others will remain stationary."
stabilizing

Architects

Admit

Women

women have

secured admission as members to
the Institution of Naval Architects. The vote taken by the
institute on the question was 491 to 220. In announcing
the vote, Sir William Smith moved that women be admitted as members on equal terms with men. Sir Alfred
Yarrow, in seconding the motion, gave instances of the
British

excellent

work done

in this field

by British women.

Leibsle, architect, has

appointed

city

C..

Adoption of a universal mini-

for carpenters in
indicated as the result of recommendations made
at the annual convention of the Texas State Council of

just

1).

1919 and nothing can be gained by further postponing
building operations," was the report of the Central Stabilization Committee this week to the District Commis-

is

Texas State

Prices in Washington

Minimum

wage of $7 per eight-hour day

Texas

for

prices of both material and lalxir represents a stable
basis from which to figure construction work for the year

Wage
May

and $75

Lumber

lavr.

Carpenters Urge $7 a Day
DALLAS, TEX.,

classifications.

offense

first

WASHINGTON-,

mum

The

penalty is $50 tine for
subsequent offenses, city
magistrates being empowered to hear cases and the chief
of the Bureau of Building Inspection being charged with
the duty of carrying out the act.
the

for

Des

C.

W.

Parks

Named

for

Navy

Projects

New Homes

WASHINGTON, D. C, May

DETROIT, MICH., June 2. With a capitalization of $2,a
000,000, of which $1,000,000 will be subscribed within
week the Community Housing Corporation is Hearing an
active state.

The board of directors is nearly complete and comprises
many of the city's ablest business men.

26.

C.

W.

Parks, chief of the

bureau of yards and docks here, is the architect for the
three projects for which the Navy Department has asked
Estimates are requested for a storage development
bids.
plant at Galveston, Tex., costing $758,000; a storage building for the medical department at Hampton Roads, Va.,

ind
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officers'

quarters at Hingham, Mass.

Costs, Not Material
Prices, Retarded Post- War Building

Says High

Money

New

Construction Attracts
it

THAT of
cost

is

materials

war building activity, is
this week by a leading

money and not

the high
retarded postthe opinion concretely expressed

the high cost of

building

that

Xew York

has

builder.

It

is

felt

In the meantime, the formation of housing corporations
many of the larger cities, following the notable example
of Detroit, has interested private capital in the solution
of the problem of building financing.
This with strong
in

efforts

rate asked for money.
years, but for reason of the high
A stumbling block has been the plan of many bankers
Builders discourage the
for amortization of mortgages.

in the future.

tendency to force this scheme, which, while it is good
banking, absolutely repels the ordinary speculative builder.
Freer loaning of building mortgage money, which has
been scarce owing to the diversion of large sums into
Liberty bonds, was a feature of the market this week,
when many of the larger corporations showed evidence
that now Government issues are over it is their duty to
divert at least some of their funds from other investments
For the first
into helping solve the building problem.
time

in

many prominent mortgage companies
their own money, together with
they could attract, with which to make

months,

showed a desire
all

the

capital

building and

to use

permanent loans on apartments and

office

structures.

Loan money, because of scarcity and like every other
It
is
logical that
commodity, has advanced in value.
banks should desire to take advantage of opportunities
to invest their money at more than the old rate of interest.
There are many more attractive investments for
them today than the 4^2 per cent loan. From the banks'
standpoint it can be clearly seen that with loans definitely
restricted and limited and based on pre-war costs, there
has come a prevailing insistance on amortization.
With the coming of an easier market for building loans,
is a more universal tendency to disregard the comparatively small average advance in the price of materials.
With money at 5 per cent and the certainty that it will
soon reach 6 per cent, there came hesitancy on the part

there

In some quarters the opinion
very freely expressed that with mortgage loans at six
per cent bankers would be disposed to withdraw their
insistence on amortization requirements and that building
of speculative operators.

condition revised, operators would be able to figure
their equity and fix their price with a
certainty that would
Another aid in overcoming the diffiinspire confidence.
culties of the present
building problem would be the
this

at once paid for taxes.
The difficulty has been
has been hard to induce capital to build when a fair
return cannot be assured and the landlord is held
up
as a rent profiteer.

that

it

is

to

loans,

is

Xew York added interest in the mortgage market
come about as a result of charges that have been
made that title companies, savings banks and life inIn

has

withholding funds which should
that three brokers with suitable con-

surance companies are

go

to the builders

;

nections are the only ones from whom appraisals will be
that bonus must be paid for loans
and that
accepted
men in need of building money have hard work getting
;

;

has shown, however, that large inwhich make a business of financing building
projects are endeavoring to do all in their power to provide
relief for the situation which will make for a heal
development of construction.
A suggestion has been made by a prominent New York
loaning interest that if all the savings banks would come
together and agree to finance for a reasonable proportion
of the value all new construction it would greatly increase
the housing facilities of the earner of moderate wages.
The banks should always have reserve funds for this
it.

Investigation

stitutions

purpose.

Lumber statistics of the manufacturers for last week
show a large increase in orders received, and this is true
in

the great

Southern lumber region and

all

especially
along the west coast. For a month now the larger Pacific
coast manufacturers have reported heavy orders and last
week their orders ran far above normal. The Southern
pine manufacturers show a big jump in orders and the

Northern pine and North Carolina pine regions indicate
advances in orders, the former cutting more than

slight
usual.

For many months
below normal and

the general lumber

retailers

movement

has been

have been allowing their

stocks

The

become low.

present increases show that retailers
are buying heavily and it goes without saying that they
would not do this if they were not receiving many orders
in realization of a big building boom.

to

THE AMERICAN ARCHITF.CT'S correspondweek show construction conditions to be growing
better daily, particularly in the mid-West section, where
conditions have been such as to make it imperative that
The wave has slowly but surely been
building proceed.
moving eastward. New York architects feel that it
only a matter of a month or so before there will be a
great shortage of architects and draughtsmen to handle
the tremendous amount of work that is developing,
Reports from

ents this

establishment of a definite tax limit. Real estate for the
past twenty years has borne an unfair proportion of the
taxes of the cities. Thirty per cent of the rent from a

house

being

through a system of loans at a low

is

operations would at onCe gain impetus toward their
normal condition.
There is not so much inconsistency as may at first be
felt in arriving at a conclusion that an increased rate of
interest would result in increased construction.
With

made

secure Government and State aid
rate, similar to farm
giving the prospective builder increased confidence

from startauthority that builders have held off
by
ing new building on a large scale, not because they expect
materials and labor costs to drop within the next few
this

Capital

is

large percentage of permits taken out this week were
for residential work, which indicates that the building
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(Continued on Page 804-^)
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Department of Architectural
Engineering
Back Venting versus Simplified Plumbing
Has

Simplicity,

Economy and

Safety in

House Drainage Actually

Been Attained?
installations date

WHILE plumbing interesting

traps were of such a pattern as to become quickly
fouled from the waste passing through them, later

back many

to note that probcenturies, it is
ably the first man legally appointed "Inspector of
Plumbing" in the United States (Samuel A. Rob-

amendments

inson, Washington, D. C.) assumed his duties as
In his report of July, 1877,
recently as 1873.
rendered after a most thorough investigation of
plumbing installations in the District of Columbia,
he earnestly recommended that regulations be

sanitary for these reasons.
( )ne
of the greatest problems to overcome
Let us remember
the svphonage of the traps.

modern plumbing systems. In many cases the soil
or waste pipe terminated at the highest fixture, so
that any discharge through it must leave a partial
vacuum in its wake. The ''S" or bend traps were
found to syphon out more easily than the drum

and rent pipes. On March 27, 1879,
typewritten recommendations were made and dis-

drains, traps

tributed to those interested, but not until July i,
1880, were these, with slight modifications, given

So
first

far as can

in force in

code

known

somewhat

to

after the pattern of those in force in the

District of Columbia.

One

of the basic requirements of these early
plumbing ordinances was that each fixture be
trapped, the trap to be placed as near the fixture
as possible, and in addition some form of vent pipe

was required

to protect the seal

and usually the greater the body of water
retained in the trap, the less susceptible to syphonic
action was the trap seal. Of the two types the "S"
traps,

Plumbing

any city in America. The earliest
have been in effect in any country
predated the Washington code by only a few years,
having been incorporated in the "By-laws" of Uppingham, England, about 1875. The New York
Board of Health in 1877 issued to the people of
that city a pamphlet with cuts showing the proper
method of laying out the plumbing system, and in
the year following recommended simple rules govThereafter the matter of
erning such work.
was taken up by many of
codes
adopting plumbing
the leading cities in the United States as well as
abroad, and the regulations later adopted followed

Code

was

how

crude such installations were when compared with

adopted providing for the proper installation of

the full effect of a city ordinance.
be ascertained, this constituted the

to the various ordinances specified the

construction of traps in more detail, and prohibited
the use of such types as were deemed to be un-

from trap syphon-

age.

Inasmuch as many of the traps in use at that
time contained interior mechanism such as a ball
or other movable part to seal the trap, and as other

and half S or "P" traps were undoubtedly the most
sanitary, retaining a smaller quantity of foul water
and being more self -cleansing, due to decreased
waterway. This type of trap has remained in favor to the present day and is probably the most
largely used of any.

However, in order to continue the use of such a
form of trap and at the same time prevent it being syphoned out, air relief pipes, commonly called "vent" lines, were introduced and
were thereafter generally required by law, as has
already been mentioned. Although originally connected at the crown of the trap, they were later
desirable

permitted within approximately two feet of it.
These air relief pipes at first took the form of local
vents, often being of small diameter and extending

Experience
through the wall to the outer air.
proved this arrangement to be defective and often
Further
inadequate to prevent the loss of seal.
investigation revealed the necessity of increasing
the size of vent pipes and continuing them above
the roof.

795

While experiments are

still

in

progress to throw
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further

proper

matter of determining the
and much is still to be

light on the
size of stacks,*

natural
learned about plumbing design, it is but
us
have
things
many
taught
that experience should
of prime importance relating to drainage systems
the adoption of
during the forty years following
the

first

regulations.

Certain

features

stand out as essential

to

the

Of fundamental

proper design of such a system.
fiximportance is the regulation requiring every
outlet
waste
near
its
as
a
have
ture to
trap placed
as possible. The purpose of this trap is obvious it
lock the door against all gases conmust
:

Of

these the danger of stoppage of the vent
(by any cause) is the most serious. This has led
many sanitary engineers to advocate the entire
all

elimination of the vent pipes, the adoption of a
single pipe drainage system, and the installation

of some type of trap not affected by syphonage,
usually termed an "anti-syphon," but more properly named, a "resealing" trap. Such an installation
is referred to as the "Simplified Plumbing System."

Each of these systems has
objections.
ably all that

interior medianprohibition against traps having
ism is so well understood that it will not be discussed. This eliminates the use of all traps except

those providing a water seal, which, to be effective
must be maintained unbroken during the most exacting service conditions.
trap has been mentioned as less susto
ceptible
syphonic action than the S trap, thus
being to a certain extent "anti-syphon.'' The fact
that a trap could be developed, capable of maintaining its seal without the installation of relief or

vent pipes, has led to the development of
tinct

two

dis-

systems of drainage.

Keen students

the

of sanitation

saw with

the intro-

petent contractors without proper supervision,
it is probably as defecits most severe
would lead us to
believe. There is no de-

as

critics

nying that

the drain; the possibility of entire or partial closure
of the vent pipe above the roof by frost during extremely low temperatures, thus for the time being-

rendering it noneffective and also since many vent
lines connect with the soil or waste stack below the
;

roof, accumulations of rust scale at the offset

may

such closure.
The possibility of this
latter danger has been
emphasized by recent inves-

also cause

tigations

on pipe corrosion.!

Extensive tests being conducted by the University of Illinois,
Urbana, 111., under the direction of J. M. White, Supervising ArchiResults not yet published.

tect.

tit is estimated that a vented S trap
one to two months if fixure is unused.
* S ec_.the Relative Corrosion of Cast
.

.

will

Iron,

lose

its

seal

in

from

Wrought Iron and

installation

more

pipe than would
be the case for the simplified system, thus mak-

question

syphonage should the connection of the back vent

its

requires the use of approximately 30 per cent

gerous features, as well as the increased cost of
installation.
These embraced the possibility of bypasses by improper location of traps; the danger of
gas leakage, due to the vastly increased number of

to the trap become stopped up by accumulations of
rust scale, grease or extraneous matter flowing into

it

sive

the

of

more expentwo.
The

the

before

us

is

:

"Are we
dling

justified in sadthis
expenditure

Fig.

i.

Objectionabli

type of re-sealing tr
constructed with interio

upon the owner?"
partition.
In endeavoring to answer this, we find that were it not for one great
drawback the simplified system would be pracideal.
This drawback is the difficulty
tically
of finding an efficient anti-syphon trap.
One
essential

trap)

is

of any trap (except a grease
must be self -cleansing. This is af

feature
that

it

important as its ability to resist syphonage, for if
it be not
self -cleansing, the unsecured parts will
soon become coated, and as accumulations of foul
matter increase, it is only a question of time when
the trap ceases to be anti-syphon. The drum trap
is to a large extent "anti-syphon," but its selfcleansing qualities leave much to be desired. Apparently with but few exceptions every endeavor
to produce an anti-syphon trap has followed along

drum trap, and it is difficult to believe that the traps of this type which have been
produced to date are really self-cleansing. Other
the lines of the

designs differing from the
15, 1919.

Unfortu-

*<"*

ing

;

installed under

of

competent persons.
nately this is by no
means always done, and
-*"" poorly
" rhr designed
when
and installed by incom-

duction and extension of the vent pipe, the incorporation into the drainage system of certain dan-

the clanger of quick
joints in the piping system
loss of seal due to evaporation ;f the danger of trap

is

supervision

tive

The drum

relative merits and

or vented system is probclaimed for it by its most ardent

when designed by and

advocates

effectually

tained in the piping system, so that they cannot
the fixtures. The
gain access to the rooms through

its

The two-pipe

porated

796

baffles,

interior

drum

trap have incor-

partitions

(see

Fig.

i).
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diaphragms and other objectionable fouling surfaces.
Many illustrations might be given showing
to what extent inventors have gone to produce an
"ideal" trap.
Many of these proved impracticable
and weie little if ever used.
The opinions of leading authorities on the subject are of interest, and in this connection \ve
quote from several.

U. S. Government specifies non-syphoning traps not to
save venting expenses, but because the conditions of its
buildings lead the designer to believe such traps will give
the best service.

Dr. \Vm. Paul Gerhard, recognized throughout
the country as an authority on all matters relating
to plumbing, in his work entitled "The \Yater
Sup-

Sewerage and Plumbing of Modern City
Buildings," says
There are a number of water-sealed traps, called non*
*
which are shaped with a view of
syphoning traps,

ply,

:

M. Starbuck,

R.

a rather staunch advocate of

back venting, as given in his book, "Standard Practical Plumbing," 1910 edition, states:
The trap constantly being sought for, and which may
some day lie brought out, should be simple in construction,

retaining a water seal when syphonic action takes place
in the system, and their seal is, as a rule, made deeper

self-cleansing, non-syphonable, have a good seal, and no
internal partitions, depend upon no mechanical device, and

have as few corners or places where filth may collect as
*
possible.
Although there are many excellent traps
now on the market, it does not appear that perfection lias
* * *
When the non-syphonable trap
yet been reached.
becomes an accomplished fact from all practical points
of view, there would seem to be no end to the changes
'

that would result in the plumbing system.
will not
It
be a matter of great surprise to see within the next fewyears, the plumbing system installed without the use of
When this result comes, the decrease in the
trap vents.
complete form and in the cost of the plumbing system
will be very great.
Such a system, however, will nut be
acceptable until the problems involved shall hare been
soh'ed beyond a question of doubt.

In a paper presented at the ith annual meeting of
American Society of Sanitary Engineering in
i

the

1916, Louis A. Cornelius expressed his views as
follows
:

The perfect trap, which as you know, has not been
evolved, is the one that contains a body of water .sufficient
to withstand evaporation for a considerable period, a seal
deep enough to withstand syphonage even under unusual
conditions, like stoppage of the vent pipe, etc. and yet be
a self-cleansing fixture, free at all times to promptly carry
away the waste discharge. Insomuch as increasing the
volume contained in the trap body and deepening the seal,
proportionately decreases its self-cleansing properties, we
are immediately confronted with the difficult problem of
how much of the cleansing properties should be sacrificed
;

to

conform

to

some syphonage

test.

* * *

there is no such thing as an antisyphon trap, using the term broadly. There has simply
been a development of these fixtures which are anti-syphon
to a certain degree, and this degree has been fixed by the
minimum as called for in codes and by individual inIn

the

first

place,

spectors.

Wm.

Beal

Gray, a practical plumber, having
years as such, later becoming a master plumber and now practicing as a sanitary engineer, has written a veritable compendium on
served

many

plumbing, entitled "Plumbing Design and Installation," in which he has this to say on the subject
The author does not wish it understood from anything
said that he condemns non-syphon traps; they are safe
:

and effective in competent hands; the door is open to
them they are generally specified for the locations they
were designed for; the makers do not complain of any
prejudice against the proper use of them and the desirable
;

trade recognizes the merit of such goods.

In

fact

than usual.
\\ here non-syphoning traps and water-closets with
a
deep water seal are used, the special back-air pipes may
be dispensed with, provided the fixtures arc located close
tn a ventilated soil or waste line. In my practice I consider
a run of live feet as the largest allowable length for the
use (if such traps without a vent continuation of the
waste pipe.
Long branches should be vented, either by
interconnection with vent stacks or by extension to the
roof, but if so arranged, the branch trap vents may be
omitted.

This improved system is far superior to the one commonly required by I'uilding Department Rules or regula-

The

present tendency involves unquestionably too
A comparison between the two
complication.
methods shows clearly the superiority of the simpler system, which is now advocated by some of the best authorities.
Hence the municipal plumbing regulations of cities
should be revised so as to make it optional with an architect or the owner which system to adopt.
tions.

much

Nelson

Thompson, chief mechanical engineer,
Architect's
office, Washington, D. C.,
Supervising
recently expressed his opinion, in a letter to the
S.

editor of the Metal Worker, Plumber
Fitter, reading in part as follows

and Steam

:

that the front and back outlet waterwith their shallow trap seals, were in common
use, and prior to the invention of a reliable non-syphoning trap the individual back vent system had a valid
reason for existence. * * *
The use of syphon-jet water-closets and slop sinks
with 3 inch deep water seals, the use of non-syphonage

During the time

closets,

traps on lavatories and ordinary sinks, and the proper
use of the dead-end or circuit vent to protect the shallow
water seals of the "P" or running traps on urinals, shower
baths, etc., solves the problem of protection of water
seals

from syphonage.

The only

point left to consider is that of insuring a
continuous circulation of air through practically the entire system of piping, which is accomplished by the circuit
In the case of a branch to a fixture with
vent system.
a 3 inch deep water seal, or one provided with a nonsyphoning trap, no dead end or circuit vent is necessary
under ordinary conditions for protection against syphonage, nor is it necessary for air circulation until the developed length of the branch exceeds 15 feet. Tests by
the Hygienic Laboratory and others have demonstrated
that the law of diffusion of gases will insure practically
pure air or at least a non-corrosive mixture in a branch
of l'/2 inch or larger pipe for the distance stated, if
continuous air circulation is maintained in the pipe to

which

it

connects.

The system used by

the
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the

Government

for fixtures
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located
Fig.

2.

more than 15 ft. from
The adoption of the

a stack

shown

is

in

plumbing

simplified

States Government would
system by the United
of a few
indicate that it is more than the pet idea
or inventors of antiexperts
sanitary
misguided
use to conserve masyphon traps. Its extensive
The
war
terial during the
period is interesting.
was
organized
States
United
Housing Corporation
of this country into the
shortly after the entrance
world War, its object being to provide good housing

accommodations for war workers
period of time as possible.

in

short

as

a

labored under re-

It

Increase one pipe size
urn
f thru roof if mini11
'

temperature

is

he/on 0r-\

~

Perforated
iMunncte Cover
\

(Grade

'

4-0"at

we floor

types having been installed. The question of availconsidered of prime
ability and quick delivery was
It is doubtful if this feature of the
importance.

dwellings erected by the Housing Corporawould have been given more than passing
attention had it not been for the action of the authorities in several cities where dwellings had been

many
tion

erected.
stance,

In the city of Bridgeport, Conn, for
where the Government had well along

ward completion

last

November

in-

to-

several groups of

buildings of different types, serious difficulties deAfter permitting the construction of the
veloped.
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approval of the plumbing by the local authorities
would of course be necessary. The Government's
experts declared the plumbing was safe but the
local authorities

fully

exact

the

To determine

were unconvinced.
status

of

the

/Roof

plumbing systems

under dispute the Government decided to make
such tests as were necessary, and to this end retained as the test committee five authorities of unquestioned standing in the field of sanitation, to
pass on the matter.
The members of this committee are Albert L.
:

consulting engineer, Xe\v York City,
Dr. \Ym. Paul
ierhard. consulting enYork
New
gineer,
City, secretary; Chas. 15. Ball,
chief inspector. Division of Sanitation, Department

Webster,
chairman

(

:

of Health, Chicago; Nelson S. Thompson, chief
mechanical engineer. Supervising Architect's office,
Washington, D. C. J. \Y. McCarthy, plumbing
contractor, Washington, D. C.
The purpose of the tests* was to determine
whether the plumbing as installed in the buildings
constructed by the United States Housing Cor;

poration in

Bridgeport

committee)

safe.

is

(in

the opinion of

the

Four types of buildings were tested, representing
the different designs of plumbing in the several
groups of buildings constructed by the L'nited
States Housing Corporation at Bridgeport, as folall

lows:
Black

Legend:-

TrapH J l. Wash Traui$ Kitchen -Sink
-Z.BafhTui
3.

KITCHEN

Rock Group,

double

three-story,

ment house, providing accommodations

apartfor two

families on each floor; six families in all.
Mill
Green Group, two-story, semi-detached
house, providing accommodations for two families,

each family occupying half of each story, separated by a party wall.
Mill Green Group, two types of two-story,
double houses, providing accommodations for two
families (superimposed apartments) one family on
each floor.
Naturally the type of building in which the

N'2

Wafer C/osef Connection

PLAN.
f Diamerer

be subjected to the most severe servthe three-story apartments housing six
families of the Black Rock Group. The Committee,
therefore, applied extensive tests to this type of

plumbing
ice

is

will

in

building, and had two similar buildings of the group
( )ne
equipped with different systems of plumbing.

represented the Cnited States Housing Corporation's system, using anti-syphon traps, without back
ventilation pipes, as illustrated in Fig. 3. and the

aiea
fig. 1 iiaia 7>vf
Housing Cof^pO'Vf'
ComOifltJ Trap /& Jit* and L
Trap t/setf Oy
HOUSHW CvpOrot'Ofi /Or La

other represented the Bridgeport system of vented
in these
traps, known as P or half S traps. Tests
buildings gave the following results

rcsrtf

V S.

fit, It,

:

UiS.'HOUSING
Data taken from preliminary report of committee printed in full
in the Bridgeport Times of March 15, 1919, and reprinted with illustrations in Domestic Engineering, April 19, 1919.
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The

critical floor,

under

all

kinds of

tests, is

prising to note the action of the authorities of New
In this city the United States
London, Conn.

the

first floor.

The United

States

Housing Corporation has ordered abandoned

Housing Corporation's system

ter

than the United States Housing Corporation's

system.
In the

syphonage

ARCHITECT
Committee's
is

more

opinion,
serious than

its

en-

housing project, consisting of 116 houses, badly
needed and all but 3 per cent completed, full details
of which action appeared in the AMERICAN
tire

resists syphonage better than the Bridgeport system.
The Bridgeport system resists back-pressure bet-

for

May

14, 1919,

page 687.

We

cannot agree with Mr. Sherman when he
refers to the present type of vented system as
archaic and obsolete, but all investigations would

failure

through
failure through

back-pressure.
It might here be noted that no main house trap
or fresh air inlet was provided in any of the Gov-

indicate that the simplified system as installed
these buildings is equal to the more complex syst

required by the

ernment's installations: also that the water-closet
J
It
fixtures had a depth of seal of only 2 2 inches.
would seem that had deep seal syphon-jet water-

/

In

addition

New London
to

regulations.

the

Bridgeport tests, probab'
nothing has done more to bring the "Simpli
Plumbing System" to the forefront than t
action in New York City by the Board of Standards

been used, the back-pressure would
have been less pronounced.
In order to relieve the simplified system from
made by the
back-pressure, a recommendation was
Committee that the United States Housing Corbe corporation's system in the Black Rock Group
closet fixtures

and Appeals who recently amended the plumbin;
regulations (printed in THE AMERICAN ARCHITE<
Jan. 22, 1919) so as to make it optional with the ar*
and owner as to which system shall be iiH

chitect

rected by the addition of a 2-inch air relief pipe at
each stack (there were two stacks in each building)

stalled,

and further provided for additional

elimi-

fixproperly connected to the water-closet and bath
tures on the first floor, extended to the roof and increased to 4 inches in diameter, before passing

of back vents by permitting the yoke or
circuit type of venting, when fixtures are arrangi
in batteries and located more than the permissibl
distances from the stack for use of anti-syphi

through the roof.

traps.

nation

both buildings were severe
and searching, and, perhaps, subjected both systems
to stronger strain than will occur often in actual

The

This important action was brought about in part
by the application of George Cody (now dead),

tests applied to

service, but the

who in July, 1918, requested the Board of Standards and Appeals to grant him a hearing as to the
merits of an anti-syphon trap he had invented, and
suggested that tests be held to determine its ef-

Committee believed that any system

of plumbing should have a sufficient factor of safety,
and from this viewpoint the tests applied were not
too severe to insure such safety.
Attention was called to the fact that both systems

ficiency.

would show modified results after some length of
service due to fouling, although in the Committee's
opinion the extent of such fouling would not reduce to the danger point the trap seals of the two
kinds of anti-syphon traps used in the United States

Housing Corporation's system, nor does

it

installations in the two-story

believe

groups stood

was to increase the 2-inch waste where extended above the roof to 4 inches in diameter to
prevent possible closure by frost.
These tests are enlightening and would seem to
verify the opinions of the Government's sanitary
mittee

who

laid out the

plumbing work

in these

buildings.

Although the Bridgeport tests were so thorough
that it would seem to settle the
question of safety
in this type of
building

beyond argument,

it is

investigate

syphonage action and maintain a complete
water seal at all times, and also as to its selfThis report was adopted
cleansing properties."
The Board, however, had no
Nov. 13, 1918.
resist

the tests to which they were subjected satisfactorily
and the only recommendation made by the Com-

experts

committee was appointed to

the following conclusions: "The trap satisfactorily
met the requirements of the test prescribed by the
Board of Standards and Appeals as to its ability to

that fouling of the Bridgeport traps and vent pipes
will be sufficient to endanger that system.

The

A

the matter, specifications for a test were later formulated, and the test held August 13, 1918. The
committee's report submitted to the Board contained

sur-

authority to approve this or any other equally
meritorious trap without back venting, since the
plumbing regulations then in force required such
Amendments to the regulations were
vent
pipes.

therefore drafted and published, a public hearing
held, and the amendments with a few changes

adopted
27, 1919.

Dec.

27, 1918, becoming effective Jan.
rules provided for the approval of

These

such anti-syphon traps as met the tests prescribed
on
by the Board of Standards and Appeals, and
the
requireFeb. 11, 1919, the Board promulgated
ments for tests (printed on page 804), which are
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I

substantially the same as those to which the trap
previously submitted had been subjected, but further
required before granting approval, that a trap

that the simplified system
provided an ideal anti-syphon trap
amid be produced. Directly after the
approval of
an anti-syphon trap, for use in the
City of New
York, thus making the amended regulations oper-

was

which had been

in actual service for at least one
be
submitted
and split in half for inspection.
year
(Jne of the Cody traps which had been in use for

Long

Hotel,

>per-

a lavatory in the Nassau
Beach. L. I., was thereafter removed

peals the
t

e

made

to

the

Cor-

poration

tiled

ity

Mayor

New York

of

the

was involved, the Mayor
The Hoard of
Standards and Appeals was represented by its chairman. After a lengthy hearing during which both
in \\hich

the public health

very properly granted the request.

--ides had ample
opportunity to present their evidence the Mayor said in substance: "If this
trap
does what is claimed for it (makes
unnecessary the

installation of vent pipes)
it
dries not. its use should

1

am

lie

in

favor of

peals
n o t

of

proposed to

cide

The

in-

Building
felt

it

lacked authorto

t

plumb-

Bureau
ity

in

sim-

system.

wou
wan

1

t

d
it

sy was brought
to the bed rock

en Island, in
which it was

ing

h e

t

used." T h n s
the controver-

i

plified

am

Hoard of Standards and Ap-

erected in Stat-

the

If

I

satisfied

merous dwelln g s to be

stall

it.

prohibited, and

nu-

for

Re-

reception of a committee to present
their views on the subject, and as this was a mutter
(

s

Housing
plans

for

the

to

installation.

its

Uni-

State

(1

system to prevent

was

quest

and no accumulations of foreign
substances being evident (see illustration) a complete resume of the facts in the case were sul>niitted to the Board on April i. KJK>. and the .rap

were taken by ihose opposed

steps

simplified

split in half,

approved for use within the City of Xew York.
Unfortunately the inventor, some (12 years of age.
who had worked on this device for many years to
bring it to a s.ate of perfection, died two weeks
after his invention had been officially approved.
At about the' same time that Mr. Cody bninght
this matter to the attention of tlu- Hoard of Standards and Ap-

sanitary,

ative.

some nine years under
and

They conceded

proposed.

I!

h e

issue

the

M

a y o r

suggested that

(.ii

I

and

merit,

order to de-

in New York Citv.
From left ti
Re-sealing trap tested and approved fi
right: (l) sectional view of trap taken from Nassau Hotel, Long Beach, L. I..
after approximately <; years' service; (J) general appearance of trap as now
manufactured: (.?) sectional view of new trap.

approve

the trap be installed
in
a
fairly

h

i

gh

building under
actual
service

such plans, and the matter was taken up unofficially
with the Hoard of Standards and Appeals. Had tin-

conditions

Board not acted

by the Hoard, to
been
already
subjected, was not analogous to conditions occurring in actual service, and not so se-

is

did in amending the plumbing
likely that the matter of permitting
as

it

regulations
the simplified plumbing system would have been
brought up officially by the United States Housing
it

in

order to demonstrate

This suggestion

was made,

test specified

as

its

efficiency.

was claimed the
which the trap had
it

vere.

Corporation.
At the time the plumbing regulations came up
for amendment, strong opposition to any changes
was voiced by representatives of the Master

Accordingly a ten-story fireproof building located
on the Court House site (southeast corner 1'earl
and Park Streets), erected in i<x>2 and owned by the
This building is at present occucity, was selected.

Association,* on the grounds that the
been
present efficient system with vent pipes had
built up as the result of many years of careful
in the destudy, and that the development to date
a
sign of anti-syphon traps had not reached such
stage of perfection as would warrant the changes

a supply depot by the Quartermaster's
States Army. A 5-inch vertical soil
United
Corps.
line containing no offsets and exposed to view from
roof to basement, into which the fixtures shown in

Plumbers'

It cannot be assumed from this action that
general of the master plumbers of New York
Plumbers' Association (New York City) has
than 400, whereas there are some 4000 master
the Greater City.

this i> tn
opinion
City since the Uaste
membership of less

a

plumbers

as

pied

page 802, drained, was selected for use. As
test is somewhat unusual and probably the
most severe ever made on any
trap, it
J anti-syphon
Jr
n son ie detail.
j||
)(
( escr Jl) C d
Fig. 4,

such a

rejjistered in

HOI

.

)

'J'| le

l

j

preparatory work for the test COHSIStcd

111
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the trap being Jorced into the wash basin, but the
trap resealed completely, losing no water.
During
all the other discharges the back-pressure, while

each story and plugthe existing 4-i"ch
trine them up- disconnecting
it connected to the
vent stack at the bottom where
cuttiii" out the

back vents

in

causing commotion within the trap, did not fonr
any water into the wash basin, nor affect the sea

cut: indrain and capping both ends where
soil line, first
the
in
5-inch
Tee
fitting
sfillin'-r a
horixontal branch
story with a I'j-inch
waste 22 inches long, to which the trap
conto be tested with a lavatory was
This trap contained glass winnected.
dows so that the depth of water seal

houe

Y

could be observed during the

test.

The vented

and practically the
water

As

A

occur

during

1-fSSaJTMt

then entered a horizontal drain alreadl
partly filled by rain water from the loadThese results would indicate that|

ers.

actual

proper use of this anti-syphon trap wj
out back venting was entirely safe.
Fig. 5, page 803, shows a typical layi
of kitchen and bath room fixtures,

by the simultaneous discharge
of every fixture above the first story.
At the same time a heavy rain was occur-

York

of water
ring, causing a large amount
to be conducted by the leaders into the

ing

simplified system

vent connection
in
fYC

Oyj/cfiSto/rt

The

as follows

results

identical

condi-

:

trap lost no seal from
syphonage, and the water within the trap
was affected but little by syphonic action

during the discharges.

The water

Fig.

Diagram

4.

soil line

showing
ten
in

which

sealing

Cody

trap
tested

vented half S
trap fluctuated considerably at each discharge, due
to syphonic action, but the seal remained unbroken,

of

unvented

with

trap was affected by back-pressure during one discharge which occurred
during a
particularly heavy rainfall, some of the water within

all

vent lines

for a batter)
This is illustrated in Fig.
of seven water-closets and a comparison
with the back-vented system shown,
'(>

building

story

re-

was

further illustration

seal of the

The anti-syphon

fixture

However, as batteries of fixtures
often arranged in such a manner
these limitations are exceeded, it is
back vents
possible to eliminate the
circuit
or
the
type of ven
using
yoke

of these tests were

The anti-syphon

a

ceed these limitations
be omitted.

the anti-syphon trap were reon
the vented half S trap in orpeated
der to make a fair comparison between

two systems under

of

7 feet fr<
syphon trap
an unvenl
of
nor
the
stack,
placing
deep seal syphon jet water-closet n^J
than 5 feet from a soil line. If all
tures can be grouped so as not to

made on

the

to the

more than

place of the anti-syphon trap and during
the afternoon the same tests as had been

tions.

conforming

City regulations as they now st
These regulations do not permit the

main house drain. During the recess between morning and afternoon sessions a
installed

t

t

most fixtures fell ten stories, being a
mented on its downward path by the dfl
charges from fixtures on other storiJ

test

was

comparison between the
based on the foregoing

back-pressure was not unexpected
sidering that the water from the up

Approximately 350 gallons of
water was emptied into the soil line at

half S trap, with back
to the 4-inch vent line

fair

intensity to prevent the compl
Such stn
resealing of the traps.

service.

each

w;

trap

ficient

was held
May 1, I'ji'J- During the morning session the anti-syphon trap was subjected
to more severe conditions than would
to

amount

that neither trap was affected
serious
extent by syphonage, and
any
no time was the back-pressure of si

demonstration

likely

the

shows

A
stack.
charging into the 5-inch soil
was
proapparatus
special signalling
vided so that the persons at the fixtures
to
in each story could be notified when
same.
discharge

be

entire

within

contained

systems,

glass

ever

affect

forced up into the wash basin, later
ceding and completely resealing the tr

seventh stories, each lank being provided with an anti-syphon trap having
windows for observation, and dis-

official

was

by back-pressure during every discha

the
there were no fixtures in several of
tank was inone
floors
25-gallon
upper
and
stalled in each of the fourth, sixth

The

half S trap

submitted

drawing

Thompson

(Fig.

2,

method of venting

shown in
Nelson
Mr.
by

is

also

page 798).
as

installed

illustrating t
by the Unii

Department, in which sev(
are
arranged to drain into o
kinds of fixtures
States

Treasury

horizontal branch.
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rir

!g*

i

.

,

3m

1!

TYPICAL,

ARRANGEMENT f

BATHROOM
Fig.

5.

Section B-B

KITCHEN FIXTURES

*

Plumbing system conforming

to the

Now York

re-sealing traps, thus eliminating

all

vent pipes.

Actual figures as to costs arc usuallv of more
acute interest than even drawings, and estimates
for the arrangement shown in
story building are as follows:

Back-vented system ...........
Simplified system .............

Saving

if

installed, 2y.~ per cent, or.

For the arrangement shown

four-

Sojo.oo
4.V'-"'

'

is

system

simplified

for a

Fig. 5

.

the figures

in Fig.

For yoke-type system ..........
yoke type

is

seal

hese figures relate to the material and labor for

from tile basement ceiling to
and do not include fixtures or horizontal
house drains in the basement, leaders, etc., which of
course would vary with each installation, depending
on several factors. The cost of fixtures and these
additional pipe lines would, however, be the same
piping system only
the root,

systems.

.

:

if

I

utilizing deep
syphon-jet water closet and
Note the simplicity of connections.

lor both
.

are as follows for a four-s.ory building
For back-vented system ........ $1,600.00

Saving

rule-;,

i

.

1

32.00

installed.

29.2 per cent, or .............

$468.00

Attention

is

called to the fact that the simplified

plumbing system is not tins, but it is believed that
recent developments in the design of anti-syphon
or resealing traps and of deep seal syphon-jet
water-closet fixtures have now reached that stage
of efficiency which warrants the installation of this
system,

y y

when properly designed.

(FLOOR.

T?

y

33

YOKE -TYPE VENTING
i

Fig.

6.

When

ventilated.

COMMON SYSTEM w^ BACK-VENTING

shown above the
The Yoke type system will accomplish

fixtures are located as

X<

this

803

York rules require the piping system to be specially
with entire satisfaction, and at a saving of cost.
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traps.
( e)

war

to

A partial list is here given of
milting the simplified plumbing system.
New York

'York

New York
New York

Johnstown
"Kingston

.

.

-New York
New ork
New Jersey
New Jersey
New Jersey
New
Jersey
X-

Rochester
Schenectady
Atlantic

\ ork

N'ew

Gloversville

'i

City

Baynnne
tMontclair

Onuipc

New

,.,

.

.

Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts

Boston

Cambridge
Iiedham
Lowell
Somervillr

Uhodc

Newport

.

Island
Island

Providence

Klu.de

I'awtuckct

\Voonsocket

Rhode Island
Rhode Island

\\illiainsport

Pennsylvania

A wash basin, or fixture answering the same purpose, which
be conveniently connected or disconnected from the inlet side of
The

.

The quick-opening valve

shall be opened and the entire conte
tank discharged at one time.
basin shall be connected to the trap, filled with watd
and both wash basin and tank discharged simultaneously
quick-opening valve shall be kept open until the entire contents|
the tank has been discharged.
The trap shall be disconnected and a bridge of solid soap fori
across the lower half of the discharge end of the trap, so
effectually block one-half of the clear water way, and the fore

of the

The wash

tests

in

8

stat

Largest city in the world.
*Less deaths per thousand of any
simplified

service qualities of the trap may be tested as follows;
trap which has been in actual constant use for a period of
than one year shall be removed under the supervision
representative of the testing authorities, split into two halves,
submitted for inspection, for the purpose of determining whe
sediment or coating of grease or other foreign matter has accu
lated in the trap during service conditions.

city

in

V.

S.

Sanitary

code

plumbing system mandatory.

anti-syphon traps and deep seal syphon jet fixtures before approval by any municipality, and if
only those meeting the most severe requirements

Approval.
An approval shall not be issued for any anti-syphon trap which
been subjected to the foregoing tests unless the trap has:
1. Maintained
its water seal throughout the test.
2. Been successfully scoured of any foreign substances plac
t!ie trap, when water has been discharged through same.
3. I'pon ins|x.'ction, after service,
shown no excessive accu

are installed no fear need be had as to the safety of
the system.

Below are printed the

New York

!

tion of grease or other foreign substance.
Deep Seal Syphon Fixtures, or Anti-Svphott Fixtures, In
tions: Applicants for approval of deep seal syphon-jet or anti-s;
fixtures shall submit the following with their application
(a) A stock fixture of the size and design to be tested.
(b) A s'milar fixture, cut in half.
(c) A similar fixture, to be used in the test, provided with
observation ports of sufficient size to permit clear observation
the action occurring within the fixture during test, and t
observation ports shall be so located that the amount of water
remaining after each test can be readily observed.
(d) An affidavit that the three fixtures submitted are reg
stock fixtures.

City test re-

:

quirements.

FOR ANTI-SYPHON TRAPS OR
FIXTURES

MKTIIOI) FOR TKSTS

Resolved, That the following he and it hereby is adopted by the
board of standards and appeals as the method prescribed for tests
for anti-syphon traps or fixtures, which must he successfully passed
before such traps or fixtures shall be approved under Rule 99, Rules

,

Plumbing and Drainage:
Instructions

The

desired

A

Ri^id and searching tests should be applied to

Apparatus.

cost and responsibility for the installation of the
necessary equipment for such test shall be borne by the person or
firm submitting the appliance.
2. Such person or firm shall also furnish the
board, together with
the application for test, the following material and information:
(a) A stock trap of the size and design to be tested, which shall
be of the P and S type and shall be of lead or brass, cast in one
piece, and without interior partitions or mechanism.
(b) A similar trap cut in half.
(c) A s milar trap, to be used in the test, provided with glass
observation ports of sufficient size to permit clear observation of the
action occurring within the trap during test, and such observation
ports shall be so located that the amount of water seal remaining
after each test can be readily observed.
1.

if

less

all

for

be repeated several times,

The

*

makes

shall

authorities.

For Self -Cleansing Qualities.
For the purpose of determining its self -cleansing qualities,
trap shall lie filled with sand and the wash basin filled with
and allowed to discharge.
A similar operation shall be rep
with tea leaves, coffee grounds, sawdust and grated soap.
For Service Qualities.

with an aggregate population

s,

repeated.

Kach operation
testing

8,000,000
Totals, 24 cit'es, located
of 8,000.000 persons.

conducted as follows:

times.

.11,000

..

shall be

For Anti-Siphon Qualities.
For the purpose of determining the efficiency of the trap, the L_
completely tilled, a water seal established in the trap; and:The quick-opening valve shall be opened for live seconds, I"
closed for five seconds, and this alternating process repeated

250,000
56,000
41,000
32,000
60,000
20,000
10,000

.

.

test

shall be

11,000

.

I

trap.

108,000
87,000

Maine
North Carolina
West Virginia

Portland
Kak-igh
Clarksburg

pipe.

.

.

fiftfH

;

52.000
65,000
25,000
30,000
104.000
750,000
110,000

.

hundred and

TY

80,1100

I

:

capacity, with adequate water supply for refilling sanlfl
during the test.
A vertical wrought iron or steel pipe line fifty feet long, coofl
nected to the underside of the tank, and of the same internal
diameter as the trap to be tested.
A quick -opening valve, located ten feet below the underside
the tank.
A
tilting located two feet below the quick-opening valve,
horizontal branch pipe connected thereto, of the same diameter
the vertical line, this branch line not to exceed two feet in leng
with a pitch towards the vertical line of two inches to the foot,
the trap to be tested shall be connected to this horizontal bra

per-

.

'jersey

tank

shall consist of the following
of not less than fifty nor more than one

gallons

5,800,000
21,000
11,000
26,000
220,000

.

the three traps submitted are regular stock!

all

Apparatus.

A

Population

*'

O'fv

New

now

of

The apparatus

ordinances.
cities

that

affidavit
list

New

necessity
adopted by the Government as
conserve labor and material, which can be shown to
be safe, beneficial and at the same time economical.
Where laws or ordinances prevent such proper
should lend their influence
progress the profession
in an active way to the amendment of restrictive
a

A

cities, towns or municipalities where such trapl
has been officially approved tor use without back venting.
The testing apparatus shall be located within the City of
York, and in a place, building or structure to meet the approval of!
the testing authorities.
Such apparatus shall be so located that I
every part is easily accessible for inspection.

those features,

all

convert into permanent practice

An

(d)

us many
despite its horrors has brought
of conlesson
is
the
which
of
least
the
benefits, not
and
to
retain
be
should
Architects
quick
servation.

The war

The apparatus shall be
traps, except that vertical

entire

sinrlar

to

that

required

and horizontal pipes

diameter of three inches for testing slop
testing water-closets; tank shall have a
one hundred gallons and the fixture shall
water supply so that same may be flushed

shall

for

anti-syp

have an

intei

sinks and four inches
capacity of not less

be provided with

when

its

required.

Test.

For the purpose of determining the efficiency of the fixture^
maintain a water seal, it shall be tested in a manner similar to
prescribed for anti-syphon traps, except that no soap bridge IK f
provided at the outlet.

;

1

Adopted

February

11.

1919.

JOHN
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o

P.

LEO, Chain

June

4,
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Walls finished
with Cabot i

Tooker
Marsh,

Old Virginia
White; roofs

Architicts,

New

stained with
Cabot's Creototo Statni.

Cabot's Old Virginia
The Modern Architectural Outside White

The
and

&

W

li 1 1

York

e

"whitewash white" effect of Old Virginia White has real distinction. It is a softer and yet a brighter white than paint
texture and color-values are essentially different
character from the heavy, hard paint coating. This makes it especially approprimodern "Colonial," because it gives the house at once the aspect of well-groomed old age a result that it would take yean to
(You can get Cabot's Stains all over the country. Send for samples and name of nearest agent.)
accomplish with paint.
clean, brilliant

m

its

ate for the

1133 Broadway,

NEW YORK

Samuel Cabot,

Inc.,

Manfg. Chemists, BOSTON, MASS.

TUDOR-STONE
Suitable for any architecture and

is

not

mong

tKc

users

W.

Kiniie

St.,

CHICAGO

of

&

WcJson Slate
including Tudor-Stone
Rising

are the following

limited by cost, character or color. Architecturally satisfying ana, in certain

A.

24

:

Jonn ^Russell *Pof>t
oertram (j (joodhue

com-

,

binations, less

expensive

graduated roofing

than regular

Howard

slate.

Grtenlty

& Roach
& Aldrich

fio/aotra

Delano

THE RISING & NELSON SLATE
Since 1869 Miners and Mnkers of

Hub-Grade Roofing

CO.

Slates

Quarries and Main Office, West Pawlett, Vermont
Architects' Service Department. 101 Park Ave., New York
Boston
Chicago

Financing

McKi'm.
White

New

our function to cooperate with architects, engineers and builders who wish to
get in touch with large amounts of capital
is

IT

available for the construction of new buildings.

We

specialize in making construction loans
in the form of first mortgage bond issues in

amounts of $250,000 upward, secured by
income producing properties of the following
classes, where the margin of security is
ample for safety and the earnings sufficient to
make principal and interest payments:
buildings;
mercantile build*

*DwigKt James Baum
Chas. Sf. Platt

5\/W

&

Construction

We

make loans from architects' plans and
specifications paying contractors as the building progresses.

We

also purchase outright first mortgage
bond issues which are the obligations of well-

established

industrial

concerns in need of

capital for legitimate expansion and which
have sufficient real estate assets and a record

of successful operation.

Our

plan provides the desired capital

diately

imme-

and permits repayment over long

periods out of current earnings.

office

We have a thoroughly developed organization

&;

offer our facilities to those who contemplate construction or business development.

and

apartment buildings;
hotel buildings;

warehouses;
plants of industrial concerns.

for our booklet explaining the Straus
Plan of Financing. Ask for

Write
Booklet No.p-20

STRAUS

I.
ESTABLISHED 1882

CO.
INCORPORATED

STRAUS BUILDING, CHICAGO
150 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Thirty-Seven Years Without Loss to Any Investor

s _,
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Construction Attracts

New

Capital

(Continued from page 794)
the conclusion that there will be
public has arrived at
no recession of prices and are DOW ready to build as soon
market beas the predicted stabilization of the money

comes

a certainty.
of

Southern pine lumber this week returned to the normal peace time volume for the first
time since the end of the war. This fact has been
brought out by the announcement that total orders received by 166 mills of the Southern Pine Association
were two per cent above the line indicating normal busProduction was Si per cent and shipments 75
iness.
per cent normal. Business has been climbing upward
for the past two months. Tt is predicted that in face of
business now in sight orders will be fifty per cent above

The purchase

normal within the next month.
"The lumber business has come back." said T. E.
Rhodes, secretary-manager of the Southern Pine Assowhich indicate
ciation, in commenting on the statistics,
that the demand for Southern pine is much in excess of
its

production.

"Since the signing of the armistice, when the government ceased taking lumber in large quantities, the production of Southern pine each week was considerably
This continued to
larger than the sale and shipments.
the middle of April, with accumulating stocks at the
mills.

"In April the number of unfilled orders reported by the
members of this Association amounted to 18,433 cars.
Last week the same mills had unfilled orders on hand

amounting to 23.524 cars. There were received during
the week by T66 mills, representing more than one-half
the total production of Southern pine in the Gulf states,
orders for 4,968 cars, equivalent to more than one hundred million feet. This is 25 per cent more than the output of the mills for the same week.

Late Quotations

in

(Price quotations now current on building materials ami supplies
quoted by dealers and jobbers for delivery in New York and
The quotations set forth are placed before readers
Chicago follow.
of THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT to afford an accurate review of
market conditions rather than for use as a basis for actual purchase.
They will not only provide knowledge of the exact state of the market
as to items quoted, but will also present a basis to judge conditions
as affecting co-relating materials.
Items marked (*) indicate an
advance over last week, while those marked (t) record a decline.
Other prices did not fluctuate during the week.)

Face brick (delivered on job)

New York

Chicago

:

Common

(Delivered at job in Borough of Manhattan only), per thousand ................... $17.85
Rough red ................................... 29.00
Smooth red ................................... 26.00
Rough buff .................................. 32.00
Smooth buff .................................. 32.00
Rough gray .................................. 38.00
Smooth gray .................................. 40.00
Colonials ..................................... 24.00

$12.00
40.00
40.00
40.00
40.00
42.00
42.00
30.00

BROKEN STONE
(Delivered on job):
1 Ya in. per cu. yd .............................. $3.25
yt in. per cu. yd .............................. 3.25

1

States.

"The costs of manufacturing lumber remain high and
manufacturers generally do not see any immediate prospe t of reduction. There is still an acute shortage of la-1
bor at many Southern lumber producing points.
"\\itli the gradual resumption of business generally,
it is certain that the capacities of the Southern pine sav
mills will be taxed to_the utmost to furnish the buildin
material required by the domestic market, in addition
supplying what foreign buyers will be able to ship fro
our shores."

The cost of erecting new buildings has increased 50
cent beyond the cost during the pre-war period. The fift;
foot, sixteen-family house, which formerly cost $35,000
build will now cost $50,000, if not $55,000.
This is
opinion of William E. Harmon, prominent builder, who

now undertaking

large building operations.

Structural steel shops booked 40 per cent more busi
April than in March, according to the records of
Bridge Builders' and Structural Society, which show t!
2^y2 per cent of their capacity, or 44,100 gross tons,
contracted for in the past month, as compared with 17
in

/

l
per cent in March, i2 2 per cent in February, 12 per
in January, and 64 per cent in April, 1918.
The aver;
business taken on in the four months of this year is I
than 17 per cent of capacity, as against 55 per cent in thd
same period of 1918.

Building Material Markets

as

BRICK

"The orders received by these mills during the week
ending April 4 averaged 402,755 feet per mill; while the
average orders last week was 631,355 feet, an increase
of more than 50 per cent in business in six weeks.
"In addition to tlu large needs for lumber in foreign"
countries, especially Europe, a most conspicuous lea -'
ture of the resumption of the lumber business is the
great need for construction of every sort in the United

$2.35
2.35

BURNED CLAY

New York
x

8
12
18

.40
.49
.67

IS, per ft
18. per ft
x 18. per ft

.x

Wall coping (double slant)
9

:

24
27
36

per ft
per ft
ft., per ft
Wall coping (single slant)
9 ft., per ft
1 2
ft., per ft
18 ft., per ft
(Corners and angles four times the price of one
foot of coping the same size.)
ft.,

2
18
1

ft.,

:

26
30
42

Hollow Tile
(Delivered at job, in New York below 72nd St.)
12 partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft
$70.15
102.00
$67.90
partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft
72.50
114.75
x 12 x 12 partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft
9960
ft
153.00
partitions, per 1,000 sq.

2 x 8 x

3x12x12
4
6x12x12
8x12x12

135.80
167.50
194.69

partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft
10 x 12 x 12 partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft
12 x 12 x 12 partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft
split furring, per 1,000 sq. ft

2x12x12

63.75

CEMENT
Per bbl. in 15 cent bags (Rebate 60c. per bbl. for

(Delivered on job)
Block partition:

$3.25

$2.80

..22J4c.

22 V,c.

bags)

3 in., per sq. ft .................................. 18
4 in., per sq. ft ................................. 20

COPPER SHEETS
.10

At

.11

tops:
12 x 12 for 8 x 8 flues ..........................
Flue lining:
4 ft. x 8 ft., per ft ......................
4 x 12, per ft .............................

8 x 8, per ft ..................................
8 x 12, per ft .......................
12 x 12, per ft ....................
'

the mill, hot rolled, 16 oz. base-price, per
jobber's warehouse add 2 to 3
Ic. per Ib. to hot rolled.)

(From

Chimney

$3 50

$2.25

18

.12
.16

Per foot

.16
.20
.28

Per bushel

'27

'35

Ib.

cents.

Cold rolled add

CORNER BEAD
05

.05

30

.30

FIBRE
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Armco

Iron

Permanence
Years

cause but

of service

deterioration in
Armco Iron and for this
slight

reason

the

architects

great buildings,

of

intended

for permanent service, spec-

Rust-Resisting Armco
Iron for all Sheet Metal
ify

Portions, Metal Lath, Metal

Roofing and Metal Window Frames; Pipes, Gutters,
Bell

Fire-

proof Doors (all of which
go a long way toward making a building fireproof).

Telephone Building
Kansas City, Mo.

Henry
I.

and

Cornices

T. Hoit, Architect

R. Timlin. Associate Architect

When

these are of the standard pure-rust resisting iron, they form
worthy portions of buildings that are erected for the future.

In the beautiful new Bell Telephone Building of Kansas City, Mo.,
more than 100,000 pounds of Galvanized Armco Iron was used for
window frames and other sheet metal work.

To keep down repair bills and maintenance costs; to insure long
life and minimum replacements; to make the
building increase the
dividends by saving in operating expenses, use Armco Iron.
Write us regarding your building problems.

The American Rolling Mill Company
MIDDLETOWN, OHIO

Licensed Manufacturers Under Patents Granted to the International Metal Products

Armco Iron

Sheets,

Roofing,
-

Pipe,

Gutter

Branch Offices at -

Company

and Metal Lath

NEW YORK
CHICAC7O
PITTSBURGH
ATLANTA
CINCINNATI
WASHINGTON CLEVELAND DETROIT ST. LOUIS and SAN FRANCISCO

DETAIL OF HOUSE OF PALLADIO, VICENZA, ITALY
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VIEW FROM NORTHEAST

An

Italian

House
GORDON

E.

>OR many

surroundings.

The house of Charles L. Briggs, of Haverhill,
Mass., located at Miami, Florida, and illustrated in
this issue, presents an excellent example of the
type of house referred

to.

approximately 200 x 700

feet,

highly restricted nature of

on a lot
and as indicating the
neighborhood it may

Its location is

its

Copyright, 1919,

Miami, Florida

MAYER, Architect

years, Northern men of wealth
have sought and found locations in the South
-Mwhere they have built pretentious houses set
in spacious grounds.
Here, during the rigorous
months of the Northern winters, they have found
health and recreation amidst the most luxurious

W

at

be mentioned that this

lot

and those of

sold at as high a price as $30,000 for a

this tract are

hundred

feet

frontage.
The architect states that on receiving the commission, a primitive dense jungle or "hammock"

covered the entire site. In order to facilitate the
determination of the contours of the property, and
to avoid the destruction of natural features of the
landscape effects it might be desired to retain, paths
were cut through the jungle with machete and axe.
Later, when the landscape effects were under consideration, the various paths and roads were all laid
out so as to retain as far as possible the fine old tree

The Architectural

&

Building

Prut

(Inc.')
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that

growth

had

for

many hundred

years

branches out, and

been

slowly forming.

one of the most favorable in a sect
charms. From an
that has unlimited picturesque
the land slopes
trees,
entrance arched by sweet-bay
The
of
Bay.
waters
Biscayne
blue
gently to the
has been accomplished with
house
the
of
setting
has been
Every natural feature
admirable skill.
natural
the
foliage and
So dense is
maintained.

The

in

the

enclosure are climbing

blooming jasmine and theevetia
jasmine,
neerifolia.
Right here the buff-tinted house
emerges out of a park of Japanese grass, zoisiz
An English rock path
pungens and bougainville.
leads away to the sunken garden. Completely fillare clumps of
ing up this space close to the house
dwarf poinsettias, cryptostegia and grandiflork
night

site is

the front of the dwelling is reached there is
about the bay.
quite a drop to the lower grounds

When

that the outlines of the buff stucco
planted shrubbery

MAIN ENTRANCE AND GARAGE
house are scarcely visible from the entrance to the
grounds. The effect is that much sought for one
where the artist leads the eye by softness of outline
and well enveloped color to an effect that stimulates

This is a broad expanse of lawn, except for the
western side, which will ultimately become a flovvet
a hundred
garden. This will supply the house with
varieties of cut flowers for table decoration.

the critical faculty of the beholder.
In a broad space near the house, the original hammock has been left intact, in which fern-lined paths
wander aimlessly and cross each other. There is

the most appealing glimpse

a striking contrast between this wildness and the
soft green lawn that runs from the
rocky wall down

above

to

the

driveway.

At

this

point

the

main walk

atory.
clusters

is

had from the

The view spreads away over
of cocoanut palms

Perhaps
conserv-

the lawn and

to the glittering oa)

Far out are the dark splashes of the

keys, while

changeable sky, sometimes a pale,
delicate blue, and on other occasions a flaming meltis apt
ing pot of clouds of all hues. The bay, too,

806
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MAIN ENTRANCE AND PORTE COCHERE

HOUSE OF CHARLES
GORDON

E.

L.

BRIGGS, MIAMI, FLORIDA

MAYER, ARCHITECT
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fountain pool built in at the base of the eastern
wall and supporting the patio balustrade. There are
no inside doors on the first floor with the exception
of that from the breakfast room to the pantry and
in a

the water is indigo
"change its spots." Whether
the sensior a rich coppery green, the effect upon
same.
the
bilities of the observer is always
to preserve
It was the idea from the beginning
to

rooms being divided by rich colonnades
or wide openings.
The dining room is finished in red gum, worked
to a finish that equals in richness of color that of
Circassian walnut. This room has a spacious fireAt the east end large doors open on to a
kitchen, the

hamthe grounds in the natural wildness of tangled
mock in so far as it does not interfere with the genThis has been accomplished to a satiseral plan.
been

Where flowering shrubs have
fying degree.
absolute
introduced, they have been selected with
care so that they should not jar upon the original
This recently transplanted nursery stock
subjects.
harmonizes perfectly with the landmarks. Fully to

place.

wide dining terrace from which there is an attracview of the Italian formal garden and terraced

tive

THE PATIO
appreciate a group of cocoanut palms, one must see
their slender trunks curving upward against a tropic

background of indigo water and lighter sky.

The

lawns in front of the house and extending down
to the bay.

A massive

Italian staircase, that has for its origin
design a similar one in northern Italy, leads from
the main hall to the second story where there are
five large chambers, each with its well appointed

otherwise is greatly minimized.
This house in its design is thoroughly Italian,
with an H-shaped plan. The screened loggia acts
as the central feature to divide the recreative and
guest rooms on the one hand from the domestic and
owner's subdivisions on the other. About the cen-

in

tral

garage has been particularly well handled and the
color effect leaves nothing to be desired. The admirable blending with the hues of the landscape pro-

effect

a

patio
upon which the
rooms open through wide French doors. Sweeping
stairways descend from the patio, winding around
is

cloistered gallery

bathroom.

and

These rooms open

galleries.

The roof of

808

to the central loggia

the house as well as that of the
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duces just the effect of color that would properly
emphasize the entire scheme. These roofs are covered with a hand sprayed roughened Mission tile
of many complementary colors. The well appointed
garage has in its second story rooms for servants
with necessary baths and a sleeping porch.

feature on the water front there is a
Venetian boat landing. This is cantilevered over
the water, supported by deep brackets.
The water system provides a hot and cold rain
water service to the house, garage and laundry.

a central

the porte-cochere there are steps, leading
from the drive to a pergola and large domed fountain, which forms the central motive of the admir-

There is a 50,000 gallon storage and filter tank, built
under the house, using the bearing walls of the
house for tank walls. These walls are reinforced
and waterproofed. All of the water used percolates

ably planned landscape gardening effects.
Directly in front of the fountain is an Italian

of

From

formal garden, from which the terraces and sloping
lawns extend down to the sea wall on the bay. As

through a special stone

Bahama

the water

pump

is

into a

(B. \Y.

filter partition constructed
From this tank
limestone.

pumped by an

automatically operated

500 gallon pressure tank.

PERGOLA AND SUMMER HOUSE
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As

Buildings

a Factor in

production are
often either not considered at all by manas

factor

a

BUILDINGS
agers and production

in

men, or the influence

of buildings and their parts on production costs,
are not usually given their proper credit.
building housing a manufacturing industry

A

of whatever character, should be considered as a
machine; and due to its first cost, expense of main-

tenance and cost of depreciation, should be thought
of, and always considered the most important ma-

Unfortunately, some managers overlook the importance of the buildings which house their plants

and quite frequently do not correctly charge

in their

of the items properly chargeable
to building as for example, interest on the cost of
building and land occupied, maintenance, insurance,
depreciation, etc. In so far as a manufacturer can
reduce these fixed charges, other conditions being
equal, he will be able to produce cheaper than his
all

;

competitor and while these items of fixed charges
are costs that must be paid, irrespective of the type
of building occupied, yet their relative amount is
;

determined or controlled to a large degree by the
adaptability of the buildings when considered as a
huge machine fitted to the peculiar operations of
the industry, and may be further controlled
by the
type of building irrespective of its adaptability.

Perhaps it would aid our discussion if for a moment I imagine myself the president or manager of
a

successful growing
manufacturing corporation
whose business has outgrown the plant and where

conditions are such as to forbid any
attempt at plant
enlargement, thus necessitating the construction of
a new plant, specially designed to meet the

present

and probable future needs of the business.
Let me therefore, in the light of
my

experience,
successful solving of such problems, tell you how I would proceed.
I would at the outset
frankly admit that I did not
have a monopoly of human
That while
in aiding in the

knowledge.

I

was proud

to be

known

as the guiding spirit of a
success, or rather the suc-

successful business, my
cess of the business which

which

I

am

I

own

or control, of

only one unit, should not be considered

as sufficient justification for

me

assume that I
new modern
I would
manufacturing plant.
pursue the same
method of solving this problem that I
daily use in
operating my present plant and that is to frankly
admit that this is the
day of specialists and that
in order to secure the
best, I must employ the best
to

could unaided, design and create a

*An address by
e

F.

E.

I
experience obtainable. Therefore, the first thing
would do would be to employ an architect. I would
make him my confident as to my plans, my financial

my prospects and my dreams for the fuIn short, I would give him that same degree
of confidence that I give to my family physician
or to my attorney and more than I ever gave to my
resources,
ture.

minister.

Having placed the problem

in the

architect, let us follow very briefly the

hands of an

work of

the

architect.

chine of the plant.

production costs

Production Costs*

Davidson. A.I. A., M.Am.Soc.C.E., before

Western hffiaency Society, Chicago,

May

14,

1919.

duty will be to make a careful study of
methods of production, etc., of the
He will
present plant it is proposed to abandon.
interview shop superintendents, foremen, etc., and
in this way become familiar with the present shop
It is often even desirable to make a
production.
study of shop practices in other plants producing
the same general class of goods. A few such study
days will usually be sufficient to enable an architect
to prepare a preliminary block plan of the new plant
that would probably work out most satisfactorily.
This block plan, however, will have been prepared
without reference to any particular locality. It wif

His

first

the equipment,

deal with the problem broadly and without reference to building types, but will indicate the number
of buildings, general grouping, number of stories,
house the
etc., that would be required properly to

industry.

This block plan will then be submitted to Mr.
President and discussed in detail, and it is ver
desirable that it be discussed and criticized not on
by the president and manager, but by productio
After th
managers, shop superintendents, etc.
conference a new block plan would be prepared
This plan would then be re-submitted and at thi:
conference the general type of buildings should
discussed. This method of approaching a proble
by preparing tentative plans, revising same and
revising same will be pursued until the best plan
for the particular business in question has been de
vcloped.

At this stage another expert must be employed,
The
the Realtor, an expert real estate operator.
realtor will be given a copy of the ideal plan and his
advice requested as to the best possible location,
and here is where many plant managers fail.
do not rely enough on the advice of their

They
realtor

The successful realtor is a man who
knows not only real values the tendencies in the

as to location.

;

development of a city or community, but he knows
transportation, he knows where the various classes
of skilled mechanics reside, etc., and his problem is

810
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to find a piece of property as near like the ideal
block plan as it is possible to secure.
The price
of the land must be carefully considered and must

have a certain well known relation to the cost of the
proposed improvement.
Then after the property

is

secured,

lease or direct purchase, the architect
his block plan to fit the land secured.

either

by

must revise
Then, after

in fireproof structures is greater in proportion to
insurable values than in standard mill sprinklered
buildings.
Another factor in determining the general type
of building is its adaptability to change for other

with which alterations or
be made in the structure as the business to be housed develops, or as improvements in
the

uses;

readiness

may

changes

the general plan has been tentatively approved, the
question of the type of the various buildings must
be determined.
Briefly, insurance interests recognize three general types of building
ordinary, mill and fire-

machinery are developed and shop processes change.
Changes can readily and inexpensively be made in
timber structures, but extensive changes in fireproof
structures can be made only at great expense, and

These may be either sprinklered or unsprinklered and in each general type there may be

changes cannot be made at any time without
endangering the stability of the entire structure.
There are in addition to the questions above noted
some additional arguments in favor of the standard
mill factory building.
One of the principal ones
which has recently been brought to the writer's

proof.

modifications made that will affect insurance
charges, but in determining the general types, as
well as the degree of modifications to be made in
Ihe type selected, other questions than the one of
insurance must be considered.
First, initial cost or the maximum funds that are

many

available for buildings. Quite frequently an owner
may be convinced that the type actually determined
on is not the ideal one, yet the item of first cost may

adoption. Very briefly, all insurance inconsider the type of building known as
standard mill sprinklered the ideal factory building; but please note that the standard mill building is one with all stairs and elevators enclosed by
brick walls, all doors in same self-closing fully approved fire-doors, all windows in exposed walls fireproof with fire resisting glass, and in which there
are no horizontal or vertical openings unprotected,
and in which no floor is less than 3^/2 in. in net

compel

its

terests

Such a building is given the same insurance rating by the large insurance underwriters
as is given to a so-called fireproof structure, even if
sprinklered, and with all horizontal and vertical
openings protected as required for a standard mill
structure; and a rating approximately i/io of that
thickness.

given to a so-called fireproof structure

if

unsprink-

in the case of

fireproof structures,

attention

work

is

the fact that a skilled artisan will not

the salvage value of the building itself.
\\"e all
that a standard mill building can be wrecked,
and if the work is carefully done all the structural

know

material can be used in another structure, whereas
in wrecking a concrete structure there is no salIn fact, 1 have been quoted by one of the
vage.

Chicago a price for the
wrecking of a monolithic concrete building which
amounted to a trifle more than one-half of the original cost of the building, and our American cities
largest contracting firms in

are growing so rapidly that

courageous investor or

many cases the insurance rate is even
greater than the interest charge on the plant investment, and it must be remembered that insurance
rates are based on the tables of actual losses from

future.

I have had many clients
is no appeal.
who questioned the justification of the underwriters
in making the same rate on a fireproof building,
if sprinklered, as they do on a standard mill
sprinklered structure, yet it must be conceded that
experience has proved that a fireproof structure is,
as a matter of absolute fact, a reverberatory furnace and that the actual percentage of loss by fire

even

8n

flat

compelled to stand on a concrete

Factories of ordinary construction if unsprinklered carry such a high rate of insurance that their
occupancy by any manufacturing concern, unless
as a temporary expedient, is bound to be unprofit-

which there

as

floor, if he
can secure employment at equal wages in a standard mill building. Many owners of fireproof buildings have had trouble in keeping help, due to this
reason only, and in some fireproof factories it has
been necessary to cover the concrete floors with a
layer of asphalt, or to place cork carpet or wood
thereon, in order to render the factory "habitable."
There is yet another argument in favor of the
standard mill building, which in any large city
should be given serious consideration, and that is
if

lered.

able, as in

known

slab,

it

would indeed be a

one blessed with a
prophetic vision, who could predict as to what particular use a certain piece of property would be
best adapted for twenty-five or thirty years in the
at least

A factory building of
should
be
construction
given a depreciation
ordinary
charge of at least 10 per cent annually, whereas a
factory of standard mill construction should be deNow,

as to depreciation.

preciated not to exceed 3^/2 per cent per year, and a
fireproof structure at a rate of at least 3 per cent

per annum.
As to items of maintenance It is, of course, evident that as much outside painting, and in fact as
much interior painting and calcimining, or whitewashing, will be required for a fireproof building
:
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The question of elevator service is also an important one, and the proper location of elevators
in any building is one frequently ignored.
As to
of
the
of
the
elevator,
rapid development
type

as for a building of standard mill construction.
which wears and must
Practically the only thing
in a mill building is the finished flooring.
be

replaced

do not know of any accurate records of maintenance cost of a standard mill building which will
cent per
average more than three-fourths of one per
I do not know of any
the
other
on
hand,
Yet,
year.
records of the maintenance charges on fireproof
of
buildings which will average less than one-half
one per cent per year.
As to the first cost, which item will determine
the annual interest charge, if we take the cost of
I

modern

problem any manufacturer
solve in the future

floor area, irrespective of the type of construcowner will find that there is an econom-

ally increasing

first

cost

for the

means whereby one man with the aid of machinery
of any kind can produce as much as two without
benefactor of his race.
sub-title plumbing, it will be
the
Referring
sufficient to state that the general improvement in

this aid is also a

to

charge for floor areas in excess of a

certain well established

and manufacture of plumbing specialand their installation during the past twenty
years has been greater and more advanced than any

the invention

minimum.

very briefly of some of the appurtenances to factory buildings. The question of
heating is one of the most important, but this question is related to that of power.
Should power to
operate the plant be secured from central station
and a boiler plant installed to provide heat only.
or should an independent power
plant be installed

ties

and heat be secured as a by-product from the operation of the power
plant ? There are so many factors

tion of the very best

to the equation that

are considered.

I will

now speak

to the equation are,

other specialty allied to building.
of scientifically installed plumbing

is

live

Some

its installation is regulated by both
State and local authorities everywhere. Owners of
large industrial plants have found that the installa-

plumbing specialties is in the
end the cheapest when first cost and maintenance
In the solution of

of the factors

steam required

The importance
is now so well

recognized that

each proposed industrial plant

must be separately analyzed.

compelled to
man-power.

cause two blades of grass to grow where only one
grew before is a benefactor of mankind, it is equally
true that any production man who can devise a

is considered if
reason that the
size of fire pumps, tanks, water supplies, etc.. are
determined by the maximum floor areas between
fire walls to be protected, and even if sprinklered
that the insurance underwriters will place a gradu-

sprinkled

be

have proved successful, particularly in relation to
the handling of raw materials and the finished
product, and frequently the incompleted output. I
might discuss this topic for hours, but let it be sufficient to say that if it is true that he who can

tion, yet the

even when

will

to conserve

Therefore, particular study should be given to any
plant design to adopt all labor-saving devices that

Large unobstructive floor areas are desirable
in
any manufacturing plant and while under
any and all city and state regulations anywhere,
buildings only one story in height may have

is

how

of securing sufficient experienced
labor to operate any plant today is most serious
and will grow more acute in the years to come.

;

maximum

is

The problem

proof sprinklered structure will be equivalent to
approximately 120 per cent and for ordinary construction about 85 per cent but here again local
city regulations have a bearing on the problem.

ical

machine has been so successful

may

well be included conveying apparatus of all kinds.
is truly an age of machinery and the greatest

ket of both labor and material for a standard fire-

the building

it

This

the standard mill sprinklered building at 100 per
cent, the cost under present conditions in the mar-

any

electric

be unconditionally recommended for
most installations. Care must, however, be taken to
deal with manufacturers of known standing.
Under the sub-heading of traveling cranes might

that

in con-

all

of the problems, your archi-

tect will call to his assistance

nection with manufacturing operations, is the
power
load fairly constant or
subject to excessive variations? What is the proportion of the total maxi-

mum

power load to average heating load, etc. ?
Having determined whether a power plant or

heating plant should be installed, the next question
is, if heating plant
only, what system to install.
Whether hot blast or direct steam, and if direct
steam, whether single pipe gravity, two-pipe
gravThis question will be easily solved
ity or vacuum.
by determining the amount of radiation required
and the distance from the
heating source.

many

experts.

This

specialists, and while every successful
architect must needs have a working knowledge of
all the arts and trades he must assemble to produce
is

an age of

any building, yet the time permitted by the requirements of his client for speed, forbids that he should
in person do more than coordinate the work of
many experts into an orderly and harmonious
whole.

Permit

me

to offer this thought to

you

plant

man-

that
agers and to you future captains of industry,
build
always
to
have
a
new
whenever you
plant
employ an architect. He has something to sell you

812
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not possessed by any other professional man on
He has a vision, a power of visualizing the

earth.

your business that some of you do
not yourself possess and remember that an architect is every kind of an engineer ever invented.
As a civil engineer, he must be familiar with all

possibility of

of the various types of building construction, and
the peculiar adaptability of various methods and
types of construction to meet varying conditions.
As a sanitary and hydraulic engineer, he has to

do with water supply and sewage disposal.
As an insurance engineer, he must be familiar
with the requirements of all insurance underwriters, and know how to secure for his client the

minimum

insurance charges.
He must be a production engineer, able to so lay
out and group the various manufacturing depart-

ments so as

to secure, as far as is mechanically
cost in production.
lowest
the
possible,
He must be an efficiency engineer, able to advise
his client in the proper selection of the mechanical
aids to production.

He must

be a mechanical engineer, able to advise
power and engine-room equiphonest
and
ment,
enough to advise against a powerif
power can be purchased cheaper
plant equipment
his client as to the

than

it

can be produced.
also be an

He must

illuminating engineer, a
structural engineer, as well as several other kinds of
leengineers whose exact status has not yet been

must be a
gally defined, in addition to which he
He must be
skilled diplomat and a mind-reader.
familiar with the general principles of law and be
He must be a
as well a successful business man.
it is a peculiar
as
in dealing with his client,

be a diplomat in the broadest sense, as it would be
absurd in many cases to give a client that for
which he asks. So that he must, in reality, while
apparently doing one thing, be able to accomplish
by finesse what he knows his client should have.
As an architect, he should be able to give to the
design of plant an individuality that will at once

what purpose the plant was designed,
and not follow blindly one of the three modern
Chicago architectural schools, to which the writer
will refer as, first, the Chicago River Renaissance,
second the Stock Yard Byzantine, and third, the
Calumet Saracenic. 1 le must ever have in mind the
indicate for

self-evident fact that the handling of men more
than the operating of machinery is the big problem
in manufacturing; and in the design of any industrial plant, no matter how small, the comfort of the
employees of that plant should ever be borne in
mind. Labor is always more efficient and, there-

more productive

in a well-lighted, well-ventisanitary shop, and the experience of many
large manufacturers has proved that the fee of the
landscape gardener and his assistants always pays

fore,

lated,

larger dividends on the sums so invested, and rethat in the detailed design of your plant
should
give your architect a free hand after
you

member

you have determined on the essential things that
you think you must have. If you will do this, he
will make your plant not only all that you demand,
but he will put into it some of himself that will
make your plant a better place not only to manufacture goods, but a better place for your employees
to spend a large share of their lives.
Artistically

willing to trust his law

designed buildings cost no more than others, but
beauty and harmony in surroundings add something
to the conditions under which your employees are

judgment of his attorney, his life and
the lives of his family to his family physician, his rehis spiritual minister, yet,
ligion and future life to
when it comes to the design of a manufacturing plant
in ninety-nine cases out of every one hundred he
knows more about economic design than any archito learn if he lived to be as
tect could ever

compelled to labor, and these conditions will react
to increase the output of your products with correspondingly greater profits to your company.
Landscape gardening, recreation rooms, gymnasiums, rest and reading rooms, all pay and pay
investprobably greater dividends than any other
industrial
new
with
ment made in connection
any

diplomat

fact, that,

while a

man

is

business to the

hope

old as Methuselah.

Therefore, the architect must

plant.
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AnImportant Matters Discussed at
nual Meeting of National Fire
Protection Association
RUDOLPH

B\<

THE

National

held

7

and

8,

P.

Protection

Association

twenty-third annual meeting May 6,
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. While the

its

at

was a departure
holding of this meeting in Ottawa
of
from the usual practice
meeting in alternate
there was for that
New
and
in
York,
Chicago
years
reason no diminution in attendance nor lack of in-

work of

terest in the

the convention.

The Committee on Fire Resistive Construction
submitted a specification, which with a few minor
alterations was adopted, of a Grade B office building.

The distinguishing feature between

this

the

the certificate should be prepared and the general
contents were discussed and its value to the owner

was

also pointed out.
visit to the new parliament building, now in
course of construction to replace the one destroyed

A

by
the

fire

during the war, proved of great interest

to

members.

The officers elected for the coming year were:
Mr. F. J. T. Stewart, New York, as president;
Mr. H. O. Lacount, Boston, as first vice-president;
Mr. W. E. Mallalieu, New York, as second viceMr. Franklin H. Wentworth, Boston,
president
secretary-treasurer; and Mr. Rudolph P. Miller,
New York, as chairman of the executive committee.
Mr. D. Knickerbacker Boyd of Philadelphia,
;

grade

and the Grade A building is
and basement are permitted to be used for the
sale and storage of certain kinds of merchandise.
In the Grade A building that activity is not perthat

legal test to which, since its establishment, the provision for the certificate has been subjected.

How

MILLER, Consulting Engineer
Fire

Xevv York City. The reason for its inauguration
was given by several instances illustrating the defeat of the use of restrictions of buildings, and its
effect in overcoming this difficulty was shown by the

first

floor

mitted in any part of the building.
The very difficult problem of adequate exit facili-

represents

the

architects

of

the

executive

com-

mittee.

for department stores was discussed in a reThe
port from the Committee on Safety to Life.
to
the
number
of
state
persons
inability
definitely

ties

that

would occupy a department store

time leads the Committee to

at

any one

recommend propor-

tioning the stairs and other exits to the floor areas,
allowing a certain number of square feet of floor

surface

to

each

The

are

person.
specifications
only and the Committee requests criticisms and suggestions. The report also deals with
tentative

the necessary exit facilities from schools.
After several years of controversy the

Commit-

on Hazardous Chemicals and Explosives has
now reported regulations governing the storage
and handling of motion picture films.
The extreme hazard of this material was well illuscrated
in a series of motion
pictures shown by Mr. J. F.
tee

Ancona
of

of the

automatic

Fires started

Eastman Kodak Company, of

tests

sprinklers in film storage vaults.
in these vaults in which films had

A

Recent Legal Decision

DECISION OF ARCHITECT OK ENGINEER DAMAGES
CAUSED BY SHIFTING OF SITE OF WORK

The rule in the federal courts is that where a
construction contract provides that the work should
lie done under the supervision of an architect or
engineer, who is empowered to determine the question of classification and to make estimates and

allow them, his decision is binding upon both parties, and can be impeached only for fraud or such

gross mistake as implies bad faith.
Where a city enters into a contract with a con:
tractor to build a building, or to lay a sewer, or to
do any other work of that kind, it warrants, just
the same as a private owner would warrant, the
be
delivery of the site upon which the work is to
constructed.
If the city or owner, from whatever

been stored caused flames of enormous size and
heat intensity to shoot out a distance of
seventy
feet.
How this great hazard was largely controlled

cause, whether blamelessly or wrongfully, is unable
to deliver the site, either would be equally respon-

by different numbers of automatic sprinkler heads

tion of his work.

was shown in the pictures. The conclusions drawn
from these tests were part of the Committee's reThe Committee proposes to deal, in the near
port.
future, with other celluloid products.
The only formal paper presented at the

meeting
Occupancy. This paper described the certificate of occupancy as it
has recently been prescribed in the
building laws of

was one on

Certificates of

814

sible in

title

damages

to the contractor for the interrup-

So, where a city did not have
to the site selected for an improvement, and

was thereby delayed and injured,
items such as added expense due to disorganization
of his force and the shifting of his material to
the contractor

other positions, were items of damage and expense
which it was the duty of the engineer and the authorities to estimate and allow.
Casey v. City of

Canton, 253 Fed. 589.
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Federal Loan Home Bank there would be
difficulty

in the selling of

bonds

and that the
exemption of mortgage loans from the income tax
L poor principle, especially since United States
Government bonds are still subject to tax. They
charge bad methods, but is it not the best thing to
be done under present conditions? It surely makes
for the liquidity of loans and that is what counts
above all else in the present situation.
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made by Samuel Untermeyer. widely known

lawyer,
include immediate disposal by insurance companies
of the bank and other stocks which they were required by law to dispose of eight years ago; the

Available for

it

is

conceded

in Financial

and build-

it

may become more

available for mortgage loans, are
Most practical of the
meeting- with real success.
ideas so far advanced to make loan money more
liquid are those which would exempt from income
tax mortgage investments up to $30,000 or $40,000,
and the Federal Loan Bank plan. In the present

when so much depends upon speed in getmany homes built by autumn as possible to

situation

ting as
aid in the

in

mortgages and bonds

in

property of one-half of the as-

It

what

lias

in

It

been called the high cost of

New York
of

the

building

at least,

to be put

to the

money

is,

in

improper diversion

funds into channels which are more lucrative

otherwise be available for mortgage loans.
It becomes each day more
clearly apparent that
the claims loudly set forth that it is the high cost of
materials that is preventing the normal resumption
of building is in a great measure propaganda to
disguise the real cause.
is,

in this

immediate

by Mr. Untermeyer

is

That the actual retardant

locality at least, as set forth

conclusively proven.

Efficiency and Service

would take

Bank plan

due

to the loaning companies, and to a discrimination
which adversely affects the amount that would

housing problem, the
income tax plan seems to be the

considerable time for the Loan

exist

would appear from these representations that

solution of the

exemption from
most practical of those advanced.

now

combinations that

trades."

has been the high cost of
money and labor and not the high cost of materials
that has been responsible for increased construction
costs, efforts that are being made in various municipalities to put plans into execution whereby money
circles that

real

and casualty companies and
the savings banks of the state; and investigation
by
the Federal trade commission "to break up unlawful

Mortgage Loans
that

unencumbered

sets of life, lire, health

Make Money More

NO\V
ing

City's problem,

may be truly said to be barometric of
conditions elsewhere in the country, suggestions

compulsory investment

CXY

this time,

New York

INwhich

Mailers Buildinu

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE.

VOL.

at

CEXTS

PAGE A. ROBINSON, Western Manager
ST. I.OL'IS OFFICE, Wright Building

3,

soon come when mortgage loans for
building can
be had the same as farm loans.
Opponents of these two plans, which have been

attempting to solve

CHICAGO OFFICE,

March

from all taxation.
That is favoring one class
against the rest of the people.
The time should

from many correspondents indicate

REPORTS
that in spite

of the pessimistic attitude in
quarters, the progress of building is going
steadily and consistently forward, and that archi-

in operation and consequently it could not aid much
in the present emergency.
Exemptions from State

some

income tax can be made quickly and then the
Federal authorities can be asked to give some
exemptions in favor of the mortgage holdings up
to a reasonable amount.
It is unfair for the Government to put farm loan
bonds at 5 per cent to the investor and exempt it

tects all

over the country are again busy.
two years of comparative inaction have
afforded opportunity for careful contemplation of
the important problems which have had to be con-

The

past

sidered by architects. The deliberations at the recent convention are already becoming realized in
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action that will be of the

building character.
There is an active

most constructive and up-

demand

for the services of

competent draughtsmen, and, with the gradual but
certain loosening of the money market, as to mort-

gage loans
resumption

the real deterrent to a quick building
is
reasonable to predict greater
it

tects

were doing.

ice is

not

The immense value

of this serv-

now

generally appreciated, but it is certain
that in every future building operation which will
be carried forward by the Government its successful outcome will be largely influenced
by the vast
amount of valuable data that architects secured and
made available while these departments and bureaus

building progress than has been seen for several

were

years.

efficiency and service that produced this
result. There has been no loud
proclaiming as to just what has been done, but those in a
position to know are very certain that whatever we
It

in operation.

was

admirable

TWO
tial

things the war has emphasized as essenThese are
to success in every activity.

and service. We practically won our part
war by the cultivation to the highest degree
of these essential characteristics, and in the profesefficiency
in the

sion of architecture

we

shall regain

any

by the same means, giving the most
personal service.
Architecture today

is

not, if

it

lost

ground
and

efficient

ever was, a mo-

Evidence has multiplied that
other professions or enterprises in building have
felt competent to usurp the functions of the architect.
The lesson that has been learned by the gennopolistic profession.

eral public has shown that it is futile to disregard
the great technical advantage that comes when properly trained architects are placed in authority over

work
larly

shall achieve in the always present
big problems
of housing, public buildings, and the large emergent work during unusual periods will have been
simplified and made easy by the quiet and efficient
work of architects during war time.

for which their professional training particuthem. It has also been very clearly shown

fits

be unfortunate if this great amount of
data is not permitted to become more
widely known. The Council of National Defense
has announced its readiness to place at the disposal
of the public the large mass of information assemwill

ITvaluable

bled and classified by this Reconstruction Research
Division.

As

a record of efficiency and service, it will
man in the profession will
feel a personal pride.
It will afford an oppor-

something in which every

as organizers and administrators, architects
are by education and practice absolutely essential in
every building operation and that in every instance

men who accomplished

where

tiring

that

sult

this service

has not been called for the re-

has been unsatisfactory.

whose business took them

the

among
THOSE
many newly formed departments and bureaus
in

Washington during war times were able

the great and exceedingly valuable

work

to learn

that archi-

tunity to learn the identity of the group of efficient
that great work. Their re-

and properly modest attitude toward the par
they so representatively played during the period we
were at war is entirely commendable, but they
should receive the credit that is justly due them.
Will not some architect turn historian and under the
title of efficiency and service, write a review of
these men's unselfish efforts?
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PLATE 192

HOUSE OF CHARLES
GORDON

E.

L.

ROOM

BRIGGS, MIAMI, FLORIDA

MAYER, ARCHITECT

11,

1919
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PERGOLA AND SUMMER HOUSE

HOUSE OF CHARLES
GORDON
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BRIGGS, MIAMI, FLORIDA

MAYER, ARCHITECT
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Beaux-Arts Institute of Design
DIRECTOR OF THE INSTITUTE,

ARCHITECTURE,
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LLOYD WARREN
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INTERIOR DECORATION AND INDUSTRIAL ART DESIGN,

MURAL

PAINTING,

Awards
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Hobbes, P. B. Kapp and R. L. Albert, Pennsylvania State
College, State College; M. Capobianco, "T" Square Club,
G. A. Dunwoody, D. K. Frohwerk, H. E.
Philadelphia
Machamer, Eva McCanles, E. M. Moore, H. T. Flack,
Ruth Herthel, H. F. Neville, J. L. Fleming and Myra McLaughlin, Univ. of Kansas, Lawrence A. H. Corbett, E. R.
Ayer, Univ. of Washington, Seattle; Mary H. Holden,
Univ. of Texas, Austin A. C. Weatherhead and H. M.
Thompson, Univ. of Oregon, Eugene; E. Penfield, Atelier
Wynkoop, N. Y. C.
W. H. Xash. E. R. French, P. F. Dowling and
H. C.
M. V.
L. Laporte, Catholic Univ., Washington, D. C.
;

PROGRAM
CLASS "B"

III

ANALYTIQUE

;

The Committee on Architecture proposes
ject

as sub-

of this Competition:

;

:

"A FOUNTAIN"

A

small town wishes to erect

center of

architectural

"T" Square Club, Philadelphia.

a fountain in the

public square, which

its

;

Falcone,

shall

be

its

domi-

The fountain

feature.

shall
nating
be designed with four Corinthian columns supporting arches arranged on a square or circular
The columns shall be elevated on a base.
plan.
The structure shall be crowned by an entablature
and roofed with a dome or other motive. In the
space thus sheltered, there shall be a small basin or
a statue, or both, while arranged about the base may

be placed other basins or a series of basins at the
The total height from the
will of the competitor.
ground should not exceed 35 ft.

JURY OF AWARD:

H.

R.

Sedgwick, J
Gurd, M. B.
Stout, F. C. Hirons, H. Sternfeld, G. A. Licht, Mr.
Kreesly, A. L. Kocher and E. V. Meeks.
This jury also served as Jury of Award for the
Class "B"-III Projet.
Number of drawings submitted 56.

Wynkoop, M.

J.

Schiavoni,

J.

A.

AWARDS:
FIRST MENTION PLACED:
Licht, N. Y. C.

;

FIRST MENTION: W.

F.

Atelier, Washington, D. C.; S.
of Tech., Pittsburgh.

MENTION

Goodwin, Atelier
New Haven.
Frederick, Beaux-Arts
P.

A. C. Smith, Yale Univ.,

H. Jamison, Carnegie

Inst.

W. T. Spann, A. N. Schaeffer, Beaux-Arts
Washington, D. C; C. H. Arras, Cor. J. J. W.
Bradney, Buffalo; M. C. Drebin, B. H. Dierks, A. A. Lewis
and E. A. Earley, Carnegie Inst. of Tech., Pittsburgh; M.
S. McDowell, A. I. Berkow and Eleanor Roche, Columbia
Univ., N. Y. C. T. J. Lane, Catholic Univ., Washington,
D. C. E. Olsen, Atelier Hirons, N. Y. C. F. F. Williams,
Atelier Fowler, Baltimore; H. D. Whitworth, John HuntPatron P. J.
ington Poly. Inst., Cleveland F. Martinelli,
F. S.
Rocker, N. Y. C.; H. O. Smith, A. A. Farnham,
:

Atelier,

;

;

;

P.

;

817

GOODWIN FIRST MENTION PLACED ATELIER

LICI1T

CLASS "B"-III ANALYTIQUE A FOUNTAIN
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while a space for the officials in charge of the office is
located back of a railing as in a bank. The counter
shall be 3 ft. 6 in. in height, and shall be so arranged
as to allow a generous length about the public space
The cashier's
and ample working area behind.
counter, which is the only portion caged
be prominently and centrally located.

off,

should

As the steamship office is often used as a mail
address by travelers, a lounging and writing
space should be arranged both for first and second class passengers. These may be separated from
the public space either by railings or grilles or they
may be in rooms adjoining the main office room.
Retiring rooms with toilet facilities should be placed
in connection with them.

The subject of this competition is the design of
Main Office Room with its surrounding requirements. The floor area of the Office Room shall not
the

exceed 8000 square feet and the extreme height
The room may be
shall not be more than 50 feet.
sides or from
from
two
or
from
the
top
lighted
both.

Number

C

E.

FIRST MENTION PLACED
INST. TECH.

SILLING

CLASS B

III

of drawings submitted

56.

CARNEGIE

PROJET A STEAMSHIP OFFICE

PROGRAM
CLASS "B"

III

PROJET

The Committee on Architecture proposes
ject of this

Competition

as sub-

:

"A STEAMSHIP OFFICE."
new importance of the United States
Marine, the ocean passenger traffic
should be largely handled by our vessels and the
near future should see the erection of many offices
With

the

Mercantile

for the sale of steamship tickets. Such an office reroom of ample and open proportions, treated with a dignity of architectural design. Mural

quires a

paintings of distant lands or maps of steamship
routes may be included in the decorative composition, to stimulate the passengers' interest in travel.

The accommodation

D.

for the necessary clerks is
provided back of a counter in full view of the public

818

W. ORR

YALE UNIV.

ESQUISSE ESQUISSE THE
DECORATIVE TREATMENT OF A PUBLIC
SQUARE

CLASS

"A"

IV

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
AWARDS:

from funds bequeathed by him to the Society and
given for the best solution of the fourth Class "B"
Esquisse-Esquisse of the season.

FIRST MENTION PLACED:
1

H. T. Bell Beaux-Arts
C. E. Silling and S. Lashmit,

Washington, D. C.
Carnegie Inst. of Tech., Pittsburgh
Jr., Georgia School of Tech., Atlanta.
Atelier,

;

;

FIRST MENTION:

W.

A. Rutherford.

PRIZE

Craton, Columbia Univ.,
N. Y. C. J. Topnick, Carnegie Inst. of Tech., Pittsburgh;
A. L. McGill, Cornell Univ., Ithaca; E. F. Stoeckel, Atelier
Hirons, N. Y. C. C. S. Thateheimer, "T" Square Club,
Philadelphia.
MENTION: K. Carver, R. Hill, Cornell Univ., Ithaca;
G. Goodwin, B. A. Pipinos, W. Perkins, R. Finkelhor, R.
Bowers, Carnegie Inst. of Tech., Pittsburgh \V. R. Reece,
\V.

$50.00

R.

;

;

;

J.

PENDLEBERG 3D MEDAL NEW YORK CITY
"B".
MEASURED DRAWING
THE CORTELYOU MANSION-

CLASS "A" AND

CLASS "B" IV ESQUISSE-ESQUISSE
The Committee on Architecture proposes

"

J.

PENDLEBERG 3D MEDAL NEW YORK CITY

CLASS "A" AND

"B".

ARCHAEOLOGY.

III.

of this Competition

MEAS-

URED DRAWING THE CORTELYOU MANSION

"A VICTORY

G. Ramey and P. H. Giddens, Georgia School of Tech.,
E. L.
Atlanta; J. Lucchesi, Atelier Hirons, N. Y. C.
H. A.
Babitsky, John Huntington, Poly. Inst., Cleveland;
Horn, 20 I3th Street, College Point, L. I., N. Y. E. W.
State
Boyer, W. S. Hoffman, Pennsylvania State College,
College; K. Snow, H.-R. Diamond, H. H. Davis, Syracuse
Univ., Syracuse; E. F. Bircsak, L. F. Soxman, J. L. BenS.
son, E. Pickering, Univ. of Kansas, Lawrence; W.
Chinn, Univ. of Washington, Seattle; M. Rice, R. B.
;

;

G. H. de Grella, Yale Univ., New Haven:
T. F. Price. Atelier Wynkoop, N. Y. C.
E. C. K. Schmidt, "T" Square Club, PhiladelH. C.
W. Strickphia G. Ramerez, Syracuse Univ., Syracuse P.
V.
land, W. M. Icenhower, Univ. of Kansas, Lawrence F.
Lockman, Univ. of Washington, Seattle.

Thomas and

The space devoted
form

;

PROGRAM

to the booth, including the plat

exceed 30 ft. by 30
of drawings submitted

shall not

;

Number

ft.

7.

AWARDS:
Not Qualified for Prize: R. K. Galbraith, Beaux-Arts Atelier, Washington. D. C.
MENTION: R. H. Douglas, Carnegie hist, of Tech.,
Placed

SPIERING PRIZE COMPETITION
memory

LOAN BOOTH."

It shall have an
plainly and adequately indicated.
open counter space at which the bonds are sold and a
rostrum or platform for singers and public speakers.

;

Prize founded in

:

A Victory Loan Booth, for the sale of bonds, is to
be built in a public place, facing a busy thoroughfare. It shall be constructed of temporary materials
but its character shall be such that its purpose is

:

A

as subject

of Louis C. Spiering,
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First

Pittsburgh.
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used, with statues, vases, balustrades, ramps,
Number of drawings submitted 17.

etc.

AWARDS:
THIRD MEDAL:

R. K. Galbraith, Beaux-Arts Atelier,
Washington, D. C. G. A. Anderson, Univ. of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia; D. W. Orr, Yale Univ., New Haven.
MENTION: E. L. Howard, Cornell Univ., Ithaca; J.
VV. Hershey, John Huntington Poly. Inst., Cleveland. R. H.
Segal, Patrons E. & E. Blum, N. Y. C.
;

PROGRAM
AXD "B" ARCHAEOLOGY

CLASS "A"

III

PROJET

The Committee on Architecture proposes
of this Competition

as subje

:

"THE APSE OF AN EARLY CHRISTIAN
CHURCH."
The Roman Temples were usually planned will
a semicircular niche where was placed the statue of
the god to whom the temple was dedicated and in
front of the niche, which formed the setting for the
statue, was the sacrificial altar. This apsidal form
first occurs in the temple of Mars Ulter and was
used in many of the basilica, palaces and baths
of Imperial Rome. The early Christians, in building
their first churches, took as models the pagan temples, placing in the apse the Episcopal throne and
later

A

the seats for the clergy.
portion of the nave was
screened off, forming the choir where the altar was
placed.

Examples of the arrangement of
found at Torcello and at

op's throne are
E.

CLASS

E.

"A"

JET

DAVIS

3D

The apse

MEDAL UNIV. OF TEXAS

AXD "B." ARCHAEOLOGY. Ill PROTHE APSE OF AX EARLY CHRISTIAN CHURCH

PROGRAM
CLASS "A"

IV

Parenzo.

almost always semicircular, sometimes
toward
the nave by walls. It is richly orprolonged
namented with columns and niches, or more often
with wall decorations in marble, fresco or mosaic,
is

surmounted by a semi-dome richly decorated
Often three apses are found, one at the
end of the nave and one terminating each aisle.
The subject of this problem is The Apse of an
Early Christian Church. The clear opening between
the piers at the end of the nave shall not exceed
and

is

in color.

ESQUISSE-ESQUISSE

The Committee on Architecture proposes
of this Competition

the bish-

as subject

:

"THE DECORATIVE TREATMENT OF A
PUBLIC SQUARE."

130

The

THIRD MEDAL: J. W. Brooks, Univ. of Minnesota,
Minneapolis; J. K. Smith, J. C. Janney and W. H. 1
ingston, Univ. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; E. E. Davis,
Univ. of Texas, Austin.
MENTION E. C. K. Schmidt, "T" Square Club. Philadelphia; A. C. Bieber, Univ. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia;
H. I. Feldman, Yale Univ., New Haven.

ft.

Number

of drawings submitted

9.

AWARDS:

which has been chosen for this Public
Square, is in the form of an isosceles triangle. The
base of this triangle is 400 ft. and the length on a
line perpendicular to the base is 600 ft.
The equal
sides of the triangle are bounded by avenues, each
100 ft. wide, which form the point of intersection
and continue as a single broad parkway on the bisecting line of the angle of intersection. The base
site

:

CLASS "A" & "B" ARCHAEOLOGY
MEASURED DRAWINGS.

of the triangle

is bounded by a street
50 ft. wide.
The plot is level.
The arrangement and choice of motives for the

Number

2.

AWARDS:
THIRD MEDAL

A

decoration of the square are left entirely free.
fountain or band stand with rostrum or both mav be

of drawings submitted

III

Brooklyn,

N. Y.

Philadelphia.

820

;

:

E.

T.

C.

Pendlebury, 2509 Avenue D,
K. Schmidt, "T" Square Club.

Build

Now, Urges

POLK

& COMPANY, Architects and Engineers of San Francisco, whose vast volume of reconstruction since the fire of 1006, places them in a
position to
speak with authority, give little credence to the popular fallacy, that present high wages and high cost of materials, result in high cost of building, and
stoutly maintain that the
generally accepted theory, that present building costs are
forty per cent above normal and consequently reduce
earning capacity, is all wrong. This conclusion is reached
by the Polk Company after careful compilation of quantities and accurate
estimating of every detail in several
proposed buildings now under consideration. They point
out that while wages were low and material cheap
twentyfive to thirty years ago, buildings like the Mills
Building,
Merchants Exchange, Crocker Building, and others of
that period cost approximately forty cents and more
per
cubic foot, that recent buildings like the Hobart Building, Insurance Exchange and others, with high wages and
high price of materials, cost but from thirty-three to
thirty-six cents per cubic foot.
The force of this argument lies in the fact that all the
buildings heretofore constructed by Folk's Company were
completed at from ten to fourteen per cent less than their
At the present time they have over
original estimates.
ten million dollars of projected work under consideration
in their offices.
They point out that while small work,
the moderate sized residence or flat, now costs from
thirty to forty-five per cent more than pre-war-time prices,

Willis Polk

give the investor a one million dollar building for
initial outlay of but two hundred thousand dollars.

an

The doubting property owner who continues to hold
property in the hope that wages will be lower and material cheaper, may as well realize that he labors under a
delusion.
An improvement representing an investment of
one million of dollars that would net fifty thousand dollars
per annum, which if delayed for two years in the hope that
a break in the market or a possible reduction in construction cost might result in a saving of one hundred
thousand dollars, would out of its earnings, if constructed
now, more than offset such anticipated savings.
But. says Polk. "There is absolutely no indication that
a delay for two years will result in any such savings."
Polk quizzically asks the prospective investor if he thinks
wages are going down to $1.25 a day for a ten hour day.

which was the prevailing wage twenty-five to thirty years
ago.
Any such hope may as well be abandoned at once
as absurd.

On

the contrary, Polk opines that the reverse is more
to be the case and the chances are, that within a
years, hours will be even shorter and wages higher

liable

few

than now.

"But it does not necessarily follow," he said, "that construction costs will be greater."
He points out that improved labor saving devices, methods of fabrication and
facilities of construction will keep pace with, and offset
increased cost of labor and material.
"Build now,'" says
Polk.

they have several very attractive investments, which under
a twenty year, six per cent bond issue, amortized, would

Current News
American Academy of Arts and

sity: vice-presidents, Elihu Thomson, Harvey
George F. Moore treasurer, Henry H. Edes
;

Sciences

ing secretary,

members

The City of Pittsburgh has recently gotten down to the
heart of art education by opening, in the Carnegie galleries,
a children's museum of art. The works of art are chosen

;

honorary members to the Academy list.
Officers for the coming year were elected as follows
President, Theodore W. Richards of Harvard Univer:

James

Teach Art Through the Children

present.

Reports of several important committees on research and
publication were received
among these special mention
may be made of that from the Rumford committee which,
under the chairmanship of Prof. Charles R. Cross of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, dispenses the
income of the Rumford fund for researches in physics,
the recipients of grants being distributed all over the United
States.
Professor Cross took occasion to refer to the
serious loss sustained by the committee by the death of
Prof. E. C. Pickering, director of the Harvard College astronomical observatory, who has served as a committee member almost continuously since 1869.
The election of new members, which now takes place
only once a year, added twenty-five fellows and nine foreign

correspond-

secretary,

H. Ropes.

The Io82nd meeting of the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences, the annual meeting for the academic year,
1918-1919, was held at its house, 28 N'ewbury Street, Boston, President Charles P. Bowditch in the chair and thirtyfive

Harry W. Tyler; recording

Cushing and
;

for their educational value to children of about fourteen
old.
photographic reproduction of Edwin A.
Abbey's mural decorations in the Boston Public Library,
showing scenes of the Holy Grail legends, is used for a
frieze around the gallery, and below are cases showing the
processes of pictorial art, sculpture, metal work, ceramics,

years

A

enamel and wood blocks.
These cases are a part of the extension work of the
Department of Fine Arts, and will be shown later in the
textiles, glass,

high schools of the city. Their contents include the processes of Japanese wood-cutting and printing, Japanese celoring, Hispano Moresque glazed enamels, better known as
luster ware, and Majolica carved ivories; Coptic textiles,
tapestries

mens of

821

and embroideries of the fourth century; speciperfume

historic glass work, including Saracenic

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
An

sprinklers and Roman amphora; Champleve enamels of
primitive type, dating from 1300 B. C., with drawing tools
and chisels stencil plates used by the Japanese to decorate

Impression of the Convention
at Nashville

;

dyeing hemp fabrics woven by
wild tribes of the Philippines Flemish primitive landscape
painting and cloisonne enamels.
textiles

resist

Javanese

;

;

If it is true that the national convention of the American
Institute of Architects reflects the trend of the times in
the practice of architecture in this country, then a new

;

Reproductions of work of noted American sculptors also
have a place in the children's museum.

is apparent and the profession is
facing changes
procedure almost revolutionary in character.

era

There are to be lectures given to children on these
subjects, and prizes are awarded for the essay showing the

be

best application of these lectures.

Housing Campaign
Message
To

a

to Issue

;

constructive

of

har-

it

truly representative.

This was the first convention held following the great
world war, and the signing of the armistice. The principles for which we fought have been achieved and
democracy is the ruling force to guide the destinies of
mankind. It was, therefore, natural that the undercurrent
of the entire proceedings of the convention should reflect
this tendency and aim to correct
any method of practice
or any attitude of the profession that served a
contrary
purpose to that of the spirit of the day.

:

relative to labor's place during the reconstruction period,
are the purposes of a publication to be issued under the
auspices of the "Own-your-home" campaign's committee

on industrial plans.

The messages are of a constructive nature by the most
prominent men interested in labor's cause, prominent
government officials, including a special address by Secretary of Labor W. B. Wilson.
will also

The fifty-second Convention of the Institute will perhaps
remembered as the beginning of a country-wide tendency

vigorously and constructively to meet all activities associated with the practice of architecture; the
investigating
of educational methods, with a view of
broadening and
modernizing the teaching of architecture, so as to prepare
the student for the particular needs of this
country in
architecture and construction
ways and means to increase a wider membership in the Institute, thus
making

bring
message productive
monious co-operation between the employe and employer,
between the industrial manager and the industrial worker
to direct the 60,000 or 70,000 workers in the city of
Portland to the important messages of the government

There

It

be a special "Own-your-home" message
showing the advantages

Members

of

the

state

tendency and hence canons of
which have out-grown
amended or eradicated, as well
respect thwarts opportunity for

Named
:

Wicks, Astoria,

and

W

C

Knighton, Portland.

May
is

29

is

stipulated

the effective date of the act.
that no one may become a

In the law

member

it

of

the
board who has not lived in the state
and practiced the
architect's profession for at least five
years previous to
the passage of the act.
Members of the board serve
without pay, but receive
traveling expenses when on
business of the board.
The law allows the board to
a
employ
secretary who need not be an architect and he
shall

receive whatever
salary

is

determined upon by the

Over 550,000 Buildings
Rebuilt in France
There are 550,000
buildings

to

Be

totally

service.

man

to

be

spective of changing conditions.
fying of mandatory rules and

Nevertheless the simply-

regulations is in accord
with present day methods and is the American ideal.
The convention came together well aware of its great
responsibility, and a careful perusal of the discussions
and also what was accomplished by resolution and actifl
ction
verify this fact.

The Post-War Committee was given
ample means

the inspiration and
;

work, and the
Institute as well as the architects of the country can look
forward hopefully for suggestions effecting general reorto

adequately

perform

its

ganization plans for the improvement of the entire profession.
It is hoped that the spirit which was so discernible in the convention will continue the spirit of cooperation, of good fellowship and a desire to achieve.

in

to

M

-.berated Territories.

expect the young

as any policy that in any

The hospitality of the South and the beauty of spring
and of pleasant assocations were no doubt responsible

be rebuilt in the devastated districts of
France, according t<
the Chamber of
Deputies by
Lebrun

were

idle to

ethics and rigid codes of
their usefulness should be

It requires a great upheaval
closely allied in his practice.
to bring this truth to the consciousness of professions
organized and rooted in the past, and with traditions and
conventions that have been established and upheld irre-

board of

E.

be-

struggling for recoglimited in his practice by hindrances not
recognized by the business world, to which he must become

architect examiners,
by an enactment of the 1919 legislature, have
been appointed by Governor Olcott of
Oregon. They are
W. G. Chandler, Marshfield; M. H.
Whitehouse, PortlandJ.

is

nition

created

Lee Thomas, Bend;

indeed to change any system that has

practice,

It

Board of Architects

difficult

is

come entrenched through habit, convention or education.
The architectural profession is not immune from this

to Portland's industrial population
of home ownership in this city.

State

in

Three hundred thousand
"buildings
destroyed while 250,000 were
destroyed fn

a large degree for this feeling.

The

life and usefulness of the American Institute of
Architects, as well as of any activity depends upon vision
and progress, and this principle undoubtedly constituted
the chief distinction of the fifty-second convention held at

Nashville, Tenn.
Bulletin of

May
822

George

The

W. Maher,

Illinois Society

In
F. A. I. A.
of Architects.

the
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Fire Investigation and Prevention
In a three years' record of

fire losses in

portation of at least 100,000 standards (nearly 200,000,000
board feet) a month of softwood for all purposes the first
year after the war." This same committee reports that
there is a shortage of 300,000 working-class houses in
England and Wales and 109,000 in Scotland.

Canada, totalling

more than $35,000,000, two and one-third per cent of the
loss was from fires in residence districts and
97 and twothirds per cent from fires in
congested business districtspublic buildings, churches, manufacturing and
plants, grain elevators and buildings other than

storage
dwellings.

Wooden

This emphasizes the fact that fires in residence districts
are very infrequent and of small loss
compared to the business sections, which are poorly
at
fire-guarded,

anti-shingle ordinance prohibiting the use
shingles for wooden roofing and requiring roofs to

especially

Agitation is growing to hold legally responsible
those who are to blame through carelessness for
any fire
which causes destruction of property and
particularly loss
of life.
night.

of
be

made of fire-resistive materials, has been repealed by
the City of Dallas, Texas.
Mayor Wozencraft made the following statement in
regard to repealing the ordinance

Many fires go on record as "cause undetermined,"
whereas a careful investigation should be
authoritatively
made in every case to find out the cause, and
publicity

:

"The ordinance was passed by the commission
the

that

should be given to the result of such an investigation. This
elimination of fire waste is being agitated more and more
in this country as well as in Canada.
Xot only would a thorough investigation show that the
shingle roof in residence districts is responsible for only
a very small percentage of fires, but fires would not so
often be thoughtlessly and
unjustly attributed to properly
constructed wood buildings as is now the case.
Investigation as to causes, the holding to accountability
and education for greater precaution would also result in
fewer forest fires. The U. S. Forest Service is
issuing
these pithy statements which are
especially pertinent as

summer approaches

Shingles Permitted

The

which

relief

may

building

not

is

be

in order
order that
delayed might be

needed

urgently

unwarrantably

in

given.

"The commission, and more especially Police and Fire
Commissioner McGee, will look into the proposition of
extending the fire limits into a secondary fire zone where
fire-resistive roofs will be required, and all other regulations complied with.

"But it is not felt that this ordinance repealing the old
ordinance should be held up until the details of the plan
are completed.
"The commission satisfied itself that the use of fireresistive materials adds materially to the construction of
homes, and created considerable additional expense in
the building of modest-priced homes.

:

"Forest destruction is quick forest growth is slow."
"Burned timber pays no wages keep the forest productive."

"A tree will make a million matches
a million trees."
"Take no chances

a match

may waste

England's House-Building Needs

with- lighted matches, burning cigar-

C.

or pipe ashes, brush fires or camp fires."
"Are you practicing fire prevention and forest protection?"
ettes,

W.

Barren, writing

in

the

ll'all

Street Journal, says:

"England is running a gamut of debt and taxation and
labor payments from the National Treasury that means
ultimate disaster unless she quickly and solidly rebuilds her
entire industrial structure in man, machinery and transportation.

Britain's

Timber Shortage

Because of the serious shortage of timber supplies for
in the United Kingdom, the British Government has
provided for afforesting 1,770,000 acres in a period of 80
years at a cost of about 73 million dollars, 250,000 acres
to be afforested in the first ten years.
This would be,
however, almost a negligible factor in reducing imports.
Prof. Stebbing. head of the Forestry Department of the
"We found sufficient timUniversity of Edinburgh, says
ber in the country for the most part of a very inferior
quality to enable us to win the war, but to do that we have
seriously depleted the three million acres of woods, all we
had standing when the war began.
Just before the
armistice was signed it had been estimated by the timber
supply department that at the then rate of utilization there
only remained in this country sufficient softwood timber
to carry on to the end of the present year, pit wood for
about six years and hardwoods for ten years. The supplies
remaining in this country were insignificant when we con-

"She is beginning with the essential machine man.
She is considering how to shorten his hours of work,
strengthen him physically and mentally and increase his

use

:

.

.

output.

"She has forbidden the raising of house rents upon her
laboring classes during the war, yet increases rates and
result

not only 300,000

is

that

homes

money very

nearly to England's pre-war national debt,
which was just under $3,500,000,000.
"I asked Lovat Eraser, the English economic and leader

.

sider the gigantic amounts required for reconstruction
work on the Continent and our own enormous demands."
The shortage is claiming careful consideration from
Chambers of Commerce and other responsible bodies in
England and one government committee recommends that
"immediate steps be taken by the Government for the im-

The

the Government must build
as planned a few years ago, but
must financially assist in the construction of 1.000,000
homes unless her people are to be encouraged to emigrate.
"A million houses at an estimated cost of 600 each
means a national construction program that measures in
taxes.

writer

for the

\orthcliffe press,

if

my

calculation

was

and he said he could not dispute it. He added,
however, that such a program could not be carried out

correct,

except over a number of years. He said the first 300,000
homes, which were now being figured upon to cost nearly
a billion dollars, would require 6.000,000,000 brick, and
the annual brick-making capacity in Great Britain was

now

only 4,000,000,000.
learned from other sources, however, that England
is encouraging tremendous imports of lumber and had
signed up contracts, of which the public hears nothing, for
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Grand Central Palace, New York,
Become a World Trade Mart

Scandinavia, British Coreaching out for timber as she is
reaching out for oil, and she will build and sail and
defend as never before.
"Lloyd George with his wonderful leadership has given
her the keynote, and it resounds in all her constructive
and upbuilding plans: 'You cannot maintain an A-i empire

timber from around the world

lumbia,

She

etc.

is

One

foreign countries, as well as the importation of foreign

York

City.

On

September

building.
Why not in building? Is it because we have
achieved the perfect house?
Clearly not.
During the
next few years we shall mid new materials, processes and
fittings.
Just as in the last fifty years we have invented
floors, doors, locks, stoves, and
and drainage, so we shall in the next
Then why use inferior
fifty improve on today's methods.
methods when we could use better ones? If a thousand
years ago a few brainy men had been picked to search
deliberately to improve building (and other industries)
we should have had better buildings five hundred years
ago than we have today.
During the next few years,
says Building World of London, we are going to spend
millions of dollars on building houses.
Is it not mere

walls,

lighting, ventilation

not wisdom, to spend, say, one million
in determining the right kind of house and the
quickest
way to make it? Isn't research really necessary more in
building than any other industry.'
\Ve must have houses:

Research
Research
It is

it

we know they can be improved.

not the builder's business he can't afford it.
everybody's business and nobody's business.
therefore the Government's business.
is

;

is

Artificial

Stone from Mica and Clay

Mr. Chr. Ingvaldsen, of Saaheim,
Norway, claims to
have devised a process of
making a practicable building
stone by mixing finely divided mica with a
just sufficient
amount of clay or other substance f similar
properties, to
form a coherent mass, which is then
shaped into blocks,
plates, and other objects of any desired
shape and size.
These, it is learned, are then fired at a
temperature just
high enough to fuse the mass, the resulting stone
having
general the same properties as natural mica.
it be desired to
produce stone having greater resistance to high temperatures the
process is modified as follows
Instead of mica alone, a mixture of
equal parts of
mica and of crushed qu?.rtz, with
just enough clay to act
as a bmder.
The stones formed from this mixture are
fired at a temperature
high enough to secure the fusing
the mica. The result is a
homogeneous mass not only
highly refractory to heat, but capable of
acting as an
lectnc insulator.
in

If

:

largest

New

Government

States

exposition

will

permit

make

it

reconstruction

ideal as a

will

building

in

the

of

the

entire

interior

permanent show place for

of manufactured products.
grouped and permanent exhibits
sorts

;

:

the United

30,

the

building

story

so as to

Research is now admitted to be one of the essential
parts of reconstruction or speedy progress the advantage
of research is now acknowledged in every industry except

in

new

world which occupies an entire city block, has been used
as an army base hospital.
Its evacuation, now taking

Building Research

we must have them now

is

turn Grand Central Palace back to the Merchants' and
Manufacturers' Exchange. For months this great twelve-

fifty.

is

It

commerce.

place,

sense,

the

proposition of the Merchants'
and Manufacturers' Exchange of New York to mak
Grand Central Palace a great clearing house for world

provision for sanitation and the safeguards against
crowded tenement construction. The law permits only
eight to twelve homes per acre, as compared with present

common

in

goods to America, has just been inaugurated

as

improved roofs,

biggest enterprises to be embarked upon,
mind the extension of American commerce in

of the

having

with a C-3 population.'
"The housing construction program begins with an increase in the local tax rate of one penny in the pound.
Then the National Government advances money to the
local government which, after construction, pays it back
as best it can from the penny in the pound tax and the
rents. But the return of the money is not so important

construction of

to-

The
will

industries

be

will

made on

all

be

eight

spacious floors, each floor having approximately 60,000
The remainder of the building
square feet of space.
(the four lower floors) will be utilized for the annual
expositions which have made the building famous, such
as the Automobile Show, Motor Boat Show, Flower Show,
Electrical

Exposition,
Exposition, etc.

Chemical Exposition, Hotel Men's

Permanent exhibits of products of the more important
will be opened beginning October 15.
The
Merchants' and Manufacturers' Exchange has established

industries

foreign connections for export business in every important
world, and manufacturers, jobbers, retail dealers, and the thousands of foreign buyers undoubtedly
soon will regard Grand Central Palace as the world's
great trade center and will make it their headquarters
city of the

when visiting New York. Looking forward to this the
management will establish clubrooms, conference rooms,
office

facilities,

etc.,

to increase the

foreign buyers' com-

fort while in the Metropolis.

Never before has there been

such

permanent exwhich will
give the American manufacturer an opportunity to come
into direct contact with the domestic and foreign buyer.
Some of the industries represented will occupy an entire
floor. The plans of the Merchants' and Manufacturers' Exchange are decidedly elaborate, and in a number of ways
change

conducted

a'ong

international

a

lines

they will afford a service to the manufacturer, jobber and
dealer which has never been possible under the usual systems of merchandising.

Through its wide representation in other countries the
Exchange will make its proposition known to every foreign
buyer before he sails for America and acquaint him
with the value of the service of the

new

enterprise, while

United States and Canada the fact that the building is so well known leaves no doubt that it will be the
mecca of thousands of domestic dealers and jobbers.
in the

Only goods of proved quality and concerns of A-i repute
permitted to exhibit. Grand Central Palace, which
is a beautiful building in
itself and prior to the entry
of the United States into the war, housed the largest
will be

expositions held in New York, is centrally located and
most convenient to all railroads, steamship piers, hotels,
The march of the
theaters, and the shopping district.
world's industrial progress during the reconstruction
period, it is believed, will be largely via Grand Central
Palace.
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Motor Car Methods

in

House

It is a comparatively simple matter to produce
a set of blueprints.
It is to be regretted that blueprints
fail to convey to the layman any intimation of the deep
study and thought that led by various stages to the

knowledge.

Building
The Ford automobile

plant in Dearborn, Mich., is comproblems by the immediate construction of three
thousand houses.
Like the machines themselves, these
will be built of uniform parts and materials, to save expense and time, and afford the quickest relief to the

completed plan.

present housing shortage. A special mill to saw the raw
material in uniform sizes is now under construction.
Actual construction awaits completion of the mill, but
land has been bought and hundreds of lots already laid
out.

origin of the "miniature", says an Attleboro, Mass.,
paper, is a follows In the golden days of Roman literature,
to be a successful author was to be as
great as a king, for
kings looked to their poets for immortality, as Augustus
Caesar did to Horace. Hence it was to be expected that

Iowa Architects Publish Suggestions

authors would feel their importance and display more or
less vanity.
One of their weaknesses was to see their
portrait painted in artistic fashion in their parchment
books. This work was intrusted to artists called "minia-

bating

its

the

American

Word

"Miniature"

:

that is, artists whose work was largely done in
vermilion, a color extracted from cinnabar, and called
by the Romans 'minimum". The "miniatores" chose the
oval form for their beautiful brilliant portraits on the
tures",

for the General Public
The Iowa Chapter of

Origin of the
The

Institute of Archi-

enlighten the public as to the place which
the architect occupies in the general scheme of things, recently published and gave wide circulation to a brochure

tects, desiring to

parchment books, and hence the origin of the term "miniature", a small hand-painted oval or round portrait.

"Facts and Suggestions to Persons Interested
Building Operations."
The increased cost of building materials undoubtedly
forms a cogent and unanswerable argument in favor of

entitled,
in

When clear
employment of a competent architect.
white pine could be bought for $12 or $15 a thousand,
all
other materials at proportionally low prices, and
skilled labor could be employed for $2 a day
building
materials could be used mure lavishly than at present.
It wasn't so necessary to count board feet, and com-

Unsightly Billboards
Billboard

the

paratively

little

But with the rapid

was paid

to planning.
increase in costs of materials

attention

and

labor, together with a growing realization of the solid
benefits to be derived from the achievement of architect-

ural merit, the architect's services began to receive more
consideration.
A little additional care in construction with trained
intelligent consideration of the use of materials with a
view to economy as well as attractiveness may easily
save for the owner several times the fee which the archi-

asks for his services. Then, also, must be taken into
consideration the fact that buildings of architectural merit
no matter of what type, or what the use for which they
are designed bring a higher price in the realty market
and sell more readily than buildings designed carelessly,
without architectural merit or the benefit of careful
tect

planning.

One would

days of high building
costs every American with enough business acumen to get
together sufficient money to pay for the construction of a
think that

in

these

would have learned that an architect is not a
luxury employed to add a few ornamental frills to an
otherwise sufficient and pleasing building but it is a regrettable fact that many otherwise astute persons wholly
fail to take into consideration the real value of the archiNow that the
tect's technical experience and knowledge.
time has come when America has definitely entered an
era of high building costs, owners must understand that
building materials are too costly to be used except under

of

business

offer

become a recognized feature

advertising has
activity

practically

the

in

United States.

the

only

The boards

method of advertising which

compels every one to see and read, whether he wishes
to do so or not.
In

permitting the display of this advertising, the City
a condition that the operators of
it
billboards should keep the surroundings free from

Xew York made

of
the

Inspections made by The Merchants' Association
through its Anti-Litter Bureau show that this condition
is not always being fulfilled.
litter.

Personals
John Kasurin has established an architectural

office

at

512 Empire Bldg., Detroit, Michigan.

Ray

L. VV'eiriek, Architect,

his office

from 309

Des Moines, Iowa, has moved

C. X. B. Building to 1503 28th St.

Dwight G. Wallace and Alfred K. Kellogg have formed
a partnership for architectural practice at 6 North Clark
Street, Chicago.
Catalogues are requested.
R. A. Bradley & Company, Architects and Engineers,
have opened a new office in Scottsbluff, Nebraska, and
would be pleased to receive catalogs from manufacturers
and material men.

building,

the intelligent direction of an expert.
The Iowa Chapter points out that designing a building
In order to get the best reis an evolutionary process.
sult, the owner must give the architect his problem, and it
This can
is the architect's duty to find the best solution.
only be accomplished by careful study, ceupled to expert

William G. Herbst and Edwin O. Kuenzli announce that
they have formed a partnership for the practice of architecture.
The firm, now known as Herbst & Kuenzli,
maintains

The

offices

at

721

Caswell Block, Milwaukee, Wis.

architectural practice conducted under the

name of

Arthur Woltersdorf, architect, will be known on and
after June I, 1919, under the firm name of Woltersderf
& Bernhard, architects and town planners.

Byron Sutton, who for twelve years has been engaged
the practice of architecture in the organization of
Louis H. Osterhage, has now been admitted to partnership.
The firm is located at 30 Second National Bank Building.
Vincennes, Ind.
in
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News from

Late

Architectural Fields

Special Correspondence to

Wants Investigation

Urges United States to Send Artists
to France
A

letter

urging

that

a

party of

American

artists

Eugene

mittee on Exhibition, Division of Pictorial Publicity, for
the Committee on Public Information. Mr. Gallatin would
have the pictorial history of the war on exhibition in the

WASHINGTON, D.

:

permanent national records of the war, its heroism, sacrifice, and suffering, have deputed me to send you this letter.
We deplore the fact that thus far very little has been
done to bring before present and future generations of
Americans the great and inspiring part our country played
in the war.
We urge that a number of our leading artists
be sent abroad immediately to paint from actual observation our historic battlefields, portraits of our army and
navy leaders, of our soldiers, the life of our Army of Occupation on the Rhine, the scenes of war, the stupendous

Senator Kenyon of Iowa

tions

commission to visit other
countries and report to Congress by January I, 1920. At
that time, they will be expected to make recommendations
for legislation. It is proposed to have two Senators and

two Representatives on the commission consisting of
agents of the Treasury and Labor Departments and two
citizens designated by the President, one of whom shall be
a woman.
With the exception of the Presidential appointees all will serve without pay, the compensation of
the salaried commissioners being fixed at six dollars per

diem.

To

results of our efforts in engineering, railway building, hos-

equipment, shipping, and

all

also regret deeply that we have missed the opporof gaining the services of our greatest painter,

who

has just painted for the British Government
Sargent,
a monumental war canvas. It may be too late to paint incidents of warfare, but modern war consists not merely of

C.,

June

7.

Congress has been asked

to appropriate $200,000 for the construction of the reflection pool at the Lincoln Memorial here.
Landscape architects

have devised plans for

this project

which

call

for two

The reflecting pool will be 2,000 feet long and 160
pools.
feet wide.
The total cost of the pool is estimated at
$350,000.

proposed to use the first appropriation for excavaand drainage. The total cost may be increased to
$500,000 in event it is found that the soil will force the
It is

fighting.

There are

Construct Reflection Pool
at Lincoln Memorial

WASHINGTON, D.

other branches of our

activity.

We

9.

to create a

the quality, location and cost.
Senator Kenyon wants the

Wilson, President of the United States,
Paris, Erance.

tunity

bill

Woodrow

A group of Americans, who realize the importance
Sir
of art as a national asset, and who are deeply stirred by
the example of Great Britain, France, Canada, Italy, and
Australia, in sending their best artists to the front to create

war

June

commission to investigate
and report to Congress on the questions involved in the
financing of house construction and home ownership.
The bill provides for an inquiry into existing condihas introduced a

letter is as follows:

Wash-

ington.

pital

C.,

in the financing, construction and acquisition of
homes within reach of people of modest means. The
bill will give the commission power to inquire into the
effect of present methods in stimulating or retarding the
investment of capital in such homes and in controlling

proposed $10,000,000 National Soldiers' Memorial in

Hon.

of Construction

Financing

and

to depict the part taken in the
painters be sent to France,
war by America, has been written to President Wilson by
Albert
Gallatin, who was Chairman of the Com-

His
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still

immense

ate action be taken.

fields to

be covered

if

immedi-

We

appeal to you, therefore, for approval of such a project. The inspiring Canadian example
proves that a national memorial of this kind can be created
without the financial, though not without the moral and

tion

construction of a water-proof bottom.

Government. The success of such
a project would mean the presentation to our Government
of the finest kind of a war memorial.
practical, support of the

Building Supply Ban Lifted in

Uniontown

Respectfully yours,

ALBERT EUGENE GALLATIN.

UNIONTOWN,

Mr. Gallatin said the proposal was discussed
recently at
a dinner held by artists and critics. While no method of
choosing the men for the task had been discussed, it was
assumed they would be artists who have shown
ability in
war artistry. Some of the men whose names were men-

when Mr. Gallatin first made the suggestion, while
he was with the Committee on Public
Information, were
Childe Hassam, George B. Luks, Paul

tioned

Dougherty, Henry

Reuterdahl,

George

Bellows,
Young, and Joseph Pennell.

W.

J.

Glackens,

June 9. Restrictions placed by building supply concerns in Uniontown upon the sale of building material, pending the adjustment of a wage controversy with the carpenters, have been lifted to the extent that supplies may be purchased for repair work. The
carpenters recently put into effect a wage scale, increasing
from 75 cents to 875/2 cents per hour the wages of all
carpenters in the Uniontown union. Building contractors
promptly refused to accept the scale, and suspended the
sale of building supplies until an adjustment was reached.

Mahonri

A

new

826

PA.,

pronounced building boom in the city was halted,
building being suspended by lack of supplies.

all
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Model Town

for

a year in rentals to the Government. Final disposition of
the property rests with the Congress.
Truxton covers ninety acres and contains six store build-

Negroes

TRUXTON, VA., June /.A model town, constructed by
Government exclusively for negroes is now formally
open and Truxton, Va.. has taken its place on the map as
the

ings which

it is proposed to operate under a stock company formed by the tenants.

a suburb of Portsmouth.
Built primarily for

war purposes

to house the

To

employed

at the great Hampton Roads naval base, the 224 buildings
in the little town will not be sold
immediately by the Gov-

throughout the country for the Government.

ments which by the end of June

more than

in the

These pro-

District of

zone system for construction of building in the District.
This commission will make a report to the Commissioners
of the District of Columbia together with their recommendations.

$25,000,000

and sixty-four apart-

will be returning $2.500,000

With New York

Scale of Trades Identified

Wage

D.

C, June 9. Restriction of building
Columbia is indicated in the bill introduced by Senate Calder last week. He proposed to have
a commission appointed to consider the adoption of a

ernment, but will be rented at from $16 to $19 monthly
The town is one of the twenty-four housing projects the
United States Housing Corporation is rapidly completing
jects represent a returnable value of
and consist of a total of 6,000 houses

Consider Zone System

WASHINGTON,

Building Market
r\L'RI.\G

months the largest employer of
Government, has withdrawn from the field.
The signing of the armistice, which came overnight, caused
the suspension and abandonment of many jobs which would
have involved hundreds of millions of dollars and employed
hundreds of thousands of artisans. With this work stopped,
together with three million troops coming back from
Europe, a situation has been created which requires con^*^

the past six

December

come from

in

New

i,

$6.25,

demanding

1919,

$6.00.

$7.00.

in
Bricklayers, in 1916, $6.00; in 1919, $7.00. Laborers,
in
$4-01919.
$3.14;
1916,
Cement masons, in 1916, $5.30; in 1919, $5-6o. Expires
Dec. 31, 1919. Class A, in 1916, $3.00; in 1919, $4-oo. En-

gineers

(Hoisting

Assn.)

in

1916,

$575-$6.oo;

in

1919,

1919, $3.00.

in

i,

Expires Jan.
Expires

Helpers, in 1916, $3.00; in 1919, $4.00.
1920.

Elevator constructors

in 1917, $5.52; in 1919, $6.80.
in 1919, $4.50.

ers, in 1917, $3.52;

Stone masons,

in 1916, $5.00

1917, $5.oo-$5.so; in

;

1919, $6.75.

in

Cutters, in
Set-

1919, $5.00.

September

i,

Help-

$7.00.

ters, in 1914, $6.00; in 1919. $7.00.
Laborers, in 1916, $3.00;
in 1919, $3.60.
Bluestone cutters, in 1903, $4.40; 1919, $5.00.

Mosaic workers,
i,

in 1916, $4.75; in 1919, $5.50.

Tile layers, in 1917, $6.00; in 1919. $6.00.
Expires Jan.
1920.
Helpers, 1917, $3.25; in 1919, $3.65. Demanding

$4.00.

Marble cutters and

setters, in 1917, $5.50; in 1919, $6.00.
Carvers, in 1914, $6.00; in 1919, $6.50.
i,
Polishers, in 1914, $4.40; in 1919,
1920.
$4.70.
Helpers, in 1914, $3.25 in 1919, $3.50. Bed rubbers,
in 1914, $4.95; in 1919, $5.00.
Sawyers, in 1917 and 1919,

Expires July
Expires July

I,

1920.

;

Machine workers, in 1914 and 1919, $5.50.
Roofers (composition), in 1917, $3.75; in 1919, $4.75.
Slate and tile, 1914, $5.25 to $5.50; in 1919, $6.50. Roof and

$4.68.

(shop work) wage
boroughs July i,

All

1920.

Jan.

in part, for the increased cost

York, carpenters

$4.50;

1916, $2.90;

1916, $4.50; in 1919, $6.00.
Steamtitters, in 1916, $5.00; in 1919, $6.00.

of building:
1916,

Expires

1919.

31,

Plumbers,

wage scale in 1919, and the wage scale now in force. It
shows the increase obtained by the various trades during

in

strike

Demand-

Helpers, in 1916, $2.50; in 1919. $3.00.
Asbestos workers, in 1916, $4.65; in 1919. $6.40. Helpers,

operation was started.
The New York Building Trades Association has prepared
a table, of which the following is a digest, showing the

In Greater

On

ing $5.50.
Metallic lathers, in 1916, $5.50; in 1919, $6.00.
Electrical workers, in 1916, $5.00; in 1919, $6.00.

has not been confined to the employer and employee by
any means. A third factor comes into the field that of
the material dealer and manufacturer.
The manufacturer has been trying to place his goods on
a stabilized basis, so that the contractor can figure his job
and find out, after his building is under construction deliveries cannot be made at prices that maintained when the

scale

(Varnishers

Plasterers, in 1916, $6.00; in 1919; $6.5o-$~.oo.
for $7.50. Laborers, $3.50 in 1916; in 1919, $4.50.

the skilled laborer has realized the trouble that has confronted his employer and met him half way. This, to be
sure, was in a great measure, so far as the building trades
were concerned, due to the fact that prohibitive wage scales
made new work impossible. In the adjustment of just
how much the wage earner can receive and still permit
the builder to make a fair margin of profit, the cooperation

which accounts,

in

Painters, in 1916, $5.00; in 1919. $6.00.

the unskilled laborers, those who have had no affiliations with central bodies,
and are more or less irresponsible. These men have done
much to hamper the building situation. On the other hand

this period,

1916, $475-$5.oo;

Decorators, in 1916, $5.00; in 1919, $5.00.
the same.)

tion.

principal trouble has

in

"Ji9, $5-50.

siderable tact in order to be adjusted with the least fric-

The

Engineers (running pump)

$6.50.

labor, the

sheet metal, in 1914, $5.00; in 1919, $6.00.
Housesmiths (structural), in 1916, $5.30; in 1919, $7.00.
Finishers, in 1916, $5.30; in 1919, 1640.
Helpers, in 1916,
$4.00; in 1919, $5.00.

Houseshorers,

in

1917,

$4.06;

in

1919,

and in 1919, $5.00.
Woodcarvers, in 1903, $3.75 to $5.00;
Workers (per week), in 1916, $18.00.

$5.00.

Helpers,

1916, $3.00;
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in

1918,

$5.50.

Freer Loans Stimulate Building
Institutions and

Renewed Co-operation Between Mortgage

Boom

Builders Greatly Aids Construction
evidence of renewed co-operation between
interests and builders, lack of which
mortgage
large
for some time past has checked the progress of construction
on a large scale, a result largely due to efforts made by
unscrupulous speculators to place loans unwarranted by

FURTHER

week's activity in building
this type of builder,
who claims he will be driven out of business if the plan
to force amortization continues, there is sound reason why
construclending institutions have hesitated in furnishing
tion funds on first mortgages as freely as before the war.
appraisals,

was a feature of

this

Although hotly assailed by

circles.

responsibility for an increased cost of lending capital
can be directly traced to this condition of mistrust. The
and life insurscarcity of available funds held by the title

The

;,nce

companies and savings banks after they absorbed such

a large part of all Government issues, has made for an
expected rate of six per cent, and with it comes a closer
all projects on which money is advanced.
only a short time ago that the speculative builder
could get a bank to accept the appraisal of a broker whose
connections might not be of the best, only for the bank to
rind later than an excessive amount had been loaned on the

scrutiny of
It

is

Evidence of this is to be found in many cities
where lending companies have had to take over title to
considerable property that had been over-appraised to such
an extent that the speculator was willing to turn over the
project.

property to the company for the face value of the mortgage.
Since the war this state of affairs has undergone a deAdditional safeguards have
cided change for the better.

been taken by the mortgage institutions to guard against
the reprehensible methods of unprincipled speculators. Appraisals have been put in the hands of competent men, the
amortization clause placed in contracts, and other precautions taken to enable operators to judge their equity with
more certainty, and allow building to proceed on a more

normal

The
banks

basis.

effect of the feeling of mistrust on the part of the
in the larger cities was unfortunately reflected in

the smaller municipalities with
well-intentioned builder, or the

the consequence that the
desires to con-

man who

struct a new home, has had to bear the bonus, and
pay the
increased rate on loans. The moral hazard in transactions
of this nature is as pronounced as in fire insurance, and
becomes an important factor in the placing of a loan. It is
not just that the small investor shall suffer for the suspicions that are rightfully directed against certain classes
of speculative builders who use questionable methods to

finance their project

and

have to pay a premium that
ordinarily he would not be asked to give.
shall

The banks and builders are now co-operating with the
net result of getting construction started on a
large scale.
The need is for new houses and more new houses and
this

feeling of confidence

makes their construction posThe thing needed now is action in carrying through
the plan.
One large New York title company this week
reported lending from two to two and one-half millions
sible.

of

dollars

in

the

district

metropolitan

in

May.

Other

companies similarly active are helping the situation ma
*

terially.

*

*

A

wide variety of construction was noted among pr
jects which came to architects' offices during the we
Theaters had a leading position. Some complaints wen
heard regarding the difficulty of obtaining sufficient labor
and it is expected that the situation will become mor<
acute before the summer is far advanced. Material pric
are holding firm, with a tendency upward in lumber
brick.

*

*

*

A

conference of New York members of Congress ha
been requested by Senator Charles C. Lockwood, chairn
of the Joint Committee on Housing of the New York
Legislature, who proposes to establish a Federal Reserve
Home Bank along lines similar to the Federal Land Bank
for farmers.
Senators Wadsworth and Calder have been asked to
i

tain consideration of this proposal as quickly as possibU
this session, that the "expected shortage of 30,000 homes in

may be met at least partially."
Senator Lockwood said that under the legislative committee's plan the Federal Home Loan Bank aims to give to
present and prospective home owners the same advantage
as is given to farm owners by the Federal Land Bank,
which exempts from taxation the 5 per cent bonds issued
this city

against farm mortgages.

"The exemption from Federal taxation of the mortgage
on homes or holdings in mortgages up to say $4,000, so
that mortgage money can compete in the money market
with Government and other securities which are now nontaxable, more liquid and give a larger net return.
"Exemption from Federal taxation of the bonds issued
by the New York State Land Bank, which was incorporated several years ago by the Legislature, which issues
bonds secured by mortgages deposited with the Stat<
Comptroller of New York, but which has been unable with
its 4 l/2 per cent taxable bonds to compete with the
per cent and other Government non-taxable securities, and
the 5 per cent tax-exempt farm loan bonds, and such other
and further measures by which they think Congress can
aid the situation by stimulating construction of houses."
*

WASHINGTON, D.

C.,

June

*
2.

*

That prices

will not soon

drop is the prediction of authorities on all sides. The
Federal Reserve Board in its May bulletin says: "The
business community has given up the thought that
may profitably await a further considerable reduction
in prices and is now contenting itself with the developii

lines dependent upon at least the
temporary maintenance of existing levels." The review
also says that though prices of a few basic commodities
have fallen slightly, these declines have not yet been

ment of trade along

"What is now happening," it
in retail prices.
adds, "seems to indicate that business will, after a period
effected
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American

from the basis of the enormous annual

INSTI-

The
was

is

and a decrease in the number of
and deaths by fire, by arousing the interest of the architects in those subjects and inducing
them to make their buildings more fire resisting and
loss of property

casualties

fire.

The reason that the fire loss is so enormous and
the number of casualties and deaths by fire so great

No

one who reads the annual records of the great

losses sustained can fail to account for the greater
number of them on any charitable basis, except that

the people

who

are responsible for

many

buildings must have been ignorant of

all

of those
fire

through the architects

who

build their

Then

in

connection with this belief comes the

final

comforting thought, justifying the dismissal of
the whole subject from the mind and conscience
of these people, that we have fine fire departments
with high stepping horses and smart motors, amply
able to put these fires out, and back of all this, in
case losses do occur, are the rich insurance companies

who

rights

and making

pre-

vention provisions or utterly devoid of any proper
realization of their great necessity.
THE WHOLE SUBJECT of fire prevention, judged

losses,

for

people that all of these great fire losses are the
necessary and natural result of accidents that are
bound to occur in spite of all reasonable efforts to
prevent them.

certain to afford safe exit for the occupants

to prevent these things.

is

subject

There is no appeal that can possibly be made
which should be received with as much earnest consideration as one made for the saving of human
lives and the avoidance of the destruction of property, and that is exactly what this one is.
The effectiveness of an appeal such as this, is
usually impaired by the belief on the part of most

ultimate object of the Institute in doing this

in this country is because our buildings have been
built with little or no consideration of the means

fitting

buildings.

might be of value.

in time of

a

reach them

to bring about a diminution in the annual fire

more

most

National legislation and complete control, but in the absence of
that, the only avenue left open for accomplishing
any comprehensive reform seems to be by appeal to
the people, and of course the most available way to

For the information
of those who may not be informed it should be
stated that, at the last convention of the American
Institute of Architects, the undersigned committee
was appointed for the purpose of observing tests
made on building materials and equipment at the
Underwriters' Lal>oratories at Chicago, and reportof these
ing to the architects such data and results

TUTE OF ARCHITECTS:

tests as

Institute of Architects

are fully capable of setting

all

things to

amends to all those conmanner the average person disfull

cerned, so in this
poses of the whole subject and the annual losses
keep mounting upward and the property owner and
not the insurance companies pay every dollar of

these losses eventually in the increased rates of in-

surance.

To awaken
to bring
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them

these people out of their lethargy and
to a realization of the fact that they
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fire losses of any
have one of the worst records for
a public duty of
becomes
earth
really
on
nation
a knowledge of the subject and
every one who has

conscience of the speculative builder or the indifferent owner if he were to know that last
year
1,332 people were burned to death and 5,280 injured

the architects
particularly
ings are largely

by

who

design these build-

fire in this

country?

responsible

whatever
these

manner
were true
ful

days

when

especially
the whole nation

ured

t

h

number

ish the

of

them.
It
is
of
course impossible

seem all
the more regrettable when measi

to

at least to dimin-

losses

w

could

prevent them or

these

waste,

it

that

have been done

economize and to
needstop every
less

if

nothing

to

struggling

is

e

relate these things
in this reproach-

have.

may

b

desirable thing to

fire

resisting qualities

they
In

would

1 1

a useless and un-

for

from

the

the

to

tics

statis-

determine

great needs of the

how

war sufferers

them might have
been

abroad.

\Yould

most
irresponsive and

m

startling and con
evideni

vincing
of

indifferent person
to realize that in

all

it

this

we burned

1916

of

prevented,
the
o s

but

not

it

the

startle

many

thai

is,

country has

charged

up

up enough prop-

against

erty in this coun-

year more loss
a n d destruction
of property by

try to house

make
ble

comforta-

most of the

destitute

fire,

people

France,

in

and

who

in

from

our

homes
war? Two

their

eight million dollars is the value

buildings so
destroyed accordto

the

discourage

it

ap-

not

as only one-quarter as

been

The

many. The
on these

statistics

great

furnace erected for testing columns.

things

if
they knew that from May to October of
year $12,000,000 worth of food that we know

of was destroyed by fire?
Could it reasonably be expected to

are

au-

thentic and there

gians,
last

we

have, others only
one - third and
some even as low

and

trying to help
feed the poor Bel-

that

ately,

those good people

have

fire losses

proportion-

rightfully disgust

who

populati

half the

statistics.

Would

to

proportion

nations have only

of

ing

and more inand deaths
same cause

than almost any
other country in
the world. Some

hundred and

proved

every

juries
by the

have been driven

by the

it

awaken the

is no
possible conclusion to draw other than that
the people of this country are far below the average
in preservation of its property from damage or
destruction by fire and safeguarding of its people
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from injury or death by the same cause.
It has grown to be a custom among architects

be saved that would otherwise be lost and the fire
and casualty lists of this country would gradually
and surely diminish until they would compare favorably with any nation in the world.

to

incorporate in their buildings only those safeguards
fire which the particular community in

against

EVERY

which they pracrequires, or
these require-

ARCHI-

tice

TECT therefore

if

appealed

ments happen not

by the American
Institute of Ar-

to be sufficient to

secure a low insurance rate, it
may be that minimum insurance

chitects,

for

the purpose
of providing safe
exits

that

or

the

occupants
time of fire.

it

in

in

it

that

Architects a most

architect

complete and upto-date list of all

seems
the

the Structural

Service Department of the journal of the American Institute of

In the face of
awful an-

losses

in

most worthy
endeavor, there
has been included

these

nual

architects

this

companies

its

pos-

For the purpose of assisting

not

might save

all

fire, whether the
law or the insurance authorities
require it or not.

required by the
law or the insur-

ance

and

sible resistance to

when
it

new problem

each

planning his
adds
building
anything to

make

to

a special study of

requirements will
At any
govern.
rate, strange as it
may seem, it is
seldom that any
architect

is

to

clear

should not have
be forced to

to

the literature and

save his buildings
from fire, but he

authorities

o n

this subject.

Any

should realize that
he is in a position
if

he

will

only

and

have been found

by experience to
be most effective

better

much

against
addition

destructible
fire
than they
by
are now.
If the
less

architect

when he

or

of buildings that

and oc-

to live in

cupy

se-

those features
and equipments

1

and

little

expense full
information of all

anyone else, in
making our fud in g s
ture b u
safer

can

cure with

no

take advantage of
it to do more than

i

architect

all

tion

(A)

(B)

plans and designs
his building would only give more thought to
how a fire might be stopped or retarded when once
started and how all the occupants might find safe
and trustworthy means of exit, many a life might

the

fire.

to

In
this

informa-

and

data

(C)

which the Underwriters' Laborafor
tories have been gathering
years from their
are
and
tests
open and free to the
experiments
architects
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they will only use them.
TESTS.
Among the tests which the
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were selected, and the work of testing started about
a year ago, as soon as preparations for the work
had been completed. Among those made
during
this year were the metal unprotected types of columns, which it is intended to describe in this report, in rather a brief

manner and

leave the mor

complicated fireproof columns for a more comple
It is planned to provide th
subsequent report.
architects ultimately with a table of records and
data so that they may at once select any kind of

column for any
nite

In

sort of a building with full

assurance of what
order to

it

prepare

would do
for

the

and

defi-

in case of a

testing

of

fire.

these

columns under the same conditions that would exist
in a building, a great furnace was erected that
would take a column 12 feet high and impose upon
it during the test a load of 256 tons.
The furnace
was built for applying a maximum heat of 230
degrees F. Provisions have been made for mea
ing temperature of furnace and test column and
for measuring the deformation and deflection of'
the latter. Means have also been provided for applying streams of water under pressure to the heated
column. Of the unprotected metal columns tested,.
3 were of cast iron and 8 of various combinations.

One of

the

excellently

water

round-licaded windows which stood up
after a severe fire and high pressure

test.

Laboratories have been making recently are two
which are of very great importance to the architects.

They are the tests on building columns and new
designs of fire retardant windows.
Realizing- that
the fate of a building and often its
occupants de-

how

columns supporting it will
columns have
been made the most scientific and complete of
any
that have ever been undertaken. The United States
Bureau of Standards, the Associated
Factory
Mutual Fire Insurance Companies, the National
Board of Fire Underwriters and Underwriters'
pends upon

resist the effects

well the

of

fire,

the tests of

Laboratories decided to combine forces and
try out
settle once and for all
by real fire tests the rela-

and

tive merits of all kinds of
building
question of the relative merits of

columns.

The

fireproofing for
up after the Baltimore fire and the

columns came
San Francisco

earthquake, and was discussed
throughout the country by the press and leading
It is now
magazines.
being settled by carefully
prepared scientific methods. Over two years ago
the preparations were

kinds of columns and

begun and
all

all

the various

the different

ways of

fire-

proofing were carefully considered with the view
of selecting for a test a full
representation of all
the different types.
100

Accordingly

specimens

832

A

new

fire window without any
approved for certain locations.

type of

muntins,.
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The cast iron columns stood up
longer than the steel columns although the failure
was more abrupt and complete. The temperature
was raised gradually to about 1300 degrees F. at
10 minutes and 1500 degrees at 30 minutes. The

of

steel shapes.

cast iron

column (A), shown

(page 831),
while one of
minutes and
minutes and

failed in 34

in

seconds.

New

are finally completed for all of the tests, the resistance to fire of the various kinds of
fireproofing
for columns will be fully determined.

the illustration,

The

type of

illustrations

tire

The tests of newly designed
established certain facts not previously

FIRE WINDOWS.

minutes and 13 seconds

the steel columns (B) failed in
10 seconds and another (C) in
13

columns and the protected types became at once
apparent in the tests, and when the tables and data

fire

windows

u

known which has enabled

19

their approval
the architects

show

window and transom having only

and
will

seal

the Laboratories to put

on certain windows which

undoubtedly be very glad to

a 2-in. mullion which

tested out satisfactorily.

the condition of the cast iron column and the two

columns after the test.
These tests on the unprotected metal columns
show how quickly they will fail and cause the building to collapse even in an ordinary fire, thus proving
-steel

conclusively that unless the architect takes the precaution to fireproof such supports his building may
collapse even in a fire of very short duration. The
between these
.great difference in the endurance

of the ones formerly used for certain
test has demonstrated that for certain exposures the architects need not provide for
great wide fireproof mullions between units of these
utilize instead

locations.

This

windows, but instead of that in certain locations
use mullions as narrow as two inches wide,
thereby increasing light 75 per cent and doing away
with wide mullions which were in some cases very

may

objectionable features.
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They will also be glad to know that
dows have been approved for certain

certain win-

their ready reference in determining the kind of
windows to select for any situation.

locations, in

which there may be no mullions used at all and
where one entire single sheet of glass may be used
in

the sash.

way

The

illustrations

several varieties of these

which came through the

fire

show

new

In the next report of this committee

a limited
windows
of
types
in

with unexpected satis-

THE COMMITTEE ON THE WORK
LABORATORIES,

the different types of fire windows may be tabulated
to the architects in convenient form for

2-in.

OF UNDERWRITERS':

ELMER C. JENSEN,
H. WEBSTER TOMLINSON,
GEORGE C. NIMMONS, Chairman.

and sent

window with

the

Respectfully submitted,

by application to the Laboratories. It is probable
that later on all the information concerning all of

fire

is

testing,

The limits of the size of these
factory results.
windows and the area of the glass and the various
details of the construction may all be had in detail

Large type of

it

intention to present a complete report with all of
the important data and conclusions reached by the
Laboratories in regard to the relative merits of all
the various columns which they are now

mullion listed after a successful
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Present Status of Industrial Lighting Codes*
Part III

By

G. H. STICKNEY

SWITCHING AND CONTROLLING APPARATUS

cism but also help in the educational effort of applying the regulation.

provides for the location of controlling
switches so that at least pilot or night lights
may be turned on at the main point of entrance.
Some commissions have considered it important
that watchmen and others should be able to go about

THIS

CONCLUSION

The author

is inclined to look with apprehension
or
laws
regulations emanating from the proupon
fessions whose business they affect most directly.
There has sometimes seemed to be a tendency in
such legislation to favor the profession. Such ten-

safely without lanterns, while others believe that the
carrying of a lantern is sufficient. The former cerbe
tainly has advantages, but may in some instances

unnecessarily expensive.
It would appear that the rule in this form

is

dencies are presumably more due to the professional
viewpoint or prejudice than to any intent to be un-

satis-

factory on the assumption that an industrial commission would make exceptions where unnecessary

hardship

is

fair.

Having been connected from the
committees

shown.

ENFORCEMENT
Attention has been called to the readiness and
willingness of the industries to comply with
mission regulations, if they are understood.

fully

com-

sary for the definition of lighting conditions.
Every effort has been made to simplify the rules
and make them understandable to others than enSome of the commissions have included
gineers.

curate in the future depend in a considerable degree
on such education.
Undoubtedly the commissions can take care of
their inspectors, but the small manufacturers, foremen and others responsible for the construction and

operation of industrial lighting installations need assistance.

their appendixes will undoubtedly

mediums, but the help of those pro-

fessionally related to the lighting practise
It is earnestly hoped that the individual

is

needed.

members

of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers
and the Illuminating Engineering Society will inform themselves regarding the principles of the code
specification

and not only

Continucd from issue of

May

offer constructive criti-

28,

1919.

was exercised

in the

make-up of

the

committees and the solicitation of criticism, not only
to represent the viewpoint of every phase of illuminating and other engineering, but also the light
The engineer, the scienuser and light purchaser.
tist

and the

all

included.

On

practical constructor

and operator were

it is even more dangerous to
regarding such a technical subject without
the guidance of the profession. In lighting we have
numerous examples of such legislation as, for examautomople, in the headlight laws for railways and
biles.
Many of these laws are not effective or reasonably enforcible, their meaning is not clear, while
they not only impose unnecessary hardships, but

the other hand,

legislate

Some have atsimple definitions of terms used.
tached explanatory treatises and articles on methods
of designing lighting installations. But there is still
The possibilia need for more popular education.
ties of rendering the codes more definite and ac-

provide effective

with the

the

guarded against.

Especial care

Other limitations of the code have already been
discussed, but none of these has presented more of
an obstacle than the fact that many of those by
whom the regulations must be applied are not versed
in the principles of light and illumination, and have
but little idea of the qualities and quantities neces-

The codes and

first

illuminating enresponsible
it is only fair to say that the danfeatures,
gineering
ger of prejudice has been anticipated and carefor

in some cases prescribed a dangerous rather
than a safe condition.

have

The industrial lighting codes, besides avoiding
both of these dangers, have been so formulated as to
encourage uniform action throughout the various
The continuation of the code
States of the Union.
development along the present lines is therefore of
importance not only to those directly interested

in

the electrical and illuminating phases, but to the
country as a whole.

In discussing the codes an attempt has been made
emphasize the principles involved rather than the
details.
Changes in details may be expected, but

to

any considerable change in principles seems unlikely.
No one is more conscious of the limitations of the
code in its present form than the illuminating engineers who have been active in its development,
but all who have had anything to do with the work
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"Instructional Session for Special Guidance of State
Inspectors, held in Boston, October 3ist,
Electrical World, November 9, 1918, page 904.
Report of the Departmental Committee
9. "First
Lighting in Factories and Workshops, Home Office, British

instrument. The
regard it as a valuable working
author feels safe in saying that they consider it
State that it be adopted and
highly important to any

The greatest
as possible.
actively applied as soon
the exis
future
for
through
development
possibility

Empire, London, England," published by Eyre and Spottiswoode, Ltd., East Harding Street, E. C., London, England.
"Effects of Brightness and Contrast on Vision," by
10.
P. G. Nutting, Transactions Illuminating Engineering Society, Vol. n. No. 9, page 939. Electrical World, Februsr;
17, 1917, page 326.

education following its enperience and popular
forcement.
The author has tried to avoid the expression of

He has somepersonal opinion as far as practicable.
times found it desirable to express his understanding
of the views held by committees and their members,

Analysis of Statically Indeterminate
Structures by the Slope De-

but this has been informal and unauthorized and

should be so understood.
He herewith acknowledges with thanks the helpful assistance in the way of comment and criticism
of Mr. L. B. Marks and Professor C. E. Clewell, to
whom perhaps more than to any other individuals
we are indebted for the initiation of these construc-

flection
the above

UNDER
ment Station,

The author
J.

also

acknowledges the assistance of

Among

the cases analyzed are the following
Girders having restrained ends, and continuou
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1915,

Two-legged rectangular bents, with legs of both
equal and unequal length.
Two-legged Trapezoidal bents.
Skeleton construction framework with
Three-legged bents.

The use of statically indeterminate structures
recent years has grown rapidly and many new typ
of structures have been evolved. With the use of
riveted connections in steel frames and the development of monolithic reinforced concrete structures
of all sorts, it often happens that statically indeter-.
minate stresses cannot be avoided. On the other
hand, structures are frequently made of an indeterminate type for the purpose of securing economy
of material.
Rational methods of design will do
much to inspire confidence in the reliability andj
economy of such structures, thus insuring their
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30,

the Engineering Experi-

Illinois, Urban
have issued Bulletin No. 108, giving the derivaj
tion and application of formulas for solving prob
lems involving statically indeterminate stress

A. Hoeveler and others.

December

title

University of

111.,

tive regulations.

Mr.

Method

,

more widespread

use.

It is felt that the treatment of
statically indeti
minate structures given in this bulletin will be help
ful in giving information regarding such structures.
The method has been explained in sufficient detail
to enable the designing engineer to use it in the

solution of his particular problems.
It is believed
that the fundamental principles can be quickly coordinated with the ordinary principles of mechanics
so that the more complex problems and even the

simpler ones
point.
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Cabot's Old Virginia White
"
"
Whltmuaih-whit*

The Clean, Brilliant

Old Virginia White has real distinction. It is a softer but brighter
white than paint, and its texture is essentially different. It is as handsome as new whitewash and as lasting as paint though cheaper. It baa
the genuine old Colonial effect and when combined with

Cabot's Creosote Stains
on the roof the result
that the house is sure

thoroughly harmonious and distinguished

so

is

to

the

represent

latest

and

best

in

exterior

decoration.

You can get Cabot's goods
for stained wood samples and
all

SAMUEL CABOT,

Send

over the country.

name

at nearest agent.

Inc., CHEMISTS

BOSTON

We.t KinzU St., CHICAGO
Cabot'. Stucco and Brick Stain*, "Quilt," Damp-proofing, Conserve
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Wall! flniihed Kith Cabot't Old Virpinia White Roof Stained
Cabal's Creoiote Stairtt. J. W. O'Connor, Architect, K Y.

Broadway,

NEW YORK
Wood

vrith

24

Preservative, etc., etc.
5-2

.

"M

product without a tyrr"

APOLLO-KEYSTONE
COPPER STEEL
Galvanized

APPALACHIAN
TENNESSEE MARBLE
has gone into the making of many of the
country's finest banks and public buildings

Highest in quality and

rust

Unequaledfor
Culverts, Flumes, Tanks,
resistance.

Roofing, Siding, Spouting, and
exposed sheet metal work.
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Building Material Market Reports
(Continued from Page 828)
readjustment in prices, proceed upon a level not
removed from that established during the war."
At the solicitation of the Information and Education
Service of the U. S. Department of Labor. J. J. Arnold,

of

initial

far

vice-president of the First Xational Bank of Chicago.
has made a statement on "Inflation and Prices'" in which
he says it is futile for industry to wait for pre-war commodity prices and everything should be done to encourage
resumption of peace business, the production of new
wealth being absolutely essential for the reduction of
costs.

Arnold suggests that the United States use the
interest paid by foreign countries on their loans for a
"rehabilitation fund" to be spent in Europe, which would
Mr.

mean

for

that

the

period of time required

for

the

re-

Europe we would be loaning funds without
He thinks it would pay to do this, both in terms
interest.
of friendship and, in the long run, in dollars and cents.
building of

(From
CHHACO,

ILL.,

OH;- Special Correspondent)

June

9.

in this city arc lire-dieting the biggest building boom in
history to follow the signing of the peace treaty and the
actual declaration of peace.
They hold that pressure behind the resumption of all activities on a peace-time basis

such that many of the former causes for hesitation
have disappeared, and are becoming more and more convinced that the one great move to restore confidence and
start business and industry in volume is the finis of the
greatest world's war.
Steel manufacturers from every district in the country
is

in

1

.

interests

"We

:

will

While the

do our part."
steel

interests "have not always been exactly
particulars," he as-

right in some, and perhaps in many
serted, their intentions were good.

There are "things
istrative

to be done'' by legislative and admindepartments of the Government which are neces-

sary to the protection of the nation's industries, Mr. Gary
said, adding that other nations would do everything to see
that private enterprise received protection, and American
laws and rules should operate similarly.

time that industry and enterprise in the United
be encouraged and protected instead of being
attacked, interrupted, or destroyed," he declared.
"Our
nation, now the leader financially, commercially, and industrially, may be continued in this position or compelled to
occupy a lower place, depending upon the attitude of our
is

S.tates shall

own

people in official or private life, or both.
In the Calumet district the rolling mills just at this time
are working two hours a day and some of the blast fur-

naces are down. Officials say the demand shows some improvement, but that what is now needed to bring about
normal conditions is the signing of the peace treaty.

Building Material Markets

(Prirf quotations nou' current on building materials and supplies
as quoted by dealers and jobbers for
deli-eery in New York and
The quotations set forth are 'placed before readers
Chicago follou
of
to afford an accurate review of
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Mr. Gary said that whether the United States was to
its financial, commercial, and industrial
leadership
depended "upon the attitude of our own people in official
or private life." He added, speaking on behalf of the steel
retain

"It

Financial and industrial leaders

Late Quotations

attending a meeting of the American Iron and Steel InChicago, predicted that the mills would be operating 100 per cent of capacity before Fall.
Elbert H. Gary, chairman of the United States Steel Corporation, has made the flat prediction that steel production
for this year will exceed all records. He held brief for all
business in saying, "It is time that industry and enterprise
in the United States shall be encouraged and protected instead of attacked, interrupted, and destroyed."
stitute, in
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flaking sure the Stucco

'

Walls will Hold and
remain Crackless

nd Beautiful
This Binghamton, X. Y., home is
shown, in the top picture, ready
for Stuccoing.
See those spaces
between the wood strips of the
Stucco
and
Bishopric
Plaster

Board?

They

are

the

dovetail

keys which imprison the Stucco.
Once Stucco is applied, it is locked
rigid forever by these thousands
of keys.

Xote how the joints of the Board
are broken every few feet. This
strengthens the purchase of the
keys by distributing the strain of
the Stucco. The walls cannot sag

Insured/

or crack anywhere because they
are completely unified.

BOARD

was nailed so securely to this building- that the weight
of the average Stucco wall
10 to 15 pounds per surface foot, could not possibly budge a single wood strip.
Bishopric Board's resistance to deformation in

BISHOPRIC

the plane of the wall

is

extraordinary.

No

other Stucco base can be nailed so securely.

The beauty of this Binghamton home is insured for its life. The Stucco
always be smooth and fresh looking. Repairs will never be necessary.

will

Bishopric Board
also completely

is the
background that prevents cracking of Stucco. It insulates perfectly. It
sound-deadens the home. It is the most economical Stucco base and
gives the Architect and Builder an
opportunity to provide special conveniences with
WATERthe savings made.
One-third less plaster is required on account of
PROOF
FIBRE
the dovetail grooves.
There is no waste 1,000 sq. ft. covers 1,000
BOARD

sq. ft.

of surface.

ASPHALT

MASTIC
CREOSOT-

EDWOOD
STRIP

Bishopric Board is a combination of materials and principles that
in constant and successful use for
ages. It is protected in
every way against the ravages of time and atmospheric change. It
keeps the home always dry.

have been

DOVETAIL

LOCK

In interior use it saves plaster, time and labor, insulating against
heat and cold and deadening sound to a remarkable degree. Bishopric
Sheathing, our new product, saves 30 per cent as compared with Ji
wood Sheathing and makes a solid, compact wall.

and Builders Send for Booklet which
your clients all about Bishopric Board. It
contains the perfect stucco mixture; reports of
tests; and endorsements by Engineers, Architects
Architects

:

tells

rt.i.-

,.i%

and Builders.

STUCCO^PiASTER

BOARD

THE BISHOPRIC MFG. COMPANY
904 Este Avenue

r"
I

U
I

SEC OUR
CATALOGUE

SVTCETS
JXr^-

1

M

Cincinnati, Ohio

-

romance of the Oriental poets, no tale of the ancient
genii (who hy their wizardry constructed, between dusk
and daylight, a city of palaces and mosques, guarded by crenelated battlements), is more thrilling than the evolution of the
World of Architecture.

NO

This

If

between the dawn and noonday of

arid, unfolding

Man

human

history,

ing his

bedroom with the

found

to Architecture) he can

living in apertures of the rocks, shar-

reptiles

and the moles.

Today (thanks
workman-

live in a palace of exquisite

ship, of beautiful design within and without, fitting itself to his
every wish and convenience, his floors, ceilings and walls jointed
and cemented with such skill that vermin of the earth, moisture

of the clouds and draft of the elements cannot possibly enter.

The

genii of Electricity

and Steam are

his servitors, close at

sunlight and warm it with
artificial sunheat, to fan him through the long hours of the stifling
summer night, to carry him in their arms up and down to the
many levels of his home or work place.

hand,

to light his

house with

Since Architecture

first

artificial

took up

its tools,

it

has bridged the
It has dug deep

river with log and boulder and beam of steel.
down in the living rock, and laid its everlasting foundations; it
has climbed far toward the sky, until the clouds have slid along
its

topmost cornices.

has taught Man the beauty of symmetry, and
with untold comfort
It

.

filled his life
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OF VASAXZIO

Borghese

By JOY WHEELER Dow
Illustrated by

"

A

Photographs

GRACE

of winter breathing like the Spring:
Solitude. Silence, the thin whispering
Of water in the fountains, all that day
Talk with the leaies; the winds, gentle as they,
Rustle the silken garments of their speech
Rarely, for they keep silence, each by each,
The dim green silence of the dreaming trees,
Cyprus and pine and the cloaked ilexes.

f\

That winter never chills; and all tliese keep
sweet and grave and unawakening sleep,
Reticent of its dreams, but hearing all

A

The babble of the fountains as they fall,
Chattering bright and irresponsible words
As in a baby-speech of liquid birds."
Arthur Symons

in

Harper's Magasine.

b\-

the Author.

of

Renaissance, of which the Villa
a noted example.
I
pray you not to
sigh, not to weep for my iconoclastic spirit when I
villas

Borghese

the

is

say: "Now I will tell you about the Villa Borghese
labeled as pieces of broken china on the bargain
counters of department stores are labeled 'as is.' "
First, let us see if we know what a Roman villa
of the Italian Renaissance was, what it represented,
and for what it stood. It was not a palace. It was
not a place of residence. It was not a dwelling
it was not a home.
It was not a park for the
peo-

nor a museum, nor an advertising medium of
building materials, nor a public place of amusement for the encouragement of art, music or the
ple,

Mr. Symons' poetry correctly visualizes the attitude of mind in which good society expects you to
approach the awe-inspiring subject of the Roman
Copyright, 1919,

drama.

Thi Architectural

&

Indeed,

we have

Building Prtti (/HC.)

nothing amid

all

our
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The

Borghese

family

sessed

numerous

estates,

already pospalaces and
suburban villas, more than they could
was in the
possibly use; but Pius
habit of tipping his relatives handsomely
his nephew, Cardinal Scipio Borghese,

V

in particular.

Between them, they conmore extensive

ceived the idea of a far

villa for the Pincio than any hitherto
erected in this favorite section of Rome.

Hence,

in 1615,

Vasanzio was employed

to design the casino of the present Villa

Borghese, and doubtless the interesting
and extremely "busy"
dependencies
where the same introduction of plastic

INNER GATEWAY LEADING TO CASINO TERRACE
modern and varied requirements that would

call for

the offices of such an egregious proposition as one
of these Roman villas in its pristine magnificence.

Rome and the Republic,
not
although
exactly exemplifying the Anglo-Saxon
idea of home, the villa was an essential part of the
social fabric, and stood for the equivalent of a
In the days of Imperial

modern gentleman's country

seat

;

whereas, for the

of the Renaissance, perhaps as coma
definition
as any, would he to call it
prehensive
a private playground de luxe for adult members

anomalous

villa

of the pontificial families as well as for the deadgame sports themselves.

Germany had won the war. and he linkers
to commemorate the triumph of Prussian organization, they could have found no more
For
fitting monument to erect than a Roman villa
as a monument to the splendid organization of the
If

I

I

had desired

:

church of the Renaissance period, its business acumen and material achievement in corralling and
harnessing people,

to

produce income,

I

can con-

art in combination with sculptured detail
a fashion said to have
is carried out

been set by the neighboring beautiful Villa Medici,
which stands on the steep side of the hill overlooking the "eternal city," with St. Peter's in the distance.
sites

The

Villa Borghese has no view
its architectural exhibits

chosen for

inclosed in a vast park. Although nominally belonging to the environs of Rome the villa is as much a
part of the city proper as Prospect

Park

neglected the upkeep of the public's
property for a number of years.
Take, then, Prospect Park, allow the turf to

remain undipped,
let

let it

become parched and dead,

the walks become dirt walks with undefined

borders, widening and encroaching upon sections of
the map where turf formerly grew, turn the leaves

without conscience, without use, without benefit
except to spend burdensome
income and discourage avarice than
one of these villas belonging, ostensibly,

nephew of some opulent
of

the

pontiff or

churches

would hold no more sacrificial
jewels,
when no more baroque enrichment could
be superimposed upon the interior
walls,
and the glass cabinets
the
containing

tawdry gold and
of

the

longer

poorer
contain

silver trinket
offerings

parishioners

them

palaces of the clergy
more sacrifices, there

way

to

a part of

missioners

means of expression to equal
such an amazing conception of outlay

cardinal-prince.
When the altars

is

comprises an irregular reservation less
Brooklyn.
in area but with boundaries that give to it a marked
resemblance particularly so if we pretend the Via
Porta Pinciana to be Flatbush Avenue, running
along the north side of the park rather than the
south, and what would happen if the park comIt

ceive of no

to the

from the
which are

would not

when the urban
had room for no
had to be some

take care of the overflow.

EAST FACADE OF THE CASINO
838
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of the trees into rusty-brown leaves, such as we
see on the trees of certain of our Western cities in
the autumn, affected, they

denude the aviaries of

and pavilions of tenants and guests, dismantle the casino of
everything
but cold statuary too heavy to be
easily moved and

me, by the fumes
and smoke from bituminous coal, litter the
park

GATEWAY

IN

tell

THE WALL, VIA PORTA PINCIANA, VILLA BORGHESE, ROME

with empty pasteboard boxes and the paper wrappings of picnic luncheons, discharge the attendants
in uniform, substituting a few peripatetic laborers
in overalls,

birds, the conservatories of

plants, the dairy, restaurants

remove the pleasure craft from the

lake,

some venerable pictures on the second

floor, restor-

ing the exterior to a semblance of cleanliness by an
application of white lead, let the annual and perennial flowers go to seed, let the parterres, the ter-

839
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ramps, porticos and exedras

races, the

fall

into a

whole place with a
brown powder, infuse into the atmosphere a

state of semi-decay,
fine,

dust

tlie

I was talkpalpable haze, not the saintly aureola
Note''
"Dramatic
the
on
in
my essay
ing about
October
for
ARUIITHCT
THE
AMERICAN
9),
(see

war began,

to be sinful prodigality.
One cannot
read in the engaging "Letters of Mine, de Sevigne"
that Louis XIV would not heed the number of
lives he sacrificed to start a piece of work which all

our modern wealth and resources shrink from attempting to complete, without wondering if these

a miasmatic
but a haze of indescribable tristcssc
haze rising from the Campagna over the escarpment

of the Pincio, add the varied assortment of smells
incident only to an Italian city, conceive all this

it

you can, and that's the Villa Borghese,
was a few years ago, and I do not believe

these, if

all

or as

it

has materially changed.
It

may

be only gossip that
"

Followed

unmerciful disaster
and followed faster"

fast

ill
recent times, with Prince Borghese, and that
he saw his only way out by turning his villa over
to the tender mercies of the municipality, which has
changed its name to the Villa Umberto Primo but
;

this is

the

what has occurred, and while the mercies of

municipality

chequer

is

low.

are

Even

THE AVIARY CASIXO FACADE

sufficiently tender, its exat Versailles, available ap-

propriations of the French Republic do not suffice
restore and keep the chateau, its prodigious

to

landscape gardening and vast environs in Prospect
Park order, while the waste of water necessary to
play the grand fountains is considered, by the
standard of economy introduced since the great

STEPPED

RAIL,

840

white elephants, for whatever charitable
capacity
they are destined ultimately can ever indemnify for
the appalling attrition in flesh and blood
they have
cost.
As far as educational purposes are concerned, the architecture of the Villa Borghese,

which

is

as representative as any, does not
supply

WITH SEATS
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VISTA OF THK I'ARTKRRKS
us with a

of inspiration. It is in the doformal garden that the Italian villa
conies into its own, has its enduring claim upon
posterity, serving as it does for the universal
model. The gardens of the Villas Lante and d'Este

main of

threat deal

the architectural development, which

the

is

arrested and

uninteresting.

The
It

Italian school of architecture is incomplete.
has a defective grammar.
( )nc
important part

of

of speech is missing.
There is no roof. i. e., no
roof rising above the dignity of the lid to a cabinet,

the Villa Borghese, but at the expense again of

though the roof of a building has alwavs been con-

are finer and

more elaborate gardens than those

THE AVIARY-LOOKING TOWARD CASINO
841
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Among

the

architectural

exhibits

of

the

Villa

Borghese and there are many not illustrated not
the least interesting and admirable are the gates inserted in the city wall.

They are the

real stuff-

beautifully carved stonework without a suspicion of

ignoble staff with wisps of cocoanut fiber visible
under the abrasions.
The formidable gates one
meets everywhere in Italy are curiosities.
What
There is nothing to steal
clanger do they avert?
within this park, nothing to eat, no flowers to
gather, little danger of injury to anything; yet
these gates are opened and closed at certain hours
of the day, as though they guarded the crown jewels
of Italy.
Note, also, the cage-like window grilles
that disfigure the casino.
I don't know
anybody

who wants

to

break into the Villa Borghese, and

I

no reason for aimlessly detaining those who
want to get out. The only tenable hypothesis for
the custom is that the gates are a relic of feudal
times to which the Italians tenaciously cling. But
in spite of grilles, gates and high walls, the Villa
Borghese, like the king's chamber in the Great
see

ARCHITECTURAL TREATMENT OF APERTURES
IX

BOUNDARY WALL

sidered the determing factor in architectural
walls of a villa,

roof

to

clever

de-

assiduously with the
the Italian school leaves the student

After concerning

sign.

itself

them any old way.

when John Drew

It

told Kitty

was funny and
Cheatham to exit

in Sheridan's "Rehearsing a Tragedy,''
her to improve the opportunity, as a ballet
dancer, and throw kisses to the audience but in
architectural practice that won't do.
For educa-

any old way,
for

;

tional

sance
villas

purposes, our neglected American Renaiswood has a far greater value than have the
of Rome.
The Colonial houses did have

in

roofs

academic roofs, splendid roofs, and

in great

variety.

our winters, we may not
of the possibilities of plastic art,
of which the Villa Borghese is full of
suggestion.

Owing

to the rigor of

avail ourselves

The

climate of Italy

is kindness itself to all archieven to that executed in plaster.
How all that wedding-cake frosting could have remained intact on the fagade of the
aviary facing the
casino all these years is
incomprehensible. Indeed,
I should not dare to
guarantee the travertine facing
of the churches of Rome, so new
looking and well
preserved, if transplanted in America.
I fear its
destination would be so
of
many heaps
spalls, the
same that awaited the Egyptian obelisk in Central
Park before it was processed with wax.

tectural

detail,

842
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Pyramid, appears to
have been thor-

oughly looted long

our

before

visit.

Nothing is left for
us but memories.
This paper, I hope,
be read as analyit has been
written, and that
people will see the

will

tically as

Villa

Horghese

horn
rather

own

their

through

spectacles
than
mine.

After

some

people

have

read

some-

thing, the art,

power

or magnetism of the
author,

we may

vis-

note, has produced a mildly hypibly

notic spell.
say that it is
together.

am

going

Let us
all

three

Now,
to

I

pre-

clude any possibility
of that here by one
wave of the disenchanter's wand,

ENTRANCE, VILLA BORGHESE. ROME

when I say I have
no desire to Rasputin anyone. And this is saying
nothing of certain dependent natures who can accomplish nothing, scarcely exist, in fact, without a
Rasputin or two hanging about. Necessary as it may
be to them, I am an honest guy, and have an innate
horror of all that sort of thing. "Behold, there is a
woman that hath a familiar spirit at Endor.'' and

For herein is the inception
they may consult her.
of the wrong kind of organization which, at its culmination point, permitted the political machine of
Germany to make war ui>on the world. It is the kind
of organization that leads to the vanishing point,
the sovereign rights of the individual, of that
"elder day" before the Renaissance, "when to be a

Roman was

843

greater than to be a king."

Our Army Educational Commission
Admirable

Its

Mr. James X. Holden,
describing the work
mission in Toulouse,

of
is

Work
who

in

Europe Described by an Architectural Student

writes the following article

Educational Comthe 34th holder of the Rotch

Army

the

him

The prize was awarded to
Travelling Scholarship.
in 1917, but on account of war conditions he was advised
lie enlisted in war work with the
abroad,
not to
go

He is a young
33rd Engineers, going to France in 1918.
man of promise and displayed a high degree of ability
in the work lie did in connection with the work of the
Scholarship. His judgment of the conditions at Toulouse,
therefore, have more weight than if he had not won the
now officially
position which he now holds. He is not even
on the Scholarship, but is simply profiting by his experience abroad, availing himself of this most extraordinary
F.
opportunity which has come to so many of the A. F.
The educational value of an experience of this kind
cannot be too strongly emphasized. It is exactly the sort
of training that

a young man appreciate the
and architecture, quite aside from

make

will

real significance of art

the value

of

the training for

general cultural purposes;

and our soldier boys who are able

to

avail

themselves

of this training are certainly to be envied, while the opportunity to have an intimate acquaintance with French
home life is something that few architectural students are

This

ever able to accomplish.
for

the

terrible

tice

one of the compensations

of

the

particularly

to

.American
those

who had left the classroom for the army;
for the graduate desiring further study and research in the many admirable courses offered by
soldier

French institutions and for the ambitious soldierstudent possessing an equivalent of 2 years' academic work and the will to take advantage of all
;

The requireopportunities of self-improvement.
ments of 2 years' college credits, or an equivalent,
brought forth many applications from the A. E. F.,
which after

nothing but the best of American
to another clime.
Scarcely
daring to hope that our individual appointments
would materialize, we anxiously awaited the good

Expeditionary

all

is

manhood transported

word

that

would

porarily, at least,

spell

fini

military

after, the fortunate

command we had

The University

whose organizations

2 and

ary when perhaps the "demobilization fever" was
most acute among us, the Army Educational

sity

France,

deserted

more echoing

to

students clothed in
quite

different

four long years, are once
student footsteps
khaki and speaking a tongue

for

the tread of

;

than these sacred halls

formerly

knew.

From

Army

the beginning the main objective of the
Educational Commission was to offer the

American college man of the A. E.

F. the advan-

tages of useful study of subjects particularly interesting to himself while he awaited the necessarily slow process of his return, also a more inti-

mate association with the better class of French
society and thereby cultivating the mutual under-

life,

tem-

the pursuit of

ones received the

ever heard.

of Paris claimed 5

company, Edinburgh
cluding' myself, journeyed

soldiers quickly grasped this opportunity, with the
result that the famous old university buildings of

army
to

glad tidings to "report with the least delay" at
the designated universities.
As if we could delay
in the face of Dame Fortune!
It was the sweetest

had apparently but a remote chance of a return to
the U. S. in the near future.
Along in Febru-

Commission announced that enlisted men and officers having the proper qualifications and desiring
to attend foreign universities, would be granted
this rare privilege.
Thousands of Uncle Sam's

to

and a return

knowledge in mure congenial surroundings.
Events transpired quickly, for the Army Educational Commission was in earnest, and one bright
day shortly

period since the signing of the armishas been somewhat tedious to most

Till-",
members
Force,

is

war through which we have passed.
The I'.diturs. The American Architect.

standing of two great peoples; a very worthy moday of the young League of Nations.
This program adapted itself particularly to the

tive in this

Glasgow

men from my
i.

Three,

in-

to the fine old Univer-

of Toulouse, situated in southern France witna

short train ride of the Spanish frontier.
Arriving at the garc one sunny morning, loaded
with the usual packs, barrack bags and equipment,
we were directed to proceed to the outskirts of the
Making our way along through the curious
city.
stares of the populace (many gazing for the first
time on American soldiers), we finally arrived at
the quarters reserved for us, formerly an industrial
settlement and once occupied by the workers of
The poudriere was
the adjoining powder mills.
in

easily adapted as dormitories, dining and recreation halls for the welfare of the new student colony

and

its

many

adjuncts.

Toulouse itself is famed from time
immemorial as a center of the best art, learning and
Situated on the River Garonne
culture of France.
some 31 miles from the Pyrenees Mountains, it has
ever been the mecca for the student, and is second
With
only to Paris as a great intellectual power.

The

its
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city of

charming architecture, mostly of the Roman-
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esque period,

its
interesting museums, grand opera,
and innumerable attractions, one could
scarcely find more ideal conditions for profitable
Because of its many brick structures and
study.

theaters

Spanish

tile

roofs,

"Rose City," a

it

is

commonly known

particularly appropriate

as the

name, as

who have ever been fortunate enough
charms of this southern French town.
and bloodshed seemed part of another world

all will

agree

to enjoy the

War

this peaceful, academic corner of "La Belle
France."
All were quite content with the Army
Educational Commission's judgment in selecting

in

Toulouse as our special
coming four months.
of

field

of endeavor for the

Several days elapsed before the complete quota
In the meantime gen1500 men had arrived.

were outlined, all men organized into
companies and platoons which corresponded to the
lecture groups and French language classes, and
the educational program at Toulouse made its beeral lectures

A

formal reception at the figlise de Jaginning.
cobins was accorded the new student body by the
Mayor and other prominent public officials and a
large representation of the civilian population.

The general i>olicy for the first month was to
concentrate on the study of the French language as
a preliminary to later specialized lecture courses
delivered by eminent French professors. This was
supplemented by intensive classroom exercises in
French conversation.
Naturally ear
the
as
a
essential
was
thing,
training
majority of
the students had had a previous academic training
the practical

in the

construction of the language.

Building upon
this foundation, rapid progress was soon made.
At the time of our arrival, city homes were
crowded with many refugees from the devastated
regions of northern France and by the billeting of
large numbers of French soldiers. This had necessitated

our

temporary

quartering

driere," but eventually as

departing

refugees

groups into the city.

at

"La

Pou-

rooms were vacated by

we moved by
Thus by our residence with

and

soldiers,

French households, one of the principal objects of
the Army Educational Commission was accom-

The advantages

are quite obvious, for
plished.
what better method could be devised for acquiring
a knowledge of the language, customs and life of
a people than by this intimate contact ?

The authorities required each student to present
a personal invitation from a French friend to reThis regulation was easily comside en famille.
attitude of the Toulousians had
the
for
with,
plied
been one of cordial welcome.
Undoubtedly the

many ways of the American and
French temperament made the process of creating
friends an easy one, and this, coupled with the

Frenchman's warm desire to show hospitality and
render aid to Uncle Sam's soldiers resulted in
quick friendships on both sides. The better class
of French were easily approachable under the peculiar conditions existing, and valuable friendships
were formed of mutual benefit to both parties concerned.
Obviously the type of American represented at the universities was the sort readily to
adjust himself to the circumstances of the moment.
In a few brief weeks 1500 Americans had been
absorbed in the local society and activities of one
of France's foremost municipalities and the mu-

knowledge acquired aided materially in promoting to a higher degree the ancient friendship
of France and America.
\\'e proved that Americans were not "savages'' at all and also learned in
return that there is something more to French life
and character besides the cafe. If one has never
been privileged to be the recipient of French hospitality and friendship, he has surely missed one of
life's charms.
Hir fellows have been made to feel
as though they were an actual part of the family
household, and home ne\er seemed quite so close
as now.
The French "maman'' can always find
in
her
place
family for another son. and many are
tual

(

the motherly things she can

tend

find

the time to at-

to.

\\ ithin

a

month

after our arrival

in

Toulouse

organizations sprang into existence, representing army divisions, American universities, fraThe Americans enrolled at the variternities, etc.

many

ous faculties

formed clubs and

societies

for the

promotion of social relations between themselves
and the French students. A debating, economic
and law society was created, athletic programs
planned and gotten under way. Even a Toulouse
Ministerial Association was formed.
Musical or-

made their appearance, orchestras, glee
quartets, etc., and a genuine musical comedy of, by and for the student body was undergoing rehearsal. This play was written entirely by
ganizations
clubs,

men

the

at the University and is original throughboth as to words and music.
Three weeks

out,

first students had arrived, the University
paper, published weekly by the American students,
made its initial appearance. This was record time

after the

and
of

holds the distinction of being the pioneer
kind in France, Just beating out several others

it

its

by a few days. Up-to-date and strictly American
from its front page headlines to its editorials, sporting page and cartoons, it serves as a medium of exchange in ideas between our French friends and
ourselves.

Of

great similarity in

fession

particular interest to the architectural proand artists is an account of the conditions

existing at the ficole des
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as

In the

we found them.

first

Any American's

place the building

had been serving as a war hospital and was

still

used as such with the exception of a small portion

war

Frenchmen. During
had suffered a loss of 1000

on the

field

of

its

many students are still retained with the
of Occupation, but nevertheless the institution has suffered a severe blow.
So naturally the American students of Architeccourse

Army

ture and Art found a dead state of affairs

French manner.
Certainly after our few months' sojourn in Toulouse and our intimate contact with France and

when

remarkably courageous people who have so
nobly endured the greatest calamity ever to fali
upon a nation, we shall carry back to America a
valuable experience which should ever remain a
source of inspiration and emulation to us in the life
of our own country. This most unique experience
through which we are passing has well served its
purpose, and should prove a potent factor in the

negotiations began for formulating the courses de-

her

manoeuvring was undertaken with faculty and city officials and even
sired.

the

Considerable

Mayor

official

himself, for the ficole is a municiand not connected with the Uni-

pal institution
versity.

After satisfactory agreements had been
etc., we pitched in with

reached regarding tuition,

American spirit and soon had the classrooms
and drafting rooms assigned for our use. looking
true

as they formerly did before the Hun became obnoxious. About a week after our first negotiations,

the old building had taken on a rejuvenated appearance and classes held forth once more there.

With admirable professors and a fine equipment
what wonder that we thought ourselves thrice
blessed for all this good fortune. The outstanding
figure among the professors is Capt. Bonamy of
the French Artillery, professor of architectural de-

His ability is not limited to architecture,
however, for his three crosses of honor testify to
his soldierly qualities also.
It will be of interest,
sign.

I

believe, to

make

note of those neighbors

ob-

deadly dangers cause an American to appreciate
fully what these brave people have borne, and
thank the Lord that America was spared this phase
In spite of their dark days of the reof warfare.
cent past, these refugees are decidedly cheerful and
live down their misfortunes in the characteristic

honor, besides the greater number of maimed and
In happier years the students of all
wounded.
about 700, but the terrible toll of
totalled
courses
the war had reduced this number to a mere handful.

Of

to

is a family from the town of
Luneville and their stories of the Hun invasion with

the school's alumni

killed

would be touched

France.
In our house there

of the young
occupied by the few meagre classes
the

heart

serve these poor unfortunates who bore the brunt
of the Hun's hate in their home towns of northern

coming years for cementing the bonds of friendship
between France and the United States of America.
The basis of all friendship is mutual understanding, and undoubtedly that is being established on
a far higher plane by the many thousands of Uncle
Sam's soldier-students scattered in universities
throughout the length and breadth of France.

May

this interchange of knowledge, experience and
friendship develop on a more permanent basis by
the intermingling of students of both France and

America

in

the great universities of both lands, so

that the cause of international sympathy, co-operation

and unity

will

whom

we have here in Toulouse in our particular case
and which is more or less typical of the whole city.

Co. "A," 3rd Platoon,
University of Toulouse, France.

^X^V^^v^J g
N.
t
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become an accomplished fact.
JAMES N. HOLDEN,

I

t

(
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National Victory Memorial Building,
Washington, D. C.
TRACY & SWARTWOUT,

Architects

subscriptions of approximately
one million dollars already in hand, it is
now proposed to inaugurate a nationinitial

WITH

wide drive in an effort to raise by popular subscription an additional nine million to carry to completion the National Victory Memorial Building in

The fourth floor is entirely given over for office
space for the various patriotic societies promoting
the general welfare of the country.

The George Washington Memorial Association,
Henry F. Dimock is president, has
its
pledged
support to this project, and Mrs. Dimof which Mrs.

ock has announced that she has received assurances
that the nine million dollars necessary to complete

the funds will be promptly received.
Explaining
just exactly the purpose that this building is un-

excellent architectural design, a building of great

doubtedly to serve, Mrs. Dimock has stated
"We want the National Victory Memorial Building to be typical of the spirit that won the War of
the Revolution and that won our World War. We
want to have it written in the pages of American

practical worth. It will contain a convention hall seating more than 7000 people, a banquet hall with a

all

capacity of 600, and various smaller halls for the

to

Washington.
While this important structure

:

have a very
large sentimental appeal to every American, it will
combine with this sentimental aspect and its very
will

'^rtJVil * * *

ft

history that this building was put up by and for
the people of the United States.
I should like

have school children subscribe pennies, young

*******

Jkf
use of patriotic organizations, and it will serve as
all nation-wide gatherings.
The site for this memorial building has already

people in colleges, dimes and quarters, and

the center for

be erected on ground granted
to the (ieorge Washington Memorial Association by
This land comprises the north end of
Congress.

been selected.

enth Street, where temporary buildings of the war

department are now located.

An

interesting architectural feature of the build-

ing will be the acoustical dome which, it is said,
will be three times the diameter of the dome of St.
Peter's in

afford.

Rome.

establishment of

The plan provides
museums and rooms

space for the
for the safe-

keeping of the archives and relics of the nation's
wars. These are located on the ground floor. The
national banquet hall and rooms for permanent na-

should

Building there will be a record containing the

It will

the reservation on the Mall between Sixth and Sev-

I

grown-ups give just what they can
And in the National Victory Memorial

like to see the

name

and address of every subscriber to the National
Thus we will have a
Victory Memorial Fund.
in
American
a structure
building unique
history
that typifies the 'one for all and all for one' spirit
of our Republic.
"We realize that a great deal of work is ahead
of us in raising the funds for this structure along
the lines that we have laid down, in building it, and
in maintaining it as a monument to our soldiers,
sailors and marines.

tional headquarters for military organizations are
located on the second floor, while the rooms as-

"I desire to give a warning to the public that
any person who solicits funds for the National
Victory Memorial Building and is unable to present
credentials from the George Washington Memorial
Association is an impostor and should be dealt with

signed to the various States are on the third

accordingly."

floor.
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Entrance to the
tery,

Tod Homestead Ceme-

Youngstown, Ohio
J.

A. SCHWEINFURTH, Architect

(Tor additional illustrations see plate section)

Tod Homestead Cemetery, now

THE

ess of development,

It

is

campanile about ninety feet high and twenty feet
square.
Conveniently located in the rear is a revault.
There are also wide loggias which
ceiving

in proc-

situated in the sub-

urbs of the City of Youngstown. ( )hio.
comprises, first, the lands of the old Tod

so few cemetery entrances have, and which are so
convenient in case of sudden storms. The build-

homestead, given by the late George Tod, a descendant of the original owner, the war-governor of
Ohio, and, second, the Memorial Chapel connected with the entrance, given by other descendants,

among them John Tod

of Youngstown.

ings,

drives,

vault

shelters,

and

chapel

are

so

planned as to afford the most convenience for tl
intended uses, and are designed in a severe reni
ing of an early Italian style which might be callei
"Italian Gothic" of the Campagna, reminiscent of
the earlier architecture of many an old hill town

It is

have a monument erected
proposed
to the war-governor and his family and descendin the future to

ELEVATION OF FRONT LOGGIA SECTION AND DETAILS
ants and this circumstance
largely dictated the
character of the design of the entrance. The
principal feature of the design is a pointed arch of
fifty feet span, and thirty-eight feet
high, which
is on the axis of the
principal approach, at present
a street nearly a
quarter of a mile long, to be
lengthened at some future time. Through this arch
t is
proposed to place the monument, to be seen
thus framed in for a
long distance. At the

right

of the arch, before one reaches the
building, are

of Italy, and built of the local Ohio limestone with
Indiana limestone trimmings. At one side of the
arch is a sculptured figure representing "Death,"

and at the other a figure representing "Time,"
each ten feet high. From these two figures, running across the wall over the arch through which
for a hundred years will pass the funeral cortege,
is a scroll
bearing these words from William Cullen
Bryant's "Thanatopsis"

the administrative offices of the
cemetery, and, at
left, the memorial
mortuary chapel with its

the
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:

'The innumerable caravan, which moves
To that mysterious realm

*****"
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A

few

scale drawings are presented, in order to
the character of the detail.
Built during the war, under the greatest diffi-

show

culties,

in

its

and consequently requiring nearly two years
where ordinarily eleven months

erection,

material use, but upon its idealism. From such
flows the impulse for great and heroic
action, for devotion to duty and for love of country.
its

a

monument

The Arch of Triumph in I'aris. the Washington
Monument and the Lincoln Memorial are examples
of such monuments. They are devoid of
practical
utility, but they minister to a much higher use; they
compel contemplation of the great men and ideals
which they commemorate they elevate the thoughts
of all beholders; they arouse and make effective
the finest impulses of humanity. They are the visible symbols of the aspirations of the race.
The
spirit may be the same whether the monument is
;

a little roadside shrine or cross,
large or small
a village fountain, or a memorial tablet, speaks the
same message as the majestic arch or shaft or tem;

GROUND FLOOR FLAX
would be

the

sufficient,

McAllister

contractors,

the

W.

B.

of Cleveland, Ohio, are entitled to receive the "medal with palm" for most
efficient

Company

and satisfactory

service.

ple, and both messages will be pure and fine and
perhaps equally far-reaching if the form of that
message is appealing and beautiful.''
Summing up, Mr. Moore says that communities
may express their ideals in any one of many ways,
provided always that in whatever they do the memorial spirit prevails. The memorial spirit originates only in the mind of the artist.
He is and

must be the

Memorials of the

War

The May issue of the American Magazine of Art,
devoted entirely to the discussion of war memorials,
is ably reviewed
by the Host on Transcript, as being
the official organ of the American Federation of
Arts, which has just held its important annual meetThis issue, says the Boston
ing in New York.
Transcript, makes a most valuable contribution to
the growing literature of this important subject, and

poems

Charles Moore, chairman of the American Federation of Arts, general committee on war memorials, and chairman of the National Commission
of Fine Arts, thinks it may be doubted whether the
time has corue to express the ideas and ideals of
the great war. It will require some years of consideration before we can make proper estimates

heart."

can find his symbols.

He

feels

"What

will be only temporary and
contends that the men and events

we may do today

tentative.

He

worthy of commemoration

will not suffer for waitof recognition in due time.
quotes this excellent passage from a re-

ing; they will not

Mr. Moore

fail

cent article by Cass Gilbert
"The most impressive monument is one which appeals to the imagination alone, which rests not upon
:

is fitted

for leader-

we

shall take

We

can accomplish this result only by impressing on communities that each
memorial shall be a separate, distinct creation of an
artist.
The simple, direct, conscienceful work of a

art.

artist

No layman

lie

the stock tablet, the stock anything,

trained

certain that the great expression of national feeling
will not be wrought for many a long year to come.

he were,

a long step forward.

provides a very timely and admirable mass of data
relating to the best existing examples of memorial

before the real

leader.

would not be a layman, but an
ship
\\ e shall have more indifferent memorials
artist.
than great ones, because few artists rise into the
realms of genius. But there is no reason to despair.
If we can put an effectual ban on the stock soldier,
if

mind and hand is always welcome, is always
The great poets did not write all the

enduring.

that have found abiding places in the

human

"The Permanent Memorial," ArBrunner, chairman of the New York recommittee
of the American Federation of
gional
In his article on

nold

W.

Arts, takes the position that grandiose triumphal
arches, over-pretentious architectural and sculptural
compositions, typifying the victory of an army and

navy, are not satisfactory memorials of a war fought
on moral grounds. "To typify the splendid victory
of force combined with the success of high ideals
and a belief in universal and continuous peace, we
naturally look for new forms and new methods of
expression."
Speaking of the kind of memorials
which serve a practical purpose, Mr. Brunner says
this is like giving one's wife a barrel of flour or
a ton of coal for a Christmas present.
Frederick W. Macmonnies, the sculptor, points
out some of the pitfalls to be avoided. Sentimen-
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tality,

in the
for one, he thinks, "is apt to lead

end

Architect Urges Advertising

Monotony, another,
to the angel in the cemetery."
a butliteral figures of soldiers, "with not

Need

Discussing the merits of the structural work of

produces

ton missing," the type that has

the large building company as contrasted with that
of the architect, in an opinion submitted to the

stone cutters.

the

become standardized
firm of
be
and can
bought very reasonably from any

Post-War Committee on Architectural Practice of
American Institute of Architects, Elmer Grey,
of Los Angeles, says
"The product turned out by the building company method is not at all the same as that turned
:

Plans for Greater Paris Are

Forming

Much of the public,
out by capable architects.
however, does not know the difference and here
is where advertising should come in.

wall of
By authorizing the demolition of the
Paris and the cession of the site and the mili;ary
zone outside the wall for city improvements, the
French parliament has just removed the principal
This is learned
obstacle to a "Greater Paris."

through the Associated Press.

The

"The rates the building companies charge are
no lower than those which high priced architects
charge, only they are so camouflaged as to appear
to be lower to those who do not investigate the

city will thus

needs, and one of the most reWith a width of
markable parks in the world.
of
a
25 miles, the park will
length
250 yards and
more to
the
surround
city, adding one
completely
obtain the

room

it

matter thoroughly.

The standard

of

work

of the

Their
building companies is not high, however.
business success depends upon the fact that at their
heads in each instance, is a man who is a wizard at

circular systems of improvements that have
walls
successively taken the place of disappearing
since the time of Philippe Auguste, which show the

the

salesmanship. Theirs is a talking game.
"One of their heads, for example, recently spent
an entire afternoon trying to get me to join his

growth of the city as rings mark that of the oak.
Americans revisiting the city ten years hence will
come upon "Greater Paris" without knowing it if

me about
He was not an

organization, and in order to do so he told
his

they look for the old landmarks. The rag-pickers'
huts, truck gardens and piles of refuse that made

methods.

architect,

or

the military zone look like "Shantytown" and gave
arrivals the first warning of approach to the city
will have disappeared to give place to the park.
In place of the massive stone wall and deep moat
in front of it that marked the city limits there will

be another belt 140 yards wide and 21 miles long
composed of buildings in the best French style built

partment.

"If the building

his

designing de-

these companies usually
ability.

company plan were giving

the

public better service than the professional plan, it
should survive and supplant it. I should then wish

with a building company, and as I have said,
have had an opportunity. But it does not. The
above experience is not the only one I have had
with building companies. In another instance one
to join

of ground, of which 300 acres will be taken up by
new streets, boulevards, railroads and canals. The

of

the park area of the city.
The rest of the space
will be utilized for the erection of a permanent
exposition building between the gates of Saint

and director of

The designers

employ are draftsmen of mediocre

I

suppression of the military zone will make availa1,875 acres of space, of which 1.750 will be
devoted to the new park, constituting a third of all

was illuminating!

not possessed of an architect's training
yet he professed to be the intelligent

creative genius

according to a general plan combining harmony
with the most approved hygienic installations.
The demolition of the wall will release 1150 acres

ble

ability,

It

my

clients

who succumbed

to

the wiles of a

building company salesman let him have their construction work on a percentage basis, and on a
$10,000 house her decision, against my advice cost
I had a bona fide bid
her something over $600.
for that

much

less

amount from a reputable

con-

tractor.

Cloud and Auteuil.
This improvement

"I believe from this and other experiences that
the professional plan separated from the contractor
is distinctly better for the owner than the build-

and, eventually, most of the immediately neighboring communes will be incorporated in the greater

ing company plan better not only from an aesthetic
point of view, but also from a financial and it is
only advertising that will acquaint the public with
the difference.
I believe the war has taught us

city.

the value and the necessity of such propaganda."

will involve the suppression of
the sixty "gates" of Paris.
New and wider thoroughfares will connect the city with the suburbs
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Perhaps

it

is,

but do archi-

who

desires to build a low cost

These plans and

specifications are of the

these building industries

and the mail order

The
It is not believed that it would.
bouses that would then be built by the class of
people who buy and use these standardized plans
would be handed over to local carpenters with the
What that result would be we know.
usual result.
These United States are filled with this type of
to architects?

growth
ever

the greatest retardent to the architectural
in design of the low cost house that has

existed.

Far better the standardized plan

than such a house.

1919

No. 2269

not this subject one that might seriously engage the attention of the American
Institute of Architects?

WHY

Plan Service by Institute Chapters

is

for example, the lumber interests find that
more easily sell a bill of lumber where

If,

there be

any amicable relation between
standardization and art ? There is much diSome will mainversity of opinion on this topic.
tain, and with much reason, that while a single
unit may be artistic to the highest degree, a combination of many similar units would be monotonous
and therefore inartistic.

CAN

lately

stores should cease the publication and sale of these
standardized plans, would the business then revert

house,
Owned

and

until these conditions are pointed out,
amount
of interest to secure business of
great

If

States

SJNGLE COPIES (Regular Issue) 25

houses,

purely standardized type. They are sent broadcast
all over the country.
They are in some instances
well designed and planned low cost houses.

Engineering Editor
Western Editor

Mexico and Cuba, TEN DOLLARS.

small

show,

house?

WILLARD

EDWARD F. HAM.MEL,
ARTHUR T. NORTH,

for

the isolated client

New York

ROSENCRAXS, PRESIDENT AND TREASURER
C. HOWE, VICE-PRESIDENT

J.

tects

any

PRESS, INC.
Street,

price

dwellings up to ten thousand dollars in cost.
It is claimed that this is a direct invasion of the
architects' proper field.

PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY BY

No. 243 West Thirty-ninth

nominal

they can
they

show

its

final

use

as

assembled

in

a

well

planned standardized house of good design, why
might not the Institute, through its Chapters, evolve
types that would suit the various localities and

should dominate design, it will not necessarily dominate all of
the various elements that enter into the completed

them at the disposal of the prospective inand builders at a fair price?
The designing and planning of low cost houses
would by this means be placed in the most competent hands and the artistic architectural development of our small towns secured beyond peradven-

structure.

ture.

Buildings are first of
for a certain use.

built

all

utilitarian.

While

They are

art

place

terests

therefore possible to effect standardization
and secure the economy that is the result, and at
It

the

is

same time insure

ment.

This has been demonstrated

many

times

in

the industrial towns that have been erected by the
Government at shipyards all over the country.

These towns have been

built

up of houses of vary-

units, each different in design, but
standardized as to their dimensions and

ing number of

thoroughly
equipments.

time there arise complaints
because in some of the
and mail order stores,
industries
larger building
are
offered at a merely
and
specifications
plans

FROM
among

time

A

the utmost in artistic refine-

to

architects,

Wasted Opportunity Recovered

the issue of April 2, comment was made on
letter received from "An Architect Doughboy," in which the writer deplored a wasted opIt was urged that it
portunity while in France.

INa

would be a wise thing on the part of the Government to afford members of the A. E. F., who
had previous training as architects and engineers,
a chance for travel and study before their return
to this country and discharge from service.
It has been gratifying to know that since that
time measures were taken by the army authorities
to accomplish this very desirable purpose, and that
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a large

periods

number of men were assigned for certain
in
to various colleges and universities

Europe for

a course of technical training prior to

their return to the

United States.

this plan is working out is
Just how admirably
received by the edicommunication
set forth in a
from an archiARCHITECT
AMERICAN
THE
of
tors

tectural student,

one of the A. E.

F.,

at the

who

has been
University of

of study
assigned to a course
This communication
Toulouse, France.

will

be

in this issue.

found

be able to compute the great influence that will he exerted upon the future

WHO

shall

of the professions of architecture and engineering
by that group of more than fifteen thousand men,
now detached from military service and distributed

A

the high seats of learning in Europe.
course of study, first a student period in this coun-

among

interrupted by the call to arms, then followed
intensive
military training and later, by what
by
might perhaps be designated as a post-graduate
try,

course in the universities of Europe, the very fountain head of knowledge in art, is filled with the
greatest opportunities for progress.

Those who may reasonably expect to survive the
next two decades will have occasion to watch the
development of men who have had a course of edu-

Many

regiments of

predict the future greatness of
so thoroughly trained in their professions.
life,

tunity for
interesting

student,

Italy, the

were

at

These constant reings of historical association.
minders of conflicts in which our forefathers took
an active part, are incentives to patriotism and
In the Spanish War and the
good citizenship.
World War just approaching its end, however, our
There will
battles were fought on a foreign soil.
not be for future generations any hallowed localities in this country which will mark the spot of
All we shall have will be picvictorious action.
torial and written histories and the recitals of those
who actively engaged in our Army and Navy. In
fact, so closely has our participation in this great
struggle been interwoven with that of our allies
that in most important engagements the individuality of our encounter is merged by our men having
been billeted with the troops of other nations.

men

meccas of every architecreached by these men.

last

But there was up to a certain time the tantalizing
situation of close proximity to places that men had
hoped for years to see and that then, owing to the

rigor of military discipline they

European

Paris or other equally

cities.

Revolutionary and Civil Wars, having this
country for their field of action, created
large areas of historical interest, and left to
the care of an appreciative posterity many build-

training.

France and

sightseeing in

OUR

would have been a great pity, if from among
ITthe more than two million men who went overseas, there had been returned to this country the
great number that had been before their enlistment
trained in the arts and professions without first
affording them an opportunity to apply by actual
study and observations the principles of their early

tural

where whole

men have been

closely confined to the
trains on which they were by slow stages being
carried to the port of embarkation with no oppor-

cation on such novel lines, while those who may
not, can with the mystical lore that surrounds the

sunset of

instances have been reported

were unable to

visit.

852

great opportunity, and the greatest measure of good to this country will be found in
the chance for education that will have come to

THE

every man, exclusive of rank, who has served
abroad. This great educational service will have a

on every community, large or small,
overseas.
Aside from the fine
influence of military training, there is the broad
Whether the
education that comes from travel.
man comes from the mountain fastnesses of our
Southern or Western States, or out of the hearts
of our larger cities, he will return broadened and

direct influence

that has sent

men

It is
with largely increased value as a citizen.
in this that we shall probably reap the greatest
advantage from our participation in this war, and
it will serve as
perhaps no extent of local tradition would, to implant in the minds of coming generations a respect for this country and the men who
so ably represented it.
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Criticism and
The

Editors, Tin-: AMERICAN-

ARCHITECT:

a

The building

material dealers in the Northwest
and other sections of the
country have had in the
past few years enormous demands
upon them for
plans and specifications of moderate cost
dwellings
and in sections where the services of a
good architect are not possible, have
developed plan service
organizations which have more or less merit, but
the designs furnished
by them are by no means up
to the standard of the
recognized architectural

Comment
scheme as

have outlined here and 1 feel assured
only supply a great need for better
designs, but encourage the erection of more and
t

I

will not

better buildings.
I

may

may

lasting effect

in
consequence have received great
from many of the best known architects,
and since the ethics of the American Institute
limit

upon American architecture.
K. S. WlllTING,

Architectural l-.nginccr,
\iitiomil I. innbcr Manufacturers' Assn.

the activities of their

members in the business ot
has seemed impractical
up to the

present time for the legitimate architect to
engage
in a business of this nature.

Our Association receives
continually requests
for not only plans for moderate cost
dwellings but
all manner of
requests for farm buildings of
every

character and

we were

if

able

to

them

refer

to

some

central architectural plan service
corporation,
recognized and supported by the American Institute of Architects, or a
group of architects represented by one of the Chapters of the American
Institute, we would feel that we were
performing
a service, not only to the
owner but to

prospective

the

community

in

which he

lives, as well as

encour-

aging the practice of the architectural profession to
take an interest in the field of designs
represented

by the small dwellings and encourage the man with
small means, by furnishing him plans for small
houses, properly planned and well designed.
It seems to me that the architect of
today who
criticizes the arrangement and design of small

houses and groupings in both large and small cities,
with reference to proper town planning, is not
justified in his criticism because, generally speaking, he has not up to the present time rendered his

service to better these conditions and

me
to

it

seems

to

that through a service of this kind, as referred
above, results from the efforts which the

architects might

make toward

this

end, would in

a very few years be very beneficial in educating the
general public to a realization of the difference

between good and bad designs.

My

attention

has

recently

been called to the

IHTECT

through its columns urge the organization of a
powerful Architectural Plan Service whose efforts
may be recognized and whose influence
have a

criticism

it

Am

be convinced of the merits of
this idea and

profession and

selling plans,

AMERH AX

sincerely hope that Tin-:

The

:

A.MEKICAX ARCHITECT:
Having been absent from active participation in
practice pretty largely since the fall of 1917. I was
amazed to discover, on my return, that a
great deal
of house planning was
In-ing done by retail lumber dealers in the Northwest who are
maintaining
large and expensive draughting rooms for the prol .tiiti,rs.

Tin-:

duction of these plans.
Judge further of my surprise to find that these
firms were not only dealing in the small
plant but
were getting out plans for houses costing from
$10.000 and upwards.
I
was still further amazed
to

find

that

efforts

sometimes successful

were being made and were
away from legitimate

in hiring

architects'

offices, architectural draughtsmen who
were lured by the promise of pay beyond what
they were considered worth in an architect's office

or that the architect can afford to
pay under present rates of compensation for similar grades of

draughtsmanship.
Please note that in making this assertion I am
acting upon an impression conveyed to me by my
own draughtsmen as well as by the almost universal
upward tendencies of draughtsmen's salaries.

Another interesting fact is that there is a very
great shortage of draughtsmen, far under the normal supply. This shortage of course, is not wholly
attributable to the fact that the men are still mobilized, but may be ascribed to the increased use of
our architectural draughtsmen in retail lumbermen's
draughting rooms, railroad draughting rooms, etc.,
or by men who, during the war, have left the profession.

Architectural Service Corporation, recently organized by a group of architects in Minneapolis and
St. Paul, Minnesota, who have organized, so I am

of the A.

informed, for the purpose of developing just such

partment of the

At a

recent meeting of the Minnesota Chapter
I. A., the
faculty of the architectural deI'tiiversity

of

Minnesota stated

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
the graduating class was already being solicited by these companies to come over into their
field and the faculty did not relish the idea, after
that

work

their four years'

producing a graduating

in

of
class, of having them go over into the service
those outside the legitimate profession.
Now in stating the above, which apparently are

penter-contractor or speculative real estate builder.
I
took occasion, at the recent Convention, to
plead for an appointment of a committee of the

would actively study this problem and
whereby this fundamental economic difficulty might be solved, and I confidently
Institute that

suggest methods

expect that the profession

will, in a practical

way,

facts, I have been trying to ask myself what should
encourage the lumber dealers to invade a field which

find a solution.

certainly should belong to the architect and the only
answer which I can find, which seems to me to

care about making the plans.
Why
should they? Their principal concern is to merchandise their product, and it seems to me that the
architects, as a whole, are interested in their disposing of their product in a reasonable and safe

partially satisfy,
is

is

that

first,

a fundamental need of

inasmuch as shelter

human

life,

they are us-

ing the appeal of attractive plans to merchandise
There is no appeal in the raw
their raw product.

product as such, unless

it

can be visualized in

its

minds of those interested and
the other fundamental reason probably is that the
form

final

in

who

the

;

competent enough to build up a
practice cannot afford and generally does not do
the very small house or should I say rather, that
the small average home builder does not go to the
architect for his house plans because he cannot
afford to pay a sum which would be profitable to
architect

is

the architectural firm in the production of his plans
hence the small average would-be home owner
;

must procure his plans from some catalog house
or popular publication, or from some other organization like the Lumber Dealers' Association
or

I

do not believe that the lumbermen, as a whole,

particularly

form so that individual owners and communities

may

enjoy the employment of the material in as

economic and useful a way as possible, not forgeting the aesthetic.
It seems to me that the time is ripe now for an
open discussion of this matter while we are on the
threshold of very active times in our profession and
in the days to come we should seek every method
of co-operation rather than friction in the new
If the architects have
days that we are facing.
been remiss in their obligations, in a way, towards
society, it is time for us to know it and to find a

way

to bring to this question the skill

EDWIN H. HEWITT,

;

buy

his

house ready

built

and brains

which we assume we possess.

from the speculative car-

Minneapolis. Minn.

Current News
New York

President

State Association of

Oman

H. Waltz, Ithaca.
Robert D. Kohn,

First Vice-president,

Architects
At a meeting held in Utica, X. V.. on June ;. the
York State Association of Architects was organized.
purpose of

this

organization is set
unite the architects of the State of

forth

Xew
The

as

seeking to
Xew York in fellowship that they may combine their efforts for the promotion
of efficiency of the profession and to make the
practice of
architecture of necessary service to society.
All architects
registered in the State of Xew York, and all architects
whose standing in practice is approved by the Board of
Directors, are eligible to membership in this association.
The dues of this group are placed at $5.00 per
year.
Provision is made for a Junior
Membership, to include

New York

Second Vice-president, Edward B. Green, Buffalo.
Third Vice-president, Frank H. Quinby, Brooklyn, X. Y.
Secretary, Walter G. Frank, Utica.
Treasurer, H. W. Greene, Watertown.
First Director, J. Riley Gordon, New York.
Second Director, Frederick L. Ackerman, New York.
Third Director, Gordon Wright, Syracuse.
Fourth Director, Maurice M. Feustman, Saranac Lake.
Fifth Director, W. P. Bannister, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The following committees have been appointed:
Public Information

draftsmen employed

in the offices

Riley Gordon, Chairman, New York.
Frederick L. Ackerman, New York.

tects qualified to be

members.

A. F. Lansing, Watertown.

of members or of archiThe dues in this class will

be $3.00 per year.

proposed to make this association so independent
and democratic that it will attract to
membership the entire
It

is

eligible body of architects in the State. At the
present
time there is an enrollment of about
400 architects. The
following officers have been elected:

854

J.

Membership
Frank H. Quinby, Chairman,

Edward W.

Loth, Troy.
John B. Slee, Brooklyn.
Edward B. Green, Buffalo.
Gordon A. Wright, Syracuse.

Xew

York.
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War
An

Pictured in Natural Colors

exhibition

of

natural

color pictures photographed
France by what is called an autochrome process has been held in New Orleans and will
doubtless make the rounds of the larger cities.

on the

The

battlefields of

collection

was taken by authorization of

Foch,

Petain, Joffre and Pershing, and includes scenes of the
Marne, the English front, and places in France and Bel-

gium which show the devastation caused by

the war.
Starting with the first battle of the Marne, the photographers show the battlefields as they were at the beginning
of the war, the guns used, the different methods employed,
and the brilliantly colored uniforms of the French army
Pictures of the regions laid bare
in their natural colors.
by the Germans are next shown, and the work of the

American relief committee restoring recaptured sections.
Verdun, the greatest battlefield of the war, is another
subject of the

new photography, and

Douamont and Tavanne

the forts of Souville.

are also brought

in.

Industries.
This opened shops, provided materials, took
over the finished products and arranged for their sale in
It fostered
behalf and in the interests of the industries.
and crafts, the small manufurniture, iron work and
pearls those heirs of the ancient traditions of Venice,

especially the industrial arts
facturers of glass, mosaic,

her eternal glory and the riches of the world.
"The objects which they created in those hard days are
of manifold beauty. The glass workers of Murano. aided
only by their iron pipes, long as organ pipes, and their
traditional instinct, blew their vases and their magic
galleons; the women of Burano, alone with their grief,
the hangings for their lost altars and snow-white
The woodworkers carved
starred with flowers.
in walnut old chairs like those where their Doge sat on
days of state, or saved old fragments, fashioning them in
new forms, and restoring the old pieces which had been

wove
linen

saved and brought away in safety. The marble workers
carved in stone well tops and Byzantine fountains. The
ironworkers fashioned lamp stands and gates of grill and
hammered out cups, lighter and more delicate than those
of

William

S.

brothers,

the glass-workers."

Wicks

Wicks, for a period of thirty-eight years, of
& Wicks, architects, of Buffalo, Xew
York, died on May 30. He was in his sixty-fifth year.
Mr. Wicks' early education was in the public schools of
Trenton. X. J.. and Utica, X. V. Later he entered Cornell
University, from which he went to the Massachusetts
William

their

S.

Chicago Soon Will Construct
dium to Cost $1,000,000

the firm of Green

Institute of Technology.

Mr. Wicks combined with his activities in the practice
of his profession considerable ability as a writer on archiHe was a Fellow of the Institute and
tectural subjects.
a past president of the Buffalo Chapter.
His identification with the architectural growth of
Buffalo and the surrounding country resulted in the erection of a varied class of buildings of the highest artistic

Chicago in the near future can boast of having the largstadium in the world, the cost of which will be $1,000,ooo.
The site chosen is in Grant park.
The South park board unanimously voted to raise
Mayor Thompson has pledged
$1,000,000 for the project.
that "money would be no object" in putting the plan
through to its last and most elaborate detail.
est

excellence.

Jugo-Slavs to Build
to

Venice Since the

War

states

mecca for

Kossovo
in

13X9

plain,

by

the

Turks, a great monument is to be erected to commemorate
the Jugo-Slav union. It will be known as the Temple
Ivan Mestrovic, Dalmatian sculptor, will
of Kossovo.
execute the work.

all

the artists and lovers in the world.
the lovers

The lights were extinguished
was suddenly deserted by all

;

The war
The

fled.

New

to traffic, all the factories

and

shut,

York's Oldest Building Going

The building in which Alexander Hamilton lived at 122
William Street, said to be the oldest building on Manhattan
Island, is about to be torn down to make way for another
It was built of bricks imported from Holland
structure.
and was the headquarters of General Washington during
the battle of Golden Hill.

and
its own people,
the dark.
stood, an outpost facing the enemy, in
For when every
"Life there grew harder and harder.
harbor closed
the
had
ceased,
commercial
of
activity
form

city

Union

:

"Venice, transfigured, silent and heroic, full of passion
and of faith, is born anew into a grandeur worthy of her
Her people who in the dark scenes of the
olden days.
toiled in courage
tragedy of Europe suffered, hoped and
and silence, greet her modern Renaissance.
"In the years before the war Venice had been a center
of art and beauty. Life slipped by .easily and quietly; the
harbor was busy with its thousands of workers; the
She was the
trades and industries were prosperous.

came.

Monument

Word comes from Belgrade that in
where Jugo-Slav troops were crushed

The following extract from a Canton, Ohio, paper, tells
some of the history of an illustrious city and shows
one way out of an almost hopeless situation. Under the
the writer
caption "The Renaissance of Italian Art,"

Sta-

Theater Curtain a Mirror

Venice found

shops
In August,
herself utterly without means of livelihood.
to the Mayor for
the
of
appealed
city
the
people
1914
of Venetian
work, and then was formed the Association

Little Theatre, one of London's smallest playhouses,
have a mirror drop curtain. The theater will change
name to the Looking Glass Theatre.

The
is

its

855
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Would

The

Historic Site of Fort Washington on Manhattan Island Preserved

Let the French Rebuild in

Own Way
America

is

going

to

full part in the

do her

rebuilding of

land on Fort Washington
belonging to the estate of
the late James Gordon Bennett and recently sold at
auction, is the site of Fort Washington, where the Continental troops made their last stand on Manhattan Island
before they retired across the Hudson to Fort Lee and
Hackensack.
Included

we are going to let France proceed in her own
on "France
way. asserts Edward Hungerford, writing
Faces Forward," in the June issue of the .\'cw Red Cross

Heights

France, but

in

Magazine,

which he

tells

various schemes for the
towns by American com-

why

"adoption'' of ruined French
munities are not feasible.

"Back of the well-organized work of the French Government." says Mr. Hungerford, "back of such real assistance
must stand at
as we Americans may be privileged to give,
of the French people
all times the desires and the efforts

The

"Long before the war was ended certain groups of wellmeaning but impulsive Americans began formulating rather

country

in the

would become the

possibility that this historic site

memorial park.

of France at the end
precise plans for the reconstruction
Their plans were good, their intentions
of the conflict.
*
But France is the most highly civeven better. * *
ilized

City,

preservation and guardianship.
At the eleventh hour, the American Scenic and Historic
Preservation Society has purchased the site with the cooperation of the Sons of the Amercian Revolution. It is
the present intention to convert the property into a

homes.

their

of

tract

Xew York

property of speculative builders was greatly deplored by
all patriotic people who regret the rapidly disappearing
landmarks that should properly become the objects of

themselves. There is no mistaking these last. The French
They
are a peculiarly clannish and home-loving people.
and their traditions
cling tenaciously to their language

and

that

in

in

The property
memorating the

is

now marked by

historic

traditions

a

of

monument comthe neighborhood.

world, and has very definite ideas of

If
own on architecture and city planning.
Germans had swept across New England we probably
:

her
the

should resent committees of Frenchmen or Spaniards or
Italians trying to tell us how to reconstruct Providence or

Personal
Berry
office at

& Commiskey, architects, have just opened
1237 Real Estate Building, Philadelphia.

an

:

Worcester, but we would not resent their interest.
real work has been accomplished by Americans,
without either the 'adoption' of towns or the hurting of the

Delbert K. Perry, architect, formerly of Unkelbach &
Perry, has opened offices at 408 City Hall, Xew Britain,

And much

Conn.

rather delicate sensibilities of the F'rench at this time."

Guy Mahurin.
Lincoln

Life

architect

Building,

and

Fort

consulting engineer, 519
Indiana, desires

Wayne,

catalogues.

Hidden Beauties

MacKenzie & Wiley,

Rare paneling of old Jacobean oak, worth $10,000, was
discovered under the plaster and wall paper of an old
house which was torn down in Cambridge. England, a
short time ago. There are probably no houses in America,
even those dating back to the early history of our country,
which could reveal hidden beauties of equal value but
;

there is many a beautiful old lire-place walled up.
Many
a trim of oak, walnut or mahogany has been covered
with that hideous travesty upon fine woods, a coat of

More than one table, lied or chair made of
wood which today is almost priceless but no more beautiful than when the article was first constructed, has been
graining.

It is natural to like a modern, up-to-date home,
covered.
too few of these possess the charm which breathes
from those houses where year after year the plain, old-

but

fashioned

things

have come to be a

part

of

the

very-

family life itself.
Things are not necessarily beautiful
because they are old, but things which are beautiful
should not be sacrificed for anything so ephemeral as
style

in

house

furnishings.

"Beauty

is

its

own excuse

for being."

American Hospital
It is

probable that

London

for

London

soon possess an Amerisum of money has been

will

A very large
hospital.
promised to found what will amount to a headquarters
of the American Medical Association in that city.
The
headquarters are to consist of a hospital, a library, lecture
theaters and demonstration rooms and reading rooms.
can

The new hospital may, it is hoped in some quarters, become a kind of Rockefeller Institute in London.

architects,

806 Liberty Building.

Philadelphia, desire catalogues on materials
construction.

Berenson

&

their offices

for building

Moses, architects, announce the removal of

from 26 State

Street,

to

1026

Main

Street,

Hartford, Conn.

Robert Frank Jordon, architect, 4 E. Redwood Street,
Baltimore, Maryland, has recently opened offices and desires catalogues.

James Rice, formerly with the Morgan Spring
Worcester, Mass., has moved to 306 Main Street,
Worcester, Mass.
Architect

Co.. of

Carl 1 loermann, architect, formerly of Highland Park,
has opened an office at Room 1414. 8 S. Dearborn

111.,

Street, Chicago,

111.

H. A. Brown, architect, F'irst National Bank Building,
Trenton. Xew Jersey, has moved his office to River Bank,
Burlington,

Xew

Jersey.

architect, P. O. Box 207, Stuttgart,
Arkansas, desires catalogues of materials pertaining to
construction of hotels and courthouses.

Harry H.

Hill,

The partnership of Ottenheimer & Stern, architects,
has been terminated.
Mr. I. S. Stern will continue to
practice at 220 S. State Street. Chicago, 111.
Edward L. Gahl, formerly of Chicago, announces that
he has opened an office in the lone Hotel Building,
Guthrie, Okla., for the practice of architecture and wishes
samples and catalogues.
B. J. Schwertzer. architect,

formerly located in the
has recently opened
Trust Building, and desires

Record Building, Stroudsburg,

an office in the Security
catalogues of building materials.
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War against a foreign foe and are now turning the
forces for good against the foes of their own household?
Shall it have an auditorium, a museum, a library, a bowlingIs it to minister to both mind and body?
alley, a kitchen:'
All these and perhaps many other elements enter into
the problem of the community building: and every buildGreat

Federation of Art Defines Attitude

Toward War Memorials
WASHINGTON, I). C., June 16. The American Federation
of Art through the general committee on war memorials
has defined its attitude on forms of memorials. All members and professional advisers have received a communication from Charles Moore, chairman of the general committee, in which the Federation expresses its opposition
to the standardized building, monument or tablet.

The chairman

states that the particular

ing must, by reason of the particular demands of the individual community, differ from every other building.
In
the same manner, the location iinposes special conditions,
so that a plan and design adapted to one site might not
answer for any other.
The goal sought is a perfect

and fundamental

memorial. The problems are inherent in the undertaking
and must be met. No smooth and easy road can be devised.
One cannot buy a memorial as one buys a Christmas present. Time and thought and training are essential
if the result is to be worthy of the cause commemorated.
L'nless the memorial committee approach their task in the

idea which the

Federation has in view in taking up the
question of \Yar Memorials is to bring the communities
and committees in touch with artists, architects, sculptors
and painters. The Federation favors the individual memorial made to suit the particular location, to satisfy particular needs and one that will express the patriotic emotions of the individual

Mr. Moore
accommodate

unless they are prepared to pay the cost
spirit indicated
of thorough work; unless they employ an architect who
will support them and lead them into right ways, then they
will not build a memorial that will endure.
The minimum cost of a memorial building may be set
at $75.000, exclusive of the land.
Arrangements should be
made to provide maintenance otherwise the building will
soon deteriorate and go to pieces. The only safe way is to
provide an endowment fund. This is most easily accomplished at the beginning of the enterprise.
:

community.

believes that

if a building is needed, it should
the special requirements of the community.
He urges the study of these requirements by the committee in consultation with a person trained in the arts.
Members of the Federation are advised to advocate the

;

use of the best materials, getting the best design and carrying out the work in a thorough and adequate manner.
The committee of the American Federation of Art in
discussing their views on community buildings reached the
conclusion that a memorial building should cost at least
Other views concerning ar$75,000, exclusive of the site.
chitecture are set forth as follows
The problem of the community building is difficult. If
the building is to have a memorial character it should be
architecturally good. This means that it should be located

Building Zone Restrictions to be

:

have an adequate landscape setting, preferably
with grass and trees. This is a feature to be insisted upon.
so as to

The structure should partake of the nature of a temple
a place cut off and separated from the commercial activities of the town.
It should be what its name implies, a
center for the community and for every person in it, a
shrine dedicated to the service of just so much humanity
as it can possibly reach out to, always beginning at home.
For such a building the grove has always been considered
the most appropriate location.
Again, the materials of construction should be good.
Every portion of the building inside and outside should

This
thorough and enduring workmanship.
means that by far the greater portion of the cost will not
make a show to the untrained eye. The man on the street
he never can be
will have to be disregarded and opposed
convinced. He has no standards of judgment and acknowledges no laws of good taste.
Few people realize what are qualities in a building which
manifest

;

impart to it the gift of eternal life. It is true that the
Parthenon was ornamented richly but shorn of its ornaments it still is, even in its ruins, the incarnation of beauty.
The subtle harmony of its proportions make it supremely,
immortally beautiful.
Then the community building must be adapted to the
purposes for which it is to be used. Shall it be the meeting;

place for the

men and women who were engaged

in

the

Urged
16.
Establishment of a zone
system for the construction of buildings in the District
of Columbia, to prevent the mushroom growth of unsightly
and objectionable buildings, principally in the residential
sections of the National City, again will be sought by
Senator C'alder of New York during the coming session

WASHINGTON,

I).

C.,

June

of Congress.
Drastic steps should be taken, in the opinion of Senator
C'alder, to curb the growing tendency among real estate
dealers and builders to mar the beauty of certain sections
of the city by the erection of unsightly buildings in
It is Senator Calder's plan to
strictly residential streets.
provide that property owners in these streets shall have
a majority right to decide upon the character of new
The consent of
buildings to be erected in their blocks.
75 per cent of the property owners and residents would
have to be obtained before a builder could apply for a
permit to build, the final decision to rest with a board to be

appointed especially for that purpose.
Such streets as Sixteenth Street, in the smartest section
of the Capital, are threatened seriously by the increased
amount of building going on in the District, Senator Calder
declared, unless measures are taken to prescribe the kind
of buildings to be erected.
Restriction would enhance the value of real estate in
the residential sections, he indicated, besides preserving the
architectural symmetry of the city.
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Barge

Men

To

Halt Brick Shipments

captains in

New York

harbor have

Exhibit an American

left their

House

at

Norwegian Exposition

Brick barge
boats to enforce a demand for a new wage of $175 a month
instead of $125. Unloaders have gone on strike for $i per
There are six barge
1,000 bricks, an advance of 20 cents.
loads of bricks in New York to be unloaded, and these
bricks will last the present market only about ten days.

WASHINGTON, D.
Axel H. Oxholm,

C.,

June

13.

U.

S.

Trade Commissioner

recently returned from a two years'
study of lumber conditions in the Scandanavian countries,
lias advised the Department of Commerce of an Ameri-

can architect's intention to exhibit an American house at
the Norwegian-American Exposition at Christiania, NorThe Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
way, next fall.
Commerce holds the name of the architect confidential,
though his name and business connections will be given
out on an approved request.
The architect is scheduled to sail for Norway July 3.

Brick manufacturers are unwilling to go to prospective
customers with the price advance of from $2 to $3 a thousand wholesale in case the new demands were granted and
have decided to stop sending brick to this market.
The price of Hudson common brick in ordinary grade
in this market to-day is $15 a thousand, to which price
the consumer must pay cartage, handling costs and 10 per
cent.
Before the war the price of this commodity was
from $5 to $6 a thousand. If the new wage rate went into
effect the base price to the manufacturer, with not more
than 6 per cent profit to manufacturers, would be in excess
of $16.50 wholesale dock.

He is the representative of a company in Christiania and
plans to erect a wooden house built of American material.
In order to achieve this result, the architect is desirous of
communicating with American firms interested

in

the ex-

of such material.

hibition

Wants

Stock Exchange to Trade in Mortgages
Loans Should be Made More Attractive to Investors, Says New York
City Tenement House Commissioner
that

if
facilities are provided
for tinbonds and mortgages on the Stock
Exchange in the same way as railroad and municipal bonds
and mortgages are sold that construction will proceed with
greater speed, Frank Mann, Xew York City Tenement

DKC'LARI.XG
sale of building

House Commissioner,

this week cited his chief reasons
has been hard to obtain loans in sufficiently large
amounts, from the point of view of percentage, compared
with the cost of the building and the amount of the loan.

why

it

"In

pre-war times," said

Mr.

Mann, "the amount of
would be about 60 to 65 per
cent, on first mortgage at 5
per cent, interest. The banks
and the title companies and the mortgage and bond companies, which were the principal agencies through which
money was obtained, made loans upon that basis.
'L'nder present conditions capital seems to be timid and

money loaned upon

a building

lenders

are apprehensive that if they made loans
upon
old basis to-day within four or five
years the value
of the building that is to
say, the cost of construction,
labor and material would be lower to such an
extent that
a building erected now would then have to
meet the comthe

of lower prices and would be lowered in value
The companies do not want to loan now
more than 60 or 65 per cent of what would have been the
cost of construction in
pre-war times, or what it
be
petition

accordingly.

five

"My
that

might

years from now.
suggestion, or rather

my

views, on the subject are
timid and would realize

capital would be less
and the public would realize that it is
probable there will
not be any change in the cost of
construction any lessening in the price of labor and material for the
next ten
years and therefore it would be
perfectly safe to invest in
mortgage loans on the same percentage basis on the cost
if

construction

as in pre-war times, there
would be considerable stimulation in
building enterprise."

When

asked

lend itself

he thought capital could be induced
to
to aiding
building operations if some way could
if

8S 8

found

be

Mr.

to

Mann

"It

adopt a ten-year semi-amortized mortgage,

said

would be

:

better to adopt a twenty-year amortized
Since the Federal Government has organized
mortgage.
and created a law organizing the Federal Farmers Loan

Bank
lo

aid

still

to aid agriculturists, the same
thing might be done
real estate interests and to aid
housing in cities.

In other

words, a mortgage loan bank might be created."
Mr. Mann said he believed there would be a flood of
money to lend if Federal and State Governments would
exempt from income taxation the interest received by the
holder of a mortgage of $5,000 or less, which was a lien
upon a home.
"There is another reason why mortgage money is not
available,'' went on Mr. Mann, "and that is that a mortgage investment is not a liquid asset like an investment
in mortgage railroad bonds or
municipal bonds or industrial bonds, that pay
practically the same rate, or even
a

larger one,

to-day.

In addition the

man who

mortgage investment cannot even borrow money on
offer

has a
it

and

as collateral in a bank, except in limited
quantities.
I he banks
in our States are prohibited from
accepting real
estate mortgages as collateral in excess of a limited
it

percentage of their capital and surplus.
"I believe that facilities should be
provided for the sale
of bonds and
mortgages on the Stock Exchange in the

same way as railroad and municipal bonds and mortgages
are sold. It could be done
by a feasible plan whereby the
State under the Torrens system, or some of the title companies, could guarantee the validity of the titles
validity of the mortgage itself."

and the

When asked if he thought the real estate borrower
should be placed on the same level with the commercial
borrower, who now has the advantage, Mr. Mann
answered
"It is

:

my

contention that it should be Jess difficult to
loans, or rather they should be made
more attractive to induce capital to invest in them."

obtain

mortgage

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
"Is it not a fact," it
financial status of the

was suggested, "that the reason the
owner of a building, or the bonds-

Although the assessed valuation of real estate should
be taken as a fair guide by appraisers of property, Mr
Mann said it could not always be regarded as final.
"The assessor takes into consideration the cost of con-

man, is not taken into account is the very general custom
of having a bond made by a so-called dummy when the
mortgage is given?"
"I do not know if that is always the case. It has become
a custom among real estate borrowers to have the
property in the name of a dummy, and then have the
mortgage made and transferred back to the original
owner, but that is not always so."

struction, the character of the building and the use it is
put to," explained Mr. Mann. "For instance, a man may
erect a mansion that costs him a million dollars, and the
city may assess it at a million dollars, yet the actual
market value if the building were offered for salt might
not be $500.000 within a year after it was erected."

Increased Production Logical

Remedy

Expected Labor

for

Shortage and Higher Building Material Costs
C*(JRTHER

work. This means that to a greater extent than
ever before does the problem of labor inject itself into
every economic question.
l!y what terms shall we describe a labor system that permits thousands of people to
suffer for want of proper housing while labor all over

complaints regarding the difficulty of obtaining labnr sufficient for increased construction work

now under
reports
tliis

lines of

which were accentuated this week by
thousands of foreigners are about to leave

way,

that

country

for

their

native

lands

with

millions

of

expected to force a decidedly more
acute labor situation before the summer is far advanced.
This development confirms the recent statement of the
I'niti-d States Kmployment Service to the effect that if
the decrease in unemployed labor continues at the same

American

rate

dollars,

seeking employment?
law of supply and demand has in the
|ia>t been so insistently practised that it has become acrrpted by labor as a rule and guide of their organizalions.
Seeking to maintain high costs by restricting
The reacting
-upply is now demonstrated as fallacious.
influence is shown to be always detrimental to labor.
Labor is beginning to learn this salutary lesson, and
further to realize the error of their stoutly maintained
It
is productivity that really is the test.
contentions.
I'omeroy Burton of England in an address on labor
conditions in that country has clearly pointed out that
the chief errors of trade unionism have been the deliberate
and persistent policy of restricting output and the opposHe
ing of the introduction of labor saving machinery.
directed attention to the relatively greater prosperity of
the L'nited States, and stated that it was because the
average production per workman in this country is three

approximately

10

per

cent

weekly

much

longer

known

in this country, it will probably result in higher
wages. This, in turn, may be reflected in increased costs
of building materials, prices of which are now holding
firm in all markets with the exception of an upward
in

lumber and

brick.

therefore becomes necessary, if in the future, labor
maintains its present wage scale or goes to new high
levels, that production must be increased to the highest
possible point.
By this means there would result no
As conditions
further advance in commodity prices.
It

develop

ir

will

be less

difficult

to

tlu-

fact

that

The

enterprises here are returning to settle and spend it
It is predicted that at least a million men will
abroad.
remain in the army and navy and their branches at the
In addition, this country is short the
close of the year.
millions of immigrants that normally would have reached

here during the past three years.
All these factors indicate that in the not distant future
when normal building activities are resumed they will
have a large influence on labor conditions in the United
States and that there will exist a shortage of men in all

attitude of organized labor is becoming broader and
It is showing
better inter-relation with capital.

shows a

the

war

the

times that in England.

impress on organized

only way in which it can hope
to maintain the present high scale is to encourage the
fullest measure of production.
It
is
inconsistent to maintain that there will be any
decided cheapening of labor in the near future, and any
hesitation as to the starting of building projects based
on a lower scale of wages will not be justified. Since
1914 there has been a tremendous narrowing of the labor
It is estimated that a million men left this counsupply.
These men returned to
try before we entered the war.
Europe in response to the call to arms of their native
Now the men who made big money in various
countries.
labor

is

l<e>tricting

there will be a serious shortage.
If there is to lie a pronounced depletion of labor during the coming months, a period which will undoubtedly
show the greatest amount of building operations ever

tendency

cornlry

tin-

is

the

in

solution of

problems the same business prin-

its

ciples and patriotic impulses that should properly dominate
a group of men whose influence is so far-reaching and

whose scope for bettering working conditions is so wide.
is very emphatically shown in the recent statement
made by Hugh Frayne. general organizer of the American
This

Federation of Labor,

in

which he said that union labor's

putting down Bolshevism in America is equal
This declarato or greater than that of any other class.
tion that organized labor is not tainted by Holshcvik
unruliness is most sane and it is to be hoped that the
convention of the American Federation this month will
He said, for
heartily endorse Mr. Frayne's statement.
interest

all

in

trade unions
don't want
:

"They

seize property.

They

to

confiscate.

don't

want

They

don't

want

to live in idleness.

to

They

believe that capital deserves a decent profit on its brains
They want to keep America as she has

and investments.

been for a century and a third. Those are our ideals and
the convention is likely to express them."
(Continued on pag? 868-/0
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Beaux- Arts Institute of Design
LLOYD WARREX

Director of the Institute
Architecture

\VILLIAM

LAMB.

F.

JOHN-

Sculpture

GREGORY.

and Industrial Art Design
Mural Painting ARTHL-R CKISP.

Interior Decoration
F. TYLER.

ERNEST

and some of
buildings should be wider than 60 ft.
them, such as the dormitories, might well be as nar-

row as 40 ft.
The following buildings should be arranged in
the groups mentioned as far as possible.
The
ground area of each building may vary 10 per cent
more or less from the areas given below
:

COLLEGE GROUP

:

sq. ft.
(See plate section for illustrations}

Official

Library and Administration
Academic Buildings (i or 2) to total.
Science Museum
Science Buildings (i or 2) to total. ...

Awards

Notification of

.

PROGRAM
CLASS "A"

III

RESIDENCE GROUP:

The Committee on Architecture proposes

as subject

Dormitories for 500

a

buildings

other 300 coming each day from the city and neighboring towns.

40,000
6,000

road, which is the chief approach to the college.
the opposite side of this road is a residential

park where the President and faculty have their
The
houses, and where the infirmary is located.
property is bounded on the South by a large lake
with extensive views to the South. The level of the
main road is 60 ft. above the level of the lake p.n
even slope of t ft. in 20 running between the two.
As no rock exists this slope may very readily be

2,000

Laundry

2,000
(at

JURY OF AWARD

6,000
3,000
2,000
6,000

F. A. Godley, H. W. CorL.
H.
Harbeson,
Burnham, D. J. Baum,
bett, J.
Mr. Blum, F. H. Haskell, H. A. Davenport and
Paul Cret.
This Jury also served as Jury of Award for the
Class "A"-III Esquisse-Esquisse the Class "B"-III
:

F.

Esquisse, Archaeology-Ill Projet

so desired into several terraces at differ-

Measured Drawings.
Number of drawings submitted

Athletic Field should be arranged for on the
site, comprising a full j4 mile ova l cinder

FIRST MEDAL: J. P. Roberts,
Richer and W. H. Livingston, Univ. of

if

and Archaeology-

Ill

38.

AWARDS:

track, with
football and
side the oval.

with

delphia.

alternately inleast four tennis courts are

Ithaca:

200 yards straightaway
baseball

At

desired as near this

Vehicle access

5,ooo

level)

Gymnasium
Indoor Swimming Pool
Boat House
Uncovered Grand Stand

ent levels.

An

low

ATHLETIC GROUP:

is

On

5,ooo

Kitchen and Service (connected to Dining Hall by Serving Pantry)

Power Plant

a rectangle 800 ft. by 1200 ft.,
with the long axis running north and south. Across
the north end is the main automobile and trolley

changed

4

SERVICE GROUP:

Of

the 800 students, 500
will live in residence in the college dormitories, the

The property

least

Students' Activities Building

from a large city. It is enough in the open country
so that a certain informality would be appropriate
but near enough the city so that formality if desired
place.

(at

)

Dining Hall

subject of this projet is the group plan of
college for men on a country site, four miles

would not be out of

men

:

"A COLLEGE GROUP"
The
new

6,000
10,000

Auditorium and Chapel (to seat 1000).. 8,000

PROJET

of this Competition

6,000
10,000

is

only

fields

main

for

in

A. E. Middlehurst, Cornell Univ..

Laub, "T"

Square Club, Philadelphia; H. G.

B.

Antenen

and

MENTION

service

approach to the buildings. No driveways within the
site will be used by students or visitors, who will
be entirely on foot inside the college grounds.

The Buildings may be grouped

SECOND MEDAL:
S.

B.

Baylinson,

Univ.

of

Pennsylvania,

Philadelphia.

field as possible.

desired

K. Smith, A. C.
Pennsylvania, Phila-

J.

quadrangles if
They should

desired, but should not be continuous.

be separated at places for light and air, as suitable
to a country site. For this reason also, none of the

D. F. Levy. N. M. Tinkham, Y. C. Lu,
R. Bailey, A. F. Darrin, E. T. Seeley and R. E. DeWolfe,
Cornell Univ., Ithaca W. H. Wolcott, F. R. Schreyer and
L. W. Devereux, Columbia Univ., N. Y. C.; R. H. Segel,
Patrons G. & E. Blum, N. Y. C.; S. H. Brown and T.
E. Ash, "T" Square Club, Philadelphia; E. W. Beacham,
P. F. Taylor, L. D. Cook, H. L. Stone, A. Levy, H. M.
Klaisz and S. H. Gordon, Univ. of Pennsylvania. Phila.
W. F. McCaughey, Jr.. Univ. of Illinois, Urbana; H. I.
Feldman and D. W. Orr, Yale Univ., New Haven.
H. C.
E. P. Vianna, Univ. of Pennsylvania, Philadel:

:

;

:

phia.
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Department of Architectural
Engineering
A

Typical Complete
in

Water Supply System
Garage Basements
B\' J.

AM(

for Installation

)ST satisfactory method of solving

ALHEKT DEYO
there

the im-

the

portant question of water supply in country
residences is the installation of a private system in
the garage or garage basement. The accompanying
illustrations show the home of Everett L. Brown at

less sound, especially when
starts or in the case of an engine

always more or

is

motor

first

driven plant, when the engine is running.
As the
is usually located at least a few feet from
the main house this disadvantage is entirely over-

garage

come by

Red Hank, New

Jersey, and the garage where the
a
system of water supply is installed, together with
itself.
svstem
of
the
drawing

the

method here suggested.

planning a home of this type, space in the
basement is many times at a premium and as a system of this kind requires a room at least twenty
feet by twelve feet, it is frequently much more
convenient to arrange for this in the garage. The
logical place for the storage of oil and gasoline is
also in the garage, and by confining all of the machinery to this one building the odor and inconvenience may be kept there and away from the main
house which is very desirable.
While it was not found advisable to do so in this
In

it is nianv times practical to include the heatfurnace
or boiler in the garage, near the \vater
ing
This is especially practical if the
supply system.
method of heating is steam or hot water. All dust
from coal or ashes is thus effectively banished from

case,

Residence of Everett L. Brown, Red Bank, X.
A. Arend, New York, Architect.

The advantages of such

a

location

J.

Ernest

are

many,

the home, without loss of efficiency.
By properly protecting the heating pipes between
the garage and the house there is practically no loss
of heat in transmission. A good insulating material

while objections are practically absent. By locating
the well in the basement, it is possible to place the
pump directly over it, obviating the necessity of a
attendant disadvanseparate pump house, with the
If a manand
of
erection
cost
of
heating.
tages
hole or other opening is provided over the well,
lower cylinder
it is entirely practical to remove the
extra inconwithout
or
for inspection
repair,
venience, and at minimum cost.
As the chauffeur usually is given the charge of
from this point of
caring for the plant, the location,
the cars, it is a
for
While
ideal.
is
caring
view,
to give the water system all
him
for
matter
simple
the attention it needs, without interfering with his

other work. The
lack of attention,
placed, as

pump

is

pump

when
commonly

is less apt to suffer from
so located, than if it were
the practice, in a separate

house or in the basement of the residence.

\Yhile the best

pumps

L. Brown, in the basement of which
installed his private water supply system.

Garage of Everett

are practically noiseless,

86l

is
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around the pipes will absolutely protect them and,
need no
as they are laid below frost line, they will
time.
of
Municipal
indefinite
an
attention for
period
steam for many blocks and
heating plants convey
still

the companies are able to give very satisfactory
In practically all large buildings and instiwhere land is not so valuable as to make

service.

tutions,

such a scheme prohibitive, heating plants are placed
in separate buildings.
The size of the water

supply system depends enIn
it is expected to give.
which
service
the
on
tirely
some instances the main source of supply is secured
from public service mains and the private system is

pressure,

it

feet

in

is

dia.meter

stored under

by

thirty-six

buried under ground, at a depth
from frost and at the same time insur-

It

feet long.

protecting

six

is

is

ing water of an even temperature the year round,
One end of the
regardless of weather conditions.
tank extends through the basement wall, three feet
into the garage space. On this end of the tank are
mounted both the water and pressure gauge and a
glance at them indicates the amount of water left

tank and the pressure.
tank of this size has a total capacity of 7,610
gallons but as it is one-third filled with air, to proin the

A

vide the necessary cushion, the actual water storage
or working capacity is 5,140 gallons. Starting with
the tank two-thirds full of water under a pressure

cistern water. In other cases
only used for soft or
the well furnishes all of the water and in still other

tin-tjz

matic tank, in which the water

of seventy pounds, four thousand gallons of water
are available before the pressure falls below twenty-

&r? K JVra

As twenty-five pounds pressure is
five pounds.
equivalent to a height of 57.72 feet, it will readily
be seen that in addition to a plentiful supply of
water for ordinary purposes an installation of this
kind gives excellent fire protection.
The motor driven pump, which is used under all
ordinary conditions is the larger of the two, and has
a capacity of 20.7 gallons of water per minute. The
is equipped with a differential cylinder and
furnishes air with the water to the pneumatic tank,
so that no auxiliary air compressor is necessary. It

pump

operated by a four horsepower motor and will
against a maximum pressure of one hundred
pounds per square inch. As the tank is tested under
a pressure of one hundred and twenty-five pounds
per square inch this gives a system from which
exceptionally high pressure may be secured if
is

work

installation of private water supply sysbasement of garage of Everett L. Brown.

Drawing showing
tem

in

necessary.

In the case of the house illustrated, the
private
to
system of water supply was depended

The pump is automatically controlled, so that it
needs no attention other than an occasional oiling
or cleaning.
For an installation of this kind an
automatic regulation of twenty pounds variation is

furnish

sufficiently close.

installations both soft

and hard water are furnished

by private plants.

upon

well.

That is when the pressure in the
pre-determined point, say forty
pounds, the automatic device stops the motor. When
sufficient water has been used from the tank to
lower the pressure twenty pounds (in this case to
twenty pounds per square inch), the automatic
device throws in and the pump is started running

the water used on the place from the
In order to make the installation
entirely selfall

tank

contained and, if necessary, independent of
any
other service, a motor driven
pump was installed
for general use to furnish the
ordinary supply, but
an engine driven pumping unit was installed with
the tank, in case of emergency. As the entire buildings are dependent for fire protection upon this
water system, it will be readily seen that this is a
wise provision. Even should there be a fire which
burned off the electric wires and thus
put the motor
out of commission, the water
would still be
able to furnish water,

system
by means of the auxiliary

gasoline engine.

As this installation is somewhat unusual but still
a highly practical and desirable one, a
description
will undoubtedly
prove of interest.
The pneu-

reaches

:

a

until the

higher pressure is again reached.
this capacity and a tank of this
size, starting with an initial pressure of seventy
pounds and the tank two-thirds full of water, there
is instantly available 4,000
gallons of water and this

With a pump of

is

augmented by the pump capacity so that there
be used during the first hour 5,246 gallons of

may

water at a

maximum

pressure of seventy pounds,

and a minimum pressure of twenty-five pounds.

The
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auxiliary engine driven

pump

could also be
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increas-

started,

ing the capacity
by 770 gallons.

This
is

capacity

sufficient

ke e

to

approxi-

]>

two

ously

for one

valve opens as soon as the
pressure increases five
l>ounds over the maximum and, in this case, discharges the water from the discharge pipe back into
the well.
While this does not stop the
pump it
effectively protects the machinery and

hour.

Starting at

from excessive pressure, which

mately

five-

inch

eighths
nozzles

fire

working

simultanepounds

seventy
pressure
nozzles

h e

t

wo

s e

u d
throw a stream
nearly one hundred and ten feet
high and even at
Motor driven pumping
for Everett L.

unit installed

Brown

the
]>

t

minimum

r e s s

\v e

n

u
t

r

y

o

e
-

ti

f

v e

pump consists of a combined gasoengine and deep well pump, direct connected
by gears. Both this pump and the larger one are
mounted directly over the well and are connected
to the same discharge pipe.
Gate valves are placed
auxiliary

line

in this discharge line so that either

pump may

be

from the system. Under ordinary conditions
the gate valve between the motor driven pump and
cut off

the tank

open so that the automatic device
may control the operation of the pump, depending
upon the tank pressure. In the event of an accident to the electric current or a break down of the
larger pump it is only a matter of closing this valve
and opening the one on the auxiliary pump discharge line, before the other pump is in commission
and working without causing inconvenience.
The engine driven pump is also equipped with an
automatic stopping device, so that it may be started
and then left without attention. When the pressure
is

left

tank reaches the pre-determined working
pressure, the engine and pump will be automatically
stopped. While both pumps are equipped with auin

the

tomatic devices, the best practice is to install a relief valve in the discharge line, between the pumps
and the tank for added safety.
With such a relief valve installed, the machinery
protected against any undue strain which might
be caused by failure of the automatic devices to
work, causing excessive pressure in the tank. Such
is
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plumbing

is

sufficient.

The following specifications are suitable for an
installation of this kind and
be used for simi-

may

lar

work, with minor changes

1

pounds, the height of the stream would be forty
feet.
As this water is instantly available it gives a
fire protection at least equal to that to be obtained
in most cities, and this is taken into consideration
by the fire underwriters in determining the insurance rates.

The

pressure might also easily cause a break in the
plumbing and considerable damage to furniture and
decorations before it became known.
The relief
valve is therefore installed and set at a
pressure
usually five pounds over the maximum
working
Should the automatic devices fail, this
pressure.

tions

to

meet

local condi-

:

SPECIFICATIONS
he contractor to furnish and install
complete,
where shown on plans and in accordance with these
specifications and following the details and instrucI

tions furnished
by the manufacturer, one complete
water system consisting of the
following:

EQUIPMENT

One

six

foot by thirty-six foot
plain pneumatic
tank, having a total capacity of 7,610
gallons and
a working capacity of
5.140 gallons. Tank to have
manhole in head and to be tested under a
pressure

of 125 pounds per square inch and
guaranteed by
the manufacturer for a
working pressure of 75
]>ounds per square inch. Tank to have longitudinal

seams double riveted lap joint. Shell to be of fivesixteenth inch steel and heads of one-half inch steel.
One stringer containing two water gauges and
one pressure gauge.

One deep well pumping unit, consisting of long
stroke working-head fitted with differential
plunger
and having a ca'

of
pacity
20.7
gallons per minute from a depth
of
200
feet
a

against

mum
100

maxi-

pressure of

pounds

per
square inch, belt
driven by a four
horsepower, no22O-volt,

60

cycle,

phase

single

]

al-

ternating current

motor, mounted
on cast iron subbase.

One

automatic

starting

ping

and stop-

device

for

__^^__
Auxiliary engine driven pumping unit
jnjtalled for Everett L. Brown
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electric

motor with not to exceed twenty pounds
between maximum and minimum pres-

variation
sures.

One deep

pumping unit, consisting of deep
with differential plunger and having a capacity of 12.8 gallons per minute direct connected by means of gears to a two horsepower
well

pump,

well

fitted

gasoline engine,
sub-base.

One

automatic

mounted on

the

stopping

device

same

cast

for

iron

;

extending up

CONNECTIONS
gasoline

One

3^4 '"eh by 16 inch

all

brass artesian well

all

length,

brass artesian well

cylinder.

Forty feet of three inch drop pipe.
Forty feet of i^ inch wood rod.
Connections for 1^/4 inch discharge pipe.
Both pumps to be equipped with devices for furnishing air and water at the same time, so that no
auxiliary air compressor will be necessary.

reducers to

Pumps

bearings

if

Install

Install a

om

Tank

to be buried

depth so that water will
level when tank is full, with head
extending three
feet inside basement wall.
Tank to be carefully set
in place on wood bases or sand
cushion, which shall
be free from stone or other hard
substances, and
not to be allowed to be
dropped or to fall. After
tank has been set and all connections
made, the outside surfaces shall be cleaned free of
all dirt

and

rust spots, using a steel brush.

The

surface shall

then be given two coats of
asphaltum varnish, allowing the first coat to dry before the second coat is
applied.

Motor driven pumping unit: The motor
driven
pumping unit shall be installed directly over the
well, as shown and fastened in
place by anchor bolts

concrete floor. Sheet lead cushions
shall be
sed in making the
pumping unit set perfectly level
these lead cushions to be
placed at corners of pump
and motor frame, with anchor
bolts extending up
through the cushions.

the

one and one-quarter inch
discharge pipe
dis-

the
gate valve and water relief valve. On this
inpipe
stall a one and
one-quarter inch gate valve and a
one inch water relief valve
between the pump and
gate valve and run waste
pipe from the relief valve
to discharge into well.
Install and connect
automatic starting and
stopping device for electric motor in accordance
with
details furnished
by manufacturers.
Install and
connect automatic
stopping device for engine in
accordance with details furnished
by manufacturers
Install a three inch
service pipe from the
ink.
Un this service pipe install one threepressure
inch all
brass angle valve.

underground,
be below frost

at sufficient

three

engme driven pump to the three inch
charge pipe, making the connection between

SETTINGS

m

a

well.

re-

quired.

Pressure tank:

packing
between the

joints

inch discharge
pipe from the
to the tank.
On this pipe install one three inch
gate valve near the pump, as
shown on drawing and a two inch water
relief valve
on this pipe between the
pump and gate valve and
run waste pipe from relief valve
to discharge into

to be fitted with re-

special tools are

tight

motor driven pump

movable bronze bushings.
All pins, shafts and
plungers to be ground to perfect circle and mirror
finish.
Both units to be furnished complete with
sight feed oilers, hard oil cups and necessary tools
for repair or adjustment,

make water

drop pipes and well casings.

have combined air chambers and check valves.
Valves to be hard rubber disc on bronze seat. All

pumps and engine

pump room

and threaded by this contractor, who is
to
furnish and install
stuffing boxes,
nuts and
floor

to

in

the

accordance with instructions furnished
by the
manufacturers of the pumping unit.
Install the 2%
by 10 inch cylinder in the well for
the engine driven
pumping unit, using forty feet of
3 inch drop pipe and i^ inch wood rod. The
drop
pipe and rod to be cut to proper length, in accordance with instructions furnished
by the manufacturers of the
pumping unit.
Well casings to be' cut off above the

Connections for three inch service pipe.
Connections for three inch discharge pipe.
l
inch all brass water relief valve.
One i /2
2^4 inch by 10 inch

inch by 16 inch cylinder in the well

motor driven pumping unit,
using forty
feet of 314 inch
pipe and 2% inch wood rod. The
drop pipe and rod to be cut to proper
in
for

drop pipe.

cylinder.

set

3%

Install the

feet of 3J/2 inch galvanized
feet of 2^4 inch wood rod.

One

The engine driven
be installed directly over the
well, as shown, and fastened in place
by anchor
bolts set in concrete floor. Sheet lead cushions
shall
be used in making the
pumping unit set perfectly
level
these lead cushions shall be
placed at the four
corners of frame, with anchor bolts
unit shall

through the cushions.

engine.

40
40

Engine driven pumping unit:

pumping

WORKMANSHIP
All

work

in

connection with the installation of
water supply system to be
done in a neat and
careful manner
by competent mechanics. All pipe
and fitt.ngs to be of
merchant stock and of full
internal diameter
through entire length. All pipe
ends to be reamed after
'-

cutting
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TEST: A test of 75 pounds per square inch shall
be applied to the discharge and service
pipes and the
service tank. The pressure tank shall be filled twothirds full of water and the service and
discharge
pipes shall be filled full of cold water. This test to
be applied for a period of three hours in the presence of the architect or his representative, without

loss of pressure.

discharge

or

Should any leaks appear

service

pipes,

these

made

leaks

in

the

shall

be

perfectly tight in the usual manner.
leaks appearing in the
pressure tank shall be

Any
made

perfectly tight in accordance with instructions furnished by the tank manufacturers.
Such installations should give entire satisfaction.

Short Cuts to Accurate Calculations
The Reinforced Concrete T-Beam
H\

K. A.

KUX/E, Architect

the following analysis we will attempt to critithe reinforced concrete T-beam with a view

of the concrete in this location is
likely to be overlooked, it would seem that a lower rather than a
higher than normal unit stress should be adopted.

IXcize

to laying

down some recommendations which

will

hoped

lead to safer

not

it

is

more economical

of tests on T-beams have been con-

\\ ith a view, however, to the
rapid growth of our
knowledge in the mixing and placing of concrete
and considering the fact that the usual maximum

single span, freely supported at the
ends, and the results of such tests agree quite closely
with calculated values. However very little practical information can be gained from these results

sate stress allowed in the steel is as much as onehalf the elastic limit whereas the stress in the concrete is based on a factor of
safety of 4 or 5. it
would seem that the time is not far off when the

since a simple beam of this type is rather the exception than the rule in ordinary building construction.
Tests on the continuous and restrained beam

allowable safe unit stress in the concrete will be
placed at about 700 pounds per sq. inch.
>n tlie ba>is of
quantity of materials, economical

if

design.

The majority
fined

to

the

<

generally show considerable difference between
actual
performance and calculated values, but

whereas

this difference

on the safe

is

theless indicates a lack of

economy

side,

it

In MI designing,
design calls for haunched beams.
the flanges at the center of the beam can more
fully
be brought into action and with the increased

never-

depth
support a more economical section
obtains throughout.
This type of beam, however.
requires more complicated form and rod work and
on the whole a beam of constant section throughout

in design.

of

Xot so long ago it was the practice of some engineers to design their continuous beams for a mo-

ment of

WL

jp at the center, assuming thereby that
o
the added stiffness would reduce the bending moment at the support, only enough steel being intro-

little

600. with the explanation that the moment changes
very rapidly at this point and only a small section
It is somewhat doubtful
of the beam is affected.

whether

this

assumption

is

warranted.

Since the

shearing value of the concrete at this point is somewhat disturbed due to the tension cracks which
must necessarily occur to bring the steel into full
action, and the proper inspection of the installation

theoretical

more advantageous.
T-beam holds very
importance and in the continuous

be almost entirely neglected. Our theorectangular throughout.
If we introduce r per cent of steel in the tension
side and 0.3 per cent in the compression side the
girder

may

retical section, therefore, is

tinuous beams a definite

compressive stress in the concrete at the support
end of a continuous beam be increased to say 750
pounds per square inch when the normal value is

at the

the span may very well prove
In this case the flange of the

duced at the support "to tie the beams together."
This can easily be proved to be not only a dangerous but a highly uneconomical design. In all con-

moment exists at the supports and enough section must be provided to take
up the stresses developed.
It is very commonly recommended that the unit

beam

compressive stress in the concrete is about 650
This condition obtains
pounds per square inch.
where we bend up one-half the rods in each span
and carry them over the support. One-half of the
rods would remain in the bottom and form the 0.5
per cent of compressive reinforcement at the supAt the center of the span we would thus
ports.
have I per cent of steel. Considering the rectangular section throughout, the moment of resistance at
the center of the span becomes approximately 100
per cent of the moment of resistance at the supThat we have approximately 760 pounds per
port.
square inch stress in the concrete at the center of
the span is of no consequence since we have the
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We

have assumed our steel
flange to reduce it.
It will be
stress at 16,000 pounds per square inch.
seen that this stress is somewhat reduced due to

we were

to

more

introduce

than here

steel

span

stresses
specified we would increase our concrete
at the support and if we were to reduce the steel

we would have
It will

a less economical

is

substantially less than the maximum moment
Add to this the fact that the shear

beam are of no
consequence in complicating the internal stresses at
that point and reason would seem to dictate that a
considerations at the center of the

be seen that the girder so designed for inwould fulfill the moment requirements

reduction of moment in the center as against the
moment at the support would be amply warranted.
The design of the outside span should be gov-

terior spans

recommended by the Joint Committee on Concrete

-at both

the

erned by the special considerations usually existing
but the moment at the center of the
span framing into columns should not be taken at

12

at that point

support and center of the beam.
It is somewhat doubtful, by the way, whether
these moment recommendations will stand in future

WL- nor

than -

less

less

than

WL

12

practice.

seems

It

Between
where the continuous girder is

at the support.

beam throughout.

and Reinforced Concrete, that is,-

cases mentioned are extremes.

the cases

lie

partially restrained by the columns. In the majority
of cases the maximum moment at the center of the

the flange raising the neutral axis.
If

The two
them

to the writer that for interior

into a girder.

Considering

all

RODS TYPE A

FIG.
moment

at the center should be assumed at
say
75 per cent, of or at least somewhat less than the
moment at the support. On account of the actual
span between columns being less than the theoretical span (center to center of
columns), the moment
at the ends of the beams and
girders framing into

columns may be taken

.

12

we may

it

being assumed

that the tortional deflection of the
girder will make
the actual and theoretical
span practically identical

Were

the continuous girder
resting on knife edge
supports, the moment at the center of an interior

WL

span would be approximately -

WL

port--

Were
would

for

maximum

conditions

-WL- and
VV

finally

the support for interior

WL

be

~rr"

framing

into

shall

and for

10

beams framing
interior

into girders

beams and girders

WL
The

columns

12

effective section of the continuous

beam and

girder shall be rectangular throughout. There shall
be 0.75 per cent of steel at the center of the span,
i
per cent of steel in tension and 0.25 per cent in

compression, at the support.
By so arranging the steel we will have very closely
a compressive stress of 640 pounds in the concrete

and a
and

at the sup-

of

loading.

the span framed into inflexible columns it
become a beam with fixed ends, our moment

at the center being

B>-

make the following recommendabeam of constant cross section (the
beam without haunches). The bending moment at

For beams

WL

'-,

the points mentioned

for the

tions

framing into girders, however, the moment at the
support should be fixed at

frames

1

WI

at -

it

ROD TYPE

ROD TYRE B

interior

where

RODS TVPB A

2
2

spans the

10

I

at the support,

WL
12

tensile stress of 16,000 pounds in the steel at
the center of the beam, and 700 pounds in the concrete and 16,000 pounds in the steel at the support.
On the same basis the moment of the resistance at

the center of the beam is very closely 75 per cent
of the moment of resistance at the support.

In designing

it

will only

be necessary to calculate

the section at the center of the span.
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The center moment of
into girders

M=o.75

WL

WL

M

75

W=(26o X 20 X

beam

/

in the first case

d

= \
1

X

and for

d=

o

ft.

in. in

A

fine and coarse aggregates is dispensed with,
and the quantity of cement per cubic yard of

Texas

is

in the

The proportions of sand

indicate a rapid increase in compression
strength as the cement content increases from 1.66
to 6 sacks per cu. yd.
This latter would approximate a 1:2:4 mix. The curves then become flatter

show a further increase in strength up to 9
sacks per cu. yd. of concrete. This would reprel
sent about a I :i /2'-2>
mi*. Mixes richer than this
but

minimum use of cement.
shows how the compressive,

enabled to effect the greatest possible
use of concrete by requiring the fine
and coarse aggregate for the concrete to be mixed
in such proportions as will secure a dense mixture,
and adding only such a per cent of cement as is
necessary to produce the strength or other physical
structures

economy

substituted.

tests

be attained with the

and transverse strengths and other physical
with the per cent
properties of dense concrete vary
in
the
used
of cement
preparation of the concrete.
the builder of concrete
and
the
designer
Thereby

is

and gravel or broken stone used were designed to
produce maximum density, the cement content being
the variable, ranging from 1.66 to 12 sacks of
cement per cubic yard of concrete. Concrete was
aged from 12 days to 3 months at the time of testA study of the curves platted from the many
ing.

the University of Texas, the
Lewis Institute and
Illinois, the

This recent bulletin

the

concrete

tensile

desired in the concrete.
In these
usual method of specifying cement,

properties
tests

others, will help us to proportion concrete mixtures
on a more scientific basis, so that maximum strength

may

700

introduced to take up the excess longitudinal shear.

made by

of

is

stress in the concrete at the
suppounds per sq. inch.

ft.

A thorough study and analysis of the results of tests,
University

of rein-

The remaining

center.

a bulletin containing information to those having to do with concrete construction.
There seems to be no doubt that our present
method of specifying concrete mixtures is defective.

such as those

per cent

distance from the face of the girder to the
upper bend in the two rods is one-eighth of the
span and the distance from the face of the girder
to the end of the two rods from the
adjacent span
is one-quarter of the
few stirrups are
span.

Cement
the University of

i

The

taken

Relative Quantity of
title

the required

sq.

Physical Properties of Dense Concrete as Determined by the

the above

in.

The compressive

both directions.

UNDER
has just issued

b=i2

=

X

make

port
is

The beams are spaced 6 ft. 8 in. center to
The live load is 200 Ibs. per sq. ft.
The slab weighs 60 Ibs. per sq. ft.
The stem of beam weighs 300 Ibs. per lin.

to be

12

in tension at the
support.

into girders.

20

= 40,666

I

forcement

The total load applied to a girder may be considered as uniformly distributed.
In the following example (illustrated in Fig. I,
page 866) we will design an interior beam framing

as

20)

rod at the bottom of the beam forms the
0.25 per
of compressive reinforcement at the
support.
The rods in tension at both the center and the support are thus stressed to 16,000 pounds per
inch.

i-oob.

distance center to center of columns

X 20 X
X 400

cent span

cent

The

on the beam

The rod area at the center of the beam is thus
12
2.16 sq. ins., or three 7/8-in.
0-0075
24
square rods. Two of these rods are bent up and
together with the two bent-up rods from the adja-

WL
t

X

beam

40,666
12

16

the second case

6 2/3) -f (300

Assuming the width of the
the effective depth becomes

WL

12

live load

Ibs.

By introducing the unit moment of resistance
into these equations we have for the effective depth
of the

assumed dead and

total

thus

is

of beams framing into colcalculated
for a moment of

\YL

X

The

of

13-33-

be

to
.

moment

moment

center
is

beams framing

=-

X
10

The
umns

interior

to be calculated for a

is

appear to add practically nothing to the strength of
the concrete.

The modulus of

elasticity increases

up

to a 6-sack

per cu. yd. mix, after which it remains at practically
the same value for the richer mixes. The ultimate
tensile strength and modulus of rupture also increase but

The
tion

little

bulletin

to

beyond the same mix.
is

for free distribution

Publications

Texas, Austin, Texas.
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Committee,

on applica-

University

of

How

to

Make Factory Roof Timbers Last Longer

there

Effectiveness of Treatment

scant information on the

is

ALTHOUGH
service and cost of treated roof timber

in cot-

The

of treating timber depends
upon maintaining a complete envelope of treated
wood around the untreated interior of the piece.
If this treated layer is broken through,
decay can
enter and destroy the untreated interior in spite
of the treated outer layer. For this reason lumber

ton mills, paper mills, and other buildings where
a number of prehigh humidity causes rapid decay,
servative treatments which
to use

may

it

will

undoubtedly pay

be suggested.

Preserving Timbers by Steeping Process

The steeping process

effectiveness

should be cut to

consists merely in soaking

Whenever

final

dimensions before treatment.

It is left in

becomes necessary to cut into treated
timber the untreated wood exposed by cutting
should be given two brush coats of creosote or
some other preservative.

the timber should be air dried before using.
Specific directions for the use of this process (and they

The addresses of wood treating companies adjacent to any given locality may be obtained from
the Secretary of the American Wood Preservers'

are especially necessary for handling mercuric chloride) may be secured from the Forest Products

Association, Mt. Royal Station, Baltimore, Md., or
from the Forest Products Laboratory.

a water solution of a preservative
the timber
such as zinc chloride, sodium fluoride, or mercuric
The wood must be thoroughly seasoned.
chloride.
in

the solution one day for each inch in
and
one additional day. After treatment,
thickness

Laboratory, Madison, Wisconsin.

Zinc chloride

it

at-

tacks lead paints, but is very desirable otherwise.
Mercuric chloride is very effective, but is poison-

Notes of Interest

ous and has a decided corrosive action on steel, so
Sodium
that steel tanks cannot be used with it.
fluoride does not attack paint, is not corrosive, and

most other respects

in

is

AXXI-AL MKKTIXC; OK THE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING
MATERIALS

very desirable.

The Annual
Testing

Non-Pressure Creosote Treatments

June 24-2-,

Timbers may be coated with coal tar creosote by
a brush treatment, by dipping in hot oil for 5 to 15
This
minutes, or the hot and cold bath method.
last method consists in submerging the lumber in
hot oil for several hours and then either allowing
the

oil to

cool

down

wood

slowlv with the

plunging the wood into cool
several hours.

oil

in

and leaving

it

it

discolors

oil

will

The

quarters.

APPOINTMENT IN CIVIL EXGIXEERING
The Board

of Governors of the University of Manitoba,
Winnipeg, Man., Canada, announces that it will proceed
shortly to appoint a Professor of Civil Engineering to
take charge of the Department, at an initial salary of
$.3,5oo per annum.
Applications for the position, accompanied by a full statement of training and experience and
ten copies of testimonials, will be received by the Secre-

or
for

Coal tar creosote is objected to by some insurance
companies as a fire hazard, but whether or not it
really does add greatly to the inflammability of
wood is a debatable question. The odor of creosote may be objectionable in food storage rooms,
but is not usually displeasing to workmen.
Creosoted wood cannot be painted over
successfully because the

1919.

of the American Society for
be held at Atlantic City, N. J.,
Hotel Traymore will be the head-

Meeting

Materials

tary of the

Board of Governors, up

to July 15, 1919.

BUSINESS TRAINING FOR ENGINEERS

The Commissioner of Education has issued a call on
behalf of the Conference Committee on Commercial Engineering recently appointed by him, for a public conference on business training for engineers and engineering
This conference, natraining for students of business.

quickly comes through the paint and

tional in scope and in character and fully representative of
all interests, will be held at the
Willard Hotel in

it.

New

Pressure Treatment

Although pressure treatments are the most expensive, they are the most effective because they result in the greatest
of
absorption and

penetration

preservative. Roof planking should receive 8 to 12
pounds of creosote per cubic foot, or J4 pound of
the salt if zinc chloride is used.
Such treatment

should add at least 20 years to the

life

of roof

Washington, D. C, on Monday and Tuesday, June 2.T
and 24. 1919.
All educational institutions, commercial
organizations, manufacturing associations, and educational
and engineering societies are cordially invited to co-operate
and to designate one or more representatives to attend the
conference. Prominent engineers, educators, and business

men

will be invited to discuss the following major topics r
Business Training for the Engineer Engineering Training
for Commercial Enterprises
Significance of the War
Experience for Engineering Education *T raining of the
Engineer for Overseas Engineering. Projects.
;

:

:

plank.
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Picturesque San Francisco Apartments
Deadened with

CABOT'S QUILT
It makes
Every apartment-house should be sound-proofed.
them rent better and they stay rented. Quilt Is the one deadener that has the power of breaking up and absorbing the soundwaves. It is ten times more efficient than even the best felts.
Quilt is rot-, moth- and vermin-proof and fire-resistant.

Full information sent on request

Samuel Cabot, Inc., Mfg. Chemists, Boston, Mass.
24 W..t Kinzi. St., CHICAGO
1133 Broadway, NEW YORK
Henry

C.

Cabot'* Shingle Staina. Old Virginia White and Tint.,
Stucco and Brick Stains Coniervo Wood Preservative.
Waterproofing*, etc.

Smith, Architect, Son

TUDOR-STONE
'Roofing slate at

its lest

As eminently

suitable for tne Georgian
Style* as tne more intimate English
Periods. Very flexible, can be used for
any period work or non period styles.

Riisin
Since

Nelson Slate
Miners

1869

and

Makers

of

C o.

High Grade Roofing

Slates

WEST PAWLET. VERMONT
Quarries and Main Office
Architects Service Department, 101 Park Avenue, New York
:

1

Ch icatfo

Bos ton

Financing
is

New

our function to cooperate with archi-

who

wish to
tects, engineers and builders
get in touch with large amounts of capital

IT

available for the construction of new buildings.

We

making construction loans
specialize
in the form of first mortgage bond issues in
amounts of $250,000 upward, secured by
income producing properties of the following
classes, where the margin of security is
ample for safety and the earnings sufficient to

make

in

principal

and

interest

payments:

buildings;
mercantile builds &,;

office

apartment buildings;
hotel buildings;

warehouses;
plants of industrial concerns.

Construction

We

make loans from architects' plans and
specifications, paying contractors as the building progresses.

We

also purchase outright first mortgage
obligations of wellestablished industrial concerns in need of
capital for legitimate expansion and which
have sufficient real estate assets and a record
of successful operation.

bond issues which are the

Our

plan provides the desired capital

diately

imme-

and permits repayment over long

periods out of current earnings.

We have a thoroughly developed organization
offer our facilities to those who contemplate construction or business development.

and

Write

for our booklet explaining the Straus
Plan of Financing. Ask for

Booklet No.p-20

S.W. STRAUS

ESTABLISHED 1M2

& CO.
INCORPORATED

STRAUS BUILDING, CHICAGO
150 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

THirty-Seven Years Without Loss to Any Investor

5*3
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house buildopened, paved and improved at an early date,
and
for these
in
to
a
come
Philadelphia,
must
stop
ing
reasons, the Philadelphia Operative Builders' Association

Councilmen from
which carries with
branch
it an appropriation of about $3,000,000 for main and
sewers and also money for the installation of water pipe,
urging that all citizens call upon the
their wards, to pass the $14.000,000 loan,
is

for paving, grading, etc.
It was pointed out by President Crawford and others,
that unless the loan passes and the street improvement
work provided for under it is put under contract and

begun within
ing lots
stop,

a

few months the supply of available build-

the city will be exhausted, house building will
a tremendous increase in the tax rate, probably

in

and

be anticipated.
It was asserted that a careful canvass of the situation
about the first of the year, showed that only 3500 lots,
in round figures, fronting upon streets in which all imto live per cent,

may

provements, such as sewers, water pipe, etc., are in. remained for development in this city. Since the first of the
year to date, permits have been taken out. it was said, for
about 1400 to 1500 houses, leaving about 2000 yet capable
of development.
Should the loan pass, the construction of main and branch
sewers go on. it was said, sufficient land might be opened
up to permit of the continuance of building for about

two and one-half more

years.

(Frnni Our Special Correspondent)
Architects in this city are all
ILL.. June 14.
There is a scarcity of draftsmen and those
very busy.
available are asking greatly increased remuneration.

CHICACO,

Late Quotations

in

is

There

city.

(Continued from page 859)
(From our Special Correspondent)
PHILADELPHIA, PA., June 16. Unless more main sewers
can be constructed, more water pipe laid, and more streets

going ahead briskly

in all sections of the
not only a large amount of planning for
low cost houses, but actual work has started on many
factories, stores and other types of commercial construction.
All this activity is reflected in a greater demand for
Lumber is moving from the yards to
building material.
regular trade channels in exceptionally heavy volume, and
with an acute scarcity of stocks, manufacturers and dealers
are experiencing difficulty in replenishing supplies to meet
All lumber is holding firm in price, with
the demand.
advances during the week in the wholesale values of
yellow pine, hemlock, fir, cypress, and some of the hard-

Building

Late Building Market Reports

is

woods.

The
Brick, and all clay products are in good demand.
is true of the metal building material items, especially

same

radiation.

report a

Officials of the American Radiator Company
marked improvement in business. They say that

consequence of bigger building projects there

in

stantial gain in the

demand

equipment.

Prices

heating

is a subfor boilers, radiators, and all
of radiation are unchanged.

In practically all lines of business the former policy of
waiting for lower prices has changed to one of buying at
present quotations and there 'are few who now cling to
the belief that reconstruction will go ahead on a lower
Some are now realizing that they waited too
price basis.
long, and they are being forced into the buying market

and paying the price.
Labor apparently is satisfied, and there is at the present
time no talk of strikes or other serious differences in the
ranks of the building trades.
In the mind of the ordinary business man and the
ordinary working man the war is history. They are fast
readjusting their businesses and their work on a peace-time
basis.
Financiers and the heads of big corporations now
see nothing but activity ahead with a building movement
following the signing of the peace treaty, likely to develop

boom.

into a

Building Material Markets

(Price quotations noiL current on bitildinij materials and supplies
as quoted by dealers and jobbers for delivery in New York and
Chicago follow. The quotations set forth are 'placed before readers
to afford an accurate review of
of TH1market conditions rather than for use as a basis for actual purchase.
They will not only proi-ide knowledge of the exact state of the market
as to items quoted, but will also present a basis to
judge conditions
as affecting correlating materials.
Items marked (*) indicate an
advance over last week, while those marked (t) record a decline.
Other prices did not fluctuate during the week.)

New York

1
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BRICK

New York

Face brick (delivered on job):

Common (Delivered at job in
hattan only), |>er thousand
RouRli red
Smooth red

Colonials

(Delivered on job):
I'/, in. per cu. yd
in. per cu. yd

Chicago
$12.00
40.00
40.00
40.00
40.00
42.00
42.00
30.00

$325
3.35

$2.35
2.35

BURNED CLAY

Flue lining:

x 13 ft., per
4J4 x 8'/,, per lin. ft
S'/, x S'A, per ft
BY, x 13, per ft

per
per

.13
.15

.10

$3.50

$2.25

.24

.12

24

.16
.16

.11

ft

16

.14
.18
.30

:

:

ft

16

ft

26'/2
54

ft

.14
.30
.30

Hollow Tile
(Delivered at job, in New York below
x 8 x 12 partition^, per 1,000 sq. ft ..........
x 12 x 12 partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft ..........
4 x 12 x 12 partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft ..........
6 x 12 x 12 partitions, per 1,000
sq. ft ..........

72nd

2
3

St.)

$70.15
102.00
114.75
153.00

8x12x12

partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft ..............
10 x 12 x 12 partitions,
per 1,000 sq. ft .............
12 x 12 x 12 partitions, per 1,000
sq. ft ............
split furring, per 1.000 sq. ft ........
63.75

2x12x12

$67.90
72.50
99.60
135.80
167.50
194.60

CEMENT
bbl.

At the

in

15 cent bags

(Rebate 60c. per bbl. for
...................................... $3.25

$2.80

COPPER SHEETS

hot rolled, 16 oz. base-price, per Ib... 24c.*
(From jobber's warehouse add 2 to 3 cents.
Cold_rolled add Ic. per Ib. to hot rolled.)
mill,

Per foot
lin.

.28
.32
.42
.55

(Corners and angles four times the price of one
foot of coping the same size.)

Per

tops:

12 x 12 for 8 x 8 flues
ft.

in.,
in.,

bags)

(Delivered on job)
Block partition:
in., per sq. ft
ft
in.j per sq.

VA

2

Chicago

46
54
70
90

26
54

Wall coping (single slant)
8 in., per lin.

BROKEN STONE

Chimney

Wall coping (double slant)

18

$17.85
29.00
26.00
32.00
32 00
38.00
40.00
24.00

ft

8 in., per lin. ft
12 in., per ft
18 in., per ft

Borough of Man-

Rough bull
Smooth buff
Rough gray
Smooth gray

3
4

13 x 13, per ft
8'A x 18, per ft
l3'/i x 18, per
18 x 18, per ft

CORNER BEAD
...................................

24c.*

s
.

.

.

05

.05

FIBRE

Per bushel ...................................... 39

(Continued on page 868-B)
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To protect the soft, "green" concrete of the
pile column
against distortion by ground
pressure, pressure of
closely adjacent pile driving and the admixture
of
ground water or other foreign materials.
Every Raymond Concrete
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a spirally reinforced steel
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A BRIDGE SPAXXING A RAVINE

Mill Creek Park,
By

J.

"So far as natural beauty is concerned, there is no park
country to compare with Mill Creek Park. It is as
if a bit of choice
scenery had been taken from the mountains of Switzerland and deposited in a level country."
(The late Chas. Eliot, landscape architect of Boston, on
in the

viewing this park for the

first time in 1891.)
a tract comprising such a rare combination of attractive natural features in the immediate
vicinity of a city is, so far as my experience goes, unThe fact that for its whole extent
paralleled elsewhere.

"The existence of

has been preserved from vandalism by those who have
no conception of any other than a pecuniary standard of
value, and finally the appreciation of its character and capacity for development, which has led to its being secured
for all coming time as a resort for refreshment and enjoyment by all classes of citizens, are each and all subjects for
* * *
and cannot fail eventually to concongratulation
fer a distinctive character upon your city as the possessor
of a park so unique in the variety and beauty of its natural
(Written
scenery that it cannot elsewhere be rivaled."
after visiting the park in 1893, by the late H. W. S. Cleveit

land, landscape architect of Minneapolis.)

Ohio,

situated

Pittsburgh and Cleveland,

YOUNGSTOWN,
metropolis of the
producing region

of

great

is

between

called

the

and steel
Westthe Mahoning

iron

Eastern Ohio and

ern Pennsylvania, better

known as
Where

and the Shenango Valley.

CofynfM.

Youngstown, O.

A. SCHWEINFURTH, Architect

from the ore ranges of the North sweeps through
with its coal, its limestone, oil and gas,

this valley,

Nature,

it

may

almost be said, has located this great
Youngstown, the home of some

industrial city of

of the most prosperous steel manufacturing comWhen it is related that divipanies in America.

dends paid by companies operating

in the Mahoning
Valley in the fourth quarter of 1918 aggregated
$3,000,000 the largest disbursements on record
and Youngstown's payroll for 1918 reached over
$84,000,000, compared with over $65,000,000 in

1917, one can gather some idea of the teeming life
of this community, of its myriads of human workers, and their need of good living conditions and
recreation.
By day one sees a second Pittsburgh
at night the grandeur of the consuming gases from
a hundred furnaces is a grand and moving spectacle never to be forgotten. Despite its dull and un;

interesting aspect to the casual traveler, if he will
visit the residential portion of the city upon both
sides of the

Mahoning

River, he will find in

its

and homes a beautiful city,
with marked evidences of a cultured and refined
people. But its greatest attraction is not visible to

many

the

iron tide

1919.

The ArcMtcttirfl

*

attractive streets

Building

Prut

(Inc.)
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the gray pall

the valley
the casual visitor as it lies hidden along
of an ancient stream.

which

is

characteristic of cities of this

class.

Business concluded, my client proceeded to show
I had seen no signs of a park, and
the town.
after a drive of about one and one-quarter miles
from the Central Square of the city entered a simple
roadway marked by no grand gateway or sign
and immediately found myself in the midst
post
of wild nature, with the addition of the roads and
Consisting of nearly 500 acres the secbridges.
tion is now all included in the city limits, and by the
skilful management of those in control, it has cost

was a professional visit which took me to
out of
Youngstown in early September. Stepping
thick
into
a
a comfortable car in the early morning
the
across
flat,
I
and clammy fog,
groped my way
Not
station.
it, I ina
for
vain
in
finding
looking
and mounting a long
quired the way to the city,
soon
of
emerged on a busy
plank steps
flight
vast empty railroad
the
above
clanging highway,
streets swarmed
yard below. At this early hour the
with workmen, each with anxious tense face and his
It

me

VIEWS SHOWTXG DIVERSIFIED ASPECT IN PARK
faithful dinner pail,

men

or their descendants from

quarters of Europe, afoot and densely packed
in huge trolley cars, hastening through the gloom
to mill and shop, in that never ending pursuit.
Scanning the forbidding skies, it was concluded
that a great storm was imminent, but this I later
learned was no exception to the usual early morn-

all

ing atmosphere of the place. Indeed, before noon
the conquering sun had devoured the clouds, the

sky became clear, the sun shone with some constraint, the depression lifted from my soul, and I
was enabled to attend more or less gaily to the affairs in hand. But over a part of the city still hung

up

to date, including all its roads, bridges, etc., but

$850,000.
beautiful

Its

dominating feature

is

its

natural

One

and

recalls
picturesque scenery.
of the cities of the Continent of Europe which
have waters flowing through them and whose

many

banks are lined to the water's edge with uninteresting rear walls or back yards thus losing the opportunity which has been so well improved in
;

Youngstown.
Mill Creek, from which the park takes its name,
had flowed, ever since it came into existence after
the Great Glacier, through a partly level country,
on its way to join the Mahoning River, within the

870
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present city. During these years it has formed, in
a picturesque valley, beautiful
waterfalls, with

meadows surrounded by
feet to

one hundred

cient valley with

its

cliffs

and

hills

feet in height.

from

sixty

ancreek which has been preserved
It

is

this

in its native wild state

by Youngstown, as a place
for the rest and recreation of its
citizens, and it is
these free, wild and untrammelcd characteristics
which make this park unique in America.
We reached at last a shady level with beautiful

utilitarian

encroachment, and

who

first

suggested

the proper legal steps to
preserve the beauties of
Niagara intact; lover of trees, birds and flowers,
and, as his whole life testifies, filled with a consum-

ing desire to preserve the beauties of nature for
the people.
About forty years ago, a young man who had but

been admitted to the bar located in YoungsA lover of nature in all its forms, in the
wanderings which all nature lovers find necessary,
lately

town.

LAKE GLACIER
green and gold vistas, blue hazy distances seen
through mossy tree trunks, where picnic preparations were in progress for some of the workers we
had met in the early dawn. It was a setting that a
Sargent would have immortalized or by which a
Manet might have been inspired to paint "A Pic-

As we

nic."

rested here,

story of this park

and

my

friend told

me

the

creator, Volney Rogers,
Youngstown for two terms,
its

City Attorney of
author of the Township, Park, and other Laws of
Ohio one of the earliest, most active and effective
;

movers

in the effort to preserve

Niagara Falls from
871

lie explored Mill Creek
Valley, finding it wild, like
a mountain gorge far from the haunts of men.
There were a few meadows and level areas of grassland here and there, the hillsides and the banks of

streams being covered with indigenous trees,
shrubs, ferns and flowers. Thereafter, during the
years of his law practice he came here to rest, to
revel uninterrupted in the scenes he loved, and often
to secure quiet for the study of his law cases.
So
much impressed with its charm was he, that he
dreamed of the time when its influence should be
brought into the lives of the thousands of busy

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
ment

in various forms through all these
years, he
used his legal ability to defend its
very existence, appealing to courts and to legislatures in its

every lover of nature wishes
From this time on
through all the years, he has devoted his life to
making this dream come true. To convince the
citizens of its value as a park for the people so that

workers of his

all

city, for

others to share his love.

lias

defense.

pocket for the money to acquire a valuable addition
when circumstances rendered it imperative to arrange all the details of its financing, of law, to defend it at the bar, to serve on the Board of Park
;

is

to-

Com-

A NATURAL FALL
missioner he would build a dam across this
valley to
form a lake; throw a
superb stone arch of noble
span across this ravine, sweep a
magnificently curving road across that meadow, remove a few
trees here to

dying

make

a charming vista build a shelter
there for refuge from storms, a
bathing beach here,
and a boat house there. He worked like
a
;

landscape

architect,

using

valleys,

hills,

great
waters,

trees, sky and air for his medium.
To do this, and
to be able to convince a
people that it was good, so
good that they would be
to be

such was

taxed for
willing
the Cyclopean task he undertook

itand

accomplished.
When threatened with the dangers of encroach-

City of

Youngstown

tried

some years

for water supply purposes,
ago
having a bill presented to the Legislature authorizing such use.
Rogers opposed this before the
House and won.
Next a referendum was demanded, and Rogers again opposed such use for
the park, and the people voted against the water
proposition and have until now kept their park
Mr. Rogers' work is not yet done, however,
intact.

they would appropriate money for its acquirement
and maintenance, and often going into his own

Commissioners, and make this park what it
day, has been his devoted life work. As Park

The

to take the park

for

it

is

now

threatened by a proposal to use the

ON MILL CREEK
park water-course as an overflow for the new sewage system about to be initiated. This proposition
Mr. Rogers opposed, and carried the case to the
lower court and lost. He then took the case to the

Supreme Court of Ohio, which court refused to
affirm or reverse the lower court's
decision, and
rendered no opinion.
Rogers is now engaged in
trying to have the proposed sewage system changed,
so that the waters of Mill Creek Park will not be
contaminated.

And

so the matter rests

and time

show the outcome. But the people of
Youngstown are not ungrateful for their chamonly will

pion's devotion; they have signed a contract for a
bronze statue of Mr. Rogers, to stand forever amid
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the scenery he created, where he loved to
linger,
while he was laboriously making the dream of his
early

manhood come

true.

Before leaving the city, my friend showed me
pages 298 and 299 in "Chas. Eliot, Landscape Architect," written by his father, Chas. \V. Eliot, from
which I quote
"The park at Youngstown, Ohio, was thus described by Charles in a note to his wife * * * 'A
:

:

river

numerous side ravines and
good reservation, and the work
of a single energetic
young lawyer, an enthusiast,
and he has done a fine thing.' "
On page 301 the father quotes from a letter from
his son to the Park Commissioners of
Youngstown'.
"Your gorge is one of the finest park scenes of
America, and deserves most careful handling; and
all who work in or for it have
my very best wishes."
fine

some

glen

cliffs,

with

a really

Mapping by Airplane
how far the science of photography will
be applicable to the production of
topographic
maps is a subject now engrossing considera-

JUST

among aviators. When one considers
wide variety of purpose in map-making, the
differences in aerial camera construction, and the
ble attention

the

many
ily

details involved in this

realized that

work,

it

will

be read-

present themselves

many problems

for solution.
J.

B.

Mertie,

Jr.,

associate

geologist

of

the

United States Geological Survey, has gone thoroughly into the ramifications of this subject, and

some of

To
made

his conclusions are

now

printed.

begin with, maps are of various kinds, are
various scales and with different degrees

in

of accuracy.
Thus there

Any relief upon the surface of the object photographed, however, or any inclination between the
plane of the ground and the plane of the plate, or
film, vitiates at once the results and necessitates the
making of compensating

corrections.

As

a matter

of fact, the surface of the earth shows everywhere
more or less relief, and also in actual practice it

has not yet been possible to hold an airplane camera
a truly vertical position,

in

though some schemes

reduce the deviation very materially.
But both
causes of error are present, and Iwth must be recognized and corrected.
It has been the practice of
some workers to take a series of pictures from the

farther, to natural-scene

fit them together into a
photographic mosaic,
ignoring the two sources of error just mentioned,
and to call the resulting product a map, or a mosaic
map. In truth, it is neither, but only a series of

that are magnifications of the
Also, there are plan maps and relief

pictures showing distortion, differences of scale
within the individual picture as well as between

are recognized exploratory, reconnaissance, detail and ultradetail maps, ranging from
scales of i 1,000,000 or smaller up to an extremely
:

large scale, and on.

still

maps or even maps

objects shown.
maps, the former showing natural and cultural
features and the latter indicating, by means of
hachures, contour lines or other means, the regional
relief.
Likewise, there are timber maps, geologic
The
maps, soil maps, and other special kinds.
most generally useful map is the modern topo-

now produced by

the Geological

graphic map
Survey, which shows all natural and cultural features, including also timber areas, and indicates
also by means of contour lines the relief of the
The production of such maps, at scales of
terrain.
as

course the scale is dependent both on the distance
of the lens from the ground and on the distance of
the photographic plate or film from the lens.

from i :250,ooo up to 1 :62,soo
of most workers from the air.

is

the present aim

A

photograph of a plane and horizontal surface
taken from the air upon a photographic emulsion
held parallel to the plane of the horizon is a true
map. The lens has acted merely as a point of proconnecting one plane with another, and of
jection

873

air.

them, and lack of geodetic control, which are fitted
and fudged together to present a pleasing appearWhile this has many uses, certainly it is far
ance.
from being a map and should not be considered
as such.

The modern topographic map presupposes an
accurate plan
may be drawn.

map upon which

and the contour

the contour lines

possible to derive both the plan

It is

lines

from

aerial pictures,

provided

the necessary data are given, but, states Mr. Mertie,
it is impossible to make either of them from uncontrolled pictures fitted together in mosaic form.
Opinions appear to differ on this point, however.

Lieut.

M.

the second

C. Lawson, in a recent address betore

Pan-American Aeronautic Convention,

maintains that the

map

of the future

is

the air

be the military map, the automobile road map. or a map of air routes, the only

mosaic.

"Whether

it
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of the terrain, the
absolutely accurate information
and all toporoads, the elevation of towns, cities,
the map
minute
the
mosaic,
is
graphic features,
the airfrom
detail
snapped
pictures
produced by
Government
The
of
territory.
given
any
plane,
in making a map
already has begun using aviators
inch
of
that is to cover every
territory in the United
States.

"This

It

a stupendous undertaking.

probably
will require years of hard work and application, but
its military and commercial value, once completed,
will

is

be unlimited."

"To

realize the seriousness of the stability problem," says C. II. Calvin, a pioneer in the invention
of safety devices for airplanes, "we have only to
refer to a recent report of the United States Air

Out of 274 fatal accidents reported, in
Service.
which the cause was known, 178, or 65 per cent,
resulted from loss of control, due to the plane getting into unstable positions, side slips, skips, nose
I believe stabilizers,
dives, stalls, and tail spins.
particularly of direction, will

come

into general use,

found highly advantageous on large
commercial and mail-carrying planes.
"In flying a plane, fully 75 per cent of the pilot's
energy is devoted to keeping the plane on its

and

will be

course."

The
with

it

diversity in types of cameras also carries
obstacles in consistent work.
large variety

A

of aerial cameras has been designed and manufactured, both in this country and abroad, and it is
safe to say that none

is

truly universal in scope.

Nor should they be, says Mr. Mertie. They have
been made to fulfill a variety of purposes, including
scout photography along the battle line, more accurate

and adequate photography from larger

have

been automatic and nonautomatic types.
equipped with various lenses and various types of
shutters, and made to take plates or films or both.
Multi-lens cameras have also been built.
with

regard to photo-topographic surveying in general, certain facts should be more
widely recognized, writes Mr. Mertie. In the first
place, the

making of topographic maps

ized science, and

is

a subject

which

is

is

a special-

not mastered

except by prolonged practice. Photo-topography is
only a phase of the general science of cartography,
and the cumulative results of
long experience are
just as valuable in photo-topographic mapping as
in any other method.
The
out of

laying

tions, the subject of triangulation

engineers.
Correlative with this idea

is the other that
photographic practice is rather of subordinate importance.
By this, the writer does not mean that the photo-

topographer should neglect the photographic side
of his work, for good pictures are most desirable,
though the quality of the map is not necessarily
dependent on the securing of perfect negatives.
The idea to be emphasized, however, is that the
finest pictures may be entirely useless unless accompanied by the necessary engineering data while, on
;

the other hand, poor pictures

projec-

and control, with
the consequent computations, the
theory and practice of adjustments, and other matters familiar to

if

properly controlled

may make

a perfect map.
The experienced phototopographer attempts to get the best pictures possible, but judges his work by the quality of the
finished map and not by the pictorial quality of the
pictures from which the map is made.
Summarizing, it may be said that photographic
surveying from the air is both possible and practic-

Xo new principles are involved, but methods
and apparatus other than those used in photographic
surveying on the ground are needed and are graduIt has been
ally being studied out and developed.
shown that the production of an accurate plan map
in an area of any considerable relief is
intimately
able.

connected with the production of the much desired
contour map, and that the latter will be produced
with little more labor than the former.
In areas
of low relief, of course, the plan map can be
produced as soon as perfect horizontalization becomes
an accomplished fact.

The crux

battle-

planes, surveying cameras for peace times, cameras
for pictorial aerial photography, and others. There

Finally,

topographic engineer, are equally applicable
in photographic surveying.
In other
of
the
words,
making
maps by photography or by
should
be the work of experienced
method
other
any
the

and necessary

talization,

moment

of the whole problem lies in horizonand the most pressing need of the present

is

either a completely

stabilized airplane

camera or a successful attachment which will record
the direction and amount that the camera deviates
from the true vertical. Also, it should be clearly
understood that map-making is an engineer's job,
and that pretty pictures do not
make the
necessarily

perfect map.

Finally, although

maps made by

air

surveys remain a development of the future, yet we
may confidently look forward to an early solution
of the various problems involved.
\\hile in the beginning, the cost

may

be so great

as to offset the

advantage in time saving that is
claimed for the proposed methods, yet this, too, will
resolve itself into simpler and more
practicable
processes.

Mapping by

airplane,

when

extensively

adopted, will serve to introduce a spirit of adventure and a lively interest into what is now a tedious

and ungrateful operation.
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The Meaning
probably conveys as

of Architecture

many

meanings as there are individuals capable of
receiving a message from it. These messages

ARCHITECTURE

entire gamut of those emotions
which architecture can evoke and they may be segregated into groups. They range from the purely material messages which includes only the idea of
shelter from the elements, to the message which
exalts and gives the highest degree of pleasure

comprehend the

to the observer through his ability to appreciate Unmeaning of the form, proportions, details and colors

Every person receives an impresobserving a structure, while probably but

of the structure.

from
few have reduced these impressions into a concrete
expression of the meaning of rrchitecture. As truly
sion

as this applies to laymen, so truly does it apply to
To attempt to interpret and define the
architects.
of
architecture is a task not to lx> undermeaning

taken without close study of the contemporaneous
history of the peoples who developed architecture.
In addition to this, mature deliberation and the attempt actually to evolve the architectural meaning of

work already

constructed, better

fit

one to attempt

which life holds. Architecture, as a phase of
an expression in building of that idealism
which is capable of translation into structural
terms; that idealism which may be realized in an
interpretation of the laws governing structure; an
idealism which may find in terms of structural force

ideal
art,

is

a deep symbolism of

Under

mating

spirit

which

is

chapter, treating of the anithe basic motive of all human

followed by eleven chapters in a logical
development of the theme. The concluding chapeffort, is

ter

is

devoted to the author's individual

tion of the theories advanced.

applica-

The animating

spirit

If
he describes as the desire to attain the ideal.
to encompass the
this attempt to achieve beauty
is art, then beauty is the individual's concepideal
This animating spirit leads to
tion of perfection.
Mr. Pond's defiarchitecture.
of
the development

nition of art

and architecture reads

:

"Art

is

the

of beauty, of a reconciliation
expression, in terms
to the struggle of life; just as a working definition
of
of religion is that it is an expression, in terms
which
conditions
the
of
an
acceptance
goodness, of
The definition of art is freenviron existence.
Art is an expression of
into:
condensed
quently
But art is all that and more; for to be art
life.
an
be the ordered and unified expression of
it

must

(Hoi
Lett

is

not architec-

A

This definition

is

accord with the modern idea

in

architecture and engineerng arc inseparable
and that the exact limits of each are incapable of

that

of

being

definitely

established.

The

idea

that

merely a matter of pure design, to
which the engineer applies his ingenuity to the ut-

architecture

most

is

order to achieve

in

an event of interest and importance. It
is with an appreciation of this fact that one reads
Mr. Pond's book.

The introductory

true essence."

ture merely because it symbolizes some great vital
factor of life, such as a religion or a philosophy, or
any great intellectual or spiritual concept, but because it symbolizes or expresses it in objectifying
the inhering structural forces.

trary to the

is

own

ture just because structural laws have been obeyed,
but because underlying and directing its structural
building is not architecexpression is an ideal.

the interpretation. The bibliography relating to this
of such an
subject is very limited, and the advent
expression by means of the written word and illustrations

its

this definition, a building

meaning

stability,

is

directly con-

of architecture as here de-

will disturb those whose proand whose idea of archihabit
guided by
the application of the details of the archi-

fined.

This definition

cedure

is

tecture

is

tecture of past ages to modern structures regard"Habit is life
less of the function of the building.
in the brute creation," states Mr. Pond, "but habit
in

man

tomb.'

has been aptly denominated 'The soul's
depths then have fallen those

To what

whose architectural existence is a habit and this
habit the mere application of "perfectly good precedents

?''

The
mating
plained
ture of

pressed

architecture which

is

the result of the ani-

analyzed and its meaning exspirit,
and compared with the decadent architecthe past and present times. The ideas exin this book have been severely criticized
is

that they
by some, apparently for the sole reason
But
habits.
certain
to
conform
not
accepted
do

the arguments of some of the critics are valueless
for the simple reason that they have not, by their
own activity, engaged in the development of archi-

work performed. The perthe
of
meaning of architecture
sonal application
his work is, of course, an indito
author
the
by
vidual expression. If the reading of this book will
induce others, in large numbers, to make the effort
a
meaning in their work, rather
tecture through actual

to express
worthy
than the offspring of habit, there will be developed

A

a
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an architecture which will be truly modern and
American. This will be the amalgamation of the
individual efforts which will have merit and viril-

and should therefore be freely given to the race."
To those Americans who have the ability to sense

their future development.
ity sufficient to justify

book will appeal as a motif in the
country,
overture which precedes the development of that
American architecture which will be typical of this

the

given aesthetic expression be
will use these forms in
their individual efforts to solve the problem of
communal expression. Such use is perfectly legitimate and is in the nature of creative, constructive
effort rather than after the nature of imitation.
Certain strong individualists of our day have
valid,

in

which

it

then others

is

country.

moved from

the close contact with other countries
so lacking in precedents, that American logic,
artistic instinct and common sense will prevail.

and

!

an impresreasonableness of his deductions.
It
has a place in the reading of the architect and those
sion of the

whose knowledge embraces an understanding and

did not debase
in so

do-

written in a clear and pleasing style,

cal analysis of the subject, resulting in

nature of unjustifiable imitation; but if the
forms are the aesthetic clothing of a living idea they

in the

who

is

The inapproaching the epigrammatic at times.
fluence of Mr. Pond's early engineering education
and experience is in evidence in his clear and logi-

ploying
forms are specious forms, based on personal idiosyncrasies, their use by another would, indeed, be

them but who employed them rightly was

is

The book

own "disciples" with being imitators
forsooth, these same disciples were emIf the master's
the "master's forms"

belong to the race, and one

of the various regions of this

In this the influences of the Mississippi
Valley region, that great valley of democracy, the
heart of the nation, will dominate. It is so far re-

may and

charged their
because,

spirit

this

"If the underlying principle be sound, and the

forms

communal

A
ing assisting in a legitimate act of creation.
"master" will realize that the vital spark within

appreciation of the fine arts. Carefully studied by
the broad gauge engineer it will bring to him an
appreciation of certain responsibilities that he owes

him did not come from

to himself

himself, but

from the

race.
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and to the

public.

Building for the Colonial Trust Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
ALFRED

E. BOSSOM. Architect

(/"or Exterior I'tews

and Plans Set

Colonial Trust Company, at the corner
of Thirteenth and Market Streets, Philadelphia, Pa., occupies the corner in that

THE

where more people pass in twenty-four hours
than any other. The site, which is only approximately 45 by 118 ft. was valued, when this building was erected, at near to a million dollars, and
the problem was as to how to develop this piece of
real estate and get a revenue from it commensucity

rate with

its

The high
the

I'latc

Section)

Figures were obtained on this building in steel
upon an entirely reinforced concrete

construction,

construction, and also upon a compromise between
the two, using steel in certain portions of the

ground floor and reinforced concrete for the
maining twelve stories.

re-

value.
cost of building

made

it

utmost economy be exercised,

essential that

with the

for

original value of the land so great, an exceedingly

expensive building would have made

it

impossible

to get a profit.
enough rentable

Another problem was

square footage to

produce a suitable return.

area

so

as

to

to provide

acquire

sufficient

DETAIL OF BRONZE BANK RAILING
Here again reinforced concrete, although saving

DETAIL OF WALL IX BANKING ROOM

nearly fifty thousand dollars in the cost of this
building, might have caused the piers to become
altogether too large (had they been designed in

877
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accordance with the most economic ideas for conhave made
crete
construction) that they would

This determined the selection of the color of the
It was made light to contrast with the
building.
dark granite opposite. It was given a pointed roof

the wall
Consequently it was decided to permit
concrete
for
the
section
piers to be an uneconomical
so
but
and
that
doing
is,
narrow,
by
column,
long

to

make

it.

A

pier
the offices totally impractical.

it

from any building near
window space was
make the offices, which were rather

totally different

very large amount of

given so as to
big, as light with daylight as they possibly could
In fact every attraction, both actual and artibe.
ficial, which could be introduced into the building
was incorporated, and the result has been that the

the very maximum amount of floor area was obtained in the building, thus producing a very handsome return upon the investment.

This building, thirteen stories above the sidewalk, is, it is understood, the tallest reinforced
concrete office building that has been built here in

former owners of the building, when the building
was completed, were approached by a syndicate

who purchased

the complete undertaking from
very handsome profit, and who have in
turn a most satisfactory investment.

them

at a

Architectural Causerie
THK FIRE PLACE IN ALL AGES
thoughts last evening centered upon the
future of the fireplace, which, in all ages in
this country, has been counted among the
great joys of home life if not as the chief symbol of
domesticity, as it is of hospitality, writes "Aero" in a

MY

The Architects' Journal, of London.
The round-arched fireplaces of Norman keeps, the
recent issue of

Guest Room at Netley
types at Tattershall and
Eastbury, together with those of more recent date
at Hampton Court, Portland Place, and Gower

hooded

fireplace

Abbey,

the

in

the

flat-arched

I was perplexed
Street came to my recollection.
with the variety. Knowing them all to be good, I
could arrive at no satisfactory decision as to which
was the best. Besides, I was tired and not a little

perturbed by the remarks of an impudent fellow

who

day had bluntly stated "that firegoing out of fashion," and that he
intended his new house to be free from such encumbrances.
earlier in the

places

were

fast

*

VAULT DOOR
the East, and

it has
proved the statement that an
building of this height could be built on very
valuable real estate and made a financial success.

office

The general

architectural style of the building
a modified Colonial, the building having a limestone base for the lower story and a
hydraulic
is

pressed brick above, broken up at intervals with
decorative terra cotta string courses and crowned
with a hipped roof resting upon a
very suppressed
Colonial cornice and balustrade at the twelfth
floor ceiling level.

In the design of this
building it was essential
it be made so that it could hold its own
against

the very
the John

monumental building

opposite, which is
Wanamaker granite department store.

*

*

While ruminating on the subject it came to my
mind that the future would, indeed, bring about
some limitation in the number of fireplaces to each
house, but nothing less than a complete transformation of an Englishman's soul could induce him to
part with the most ancient feature of his home

For whatever convenience may accrue
from the installation of central heating gas stoves
and portable electric radiators, nothing could equal
This morning,
the charm of a wood or coal fire.
far distant from the scene of my ruminations, I am
setting.

at liberty to

and

that

*

my

take

my

readers into

my

confidence,

feelings. Last evening, having reached
closed the shutnortherly retreat and supped,
state

my

ters in the living

J

room, and piled fresh wood

in the

grate before settling down to read some designs by
Blondel. The room was cheerful, the Empire can-
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delabra ablaze with wax lights, the dark furniture
catching and reflecting the darting flames, the pattern of the Aubusson carpet seemed formal and
correct. Yet, notwithstanding the setting, such was

my mood

that

I

pliances forged by the local blacksmith, clockwork
jacks for roasting, fire backs burnt and pocked with
the heat of centuries of
wood,
settees

high-backed
exclude the draught, and brick floors scrubbed
and sanded.
The fitted dresser, the table with
to

longed for surroundings the very

antithesis of those arranged for my pleasure.
fact is, those who have the making of houses

The

columned supports, and the corner
cupboard with

and

its

the design of furniture in their charge can never
hope to be satisfied, for the moment they indulge

glazed door, complete the

formed the chief

their fancy in pleasant imaginings, the joy of being
at home in comfort; vanishes, and they long to be
elsewhere, perhaps on account of the added joy of

A

*

me,

for

that

such

greater purpose

during cross-country

open

ramblings the

viviality

garded as a splendid opportunity of terracing the
dwellings of the people upon a scheme impossible
where land is flat. In a well-considered plan the

to

dis-

made

undulations

homes of

in front of the kitchen fire,

and

in the country is the traditional comAll meet there on an equal footing to
witness the preparation of good cheer and the offeron
ings smoking over the fire like incense fuming
the altars of Greece. In Cornish farmhouses a long

room.

is

arranged near the window,

employed on the land

sit

for meals.

at

way

is

most of the
upon the southern

permit

lines.

many of the important hilly districts of Wales
future improvements and developments were rendered almost impossible by disconnected and disIn

which those
In Hertford-

used as a species of hall, and I
other special functions of
what
question not but
as
such
feasts, merrymakings, and recountry life,
to
common
unions,
every county, would be thought
out of place if they were performed in any other
Forroom. The kitchen becomes again a hall.
the
farmof
kitchen
the
merly, let it be understood,
house reflected the squire's parlour, many such
There were racks for
being fitted as living rooms.
all sorts of cooking apthe
over
fireplace,
guns
shire the kitchen

surface

home having its own place in the sunwith an outlook over the valley to the hillsides or moors on the opposite slopes.
Hut the great mining populations had been
crowded together in the narrow, once beautiful valleys, hemmed in on both sides by high mountains.
The dwellings of the workers were huddled around
the grimy surface works of the great collieries, in
disordered masses, and the view obtained from the
homes of the toilers was a jumble of dismal plant
and barren spoil heaps, with their encircling rail-

The kitchen

table

the

light

although the kitchen of the Saracen's Head at Towcester now forms the bar I doubt not that its precincts are haunted by the shades of Pott and Shirk.

mon

of

the workers being built

slopes, each

to

and cheer

Planning;
Reference to

It had been said that Nature had been unkind to
Wales in her treatment of the surface, but her great
valleys and mountain sides should rather be re-

Fielding during his journeys between
London and Somerset, which he induces Parson
Adams to describe in the adventures of Joseph
Andrews. Mr. Pickwick had a passion for con-

known

Special

place; the public housing of the community as well
as the private housing of the individual citizen, the
commercial and industrial housing of the worker.

that people removed from
towns spend the greater part of their existence in
The joy of the inn kitchen was well
the kitchen.

covery has been

with

housing in its generally accepted sense, he
should be good housing, in its little understood, sense it meant the "scheme of lay-out"; the
placing of the home in its proper and rightful

research
is

Policy;

\\ bile

when I request to view the kitchen.
not be imagined for a moment that 1 am
collecting data for the improvement of cooking,

me

Wales

said,

it

A

for

RITIIKX.

Wales."

privilege denied

tells

National

a

in distant parts of the country.
With me the
search for homely kitchens with firesides of goodly
proportion has become a craze, and rarely is the

although conscience
should be my office.

T.

MR.

*

If there is one fireplace that delights me more
than any other it is that in the kitchen of an inn
or a farmhouse.
The pages of my sketch books
contain many representations of those chanced upon

Let

But the fireplace

F.R.I.H.A.,
read a valuable paper before the
Society
of Architects on "Housing and

;

*

Housing Policy
CIIAULKS

returning to familiar luxury for man is a perplexing creature, and over-prone to paradox.
*

list.

attraction.

jointed planning. It was of the utmost importance
that regional planning on a most extensive scale
should be adopted for linking up upon national
lines

a chain

of

well-considered town planning

schemes.

There would be required in Wales 75,000 houses
If the
the towns and 25,000 in the country.
blunders of the past were to be avoided, all these
houses should be erected under town-planning
in

schemes.
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The

control

of the national

regional

planning
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to be undertaken by some
Welsh Town-planning and De-

would necessarily have
central body, say a

velopment Commission,

which should take over

of the authority exercised by the Local Government Board, and should be a small body of ex-

much

in town-planning houses
perts of great experience
and industrial problems. By a very little extension of the principles already agreed to by the Gov-

a Welsh Town-planning Development
Commission with fairly considerable powers would
bring housing and planning in a national sense

ernment,

under control.

Masonry

THE

in

Ancient Times

in

largest pyramid, writes M. T. Cantrell,
a west Canadian paper, was erected

about

4,700

years

B.C.,

and

is

said

to

have employed 100,000 slaves for 30 years in its
It
Its base was 764 feet square.
construction.
was originally 480 feet high and weighed
about seven million tons. The immense amount
of
work its construction involved can be

more

when

we

consider that
it
contained sufficient material to build a city of
about 20,000 houses the size of an ordinary apartment block, or to build a great wall from Cairo
to

readily

Quebec, or

realized

if

the stone

was cut

into one-foot

cubes and placed together the line thus formed
would extend about 17,000 miles, or about two-

thousandths of an inch.

Even

at the present time

mystery how such perfect work could
known that
It
is
have been accomplished.
saws and rock drills, which were set with hard
stones, also drills of stone fed with sand or emery,
were in use prior to the building of the pyramids,
but no tools or appliances such as we now have
were invented in those days. The ancient builders
had no lifting machinery which is now indispensable, and yet blocks of stone much larger than we
now use were truly worked and often raised and
Among the
carefully bedded at great heights.
it

is

a

ruins of the temple of the Sun at Baalbec, in Syria,
are the largest squared stones yet used in a buildIn one wall about 20 feet above the ground
ing.
there are three blocks each over 63 feet long and
The width
13 feet high still bedded in the wall.

In a near quarry, from which these
is unknown.
stones are supposed to have been taken there still
lies a stone hewn, but not entirely separated, from
the bed rock, 14 feet by 17 feet and 69 feet long,

How

such immense
weight over 1,300 tons.
stones were handled is still and unsolved puzzle.
The ancient Babylonians invariably used brick
for their buildings, the staple industry of the coun-

its

The country possessed
try being brick-making.
neither stone nor suitable building timber, but sufficient of the latter was generally obtained for columns and

piers, which were of cedar imported from
or Lebanon. When cedar was not obtainThe Assyrians, after the
able, brick was used.
Babylonians, continued to use brick, but they imported alabaster and limestone from the mountains
north of Nineveh. Important buildings were faced

thirds

Amanus

present time almost impossible to insert the blade
of a knife into a joint. The accuracy to which the

with this material similar to our modern work, the
limestone being used for plain facing and the alabaster for carving.
From that time on to the

round the earth's circumference at the equator.
Many of the stones weigh between 40 and
60 tons. The granite blocks roofing over the central chamber are nearly 19 feet long by 3 to 4 feet
deep and 2 feet wide. These were worked so true
and were so close jointed that it is said to be at the

were worked and bedded is further eviin the fact that there is an average error
length of only one in fifteen thousand, and even

stones

denced
in

The geometrical perfection is considered to be a marvel even in these times.

less in angle.

Another example of accuracy of this age of masonry is that of the granite sarcophagus of Senusert II, which was built with an
average error in
straightness and parallelism of less than seven

height of Greek civilization the working of stone developed into the fine art of which so many splendid
examples still exist in ancient Grecian architecture
and sculpture. The same can be said of the Ro-

mans, since which period the art has improved only
in the speed with which the work is executed, this
being due to modern improvements in tools and

machinery for the
and
of
the stone.
working
transportation

the invention of power-driven
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of a questionnaire sent by the
of Construction IndusFederations
National
industries and reconstruction
to
the
leading
tries,
lated interests in the United States, confirms the
fact that during the past few weeks general business conditions have greatly improved.
A preponderance of opinion supports the view
that the present price level is here to stay for an
indefinite period of time.
Many replies received

New York

architects

State, the

recently

will go
strongly express the opinion that prices
even higher.
As an incentive to a quicker return to normal
number of inbuilding conditions it is urged in a
should
promptly act
stances that the government

announce-

ment of which was made in our issue of June 18,
is founded on principles more democratic than any
other at present in existence in this country. This
to develop an
organization is really an attempt
architectural guild, since it
everyone within the State

of architecture.

members,

side

is

and
extending loans for housing construction,
thus
works
all
with
public
further, by proceeding

in

to include, if possible,

engaged in the vocation
Employer and employee are to be
memby side, a democratization of

far authorized.

Another suggestion is that urging on the part
of the government a campaign to demonstrate to

be desired.
bership leaving nothing to
hear of draftsmen orwe
coast
west
From the
of
in unions affiliated with the unions
ganizing
It is reported in our news columns
skilled trades.
Federal Departin this issue that draftsmen in the
are
seeking affiliation with
in

the public that present prices are practically per-

manent.
it
building interests of the country are,
matters
all
believed, thoroughly competent to bring
a safe and speedy soluaffecting construction to
to
In order
accomplish this, those interests
tion.

The

ments
Washington
the American Federation of Labor.
York State
If the scheme proposed for the New
would
there
of Architects is successful,
Association

of
seem to be ne need for separate organizations
all find
would
draftsmen.
They
architects and
for the
themselves in one organization co-operating
the vocation
establishment of right relations within
relations
in
the
service
and for progress and better
its
service.
for
need
of the vocation to the public
involved is one that has been suc-

which are freed from all governmental interference or control. A very large

will best function

in

the

guilds

of Europe

referred to,
replies to the questionnaire
return
this opinion by stoutly urging the

group of
reflect

owners of all private property, now and for
and the
some time past under government control,

to their

of war-time administracomplete discontinuance
tion of private business.

The

principle
cessfully in force

analysis

for
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The Guaranty Trust
on

Co., in

its

weekly bulletr
have been

business conditions, states that there
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The new general post office
the
Pennsylvania Terminal and the imporopposite
tant substation in the Terminal Building have
this building affords.

few periods since the signing of the armistice when
were
the usual indicators of business conditions

more favorable than at present. The tremendous
demand from Europe and other countries for
American products, and the astonishing condition
of wheat and other crops,

is

greatly reduced the necessity for space in the old
Aside from the fact that the Federal
building.

Government uses the greater part of the space for

imparting an optimis-

its

tone to our whole industrial life. With condiit
tions presaging so great a period of prosperity,
our
to
forward
move
is evident that we can only

tic

great future

when

all

the

many

restrictions,

federal courts, the Mullet building

may

be said

have outgrown its usefulness.
As it has nothing architecturally to recommend
it. and as it disfigures what could by its removal
to

which

be

were imposed during the war, and for which no
reasons now exist, are absolutely removed.

made

a dignified locality,

it

is

desirable for the

growth of the city that the municipal authorities and those of the Federal Government come

artistic

good

an agreement that will early rid New York of
an architectural monstrosity, and return City Hall
to

The Post

Office Building in City

Park

Hall Park

NO

one qualified to judge a work of architecture

would attempt

New

New York

State Legislature is to be comrecent enactment to conserve
the rights of renters and curb the propensities of
rent profiteers. Further, its action is commendable

THE
mended

ill-ar-

years a reproach to
ranged,
its neighborhood.
Periodically there has been demand for the removal of this structure, and rehas unanimously
cently the Board of Estimate

has stood for

erstwhile impressive aspect.

York

old post office building, which for more than half a
on the southcentury has reared its disfiguring mass

it

its

Solving Housing Problems in

to justify the retention of the

ern end of City Hall Park, New York.
Architecturally ugly, inconvenient and

to

all its

for

its

way for a quicker
resumption of building operations.
Under the new law four story and basement private houses may be altered into tenements for four
families.
The result of the removal of restrictions
as very materially opening the

resolution looking toward the accomplishment of this desirable end.
The site of this old building is the property of
the Federal Government, but under the terms of its

adopted a

form of remodelling is generally apparand in no location more than in the upper west
and Riverside Drive sections. Private houses
have long been vacant are now being turned
so-called studio apartments, and promptly

as to this
ent,

contract with the municipality, if the Government
should abandon the building for its present purpose, the city would merely be compelled to return

side

the $500,000 it received for the site when the building was erected. If this great improvement can be
effected at so small a cost, it will be a transaction

rented, often before the completion of alterations.

to

which

undoubtedly

every

taxpayer

will

that
into

give

quick approval.

With

the Mullet Post Office

removed and the

site

restored to the park, the beautiful Georgian City
Hall would then have a fitting setting and there

would be created a civic center that would become
There is
the most beautiful on Manhattan Island.
no present need of the large post office facilities that

i*

*

Another feature of remodelling is the changing
over of numbers of the earlier types of apartments
with their many and large rooms, into smaller
groups with smaller rooms.
The savings banks are now permitted to make
more liberal loans, thus making possible the resumption of this class of remodelling and building.
Such admirable legislation will certainly stimulate
building and serve in a measure to relieve the present acute housing shortage on Manhattan Island.

u
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Recent Legal Decisions
WHERE

LIEN FOR MATERIAL NOT USED IN BUILDING

MAY BE CLAIMED

In an action to foreclose a mechanic's lien for
material furnished to the owner of a
building, the
defense was that the material did not
actually go
into the construction of the
building for which it
was furnished.
The Indiana Mechanic's Lien
Statute of 1914 rests on the principle that one who

one year after performance and final settlement of
the contract, and
permitting any other similar creditor to intervene "within one
year from the completion of the work under said contract and not
later,"
the time limit is the same in the case of the
origan intervener.
plaintiff and
United States, 253 Fed. 622.

inal

furnishes labor or material for the
improvement of
is entitled to look to that
property for

the property

And the
compensation.
Court has held that "a material

his

Indiana

man

Supreme

claiming a

lien

must ordinarily show that his materals were furnished for and were actually used in the erection,
alteration or repair of the building against which
the lien

is

asserted."

Potter Mfg. Co.

v.

A. R.

Meyer, 171 hid. 513, 519; 86 A E. 837. But it
is not ahvays
necessary to show that the material
furnished actually went into the building, since the
r

.

circumstances in

a

particular

instance,

where the material was furnished

to the

especially

owner of

the building to be used therein,
may be such as to
estop the owner in a foreclosure suit from work-

ing the general rule.
So, where the trial court
has found specially that the material man furnished
the material directly to the owner on his promise
to use it in the construction of his dwelling-house,

and on the security of that building and the real
estate on which it was being erected, and that the

owner diverted

it

to other use without the material

man's knowledge or consent, these circumstances
were held sufficient to estop the owner from relying
on the general rule. Moore
Richtcr Lumber Co.
v. Scheid (Ind.), 121 N. E. 91.

&

GOVERNMENT CONTRACTORS' BONDS
Where

the penalty of a

government contractor's
pay all the claims against the
contractor, the Circuit Court of Appeals holds that
a sub-contractor, or other claimant, may recover
interest from the time his demand became due. Unbond

is

sufficient to

der the act of Congress of 1894, as amended 1905,
permitting any person furnishing material to a government contractor to bring suit on his bond within

883

Pcderson

v.

EXPENSE IMTKRED AFTER ABANDONMENT
\\hether a provision in a building contract is a
condition precedent or a condition subsequent depends upon the intention of the parties disclosed
by all the provisions of the contract as applied to its
subject-matter.

If

its

precedent,

performance

is

essential to the creation of the right, and must
precede a suit for its enforcement if subsequent, it is
;

important only as affecting the maintenance of the
right, and may be proved at the trial, although happening after suit brought. A provision in a contract, limiting the right of action to six months
after the term fixed for completion, where the subject-matter was a building requiring six months to
complete, was considered rather persuasive that the
audit by the architect of the "expense incurred" in
finishing after abandonment by the builder as provided in clause 5 of the uniform building contract
was not intended as a condition precedent to suit
within the term limited, for obviously it was more

than likely that
ordinary course

if

of

so construed
events,

it

would, in the

defeat

any recovery
whatever under the bond. The point was not decided because, even if it was, it was held that, a
completion contract having been entered into and
the suit being for the expense so incurred and the
answer not specifying any condition precedent, the
performance of which was to be contested, the general allegation of the complaint, that all conditions

precedent had been performed was conclusive, and
the completion contract should have been admitted
in evidence to establish the "expense incurred" in
finishing.

Co.,

New

All. 220.

Board of Education ;. Richmond Const.
Jersey Court of Errors & Appeals, 105

Current News
Italians

claim as

off by Princess
part of the treasures of Tuscany carried
Anna Maria of Medici, contrary to agreement when
nearly two centuries ago she renounced the Tuscan throne

is saving the taxa considerable sum of money yearly,
California
of
payers
the
and otherwise is performing very valuable service, is
in
statement made by James S. Dean. Assistant Architect,

That the State Architectural Bureau

There is also a
in order to become empress of Austria.
collection of Venetian arms and manuscripts and Italian
war trophies which the Italians claim have been stolen at
various times, but which Austria has always refused to

a booklet just issued from the State Priming Office.
Dean backs up his claims with figures showing that durthe Bureau has been operaing the twelve years in which
new work in
tive the state architects have taken care of all
addition to the general overhauling of over twenty-eight

major

famous Florentine diamond which

the

Architectural Bureau Claims Big
Savings

restore.

Regarding the 150 paintings which the Italians took in
stated that the Austrians have admitted
it is

February,
the

justice

of

Italy's

claims

to

them,

as

these

works

were alleged to have been stolen by Austria after the
downfall of Napoleon.

jobs.

work
Forty per cent of the construction and engineering
has been done by contract. 13 per cent by sub-contract and

The report also _shows that
cent by day labor.
a majority of the jobs come under $5,000. It is estimated
that a saving of more than 4 per cent has been affected
through the Bureau during the last two years.
During this time the contracts totaled $741.536; sub47 per

New
A new
lias

contracts, $.'18,932; day labor, $837,151.

Italians to

were invalided home, and such of them as could began
and paint, that she realized that here were forces
which should be preserved as carefully for their own

Recover Stolen Art

to write

work as the specialists in industrial production.
As soon as England did awake to this she sent her
artists to the front, to be sure, but this time to make
the studies for the great war paintings which should
line of

nothing else could to arouse patriotism in the
be an invaluable legacy for posterity as
well.
Equally her writers were encouraged to turn their
clever pens to war service, and everybody who reads
knows what the contributions of English authors have
been as propaganda and as literature.
serve as

be protected in case of bolshevik attempts
to destroy, steal or resell them as happened with the
The Italians feared
Hermitage gallery at Petrograd.

may

present,

might be the fate of the Budapest gallery containing
such priceless works as Raphael's Madonna.
Professor d' Ancona stated that the Italian claims fall
under three heads First, indemnities for art works, valued
at $10.000,000, destroyed by the Austrians in Italy during
this

the war, including the air raids at Venice, Ancona, Padua,

Ravenna and other points; second, works which have been
stolen from Italy in the past; third, works which logically

life.

America too has learned something of the same lesson,
and what has hitherto been regarded as only means for
man's amusement has attained a new importance as a
great and moving force.

belong to territory now occupied by Jtaly or about to
become her property, including Pola, Lissa Island and
Fiume.
There are also provisional claims for Italy's share which
belong to her historically in case the museums of Vienna
and Budapest should be divided among the nations of
the former empire, the Czechs having already submitted
a similar claim.
Professor d' Ancona said that among the works of art,

Mississippi Valley

Highway

A

of which is demanded by Italy, are eighteen
paintings, of which only one is not Italian, the exception
being the larger of two portraits of Rembrandt. These
eighteen works have been valued at about $5,000,000. Other
notable works claimed are Raphael's "Madonna del
Prato,"
restitution

five other Correggios
"Jupiter and Io," by Correggio
of the twenty that are in the Austrian
Imperial museum
Titian's "Madonna Delle Cileege," Moretti's "San
Gustina,"
;

;

one being "Susanna and the Elders."
Among second-class works alleged to have been stolen
from Italy and included in the Hof museum collection, is
Tintorettis,

and

So, from those who lived to paint and write, and
from those who died, but left sketch or immortal lines
to rouse their countrymen. England came to a better
understanding of art and letters as real factors in human

:

and two

appreciation of her artists and men of letters
to Great Britain as the result of the war, says

the English artist, Nevinson, who is now in this country.
At the beginning of the war Britain sent her artists
and her writers to the trenches. It was not until they

Professor Paolo d' Anemia, of Milan, who is at the
head of the Italian art mission, tells a correspondent of
the .Issuciatcd Press that the whole matter of recovering
her lost art treasures has been laid before the peace
conference for decision and that the Italians so far are
only placing the works of art under sequestration, so
that they

come

Place for Art and Letters

proposal is afoot to organize a scenic highway along
The first steps have been taken
Mississippi River.
by the formation in St. Paul, of a group to have in charge
the development of the northern division.
The highway begins at Lake Itasca, source of the
the

Mississippi, in Itasca Park, and parallels the river to the
Gulf of Mexico.
The northern division runs from Lake Itasca to DuSt. Paul, and the
Each section will co-operate with
southern, to the gulf.
various highway officials for road improvement and

buque; the central from Dubuque to

maintenance.
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Stirling Calder, Sculptor, Discusses

War Memorials

no man or number of men shall enforce their will on the
rest of the world without challenge and
combat, either in

arms or

art.

truth, justice, beauty must always ultimately
defeat force, error, cruelty, perjury, because men will it
so.
It is the sense of the world that this is the better
way.
This noble creed that America has upheld, and that we

Thought,

Stirling Calder has contributed a valuable letter to the

New

York Times on

much

discussed topic, which is
conspicuous for its clarity of thought and expression. In
this letter he justifies the opinion that memorials should
refer to the future and break away from past traditions.
At this time, he writes, when so much attention is centered on the subject of war memorials and our art journals
are bristling with warnings and advice to prospective committees, it is natural to remember the most recent design
for such purpose the Arch of Victory at Madison Square.
This, we understand, is a strictly temporary monument, but
it nevertheless tacitly advocates a type in design.
It would
be well now to consider if this type is the best that is
this

even a temporary purpose.
The ranks of artists engaged in matters of design, architects, sculptors, and painters, are broadly separated into
two distinct camps defined by conviction and practice.
There are those, a very large body, who are almost wholly
swayed by the dictates of precedent, denying any place to
expression and the present. And there is the other perhaps
smaller cam]) of those who, while acquainted with
precedent, only believe in using it to an extent, as one
of many elements that are ours wherewith to design and
possible, for

Briefly,
express for ourselves the present, living ideals.
in other words, there are the creators and the plagiarists,
those who have something to say and those who have nothThey proceed
ing to say, but insist on graceful antics.
upon a theory that everything worth while has already
been done, that nothing remains for us but to copy, to
adapt the superficial aspects of works of approved age,
leaving their spiritual significance either quite out of conIt is the
sideration, or violating it by the adaptation.
practice of this theory that has studded our cities with
Greek and Roman temples, Italian and French palaces, performing various and sundry domestic duties ad infinitum.

And now we have a mutilated Roman arch of imperial
triumph doing duty as our monument celebrating the victory of a free democracy over an imperial power.
The design of this temporary arch is based on the assumption that this age knows nothing, cannot learn, must
remain stationary in striken adoration of the phantoms of
past achievement in art, instead of l>eing stirred to new
us
expression by them as we should be, and as some of
But how, may we ask. were these admirable works
are.
which now react with such deterrent influence in certain
quarters achieved? They were certainly not achieved by
Free artists have always
brains paralyzed by precedent.
exulted in calls on their invention, have grown mighty in
That is their food. It has knit them
striving for ideals.
The stimulus to art growth today is
into giants at times.

as potent as it ever was, only those who could assimilate
Too often the
the strong diet cannot always come at it.
husks of archaeology are preferred to the kernel of living

thought.

not designed by visualizing as nearly as
for another purpose and
then revamping it to serve a present need. This real war
cannot be memorialized by imitation art. It was a deadly,
serious thing. Good art is serious. Good artists are serifor the privilege
ous, devoting lives on bare subsistance
of exercising their function. "Art is the expression of the
essential character of a subject." The subject in this case
of democis the monumental celebration of the triumph
the proof of the
racy over autocracy in plain language
that
is not to be endured
proposition that organized force

Genuine work

possible an old

is

work designed

have

all in some measure suffered for, is not in
any way
expressed, nor attempted, nor considered, in the temporary
structure of three arches hung with disorganized ornaments, the totality of which amounts only to dreary deco-

ration.

Art of the first class, and our permanent war memorial
should be of this kind or not at all, is never primarily
decorative.
It is always
It stamps
primarily expressive.
a fresh impression of character, meaning, beauty. It is an
invention, only possible under conditions that demand it,
from the sweat of imagination and will, and as
such has distinct spiritual value. It is a record, an achievement.
copy, on the other hand, no matter how good,
distilled

A

merely decoration, because its making is no longer
guided by the mind demanding expression, but only by the
mind seeking resemblance. A decoration is not an expression. It is a second-class work. Its use in the present
is

case

is

backward

a step

The world today

in art.

looking to America for help to construct a generously practical theory of life.
We can be
most helpful by being genuine in our art. This is a really
great opportunity. It should enlist in ordered fashion the
art energy of the community.
Whether we arc intelligent,
free, and honest enough to succeed remains to be proved.
The school of precedent has bad its chance with the design of the present Arch of Victory an imitated gesture;
it is not genuine.
Let it now be seen to that the present is expressed, that
is

war memorial

a national

is

created.

Other Aspects of A. E

F.

Study in

Architecture
Xot

all

Force

in

the
I

men making up

"ranee

much work of

a

the American Expeditionary
were sent across as soldiers. There is
civil

nature to be done,

such as con-

struction work, educational work and other similar duties.
To teach architecture to the soldiers of the American army

might seem to be going somewhat astray from the main
object of sending such a force to France, were it not for
the fact that the continuance of education in the ranks
has become a settled policy in most of the Allied armies.
the Americans who enlisted for construction
France was Ernest Coxhead, a practicing archiBefore he reached France the
tect of San Francisco.
armistice had been signed, so he was transferred to the
educational commission and sent to Le Mans to conduct

Among

work

in

Of the 200,000 young men in the
classes in architecture.
Le Mans area quite a number were students of architecture
whose studies had been suddenly broken off and their
These young men
civil careers brought to a standstill.
found themselves in a land of wonderful buildings. Close
hand were cathedrals, chateaux, public halls, whose
beauty and grandeur could be appreciated but not assimilated for lack of time and proper instructive guidance.
When Mr. Coxhead's plans were laid before the general
at

commanding in the Le Mans area his enthusiastic consent
was immediately obtained and a class was started. It
contained 22 "boys" who had had some architectural training,

who were

detailed

for a three-weeks' course of in-
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They reported to Mr. Coxhead for work
tensive study.
8 A. M. and continued, with intervals for mess, until 9

Architects Design Pittsburgh's

at

Bridges

at night.

The mornings were given over

to

out-of-door

work,

or to some
visits to the great Gothic cathedral of Le Mans,
the instructor.
neighboring church or chateau chosen by
In the afternoon they developed the notes they had taken

morning into careful drawings under

his superIn the evening they discussed the rules of form
and construction as exemplified by what they had seen. In
a loss
this way, what had seemed to be an interruption and
of time in their career became to them an architectural
tour of great interest and value. The work was hard, but
then the course was short, and they entered into it with enthusiasm, determining to profit to the full by the advanDuring the
tages thus unexpectedly placed in their way.
third and last week of the course a five-day tour was
and
arranged to Orleans, Tours and the great chateaux
churches of Chartres, Blois, Chambord and others.
The course ended with a highly successful exhibition of

the

in

vision.

work done, held in the hall of the Municipal School
Here more than 200 drawings
Design at Le Mans.
were displayed, varying from rough sketches to water
colors and oils, attesting to the value of the work done.
So delighted were the American officers with these results,
and with the the reception given by the public to the exhibition, that they gladly consented to a second and, later,
a third course being formed. The second course was comthe
of

pleted with a six-day study of the architecture of

plans for three of the new bridges to be built across the
Allegheny River. The art commission of Pittsburgh has
been deeply interested in this matter, and the county

co-operated and supported
a year ago, when Ralph
Adams Cram visited Pittsburgh and delivered an address
on the subject. The first practical result of the movement
was announced the other day. An extraordinary opportunity is now afforded the city of Pittsburgh, and the intelligent action of the county commissioners may be
destined to affect architecture in this country to an important degree. "It is," says Mr. Beatty, "a distinct recognition of the importance of art in connection with works
of public utility, and I doubt not that the other three
bridges which are to be built will be designed upon the
same high standard of artistic merit,"

commissioners

the

have

loyally

movement inaugurated about

An

in

Educational Commission Building.
Xor is this all. Mr. Coxhead has prepared a plan by
which the work may be extended. He is seeking to es-

the

Beatty, president of the art commission of

informs us that two architects residing in
Pittsburgh, A. B. Harlow and Benno Janssen, have been
selected, together with a New York firm, to provide the

Paris,

more than 300

and a second exhibition of drawings

W.

Mr. John
Pittsburgh,

Ideal City

Army

tablish a number of centers for architectural teaching,
each under a competent instructor, which shall move in
rotation from point to point, the entire course covering
Of course, only architects,
a period of three months.
or men who have had some practical training under an
architect would be eligible.

Beginning with Plato's "Republic," there have been from
time to time, efforts to describe the ideal city. Everybody
tries it, more or less persistently.
The item printed below is the version of Mayo Fesler, of Trenton, N. J., and
appears in the current issue of Americanization, a publication circulated by the Department of the Interior,
Bureau of Education, Washington.

A

city,

sanitary, convenient, substantial

Where

;

houses of the rich and poor are alike
comfortable and beautiful;

Where

Local Housing Problem Solutions
More and more
vex

apartments are
such high prices

which

it

in

to

obtain,

way of rents.
New York city

and are commanding

in the

is

of

Where

and the sky

line is clear as

;

the architectural excellence of

beauty and dignity to

Where parks
every child

and

its

its

buildings adds

streets;

play-grounds

are

within

reach

of

;

recently approved a
out the situation

considered will help

there, temporarily at least, and that is for the city to
take over the Pelham Bay Park encampment built
by
the government to house 25,000 sailors, and to convert

into

dwellings.
Inspectors declare that with a few
alterations the barracks could be made into perfect apartments which could be maintained on a co-operative houseit

the streets are clean

country air

the housing problem coming up to
the big cities, where houses and

difficult

Mayor Hylan
plan

is

and perplex

the

keeping plan.

Where

pleasant, toil honorable,

and recreation

respected, but not worshiped;
in

goods

is

great, but

no greater than

the interchange of ideas;

Where industry thrives and brings prosperity alike to
employer and employed
Where education and art have a place in every home;
;

seems that this big naval training base was built
an expense of $10,000,000.
The barracks consist of
537 buildings, occupying an area of about 135 acres, set
in a park space of 1700 acres, where there are facilities
It

The project is considered feasible, and the committee in
charge of the proposition feel that there will be no hitch
in the negotiations now
going on with the Navy Department for turning over the buildings for the
purpose for
which they have been requested.

is

Where capital is
Where commerce

Where worth and not wealth give standing to men;
Where the power of character lifts men to leadership;
Where interest in public affairs is a test of citizenship

at

for swimming, fishing and truck
gardening for the prospective tenants, while baseball diamonds, tennis courts and
other playgrounds can be built at small cost.

living

plentiful;

and devotion

weal is a badge of honor;
always honest and efficient and
the principles of democracy find their fullest and truest
to the public

Where government

expression

Where

is

;

all the earth can come and be
blended into one community life, and where each generation will vie with the past to transmit to the next a city
greater, better, and more beautiful than the last.
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The Day

of the Builder

The word on every tongue is the word of the builder.
Writing in the daily press of Bluetield, W. Va., an editorial
appears as follows
The most important man in the new world we are living

Personals
Herbert A. Foster, architect, has moved from Arlington,
Fox Street, Fitchburg, Mass.

Mass., to 72

:

Be a builder

a builder of better conditions are well as of material things. Builders are needed
in the distracted countries of the old world to build free
in is the builder.

governments on the ruins of despotism.
Builders of houses, roads, bridges and mills are needed
in France and Belgium.
Business builders are needed in
America where industries and public utilities are in a bad
way. We must build American nationalism in the place
of the idealistic internationalism which impractical theorists have tried to set up in this country. We must restore
opportunity for individual initiative which has been torn
down. We must build a merchant marine and rebuild
the transportation and communication organizations. We
must re-establish American industry on a permanent peace
basis, and build a foreign trade founded upon business
We must construct
principles, not upon paternalism.
several millions of men
f
loyal American citizens out
and women who are still aliens and not in full sympathy
with our government and its institutions. We must build
<_

the character of our electorate so that it will not stand
for crooked statesmen nor countenance any influence in
This is a reconstruction
politics except the public good.
period in every sense of the word, and there is endless

opportunity for builders.

E. X. Butler, architect, Flint, Mich.,

Dryden Building,
William

nth

S.

IJ.

to

moved offices from
6n}4 South Saginaw Street.

Thompson,

Street.

architect, has

opened

offices at

235

Philadelphia, and desires catalogues.

Joseph A. Jollette, architect, has moved from 325 Grafton Street, to 419 Grafton Street, Worcester, Mass.
Frederick Muhlenberg, architect, has opened offices at
Flanders Building, Philadelphia, and desires catalogues.

101

Geo.
of his

M.

Lindsay,

architect,

office

to 2201

Dime Bank

announces

Waggaman & Ray have moved
Connecticut Avenue, to 1742

M

the

removal

Building, Detroit, Mich.
their

Street, X.

office

from

1211

W., Washington,

C.

1).

Howard Sv Chandler, architect, of 73 Newbury Street,
Boston, Mass., has moved to 75 Huylston Street, Boston,
Mass.

Urgel Jacques, architect, after two years absence has
resumed his practice at 22 McKiuley Road, Worcester,
Mass.

Leonard H. Bailey, architect. Oklahoma City, has moved
office from 616 Colcord Building, to
1207 Colcord

his

Building.

Reward

for the Just

Employer

The following statement is issued by Grosvenor B.
Clarkson, director of the United States Council of NaDefense:

tional

The War and Navy Departments having issued a citation to employers who give assurance that they will gladly
take back their old employees who have served in the
armed forces of the United States, it seems fitting that
some symbol representing this attitude on their part should
be placed upon the service flag.
The United States Council of National Defense, thereendorses the placing of the United States shield
individuals or
upon the red border, but no names of
the flag.
Any
shall
upon
firms
anywhere
business
appear
to the War
employer who sends the required assurance
and Navy Departments through Colonel Arthur Woods,
fore,

Emergency Employment Comcan
mittee for Soldiers and Sailors, Washington, D. C,
is rereceive the citation, and as soon as the citation
shield upon his
ceived such employer is entitled to put the
Chairman of

the Council's

H. George Fink, architect, has opened offices in the Bliss
Building, Miami, Fla., for the practice of his profession.
He desires manufacturers' samples and catalogs.
Eric Kebbon, recently major of Engineers, U. S. A.,
announces his association with Welles Bosworth in the
practice of architecture at 527 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Architect E. J. Hancock of Milwaukee has become associated in the practice of architecture with J. F. Everett,
architect.
The firm will maintain offices in Boston Block,
Seattle.

Edward

L. Gahl, for

many

years associated with

Whee-

and Shank, architects, Chicago, announces that he
will open an office at Guthrie, Oklahoma, for the practice
of architecture and requests catalogs and samples.
lock

Architect Alexander H. Spitz announces his return from
military services and the resumption of his practice at
1303 Standard Trust Building, 105 West Monroe Street,
Chicago.
Samples, catalogues and literature on building
materials are desired.

flag.

The shield should appear upon the service flag in the
downward,
following manner: If the service flag hangs
if the flag
as in a window, the shield should be at the top;
should be placed on the
flies from a mast, the shield
shall
border nearest the mast. In both cases, the shield
be right side up.

Needs 10,000,000,000 Bricks
needed for Government
Nearly 10,000,000,000 brick are
in Britain in the
and
building
schemes
private
housing
tiext

two

The

years.

war was less than
average annual output before the

3,000,000,000.

Richard Schermerhorn, Jr., Captain, Engineering SecSanitary Corps, U. S. A., has returned from service
with the A. E. F. in France and has resumed his practice
as landscape architect and civil engineer with offices at
363 Lexington Avenue, New York City.
tion,

Through an act of the North Carolina Legislature creating an office of Slate Architect, the State Building Commission being so authorized has appointed a State Architect, Mr. James A. Slater, and Engineer, Mr. L. R. Woodhull,

and

offices

have been opened

at 707-708

Bank Bldg. Raleigh, North Carolina.
The office will require and will be glad

Commercial

to receive cata-

samples of information of all kinds of material
and equipments for asylums, prisons, schools, etc.

logs,
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imparting some definite social, economic or patriotic lesson, with discussion by the audience in the open-forum
style to bring out the strong and show up the weak
The first picture shown was a
points in the teaching.
dramatization of Edward Everett Kale's classic, "The

Foreign Handicraft Exhibition and
Sale
An exhibition of handicrafts of many nations is now
of America,
being held in the galleries of the Art Alliance
10 East 47th Street, New York. This colorful and varied
Alliance in codisplay, brought together by the Art
the work
operation with the Settlement Houses, comprises
of foreigners exclusively, although most of it was done

Man Without

a Country."

Why Not An
annual

particular interest to architects, it may be observed that
no architects appear to contribute anything to the
pro-

ceedings.
Better housing and sanitation, improved schools and
churches, and more effective community organization are
some of the social problems to be considered.

The subject of rural housing and sanitation is to be
discussed, not by an architect, but by Dr. P. W.
Corrington, of the State Board of Health, Austin, and
by Rev.
A.
Hornbreak
of Fort Worth, a
J.
minister

;

who has given

Presbyterian

his life to the service of rural churches.

Prominent representatives of the schools, churches and
professions will read papers.
There is also a
Farmers' Clubs Section, through which an interest in
better farm buildings might be created.
Several men of
other

China, a barbarically beautiful Corean costume, together
with modern textiles, books of design and kakemono from
Japan. Syrian wood carvings, two old chest fronts, lend
a quieter note that harmonizes well with fine old Italian

national reputation in the field of rural
sociology will address the general sessions of the conference.
The ques-

and Spanish draperies and vestments. But the dominant
note is one of exuberance, nowhere better shown than in

tion

the rich display of

The conference promises

pillows,

is,

why should

counterpanes and costumes vie with one another.

sons interested

The great fact which this exhibition makes plain is that
we do not need to send abroad, as we have done in the
past, for beautiful things made by hand.
They can all be
made here embroideries, laces, tapestries, jewelry and
by men and women of the highest skill in these crafts.

and

social

to attend.

not

in the promotion of better rural
living
conditions, particularly in Texas, are invited
Will architects in that section do their
part?

expanding interests in eastern countries along the lines of occidental
developments is the
fact that Frank Lloyd
Wright of Chicago has been
selected as architect for the Imperial Hotel at
Tokio,
Japan, and the contract for the construction has been
awarded to the Mueller Construction Co., also of
Chicago.
Mr. Wright is at present in Tokio, and states that the
building contains many unique features peculiar to a
hotel that will serve,
also, in a measure, as a government building. The structure is designed to cost

every way.

exhibition is further planned to draw attention to
things of really good design, not necessarily made in this

nor even of the present age, but which can be
reproduced here by workers who had the necessary training before they came to this country. These well designed
pieces will also serve as inspiration to raise our national
standards of taste.
Some day before long, we hope America will have her
country,

$2,500,000.

A

representative of the contractor's company
ganizing his forces in Tokio for active work.

is

now

He

or-

states

that he will purchase about
$500,000

equipment

great industrial art schools, as every other important nation has had for years; meanwhile it is of
vast importance
that we save and
encourage the wonderful resources of
ability that have already come to us from other lands.

ventilating,
stallations.

worth of mechanical
American producers for the heating,
plumbing, electric, elevator and kitchen in-

from

New York
Forum

West

Illustrative of the

The

First Motion-Picture

be also represented.
be well attended and all per-

architects
to

East Is

There are hundreds of workers like those now at the Art
Alliance who can be reached, and who only need the encouragement which must come from active interest and
support of the public. The Art Alliance of America, with
its organization, stands
ready to facilitate this co-operation
in

Too?

will hold its

second
conference at the Agricultural and Mechanical
College of Texas, in College Station, June 25-28.
It is
learned from the program that matters of vital importance
are to be discussed and acted upon.
While these are of

Nineteen nationalities are represented.
Workers in native costumes are in the galleries, giving
A French artistactual demonstrations of their crafts.
weaver is making on his loom a reproduction of a fine old
Gothic tapestry. Nearby is a Ukranian girl making bead
bands and necklaces. Her needle darts at the tiny bead
and spears it with the accuracy of a warbler catching
midges on a leaf. There is an English lace maker with
her bobbins, fashioning a butterfly, and the bobbins move
like one.
Two Italian boys are modeling bowls and vases
in clay, while a jeweler, with his burins, is shaping silver
and gold. Beyond, a Russian girl is painting wooden beads
and queer-shaped vases and boxes.
Everywhere is color cloth of gold is woven before your
eyes by a Swedish woman; and there are gay-colored milk
jugs hung on still gayer painted brackets done by Bohemians. There is rich gold and blue embroidery from
in this country.

Hungarian embroideries, where

Architect,

The Rural Welfare League of Texas

State Association

The Chairman of the Committee on
Membership of the
New York State Association of Architects, Frank H.
Qumby, 99 Nassau Street, New York City, will send, on

Is

Established
The first motion-picture forum in the United
States
was recently established at a school in Boston
by the
Information and Education Service of the
Department
of Labor
It proved so successful that
a number of
others will be established soon. The
plan is to use films

request, blank applications for

membership.
These applications have printed on the back the
By-Laws

of the Association.

Every registered man in the profession is urged to
secure one of these blanks and become
affiliated with this
organization.
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Permanent Exposition Proposed
with his study of the lumber needs of
John D. \Yalker, Trade Commissioner at the
American Embassy in Paris, suggests the desirability of
a permanent lumber exposition.
Architects, government
officials and lumber dealers in England, France and Belgium seem, whenever questioned, to be in favor of the
In connection

Europe,

idea.

development are now practically matured.
the purpose of illustrating the
value of using standard grades and sizes of American
woods abroad, and should greatly increase our lumber
Plans for

its

They have been made for

equipped site, buildings, furnishings and books a plot of
ground near the courthouse upon which it is his purpose to
erect an equestrian statue of Jackson an exquisite group
of statuary at Midway school, commemorating the Meriwether Lewis and William Clark expedition, and a monument to George Rogers Clark, who from the annals of our
earlier times perhaps won more fame than his brother,
William.
Xestling in the foothills of the Blue Ridge,
blessed with wonderful natural advantages, in sight of
Monticello, the home of Jefferson, at the doors of the
I'niversity of Virginia, enriched and adorned by the gifts
of this man. Charlottcsville is to become truly a beau;

;

tiful citv.

exports to Europe.

Memorial Open

Soldiers'

to

Competition
Competition for the selection of an architect for the
proposed temporary memorial in honor of Marion County's
archi(Indiana) war heroes will be open to all practicing
tects of Indianapolis. The memorial is to be in the form
of a triumphal arch. The appropriation for the memorial
is $3,5OO, and the competitor is urged to exercise every
which may be actually
possible care in submitting a scheme
constructed for that amount of money.

Washington Draftsmen Organizing
Draftsmen

in the

employ of the government are rapidly

organizing in an effort to secure a higher wage scale. A
new schedule for draftsmen employed by architects of the
Treasury Department became effective this week. Mem-

Ordnance Department are now
the American Federation of
of these men were employed by large

bers of the craft in the

an

seeking
Labor.

with

affiliation

Many

building firms and engineering concerns before
the government service during the war.

To Complete

No

Freight Reduction on Material

In answer to various inquiries as to whether the Railroad Administration contemplates a reduction in freight
rates on materials used in construction of buildings,
Walker D. I lines, Director General of Railroads, makes
in contemplation.
it clear that no such reductions are
Before the matter can or will be definitely determined
any, reduction necessary
made in the price by
to establish a stable price
those producing and supplying the materials.

it

is

intended to ascertain what,

will

if

be

Shows Housing Need
of Labor has
of
estimated that there exists in the country a shortage
of the stoppage of building by
result
a
as
houses
500000
war conditions, it is probable that half a million does
In New York city living
not cover the actual deficiency.

While the United

States

Department

now

Frieze in Capitol

Rotunda
Senator Lodge of Massachusetts has introduced a joint
resolution authorizing a joint committee on the library
to select an appropriate design for the completion of the
An
frieze in the rotunda of the I/nited States Capitol.
is asked to complete the unfinished
of
$.20,000
appropriation
work of two noted Italian artists, Constantino Brumidi

and Filippo Costaggini.
Costaggini will be remembered by the older generation
of architects and artists for his work in the large cathedrals
He died before the frieze could be com.if this country.
Brumidi painted the scenes on the walls of the
pleted.
President's private room at the Capitol, the canopy of
the dome, the picture of Cornwallis suing for cessation

war

of

the

in

House

side

and other noted paintings in
IX commissioned him

the legislative building.
Pope Pius
to restore the Loggia of Raphael
the

in the Vatican before
While working on the
America.
the early '6o's, Brumidi fell from the scaffold

artists

frieze

in

came

and died from

high premium. Rents have gone up
being
approximately one-third, modern priced apartments
war workers
to the largest increase. Thousands of
quarters are

entering

to

injuries.

at a

subject

have been crowded into the city and the
has been advanced in many other ways.
not yet reached one-third of the normal
a survey of 152 cities sho.ws an
struction,

regular growth
Although it has
volume of conencouraging in-

crease of building.

University

of Virginia

Library and

Works

Receives
of Art

the University of
In addition to the gift of $155.000 to
of fine arts, embracing art,
Virginia to endow a school
a native
architecture and music, Paul Goodloe Mclntire,
in which
a
the
to
park
city
has
given
of Charlottesville,
a library f
he will place an equestrian statue of Lee;

Build
is

Now

for Reconstruction

The War Department, through Colonel Arthur Woods,
urging State, City and County officials to push work

on public buildings in order to provide jobs for returning
There has been a gratifying resoldiers and sailors.
it
is universally felt that
sponse to this advice, because
emthe immediate return of ex-service men to suitable
In commenting
ployment is of the utmost importance.
on the possibilities of this means of reconstruction, Colonel

Woods

says:

"Every contract which

is

let

makes more work

in

the

at the railroads,
forests, at the mines, in the quarries and
itin addition to the labor requirements of the operation
and this means more jobs for returning soldiers and
self,

sailors."

Late

Architectural Fields

News from
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Special Correspondence to

for a National

Approve Plan

rial

restrictions in the leases and deeds of sale as will duly
insure the protection and preservation of the appearance,
light, air, health and usefulness thereof."
Councils are authorized to make such rules and regulations for the acquisition of property, the letting of contracts and the renting and sale of the properties they may

Memo-

Forest

WASHINGTON, D. C, June 23. The National Arts Comthe promission of the city of Washington has approved
The project was disposed National Memorial Forest.
of
cussed at a special meeting called Friday at the request

deem

While the Commission heartily endorsed
proponents.
initiative in
the proposed memorial, it declined to take the
securing the necessary legislation.
was made in October, 1910, that the
When the

proper.

its

Report of United States Employ-

ment Service

proposal

Government acquire

a

wooded area bordering on

the Dis-

WASHINGTON, D. C., June 23.
were directed to employment by

of Columbia, for scientific reforestation and rehabilitation as a National Forest and Park, it was endorsed by
trict

ment Service from

bodies expressing approval inof Architects, Landscape
Architects' Association, American Federation of Art and
It is now proposed
the American Forestry Association.
that the forest be made a National \Var Memorial to com-

many

organizations.
cluded the American

memorate

the

The

24

Institute

services

rendered by soldiers, sailors and

In addition to the forest, the suggestion was made at
week that the Government should secure

of the architects, landscape architects,
foresters and engineers in planning an "Insurance City" to
care for the thousands of War Risk cases which the Government has to provide for. The plan is to build a model
for the

wounded

and technical training. Of this number, 5,979,233
were directed to positions and 4,574,287 reported placed.
sional

With returns
ending

suburban extension to

The Commission

other wars.

posal at this time.

Bill

for

Workers

reported

Possible
Modern homes for workmen
June
could be built on considerable property Pittsburgh has
seized for the non-payment of taxes, or the city could
acquire other real estate and provide suitable homes and
apartment houses for its workmen under the provisions
of a bill offered in the Senate by W. W. Mearkle.
The

21.

State-wide in its effect, affecting every
would be optional with each of them as to
whether or not to launch upon such an enterprise. It
was designed particularly for Pittsburgh to meet a situabill

municipality.

is

It

tion there that probably exists nowhere else in the Commonwealth.
Recently the Council sought authority to

proceed along the lines indicated in the bill and was advised
by the legal department that it lacked the authority the

Mearkle

bill

contains.

Section one of the measure authorized any municipality
"whenever the Council thereof shall, by ordinance, determine thereon" to "acquire private property and to apply,

improve and develop property thus acquired and
property now or hereafter owned by said municipality
for the building, constructing and erecting of dwelling
houses, apartments and homes."
The second section confers the right upon municipalities
to enter into contract agreements for the purchase of
property and the construction of buildings "with such
use,

24,

for six States missing, during the week
the United States Employment Service

Alabama, Connecticut, Illinois, New Jersey, Texas and
Wisconsin, whose placements will considerably swell the

Makes Homes

HARRISBURG,

May

placed 52,000 persons, of whom 42,826 were men and 9,174
were women. Of the male placements, 12,654 were soldiers
and sailors. The States which have not yet reported are

This would replace the soldier's homes of
did not consider the pro-

Washington.

this total,

been placed.
Figures made public today by the Department of Labor
show that in this period, and with the returns for April
and the first three weeks of May not yet complete, 6,578,086 persons applied at the offices of the Federal Employment Service for employment of all kinds from unskilled
labor to positions calling for men and women of profes-

the meeting last
the co-operation

city

its

over 4,500,000 themselves or through
employers reported back to the Service that they had

last.

their

marines.

heroes as a

Of

Nearly 6,000,000 persons
the United States Employorganization January, 1918, to May

total.

Canada Provides Money

for

Homes

MONTREAL, CAN., June 23. The housing shortage of
Montreal is to be overcome by government aid. A fund
of between $4,000,000 and $5,000,000 will be available soon,
and the administrative commission of the city of Montreal
has been working on a plan by which it may be used most
This plan contemplates the appointing of five
effectively.
public spirited citizens who shall have charge of all housing projects. A manager will be appointed, under whom
plans and specifications will be prepared.
When a workman makes a request for money with
which to build a home, he will have a choice of plans,
provided he has not already chosen a required style of
structure. After the required amount of money has been
lent, the building will be inspected from time to time, so
that assurance may be obtained that the specifications on
which the loan was made are being carried out. The
worker has the privilege of building the house himself,
or he may contract for the construction.
The commission intends to give preference to labor in
loans, but a certain amount will be at the disposal of contractors willing to undertake the building of
houses for workers.
Loans will be made for a period
of 20 years at 5% per cent. The borrower, however, may

making the

provide for a sinking fund at a charge of 7 per cent.
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In this connection it is of interest
that the workers
classified as eligible to preference in the
loans are defined

by the commission as
necessarily

"all

men who work

low-salaried men. and
with pick and shovel."

Memorial

WASHINGTON.

XIAC;ARA FALLS. X. Y.. June
Falls

in

1917,

21.

The

labor turnover

in

in

plants employing 5,249, was
13.600 employees or an average

placed at approximately
of 260 per cent. This
percentage, applied to the total
number of employees which, it is estimated, are
engaged
in

industrial

work

labor turnover

in

in

the

it

had been

difficult to attract the right

kind of labor,
the city because of

that many men have refused to
stay in
inability to secure proper house or adequate boarding
cilities and that a reasonable
proportion of the high

fa-

and

costly labor turnover has been due to insufficient housing.
If 25 per cent of the present turnover, as was
estimated,

could be reduced by excellent housing conditions, it would
mean a saving of about 10,000 employees. If the cost of
turnover per employee averages the conservative
of
figure

$50,

from

the saving to employers in

good

housing,

C. June

21.

Congressman Sherwood

Another provision directs the immediate use of a
$10.000
appropriation to commence the project. This commission
will be empowered under the terms
of the bill to

employ

the services of architects

and

sculptors.

the city, would mean that the total
community in 1917 was about 38.000

persons.
It is the belief of a
Housing Committee whose members
have carefully studied conditions, that a labor turnover
reduction of up to 25 per cent might be effected if the
housing conditions were first class. This committee found
that

I).

bas introduced a bill
providing for the appointment of a
commission to secure plans and
designs for a monument
or memorial to the
memory of the negro soldiers and
sailors who fought in the wars.
The bill authorizes the
erection of the memorial in the
city of Washington, to cost
not more than $100,000.

Poor Housing Means Big Labor
Turnover
Xiagara

in

Washington to Negro
Soldiers and Sailors

not

Xiagara

would amount

to

Kails,

resulting

something

like

$500.000 a year.
As a result of these investigations, the Xiagara Kails
Chamber of Commerce has taken steps to establish a housing corporation which would help finance the erection of
dwellings in the city. According to estimates, 10,000 will be
needed within the next ten years.

Late

Material

Building

Market

Reports and Quotations
The sum of $15,000,000 lias been made available for
loans by Xew York
City banks on bond and mortgages
within the next two months to
help along the program for
the building of homes. Officials of
eight large Xew York
savings banks, testifying at the Legislative Committee's
investigation of why construction has been retarded, declared that they were prepared to invest this
and

amount,
although they are heavily loaded with Liberty Bonds, they
are willing to lend every effort to relieve the situation".
Many of them declared that they would be able to adva'nce
larger amounts at a later date.
In a letter to Senator Charles C.
Lockwood. chairman
of the committee on housing, Samuel
Untermeycr characterized the committee's investigation of life insurance
officials

telligent

and building material men as "superficial, uninand useless, to the point of being farcical."

"IHs a pity to squander the money of the State in that
"You went on with your so-called 'inway," he wrote.
quiry' without another word to me." he said, "while circulating the statement that
had declined to assist, all of
which has created a most unpleasant impression as to the
earnestness and sincerity of your committee.
"You call the heads of the insurance companies and
calmly permit them to 'get away' with the transparent
camouflage that the investments of their companies in Government bonds are accountable for their having paralyzed
I

Wilmington House Shortage

at

End

June 23. Real estate men. who have
300 families will be homeless in
Wilmington on June 25, the official moving day, have
changed their opinions. More than 300 dwellings in the
government housing project at Union Park Gardens will
be ready for occupancy by that time, and it is not believed
that any families will have to go homeless.

WILMINGTON, DM...
been predicting that

Artists'

Work Shows Canadians
the War

in

The Canadian War Memorials, an exhibition already
shown in London and planned to continue in New York
until July 31, is in progress at the Anderson Galleries,
The great collecFifty-ninth Street and Park Avenue.
tion of Canadian war paintings
present vividly that
share in the war, and incidentally the part
played by American volunteers in the forces of the neighboring Dominion.
The exhibition is under the joint management of Cap.
Percy F. Godenrath, representing the Canadian War
Records Office, and Paul G. Konody, Secretary and Art
Director of the Canadian War Memorials.
country's
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the building industry for years past by suspending loans on
real estate.

"\ ou do not inquire
how much money they have
received year by year for investment during that
period;
or (2) what part of it has gone into Wall Street
securities;
or (3) how much they invested in foreign securities before
we entered the war; or (4) what real estate loans they
have called, collected or reduced; or (5) why they have
not sold securities that it has been for thirteen years last
past the announced policy of the law to require them to
sell, or any other of the hundreds of questions that might
(

I

)

asked that would tend to prove that there is no legitimate
reason why they do not invest largely in real estate loans."

l>e

*

The

*

market has not increased materially in activity,
but the improvement scored early in the month is well held.
Some mills are showing slightly increased operating rates.
There is approximately as much price shading in finished
steel products as formerly, few lines being entirely free
from price irregularities, but the cutting does not spread,
and March 21 prices are still regarded as representing the
steel

(Continued on page gno-A)

Building Material Costs Cannot Revert to
Pre-War Levels, Say Business Leaders 1
THE

U. S. Department of Labor has just prepared a
interviews with
on the topic of
Much Will Prices Fall." Each statement clearly

circular containing a symposium of
leading business and financial authorities

"How
shows

that there can be

no appreciable recession from pres-

confirming THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT'S
it is the high cost of
analysis printed some time ago that
loan money and labor wages that have retarded post-war
construction and not the cost of building materials. Some
of the interviews follow
The greatest danger to our ecoJ. Ogden Armour:
ent price

levels,

:

nomic structure to-day arises from the failure of many to
recognize a new end higher level of prices, based on permanently increased cost of labor, and high taxation.
Those who postpone building or buying in the hope of
materially lower prices, are speculating in the future misfortune of the Nation. For falling prices, when reaching
the point where profit is eliminated, mean panic, depression,
unemployment, and other troubles.
In the final analysis 75 per cent or more of the cost of
most commodities consists of labor, and reductions in the
market price of commodities are, therefore, inevitably reflected in the compensation of labor.
Nothing in the labor situation warrants anyone in expecting materially lower cost of commodities in general, and
building in particular. Wages will not be less for several

fundamental reasons, viz
1.
The practical stoppage of immigration since 1914,
depriving America of the several million workers
who would normally have come to our shores.
2.
The retention by the Nation's military and naval
establishments of nearly 2,000,000 workers, which
may continue for an indefinite period.
The creation of new industries, such as shipbuild3.
ing, and manufacture of chemicals and dyes, requiring hundreds of thousands of workers.
The urgent demand for building and construction
4.
of every class, due to their having been forcibly
held back for several years.
The shortage of the world's food supply.
5.
6.
The proportionately higher levels of commodity
prices existing practically all over Europe.
On the one hand, then, we are facing a serious shortage
of labor as soon as we approach normal industrial activity,
and on the other hand there is confronting us a tremen:

dous,

was

unsatisfied

demand

for

many

necessities

which

it

or impossible to obtain during the war.
Normally, under such conditions, we could have expected a flood of low-priced goods from the Old World,
while now we find that prices in Europe have risen proportionately much higher than in America, and the demand
for commodities and labor, to make up for the wastage
of war, is even more keenly felt there than here.
The manufacturer who now quotes the lowest possible
price consistent with the high cost of labor, and guarantees
this to be so. doing his buying freely on the same basis,
ranks as our highest type of patriotic citizen.
new level
of prices has been established, from which there can be
no material recession until inventive genius succeeds in correspondingly increasing labor's productive capacity by
difficult

Even so, however, the drop in the prices of 92 commodities in the decade from 1864 to 1874, was at the rate
of less than 6 per cent per year; in building materials it
averaged less than 4 per cent per year over the same period.
The principal cause of the gradual return to pre-war
price levels has been ascribed to the rapid transformation
of manufacturing, agriculture, mining, transportation, and
business in general, from hand methods to machine methods, from small-scale to large-scale production.
Opportunities do not exist at the present day in any measure
comparable with those of the period following the Civil
War. Price declines so far, since the cessation of hostilities, bear this out, having been trifling
only 5 or 6 per
cent up to April i, 1919, as compared with over 25 per
cent for the corresponding period after the Civil War.
Abstract consideration of these facts does not support
any expectation of sudden and radical declines in present
As applied to big building, it would appear that
prices.
any structure should prove commendable which is calculated to show a sufficient profit to offset an expected decline averaging, say. from 2 to 4 per cent per year for
the next one or two decades.
Another factor which should be considered as favorable
to big construction is the present tremendous latent demand for buildings, commodities, labor, and raw material,
which is expected to bring on a period of intense activity
and national prosperity. It is also well to consider that,
excepting steel, the rise in the cost of building materials
has been relatively small as compared with other commodities.
The price of lumber, in particular, may easily
go higher, and in view of the decreasing lumber supply
may never get back to the low levels of 1913-14.

Darwin
Co.,

*

*

*

Theodore N. Vail, of American Telegraph & Telephone
Co.
During the Civil War prices rose relatively more
:

than during the recent war.
The prices unquestionably
were inflated, being based on the greenback currency.
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:

We

price level.

For some years food will be higher. Europe has been so
stripped of every sort of food that it will take more than
the harvests of 1919 to restore an equilibrium.

Food
to

will

pre-war

remain high because wages
level.

Wages

will fall at

production was overf orced during the

will not

go back

some points where
war but unless our
;

whole industrial and financial fabric falls into chaos and
nothing like that seems possible now the post-bellum
readjustments mean continued high wages and, of course,
a higher cost for everything into which wages enter.
How far discoveries in science, inventions, improved
methods, etc., may go toward overcoming this increased
cost through increased efficiency and increased production
is a question.
These will be a factor, possibly a surprising
factor, because the rewards will be large, and few things
so quicken invention and efficiency as the incentive of large
returns.

Carry the message to the Bolsheviks.

A

mechanical means.

New York Life Insurance
have undoubtedly reached a new

P. Kingsley, President

New York

John Hays

Hammond

:

The immediate problem

that

confronts us is the resumption of business, including, particularly building construction, manufacturing, and mining.
Business is being retarded because we are hoping for or
fearing lower prices. Whether these fears, or hopes are
to be realized no one can, perhaps, adduce convincing argument, but above the maze of conflicting arguments that
are being applied to the situation one fact stands
put preeminently we can return neither to pre-war conditions nor
;

to

pre-war

prices.

Department of Architectural
Engineering
Public School Buildings
Methods, Economies and Standardization in the Preparation of Plans*
By CLARENCE
work

of the

Bureau of Design, Con-

preparation

THE

struction and Maintenance does not possess
the importance, from an engineering stand-

important branches of engineering

at

X. V.

any one time, we have reduced to
and decisions that go to

instructions

These, together with

office practice.

tabulations,

small

rangements

of

showing

drawings

the

other details that

typical

rooms,

standard

various

management.

be of assistance to drafts-

may

to

Each new question

arises

that

is

investigated

term "shop
manufacproduction" used almost exclusively by
is
a distinct
there
that
turers but the fact remains
office
architectural
in
kind
this
any
problem of
with a volume of work such as we have in hand.

and considered with great care and when a

to merit
problem of sufficient importance
if it is hanand
treatment
scientific
thoughtful,
dled without sacrifice either in architectural de-

everyone informed as

by some as resembling too

closely the

is

sign,
valid

to

a

replace

the

earlier

The manual keeps

ones.

to the latest decisions so that

be directed toward the same objecleaders are expected to see that
their assistants follow these standards, or, if a
variation seems advisable, to refer the matter to

all

may

effort

tives.

there can be no
planning or construction,
to
to
any appropriate term used
objection

designate

satis-

instrucfactory solution is reached the necessary
If later on a bettions are placed in the manual.
ter solution is evolved, new instructions are issued

;

It

ar-

and

men, are bound in loose-leaf form with subjects
alphabetically arranged and make up what is termed
our Office Manual. A copy of this is placed in the
hands of each squad leader ft>r ready reference.

that of efficient

The term "plan production" may be objected

M.I-:..

make up our

East

the

all

writing

Catskill aqueduct, subways,
River bridges, or other large public undertakings.
Certain features of plan production as developed
and practiced by our office may, however, be of
interest to engineers as they pertain to one of the

of

point,

AND

K. DonBiNf, M.A.I. A.

The squad

the Chief for decision.

it.

the type buildings, or rather
of the public schools
standardization
the
perhaps
our
of this city, as illustrated by C. B. J. Snyder,

The development of

Architect in Chief, in his talk before this Society

on September 25, 1918, made it quite clear that we
have become specialists in this particular architecobtural line and therefore cannot hope to always
are
we
what
tain men sufficiently familiar with
work.
use
upon important
doing to be of immediate
The breaking in of new men, even when they are
The
of high grade, involves trouble and expense.
the limitafurther
still
by
complicated
is
situation
rules.
imposed by civil service
obIn order to meet these difficulties, and also to
of
course
in
all
for
jobs
tain uniform practice

tions

of the City of
Paper read before the Municipal Engineer!
Yorlc.
in

be
only can the practice of the office
manual
a
such
absence
of
In the
kept standard.
the office practice must be transmitted from one
draftsman to another by word of mouth. This is
In this

New

the usual

method and

it

is

resjxjnsible

for great

of efficiency, because the same questions are
asked and answered repeatedly, and the same problems solved again and again, with attendant disloss

cussions, delays

men have no

and variations

definite,

the office practice

accurate

in practice.

New

way of acquiring

and often proceed along incor-

rect lines.

of our new school buildings is acof the four
complished through the co-operation
General
divided
is
office
divisions into which the
Ventilation,
and
and Plumbing, Heating

The planning

Drafting

Electrical

charge of Gen-

tDeputy Superintendent of School Buildings,
Con.trucuon and Mamera! iWting Room, Bureau ,of De.ign.
York City.
tcnance, Board of Education. New

way

has
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its

and Furniture.

own head and

are

Each of
all

these divisions

under the immediate

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
direction of Mr. Snyder, who also has jurisdiction
over the inspection force connected with the conThe
struction and equipment of the buildings.

balanced drafting force. Reference to the second of
two organization diagrams shows that the employees of this division are divided into appropriate
squads, each of which is continuously engaged in

the

general plan of this organization is indicated by
the first of the two organization diagrams.

do not claim that this form of organization
or the work performed offers any new or startling
features, but believe there may be something of interest in connection with our methods of systematizing and standardizing not only the types

squads

and

many

of the factors are

The dead weight of our typical floor
construction is always the same and the live loads
constant.

We

for certain groups of rooms are alike.
therefore developed tabulations of various

enable

that

more

permanent and become

The next step is to standardize the details for features which occur repeatedly in different buildings

have
kinds

;

for

the

example, a
standard detail

engineers to select the steel

shapes

BOARD or EDUCATION

jr

CouaTRuCTio*

wo M*rNTEw*Mce,

BOARD OF EDUCATION

is

SCHOOL DISTRICT OF

much

Tr

BUREAU

OF

CONSTRUCTION

C.BJ

.-.

.i-

CITY or

New

Yo

DRAFTING

cover-

entire
ing
construction of
the ordinary

-i

AND MAINTENANCE

quickly

made
the

DIVISION

than by computation or by reference to a hand
book. One such

double

-hung
This

window.

drawing is made
on tracing cloth
and once pre-

table gives the
safe I-beams for

can be
used for any

different lengths
and spans, as-

pared

suming our typical
dead load
and a live load

number of

of

75

pounds.
for

live

of

100

pounds,
pounds,

120

loads

Organization Chart of the Bureau
Construction and Maintenance.

ing, by striking
off the necessary
Organization Chart of the Drafting
Division, which Prepares the Plans and
Specifications for the Construction and
Plumbing Work of New School Buildings and Additions.

of

etc.

expendi-

ture of time.
Similar tables have been
provided
for many other structural members for
which we
have constant use: channel columns for our stand-

is

work

puting.
first

essential

is

The advantages

The

naturally segregates itself into subdivisions,
such as general
planning, designing, scale detailing,
full-size detailing, structural-steel and
other engineering, plumbing, specification writing and com-

a properly organized and

Similar

minimum.

such that a number of

jobs must be put forward at the same time.

prints.

standard details

to the flagpole on the roof.
These standard details
do not entirely obviate the necessity for special details, but their number is thereby reduced to the

ard story height of
15 feet o inches, safe loads for
struts made up of
one, two and four angles in
various positions, etc.

The volume of work

number of blue

are
made for
pivoted windows, hollow metal windows, steel windows, steel doors, wood doors, kalamein doors, skylight construction, vault-light construction, interior
trim, cabinets, wardrobes, lockers
in fact for every
possible feature of the building from column bases

Having worked out a beam plan and fixed the
lengths and spans of the beams, their sizes can be
obtained from these tables with the least

The

build-

ings without
further
draft-

There are other
tables

the

time to time the leaders

thoroughly familiar with the established methods
in their particular branches of the work. The
qualifications, inclinations and aptitude of each man are
studied so that he may be placed where he will count
for the most. This is a matter of great importance
and careful attention to it has led to the discovery
of special ability in some men, which when developed has produced surprisingly good results.

office practice.

In our steel designing

may change from

at least are comparatively

of buildings, but the working plans, details, specifications

While the personnel of

one kind of work.

We

of these standards are threefold
very thoroughly studied

:

First, the entire subject is

when
made

the standard

is

prepared and the

detail

is

to cover every phase of the construction, so
as to furnish all the information required on that
subject.
Second, the draftsmen become familiar
with the standards and are able to proceed with the
Third, the conplans much more expeditiousty.
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Standard Detail of Double-Hung

Window and Frame, Covering

all the Usual Conditions.
Hollow-Metal and Steel Windows.

There are Similar Standards

for Pivoted,

Standard DeUil of Interior Wood DOOM, Covering All Typei Ordinarily Used, Together with Complete Details of Conitruction. The
Appropriate Letter to Designate the Type of Door to Be Used. Is Placed at Each Opening on the Floor Flam.
The Standard
Detail Doei the Kelt.
There Are Similar Standard Details for Kalamein, Steel, Alignum and Metal-Clad Doort.
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or another of the standard types, plans could be
produced with great rapidity, but unfortunately this

becoming familiar with them, are able
of production and to
systematize their methods

tractors after
to

is

reduce their estimates accordingly.
This Division has at the present time about one
hundred standard details of this kind. A complete
and
file of these is furnished to each squad leader

prises five

two of
type, and seven additions. This schedule of twentyfour items, made up prior to the adoption of the

each is required to plan his work in conformity
This does not
with them as far as practicable.

type buildings, offers only seven opportunities for
In future building schedules it is exduplication.
that
greater use will be made of the standard
pected

assistants.
discourage suggestions on the part of
These are always welcomed and the standards are

whenever better methods are found.

revised

The present building schedule comnew buildings of Type A, one of Type B,
Type C, three of Type E, six of no standard

impossible.

It

types.

Buildings requiring additions are usually old,
badly planned and in many cases do not lend themselves to extension.
The amount of time and
for
a
study required
comparatively small addi-

does prevent waste of time in study of unauthorized
variations of no practical value, undertaken often
for no better reason than the desire to do the
thing differently.
When conditions are such that a type building cannot be used, the general plans, framing
a n d

tion

may

new

easily equal or exceed that for a

much

plans

In the present
building sched-

plumbing plans
must all be spe-

the advantage

building of

greater

u

1

e,

therefore.

gained by the
opportunity to
duplicate seven
b u i 1 d in g s is

made but

cially

size.

;

the standard de-

are applicable to these as

tails

type buildings,
which minimizes
the labor of de-

largely counterbalanced by the
seven additions.
It seems to be

tailing.

a matter of sur-

as

well

to

Where

the

for

drawings

one building are
be

to

for

substan-

those

like

tially

another

?K^r*^S|S5^^|js:^u' ^.i....;'"
;

FACADE OF TYPE

C

g

BUILDING

we

sary to have a full set of tracings for each building
because additional prints may be needed at any

many
plans

are submitted

.

Note the simple straightforward character of the design.
It is devoid of excessive
ornament, but expressive of a school building.

take
advantage of methods of process reproduction in
order to reduce the amount of tracing. It is necesbuilding

to
prise
that our

the

for the approval
the city de-

of

partments
that

and
are

they

scrutinized as closely as the output of other offices.
The facts are that we must not only obtain the

time, either during the progress of building or after

approval of all departments that have jurisdiction
of the plans for private work, but must also submit
our plans to the Municipal Art Commission and

completion.

the

An

earlier attempt to curtail drafting
prints for all similar buildings from

by making
one set of

and then applying pasters covering the
variations, had to be abandoned owing to the diffi-

tendent of Schools.

Before plans are given out for bidding they are

tracings

culty

of

tracings,

keeping the great number of paster
and of assembling sets of prints made up

of the original sheets with innumerable
pasters.
There was also too great a liability to error.

Where
the

Board of Estimate and Apportionment, as well
own board, its committees and Superin-

as to our

made complete in every detail, so that there is no
room for misunderstanding as to the extent or character of the work to be performed. The drawings
for a Type A building comprise the following

the ornamental features of
buildings of
alike, the details for these are

same type are

made

in standard form, so that
having once prepared tracings of these details for the first building
they apply without change to any extent desired.
If all buildings could be made to conform to one

896

:

General plans
Steel plans

Plumbing plans
Special

details

Standard details
Total

17 drawings

9 drawings
10 drawings

29 drawings
78 drawings
143 drawings
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^

Detail of the Main Entrance Feature of the Type
Letters, A, B, C, Etc., Refer to Full-Size Profiles of the

:

-c

<^9^tij!r

C

Scale */t Inch to the Foot on the Original. The Large
Building.
Various Moulded Members as Shown in the Following Illustration.

Detail! f Terra Cotta Work for the Type C Building Shown Full Size on the Original Drawing.
The Large Letteri, A.
B, C, Etc.. Refer to the Locations of the Various Details as Shown on the !4-Inch Scale Details in the Preceding Illustration.
Details of This Kind and Similar Ones for Interior Ornament Are Standard for All Buildings of the Type to Which
They Apply.
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All of these are completed and available to the
contractors for estimating and all are issued to the
successful bidder as soon as his contract has been

CtCOMMENDATIONS

fOG.

fOUB FYPE A BUILDINGS

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
In order to

fix the

percentages for the various pay-

been adopted

in the effort to

cost of retracing these

drawings
There was no

would have been $1,000 or more.

known

process of reproducing tracings or negatives

from blue prints, but by careful study of various
methods of photographic reproduction and after
some experimenting by our blue printer a way has
been found to replace the lost tracings, at a cost of

conduct this branch of

the j>eople's business in the most careful and efficient
manner. Those enumerated are sufficient to indicate that this Bureau is not hampered by old or

The

preserved.

ments an accurate quantity estimate is made and
this is segregated into the payments determined
Many other methods and short cuts have
upon.

By this new application of existing processes
we have solved a problem for which no less an

$170.

traditional methods, but, on the contrary, follows
the best practice of the profession and when that

does not fully meet its requirements, develops new
methods of its own. An excellent example of the
latter has just occurred.
In a recent fire all our records and drawings, including the recently completed tracings for a buildForing not yet under contract, were destroyed.
was
from
the
a
set
of
blue
tracings
tunately
prints

authority than the Scientific American has been
unable to find an answer.
Confronted as we are with a work of great magnitude and many complications it is our endeavor to
apply factory methods to the less vital phases of

our work, such as plan production and reproducand to reserve our best thought and effort for

tion

the real problems that are always before us.
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Standard Detail for Structural-Steel Work, Covering All Ordinary Cond itions for Columns, Column liases and
Beam> and Uirderi. Special Details Are Required Only for Plate (iirders. Trusses. Etc.
.
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Connections
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for

Reinforced Concrete in Office Building Construction
another

INTrust

section

of

issue

this

Company Building of

Colonial

the

Philadelphia

is

il-

While this building presents an interit also
esting study from the aesthetic standpoint,
usable
and
exterior
a
with
combined
has
pleasing
interior several structural features, not evident upon
with profit.
inspection, which can be studied
lustrated.

In the structural planning of a building three
mind the cost
things must constantly be kept in
of the type of construction selected, the contem:

to
plated use of the building and the adaptability
such use of each type, and the limitations of the
several types of construction available.
In the building under consideration we note that
the plot of ground is comparatively small, being but
4,200 sq. ft. in area, although located on what is

of
probably the busiest corner in the entire city
of
As a matter of fact this piece
Philadelphia.
property is valued at some $800,000, or almost $20,-

ooo a front foot on Market
rentable area per floor

area

lot

gross

light courts,

all

St.

In getting at the net

we must deduct from

walls,

chimneys and

the

elevators, toilets,
columns. In so far as

stairs,

can be reduced to a minimum, the income of the building will be increased proportionthis space

ately.

Colonial Trust building is occupied by two
stores and as a banking room by the owners in the

The

purposes above with a
It
ft. per floor.
is 13 stories high and roughly 42 ft. by 100 ft. in
The type of construcarea, over-all dimensions.
first

story,

and for

office

rentable area of about 3,300 sq.

which would be considered as most adaptable
conditions would be skeleton steel construction with brick walls and stone trimmings,
supported at each story, and concrete or hollow
tile
floor arches.
This would of course permit
columns of minimum size, and thin walls.
tion

to

these

interesting to note that the design was first
laid out in steel, but at that time the steel market
It is

was high, and estimates led the architect to believe
that a considerable saving could be accomplished
by the use of reinforced concrete.
of construction
it

While

this type

common

for industrial buildings,
has never been used to any great extent in the

East for

office

was re-designed

is

However, the building
buildings.
in concrete, and an estimated sav-

ing of $70,000 was apparent, due to the change.

Unfortunately though the columns in the first story
(according to this design) assumed such massive
proportions as practically to ruin both shovy window, store and banking room space, if constructed
as designed.
The corner store was expected to
(and does) bring an exceptionally high rental, and

was imperative that the columns occupy as
space as possible in the ground story.
it

little

After carefully studying all the factors involved
compromise design was adopted which has
proved entirely satisfactory, and enabled a saving of
over $50,000 below the estimates for the original
design in steel. This compromise design provided
for steel columns below the second floor level, steel
a

girders supporting the wall above the store front,
and reinforced concrete construction above.
At
the rear, the building was divided
transversely

and the bankon
a
line
with
the columns,
arranged
so that they in no way caused interference or obstruction in this area.
At the front, it will be
noticed that the columns are not on a line with
those at the rear, for had they been so lined up
it would have meant obstruction in the
very valuable corner store space.
The wall columns are rec-

into three approximately equal bays,

ing room

rail

tangular in section, which while an uneconomical
design from a structural standpoint, proves the
best from a practical one, these columns taking up
the least space possible with this type of construction.
Several of the corner wall columns are al-

most triangular in section, and some of the interior
columns are of irregular section so as to be largely
hidden or lined up with the interior walls or parThe floor construction is of reinforced
concrete with hollow tile fillers, the top slab being
about 2 J 2 in. total thickness with troweled floor
finish (no wooden flooring was used), the tile fill-

titions.

/

ers giving a

good key for the flat plastered ceilings.
walls are faced with hydraulic pressed brick
and limestone trim. The roof is of slate. The total

The

cost

of

the building

was $300,000, or about 50

cents per cu. ft.
Had steel been used throughout
the cost would have been nearly 60 cents per cu. ft.

From the foregoing the feasibility of the use of
reinforced concrete in office building construction,
when carefully designed to meet practical considerations
sign

900

is

is

manifest, and the

clearly proved.

economy of such de-
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Stained Shingles
and Most Economical

The Warmest, Most

Artistic

of All

House Finishes
Wood shingles are two or three times warmer than the gummed-paper substitutes,
and they arc cheaper, last longer and are incomparably more artistic and attractive.
When stained with the soft moss-greens, bungalow-browns, tile-reds and silver grays of

Cabot's Creosote Stains
they have a richness and beauty of tone that no other finish can equal, and the
creosote thoroughly preserves the wood.
Use them also on siding, boards, sheds
and fences. Anyone can apply them, with best results, at least expense.
You can get Cabot's Stains til over the country.
Send for samples and name of nearest agent.

Samuel Cabot,
Stained

it-it

h

Creosote

Cabot's

Montague Flagg, 2nd,

"A

Architect,

1133

Stains

N,

Broadway,

Inc., Manfg. Chemists, Boston, Mass.
24 West Kinzie Street, CHICAGO

NEW YORK

Cnbot* Quilt, Waterproof Stucco and Brick Stains, Conserve Wood
Damp-proofing. Water-proofing

Y.

PrrvtU.
5.4

Product without a

APOLLO-KEYSTONE
COPPER STEEL

APPALACHIAN

Galvanized

TENNESSEE MARBLE
has gone into the making of many of the
country's finest banks and public buildings

Highest in quality and
resistance.

rust

A

variety of colors and markings
to suit each individual requirement

Unequaledfor

Culverts, Flumes, Tanks,
Roofing, Siding, Spouting, and

APPALACHIAN MARBLE

me

HI work.
a " exposea
iheet metal
worn.
all
/
VlUuV\U1*^MPT
exposed ineei
Product > of every description Black and
Galvanized Sheets, Corrugated and Formed Products. Roofing Tin Plates, Etc.

We manufacture Sheet and Tin Mill

AMERICAN SHEET AND TIN PLATE COMPANY,

Schmidt, Garden

The Shank

Co..

&

CO.
TENNESSEE

KNOXVILLE

PitUborfh, P.

Martin. Architects

Contractors

-i|HLIl
The Speedway Hospital

kji

?

*

'

Chicago Built for
the War Department Required an Immense
Etpjipment of MEYER Removable
at

STEELFORMS
That

this

work was

onstrates clearly the

demEquipment we

carried forward without a hitch

enormous

Steel form

have instantly available.

That Meyer Removable Steelforms effect economy in
structural design, labor and form work costs is clearly evident, otherwise they would not have been used in a building
of this character and importance.

CONCRETE ENGINEERING
Offices

CO.

and Warehouses: Omaha, Chicago, Kansas City

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
Building Material Market Reports
(Continued from fagc 891)

;

In this respect the market is stronger
regular market.
in the year
than was to have been expected, for earlier
bottom
felt that the only way to prevent the

producers
for every producer to
dropping out of the market was
adhere rigidly to the recognized price schedule. Xow the
able to
steel market is showing decided signs of being
stand on

On

its

own

merits.

this point the

Iron

Age

says

These figures give a fair idea of conditions in this city at
There is a better tone generally in all
the present time.
markets few idle men, and no labor difficulties of con-

:

sequence.
New business of various steel companies in the Calumet
district has been running in excess of production since the
first of the month and orders continue to expand.
representative of one of the independent steel companies
says the increased buying of steel products encountered

A

by his company made greater strides in the past week
than in any similar period in the history of the company.
Steel manufacturers report a good demand for steel for

the belief that
interesting to watcli the spread of
with possible slight
substantially the present level of prices,
concessions here and there, also possible advances, is to be
reckoned with for a longer time than seemed likely three

export to South American countries.
Lumber is moving from the yards to the building conThere also is bettractors in exceptionally good volume.

fear
Jobbers appear to be buying with less
of having stocks decline in value before they can be sold."

sash and door factories.
wholesale markets. The

"It

is

months ago.

*

*

*

demand from

ter

at the mills.

(Prom our Special Correspondent}
CHICAGO, ILL., June 23. The demand for building material of every description is now greater than at any time
of a
during the past three years (according to an official
company operating twenty-live yards in this city and
It is a general demand resulting
neighboring suburbs).

It

the

demand is greater than the supply
now a question of placing orders for
demand and not a question of price.

is

stocks to meet the
Values are changing

are substituting such northern woods as
basswood and maple to some extent. Low grades
in both the hard and soft woods, for which the demand
has been slow, are now moving into regular trade chan-

ture

entering into the manufacture and a tendency to
undersell in order to get what business is offered.
A total of ninety permits for new buildings was issued

nels at high prices.

during the week for structures to cost $1,^18.685 in the
aggregate. The same week one year ago the records show
a total of forty-seven permits for buildings to cost $7i-',ooo.

Late Quotations

in

(Price quotations now current on building materials and supplies
quoted by dealers and jobbers for delivery in .\>' York and
Chicago follow. The quotations set forth are placed before readers
of THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT to afford an accurate review of
market conditions rather than for use as a basis for actual purchase.
They u'ill not only provide knozi'Iedgc of the exact state of the market
as to items quoted, but will also present a basis to judge conditions
as affecting correlating materials.
Items marked (*) indicate an
advance over last week, u'hile those marked (f) record a decline.
Other prices did not fluctuate during the week.)

New York

Face brick (delivered on job):

Common

(Delivered at job in
per thousand

Borough

of

hattan only),
red
red

Rough
Smooth
Rough
Smooth
Rough
Smooth

buff
buff

gray
gray

Colonials

Chicago

Man$17.85
29.00
26.00
32.00
32 00
38^00
40.00
24.00

$12.00
40.00
40.00
40.00
40.00
42.00
42.00
30.00

BROKEN STONE
(Delivered on job):
in. per cu. yd
Yt in. per cu. yd
l'/2

$2.75f
2.75f

8/j x
By, x

S>/,,

per

ft

13, per ft

original

amount of about

$400,000,000.

New York
13 x 13, per

85^ x

ft

18, per
18. per ft
18, per ft
ft

13M x
x

18

Chicago

46
54
70
90

.28
.32
.42

16

.14
.18
.30

.55

Wall coping (double slant):
8 in., per lin. ft
12 in., per ft

18 in., per

26
54

ft

Wall coping (single slant):
8 in., per lin. ft
12 in., per ft
18 in., per ft

16

26!^
54

.14
.30
.30

(Corners and angles four times tlie price of one
foot of coping the same size.)

Hollow Tile
(Delivered at job, in New York below 72nd St.)
$70.15
partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft
3 x 12 x 12 partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft
102.00
4 x 12 x 12 partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft
114.75
153.00
partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft
8 x 12 x 12 partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft
10x12x12 partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft
12 x 12 x 12 partitions, per 1,000 sq. ft
2x12x12 split furring, per 1,000 sq. ft
63.75

2x8x12

....

$67.90
72.50

6x12x12

135.80
167.50
194.60

CEMENT
Per

bbl.

in

bags)

15 cent bags (Rebate 60c. per bbl. for

$3.25

"...

$2.80

COPPER SHEETS

At the mill, hot rolled, 16 oz. base-price, per
(From jobber's warehouse add 2 to 3
Cold rolled add Ic. per Ib. to hot rolled.)

.13
.15

.10

$3 50

$2.25

24

.12

24

.16
.16

.11

Chimney

tops:
12 x 12 for 8 x 8 flues
Flue lining:
4'A ft. x 13 ft., per lin. ft
*Vi x 8'A. per lin. ft

Fully ninety per cent of the war claims of this district
The aggreagainst the Government have been adjusted.
gate of contracts involved in those not yet adjusted is
between $.'5.000.000 and $.30.000,000, as compared with an

$2.35
2.35

BURNED CLAY
(Delivered on job)
Block partition:
3 in., per sq. ft
4 in., per sq. ft

industries

birch,

Building Material Markets

as

BRICK

almost over night, and during the

past fortnight there have been some sharp changes upward
in wholesale prices of cypress, hemlock, northern pine, and
some of the more staple hardwoods. In consequence of
the scarcity of oak, gum and poplar the building and furni-

from increased activity in building, and the call is for
quick delivery in wagon-load lots. Prices are holding firm
on all items, although competition is keen and dealers say
there is but small margin of profit in consequence of high
costs

consuming industrials, especially the
Unusual conditions prevail in the

Per foot

Ib

25!4c.*

25^c.

cents.

CORNER BEAD
05

.05

30

.30

FIBRE
Per bushel

(Continued on page poo-5)

.20

900-A

